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Softer,

Smoother
Skin
with just

of

One Coke

Camay!

~&ewlw III BOSTON
"Your complexion counts — in romance,"
says

this lovely bride.

first

Camay

"Try

cake doesn't make your

softer, fresher-looking too

Tests

.

.

.

.

.

.

see

skin ever so

as

it

if

your

much

did mine."

by doctors prove— Camay
It's

is

Really Mild

exciting ... to see the lovely

new

softness, the

new

smoothness that comes to your skin
with just
one cake of Camay! Change today, from improper cleansing
to the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. Doctors tested this
care on over 100 complexions ... on skin like yours.
And with the first cake of Camay, most complexions
fairly bloomed! Looked softer, fresher and clearer!
.

...
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cleanses without irritation

These

tests gave proof of Camay's mildness
proof
can benefit skin. Said the doctors, "Camay is really
mild
it cleansed without irritation." So do try this
.
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it

.

.

.

.

.

it

.

helpful care

comes with

on your skin

just one cake of

.

.

.

see the softer beauty that

Camay!

Go on

the

Camay

Mild-Soap Diet

One minute— night and morning— does

the trick.

You simply cream Camay's mild lather over your
face— nose and chin. Rinse warm. If you have oily skin,
add a C-O-L-D S-P-L-A-S-H. That's all! But watch,
day by day, as that one cake of Camay makes your »
skin really lovelier.

Please— make each cake of
last, as long as possible.

Camay

Precious war materials go into

making soap.
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A

radiant smile

holds a world of charm!

Help keep your smile bright and
now with ipana and

sparkling. Start

"Pink Tooth Brush"

REACH FOR A STAR, plain girl. You can
-find happiness,

fun— without being

beautiful.

you see "pink" on your tooth brush, see
your dentist. He may say your gums have

who

stir

up

sensitive

exercise by soft,

— deprived

times don't go just to the prettiest. Proof

may

suggest "the helpful stim-

So smile, plain

charm— the kind men

Not

Ipana Tooth Paste not only
cleans teeth but, with massage,

Remem-

helps the gums. Massage a litde

sound

Ipana onto your gums every

can't resist.

ber, though, a smile like that needs

Tooth Paste and massage.

ulation of Ipana and massage."

mere

a

gums, a smile

many

one of radiant

girl, smile.

smile, but

smile.

teeth, firmer

that really sparkles, start today with Ipana

creamy foods.
dentists, he

like so

you can be singled out by your

to healthier firmness.

For brighter

of

And

shadow of a

time you clean your teeth. Circulation
speeds up within the gum tissues— helping

a warning

If

become
at other girls

is

excitement. Proof, most of them, that good
that

much

gums

Massage!

Take a look

teeth— sparkling teeth that depend so
on firm, healthy gums.

Product of Bristol-Myers

Staff today with

IPANA and MASSAGE

Eyes Light

Up

at the sight

of the girl with a bright, shining

Tooth Paste and massage help you keep
your smile sparkling and attractive!
smile. Let Ipana
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In an emergency

A

Mighty Good Friend To Have Around

nothing like a good friend to help you

There's

through an emergency whether it be great or small.
If Listerine Antiseptic isn't in

your medicine cabinet

And, of course, you simply can't overlook

accompanying sore

throats. Bear in

you're missing a wonderful feeling of security and

made over

protection this trustworthy antiseptic inspires.

Listerine Antiseptic twice daily

Think how often it can render real
often you and your children may
appreciate

its

first-aid

.

.

.

how

a

12-year period,

Keep
ways

septic

was called in to take care of

those

little

cuts,

abrasions that

scratches

and

you grew up on?

their

that in tests

who

gargled

had fewer colds and

non-users.

action!
Listerine Anti-

mind

those

value as

and

usually milder ones, and fewer sore throats, than

quick germ-killing

Remember how

its

a precaution against the misery of colds

Sixty years in sexvice

Listerine Antiseptic

at

Listerine

hand to

Antiseptic

al-

fight infection. It

combines a delightfully refreshing
effect

and complete safety with

rapid germ-killing power.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St.

Louis,

Mo.

WHAT'S HEW
from Coast

to Coast

By

DALE BANKS

§§§§§§§

"Duffy ain't here!" That's what
Archie says every week on NBC's
Duffy's Tavern Friday evenings.

y

audience was asked not to applaud, or
whistle or stomp, because it would creep
into the recording made for service
men. So there we were, at the end of
a number, wildly shouting with our
hands waving them madly in the air.
And not making a sound.

—

Eddie Cantor

*

proud

of his 22year-old orchestra leader, Leonard
Sues, on his Time to Smile show.
is

the natural answer,

RADIO'S
Ever notice

and-wife teams there are on the
Beginning way back in the 1920's
with Julia Sanderson and the late
Frank Crumit, look at the famous
couples Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone, George Burns and Gracie
Allen, Jim and Marian Jordan Fibber McGee and Molly to you Fred
Allen and Portland Hoffa, Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard and, now,
Kay Kyser and Georgia Carroll.
air?

—

*

*

*

NBC

for

men and women

musicians, vocalists,
announcers, commentators, actors and
script writers.

a big thing NBC has planned.
auditions will not necessarily
lead to jobs for applicants. They will
serve, however, to create a sort of pool
of talent for the network in the postwar period.
After each audition,
applicants will receive a certificate
attesting to the individual's audition
and NBC will also forward a file card
of the judgment of a staff of experts
on the result of each audition to network stations near the contestant's
home. In this way a file of future talIt's

These

worship from her.

Dinah Shore sports a size five
pair of paratrooper boots acquired on her tour in France.

—

has started a series of Welcome

Home Auditions,
who want to be

*

*

Mrs. Elizabeth McMahon is eightyfive years old, but the bobby sox
brigades can take a lesson in hero

—
—

*

sure would,"

"I

you might like to know the aftermath.
The lady got her pearl, all right, but
not until she had gone through seven
of nine barrels of oysters which the T.
or C. emcee had shipped to her New
York hotel room.

chummy business.
how many husband-

a real

Something for the Boys NBC's announced a swell idea. Members and
former members of the Armed Forces
are going to have a chance to show
what they can do in the radio line.

*

*

you heard the Truth or Consequences show some time ago on which
Ralph Edwards asked a contestant
whether she would like a pearl and got
If

ent can be on hand, comes demobilizaBesides, recordings made during
the auditions will be available to" station managers on request.
Applications for the auditions may
be mailed or filed in person.
Mail
should be addressed to Welcome Home
Auditions, National Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. Y. The auditions are held every
Saturday from 9:30 in the morning
until noon.
Good luck
tion.

*

*

You always have

*

something
new. We had to learn how to show
our appreciation and pleasure in a
for us fantastic way, the other day.
At a For the Record broadcast, the

—

to learn

Fred Waring

is

Mrs. McMahon's special passion. She's
never missed a Waring program in six
years.
She owns a copy of every
phonograph record he's ever made. She
has a more complete file of pictures and
press notices about Waring than the
one owned by Fred's press agent. She
attends all broadcasts in person, both
the first broadcast at 7:00 p. m. and the
repeat performance, which goes on a
few hours later for the benefit of Pacific Coast listeners.
Such devotion deserves a reward.
Mrs. McMahon got one a beautiful
blue orchid from the hands of Fred

—

himself.
*

*

*

When

the girls hand out bouquets
to a girl that's one for the record. Not
to be outdone by all the boys choosing
pin-up girls and handing out titles,
the WACs at Camp Swift, Texas, voted
Evelyn Knight their favorite radio
thrush. So far as we know, this is the
first time such a thing has happened.

—

*

*

*

He's been back a long time, now, but

—
Jack Benny's still running up a terrific
phone bill and loading the U. S. mails,
relaying messages for the boys he met
in the Pacific battle area this summer.
Jack's determined not to let down one
of the boys who asked him to say
And
hello to his family back home.
there were hundreds of G.I.'s who made
Jack their messenger.
*

*

i*

*

war worker— busy film maker— is dazzling Dorothy
Lamour, like many other Hollywood stars. Lucky for

lireless

Have you noticed that you never see
Cliff
Cliff Edwards without a hat?
claims he hasn't had his picture taken
without a hat since 1929 and that includes 103 movies in which he's worked
He claims it but he
in that time.
doesn't explain it.

loveliness, they've discovered that

back in

1931,

—

for skin

beauty

.

.

.

takes just seconds!

*

*

Funny how some

Way

their

Woodbury

Complete Beauty Cream does everything

—

*

u<3^ vuuu$L,[

cJlfL/

things get started.

Chet Lauck and

Norris Goff now famous, as Lum and
Abner organized a show to raise funds
for the victims of a flood. Their campaign was so successful that the two
men were invited to appear on radio
station KTHS that's in Hot Springs,
Arkansas.
Chet and Norris were doing a blackface act, then. When they got to the
studio they discovered that another
blackface act was one thing radio could
Pracvery well get along without.
tically on the spur of the moment
that awful dead moment before going
on the air, too Chet and Norris decided to change themselves into characters from the Ozarks. And Lum and
Abner they've been ever since.

—

—

—

*

*

*

Talk about France's spirit and love
of freedom Dinah Shore said that one

—

was singing the "Marseillaise" with a bunch of
French kids.
The thing that made
Dinah's throat go all of a lump was
the fact that the children had been
born during the war, during the German occupation but they all knew the
words of their national anthem.
of the biggest thrills she got

—

*

*

*

You

get used to hearing people on
the radio and, somehow, you begin to
think of them as permanent features

on the
Stars

air
like

pJfljS

and almost nothing else.
James Melton and Alec

Templeton, however, lead very active
in fact scrambling lives off the air.
They're both continually hopping on
and off planes and trains to keep their
concert dates all over the country on
weekdays and rushing back to New
York on weekends for their Sunday

Dorothy Lamour

—

—

soon to be seen

in

"ROAD TO UTOPIA,"

a Paramount Picture

jm

broadcasts.

>ec this satiny cream help your skin look
S*
film-star lovely as it gives

complete care: Cleanses. Softens,

smooths. Holds powder. Helps erase tiny dry-skin

lines.

And

Stericiriy

exclusive ingredient, works constantly right in the jar to purify the

cream, helping protect against blemish-causing germs.

limi^kC

and every night take the

Beauty Night Cap of the

Stars: First, cleanse

with Woodbury Complete Beauty

Cream— then,
softening.

*^V

use as a night cream for extra

Use

for

daytime clean-ups, too.

Jars 10«S to $1.25, plus tax.

CBJovM usl,u
Vaudeville comic Harry Savoy
supplies the laughter on Kate
Smith's Sunday night hour show.

C?complete
FORMERLY CALLED COLD CREAM. CLEANSES AS

BEAUTY CREAM

THOROUGHLY— DOES SO MUCH MORE

BESIDES

Hezzie Trietsch, Ken Trietsch, Gabe Ward and Gil Taylor, The Hoosier
Hot Shots of National Barn Dance fame, celebrate eleven years together.

In spite of his heavy schedule, Alec
Templeton finds time to have become
one of the most ardent radio fans in
the country. When he's at home, he
keeps three radios turned on different
stations simultaneously and he manages by some miraculous extra talent
to hear every show. Alec even listens
to soap operas
and can tell you who's

—

—

doing what in the
*

scripts.
*

*

Beulah Karney, who can tell you
What's Cookin' in everything culinary, couldn't possibly have become
anything but a home economics expert.

Her minister-father, before

his ordina-

spent several years as cook on a
world cruising ship and served up tales
about exotic foods instead of nursery
tion,

rhymes

to his young daughter.
also spent a lot of time- in
the family kitchen as a child and, when
she was in her last year at high school,
she won top honors in a city-wide con-

Beulah

surpassing experienced housewives
with her perfect meal of baked fish.
Beulah wanted to be a newspaperwoman. Her father wanted her to be

test,

Like daughter, like mother—

Rosemary

Camp

(Dr. Christian) de
copies Nana's pinafore.

home

They compromised
and Beulah was graduated from Occia

economist.

dental College with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in journalism and a minor in
home economics. After graduate work
at the University of California, she got
a job as a reporter on the Los Angeles
Times. Then she became editor of the
women's page and" a writer, doing a
syndicated column on nutrition, menus
and family problems.

Beulah went on

to

conduct cooking

schools for the Kansas City (Missouri)
Star and then to work for the government, supervising 10,000 employees at
canning centers. She broke into radio
in 1935 in a fifteen-minute home eco-

nomics broadcast over KMBC in Kansas City. That led to her being made

women's program

director for the staLater she went to Chicago in
1941 to work for the Blue Network.
With all her menus and recipes
Beulah's favorite dish is, of all things,

tion.

spaghetti.
*

*

A unique honor has

Comedian Jack Haley (right)
and Dave Street of NBC's Village Store relax at rehearsal.

*

fallen on Sammy
Kaye. The Library of Congress has
accepted a collection of musical Americana from him. The collection includes
original manuscripts and arrangements

made famous by

the swing and sway
"Avalon," "Melancholy Baby," "Remember Pearl Harbor" and "Is You Is." Accepting the
collection, the chief of the music division of the Library said that it would
form the basis for the compilation of
orchestrations to portray a development in popular music, which the average citizen has enjoyed in theaters,
over the air and on records.

band

—numbers

like

*

*

*

Every time you're tired and don't
feel that you can do another thing,
think of Betty Philson, who plays
Rachel in Woman of America. Betty's
sixteen. She's a student at the Friends
Central School in Overbrook, Pa. She
commutes to Radio City in New York
from her home in Broomall that's a
suburb of Philadelphia to do her stint
in the radio show. She has homework,
of course.
She has some living to do.
In spite of all this, she finds time to
work regularly as a nurse's aide in a
Philadelphia hospital.

—

—

*

-

GOSSIP AND STUFF
niversaries — Hour of Charm
.

.

An-

.

has been
around on the air lanes for ten years.
The National Barn Dance show is
eleven years old, now.
Everett
Sloane is playing the part of Borth in
the Broadway production of "A Bell
For Adano"
James Melton is the
owner of eighty antique automobiles.
Kate Smith is the gal chosen
unanimously by song pluggers to guarantee that a new number will be a hit.
They claim that almost every song she
ever introduced became a money
maker.
Ted Malone, the voice
of those new dramatic war features
from Europe, is an editor of Good
Housekeeping Magazine as well as a
foreign correspondent.
The first
Television course ever to be given for
credit toward a university degree has
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

been started at Columbia U.
Changes are taking place advertising
.

—

.

.

executives are now willing to let commercials be "kidded" on the air. In
the past this practice was forbidden.
We think it's a big relief. ... At a
dinner in New York, sponsored by the
cast of Can You Top This? Hildegarde got a golden egg for telling the
worst story of the year.
Good
.

listening until next month.

.

.

The
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Cover Girl Marie Rogndahl

She decided it by going over the
next day after school to call on Mrs.
Bennett, the singing teacher. She sang
for Mrs. BennetJ and then suggested
that, to pay for her lessons, she do
housework and marketing. Mrs. Ben-

—

nett,

who had

listened

in

amaze-

ment

to the blonde girl's lovely voice,
agreed at once
.
and for the next
three years Marie went to high school
until three o'clock every afternoon,
took singing lessons for an hour after
that, and spent the rest of the day doing housework for her teacher.
.

VAMACIO«S;

SHE'S

At the end of that time, she had
graduated from high school, and she

r^- %

also won a scholarship to the
University of Oregon. Here she continued
her
Cinderella
existence
studying hard at her college courses,
taking singing lessons from the University's music professor Sigurd Nilssen, and earning her food, room, and
clothes by ringing the cash register at

had

CINDERELL4
of

SOI

By ELEANOR HARRIS

MARIE ROGNDAHL

1 he moment she

wins eyes and hearts

else stops; she

effortlessly,
.

. .

for she

is

without seeking them

varvacious! Varva's

Me" and

perfumes "Follow

"Nonchalant" are the subtle reasons
she's so very very

Varva extracts— $1

to

$15

•

Sachet, $1

and $1.75

.

.

—

.

Bath Powder, $1

Face Powder, 6 guest puffs, $1

•
•

is the real-life
Cinderella from the far-west state
of Oregon who just won the Singing
Cinderella contest on the NBC Hour
of Charm broadcast and everything
about her bears out the famous Cinderella story. (Except for one important item: the Prince! He hasn't come
along yet.)
For one thing, she's beautiful. She's
a golden-haired, blue-eyed girl who
carries her five-foot-six-inch figure
with the dignity of Viking ancestors.
For another thing, she's young she

—

enters, all

Bubble Foam, $1
Talc,

55c

was

21 last

For

means

September

5th, 1944.
still another, she's poor
which

—

were
She was 15

that her singing lessons

things she struggled for.

when she

(plus tax)

NONCHALANT
{Your Secret Weapon)

The Devil-MayCare Perfume

FOLLOW ME
(Suivez Mot)

The Perfume That
Leads and Lasts

decided to take singing
lessons to bring out her coloratura
voice. She broached it at the dinner
table the night she made her decision,
looking over the Norwegian fish stew
at her two blond parents, who had
come from Norway to the United
States only a few years before her
birth. Her father was a cabinet maker
of modest means and conservative
tastes, and she already knew his reaction to what she was about to say.
But she said it anyway. "Daddy and
Mother," she said in her high, sweet
voice, "I want very much to take singlessons.
There's
ing
a
wonderful
."
teacher here, Mrs. Vida Bennett.
"No," said her father. "I don't think
it's right for a girl to plan on singing
for money. Our family has never been
theatrical, and this is no time to start."
"No," her mother chimed in. "Besides, what would we use for money
to pay the teacher?"
"That," said Marie, "I will decide
.

VARVA
Empire

Stale Building,

New

York

1,

N. Y.

.

somehow, myself."

.

a local department store, and working
in the college library. It was Mr.
Nilssen who gave her the first gentle
push toward the American limelight,
one cloudy afternoon in the music department rooms at the University.
"Marie," he told her, "I think it is
time for you to try out in a countrywide competition for singing. I will
take you to Portland for the audition."
"What audition?" said Marie, as-

tounded.
"For the Hour of Charm program
with Phil Spitalny's all-girl orchestra,"
said Mr. Nilssen firmly. "Pack your
bags, my girl, and at once!"
Things developed fast from then on
for her, as fast as they had for the
original Cindie of the glass slippers.
Marie didn't know it, but nine thousand,
eight hundred and thirteen girls all over
the country had tried out for the prized
position and out of all of them, she
was to be the winner!
She was rushed East. Then, during
her next 13 weeks as soloist on the Hour
of Charm program, she turned her attention to the great city of New York,
which delighted her as much as the
glamorous ball had delighted the first
Cinderella. She took a small apartment
with another Oregon girl who had come
East to study voice; and the two girls

—

wandered up and down Fifth Avenue
staring as if they had just arrived from
Mars. But the height of excitement
came to them with the opening of the
Metropolitan
Opera Season, when
Marie felt as if she'd truly come to the
ball!

When her thirteen weeks with the
Hour of Charm were up, Phil Spitalny
wanted her to continue singing inwith his orchestra, but Marie
to make, and she
she returned to the Unimade it
versity of Oregon for another year of
college. Then she'll put in a final year
of voice study. Then, at last, she'll try
her professional wings on the singing
world in all earnestness.
The Prince? Well, Marie doesn't
know for sure just who he is yet
he may be clad in Army khaki or Navy
definitely

had another decision
.

.

.

.

blue

—instead

.

.

of velvet knee-britches!

But then Marie Rogndahl, the 1944
Cinderella, is dressed in sweaters and
skirts instead of rags and it certainly

—

looks to all bystanders as if she's
truly going to be a Princess of Song.

j

A07VEPW
Lovely

Evelyn Knight

and Jerry Wayne sing and
romance on comedian Ed
Wynris new radio program, Happy Island,
heard on Friday nights
over the Blue network.
Below, Bing Crosby is
back on "K.M.H." He's
been overseas, entertaining American G. I. Joes.

When

FACING

your hair

up

curled

doesn't matter

it

moorings

slips its

when the

.

.

.

if

But

bloom and
the music to your taste, you want

MUSIC

the

home

you're

with a book

party's in full

a hair-do built for speed and en-

durance.

By KEN ALDEN

So anchor

for

it,

T)e£ong Bob Pins

.

.

.

keeps,

with

They have

the

strength of true love and the grip

SHORE, target of the worst
DINAH
set of ugly rumors in years, plans

do a number of her NBC Open
House shows from Army camps this
year. Dinah is deliriously happy with
her husband, Corporal George Montgomery, and they make one of Hollywood's nicest pairs.
I saw Dinah when she came back
from her successful U.S.O. overseas
to

jaunt. Dinah was the first girl singer to
sing for our boys on liberated French
soil. While over there she also sang for
the Nazis as a V-2 propaganda weapon.
The songs she selected had a slightly
ominous ring for them, "I'll Be Seeing
Hot Time In
You" and "There'll Be
The Town of Berlin."
Dinah told me she got a real kick
out of getting a hair-do in the original
Antoine of Paris. But because the fa-

A

mous beauty shoppe had no

electricity
the embarrassed operator had to subThe nail polish was
stitute bandanas.
of ersatz material and wouldn't dry.

Dinah brought back French toys for
her nieces and nephews and a cap-

German

tured

pistol for George.

*

*

on the Ed Gardner

billing

show.
*
*
Dorsey's scuffle
*

Tommy
may

cost

him
*

Raymond

•

with Jon Hall

Scott's

*

CBS band which

Composer Johnny Green and

statu-

esque screen star Bunny Waters have a
new baby daughter, Jennifer.
*

By

*

*

the time you read this The

drews

Sisters will
sored air show.
*

An-

.

.They'll hold

your

curls

securely,

keep your hair-net snugly

in place

and help make you the

glamour-puss of the party.

Stronger Grip

have their own spon*

Won't

*

Slip

Out

Look for Lawrence Tibbett to head
up a big time radio show for an insurance company.
*

*

*

Benny Goodman's brother Jerry was
killed in a plane crash. He was completing his training course as a bomber
pilot.
*

*

Bobby Hackett, one

*

of the country's

truly great trumpet exponents,
joined the Casa Loma orchestra.
*

*

has

*

Fred Waring's swell new Blue Net-

work

show

getting everything but
His listener rating is a big
disappointment.
*

is

from the quintette
which first brought him fame, is becoming quite a favorite with the G.I.'s. The
Office of War Information has heeded
the requests of service men and has Ray
a radical departure

doing a daily broadcast for the troops.

*

*

Phil Spitalny is doing such a tremendous business in the light concert
field that he may keep his "All Girl"
orchestra out of theater and movie

work

indefinitely.
*

a radio commercial.
*

**.,*

of a habit

listeners.

*

That's Matty Malneck's orchestra you
hear on Duffy's Tavern although he
Another sponsor won't let
isn't billed.

Matty get

A certain young radio star is not winning any friends by his exaggerated
tales of his service record when he was
in uniform.

*

*

Boyd Raeburn is dissatisfied with his
present band and is junking it to start
out all over again.
*

*

*

Hal Mclntyre will be heard again
over CBS when he brings his band into

New

York's Hotel Commodore.

Continued on page 10
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Left, Shirley Ross, star of radio and motion pictures, is now
heard on Bob Burns' show.

Young Milena Miller, below, former Powers model, has joined the
CBS Johnny Morgan variety show.

Artie Shaw hasn't changed a bit.
He's reportedly asking $12,500 a week
for a theater engagement with his new
band.
*

*

*

The reason you don't hear much
about Richard Himber these days is that
the portly magic-minded maestro is
busy producing a Broadway musical
show called "Abracadabra." His friend,
Orson Welles, is helping him stage it.
*

*

Above, Scat singer Jeanne McKenna sings with unusual style
on NBC's Roy Shield and Co.

*

The Gene Krupa-Carol Bruce romance is just a memory.
*

*

#

The Jerry Waynes are on again and
off

again

friends hoping
their differences ami-

with their

they'll patch
cably.

up
*

How would you

*

and Abe

*

like to be

married to

Ozzie Nelson? He has a habit of writing his comedy material late at night
and then waking up wife Harriet Hilliard for a three A.M. reading.
*

*

»

Radio wiseacres blame miscast comedy material for shortening the life
span of the once popular Lower Basin
Street show.
*

*

*

behind the bandstand: An aspiring radio bandleader may have the
natural musical talents of a Bix Beiderbecke or Bunny Berigan but if he lacks
the initiative of a Sammy Kaye, the co-

Man

operative spirit of a Harry James or the
business acumen of a Rudy Vallee, he'll
never reach the charmed circle of bigtime, all-time popular musical greats.
Take that bit of advice from one of
the shrewdest buyers of dance bands
in America. He's soft-spoken, affable
Robert K. Christenberry, President of
the famous Hotel Astor in New York.
In the decade this Tennessee-born
Marine veteran of World War One has
been hiring orchestras, he has two
shock-proof barometers: customers and
cash registers.
"I've seen them all, the good musician with the bad business approach
and the mediocre musician with the
financial wizardry of Bernard
and it's the latter lad who'll
harvest for himself."
Christenberry admits he's no
critic but his ability to pick

Baruch,
reap a

musical
a band
hot gives him a right to
judge the values of our various bands-

when

10

it's

men. Such world famous bands as
Harry James, the Dorseys, Tommy
Tucker, Sammy Kaye, Rudy Vallee,

Lyman have worked

for him.

"Show me a successful bandleader
and I'll show you a good business man,"

Christenberry told me. "In my opinion
Rudy Vallee and Guy Lombardo are
the shrewdest of the maestros. You'll
never hear about Rudy or Guy investing in fly-by-night operations or making a foolhardy decision."
Perhaps the most important decision
a bandleader must make is the selection of proper hotel sites.
"The hotel is the showcase even if
it doesn't directly bring the bandleader
great profits," Christenberry continued.
"In the proper setting a band takes advantage of the powerful radio broadcast time. It gives ballroom operators,
theater, radio and movie scouts a place
to catch the band. But if the hotel is
not the right location, the result can
often be disastrous."
Many will recall the time Wayne
King, the erstwhile Waltz King brought

New

York and sethis dreamy music to
tled in the swank Waldorf-Astoria. His
music, so vastly popular with the radio
listeners, failed to woo the society trade.
Yet such leaders as Eddy Duchin and
Xavier Cugat break box

office records
Waldorf.
Bandleaders must also keep an eagle
eye and ear on changing musical tastes
of the dancing public. Several years
ago Hawaiian music was the rage. Now
it's the South American tempos.
Christenberry never has any trouble
with orchestra leaders. He has a simple
rule. Those who don't measure up never
get a second booking.
I asked Christenberry to set down
four basic rules for astute bandleaders.
Here they are.
1. Look as pleased as the people are.

at the

Bandleaders with deadpan expressions
don't even get plaudits from the bus
boys.

Give the customers surprises. TomDorsey is always up to some trick
like switching instruments with drummer Buddy Rich, or trumpeter Ziggy
2.

my

Talent.
3. If the crowd is "hot" stay with
them. Harry James never lets down a
minute and often plays his trumpet
to the exhaustion point.

4.

Be

considerate.

The crowd

loves

numbers, anniversary and
request
birthday tributes, menus that are autographed. Don't get a big head.
Better than the rules is a little story
Christenberry told me about Harry
James, Betty Grable, and four young

American eagles.
It was a hot summer

night. Christenberry noticed four wounded officers of
the Air Corps come into the room.

Two were on

crutches.

help you boys?" he asked.
"Gosh, yes," replied the leader of the
group, "Can you get us a table where
we can look at Betty Grable? We
understand she's here every night with
her husband. We promise not to bother
her. All we want to do is look at her."
Christenberry led them to a choice
table hard by the bandstand and the
beautiful blonde. Then he told Harry
and Betty about the boys' request.
"Between every set Harry and Betty
sat with those flyers and took care of
their every request. It was one of the
nicest gestures I've ever seen."

"Can

I

"FULL SPEED
Jerry
THAT
him — and a

Wayne

AHEAD"
has a

clear,

way about
way

straight

—
ahead of him to success, can be doubted
by npt even the most skeptical these
days. For in less than a year the 28year-old singer, who recently stepped
into the .singing role on Ed Wynn's new
Blue Network show, Happy Island,
has created a reputation that practically no one, including Sinatra, can afford

"0 Rarely Soft**
hands
of her
the loucl.es

to ignore.

was less .than a year ago that the
young man, who had planned nothing
more glamorous in his life than a caIt

-*--

*e hyrs in
As drowsy P
Lyrics,

reer in dentistry, inaugurated his night
club career with an appearance at the
Cocoanut Grove of the Park Central
hotel in New York City an engagement which will live long in the memories of his fans. That appearance broke

-"Love

—

—

James

previous attendance records at the
Grove, a sensation which was recapitulated with his ensuing success at La
Martinique.
As a result of Jerry Wayne's night
club "victories," B. P. Shulberg signed
him for the leading romantic role in
the
musical
comedy,
"Marianne."
all

Jerry's role as emcee and singer on the
U. S. Maritime Service radio program,
Full Speed Ahead, a patriotic service

which earned him a government citaon Mutual's program
The Songs of Jerry Wayne, and on
NBC's All Time Hit Parade; his ap-

tion; his starring

pearances in theaters throughout the
country,

further

solidified

the

tre-

mendous impression he has made.
beginnings were as small as
the next man's. Born in Buffalo, N.
Y., where he attended public school,
Jerry had no notion of what his natural
gift of a more-than-pleasant baritone
might bring. He attended the University of Buffalo and Ohio State Uni-

JERRY'S

^

versity where he devoted most of his
attention to sports and dramatics. On
both campuses he was a varsity swimmer and boxer, and at Ohio he held the
Junior tennis championship.
He spent much of his time in school
dramatic productions acting, directing,
and just plain moving the scenery. He
studied dentistry, meanwhile, but his
heart was in the highlands a-chasin' a
stage career while he drilled away at

Consequently when he was
graduated he began to work in summer
stock companies back home.
At the time that mature decisions
had to be made as to what he intended
to do, Jerry knew it was the stage or
nothing. So he came off to the big town
to haunt the producers' offices. He met
with nothing but cold shoulders at
agents' doors, and at the broadcasting
companies he was rewarded with only
a few small roles. So he turned his eyes
to the west and Hollywood. Here the
pickings were even smaller, but Jerry
was convinced that he had the goods,
and he began taking dramatic lessons.
The discovery of his singing voice
was the most dramatic thing the lessons accomplished. Local radio programs occasioned such favorable notice
that he soon began to travel along in
those seven-league boots which have
since taken him great distances in record time.
He worked as vocalist with several
dance bands on the Coast, at the same
time learning to tap dance, write songs,
and play several musical instruments.
And so to New York, and the rest
history.
Now the only mustachioed
crooner in the big-time, one of his
lesser distinctions as he himself admits,
Jerry can safely assert, what with the
Ed Wynn show, movie and stage offers,

hands
Are your
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or

Really Rough
as a January

Noisier?

molars.

personal appearances, etc., that New
York has indeed proved a "Happy
Island" for him.

Don't

D
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ROWSY

let

OLD

Winter make your hands look

2ephyrs," did you say, Sir

Wake up!— Mr. Riley — this
January. And a brutally workaday
Poet?

world. Don't you think there should be
a footnote to your lovely lyric to lovely

hands? Something like
."If you want
'em, use Pacquins — quick!"
Because work and weather chap,
.

.

roughen, redden, ruin a woman's hands
often make them look older than
her actual years. And Pacquins Hand
Cream says "pooh" to work and weather
— hands keep smooth, white, youthfullooking. Snowy-white, non-greasy. As
.

.

.

delightful to use as the results are to
see.

Get Pacquins now!
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Do you

n

Is

think her dancing position

—

smooth and relaxed

Helps a

tall girl

look shorter

Looks affected

Let your dancing be light but not fanAny
tastic. Strangle-holds are tiring.
exaggerated

pose

looks

affected.

Would you

(

with

A

\

That's why, on trying days, most
prom-trotting girls choose cushion-

party

Hope you'd choose the Valentine party
To find partners, have your gang match
halves of broken hearts. Make blind-

Kotex sanitary napkins. They
there's all the difference in the

folded couples hunt for candy mottos (a prize for the most). Cover

world between Kotex and pads that
bejust "feel" soft at first touch ...
cause Kotex stays

mixed crowd

radio concert

D A Valentine

skill.

know

entertain a

Your snapshot album

So

stand naturally, comfortably ... for
comfort is the first step toward dancing

soft

—

your dartboard with a king-size
heart, let everyone sling for top score.
You can be a carefree hostess even on
problem days, with the help of Kotex

soft while wearing.

—

for Kotex has patented ends
pressed flat, so they don't cause outlines. Not like thick, stubby pads,

Kotex keeps your

What medal

is

secret.

he wearing?

Sharpshooter
Purple Heart

Congressional Medal

Every medal has a meaning you
should know! Maybe he's been
wounded in action, or awarded
he

the highest military honor. Or,
may be a crack marksman as the

—

sharpshooter

Between

sets,

wave —

tells

you.

Being sure saves embarrassment. And
"certain
it saves needless dismay on

do you preserve your

By combing only

days" to be sure of extra protection—
with Kotex—the napkin with the 4-ply
safety center that keeps moisture away

By brushing and combing
By using a net

You can brush your wave and keep

medal above

from the edges, assuring

it,

safety plus.

too. Best hair care calls for brushing
and combing in direction hairdo will

Then wave can be gently
coaxed into place. Fastidious grooming
promotes your confidence. So does
the only napkin made to suit
Kotex
special needs. Only Kotex
own
your

follow.

—

sizes, for different

comes in 3

different days.

women,

Choose Regular Kotex

in the blue box, Junior Kotex in the
green box or Super Kotex in the

brown box.

*T. M. Ree. O.
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S. Pat. Off.

More women choose KOTEX*
than

all

other sanitary

napkins put together

Christmas always brought bitterness to Doris. But this
one was worst of all, because it had given promise of
being so wonderful. She had found Tom, only to lose him!

NEVER knew how

the

fire started.

was sitting there in
the darkened movie theater with
my date Jake Bristol, who worked in
the same store with, me watching a
war film. And the next, a sheet of red

One minute

I

I

—

—

flame swept across the screen blotting
out everything. At the same instance,
black smoke began belching out over
the audience. A woman screamed
shrilly. There was a hideous shout of
"Fire!" And then panic broke loose
like a wave of thunder.
You go blind with terror in a moment like that. Struggling with all
your might, trying to fight your way
out as if you were a trapped animal.
I didn't know where Jake had disappeared to. I was not conscious of anything but being swallowed up by that
frenzied mob ... Of being brought to
my knees, choking, gasping
Then a long arm reached out and
caught me. A voice close to my ear
said, "Steady there! You're all right
now." A cool, assured voice that
.

.

.

to make a little island of safety
for us in that inferno. His G.I. coat
was rough, good against
cheek. He
held me as he might have a child. I
heard him directing other soldiers in
the audience in handling the situation,

seemed

my

by some miracle bringing

it under concould feel the people responding to the authority in that voice,
Streams of them poured
quieting
through the exits in something like
order. Before long I felt the raw cold
of the December night on my own face

trol.

You
.

.

.

and knew that we were safe.
That was how I met Sergeant Tom
Driscoll at a fire in a movie theater
two days before Christmas.

—

"You're
"Let's get

still

trembling," he said.
coffee over at that
sat in a booth, and a

some hot

drugstore." We
smile came into his eyes.

Gray

eyes,

He looked crisp and hardily
and brown as if he had just come

they were.
fit,

out

of tropical sunshine instead
sleety cold. He looked nice.

of

"You've got spunk," he grinned and
was a funny little one-sided grin.
"The way you took that mauling by
it

the mob!"

probably be

all in pieces by
hadn't been for you!" I said
feelingly. "How did you ever manage
to get things under control like that?"
"It's the sergeant in me!" We both
laughed. Without warning, my heart

"I'd

now

if it

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY
by "If The Shoe Fits" by
Mildred Hark and Noel McQueen, heard
on Stars Over Hollywood, Saturday, CBS
Inspired

began to pound thickly and I couldn't look away. We talked. There
was suddenly so much to say, to find out about each other. He was
stationed at the camp below town. Had just been sent back there
from Africa for a six-weeks' special gunnery course. He was un"You know," he leaned forward on
married, not even engaged
his elbows, "I was blaming my luck tonight. I'm on a three-day
pass and it's not enough time to go home for Christmas. So here
I am in a town where I don't know anyone!"
"You know me!" I said.
.

.

.

—

XJE

pretended to consider that seriously. "Let's see I know you'd
very nicely into some lucky man's Christmas stocking. I know
you have hair the color of the wheat back on our farm, and brown
eyes and a look of going places. But I don't know your name!"
"Oh that," I laughed. "It's Doris Reynolds." Just a name. A name
I had taken from a magazine three years before when I ran away
from home. A new name that would help me forget all the hurt.
I had been sixteen then ...
Excitement was mounting in me like fever. "If you're free, supposing we plan the holiday together. Would you like that?"
"More than anything else!" Tom said with eagerness.
I lay awake most of the night thinking about it. My room in the
boarding house was dismally cold. But I was warmed by an emotion I had never experienced before. Certainly not in connection
with this season of the year which I had come to hate. The forced
good-will-among-men which lasted for twenty-four hours only and
had never brought me anything. The static smile of .department
store Santa Clauses. All the gushing and silly, sentimental trappings
... I had loathed everything about Christmas. And now I was actually looking forward to this one!
At the store the next morning, Regina, who was one of my best
friends, looked at me speculatively. "My, you look happy! New
man?" she guessed. We were putting out trays of perfume, preparing for the day's rush, and I smiled at her over a whole row of
"Toujours Amour." "Oh Regina, he's wonderful."
"They always are!" she chuckled. Regina was a dear really, but
1

-

fit

—

The children were watching me eagerly and then
doorway a familiar figure that madetny breath

in the

I

saw

catch.

old-fashioned in her ideas. I thought of her as hopelessly "settled,"
almost old twenty-six. When her husband went overseas she and
their two children had moved in with her parents, and she had taken
this job in the store.
"What about Jake?" she asked. Jake was supposed to be a matri-

—

monial prize. He was an assistant buyer and a nephew of Mr. Bristol,
the president of the store.
"Oh, I'll handle him," I said airily. He had called me early that
morning to find out what had happened to me. It seems he had spent
hours searching for me long after the fire was extinguished.
doll dressed like a
Regina was taking a doll out of a bag.
officer. "For Bunny, my youngest," she said. "Isn't it cute?"
I held it for a moment and black memories rushed in on me.
Every year I used to start praying for
"She'll love it," I said. ".
a doll a whole month before Christmas. But I never got it."

WAC

A

.

.

|~|NCE, my mother had tried to fashion a doll for me. But Steve
burned it. On Christmas Eve before I had a chance to play with it
at all. Steve was my stepfather. Big, rough, with a brute quality

^

about him that made our home a nightmare. My mother, a sweet,
timid soul, had re-married when I was five, and Steve had hated
me from the start. I reminded him too much of my own father, who
had died when I was two. Steve could not bear the thought that
my mother had belonged to another man, had been terribly happy
with that other man. Shortly after her second marriage she became

an

invalid.

We

were entirely dependent on

my

stepfather. There

was

not another human being we could turn to
And Steve became
almost sadistic in his treatment of me ... I had tried so desperately
to blot all that out. When I ran away from home after mother's
death I even changed my name. There was very little of the shy,
sensitive girl who had been Jean Adams in the woman who was
now Doris Reynolds!
Some of the bitterness of those memories must have showed in
my face because Regina put her hand on my arm. "I think a girl
has to grow a bit hard outside when she's as soft and sweet inside
as you are, Doris," she said gently. "It's a (Continued on page
49)
.
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friends, looked at me speculatively. "My, you
man?" she guessed. We were putting out trays of perfume, preparing for the day's rush, and I smiled at her over a whole row of
"Toujours Amour." "Oh Regina, he's wonderful."
"They always are!" she chuckled. Regina was a dear really, but
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The children were watching me eagerly and then
in the doorivay a familiar figure that made-my breath
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saw
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old-fashioned in her ideas. I thought of her as hopelessly "settled,"
almost old twenty-six. When her husband went overseas she and
their two children had moved in with her parents, and she had taken
this job in the store.
"What about Jake?" she asked. Jake was supposed to be a matrimonial prize. He was an assistant buyer and a nephew of Mr. Bristol,
the president of the store.
"Oh, I'll handle him," I said airily. He had called me early that
morning to find out what had happened to me. It seems he had spent
hours searching for me long after the fire was extinguished.
Regina was taking a doll out of a bag. A doll dressed like a WAC
officer. "For Bunny, my youngest," she said. "Isn't it cute?"
I held it for a moment and black memories rushed in on me.
"She'll love it," I said. ".
Every year I used to start praying for
a doll a whole month before Christmas. But I never got it."
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at

all.
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tried to fashion a doll for me.

Christmas Eve before

my

I

had a chance

But Steve

to play

with

it

stepfather. Big, rough, with a brute quality
our home a nightmare.
mother, a sweet,

about him that made
My
timid soul, had re-married when I was five, and Steve had hated
me from the start. I reminded him too much of my own father, who
had died when I was two. Steve could not bear the thought that
my mother had belonged to another man, had been terribly happy
with that other man. Shortly after her second marriage she became
an invalid. We were entirely dependent on my stepfather. There was
not another human being we could turn to
And Steve became
almost sadistic in his treatment of me ... I had tried so desperately
to blot all that out. When I ran away from home after mother's
death I even changed my name. There was very little of the shy,
sensitive girl who had been Jean Adams in the woman who was
now Doris Reynolds!
Some of the bitterness of those memories must have showed in
my face because Regina put her hand on my arm. "I think a girl
has to grow a bit hard outside when she's as soft and sweet inside
as you are, Doris," she said gently. "It's a (Continued on page
49)
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Poor Joyce! She wanted so much

to be

a part

of the young laughter and gaiety around her.

So she made a bid for freedom

—and found that

stolen happiness can be bitter as well as sweet

MY MOTHER

was one of the strict
kind. She always had been. As
far back as I can remember, there
were things that I wanted very badly
to do, and wasn't allowed to do. I
couldn't play outdoors with the other
children under the arc light on summer
evenings. I couldn't stay with a girl
friend over night. I couldn't have a
permanent until I was through high
school, although Esther Findley, who
lived next door, had one when she was
twelve. I had to come straight home

—

from school no playing with the other
children on the school lot after three;
no lingering in the coke shop when
reached high school.
They sound like little things, don't
they? Petty little restrictions that you
laugh at when you're grown up. But
they're important terribly important,
especially when you get to be sixteen
and a junior in high school, and find
yourself completely cut off from the
crowd, without a share in the interests
of other people of your own age, withI

—

any friends.
don't mean that I was disliked at
school. There were plenty of girls
and boys, too who came up to me
when I entered history class because
they hadn't done their home work, and
out, actually,

after school. I

—

had done mine. At class meetings I
was elected to committees but they
were the uninteresting jobs, like doing
I

—

on the costumes for the
French Club play. I wouldn't be in
the play itself. Even if anyone had
thought to ask me, I would have had
to refuse because rehearsals were held
research
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class alone,

—

Prudence Kenney, whose mother was
even stricter than mine, and who wore
her hair in a thick braid with a butterfly bow at the back of her neck, a
fashion twenty-five years old.
I had scarcely a word to say to the
girls I'd grown up with, like Esther
Findley and Marian Nelson. I saw them
arms linked, faces laughin the halls
ing and animated, and always with a
boy or two in eager attendance and
they went by me as oblivious to my
existence as if I'd been a part of the
wall. They were the prettiest and the
most popular girls in the junior class.
They were the vibrant center of the
group that gathered outside of study
hall in the morning, talking about
things I'd only heard of movies seen
with a boy friend the night before, the
Sunlight dances held in the gymnasium

—

—

—

and parties.
There wasn't any use trying to ex-

after school, of picnics

I

—

walked from

or with another "odd" girl like fat
little Julia Knight, who was going to
be a science teacher and who always
had her nose in a book, or with poor

plain

mine to
would say.
be time enough for you to go
set-apartness
"Parties?" she

this

Mother.

of

"There'll
parties when you're older, Joyce.
Why don't you invite your friends to
the house perhaps from eight to tenthirty on Saturday night? Your father
will drive them home
to

—

—

It wasn't any use. Mother meant to
help me, but she just didn't understand.
How did you go about inviting people
you never spoke to except in regard to

a history lesson?

And

if

I

did invite

—

they should accept and
I was sure they wouldn't
what would
we do? The living room wasn't big
them, and

if

—

for dancing, and as for games
girls like Esther and Marian
would think games childish. I didn't
know them well enough to be sure.
And ten-thirty! Esther and Marian
stayed out until twelve on Saturday
nights. I knew. I often heard Walter
Daniel's car when he brought them
home, heard them calling gay goodnights when I'd been in bed for hours.
The bitterest loneliness of all came
on the walk home from school in the
afternoon. I had to pass Markham's

enough

perhaps

—

Confectionery on the way Markham's
where the crowd gathered between the
hours of three and four. At Markham's
everything that went on at school was
talked over; plans were made for football parties; candidates were decided
upon, unofficially, for class elections

and parts in the class play. Markham's
was terribly important to any upper
classman, and I had to walk straight
trying not to see the boys
it,
scuffling for places beside Marian and
Esther in a booth, trying not to see the
little group at the soda fountain, their
heads together in serious discussion of
past

some party or outing that I would only
hear about. It was enough to make me
completely despondent, not only about
the present, but about the future. I saw
myself getting to be a senior, and being
of
still never a part
still left out,
things.

And then one December

afternoon

J
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Tommy swung in

beside me. "Where* ve you been lately?" he asked casually.

"

"

was no longer alone.
Markham's when a car
side me and a voice
I

I'd just

passed

rattled

up be-

called,

"Hey,

what's the rush?"
I kept on walking.

It couldn't be
knew. None of the boys at
school and certainly none who owned
cars would look twice at me.
"Tea-cher!" called the voice, and
then I did look around. It was Tommy
Davis, a new boy at school. He'd
started late in October, and I'd helped
him sometimes before history class
with lessons he'd missed. I stopped,
went toward him. I couldn't think of

anyone

—
—

I

anything to say but,
be called teacher."

He

"I don't like to

know why not.
Hop in, and I'll

grinned. "I don't

You're smart enough.
take you home."

not at all sure what
mother would say. Then I
thanked him and got in.
Maybe it doesn't sound like a triumph to you to ride in an ancient
rattling open car on a cold winter day,
in a car all painted over with cartoons
and nicknames, and so noisy you had
to shout to be heard. But it was thrilling to me, so much so that it was all I
could do to seem casual and natural.

HESITATED,

I my

—

"How come," Tommy shouted, "that
you're not at Markham's? I thought
all you girls hung around there in the
afternoons."
"We

do," I lied boldly— and it didn't
so untruthful when I said "we."
"I just don't feel like it sometimes."
He nodded. "I see what you mean.
It gets to be a waste of time after a
while."

seem

"YesJ'

I said,

when you

"it is,

stop

to think about it. Why, you can spend
just hours over a coke
"Sure, you can. It's silly. What I
can't understand is why those guys on
the football and basketball teams hang
around there. You'd think an athlete

—

would know better

—

a glance at his broad shoulders, his pugnacious jaw. "Aren't you
an athlete?" I asked.
I stole

He
of

shrugged.

"I was. Played a lot
last year. But

sophomore football

I'm not sure I'll go out for it again.
It's kid stuff, in a way."
Right then and there, perhaps, I
should have known that Tommy was
doing just what I was doing putting
up a front, pretending to be a little
ahead of the other students, when actually we would have given anything
to be with them. It would have been
easy enough to guess the reason. It
was hard for a new boy to break into
organized athletics late in the year.
Basketball and track teams were already formed; football was out until
spring. He might not make the football team at all, no matter how good
he was, because competition was stiff,
and he was from out of town, and his
record wasn't known. Tommy was as

—

much

out of his side of school activities
as I was out of mine. But I didn't
realize it at the time. It was hard
enough for me to catch the literal
meaning of what he said without
stopping to hunt for a deeper one.
The" ride home was all too short.
When the car stopped before my house,
all of my happy excitement stopped
with it. I was home again, and Mother
would ask why I was earlier than
usual, and when I told her, she prob-

ably

wouldn't

approve.

I

thanked

said casually, "Think
nothing of it. I'll see you tomorrow."
heart skipped a beat. Did he
mean that he would take me home the
next day? And then I told myself not
to think of it. Probably he meant that
he would see me in history class, and

Tommy, and he

My

even if he shoulcVoffer me another ride,
I might have to refuse.
But luck was with me that week.
Mother was downtown, Christmas
shopping, every afternoon, and every
afternoon Tommy was waiting at the
door when school was out. There were
no more lonely walks home; in school,
Tommy's close-cropped, curly head was
bent attentively toward mine as we
walked from history to math.; Tommy
lingered at the lunch room door to
walk, out with me after I'd had lunch
with Julia and Prudence.
my mother about
tell
I
didn't
Tommy's taking me home. After the
first day I forgot about the possibility
of her objecting. And it never entered
Mother's head that I was coming home
any way but the way I'd always come

—on

Her mind was
we were busy
in the evenings, wrapping packages,
making out cards, and the subject of
Tommy never came up.
On Monday of the next week Tommy
brought me home as usual. I waved
foot,

full of
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and

alone.

her shopping, and

"

"

Tommy came

running over to me.
"There you are!" he said. "I've
been looking all over for you."

goodbye to him as his old car rattled
away, and ran into the house to
find Mother in the living room, standing by the window. She turned as I
entered, and her eyes were alert and
questioning. "Who drove you home,

—

Joyce?" she asked.

IVfY heart dropped. This was the
end; I knew it surely. The end of

*•"

the rides, the laughter and the nonsense
shouted over the noise of the engine, the
end of all the fun and friendship that
had come to me. Mother obviously didn't
approve of the gaudily painted car; the
cold winter wind wouldn't, to her way
of thinking, excuse the fact that I'd

been

sitting close to

Tommy.

I'd

done

nothing wrong, nothing that the nicest
girls in school didn't do every day;
yet my voice thickened guiltily as I
answered, "Tommy Rhoades."

—

rose.
"Tommy ? I
don't believe I've heard you, mention
him.
is he, dear?"
"He's new in town. His family moved

Her eyebrows

Who

here in October."

—

Has he driven
"I see. How long
you home before today?"
"A few times," I admitted.
"A few " Her brows lowered, knit
in a frown. "He lives in the neighbor-

—

hood, I suppose?"
"No, he lives over on Park Place."
"Park Place! Do you mean that he's
been coming over here to Irving
Avenue, and then driving all the way
back to Park Place?" She shook her
head. "You mustn't ride with him any
more, Joyce."
Here it was again something I
wanted very much, something everyone else took for granted, was being
refused me. I was close to tears, and I
wasn't crying just for this time, but
for all of the other times I'd been
denied. "But, Mother," I cried, "why

—

can't I ride

home with Tommy? Walter
home

Daniels drives Esther and Marian
every single day."
"That's different, dear.

Walter and

Esther and Marian all live around here.
It's perfectly natural and friendly that
he should drive them. But when

Tommy, who

lives

—

way

over on Park

Place, drives you it amounts to a date,
don't you see dear? And you know
you're not old enough to have dates.
You're not old enough to have a boy
show so much interest in you that he
goes out of his way on your account

—

"But—"
She shook her head, and she spoke
slowly, distinctly, as she would to a
very small,, disobedient child. "I know
what's best for you, Joyce. Believe me,
I do. Just tell Tommy that you can't
ride with him again, and if it's too cold
to walk, I can come after you, or
Walter Daniels will be glad to drive
you."
I
hated myself for crying, but I
couldn't help it. The mention of Walter
only piled frustration on frustration.
"I can't ask Walter," I wailed. "Don't
you see Walter always stops at Markham's with the rest. You've never let
me stop anywhere after school, and
Walter wouldn't «come straight home
just to drive me
Mother sighed. "You're exaggerating,

—

—

19

was no longer alone.
Markham's when a car

I'd just

passed

rattled

up be-

me and a voice
what's the rush?"
I kept on walking.

called,

I

side

"Hey,

Tommy came
couldn't be
of the boys at

riinninR over to me.

"There you are!" he said. "I've
been looking all over for you."

It

anyone I knew. None
school— and certainly none who owned
cars would look twice at me.
"Tea-cher!" called the voice, and
then I did look around. It was Tommy
Davis, a new boy at school. He'd
started late in October, and I'd helped
him sometimes before history class

—

with lessons he'd missed. I stopped,
went toward him. I couldn't think of
anything to say but, "I don't like to
be called teacher."

He

know why

grinned. "I don't

You're smart enough. Hop
take you home."

HESITATED,

not at

I my mother would

in,

all

say.

not.

and

I'll

sure what

Then

I

thanked him and got in.
Maybe it doesn't sound like a triumph to you to ride in an ancient
rattling open car on a cold winter day,
in a car all painted over with cartoons
and nicknames, and so noisy you had
to shout to be heard. But it was thrilling to me, so much so that it was all I
could do to seem casual and natural.

—

"How come," Tommy shouted, "that
you're not at Markham's? I thought
all you girls hung around there in the
afternoons."
do," I lied boldly— and it didn't
so untruthful when I said "we."
"I just don't feel like it sometimes."
He nodded. "I see what you mean.
It gets to be a waste of time after a

"We

seem

while."
"Yes,"

I said,

"it

is,

when you

stop

about it. Why, you can spend
just hours over a coke
to think

—

"Sure, you can. It's silly. What I
can't understand is why those guys on
the football and basketball teams hang
around there. You'd think an athlete
would know better
I stole a glance at his broad shoulders, his pugnacious jaw. "Aren't you
an athlete?" I asked.
He shrugged. "I was. Played a lot
of sophomore football last year. But
I'm not sure I'll go out for it again.
It's kid stuff, in a way."
Right then and there, perhaps, I
should have known that Tommy was
doing just what I was doing putting
up a front, pretending to be a little
ahead of the other students, when actually we would have given anything
to be with them. It would have been
easy enough to guess the reason. It
whs hard for a new boy to break into
organized athletics late in the year.
Basketball and track teams were already formed; football was out until
spring. He might not make the football team at all, no matter how good

—

—

he was, because competition was stiff,
and he was from out of town, and his
record wasn't known. Tommy was as

A PROBLEM FROM JOHN

1.

much

out of his side of school activities
as I was out of mine. But I didn't
realize it at the time. It was hard
enough for me to catch the literal
meaning of what he said without
stopping to hunt for a deeper one.
The" ride home was all too short.

When
all

the car stopped before

my happy

of

with

it.

I

ably

wouldn't

Tommy, and he

I

I

again,

and Mother

was earlier than
told her, she prob-

approve.

I

thanked

said casually, "Think

nothing of it. I'll see you tomorrow "
My heart skipped a beat. Did he
mean that he would take me home the"
next day? And then I told myself not
to think of it. Probably he meant that
he would see me in history class, and
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house,

excitement stopped

was home

would ask why
usual, and when

my

even if he shouloyoffer me another ride,
I might have to refuse.
But luck was with me that week.
Mother was downtown, Christmas
shopping, every afternoon, and every
afternoon Tommy was waiting at the
door when school was out. There were
no more lonely walks home; in school,
Tommy's close-cropped, curly head was
bent attentively toward mine as we
walked from history to math.; Tommy
lingered at the lunch room door to
walk, out with me after I'd had lunch
with Julia and Prudence.
I

didn't

tell

Tommy's taking

my mother about
me home. After the

day I forgot about the possibility
her objecting. And it never entered
Mother's head that I was coming home
any way but the way I'd always come

first

of

—on

foot,

and alone.

Her mind was
were busy

full of her shopping, and we
in the evenings, wrapping

packages,
making out cards, and the subject of
Tommy never came up.
On Monday of the next week Tommy
brought me home as usual. I waved

goodbye to him as his old car rattled
away, and ran into the house to
find Mother in the living room, standing by the window. She turned as I
entered, and her eyes were alert and
questioning. "Who drove you home,

—

Joyce?" she asked.

\JY

heart dropped.
This was the
end; I knew it surely. The end of
the rides, the laughter and the nonsense
shouted over the noise of the engine, the
end of all the fun and friendship that
had come to me. Mother obviously didn't
approve of the gaudily painted car; the
cold winter wind wouldn't, to her way
of thinking, excuse the fact that I'd
been sitting close to Tommy. I'd done
nothing wrong, nothing that the nicest
girls in school didn't do every day;
yet my voice thickened guiltily as I
answered, "Tommy Rhoades."

Her eyebrows

—

rose.
"Tommy ? I
don't believe I've heard you mention
him.
is he, dear?"
"He's new in town. His family moved
here in October."

Who

—

"I see. How long
Has he driven
you home before today?"
"A few times," I admitted.
"A few " Her brows lowered, knit
in a frown. "He lives in the neighbor-

—

hood, I suppose?"
"No, he lives over on Park Place."
"Park Place! Do you mean that he's
been coming over here to Irving
Avenue, and then driving all the way
back to Park Place?" She shook her
head. "You mustn't ride with him any
more, Joyce."
Here it was again something I
wanted very much, something everyone else took for granted, was being
refused me. I was close to tears, and I
wasn't crying just for this time, but
for all of the other times I'd been
denied. "But, Mother," I cried, "why
can't I ride home with Tommy? Walter
Daniels drives Esther and Marian home
every single day."
"That's different, dear. Walter and
Esther and Marian all live around here.
It's perfectly natural and friendly that
he should drive them. But when

—

Tommy, who

lives

—

way over on Park

Place, drives you it amounts to a date,
don't you see dear? And you know
you're not old enough to have dates.
You're not old enough to have a boy
show so much interest in you that he
goes out of his way on your account

—

"But—"
She shook her head, and she spoke
slowly, distinctly, as she would to a
very small, disobedient child. "I know
what's best for you, Joyce. Believe me,
I do.
Just tell Tommy that you can't
ride with him again, and if it's too cold
to walk, I can come after you, or
Walter Daniels will be glad to drive
you."
I
hated myself for crying, but I
couldn't help it. The mention of Walter
only piled frustration on frustration.
"I can't ask Walter," I wailed. "Don't
you see Walter always stops at Markham's with the rest. You've never let
me stop anywhere after school, and
Walter wouldn't <come straight home
just to drive me
Mother sighed. "You're exaggerating,

—

—

—
"

dear. Walter is a very nice boy, and
I'm sure that if you asked him, he'd
I gave up. I couldn't make her see.
Mother wouldn't ask favors of someone
who was barely an acquaintance, but
she was suggesting that I do just that.
All she saw was that Walter had lived
near us for years, that I'd gone all
through school with him; what she
would not see were the invisible but
oh, so strong barriers that separated
me from him. The argument ended as
arguments with Mother always ended
with my running upstairs to cry myself out in my own room, while Mother
calmly went out to the kitchen to start

—

—

—

dinner.

The next

day,

when

I

saw

in history class, I tried to act as

Tommy
though

nothing had happened. But I avoided
him at noon, and at the close of school
I

hastily,
after that

left

by the rear door.

The

Tommy

didn't wait outside history for me, and he didn't wait
at noon. It was all done very casually,
simply as if he had something important on his mind and had no time at
the moment for me, but I knew what
he was thinking. He was thinking that
for some reason I no longer wanted to
see him, and he wasn't going to give
me a chance to tell him so to his face.
I was wretched, and I wanted to set
things right with him, but I didn't

day

—

!

—
My

terest be, but love?

when

I

thought

cared for

And

Tommy

I was thinking
would never again have a word
with Tommy, I came -face to face with
him one afternoon after school. It was
a bitter cold day, and he was standing

then, just then

that I

my

cold

"Just

A what

I

didn't hesitate.

I

my

seemed

to

have some

—

—

deeper rhythm. "I missed you, too."

was horrified that the words came
out in a squeaky whisper, but Tommy
seemed satisfied. He smiled, and it
was subtly different from and sweeter
than the way I'd seen him smile before.
"Tomorrow, then. I'll meet you at the
front door, as usual."
I nodded, and as he started the motor,
I

knew

Mother would say, but I felt
so wronged that I didn't care. I got
into the car, and in a moment the
motor started, and Tommy swung in

I

remembered

to

walk down Twelfth

trying to look as if I really
had an errand. Tommy understood.
He didn't go down the street past our
house to make the turn, as he might
naturally have done.
He made a
Street,

beside me.

"Where've you been lately?" he asked
"Around," I said vaguely. Not for
anything would I have told him that
Mother had forbidden me to ride with
him. It didn't occur to me that it might
hurt his. feelings no, what really kept

feeling inside me, this lump in
throat whenever I saw his curly head
in the hall? And surely, Tommy was
in love with me. Mother herself had
said he was showing a great deal of
interest in me. What could such in-

too,

he,

The blood stirred in my veins again,
and it pulsed now with a new and

and

tunity. Each day he came into history
after I'd sat down at
desk, and at
the end of class he was out of the room

—

and

much

wind-blown." The tremor in my voice
could have been caused by the cold.
"We'll fix that. Wait a minute, and
I'll give you a ride."
'T'HIS time

but

with his speech.
"I missed
you last week, Joyce. And I well, I
never thought I'd miss a girl so

you?"

casually.

before I'd gathered my books together.
At the end of the day he seemed to
disappear into thin air. What was
worse, now that I no longer saw him,
I began to think much more about him.
I realized how handsome he was, and
how much fun, and how sweet. I began to think yes, that I was in love
with him. It was such a big word, love,
and I hadn't expected to know the
meaning of it for years to come, but it
must be what I was feeling now. Otherwise, why should there be this empty

I

trouble

cranking. "Gosh all everything!" he
exclaimed. "What's the matter with
said.

all,

answered.
"That's good." His eyes were grave,

pose so,"

My

I

"Oh." That was

—

in front of his car, trying to crank it.
eyes watered in the wind, and I
was abreast of him before I saw him.
footHe glanced up at the sound of
steps, and I gave him such a bleak,
lost look that he straightened from his

"Nothing,"

said,

the syllable spoke volumes, and there
was surprise and concern in the quick,
penetrating look he gave me. The car
stopped, and I started to get out. "Will
I see you tomorrow?" Tommy asked.
My hand froze on the door, and for
a moment it seemed that everything
within me stopped. It wasn't a casual
question; Tommy's expression showed
plainly how very important it was to
him that he see me again. "I I sup-

I

know how, and he gave me no oppor-

my

Tommy

heart ached

how much

must have
hurt him by ignoring him, and I almost hated my mother. She had done
this to us. She had separated us. I
would never again care for anyone as
I

—

"

-

U-turn right where he was and drove
off,

whistling, in the opposite direction.

"Sure," he said. "I know what you
mean. I've been busy, myself. I've
been sticking pretty close to the

Slowly I rounded the block, slowly
approached the house. I wasn't afraid
of facing my mother. I was sure that
I'd deceived her smoothly, and that
I was justified in doing so.
But I
wanted to be by myself for a while,
wanted to get used to the wonderful,
incredible change that had taken place
in my life.
I hadn't just imagined
that Tommy cared about me. He really

books."

did care.

remarks,
Tommy
he understood that I no longer wished to avoid
him, and he agreed not to inquire into
my reasons for doing so in the first

and

—

me from

him was his scorn of
"kid stuff."
Having to have your
mother's permission for a little thing
like a ride home would seem "kid stuff"
telling

indeed

Tacitly, in those casual
as much as said that

place. Tacitly, by getting into the car, I'd
said that our relationship was again on
its old friendly basis. There was the
same laughter, the same nonsense ex-

changed over the roar of the motor, in
which each of us misunderstood and
sometimes only pretended to misunder-

—

—what

other

was

saying.
that I
couldn't bear to give it up again. I
realized that when we turned into
Irving Avenue, knew that some way,

stand

We

the

were having

any way,

I

so

much fun

must keep

my

recovered

happiness. This time, Mother would be

doubly angry with me, because this
time I was deliberately disobeying her.
She wouldn't only forbid me to ride
with Tommy; she would take steps to
prevent it. She might even pick me up
at school herself.

Two blocks from the house I shouted
to Tommy, "You can stop right here."
"What did you say?" he yelled back,
and then he saw that I was serious.
The car slowed to a crawl.
"I want to get out here," I said. "
I've got an errand."

It was a dream come true
was all the more wonderful because it was a dream I'd only halfit

known

I'd had.

'T'HE next

afternoon,

Tommy

"Was

waiting for me at the school steps,
but we didn't go directly to his car. Instead, he guided me across the street
to the Weston Pharmacy. "I thought,"
he said, "we might stop for a coke.
We've got time."
I understood what he meant. Twenty
minutes for a coke, and a ten-minute
ride home would add up to the time
it ordinarily took me to walk.
He'd
guessed that my mother, not I, had put
a stop to my riding with him, and he
was making sure that it wouldn't hap•*-

pen again.
I went into the Weston with him,
wishing with all my heart that he'd
taken me to Markham's instead. The
Weston had a bad name around school.
The wilder boys frequented it, boasted

—

—

that
I don't know how truthfully
the proprietor would sell them liquor.
The girls I saw there were among the
few at school whose hair was artificially blonde, whose lips were overpainted, who wore high heels and
smoked cigarettes. For the first time
in my life I (Continued on page 72)

"Never forget yourself, Hilda, " her mother told

"Those college boys are

riot

-

ARE
YOU
always

me

You're like

for you.
--

bread, Hilda, not cake," Olga, my mother,
said to me. "Remember they must be eaten
separately you can't sandwich life in between

-

her.

— born for work, not play"
.-

.

-

_

think Joe is right I think I really did inherit the
strength of my mother but a desire for gaiety from my

along, until I fell in love with him
run away from home with him, no one
ever knew about that "dreamer" side of me. No one
suspected that romantic streak in me, because I look so
much like my practical mother. "Little Olga" the
college boys always called me when they crowded into
Olga's Place for smorgasbord.
They couldn't see
that streak of imagination I got from my father my
father, who couldn't understand Olga's strength and
independence anymore than she could understand the
pictures he painted. I often wonder what would have
happened if he hadn't died when I was two, if he
hadn't gone away and left Olga, his strong young wife,
his mother's former Swedish maid, to care for his

father, too.

child

—

them."

But Joe says that Olga, with her fair hair
strong, white teeth, is mistaken and that I

—

the Swedish limpa she bakes

—that

I

and her

am

like

can be compared

to her Swedish molasses bread which is the staff of life
but tastes like cake. And, perhaps, Joe is right. Benot content to be only strong and plain
cause I
and necessary like
mother, anymore than I want to
father was.
be soft and frivolous and light the way

am

my

I

—

my

Until Joe

and decided

came
to

—

and

hers.

In Joe's eyes I read
what he was going to
say, before he could
even speak the words.
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It was like Olga never to appeal to
her husband's parents for help. Naturally, they had disapproved of the marriage had ignored it and Olga and me.
And so she had left it that way had
moved after her husband's death to the
university town where year after year
her smorgasbord attracted college students to her scrubbed little house with
its immaculate table loaded with sim-

—

ple,

—

delicious food.

All of the time I was growing up the
young boyish faces which crowded into
our small home were part of my life,
and at the same time, something quite
outside of it, too. Olga kept it that way.
"You must be nice to them," she used
to tell me, "but always remember that
they're out of our class."

Once when I was about fifteen and
she was talking like that, she must have
sensed from my expression that I didn't
like to think of the college boys as belonging to a station out of my reach.
Because her eyes were kind as she

me

promised

know

a nice

at life the

a happy future. "You'll
boy some day who looks

way we

do.

It's

better that

way," she said.
She thought she was making me
happy with her picture of a hard-working young man so different from the
exciting boys who filled our home with
fun and laughter. But the kind of person she mentally selected for my hus-

band

didn't interest

me

students

the college
completely.

at all,

while

fascinated

me

'T'O MY mother, those bright-eyed
* boys stood for coal in the furnace
and a new roof on the house and a
warm cape and hood for me, but to
me they meant gaiety and brilliance
and life, itself. All during each long
summer vacation, I looked forward to
the time when the boys would be back
again when the bells would peal on
Chapel Hill when our little house
would bulge with laughter and noise
and boys.

—

—

I suppose I was about seventeen when
Mother first noticed that the boys
meant more to me than just money in

the bank. Yes, I know I was seventeen,
because that was just after I graduated
from high school and started to business college.
It was then that Olga
began really to worry about the male
customers who came to eat her delightful Swedish dishes. Anyway, that was
when she began to remind me all of
the time about the difference between

them and me.
"Never forget yourself, Hilda," she
would say time and time again, "you're

—

not like them. You're like me born
for work, not play." And her sky-blue
eyes would cloud with misty remembrance, and I knew she was thinking
of her marriage "out of her class" so
long ago. She was remembering the
problems in her life when she was
married to a wealthy artistic boy who

never understood her desire to let their
marriage stand alone, without the
financial help of his parents. She was
thinking of that talented, impractical
young husband whom she had never
understood even though she bore him a
child. And she was resolving never to

22

let me tangle myself emotionally in
that same kind of misunderstanding.
"But, Mother, these boys work," I
argued. "Don't they have to work in
school?"
"Work," she would say, smiling and
shrugging, too. "Do they look like
they're working to you?" And I had to
admit that they didn't not those gay
laughing students who clamored at our
door for food and warmth.

It was Christmas Eve when Joe first
came came out of the twilight with
Marsha. I remember how cold and still
and beautiful it was outside, how warm
and fragrant and clean in our kitchen
when Olga and I were preparing for

wonder sometimes if Olga ever
knew how much her Swedish food in-

cakes)

fluenced our lives. Oh, of course, she
realized that it paid for our living but
I wonder if she ever thought that it was
the food and its novelty which attracted Joe Donalds to our house in the

meat croquettes and smoked salmon
and rye bread and all of the rest of
Mother's famous dishes. And so, from
the time I was just a little yellowhaired girl, instead of hanging up my
stocking or decorating a tree on Christ-

—

I

—

first

place.

—

the Christmas rush. You see, Christmas was the busiest day of all. Every
year, the boys who couldn't get home
for the holidays started coming in right

church for Plattar (Swedish panand sour cream waffles. And
they thronged in again at noon for

after

—
mas Eve, I helped my mother in the
kitchen as she prepared for the next
day's business. And that's where Joe
and Marsha found us.
Every instant of that first visit is
stamped indelibly in my memory like

the beginning paragraphs of a very exI remember that I was
citing story.
dipping a hot rosette iron, a pinwheel
one, into the Swedish rosette batter,

when Joe came

in.

1%/TARSHA preceded him, but

I didn't
I suppose
notice her especially.
that it was because, with her soft fur
coat and her brushed shoulder-length
hair, and her cared-for look, she was
just like all the other "dates" who came
to Olga's Place. But Joe was different.

'"•'•

knew that from his serious, intense
face even before he first asked Olga
about the interview.
"I work on the college paper," he explained, "and we were thinking well,
Olga's Place that's about like Vespers
I

—

—

on Sunday afternoon
I wonder
at school.

boys here
you'd let me
write a feature story about you for
tomorrow's paper."
Olga's modesty wouldn't let her accept. Anyway, she was busy and she
simply shook her head negatively, even
when Joe argued that the publicity
would mean more business for her.
"But I can't handle any more busi"I haven't
ness," she said sincerely.
any room to take care of what I've got."
That was true. Until we could build
to the
if

on that extra room we had planned for
so long, we couldn't take care of any
more business. Carefully, I dropped a
wafer-thin rosette on to the absorbent
paper towel, and I smiled as I thought
of the money the rosettes would bring
money I intended to spend for that

—

extra room for Olga. And then I felt
the boy watching me. His voice was
excited as he pled with Olga.
"But all of this the warmth and the
little cakes and your pretty daughter
all of it would make such a wonderful

—

story."

know why I wanted Mother
him write the story. It wasn't
because I wanted our names in the
paper. No, I wanted Joe Donalds to
I

don't

to let

have his way in

this

argument because
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,

in

Olga never to appeal to
her husband's parents for help. Natumarrally, they had disapproved of the
riage—had ignored it and Olga and me.
It

was

like

And so she had
moved after her

left it

that

way—had

husband's death to the
year
university town where year after
her smorgasbord attracted college stuwith
dents to her scrubbed little house
simits immaculate table loaded with
ple, delicious food.

the
All of the time I was growing up
young boyish faces which crowded into
our small home were part of my life,
and at the same time, something quite
outside of it, too. Olga kept it that way.
"You must be nice to them," she used
that
to tell me, "but always remember

Once when I was about fifteen and
she was talking like that, she must have
sensed from my expression that I didn't
like to think of the college boys as belonging to a station out of my reach.
Because her eyes were kind as she

me a happy future. "You'll
a nice boy some day who looks
at life the way we do. It's better that

promised

know

way," she said.
She thought she was making me
happy with her picture of a hard-working young man so different from the
exciting boys who filled our home with
fun and laughter. But the kind of person she mentally selected for my hus-

band didn't

interest

me

students

at all,

while

fascinated

mother, those
TOboysMYstood
for coal

me

bright-eyed

in the furnace

and a new roof
warm cape and
me they meant
and life, itself.

on the house and a
hood for me, but to
gaiety and brilliance

All during each long
vacation, I looked forward to
the time when the boys would be back
again when the bells would peal on

summer

—

—

Chapel Hill when our little house
would bulge with laughter and noise
and boys.
I suppose I was about seventeen when
Mother first noticed that the boys
meant more to me than just money in
the bank. Yes, I know I was seventeen,
because that was just after I graduated
from high school and started to busiIt was then that Olga
ness college.
began really to worry about the male
customers who came to eat her delightful Swedish dishes. Anyway, that was
when she began to remind me all of
the time about the difference between
them and me.
"Never forget yourself, Hilda," she
would say time and time again, "you're
not like them. You're like me born

—

work, not play." And her sky-blue
eyes would cloud with misty remembrance, and I knew she was thinking
of her marriage "out of her class" so
long ago. She was remembering the
problems in her life when she was
married to a wealthy artistic boy who
never understood her desire to let their
marriage stand alone, without the
for

financial help of his parents. She was
thinking of that talented, impractical

whom she had never
understood even though she bore him a
child. And she was resolving never to

young husband
22

like
shrugging, too. "Do they look
I had to
they're working to you?" And
gay
admit that they didn't—not those
our
laughing students who clamored at
door for food and warmth.

wonder sometimes if Olga ever
knew how much her Swedish food inI

she
fluenced our lives. Oh, of course,
but
realized that it paid for our living—
that it was
I wonder if she ever thought
atthe food and its novelty which
the
tracted Joe Donalds to our house in
first

they're out of our class."

the college
completely.

myself emotionally
let me tangle
misunderstanding
that same kind of
work, I
"But, Mother, these boys
work in
argued. "Don't they have to
.
school?"
.,.
ana
"Work," she would say, smiling

place.

when Joe first
It was Christmas Eve
came came out of the twilight with
Marsha. I remember how cold and still
and beautiful it was outside, how warm
and fragrant and clean in our kitchen
when Olga and I were preparing for

—

the Christmas rush. You see, Christmas was the busiest day of all. Every
year, the boys who couldn't get home
for the holidays started coming in right
after church for Plattar (Swedish pancakes) and sour cream waffles. And

they thronged in again at noon for
meat croquettes and smoked salmon
and rye bread and all of the rest of
Mother's famous dishes. And so, from
the time I was just a little yellowhaired girl, instead of hanging up my
stocking or decorating a tree on Christ-

I helped my mother in the
kitchen as she prepared for the next

mas Eve,

day's business.

And

that's

where Joe

and Marsha found us.
Every instant of that first visit is
stamped indelibly in my memory like
the beginning paragraphs of a very exciting story.

I

remember

that I was
dipping a hot rosette iron, a pinwheel
one, into the Swedish rosette batter,

when Joe came

in.

jt/TARSHA preceded him, but

I didn't

Ti notice her
especially.
I suppose
that it was because, with her soft fur
coat and her brushed shoulder-length
hair, and her cared-for look, she was
J-

just like all the other "dates" who came
to Olga's Place. But Joe was different.

I knew that from his
serious, intense
face even before he first asked
Olga
about the interview.
"I work on the college paper,"
he explained, "and we were thinking—
well
Olga's Place—that's about like

Vespers
boys here
if you'd let me
write a feature story about
you for
tomorrow's paper."
Olga's modesty wouldn't let her
accept. Anyway, she was busy
and she
simply shook her head negatively, even
when Joe argued that the publicity

on Sunday afternoon
at school.
I wonder

to the

would mean more business for her.
"But I can't handle any more busi-

ness," she said sincerely.
"I haven't
any room to take care of what I've got."

That was

true.

Until

we

could build

on that extra room we had planned for
so long, we couldn't take care of any
more business. Carefully, I dropped a
wafer-thin rosette on to the absorbent
paper towel, and I smiled as I thought
of the money the rosettes would bring

—money I intended to spend for that
extra room for Olga. And then I felt
the boy watching me. His voice was
excited as he pled with Olga.
"But all of this the warmth and the
little cakes and your pretty daughter

—

all of it

would make such a wonderful

story."

know why I wanted Mother
him write the story. It wasn't
because I wanted our names in the
paper. No, I wanted Joe Donalds to
have his way in this argument because
I

don't

to let

—

—

package under a tinseled
The boys charged in

was excited by his lean face because
was more attracted to him than I had
ever been to any boy who had come
I

to

boy argued. "All of the
boys even the ones who've gone away
would like to read about you."
The girl, Marsha, interrupted him
the

—

—

all

bringing simple gifts
ized by publicity. In the early hours
they clamored for pancakes and waffles.
And at noon they almost burst the walls
with their exuberance as they crowded
around the smorgasbord table.

our house before.
"You'd be doing the school a favor,

too,"

fir tree.

morning
for Olga, glamor-

I

"Lutfisk is better than turkey any
day," one senior insisted as he gobbled
the light yellow fish which shimmered

then.

"Oh, Joe, don't be silly," she said.
"Can't you see they'll never do it for
nothing they want to get paid for it!"

lemon jello.
"And this cheese

like

—

—no

one has cheese

like Olga's," said another bright-eyed

XX OT angry blood flooded my
-" and I wanted to lash out

cheeks

youth.

"Why, Mother," I whispered proudly,
"they love you the way they love Flunk
Day and Indian Creek and Green Lake
and all of it."
And then the boys were swarming
around me, buying Yule Cakes and
Swedish rosettes to mail home to their
parents. And I took their money happily in exchange for my pastries, think-

at this
haughty girl. And then I looked into
mother's eyes. Steady, blue eyes,
which weren't angry, but which said
mutely, "You see, Hilda, they don't
understand us can't you see what they

my

—

think?"
And then
that he

I

knew

looked at Joe and

—ashamed

was ashamed

of the

girl who stood there with her dark
head high. Suddenly, he turned on her,
"Marsha, you go outside and wait."
I expected her to defy him, but she
didn't. She seemed to sense his power,
his purpose, and to know that she must
obey him. With a little shrug, she
turned and went out.
"I hope you'll excuse her," Joe apoloand
gized. "This is her first trip here

ing of the extra room I could build for
Olga.
"Hilda made the rosettes this year,"

Olga announced proudly as

—

she doesn't know what Olga's Place
means to the campus what it will always mean." His face softened. "That's
why I thought Christmas morning
would be such a wonderful time for a
story about you."
"Oh, Mother, I think you should," I
urged. "That's one way to thank the
school for the business they've given
us all these years."
The boy smiled, frankly appreciative,
as Mother nodded slowly and said, "I
suppose that's right. What do you want

—

to

know?"
The interview

A ND,

"When

you'll go,"

over there?"

you first come
town?" and "What does the

mean

to

to

voice

ears when I heard Olga (an Olga
flushed from excitement, popularity,
and good cheer) answer, "Yes, I guess
she can go but she has to be back by

college

—

five o'clock."

creased yellow paper, before he

Scarcely more than an hour that
stretched into three a sparkling interval in my life as jewel-like
as little Green Lake, gleaming at the
outskirts of the campus. Usually, the
glistening patch of frozen water was
dotted with laughing college students,
but on this day our day, I think of it
now the lake was deserted except for
us. As v/e glided smoothly onto the ice,
our clasped hands (even through our
heavy mittens) seemed to unify us into
one being. The wind whipped around^
us as we cut swiftly through its interference. I shall never forget the feeling
It was as if we two
this boy
I had.
and I were alone in the world battling
the forces of nature. We were joined
together as one, fighting the bitter wind,
against
life,
itself.
struggling
We
skated well together, and I remember
thinking that this was somehow right,
that this boy and I were right for each

somehow

I'll
never, never forget Christmas
that year because it's all mixed up with
Joe and his story about Olga and the
college and Christmas and good food.
I read it aloud to Olga, and I had to
stop for a minute when I got to the
third paragraph.
Joe's description of
the strong Swedish woman with her
smooth fair hair and her clear skin
and his story of what she meant to her
"hungry boys" blurred in front of
eyes. I didn't look at Olga, but I knew
that she was moved. For the first time
in her long years at the college, she
was taking time out to consider what
the food she served meant to boys away

—

my

from home.
All of that day sparkled like a diain my memory that Christmascard Christmas outside— a day inside as
full of surprise as a gay, beribboned

24

my

my

you?"

—

"

this

went away with Marsha.

mond

—Mother—

and

"Hungry boys," Mother said to that
one, and Joe laughed as he scribbled on
his

he said quietly.

you see

trailed off in disappointment.
"I'll ask her," he suggested quickly.
I could hear every word they said but
I didn't look at them.
I just waited
breathlessly, and I could hardly believe

didn't take very long.

dishes

'

—

"Well,

did

packaged

suddenly,
the
bright
day
-'*- clouded,
and I was afraid. I didn't
want to carry on in Olga's shoes, cooking for university students year after
year. I wanted another kind of a life
a life that belonged to me, not to
the unborn sons of these students who
filled the room.
And that's when I
looked up and saw Joe.
"I hope that you're nearly through,
because I've come to take you skating if

He asked just simple questions like,
"When did you come over from
Sweden?" and "Did you learn how to
cook these

I

the paper-thin delicacies. "And the
cakes, too."
"Our sons will thank you for teaching Hilda to cook," one boy said, smiling at me. "She'll be making cakes for
them some day."

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

other, that we that we matched.
didn't speak. Words were unnecessary.
just glided along, content in being together on the little

We

We

Green Lake, strangely purple
today under the winter sky. Around
and around the glistening circle we
drifted, filling our lungs with clean,
sharp air, bending our bodies with
natural rhythm. Neither of us minded
the cold because together we were conquering the numbing quality of it,
rising above it through our combined

familiar

exertion.
I don't

know which

the time

first.

of us thought of

Somehow,

it seemed to
same time, as
if our very minds were in perfect
accord. But Joe spoke first "Your

come

to both of us at the

—

mother's going to be worried, Hilda. I
hate to go, but we'd better." He put
his mittened hands to my waist, and
guided me smoothly to shore.
Joe knelt to take off my skates, and
it was then that we looked directly into
each other's eyes for the first time since
we left the little house. And in Joe's
eyes I read what he was going to say,
before he could speak the words.

There is no silence quite so still as
the outdoor silence of a snow-blanketed world. And into that stillness Joe
spoke the words that every woman
waits breathlessly all her life to hear
gently, quietly, for my ears alone,
yet thunderously and magnificently in
all that silence, as if he would be proud
for the whole world to hear. "Hilda
Hilda, I love you. It seems strange in
so short a while, but it's as true as
anything in the world, and as wonderful. I love you."
He got up slowly, never taking his
dark, serious eyes from my face. And
then he kissed me, deliberately. His
lips were clean and firm and cool when
they first touched mine, like the clean
coolness of the snow, and then they
warmed. And the warmth spread and
filled us, until we were one again, not
battling against the wind and cold now,
but safe and secure in our love for

—

each other.

"You love me, too, don't you."
wasn't asking a question.

He

TP HERE was nothing foolish or childish left in me to make me protest
or feel shy. I simply told the truth.
"Yes, Joe."
And we turned and
walked quietly toward the little house,
and Olga.

We

walked

in perfect,

happy

nearly to the house, until

I

silence

remem-

Somehow I knew that his answer would be perfectly satisfactory,
but I had to ask. "Joe what about
that other girl, who came with you
bered.

—

last night?"

His face was honestly puzzled, and
then he laughed. "Marsha? Oh, Hilda
she's just my roommate's sister. She

—

doesn't matter."
And I was sure that he

me

was

telling

the truth.

As we turned into the path before
the house, he asked, "What time will
you be through? Shall we go to a show
tonight?"
And I know that he was
completely surprised at my refusal
at my explana- (Continued on page 67)
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JILL Cpldyed by Lorna Lynn) is the eleven-year-old member of the Bartlett household. She thinks
her sister Linda is glamorous, but Penny, too casual. Her father is her hero the man who really counts
in her life. Having spent eleven years getting around him, she is so proficient at it that she usually
gets what she wants. Jill can sell more tickets to benefits and collect more scrap than most kids her age.

—

My

Best Girls

— heard Wednesdays

at

8:30 P.M.,

EWT,

over the Blue Network

LINDA, the oldest of the three Bartlett girls, is eighteen and a sophomore at Brentwood College. Her
interest in things artistic gives her a certain sense of superiority that is occasionally quite irksome to
the more practical members of her family. Linda is restless she doesn't quite know what she wants
from life. Though she doesn't particularly like to do it, she runs the household, but she feels it is something that must be suffered until she is finally released to Art. With Jill, whom she loves deeply, she
is the little mother. With Penny she is the superior, older sister; with Father, the confidante and helper.
(Linda Bartlett is played by Mary Shipp)
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PENNY,

<#

—

at fifteen, is an alert, positive character
a go-getter. She is practical, sniffs at Linda's arbent and feels that it's a pose and insincere. She loves her father and family and would cheerfully lie down in the road before an onrushing truck if circumstances demanded it. Penny is the one
who gets things done and is the one who preserves the balance of power between art and temperament
in the Bartlett household.- She gets along with boys like another boy, a fact which disturbs Linda.
Though she can't compete with Linda when it comes to glamour, Penny knows she has her own charm.
(Penny Bartlett is played by Mary Mason)
tistic
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RUSSELL BARTLETT,

44,

moderately successful archi-

i3l

owns his house, his car,
has a modest summer place
and a little money in the
bank. He has worked out a
fine and pleasant system for
rearing his motherless daughtect,

ters.

He

believes in letting

work out their own
problems. He would rather
laugh with them at their errhis girls

X

ors of judgment or behavior
than scold them for it. He is
the symbol of every young
American boy's or girl's Dad.
(Played by Roland Winters)

^~~*mmK.:

JILL and

PAUL RAUCH

(one

of Jill's boyfriends) are only
interested in good things to
eat. When Jill's not listening
to her sisters' phone conversations, you'll usually find

her raiding the pantry shelf.

LINDA and DAVE TAYLOR
(above) enjoy a musical evening.
Dave is the son of
the editor of the Brentwood

paper. He's crazy about Linda
and takes a lot of punishment
when she gets temperamental.

f
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PENNY AND TOMMY ACKERMAN think they are in
love, and nothing anyone says
will convince them that this
is just the puppy stage- The
Bartletts and Ackermans have
been neighbors for years.

'ttwm<
They started going together because there was no one else around.
But there
was a moon, and the sound of lapping water and they found they were in love!

—

ONnew

the eve of the premiere of our
radio series, The adventures
of Ozzie and Harriet, over CBS
last October, Ozzie and I gave a party.
The papers made no mention of the

There were no photographers
present. There were no guests present
just the two of us but it was a gala
affair.

—

—

affair just the

same.

More elaborate

festivities,

the

sort
of

which always attend the opening
a new radio show, were to come
next

off

night, after the opening,
when, as is traditional in radio, Ozzie
and I were to entertain the other members of the cast, the band, and the

the

\

By HARRIET HILLIARD
writing and production

staffs.

But on October eighth, the night before the big night, Ozzie and I had a

—

celebrating -all
double
reason
for
alone. It was not only that we were
about to see the realization of the most
ambitious dreams and plans of our ten
years of working together professionally a radio show of our own. More

—

important
nificance

to us was another sigOctober eighth, 1944 it

still

of

—

was our ninth wedding anniversary.
So, after we put David and Eric to

bed, we opened a bottle of champagne
and drank a toast "to the Nelsons, all
four of them." (It really was gingerale,
but champagne sounds gayer.)

Then we slipped

off to a quiet, out of
restaurant where we could
be just another young couple out for
a Saturday night date, and lingered
happily over
dinner until
almost

the

way

twelve o'clock.
"I'm so glad," I sighed happily over
my third small black coffee, "that you
changed your mind."
"What are you so glad about?" Ozzie
asked, bridling a little, for he prides
himself on his consistency.
29

—
arrangements being
reminded him.
was remembering our first conver-

"About

our

strictly business," I
I

when

Ozzie came to
see me with an offer of the job of girl
vocalist with his band. He had seen me
in a Paramount short, and decided I
was just the girl he was looking for.
Even then, Ozzie was experimenting
with the patter songs which have since
become his musical trademark, and he
wanted to try out a girl and boy team
in front of the band. It was a revolutionary idea at the time.
The offer was very appealing to me,
but I had to confess to Ozzie that I
had never sung a note in my life.
in

sation,

IT

*

1934,

didn't matter, he said. He could
me to sing; what he wanted

teach

was someone who could read comedy
lines, and my work in the Paramount
short had convinced him I could do
that.
"It will
ingly, and

be easy,", he said encouragthen he added, "and if you
are worrying about working those
hours with all those guys don't. I'll

—

—

everything

see to it that
business!"

is

strictly

was, too, at first.
Ozzie was pretty busy the band
business, he thought then, was just a
necessary evil a way to get hold of
It

—

—

enough money to pay his way through
law school. When his father died suddenly the year before, when Ozzie was
a senior at Rutgers, chances had
seemed to fade for the law career
Ozzie thought he wanted. But he
worked hard at his music, and paid
out the profits in tuition at the New
Jersey Law school. When I met him
he was attending classes in the dayone
time, leading the band
until
o'clock every morning studying, the
Lord only knows when. He had to take
a night off from Glen Island Casino,
where the band was appearing, to
graduate!
From that point, his program was
cut out for him. He thought. He would
stick to the band business until he

—

had saved $10,000.
out his shingle.

Then he would hang

But two factors intervened
to
change his plans. In the first place,
Ozzie's band was catching on. The
crowd of young Westchester kids who
patronize the Casino liked his soft, romantic style of music, and they came
in droves to hear the band. He also
landed the band spot on the Joe Penner radio show, then the most popular
series on the air. This happened so
soon after I joined the band that Ozzie
told me I was his lucky star. In any

was finding out that music
was more than a means to an end. It
was fun.
The second factor was me.
event, Ozzie

We started going out together because there was no one else for either
of us to go out with. No nice girl is going to wait up until one o'clock every
night for a date with a guy, even if he
as nice as Ozzie, and certainly no man
his salt was going to wait around
until I was through work for the pleasure of driving me all the wa^ from
home in New York.
Glen Island to
is

worth

my

30

So, innocently enough, we began
stopping off together after work for
supper at the Glen Island hangout, the
Bean Wagon. Our conversations at
first were, as he had promised, "strictly business." But Glen Island is a very
romantic place on the shores of Long
Island sound. It ds pretty hard to
stick to chatter about song arrangements in a place like that, with a big
moon hanging low in the sky, and the
soft sound of water lapping at the
piers making faint music in the background.
Even in that setting, it took Ozzie
and me a year and a half to realize

we were in love. I liked him very
much and he liked me, too. (Let me

that

say right here I think that's the best
foundation for marriage a young
couple can have.)
But it wasn't until the fall of 1935
that Ozzie got around to proposing. It
was late at night, we were on a train,
rushing through Texas, in the throes
of a killing series of one-night stands
which was to culminate with a long

run

at

the

Coconut

Grove

in

Los

Angeles.

Suddenly Ozzie, who had been sitting in frowning silence, turned to me
and said, "How about getting married?"

—
finger, it

seemed more

like a play

than

ever.

There we were, legally married
and three days later I had to be in
California. What were a bride and
groom to do in an emergency like that?
Ozzie and I settled the question by
going to a movie at Loew's state! I'm

remember what we saw.
The second and final night of our
honeymoon, Ozzie's band opened its
afraid I don't

winter season at the Lexington Silver
Grill. I appeared for my usual numbers and the band and the kids who
were there to dance gave me a wonderful send off.
The next morning Ozzie popped me
in a plane for California, trying to be
cheerful for he knew I didn't want
to go.

"Keep your chin up and your breakfast down," he urged me, trying to
smile.
"I don't want to go," I bawled, and
I didn't even try to look happy.
I guess
time at

I

gave them a pretty rough

RKO

worked on the
and lonesome

the

months I
was homesick

three

picture.

—

I

a combination easily
mistaken for temperament. Joe Nolan,
then vice-president of the studio, telephoned Ozzie frantically from time to
time.
"Ozzie,"

suppose that doesn't sound like a
very romantic proposal but I knew
what Ozzie meant. His father's death
had left him with the entire responsibility for his mother's security, and

he'd say,
"we're having
trouble with her again." And then
Ozzie would get on the phone and tell

baby brother. Another
brother was working his way through

home

I

—

that

of

his

dental school.

He

didn't feel that he

had a right to ask me to marry him
until he was sure he had a future to
offer me. I understood, and loved him
more for it.

We

planned to be married as soon
as we could get back to New Jersey
from our run at the Coconut Grove.
Then RKO messed up all our plans
by offering me a part in the Rogers
and Astaire picture, "Follow the Fleet."
I

honestly didn't want to accept

it.

For one thing I was too young to know
what a wonderful opportunity the picture was.
Ozzie had more sense. He insisted
that I make the picture. I insisted
that I'd rather be married. So we compromised and I did both.
We rushed home to New Jersey from
Los Angeles, and were married
quietly, with just our families present
at Ozzie's mother's home in Hackensack. Ozzie's brother and sister-in-law,
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Nelson, were our
only attendants. I splurged on a Nettie
Rosenstein gown of plum and blue, and
Ozzie splurged on orchids.
Ozzie and I had a dreadful time trying to convince ourselves that the cere-

—

mony was

suppose

people
feel that sense of unreality at all the
dramatic moments of their lives. But
there we were we felt as though we
were the principals playing the second
act curtain of a comedy drama. When
Alfred couldn't find the wedding ring
it was one of the chain rings so popular then, and it collapsed in his pocket
and when Ozzie, once it was produced, had to struggle to get it on my
real.

—

—
—

I

all

me
I

to

be good and do what

got through

it

was

told.

somehow and

flew

I

Ozzie. There followed for
three years one of the happiest periods
of our lives.
The band alternated for three seato

sons at the Lexington and Hotel New
Yorker. Ozzie and I lived in a suite in
the hotel no cares or worries, except
to be sure that we showed up for our
stint at the hotel every night and our
radio program on Sundays. We had no

—

household problems at all. Ozzie, finally rid of the bugaboo of insecurity,
stopped talking about hanging out his
shingle and relaxed and enjoyed himself. We worked hard, but we loved it,
and we played just as hard, and just
as happily. Many a morning, we came
home with the milkman. It was a wonderful life.
Then, in October, 1936, our David
was born. Our lives didn't change
appreciably
at
first
although
we
did give up our hotel suite for an
apartment in David's honor.

—

(Continued on page 65)

Harriet

Hilliard

and Ozzie

Nelson have just celebrated
the ninth anniversary of a
very happy business and marriage partnership and thebeginning of a grand new radio
show of their own, heard on
Sunday nights at 6 :00 on CBS.

—

—
LOOKING
,

back on it, you could say
happened the minute I saw him.

it

Right there at the railroad station on the day that Emily and Carter

—

came back to Lauderdam to live that
seemed to be the beginning of it. That
seemed to start all the pain of longing
and the tortured sweetness. I can remember every detail of that meeting
as if I were re-living it now: the way
I ran along beside the train toward
their Pullman car, so happy and excited at seeing Emily again for the
first

time in years, the

way

waved

she

and held out her arms to me, the happiness with which she tugged at Carter's sleeve and said, "Darling, here's
Laurie.

And

.

.

."

Carter turning around
from tipping the porter and looking
down at me and saying in that half-

then

laughing voice of his, "So this
sister." He stooped and kissed

is little

me on

the cheek, I remember, and I just
stood and stared at him, unable to say

''There

must be

lots

men who fall

your life."
That was the way it happened, suddenly and all of a piece, without any
of

questions. And you could say it was
at that moment that I fell in love with

my

I

think,

in

all

honesty,

—

course, the town said plenty. They
I
imagine the worst
had.
trouble about living in a tiny place
like Lauderdam is that you can never
forget anything that happens. You're
never allowed to. If it happens to you,
you live through it and pass it and

Of

always

"Heaven help

in love with

Suggested by the story, "Soldier's
Farewell," by Anne Ray, first heard

on Stars Over Hollywood, on CBS.

them!"

where

belongs in your
always someone
thousand someones, it seems to re-

put

it

life.

But

it

there's

—

—

mind you of it, to bring it alive again
just by saying, "Why, I remember just
." or "I'll
as if it were yesterday
never forget what people said at the
." And the worst of it is half
time
.

.

.

.

the time they're saying that behind
your back, and you can feel the whispering gossip and the furtive words

back into your life where
any .more. I guess
there's always one person or one famdragging

husband.

you'd
be wrong if you said that. Because I
believe it really started long ago
years ago before I'd ever seen Carter
Mayfield or knew anything about him
except what the town said.

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY
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sister's

But

of girls like you,

Laurie, " Paul told her.

the

a word, forgetful of' Emily and the
curious bystanders alike, while my
heart turned over and something inside me cried insistently, "This is it.
This is what you've been waiting for
and dreaming of all the twenty years

a

it

ily

it

doesn't belong
that

people choose to talk about

more than any other. In Lauderdam, it
was the Mayfields.
They lived in a big old house where
Mayfields had lived, for years, set back
from the street and shadowed by trees

and heavy shrubs. There were rumors
that once, years and years ago, Mr.
Mayfield had shot and killed a man
a quarrel over a loose woman. I
don't know about that. Nothing was

in

ever proved and it all happened long
before I was born anyway. But that's
the kind of thing people whispered.
Nobody liked Mrs. Mayfield because
she was from the city and had always
held herself aloof. Carter was the only
child, and I remember when I was very
small hearing people say that he was
"wild." "Just like his father," they
" And
said, "It's in the Mayfield blood
then when Carter was about twenty,
they seemed to be right because he
ran away with Amy Talbot, a girl from
the wrong side of Lauderdam.
That really caused a scandal. Mr.
Mayfield refused to have anything
more to do with Carter and forbade
him ever to come home again as long

—

he was married to that woman. And
Carter never did. There were rumors
that he and Amy had had a child, then
that they had been divorced, but nobody knew for sure because they lived
a long way off and the Mayfields never
mentioned Carter's name again as far
as

anybody knew. After a while Mrs.
of a broken heart, people said and old Mr. Mayfield continued to live on alone in the old house
which the trees and shrubs made more
shuttered every year and where nobody ever went.
You can see what an air of mystery
and romance that story would have for
a lonely child like me. Emily, who was
seven years older than I, and I were
as

Mayfield died

—

—

We lived with a spinster sismy mother's — Aunt Agnes, who

orphans.
ter of

woman according to her
who didn't understand chilShe was too strict with us. When

was a good
lights but

dren.

Emily was

in her early twenties, she
rebelled against Aunt Agnes' harshness and the lack of opportunity for

a

young

home

girl

in

Lauderdam, and

left

go to the city and study to
be a nurse. That made me lonelier than
ever. I used to dream of the day when
I
could go live with her, as she'd
promised. And because when you're
to

young and lonely and eager for things
to happen and nothing ever does, you
just make up things for yourself, I
used to dream up all kinds of nonsense
about the life I'd have when I could
escape Aunt Agnes and a humdrum
town. I'd walk by the Mayfield house,
and remember how Carter had defied
the world for love and envision him
as the most romantic man in the world.
That was the kind of man I wanted,
that was the kind of love.
And then Emily wrote she had met
Carter Mayfield, by accident, in the
city. "He was divorced several years
ago," she wrote. "It was all a youthmistake. He's terribly nice,
Laurie you'd like him." A few months
later she wrote they were going to be
married.
Well, that news really did stand the
town on its head. The old scandal was
raked up and hashed over, and everyful, foolish

—

body wondered how Aunt Agnes and
Mr. Mayfield (Continued on page 53)
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if
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it
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»

men who fall

you d
in all honesty,
I
you said that Because

really

started

lney
Of course, the town said plenty,
worst
always had. I imagine the

place
about living in a tiny
never
is that you can
happens. You re
forget anything that
to you.
never allowed to. If it happens
and
you live through it and pass it

trouble
like

me on
just

Lauderdam

of girls like you,

"Heaven help

in love

with them!"
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the cheek, I remember, and
say
stood and stared at him, unable to

the

husband.

it

this is little

Laurie," Paul told her.

it

think,

I

be wrong

.

lots

all

moment

sister's

But

heres
sleeve and said, "Darling,
Laurie. ..."
,
And then Carter turning around
from tipping the porter and looking
down at me and saying in that half-

"There must be

time

my

ter's

I

happened sudwithout any
denly and all of a piece
say it was
questions. And you could
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that I fell m love
at that
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and extheir Pullman car, so happy
again for the
cited at seeing Emily
way she waved
first time in years, the
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mind you of it, to bring it alive again
I remember j ust
iust by saying, "Why,
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as if it were
people said at the
never forget what

." And the worst of it is half
time they're saying that behind
feel the whisyour back, and you can

the

pering gossip and the

furtive

words
where

back into your life
belong any .more. I guess
it doesn't
person or one famthere's always one
dragging

it

people choose to talk about
more than any other. In Lauderdam, it
was the Mayfields.
They lived in a big old house where
ily

that

Mayfields had lived, for years, set back
from the street and shadowed by trees
and heavy shrubs. There were rumors
once, years and years ago, Mr.
that

Mayfield had shot and killed a man
loose woman. I
in a quarrel over a
don't know about that. Nothing was

ever proved and it all happened long
before I was born anyway. But that's
the kind of thing people whispered.
Nobody liked Mrs. Mayfield because
she was from the city and had always
held herself aloof. Carter was the only
child, and I remember when I was very
small hearing people say that he was
"wild." "Just like his father," they
said, "It's in the Mayfield blood
" And
then when Carter was about twenty,
they seemed to be right because he
ran away with Amy Talbot, a girl from

—

wrong side of Lauderdam.
That really caused a scandal. Mr.
Mayfield refused to have anything
more to do with Carter and forbade
the

him ever to come home again as long
was married to that woman. And
Carter never did. There were rumors
that he and Amy had had a child, then
that they had been divorced, but nobody knew for sure because they lived
a long way off and the Mayfields never
as he

mentioned Carter's name again as far

as anybody knew. After a while
Mrs.
Mayfield died— of a broken heart, people said— and old Mr. Mayfield continued to live on alone in the old house
which the trees and shrubs made more
shuttered every year and where nobody ever went.
You can see what an air of mystery

and romance that story would have for
a lonely child like me. Emily, who was
seven years older than I, and I were
orphans. We lived with a spinster sister of my mother's— Aunt Agnes, who

was a good woman according to her
lights but who didn't understand children. She

was too strict with us. When
Emily was in her early twenties, she
rebelled against Aunt Agnes' harshness and the lack of opportunity for
a young girl in Lauderdam. and left
home to go to the city and study to
be a nurse. That made me lonelier than
ever. I used to dream of the day when
could go live with her, as she'd
promised. And because when you're
I

young and lonely and eager for things
to happen and nothing ever does, you
just make up things for yourself. I
used to dream up all kinds of nonsense
about the life I'd have when I could
escape Aunt Agnes and a humdrum
town. I'd walk by the Mayfield house.
and remember how Carter had defied
the world for love and envision him
most romantic man in the world.
That was the kind of man I wanted,
that was the kind of love.
And then Emily wrote she had mot
Carter Mayfield, by accident, m the
as the

"He was divorced several years
ago," she wrote. "It was all a youthful, foolish mistake. He's terribly nice,
city.

—

Laurie you'd like him." A few months
later she wrote they were going to be
married.
Well, that news really did stand the
town on its head. The old scandal was
raked up and hashed over, and every-

body wondered how Aunt Agnes and
Mr. Mayfield (Continued on page 53)

The only
alive

my

thing that was
was the feeling of

heart so close to

his.

ap&j
OH, MOTHER!"
"What

asked in exaspertime?"
Mother's vivid blue eyes looked
guilty and she ran a tanned, shapely
hand through her short gray curls. In
the perky dirndl dress her figure was
I

ation.

is it this

and indeed, as she
stood there holding the flat package
behind her back, our roles did seem
reversed and she was the girl meekly
submitting to a scolding.
"Now, Penny, don't get upset." And
then, her whole face lighting up "It's
just
the most heavenly material
as slender as a girl's

—

.

what

.

.

needed for Miss United Nations

I

War Bond Rally. Rita Scandini
taking the part and she does need a
rich-looking fabric to set off her dark
hair. And it cost practically nothing."
"Practically nothing!" I echoed bitterly. "The Scandinis can afford cotton
bunting but no, you have to spend our
money so Rita can have the best, which
means, I suppose, that we eat stew for
the rest of the week. At least, don't
get so wrapped up in the Rally that you
forget we're going to the Joneses for
dinner tonight."
She made a face at me, teasing.
"You're just jealous.
You're afraid
Rita will look so pretty that Sydney
Jones will be looking at her instead
of watching you play the violin at the
at the
is

—

Rally."

There was no answer to that and I
walked away, angrily. Not much danger
of Sydney condescending to look at a
In fact, Mother's attachment

Scandini!

harum-scarum family had been
a cause of contention between us for
to that

years.

My

shabby room had always
when I quarreled with
Mother. I flung myself across the bed
while my cheeks cooled and the turmoil

been

clean,

my

refuge

me

subsided. You really couldn't
"quarrels." She always managed to evade issues with her laughter,
or her teasing, or her sharp, penetrating
inside
call

them

wit.
I raised
picture of

my

face to the oval-framed

Grandmother over the bed.
It was like a charm that always worked,
the strength that flowed from those
chiseled features into

Love

to

my own

Penny was just one of

groping

those

silly;

——

—

As always, something that was
proud and self-contained came from
heart.

coolly-disdainful
and help me.
that

face

to

soothe

Grandmother Stevens was on my
The firm, fastidious lips seemed
to say to me: "You are a Stevens. Reside.

member your forefathers built this
town, that we were the first family on
your right and your
duty to go back there where you belong." How she would have hated it, if
she were alive, to see us living down
the

'Hill.'

It

is

—

here in this little back-street house,
cheek-a-jowl with Jensen, the plumber,
on one side and a beauty shop on the
other.

Even that wouldn't have mattered
much where we lived we would
still be welcome anywhere because of
my dead Father's name, if only Mother
wanted to remind people of it. But she
went her blithe way, as if in moving
here she had escaped the "Hill" and
some intolerable burden connected with

—

so

it.

—

—

—

home

grounds.
All that maneuvering I'd had to do
myself. My heart hardened as I thought
of all the planning that had finally resulted in the dinner invitation for tonight.

know how mercenary that was. But
was something else, too the des-

I

—

perate, passionate desire for security in
a life that was always topsy-turvy. It
was the need I'd felt as a child for
some kind of stability in
life; that
meals would be on time; that there was
a lap to climb onto and a mother's arms
to shield me from the little hurts and
the big fears.

my

Even now

—

friend, almost a part of

was

could remember with a
heart-breaking pang how, as a child, I
I

Impractical things

—

until Jerry

my

my

tiny self.

glimpse that nothing in
our lives would ever be permanent
It

unless

first

made them

I

so.

painful for a teen-age girl to
learn that other people considered her
mother "different." That she didn't
care a hoot for the things that mattered
so much to them; that she much preferred playing tennis with the Garvey
twins to joining the Ladies' Bridge
Club.
It

is

f\F COURSE,

^ town
there

there were others in

who admired Mother, and
were some who worshipped the

ground she walked

on.

knew

she loved me, but hers was a
"sink or swim" philosophy no pampering, no coddling.
I felt that I stood
alone in a shifting, insecure, changing
world. Is it any wonder I looked to
the other extreme, to wealth and position, for the anchor I wanted?
I wanted a well-ordered life in the
old Stevens red-brick Georgian house
on the "Hill." I wanted thick, monogrammed towels and polished-mirror
floors and deep rugs and heavy, embossed silver and quiet, well-trained
servants.
I wanted to be invited to
homes where my father, Judge Stevens,
had once been a welcome guest. And
since I couldn't have any of these without him, I wanted to marry Sydney
Jones. Love, to me, was just one of
those silly, impractical things that happened to people who didn't know what
they wanted.
Grandmother's eyes, so very like my
own through their fringed lashes,
seemed to be glinting approvingly.
Only where hers had been a steely
blue, my own were almost a topaz. Our
hair was the same her coppery waves
piled high in a pompadour, mine shining and softly-curling to my shoulders.
I

Why why couldn't she be like other
mothers? I was dimly aware that in
her own way she was a rare and wonderful person, but I wanted just a real,
ordinary mother someone who would
flutter over me and worry about me and
sympathize with me. Someone who
would understand why I wanted to
marry Sydney Jones and pull strings,
like other mothers did, so that I would
have a chance to meet him on his own

it

had come home one day to find Mother
had given my old teddy-bear away to
another little girl. She was right in
her way. I was too old for it and she
felt it was silly to store things away in
tissue paper and ribbons when someone
else might enjoy them. But for me it
was like parting with a dearly-beloved

—

—

We

both had faint shadows under high
delicate cheekbones. I wished
chin
were like hers, so firmly jutting, but I
had to be satisfied that we both had the
same slim, erect carriage.

my

It was only underneath, sometimes
treacherously close to the surface, that
there was hidden the same bubbling,
gay laughter as Mother's and the same
crazy, cock-eyed way of looking at life.
Once she explained it to me. "Your
father and his family were sweet,
Penny, but they smothered me. It was

always duty

—

—

duty responsibility
"never put off till tomorrow " "never
give anything away," "improve each
shining hour." The trouble was they
were so busy improving there never

—

were any "shining hours." So when
your father died and I found there was
only a tiny income I decided I'd never
worry about money again.
"I'd do just the things I wanted and
only see people I liked. I'd work where'
I pleased
" this was when she had
gone to work in the Jones' defense
factory "and buy mad, crazy hats and
see the latest shows and help other

—

—
people—without
ful.

playing Lady Bounti-

But I'm afraid

it's

been hard on

I forgot that you were a
you, pet.
Stevens, too."
I was still thinking about it when
Mother and I clattered up the "Hill"
that night in her old jalopy.
But it had been
It had been hard.
fun, too. Our house had been the gathering-place for all the kids in town and

they loved to come because no one
cared if the floors got scuffed or if
things got broken. It had been fun
even if few of the parents ever came
near us and even if they didn't approve
of our having the Scandinis there.
Well,

maybe

—after

tonight

—

all this

would be changed. This invitation for
dinner with Sydney and his father must
mean that Sydney had hinted to Harvey Jones how he

felt

about me.

I

shivered in anticipation and with sharp,
desperate desire.
Old Harvey Jones
must like me, must approve of Mother.

no matter how much he
wanted me, Sydney would never, do
Because

anything without his father's consent.

showed her a glimpse of heaven and then snatched

it

away:
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—

"

—

—

I

"

As we were admitted into the broad,
oak-panelled hall there was a rigid
tension in my body and a creeping ache
at the base of my head. Please, please,
Mother I prayed silently for once be
proper and dignified. This is our only
chance! For I was thinking about her,
too, and that she could have everything
she wanted.
Dinner was a nightmare. I couldn't
tell whether things were going smooth-

—

ly or not. Once I realized, in horror,
that Mother was upbraiding Mr. Jones
for his lack of interest in the War Bond
Rally! But strangely enough, he seemed
pleased at her interest and he listened
attentively, ignoring us, his massive

—

white head bent towards hers his
piercing eyes fastened in eager admiration on her vivid face.

A FTERWARD,

in the gloomy, booklined library, Sydney told me in
jubilation that everything was swell.
"Whew! Honestly, Penelope, I must
confess I was worried Father likes
everything just so. I was afraid your

**

—

Mother might kick over the apple-cart

—but he's taken a tremendous fancy to
her."

patronizing words stung my
shouldn't he? She's lovely

His
pride.

"Why

—and she's charming—

"Don't sputter, darling. So are you
lovely and charming. The most beautiful girl I've ever known."
Behind
his thick glasses his eyes glinted with

an unaccustomed warmth.

He would

pick his own time and place to propose,
but I knew then that it was settled
was going to be Mrs. Sydney Jones!

—

The glow

of

triumph was

the next day as

my violin

lesson.

I

hurried

Snow

still

in

me

home from

falling in driv-

white flakes couldn't chill the
nervous excitement that thrummed in
my blood, and I could hardly control
my steps as I hastened over the icy
ing

I had done it!
Not even Mother's quiet "Are you
sure that's what you want, Penny?" as
we had returned home last night could
spoil the success of the dinner.
Of
course it was what I wanted!
I had
worked for that success, slowly building up the picture in Sydney's mind
of me as Judge Steven's daughter, so
that he would see me as someone fit to

sidewalks.

take

my

myself lunging forward into space. The dreams crowding
my thoughts had kept me from seeing
the high curb and I lunged over it,
skidding awkwardly, sidewise, over the
hard-packed icy ruts of the street.
Snow blinded me. The violin flew out
of my hand, I dimly heard the screeching brakes and the frightened, blaring
honking of a car, then something rudely
snatched me backwards and I was
flying through space.
It seemed ages later that I picked my
trembling self up gingerly, slowly, out

snow bank

piled against the curb.
hardly conscious of the strong

was
arms holding
I

my shoulders and the
hands brushing snow from my face. I
was so shaken I could hardly hear the
36

"Please,

please,

Mother,"

I felt

—

of the

Dinner was a nightmare.

place as his wife.

Suddenly

strong voice shooing away the curious
onlookers or the face that bent above
mine.

Slowly the face resolved itself into
two smiling black eyes, cheeks that
were flat-planed and tanned, a stubborn chin, and a sensitive, chiseled

mouth that was made for
What was I thinking of!

knew

I

must be

I
or surely wouldn't
be thinking of the feel of that mouth
or kisses when I looked at this complete stranger in his cocky soldier's
overseas cap.
"My violin!" I exclaimed, desperately.
"No that's all wrong," he replied
with a crooked grin, as he handed me
"The
the snow-covered violin case.
first thing all girls say when they're
rescued is 'Where am I?' and then they
open their big, beautiful by the way,
I've always wondered what color your
eyes really were, Penny, .ever since

dizzier than

I

—

—

—

you were a

By

this

Amber?

kid.

time

we had

Golden?"

started walking,

hand firmly under my elbow. "I'm
awfully sorry do I know you? You've
saved my life, but the uniform changes
people sometimes
"You wouldn't remember. I'm Jerry
Scandini. With eight of us Scandinis,
it's no wonder you couldn't place me
I'm the oldest. But I should have
thought you'd remember I kissed you
his

—

—

—

under the mistletoe once."
Remember! I'd never forgotten the
dark, intense boy who had so shyly
kissed me that long-ago Christmas. So
that was why my memory had linked
the thought of his mouth pressing on
mine even though this tall, good-looking soldier had changed so much from
For
the thin, girl-shy Scandini boy.

—

I

—

—

"

.

should
have remembered me!
In the days that followed I tried to
tell myself that I was only soothing my
conscience by seeing so much of Jerry.
After all, he was a soldier on leave and
I had never even written him a friendly
note when he was out there, fighting.
he

And Sydney was up

to his

neck in work

Mother's words must
have had some effect because Mr. Jones
had ordered Sydney to spend his spare
time working on the Bond Rally.
And Mother, herself, was mysteriously absent evening, after evening, coming
in late and looking flustered and guilty.
Perhaps if it had just been my time that
was so taken up, I might have wondered what she was up to and what
made that, tremulous catch in her voice
when she answered the telephone and
what put those radiant stars in her
the factory.

at

eyes.

But my heart was invblved, too. It
was learning strange lessons, a new,
exciting tempo everytime it heard a
certain step crunching over our frostcovered porch, and it would beat madly,
crazily when his hands touched mine,
the pulses sending tiny little thrill messages through my whole body.
I tried to keep a distance between me
and Jerry. But he seemed to take a
delight in brushing it aside, bringing
out everything that was gay and frivolous in me.
It was happening too fast. I'd never
known what love was. I didn't want to
know. Anyway, not this frightening
sen° a+ '->" +^3^ was robbing me of my
lowti lo uiink. This had no part in my
plans for a safe, secure, unemotional
life as Mrs. Sydney Jones.
I

wouldn't

happen!

let it

DUT

then we'd be skating swiftly
over the Little Pond, steel blades
clicking rhythmically under the white
stars in the black night, the blood racing madly in my veins, and Jerry would
bend his dark head over mine and whisper tenderly, "Are you happy, Penny?
Shall we go on and on and never stop?
and I would answer, breathlessly
"Yes
oh, yes, Jerry!"
Or we would be making hot chocolate
in the kitchen and he would stop and
press my hand for a second against his
long, smooth cheek a tantalizing pressure that held a promise of untold
.

.

.

.

\prayed silently.

"For once be proper and dignified.

.

.

—

delight.

one thing, he certainly was no longer

to

shy.

he'd been stationed.
"To the Pacific? No. They're sending
a bunch of us who've been out there
for some time and who've learned

I

had never

felt this close

awareness

and at-oneness with any man before.
Perhaps it had something to do with his
hand so masculinely strong holding my
arm, pressing my still-trembling body
close to his as we walked slowly along.

Or maybe it was because I didn't
have to put on an act with him as I did
with Sydney. Jerry Scandini couldn't
give me anything. Instead I found myself wanting to do something for him
some

thing to bring the swift
smile to his face and the twinkle to his
little

eyes.
is

"You've no idea, Penny, how good it
to be home for ten whole days," he

was

saying.

"And then you go back?"

trying hard

remember

if

I'd

ever heard where

something about fighting Japs to camps
here in this country to teach the new
guys. Don't ask me if it was tough out
there it was.
I used to think a lot
about walking down Center Street like
this and how good it would be to feel

—

snow underfoot." He smiled down at
"And we all thought about girls
we knew. Do you mind very much,

me.

Penny, if I thought about you? I even
had a machine gun that had a funny
little sputter just like yours when you
got mad. It was a good gun right on
the beam. So I called it 'Penny'.
Quick tears rose to my eyes. That

—

It

was

all I

semblance
called, as

of

could do to keep up any
interest

when Sydney

he did every morning.

Friday morning

I

knew

it

was some-

thing special from the studied way he
spoke.
"Penelope? This is Sydney. Listen
carefully, dear."
He gave an embarrassed little cough. "Father's giving a
small party after the Rally tomorrow
night. I think that's as good a time as
any to announce our engagement. I
know it's sudden, but in these times
What do you say, dear?"
I must have said something, but the
sick feeling inside weakened my voice
to a whisper.
I don't know what else he said but
somehow I made the right answers.
With careful (.Continued on page 70)

—
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THE COLOR

IS

new arrangement of an old

singer of folk songs

—you can

hear

by radio's popular

ballad,

on CBS' Country Journal
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BURL IVES

says, "I just like to sing.

That's all."

This big, blue-eyed Mid-westerner
with fifteen cents in his pocket and his banjo
under his arm, and toured the country from coast to coast, learning the native songs
of the villages, the plains and the hillsHe is proud of the ballads he has collected
in his wanderings songs refreshing in their originality and humor and rich in Americana.
He's currently being featured in Broadway's Theater Guild production, "Sing Out Sweet
Land," and when he can get away from his radio commitments, he lives on a quaint,
little
barge on Long Island Sound and spends time on his hobby of sketching.
(Burl Ives sings on the Country Journal, Saturdays at 9:30 A.M., EWT, over CBS.)
left his

home town

of

Newton,

Illinois,

—

—
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REVEREND RICHARD GAYLORD

succeeded Dr. John Ruthledge

of the Community Church of Five Points, a crowded slum section.
his family
his wife and sixteen-year-old twins, Peggy and Dick

—

He

—

attempting to put into practice at Five Points his own simple interpretation of the Bible's "love
one another" teachings that loving one's fellow man can be a thing of small kindnesses, daily
thoughtfulness and genuine neighborliness. The Guiding Light is heard daily at 2:00 P.M., EWT, on NBC.
(Reverend Gaylord is played by John A. Barclay)
is

—

,
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February 25th in the pastorate
is an easterner, and came with
from Connecticut. Mr. Gaylord

last

—a

That Brotherhood of Man

is

more than a Biblical

belief of the kindly minister of

of

life to

make our world

a sermon for today—and
THIS
for tomorrow. A modern sermon.
is

The Guiding Light.

safe for free-thinking

By RICHARD

GAYLORD

A

sermon born out of this war
war which we are waging at such
great cost and which holds out to us
this

such great promise for the future. This
is a sermon on the Brotherhood of Man.
These are days thrat make great demands on the soul. They call for courage, for unstinting sacrifice, for understanding, for working together for the
good of all. These days are hard days.
But, hard as they are, the goal that
lies ahead is worth everything that is
being asked of us. Never before in the
history of mankind has there been so
rich an opportunity for fulfilling the
ideals preached by Jesus Christ the
ideals of Peace and Brotherly Love and
a rich, full, good life on earth for all.
Here in Five Points, we are far removed from the terrible clashes of
armies, the roar of death -bringing
planes, the whine of shells, the frightful screaming of innocent children, the
sorrowful weeping of mothers.
Here
we feel the touch of war differently.
Here the war means change change,
separation from loved ones, unrest,

—

—

some
some

deprivation,
pain.

some

discomfort,

know

there is unhappiness among
There is sadness and loneliness
in your hearts. There is irritation with
the small details of living that have
gone awry.
There is restlessness
I

you.

—

not knowing what to do, not knowing
how to make this evil time pass more
quickly, not knowing how to keep the
tears from your eyes and the note of
good cheer in the letters you write to
your loved ones at the fronts. There is
too much work for some of you, too
much work and too little rest. For
others, there is too little work and too

much

rest.

To you who are lonely and
and

irritated

There

is

a

restless,

have this to say.
world in the making.

tired,. I

new

—your men—are fighting and,
sometimes,
Our men

dying for this. The things
which they fight and die have many
names Freedom, National Liberation,
Democracy,
Equality,
Opportunity,
Peace many names. But behind every
for

—
—

one of these names, behind each one
and an integrated part of each ideal,
Without
lies the Brotherhood of Man.
a deep and vast love for our fellow
men, none of these is possible.
The Brotherhood of Man is a very"
simple concept. And, because it is so
simple, because it is so sensible, very
often it is taken for granted. Everyone
believes in it as an ideal preached by
Not everyone realizes
Jesus Christ.
that loving one's fellow man can be a
kindnesses,
daily
of
small
thing
thoughtfulness, genuine neighborliness.
It is very easy to devote oneself to
large and abstract ideals. Such devotion calls for very little more than occasional lip service. It can be disposed
of very nicely on Sundays and then
forgotten. This may serve to still the
conscience, but it is not very satisfying
to the soul. It does not lead to happiness.
It does not lead to the secure
feeling that one has dome his best.
Most of all, it does not make life interesting, full of new activities, new
people, new ideas.
These are days for working together.

The men

in our Armed Forces have
learned to work together. No victory
would be possible without the greatest,
most trusting, most selfless cooperation
on their part. We at home can do no
less than our fighting men.
For some of the finest examples of
the kind of cooperation I mean, we
have only to look at the youth of this
great country of ours. Over a million
and a half boys and girls between the
ages of ten and twenty are members of

some

precept,

75,000 virtually autonomous 4-H
Clubs. These clubs are active in every
State and in Puerto Rico, Hawaii and
Alaska. Last year, these million and a
half boys and girls, by working together in the individual clubs, grew
five million bushels of Victory Garden
products and twelve million pounds of
peanuts, soybeans and greens. In 1943
their pledge was "I will feed a fighter!"
They kept that pledge by producing
and marketing nine million poultry

It is

is

the

a way

men and women

birds and six

hundred thousand heads

of livestock.
For 1944 they enlarged
their pledge. It grew into, "I will feed
a fighter and more in 1944!" In addition to increasing their farm output,
these rural teen-agers canned fifteen
million jars of food, collected over 300
million pounds of scrap, purchased and
sold more than thirty million dollars'
worth of War Bonds and Stamps.

These are children, yet they have an
important lesson to teach all of us.

They are putting into action things
which many of us all too often merely
talk about. To them, Democracy is not
just a word. It is a living thing which
they understand, which they practice
toward each other and toward other
people, so much a part of them that
they have no need to speak of it all
the time. To these boys and girls, the
Brotherhood of Man is more than an
abstract ideal again so much a part
of their lives that they probably never
need to mention it. If you were to ask
one of them why he does the work he
does, he would probably answer, "I
like to do it," or, "It's fun," or, as one
boy to whom I spoke said, "Well, Mr.
Gaylord, it's like this. You kind of get
It's swell to
tired of fooling around.
be doing something that gets some

—

—

It's sort of good to know that
place.
you're being some use to somebody.
And I get a kick out of knowing that
I'm doing my part for the war. My
I feel like
brother's overseas, now.
it's right I should do as much as I can.
Besides, we're picking up all kinds of
things you know, how to do things,

—

—

what makes them tick that'll come in
handy later on."
Of course, not all of you can see your

way clearly to such selfless devotion
to others. There is so much for all of
you to do, just to keep things going.
You have homes to run and families to
care for and jobs to hold down. Tne
fact is that by looking about you, by
lending a hand to others on occasion,
by combining forces with others like
yourselves, busy, tied down, overburdened, you can lighten your own tasks.
For instance, did you know what has
been done (Continued on page 66)
41

—

Suddenly, with the chiming of that old watch, she went back

THE STORY:
T WAS young;

was

I

is

to

make

—

expensive. But all of those things I
had learned from clues I found in my
room. It had happened this way one
morning I awoke, and I found that I

—

could not remember one single thing
about my past. I learned that I had
been in an automobile accident the

day before, that

I

had been brought
man whose

Coles, the

car had struck me. From my ration
book, in my purse, I found my name.
My clothes were in the closet. And
that was all, except for a picture that
I discovered in my dresser drawer
a picture of a man who was a stranger
to this

new me who had no memory.

This stranger's face attracted me and
repelled me at once. Howard Coles
was more than kind; he gave me a job,
took me out, macte me forget my troubles for a while. But I couldn't bring
myself to tell him that I had lost my
memory, nor could I make myself go
to a doctor. Somehow, I thought, I

would remember; someday it would
all come back to me, if I would only
wait, and be patient, and not try to
force myself. But suddenly things came
to a head. I received a letter from a
firm of lawyers, speaking of the "matter which I had discussed with them."
And I dreamed of the man in the picture a dream so terrifying that I could

42

—

Now Mildred Abbot knew who and what she was

into the horror that

told

Howard

to see us, I

to be allowed to hold the

know what was Wrong between me and
husband the man in
Uncle Edwin came to see

the picture!

me, told

me

of Chuck,

my

husband.

whom I had

The husband

.

—

My

husband!

said I wanted
to divorce in a note I'd left for Uncle
Edwin before the accident wiped out
my memory. And still I did not remember I only knew that I was married to one man, who was like a stranger to me now, and in love with another.

—

And

then Uncle Edwin took out his
watch, and my mind started sharply.
That watch
I was beginning to re•

—

!

member. ...

WAS

as

if,

ITtoo-much

suddenly released from
my whole life

pressure,

—begin-

was unreeling before me
ning way, way back, as far as
remember.

I

began

to

talk.

I

could

Words

rushed out, incoherently at first, as
small incidents tumbled over each
other in their rise to the surface of

mind.

—

The watch

my

could remember as a
in

.

my

father's

lap

sweet chimes. He used
to press the spring that sounded them,
to amuse or quiet me. And that small,
silvery tune they played brought back
its

the childish sense of safety and protection that my father had meant. In
the circle of his arms, nothing could
harm me, none of the frightening
things that came in the darkness of the
night could reach me.
Then my father had died, and
Mother had given the watch to Uncle
all

Edwin. But

it

remembered

always asked
watch and
hear the chimes. And it brought back
all the sweet closeness that had existed between Mother and me, left
I

alone by Father's death. Gradually, of
course, as I got. older I completely forgot about the watch or thought I did.

—

all this time in my
unconscious mind as a symbol.
We hadn't had much money, Mother
and I. But enough to get along on. And
we'd been great friends, closer than
most mothers and daughters usually
are. Uncle Edwin probably was right
when he said she'd spoiled and overprotected me. Always she was there to
take the brunt of whatever childish
hurt happened to me, to make everything come right.
I'd grown up in the small city of
Ruxton, going to school and then to
high school. I began going to parties
and having fun and dates as other girls
my age did, but it was always a sheltered kind of fun. Always Mother was
watchful and protective, to
there,
guard against any harm or hurt to
guard me against life itself. I was very
innocent dangerously so and very

But

it

had remained

—

—

—

.

ignorant.
I went to business
Mother was against that but

After high school
I

tiny child sitting

and hearing

before she

life

all

—

my

was her

my

troubles to myself.
that had happened
to me, and he told me that I must go
to a doctor. But before we could get
to one, the telephone rang a call from
a man, Edwin Anthony, who said he
was my uncle, and who wanted to

in love. Surely

enough

happy. But I wasn't. Because
there was a shadow over my life, a
question that filled all of my days and
my nights, a fear that came, tangible
as a wall, between Howard Coles,
whom I loved so dearly, and me. This
was the substance of my fears: I did
not know who I was. I knew my name
Mildred Abbot and that I was a
secretary, and that I was young, and
wore clothes that were smart but not

home by Howard

met Howard.

I

girl

—

—

no longer keep

that combination

any

into her past

was

the rare occasions

still

in

when my

my

life.

On

uncle came

school.

was the one time I held out against
I wanted to learn to earn
my living, to free her of the whole
it

her wishes.

financial responsibility with her small

income; and I wanted the independence that a job would offer. And it
was then, just before my mother's last
illness, that I met Chuck Abbot,
Chuck was, actually, five years older
than I but he could have been any age.
He'd been batting around the country,
as he said, since he was fourteen. He'd
worked on tramp steamers, he'd driven
cross-country trucks, he'd ridden the
rails when he had no money and lived

Look,

my

darling,"

Howard

in first-class hotels when he had a lot.
One of the fascinating things about
Chuck to me was the sense of mystery
and adventure. It was hard to pin him

down

to where he came from or who
parents were. He didn't really
avoid those questions; he just, somehow, subtly dodged them and it wasn't
until afterwards that you realized he'd
talked a lot but hadn't answered a
thing. And he was terribly good-look-

his

ing in an aggressive, vital sort of way.
He'd worked for a while for a building contractor and when a distant
relative died and left him some money,

said.

"Nobody can make you do anything you

And

himself. He'd come to Ruxton,
opened a small office, and started entering bids for buildings. He was good

like

he knew how

to handle the
him, he knew all
about costs, and it wasn't long before
he was under-bidding older contracat his job,

men working

for

.

tors and making a success of his business. There was something truly irresistible about Chuck
when he really
set his mind on getting something from
you, he got it. I guess the secret of
that was his vital charm.

—

From

the very

first,

he wanted me.

—

well, I'd never seen anybody
I
Chuck Abbot in the whole of my
protected life. The very first night I
had a date with him, I found myself
letting him kiss me possessively and

he'd decided to go into that business
for

don't want to do.

—

—

That shocked me I'd
been strictly brought up and I'd never
let a boy kiss me on the first date before. And never had anyone kissed me
passionately.

The feelings he stirred in me
only dimly guessed at.
And I found, to my shocked amazement, that I could no more resist those
kisses than I could stop breathing. Each
time I was (Continued on page 60)
like that.
I'd
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cups sour milk

1 tsp. vanilla
1

extract

egg white, beaten

stiff

Cream margarine,

add sugar and
cream together.
Beat eggs, beat in
syrup and blend with margarine mixture. Sift together dry ingredients and
add,

alternately

with

sour milk,

to

creamed mixture, beating smooth. Add
flavoring and egg white which has been
beaten stiff, pour into greased layer
pans (2 9-inch layers) and bake in 350
to 360 degree oven for 25 to 30 minutes.
\llow to cool before putting together
with frosting.
Frosting
2 cups granulated sugar
Small pinch cream of tartar
7 tbls. water
2 egg whites

Small pinch salt
cup nut meats
Place ingredients in top of double
boiler and cook over boiling water,
beating constantly, until mixture will
form peaks when beater is removed
(about 7 minutes). Remove from heat
and continue beating until thick enough
to frost between layers, top and sides
of cake.
Sprinkle with nutmeats.
Vz

Steamed Fig Pudding
Since the very

first

Christmas, the holidays have always been

a time for fragrant, rich desserts, like this

Mock Mince

Pie.

%
%
1

cup dried ground
cup margarine
cup sugar

2

eggs

cup fruit juice or
2 cups flour

Yz

the
FROM
frankincense

when

Christmas

first

and.

myrrh

with gold as worthy of presentation
to the Christ Child, spices have played
an integral part in Yuletide festivities.
Memories of our first Christmas tree, a
pungent cedar or pine, gay with lights

and ornaments, of a stocking crammed
with oranges and nuts, bring back so
vividly the fragrance of cinnamon and
cloves, mace, nutmeg and allspice, that
even now we cannot imagine a ChristLuckily, we do not
have to imagine such a thing, for although we cannot experience again the

mas without them.

of our first Christmas, we can,
this month's recipes, enjoy
desserts as temptingly spicy as those
which made it so memorable.
thrill

by using

Cranberry Mock Mince Pie
2 tart cooking apples
1 cup seedless raisins
1

%

cup water
cup sugar

2 cups cranberries
tbl.

4 tbls.

margarine

Cube apples small. Mix sugar, salt
and spices and add, with apples and
Bring to slow
add cranberries and boil without
raisins, to water.

Add lemon

boil,
stir-

juice

Allow to cool, then
and margarine.
pour into unbaked pie shell. Arrange
pastry strips in lattice over top.
44

oven 30

to 35 minutes.

%

Cranberry Chiffon Pie
cup jellied cranberry sauce
cup sugar

4 eggs
Y& tsp.
1

%

powdered cloves

envelope unflavored gelatin
cup cold water

Vz tsp. salt
1 tbl.

lemon juice

In top of double boiler, mix cranberry sauce, % the sugar and the egg
yolks and cook over hot water until
mixture reaches custard consistency,
about 8 minutes. Add gelatin, which
has been dissolved in cold water, salt
and lemon juice, then allow to cool.
When mixture starts to congeal, beat
egg whites until stiff, then add cloves
and remaining sugar and continue
beating until mixture forms a stiff
meringue. Fold egg whites' into cranberry mixture, turn into baked pie shell
chill

Spice Cake
cup margarine
1 cup light brown sugar
3 egg yolks
Vz cup maple syrup or molasses
2 cups flour

Bake

1

tsp.

soda

Vi tsp. allspice
Pinch salt
1 tsp.

%

tsp.
Vi tsp.

milk

Vz tsp, salt
1 tsp. soda
Vz tsp. allspice
1 tsp. mace
1 tsp. vanilla

Remove stems from figs, wash and
dry them before grinding. Cream margarine, add sugar and cream together
thoroughly.
Beat eggs and add to
creamed mixture. Stir in ground figs.
Sift together dry ingredients and add,
alternately with fruit juice (or milk)
and blend in vanilla. Pour into greased
mold, filling slightly over half full
so there will be room for pudding to
expand, and steam over water until
done (\Vz to 2 hours) or steam over
water in individual custard cups about
Serve with any desired
45 minutes.
Leftover pudding may be resauce.
heated for another meal.
Tidbits for the children are essenat Christmastime, and fruit balls
and popcorn men will be popular with

tial

the grown-ups, too.

(Continued on page 59)

until firm.

Vi,

lemon juice

ring for 5 minutes.

1

and

Vi tsp. allspice
Va tsp. cloves
Vt tsp. salt
1

in 400-degree

ranked

figs
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KATE SMITH
RADIO MIRROR'S

FOOD COUNCELOR
Listen to Kate Smith's
daily talks at noon

baking powder
ground cloves

and her Sunday night

nutmeg

onCBS,at7:00EWT.

Variety Show, heard

INSIDE RADIO -Telling You About Programs and People You

H

r-'

Wa r Time

a.'

Eastern

News
News
News and Organ Recital
Columbia Ensemble

8:00 CBS:
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:

s

8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

5:00
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:30

8:00
8:00
8:00

9:00 CBS:
9:00 NBC:
9:00 Blue:

8:00
8:00
8:00

Sylvia Marlowe, Harpsi-

8:15
8:15
6:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:00
7:00
9:30
9:30

9:15 CBS:
9:15 Blue:
9:15 NBC:
9:30 NBC:
9:45 CBS:
10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
10:00 NBC:
10:30 CBS:
10:30 Blue:
10:30 NBC:

7:30

8:05
8:30
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30
9:30
10:00
10:00

10:15
10:45

10:00
10:05
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:30
11:30
11:30
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:30

11:00
11:00
11:05
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:30
12:30
12:30
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:15
1:30

News

of the World
World News Roundup
Blue Correspondents at
and Abroad
E. Power Biggs
White Rabbit Line

Home

12:00

2:00

12:00

2:00

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30

1:00

3:00

1:30
1:30
2:00
2:00

3:30
3:30

4:00
4:15
4:30

2:15
2:30

2:45
3:00

4:45
5:00

3:00
3:00
3:00

5:00
5:00
5:00

Voices in Song
of the Air

Message

1

8:00
5:00
8:30

8:00
5:30
5:45
5:55
6:00
6:00
7:00
6:00

MBS: Pauline Alpert
AAF Symphonic
Blue:

Flight Orch

Blue Jacket Choir
MBS: Radio Chapel
Blue:
Hour of Faith
CBS: Invitation to Learning
NBC: Marion Loveridge
CBS: Salt Lake Tabernacle

News from Europe
NBC: The Eternal Light
Blue:

Blue:

Josephine Houston, Soprano

CBS:
CBS:

Stradivari Orch., Paul Lavalle
Transatlantic Call
Church of the Air

NBC:

John

Blue:

NBC:

B.

Kennedy

CBS:

Voice of the Dairy Farmer
George Hicks From Europe
Edward R. Murrow (from

Blue:

Sammy

Blue:

Matinee Theater, Victor Jory

CBS:

NBC: Those We Love
Chaplain Jim, U. S. A.
CBS: World News Today
NBC: John Charles Thomas
Blue:
National Vespers
CBS: New York Philharmonic
Blue:

Symphony

Upton Close
Charlotte Greenwood Show
Army Hour
Ethel Barrymore as "Miss
Hattie"
Darts for Dough

4:00 Blue:
4:30 Blue:
4:30 CBS:
4:30 NBC:
5:00 NBC:

World of Song
Pause that Refreshes
Music America Loves

NBC Symphony

The Family Hour
Mary Small Revue

5:00 CBS:
5:00 Blue:
5:15 MBS:
5:30 MBS:
5:30 Blue:
5:45 CBS:

Upton Close
Hot Copy
William L. S hirer
Harriet Hilliard and Ozzie

CBS:

Nelson

Radio Hall

Catholic Hour
Fannie Brice
The Great Gildersleeve

Drew Pearson
Jack Benny
Kate Smith

Don Gardiner, News
Stars

Fitch

Edgar Bergen
Blondie
Mediation Board

Dorothy Thompson, News
Joe E. Brown

Crime Doctor
One Man's Family
Gabriel Heatter

Bob Trout
Radio Readers Digest
Old-Fashion Revival
Walter Winchell

Manhattan Merry-Go-Round

Hollywood Mystery Tune
Texaco Star Theater, James
Melton

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30

10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
10:00 NBC:
10:00 MBS:
10:31 NBC:
:

:

:

CBS:
CBS:
CBS:
CBS:

Bandwagon

Greenfield Village Chapel

:

NBC
NBC

in Britain

Samuel Grafton

7:0(1

1

and Stripes

Quiz Kids

9:45 Blue:
9:30 NBC:

1

Fame

First Nighter

8:30

9:31 10:31
11:0C
11:1!
11:1!
11:3(
8:31 10:3( 11:3(

of

Jimmie

:

Fidler

American Album of
Familiar Music
Take It or Leave It

The Life of Riley
Hour of Charm
Goodwill Hour
Comedy Theater, Harold
Lloyd
Keeping Up With the World
We The People
Bill

Costello

Maria Kurenko
Cesar Saerchinger
Pacific Story

LORD HENRY —

The Jack Pepper Show

IN

PERSON

Husky, blue-eyed, towheaded Karl Swenson plays Lord Henry Brinthrope, the hero
in Our Gal Sunday, heard over the CBS
stations Monday through Friday at 12:45
P.M. E.W.T. Now in his eighth year as Lord
Henry, Karl looks just the dashing, glamorous sort of fellow most people think of
when they think of an actor. Actually, he's
a very serious gentleman who works very
hard at his job and raises bees on his
eighty-one acre farm in Goshen, N. Y.
This winter, because of transportation
difficulties, Karl shut up his house in the
country and brought his "whole gang" into
New York. The "gang" is his wife, the former
Virginia Hanscom, and four sons, Peter,
eight; David, five; Steven, three, and John
one; all of whom are towheaded and look
like their dad.

The children

aren't the least bit puzzled
or confused when they hear their father
acting on the radio. They're always playacting themselves and carry on amazingly
complicated home-spun plots that go on

and

The Shadow

10:31 Blue:

K

Kaye's Orch.

NBC: Chicago Round Table

8:30

10:01
10:1!
10:1!
10:3( 10:3(

12:45
7:45

9:45
9:45
10:10
10:10
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
10:45

8:00
3:00

CBS:

8:15
6:30

7:01
7:01
7:01
7:31

9:15
9:30

00
00
00
15
45
00
00
45
00
IS
15
30
30
30

Words and Music

:

7:45
6:30

jj

8:30

of Israel

Wings Over Jordan
Southernaires

3:00 NBC:
3:00 Blue:
3:30 NBC:
3:30 Blue:

6:00

6:45

Highlights of the Bible

6:00 Blue:
6:00 MBS:
6:00 NBC:
5:30 6:30 CBS:
6:30 NBC:
6:00 7:00 Blue:
6:00 7:00 NBC:
6:00 7:00 CBS:
5:15 7:15 Blue:
6:30 7:30 MBS:
6:30 7:30 Blue:
6:30 7:30 NBC:
7:45 MBS:
7:00 8:00 Blue:
7:00 8:00 NBC:
7:00
CBS:
8:00 MBS:
8:15 Blue:
8:30 Blue:
7:30 8:30 CBS:
7:30 8:30 NBC:
7:45 8:45 MBS:
7:55 8:55 CBS:
8:00 9:00 CBS:
8:00 9:00 MBS:
8:00 9:00 Blue:
8:00 9:00 NBC:
8:15 9:15 Blue:
8:30 9:30 CBS:

7:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:30
8:30
4:30

1

1:30
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:30
2:30
2:30
3:00

9:00
9:00

Church

London)

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
11:00 12:45
11:00
11:00 1:00
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30

8:15

Commando Mary
NBC String Quartet
New

War Time

i
6

chordist
6:00
6:00

to

MONDAY

SUNDAY
Eastern

Want

on

are continued tomorrow.
"Radio," says eight-year-old Peter, "is the
same thing, only you get money for it."
Such practicality runs in the SSvenson
family. When Karl bought his farm he
knew that he wouldn't have too much time

and

to devote to working it.
So, very practically, he set up several colonies of bees, since
they were one breed of live stock that
little attention. Now, with the
sugar shortage and the Army coating large
shells with beeswax, his choice has proved
to have been a very wise one. When farm
labor grew scarce, he had a complete carpentry shop with electric equipment installed in his home and turns out all the
necessary woodwork around the place him-

needed very

3:30
12:30
8:30
8:45
8:45

8:00 11:00
9:15 11:15
9:30 11:30
11:30
9:30 11:30
9:45 11:45
10:00 12:00
10:00 12:00
10:15 12:15
10:15 12:15
10:30 12:30
10:45 12:45
12:45
12:45
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00
11:15 1:15
11:15 1:15
11:15 1:15
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30
11:45 1:45
11:45 1:45
12:00 2:00
12:00 2:00
12:00 2:00
12:15 2:15

12:15
12:30

1:00
1:15

2:30
2:45
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:15

1:25
1:30
1:30

3:25
3:30
3:30

1:30
1:45

3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:30
4:30
5:30

12:45
12:45

2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
5:30

famous Hambletonian

classic which is held
every year right near his home.
Born in Brooklyn, N. Y. in 1908, Karl says
he came up the hard way, but didn't have
to take too many knocks before he clicked.
The hard way is the way of little theaters,
stock companies, summer theaters, minor
parts in Broadway flops and one or two

successes and then, if you're lucky, a real
break with a real part. Karl hopes his sons
get the acting all out of their systems while
they're young. His advice to almost everyone who has acting ambitions is, "Stay out
it, if you can."
Of course, if Karl had felt that way a
few years ago, there would be someone else
playing Lord Henry.

of

Blue:

Breakfast Club

NBC: Mirth and Madness

CBS:
CBS:

American School of the Air
This Life is Mine
Valiant Lady
My True Story
Alice Cornell
Lora Lawton
News of the World
Light of the World
This Changing World

Blue:

Cliff

CBS:
CBS:
CBS:
Blue:

NBC:
NBC:
NBC:

Edwards

NBC: Finders Keepers

45 CBS:
45 Blue:
00 CBS:

00 Blue:
00 NBC:
15 CBS:
15 NBC:
30 CBS:
30 Blue:
45 CBS:
45 Blue:
45 NBC:
00 Blue:
00 CBS:

15 CBS:
30 CBS:
30 NBC:
30 Blue:

45 CBS:
00 CBS:
00 Blue:
15 CBS:
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30 CBS:
45 CBS:
45 Blue:
45 NBC:
00 CBS:
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00 NBC:
15 CBS:
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15 NBC:
00 NBC:
30 CBS:
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45 CBS:
45 NBC:
00 CBS:
00 Blue:
00 NBC:
15 NBC:
15 Blue:
15 CBS:
30 NBC:
30 Blue:
30 CBS:
45 NBC:
00 Blue:
45 CBS:
00 CBS:
00 NBC:
15 NBC:
15 Blue:
25 CBS:
30 Blue:
30 NBC:
45 Blue:
45 CBS:
*5 NBC:
00 CBS:
00 Blue:
00 NBC:
15 NBC:
15 Blue:
30 NBC:
30 MBS:
30 Blue:
30 CBS:

Bachelor's Children
Lisa Sergio

Honeymoon

Hill

Breakfast at Sardi's

Road

of Life

Second Husband

Rosemary

Bright Horizon

Martyn

Gilbert

Aunt Jenny's

Stories

Jack Berch, Songs
David Harum

Glamour Manor
Kate Smith Speaks
Big Sister

Romance of Helen Trent
U. S. Navy Band
Farm and Home Makers
Our Gal Sunday
Life Can Be Beautiful
Baukhaqe Talking

Ma

Perkins

Blue Correspondents Abroad
Bernardine Flynn, News
The Goldberqs
Little Jack Little

Morgan Beatty. News

Joyce Jordan
Walter Kiernan, News
The Guiding Light
Two on a Clue
Mystery Chef
Today's Children

Woman

White
Malone
Be Seated

in
Dr.

Young

Ladies,

Perry

Mason

Hymns

Stories

of All

Churches

Mary Marlin
Morton Downey
A Woman of America

Ma

Perkins

Hollywood Star Time
Irene Beasley

Pepper Young's Family
Appointment With Life
High Places
Right to Happiness

and Albert
Bob Trout
Ethel

Time

Service

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas

Don Norman Show
News
Westbrook Van Voorhis, News
Lorenzo Jones
Hop Harrigan
Raymond Scott Show
Young Widder Brown

Sing Along
Terry and the Pirates
When a Girl Marries
Portia Faces Life
Dick Tracy
Just Plain Bill

Superman

.Jack Armstrong
Terry Allen and The Three
Sisters

2:45
2:45

3:15
3:15
3:30

self.

Karl's hobby is photography, but he finds
that it takes much more time than he has
to give to it.
He also likes trotting races,
but has always been too busy to attend the

2:15
2:30

CBS: .News

3:45
3:45
3:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
7:30
4:30
4:45
9:30
8:00
8:30
8:15
8:30
5:30
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10:15
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NBC: Front Page

Farrell

Blue:

Captain Midnight

CBS:
CBS:
CBS:

Wilderness Road

Quincy Howe
Bill

Costello

NBC: Serenade to America
Blue:
Capt. Tim Healy
CBS: To Your Good Health
CBS:
CBS:

Jeri Sullavan,

Blue:

Henry

NBC:

Lowell

Songs

The World Today
J.

Taylor,

Thomas

News

CBS:
CBS:

Joseph C. Harsch
I
Love a Mystery
NBC: Chesterfield Music Shop
Blue:
Horace Heidt's Orch.
CBS: Hedda Hopper's Hollywood
CBS: Thanks to the Yanks
The Lone Ranger
Blue:
NBC: H. V. Kaltenborn
CBS: Vox Pop
Blue:

News

NBC: Cavalcade

of America
Abner

Blue:

Lum

CBS:

Frank Sinatra
Blind Date
Voice of Firestone
Bulldog Drummond

Blue:

NBC:

MBS

CBS:
CBS:
Blue:

'n'

Bill Henry
Lux Radio Theater
Counter Spy

MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC: The Telephone Hour
Blue:

Spotlight Bands
Please
Coronet Story Teller
Screen Guild Players

NBC: Information
Blue:

CBS:
Blue:

Raymond Gram Swing

NBC: Contented Program
Ted Malone— from England
Blue:
CBS: The Johnny Morgan Show
Blue:

NBC:

Melody

Dr.

I.

In the

Q.

I

M

Night
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—
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Time

War Time
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8

8:00
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Your
News
News

Life

Breakfast Club

6:00

NBC: Mirth and Madness
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00 CBS:
00 Blue:
45 NBC:

American School of the Air
This Life is Mine
Valiant Lady
My True Story

NBC: Lora Lawton

15
15

CBS:

10:30
8:30

Light of the World
of the World
This Changing World

NBC: News
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30 NBC:
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Edwards
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Honeymoon
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Breakfast at Sardi's

Road of Life
Second Husband

Rosemary
Bright Horizon

Gilbert Martyn
Aunt Jenny's Stories

Jack Berch, Songs

Kate Smith Speaks

Big Sister

Romance of Helen Trent
Farm and Home Makers

U. S. Coast Guard on Parade
Our Gal Sunday
Life Can Be Beautiful
Baukhage Talking

NBC: Sketches in Melody
Ma Perkins
The Women's Exchange
Blue:
CBS: Bernardine Flynn, News
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC: Morgan Beatty, News
CBS: Joyce Jordan
NBC: The Guiding Light
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45
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00
00
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Mystery Chef
15 CBS:
Two on a Clue
15 NBC: Today's Children
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in White
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Young Dr. Malone
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Ladies Be Seated
45 CBS:
Perry Mason Stories
45 NBC: Hymns of All Churches
00 CBS:
Mary Marlin
00 Blue:
Morton Downey
00 NBC: A
of America
15 Blue:
Hollywood Star Time
15 CBS:
Irene Beasley
15 NBC: Ma Perkins
30 Blue:
Appointment with Life
30 CBS:
High Places
45 CBS:
Bob Trout
30 NBC: Pepper Young's Family
45 NBC: Right to Happiness
00 Blue:
Ethel and Albert
00 CBS: Service Time
00 NBC: Backstage Wife
15 Blue:
Don Norman Show
15 NBC: Stella Dallas
25 CBS:
News
30 NBC: Lorenzo Jones
30 Blue:
Westbrook Van Voorhis
45 CBS: The Raymond Scott Show
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Hop Harrigan
45 NBC: Young Widder Brown
00 CBS: Sing Along
00 Blue:
Terry and the Pirates
00 NBC: When a Girl Marries
15 NBC: Portia Faces Life
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Dick Tracy
30 Blue:
Jack Armstrong
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30
30

12:45

Hill

NBC: David Harum
Glamour Manor
Blue:

MBS: Superman
NBC: Just Plain

MADAME MENACE...
She might be cast as a gangster's moll, a
murderess, a look-out on a stick up job, or
any one of a dozen other parts, but she
would always be a menace. In four years,
Edith Arnold has appeared as the female
"heavy" in practically every broadcast of
Crime Doctor, which is heard on CBS,
Sunday evenings at 8:30. Just that job
alone adds up to some 200 assorted playlets
of violence.
Edith likes being nasty and mean. Perhaps that's because really she isn't lowbrow, slangy and tough. In fact, in her
off-radio moments, she's quiet, given to
reading serious reading, preferring philosophy and theoretical studies to fiction.
She won her Master of Arts degree in
Philosophy and her thesis was on Far
Eastern thought. Which is a far cry from
the work of being the best gun moll in the
business. Radio business.

—

Right from the beginning, Edith Arnold
started out as a "bad girl." At sixteen, she
appeared in a California performance of the
Passion Play, in which she had the role of
the Woman Taken in Adultery. With such
a start, she j^ust couldn't go right at least,
not as far as her acting career was concerned. And she didn't, with one unhappy
Misadvisedly, Edith accepted
exception.
the part of the ingenue in "June Moon"
and literally suffered from her own sweetness gnd, as she calls it, stickiness, until
the end of the run of that play. Since then,
she has avoided the sweet parts.

—

She worked on Broadway

for

some

Bill

Terry Allen and the Three
Sisters

9:30
3:15
3:15
3:45
3:45

5:45
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:30
5:30
5:45
5:45

3:55
8:00 6:00
4:00 6:00
8:00 10:00
8:15 6:15

4:15

6:15

4:30
9:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:15

6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15

years,

appearing in successes like "The Barker,"
"Jarnegan" and "Kind Lady." In this last
5:45 Blue:
Captain Midnight
play, she did the part of a half-wit so well
5:45 NBC: Front Page Farrell
5:45 CBS:
Wilderness Road
that she was called to Hollywood to play
6:00 CBS:
Quincy Howe
6:15 CBS:
Edwin C. Hill
the part of a half wit in Columbia's "Crime
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Once upon
year-old girl

a time there

was

a little ten-

named Kay Lorraine Grimm.

This, little girl sang very beautifully even
then and grew up to become a real professional singer whose voice was familiar to
most radio listeners throughout the country.
It sounds very much like a fairy tale
and to Kay it almost seemed like one.
You know her now as Kay Lorraine and
you've heard her on many shows from coast
to coast.
She was born in St. Louis, Missouri, just twenty-five years ago. She wasn't

exactly a Shirley Temple, but she did begin
to sing at a very early age and when she
was ten made her first public appearance
singing in the chorus of the St. Louis Municipal Opera.
Just about then, too, she
began to study the piano with vague notions of becoming a concert pianist. However, there was school to go to and some
growing up to do before careers could even

be thought of seriously.
It wasn't until Kay was seventeen that
she really made her professional debut
which means sang for money. That was
when she began to sing with campus bands
for dances in and round St. Louis.
These engagements led to a sustaining
spot on station
in St. Louis. They
also drove all ideas about becoming a concert pianist from her mind. She still plays
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NBC: When a Girl
NBC: Portia Faces

a series of appearances on a
St. Louis Blues, which won
her an invitation to come to New York and
sing as a guest artist on the Hit Parade.
That was back in 1939. For forty weeks
after that Kay was kept busy without a let
up. She appeared on such major programs
as 99 Men and a Girl, the Ford Summer
Hour, Vaudeville Theater, Song of Your
Life and the Pursuit of Happiness. Nor did
she miss out on that all time favorite show
The Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street.
This year, like so many other radio stars,

Kay had her chance in Metro-GoldwynMayer's new radio feature show, Screen
Test, and acquitted herself nobly. And why
shouldn't she?

She's lovely, a tallish, slen-

der,

program

many

benefit performances at hospitals

and the Stage Door Canteen between her
heavy broadcast duties.
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NBC: H. V. Kaltenborn

The Aldrich Family
News
MBS: Cal Tinney
NBC: Highways in Melody — Paul
CBS:
Blue:

NBC:
Blue:

CBS:
CBS:
CBS:

Lavalle
Duffy's Tavern
Trials
Service to the Front

Famous Jury

Bill Henry
It Pays To

Be Ignorant

Gang Busters
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC: Waltz Time
Blue:

CBS:
Blue:

That Brewster Boy
Spotlight Bands

MBS: Double or Nothing
NBC: People Are Funny
Coronet Story Hour
Blue:
Blue:
Earl Godwin, News
NBC: Amos and Andy
CBS: Durante and Moore
Ted Malone From England
Blue:
CBS:

NBC:

30|Blue:

—
Door Canteen

Stage
Bill Stern
The Doctor Talks

It

II

III

Over
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SATURDAY
Eastern

War Time
News
News
News

8:00 CBS:
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:

of the

World

CBS:

Music

CBS:

Missus Goes A-Shopping
United Nations News, Review

of

Today

NBC: Jay Johnson
Blue:

CBS:

Margaret Brien

CBS:

Press

Blue:

Breakfast Club

CBS:

Country Journal, Burl

CBS:

David Shoop Orchestra

NBC: News
8:00
8:00
8:00

News

NBC: Rhythms for Saturday
CBS: The Garden Gate

8:15

9:00
9:00
9:00

CBS:

9:30
9:30

CBS:

Ives

Youth on Parade

Fanny Hurst Presents
Smilin' Ed McConnell

Blue:

NTBC:

Mary Lee Taylor

Blue:

What's Cooking

NBC:

Alex Dreier

— Variety

8:00

Blue:

Chatham Shopper

8:05

CBS:

Let's Pretend

8:30 10:30 11:30
8:30 10:30

CBS

Transatlantic Quiz

e:

New York

— London

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS:
9:00 11:00 12:00 Blue:
11:00 12:00 NBC:

HOLLYWOOD

Theater of Today
Swing Shift Frolics

News

NBC: Consumer Time
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS:
9:30 11:30 12:30 Blue:
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC:

Stars Over Hollywood

Farm Bureau

9

According

Marr

1:00 CBS:
1:00 Blue:
1:00 NBC:

Grand Central Station
Sez You
Adventure Ahead

12:30
12:30

1:30 Blue:
1:30 NBC:
1:30 CBS:

The Baxters

12:45
12:45

1:45
1:45

1:00
1:00

Eddie Condon's Jazz Concert

Report from Washington

Metropolitan Opera
Victory F.O.B.
Air Forces

2:00
2:30
3:30

Football

NBC:
CBS:

Kansas City Philharmonic
Football

CBS:

Minstrel Melodies
Football
Music on Display

NBC:
NBC: Rupert Hughes
CBS:
CBS:
CBS:
CBS:

Football
Football
Football

Report from London

NBC: Grand Hotel

4:00
4:00

Blue:

CBS:

Concert Orchestra
Philadelphia Orchestra

NBC: John W. Vandercook
CBS: Mother and Dad
NBC: Curt Massey, Vagabonds

4:30
4:30
4:45
4:45

Blue:

5:00

Blue:

5:00

5:15
5:15

Hello,

Sweetheart

Edward Tomlinson
Sustain the Wings
Quincy Howe

NBC:

I

CBS:
CBS:

People's Platform

Blue:

Storyland Theater

,

'

7:00
6:30

Harry Wismer, Sports;
CBS: The World Today
NBC: Religion in the News
CBS: Bob Trout
NBC: World's Great Novels
Blue:
Leland Stowe
CBS: Mrs. Miniver
Blue:
Meet Your Navy

6:30
7:00

CBS:

5:30

Blue:

5:45
5:45

|

5:55

6:00

Blue:

7:30
7:30

Blue:

CBS:

Early American Dance Music

Danny Kaye

Boston Symphony Orchestra
Inner Sanctum Mystery
Cisco Kid

MBS:
NBC: Truth or Consequence
CBS: Bob Trout

8:30
8:30
6:45

Hollywood

The new ingredient arrived in the
very ample person of Maybelle Marr,
wife of Eddy (I'll Tell You What I'm
Gonna Do) Marr, radio and film comic.
Mrs. Marr arrived in Hollywood with
her husband in 1937, ostensibly to rest.
With ten or more years of radio experience behind her, Maybelle thought
that, except for writing gags for her
husband's guest appearances, she really
had a rest coming.
But people like Maybelle Marr can't
relax for long. Like other dynamic
radio figures, Maybelle had to do something more. That's why she volunteered to do what she could to help out
at the Canteen.
Maybelle started as a Senior Hostess,
and as such was able to do a lot for
the boys. But as her work stretched
into the months she became aware that
the boys weren't able to get into enough
radio shows to cheer their favorites.
Maybelle saw her friends in the various stations and soon she was slipping
the lads blocks of tickets to the Jack
Benny, Bob Hope and other programs.
She spread the word among the net-

work shows and

personalities that

from

then on, Thursday nights at the Canteen
were to be Radio Nights, and to rally
to her call.
Well, they rallied all right. From that
date until now Maybelle has been directly

responsible

for

the

greatest

CBS:

Saturday Night Serenade
Coronet Quiz

Guy Lombardo
NBC: Palmolive Party

10

CBS:

10:

Blue:

Blue:

NBC:

CBS:
10:00 11:00 CBS:
9:45 10:45

11:15 11:30 Blue:

Correction Please
Called
Herbert Marshall
Grand Ole Opry
Talks

The Man

X—

Ned Calmer, News
Hoosier

Hop

What's My Name?, Ed Gardner and
Dennis Morgan, the Al Pearce show,
Arlene Harris, Martha Mears, Cliff

Martha Tilton, Maybelle's
husband Eddy Marr who brought in
his whole Pitchman's act with people
like Mel Blanc, Arthur Q. Bryan, ShirArquette,

Evans from the Jack
Carson show, Ransom Sherman, The
Set, Paul Weston, John Scott
Trotter,
Cooky
Fairchild,
Arthur
ley Mitchell, Dale

Smart

mikes.
Here's a partial list of the shows and
people who responded to Maybelle's
appeal:
Take It or Leave It, Judy Canova,

10:

9:30 10:30

has been added

—famous

parade of talent ever assembled before

Blue:
10:

new

world

CBS:

Your Hit Parade
NBC: National Barn Dance
NBC: Can You Top This
Blue:
Spotlight Bands

8:00
8:00

the

Canteen.

Band

CBS:

3:00

SOMETHING
to

NBC: Opportunity Theater
NBC: Musicana

1:30
1:30

to

Country Journal

NBC: War Telescope

2:00 Blue:
2:00 CBS:
2:00 NBC:

Canteen President Bette Davis, Maybelle
brings a world of pleasure to sevice men

Atlantic Spotlight

10:00 12:00
10:00 12:00
10:00 12:00

CBS:

UmM

Fashions in Rations
The Land of the Lost

Treacher, the Camp Song Charioteers,
the Town Cryers, Hoagy Carmichael, Jo
Stafford from Johnny Mercer's Music
Shop, Bobby Armbruster, Blondie and

Dagwood, Chef Milani, Faye McKenzie,
Sara Berner, who is Ruby Johnson on
the Jack Benny show and well, that
gives you a rough idea.

—

According to her friend Bette Davis,
President of the Hollywood Canteen,
Maybelle Marr is the unsung hero of
that

worthy

institution.

"Maybelle is doing a whale of a job
at the Canteen," Miss Davis says, "and
getting precious little credit for it.
She's a tireless worker for the boys in
the service and, single-handedly has
brought a world of joy to the lads who
throng the Canteen each week. She's
a wonder, that girl."
Maybelle started in radio in her home
is

town

of Cleveland

the very early

by helping

NBC

to set
station of

when mikes were simply

up

WTAM,

old-fashioned
stand-up telephones with the mouthShe then spent three
years as assistant to the president of
WJAY, then joined WLWL, New York,
as publicity and promotion aide.
Next stop for Maybelle was in Philadelphia on WPEN of the Atlantic Seaboard network, then back to New York
where she helped set "up the first
foreign language station in the country,
piece removed.

WFAB.
For five years Mrs. Marr edited New
York Amusements, besides doing a
column for Cue under the name of
Maybelle Austin. That was about the
time she decided to rest awhile, so she

and her husband went to Hollywood.
But the real joy of Maybelle's life,
outside of Eddy, to whom she's been
married thirteen years, is the Hollywood Canteen and her Thursday Radio
Nights. We sort of agree with Bette
Davis. "She's a wonder, that girl."

Lost Christmas

SAN FRANCISCO...

Continued from page 15
defense against the world."
And because I could not stand anyone's sympathy, I said sharply, "All I
."
want is fun. And I'm getting it.
.

the day your ship

came

in

.

At noon I met Tom for lunch. That
was the first date on our holiday program. We had to duck our heads
against the icy wind but it might

—

have been a

soft April breeze the

way

was an hour touched with
moon-madness right in the middle of

I

felt!

the

It

Unbelievably lovely. "We
each other so well in so

day.

know

can't

short a time!"

said once.

I

"But we do. Didn't you know? We've
known each other forever." Tom's
voice held a deep assurance.
As I went back to work I tried to
caution myself: I was doing exactly
what I'd always said I never would do
caring too much for one person. It
didn't pay. A girl had to be smart and
keep her heart free.

—

Just the same there

me when

was

a singing

thought of Tom.
The afternoon was a bedlam with
customers demanding to know if "Allure" was all right for a high school
girl, and if somebody's grandmother
might like "Black Magic." I answered
thousands of questions like a good
inside

my mind

robot,

little

I

entirely

else-

where. Regina stopped long enough
once to smile and whisper, "Who lit
the candles in your eyes?"

TOURING my

fifteen-minute rest pe*-' riod, I hurried to another counter
at the farther end of the store. I knew
exactly what I wanted to get Tom.
beautiful outfitted kit. Much more
expensive than I could afford!
The day came to an end at last.
Six o'clock and the doors closed. Time
for the store's Christmas Eve party to

A

—

begin. Time for my second date with
Tom! I put a bright clip on my black
work dress and pinned a glowing red
Poinsettia in my hair. Soldiers wanted
girls
to be
gay and fun nothing

knew

est holiday

shopped

in

Chinatown. Such gorgeous embroideries! "Not half so exciting

hands" you

softeners

from

my

said.

skin!

(And me with a war

But— then— I

job that takes the natural

use Jergens Lotion.)

—

been out with
them from the Camp, danced
with hundreds more at the U.S.O. They
wanted a good time after all that
rugged training and grind. Well, I
was going to try to make this the gayserious. I
dozens of

We

as your

that.

I'd

We

tea'd

who

on "Top of the Mark". "Your hands are so sweet," you

said. Girls

use Jergens Lotion do have sweet-to-touch hands!

Tom

Driscoll ever had!
for me at the employees' entrance. Very tall, with that

He was waiting

powerful panther-smooth look to him,
and his face ruddy with cold. "Hello,"
he said. "Hello, little Christmas star!"
My heart gave a silly lurch and for a

moment I couldn't seem to speak. Then
we were going up to the auditorium
where the party was to be held.
It was a gay party.
Mr. Bristol was
an exceptional boss and he did himself
proud on such occasions. There was
talk of his retiring soon, and of Jake
succeeding him. I wondered if Jake
would carry out this store tradition.
Somehow I didn't think so. He was a
smart business man with no nonsense
about him.
Some day perhaps I
would marry Jake. But I didn't want

—

—

think about that tonight.
The other girls were looking at Tom
with open admiration. Regina came up
and I introduced them. "I see what
you mean!" she whispered. "He is
wonderful." Pride in him swept over
me. Pride, and that new feeling that
made me all hollow inside, and yet

to

was

heaven too. Thrillingly sweet.
danced the old-fashioned square

like

We

Exciting Hollywood Stars use
Jergens Lotion, 7 to 1
Help protect hands against roughness so surely with Jergens. Encourage
even neglected hands to soft smooth-

ness with 2 ingredients in Jergens

Lotion, so "special" that

many

use them. Lovely! Easy!
stickiness! Just

doctors

No

be sure and

always use Jergens Lotion.
)

For the

softest,

adorable Hands,

USE

JERGENS LOTION ^>
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dances that Mr. Bristol liked, and I saw
Tom was enjoying it as he swung
Regina in the center of the floor. Jake
was my partner for the moment. He
was scowling darkly. "I suppose I
should thank the sergeant for what he
did last night but it would not have
been necessary if I hadn't lost you.
Don't carry this gratitude thing too far,

—

.

my

Remember, you're

Doris.

"Am

I?"

My

.

girl!"

teasing look seemed to

him more. He caught me

irritate

.

to

"Stop playing fast and
wish ..." I never knew
what he wished because I was carried
away in the dance just then. A few
minutes later Tom and Regina and
I were sitting at a small table, breath"I've been thinking
less,
laughing.
about you two kids," Regina said.
"Why don't you come out to the house
tomorrow? We're going to have a typical family Christmas with all the trim-

him roughly.

loose, Doris. I

mings. ..."
A family Christmas. I couldn't help
"Oh no,"
it but I froze at the word.
I said quickly.
"Thanks a lot, Regina,
but we're going out to Crystal Lake
for the day where some friends of mine
have rented a cabin. There's tobogganing and ice-skating. ... It ought to be
little weakly as I saw
was set with disappointment. He wanted to go to Regina's for

fun,"

Tom's

added a

I

face. It

the

kind of

But

I'd

Christmas

she

planned.

make him

forget all about that.
I was prepared to make it a day for his
memory-book, bright as holly.

|")ANCLNG with Tom

a

little later, I

*-* pressed against him and looked up
smiling. "That was nice of Regina. But
Tom, it would be awfully dull. They'll
probably sing carols off-key and do
all
kinds
of
old-fashioned
stuffy
things." I saw him draw away as if he
had closed a door in my face.
Swift panic rose in me. I couldn't let
our plans be spoiled. Not now. Not
when his touch, his nearness, had come
to mean so much to me. "Please," I

said, "let's

We

go somewhere

walked

time, the fine

else.

..."

what seemed a long
snow driving against our
for

There was that wall between
I could not break through.
had a real home to take
The
him, to, I thought desperately.
boardinghouse was more dismal than
the street.
We were crossing an
icy intersection when the bells began
pealing out. Christmas chimes from
the church ahead. I looked up. "Have
you ever been to a midnight service?"
Tom asked. I shook my head. He
turned and automatically I followed
him up the steps and into the church.
It was dark except for the candles lit
around the Manger. _ There was the
pungent smell of spruce and pine from
the decorations, mingled with incense.
People were filing in silently, filling the
pews. Tom and I sat on a side aisle,
quietly and not saying anything. And
gradually the place took hold of me.
The choir began singing the age-old
Christmas hymns. Softly at first, then
swelling to a great, triumphal paean.
Peace on earth to men of good will,
the choir chanted. Something hot stung
my eyelids. I slipped to my knees
beside Tom. There was peace to be
had but each individual had to find
faces.

like this.

us which
If only I

silly

.

.

.

—

And

didn't know
Tom
where to begin searching.
turned and studied me for a moment.
Then he slipped his hand over mine.
The wall between us disappeared as if
it had never been.
for

it

himself.

I

.

After the service,

Tom

took

.

.

me home

seemed the most natural,
the most wonderful thing in the world
to be sitting there with his arm around
me. Talk flowed freely between us
now. Eager, excited talk. "Sometimes
in a taxi.

It

I don't quite understand you, Doris,"
he said after a while. "But I know
this
you do things to my breathing
apparatus that no girl has ever done
before!" He lifted my face and kissed

—

me

ever so gently. Then his lips came
hard, and the world

down on mine
went

into a glorious spin.

suspended and

Time hung

wasn't Doris Reynolds,
or that frightened girl of long ago.
I was part of Tom. I belonged to him.
And the knowledge was sweet, heady
wine. No man had ever stirred me
I

My

seemed

flirtations

little

and cheap beside what was happening to me now. But even so, some
perverse quality made me fight against
it.
Made me hold myself back from
responding to Tom's kisses the way I
wanted to. Some small voice kept
whispering; Don't be a fool. The smart

women
Your

are not the

mother

gave

who give.
—women
and she knew

nothing but heartbreak.
But I was greedy for the thrill Tom's
love gave me. The holiday would be
ours. After that
.

.

.

^HRISTMAS

^

morning. White, with
sunshine glistening on the

pale

snow!

Glorious!

I

woke up

and rubbed

.

.

.

and

my

eyes twice
I
could believe it. A small
Christmas tree stood on my bureau. A
real one with fancy decorations. And
there was a Christmas stocking, the
And a big
kind you buy for kids.

stared
before

.

.

.

package done up with

silver stars

and

I
red ribbon.
I scarcely breathed.
used to dream of something like this
"

happening to me!
There was a note from Tom. "To
my Christmas star, with my love." He
had gotten the landlady to bring every-

—

thing into my room before I woke up.
With trembling fingers I opened the
package. It was a musical powder-box,
with a little doll on top, a ballerina
who danced to the music. It was the
loveliest thing I had ever owned.
In the stocking were candy, nuts, a
miniature family of penguins so cute
in their waddly attitudes and a bright
red scarf. I wore the scarf with my
gray tuxedo coat and hat when I went
to meet Tom. It lay soft against my
throat, hiding the pulse that beat there
so hard and fast. A smile lit up his
whole face when he saw it. Then he
stooped to kiss me.
"Oh Tom, darling, how did you
know?" I whispered against his cheek.

—

—

"Know what?"
"Know how much all this would
mean to me?" For answer, he kissed
me again. For a long, ecstatic moment.
Oh, there never was such a mornAfter breakfast at a little Italian
restaurant where they thought we
were newlyweds and kept beaming at
us, we walked through the park. Armin-arm.
Close.
People passing by
smiled brightly and nodded, "Merry
Christmas!" We didn't know them, but
that genial good-will was everywhere.
ing!
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We

were

to

meet Lou Ann and

Vivian and their boy friends on Market
Street.
The girls lived in boardinghouses like myself, and renting a cabin
at the lake for the holiday had seemed
like a good idea. I had met them at
G.I. dances.
Somehow, I'd taken for
granted that they would be with
soldiers now. Instead, they were with
two older men, civilians. But they
seemed nice enough and kept up a
merry banter all the way out to Crystal
Lake. Tom- joined in with them good
humoredly, and the party seemed to be
getting off to a fine start.
When we reached the cabin, the men
lit a roaring fire in the grate. I found
out that they had been out the day
with
to
stock
the
place
before
provisions.
"Let's go tobogganing first!" Lou Ann
cried. It was quite wooded around the
cabin. The trees were heavy with snow,
and you could see the lake below, all
frozen over. It was a perfect winter
scene. We made our way up the hill,
laughing and breathless. Then there
was the swift rush of descent. Down
.

.

.

down

over the

.

.

.

little

And we were plunging
embankment and onto

The sled made a dizzy spin
and spilled us over the side. "That's
enough for me!" said the man with
Lou Ann.
So we went back to the cabin. And
almost immediately things started to
go wrong. The place took on the atmosphere of a barroom and Lou Ann
and Vivian acted as I'd never seen
them or anyone act before. When
I'd been out with them other times
they had never behaved like this. The
men kept pouring drinks and pulling
the lake.

—

the

foe war bowls

shrieking with laughter, onto

girls,

their

arm

—

One

laps.

—but

at

of

my

them caught

Tom's expression he

let

go again. "See what I got Doris!" he
shouted at me. And held up a set of
intimate black lace things.
Vivian
squealed hysterically and tried to get
them away from him. In the resulting
brawl they fell over a stool together.

was

It

all

sickeningly cheap.

Tom's eyes on

complete the rietorg

felt

I

me and knew what

he

was thinking. These were supposed to
be my friends.
This was the wonderful day I had planned for us! He
was getting the wrong impression of
me and there was nothing I could do
.

.

.

—

It drove me into a kind of
danced a crazy dance to the
boogie-woogie music from the radio.
I sang crazy songs. Anything to keep
up some pretense of gaiety. But it fell
flat. Flat and dull, and I couldn't fight
the ugly thing that had crept into the
room with us. Something sordid.
It was as if dirt had been thrown,
spoiling the most decent thing I had
ever known Tom's love for me.
He came over and stood behind me.
"Here's your coat," he said. "We're

about

it.

frenzy.

I

—

going out."

'T'HE

clean, crisp air

was

a

God-send

1 after the cabin. "I'm sorry, Tom," I
said weakly. He turned and I froze
at his look. He began to speak. Words
-

—

that

were

me a few
man wants

like knife-thrusts.

He

told

what a
when he comes back

basic truths about
to find

call war. And the
thing Christmas stands for was one of

from the hell they

Something warm and real and
good. Something shining, clean, to draw
men back from all the bitterness.
"You had me fooled for a while, Doris.
them.

.

I

thought

I

had found what

.

.

was

I

looking for."

"And you know differently now?"
"Yes." From the sharp, ragged edge
to his voice I knew how deeply he had
been hurt. I had done that to him.
He walked off alone to the bus station, miles distant. And I let him go.
Because I was powerless to stop him.
Powerless to tell him all that I felt.
For years I had built up this hard little
wall, and I could not break through.
I
stood there watching his figure
grow smaller and smaller, knowing
that he was lost to me. And in that
moment I knew too that I loved him
for all time. With all my heart. Loved
him so that it was a white flame consuming me, burning through that
brittle shell I'd made for myself.
I
started to run after him.
And
stumbled.
I lay there sobbing help.

lessly.

.

.

.

.
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could I ever make him understand the queer, twisted pattern of my
life? I'd had to become hard in order
to survive. Steve had loved my tears.
So I'd learned to cry in secret. Even
when I was six. I had to keep everything from Mother because she would
only have suffered more. She used to
ask about the bruises on my arms and
back and I'd lie to her. Once Steve
nearly broke my arm when I spilled
I

told

Mother

I

had

fallen.
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But I wore a sling for weeks.
There were no children to play with.
That was forbidden. They made noise
that disturbed my stepfather's drunken
sleep. I used to watch them with an
aching hurt. ... It was always worse

He caught my shoulders roughly and pressed me against
him. "I'll show you about that!" His
kiss was passionate and bruising. I was
still under it, unfeeling. After a long

envied the
would pretend there

fury in his face. "It's that sergeant.
You're seeing him!"
"I'm not seeing him. I never expect
to again." I walked away, leaving him
standing there under the hall light.
One evening I went out to Regina's
house. She had invited me often before
but this was the first time I had gone.
Her children were friendly as puppies.
After that I dropped in often. One
night while they were going through
my pockets for candy, Regina looked
up over her knitting and said quietly,
"I did something today, Doris, that I've
been wanting to do since the holidays.
I called the camp and asked for Tom
Driscoll. But I was too late. He has
been transferred already."
Hope dies hard. In spite of myself
I must have been hoping he would call,
for now a bleak chill swept over me.
It was that night that I made my
decision. I wanted to do something important with my life, something that
really counted. Two days later, on my
twentieth birthday, I enlisted in the
Wacs. As I stood there taking the oath
of allegiance, a warm pride filled my
heart, as if I were standing shoulder
to shoulder with Tom now, working
along with him for a cause that was infinitely bigger than ourselves.
Ft. Des Moines. Women working together in a way I had never thought
possible. Pulling together. Team work.

at Christmas-time.

other kids then!

I

How

I

was no twenty-fifth of December. On
my calendar you simply skipped from
the twenty-fourth to the twenty-sixth.
One of my school teachers had given
me a kitten once. A beautiful, soft
little thing.
Steve went down to the
creek and drowned it.
The day my mother died I walked
out of the house. And never went back.
But I was mortally afraid of him, of
what he could do to me before I was
of age. I had hitch-hiked to this town,
clear across state from where I was
brought up, and changed my name. It
would be difficult for him to find Doris
Reynolds when he was looking for
little Jean Adams.
But I still had
nightmares in which he discovered me.
And I'd wake up clammy with terror,
hearing his voice again, "You devil's
."
brat. You're fit for nothing good.
.

.

.

.

.

\ THIN, gray mist had crept across
** Crystal Lake. The snow creaked
with cold as I stood up, trembling. The
last thing in the world I wanted to do
was go back to that cabin. So, slipping
and stumbling most of the way, I finally
reached the highway and caught a ride
back

to town.
Christmas, I thought bitterly. The
same drab day for me, the Lost Day
on the calendar. Only this one was
worse because it had given promise of
being the most wonderful.

—

"Doris, there's something I

want

to

you." Regina and I were alone in
the locker room at the store the next
morning, and I could not avoid her
eyes. She stood in front of me determinedly, blocking escape.
"Tom
tell

came

our house after he left you
He didn't say much. He
didn't need to. I think he loves you,
Doris. But men are stupid sometimes."
"Tom has reason to think the way he
to

yesterday.

does,"

him.

I

said thickly.

But

I

"I don't

blame

never want to see him

again."

demanded. I asked him wearily how
he would suggest I do that. He surprised me then. "You could marry me!"
Jake proposing. ... A week ago I
might have said "Yes." A week ago
he and his prospects figured largely
in my future. That safe, secured future
I was planning for myself in which I
was going to insulate my heart!
But now I shook my head. "You
don't want to marry me, Jake. I'm not

—

—

There was black

—

poral's stripes when we sailed.
None of us was sure of our destination. I hoped it would be Africa.
Funny, after so many months, the way
.

.

.

kept remembering little things about
Tom. The way a smile came into his

I

eyes first before it touched his lips. His
kindness. His voice, taking command
that night of the theater fire and the

—

had heard it last. Raw with hurt.
"Maybe we expect too much when we
come back," he had said. "Out there
I

a man does a hell of a lot of thinking.
His values change. Superficial things
don't matter anymore. Only the big

but

I

And he comes back hoping

guess you wouldn't be interested."

1VTY heart
-"-*

stood

cried out at that.

now what he

under

I

meant. -A

man
who

comes back hoping to find a girl
has grown apace with him, who can
answer his needs of the spirit.
He's
looking for something fine and real.
.

.

.

stood at the rail of the ship, looking
at the gray sea, and it was at
that moment that I said goodbye to
foolish little Doris Reynolds forever.
England! Cold and misty, with a
kind of story-book charm. My unit
was stationed almost immediately at a
base in the quiet countryside. Not far
away was a shelter for a group of
small refugees from London. Tenement
kids with pale, drawn faces, who could
watch enemy planes without a flicker.
Kids who trailed you with a wistful,
"Can I 'ave a piece of gum, chum?"
Shortly after our arrival, the comI

down
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go.

part of a great, rolling, victorious juggernaut, the American Army. I applied
for overseas' duty and I had my cor-

things.

A

me

had had to enlist under my right
name, naturally. I was Jean Adams
again. But I was no longer afraid. Not
of my stepfather nor of anyone. I was

hard, calculating little
Doris, don't you see what
you're doing to yourself?"
I stared at her.
"I only know that
some people get all the tough breaks.
And I'm one of them."
She turned then, and walked away
swiftly. As if she were afraid I might
see the wet glisten in her eyes.
The days that followed were vague,
befogged. Jake Bristol told me I acted
like a person walking in her sleep.
"Why don't you snap out of it?" he
girl.

Oh

let

I

way

glitter

R

moment he

"That doesn't make sense." Regina's
voice was sharp for the first time since
I had known her. "Listen to me, Doris.
Pride has no place when you're in love.
Bury it. Forget it. And for heaven's
sake, stop trying to be a flash-and-

minx.

M

right for you."

WAR BONDS

and STAMPS

.

manding officer posted a bulletin: Our
unit was giving a Christmas party for
our small neighbors.

And
I

I

didn't

put into

just

because

Christmas again.
to think about it.
everything I had,

even stop
it

somehow

the 'faces of those
children reminded me of another small
frightened face a long time ago.
That Christmas made up for all the
others I had lost. Sometimes we have
to be taught that giving is getting.
We got a plump tank-destroyer captain
to play the English version of Santa
Claus, and strung holly all over our
mess hall where the party was to be
held. A special detail hauled in a giant
yule log and we were ready.
I'll never forget the expressions of
those kids when they saw that array
of American G.I. food on the table.
.

.

.

.

One

of them poked an orange with a
tentative finger and asked, "Is it real?"
They hadn't seen oranges in years.
They ate so that even our mess ser-

geant was

satisfied.

She had worked

a fiend preparing everything.
Later, I was running a puppet show
in the corner, surrounded by eagereyed kids, when I caught a glimpse of
an officer standing in the doorway.
tall officer with a familiar look that
made
breath catch. ... He had that
independent swing to his shoulders.
But of course it couldn't be. I was
always imagining things like this.
The puppets became entangled at
that point, because I was not too expert

like

A

my

.

.

.

I was trying vainly
them out when someone

with them, and
to straighten

reached over my shoulder and took
charge. "I think you do it this way,"
said a voice in

my

ear.

TT/"E could only stand and look at each
" other, with the children pressing
around us, pulling my skirt, begging
for more.
Tom here beside me. I
couldn't believe it. He was a lieutenant
now, with a D.S.C. pinned on his tunic.
And the Purple Heart. ... I had to
close my eyes swiftly for a moment.
I heard him say to the children, "Okay,

one more. What'll it be?"
"The Little Brown Bear!" they chorused. And went into peals of laughter
when Tom began manipulating the
Papa Bear with deep, convincing
growls. His eyes, meeting mine, were
full of tenderness and something else.
Something that made my heart leap.
kids,

.

Later,

much

later,

we managed

.

a

moment

alone in the outside office.
Without a word, Tom reached for me
and we clung together in an ecstasy
that was beyond all time. "But Tom,
how did you know I was here?" I said
breathlessly, lifting my face.
"Regina God bless her," he said.
"She managed to get my address and

—

me

about everything you were
I got here as fast as I could
from our base in Dorchester." He drew

wrote

doing. ...

my

face to his again. "Oh my dearest,;
."
what a blind fool I was.
The world was spinning in great,
.

.

singing arcs.
Suddenly, against my
cheek, he whispered, "Darling, do you

know what day

this is?"

nodded happily. "Christmas."
"Yes, Christmas," said Tom. "This;
and we've got!
is where we came in
Army!
a lot of unfinished business!
weddings take some arranging."
I had to say it then. I had to know.
"Tom, you've found what you were
I

—

—

looking for that first time?"
As long as I live I'll never forget the
dearness
of
his
voice
when he
answered. "I've found more than I ever
dreamed of, my darling, right here!"
And our kiss was a pledge.

Husband

Emily's

(Continued from page 33)

were going

to take

Nobody ever

it.

found out about him because he refused
to talk about it, as he had always refused even to mention Carter's name.
But Aunt Agnes certainly made her
feelings clear. Emily had always been
headstrong, she said, and now she was
throwing herself away on a worthless
scoundrel and as far as she was concerned, she washed her hands of the
whole thing. She wouldn't let me go
to the city for the wedding, as Emily
begged her to do, and she would never
let me go and visit them afterwards.
People said Emily would live to regret
that marriage.
about a small

.

.

.

That's

what

town never

I

&t&ui

loan

Blondell

Famous

Hollywood
Screen Star

>v

says'-

|

mean

forgetting.

But to me, of course, what people
said only made it all more romantic.

..YoubetluseAmd!
be vn^-

And when

Carter's employers sent
South America and Emily went
with him, I envied her from the bot-

him

to

tom

of

my

out

then one day old Mr. Mayfield
in his bed of a heart
attack. Carter and Emily couldn't get
home for the funeral of course, but
when the will was opened, it was found
that the old man had left the house, his
hardware store and everything he
all,

"my

son, Carter,

who

is,

wonderf*

ment. Some
may think

And

to

it,

a mo
protection for
pcopte

heart.

was found dead

owned

wouldn't

!
L

S

lot
a whole

after

to

a Mayfield."
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FMILY

wrote then they were coming
back to Lauderdam, to live. "It's
always been home to both of us in
spite of unhappy memories," she wrote.
"And now with the war coming closer
to us all, Carter thinks it's best anyway. We want you to live with us,
."
Laurie dear
So you can imagine how thrilled I

{
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was waiting for them to arrive. It not
only meant seeing my beloved sister
And
again, but it meant freedom.
then when I saw Carter, that thrill
deepened and became something else.
At first, I refused to recognize it.
After all, he was Emily's husband. He
was twelve years older than I, and he
looked on me as little Laurie, his
twenty-year-old sister. But I'll never
forget that first night
in the Mayfield house.
We'd spent the day

we

three spent

moving

into

it,

going from room to room while Emily

planned

how

to

make

it

and withdrawn. Re-painting the dark woodwork white, transplanting the heavy
shrubs to give more light and air, maybe adding a sunporch. And all during
the day people had dropped in to welcome them home, they said, but really

—

out of curiosity.

were all very tired so we went
to bed right after dinner.
Carter and
Emily had his parents' old room, with
the big, old-fashioned double bed and
marble topped dresser, and I had the
room that had been Carter's as a boy.
undressing

when

there
was a tap at the door. It was Emily.
"I just wanted to see if you had
everything you needed, dear," she said.
"And to tell you again how wonderful
to have yo.u with us."
Carter came out of their room and
joined us. He was wearing a dark red
robe over his pajamas, and the color
made him look darker and handsomer
than ever.
He put his arm around
both of us. "I certainly married into
a good-looking family," he laughed. "I

it is

me on

STOP
1.

which of you girls is the
Then he stooped and kissed

the cheek.

"Goodnight, honey."
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stood there and watched them go
their room.
His arm was still
around Emily, and she was smiling up

him with affection and intimacy and
something more than that. Then the
at

door closed behind them, and
their

murmured

voices.

my

and touched

I

I

heard

got into bed

cheek where he had

kissed me. And suddenly I was jealous
jealous of Emily and the togetherness
they shared there in that closed room
across the hall, jealous of the years
she'd had with Carter, of everything
she had that I didn't.
And so it went during those weeks
we lived together. On the surface,

—

everything was
ing,

fine.

I

went on work-

Emily was busy getting the house

in order, Carter getting himself used
to being back in Lauderdam and

Lauderdam used

to having him back
and re-establishing his father's business. But underneath there ran through
my life, through my every moment, the

bright but frightening thread of
sponse to Carter.

1 LOVED Emily and thought

my

re-

she was

a wonderful person, but I began to
feel strangely about her. The way the
pattern of her life matched so perfectly
with Carter's, the quiet companionship
they had. I used to look across the
room at them as we all three sat listening to the radio after supper and think,
"How can she sit there so prosaically
knitting with Carter in the room?
Doesn't she feel any romance, any excitement, just being near him?" And
when unimportant, inevitable little dis-

agreements flared between them, I'd
always take his side. "She doesn't appreciate him," I'd think.
"If he were

—

my

husband
Always I made excuses to be near
Carter, to touch his hand as I passed
him the toast at breakfast, to sit beside
him in the car. And the small intimacies of living in the same house
were like heady, sweet wine to me. One
midnight there was a terrific windstorm, and a tree outside my window
fell with a terrific crash.
Carter came
hurrying into

my

He shone his
window and gave a

room.

flashlight out the
low whistle of dismay.
"It's

a good thing

it

fell

the

way

it

did," he said.
"Otherwise we'd have
to have a new roof. You okay, Laurie?"
I was sitting up in bed, trembling.
"I
I'm scared."
"No wonder that crash was enough
to scare anybody."
He came over to
the bed and put his arm around me.
Through the thin silk of
nightgown,
I felt his hand warm against
shoulder.
Suddenly I longed with everything in me to be in his arms, to feel
his lips against mine.
I moved closer
to him, and it was no longer fright
that made
heart thud.

—

—

my

my

my

everything

"Is

I

into

called

right?"

all

from across the

Emily

"Everything except Laurie," he called
back cheerfully. "The poor child got
scared half to death." And he patted
my shoulder once more and was gone.
Poor child. That's
I lay back in bed.
the way he thought of me a child, a
little sister to be protected and loved
but never seen as a woman. He hadn't
even noticed my sudden, instinctive
movement toward him; his touch had
remained as impersonal as ever. If
only Emily had not interrupted, I
thought, perhaps he he would have

—

—

noticed. As long as she was there claiming his attention, being his wife, possessing him, I would never be anything

but poor child. Meanwhile my heart
was being consumed with hopeless
longing. ... I turned and wept into
my pillow wept with resentment for

my

—

and pity for myself.
was the next day that Emily said
casually, "Why don't you give poor
Joe Stewart any more dates, Laurie?"
sister

It

I'd gone through school with Joe
Stewart and had had casual dates with
him ever since. "Oh, I don't know," I
said.
"He's so so young."

—

She
isn't

laughed.
"He's twenty-three,
he? How old do you think you

are, Miss Methuselah?"
"I like older men," I said stiffly.

doesn't."
felt a sudden, unreasoning anger.
"You just say that because you don't

it

I

it with Carter," I cried.
"You
have a humdrum marriage full of
business and housekeeping and things

have

just

You don't know anything
about romantic love real love." Driven
by the humiliating frustration of last

—

night, I felt the need to strike out, to
hurt her. "But I'll bet Carter does. He

with Amy Talbot!"
It was an unforgivable, a cruel thing,
to say.
I was sorry the minute the
words were out of my mouth. But,

had

it

Emily didn't get angry. She
only looked at me with something very
oddly,

close to pity.

"Poor

Laurie," she said at last.
are and how
very ignorant. Carter and Amy Talbot
never brought anything to each other
Do you think
but tragic heartache.
little

"How very young you

romantic to run off and marry
somebody just because you've been suppressed too much by too-strict parents,
it's

THE BATTLE Of MILES"
will go on, says the Office of Defense Transportation, almost un.
.
abated, after the collapse of Germany. The focus of attention of the
war will then be the Pacific, and war output must be hauled from
industrial centers of the East and Mid-West to the Pacific Coast. There
will be concentrated troop movements. Furlough travel will hit new
peaks. What can you and I do about it?
civilians must stay home,
.

We

unless

travel

is

"Men

—

with experience, who've lived and and
everything. There's nothing romantic
or exciting about Joe."
She looked at me seriously. "But
you ought to go out, honey. You ought
to have fun with people your own age
instead of just poking around the house
with Carter and me all the time. And,
that kind of romance you're talking
about doesn't exist except in foolish
books and mOvies. Believe me, dear,

like that!

and then discover that you

aren't in
that you've nothing in common, and that you've messed up your
life at twenty-one?
Do you call that
romance? Well, Carter could tell you
differently. He knows better than anybody what a costly, horrible mistake
it was.
Why don't you ask him?"
I was still angry, and I didn't believe
her. She was just being superior because she was older than I.
If it
weren't for Emily, I thought, I was
sure I could make Carter love me in

love at

hall.

absolutely essential, to clear the rails for victory!

all,

the way I'd always dreamed of, because
I loved him in that way. That was what
I
I

told myself

and what

never mentioned

I

Amy

believed.

But

Talbot to him.

The town did, though.
face, of course, never in so

Never

to his

many

words.
But the town had never forgiven Carter
for Amy Talbot. Or rather, for being
wild and running away, and then coming back and turning out to be a decent, upright, fine person after all. The
town kept expecting the "bad blood"
of the Mayfields to show itself and
when it didn't they were, somehow,
disappointed. But it was hard on Emily
and Carter. They tried to become a
part of Lauderdam, but they never
quite succeeded. Lauderdam was too
suspicious and too mindful of the past.
All this I sensed, but Carter was the
only one I was sorry for. He was the
one who had counted the world well
lost for love.

And then something happened that
changed all our lives all the lives, I
guess, of everybody in America, maybe in the world.
Carter had joined the National Guard
when he came to Lauderdam, and he
and the other men of his unit were
the first to go.
He was the handsomest thing in his uniform I'd ever
seen. And "Captain Mayfield" had such
a romantic sound. I used to say it over
and over to myself before I fell asleep
every night during those weeks he was
at camp.
I used to write him long
and frequent letters, too, which he answered with little notes enclosed in his
letters
to Emily
"Dear Laurie,
thanks for the swell letter. You have
no idea how much mail from home
."
means
Things like that, and
into each one of them I'd try to read

—

.

.

some

.

.

.

special, personal message.

T^MILY

herself busy with the

" house kept
and the

Red Cross and war
committees. But I kept on with my job
in a sort of lackadaisical fashion and
spent all my time thinking about
Carter.

uniform,
filled

my

Boys of
didn't
life as

my own

age,

interest

me.

even in
Carter

much away from home

had when he was there.
Then he came home on leave, and we
all knew it was his last one before
being sent overseas. I wanted to stop
as he

going to the office, just to be with
Carter more, but Emily wouldn't let me.
"We've got to keep things going in their
regular way," she said. "It will make
the goodbye easier for him if he can
remember us going on with our lives
just as if he were here." So I kept on
working but I hated it, and I felt, in
my heart, she'd said that only to keep
Carter more to herself. And I cried
But if
for hours the nighf he left.
at all, I didn't see her. She
smiling, there at the station, when
she told him goodbye but I had the
feeling she didn't see a thing or hear
a word I said as we went home together.
Then came that awful afternoon when
Aunt Agnes telephoned me at the of"Come home at once, Laurie," she
fice.

Emily cried

was

said.

And when

I

got to the big old house,

—

"

Aunt Agnes was tnere and neighbors
were there, and Emily was sitting in
the living room in the chair Carter
like, with the whitest face I've
ever seen, and tearless eyes. In her
hands she held a crumpled telegram.
I saw by
I didn't need to read it.

!

Lovely Constance

M Cormick
c

used to

Leading in California society are the Alister McCormicks

what it said. I didn't need
Aunt Agnes' broken whisper, "Carter
their faces

her teens, and her charming, high-spirited daughter

has been killed in action, dear."
I saw Emily reach out as if

understand why. "The very

to take
in her arms, to share her grief or to
comfort me in mine. But she never
completed the gesture. For, suddenly,
wildly, I burst into hysterical weeping.

me

Shocked, they hurried me from the
"Hush, Laurie, hush," Aunt
room.
Agnes kept saying. "You must control yourself. You must think of Emily
now." But I couldn't. I could think
only of Carter Carter whom- I would
never see again.
Lauderdam forgot Amy Talbot then,
for the first time. It forgot everything
except that Carter Mayfield had given

.

.

.

Mrs. McCormick, Constance's mother, has been a Pond's devotee since

first

of Pond's Vanishing Cream,

time

knew

I

I
I

make-up problems," explains Constance
sixty seconds of Mask-time,

and
.
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.
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softer

it

my

tried a

is

quick to

1-Minute Mask

could forget

my

enthusiastically.

"In the

face not only looked fresher

smoother! Ready to take powder evenly!"

felt

;

—

his life for his country, as

many

mute Mask

of its

and husbands and sweethearts
might before the war was over.
sons

Lauderdam really rallied around.
was for Emily, not for me. After
all, I was only Carter's sister-in-law.
Emily was his wife. And I used to
think bitterly that I had loved him
too, but I had to bear my grief in secret.
Yes,

But

I
is

it

could say to no one: "The
dead. My life is over."

|

CLUNG

to

my

man

Even

grief.

I

love

after that

awful first period of numbing shock
and loss was past, I kept on shutting
myself off from the world. Every evening I spent in my darkened room, remembering, mourning what had never
been and yearning for what never was
And I felt Emily was being
to be.
*-

false to the memory of Carter because,
for her, life could reassert itself. She
could go on with her daily routine, now

that time had eased the first pain, she
could talk of ordinary things, she could
stifle her tears instead of dedicating
her life to them. She could even try
to get me to act as she was acting.

"But you must make the effort. You're
young you ought to have pleasure. It's
not normal just to sit-home every night

—

like this, not

even reading or anything."

"Pleasure!

How

can

I

any more in anything?"
hurried from the room.

find pleasure
I cried, and

Why couldn't
How could she
she leave me alone?
talk of pleasure when the very fact of
having to go on living without Carter
was almost more than I could bear?
My love had been too great. She'd
never understand, because she'd never
felt as I had.

A

grew between Emily and
me. I felt she was a stranger to my
innermost thoughts and feelings and
would always be. And so I shut off
from her more and more, enclosing
myself in my own pain, giving up to it.
One day when I came home from
work, Emily said she'd been out to the
new war plant that had been started
"I've got a job out
in Lauderdam.
strain

"I'm going
there," she said happily.
start in on Monday."
"A job! You're going to take a job?"
"But you don't need to
I was shocked.
go to work. With with Carter's insur-

to

— —

ance and

all
"It isn't the

into

War

money.
But

Bonds.

I'll

put

my

pay

I've got to keep
useful. Everybody

busy. I've got to be
does now, to win the war, but especially
those of us who have lost someone.

We— somehow, we owe

it to them."
"I should think those of us who've
lost someone had done enough!" I cried.

"Oh,

my

dear, don't

you understand?

"A

Miss Constance McCormick says,
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—

"

I'm doing

for Carter.

it

would have wanted me

knew his heart—

what he

It's

to do.

I

knew

Her eyes took
on that stilled and inner look they had
held the day she'd seen him off at the
him,

I

"

station for the last time, the look that
was as if she were remembering a

place where only she and Carter had
ever been, a place where no one else
would ever be. " and I know he would

—

have hated
I

let

had stopped

life

He would have

because his did.

had

my

if

it

felt I

didn't

say

anything.

I

AND so we said no more about it. But
*• Emily knew I disapproved of what
she was doing. When she would come
home at night and try to tell me about
her work, or about the people -she
was working with, I wasn't interested.
I thought it was terrible that she could
go out among strangers and be a part
of them, so soon after Carter's death.
One night after she'd been working
about three weeks, she came home
jubilant. "Guess who I ran into out at
the plant today Paul Matthews, a boy
Carter and I knew before we went to
South America! He used to be in the
factory of Carter's firm and now he's
been sent here for war work because he
can't get into the service
a bad leg, or
something. I've asked him to dinner
tonight." She paused on her way upstairs and smiled down at me. "Put on
your prettiest dress, honey. Paul's a
terribly nice boy."
When Paul Matthews came, I liked
him in spite of myself. He wasn't a bit
goodlooking, but there was good-humor
and intelligence written in his face.
He was only a few inches taller than I,
which isn't tall for a man, and he lacked
the lean litheness of Carter, but he
was well and strongly built and his
close-cropped blond hair gave him the
look of wearing a burnished helmet.
Dinner was the gayest meal we'd had
in a long time. I found myself laughing at Paul's stories as I hadn't laughed
since Carter went away. When finally
he got up to go he took both our hands.
"Gosh," he said, "what a good-looking
family. I can't tell which of you is the

—

—

prettier."

forgotten. It
in my heart.
words. Carter
I

was

in

"You

just try

me

and keep

away!"

looking at me when he said it
but I wouldn't meet his gaze. I was
suddenly resenting the evening. How
could we have sat there laughing, with
Carter gone?
"Well," Emily said as we were going
upstairs to bed, "how did you like

He was

fell

away and was

as if a knife turned

Those were exactly the
had used.
withdrew my hand quickly from

I

said indifferently.

"But nothing out of the ordinary. I
don't see anything special about him."
She gave me a sharp glance. "Don't
judge too much by surface appearances,
Laurie.
A man doesn't have to be
handsome to be attractive. ... I thought
you liked him at first, anyway. He

—

liked you, I'm sure."
I

me.

Nobody!"

at me, startled at my
vehemence.
"I can understand how
fond you must have been of him," he

He looked

thought about him as

I

was going

to sleep that night, the way he'd looked
at me there at the end, the way he'd
talked to me during the evening. In
spite of myself, I kept thinking about

And when Emily told me the next
day that Paul wanted to come see us.
Saturday night, I found I was really
looking forward to seeing him again.
When he came, he brought with him
the same air of gaiety he'd brought
before. "There's a good movie tonight
at the Bijou," he said.
"How would
you like to go?"
"You and Laurie go," Emily said
hastily.
"I'm tired. Really I am."
it.

¥ TURNED to Paul, expecting him to
* ask me to go alone with him. But he
was looking at Emily. "No," he said,

"We won't go unless you do. If you're
tired, we'll all stay here."
I felt an unreasoning stab of disappointment.
It wasn't that I wanted
to go to the movie. It was just that
I didn't know who it was.
"I don't want to go either," I said
hurriedly. "I don't feel like going out."
"Well, then," Emily said, "I'll go
make some coffee. You and Laurie
get something on the radio, Paul."
As she left the room, he turned to
me. "She's wonderful, isn't she?" he
said. "I was always crazy about Carter
and Emily they were the nicest couple
I'd ever known. But now
" He shook
has head in admiration "the way she's
taken Carter's going, the way she's gone
on as if he were still here
"She goes on as if nothing had happened!" I said with swift bitterness. "I
don't see how she can. I can't!" My
voice broke. "Nobody will ever understand how much his death meant to

—

—

—

—

"He was a swell person.

said quietly.

And how fond he must have been

of

you, Laurie. He—"
"Please don't talk about it," I burst
out.
"You could never really understand a man like Carter. You're too

from him!"

different

He gave me

a long, strange look.

he said at

see,"

"He's all right,"

couldn't.

was remembering
the night of the storm when she had
called out from her room and, somehow, had claimed him so that he did
not notice me. I felt the same way now.
I

All the laughter

flickered

Emily's eyes, too, but she kept her smile
"Come back to see us, Paul,"
steady.
she said, warmly. "Come often."

him?"

him down."

Suddenly, oddly,

Remembrance

Paul's.

"

"I

Then he went

last.

over and began fiddling with the radio.

And when Emily came

back, he began
talking to her about her work.
Paul never talked about Carter
directly to me again during any of the
times he came. And he came often.
I was rarely alone with him; nearly
always, the three of us were together,
fixing dinner in our big old-fashioned
kitchen, taking long afternoon walks
as the weather got better, just sitting
and talking. But underneath the pleasant companionship we three had, I felt
something disturbing.
Nearly every
time it was the same.
We'd all be
having a good time together and then

suddenly it would be just Emily and
Paul having the good time and I'd be
remembering. That memory was like
a shrine where no one had the right
to intrude with forgetfulness for a
single

moment.

Sometimes I'd look at them and think,
"Emily never loved Carter, or she'd
never be able to look at another man
even if he is younger than she and just
a good friend!" Then I wondered if
she and Paul were just good friends?
They were obviously fond of each other,
but the way he kept coming back all
the time, always insisting that Emily
go along whenever she tried to leave
alone with him wouldn't that
mean more than just fondness?
That thought, once imbedded, was
like a poisoned dart that kept sending
its evil through me.
And the disturbing tension grew and grew.
Until one evening it came to a head.

—

me

I came home from work to find Emily
in her room dressing. "Hurry and get
into your evening dress, dear," she
called out.
"The plant is having a
dance tonight for all the employees on
the day shift, and Paul's taking us."

SOMETHING

in her manner was like
an affront to me.
should she
just take it for granted that I'd want to

^

Why

when my

heart was
heavy with grief? But I didn't say
anything. I went on to my room and
began to dress.
When I came downstairs, Emily was
in the living room, waiting.
At sight
of her, I stopped short.
She looked
lovely.
She'd piled her hair high en
her head instead of wearing it in the
go, that I could go,
still

way she usually did. And
she was humming a love song that had
been popular two years before.
"I was remembering the last time I
danced," she said, and her eyes grew
tender.
"It was when Carter and I
were in Brazil. He kept paying the
orchestra leader to play American tunes
because we were so homesick. Carter
was a wonderful dancer and
All the mixed-up, conflicting emotions that had kept me wretched for so

loose, casual

EVERY
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long,

seemed

up

to boil

in that

moment.

myself trembling. "I'm not going
to the dance tonight," I said shortly.
She broke off and stared at me. "Why,

I felt
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Are you sick?"

way

you're behaving,"
though the voice
that said that wasn't my own. "I think
I

cried,

at the

and

it

was

as

a

"

terrible the way you can laugh
and have fun all the time with Paul,
and now even to think of going to a
it's

—

dance with him when Carter
She just looked at me, without answering. In her eyes was an expression I couldn't read. Finally she said,
very gently, "Don't you think it would
be fairer to us all if you stopped grieving so openly for Carter now, Laurie?

He loved

life

ever known.

more than anyone

I've

He wouldn't have wanted

you to stop living it, as you have been
doing—" her voice trembled and broke
"because he had to."
"I'll never stop grieving," I cried.
"Never, as long as I live. And if you
can, then it's because you never loved

—

him

as

much

There.

as I did!"
It was out.

"

"

—

'romance' of his youth that was really
a tragic mistake, with everything that

wasn't Carter at all. You never saw
You saw
his fineness or his worth.
him as the hero of some moonlit story,
and yourself as the heroine. And now
that he's gone, you're still being the
heroine, shutting yourself off from
everything and everybody, dramatizing
your grief until it isn't an honest grief
at

If it

all.

had been honest, you and I
it.
But you wouldn't
You had to shut yourself in

could have shared

have that.
with your
"It's

—

selfish, 'romantic' grief

not true!

you're saying.

If

not true, what
you'd loved him like
It's

you wouldn't see Paul so much."
"Paul!" There was real shock in her
voice. "If I've turned to him, it's been
as a friend and as someone who knew

that

Carter as he was, whom I could talk
with about him, who could make him

"

her," he said quietly.

—

—

greatest of all rights in the world. Oh
Laurie, don't you know, haven't you
seen, that I'm in love with you? That
I've been in love with you from the

there, looking at us. His face was grim.
"I'm sorry," he said. "The front door
was open and I just walked in."
Emily
I stared at him in horror.
sagged wearily back against the table.

selves,

was

in his eyes,

an honest, grown-up love, it would
have hurt me deeply for you. Because
he and I were in love in a way that few
people are lucky enough to have
deep, rich, enduring way that was built
on understanding and sharing and each

All the strength seemed drained from
her body. "I'm sorry, too," she said,
"that you had to overhear all this. I
oh, please, just leave me alone. Both of
Leave me alone!"
you!
And she
turned and hurried from the room.

side

me seemed

—

—

—

making

a spiritual

home

in the other.
love.
You

But yours wasn't a real

—

loved the idea of Carter not the man
himself. You fell in love with his good
looks, with all you thought was the

We

both whirled.

Paul was standing

Something in me wanted to rush after
her, to throw my arms around her. But
pain at what she'd said- kept me from it.
Paul watched her go. Then he turned
back to me. "You'd better go upstairs to

down

—

— come

—

get

—

L""OR a moment she looked as if I'd
* struck her. Her face went perfectly
white, and she swayed backwards. Then
she steadied herself against the table,
and her words, when they came, were
weighted with the deepest emotion I
have ever heard.
"You've thought yourself in love
with my husband ever since the beginning, haven't you, Laurie? I've seen
anybody would have seen it, except
it
a man like Carter was. If it had been

alive for me just by talking.
And I also hoped that you'd like Paul
and he'd like you. I hoped
"Maybe Paul had better speak for
himself," said a voice from the door.

"And

on your knees and ask her pardon for
the way you've been behaving."
"You would take her side!" I said
angrily.
"You're you're probably in
love with her."
"In love with Emily?"
He gave a
short, bitter laugh and came closer.
"Listen to me, Laurie," he said after
a long moment in which his eyes
seemed to be trying to see what was in
back of mine. "You don't understand,
do you? You don't understand anything at all anything of what Emily
feels, or anything of what I feel."
"You ?" I repeated. "What have
you to do with what either Emily or I
may feel about Carter? What right
Paul smiled at me, and it was the
smile an adult gives a child.
"What
right, Laurie?
The very best and

moment

I

saw you?"

first

I'm in love with you.

seemed

to

without

spoken
over in

The words

.

.

in air, to repeat themmeaning, like something

in a foreign tongue, over
ears.
I stared up at

my

incredulously.

me?

.

hang

And when

I

some barrier deep
to snap.

But Paul—"

^

/~kH, I've never said anything, never
tried to let you know.
I haven't
dared. Oh, I've tried not to be in love
with you, and cursed myself for a fool
because I couldn't help it. Because you
don't know what love is all about,
Laurie, you wouldn't understand if I
tried to tell you how I felt about you.

Crfreeftn^

fern

PHILIP MORRIS
YOU CAN'T GET

PHILIP MORRIS,

in-

"In love with

'seademi

IF

and

him
saw what

REMEMBER, OUR FIGHTING FORCES COME

FIRST

—
You

for her

roses,

making

think that love is moonlight and
and whispers in the dark, and it
isn't that at all. It's the very fibre of
which human beings are made all the
pain and fear as well as all the joy and.
happiness. But you wouldn't understand you haven't grown up yet, and

—

—

A

will.
man is a fool
love with a girl like you."

maybe you never
ever to

fall in

when you

should have been

know
about generosity before you can know
about love. And you don't know about
You have

easier.

it

to

either.
I guess there're lots like you,
Laurie, who don't know what it's all
about. Heaven help the men who fall
in love with them!"
"If you loved me, you couldn't talk

I

STEPPED

back as

he had slapped
"How dare you
anything about

if

across the face.
don't know
all the pain and the fear of it.
wretchedly, miserI've been in love
ably for so long!"
"Yes, with Carter. I didn't need to
hear what Emily said tonight to know
that. I've seen the way you look every
time his name is mentioned as if nobody had the right to mention it or
think about him or mourn him but
you." The words were a cruel echo of
those Emily had used and I winced
under them. "Understand this, Laurie,
Carter Mayfield was an ideal of mine.

say
love

I

—

—

—

looked up to him and wanted to be
him.
I wanted a marriage like
he and Emily had, with everything.
But you wouldn't know about that.
You're too selfish to know what that
kind of love is. You're so wrapped up
in your own emotions, you can't see
I

like

what anybody

else

is

feeling."

"That's not true!"
"It

done

Look

true.

is

to

your

sister.

at

what you've

She did the bravest

thing a woman could do, the way she
went out and got a job and kept from

her sorrow on anybody. She
loved him more than life itself; she
loved him enough to be what he'd want
her to be and do what he'd want her
inflicting

to do.

But you

You made

it

—

you couldn't see that.
a thousand times harder

He gave

a

wry

what you
Laurie! Look

grin. "That's

—
sister and behave like a grown-up?"
— shrank
"No!
can't
back from his urging.
"I was afraid you'd say
Well—
he stopped, and his face was taut with
pain.
hoped, but— guess that's
that." He turned and started upstairs.
"Paul — where are you going?"
think.

my

.

Oh, Laurie
you go upstairs to your

—will
.

dear

I

.

can't.

"

I

I

that.

"I

I

"To take Emily to the dance," he said
over his shoulder.
I sank down on the couch. He loved
me and yet he could talk to me as he
did. And he could expect now to go off
to the dance as if nothing had happened.
How could he love me?
In a little while they came downstairs.
Emily had her coat on and she
looked pale but composed. She stopped
in the doorway.
"Laurie," she said,
"what was said here tonight had to be
said, sometime.
It had to come out.
We couldn't have gone on living together if it hadn't. Now that it has,
now that we've cleared the air between
us will you come to the dance with
Paul and me? Will you, dear?"
"How can you even think of going?"
I cried.
"Of course I won't go. I can't!"
They looked at me for a long moment.
Then Paul took Emily's arm. "Lets
go," he said.
They walked out and left me as if

—

WORTH FIGHTING FOR-WORTH SAVING FOR!
money you don't spend

the

that counts these days. Every dollar
that you save means a dollar you don't spend, and it's spending that
causes inflation, our greatest enemy at home.
It's

—

simply a general rise

in prices
when we have too much
things to spend it on, the things that are
left to buy go up in price. It isn't selfish to keep your money right
now it's selfish to spend, generous to save.

Inflation

is

money and not enough

—

What
one

will

—save

you save for?

It

to college

—save

money to have a
money to send that

costs

for a baby. // costs

and to raise
when older,
want and need

child,
child,

for schooling for your children. You'll
a trip when the rush of these trying days is done save for a vacation.
When the war is over, you'll he able to build that dream-house you've

—

—

planned, if you have the money save for a home. Social security will
take care of bare necessities in your older years, but savings will bring
little luxuries
save for the advancing years. Times are gooaj, now, but
they haven't always been, and unless we control inflation, they can be
bad again save for security. When our boys come home, they'll want
the kind of world they've fought for save for a safe America.

—

—

How

!

B

M

—

—

I

had been
the

a disobedient child, alone

old house, alone with
thoughts that refused to come clear. I
was seething too much with anger and
humiliation to think. First at Emily,
then at Paul.
Most at Paul. How
could he have stood there and said I
was blind and selfish and not grown-up
in

—

I

big,

who had

suffered silently all this

time with aching love,

like this!"

* me

—

"

can we save for a safe America keep America safe from the
insecurity that comes with inflation? By buying only what we really
need; by paying no more than ceiling prices, and buying rationed goods
only in exchange for ration points; by not taking advantage of war
conditions by asking for higher wages or selling goods at higher
prices; by saving
buying and keeping all the war bonds we can afford!

made

who had never

the slightest gesture to reach out
and claim the man I adored? How
could he have left me here and gone
with Emily, when he said he loved me?
Paul loved me. That was the thing
that kept coming back, stronger than
all the rest, finally shearing away all
the rest, until it alone remained and
brought the past my whole past into
focus. It was like seeing my life unreel before me, beginning with yesterday and going back.

—

—

REMEMBERED how much

I

x drawn

I'd

been

to him at first. And then how
resented him because his presence
made the memory of Carter unclear. I
thought how my liking for him had
grown and the way I wouldn't let myself admit it when he'd seemed to want
to be with Emily as much as me how
I'd let that jealousy turn me back more
I'd

—

to Carter.
And then, clear
as a flash of summer lightning, came
the truth: I was in love with Paul. I
had been all along. That was why I'd
felt as I had, and had only persuaded
myself that I was jealous of Emily be-

and more

cause she had had Carter and could
forget him with another man.
I got up and walked through the
house that big, shuttered house that
had figured so largely in my dreams
as a child.
I forced myself to see
Carter in that house, see him as the
person he was, not as a romantic figure
that moved through it larger than life.
And there, with all the echoes of all
the past around me, with my inner self
illumined by that flash of truth, Carter,

—

too, came clear.
I'd never been

him.

Emily was

really in love with
Ever since I'd

right.

been a child, I'd fed myself on romantic
nonsense as an escape from Aunt Agnes'
strictness, and through it all the idea
of Carter Mayfield had moved as an
unreal and shadowy hero. Then when
he had come into my life, it was still
as the unreal and shadowy hero. I'd
ignored all the qualities that would
have made me love him as a brother
and had seen only the picture, never
the real man. And when he had died
Shame flooded through me, leaving
no place for the anger of the humiliation.
Only deep and searing shame as

remembered Emily when the news
came how brave she'd been and how,
sitting here in this very room, she had

I

—

reached out to share her pain with
me and I I had let her down. I'd
been so full of self-pity I had been
blinded to my real loss and to hers,
so much greater than mine in mourn-

—

—

ing for the false one.
Heaven help the men
.

—

who

love girls

like you!
I'd

clung to a

memory of a man who
who existed only as
my imagination. And

never was a man,

the figment of
the
I'd hurt both Paul and Emily
two people dearest in all the world to
me. Paul had given me the chance to
atone for it when he'd asked me to go
upstairs and make up the quarrel with
Emily.
And I'd refused. She had
given me another chance when she'd

—

begged

me

to

come with them.

And,

again, I'd refused.

You have
58

to

before you can

know about
know about

generosity
love.

—

—

.

!

could Paul love me now? And
suddenly I saw the future bleak and
stark before me. For he had to love

How

I knew with awful certainty, that
loved him. I think there in those
timeless hours I spent alone in that
house, and searched my heart, that I

me.
I

grew up. I became a woman who
knows that love is giving more than
taking and that the moonlit romance
is tawdry when, compared with the
honest, shining light of what is real.
If I could somehow make him know
If I could make up to Emily for
it.

my

selfishness.

too late for a wife

to learn
these intimate physical facts I

weren't too late
wrap. Heedless of my

If it

my

threw on

I

Its never

.

.

tear-stained face, my rumpled dress,
I ran down the dark street to the bus
stop.
It was an eternity before the
bus that went to the war plant came.
I
didn't care that everybody on it
stared at me as if I'd lost my mind
I only sat there feverishly urging it
on as it crawled on its way.
It stopped, and I got off, stumbling as
I ran up to the big gates.
The guard
stopped me. "But I've got to get in!"
I cried.
"I've got to see Mrs. Mayfield

and Mr. Matthews.

They work here

they're at the dance."
Reluctantly, he sent

someone

to call

them.
It was years before I saw them
hurrying to the gate. "Laurie!" Emily
cried.
"What's wrong?"
"I've come to the dance!"
Hysteria
made the words completely senseless.

"Don't you see I've come to the dance.
oh, Emily, darling " And I threw
myself on her, sobbing out my shame
I

—

—

what I'd done to her.
She understood. Her loving, welcoming arms held me close.
Then she turned and looked at Paul.
She didn't need to say anything. He
came and stood close beside us.
"Laurie, look at me," he said softly.
I raised my head.
Our eyes met in
the semi-darkness, and what he saw
in mine seemed to fill him with an intense and wordless happiness. We just
stood there, staring at each other, and
I was no longer the moonstruck foolish
girl.
I was a mature woman looking
at

at the

man

loved.

I
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GUARD YOUR NAILS
WITH SEAL-COTE

No Yesterday

Is

Continued from page 43
going to see him, I would resolve, "Tonight he mustn't. .Tonight I won't let
him." And then, on the dark porch as
he brought me home or in the car with
him on a lonely road, I would find my
will was powerless and the resolve
crumbled away into nothing. I found
that I responded wildly and needfully
and then felt ashamed afterwards.

—

There was something wrong about

it

his very physical presence impelled me
into something I didn't really want and

yet could not

resist.

.

.

.

A LL

this I was pouring out to Howard
to Uncle Edwin. But mostly to
Howard. He had to know me as I really

*" and

was, everything about me. Everything.
It was difficult to tell parts of my story,
but I forced it out. "And then," I said,
"then
to my two intent listeners,
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incredulously.

—

"I mean he talked me out of it. He
said IM nearly finished my business
course, and I could get a job and support myself and be independent of
everybody. He said it was time I
stopped being a child and grew up. I
But the
felt he was right, in a way.
thing that really kept me there in

Ruxton was because I knew I wouldn't
see him if I left. And I had to see him.
He he was like a fever in my blood or

—

something. Oh, if only I could make
you understand!"
"I understand," Howard said quietly.
Go on."
"I understand a lot.
Hard though it was, it
I went on.
was like a cleansing of my soul.
I moved to a rooming house and
found a job in an office. I was seeing
Chuck more and more.
I knew he was crazy about me
but
I also knew, in his language that didn't
mean marriage. And somewhere deep
down in the core of what I was, I found
the strength to resist him in that one
thing.
Whatever else he wanted, I
would do because I couldn't help it. But
I would not give myself completely to
Charles Abbot or to any man without

And

marry him.

i

me

last, he asked
to
It was not a romantic

proposal.
It was, looking back on it,
almost a shameful one.
It was one night when we'd driven
out on one of those lonely roads I'd
come to know so well. His kisses had
grown more ardent, more demanding,

than ever. And I began to cry. He let
go with a gesture almost of impatience and sat staring moodily ahead

me

into the darkness.
"All right," he said at last, and there
was something brutal in the way he
said it, "let's get married.
I always

swore

°*>a*

at

so,

I

Don't say

CORP.

17 West 19th Street
New York 11. N. Y.

.

marriage.

Wool
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come oh, so
But Chuck

—
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to

part of me.

."
wouldn't let me.
"Wouldn't let you!" Uncle Edwin said

LOVE

-rr^O^

y)

no

—

2 5c at Cosmetic Counters

S^

completely

"But I wanted you to come to me,"
"Don't you
Uncle Edwin protested.
remember, when I came for the funeral
how I tried to persuade you
"I know," I said in a low, shamed

every day."'

99*&y$T\ H"^^

left

alone," Howard said grimly, "with
one to turn to but Chuck Abbot."

Make your manicures last
longer— "SEAL-COTE
your nails today and

never would but
I

didn't

—

you win.
warn you, though.

won't be a very good husband."
"Oh, yes you will!" I cried. "We'll
be happy you'll see!"
Fool that I was, I really believed
that.
I thought I could change Chuck
and that marriage would make everything right between us and I would lose
that strange sense of compulsion toward
something wrong, once we were truly
I

—

man and

We

wife.

were married three days

later in
a justice of the peace.
Chuck wanted it that way. "Why have
a lot of fuss?" he said. And I gave in,
as always, relinquishing ray dreams of
a real wedding dress and being married
by a minister. And it wasn't long
afterwards that the slow, painful realization began the knowledge that it
was only the physical me that Chuck
wanted, not the real, inner me at all.
At first I rebelled against that knowledge. I tried to fool myself into believing it was in all ways we loved each
other.
But deep down inside myself,
I knew that was a lie. For Chuck treat-

the

office

of

—

me

ed

like

something he owned, some-

thing bought and paid for. Never like
another human being. Oh, he wasn't
cruel in any obvious sense. He gave
me plenty of money after all, he made
plenty and he liked to see me welldressed and owning nice things. He
never actually mistreated me. But he
was well aware of the power of his
own aggressive vitality, and he used
it.
Whatever he wanted, he got regardless of what I wanted. And whenever I protested he had only to look at
me in a certain way, half-mockingly,
and take me in his arms and my will-

—

—

power

—

dissolved.

There was no one

I could tell about
After all, that sort of thing is hard
to put into words when, on the surface,
Chuck appeared to be an honest, upit.

—

standing, successful young man a little selfish perhaps, but then, who isn't?
How could I tell anybody that he had
only to enter the room, only to make

me

—

feel his presence
and something
cringed at the same time everything in me went out to him? I was

in

me

miserable. But I could do nothing about
it.
He was stronger than I.

TT

wasn't long before I began to know
unfaithful to me. On
those business trips to Ft. McGuire. He
had won a government contract to build
some new barracks as America entered
the war, and that necessitated frequent
trips to the camp. I don't know how I
knew he was having affairs with other
women, but I did with an instinctive,
heartsick certainty. I tried to keep it
to myself. I tried to think it was only
my imagination. I had no proof it
was only a feeling.
Finally I accused him of it. He only
laughed.
"What a lot of fool ideas
women can get!" he said. "The trouble
with you is that you haven't got enough
to do. You sit around the house all the
time I'm gone and cook up these things
out of your imagination."
"That's not true!" I cried. "When you
started going out of town so much, I
wanted to get a job and you wouldn't
let me. Besides, that has nothing to do
with with this. I can't stand it, Chuck.
I won't stand it!"

A Chuck was

—

—

—

FOR A MERRY CHRISTMASBUY WAR BONDS and STAMPS

For a moment he looked angry. Then
he gave his easy smile and came over
His arms slipped around me,
to me.
ignoring my resistance, and he pulled
me close to him. "You know I'm crazy
about you, Milly," he murmured softly.
"What would I want another girl for?
."
Forget it, honey.
.

.

"But—"
"Hush, honey."

And he

my

stopped

protesting struggles with a kiss.

As always with his arms holding me
close and his lips on mine, I had to
forget it. I always had to forget anything but him when he was near. I had
to believe what he told me because I
wanted so desperately to believe it. He
was
had

my

husband, he was

all I

"HOLLYWOOD EXTRA

19

THEATRICAL COLO CXCAM
The

stars'

cleansing cream that

extra girls' budgets... Now
millions of smart women

fits

everywhere agree...
"it's foolish

to

pay more.

—he

had

alone. And so,
for a little while, I let his words, his
touch, persuade me.

me and me

to love

—

afterwards the
But afterwards
awful certainty came back. He had not
denied anything. He had only dodged
the question by playing on my emo-

With

tions.

came

that, equally strong,

certainty

the

of

my own

weakness

whenever Chuck was concerned. And
so began the torture in my soul. For,
believe me, there is no torture like that
when love condemns you to trust someone you know, in the honest, innermost
depths of yourself, is not trustworthy.

time went on,
ASsensed
this in me.

it

was

as

if

openly inconsiderate.
never admitted the presence in his

life

women, the knowledge was

of other

he

He became more
And though he
al-

ways there between us, unspoken and
corrupt. Twice more I was driven to
confront him with it. The last time he
didn't bother to fight down his anger.
"You're the kind of wife who drives
a man to other women," he lashed out.
"You've got no proof at all of what
you're saying, and yet you can stand

there and accuse me."
"I don't need proof,"
as

I

too,
just

I

AT AIL 5-10-25' STORES
THE RABIN COMPANY, LOS ANGELES

said as quietly

And I know,
you never really loved me. You
wanted me. I want a divorce,

could.

"I just

know.

revent

—

Chuck.

.

.

."

—

"Now

look here, Milly we're married and we're going to stay married.
I told you I wouldn't make a good
husband, that it would be hard for me
to settle down. You still wanted to go
ahead with it. You've made a bargain
and you've got to stick to it. You're the
one who's causing your own unhappiness with all this nagging and accusing." And then, very sure of himself,
very sure of his power over me, his
manner changed and he became persuasive as only he could. "Milly, what
are we fighting for? I'm crazy about
you honest I am and you're just
punishing yourself and being unfair to
me when you say you 'know' I'd even
look at another woman.
Come on,
honey give me a kiss. ..."
And again it ended with his arms
around me and my torturing self-doubt.
But there was one thing I could do,
to still the terrible humiliation I felt

ckaftfuMq/
with the jjomaul

—
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would

money from Chuck.
went back to work. Some-

take no more

And
where

so I

found the strength to do it
husband's bitter protests. I
told him I had to do it because he was
away so much I got bored with nothing
to do. But in my heart I knew I was
doing it to keep from being kept. I had
never really been a wife to Chuck
Abbot. He had married me because it
was the only way he could get me. Now
he would not let me go and I could not
free myself of this strange bondage. But

over

Campana

I

my

Balm.
BACK
AGAIN!

T

For some time, Original Balm has been unavailable because of war
unchanged just when you need it most.
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—
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at least I could support myself.
Chuck exerted all his charm and
vented all his anger to get me to give
up that job. But that one small victory
was mine. That one tiny seed of self-

rected to this place. Then you walked
across a street in front of my car, and
you've been running away ever since
you recovered consciousness."

could keep
marriage became a kind of

couldn't look at him.
lost your memory of everything
in your past life because, sub-consciously, you wanted to forget it. You
forgot you were Mildred Abbot because, deep down, you were ashamed
of her and wanted to forget her. Minds
are funny things, Mildred. Yours let
you escape for a while from something
that had become unendurable.
Don't
you see?"
I sat silent, thinking it over, knowing

—

—

respecting independence

Our

alive.

I

grotesque imitation of what a marriage

Outwardly, we were together, we were husband and wife; we
lived in the same house, we shared the
same room. But inwardly, it was as if
ought to be.

Chuck Abbot owned me and would not
me go. Some masculine ego, some

let

knowledge

me

kept

his

of

influence over me,

his.

Then he

got another government conArmy post further away. It
meant that instead of being gone from
home several days each week, he would
be away weeks at a time, coming back
only for an occasional weekend as he
could snatch the time.
It was during that first long absence
that I began to look at my life and see
it objectively and not through a welter
of tearing emotions.
Out of Chuck's
physical presence, I could look at it and
see it for what it truly was. I hated

an

tract, at
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was too soon I wasn't
ready yet. The two words so clearly
called up Chuck so sure of me, sure of
early

it

—

himself, and so implacably sure of
getting what he wanted. I knew how he
would look when I said I wanted a
divorce the anger first, then the persuasion, and then the half-taunting
triumph as he knew he had won me
I knew what he would say.
I
over.
knew what he would do.
And I couldn't face it. I couldn't
face another defeat.

—

.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
at borne, in

week

.

.
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"And so," I said, leaning back exhausted, "and so I ran away."
I couldn't look at Howard Coles.
I
could feel him there in the room beside
I
sense
his
tension
as
I
told
me,
could
my story, but I didn't dare look at him.
He wouldn't love me now. He'd know
me for what I was a weakling, a
coward. This was the end.

"The Work
I

.

.

LADIES OR GENTS
This

no real grounds, but a lawyer would
advise us. I wouldn't be hurting him,
because he never really loved me. All
I had to do was stick to my point and
not be persuaded out of it against my
will
That was all
It was quite
simple
Once you make up your
mind to do something, nobody can stop
These were the things I said,
you
over and over, every night as I went
to bed, steeling myself against Chuck's
return on the tenth.
And then, on the third, I came home
from work to find a telegram stuck
under my door. From Chuck, it said,
"Arriving tomorrow."
A kind of panic seized me. A whole
.

LOOK LOVELY

"

"

.

.

Uncle Edwin leaned forward tensely.
"You came directly here, without telling anyone?"
"Yes. I didn't even notify my office.
ran as if something were after
I just
me. I couldn't let Chuck know where
I
I was or he'd have come after me.
thought if I could get a job and you
could help me about a divorce, I'd
never have to see him again. And then
you weren't here and and

—

—

"You went

Howard

said

to the
quietly,

—

"How do you mean—running away?"

I

still

"You

he was right.
"But one thing I don't understand,"
Uncle Edwin said, "is why, when
Charles returned and found you gone
without a word, he didn't get in touch
with me immediately. Why, anything
could have happened to you foul play,
something terrible
"That's easy,"

knew

I

"He

said -bitterly.

run away.

I'd

And he knew,

if

he didn't come after me, that I'd come
back. I'd have to come back because
he was stronger than me."
Then I raised my eyes and looked
at

Howard

for the first time.

"What am

do now?" I cried.
Uncle Edwin patted my hand. "You
just stay here and take it easy. I'll go
to Charles and talk with him, man to
man. I'll explain—"

I to

"No,

sir."

Howard's voice cut

in,

but firmly.
"That way,
Mildred would still be running away.
She has to go back to Chuck herself!"
This was the end, then. This was the
final, ultimate end.
He didn't love me
now that he knew me. He didn't want
me any more ... Of all the bleak morespectfully

ments in my life, this was the bleakest
I had ever known.
It went too deep

I closed my eyes
the pain take hold of me.
"Wait, Mildred! Don't look like that."
Howard was close to me now, forcing
me to look at him. "I don't mean go
back to him as his wife great God,
no! I mean go to him yourself and tell
him you aren't ever coming back."

for tears or protests.

and

let

—

"But

can't," I moaned.
he's like.
He

I

"You

don't

know what

won't let
me go he can do anything with me he
wants to. Anything!"

—

UOWARD
"
gave me

took my shoulders and
a gentle shake. "If you
weren't sick, I swear I'd spank you!
darling
Look, my
look at me. Nobody
in the world can make you do anything
think
you don't
is right. Nobody. You're
not a weakling or a coward. You were
over-protected when you were growing
up, and when your mother's death left
you alone you had the bad luck to have
no one but this this heel to turn to.
But you yourself are strong, my darling.

—

—

I

know!"

"How

can you know?

I mean, after
you
"Because I knew you when you didn't
know your past, when you weren't
overshadowed by the memory of past
mistakes or weaknesses!
I saw you

what

I've just told

—

—

a terrible shock the shock of
realizing you didn't know who you
were, that you were living in a vacuum
and not whimper or get panicky

take

—

Steadily and courageously, I
it.
saw you build up a new life, a new

about

personality, out of nothing. That took
courage, believe me!"
"But it was a wrong personality. It

wasn't me.

traveler's

Abbot

"and

all—"

aid,"
were di-

—

—

to

The girl I pictured Mildred
be wasn't the real girl at

—

"

"She was. That girl was the real
Mildred Abbot. She'd just never had
a chance to emerge before. Don't you
see?"

"That might be true if it weren't for
one thing," I said slowly. "One thing
maybe you don't know." What I was
going to say took the last ounce of
bravery that I had left. "I became what
I did because
because I was in love
with you. Because I wanted you to
be in love with me. Without that love
I'll
just go back to being what I
."
was.
"Without that love " Howard stared
at me incredulously for a moment and
then his face softened. Simply and
naturally, oblivious to Uncle Edwin, he
took me into his arms. "My darling,
precious idiot, did you think I'd stopped
loving you? Do you honestly think I
ever will? I love you more than ever
for what you've told me and the
honest way you told it, making no excuses for yourself. Listen, my sweet
it wasn't our love that made you what
you are. You already were that. It just
took love and shaking off the past
to bring it out."

—

.

.

—

.

—

—

—

They were the most beautiful words
anybody ever said. They spread balm
and joy and healing through me. They
were like life itself. I looked at him
with shining eyes.
"I'll go see Chuck," I whispered. "I'll
go do anything if only you 11 go with
me. I can't do it unless you're there.
But with you
"I'll go anywhere with you, Mildred.
Any time," he said quietly.
And dimly, through my haze of happiness, I was aware of Uncle Edwin
tiptoeing from the room.

—
—

.

.

.

PORT
--

LEWIS was a huge, sprawling
camp with new barracks going up

almost as far as the eye could see.
I walked along one of the
temporary streets, looking for the

for.

Howard and

contractor's office.

We had taken an early morning train
and had traveled all day to get here. I
hadn't let Chuck know we were coming.
"Better have the advantage of surprise," Uncle Edwin had advised.
Uncle Edwin had been wonderful,
ever since that scene in my room two
days ago.
He understood now and
agreed with everything especially my
love for Howard. "I knew, my dear,"
he told me, "when I heard the way he
talked to you there at the end that

DO YOU SELECT
to (leueal

—

Howard

Coles was a

man

YOUR CHARMS

in a million.

hope you'll be able to marry him
you two deserve to be together. And
rest assured, I'll do everything I can to
help with the divorce. But Howard was
right you must see Charles alone."
All the way up on the train, the old
trepidation had been growing in me. If
it hadn't been for Howard there beside me, I felt, I still wouldn't have
found the strength to face Chuck. I
was still afraid. "You won't leave me
alone with him, Howard?" I'd begged.
"I know it will be terrible for you, darling but I need your presence. I need
to feel you there, giving me support. I
wouldn't ask it you know that— exI

or to

Gcmceal-

—

—

—

cept that I know how Chuck is. I know
strong he is." And I shuddered.
"I'll be there," Howard promised. And

how

knew he would. I knew I could count
on him. Yet I sensed something in his
manner, some reservation as if there
were something he wanted to say to
me but couldn't find the words to say
it.
But steeling my self for the coming
I
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CHEST COLD MISERY

interview with Chuck drove all else
from my mind.
As we walked through the camp to"If
it
gether, I said, tremulously,
weren't for you here now, darling, I
think I'd I'd never be able to go

—

RELIEVED BY

through with it."
"But I am here, Mildred," Howard
said evenly. "You needn't be afraid."
But again I sensed that curious flat tone

MOIST HEAT OF

in his voice.

A workman

directed us to the conIt was a temporary
wooden building, just two rooms. In
the outer one, men were working over
blueprints. There was no sign of Chuck.
Howard asked where he could be found.
tractor's

SIMPLE

The moist heat

cnoi
THROAT
SORE TmtnsT
BRONCHIAL

of

an

ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice relieves cough,

tightness f c hest musIRRITATION c i e soreness due to chest
SIMPLE
cold, bronchial irritation
SPRAIN, BRUISE and simple sore throat.

SORE MUSCLES Apply antiphlogistine
CHARLEY HORSE poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,

—

office.

The men looked

at us.

One

of

them

on the job somewhere.
If you'll go in the private office and
wait, I'll send somebody to get him."
We walked on into the inner office
and sat down.
said, "He's out

Somehow
tween
silent.

sitting

was a constraint bewere both too tense, too
I looked at Howard.
He was
there, turning his hat over and

us.

there

We

over in his hands.
This is all wrong.

pain . . . reduces swelling,
up stiff aching muscles due to a simple
sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or

HPHE

condition.

it

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in
tube or can at any drug store NOW.

knew, too, what was wrong. I got up
and went over to Howard.
"Please leave now, darling," I said
hurriedly. "Please go and wait for me
at the entrance to the camp." He looked
up, startled, as if in protest. I rushed
on. "No, please do as I say. I have to
see Chuck alone. It it won't be worth
anything if I can't do this by myself.

tice also relieves

limbers

Antipklogistine

-*•

thought, the words, came suddenly and from nowhere. But I knew

as surely as

I

knew

lfifftH5H»l

Wedding and

Engagement

RINGS
diamond

"Good girl!"
Then he was gone.

much longer.
into the office,
and stopped short at the sight of me.
For just a second, he looked disconcerted. And then the old assurance
reasserted itself. He slung his hat on
I

didn't

have

to

wait

Chuck came swinging

solitaire in

Jefferson,

Iowa

the desk and let the door swing shut
behind him.
"So you decided to come back."
There was a hint of triumph in his

My

didn't say anything.
heart
was beating wildly. He came over and
stood in front of me. "I ought to take
a strap to you for what you did run-

voice.

I

—

ning out on me without a word. You
crazy little fool!" He almost chuckled.
"What did you think you were doingthrowing a scare into me?"
The prayers of the most worthy people often
fail. Why? The unworthy often have the greatest health, success, riches and happiness. The
best, smartest, and most industrious people
often have only pain, poverty and sorrow. Why?
Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind the
highest mountains in the world, a young Englishman found the answers to these questions. Hi3
eyes were opened by the strangest mystic he met
during his twenty -one years of travels in the Far
East. Sick then, he regained health. Poor then,
he acquired wealth and world-wide professional
honors. He wants to tell the whole world what
he learned, and offers to send a 9,000- word treatise, FREE, to everyone who asks promptly. It
is a first step to the Power that Knowledge gives.
No obligation. Write for your FREE copy today.

INSTITUTE of MENTALPHYSICS, Dept.M-735
213 South Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.
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—

—

I was bluffing.
I didn't know any
more than what I had always known
instinctive, woman's knowledge with no
sure proof.
But I had to make him
think I did. It was the only way! I
went on, desperately, improvising as I
went. "You got very careless, Chuck.
There are ways of getting evidence
when anybody is as careless as you.

And

I've got

I

it.

won't use

it unless
get the divorce

I'll

But

if

you do

fight

bring out every bit of that evi-

I'll

dence in court!"
could sense he wasn't sure.

I

know whether

didn't

this

was

He

bluff or

For once, there was one minute
crack in that armor of his. I pushed
my advantage.
not.

I got up and began to walk toward
the door. "That's all I've come to say,
Chuck. You can get in touch with me
through Uncle Edwin." And I started
to open the door.
"Milly! Wait—"

,

voice:

Just to get acquainted v.-e
will send you smart, precious, Sterling Silver engagement ring or wedding ring.
Romance design engagement
ring set with flashing, imsentimental orange blossom mounting. Wedding ring is deeply embossed,
rich. Sterling Silver in exquisite Honeymoon design. Either ring only $1.50 or
both for $2.79 and 20t/p Federal Tax.
SEND NO MONEY with order. Just name
and ring size. Pay on arrival, then wear
ring 10 days on money-bacto guarantee.
Rush order nowl
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 670-BN

I

you're here to fight my battles for
it won't be my victory, over
him and over myself. And it's got to
be, my darling!"
He got up then and his eyes were
shining. All the constraint, the tension,
the indescribable thing that separated
us was gone. He just stood there looking down at me. And then he said,
very simply and with more happiness
than I have ever heard in a human
If

itation

And

anything.

me, then

fflSBOt:

facing that anger, that humiliation, that
weakness in myself. "I've already
talked to Uncle Edwin. That's where I
was in Ansonia. He says he'll help
me get a divorce."
He gave a short laugh. "Isn't that
nice of Uncle Edwin? On what grounds,
may I ask? I've supported you, I've
been a faithful husband, I've
"No," I said. "You haven't. -I know
all about those other women,. Chuck."

it,

—

The WhitePackage with the Orange Band

me, all I can say is I've got work
do and I can't waste the time talking
about it now."
"You're going, to have to talk about
it," I said evenly.
It was only the
thought of Howard that made me go on,
tell

to

you fight the case.
on incompatibility.

tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-

—

I

TURNED

and did just

that. I waited.
in his face whether
to believe, or dis-believe, and then I
saw his decision.
transparent he

*

I

saw the struggle

How

was,

I

thought,

when you

weren't afraid

of him!

He came toward me and now he was
smiling.

"Look, honey, this

is'

silly.

You made me mad there for a minute.
You know I'm crazy about you. Maybe

—

there has been a girl or two but nothing serious.
I swear it!
To tell the
truth, I just got lonely being away from
you so much and I oh, why go into it?
I'm sorry, and it won't happen again."
He was beside me now, and his arms

—

He bent his head
me.
I made myself stand perfectly still.
This was his final, strongest weapon.
This was the one that had always
went around me.
to kiss

worked

before.

In fear of

it,

I

wanted

to pull away. But I didn't. I let him
kiss me.
And I made utterly no re-

sponse.

In a moment he stepped back. He
looked bewildered.
I laughed. "It doesn't work this time,
Chuck. Nothing about you will ever

"Well, you're wrong, Chuck." I got
up then and faced him. "I've come up
here only to tell you that I'm not coming back. I'm never coming back."
He made a gesture of impatience, almost as if he were dismissing the whole
thing. "That again! We've been over
it before and the answer is still the

me any
laughed
again, feeling the sheer exuberance of
my own new-found, hard-won strength.
"Goodbye," I said. "And good luck.
Uncle Edwin will serve you with the
proper papers some time next week."
I went out and closed the door behind me, leaving him staring after me.
I hurried through the outer office, and
out into the sunlight. I walked through
that busy, bustling camp without seeing
any of it. There were wings on my
I was free!
feet, wings in my heart.
At last Mildred Abbot knew who and

We're married and we're going
That was what you
wanted and that was what you got. If
that's all you came barging up here to

what she was.
With a song in my heart, I began to
run to where Howard was waiting.
The End

"You knew

come back, didn't
you?" I said in a low voice.
"Well I figured if I gave you plenty
I'd

—

of time, you'd get over the notion all
by yourself. You know very well you
."•
can't get along without me, baby.
.

same.

to stay married.

.

work
more

again.

You

can't control

—in any way." And then

I

[

—

.

'

..........

Two

In

Harmony

.

.

TRUE-WEand FRIENDSHIP

Continued from page 30

—

trouping I was
Paramount theater in
New York two months before he was
born, and I remember well that he used

was

David

born

singing at the

^i#**^and Match
What makes
both

to punctuate the high falsetto note with

which I ended "Here I Am But Where
Are You," my featured song, with a
good sound kick in the stomach. There
he was all right.
He was conditioned before birth to
the wandering life of a musician, and
consequently thrived on the routine of
one-night stands, theater and dance
hall engagements on which he and his
accompanied his fawning
nurse

—

—

the

ring

X

WHILE THEY LASr

By the time Eric came along in 1940,
we all were a little tired of trouping.

forsook the road in favor of a
respectable and for us uneventful

—

life in

Hollywood.

We built a lovely Williamsburg
Colonial house, with plenty of room for
the boys to grow up, on the hills overlooking the town. We concentrated on
radio first with Feg Murray, and then
for three years with Red Skelton, and

The supply

a

show

Ring

on the

air.

both feel that we have had many
wonderful breaks and most of all have
had the pleasure of making so many
And here
sincere and loyal friends.
I'm going to let you in on a little secret.
Ozzie is what I call an "artistic perfectionist."
Which is probably why
we'll never be real wealthy, but we'll
always be happy. I'll tell you what
Ozzie wrote our audition
I mean
radio show all by himself, but for our
weekly program he signed up two of
radio's most competent writers. Jack
Douglas and John P. Medbury, just in
case he "ran out of ideas." When we
held our first orchestra rehearsal Ozzie
heard the musical interludes and they
were not exactly what he wanted so he
hired an entire string section in addition to his dance band which includes
seven brass and five reeds already. A
certain type voice was needed for a one
line gag so Ozzie hired actor Wally
Maher, just to read the one line exactly
as he visualized it. See what I mean?
.

.
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of these Sterling Silver "True-Love-and-Friendship" rings and
earrings is limited. Mail the coupon today giving your name, address and
ring size, Your package sent immediately and you pay postman only $1.95
each plus a few cents mailing cost and 20% Federal Tax for either the ring
or earrings, on arrival. SEND NO
with order. Wear 10 days on
money back guarantee.

—

dreamed about having

,

ing settings. Either the ring or earrings can be worn separately but
together they are truly captivating.
Everyone who sees this altogether
,
.
.
new and alluring ring and matching earrings immediately wants
a set. No other gift is quite so appropriate among friends or lovers
now that so many good friends, pals, and sweethearts are far
away from each other. The precious Sterling Silver ring is
extra wide. Both the ring and earrings are beautifully embossed with the very newest "Forget-Me-Not" design with
two pendant hearts suitable for engraving initials of loved

parents. /
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hurry, worry, noise, confusion and excitement of modern living, put an extra
strain on the nervous system. When nervousness' makes

you Jittery, Cranky, Wakeful, try

Dr. Miles Nervine
Dr. Miles Nervine is made in liquid or effervescent tablet form, both equally effective.

FULL OF FIDGETS,
NERVES ARE TENSE,

TAKES A GLASS OF

CAN'T SIT STILL

Get it at your drug store. Read directions
and use only as directed. Effervescent tablets 35c and 75c, liquid 25c and $1.00.

A MINUTE

MILES LABORATORIES, INC., Elkhart, Ind.

COMFORT

.
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IN
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HBRUARY RADIO MIRROR
ON SALE
Wednesday, January Wth
Necessities of war have made
transportation difficult. To help
lighten the burden, RADIO MIRROR will be on the newsstands
each month at a slightly later
date. RADIO MIRROR for February will go on sale Wednesday, January 10th. Subscription
copies are mailed on time, but
they may reach you a little late,
too. So please be patient!

Smart

baby. Smart mother, too, for she

Clopay Window Shades not
only keep out the sun, but look handsome,
wear well, cost only 15c up. See them at

knows
Sc

&

that

10c,

neighborhood and dept. stores

everywhere. In plain finish only 15c, in
washable finish only 29c, for full 36 in. x 6
ft. size, ready to attach.
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PAZO RELIEVES THE
TORTURE OF SIMPLE PILES

Let's

Cooperate

Continued from page 41
about the laundry problem over at the
big housing project near the plant outside of town? Those houses were built
in a hurry to take care of all the
workers' families that came here from
all over the country.
There wasn't
time to equip those buildings with
appliances. Besides, many of
appliances, especially things like

modern
the

SO THANKFUL, PAZO
[BROUGHT RELIEF FROM PAIN
I'M

washing machines, were very scarce.
The women who brought washing machines with them from their old homes
could easily have hidden them and
clung to them selfishly.
But they
All the washing machines and
didn't.
irons and mangles were set up in a
common laundry room, open to the
use of all the women in the settlement.
the women who thus gave up their
exclusive rights to their own equipment have never regretted it.

And

VOU

know," one

woman

me,

told

"before Mrs. Perry had her idea and
called us all together all of us that
had the machines, that is and gave
us this idea to set up a community
laundry she called it that we mostly
did .our work alone.
And anybody
that's done a big day's washing, especially like my husband's greasy work
-*
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— helps
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itching. 2. Luprevent cracking
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and soreness.

3.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
PAZO ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile
Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with
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knows how

and grumpy
you can get even with a machine to
do most of the hard work. And, when
you don't have a machine to make it
clothes,

—

tired

easier for you, you're practically not
fit to talk to afterwards.
Sometimes

days we were out here
you'd hear some of the ladies snapping at each other and even getting
real nasty and all it was, was that
some of us were so tired we couldn't
have lived with the angels and kept
the peace. Now, it's lots better. There's
real friendliness out here and we have
more time for doing other things bein the first

—

sides just slaving

away

at

home."

Then, the other day, I heard of something that's being done over in a neighboring town.
Down in the most
crowded part of town, where some of
the families were forced to double up
in apartments and houses because of
the shortage of living space, a delegation of workmen approached the superintendent of schools.
One of their
problems was recreation. It was difficult for many of the men to get any
relaxation in their homes, sometimes
because they were too crowded, sometimes because different members of the
families worked different shifts and
there was always someone sleeping
so that the rest of the family had to
be quiet. Their suggestion one which
has since been carried out was that
the school buildings might be made
available to adults after school hours.
Now, men and women use the schools
in the evenings for all kinds of neigh-

—
—

Golden Peacock Bleach Creme contains a special
ingredient that has amazed scientists with the
loveliness it can bring your skin. It fights blackheads in a few days surface blemishes, muddi-

—

freckles, even pimples of outward origin
should be gone. Brings you a clearer, fairer,
younger and smoother-looking skin with one overnight treatment. 30 million jars already sold on a
money-back guarantee. Ask for Imperial size.

ness,

CLIP
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MWG-15, PARIS, TENN.
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me
I

a free sample of Golden Peacock

want to try

it.
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borhood activities.
I understand this has been done in

many

other communities, too.

In

some

places, the schools have even been
put to their original use by the adults.

have been organized for
workers and their wives. In Maryland, this idea has been carried even
Classes

The University of Maryland
further.
has established adult education classes
right in a government housing project
called Maldwyn Manor.
These are only a few of the ways
in which people have learned to work
together for the common good. There
are many others. Every day, more and
more people are finding out that many,

working together for the same ends,
can accomplish

much more than each

individual working twice as hard alone.
In industrial sections, women are getting together to solve the child care
problem. When nurseries aren't set up
for their children, they organize child
care programs themselves. They share
their responsibilities and they share in
the time and freedom gained through
their cooperative efforts.
In South
Carolina there's a Servicemen's Wives
Club, which was started by a few Army
wives,
who wanted to help other
women to get adjusted to living without the support and presence of their
husbands.
These Army Wives help
one another to find jobs and places to
live.
They meet socially and relieve
their loneliness. In some war housing
projects there are community silver
closets for the use of those
who
couldn't bring their household goods,

with them.

Now

that the

war

is

going our

way

—

and Victory over all our enemies the
enemies of freedom and democracy and
decency is in sight, we cannot afford
to forget the lessons we have learned.
The future for which we are fighting

—

will require just as much cooperation
as these past years. Perhaps even more.
Already,
in
some
communities,
groups of people have got together
to make plans for the reabsorption
of returning service men into local
industries.
Up in New England, one
small town has a complete blueprint
for the Post War reconversion of its
industries and a carefully worked out
plan for finding the right jobs for

men and women displaced by the
change back to peace time production
and the gradual rehabilitation of servicemen. This plan was worked out
on a community basis, with most of
the

adults in the town contributing
ideas and suggestions.
This is
cooperation in the highest sense. This
is
living Democracy.
This is the

the

their

Brotherhood of Man!

my feeling and conviction
ITweis are
at last reaching

that
a true under-

standing
of
Christ's
meaning of
brotherly love. It has taken many centuries to bring this realization to the
majority of the peoples of the world,
but it is taking shape everywhere,
now. Perhaps all people
perhaps,
even all of you do not see clearly
yet that the things for which we and
our Allies are fighting have as their
mainspring this great ideal. To make
the world safe for free thinking men
and women, to bring a decent life to
all men on earth, to create the soil
for friendliness and cooperation among

—

—

peoples, to make life interesting and
creative all over the world.
To gain these ideals, no sacrifice can
be too great. And, if in the course of
this war we all learn to work together
all

better, to share with one another our
burdens as well as our pleasures and
to offset the disadvantages and short-

ages brought about by the war by being
ingenious and putting our minds to
work cooperatively for the common
good it is possible to look forward
to the day
not too far distant when
men will no longer be forced to lay

—

—

—

down their lives for their brothers.
Toward this day, we all look hopeFor this day, we all pray ferfully.
vently.

For

—together.

this goal, let us all

work

|

——

—

"

Out

of

Reach

Great Way

Continued from page 24
tion that Olga wouldn't let
night, or any night, with
college boys.

me go that
one of the

"She doesn't think I have any business running around with the boys
from the school," I told him. "She
says they're rich, and out of my class,
and
"Rich!" He whooped with laughter.
"Tell her she doesn't have to worry!"
And then he told me how he had no
money for school how he was working
his way through the journalism school
by taking care of one professor's fur-

—

—

nace, by writing up the campus news
for the university radio station, by

freshmen English papers at
me, then, too, about
How he wanted to gradand buy a little
country newspaper somewhere and live
in a little town like the one he'd grown
And I forgot about Olga's
up in.
grading

night. And he told
his ambitions.
uate from college

feeling about the university students

then and thought everything was going to be all right thought so until

—

I

saw Olga's

face.

wasn't sentimental and soft now
SHE
—she was stern and perhaps a little

and angry, too, because
were almost two hours late.
afraid,

we

hurried to get Joe out of the
house, after he had apologized and explained again and again, without influencing Olga at all. I thought that
I could talk to her, make her understand. But the more I talked, the more
I could see that all the talking in the
world wouldn't do any good.
"Hilda, you're young yet. You don't
understand these things.
He's what
they call 'kidding' you."
Her voice
was scornful. "I haven't watched those
boys and listened to them all these
years for nothing. I know what they
think about, how they like to fool
around without meaning anything."
"But Joe isn't fooling around, Olga.
I

He means what he

still doesn't explain a lot of things. He
told you he was poor, but it might be
that he told you that because he knew

i

,

little.

and T love you, sweetheart' to
they just met five minutes
ago. Only they don't mean a thing by
it, and the girls know it too. That's the
difference, Hilda. Those girls are their

there,
j

some

:

i

own

I

j

!

(

1

il

i

m

girl

|

kind, they understand that the
boys are only fooling. Why, if that Joe
of yours had stayed here a while last
night with that girl in the fancy fur
coat you'd probably have heard him
saying the same things to her."
"Why, mother," I protested triumphantly, "she's nothing to him. She's just

roommate's sister."
Olga sat down and looked at me
squarely. For the second time that day,
a pair of eyes sent a message straight
to my heart. And it was easy to believe Olga always, all of my life, she
had told me the truth about everything; always, her ideas and her decisions had been wise and kind. "Hilda,
child," she began, and her voice was
more gentle now, "that roommate's
sister business
it's one of the regular
jokes they have. None of the boys ever
wants to go out with a roommate's
sister
she's supposed to be ugly. Like
the jokes people make about mothersin-law and old-maid aunts. But that
isn't the important thing, Hilda
that

his

—

—

—

—

if

your nose gets stopped-up

—

a long time it takes money to go to
that school!"
And that was the end of it. I determined that I would see Joe, anyway,
but how could I? Olga kept me busier
than ever, after school, and in the eve-

nings she forbade me flatly to go out
with him. "As long as you're under my
roof, you don't go out with the college
boys," she said. "I don't want to be
mean to you Hilda it's not that. It's

—

just that I know!"
And so I didn't see Joe, anymore
not for a month. He called me twice,
but he didn't talk to me, because Olga
talked for me. The last time, I listened
quietly as she dismissed him over the

It's

—and invites restful sleep
works

Nervously, I drew my forefinger
across the steamed windowpane, tracing a wavering "Joe" there, and rubbing it hastily away as I gazed at the

it!

head colds.
Follow di-

rections

better this way," Olga said, as

in

folder.

best."

The winter which had seemed such
that Christmas
with vitality and
courage as I trudged back and forth
to business college every day, trying
to make myself believe that those moments by the lake were something I
had dreamed, impossible to recapture.
The outdoor world was a cold, gray
glorious

day didn't

Va-tro-nol also

VICKS
VA-TRO-NOL
Try

she hung up the phone. "Really, Hilda,
a

!

fine to relieve sniffly, sneezy dis-

tress of

dark January day.
is

when

up your nose and

bring you grand new breathing comfort.
opens up clogged nasal passages— reduces swelling— relieves crusty dryness

—

way

a

It

Hilda."

this

how

transient congestion
spoils sleep. You
can actually feel this specialized medication go to work right where trouble is to

bring relief
fills

—

"It's

wonderful

few drops of Va-tro-nol

phone. "My daughter and I thank you
for the story in the paper but we
don't want you to call here any more.
I don't want you to
and neither does

challenge

fill

me

you
can

-

m

t

be admiredTtoo ; !

.'

which slashed at me the way
thoughts of Joe slashed at my heart.
knife

says."

"Nay, Hilda
Haven't you heard them
talking here yourself? The things they
say to the girls they bring here sometimes? It's 'darling' here and 'honey'
think a

Sleep

you were, and knew I wouldn't want
you going around with anyone who's
rich. I tell you, Hilda, I've been here

AND

She shook her head.

!

to relieve stuffiness, invite

girl.
Even if she is his roommate's sister, and he doesn't care about her, that

f*

then one day,

I

saw him, and

I

knew

instantly by the warmth that
enveloped me that my love for him

-

was no dream, but an ever-quickening
reality, something which could not be
put aside. I loved him, would always
love him even if he loved Marsha.
Marsha, who was walking with him
now, just as she had been with him
the first time I saw him.
I sensed rather than saw him leave
Marsha and join me as I passed them.
"Hilda!" His voice was low and
urgent, and he spoke as if knowing

—

that none of the conventional greetings, like "how are you" and "it's
been a long time" were not necessary
between us, as if only a moment, instead of weeks, had passed since we
last spoke together. "Hilda
oh, Hilda,
what are we going to do?"
Instinctively I moved closer to him,
and with that very small act began to
feel a little comforted, a little less
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Marsha, who
was watching us, but even before he
spoke I knew that Joe's being with her
was an accident that he cared no
more for the slim, dark girl than I did
for the boys who thronged around our
table at home.
"Let's go somewhere where we can
talk," Joe urged, slipping his hand under my elbow. "Marsha won't mind
she comes down weekends to be with
her brother, and he pushes her off and

back

—
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but she understands. I tutor her
brother in English, you know that's
how I come to know people like that
on,

—

at all."
All of a sudden, as
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we walked

me

and helped

off

with

my

coat.

'T'HE waiter came, and Joe ordered. He
-* came again, and put steaming cups
of hot chocolate in front of us. And
still
we said nothing, and simply

looked at each other and were happy
doing it. For there was no question
now. It was as simple as this: I knew,
and he knew, too, that we would be
together now in spite of Olga.
"We'll have to talk to your mother,"
Joe said at last. "We'll have to tell
her that we love each other, and must
see each other that we'll be married
as soon as we can."
I shook my head.
"It won't work,
Joe. You don't know Olga as I do. She
won't listen to us," I insisted. "You
see, Olga is sure that with you I'm
headed for the same trap in which she

—

CONSytT YOUR DOCTOR REGULARLY

>

found herself when she was my age.
Olga married a rich boy, who had a
much better education than she, and
"But I don't see what that has to do
with us," Joe interrupted impatiently.
"He died," I went on. "But they

—
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weren't happy before that. He wanted
to live on an allowance from his father.
He didn't like to work, and didn't see
why he should. And of course Olga
couldn't understand that and neither
could I understand that in anyone," I
added honestly. "Mother is proud. She
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you marry someone who is
a different kind of person from you
"I believe those things, too," he said.

happy
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—

if

work hard— I'm not rich, goodness
I've always worked for every-

knows.

But I wish I were. I
wish I were rich," he added, "and then
I could marry you right now, and we
could go away from here."
The blood began to pound at my
wrists and in my throat. We could go
away Joe and I, together! I pressed
my fingers tightly over his hand and
he leaned forward to kiss me swiftly.
"Shall we, Hilda? Shall we go away?
I know where I can get a job, maybe,
on a little country newspaper."
"Whatever you want to do, I want
thing I've had.

—

him breathlessly.
Then he frowned, and pulled himself
away from me a little. "It would be
to do, too," I told

—

wonderful, Hilda but it's not right.
Darling we can make your mother
understand someway. I should stay,
and graduate this spring, and then get
a job and start saving for that paper

—

I

want

to

buy some day. That's the

right way."

—

It was the right way
yes. But it
wouldn't work. Joe didn't know what
went on in Olga's mind. "She'll never
give in," I told him. "She's so strong.
So much stronger than you or I, or
both of us together. She'll never let
me marry you it might as well be
now that we marry against her wishes

—

instead of later."
"But darling it takes

—

money

—

along,

that wonderful feeling of oneness came
to me again, and I sensed that it had
come to Joe, too. Our steps matched,
our bodies moved in the same rhythm,
our minds worked as one. Without
speaking we turned into the Campus
Drug, and walked back to a booth in
the corner. Joe slid in beside me at the
table,

away. We'd have to pay our train fare,
and have enough to live on until my
first paycheck, and
oh, darling, don't
you see that we can't do it?"

to

go

I

we

knew
could.

money.

that
I

we

could

—

remembered

I

knew how

my

rosette

knew now

that the money
wasn't going to go to build an extra
room on the house for Olga. It was
going to buy happiness for Joe and
me, instead. And I told him about it.
But Joe, in his way, is as stubborn
as Olga. "I'm not going to start my
I

marriage on my wife's money," he said
over and over. "That's not right not
for me, anyway."
"But Joe I'm not giving you money!
I'm loaning it to you. You can pay me
back, when you get your paycheck.
It's perfectly honorable to borrow for
something that's justifiable. Isn't it
justifiable for us to be happy, to make
a good start on our lives together, as
soon as ever we can?"

—

—

He

me

kissed

then,

not

caring

whether anyone was looking or not,
and he said yes. In that kiss I could
feel his need for me, as he must have
sensed mine for him. It was a kiss of
promise promise of happiness for two
people so very much in love!
"When shall we go?" he whispered.
"Let's think about it tonight, and
decide tomorrow," I suggested. "Let's
meet here again, tomorrow."
That night I lay in the dark a long

—

time, before I could go to sleep. I
stared out my narrow window at the
star-filled night, thinking
of living
with Joe, thinking about loving him
forever, being forever happy with him.
I thought of Olga, too, and how she
would feel about
running away.
Then again, the next afternoon, in
the back booth of Campus Drug, I

my

to win Joe over once more. "Your
mother, Hilda I keep thinking about
her," he told me. "It's not fair to her."

had

—

T SHOOK my

head. "But Joe, she isn't
being fair to us, either. She's only
trying to do what's right, according to
the way she thinks, but she can't know
what's right for us."
•*-

He
knew

me

swiftly then, and I
that Joe and I
were going away together, and that
we were going to use the money I had

kissed
it

was

all right

—

made from my Swedish rosettes.
And so we decided to leave the following Thursday one week and one
day later. One week and one day that

—

shall never forget as long as I live!
days in which I experienced
every emotion in the world. I would
be sitting close beside Joe thinking
of our life together when suddenly I
would think of Olga, alone in the little
shingled house and I would be afraid.
And, then, I would be sitting with
Olga in our clean kitchen and I would
longing for himj
think of Joe, and
would be so intense that I would be-]
gin counting the hours until our wedding. And on Sunday, when the boys!
I

—eight

my

the dining room too full, I would
think of the extra room I'd been saving to build on to the house, and I
would be ashamed to be using the;
filled

money

for something else.

was an upsetting week for Joe.j
too. Each day he met me in a different
mood, until I was afraid to enter the
It

(

drug store for our little daily snatch
of time with each other for fear ofi
-finding him unhappy.
One day Joe would talk of nothing|
but our love for each other, our future

FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS— Buy

WAR BONDS

and STAMPS

—

"

life

together.

would

"

And

the

thinking

be

away from Olga

of

next day he
our running

"thieves in the

like

night." Sometimes he would be darkly
brooding and nothing I could say
would change him then. That was when
he was thinking of our using my money
and not his for our elopement. But,
on that last day, we were both in gay
spirits.

Joe was waiting for me in front of
the store, proudly waving a typewritten letter at me.
"Wait till you read this," he said
proudly, and hurried me into the drug
store and back to the booth we had
come to consider ours.
"It's the job," he told me, when we
were finally settled. "Bill Branton says
I can go to work on his newspaper
any time I want to. He says to come
ahead, even if he does think we're being a little foolish."
"Foolish?" I was immediately defensive.

"Oh, he thinks I ought to finish colI've got such a short time left.
But if he says I'm going to leave anyway, I might as well come to him,
and he'll be glad to have me. I can
go to work as soon as we arrive."
lege

—

his hand. "Oh, Joe— Joe,
1 CAUGHT
wonderful. You'll be earning
it's

right from the start." The words
bubbled out of me, for they meant
release from that little, nagging feeling
of guilt that had been at the back of

money

my mind whenever
new room

I

remembered the

house that Olga
wanted so much. "We can start setting
aside a little each week, and very soon
we'll have the whole amount I'll have
to use to get us there saved up, and
we can send it back to Olga, and everything will be all right!"
the

for

The eager light in Joe's eyes faded.
"Send it back to your mother? But
Hilda you said it was your money. I
wouldn't for anything in the world
take your mother's money for a day,
let alone for weeks, or maybe months!
I thought—"
I
interrupted
"It is my money,"
swiftly. "It is mine
I earned it all
myself. But it's the money Olga and
I were setting aside to build the new
room on the house. There isn't enough
room, you know Olga could feed a
lot more boys if she had the space."
Joe's eyes were angry and dark, and
I hurried on. "But it's all right now

—

—

—

—we can send
— the money for the room
to Olga,

and

Joe stood up quickly.
"We aren't going," he said with determination, and the way he said it
I knew there wasn't any use in arguing any more.
"We're going to talk to that mother
of yours right now," he said.
Olga was setting the table when we
walked in together and her face went
suddenly white when she saw Joe.
"What are you doing here?" she
asked him.
"I want to talk to you," Joe told her
with a strength of purpose which
matched hers. "Right now."
Olga put the silverware down on
the table and just looked at him.
"You don't know what you're doing," Joe told her seriously. "Hilda
and I love each other, and we want to
get married. And we want to get married the way other people do, but
you're making us sneak around dishonestly.

Do you know what we were

going to do?

away

—right

We

were going

tonight!"
Olga motioned for us to

we

did. I

began

sit

to

run

down and

to cry silently. That's

the

way

it is

when you

see

!

two persons

How

pit their strength against each
other. It hurts so much to see them
hurt each other.

you love

QUICK REST

"So you were going away?" Olga's
voice

was

sad.
"We didn't want to, Mother, really
we didn't," I said, choking, "but we
didn't know what else to do we want
to be together so much."

—

—

Olga apologized, and

we

all

working

that Olga's helping us with our
new, shining plans for the future. Oh,
we're going to be married right next
week, in the little church right down
the street where I've gone to Sunday
School since I first sat on a little red
chair in the kindergarten department
a long time ago. And, then, we aren't
going away until after Joe finishes

—

school this year.

"We've always needed a man around
here," Olga tells him often, laughing.
"Someone to fix the furnace and shovel
the walk."
So Joe and I are going to live with
Olga the rest of this year, and we're
going to see that she has that extra
room and a good waitress to help her
when I'm gone. And then, next summer when school's out, Joe and I will
go to Mr. Branton's town where Joe
will have his job. But we aren't going
to stop there. Someday Joe's going to
little

knows
I

own weekly newspaper

in a

American town. Olga says she
it will be an honest paper, and

know

that, too.
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Olga's
filled with the odor
of good, home-cooked food, I
completely happy and then I
that
Olga and I are very
alike. Both

warm home

Way

you are overweight send for Sylvia of Hollywood's
128 page illustrated book No More Alibis and learn
how to reduce ugly fat quickly and safely. Only 25c
postpaid. Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. R.M.-145.
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
If

kind of a man.
Sometimes, when

—

Fo"

Your

SIMPLY

out.

now

his

sun, dust, wind, lack of
sleep ? Then cleanse

laughed

and I don't have to run away
JOE
that all seems silly and far-away

have

Eyes tired? Do they smart
and burn from overwork,

—

thinking how far from old was this
strong
handsome Swedish woman.
"Why, I nearly wrecked your lives
and mine, too," she added softly.
Slowly, the warmth of the little
familiar house crept around us*as the
two persons I loved best in all the
world learned to understand and respect each other. Then I knew that
everything was going to be all right
that I was going to have Joe without
losing Olga at all. And that's the way
it's

to tired eyes

I

—

"Where were you going?" she asked.
"Joe has a job on a newspaper in a
little town."
"What made you decide not to go?"
she asked Joe.
Joe hesitated, looking straight at her.
"I wouldn't take money that belonged to you."
"The rosette money, Mother," I explained. "I was going to use that and
when Joe found out about that extra
room we were going to build, he
wouldn't let me."
Olga smiled then, and her smile was
like the sunshine after days of rain.
"I think we all have to wake up,"
she said simply. She looked at Joe with
new admiration. "I want to beg your
pardon you aren't the way I thought
you were, at all."
"I was one of nine kids
I didn't
have much chance to get spoiled
"I've been a stupid old woman,"

to give
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Love's Shining

Tired Kidneys

Often Bring
Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny
tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don't
'work right in the daytime, many people have to get
lip nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don't neglect
this condition

and

lose valuable, restful sleep.

When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling,
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

pumness under

shaking hands
I

sank

down on

the straight-backed

by the telephone stand. This was
what I had worked so hard for, yet I
would have given anything if only he
hadn't said those words, if only I had
more time to think. Announce our engagement tomorrow

How

—

could

I

go through with

it?

How

marry Sydney when I felt the
did about Jerry? Yes, what I felt
must be the tender beginnings, the first
could

way

I

I

and a
man!

Pills.

replaced the telephone

chair

delicate

your blood. Get Doan's

I

receiver.

They give happy

relief and will help the 15 miles
tubes flush out poisonous waste from

And

growth of

love.

what a cheat
would be to marry another
My hand moved back to the telephone. I would call Sydney and tell
him the truth that it was a mistake
and I was going to be Mrs. Jerry Scanif I

did love Jerry,

liar I

—

dini.

BEAUTIFUL,

Scandini. Mrs. Jerry Scandini! The
very thought of that name suddenly
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long as I could remember, the
Scandinis had represented everything to me that was shiftless, happygo-lucky and sheer, careless poverty.
They were a large family, .devoted to
each other, working when they felt like
it but always ready to drop their work
to play or go to a dance or have a party.
The least event was the signal for a
celebration and Papa Scandini would
pour thick, dime-store glasses full of
his own home-made ruby-red wine,
singing the songs of his far-away native

**

NU-NAILS
5251

my

and my hand, clammy with terror, dropped from the telephone. What
had happened to me that I could be so
wrapped up in thoughts of Jerry that I
could forget he was also a Scandini?
throat,

Don't be embarrassed by^

10,

III.

Hour

Continued from page 37

Don't wait 1 Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
of kidney

"

!

land, toasting one and all in beaming
pleasure.
Mama Scandini, shapeless,
fat, was adored by her children for her

great good-nature and her famous
spaghetti a L'asta.
Wine was
Spaghetti was cheap.
cheap. And there was no price for the
happiness that flowed through their
ramshackle house.
But there was another side to it.
There was the way people looked when
they mentioned the Scandinis, and the
way cautious mothers warned their
children about playing with them.
There were pride and self-respect.
True, Jerry had left home when he

was seventeen and he was already
branch manager of a grocery store in
nearby Junction City before he had enlisted in the Army. He had always sent
regularly. But how could
balance this against the fact that he
worshipped his family and that when
he was home he was the gayest of them
all and the leader in their crazy, joyous

money home
I

parties?

had worked so hard to make people
like me and admire me. I wanted so
much to have a home of my own, a
place in the community. How could I
give up this tiny footing I had struggled
for to sink down into the warm, haphazard embrace of the Scandini family,
where there was no privacy, no order,
no ambition?
Pride rose in my throat and choked
me. A Stevens marrying a Scandini?
It would be a betrayal of my father and
my grandmother and all the others who
stood for something in the town. Oh,
Jerry, this traitorous, dawning love of
ours! What would it get us but pain
and unhappiness?
I

—

—

You'd hate budgets, Jerry. You'd

my

call

ambitions for you 'nagging'. And
I'd know again the panic of being carried along on a merry-go-round where
the brass ring beckoned always just
beyond my reach.
You're afraid, a voice inside me that
seemed an echo of Mother's, jeered.
Yes, I was afraid but not of work. I
was afraid of being tied to a Scandini,
a Jerry who would never want the same
things I wanted.
It would take time, but I could forget him. Someday I would forget the
strength of Jerry's arms around my
shoulders and the tenderness in his
black eyes.
There was no tenderness there when
I told Jerry that night that I couldn't
see him again because I was marrying
Sydney Jones. There was only bitter
contempt that was hard to face.
"You know what you want, don't
you? And you'll get it no matter whose
heart you trample on to get there!" He
flung the words at me in the quiet room.
The ticking of the clock on the mantel
echoed the frantic beating of my heart.
Jerry was shocked and his face was
white. I had fried to explain, but he
couldn't get any farther than that I
was marrying for money, and lots of it.
"Jerry that's not true. I'm marrying because I do like Sydney, and for a

—

—

way of life that's important to me. I
don't expect you to understand I don't
want to talk about it!"
"All right." He moved close to me.
"We won't talk about it. But see if
you'll ever forget this!" I clenched my
teeth against the feel of his arms around
me, pulling me roughly towards him.
I fought against him.
Then his lips were on mine in hard,

—

rough demanding, and I knew a moof shattering, awakened, unbe-

ment

lieving surprise. Then there was nothing else in the world for me but the
pressure of his mouth on mine and the
wild, surging answer in my blood.
r

F HE room
,

swirled in wraithlike mist

and the only reality, the only thing
that was alive was the feeling of my
-*-

heart so close to his, the muscles of his
arms pressing me tight against him, and
the thrilling yielding weakness of my
body to the wonder of his kiss.
I hadn't known that this could be. I

had planned my life never knowing
what love was really like.
When he lifted his head I clung to
him for a second. I would have told
him something of what I had discovered, but he pushed me away, savagely.
"You're hard, Penny but not hard
enough. That will give you something
to think about when you marry your

—

precious Sydney."
My own hot temper rose under the
sting of his words, but just then there
was the sound of the key in the lock

and Mother walked

in

on

us.

"You're just in time to congratulate
the future Mrs. Jones, Cissy," Jerry
said bitterly. He had always called her
by her first name.
She looked at me almost in pleading
with a funny, lost look in her eyes.

—
—
definite, Penny?
"Is
—you seemed—
it

I

I

thought, lately

ran from them. Suddenly

it

was

all

too much.
What right had Jerry to so savagely
show me a glimpse of heaven and then
snatch it away? What right had he to

—
strip

leave

—

my dreams of
me knowing

what lay ahead

for

their

the

me

glamour and

emptiness of
with Sydney?

twisted in my narrow bed, hot, scalding tears rising to my eyes. Why did
Mother look at me as if I had disappointed her, as if I had robbed her of
something precious?
Was I to marry Sydney and forget
that tide of desire that rose within me
I

when

arms?
I searched Grandmother's face for the
help which had never failed me. But
I

was

in Jerry's

she was only a picture, a cold, withdrawn image. You aren't real, my heart
cried in despair. You never were. You
were just the echo of my own selfish

And now, when I need you
you have nothing to say to me.
But her eyes stayed on mine, compelling me, invoking the pride that was
so much a part of me. And as my emotions wore themselves out through their
very violence, an icy whisper seemed
to come from her.
Would you throw yourself at this
man's feet after the way he's treated
you? Is that what you want to risk
everything for a pair of arms and a
crooked smile and a man's kiss?
Nothing had changed nothing. I
was promised to Sydney. Jerry was
still a Scandini. And I still wanted the
house on the "Hill".
desires.

—

—

There was smothered laughter in the
people thought of the Scandinis,
but he went doggedly on. "They taught
me to think about important things and
I wouldn't have time to worry about the
hall, as

little fears. I got over being afraid of
death because I was never afraid of

I saw what happened to some
of the others. They'd get a letter from
their families about how were they
going to pay the interest on the mortgage or how the baby was losing weight
or how mean the neighbors were to his
wife or how his girl was having too
good a time with someone else and
believe me, that's like sending a man
into a fight with his hands tied behind
his back."
There was silence
thoughtful
silence ... in the hall now. Something
of strength and dependability and fearlessness came from that figure on the
stage, flowing in to the hearts of his
listeners, shaming their trivial, fretful
life.

I

the
the

next night. I was to go on early and I
slipped backstage into the bare, drafty
dressing room with just a listless desire to get it over soon. The violin on
the bench mocked me. It had been a

part of my scheme for marrying Sydney. Not for me an ordinary job. No,
playing the violin for weddings and
parties was "refined"—a cultured accomplishment of which Sydney could
approve. It hadn't mattered that I had
no talent for it.
The applause that greeted my sonata

was what
thusiastic

I

—polite, unenslipped down the side

expected

—and

I

afterwards and into my seat beside Sydney with a feeling of relief
stairs

that that much was over.
The hall was stuffy and the heat oppressive, setting hammers of pain beating in my temples.
Major Jimpson, who had been partly
responsible for the success of the Rally,
had come out onto the stage to stand in
front of the speaker's table.
"I have a surprise for you tonight
an
added feature to our program before we
take up the pledges. I think it would be
an inspiration to all of us to hear from
one soldier an ordinary American
soldier what he has been doing at the
front. He isn't a hero, but he has been

—

—

—

wounded, he has known the weariness,
the drudgery, the malaria, the fear and
the pain of actual battle. He is one of
your own. I take pleasure in intro-

Sergeant Jerry Scandini!
recoiled with the shock of
seeing him again, but Jerry moved out
onto the stage with a sureness ahd confidence that made me proud.
He stood for a moment, looking at us.
Then he spoke.
"I just wanted to thank you for my-

ducing

My mind

self and all the others who are still out
there for the swell job you're doing here
at home." He was a Sergeant, used to
giving orders and talking to men. He
didn't have to grope for words.
"It
makes a lot of difference, the way a
guy acts in battle the kind of training

—

had from his folks and his home
Me, I was lucky, I guess. My
folks taught me never to worry about

he's

town.
little

things."

AvV\\

But

—

.

.

.

my own heart the hard core of
stubbornness melted.
Fear dropped
away. Jerry Scandini wasn't a name to
frighten me he was a person of courage and integrity. He was the man I

—

—

loved.
"I don't

know

that the people

we

\

i

loved have

grown up with us."
He went on to tell them stories of
what he'd seen, but I didn't wait. From
our front-row seats, away from Sydney's blank, questioning look, I walked
out of the hall on unsteady feet.
Faces turned to me in surprise as I
walked up the aisle. But as I reached
the door, an arm slipped around my
waist and Mother's tiny figure was
staunchly between me and the hundreds of prying eyes.
"Will you ask Jerry to see me and
tell Sydney I can't go through with

•/'///'/'//'i'|'MM»V v
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others matter?
This, then, was

ways

what Mother had alshow me that life wasn't

—
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" I whispered to her.
There was no question in her look,
only a kind of glad understanding.
I walked home through a world that
was bright and clean and peaceful. It
wasn't just Jerry's words that had
changed everything, it was knowing
you couldn't hedge yourself around
with money and houses to keep you
safe.
Wars could come, death could
come, you could lose all those things,
the way Father had been wiped out in
the stock market in just one day. Nothing was sure except love and happiness
and if you had those what did the

18,

If

—

it
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headache, try

want to preach " he went on
"but we grow up awfully fast out
there and when we come back we want

—
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that
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I

tried to
of possessions but of people.

made up

JERRY

came at last and when I
opened the door he took me into his
arms without a word. In the comforting strength of his embrace I knew that
never again would I be afraid. Here
was my peace and my sanctuary, and
every word of tender love he whispered
against my hair would build a fortress
nothing could shake.
We sat for hours before the fire, his
long legs stretched out to the cheerful
blaze, my head resting against his knees
as I curled up on the hearth rug, while
Jerry told me about the camp where
he was being sent. He would go first

and find a place for us. And then, on
his next furlough, we could be married.
Suddenly

I

getting late. "I

my

was
wonder where Mother

raised

head.

It

She was going on to the Jones'
party but it must be over by now. Do
you suppose she's gone on to one of
her mysterious dates? She's been act-
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try to marry Sydney, but it was all
right for her to marry his father. Where
were all those fine preachings about not
wanting money, when she grabs the
first rich man that comes along!
Something of what I felt must have
showed in my face, because she was
pleading, begging for my trust.
"He really needs me, Penny. He's so
lonely, he's never had any fun, he's
worked so hard! He thinks maybe I can
make a human being out of Sydney.
And I do love him it isn't what you
think " her voice trailed away.
Suddenly I was laughing. Carefree,
happy laughter. They joined me, after
a moment, and we were all rocking

turned away from hanging up
SHE
coat.
"Sydney

with -laughter.
Mother, who didn't care a

.

.

.

her
angry,
but it was mostly his pride and he'll get
over it. I never did think he was so
much in love with you as he was in
love with your looks. No, as a matter
of fact, it wasn't a horrible party at all.
It was one of the nicest parties I've ever
gone to. A lovely engagement party."
"Engagement party!" I exclaimed.
"Why, yes." Now her eyes were
twinkling and her own peculiar, littlegirl, impish smile lit up her face. "You
asked me to straighten things out for
you, Penny, so I felt I'd better get a

was a

little

Jerry had been watching her face
with dawning comprehension in his
eyes. He stopped her short. "You you,
Cissy, and Harvey Jones! So that's the
reason for all the sneaking out in the
evenings and not telling us where you'd
been
It was a bombshell. Incredulous disbelief, and, yes, jealous anger flooded
me. What right had she that was to
have been my party! And after the way

—

//
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proves it

ing so queerly. Poor Mother, she must
have had a ghastly time trying to explain the missing fiancee to Sydney and
Mr. Jones. After ail, that was supposed
to be my engagement party!"
"Any regrets?" Jerry asked, smiling.
Then we both heard the door opening
at that same moment.
Mother stood in the -arch- way, looking at us with a demure, half-smile on
her lips. I had expected to find her
drawn and exhausted after her ordeal
with Sydney, but there was only one
word for her then
blooming.
"Was it awful, Mother? It was mean
of me to ask you to make my excuses."

substitute."
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she had acted!

It

wasn't right for

school not necessary.

160 N. wacker Drive.

me

to

—

—

fig

about

money and

was going

have

social position
wealth poured into

her lap, and

I

who had dreamed my

—

I

to

lonely

thoughts about the house on the "Hill"
was going to have a room somewhere
near an Array camp.
But I had Jerry. As I watched Jerry
and Mother waltzing crazily around the
room to the tune of the "Wedding
March," such happiness as I had never
known before overwhelmed me. So
close I had come to losing him, all
his tender warmth, his steel-spring
strength, the joyousness and gayety
that was so much a part of him
that I shuddered. I wouldn't trade him
for all the comfort that awaited me on
the "Hill."
Mother would be happy
there because she loved Harvey Jones.
There would be no monogrammed
towels or engraved silver or Waterford
china where I was going. And I knew
something else that wouldn't be going
with me.
I wasn't going to take the oval-

framed picture of Grandmother Stevens.
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of
saddle shoes and my
straight light hair and the plain, casual
clothes Mother selected for me. I rebelled against Mother's restrictions, but

my

was glad

wasn't stupid enough to like the
kind of freedom the Weston repreif it could be
sented.
Its wildness
called that wasn't at all thrilling; it
was just cheap and a little grimy, like
I
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the

Weston

—

itself.

Then, on second thought, I saw that
Markham's wouldn't be a good idea.
Esther and Marian might see me there,
and there was just a chance that they
might mention it to Mother if they
should happen to meet her on the
Besides, it was worth going
street.
to the Weston to be with Tommy.
Every afternoon we stopped there before he drove me home, and those
twenty minutes or so that we spent
over a coke were what I looked for-

ward

to all

day long, what

I

dreamed

about at night.

was in the Weston, moreover, that
unforgettable thing happened
had my first real invitation from a boy,
It

—

an

real date. Tommy and
one afternoon, sipping cokes and waiting for the time

made my

I

were

first

sitting there

home. It was the week before
the Christmas holidays, and on the
wall was tacked a dignified black-andwhite placard, announcing the Junior
Dance, which would be held as usual
at the Athena Club a few nights before Christmas. Tommy kept glancing
at the card; finally he nodded to it,
to start
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asked me, "Are you going?"
My heart swooped upward. This was
practically an invitation. "I suppose so,"

said off-handedly. "Everyone does."
His tone was as off-hand as mine.
"I thought I'd go out that night, my-

I

but that school dance sounds kind
I'd like to go to the
Oaks. I thought maybe you'd break
your date for that night and go with
me."
self,

of slow to me.

—

lVtENTIONING my

date was pure galthat I hadn't
one. But the Oaks! I sat staring at
him, caught completely off-balance, a
little frightened. I hadn't thought he'd
invite me to the Oaks a big roadhouse
outside of town, which advertised thick
steaks and good liquors and hot bands.
Then a picture crossed my mind of
Tommy and me sitting at a table
shaded with soft lights, and a band
playing softly ... It was a glamorous,
exciting picture, and I wasn't afraid
any more. I was planning, scheming
how to manage to make the picture a
"I might," I said cautiously.
reality.
And then sheer
"I'll have to see."
inspiration struck me, considering that
if I'd be allowed out at all, my father
-"-*-

-1

lantry;

—

Tommy knew

—

would undoubtedly accompany me.
added, "I might
drive me to the
"Swell!" said
pick you up at
we'll go on the

even get

my

I

father to

dance."

Tommy.

"Then

I'll

the Athena Club, and
Oaks for a real time."
I lived through the next few days in
a fever of anticipation and anxiety.
I held my breath while I asked Mother
if I could go to the dance, although
I really didn't expect her to refuse.
The Junior Dance was heavily chaperoned and a tradition in town; it marked

—
the

beginning of the holidays

official

young people, and upperclassmen from all of the high schools attended it. But she said that I could
for the

on the condition that my father
drive me there and bring me home,
and she even suggested buying me a
new dress before I thought to ask for
one. I had qualms then over deceiving
her about the dance, but when we
picked out the dress a long dress,
very simple, with a nipped-in bodice
that made nothing of my waist I could
think of nothing but how Tommy
would look when he saw me in it.
I had a date with Tommy, and my
It seemed too good
first party dress.
to be happening to me, and up until the
last moment I was terribly afraid that
go,

—

—

something would go wrong. Driving
to the Athena Club with my father on
the night of the dance, I was so excited that I could hardly talk. He noticed my silence, and he mistook it for
resentment over his driving me to the
dance.
Father was more easy-going
than Mother, and he took my part
against her sometimes, but he always
gave up very soon, just as I did. "You'll
have a good time, Joycie," he said now,
encouragingly. "And I well, I won't
come to pick you up too early."

—

HTOMMY

was waiting in the lobby,
standing alone, and for a second I
thought he was looking wistfully at the
group of which Walter Daniels and
Marian and Esther formed the laughing
-*

nucleus. Then he saw me, and his
face lightened. "Gosh, you look swell,

Joyce!" he exclaimed. "I thought you'd

never get here."
Tommy held my hand on the drive
to the Oaks, and if our first sight of
the place

was

we were

too

a little disappointing,
intent upon being together, dancing together for a whole
evening, to notice. It was quieter than
I'd expected, and, after the gay crowd
we'd left at the Athena Club, it looked

almost empty. There were only a few
other persons besides ourselves.
The headwaiter guided us to a table,
very politely asked for our order.
"Two Tom Collins," Tommy told him.
The waiter looked at me, at him.
"How old are you, sir?"
Tommy flushed. "Well two cokes,
then. They'll do for a starter."
The waiter suppressed a smile. "Two

—

Coca-colas.

was

Very good,

relieved.

sir."

hadn't occurred to
me that Tommy would expect me to
drink. I wasn't sure that I could drink
liquor, if it tasted the way the bottle
of brandy Mother kept in the medicine
chest smelled. But Tommy looked uncomfortable,
and when the music
started, he rose quickly. We danced
awkwardly at first, and self-consciously because we were alone on the
floor
and then, as we got used to each
other's steps and as other couples joined
us, it was better, much better.
"This
is something," Tommy said triumphantly.
"We ought to come out here
oftener, Joyce."
"Oh, yes," I said blissfully, quite
forgetting that I was Joyce Latham.
I

It

—

Tommy was

from his
hand
until tonight, and now there was something in the way he held me when
usual

John
solution,

different, too,

He'd never held

self.

J.

my

.

we danced, something in the way he
looked at me across the table, that
made my heart quicken. Several times
he started to say something and
stopped, and finally, when the orchestra took an intermission and we had
a longer time than usual at the table,
he got it out. He leaned across the

TRUE-LOVE

table, his young face intent and earnest,
his
young voice suddenly husky.
"Joyce," he said, "will you be
girl?
I mean, will you promise not
to go out with anyone else but me?"
do you answer a question like
that?
do you frame one simple
word yes so that a boy will know
how deliriously happy he has made

my

How

How

— —

you by asking it?
I didn't have a chance to answer.
A large party came into the room at
that moment and took the long table
next to us.
There was no ignoring
them; they had evidently been celebrating some occasion, and they .were
very gay and very noisy, and I couldn't
get a word across to Tommy except by
shouting.
They hadn't sat down before a pretty, dark girl pointed to
Tommy. "There's a handsome boy,"
she announced clearly. "I like the way
his hair curls."
One of the men asked, "Do
want me to get him for you?"
"I want to dance with him,"

"

&3PU$
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you

she
laughed.
"You dance with the girl.
She's pretty, too."
Tommy's face was brick red. He
looked annoyed, but he grinned uncertainly, and I smiled too, but not
directly at them.
Then the man and
the girl were advancing upon our
table, so gaily and confidently that it
seemed rude to refuse them. Before
I knew it, Tommy was getting up to
dance with the girl, and I was dancing
with the man.
After that, I didn't stop dancing. One
after another the men at the table

New

SEND
Wear on

Federal tax, on arrival.
Silver,

ADMITTED

that

was, breathlessly.
* I liked him least of any of the crowd
we'd fallen -in with. He was younger
than the others perhaps in his early
twenties but heavy-ish, and sullenlooking, and he held me too tightly.
"Then we'll get out of here." He
danced toward a corner of the room.
I stiffened, stopped dancing. "Please!"
I whispered in a panic, and he laughed.
"What's the matter, baby? Scared?"
His arm tightened; his thick lips
pressed against my cheek, searching for
my mouth, and I smelled his liquorladen breath.

—

my voice.
"Tommy!" I
screamed.
"Tommy— " And miraculously, Tommy answered.
I

found

His curly head came between me
and the other man. The prisoning arm
was wrenched from my waist, and the
man spun backward, crashed against
the wall. Several couples stopped dancing, and a low hum went through the
room, rose to an excited gabble of
voices. Tommy grabbed me, raced me
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When

wrought

Bracelet, exquisitely

danced with me, and then began to
tag me on the floor.
The place grew
more and more crowded, and the orchestra played on and on, faster and
faster.
I saw Tommy dancing with
one of the girls, and then my partner
whirled me away. "Noisy in here, isn't
it," he said thickly.
I
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down the aisle to the coat room. "Get
your wrap," he whispered, "and get out
to the car, quick. I'll settle the check
and be right out
Somehow I got my coat, stumbled
across the parking lot to the car. I

—

there shaking, setting my teeth
against the nausea that swept over me,
drawing deep, desperate breaths of the
fresh air. It couldn't have been more
than a few minutes before Tommy
sat

came
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but it seemed ages. "You all
right, Joyce?" he asked anxiously.
"I
I guess so," I answered shakily.
"Thanks, Tommy, for what you did."
"Don't thank me. It was my fault.
I was a fool to bring you out there."
I didn't say anything.
I was still
too frightened and too revolted to care
to talk.
I still felt the heavy hands
pawing at me. But I knew that it
wasn't Tommy's fault that we'd gone
to the Oaks, even though he'd suggested it. It was mine because all the
while I'd been lying to my parents, I'd
been lying to Tommy, too, in a way.
I'd met him secretly at the Weston
Pharmacy; I'd sneaked rides home with
him; for all he knew I was the kind
of girl who could manage to go anywhere she chose, the kind of girl who'd
often gone to places like the Oaks.
out,

—

—
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Suddenly it was wonderful and safe
swing along with the others in the
measured tempo of the march. Safe,
and familiar. All about me were only
people I had known for a long time,
or strangers who were hardly strangers
at all because they were just the same
to

kind of people as my friends, as I.
Here were no hard eyes, or thickened
voices, no hands stretched out in anything but gaiety and friendliness. The
ballroom of the Athena Club was
brightly lighted, and all who danced
under the lights, liked it that way,
for they had nothing to hide. It was
it was good.
The march broke up into partners
in a fast waltz.
I was spun half-way

No obligation.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
_
7«Ve., Oept. 1381. Chicago S

—

clean;

\

1315 Michigan

to the Athena Club.
to go; I wanted only

be home, hiding from my shame and
revulsion but obviously we had to be
at the Club when my father came
to pick me up.
We got back just in
time for the grand march, and it was
simple enough to fall in line with the
others, quite as if we'd been there all
evening.
to
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ohildren and adults. Follow caey directions.

across the floor before I realized that
not Tommy, but Walter Daniels, was
my partner. And not only was I
dancing with Walter Daniels, but he
was saying, "You're a beautiful dancer,

.

—
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Joyce! Where've you been all evening?"
For a second something stuck in my
throat.
It
was unbelievable, but
Walter, who went around with girls
like Marian and Esther, was actually

—

complimenting me and meaning it!
There was no mistaking the interest

Then my throat came
and I heard myself saying
pertly, as Marian herself might have
replied, "You just haven't seen me,
in his

that's all."

R
J
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"That," said Walter, "will be remedied as of now. Starting this minute
I intend to keep an eye on you."
It was incredible, but even more incredible things
followed.
Whether
Walter actually meant to keep an eye
on me or not, I don't know, because
after that he didn't have a chance. Before the waltz was over the lanky
form of Tim Sayres, the basketball captain, was beside us.
He tapped Walter
on the shoulder, and Walter, grumbling,
released me to him. "The trouble with
Walter," Tim grinned, "is he isn't

"

smart. I'm taking no chances on anyone's cutting in " and he waltzed me
over to the door, and then led me to
the milk bar in the lobby.
It was there that Tommy found me
a few minutes later. He came out of
the ballroom with Marian on his arm.
They stopped to talk with a group of
boys and girls standing around the
ballroom door, and then he left her

—

and hurried over

to

me. "There you

are!" he said.
"See here," Tim interrupted. "She's
my girl. I got her out of that crowd
"She's my date," said Tommy im-

—

perturbably.
"I guess I can ask her
for the next dance if I want to."
I sat there smiling from one to the
that I looked very much
Esther looked when she sat
on a stool at Markham's, with a couple
of boys arguing amiably over her.
I haven't words to tell you what that
dance at the Athena Club meant to me.
Perhaps no words could ever tell you
unless
you ever walked alone
through the halls in school, or walked
past a place like Markham's, stealing
wistful glances at the lucky ones inside.
There was the last dance the best
dance, because I had it with Tommy,
and no one was allowed to cut in, so
we could give ourselves over completely to the spell of the slow, sweet
music and the dimming light. Then
the ballroom emptied, and the girls
went to the powder room for their
wraps and even there a triumph came
Marian Nelson linked arms
to me.
with me chummily when we left the
mirror, as if she'd been taking my arm

knowing

other,

the

way

—

—

—

for years.

"Tommy's

a darling, Joyce,"
"I'm having some of the
crowd at the house tomorrow, and 1
want you both to come. Esther and I
only started talking about it this eve-

she said.

ning, so I'll have to
you know the time

—

call

you and

"That will be wonderful,"

and

meant it. I was
of the crowd at last.
Tommy was waiting
I

in.

I

I

let

said,

was one

for me in the
lobby, standing near the door where
he could watch for Father's car in the
long procession of cars that slid under
the canopy. He didn't look at all wistful
now. His eyes were shining, and I knew
that he'd had every bit as good a time
as I'd had. The first thing he said to
me was, "Are you going to Marian's

tomorrow?"
In my present exalted state of happiness it didn't occur to me that I
wouldn't be allowed to go. "Of course,"
I said.
"Call me—"

There wasn't time to say anything
more, because Father's car nosed under
the canopy, and I had to hurry into
it so as not hold up the others. Father
asked, "Did you have a good time?"

drew
head

a long, wondering sigh, and
drooped to his shoulder.
"Super-perfect," I murmured, sleepily.
I

my

voice.

unstuck,
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WOKE late the next morning, with a

queer, flat feeling. I couldn't understand it, because the night before had
been marvelous, the wonderful last
half far outweighing the shoddy first.
I began to go over the events of the
night before one by one, beginning
with the sweet excitement I had known
when I saw Tommy waiting for me
there in the Athena Club. The ride out
to the Oaks. The wonderful togetherness of sitting across the little table
from Tommy, the things we'd said to
that unfinished convereach other
.

sation

.

.

when Tommy had asked

Then
pillows,
strange,

I slumped back against the
knowing at last why I felt so

so

lost.

That

conversation

"

"

been finished, and it never
Oh, perhaps the words would
over a coke at Markham's.
be
But it would come to nothing because
Nothing was
nothing was changed.
really changed at all in spite of how
differently I felt after last night. Everything was just the same the time I
had with Tommy would still have to
be stolen time, and I knew, after what
had happened at the Oaks, that stolen
time can be bitter as well as sweet.
No everything was just the same.
Worse, perhaps.
Mother had not
changed and that meant that my life
could not change either. I would not
be allowed to do anything I had not
been allowed to do before. The restrictions, like a fence around me,
Only now it
would, still be there.
would be worse. Now Tommy was one
of the crowd, he wasn't an outsider
any more, as I still was.
I got out of bed and started to dress,
trying to run away from my thoughts.
hadn't

would

be.
said,

—

—

—

—

C LOWLY

I went downstairs, feeling
more despondent with every step.
Mother was in the kitchen. She'd set
my breakfast on the kitchen table, and
she was stirring something in a bowl.
She smiled at me, asked brightly, "How
was the dance?"
"Lovely," I said.
Her smile faded
a little, and she gave me a long, intent look, but I hardly noticed.
The
old resentment was crowding up in
me and a new determination. I would

her about

Marian's

party

right

would make her see that I had
to go.
"Mother " I began, and then
I knew that I couldn't ask.
She was
now;

joy

But

"What

—

I

—

He — And then

along!

fell flat.

couldn't go.

I

Joyce?" Mother asked.
I put my hand over the mouthpiece.
"There's a party at Marian's. Tommy

wants

is

me

it,

to

come

ing
of

me—

I

!

stared at her, and a spot
into her cheeks.
Her

came

color

then lifted. "You
"your father has
some time that
me
with you.
This
morning, after he found out that you
went to that tavern last night he was
chin quivered a

little,

see, dear," she said,
been telling
for
I've been too strict

sure of it
At the

knew

—

—and

tavern

—the
on,

Father

Oaks.

Mother knew
as

.

.

anxious to leave her words behind her.
"A salesman in your father's office
was at the Oaks last night I think
He
in the very party you joined.
didn't know who you were, of course,
but after after that man annoyed you,
he inquired, and found out your name
from one of the men. He told your
father about it this morning
I felt the blood drain from my body,
Mother crossed
felt limp and sick.
over to me quickly, put her arms
around me. "Don't, Joyce. It wasn't
your fault, nor Tommy's. It was mine.

—

—

—

Your father made me see

at Marian's."

My heart slowed.

that.

Walt.

s^ e

^ e allowed to
come home with
her friends? My

RESERVE YOUR COPY
OF NEXT MONTH'S RADIO MIRROR

to

for

spring

come out
prac-

tice."

"That's— that's
fine."

I tried,

but

couldn't match
the happiness in
I

his voice.

"I'm kind of glad

about

it.

Joyce,
called

Look,

what
about

I

— do

you suppose you
could

come over

for a little while?
I'll

you

—come

after

Paper

restrictions

mother

—

—
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for

if
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mother

isn't

one of the strict
kind any more.
She isn't uncar-
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in

QO days
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Home
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incomes from doctors, hospitals, sanatoriums, clubs or private practice. Others make
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\ win independence and prepare for
future security by training at
home and qualifying: for Diploma.
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kind of friends a

make
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Satisfaction guaranteed or

thinks

headed, and

TODAY

He wants

me

Yes
even these days
there are bargains in
hard-to-get jewelry! Distinctive,
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renowned lor
accurate time-keeping. Modernistic

He
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"I've been talking football with

MOVEMENTS

made me

wire. "Joyce?" he
said.
"This is

Tommy. I'm over

WITHJEWELEO

she were

if

—

came over the

SWISS WATCHES

International

.

—

.

QiiaUutteed

over."

then I didn't believe my own
ears, because Mother said, "Why, I think
that would be very nice, dear. Tell him
yes if you want to."
Dazedly, I told Tommy to pick me
up in half an hour. Dazedly I hung
up the 'phone. Mother, not only giving permission, but actually encourag-

see that I've protected you
almost sure to refuse to let me go to
too much, and that I haven't been
two parties in a row, and I couldn't
preparing you for the time when I'll no
bear to give up all hope right away.
longer be able to protect you. He made
I'd wait until Marian called, and then
me see that if you'd gone out more
I'd ask.
with the boys and girls at school, you'd
"Yes, Joyce?"
Again the bright
never have gone to a place like the
smile. "What is it?"
Oaks, and that only by getting out will
"Nothing," I said. "What are you
you learn to judge for yourself
making?"
When I stammered,
I was crying.
"Christmas cookies. Want to help?"
trying to find words, Mother kissed me
I baked cookies all afternoon
the
quickly, smoothed back my hair. She
longest afternoon that I'd ever spent.
was crying, too. "It's all right, darCookies went into and came out of the
ling," she murmured. "It'll be all right
oven, and hours passed, and the telefrom now on. Now run upstairs and
phone didn't ring.
At five o'clock,
get ready to go to Marian's."
when winter twilight turned the winhard for a mother to know
It's
dows blue, I was in despair. Perhaps
how much freedom to give a sixteenMarian didn't mean to call me, after
year-old daughter. Should she be alall,
and if she did, Mother surely
lowed to go to dances occasionally?
wouldn't let me go out this late
Should she be allowed to go to the
And then the telephone rang. I movies on Saturday night with a boy
leaped to answer it, and my heart
friend? Should her father pick her up
skipped a beat as
after
school afTommy's voice "**^^
fairs,
or should
= =^^
= ^=
=s^ =s _____^______^^
___ ________
.

|:| i l!M.ll.H.U4l
genuine

And

Mother hurried

^

ask

He wanted me

my

"

"
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BE YOURSELF!
woman-talk. A piece
page
THIS
of straight-from-the-shoulder ad-

BY PAULINE SWAN SON

is

vice for girls who want to be attractive to men, and don't know how
to go about it from one who has found

—

out the secret.

men

If

cluster

around you

like

"All right, 1 am no Hedy Lamarr.
But I get around. Every woman can
." says Joan
do the same thing
Davis, radio's leading comedienne.
.

.

flies,

don't bother to read further. But if the
man of your dreams still eludes your
grasp, listen for a moment to Holly-

—

Big B's—Brides!
"My eleven-year-old daughter, Beverly, is turning into a beauty heaven
help her," Joan moans. "Cy and I
are doing all we can to keep this ter-

—

She doesn't
care if you throw away your make-up
box, and cancel your subscriptions to
it's

the right man.

rible fact

the fashion magazines. You can
practice her glamour methods without

But

let

her

tell it:

"All right, I am no Hedy Lamarr. But
I married the man I
I get around.

"We

wanted twelve years ago and I've
hung onto him, in the teeth of Hollywood. You can do the same thing
and I don't care what your face is like
if you are willing to forget about how
you look for awhile, and relax and have
fun!"

The girls who spend hours in beauty
shops trying to make their hair look
like Betty Grable's, or fiddle in public
with lipstick brushes trying to emulate
Joan Crawford's mouth are on the

wrong

track, Joan says.
Nine chances out of ten they won't
look like Betty or Joan after they've
gone to all the trouble. What's worse,

they won't look like themselves. No
man's going to fall in love with a girl
who is a pale imitation of one movie
star one week, and of another movie
star the next ... he wants a girl with
gumption enough to be herself!
Not, Joan says, that a girl shouldn't
make the most of what she has.
"I keep my hair brushed and set," she
admits "and I do as good a job as I can
with my make-up before I leave the
house. But once I've finished it, I for.

get

.

.

Wills,

figure

if

we

can keep her inter-

—

advantages of permanence and
leisure Joan developed hobbies of her
own golf, fishing, and going to the

its

—
—
prizefights!

than smeared lipstick, Joan believes
and she challenges any beauty consultant to match her file of case histories. Joan has been watching people
fall in
and out of love since she went
on the stage at the age of three. At
seven, when she first made the Pantages
circuit, she was sophisticated enough
about the whole business to assure her
mother that one backstage romance on
which she had been eavesdropping
wouldn't last.
"She talks about herself all the time,"

76

Cy

—

it."

—

little Joan told mama, revealing herself
a child prodigy in understanding what
makes a man stick around.
Any man worth wanting will take

is

—

Boredom has ruined more romances

—

(Cy

ested in people and things make her
think that the things she does, her
hikes with the Girl Scouts, her dancing
classes, her swimming, are more important than her clothes and how she
looks in them, we will have given her
a good start.
"By the time she finds out that she's
a 'looker', she will be much too absorbed in living to care."
But how do you get absorbed in life?
Absorbed in whom? In what? These
will be questions to trouble girls who
have approached the business of
glamour from this angle.
Joan thinks there are a million
answers. She is absorbed in her job.
She grants that some jobs aren't as
amusing as hers, don't make such useful dinner-table talk or warm-up-thestrangers-anecdotes.
Then, she says,
concentrate on your hobbies.
Joan didn't have time for hobbies as
long as she was "on the road." Traveling took up all of her spare time, but
she did develop an interest in Cy's
hobbies golf and fishing, and going to
the prizefights. And she learned how to
talk intelligently about them. When
her career settled down to radio with

—

—

from her."

Joan's former vaudeville partner, now
one of the writers of her radio show
and most importantly, her husband.)

all

them.

—

their Antoine hair-dos, and their nasty,
selfish faces."
Men will take it once or twice, for
the sake of being seen with someone
decorative, Joan says, and then they
will run away screaming. That's why
so many of the B and B's are never the

wood's most unconventional glamour
expert, Miss Joan Davis, radio's "Queen
of Comedy," and star of one of the
most riotous shows on the air, heard
Thursday nights on NBC.
You think you'd rather ask Hedy Lamarr how to be beautiful? All right, but
as Joan sees it, it isn't beauty you're
after

the plainest girl in town, if she's amusing and fun, in preference to the
"beautiful and bored," Joan believes.
She has no use whatever for the B and
B's of the world "you've seen them,"
she says, "sitting around in cocktail
bars in their handsome Adrian clothes,
their expensive John Frederics hats,

"If you want to know the secret of
the success of our marriage," Joan says,
"you've got it right there. We have the
same interests the same work, and the
same fun."
And if the man in your life hasn't
arrived on the scene as yet, Joan advises, dig up some hobbies on your own!
Many a girl has met her future husband
on the golf links, or in photography
class, or even
if she was the intellectual type in the public library!
So put down that mirror, girls, and
get a move on. There's work to be done.

—
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Exciting Pictures of Stella Dallas

and Portia Faces

Life
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*
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GIRL: Don't

be stupid, Cupid. I adore dancing
with Junior! I only wish he were a little taller
older
and not my brother!
.

CUPID: Well,
With

then,

how

about helping

me

GIRL:

Smile?

Me?

And my

CITPIB: Help?

.

.

help you?

me? Look, Cupid: I'm

Plain old

smiling wouldn't help.

Heavens, Girl, look around you!

Beautiful girls aren't always the most popular.

with the radiant smile

Get busy,

I

who

It's

the girl

wins attention — and hearts!

Girl! Smile! Sparkle!

GIRL: Sparkle?

Pardon, Cupid. But with my
I brush my teeth, but—

couldn't even glow.

CUPII»:— but you

never do a thing about the

"pink" on your tooth brush!

By gosh,

ought to be a special sign for every

"IN ever
Plain girl
see

.

a smile, for instance!

no beauty.

teeth,

.

.

Girl, there

girl in the country:

Ignore 'Pink Tooth Brush'!"
.

.

that "pink"

is

your dentist right away.

gums have become
today's soft foods.

a sign that you'd better

He may

say that your

tender, robbed of exercise

And

he

may

by

suggest, "the helpful

GIRL: Yes. But we were
Cupid". Not my gums.
CUPID: And that's just
are designed to help

stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

cleans teeth.

N

It is

help stimulate

it!

my

a little extra Ipana

Ipana and massage

smile. Ipana not onlv

to healthier firmness.

Get

started

Massage

on your gums every time

teeth. You'll help yourself to

healthier gums, sounder, brighter teeth
lovelier smile.

smile,

specially designed, with massage, to

gums

you brush your

your

talking about

And someone

else to

and a
dance with!
.

.

.

on Ipana and massage todav, Child!
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Know?
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false

little,

never
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More
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High
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.

of things

list

in importance on the
coming back into the

perspire

market are innerspring mattresses. By
now there are a few ready for eager
purchasers, and more will be made as

//

Winter!

in

rapidly as the manufacturers can get

Plenty
good burlap and tickings.
of protein-high nuts can be found in
the stores these days. Record crops of
.

.

words:

little

.

walnuts and pecans have taken these
two out of the where-can-I-get-them
category, and almonds and filberts are
also plentiful. Don't look for Brazil
There's plenty of
nuts, however.
paint for all your needs. You may find
it hard to buy clear greens and yellows,
but you can have these too if you'll
.

.

.

tint your own white paint or add a
bit of color or a bit of white to a paint

that you buy that is near the tone
you're looking for. There's very little
of the quick-drying variety on the

however

market,

—that's

still

needed

for battleships and landing boats. ...
All restrictions on neoprene have been
lifted, and you'll soon be able to buy
anklets for children with this synthetic
rubber in their tops.
Less
Your share of butter is
somewhat less than a quarter of a
pound per week there's less butter
per person than there has been in fifty
years.
You may have to take less
cream, too, and you'll want to cooperate with your dealer in helping to
.

.

.

—

The zippers and
that appeared as a
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New
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nap; a wool that absolutely will not
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that you can wash and dry and put
right on to wear, skipping the ironing
process completely; table linens made
from aluminum yarn.
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.

.

—

.
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Don't

let

•

the thermometer trick you into offending.

Avoid underarm odor with

.

IT'S

A MISTAKE

so

many

girls

make —

thinking they don't perspire in winter.
But how wrong. How foolish!

For even in zero weather, there's a heat
wave under your arms. And odor can form
without any noticeable moisture at all. Yes,

form and cling to your warm winter woolens, stealing away your charm.

But why

risk this winter

take chances of offending
to be sure? Just

danger?

when

it's

Why

so easy

remember, your bath only

washes away past perspiration.

Mum

pre-

MUM.

vents risk of underarm odor

So play

safe.

to come.

After every bath, before

every date, a half minute with

Mum means

long hours of carefree daintiness.

MUM'S QUICK — Half

Mum

a minute with

prevents risk of underarm odor

all

day or

evening.

Mum won't irritate
Mum won't injure the

MUM'S SAFE — Gentle
skin.

Dependable

fabric of your clothes, says

American

Insti-

instantly.

Keeps

tute of Laundering.

MUM'S SURE— Mum works
you bath-fresh

all

day or evening. Get

Mum today.
For Sanitary Napkins— Avoid embarrassment. You
can always depend on Mum {or this important purpose. It's gentle, safe— sure.

Product

Mam takes f/te

oj

Bristol-Myers

Oc/or out ofPewp/raffon
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FACING
the MUSIC
By KEN AIJUEX
j£Sm

i

star of NBC's Everything for the Boys,
things interesting when lovely Betty Rhodes rehearsed
for her guest date on the show, heard Tuesdays, 7:30 P.M., EWT.

Dick Haymes, guiding

made

SINATRA got such a pleasFRANK
ant taste of politics during the

mount was

presidential campaign (the swooner donated $5,000 for FDR's cause) that

sor by the time you read this.
Don't be surprised if Phil Harris and

intimates report the Jersey singer

may

pursue this art when his warbling days

.

.

.

said to be a publicity stunt.
will have a new spon-

Kay Kyser

.

Alice

Faye head

.

.

own comedy

their

musical radio show.

.

.

.

are over.
*

#

*

had a haircut with Harry James
in Hollywood the other day and the

Eddy Howard

I

Pretty

Dinah Shore

is

star

and

mistress of ceremonies of her own
variety show, Thursdays, CBS.

trumpeter upset the serenity of the
tonsorial parlor by tuning in the racing
results. He is one of the biggest sports
fans on the west coast.

Freddy Martin got a deferment from
Ticker Freeman,
Uncle Sam.
Dinah Shore's brilliant pianist and accompanist, returned home from his
.

.

.

overseas USO jaunt to learn that his
brother had been killed in action.
Harriet Clark, Charlie Barnet's ex.

wife,

is

now an

.

*

Ted Straeter and

.

.

.

.

San Fernando Valley dress shop.

University. He first came to prominence singing with Dick Jurgens' band
in Chicago.

Eddy

is

married and

is

the father of

a two-year-old daughter.

Now

his orchestra

have

Friends are trying to patch up the
Gracie Barrie-Dick Stabile flare-up.
All radio row waiting breathlessly
for Artie Shaw's new band, said to be
Ina Ray Hutton,
his greatest.
forced to disband her orchestra due
to nervous exhaustion, has fully recovThe Sinered and is reorganizing.
atra egg-shelling incident at the Para.

The King Sisters divide their
time between radio and their

the

composer, before organizing his own
band, scoring with "Careless" and "My
Last Goodbye." Eddy started to sing
professionally after leaving Stanford

*

Loper was dancing with Ginger Rogers.
Ted gave the downbeat for a tune from
Ginger's "Lady in the Dark." When
Judy Garland whirled around the floor
on the arm of a Navy officer, Ted
switched tunes for a medley of Judy
Garland hits.

m

of

wide recognition. Eddy is currently
starring on his new NBC program.
The Californian was a successful

.

wowed the film set. Kate Smith's former accompanist is playing in the
swank Mocambo on the famed Strip
and just got a six months' renewal.
One of the smartest things Ted does
is to play tunes associated with the
stars when they trip the light fantastic.
The night I visited the Mocambo Don

.

the latest

airline hostess.

*

.

is

bandleaders who were acclaimed by
midwesterners before achieving nation-

.

.

that the king of the cowboys,

Roy Rogers, has his own Mutual network show, his sponsor is trying to
make him known as a singer of western songs rather than a cowboy.
it

Says

ain't dignified.
*

*

*

GEE EYEFUL

A

hot summer's day in France. Beside a narrow, dusty lane, a slim girl
in O. D.'s leans against a tree, pushes

back her helmet and cheerfully mops
The girl waits while a
her brow.
driver tinkers with the motor of a jeep.
Dinah Shore is in France and the
sounds of a battle can be heard dimly.
Several weeks before she had stood up
in an LCI which was landing on a
crowded Normandy beach and shouted,
"Hi-ya, fellas!" a greeting which now

—

signature of her NBC show.
One of the G.I.'s looked up, did a military double take and cried, "Jeepers,
Dinah Shore!" Quickly his
it's Dinah
is

the

—

buddies gathered around and Dinah
gave her first European "command perContinued on page 6

AT THE FIRST SIGN OF A COLD
Better Gargle

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC- Quiek!

antiseptic action may help i nip
trouble in the bud
attack threatening
Secondary Invaders before they attack you

Prompt

9

.

.

.

IVlany doctors believe that some kind of a virus
often starts a cold, and that a threatening group of germs
called the "Secondary Invaders," frequently complicates
it and is responsible for much of its misery. Anything
that lowers body resistance makes their work easier.
Obviously, the time to fight a cold is in the early
and effort should be directed against these "Secondary Invaders" before they penetrate the tissue.

In repeated tests, bacterial reductions on mouth and
throat surfaces, ranging up to 96.7% fifteen minutes
after the Listerine Antiseptic gargle, have been noted.
And even an hour after the gargle, reductions up to

80% have been

noted.

Fewer Colds — Tests Showed
Moreover, Listerine Antiseptic has backed up its laboratory performance with an impressive record on human
"guinea pigs" observed in tests conducted over a period
of twelve years. Please note the result:

stages,

So, at the

—when you

first

sign of a sneeze, chill, cough, or sniffle

feel a cold

coming on

—by

all

means, get

Those

is

Listerine Antiseptic Kills Bacteria

.

.

.

who

gargled Listerine Antiseptic

—

started early with a Listerine Antiseptic gargle.

This wonderful germicide reaches way back on throat
surfaces to kill millions of bacteria
helps guard
against a "mass invasion" of the throat tissues.

test subjects

day had fewer colds and usually had milder ones
than those who did not gargle, and fewer sore throats.

twice a

Take the word of outstanding medical men a cold
nothing to fool with. At the very first symptom take

this sensible precaution

—

in the early stages.

— the Listerine Antiseptic gargle

Prompt precautions may head

an unpleasant and miserable siege of

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

illness.

5/.

Louis,

Mo.

off

Ada Beth Peaker

is

back with

the chorus of NBC's Contented
Hour, after time off for a baby.

—the orchestra leader won't

Good news

for Freddy Martin fans
break up his band after all. Uncle

Sam

has turned

him down.

my sociology studies. I feel
that I can do so much more in these
trying days entertaining the boys."
In 1938 Dinah hit the big time and
soon Eddie Cantor was featuring the
slim golden-red haired girl with the
expressive eyes, sunny, expansive smile

(Continued from page 4)
formance."
Since that day the Tennessee thrush
had given 130 shows in eight weeks on
the French fox hole circuit. She slept
on the ground, ate K rations, bounced
in a jeep, exchanged jokes with Generals Patton and Bradley, and saw a
sharp-eyed sergeant pick off a Nazi
sniper as she started to sing.
Today the pace had caught up with
her. As she sat and languidly fanned
herself, a stocky M.P. came up and
joined her. They exchanged greetings.
Dinah noticed the soldier was down-

pursue

and mellow voice.
Dinah and George (when he's home
on furlough) live in a lovely Georgian
colonial brick house in Beverly Hills.
They built it slowly. For months after
they moved in, they had practically no
furniture, waiting for what they liked
to achieve a perfect blend of taste and
Friend Fanny Brice, who
comfort.
dabbles in interior decorating, counseled Dinah. Unlike most west coast
homes the Montgomerys' has no bar.
They converted that space into a pho-

cast.

"You look pretty grim,

soldier."

"Yeah," the boy nodded, "A guy gets
out here and gives everything he's got.
He fights. He sees hell all around him.
Maybe he gets killed. Well, so what
are the people back home doing about
Sittin' on their fannies and grumbling about rationing and taxes. Sort
of takes the heart out of you."
Dinah's Dixie eyes blazed. She forgot she was tired. She suddenly realized there was a lot more she could
do for these fighting men besides singing their favorite songs.
"That's not true, soldier," she bristled, "for every guy that's shirking his
duty, there are thousands who are doing all they can."
The soldier grinned sheepishly.
"Sorry, Dinah. Guess I'm sorta tired."
it?

Dinah could understand

that.

He looked down the gritty road.
"See how it is. I haven't seen my wife
in

my

two years. I'm lonely
home.
Sometimes

for her, for
can't see

I

straight."

And Dinah
No effort

could understand that,
could prevent the tears
from welling in her eyes. She had a
guy back home, whom she was missing.
Every song she sang for the boys here
she was singing for her own particular
G.I., Corporal George Montgomery.
There were those ugly rumors, Stork
Club snipings at her romance, beauty
parlor whispers that re-echoed loudly.
Dinah and George were too completely
happy, too much in love for the cynics
to believe it. Dinah's success story had
too.

Eddy Howard, who has his own
show on NBC, was a composer
before he organized his band.

no blots and the wiseguys were doing
their best to

And what
The

little

make them
a

girl

success

up.
story

it

was.

from the South who

used to haunt the Broadway lunch
counters and music publishers in a
worn little trench coat was now the
G. I. Eyeful, Queen of the Jukes, and
the deliriously happy wife of one of
Their
Hollywood's handsomest men.
Nevada elopement had left the film
colony gasping.
But the war had interrupted their
married life. George was in the Army,
assigned to Captain Ronald Reagan's
First Motion Picture unit, and Dinah
was doing her bit with a USO jaunt
that made her the first female star to

perform on liberated French soil.
Dinah was born in Winchester, Tenin 1917, attended Vanderbilt
University where she received a B.S.
in sociology. But her early success as
a singer made her abandon her original

nessee,

course.

"You know I'm awfully glad

I

didn't

tographic dark room. Both George and
Dinah are camera enthusiasts.
The couple shun night clubs, prefer
intimate gatherings that usually include their friends, Marilyn Maxwell
and John Conte.
Last season Dinah's radio show was
something less than a smash hit. The
program's over-orchestrations almost
sank the simple singer. Even today
her closest friends, like her accompanist Ticker Freeman, wince when
there is a tendency to give Dinah too
elaborate a song presentation.
"Look," he says wisely, "Dinah
stresses the melody. She sings to those
G.I.'s like she was the girl back home."
This year things are different. The
show is informal and down to earth.
The new policy has been justified.
Dinah's program is among the nation's
most popular.
Dinah is a very busy girl these days.
In addition to her own show (rehearsals start at 8 a. m.), Dinah is usually making a recording for overseas
short wave distribution, or acting as a
hostess in the Hollywood canteen, or
working on a new film. She's also a
prolific

V-mail writer.

When

the radio show goes off for the
summer, Dinah plans a strenuous tour
of the Pacific fighting zones, singing for
our soldiers, for victory, and for

George.

m
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WHAT'S SEW
front (oast to Coast
By DALE BANKS

Charlie McCarthy, above, has accepted Effie
Klinker into Edgar Bergen's family suavely,
of course, but with reservations! Right, Eileen

—

Barton, young singer on CBS' Frank Sinatra
show, learns a few of the fine points of a mas»
terly vocal front, the Voice during rehearsal.

JOKE'S

—

a joke only sometimes,
turns out to be a Frankenstein.
Like the Mr. Wickel gag on the
Truth or Consequences show. As a result of the gag, which was having our
small fry yelping "Where's Wickel?"
for months, and which reached a climax when an honest-to-goodness Mr.
Wickel was persuaded by his friends
to attend a broadcast of the zany show,
the city of Holyoke, Mass., is going to
have a new park.
It seems that things got a little out
The irrepressible Mr. Edof hand.
wards let his imagination run away
with him a bit. He had tucked away
in his pocket a will and a map, all
ready in case someone should answer
his persistent question, "Is there a Mr.
When Mr.
Wickel in the house?"
Wickel did appear, Ralph Edwards lost

A

his
just

it

composure

sufficiently

to

become

a bit flustered and while giving
Mr. Wickel the map that would show
him where there was buried treasure
to be found, he also revealed the location of the buried treasure to a few
thousand residents of Holyoke, Mass.
There was something rather like a
stampede and a gold rush a few minutes after the broadcast, when the
worthy citizens of Holyoke threw on
their coats and grabbed their tools and
went to work on the corner of Prospect

and Walnut Streets.
Mr. Wickel, a resident of Verona,
New Jersey, was still on a train headed
for Holyoke, when two local boys located the $1,000 in coins. Under law,
buried treasure belongs to the finder.
Mr. Wickel got there too late.

Ralph

Edwards

heard

from

Mr.

Wickel, of course, and had to think up
a consolation prize. Mr. Edwards also
heard from the Mayor of Holyoke and,
one thing leading to another, Holyoke
is

getting a

It's really Marlin Hurt below, but
you know him best as Beulah on
NBC's Fibber McGee and Molly.

new park named Wickel

Park, to cover up the territory dug up
by the treasure hunters.
Still not satisfied or chastened, Ralph
Edwards didn't give Mr. Wickel a prize
without any strings attached.
Mr.
Wickel now has a check for a thousand
dollars.
In some bank, somewhere in
the United States, there is a thousand
dollars to cover that check. The only
trouble with it all is that Mr. Wickel's
check doesn't bear the name of the
bank against which it is drawn.
We hope he finds the bank. Ourselves, we have enough trouble with
checking accounts, even when all the
information is staring us in the face.
*

*

*

The housing shortage is pretty desperate. Doubling up in apartments is
But Elaine Kent,
a common thing.
radio lovely, has a new one. Her landlord decided that she had too much
room, what with two floors in her
duplex apartment. So, he calmly informed her that, henceforth, she had
only one floor and proceeded to build
a ceiling over the stairwell and stairElaine isn't so upset about havcase.
ing to convoy her meals from a kitchen
unit down the hall on a teawagon,
since her upstairs kitchen has been cut
off, as she is about the old friends who
come to see her and unwittingly run
up the stairs to powder their noses
and run smack into the ceiling.

Have you heard "My Christmas Song
Deserves some bouquets.
The lyrics were sent to Hoagy Carmichael from the Ansen Rest Home
For You"?

Ordiat Tucson, Arizona, last fall.
narily, when a songwriter gets a lyric

by mail from an unknown, the chances
are a thousand to one that the lyric
This
is lame, halt or blind or all three.
one, however, set tunes ringing in
Hoagy's head and the song came out

Are you
Can

this

WAC

D

in

know

the

<

Lieutenant marry —

A
A
A

Private

Captain
Sergeant

A WAC

officer can wed her One and Only,
whether he's a brass hat, a non-com, or plain
G. I. Joe. Perhaps you'll be asked to be one

of the bridesmaids at a furlough wedding.
You can be on the scene serene whatever
the time of the month. Kotex will keep you
confident, because unlike thick, stubby napkins, Kotex has patented flat tapered ends
that don't show revealing lines. And you'll
find the dependable comfort of Kotex so
different from pads that just "feel" soft at first
touch
for Kotex stays soft while wearing!

—

Model Kay Westfall
she

CBS

also acts

—

plays Elsie Jones on the
serial Bachelor s Children.

—

—

and caught Kay Kyser's fancy. All of
which is very nice for Furniss Peterson, the veteran newsman recuperating
at the Tucson Rest Home.

The more you hear about the work
Underground, the more
your back straightens up. There's no
end to the fortitude and courage of
people when they are fighting and
working for what they think is right.
Imagine being in momentary danger
of your life and still finding ways and
means to carry on the activities which
would help to liberate your country.
Artists in the French Underground
never gave up their work for a solitary minute, while France was occuMichelle Trudel,
pied by the Nazis.
who broadcasts in French every day
of people in the

If

D

Modern Art

Fred Waring
bit these days.

is

in

New

fun to read character through handyou study up on the subject, beforehand, it tells all! Do you
write uphill? You're an optimist, says
Dorothy Sara, noted handwriting analyst. Why not keep that cheery outlook
even on trying days? You'll never be a
"worry-bird" with Kotex sanitary napkins,
because that 4-ply safety center keeps moisture
away from the sides. That's why you can
count on getting protection plus
when you
use Kotex.
writing! If

—

—

York.

branching out a good

it's just that
are taking a serious listen to radio their great socalled rival and don't want to let the
airwaves have anything they haven't

—

—

Will lip

rouge linger longer

D

*

Quiz Kid Harve Fischman has kept
a daily diary since he first appeared on

you —

over powder

To make your

—

lipstick stick
first, powder
Apply lip rouge over powder,
blot with Kleenex and you're set — for longer
than you think. And your confidence can
linger longer — on problem days. Just be sure
your sanitary napkin is suited to your special
needs. Only Kotex comes in 3 sizes, for different women, different days. Choose Regular,
Junior or Super Kotex by the color of its box.

lips

•

*

it

If

lips first

Repaint a previous job

two Broadway musicals,
Billy Rose's "Seven Lively Arts" and
the new Olsen and Johnson frenzy,
"Laughing Room Only," are sporting
smart singing choruses trained by none
other than Fred Waring.
Singing choruses have been made
something special by Waring.
He's
been training large choirs for more
than twenty years, and he's reaped rich
rewards. So have professional chorus
singers, who have a union, now, and
command large salaries. Fred Waring
also owns a flourishing music publishing concern, Words and Music, Inc.,
which specializes in arrangements for
large singing organizations. You might
say Waring has almost cornered the
chorus market, which is all right by us

Anyway,

as he produces the smooth,
music that he does.

Moisten the

Apply

got.

*

optimist

Or maybe

Broadway showmen

as long
colorful

you —

It's

NBC International, recently received some of the posters turned out
by these French artists. They're five
color printing jobs and beautiful in
conception and design.
Several of
them have been exhibited by the Muof

uphill, or*

Indifferent to people

An

from

seum

your writing runs
Moody

savory »a ?

lightly.

^^^^^^zr

—

a

the air three years ago. Some of the
entries give one to think and wonder.

One

of our favorites

is

this

Hollywood Canteen looks
pretty from the
from the rear."
in slacks

—

one — "The

like a girl
front, awful

we would

say, desort of distinction for the

Jerome,

Jerry

some
degree to which he got sidetracked.
The musical director of the Finders
Keepers show certainly stepped a long

serves

way off his originally chosen path. He
put in seven years studying medicine
at the Universities of Alabama and
Michigan, and then his funds ran out.
So he organized an orchestra to earn
the tuition to finish his course and
then got so interested in music he never

—

went back

sidled up to hear what they were putting their heads together about.
heard a serious argument about what
they were going to plant in their Victory Gardens this year!

We hear from Sgt. Henry "Red"
Stewart former entertainer with the
Grand Ole Opry show, who's now in
New Guinea, that the name- Minnie
Pearl is getting around in the Army.
The boys in the Army are using the
name of Grand Ole Opry's girl reporter on the Grinder's Switch Gazette on munitions trucks.
"MINNIE

—

PEARL, SHE'S DYNAMITE,"

Home
like
Yank, The
personally,
Army Weekly, as a radio show. Maybe
that's because it's as strictly GI as the
letters we get from the various fronts
and we like the idea that no officer can
write or dictate as to the formula for
the show, any more than is possible for
the paper. This is something really of
the boys, for the boys and by the boys.

We,

CAN BE
MORE BEAUTIFUL
YOfJ

AND HERE'S THE SECRET—

—to

LOOK

credit.

IN

YOUR MIRROR!

There's an
amazing 'lift' to Princess Pat Rouge that
gives you fresh confidence in your beauty

— bids

you be

irresistible

— and

feel irresistible, well, naturally,

THE RIGHT

if

you

you

are!

effect:

• Apply rouge before powdering.
• Smile into mirror. Note that the cheek
'

raises.

Apply rouge to the raised area in the form of
a > pointing toward the nose.
• Blend with finger tips outward in all directions. Notice that Princess Pat Rouge leaves
no edges.
• Put a touch of rouge to each ear lobe and
point of chin.

• Now, apply

Princess Pat

Face Powder.

ONLY PRINCESS PAT ROUGE has the

duo-tone

— an

undertone and overtone are
blended in each shade. See it perform its
beauty miracle on YOU! Until you do,
you'll never know how
lovely you really can be.

secret

And

Lips to

Key your

to

have

Match-

lips perfectly to

—

your cheeks

the effect
stunning! You'll love
the smoothness of
Princess Pat Lipstick and
its amazing power to
stay on. The shades are
simply heavenly! Wherever you buy cosmetics
you'll find Princess Pat
Rouge, Lipstick and
Powder. Get yours today.
is

$1, 25c, 10c

PRINCESS PAT

encouragement

some

and

',

*

*

*

three worthy
gentlemen like Jay Jostyn (Mr. DisRaymond Johnson
Attorney),
trict
(Raymond of "Inner Sanctum") and

What would you expect

(The Thin Man)

to

get together? Murder crime horror and terror?
The other day
likely thing, indeed.
we spotted the three of them having
cokes in a Radio City drugstore, and
discuss

For the most lasting and natural

*

give homemakers some sort of
recognition for what isn't always the
most highly recognized and rewarded
work. Miss Crocker has the right slant
when she says that the women, who
are creating and maintaining the kind
of homes to which our men overseas
are dreaming about returning, ought

David Gothard

WAY TO ROUGE

*

Have you registered with Betty
Crocker to become a member of her
"Home Legion"? Not a bad idea, this

make-up miracle awaits you in the new
duo-tone Rouge by Princess Pat. As you
apply it, mysteriously and amazingly the
color seems to come from within the skin
bringing out new hidden beauty. Your
color looks so real, no one could believe
that you use rouge at all!

—

10

*

—

when they

—

A

the signs

painted on the trucks read.

The

to college.

We

—

rific

response to NBC's Welcome
Auditions idea has been so ter-

and so successful that the network

has had to set aside a second audition
day every week to take care of all the
applicants.
Now, ex-servicemen and
women can get a hearing on Wednesdays from nine a. m. to noon, as
According to
well as on Saturdays.
reports, one out of every three veterans
interviewed thus far has been found
of professional employment
a pretty good showing considering that
in general auditions about one percent
of the applicants pass.

worthy

Marion Loveridge

is

growing up in

a big way. Any day now she'll appear
as a full-fledged glamour girl. Sweet
sixteen she's been elected the official
Sweetheart by the members of the Military Order of the Purple Heart and
officiated as the Queen at their annual
This would seem
ball not long ago.
to be a fine enough start for any glamour girl.

—

*

*

*

The picture painted by Ted Malone
of some of the ways our boys have of
amusing themselves overseas has been
bothering us on off nights a bit. We
keep thinking about those strange
haircuts Ted described the paratrooper with his head shaved except for a
two-inch wide strip down the center
from front to back, and the other one

—

Not even Gertrude Niessen
can steal Trigger's heart
from Roy Rogers, but she
tried hard when they met on
the Blue's Hall of Fame.

—

!

with his head
a fluffy fringe

shaved bald except for
around the edges and
The toupee and
the other weirdies.
wig makers will have a picnic if these
boys find themselves with victory on
their hands before their hair grows
back in. We keep thinking of how
their girl friends back home would feel
the first look they got at them.

We liked Robert Magidoff's story
about Pavel the Camel, the perambulating beast of burden attached to the
Red Army in East Prussia and the first

"Touching with dazzled

her

Hand" %

Starlight

m

lips

— "Endymion," John Keats

of his species in that Army to set his
feet on the "Holy Soil of the Reich."
liked the story and kind of envied

We

the camel.
In case you didn't hear, Pavel the
Camel is quite a character. He's become bald in the service because of
the change from his normal climate in
Adkazakhstan. He's followed in the
wake of the retreating Herrenvolk
through the Volga Steppes and White
Russian marshes.
He hates enemy
shells and snorts and snarls to show it.
He knows about tucking his long legs
and yellow hide into the nearest shell
hole when the going gets rough. He
gets homesick sometimes and his driver
sings love songs to him to make him
feel better.

According to Magidoff, Pavel is only
one of 999,999 camels listed in the Russian census of military animals.

It's an old and friendly custom in
theatrical circles for one performer to
try, on special occasions like the last
night of a show or something like that,
to "break up," as they say, another performer.
"Breakup" meaning, in this
instance, make a performer laugh so
hard he or she can't go on with the
show. Some stars have such a good
hold on themselves and their poise that
this is very hard to do.
Kate Smith is one such star. In 14
years in the radio, Kate has never
come near breaking up not enough to
ripple the nerves of the producer with
his eyes on the stop watch and air time
limits.
That's what made it so funny
when Shirley Booth, without even trying deliberately, burst into song and
had Kate laughing so hard she could

—

—

—

barely catch her breath when it was
time for her to go into her next musical number. But then, Shirley Booth
is
funny enough for our money to

break up anyone at any time.

After hearing countless stories about
it has been for how many
actors, singers, musicians and sundry
artists to break into the fields that

we have a
James Melton. There
was one boy who wasn't to be deterred
by refusals, closed doors, or no-saying
later

brought them success,

lovely line

but remember, no one's
lips are

"dazzled" by

Scullery Skin
Don't
TAKES

ITto

let

kitchen chores

a soft, young-looking

make your hands

hand
and

bring a man's lips closer
closer . But in spite of kitchen drudgery, your hands can be as smoothly
enchanting as your face. Use Pacquins
Hand Cream daily to help counteract
the harsh, drying effects of housework
and weather ... to lend your hands a
.

.

how hard

A

~fe
'»*

.

.

.

look

look

milky-white
smoothness
of

OLD

softness

and

was originally formulated for docand nurses. They have their hands
in water 30 to 40 times a day, so they
need an effective cream.
It

tors

Not sticky... not greasy. Pacquins is
creamy-smooth, fragrant. Try it today.

great respect for

secretaries.
Back in the very beginning, when he
first came to
York, Jimmy tried
to get an audition with Roxy Rothafel, the owner of the Roxy Theatre.
He tried six times and couldn't get
past the stony-faced secretary.
The

New

seventh time, he stormed past the secretary, almost knocking her over, stuck
his foot in the door to keep it from
being slammed and sang at the top of
his lungs out in the hall.
He made a
lusty enough racket to bring Roxy running out of his office to see what was
the matter.

—

in

Result one contract, the very
Mr. Melton's pocket.

first,

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR TEN-CENT STORE
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Of course you know
about

Parks Johnson and Warren
Hull stop for breath as CBS'
Vox Pop, traveling since 1940,

MIDOIrbut

up visits to war plants
and army camps. Vox Pop is
piles

now

HAVE YOU
TRIED IT?

in

its

13th year.

Below,

Helen Shields, who schemes
as Helene Hudson in NBC's
story about life in wartime
Washington, Lora Lawton.
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of her radio

com-

mitments.

The Great Gildersleeve is enlarging
You'll never guess how.
Hal Peary, Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve on the air, has recorded the ageold stories of Jack and the Beanstalk
and other childhood tales for Capitol
Records. They're out in an album and
the kids should like them. Peary is an
accomplished dialectician and character actor, although he's most familiar

his activities.

New

Center,

Massachusetts,

hasn't

been the same since Harriett Gainsboro, officially

BEFORE you break another date
or lose another day because of
menstrual suffering, try Midol!

These effective tablets contain
no opiates, yet act quickly and
in three different ways

—
— to relieve

the functional pain and distress

of your month's worst days. One
ingredient of Midol relaxes
muscles and nerves to relieve
cramps. Another soothes menstrual headache. Still another
stimulates mildly, brightening

you when you're "blue".
Take Midol next time at the

—

first twinge of "regular" pain
and see how comfortably you
go through your trying days.
Get it now, at ^S^Si^^Sjs,
any drugstore, fii Guaranteed by *«

named

the nation's No.

1

Frank Sinatra Fan, returned to her
home. Harriett's been glowing with
such a light ever since she had a chance
actually to sit and talk to the Voice
that there must be quite a nimbus over
the town by now.
The circumstances which resulted in
her finally being brought face to face
with Sinatra began last summer when
Harriett was slow to recover from the
effects
of appendicitis.
She wrote
Frank about her illness and asked for
an autographed picture. Somehow, her
letter got Frank's personal attention
and he sent her the photo, inscribing
"For Harriett, get well, please,
it,

Frank

Sinatra."

Harriett got well, so

her doctor gasping. She was
anxious to take the picture to Weeks
Junior High School and show it to the
girls.
And when she did the resultant hysteria not only closed the school
for the rest of the day but made the
local front page.
All this caught the
eye and memory of a radio executive
and later earned Harriett and her
fast

it

left

—

mother a

trip to

New York and

a meet-

Barry
with
I

Used more than
I

I

all other

products offered exclusively

to relieve

mm mm mm w> mm
J*

on

Treasury

Department

and

Conn., where he has an 85-acre farm.

m mm mm

Product of General Drug

"Louis Armstrong." The cat's favorite
perch is Alec's lap and Alec is so used
to him he says he can't get started on
a new composition unless Louis Armstrong is purring away on his knees.

At one time Hildegarde was one

Charita Bauer's work and physical
New York, but her heart's

of

the fixtures in Paris. So much so that
not long ago, although she hasn't appeared in Paris for several years, and
rumor has it that "memory is short," a
Free French sailor spotted the chanteuse at a supper club and rushed over
to her table. In very excited French
he told her how much she was missed
in the City of Light and almost lost
his power of speech entirely with delight when Hildegarde told him that
she might be going back to France in

—

—

to

appear

at

Les Ambassadeurs.

These surveys turn up some amazing
things once in awhile. You'll never
guess the name of the radio personality
who boasts the most female listeners
per radio set, according to the latest
Hooper reports. It's not Frank Sinatra,
Bing Crosby, Herbert Marshall, Victor
Jory or Bob Hope. Seems that by the
figures,

menstrual suffering

CRAMPS -HEADACHE - BLUES
<? A

the

rests

He's long been associated

active in all the Bond Sales. Now, he's
really come forth as a first class and
working citizen.
He's been elected
Justice of the Peace in East Haddam,

I

I

Wood by no means

his laurels.

Alec Templeton's wonderful sense of
satire reaches even as far as naming
his pet. Alec has a beautiful cat, coal
black and sleek, which he has named

May,

ing with Frank.

i

to radio audiences as Gildersleeve.

Sammy Kaye

has more

femme

ears per set glued to his "Sunday Serenade" than any other air show.

self are in

mam t

Company

back in California. The young actress
had to leave her husband, Lt. Robert
Crawford,

USN,

after

a

very

short

The time we

Guy Lombardo's
when it isn't broad-

like

orchestra the best

is

!

casting.
to

That sounds ambiguous, but it
those boys go

You should hear

isn't.

town

after their rehearsals of the

programs are finished. They sit around
and send the stuff in real, easy, hot jive
sessions, that might not appeal to Guy's
regular listeners, but which sound swell
to these ears that go for their music
with

all the stops out. Just goes to
that you can keep musicians toned
down for only so long and then they

show
have

A

special process keeps Kleenex

Luxuriously Soft -

break out.

to

Barbara Luddy is celebrating her
thirteenth year in radio. Luckily, she's
not superstitious, or she would never
have reached this kind of maturity on
air. She started 13 years ago on
November 13th and her first job would
certainly have been a tough enough one
to discourage a less hardy and determined soul. She played six days a week
in a program that went on the air at

Dependably

Stron;

the

7:30 a.m.
ing.

—at a salary of precisely noth-

Times have changed
*

*

for Barbara.

#

Gracie Allen has discovered that it
doesn't pay to brag about her prowess
at gin rummy. Her claims of a previous night's success were taken up by
Bill Goodwin, announcer on the George

Burns and Gracie Allen show, and he
casually suggested a game. Gracie fell
into Bill's trap. By the time they were
ready to go on the air, Gracie had not
only gone through her dinner money,
but she had found it necessary to go
through husband George Burns' wallet
The evils of gambling
as well.
.!
.

.

Singer Helen Forrest has a story she
to tell, about her recent Army
hospital tour. On one occasion she had
dinner with the GI's in the mess hall,
and watched with awed admiration
while a young soldier speared his fifth
pork chop and his seventh baked polikes

tato.

"Bud, you sure like your chow, don't
you?" exclaimed the man next to him.
"Not particularly," answered the GI.
"It just happens that I'm crazy about
bicarbonate of soda."
*

*

*

The Aldrich Family celebrated

its

300th broadcast in December.
Three
hundred escapades for Henry; and he's
still getting into as interesting and exciting trouble as ever.
*

*

*

Dinah Shore has become so expert
with her camera that she has been
asked by a national magazine to
"shoot" a layout for them. Dinah has
been given the night clubs as her beat,
and her job will be to take candid pic-

Only Kleenex* has the Serv- a -Tissue Box
that serves

up

just

yov/t a/ose

tures of all the stars she runs into during her evening rounds.
*

at a

time

knows -

there's only o/ve

*

*

one double-tissue

was at the Quick as a Flash program that two sailors spotted one another it had been three years since
they were buddies together, in boot
camp, and the ends of the earth and
the battles of Naples and Saipan had
separated them since. They spied each
other at the same moment, shortly before the show went on, and raced to
meet in the center of the theater. Each
held by the hand a recently-acquired

KLEENEX

It

—

For the remaining ten minutes
before show time, they talked fast and
furiously of their respective engagements in the Pacific and European
Mediterranean theaters of war, and
planned to spend the remainder of
their furloughs together.

In these days of shortages we can't
promise you all the Kleenex you want,
at all times. But we do promise you
this consistent with government regulations, we'll keep your Kleenex the
finest quality tissue that can be made!
:

bride.

*

Paul

Douglas

*
is

*

a

•T.

There

is

only one

M. Reg. U.

S. Pat. Ofl.

KLEENEX

down-to-earth
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W
guy

"Our husband

belongs 1o us again

!*

—at

off to

least he was until he barged
Never-never Land with Ed Wynn

Happy Island show.
that Paul consorts on the program with Elsie the Cow, Elmer the
Bull, and Beulah the Calf, he's come
to like grazing in the fantasy pastures
so much that his past as a football star
and rough-and-ready sports announcer
makes him feel, as he puts it, "like a
bull in a china shop with both horns
caught in the doorway. I can bellow
of the Blue's

Now

—

but I can't stampede."
Six feet tall, broad-shouldered, and
weighing over two-hundred pounds,
Paul played professional football until
he found that reporting sports is easier
on the physique than competing. Having had some acting experience during
four years of touring with summer
stock companies, he qualified in 1929
to double as a sports announcer on a
Philadelphia radio station and sports
writer on the Philadelphia News.

When

Douglas came to

New York

a few years later to look for a network
job his popularity as a sportscaster
had preceded him. By 1938 he had his
six-a-week series of sports roundups,
under the sponsorship of a tobacco

company.
Early in 1943, Douglas went overseas
OWI, on a special assignment

for the

with the Psychological Warfare
Branch.
carried
His
duties
him

Julie:

Can

it

in love with

—

on that and he told you what to do
about it, too.

be true? Jack has fallen
me again! He's mine

—

just like in the beginning!

Julie:

Of course it's true,
darling — except you mean he's OURS.
Her Other

It's

US

he's in love with, this time!

I'm your smarter self . . . remember?
I'm the one who told you to go see
Dr. B. when you wanted to go home
to mother after that big quarrel.
Julie:

Yes, that was wise

— seeing the

doctor.
H.O.S.: Wise! That's

a prize understatement! Dr. B. turned out to be a
one-man rescue party for your
our
marriage when he explained about
the "one neglect".

care.

.

straight

_„„„t t,vsol

to use Lysol

effective germ-killer that

and deodorizes"

And

H.O.S.: Correct!

it

doesn't

and screen star Virginia Field,
recently presented him with a
daughter, Margaret.

to stage

who

harm

sensitive vaginal tissues, either. All

you have to do

is

follow the simple

directions for douching.
Julie: How right he was! I've found
Lysol so easy to use so quick and

—

economical.
H.O.S.:
Julie:

And

And

H.O.S.:

.

it

AND

.

.

.

.

Julie: All right,

husband belongs

Nigel Bruce took a nice ribbing during his recent guest appearance on
Duffy's Tavern.
When Clifton Finnegan blurted out
"Hey, Nigel, that's a pip of a corporation you got there on your stomach,"
Ed "Archie" Gardner offered this correction, "Finnegan, with a high-class
Englishman, one does not refer to his
corporation one calls it his limited."

—

works wonderfully!
.

Mrs. Smartie

you love hearing
to

it. I'll

say

— since
it:

Our

us again!

twn
fl

caustic—

"An

me

my feminine hygiene

— that's what he said.

being careless about feminine hygiene.

you

told

cleanses thoroughly

Julie: But I never even dreamed that
a wife can lose her husband's love by

H.O.S.: Well, Dr. B. set

He

Yes.

disinfectant for

Self:

through England, Ireland, North Africa
and Italy. When he returned to this
country late last year, he found the
Blue Network Star for a Night series
ready for him to take over as announcer and director.
His present
Happy Island assignment marks a debut into radio's comedy big time.
Off the radio, Paul is sports editor of
Fox Movietone News, and is married

1
»
.olution.
soiu
de Economic*"
erTruM««gallons of

B

?:

':'

'.

'^'•"-

**'*"

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE USE
For

new

letter to

FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or
Dept. A-44. Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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Susan Douglas, of the CBS Big
Czech three
years ago she spoke no English.

Sister show, is a

—

Jack

Benny's

gravel-throated

Ro-

chester tells a new story which is making the rounds.
It seems that Sam Jones was sitting
weeping at his fireside one night when
a neighbor of his, attracted by the
"What's
sounds of woe, peeked in.
"What's
ailing you, man?" he asked.

^^CC/ THE

DIFFERENCE!

^Z&^THE

DIFFERENCE!

wrong?"
terrible,"

"It's terrible,

sobbed Sam.

"Tom

Jackson's wife done died."
"Well," said Sam's neighbor, "what's
that to you? She's no relation of yours."
"I know that," wailed Sam, "but it
looks like everybody's getting a change
but me."

It's hard to believe,
Gossip and stuff
listening to him, that Larry Stevens,
the new Jack Benny vocalist, has never
had any previous professional experiKay Kyser had a whacky conence
tract with his old sponsor which gives
the sponsor the right to "recapture"
the program from anybody who owns
it.
Which could be too bad, maybe
Mary Small, radio singer, and her
husband, songwriter Vic Mizzy, who is
now in service, are celebrating the ar.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

baby

rival of a

girl

.

.

.

The surprise

response to the Ozzie Nelson-Harriet
Hilliard comedy show leads us to believe that the rumors that Ozzie has
kissed his baton goodbye are true
Although Jack Benny is leading Kate
Smith in the listener ratings, it's Kate
who still draws the heaviest studio
audience of any air program.
At the program I attended not long
ago I counted well over a hundred
standees
Did you ever notice that Sammy Kaye
never uses a baton when leading his
band, although he's given away thousands of batons on his "So You Want
.

.

.

To Lead

.

.

.

Band"?

Dick Brown, recently screen tested, seems to be that
way about Candy Jones, the Conover
Good luck to Jimmy Wallingmodel
ton, who had to give up his announcing
stints and move to the West Coast for
.

his

.

a

.

.

We'll miss

him

.

.

.

Phil

Spitalny and his Hour of Charm girls
have been busy in Hollywood, working
in the new Abbott and Costello picture,
"The Co-Eds Are Coming"
Bing
Crosby will soon be on his way to the
South Pacific
Good listening until
.

.

.

skin

— and

instantly beautifies your

the 'ffit6*fcf" proves

it!

.

.

health.

My one cream

.

See and feel your skin become
fresher, clearer, younger-textured!
don't just say that Lady Esther
4-Purpose Face Cream does wonderful things for your skin. I prove itprove it by means of the "Patch Test"!
I

.

.

next time!

is

Just choose a part of your face that
too oily, or too dry— or where you

have a few blackheads or big pores.
Rub Lady Esther Face Cream on that
one part of your face, and wipe it off.

Wipe it

off

completely.

Then

see

how

that patch of skin takes on new freshness and clarity! Touch it— feel it!
Feel how the dry rough flakes are

gone!

What happens
skin will

happen

one patch of
your entire face

to that
to

when you use Lady Esther Face
Cream. For

it

does the U things your

most for beauty! (1) It
thoroughly cleans your skin. (2) It
softens your skin. (3) It helps nature
skin needs

refine the pores. (4) It leaves a
smooth, perfect base for powder.

Make the "^&6 ^"Tonight!
See with your

own

eyes the difference

Lady Esther

Face Cream makes in your skin! Make the "Patch
Test"— and compare the results with the results you
get from any cream you've ever used, regardless of
price! The proof's in your own mirror. Make the
"Patch Test" and compare!

Commentator Morgan Beatty
daily interprets news from
the nation's capital on NBC.

4-Purpose Face Cream
15
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Frances Langford, of the NBC
Bob Hope Show, has traveled
nearly 100,000 miles entertaining troops, knows
the soldiers like their

how
girls.

;

= ''

THEY DREAM OF HOME
And

the

GVs dream of

—

the girls back home, too

beautiful girls

who

wear feminine clothes and smell sweetly of perfumed soaps and cosmetics

EVERY feminine psychologist,
every beauty expert, and every
fashion designer knows, women
make themselves beautiful for one

AS

please their men.
Today, when so many of those men
are thousands of miles away in the
Philippines, in Germany and Italy, or
even farther afield these same psychologists, experts and designers are in
a serious quandary. What, they wonder,
do men want their girls to look like?
They needn't look farther for an

reason:

to

—

—

answer than to Miss Frances Langford,
of NBC's Bob Hope show, who after

—

travelling nearly 100,000 miles to entertain troops in the South Pacific, the
Aleutians, North Africa, and Italy,
England and other way-stations of the
war is an undisputed authority on
what the American G. I. wants in his

—

women

folk.

"Our boys, thinking of their girls
back home, aren't longing for mere
chic," Frances reports. "They are remembering how clean and scrubbed
American girls are, how sweet they
smell

—how

healthy

they

are.

They

have been shocked and appalled, seeing the poverty and filth and malnutrition which have denied women
in the war zones even a chance of
beauty. They will never believe again
that beauty comes out of a make-up
box."

The inconveniences that Frances ex16

BY PAULINE SWANSON
perienced were many. Limited in her
baggage, she couldn't take many of the
"necessities" with which beauty-conscious women travel. She washed her
hair with pieces of bar soap and dried it
in the sun. She took showers in washrooms that had to be cleared and have
a sentry out front. In Algiers her hotel
was bombed. She went through several
shows with artillery fire in the background. She had to sing loudly many
times to drown out the roar of planes
above which were acting as a protective umbrella. She narrowly escaped
injury when a piece of flak fell near
her.

There were a lot of such "extra"
performances that Frances and the men
They were the times that
gave.
Frances would call on her unusually
large repertoire that began even before
Rudy Vallee discovered her about 1930.
The men not unstrangely asked for the
old favorites Night and Day, and Star
Dust and You Made Me Love You. But
on a regularly scheduled performance
too, Frances sang You Made Me Love

—

RADIO MIRROR

HOME

and REAl'TY

You, Night and Day (or Black Magicwhatever her mood of the moment)
Tangerine, Embraceable You and As
Time Goes By.
Always As Time
Goes By. It was the favorite then.
Next to singing, Frances' willingness
to act as an emissary endeared her to
the men. They were anxious to contact
their loved ones at home and they plied
Frances with personal messages and

mementoes

to take to them. The perunwritten
messages usually
went: "Tell her I love her and that 1

sonal,

am

well." And there were notes written on five franc bills, on pieces of
clothing, on odd scraps of paper. Cap-

Richard Headrick of Pasadena,
once loaned her a pair of his
G. I. trousers to wear for a performance. (The wind was so terrific that
Frances always wore slacks at outdoor
shows, but this was an unscheduled one
and she had on a dress.) He sent them
tain

Calif,

A

home

to his mother by her.
colonel
sent his watch back for repairs.
lieutenant gave her $500 to deposit for
him in a Phoenix, Arizona bank.
soldier gave her a champagne cork to
give to his wife. "We had champagne
at our wedding reception," he explained.
Frances hasn't been to France as yet,
although she is looking forward to a
trip in that direction very soon. But

she knows

how

American

(Continued

A
A

pleased and touched

on

page

54)

Do yon remember-??

Powder

m-Finish
years ago,
TEN
NBC listeners

a voice familiar to
was that of Ethel
Hague Rea. She was a soloist on a
number of big shows in those days.
What's become of her? Several years
before the war she left radio, but when

gives ShirleyTemple's skin that smooth

and

flawless look
New

World War

Sweet -sixteen

face,

beginning to wear make-up, chooses

fresh shades,

Woodbury Film-Finish Powder, made
for the stars and you! For that

that

II blew up in America's
Miss Rea decided that after all
she was an entertainer at heart, and
that she must come out of retirement
and serve. She was one of the first
American Red Cross hospital recreations workers slated for overseas duty.
In those early days of the war, October
1941, she was prepared for a land with
no supplies or recreational facilities, a
land of blowing gales and tense troops
waiting for action from the enemy.
"How much equipment will I be
allowed to take?" she asked, and was
told that there was plenty of room.
So aboard the ship bound for Iceland
she came, with three trunks and four-

Shirley Temple, just

screen -glamour -look

you

cherish!

.

.

.

five-way blending creates stay-

clings,

smoother new

texture

hides lines and blemishes,

never clogs, cakes, nor turns pasty,

Choose from

eicjht

film-star shades!

teen pieces of hand luggage. In those
well-stuffed bags were a radio, a phonograph, 250 records, an ironing board,
a folding chair, a bedside chest of

drawers

filled

with woolen

clothing,

recreational games of all sorts and
shapes, song sheets, even 25 dollars'
worth of crepe paper brought for
wounded men to fashion into artificial
flowers, but used for decorations.
Primitive life in the nissen huts on
the outskirts of Reykjavik was the
daily fare. Sidewalks were completely
non-existent. For showers the American Red Cross workers had to walk
a block through the snow.

They learned what waiting means!
Until May they tried to find suitable
club rooms. During that time they
traveled by jeep, twenty or thirty miles
in a day, to lonely outposts to put on
special shows. Finally four rooms of
a school building were rented and
made homelike by chintz curtains,
billiard and ping pong tables, piano,
and a snack bar for doughnuts and
coffee. The dances for the G.I.'s were
aptly called "Rat Races."
After 21 months in the cold climate
of Iceland, Miss Rea was transferred
back to the. States and for a few weeks
assisted in the orientation course for
American Red Cross trainees in Washington, D. C. Then overseas again! This
time from the cold to the tropics. She
sailed from San Francisco in November
1943, for the South Sea Islands.
A month of travel and waiting in
Australia, and a delay in New Caledonia because of a hurricane, slowed
up the next assignment in New
Zealand. Continuing her luck of novel
jobs, she was offered a position in
Rotoroa, a thermal region much like a
miniature Yellowstone National Park.
In this region where sulphur steam
gushes up out of the earth and darkskinned natives live in huts, washing
their clothes and cooking their food in
the pools, she and her staff entertained
thousands of curious visiting servicemen. All sports from fishing in the
many lakes to wild boar hunting in
the bush were available.
And the
Maoris gave unique poi dances and
sang their beautiful native songs.
With the recent reduction of New
Zealand Red Cross programs due to the
northward movement of the war, Miss
Rea recently headed for new adventures along the road to the Philippines.
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David O.

with Ginger Rogers and Joseph Cotten
uses

Windsor Rose

to dramatize her
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Now with your big
$1 box of Woodbury Powder, you get your glam.
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ampoo

leaves your hair so lustrous, yet so easy to
Only Drene

Back-view glamour
lovely,

with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 33% more
.

.

lustre

hair

is

set as for a

Hair Conditioner!

slightly

—in this

page boy, then pulled together with the stunning
beaded hair ornament. The
shining smoothness of her
hair is due to Drene with

arrange, so alluringly smooth!
Does your hair look

No other

shampoo

leaves hair so lustrous, yet so easy to manage

dull,

mousy?

No wonder— if you're washing it with cake
soap or liquid soap shampoo! Because soap
of any sort leaves a soap film which dulls
lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Change
to Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!
Drene never leaves any dulling film. That's
why

reveals

it

up to

33% more

lustre!

Does your hair-do require
cons tan I fiddling ?

Men
a

don't like this business of running

comb through your

hair in public!

Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair
wonderfully easy to manage, right after
shampooing! No other shampoo leaves
hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!

Ssssss/i h h h h

!

But have you dandruff?
Too many girls have! And what a pity.
For unsightly dandruff can be easily conif \ on shampoo regularly with Drene.
Drene with Hair Conditioner removes

trolled

every trace of embarrassing dandruff the

very

lirst

lime you use

it!

MAKE A DATE WITH
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Shampoo

with

shampoo your hair the new glamour
don't put it off
Tonight
way! Use Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner! Get the combination of beauty benefits only this wonderful improved shampoo
up to 33% more than with soap or
U^Extra lustre.
can give!
easy to comb into smooth
I/Manageable hair
soap shampoos!
^Complete removal of dandruff! Insist on Drene
shining neatness!
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Good Housekeeping
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new evening hair-do!

The back

than soap

yet leaves hair so easy to

.

manage
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Shampoo with Hair
Gamble

.
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Conditioner, or ask your beauty shop to use

it.

HAT

is

you
heart?
in

this

there to believe in if
believe your own
What is left for a woman

can't

mixed-up,

crazy,

war-torn

world, if there is nothing steadfast in
her own emotions? What do you do
when you are torn between an old
love and a new?
I didn't believe that it could happen
to me.
The love between Chet and
me had been such a perfect thing, so
whole, so so unassailable.
We had
met when I'd come West to work in
the huge ordnance plant in the coast
city where Chet was stationed with the

—

Army, and we had known
finally, that

we belonged

instantly,
to each other.

Nothing else mattered, not the little
time we had together, nor long separation before us, nor the uncertainties
and anxieties that come to everyone in

war time. Our love was the only certainty we needed.
were married
after we'd known each other only a

We

.

week, and we rented a little house
near the plant.
When, less than a
month later, Chet was shipped out, we
weren't really separated. We still belonged to each other.
We always
would.
It was that way even after the black
day when the telegram came, saying
that Chet was missing. After the first
shock, I went on living as if there had
been no telegram, as if at any time I
could expect Chet to come home. I
kept my job at the plant; I kept the
little house that held the shining memory of our happiness, and my heart
was a fortress-city, where everything
that was my husband's was locked
away from the world, safe and inviolate until he came to claim it.
Because he would come back. I believed that not desperately, because
I had to believe it, but simply because
it seemed to be true.
If Chet had been
killed, my heart would have known it.

—

I was so sure
How then, could a
stranger walk into my life, into my
thoughts, to shatter the safe structure
of my love and leave me exposed and
vulnerable?
It happened on the most brisk and
business-like
of
days,
on Monday
morning. The plant had advertised for
workers in the Sunday paper, and I
was busy taking the names of the ap.

plicants, filtering

.

.

them through

to

Per-

sonnel.
The feeling that I was being
stared at made me look up and around
the room. One of the men was gazing

me

intently.
He looked quickly
as our eyes met, and I turned
back to
appointment book, but not
before I'd had a good look at his face
at

away

my

—a

nice face (Continued on page 94)

A STARS OVER

HOLLYWOOD STORY

Suggested by "Love's Hypothesis,"
by Bill Telaak, heard on Stars
over Hollywood, Saturdays, CBS

Could

Ann

keep this stranger from her

— keep safe the structure of her love for Chet?

heart

—

Perhaps you,
have waited

Betty,

like
all

your

life

of a

the fulfillment

for

—

dream. Perhaps, when your

wish comes

true,

come

strangely* as

to

you

it

will

Will you have

Betty's did.

her courage in facing it?

£1 OMETIMES, now, when

I'm hoping
something terribly important
something connected with Ted
and me I remember that dreams have
a funny way of coming true without

^^
^^

for

—

—

bringing
will

all

pleasure

at

The

all.

facts

way you

be there just the

—you

dreamed them

get the invitation
the dress—and then
after you have everything you prayed
for, you realize that you didn't want
it this way at all.
When that happens,
I lash out at Fate
I cry wildly inside
of me, "All right, maybe I did ask for
this
maybe I did want these things
but I didn't know you'd mix everything

or

man

the

or

—

—

all

up

like this.

I

didn't

want

it

this

way."
Those are the words that were bottled

up

took

me

inside of me the night
to the Full Moon Club's

Ted

bobanswer to

sled party.
Here was my
the silent prayer which had filled me
for months the secret hope I knew
every time I sat with Ted as he waited
in our little front parlor while Ellen
finished dressing upstairs. I would be
talking to him about his new job at
Lee's Store, or the fishing trip he'd just
come back from, or any of the impersonal things men talk about to girls
they never think about falling in love
with, when the wish would spring up
in me.
I would stare silently at his
lean, handsome face and think, "If he
would take me some place just once
if I could walk into this little room and
see his face light up the way it does
when Ellen comes in if we could
leave together for a Full Moon Club
party the way he and my sister are
going to, do tonight, that's all I'd ask
of life, ever."
But Ted had no thought for me. I
had always known that it was Ellen
he loved. I knew it again, now, as we
sat casually talking, from the way he
watched the stairs down which, in a

—

.

—

—

moment, she would come

way he broke
word
20

as

off in

he heard her

from the
the middle of a
steps.

Knew

it,

above everything, as

I

watched while

Ellen told him she couldn't go with
him to the party.
I had known about it, of course
had wondered, as I sat talking with
him, if I should make his disappointment easier by hinting some way that
I had heard Ellen on the telephone the
week before, accepting Dick Cooper's
invitation for tonight. But Ellen, smiling, confident, lovely, came in before
I could frame the words, and told him

herself.
I have to
I have to be fair to Ellen.
be honest and say that she wasn't mean,
But she
or even consciously selfish.
just never seemed to see how people
Maybe if you've
feel about things.
never been hurt, you can't understand
how anyone feels when he is hurt. If
she had loved Ted she would have
known that she was going to hurt him,
as I knew; but she didn't love him. I
think she was really surprised when

—a
always be fond of Dick, of course.
If he hadn't fallen in love with Ellen,
I probably never would have had a
date with Ted in my life, because Ellen
would have gone with Ted to the Full
Moon Club's bobsled party. But I
wasn't fond of him at that moment, as
I watched Ted's disappointment.
I sat
there, unnoticed, crying inside myself
the way you do when someone you love
I'll

terribly hurt.
don't want another date, Ellen,"
Ted said stubbornly. "The Full Moon
Club doesn't mean anything to me
is

"I

But

without you.

—

I

guess

it's

my own

fault I should have asked you for
this party long ago.
Only we've always gone to them together. I thought

we always

would."

That part was true. Ellen had gone
with other boys to movies arid dances
and parties but never to the Full Moon
Club parties-. Those dates belonged to

—

Ted.

She looked worried now and a little
frightened. I think she was realizing
then that Ted was going to be hurt.

And

it isn't fun to hurt someone you've
been awfully fond of. That's when she
looked at me and suggested the idea
which excited and frightened me all

the same time, "Ted, take Betty,
don't you? She loves parties and
the outdoors, too. She'd have a wonderful time on a sleighride. And you
and Betty are such good friends."
Ted smiled wryly. "She's putting
you out in the cold, too, Betty. But
at

why

do you want to go?"

AND

you

so,

** max

.

.

.

see,

the

there

was the

cli-

of

my

fulfillment

secret dream.

One tirne, many many years ago,
when Ellen was a little girl, she gave

me

a cloth doll I had worshipped for
years.
And I loved that doll dearly
even if it was a cast-off that part
didn't matter.
Ellen's beautiful doll
was mine. She had given it to me
the way she gave me her coats and
mittens and skirts which never showed
that they had been worn at all. But
you can't give a man away the way
you can give away a coat you've outgrown or a doll you'xe too old for. Not
a man like Ted, you can't a man made
from flesh and blood, not sawdust
man whose heart still beats for the girl
in his dream. But Ellen. didn't see that,

—

—

—

not because she was selfish, really, but
because she simply couldn't understand
anyone as intense as Ted.
If ever I have a little girl, I'll never
make the same mistake with her that
my mother and father made with me.
I suppose they didn't know they were
being unkind. They loved me I know
that now. But I was a slim, wiry little
girl with pigtails, and Ellen was so
pretty so soft and smooth-skinned,
her blonde hair curling so perfectly
the kind of little girl who couldn't
stand dirt on her hands even when she
was very tiny. Naturally, a child like
that makes an active little kid with
freckles brushed across the bridge of
her plain little nose seem just well,
ordinary.
That's the way I did feel,
and that's where I blame my parents
They should have made
a little bit.

—

me

—

she saw his face. And then she put
the responsibility on him, the way girls

Cooper asked

always

And she might have said,
this late."
instead, "You can get another dream,

"You
is

do.

didn't ask me, Ted.

And

this

Saturday."

"Did

I

Ted."

have

to ask, Ellen?" I

knew

^he was trying, but he couldn't keep a
faint reproach out of his voice.
"You

knew I would. We've never missed
Full Moon party together."
She began

You can

to

sound a

little

getic, a little hesitant, then.

a

apolo-

"But Dick

or

not,

long ago

last

week.

get another date, Ted, even

Because, whether she knew it
she was turning away from

I don't know if Ted realized it
then, but I did. I had been convinced
ever since Ellen had her first date with
Dick Cooper the Sunday night before
that she was more interested in him

him.

than she had ever been in anyone.

—

—
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always be fond of Dick, of course.
he hadn't fallen in love with Ellen
probably never would -have had a
date with Ted in my life, because
Ellen
would have gone with Ted to the Full
Moon Club's bobsled party. But I
I'll

If

I

Perhaps you,

have waited

Betty,

like

your

all

I

of a

the fulfillment

for

wasn't fond of him at that moment
as
watched Ted's disappointment. I sat
there, unnoticed, crying inside
myself
the way you do when someone

life

you love
terribly hurt.
"
"I don't want another date,
Ellen
Ted said stubbornly. "The Full Moon
Club doesn't mean anything to me
is

dream. Perhaps, when your
wish comes

come

to

true,

will

without you.

But

I

guess

it's

my own

fault—I should have asked you for
this party long ago.
Only we've always gone to them together. I thought
we always would."
That part was true. Ellen had gone
with other boys to movies arid dances
and parties— but never to the Full Moon
Club parties. Those dates belonged
to

strangely, as

you

Betty's did.

it

Will you have

her courage in facing it?

Ted.

She looked worried now and a little
frightened. I think she was realizing
then that Ted was going to be hurt.

And

it isn't fun to hurt someone
you've
been awfully fond of. That's when she
looked at me and suggested the idea

which excited and frightened me all
the same time, "Ted, take Betty,
why don't you? She loves parties and
the outdoors, too. She'd have a wonderful time on a sleighride. And you
and Betty are such good friends."

£1 OMETIMES, now, when

I'm hoping
something terribly important
'v' —something connected with Ted
and me I remember that dreams have
a funny way of coming true without

^

at

for

—

The facts
pleasure at all.
be there just the way you
dreamed them you get the invitation
or the man or the dress and then
after you have everything you prayed
bringing

will

—

—

AND

you realize that you didn't want

for,

way

at all.
I lash out at Fate
of me, "All right,
this
maybe I did
it

Ted smiled wryly.
you out in the cold,
do you want to go?"

all

this

—

Jra

When

that happens,
I cry wildly inside
maybe I did ask for
want these things

-

—

you

so,

"She's putting
Betty.
But

too,

see, there

max ...

was the

the fulfillment

of

cli-

my

secret dream.

One time, many many years ago,
when Ellen was a little girl, she gave

didn't know you'd mix everything
like this. I didn't want it this

me a cloth doll I had worshipped for
years.
And I loved that doll dearly

way."
Those are the words that were bot-

a cast-off— that part
Ellen's beautiful doll
She had given it to
the way she gave me her coats and
mittens and skirts which never showed
that they had been worn at all. But
you can't give a man away the way

but

I

all

up

even

up inside of me the night Ted
took me to the Full Moon Club's bobsled party.
Here was my answer to
the silent prayer which had filled me
for months the secret hope I knew
every time I sat with Ted as he waited
in our little front parlor while Ellen
finished dressing upstairs. I would be
talking to him about his new job at
Lee's Store, or the fishing trip he'd just
come back from, or any of the impersonal things men talk about to girls
they never think about falling in love
with, when the wish would spring up
in me.
I would stare silently at his
lean, handsome face and think, "If he
would take me some place just once
tled

—

if I

could walk into this

little

—

was

me—

you can give away a coat you've outa doll you'xe too old for. Not
a man like Ted, you can't— a man made
from flesh and blood, not sawdust
man whose heart still beats for the girl
in his dream. But Ellen.didn't see that,
not because she was selfish, really, but

—

because she simply couldn't understand

anyone as intense as Ted.
If ever I have a little girl, I'll never
make the same mistake with her that
my mother and father made with me.
I suppose they didn't know they were

They loved me— I know
I was a slim, wiry little
pigtails, and Ellen was so

being unkind.

—

But Ted had no thought for me. I
had always known that it was Ellen
he loved. I knew it again, now, as we
sat casually talking, from the way he
watched the stairs down which, in a
moment, she would come from the
way he broke off in the middle of a
word as he heard her steps. Knew it,

it

matter.

grown or

room and

see his face light up the way it does
when Ellen comes in if we could
leave together for a Full Moon Club
party the way he and my sister are
going to. do tonight, that's all I'd ask
of life, ever."

if

didn't

was mine.

above everything, as

I

watched while

Ellen told him she couldn't go with
to the party.

him

I had known about it, of course
had wondered, as I sat talking with

him,

ment

if

I

should

easier

make

his disappoint-

by hinting some way that

had heard Ellen on the telephone the
week before, accepting Dick Cooper's
invitation for tonight. But Ellen, smilI

ing,
I

confident, lovely,

came in before
could frame the words, and told him

she

herself.
to
be fair to Ellen. I have
be honest and say that she wasn't mean,
But sW
or even consciov.
3usly selfish.
just never seemed to see how people
feel about things.
Maybe if y° uV '
never been
"cvci
ujiuueen hurt,
nun, you can't
can t understand
how anyone feels when he is hurt she had loved Ted she would n?v
known that she was going to hurt W».
as I knew; but she didn't love him.

I

have

to

—

think she

was

wne
really surprised

saw

his face.
And then she put
we responsibility on him, the way girls
always do.
"You didn't ask me, Ted. And this

is

Saturday."
"Did I have to ask, Ellen?" I knew
ne was trying,
but he couldn't keep a
jamt reproach
out of his voice. "You
would We've never missed a
P,
n part y together."
<?{.
u
one
began to sound a little apologetic, a little
hesitant, then. "But Dick

nJ

-

—

Cooper asked me long ago last week.
You can get another date, Ted, even
And she might have said,
this late."
instead, "You can get another dream,
Ted." Because, whether she knew it
or not, she was turning away from
him. I don't know if Ted realized it
then, but I did. I had been convinced
ever since Ellen had her first date with
Dick Cooper the Sunday night before
that she was more interested in him
than she had ever been in anyone.

that now.
girl

with

—

But

pretty so soft and smooth-skinned,
her blonde hair curling so perfectly
the kind of little girl who couldn't
stand dirt on her hands even when she
was very tiny. Naturally, a child like
that makes an active little kid with
freckles brushed across the bridge of
her plain little nose seem just well,

—

ordinary.

and
a

little

That's the

way

I

did feel,

where I blame my parents
bit.
They should have made

that's

me

thick,

my

good points, too. They
reminded me that my
black hair was pretty even if

realize

should

have

They
wasn't curly like Ellen's.
should have complimented me for my
good sportsmanship in the games we
played for the better-than-passing
marks I got in school. But they didn't
bother about that, and I grew up in
Ellen's shadow, always believing that
she was destined to reach for the stars
—that I must be content with lesser'
That's why the dream—my
things.
dream concerning a man already in
love with Ellen was so preposterous.
That kind of man asking me to a Full
Moon Club party was silly, and, in my
saner moments, I knew it.
it

—

—

Everyone in Watertown knew about
Full Moon Club they grew up
knowing about it, because it was as
much a part of our town as the cannon
The club
in the court house square.

—

the

was organized when my father was
a boy formed by a dozen older boys
just out of City High. Right from the
first they called it the Full Moon Club
because they had their parties only
when there was a full moon. The

—

—

parties didn't change much through the
years.
In the summer, there were
Stockwell's
picnics
by
moonlight
Bridge, or canoe trips on the Cedar, or

In the winter

hay rides.

parties in private homes.

there were
long time

A

ago they stood around the piano and
sang, and now they dance to the radio,
but the invitation means just as much.
Why, a Full Moon Club weiner roast

means more

to

a girl in

Watertown

than a bid to the fanciest ball in

New

York means to a debutante.
I remember the first time Ellen went
It was
to a Full Moon Club party.
Commencement night and she was
graduating and I was a high school
She sang a song that night
junior.
wearing her long, white dress, and
she looked like an angel. I sat watching her, thinking to myself, "A year
from tonight I'll be graduating, and
probably I'll be going on to a Full
Moon Club open air dance afterward
with someone like Ted Donaldson."
And then, when I looked at Ellen again
and noticed her soft, appealing wistfulness, I was afraid that I never could
be like her that no one like Ted ever
would ask me to go anywhere. I became frightened that life would pass

—

me

by.

my

All of

was going

senior year

when

Ellen

to business college, the fear

It wasn't that I wasn't wellliked by my classmates. I went to all
the school parties and basketball games
and picnics. It was just when I compared myself with Ellen that I was
dissatisfied. It wasn't anything she did
And
it was something that she was.
the boys who brought her home from
downtown, and asked her for dates,
and called her on the telephone, were
so much more adult than the kids who
walked home from school with me.
The boys who looked at her as if she
were a starry-eyed princess already
had jobs good jobs like the one Ted
had in the shoe depax'tment of Lee's
Dry Goods Store.
It was that year when I first began

persisted.

being afraid that

mean

life of loneliness

Johnny James was the clown in the
gang, and he was acting silly and fell

I was doomed to a
that I began making
up the dream that I withdrew to a
kinder world of Make Believe. I chose

—

Ted Donaldson from Ellen's admirers
and pretended that he belonged to me.
I would make believe that I was going
with him to a Full Moon roller-skating
party or a picnic in the woods. In my
daydreams, tall, rangy, handsome Ted
devoured me hungrily with his dark,
intense eyes the way he looked at Ellen.
And, sometimes, in my imagination, he
whispered, "I love you, Betty." But
I knew that dream couldn't come true
even as I clung to it all that spring

—

and summer and

T SUPPOSE
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a psychologist

who knows

about your mind and your emotions and your personality would say
that I was subconsciously jealous of
•*•

all

Ellen and didn't know it.
You see,
there was nothing about her to dislike.
That was the trouble everything

—

about her was just right. Uncle Tom
and Aunt Bertha favored her because
she never forgot to say please and
thank you. Mother and Dad were delighted with her because she always
kept her room so neat, and because
their friends admired her prettiness
and her nice singing voice. And men
fell in love with her because her hair
was beautiful and her smile was sweet
and her skin so soft and smooth.
I was terribly proud of being her

But maybe I was jealous, too.
(You can be, you know, of someone
you love.) I suppose I envied the
tilings she had
admiration, beauty,
popularity things I wanted desperately but was afraid I never could
have. I wanted friends like her friends
sister.

—

—

—a

in my life like Ted. And yet
Ellen turned from Ted to Dick
Cooper, I was sorry for the man who
had had first place in her heart. It
was I, Betty, who loved him, who
wanted Ellen to love him, too, so that
he wouldn't be hurt.
I'll never forget that first date with
Ted, nor any part of that sleighride
planned for gay, lighthearted young
people intent only upon having fun.
Every time I see red-faced Joe Carlson
in town I remember the night when he
guided his hay-filled sleigh through a
still, beautiful, star-filled winter wonderland. And I think of how I huddled in that circle of warmth under the
heavy blankets, completely miserable
on my first date with a man I had
loved for a year. And I remember, too,
that fist-sized star I noticed in the
dark sky and how I looked at it and
chanted under my breath:
"Star bright star light

man

when

.

—
—
First star
see tonight.
Wish
may—wish might

.

I

—

—

fall.

I

I

Have the wish

And
which
to

wished a

I
I

wish tonight."

I

silly,

girlish wish,

would have been embarrassed

confess

gleaming

to anyone, but
impersonally in

above.
"Please let

him

whispered under

kiss

me

the star,
the sky
tonight," I

my

breath as I felt
the strength of him beside me in the
circle

when

of young people.
And, then,
that wish came true, that didn't

anything, either.

the sleigh. Joe Carlson slowed the
horses down, but Johnny kept slipping
and sliding on the ice behind us. I remember how Mary Milton giggled and
said, "Don't let him in he'll just tickle
off

—

me some

more," and I remember how
he did get in and Mary's shrill squeals
in the night. And then, suddenly, the
way it happens in a crowd sometimes,
the beauty of the night pressed around
us, and the mood changed suddenly.
The laughter ceased, and we were quiet
as we slipped through a world of enchantment, and then one of the boys
said,
"Ellen, sing, will you?
You
haven't sung tonight."
And Dick Cooper said, "Go on, Ellen.

/

wanted

to tell

him

that I did

kno

Sing, I Don't

Want

to Set the

World

on Fire."
Ellen hesitated. I knew why and so
did Ted. I could tell he knew from the
way his body grew tense beside me.

The song was

He

Ted's.

—Ellen's and

their song

whistled

it

every time he

our squeaking front gate. And
Dad used to kid him about it and say,
"You won't set it on fire much if you
spend all your time on our front porch."

came

in

—

That's what I was remembering and
that was the reason for Ellen's hesitation and Ted's stiff quietness. But the
gang persisted, "Go on, Ellen sing that
one!"

—

And then she was singing. At first
her voice had kind of a wistful, remembering note in it, and I knew she
was considering Ted and what

,it

he was

all

this

those things to me.

was

But

doing to him.

And

changed and

knew

then her voice
that Dick had
kissed her. We didn't see him, but the
friendly, nostalgic note went out of her
voice, and the song was heavy with a
new emotion. That must have been
when Ted realized for the first time
that he was losing Ellen forever.
It
must have come over him right then
that his love for Ellen was something
he would have to fight. Because her
heart was being won by Dick Cooper
Dick, who had grown up with all of
us in Watertown and who would live
I

—

out his
town.

And

life

in this quiet little river

right then

is

when

I

got

my

answer to that wish I made on the
star.
Ted kissed me. He just turned
suddenly and hurt my lips with hard,

I didn't

have the courage to do

it.

—

hungry excitement kissed me violently and left me weak and a little frightened. And, then, he seemed to realize
that I was Betty, Ellen's sister and

—

not the kind of girl he could turn to

answer

for a temporary

emotion

man

—not

the

kind

could go to for a

pent-up

to his

woman

of

little

a

while to

erase his bitterness and loneliness and
disillusionment.
"I'm sorry, Betty forgive me," he
said and turned away toward the night.
We dropped Ellen and Dick off at
our house, and Ted and I went on with
the gang to Charlie's Place for chili.
But we didn't sit at the big center table
with the rest of them. We sat alone
in the back booth— away from the circle of noisy gaiety in the middle of the
restaurant.
"I'm losing her, Betty," Ted told me
as we waited.
"You know it and I
know it." He hesitated then. "And
I don't see how I can take it. You see,
Betty, she's everything I've dreamed
of.
The roses and the moon and my
grandchildren."
He smiled at me.
"Someday you'll know what that can
mean, Betty."
I wanted to tell him then that I did
know that he was all those things to
me but I didn't because he shifted

—

—

—

quickly into another mood.
"This is terrible for you, Betty," he
said, forcing a smile. "Your first Full
Moon party, and this kind of an evening."
He looked into my eyes with
extreme kindness. "They tell me all
the girls look forward to their first
Full Moon party. Did you?"
I was afraid the tears that dimmed
my eyes would spill out on my cheeks
and give away my secret, but I controlled

them

as

I

nodded slowly.

He touched my hand on

the table

were gentle.
"I'm sorry your first party was a flop.
But next time you'll have fun."
I looked at him quickly, wondering
if he meant that he planned to take
me again. But he smiled the way
Uncle Tom does when he looks at

and

his fingers

Ellen.

"Some

nice fellow

is

going to

fall

hard for you some day," he said sincerely.
"You're pretty, and you're a
nice

girl,

too."

Ted had wanted to hurt me, had
tried deliberately to show me once and
If

my

feeling
for all the hopelessness of
for him, he had used just the right
words.
But I knew that he hadn't
tried, and his very unconsciousness
was a more bitter hurt. I was a nice
girl, a pleasant, friendly, unexciting
companion, a girl who. would understand that the moment in the sleigh,

when

his lips bruised mine and his
arms tightened round me, didn't exist
for him. I knew how he felt about it.
and I tried hard to forget about it, too,

he didn't remember it I
to have any meaning for
me either. He had been kissing Ellen,
I told myself; but still the memory of
because
didn't

if

want

it

closeness set my heart wildly
pounding. I wanted that kiss to have
been given to me, to Betty not to an
Ellen who had turned from him, whom
he could not stop loving.
But I didn't (Continued o?i page 65)

his

—
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me

my

realize

have

should

They

points, too.

good
reminded

me

my

that

even it
black hair was pretty
They
wasn't curly like Ellen s.
it
for my
should have complimented me
we
good sportsmanship in the games
played-for the better-than-passing
didn t
got in school. But they
thick,

marks

I

bother about that, and
Ellen's

grew up

I

in

shadow, always believing that

the stars
she was destined to reach for
lesser
-that I must be content with
That's why the dream— my
things.
in
dream concerning a man already
preposterous.
love with Ellen— was so
Full
That kind of man asking me to a
Moon Club party was silly, and, in my

saner moments,

knew

I

it.

in Watertown knew about
Moon Club— they grew up

Everyone
Full

the

was as
knowing about
much a part of our town as the cannon
The club
in the court house square.
was organized when my father was
older boys
a boy— formed by a dozen
from the
just out of City High. Right
Moon Club
first they called it the Full
—because they had their parties only
when there was a full moon. The
parties didn't change much through the
In the summer, there were
years.
Stockwcll's
by
picnics
moonlight
because

it,

it

or
Bridge, or canoe trips on the Cedar,
In the winter there were
hayrides.
parties in private homes. A long time
ago they stood around the piano and
sang, and now they dance to the radio,
but the invitation means just as much.
Why, a Full Moon Club weiner roast

means more

to

a

Watertown

in

girl

than a bid to the fanciest ball
York means to a debutante.
I

remember

the

first

in

New

time Ellen went

Moon Club party. It was
Commencement night and she was
a Full

to

graduating and I was a high school
She sang a song that night
junior.
wearing her long, white dress, and
lha looked like an angel. I sat watching her, thinking to myself, "A year
from tonight I'll be graduating, and
probably I'll be going on to a Full
Moon Club open air dance afterward
with someone like Ted Donaldson."
And then, when I looked at Ellen again
and noticed her soft, appealing wistnever could
was afraid thai
[ulnesB,
be like her that no one like Ted ever
would ask me to go anywhere. I be1

1

—

came frightened

me

that

would pass

life

by.

my

senior year when Ellen
was going to business college, the fear
wasn't
that I wasn't wellpersisted. It
liked by my classmates. I went to all
the school parties and basketball games
All of

and

picnics.

It

was

just

when

I

comI was

myself with Ellen that
It wasn't anything she did
And
it was something that she was.
the boys who brought her home from
downtown, and asked her for dates,
and called her on the telephone, were
so much more adult than the kids who
walked home from school with me.
The boys who looked at her as if she
wen a starry eyed princess already
had jobs good jobs like the one Ted
had in the shoe department of Lee's
pared

dissatisfied.

—

—

Dry Goods Store.
It was that year when

a
was doomed to
making
began
I
that
loneliness
life of
withdrew to a
up the dream-that I
I chose

being afraid that

kinder world of

first

began

Make

Bel.eye.

admirers
Ted Donaldson from Ellens
belonged to me
and pretended that he
that I was go ng
I

would make believe

roller-skating
with him to a Full
woods. In my
party or a picnic in the

Moon

Ted

daydreams, tall, rangy, handsomedark,
his
devoured me hungrily with
ooked at Ellen.
intense eyes the way he
he
""agination,
And, sometimes, in my
But
whispered, "I love you Betty.
me true
dream couldn 't
I knew that
.

-even as I clung
and summer and fall.
to

it

all that

spring

SUPPOSE a psychologist who knows
I all about your mind and your emowould say
tions and your personality
jealous or
that I was subconsciously
You see,
Ellen and didn't know it.
to dislike.
there was nothing about her
everything
That was the trouble—
Uncle Tom
about her was just right.
because
and Aunt Bertha favored her
please and
she never forgot to say
dethank you. Mother and Dad were

always
lighted with her because she
kept her room so neat, and because
prettmess
their friends admired her
and her nice singing voice. And men
her hair
fell in love with her because
was beautiful and her smile was sweet
and her skin so soft and smooth.
was terribly proud of being her
I
But maybe I was jealous, too.
sister.
(You can be, you know, of someone
you love.) I suppose I envied the

had— admiration,

beauty,
desperately but was afraid I never could
have. I wanted friends like her friends
—a man in my life like Ted. And yet
when Ellen turned from Ted to Dick
Cooper, I was sorry for the man who
It
had had first place in her heart.
was I, Betty, who loved him, who
wanted Ellen to love him, too, so that
he wouldn't be hurt.
I'll never forget that first date with
Ted, nor any part of that sleighride
planned for gay, lighthearted young
people intent only upon having fun.
Every time I see red-faced Joe Carlson
in town I remember the night when he
guided his hay-filled sleigh through a
still, beautiful, star-filled winter wonderland.
And I think of how I huddled in that circle of warmth under the
heavy blankets, completely miserable
on my first date with a man I had
loved for a year. And I remember, too,
that fist-sized star I noticed in the
dark sky and how I looked at it and
chanted under my breath:
"Star bright star light
things

she

popularity— things

wanted

I

—

—

First star I see tonight.

Wish

I

may—wish

Have the wish

And

I

I might
wish tonight."

wished a silly, girlish wish,
which I would have been embarrassed
to confess to anyone but the star,
gleaming impersonally in the sky
I

above.
"Please let

him

whispered under

kiss

my

me

tonight," I

breath as I felt
the strength of him beside me in the
circle

I

I

when

of young people.
And, then,
that wish came true, that didn't

mean

Sing, I

anything, either.

clown in the
Johnny James was the
acting silly and fell
eang and he was
Joe Carlson slowed the
off the sleigh.
Johnny kept slipping
horses down, but
behind us. I reand sliding on the ice

member how Mary Milton giggled and
in— he 11 just tickle
said "Don't let him
some more," and I remember how

me

he did get in

and Mary's

in the night.

And

shrill squeals

then, suddenly, the

sometimes,
way it happens in a crowd
night pressed around
the beauty of the
mood changed suddenly.
us and the
and we were quiet
The laughter ceased,
a world of enas we slipped through
chantment, and then one of the boys
You
"Ellen, sing, will you?
said,
haven't sung tonight."
Go
on,
said,
Ellen.
Cooper
And Dick

Don't

Want

on Fire."
Ellen hesitated. I
did Ted. I could tell

to Set the

World

knew why and so
he knew from the

body grew tense beside me.
The song was their song—Ellen's and
He whistled it every time he
Ted's.
came in our squeaking front gate. And
Dad used to kid him about it and say,
"You won't set it on fire much if you
spend all your time on our front porch."

w ay

his

—

That's

what

I

was remembering and

was the reason for Ellen's hesitation and Ted's stiff quietness.
But the
gang persisted, "Go on, Ellen— sing that
that

one!"

And then she was singing. At first
her voice had kind of a wistful, remembering note in it, and I knew she
was considering Ted-and what this was

g °
chan eed

^m

And then her ™<*
t
that Dick had
d,dn ' see him b "» the
friendlv nncf fglC n
° te Went out of her
voice,
voiced
d°th
and
the song was heavy
with a
e
tl0n
Th at must hTve been
whl T P°d re Uzed
,
for the fir st time
tna? he
hJ was ,losing Ellen
that

St,

a

w

T

^™

-

-

-

,

S£?mT

C°

JT

me

forever.

0Ver him "ght

It

*en

f0r E1Ien was something
he Jl
3Ve t0 fi 8 ht
B eeause her
h«rt
u
heart was being won
by Dick Cooper
ad grown "P with all of
us in Watertown and who
would live
-

nT^w*
out his
town.

life

in this

And

right then is
answer to that wish
star
Ted kissed me.

suddenly and hurt

quiet

little

river

when I got my
I made on the
He just turned

my

lips

with hard,

hungry excitement— kissed me violently and left me weak and a little frightened. And, then, he seemed to realize
that I was Betty, Ellen's sister—and
not the kind of girl he could turn to

temporary answer

for a

emotion— not the kind

to his

of

pent-up

woman

a

man could go to for a little while to
erase his bitterness and loneliness and
disillusionment.
"I'm sorry, Betty— forgive me," he

and turned away toward the night
dropped Ellen and Dick off at
our house, and Ted and I went on with
the gang to Charlie's Place for
chili.
But we didn't sit at the big center table
said

We

with the rest of them. We sat alone
in the back booth— away from
the circle of noisy gaiety in the middle
of the
restaurant.

"I'm losing her, Betty," Ted told me
waited.
"You know it and I
it."
He hesitated then. "And
I don't see how I can take it.
You see,
Betty, she's everything I've dreamed
of.
The roses and the moon and my
grandchildren."
He smiled at me.
"Someday you'll know what that can
mean, Betty."

we
know
as

I

wanted

to tell

him

that I did knot,

that

he was all those things to me.

But

I didn't

have the courage to do

it

I

wanted

know—that

me— but

to tell

him then

he was

all

that I did
those things to

I didn't
because he shifted
quickly into another mood.
"This is terrible for you, Betty," he
said, forcing a smile. "Your first Full

Moon

ning."

party,

and

this

He looked

kind of an evemy eyes with

into

extreme kindness. "They tell me all
the girls look forward to their first
Full Moon party. Did you?"
I was afraid the tears that dimmed
my eyes would spill out on my cheeks
and give away my secret, but I controlled them as I nodded slowly.
He touched my hand on the table
and his fingers were gentle.
"I'm sorry your first party was a flop.
But next time you'll have fun."
I looked at him quickly, wondering
if he meant that he planned to take
me again. But he smiled the way
Uncle Tom does when he looks at

Ellen.

"Some nice fellow is going to fall
hard for you some day," he said sincerely.
"You're pretty, and you're a
nice girl, too."
If Ted had wanted to hurt me, had
tried deliberately to show me once and
for all the hopelessness of
feeling
for him, he had used just the right

my

But I knew that he hadn't
tried, and his very
unconsciousness
was a more bitter hurt. I was a nice
words.

girl,

a

pleasant,

companion, a
stand that the

girl

friendly,

unexciting

who. would under-

moment

in the sleigh,

when his lips bruised mine and his
arms tightened round me, didn't exist
for him. I knew how he felt about it,
I tried hard to forget about it, too,
because if he didn't remember it I
didn't want it to have any meaning for
me either. He had been kissing Ellen,
I told myself; but still the memory of
his
closeness set my heart wildly
pounding. I wanted that kiss to have
been given to me, to Betty not to an

and

—

Ellen who had turned from him,
he could not stop loving.

But

I

whom

didn't (Continued on page 65)
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—

One

—

doesn't erase overnight the carelessness of years.

was a time when thought
THERE
hated Margaret Haldane.
I

I

We

had been friends until the
thing happened which made my husband Jay want to divorce me, made
him want to divorce me and marry
Margaret that was what hurt. When
I thought that happened, I turned on
Margaret with such loathing as only a
'

woman

can experience who feels herbetrayed by another.
To me, in the moment of revulsion
when it seemed to me that Jay loved
Margaret, she became a "bad" woman
self

—a

woman who was

and
home.

willfully

wickedly trying to break up my
No one could have convinced me then
that she was anything better.
It seems strange in the light of what
happened later that Jay and I started
24

seeing Margaret because we were
sorry for her.
She was a new secretary in the
advertising firm for which Jay worked.
Although she worked at her job with
enthusiasm and good cheer or perhaps because she was so cheerful
everyone in the office felt that there
was something pathetic about her.
Her husband, they knew, hadn't been
home in two years—he was in the
South Pacific aboard a Coast Guard destroyer escort. And she seemed to have
no other family, and no friends at all.
Jay told me about her while we
were sitting talking one evening
before dinner.
"She's
desperately lonesome," he
said.
"You can tell by the way she
works. She's always there first in the

—

morning, hard at it, and she stays late
at night works hours after everyone
else has gone."
"Maybe she's just ambitious," I said.
"No pretty young girl is ambitious
enough to want to spend every evening of her life all alone in an office
typing stacks of dull reports," Jay
replied. "I think she's sick and tired
of looking at the four walls of a

—

works because there
nothing else 'to do."
"Hasn't
"Hotel room?" I - gasped.

hotel room, and
is

the girl any home?"
"She's just come to Cleveland," Jay
said.
"Hasn't been able to find an
apartment.
Her family's all down
south somewhere Tennessee, I think."
The picture Jay painted of this
lonely girl's life made me suddenly.

—

—

I don't have to act apart to hold Jay, Janet told herself.

been a good companion, a good wife

am now.

Besides,

—

the

acute.

We

gasoline shortage became
had bought War Bonds, and
paid higher taxes but what is that,
when other people are fighting and
dying far away from home?

—

Jay, called early in the war for his
draft physical, had been rejected he
would never have to be away from
me, or in danger.
had our home,
our friends, our pleasures just as
always. Surely, my conscience told

—

We

—

me, we could share our happiness
with a girl who had been asked to
give up so much.
I had been silent for several minutes,
deep in thought, and Jay turned to the
sports page of his evening newspaper.
He was a little startled when I ran
across the room to him and with a
Inote of urgency in my voice begged
'him to telephone Margaret Haldane,
*f and ask her to dinner with us.
"Tonight?" he asked, with surprise.
"Yes, tonight," I said. "Call her right
away.-She's probably still at the office."
"But will dinner keep?" he asked,
drowning.
Jay's routine had fallen,
'in the seven years of our marriage,
into
1
such a pattern (home from the
office at six, out in the garden for
a little spading just for exercise, then
ay'
coat off, easy slippers on a few
jmoments with the newspaper or the
radio, then a quiet dinner) that any
jsuch unexpected departure from the
|

;

—

schedule upset him. He felt sorry for
iMargaret Haldane, too, but it hadn't

me just the way I

woman

occurred to him that we could do anything about her problems certainly
not on the spur of the moment.
I assured him that dinner could wait
long enough for our guest to arrive.
"I haven't even beaten the eggs for
the Yorkshire pudding," I said, "and
the roast will keep warm for another hour. Call her up," I prodded

—

him

again.

Groaning a little, Jay phoned the
office.
Margaret was still working.
She would be delighted to come for
dinner, she said.

She'd come right out.

JAY

frowning.

was

He

wasn't
at all sure that he liked this sudden change in program. He was used
to relaxing when he came home. Now,
I supposed, he thought he was in for
an evening of shop talk. Resignedly
he put back on his coat, and sat down
The doorbell rang almost
to wait.
before he was settled in the chair.
Jay ushered Margaret Haldane into
our living room.
still

'

"My

j

—

likes

Jay has never looked at another

very ashamed. The war hadn't touched
us at all. Oh, we had put up with
the usual rationing problems I stood
in line for butter and bacon, and then
sometimes didn't get it, but what is
that in a period when millions of people all over the world are starving?
We had curtailed our week-end trips

when

—he

wife,"

Jay

began

tactlessly,

"thought you might be lonely."
"Nothing of the sort," I said hurriedly. "I've wanted to meet you, Mrs.
Haldane, ever since Jay told me you

—

had joined the firm
and tonight
seemed as good a time as any. We're
so glad you weren't busy."
"I'm never busy," she said, and
laughed frankly. "And I was lonely
it was good of you to ask me."
Her dark, rather brooding eyes
seemed to fill with light when she
smiled, and I realized, with some
surprise, that she was beautiful.
I
suppose all non-working wives
have the tendency I used to have
consider all women in their husband's offices as efficient, sometimes

to

I've

.

.

.

handsome, but
handsome machines
never beautiful.
Margaret Haldane had seemed mere.

.

.

ly handsome when she walked into
the room. Her dark hair was demurely
neat in a low knot on her neck, and
her quiet grey suit was not designed
for glamour. But her smile changed
one's whole impression.
Once the mold of the machine was
broken it was easy to see that she
was lovely even the businesslike suit
couldn't hide the feminine contours
of her figure, and that smile did

—

something to her face.
I was aware of a sudden uneasiness.
I was prepared to entertain a machine.

But this girl was a person. Jay,
seemed suddenly speechless.

too,

"Well, Jay," I said, "aren't you
going to take Mrs. Haldane's hat?"
The mundane question broke the
tension, and Jay rushed about stowing
away our guest's hat and gloves, finding

a

chair

for

her about the

her,

and talking

to

office.

I
slipped away to the kitchen to
look at the roast, relieved somehow
to be away from Margaret's wellgroomed presence. I felt suddenly
shabby in my old jersey dress, and
peered anxiously in the kitchen mirror, wishing I had done something
about my hair.
By the time dinner was ready, Jay
and Margaret were chatting like old
friends. My roast was withered but

Her appetite
really flattering.
"I haven't had a home-cooked meal
for so long," she said, half-apologizing.
"And your Yorkshire pudding
is wonderful
just like my mother's."
She talked animatedly and well. Jay
laughed delightedly over her stories
Margaret ate hungrily.

was

—
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—
her struggles with the clients.
This was shop talk, all right, but
was amusing and he thoroughly
it

of

—

enjoyed himself.

He was still laughing' to himself,
long after Margaret left.
"She's a clever girl," he said once,
yawning.
I should have heard right then the
faint rumbles of approaching trouble.
But I was sleepy, too.

And
Jay.

years

was so ridiculously sure of
had been married for seven
our whole relationship was a
I

We

—

pleasant, lazy habit.
.

SCARCELY

f

could

remember now

* the struggles
marriage. Jay

of our early years of
hadn't had his good job

Sometimes, indeed, he had had
no job at all. We had lived in a
one-room and kitchenette apartment,
and had to scrape for the rent many
a time at that. But we had been happy,
then.

—

just the same.
I didn't realize
for I
didn't remember that we had weath-

—

ered

those

early

off

now,

why

I

bed at

was

I

satisfied

Or

—

that

—

.

.

fishing
It

in

was

a
liked

he

.

.

the lake country.

change for Jay
getting

into

old

escaping the telephone and business pressure
for a few days.
We both
looked forward to our July
"break" all through the year.
clothes,

—

—

The summer

—

after Margaret
to Cleveland,
plans as usual to
the house for two

Haldane came

the question.
Oh, she said vaguely, she guessed
she was restless. Jay didn't press the

made

I

up

close

weeks, turn my back on my
household chores, and play.
There wasn't much planning to do,
of course, it was pretty much a routine just deciding when we would
go, deciding what old clothes would
still be usable, leaving a note for the
milkman and the paper-boy, and going. But I started early in June because I knew from experience that
it took a long time to get Jay to make

But he somehow felt sorher than ever. He phoned me

question.
rier for

his

let down
be himthought when he was
alone with me. I was as unprepared for the blow as
though there had been no
handwriting on the wall.
For several summers, Jay
and I had spent our annual
two-weeks' vacation in northern Minnesota, camping and

never looked at another woman.
We saw Margaret Haldane frequently after that. Jay asked her to lunch
one day and she read him excerpts
from her husband's letters, which
she carried in a bundle in her purse.
And she told Jay, with tears in her
eyes, how much she missed her Bob
and her family, too, and all her
friends.
When Jay wondered aloud
why she had left the South when
her family and friends, and her husband's friends, were there she dodged
.

to

didn't understand.

self, I

And, besides, Jay had
.

off

ten o'clock.

Jay could

be?

it

drag

to

I still

would have ad-

shouldn't

Margaret was with us, Jay
easy to stay up half the night.
He wasn't tired, he would complain
when I pleaded exhaustion after a
long evening of dancing or
cards. But when we spent an
evening alone, on the other
hand, Jay was ready enough
it

rather,

the thought.

different
mitted.
But
We're older.
It's

When

found

we

storms because

were so dependent on one another, so
interested in one another, and so passionately in love. Even if I had remembered, I suppose, I would have
shrugged

or at least on guard, for Jay was
changing. And if I hadn't been so
smugly sure of him, I would have
realized that it was Margaret's constant
presence in our lives which was responsible for the change.
That change was apparent in just
little things at first.
When Margaret
was expected for dinner, Jay would
find time to shave and put on a clean
white shirt before she arrived. If we
were dining alone, Jay preferred to
spend his leisure moments catching
up on the news, or listening to the
radio. At those times, one shave, one
shirt were enough for any one day.

frequently from the office after that
to ask if he could bring Margaret
home for dinner. We took her along
when we went to the movies. We
introduced her to all our friends.
Margaret seemed genuinely grateful.
She tried in a thousand ways that I

—

were pathetic, to make
me like her. She would bring me
flowers when she came to dinner, or
realized later

little note of thanks
a happy evening with us at a
theatre or a dance.
I enjoyed being

these little bothersome decisions.
This time, though, it seemed impossible to get him to think about our
plans at all. "Plenty of time, plenty of
time," he said whenever I brought it up.

with her. Having an extra woman on
our hands was not awkward every
hostess expects extra women in wartime.
I sometimes missed the
cozy,
intimate talks I had had with Jay
when we had more time to ourselves,
but I honestly was not jealous.
It was blind of me not to be jealous,

out what he wanted to do about his
broken-down old suitcase. "It's pretty
bad, you know," I reminded him, as
I had last year and the year ^before.
"Don't you think you could stand a
new one? It might fall apart right
in the middle of the street!"

send a grateful
after

I

—

called

him up one morning

to find

His voice came hesitantly over the
"I'm pretty busy. Let's talk
about it when I get home I can look

—

wire.

at

it

—

/.
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I hung up with a sigh. No use waiting for Jay to "talk about it." Apparently he was just going to put it off
until there was no time left at all!
There was only one way to get him

make up

—
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by a
J.
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problem
Good Will Hour.
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mind I would make
it up for him.
I went downtown that
afternoon and came home, just in time
to

his

to get dinner, with a sturdy new suitcase for him, one that I was sure he
would like because it was almost a
duplicate of the ancient worn-out one.

After dinner I led him upstairs and
it with a flourish.
He stared
at it for a moment in silence, and
when he turned to me I suddenly

produced

realized that, for

"Yes," Jay said slowly, "it is _a nice
one. Too nice for me you ought to

use
I

k

n
jr.

chi

some peculiar reason,

he was embarrassed. I laughed in surprise. "Well
can't I buy my husband
a gift after all these years?" I teased.
"And a nice one too, if I may say so."

—

Suggested
presented on John

J'Dl

then."

—

A PROBLEM FROM JOHN

loc

fev

it."

fastened the straps and tested the

i,
'::

one another once in a while. You get a
perspective ... on things."
better
I made no further protests, but I was
bitterly hurt. I didn't then
hurt
associate Jay's wish to be alone with
The possibility
Margaret Haldane.
didn't yet occur to me that he wanted
That additional
to be alone with her.
.

.

.

.

.

.

knife-stab came later.
After Jay had packed his bags and
gone off "with the gang," I wandered
about our house like a lost soul. All
the rooms looked strange and unfaI didn't know how to
miliar to me.
live in that house, alone.
to go somewhere
Jay had urged
parents, or an old
to go visit
Anywhere, it seemed
school friend.
to me, just so I'd get the sick look off
face and get off his conscience. But
There was noI had nowhere to go.
where I wanted to go or be without

me

—

my

my

—

—

Jay.

After a day or two of utter misery
I went to the movies once, and left
before the feature was half through; I
tried going to bed early but lay awake
tossing all night I knew I had to see
someone, to talk to' someone, or go

—

—

crazy.

T DECIDED to telephone Margaret
* Haldane, to invite her to lunch. I
Mrs. Haldane was
called her hotel.
out of the city.
"When will she be back?" I asked.
"Not until the first of August," the
clerk replied.

"Oh," I said, and an ugly thought
began to knock at the back of my mind.
"Do you know where she's gone?"
"To her home in Tennessee, I think,"

then I was

"We are forwarding
the clerk said.
her mail there, in care of her parents."
"Thank you," I said, and hung up the

know now

that I was blind, but even
not too blind to realize that Jay was changing.
/

receiver.

Now,

I

realized,

I

knew.

And Jay had gone to
Kentucky. That was why he had deTennessee.

lock.
"No doubt I will have to put a
few odds and ends into it, but it's all
yours," I told him firmly.
Jay .shook his head, still with the odd
embarrassment that was beginning
"You ought to
really to puzzle me.
take it and go off to some nice hotel

and have yourself a real vacation," he
insisted.

understand," Jay said,
or
still go fishing
... well, the point is, it's a sort of
Just a few of us at the
stag affair.
we thought it might
office, just men
be fun to go down to this little town
in Kentucky and just do nothing but
Get our
golf for a couple of weeks.
."
his apologetic voice
minds off
don't

—

hotels

that.
to put

—

.

.

I'd like to play a little golf this year,
You know just for a
instead.

—

change?"
There was a silence, while I tried to
decide whether I was annoyed or just
disappointed. More annoyed, I thought.
Jay knew perfectly well that I didn't
play golf what in the world would I
do for two weeks? I said it aloud, my
annoyance clear in my tone. "Is that
what you call a change, sitting around
for two weeks while you play golf?"

—

—

"You can

—

.

aren't any fun you
Too many people, and
on a different outfit for
having
breakfast, lunch and dinner I'd much
rather just lie around in old slacks and
go fishing. Wouldn't you?"
."
"Well ... as a matter of fact
Jay said, and stopped. "I kind of think

"Nice

know

"You

hastily.

.

trailed into silence.
So this was what had
him. I understood his

now, but that was

all

want

my

I

didn't

—

to take

been bothering
embarrassment
I understood.
vacation with-

out Jay I couldn't imagine why he
I
should make such a suggestion.
couldn't think of any reason for this
strange upsetting of an arrangement I
had taken for granted. "Was it something you couldn't get out of is that
it?" I asked in bewilderment.
"Well, yes and no," Jay answered;
then suddenly he looked at me for the
first time and his tone became more
deliberate, as if he at last had found
the words he had needed. "No. Not
I
think perhaps it's a good
really.
thing for married people to take some
time off now and then. Get away from

—

cided not to go fishing this year. That
was why he didn't want me to go with
him. It was Margaret. He wanted to
be near Margaret.
For the remainder of the two weeks
Jay was away I lived in such torment
as I would never wish for another human soul. I tried writing to Jay, but
tore up the letters. I knew the scalding,
angry words would drive him away

from

me

forever,

come back.

to

I

and I wanted him
would suffer any

humiliation, I thought, pretend not to
see, not to notice, if only he would
come back. For I loved Jay. No matter

why he was away from me, I loved
And J hated Margaret Haldane.

him.

had very little energy left after
aching, and hating, and loving.
last ounce of wisdom whispered that I
must make myself attractive for Jay's
homecoming, that I must do something
if I wanted him to come home to stay
but I was too spent from anger and
tears to make the necessary effort.
I

A

my

—

Jay must have been shocked when
met him at the door when he arrived, wearing a wrinkled house-dress
and no make-up. my neglected hair
I

pulled into a tight

me

for a

know me.

roll.

He looked

at

moment

as though he didn't
(Continued on page 81)
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—

realized that

it

en

d h

!r wa

m
stm

s

laughing

to

was

the
have heard right then
trouble.
rumbles of approaching

was sleepy, too.
sure
And I was so ridiculously
I

of

remember now

It's

different

I

evening

ten o'clock.
understand.
I still didn't
rather,

I

Jay could
self, I

t

U we

after

let

down—be

him-

was

as

fishing

in

realized later were pathetic, to make
me like her. She would bring me
flowers when she came to dinner, or
send a grateful little note of thanks
after a happy evening with us at a
I enjoyed being
theatre or a dance.

with her. Having an extra woman on
our hands was not awkward every
hostess expects extra women in wartime.
sometimes missed the cozy,
I
intimate talks I had had with Jay
when we had more time to ourselves,
but 1 honestly was not jealous.
It was blind of me not to be jealous,

him up one morning to find
out what he wanted to do about his
broken-down old suitcase. "It's pretty
bad, you know," I reminded him, as

—

called

year and the year ..before.
"Don't you think you could stand a
new one? It might fall apart right
in the middle of the street!"
I

had

last

MOIIIhM FROM JOHN
Suggested
presented

on

John

J.

fcy
J.

ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOVR

true problem
Anthony'* Cam! Will
a

Anywhere,

friend.

me, just so

seemed

it

get the sick look off
get off his conscience. But
I'd

After a day or two of utter misery
I went to the movies once, and left
before the feature was half through; 1
tried going to bed early but lav awake
tossing all

someone,

night— I knew
to

talk

to*

had

I

to see

someone, or go

crazy.

¥ DECIDED

telephone

to

Margaret

* Haldane, to invite her to Lunch, I
called her hotel.
Mrs. Haldane was
out of the city.
"When

will she be back?" I asked.
"Not until the first of August," the

clerk replied.

"Oh," I said, and an ugly thought
began to knock at the back of my mind
"Do you know where she's gone?"
"To her home in Tennessee, I think,"
the clerk said.
"We are forwarding
/ know now that I was blind, but even
then I was not too blind to realize that Jay was changing.

her mail there,

"Thank you,"

in care oi her parents."
I said, and hung up the

receiver.

Now,

I

realized,

I

knew

And Jay had gone to
That was why he had decided not to go fishing this ve; M
That
was why he didn't want me to c,o with
him. It was Margaret. He wanted to
be near Margai el
For the remainder of the two weeks
Jay was away I lived in such torment
as I would never wish for another huTennessee.

Kentucky.

came hesitantly over the
"I'm— pretty busy. Let's talk
about it when I get home I can look
His voice

wire.
at

it

—

No use waitI hung up with a sigh.
ing for Jay to "talk about it." Apparently he was just going to put it off
until there was no time left at allThere was only one way to get him

—

mind I would make
that
it up for him.
I went downtown
afternoon and came home, just in tintf
suitto get dinner, with a sturdy new
he
case for him, one that I was sure
would like because it was almost a
to

make up

"No doubt

lock.

I will

few odds and ends into
yours," I told

him

his

duplicate of the ancient worn-out one.
After dinner I led him upstairs ano
produced it with a flourish. He stareo
at it for a moment in silence, a™

when he turned
realized that, for

to

me

I

suddenly
reason

some peculiar

he was embarrassed. I laughed in su
prise. "Well
can't I buy my husi
ised
a gift after all these years?" I teasw;
a nice one too, if I may say
"Yes," Jay said slowly, "it is a n1
^
one. Too nice for me you ought
use it."
(hf
I fastened the straps and tested
so-

"And

—

that
puzzle me.

to

all

it's

with the odd
was beginning
"You ought to

insisted.

aren't

any

fun

—you

that.
Too many people, and
having to put on a different outfit for

—

breakfast, lunch and dinner I'd much
rather just lie around in old slacks and
go fishing. Wouldn't you?"
."
"Well ... as a matter of fact
Jay said, and stopped. "I kind of think
I'd like to play a little golf this year,
instead.
You know just for a
change?"
.

.

—

There was a silence, while I tried to
decide whether I was annoyed or just
disappointed. More annoyed, I thought.
J ay

.

stag

affair.

office,

just

be fun

to

knew

perfectly well that

I

didn't

Play

golf— what in the world would I
do for two weeks? I said it aloud, my

annoyance clear in my tone. "Is that
what you call a change, sitting around
for two weeks
while you play golf?"

—

it's a sort of
Just a few of us at the

.

men — we thought it might
down to this little town

go

in Kentucky and just do nothing but
Get our
golf for a couple of weeks.
." his apologetic voice
minds off
trailed into silence.
.

hotels

know

understand," Jay said,
go fishing or

don't

hastily.
"You can still
well, the point is,
.

take it and go off to some nice hotel
and have yourself a real vacation," he

"Nice

"You

put a

to

but

it,

still

embarrassment
really

have

firmly.

Jay -shook his head,

then."

—

.4

to

—

made

I

know how

Jay.

the lake country.

—

.

face and
had nowhere to go. There was nowhere I wanted to go— or be— without

phone and business pressure
We both
for a few days.
looked forward to our July
"break" all through the year.
The summer after Margaret
Haldane came to Cleveland,

the question.
Oh, she said vaguely, she guessed
she was restless. Jay didn't press the
question. But he somehow felt sorrier for her than ever. He phoned me
frequently from the office after that
to ask if he could bring Margaret
home for dinner. We took her along
when we went to the movies. We
introduced her to all our friends.
Margaret seemed genuinely grateful.
She tried in a thousand ways that I

.

I

un-

plans as usual to
close up the house for two
weeks, turn my back on my
household chores, and play.
There wasn't much planning to do,
of course, it was pretty much a routine just deciding when we would
go, deciding what old clothes would
still be usable, leaving a note for the
milkman and the paper-boy, and going.
But I started early in June because I knew from experience that
it took a long time to get Jay to make
these little bothersome decisions.
This time, though, it seemed impossible to get him to think about our
plans at all. "Plenty of time, plenty of
time," he said whenever I brought it up.

.

my

It was a change for Jay
he liked getting into old
escaping the teleclothes,

I

.

school

prepared for the blow as
though there had been no
handwriting on the wall
For several summers, Jay
and I had spent our annual
two-weeks' vacation in northern Minnesota, camping and

.

.

to

a

thought— when he was
I

.

Jay had urged me to go somewhere
—to go visit my parents, or an old

Or
that

better

miliar to me.
I didn't
live in that house, alone.

at

satisfied

was

alone with me.

But why shouldn't it be?
mitted.
We're older. And, besides, Jay had
never looked at another woman.
We saw Margaret Haldane frequentto lunch
ly after that. Jay asked her
one day and she read him excerpts
from her husband's letters, which
she carried in a bundle in her purse.
And she told Jay, with tears in her
eyes, how much she missed her Bob
her family, too, and all her
.111,1
When Jay wondered aloud
friends.
why she had left the South— when
her family and friends, and her husliand's friends, were there— she dodged
.

'

enough

hand, Jay was ready
his bed
to drag off to

would have ad-

.

P<^ ntM^

When arga
things at nrst
Jay w
expected for dinner
put on a ci
to shave and

long evening of dancing
spent an
cards. But when we
alone, on the other

But we had been happy,

now,

in a while. You get a
perspective ... on things."
I made no further protests, but I was
hurt
bitterly hurt.
I didn't then
associate Jay's wish to be alone with
Margaret Haldane.
The possibility
didn't yet occur to me that he wanted
to be alone uiith her. That additional
knife-stab came later.
After Jay had packed his bags and
gone off "with the gang," I wandered
about our house like a lost soul. All
the rooms looked strange and unfa-

^

would
He wasn't tired, he
"hen I pleaded exhaustion
or

a time
I
I didn't realize-for
just the same.
weathdidn't remember-that we had
we
ered those early storms because
so
were so dependent on one another,
so pasinterested in one another, and
resionately in love. Even if I had
membered, I suppose, I would have
shrugged off the thought.
at that.

one another once

moments

early years of
the struggles of our
good job
marriage. Jay hadn't had his
he had had
then Sometimes, indeed,
lived in a
no job at all. We had
apartment,
one-room and kitchenette
many
had to scrape for the rent

and

^

spend his leisure
listening to the
up on the news, or
shave, one
At those times, one
radio.
for any one day.
shirt were enough
us Jay
When Margaret was w ththe nignt
half
found it easy to stay up
comp am

pleasant, lazy habit.

could

^

"^
P^ catOT

We

{SCARCELY

J

"fwould have
Margaret constant
was"'JJ-'efs
wa
lives which

find time
arrived.
white shirt before she
e
were dining alone, Jay

seven
had been married for
was a
years— our whole relationship

j ay

to'

I

That change was a

T-JSd
But

it

if

presence in our
sponsible for the change^

himself,

little

faint

guard

or at least on
changing. And
smugly sure of

«»e cliente.
her struggles with n
but
right
This was shop talk, all
thoroughly
was amus,ng-and he

of

'

.

was what had been bothering
him. I understood his embarrassment
now, but that was all I understood.
I didn't want to take my vacation withSo

this

—

out Jay I couldn't imagine why he
I
should make such a suggestion.
couldn't think of any reason for this
strange upsetting of an arrangement I
had taken for granted. "Was it something you couldn't get out of— is that
it?" I asked in bewilderment.
"Well, yes and no," Jay answered;
then suddenly he looked at me for the
first time and his tone became more

he at last had found
the words he had needed. "No. Not
think perhaps it's a good
I
really.
thing for married people to take some
time off now and then. Get away from
deliberate, as

if

man

soul.

I

tried writing to Jay, but

tore up the letters.
knew the scalding
angry words would drive him away
from me forever, and I wanted him
to come back.
I
would suffej anj
I

humiliation, I thought, pretend not h>
see, not to notice, U only he would
come back. For I loved Jay. No mat
ter why he was away from me,
loved
him. And J hated Margaret Haldane
1

had very little energy I'll aftei
my aching, and hating, and I" tag A
last ounce of wisdom whispered that I
must make myself attractivi foi
homecoming, that
must do something
if I wanted him to come home to stay
but I was too ipi nl from angi
and
I

i

I

—

tears to

i

make

in,

necessary effort

Jay must hav< been ihoi ed when
met him at the dooi when hi
rived, wearing a wrinkled hou
dri
and no make-up. my neglected hail
I

I

-

pulled into a tight roll
He looked at
me for a moment as though hi didn
know me.
(Continued on page 81)
'
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PRESENTING IN LIVING PORTRAITS—

These are the friends you have made,
sharing their joys' and problems as

you

listen

story of a

each day to this exciting

woman's loving

LAUREL GROSVENOR,

sacrifice

Stella

Dallas'

daughter, lives in Washington. After her
young husband Dick was sent overseas,
Laurel felt that she must learn to face the
separation in the way that other young
American women were courageously facing separations from their loved ones. She
knew too that she must have the fortitude
Stella expected her to have, so Laurel
bravely tested herself and taught herself
confidence and a new fortitude. For the
past few months she has held a confix
dential position in the War Department.
(Played by Vivian Smolen)

Stella Dallas, based

on the famous novel of

that name by Olive Higgins Prouty, is written by Anne Hummert and heard Mondays
EWT, on NBC
through Fridays, at 4:15

PM

STELLA DALLAS, whose

faith, courage and understanding are a never-failing source of strength to
her loved ones, works in a large munitions plant in Boston. Her common sense and very human
philosophy often play a tremendous part in the destiny of others. But Stella's deepest love is for her
daughter Laurel. When Laurel married into wealth and society, Stella realized the difference in their
tastes and worlds and quietly took herself out of her daughter's life. But war has brought many
changes. Though Laurel and her little daughter live in Washington with her mother-in-law Stella has
been with them in heart and spirit since Laurel's husband, Dick Grosvenor, enlisted in the Air Corps.
(Played by Anne Elstner)
,
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DICK GROSVENOR, now
handsome, wealthy,

a

Captain,

socially prominent, is

Laurel's husband. Unlike his mother, Dick
always had a tender feeling for Stella, and
deep understanding has grown between
them. Dick was shot down over Germany and taken prisoner. He escaped,
and is now in an Army hospital recovering from plastic surgery operations.

(Played by George Lambert)

MRS. GROSVENOR, Dick's mother, has
shared her Washington home with Laurel,
to whom she has been devoted since
Dick first fell in love with her. At one
time Mrs. Grosvenor bitterly resented
Stella, but her life and point of view
have been deeply affected by the war.
In the past few months she has learned
to lean on Stella for strength and faith.
(Played by Jane Houston)

STELLA LOUISE, Dick's and Laurel's daughter, played happily in her grandmother's Washington home, unmindful of the crisis in her parents' lives
Dick refused to see Laurel until his facial operations proved successful.

—
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MINNIE GRADY,
Stella's

lovable, Irish, is
closest friend. She and her

husband Gus have a cottage near the
munitions plant where Stella works.
Minnie, though warm of heart and always ready to help those in trouble,
has a caustic tongue. She uses it on
Stella when she thinks that Stella is
giving too much of her time and
strength to helping others. She ean't
understand Stella's refusal to marry
wealthy Philip Baxter, for Min's one
desire

in

life

to see Stella rich
settled as Phil's wife.

is

and comfortably

(Played by Grace Valentine)

BAXTER has been one of
Boston's most attractive and richest
PHILIP

widowers for

years.

Unhappy

in his

daughter-in-law's home, he took a
job at the munitions plant, where he
met Stella and almost at once determined to marry her. Philip received
enthusiastic encouragement
nie,

a

who unknowingly put

from MinStella

in

by convincing Phil
that there was hope for him as far as
difficult position

Stella was concerned. Now Phil tinderstands that he and Stella can only be
friends, but he values her friendship.

(Played by Bill Smith)
31

Do you know what

it is

like to be afraid

of the

man you

love?

Mary knew,

but her

lo\

(

DO YOU know man

what it is like to be
you love? Not
afraid of the
afraid that he will do violence to
you directly, but that he will harm
someone else, and so destroy both himself and you. You love him; your love,
is a chain that binds you to him, and
you cannot break it. All you can do is
stay with him and- watch and wait and
pray that somehow, someway, the inevitable may not happen.
We were so different, Ted and I, of
such different backgrounds his full of
struggle and hardship, without any
softening influences, and mine peaceful
and sheltered, with all of the loving
guidance that wise and understanding

—

We

both worked at
Airlines, where Ted was a
transport pilot and I was secretary fb
the airport manager. I saw him several
parents can give.

Skyview

times before we actually met, but only
at a distance, when he came into the
outer office to turn in his log. Even at
a distance he was something to make a
woman's heart turn very tall, with a
reckless thrust to his chin, and vigorous movements, and a quick, brilliant
smile that made you think, somehow,
that he had never found a great deal
to smile about and must enjoy what
he did find with double intensity.
The other girls laughed at me when
I looked up from my typing to watch
him until he had left the room. "You'll
never get anywhere with Ted Jordan,
Mary," they told me. "He's too wrapped
up in his brother to .know that women
any ideas."!
Better
not get
exist.

—

hisi
wit!,

must
speci

it

a

i

»

stt

"

]

ias

an unbreakable chain, binding her

I d seen Ted's brother, Billy, a slim,
handsome boy, as fair <as Ted was dark,
with Ted's piercing gray eyes. He went

high school in town, but he'd just
got his private license, and he was at
the field every afternoon when school
to

was

out, whether it was his day to fly
or not. I liked Ted all the more for his
devotion to his brother, and I didn't
try to explain to the girls that I didn't
particularly want to "get anywhere"
with him that I was contented at
home with my parents, with
work,
with an occasional date with Wade
McCrary, one of the instructors at the

—

field.

my

Ted simply added a

little

extra

brilliance to life. I thought that he was
a splendid person; the glimpses I caught
of him were pleasantly exciting, and he
figured vaguely, with a kind of hazy
brightness, in
dreams.
Then one night, abruptly, rudely, he
came into sharper focus.
I had worked late at the office, and
I had a half-hour's wait for the next
bus into town. I was tired and hungry,
and I stopped at the airport lunchroom
for a snack. I had finished
sandwich
and was drinking
coffee slowly, trying to use up
half -hour's wait, when

my

my

my

my

a

fTed Jordan came in. He looked tired;
his mouth was straight and tight
with fatigue, and I guessed that he
must have been on one of the
special runs that were ordered so
Jt

*t

}ften these days. He didn't see
ne at all; he swung himself onto
i stool and said wearily to
the

counter

girl,

"Hot

ham

sandwich."

to him.

watched him out of the corner of
eye, noticing how bold and strongly cut his profile was, how crisp and
dark his hair. I wanted to touch it, to
I

my

—and

smooth it
up short,

I

telling

fortunate that

I

my thoughts
myself that it was
seldom saw him up
pulled

close.

The

girl set a plate before him and
eat, and I looked quickly
at
own plate.
second later I
jumped as a voice snapped, "Hey, this

he sat back to

A

my

isn't what I ordered! I didn't ask for
gravy."
The counter girl left off cleaning the
coffee
urns
and turned languidly
toward him. "You said a hot ham
sandwich. Hot ham always comes with
gravy."

"Not for me, it doesn't," Ted said.
"You ought to know that by now."
Her mouth tightened. "I can't remember everything you fellows like
and don't like. You got the regular
"Never mind that! Take this back
and give me the same without the

—

gravy."

"There
last

ham

"

"

isn't

any more.

in the place.

—

something else
Ted picked up the

You

got the

Unless you want
plate,

turned on

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY
Suggested by an original radio play, "Star
Over Jordan" by Paul West, heard on Stars
Over Hollywood, Saturdays at noon, on CBS.

the stool, and dropped the plate to the
floor.

His water

glass, his

bread and

butter plate went crashing after it.
The girl leaned across the counter
to peer at the mess.
"Now look what
you've done!" she complained, tearfully.
"I'll have tc/pay for those dishes
Ted took a bill from his pocket, and
laid it on the counter. He was stalking
out when I heard my own voice cry
sharply, "You come back and clean up
that mess!"
He spun around, came over to me.
For a moment, from the look in his
eyes, I was afraid that he was going to
pick me up and do with me as he'd
done with the dishes. But he laughed.
"Well, listen to the cricket giving
orders! Who's going to clean it up?"
"You are," I said firmly. "Every little
I
Inside, I was shaking.
bit of it."
could have wept with anger and disappointment. It had been such a disgraceful performance by the man I'd
admired so much that I could no more
keep down my hurt than I could have

—

kept from speaking my mind.
He looked at me for a moment, and
then he stooped and began to pick up
the pieces of crockery. He did a good
job of it, too, even wiping up the floor
with a damp cloth the counter
girl handed him.
Unwillingly, I

my former liking for him
coming back. It was disarming of
him, after his display of bad

felt

temper, to give in so gracefully.
Before he was quite through I
paid my check and went out. I
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Do you know what

it is

like to be afraid

of the

man you

love?

Mary knew, but her

lov e

"

unbreakable chain, binding
her to him
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what it is like to be
you love? Not
afraid of the
afraid that he will do violence to
you directly, but that he will harm
someone else, and so destroy both himyour love,
self and you. You love him;
you to him, and
is a chain that binds
you cannot break it. All you can do is
wait and
stay with him and watch and
that somehow, someway, the in-
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Inside, I was shaking
I
could have wept with anger
and disappointment. It had been such
a disgraceful performance by the
man I'd
admired so much that I could no
more
keep down my hurt than I could
have
kept from speaking my mind
He looked at me for a moment,
and
then he stooped and began to
pick up
eyes,
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pick
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the pieces of crockery. He
did a good
job of it too, even wiping up the
floor
with a damp cloth the
counter
girl handed him.
Unwillingly I

my former liking for him
coming back. It was disarming of
felt

f

him, after his display of
bad
temper, to give in so gracefully
Before he was quite through
I
paid my check and went out
I
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"

"Maybe

hadn't gone a dozen feet before I heard
footsteps, and a tall figure loomed beside me.
"Wait a minute," he said.
"I picked up those dishes to please
you; you can at least tell me your

car
I

it

was," he admitted.

—

name."

walked on disgustedly toward the
After a
bus stop on the highway.
second he caught up with me. "Wait,"
he said meekly. "I know I was wrong.
I'm wrong a lot of times. But maybe
if
you stuck around, Cricket, and
chirped whenever I started to fly off
I

"Mary Lane," I said faintly. "I'm
Mr. Barnes' secretary." Out here, under the stars, with the great dark bulks
of the hangars standing silent in the
flat lands all around the field, it was
hard to remember how badly he'd behaved. It was easier to remember his
smile and his crisp, dark hair, and how
much I'd wanted to touch it.
"I've seen you around the office," he
said.
"I guess you don't think much
of me for what I just did, do you?"
"Well," I temporized, "it was certainly small-souled of you to take out

your temper on the waitress."
He stopped and stared in astonishment. "It was what of me?"
I glanced at him quickly, as quickly
glanced away. His face was shadowed
in the starlight, but something about
it told me all that was important to
know about him. I had a sudden
mental picture of my own home as I'd
_,

—

known

"But

can't stand it when I think someone
is trying to put something over on me.
She just figured I was sucker enough
to take whatever she handed me
I

—

it
since
childhood Mother
darning stockings on one side of the

room table in the evenings, Dad
reading on the other, and neither of
them too busy, ever, to smooth out
childish troubles, to answer the most
far-fetched question. It stood for more
than material security, that home of
mine; it stood for inner security and
the balance that keeps you at peace
with yourself and the world. Words
like love and faith were used respectfully and frequently in our house, and
we spoke of the human soul as matter of-factly as we spoke of the iris on the
lawn. Somehow, I sensed that it wasn't
at all the kind of home Ted had had.
"Small-souled," I said again. "It was
a very little, thing to get so excited
about.
I think you behaved badly."
living

How
handle, I'd reform.
letting me drive you home?"
the

#

about

t HAD to laugh. It was such a small
* mild voice to come from the big,
bold-looking man, and as for his calling
me Cricket well, I'd never thought of
it before, but I supposed that I did
look like one small and dark, with
my hair very smooth and shiny. I'm
afraid I sounded like one when I was
angry, or when excitement reduced my

—

—

voice to a sharp

rode

it

my own

money came
and

in,

and

I

was determined

weren't going to an institution, not if I had to sweep out
every store in the neighborhood."
"Oh," I asked, my voice tight with
pity, "what did you do?"
"Swept out stores," said Ted briefly.
Bit by bit, I got the rest of the
story out of him, a story of years of
doing any jobs, of paper routes and
delivering groceries and stoking furnaces and cutting lawns, of an irresistthat Bill

I

in airplanes that made
the harder for money for
lessons and flying time, of constant
battling and constant watchfulness lest
each hard-won gain be taken away
from him.
I learned other things, too
that Ted
didn't tell me in words.
He couldn't
bear to have a car pass him on the
road; twice I held my breath while
we raced the other cars and re-passed
them; the third time I asked Ted just
what he had against the man in the
car ahead of us.
He looked irritated
for a moment, and then he laughed
and slowed down and he conscientiously refrained from chasing the next
ible

interest

him work

all

—

was touching to see how proud
Ted was of his young brother Bill

It
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own way.

—

hurry.

a

my

hesitation in his

"You've got another date,"

he said resentfully.
"I have and I haven't,"

replied.

I

"Wade McCrary usually comes over

—

sure made me sore, not on
account, but on Bill's. I was
eleven when he left, and I figured I
was old enough to take care of myself,
but Bill was just a baby. Mrs. Malloy
couldn't take care of us unless some

But

Ted interpreted

I'd

figured he couldn't afford to support
us and a new family, too. I was grown
up by that time and able to take care
of Bill, so I didn't do anything about

in

way he spoke

He thought about it, and then he
admitted that I might be right. "You
see, Cricket, how you can straighten
me out? Why don't you have dinner
with me tonight, and we can go into
I'll get cleaned
it more thoroughly?
up, and call for you in about an hour."
I hesitated, strongly tempted, and

but

had been given ever heard from his
father again.
"I found out later he'd
remarried," Ted said grimly, "and

us

at the

Lucille Myers, the switchboard
"She's
operator in the outer office.
stuck-up," he said. "Her face would
crack if she smiled."
"Lucille isn't stuck-up," I protested.
She's very young,
"She's shy, Ted.
and she's new at the job, and she's
scared half to death that she won't
please everybody."

on Wednesdays.

little chirp.

—

it

passed

of

home with Ted Jordan

that
night, and I found out a great deal
about him enough to sound a warning
counterpoint to the song of happiness
that was already rising, unbidden, in
my heart. Ted's mother had died when
his brother was born, and a year later
his
father
had left them simply
walked off and left them with one of
the women in the neighborhood, together with a small sum of money and
the promise to send more when that
ran out. Neither Ted nor the Mrs.
Malloy into whose care he and Billy
I

that

was shocked

more or

it's

a date,

It isn't really

less understood,

hate to disappoint

him

if

and

he does

come."
There was a silence, and then Ted
.

out, "You mean that you sit
around and wait for McCrary to turn
up in his own good time? He must be

burst

—

awfully important to you ''
I tried to explain that it was because
Wade was not important to me not in
the way Ted meant that I could make
such loose arrangements to see him.
Wade and I liked each other, enjoyed
each other's company, but we weren't
in the least in love with each other.
I was pleased when he came to take
me out, but I wasn't hurt or disappointed when he did not come.
I
couldn't have done a good job of explaining it to Ted, however, because
he was quiet for a while after I finished, and then he said suddenly, in
an almost fatherly tone, "You know,
Mary, Wade's a good scout. I like him
better than anyone else at the field,
and he's the best instructor out there.
But he's kind of old for you. You
ought to be seejng younger fellows J'j
I laughed at him, but I was touched,
too. He was trying so hard to be calm
and reasonable. "Wade's thirty-two,"
I said lightly, "and I'm twenty-four.
That's not a great difference in ages,

—

—

—

is

—

it?"

"No," he said, and he added con-;
clusively, "but mine's a lot closer."
Wade was waiting for me when II

reached home; it was he who opened
the door for us.
"Hello, Mary," he|

—

"Your parents just went out "fj
then he saw Ted on the porch and
he grinned broadly. "Well, Jordan!"
he exclaimed. "Aren't you getting a
little out of line, bringing my girl
said.

And

Jac

ic;

home?"
I

Wade was joking, but Ted was not.
knew it by the pin-point of light

—

that leaped into his eyes a kind of
fighting light.
"You're the one who's;
out of line. Mary's my girl, and I've
got a date with her tonight."
"I'm sorry," Wade said instantly. "I'll
clear out, of course " And I quicklyl;

—

put my hand on his arm.
"Don't go, Wade. I haven't got ai
date with Ted. (Continued on page 60
)|
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Their one perfect day has

stretched into years of
happiness for the Westropes

—dnd they owe
sly old horse

By

it

all to

a

named Meanie

NAN GREY

NO

one ever heard of inviting a
horse to a wedding, but if I had
had a smattering of proper gratitude I would have invited a certain
horse to mine.
For it was a horse, Meanie, a mare
of no particular beauty or fame, but
a good horse nonetheless, who introduced me to Jackie Westrope when
I was twelve and he was fifteen
and
who conspired with Jackie to make
that meeting so memorable that I
married the man five years later,
almost to the day.
It has been a very unusual romance,
I think. I've played the part of Kathy
Foster in NBC's radio serial Those We
Love for the past five years, and in
all that time I know we have never
unfolded a stranger love story than
Jackie's and mine has been. But I can
vouch that every word of it is true.
It was on a beautiful spring day
in 1933 when Meanie, and Jackie Westrope, entered my life.
My parents,
as a special treat, had taken me to
Epsom Downs, in Houston, for my first
look at a race track. My father had
agreed that I might spend my entire
week's allowance one dollar in a
bet on one race. I could pick the
entry myself.

—
—

—

—

For the first five or six races, I sat
quietly, clutching
dollar bill, and
listened to the adults' conversation.

my

Everyone, it seemed, was talking
about a jockey named Jackie Westrope.
Jackie was still just a kid, but that
year he had become the No. 1 American rider with ,301 winners in a

—

single season.

Bookmakers all over America had
gone broke, to hear the grown-ups
tell it, because so many people had
stopped picking their horses on points
and simply bet on every Westrope

mount

to win.
Jackie was to ride in the seventh
race, and my father was uncertain
whether to bet on Jackie, and a horse
he had never heard of, or on Fairhead,
the favorite.
<

It

was

time,

I

decided,

for

me

to

go straight to the horse's mouth.
I found a girl friend, and took her
with me to the paddock. We looked
over the horses first. Fairhead certainly looked a better horse to my
twelve-year-old eyes
than Meanie.
But Meanie looked at me knowingly as though urging me to think

—

—

twice.

"Remember," those big eyes seemed
to

"Westrope is riding me."
an impulse I called out to one

say,

On

of the grooms and asked where I could
find Jackie Westrope.
"You can't talk to him, girlie," the
groom warned me, "but if you just
want to look at him^-why, that's him

over

there

leaning

out

the

jockey

room window."
I called out to Jackie, scorning the
know
I
didn't
groom's warning.
jockeys weren't allowed to discuss the

impending

race.

"Hey, Jackie," I called, "are
going to win the next race?"

you
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—

—
He
knew

didn't answer, of course.
He
the rules. But he smiled broadly.
I smiled frankly back.
I felt very
grown up. I was only twelve, but a
man a very famous man was flirting

—

—

with me!

At

moment, Jackie's valet
leaned out the window, winked at
me, and said, "Sure, he's going to
win. Westrope always wins."
That was enough for me. Grabbing
my girl friend by the hand, I rushed
that

for the betting

windows. There, with

my

my

dollar, and another
friend was
hoarding for her big plunge, we bet $2

W/E

hurried back to the stands,
™ trembling
with excitement. Our

conservative fathers both had bet on
Fairhead, and laughed condescendingly when we reported our choice.
see," I said hotly,

"Wes-

trope will win."

Because, I thought,
he had promised me he would. Almost.
Westrope did win, in a spine-curdling
last-second dash which would have
called for a photo-finish if that modern technique had been invented at
the time. Our $2 ticket paid off $20.20
more money than I had ever seen
at one time in my life.
I felt I had to go back to the paddock to thank Jackie for winning for
me, and I thought it equally proper
to invite the amazing young man whose

—

wizardry had made
•

me

suddenly rich

"come up and see me some time."
I was surprised, and awfully pleased,
when he came. My parents were just
surprised. They thought I was a little
young to be entertaining young men
no matter how benevolent the young
man happened to be. They couldn't
to

know then

that ten years later Jackie

and I would be a respectable old
married couple with two beautiful
daughters.
But they liked Jackie enormously,
and were as sorry as I was when his

commitments took him away from
Houston shortly after that, first to Dallas for a meet, then on to Chicago and
eastern tracks.

We

Houston ourselves soon
after to spend we thought a short
vacation in Hollywood.
The first person we called on in the
film colony was a woman who had
been my mother's agent when she
had appeared in silent films. She
startled both mother and me with a
firm announcement that I should be
left

—

—

in pictures.

"But she's just thirteen," mother said.
"She looks sixteen," the agent replied. Two weeks later I was under
contract to
I

Warner

brothers.

have been in Hollywood most, of

the time since

—six

years in pictures,

Warners and Universal, and, since
Kathy Foster in "Those
We Love" on NBC.
Fortunately for me and for Meanie's
hunch Jackie frequented Hollywood
often, too, riding at Santa Anita and
Hollywood Park. Often enough to confirm my conviction that I had fallen
and
in love with him at first sight
long enough for him to find out that
I meant business, and that he might
at

1938, playing

—

—

—
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our wedding, I would get that exquisite blue dress out of the cedar closet,
where I kept it safely hung away
throughout the rest of the year, and
wear it once more, for the sake of

He remembered.
We met after many last races, after
that, until 1938. Then, when he came

cept

last race.

town unexpectedly once, I broke
a date with Alfred Vanderbilt to see
him— begging off on the grounds (a
That
fib!) that I had a sore throat.
to

Jackie was overwhelmed.
girl who will turn down a
millionaire to go out with me," he
said, "is crazy or in love." And then
he added softly, "I guess I'll have to
marry you."
"I guess you will," I said.
That was in the fall of 1938. I was
We planned, to be
just seventeen.
married at once but it was impossible
to find a date when both of our schedules would permit a honeymoon. We
postponed the ceremony three times,
then finally set the date for May 4,
in the spring of 1939. Universal had
promised me two weeks' vacation at
that time, and Jackie was about to
move east, after the close of the Hollywood season. We decided to be married
in Phoenix, go on to visit with father
in Dallas for a few days, and then to
squander the rest of our two precious
weeks together in New York.
The first section of the plan worked
did

sentiment.

On

May fourth, that is, exfourth of May last year.
Then our anniversary fell just four
days before the arrival of our second
daughter, Jan, and I spent the day in
the hospital wearing a nightgown and
bed jacket instead and very proudly
and happily, too.

—

beautifully.

W/"E drove

to Phoenix with mother,
stand-in, Josephine Kamm, and
arJackie's agent, Bill Gillespie.
ranged with Dr. Merrill to be married
had
in the First Methodist Church.
planned a quiet ceremony, with just
the six of us present, but somehow the
hour and place were announced in advance over the radio. When we arrived

" my

We

We

at the church, we found it packed with
people we had never seen before in
our lives.
I had not been nervous until then.
I was an
I had worried about Jackie
actress. I would keep my equilibrium
but Jackie had had the jitters. At
rehearsal that morning I had reminded
him, "Remember, dear, you're supposed
to kiss me after the minister pronounces us man and wife."
As the real ceremony proceeded I
could hear mother weeping. I don't

—

—

know why mothers always weep at
weddings, but they do.
When Dr. Merrill said, "Then I pronounce you man and wife," I could
think of nothing except to get to
mother quickly to console her. I turned
toward her, my own eyes spilling over
with tears.
"Mother," I choked.
whispered,
Jackie
"Hey, honey,"
dragging me back to the altar, "don't
forget you're supposed to kiss me."
It was a lovely wedding, for all the
wore a street-length powderblue chiffon dress, with slippers and a

tears.

I

hair bow to match. I carried my white
prayer book, and a beautiful bouquet
of orchids.
Every year,

on the anniversary of

every

the

—

We

it.

"Any

on the nose on Meanie.

"Wait and

well propose to me and get it
over with!
The first time he came to the West
Coast after I had moved there, I wrote
him a note, signing my -real name,
Eschol Miller, urging him, if he^remembered me, to meet me after the
as

were married on Thursday, and

that night

where

my

we

took a plane to Dallas,
met us at the airport.

father

Jackie and I had planned to spend
Friday and Saturday with Dad, and
then to leave by airliner some time on
Sunday, for New York. Friday and
part of Saturday went according to
schedule. Then I had a wire from Dan
Kelley, who was head of the talent
department at Universal Pictures
which ordered me to report to work in
Hollywood the following Monday
morning at eight o'clock.
There went our plans. No honeymoon in New York for Jackie and me.

was

a terrible blow, especially since
for
nine long months, waiting for that
"one perfect day" the day when we
could begin the wonderful, leisurely,
honeymoon we had both
perfect
dreamed of and planned for so long.
Jackie and I were a desolate pair
when we waited together at the airport that Sunday night. I was to take
a 1 50 a. m. plane for Hollywood, and
Jackie had reservations on the 2: 10
for New York.
That parting seemed to be an omen
of what the years of our "marriage
would be like brief months or even
short weeks of being together, with
long,* long stretches of separation in
It

we had postponed our marriage

—

:

—

between.

-And yet, except for these periods of
separation, our life together has been
a very good one.
Even our "black" year, 1942, was
only bad in a way. And very good
That was the year when
in another.
so many race tracks were closed, and
Jackie

could find nothing to do.

went on a sympathy
because I was too ill

I

guess,
to do either
work in pictures or on the radio. In
spite of all that, in spite of the pennypinching we had to do, it was a good
weren't
year for the Westropes.
working much at the time, and so our
work didn't keep us apart we were
able to be together almost all of the
strike,

I

my

We

—

time.

Pamela's arrival on April 14 made
1943 a banner year for the Westropes
And Jan Anna, who arrived the
too.
eighth of last May, spelled out 1944
in red letters for us.
All in all, I think that Meanie would
be very well satisfied with the romance
she started that lovely, sunny day at
Epsom Downs, if she could see Jackie
and the girls and me together now.
And I'm still sorry I didn't invite her
She deserved to be
to the wedding.
an honor guest.

Nan's parents were surprised when fifteen-year-old Jackie Westrope came calling on their twelveyear-old daughter. They couldn't know that ten brief years later Nan and Jackie would be an old
married pair with wonderful daughters of their own Pamela, almost two, and Jan Anna, almost one

—

—

Lee asked only happiness of

MOODILY,

rebeUiously, I gave the
scoop-shaped sundae dishes a last
emphatic rinsing and deposited

them alongside the other wet and
gleaming glassware to dry. The fountain
shone. The big mirror in back was spotless. I had spent the morning springcleaning the drug store, in a desperate
effort to work off some of my unhappiness. It was no use
but it was the
only outlet

had.
At home just the thought of Mother
and Dad moving around within those
quiet walls like ghosts, heart-broken
and grief-stricken and I could feel my
spirits shrivel. What right did I have
to be alive and vibrantly young when
I

—

—

—

was dead?
There was a sharp catch in my throat
as I busied myself making a pyramid
of glasses on the mirror shelf.
Bill

—

"Mirror, mirror on the wall who is
the fairest one of all? And will the
princess mind fixing me a malt? Chocolate, if
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you

person to

please." There was only one
whom that mocking, self-

1

life

—but how could she

assured voice could belong and that was
Jules Saybrook. I turned around. And
was struck, once again, with his resemblance to a painting I had seen of
a swashbuckling pirate. Same arrogant,
humorous mouth; same cool, unruffled
eye which could change so quickly
from laughter to deadly threat. Same
slim, dark, handsome jauntiness.
"Aren't you slipping a little going in
for malts? I thought you were strictly

—

—

a drinking man, Jules," marvelling a
my daring. Usually I reserved
a very prim "hello" for the notorious
Jules Saybrook, the "bad boy" of Four
Points. He was only a few years older
than I, but I'd heard whispers of his
exploits and the mysterious circles in
little at

which he moved.
I knew that he was surprised, too, at
my olive branch. I could see one of his
dark, pointed eyebrows scale upward in
amused surprise.
"Well, you see Lee it's a shameful
weakness known only to me and your
father and now to you. It's my sweet

— —

—

know where happin

Up till now I've been careful to
go 'round the back so your dad could
slip me a sundae at night, when the
darkness could cover my shame. But
today, my weakness overpowered me
and here I am." It was nonsense and
not especially funny, but I was laughing
giggling. And I was shocked at
the strange sound of my own laughter
... it had been so long.
"Just think what it would do to your
reputation, if the news ever got out
that Jules Saybrook had a yen for
banana splits!" I retorted, and was

^

tooth.

.

.

.

.

.

It

.

pleased to see him grin in return.
He reached for a paper napkin, rose,
and then stood leaning against the
counter. His face had suddenly sobered.
"I was sorry to hear about your brother.
He was one of the best. It must have
been a terrible shock to your folks
but I hear they're taking it very well,
with their chins up." There was an odd
note in his voice and I wondered wondered if Jules' keen eyes hadn't seen the
truth
that beyond that proud, rigid,

—

lv,';

•k

——

—

Mm
With

,y?

Jules,

tearless facade

my

who gave

her laughter, or with Jimmy,

parents were two

stricken people, crushed by
their tragedy. "Is that Bill's picture
behind you?" he went on, indicating the
tiny snapshot propped on a tray.

broken,

I

picked

it

up and gave

it

to him.

couldn't speak.
"You look. a lot like him, Lee. Same
twinkle in your eyes, same superI

charged vitality." Perhaps he saw the
quick tears rising to my eyes, because
he changed the subject immediately.
"Who's the rugged-looking guy with
him? Friend of yours?"
"No. That is, he's Jimmy Whitney, a
friend of Bill's. But he may be coming
here on furlough. He was with Bill
when when Bill was killed and he
hasn't any family of his own so he's
kind of adopted us." It sounded casual
enough, saying it like that.
But you couldn't say to Jules
"That's Jimmy Whitney and I've never
met him, but I think I'm in love with
him. With a picture of a man who has
big shoulders braced against the wind,

—

—

—

who gave

and grey eyes that are steady and
tender, and a square jaw that is strong
and so intensely masculine." No, I
couldn't tell anyone that Jimmy was
special a dream locked away. Nor that
my heart stood on tiptoe when I looked
at his picture, poised in wonder, shaken
with a sweet, startled delight. I longed
for his coming .... and I was sure, from
his letters, that he wasn't thinking of
me only as Bill's little sister.

—

Sometimes,

—

wondered desperif his coming might

too, I

—

ately, hopefully
not ease the dark suffering that so
piteously shadowed those two at home.
Jules handed back the snapshot.
"Speaking of reputations do you think
yours would be permanently ruined if
you came to a party with me tonight?"
I think he must have been as surprised
as I, when the words were out.
I almost refused. Automatically the
polite rebuff rose to my lips but then
I remembered the lonely, silent, ghostridden house where I had spent every
evening for the past month. I couldn't

—

—

her tears:

—my parents or that house!

face

them

had

to get

I

only for a few hours.
"I I'd love to go, Jules," stammering,
"I'll be through work by seven."
"I'll pick you up here!" The grimness
in his voice told me he knew well that
Jules Saybrook wasn't welcomed by
the more respectable parents of Four

—

away,

if

Points.

After he had gone—with my promise
be waiting for him I realized with
a shock what I had done. To go to a
party with Jules Saybrook! Two months
ago a week ago I wouldn't have
dreamed of accepting his invitation.
Even now I hesitated. I could still break
the date.

—

to

—

—

—

And if I went what would Mother
and Dad think? Would they be shocked?
Or would they just look at me and
through me with that distant, shut-off,
tragic
incomprehension as if they
couldn't believe there were still people
who could go to parties and laugh
had been such a closely united
family. So happy, so sure that nothing

We

—
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Lee asked only happiness of life— but

MOODILY,

I gave the
scoop-shaped sundae dishes a last
emphatic rinsing and deposited'
them alongside the other wet and
gleaming glassware to dry. The fountain
shone. The big mirror in back was spotless. I had spent the morning springcleaning the drug store, in a desperate
effort to work off some of my unhappibut it was the
ness. It was no use

rebelliously,

had.
At home just the thought of Mother
arid Dad moving around within those
quiet walls like ghosts, heart-broken
and grief-stricken and I could feel my
spirits shrivel. What right did I have
to be alive and vibrantly young when

only outlet

I

—

—

—

was dead?
There was a sharp catch in my throat
as I busied myself making a pyramid
of glasses on the mirror shelf.
Bill

—
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"Mirror, mirror on the wall who is
the fairest one of all? And will the
princess mind fixing me a malt? Chocolate, if you please." There was only one
person to whom that mocking, self-

how could

assured voice could belong and that was
Jules Saybrook. I turned around. And
was struck, once again, with his resemblance to a painting I had seen of
a swashbuckling pirate. Same arrogant,
humorous mouth; same cool, unruffled
eye which could change so quickly
from laughter to deadly threat. Same
slim, dark, handsome jauntiness.
"Aren't you slipping a little going in
for malts? I thought you were strictly
a drinking man, Jules," marvelling a
little at my daring. Usually I reserved
a very prim "hello" for the notorious
Jules Saybrook, the "bad boy" of Four
Points. He was only a few years older

—

—

than

I,

but

I'd

heard whispers of his

and the mysterious circles
which he moved.
I knew that he was surprised, too,
exploits

in

at
olive branch. I could see one of his
dark, pointed eyebrows scale upward in
amused surprise.
"Well, you see Lee it's a shameful
weakness known only to me and your

my

—

father

—and

now

—

to you. It's

my

sweet

she

Up

tooth.

till

know where
now

I've

happinesi

been careful

to

go 'round the back so your dad could
slip me a sundae at night, when the
darkness could cover my shame. But

weakness overpowered me
I am." It was nonsense and
not especially funny, but I was laughing
giggling. And I was shocked at
the strange sound of my own laughter
... it had been so long.
"Just think what it would do to your
reputation, if the news ever got out
that Jules Saybrook had a yen for
banana splits!" I retorted, and was
today,
.

.

.

my

and here
.

.

.

pleased to see

He reached

him grin
for a
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rose,

the

and then stood leaning against
counter. His face had suddenly sobered.
"I was sorry to hear about your brother.
He was one of the best. It must have
been a terrible shock to your folks—but I hear they're taking it very well,
with their chins up." There was an odd
note in his voice and I wondered wondered if Jules' keen eyes hadn't seen the
truth .... that beyond that proud, rigid.
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——
could ever disturb that happiness. Even
Bill, left for the Army we talked
about him as though he had just left
for a short trip and would be back
soon.' He was so wonderful, so much
above the average: brilliant, talented,
yet with an almost-unbelievable steady

when

balance.

think that was partly why the blow
so crushing for Mother and
Dad. Bill wasn't just ordinary. They'd
built such plans and hopes for him! He
was the triumph of their own love for
each other. And so great.was their pain
that now, after that first incredulous
moment when they'd received the official telegram, they had not even turned
to each other for comfort. Mother was
wrapped up in her own shell of grief,
and Dad just to see him, still so
straight, so erect, but with eyes stricken
I

had been

—

and defenceless!

It

was more than

could bear to look at them

so,

I

day

after day.

TTOW

could I, just an average girl
pretty enough, bright enough but
with none of Bill's favored-of-fOrtune
personality ever hope to make up their
loss, to fill his place?
There was nothing I could do for
them, except to restrain my own youth
and health and vitality as much as possible so it wouldn't be a constant re-

iA

—

—

minder of Bill. My own sorrow had been
wild and tearing and passionate. But it
had spent itself gradually in the very
violence of its torrents; the sharp cutting edge of rebellious grief had gradually blurred, leaving me with only
lovely memories of my brother to fill
that void, that aching spot in my heart.

had been over two months now.
I was beginning to feel frightened
and hurt. Would nothing happen to
comfort Mother and Dad? Weren't they
ever going to remember there was ambition and work ahead of them, and
kind friends who wanted to help share
their burdens, and laughter and tears
to make them feel again? And a daughter who needed them?
The tears that filled my eyes weren't
from self-pity. They needed me^ too.
It

And

We

could help each other, if only they
let me try. I picked up that snapshot of Jimmy Whitney.
"What am I going to do, Jimmy?"
I whispered to him. "You haven't even

would

answered my last letter. Is it wrong of
to want to live and be happy again?
I feel so lost and insecure. I. used to
think that Mother and Dad were so
strong; that they would never change
and now I'm scared- If there were only
something I could do!" His eyes in the
picture seemed to have a trick of changing. Now they were tender and comforting and reassuring; what were they

me

trying to

But

it

tell me?
was only

And when

a picture, after

all.

put it back on the tray
I knew, suddenly, that I was going to
keep that date with Jules. Because I
was lonely and starved for companionship

I

and fun.

He was

there, at seven, when I turned
around after locking the drug store.
Something tightened inside me, on

guard.
40

But

his smile

was merely

friendly.

—
"Hungry?" he asked,

as

we moved away

down

the twilight-shaded street. Spring
was here, reflected in the brave little
shoots of green sprouting on the lawns,
and in the tiny, dirty puddles that had
collected in every earth-hollow. "I
know a little place nothing fancy, but
the food's good. The only thing is, it's
quite a walk from here to that part of
town."
"I'd like to walk. It feels good to be
outside and warm, after all the snow
we've had." Strangely shy, I could think
of nothing better to talk about than the
weather.
But I couldn't stay shy for long. Jules,
himself, was so completely at ease, so
sure of himself, so much the master of
any situation. The "little place" he
spoke of turned out to be an Italian
restaurant and Jules was evidently very
well known there because the proprietor, Monetti, came waddling out
from his kitchen to welcome us and see
that we were well taken care of. And

—

such food!

—

"Oh I don't know when I've enjoyed
a dinner more!" I exclaimed, shaking
my head as Jules suggested more. "Why
didn't I ever know about this place
before?"

"Wrong side of the tracks, maybe.
Monetti's isn't on the route your gang
travels. Me, I was born right in the
next block and Monetti used to feed
me and give me jobs after my folks
died." There was something about the
way he said it that refused pity. Jules
would have just cocked an eyebrow and
smiled, at any hint that he wasn't suffi-

—

cient unto himself. "But speaking of
your gang how come you're not out
for the evening with them?"
"Well" how could I explain that
Mother and Dad, unintentionally, had
chilled and embarrassed those of my
friends who had timidly ventured to
call on me?— "I guess they want to give

—
—

me

I

—

—

leave me alone foT awhile.
don't feel very natural around

time

And

them anymore."

He shook

his head, almost irritably.

"Moping won't get you anywhere. When
it comes you have to take it on the
chin. I know."
That was our only serious moment.
The rest of the evening was a blur,
strange and unreal and bewildering
and yet, somehow, exhilarating.
The party was in full swing when we
climbed breathlessly up the two steep
flights of stairs that led to a big, gaudily-decorated apartment. A large livingroom, but cramped with so many restless people in it, heavy with smoke.
Music blared from the radio. Shouts
greeted our arrival and faces, flushed
and excited, pressed in upon us. Someone took my coat. Someone else ushered
me to the sofa where I found myself

crowded

in between two
called "Slim"

men whom
and

"Mac."
about entertaining me, amusing themselves watching my bewilderment at their swift, wise-cracking patter. I knew they were laughing a little
at my naivete, but I didn't care. I was

everyone

They

set

grateful to them for making me laugh.
Jules paid little attention to me. Obviously he expected me to adapt myself to his friends. But, oddly enough,

—

whenever I needed him whenever
someone became insistent that I sample
a drink Jules was always there, beside me. And it only needed his quiet
"Can I get you something?" to instantly
subdue the most persistent. These

—

people respected him.
Before the party was over I almost
lost the feeling of being a child at a

Three men insisted
and we had fun
singing "Home On The Range" and
grown-ups'
I

affair.

join their quartette

other old favorites.
But, once in a while, a look, a toofamiliar hand on my arm, a slyness
peeping out from behind the glaze of
a furtive smile and I would search,
panic-stricken, for the protection of
Jules' broad shoulders. Once, coming
through the kitchen's swinging door, I
overheard a snatch of conversation. It
wasn't so much the words something

—

—

someone running a "crooked
wheel"—as it was the menacing undertone of the speaker's voice that wrapped
about

icy tentacles of fear

around

my

heart,

was Jules Saybrook speakBut when he saw me standing

because

it

ing!
there, his expression changed instantly
to his -usual half -smiling, half -mocking
friendliness. Perhaps had I imagined

—

the other?
Just before

wandered

we

left,

into the

putting on

my

one of the

women

bedroom where

I

was

coat.

"Have you known Jules long?" and
I shook my head, she went on,
"I didn't think so. I just wanted to
warn you don't ask him why he's not
in the Army. He nearly broke his neck
trying to get in and when they turned
him down because of typhoid he'd had
as a kid well, it nearly broke him up.
I just thought I'd let you know." I

when

—

—

smiled

my

gratitude at her.
was that or whether I'd
been affected by the others' admiration
for him I found myself looking at
Jules with different eyes, as we strolled
homewards, almost without speaking.

Whether

it

—

—

His own code might be peculiar, but
he was no coward, not a person to be

"Is that you, Lee?" The gentle voice
came from the living-room. Through

lightly treated or easily forgotten.

the arch I could see Mother's head resting against the white doily on the back
of her chair. Opposite her Dad's brooding eyes were on the fire, his unread
book slipping from his lap. "You're late,
dear." Her voice stirred Dad from his

At the picket gate he paused.
"You're a good sport, Lee." His lean,
dark face was intent. "I played a dirty
trick on you I wanted to give you a

—

my

kind of life. I'm sorry, because you deserve better than that. That
was a pretty rough crowd, tonight, but
you took them right in your stride.
Next time well, I do have some nice
friends. I won't let you in for anything
taste of

—

like that again."
"I don't think

—I'm afraid there won't

be a next time, Jules,"
gently as

I could.

I

told

him

into your life very
for the party it helped me forget
troubles for a while. And the dinner

—

as

"I don't think I fit
well. But thank you

my
was

wonderful."
"Just as you say. But

I'll be in the
tomorrow. If you change your
mind let me know." And he was gone.

store
I

—

walked reluctantly into the house.

Evenings with Jules were strangely exciting.

i

ft

apathy and he looked up
a small ghost of a smile.
"Yes I " did I dare?

——

of

Jules'

at

me

with

The mention

name would shock them!

—

Would it be cruel or would it be a
good thing ? I plunged in "I had a
date with Jules Saybrook. We went to

—

visit

some

of his friends."

—
I

held

my

breath.

Dad's smile remained on his face, as
meaningless, as kindly abstracted as before. The name had meant nothing! Was
this the same hearty, robust man who
had so lovingly busied himself with my
affairs since my pigtail days?
Mother's smile was a pathetic effort.
"I

hope you (Continued on page 72)

—

—

moved ^way

Even
could ever disturb that happiness
talked
when Bill left for the Army we
just left
about him as though he had
be back
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minder of Bill. My own sorrow had been
wild and tearing and passionate. But it
had spent itself gradually in the very
its torrents; the sharp cutting edge of rebellious grief had gradually blurred, leaving me with only
lovely memories of my brother to fill
that void, that aching spot in my heart.

violence of

had been over two months now.
I was beginning to feel frightened
and hurt. Would nothing happen to
comfort Mother and Dad? Weren't they
ever going to remember there was ambition and work ahead of them, and
kind friends who wanted to help share
their burdens, and laughter and tears
to make them feel again? And a daughter who needed them?
The tears that filled my eyes weren't
from self-pity. They needed me,, too.
It

And

We

could help each other, if only they
let me try. I picked up that snapshot of Jimmy Whitney.
"What am I going to do, Jimmy?"
I whispered to him. "You haven't even

would

answered my last letter. Is it wrong of
me to want to live and be happy again?
I feel so lost and insecure. I used to
think that Mother and Dad were so
strong; that they would never change
and now I'm scared. If there were oply
something

I

could do!" His eyes in the

to have a trick of changthey were tender and comforting and reassuring; what were they

picture
ing.

seemed

Now

me?
was only a

trying to tell

But

it

And when

picture, after

all.

put it back on the tray
I knew, suddenly, that I was going to
keep that date with Jules. Because I
was lonely and starved for companionI

ship and fun.

He was there, at seven, when I turned
around after locking the drug store.
Something tightened inside me, on
guard.
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for the evening with
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could I explain that
Mother and Dad, unintentionally, had
chilled and embarrassed those of my
friends who had timidly ventured to
call on me?— "I guess they want to give
me time leave me alone for awhile.
And I don't feel very natural around

"Well"

—

—

them anymore."

He shook

his head, almost irritably.

"Moping won't get you anywhere. When
it comes you have to take it on the
chin. I know."
That was our only serious moment.
rest of the evening was a blur,
strange and unreal and bewildering

The

and yet, somehow, exhilarating.
The party was in full swing when we
climbed breathlessly up the two steep
flights of stairs that led to

ily-decorated apartment.

a big, gaud-

A large living-

room, but cramped with so many restless people in it, heavy with smoke.
Music blared from the radio. Shouts
greeted our arrival and faces, flushed
and excited, pressed in upon us. Someone took my coat. Someone else ushered
me to the sofa where I found myself

crowded
everyone

They

in between two
called "Slim"

men whom
and

set about entertaining me,

"Mac."

amus-

ing themselves watching my bewilderment at their swift, wise-cracking patter. I knew they were laughing a little
at my naivete, but I didn't care. I was
grateful to them for making me laugh.
Jules paid little attention to me. Obviously he expected me to adapt myself to his friends. But, oddly enough,

needed him—whenever
I
became insistent that I sample
there, befS-Jules was always
only needed his qu let
sidlme. And it
to instantly
«ran I aet you something?"
most persistent. These
subdue the
,v,»never

^one

respected him.
ceople
P
was over I almost
Before the party
of being a child at a
lost the feeling
Three men insisted
grown-ups' affair.
quartette and we had f un
I join their
"Home On The Range" and
singing
nther old favorites.
while, a look, a tooBut once in a
my arm a slyness
familiar hand on
out from behind the glaze of

neeping

and

I

would

a furtive smile—
protection of
oanic-stricken, for the
shoulders. Once, coming
Jules' broad
swinging door, I
through the kitchen's
a snatch of conversation. It
search,

overheard
words—something
wasn't so much the
running a "crooked
about someone

wheel"— as

it

was the menacing under-

voice that wrapped
tone of the speaker's

icy tentacles of fear

around

my

heart

was Jules Saybrook speakBut when he saw me standing

because

it

ing!
there, his
to

expression changed instantly
his usual half-smiling, half -mocking

friendliness.

Perhaps—had

I

imagined

the other?
Just before we left, one of the
women
wandered into the bedroom where I was
putting on
coat.

my

"Have you known Jules long'" and
when I shook my head, she went on
"I didn't think so. I just wanted
to
warn you—don't ask him why he's not
in the Army. He nearly broke his neck
trying to get in and when they turned
him down because of typhoid he'd had
as a kid— well, it nearly broke him
up
I just thought I'd let you know "
i

my

gratitude at her.
was that— or whether I'd
been affected by the others' admiration
smiled

Whether

him—I

it

found myself looking at
with different eyes, as we strolled
homewards, almost without speaking
for

Jules

^waTno^ Might

be P eculia r, but

^

en.

At the Plcket gate
he
You re a good sport,
Lee " His lean
dark face was intent,
"i played a dirtv
trick on you-I
wanted to give you a

taste of

my

kind of

life.

I'm sorry be

betterthanthat T "'t
w\r
was a Tett:
pretty r\
rough crowd, tonight but
r ght m
NeVtTmJ^",,
W e11 X d0 haveyourTt'ride
s °™e nice
fripnH ^
irttt^gaTnV^^^^-vthinl
s

j

'

,

~ m afraid there won't

ink

'

be'^nevt
be a next V
time,

T
Jules,"
I told him a*
gently as I could. "I
don't thinTl nt
nto your l lfe very
well. But thank you
P ar *y-it helped me forget

my
t™w f aWhileAndthedinner -"
wo^fu l"

S^i"

"Just as you say. But

i
I

be in the
you?
gone
walked reluctantly into the
house
I'll

" you change
'J"?™6 know -" And h e was

"Is that you, Lee?"
The gentle voice
came from the living-room.
Through
the

arch I could see Mother's
head resting against the white doily
on the back
pf her chair. Opposite her

Dad's brooding eyes were on the
fire, his unread
book slipping from his lap.
"You're late

Her

™

lce sti "ed

Dad from

S^i. and he looked
apathy
up at

his

me

with
a small ghost of a smile
Y
did l dare? Tne ment;
on
of" Jules
T?,w~"
of
name would shock them!
Would it be cruel-or would
it be a
th ' n *- ? J plun ed in
*
-"I bad a
£t
date with Jules Saybrook.
We went

"16

to

Mends." I held my
breath
Dad's smile remained on
his face as
meaningless, as kindly
abstracted as before The name had
meant nothing! Was
this the same hearty,
robust man who
had so lovingly busied himself
with my
affairs since my pigtail
days'
Mother's smile was a
pathetic effort
I hope you
(Continued on page 72)

GRACIE FIELDS, who

started singing for pennies in the streets of her native Lancashire town
she was so young that a truant officer waited for her round every corner
who, years
later, raised her comically plaintive soprano so piercingly above the din of the cottonmill where
she worked that fellow employees were convulsed, and she was fired
whose brilliant mimicry and broad Lancashire accent have made her one of the most beloved of English comediennes
who has sung herself through two World Wars into the hearts of two generations of men
in uniform. Americans, too, have found her irresistible as she sings old, new, funnier-thanever songs on her own Blue network starring show, heard Tuesdays at 9:00 PM, EWT.
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WHAT'S THE GOOD OF
You'll have almost as

much fun

you hear Grade Fields do

it

BIRTHDAY?

A

when

singing this yourself as you will

on her new show, Tuesdays, over the Blue

Chorus

Music by Harry Sosnick

WHAT'S THE GOOD OF A BIRTHDAY,
WHAT'S THE GOOD OF A BIRTHDAY,

if

if

What's the good of a handkerchief
What's the good of a plate of cakes

you can't have what you like?
you can't eat

you're sick?

till

mm

#

•

i

ZEl

to a fellow
if a"

^

who wants

They gave me a brush
They told me I'd he

a hike?

fellow can't have his pick?"

ta clean
a

my

teeth,

PIC.

ec

w^

**=&

$

and a tube of paste
and they said I'd

k

as well,

It

best beware.

I

it s

a nasty

why

ear-

should

sj

So

care?

I

squeezed

Then

I

EC

mw

3

bolicky smell,jolly well

I

happier than me,

*E3

a

s
so

with the peppermint-taste,

3S3i EC

EC

EC

the paste

isn't

said, P.I.G.'s are

m

the paste on the carpet for fun

all

crept to the larder

and guess what

I

got?

Jist

(ffra

I

i^*=

ri

'"hj'il

A

stamped on the tooth-brush, so
tin of sardines

and

I

n

00=

zee

ate

all

the

^m

m
I

thai present's done.

won't use the hanky

Then

lot.

I

showed them

if

1

m

n

m

ICE

I'll

just let

it

WHAT'S THE GOOD OF A
WHAT'S THE GOOD OF A

run.

J^

could be sick or not.
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Just as a wise housekeeper does, Uncle

and

radio's

member of that family a just share of the household

—

a big house a big house
130 million people living in
it,
This is a big house with vast
gardens in which grow the .fruits to
nourish its family. Joining the gardens are thousands of ribboning roads
is

and

gleaming steel rails, threading
over high mountains and down through
deep and wide green valleys. Here
and there, the gardens are studded
with monuments, monuments of steel

As

tion,

giving directions.

informathink of the

laboratories where selfless scientists
work constantly and alertly to insure as high a health standard as
possible for the whole country. I think
of the schools where men and women
are trained in the ways to protect the
lives and property of our citizens. And,
in the past few years, I think of the
planning, the work, the men and
women and the materials that have
gone into the bigger job of protecting all of us from the most hateful
enemies in the world.
'

I'm not being romantic

when

I

think

of these things. I'm being very practical, as befits a woman and a lawyer.

44

home

at

—efficiently, so smoothly some-

run.

keeping records,

—

I

is

times that many of the people living
in it are hardly aware of all the effort
and thought and care that goes into
keeping them secure. I think of all
the offices in Washington and throughout the rest of the country, staffed
with the most expert workers in their
fields,

—

The man of the house
sometimes, now, it is the woman, of.
the house brings home the pay envelope. If there are sons and daughters of a working age, they bring
fairly simple.

filing

—

the way I think of America.
a big house. I think of the way

it is

By PORTIA BLAKE

their pay envelopes. The budgeter mother, father, or whoever runs
the house collects the money, gives
each of the contributors his or her
share for the week or month and then
apportions the rest for household expenses. So much for rent, so much
for food, so much for this and that
and the other.
In a house as large as the United
States, it is done very much the same
way, on a much larger scale. Every
year a budget is made out. The cost
of running the administrative, legislative and judicial branches of the
government is estimated, the needs of
the entire nation whether in peace
or in war are carefully calculated
and taxes are levied. Some of these
taxes take the form of Income Tax.
Which brings us to the subject

and glass and stone, thrusting upward
toward the sky like man's dreams
for tomorrow. And in other parts of
the gardens are barns and tool sheds
and smithies and mills of gigantic size,
big enough to fill the needs of this
vast family and more.
This

budgets for his big family—

famous young woman lawyer explains just how and why he

exacts from each

THIS
with

Sam

I'm sure that every housewife who
has had to struggle with a budget,
and worry about making ends meet,
and
will think just as practically
realistically. It costs money to run a
house. The larger the house, the more
money it takes. The larger the family,
the more money it takes.
In a home, getting the money is

—

—

—

—

hand.

know

perfectly well that March
come to be a black, nervewracking and ominous day for nearly
I

15th has

everybody. Unfortunately, there are
people among us who don't think the
taxes are fair. Among such people
there are some who merely grumble,
some who spend a great deal of time
and money looking for loopholes in
the tax laws and others who spend
time and money trying to fight the
tax laws and get them revised before the next March 15th rolls around.
Everyone knows of such people.
Most Americans, however, Understand the necessity for supporting the
government financially, as well as in
spirit and in work. To these millions,

March

15th means a bit of confusion,
of terror in the face of what
seem to be incredibly obscure instructions and forms, a bit of worry
a

bit

about percentages and normal taxes
and surtaxes and a good deal of nervousness about whether they have fig-

expenses

ured their taxes correctly and filled
out the forms properly.
This year, March 15th need not be
a day of nerves and chaos. Because
most of us including the government
officials
who formerly were many
more in number have so many very
important things to do to speed the
winning of the war, the payment of
Income Taxes and their collection has
been simplified to such an extent that
we can all go sailing through the day,
almost without being aware that we're
paying our taxes.
For one thing, workers who have
been paying a Withholding Tax for
the past year and whose income has
been less than $5,000 won't have to
compute their tax, at all. It will be
done for them by the Collector of
Internal Revenue Office. Such workers
have nothing to do but fill out a very
small and very simple form called a
Withholding Receipt, getting part of
their information from their employers. On the first page of the receipt

—

—

there is room only for the following
information the Employer's name and
address, the Employee's name and address, the total wages earned during
the year, the total taxes withheld during the year and a very simple test
for making sure that this form is all
the worker need file. On the second
page of the form is space for information concerning the worker's exemptions and a place for his signature.
And that is all there is to it. This
form is to be mailed to the Collector
of Internal Revenue and, if the tax
withheld during the year has been too
much, a refund will be mailed to the
worker; if too little the worker will
receive a bill for the balance.
Probably, by next year, even part
of this work will have been eliminated. To help bring this about, this
year, employees will be required to
file a Withholding Exemption Certificate with their employers. The Withholding Exemption Certificate is a
very simple form on which you claim
the number of exemptions allowed
to you under the new tax law. This
will enable (Continued on page 71)

—

^

.

PORTIA BLAKE

is particularly equipped to understand and explain the problems of the nation's
which are really the problems of any home budget on a larger and more complicated
scale.
Portia is not only a successful lawyer, but a successful and conscientious mother and
housewife as well. She manages to fit into her busy days a sensible balance of time between
her work and her duties to her household, making sure always that she gives her young son
the companionship and guidance that she knows is every mother's first duty. Portia Faces Life
is heard Monday through .Friday at 5:15 PM, EWT, NBC.
Portia Blake is played by Lucille Wall.

taxes,

—

"

WHEN
saw

I was a little girl, and I
a person, or a dog, or something on the street that fright-

walk,

in a frill
the foundation, for all the
world like a little gentlewoman's soft

That was home; and how
hated to leave it! And how it seemed
You could
to hate to have us leave!
almost hear it saying, as our reluctant

ened me,

I'd stand very still, and shut
eyes very tight, sure that that way
I was invisible, and that the thing that
frightened me couldn't see me, and so
would go away.
I stood that way now, my eyes tightly
closed against what I had just seen
closed to shut out the sight of a ramshackle old house, drab beyond belief,
its paint scaling miserably from its
huddled-together old sides, its front
steps sagging disconsolately into a mass
of weeds that strove valiantly to hide
the shamefacedness of them, its filthy
windows, with the shades hopelessly
askew, its scabrous patch of chokegrass that was the front lawn, its halfcrumbled chimney cowering against a

lace collar.

my

roof so patched you couldn't tell what
the original had been. It seemed to
be a place without hope this house in

—

which

how
I

I

was

to live for

Heaven knew

long.

remembered the house

I

had

left

morning, the lovely little white
house in Scarsmount that was my
home. It wasn't a big house, or a
pretentious one, but oh, it presented
such a proud, happy, shining face to
the world!
Its paint glistened white,
its windows shone like stars, its lawn
was green velvet with scarlet geraniums flaming a border for the front

this

.

and white petunias

against

I

feet

went down the walk between the

Hurry
geraniums, Don't go away.
back hurry home!
The time since we had left had been
a nightmare. It had been bad enough
getting on the crowded train, Ginny
and Walter and I, with all our bags

—

and bundles.

But getting

off

—

!

That

•

—

Laurel Park it
shall never forget.
had sounded so pretty, when Walter
had told me the name of the town we
I

were moving
single

pretty

could see;

it

to.

But there wasn't a

thing' about it that I
was just a flat, sprawling

boomtown, belching smoke and cinders
over everything in a dismal grey haze.
Everyone had to help us off the train
we were in the way. Ginny tripped
as another contribution to a dreadful
day, and crushed my hat box. I could
have cried in fact, I think I began to.
And then Walter put his arm around
me, and kissed me, right there on the
grimy platform, surrounded by our
bags and baggage. Perhaps that's noth-

—

—

—

ing wonderful your husband kissing
But if, after nineteen years of
you.
married life his kiss still has the power
to make you forget even such misery

as I
still

knew

in that

knows when

moment, and

is

the right

if

he

moment

—when you're sunk and miserable and
wonneed comforting—that really
is

derful!

"Well, Walter?" I straightened my
hat and looked about me again. "What

now?"
"We'll

get

a

he replied.
cab,"
oh, there she is."

"Where's Ginny gone

—

Ginny was loping toward-. us from
the far end of the platform with all
the energy of her almost-sixteen years.
"I've been trying to find a cab," she
"Daddy, there are only
announced.
three, and you have to share them."
Walter shook his head impatiently.
"All right so we'll share one."
"But, Daddy they've already gone!
And they only come to meet the trains,
and the next train won't be for
"We'll take a bus, then," Walter said
grimly.
"A bus? With all that stuff, Daddy?

—

—

—

They're full of war workers here, and
they'll never let us on with all our
asked the station man.
I
things
They're awfully crowded!"
Walter, shifted his weight from one
foot to the other, uneasily. Then he
looked at me, and tried to smile. "Well
This is only a little
it can't be far.
town. If we can't ride, we can walk.
Here help me, Ginny. I just want to

—

Home was

only a house to Myrt

for she didn't know, until her happiness lay

—

—

in ruins, that her real

home was

in Walter's

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY

arms

get this big suitcase on

—

my

—

shoulder.

The - other one I'll hold like this.
Now! We can check the other big
things until tomorrow, and you and

Mummy
And

can take the light

that

stuff."

was the way we entered

Laurel Park, a gloomy, heavily-laden
46

:

—

seemed to be a place without hope this house
in which I was to live for Heaven kneiv how long!

It

trudging along the grimy streets.
After a little we stopped and asked
trio,

directions

—and

then,

when

it

became

apparent that the directions given us
were wrong, we asked again. But most
of the people here seemed to be like
ourselves, people who had come to
iLaurel

Park

to

work

in the big

muni-

tions

factory,

and who

knew

little

to

Finally we found
be the town's lone

"North Street?

North Street!" he

about-, the

town.

what seemed
policeman.
snorted.
Street,

"You don't mean North
lady.
Why, that's way off in

the Polish district!"

Walter and I looked at each other.
T must have
His face was haggard.
looked dreadful myself, for he tried to
smile to comfort me. But there was no
mistake. We were looking for North
Street.

And

at

stood very

last
still

we found

it.

and closed

And

my

I

eyes

,„

—"

-

very tightly, and hoped that it wouldn't
be there when I opened them again.
I think I even prayed a little, Don't let
'it be this one
let there be some
mistake
please don't let it be
.

.

.

.

.

.

this one!

the touch of Walter's hand on
arm, and I had to open my eyes.
Yes, there it was, in all its ugliness, the
place where we were going to live.
Not a place, like our home in Scars
mount, which cried an invitation to
enter, but a place which seemed to say,
Go away. Don't come in just leave
me alone to die in peace!
"Well, here we are," Ginny cried,
tossing back her blonde curls and mopping her face with her handkerchief.
"Let's go in and have the butler serve
dinner and the maid draw hot baths
" But her voice
all around, and
faded away. Even her exuberant spirI felt

my

—

.

its

.

were dampened

"Yes, here

we

in the face of this.
are," Walter echoed.

"Ccme on, honey." His hand on my
arm led me up the crumbling walk.

On the porch, Walfumbled for the key that had been
mailed to us by the real estate- agent
who had found us this monstrosity.
Then we were inside.
Tears blinded me.
ter

—

"It looks like
like the houses in
horror movies," Ginny said, breaking
the silence with a high, hysterical little

giggle.
It did.

The furnishings were nothing more than broken-down junk.
Drab mohair the moths had been feeding on for twenty years, mouse-colored
and sagging wearily in every spring.
rickety table
a threadbare

A

...

rug.

.

.

moved

slowly, as if in a dream, out
to the kitchen.
Might as well see it
all at once.
Might as well get the
whole shock over with. It was an
oversized closet, that kitchen. There
was a three -burner stove with no oven,
a couple of wobbly chairs and a kitchen
table with a cracked enamel top, some
I

-

.

.

mis-matched dime store dishes, chipped
and cracked.
Was this what I had come five hundred miles for? Was this why I had

my
my

rented
lovely little house to strangers, left
old friends? Was it for
this that Walter had given up his pleasant peace-time job?
And it was only the beginning.
There was only an old broom for cleaning.
I couldrft bake without an oven
in fact, I could barely cook on that
uncertain stove without burning everything, myself included.
So this was
what taking a war job, doing your part,

—

meant!
There were no baths that first night,
tired and dirty as we were.
We discovered that heating the water was a
slow process. It took all night to get
enough hot water for Walter's bath in
the morning. By noon the next day
there was enough for me. By suppertime it was Ginny's turn.
Even now I hate to talk about those
first few weeks.
Walt going away
early in the morning, coming home late
almost every night. I, wandering like
a lost soul around the house, not quite
sure where to begin, taking almost all
day to prepare the simplest meal.

Ginny and

camping out
would be ready and
comfortable for Walt after a hard day's
work at the plant. The work was new
to him, and it took time to adjust from
his simple, peace-time job as manager
I

practically

that, things

so

.

of Marshall's sporting goods store back
home to his new training to be a foreman at the plant. Then he'd been a
white collar man in a white collar job.
he came home smelling of grease
and oil, his hands filthy, his work
clothes too black for me ever to get
really clean.
Even if I had had a

Now

washer, that is. But the wash tub was
in the kitchen, and wash day was also
"no bath day" there wasn't enough
hot water for both.
And to make matters worse, it rained
how it rained! The very skies
seemed to be sympathizing, crying
along with me the way I was crying
inside myself every moment of those
days. Ginny and I soon found that the
patches on that awful roof didn't do
their work too well. As soon as the
first of those showers came tattooing
down, I heard Ginny cry, from the
kitchen, "Mummy the roof leaks in
the^corner by the window!" Before I
could get out there, I heard her adding,
"And over the stove and in the
After that, Ginny and I raced around
emptying pans as fast as they filled up.
Later in the afternoon, while Ginny
made the rounds of the livingroom
and bedroom, I remembered that there
jmust be dinner for Walter when he

—

—

Inspired by "Mrs. Miniver Jones,"

by Mildred Hark and Noel McQueen,
first heard on Stars Over Hollywood,
Saturdays, 12;30 P.M., over CBS

—

—

—

got home, and I started down cellar
after potatoes. And then I knew that
those leaks in the roof were nothing.
It seemed as if all the angry waters
of that storm had gathered in our

basement.
a moment I stood, half-way
down the stairs, stunned, looking at the
wreckage. My things were down there
the things I loved so much the
things from home!
I had rented my house furnished, but

For

—

—
there were some things I could not
bear to part with some bric-a-brac,
a few pictures, lamps, my lovely blue
porcelain vase I treasured so much,

—

some odds and ends with which I had
intended to make the strange place we
were going to into a home. I hadn't
known, then, that the place we were
going was the sort I wouldn't even
want to try to make home-like. The
things had arrived by freight, along
with my winter clothes, and I had had
everything put down in the cellar, not
wanting even to look at them, and be
reminded of the little white house in
Scarsmount.
And now there they
were, immersed in the lazily-moving
flood in the cellar! My treasures the
few things I cherished most in the
world!
I sat down then, on the cellar, steps,
burying my face in my hands. I didn't
know that I was crying until my fingers touched my wet cheeks, and even
so it didn't seem strange I had cried
so much, had had so much to cry about,

—

—

It seemed to me that I just
to sit there forever, never un-

lately.

Wanted

my

cover
eyes again, never again have
to face that house up above me, the
dreadful mess in the cellar below. And
so I sat, bitterly mourning the lovely
life that seemed lost for good, until I
heard Ginny's light steps in the kitchen
above, her voice from the top of the
stairs.

"Mother

—

are you there? Whatever
the matter?"
I didn't answer.
I couldn't.
Ginny came down the stairs and'
looked past me at the water, at the disintegrating cardboard cartons floating
in it, spilling out their sodden contents.
"Well, that's a pretty mess, isn't it?"

is

Still I swallowed tears, unable to
answer. She looked at me sharply in
the half-gloom, and said a strange
thing to me. "Stop it, Mother—you've
become the world's worst weeper!"
Her tone was half -bantering, but I
could hear a genuine concern, a genuine rebuke, behind it. She edged past
me, and down the stairs to the water
line, and then turned back to look up

me. I stared back, too apathetic
even to be angry at what she had said.
"It doesn't do any good to sit and
cry, Mummy darling.
That doesn't
make things better. You have to pitch
in and fix things, when they go wrong
Things could be a lot worse, you
know!"
That stung me to reply, at last.
"Worse! How could they be worse?
This may be fun for you, Ginny, this
camping-out life, but it's not for me.
I'm not a child any more I don't think
at

—

things

funny.
I don't
funny to have to give up all

like

this

are

think it's
you've worked hard for, all your life
all the things you've done* to make a
house into a home, and come to live
like this

—to

live like a

—a

pig!

How

could things be any worse, I'd like to

know?"
Ginny smiled a little, and all of a
sudden she seemed more grown-up to
me than she ever had before. "I'm
not such a child, Mother.
all

growing up

know

it isn't

fast,

I

guess we're

nowadays.

fun, or funny.

And

It isn't

I

fun

\

"

Dad, either, to have to learn a

for

whole new way
'

new
But

living, a whole
way of working, at his age.
he feels that he has to he has

of

—

do what he can, because he can't
fight.
He -has to help the boys who
can fight, like Jimmy. It isn't fun

to

for

Jimmy,

either, I guess, to find

him-

suddenly not a schoolboy any more,
but going off to fight a war, instead."
self

"

The mention of Jimmy brought the
"I'm
tears to
eyes once more.
glad," I cried childishly, "I'm glad that
your brother's in the army, so he
doesn't have to live in this shoebox,
too! At least he's safe and warm and
taken care of. He'll never have to go
overseas.
The war'll be over before
he's through training, and

my

—

Ginny looked

me

at

V

steadily.

"I

wouldn't be too sure of that, Mother.
Then she deliberately turned her back,
took off her stockings and shoes, pulled
her skirts up out of harm's way, and
waded into the water. In a moment
she was back with an armful of salvaged things which she put on the
After a little, the steps were
steps.
covered.
Most of the things were
ruined dresses shrunk to child size,
waterdraperies
sodden,
pictures

—

stained beyond repair. But we managed to rescue a few things, and among
them was my lovely blue porcelain

His grey eyes were
prise

and

hurt.

full of sur-

"Why, honey,

what's the matter?" he asked.

vase.
I don't know what I would have done
It was an in-'"
if that had been broken.
expensive thing, but to me it was simply priceless. Walter had given it to
me on our first anniversary, and in

my mind

it

had become the symbol
I hugged

our married happiness.
the vase to me, and took
of

it

upstairs

myself.

Walter came home tired and hungry
on time, on this of all

—-perversely
days.
ready.

And supper, of
He fiddled with

course, wasn't
his newspaper,

I could see that he was restless.
"You'll just have to wait," I told him.
"All right, darling, all right."
He
smiled patiently. "What's this Ginny's
been telling me have a flood?"
I turned on him.
"Yes we did but
it's all over now, and it didn't bother
you, did it? Nothing about this place
bothers you, because you don't have
to stay in this little crackerbox day in
and day out. You don't have to try
to make something out of nothing, and
cook on a stove that came over in the
Ark, and and you re in a nice, dry
factory all day long, working hard, but
at least having the proper things to
work with! You
Walter threw down his paper and
got up quickly.
"Myra, for the love
of Myra, darling, what's got into you
lately? Ever since we moved to Laurel
Park you've " (Continued on page 86)

but

—

—

•

—

?

—

—

—

.

Good work,
add up

HE

next time you find yourself'

stamps and

make your meat

ration
your family's taste prefer-

struggling to

ences and vitamin requirements add
up to a satisfying meal, consider a
one-dish dinner. There is almost no
end to the ways of varying these meat
and vegetable casserole combinations
which, with a fruit or vegetable juice
appetizer, salad or simple dessert make
up a complete, well-balanced meal.
Further good news about them is that
many of them call for no rationed
foods whatever and many offer new
answers to the problem of leftovers.
Best of all, though, they are, all of
them, in the good-to-eat class, whether
they are the quickly prepared corned
beef hash casserole or the more
elaborate chicken casserole.

two indentations and place a tomato
half (cut tomatoes crosswise), in each
of the remaining ones, cut side up.
Brush tomatoes with remaining drippings, sprinkle salt and pepper over

eggs and tomatoes and continue cooking until tomatoes are tender and eggs
firm about 15 minutes.

—

1

doz. oysters with liquor

Milk
margarine

2 tbls.

4 tbls. cracker

1

1

green pepper, chopped

%

tsp.

1

corned beef hash, canned
frozen
2 eggs, 2 tomatoes

oi

parsley,

Biscuit dough
Drain oysters and arrange in but-

Add to
milk to make

RADIO MIRROR'S

FOOD COUNCELOR
Listen to Kate Smith's
daily talks at noon

and her Sunday night
Variety Show, heard
on CBS,

at

7

EWT.

oyster liquor

1 cup liquid.
margarine, cracker crumbs, seasonings and celery and simmer over
low flame 5 minutes. Stir in parsley
and hard-cooked egg and pour over
oysters. Top with biscuit crust made
by mixing 1 cup of prepared biscuit
mix with sufficient milk to make soft,
but not sticky, dough. Slit dough or
prick with fork to allow steam to
escape and bake in 375 degree oven
about 30 minutes, or until the dough is
crisply browned and the oyster mixture
thoroughly heated. Serve with green

sufficient

Add

KATE SMITH

doz. oysters with liquor
4 cups cooked, drained spinach
1

tbl.

1 tsp.

minced onion
margarine

V4 tsp. salt

Pinch pepper
top milk
1 egg
1 lb. cooked noodles
% cup buttered crumbs
Chop two or three oysters and scald,
together with whole oysters, in their
own liquor. Chop spinach fine, stir in
onion, margarine, salt, pepper, milk,
oysters and egg, which has been well
beaten^ Place half the noodles in buttered casserole, cover with half the
oyster-spinach mixture. Repeat layers,
top with buttered crumbs and bake
in 350 degree oven until mixture is
firm and piping hot about 30 minutes.
1

tbl.

salad.

—

Frankfurter

One-Dish Dinner

minced

hard-cooked egg, mashed

tered casserole.

50

crumbs

Pinch each paprika and nutmeg
curry powder (optional)
cup celery, chopped

1 tbl.
1

BY

Oyster and Spinach Casserole
1

.

Oyster and Celery Pie

tsp. salt

1 lb.

these tempting casserole combinations
more interesting meals.

—

%

3 tbls. drippings

—

Sautee onion and green pepper in
2 tbls. drippings, stir into corned beef
hash. Turn into buttered casserole and
cook in 350 degree oven until hash is
piping hot 20 to 30 minutes. Take
from oven, make six indentations in
surface.
Break eggs carefully into

Corned Beef Hash Casserole
medium onion, chopped fine
fine

too

to fewer ration stamps,

2 cups cooked rice
4 to 6 frankfurters

cup whole kernel corn, drained
cup cooked or canned string beans,
drained
1 tbl. margarine or drippings
Salt and pepper to taste
Place rice in buttered casserole and
arrange frankfurters, ends toward center of dish in pinwheel fashion. Fill
openings between frankfurters alternately with string beans and corn. Dot
with margarine or drippings, sprinkle
with salt and pepper and cook in 350
degree oven about 30 minutes. If mixture gets too dry, baste with a little of
the liquor drained from the canned
corn or the string beans.
(.Continued on page 64)
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INSIDE RADIO -Telling You About Programs and People You

Eastern War Time

War Time

8:00 CBS:
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:

8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

News
News
News and Organ
The Jubalaires

Recital

CBS:
8:00
8:00
8:00

9:00 CBS:
9:00 NBC:
9:00 Blue:

15 CBS:
15 Blue:
15 NBC:
30 NBC:
45 CBS:
00 CBS:
00 Blue:
00 NBC:
30 CBS:
30 Blue:

5:00
6:15

7:00
7:30

30

3:30
9:30
9:30
10:00
10:00

leoi

CBS:

2:00

2:30
2:30

3:00 Blue:
3:30 NBC:
3:30 Blue:

2:15
2:30

4:15
4:30

2:45
3:00

4:45
5:00
5:00
5:00.

5:00
5:30

6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

4:00
4:30
4:30
4:30
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:30

Blue:
Blue:

CBS:

NBC:
NBC:
CBS:
Blue:

MBS:
MBS:
Blue:

CBS:
CBS:
Blue:

MBS:
NBC:
CBS:

NBC:
Blue:

NBC:
CBS:
Blue:

MBS:
Blue:
NBC.
MBS:

7:45
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:

CBS:

MBS:

8:15
8:30

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:30

8:15
6:30

8:30
8:30

9:45 Blue:
9:30 NBC:

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30

10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
10:00 NBC:
10:00 NBS:
10:30 NBC:

6:00
7:00
6:00
7:45
6:30

Message of

Israel

Highlights of the Bible
Wings Over Jordan
Southernaires

Pauline Alpert

AAF Symphonic

Flight Orch.

Josephine Houston, Soprano
Stradivari Orch., Paul Lavalle
Transatlantic Call
Church of the Air

:30

3:30
3:30

6:00

String Quartet
Voices in Song
Church of the Air

New

News from Eurooe
The Eternal Light

1:30 Blue:
1:30 NBC:
1:45 CBS:
2:00 NBC:
2:00 Blue:
2:30 CBS:
2:30 NBC:
2:30 Blue:
2:55 CBS:
3:00 CBS:

1:30
1:30
2:00
2:00

8:00
5:30
5:45
5:55

NBC

30 Blue:
30 NBC:
30 CBS:

15 Blue:

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
11:00 12:45
11:00
11:00
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30

8:00
5:00
8:30

Home

00 Blue:
00 NBC:

00 CBS:
00 Blue:
00 NBC:

10:15
10:45

3:00
3:00
3:00
7:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:30
8:30
4:30

and Abroad
Power Biggs
White Rabbit Line
Commando Mary

Blue Jacket Choir
Radio Chapel
Hour of Faith
Invitation to Learning
45 NBC: Marion Loveridge
00 CBS:
Salt Lake Tabernacle

3:00
3:00

12:30
12:30

Blue Correspondents at
E.

NBC: Words and Music

00 MBS:
00 Blue:
05 CBS:
30 MBS:
30 Blue:
30 CBS:

8:05
8:30
8:30
8:30

12:00

The Symphonettes
News of the World
World News Roundup

7:30
7:30

7:45
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

Blue:
Blue:

CBS:

NBC:
MBS:
CBS:
CBS:

MBS:
Blue:

NBC:
Blue:

CBS:

10:30 Blue:
9:30 10:30 CBS:
10:00 11:00 CBS:
10:15 11:15 CBS:
10:15 11:15 NBC:
10:30 11:30 NBC:
10:30 11:30 CBS:

John

B.

Kennedy

Voice of the Diary Farmer
George Hicks From Europe
Edward R. Murrow (from

London)
Kaye's Orch.
Chicago Round Table
Matinee Theater, Victor Jory
Those We Love
Chaplin Jim, U. S. A.
World News Today

Sammy

John Charles Thomas

PINT SIZE— BUT POWERFUL
Unique is the word for Johnny.
.

.

.

Johnny
Johnny

radio's only vocal trademark.
the only holder of a life-time contract
in the history of radio. Johnny is only
47 inches high and weighs only 59 pounds.
Johnny is the only name he goes by and
to millions of Americans. That's right
Johnny is the lad who three times a week
gives his famous call over two of our major
is

is

—

networks.

For a little man, Johnny isn't doing badly.
His job pays him $20,000 a year, plus a good
deal of fame. The audition which netted

him all this was just as unique as his career.
Johnny was a bellhop in a New York hotel.
Eleven years ago, a certain Milton Biow

man and

genius of a sort
Olive Dcwnes
passed through the hotel and got an idea.
New York Philharmonic
He had Johnny page a non-existent Mr.
Symphony
Philip Morris. Of course, Johnny paged
Charlotte Greenwood Show
Army Hour
Mr. Morris without results, but when he reEthel Barrymore as "Miss
ported his failure to Mr. Biow he found it
Hattie"
turned into phenomenal success. He got the
Darts for Dough
World of Song
contract for the cigarette account, which
Pause that Refreshes
Mr. Biow handles.
Music America Loves
Like all celebrities, Johnny has had to
NBC Symphony
The Family Hour
make personal appearances. These turned
Mary Small Revue
out to be so successful that the demands
Upton Close
for him got a bit out of hand and the agency
The Shadow
Hot Copy
was forced to hire a whole corps of "standWilliam L. Shirer
ins" for Johnny. They're called "Johnny
Harriet Hilliard and Oizie
Juniors" and are all trained by Johnny
Nelson
Radio Hall of Fame
himself, before they are sent out as subFirst Nighter
stitutes for the one and only original.
Catholic Hour
Fannie Brice
Probably the most outstanding of Johnny's
The Great Gildersieeve
understudies is the Johnny Jr. who, each
Drew Pearson
Tuesday night, steps before the Hollywood
Jack Benny
Kate Smith
microphone to introduce the Ginny Simms
Don Gardiner, News
program. Each Friday and Sunday night
Stars and Stripes in Britain
Johnny himself in person and really has
Quiz Kids
Fitch Bandwagon
to introduce It Pays to be Ignorant and The
Samuel Grafton
Crime Doctor.
Greenfield Village Chapel
Johnny lives in Brooklyn, his exact
Edgar Bergen
Blondie
address being a carefully guarded secret.
Mediation Board
Like most of his fellow-dwellers in that
Dorothy Thompson, News
borough, Johnny's a rabid Dodger fan. All
Joe E. Brown
Crime Doctor
the members of Johnny's family, except
One Man's Family
for himself, are of normal size.
Gabriel Heatter
One of Johnny's main concerns is his
Bob Trout
health, especially the health of his throat.
Radio Readers Digest
Old-Fashion Revival
He loves hot dogs and hamburgers and
Walter Winched
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round never has any trouble with his digestion.
Hollywood Mystery Tune
He's never been seriously ill in his life and,
Texaco Star Theater, James
during the past eleven years on the air, he
Melton
Jimmie Fidler
has never missed more than one broadcast
American Album of
Familiar Music
each year. He worries most about colds and
Take It or Leave It
sore throats and guards against them by
The Life of Riley
Hour of Charm
loading himself with vitamin pills.
Goodwill Hour
Johnny may be small, but there are probComedy Theater, Harold
Lloyd
ably very few big men who can look forKeeping Up With the World
We The People
ward to a guaranteed job that lasts for life.
Bill Costello
It must be a nice thing to have
and we
Vera Brodsky, pianist
National Vespers

advertising

—

—

—

—

Cesar Saerchinger
Pacific Story

9:00 CBS:
9:00 Blue:
9:00 NBC:
9:15 CBS:
9:45 CBS:
8:15 9:00 10:00 CBS:
9:00 10:00 Blue:
9:45 NBC:
10:00 NBC:
10:15 NBC:
8:30 9:15 10:15 CBS:
9:30 10:30 CBS:
10:30 Blue:
10:30 NBC:
12:45 9:45 10:45 CBS:
7:45 9:45 10:45 Blue:
10:10 11:00 CBS:
8:00 10:10 11:00 Blue:
3:00 10:00 11:00 NBC:
10:15 11:15 CBS:
3:30 10:15 11:15 NBC:
12:30 10:30 11:30 CBS:
8:30 10:30 11:30 Blue:
8:45 10:45 11:45 CBS:
10:45 11:45 Blue:
8:45 10:45 11:45 NBC:
12:00 Blue:
8:00 11:00 12:00 CBS:
9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS:
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS:
11:30 12:30 NBC:
9:30 11:30 12:30 Blue:
9:45 11:45 12:45 CBS:
10:00 12:00 1:00 CBS:
10:00 12:00 1:00 Blue:
10:15 12:15 1:15 CBS:
10:15 12:15 1:15 Blue:
10:30 12:30 1:30 CBS:
10:45 12:45 1:45 CBS:
12:45 1:45 Blue:
12:45 1:45 NBC:
11:00 1:00 2:00 CBS:
11:00 1:00 2:00 Blue:
11:00 1:00 2:00 NBC:
11:15 1:15 2:15 CBS:
11:15 1:15 2:15 Blue:
11:15 1:15 2:15 NBC:
11:30 1:30 2:00 NBC:
11:30 1:30 2:30 CBS:
11:30 1:30 2:30 Blue:
11:45 1:45 2:45 CBS:
11:45 1:45 2:45 NBC:
12:00 2:00 3:00 CBS:
12:00 2:00 3:00 Blue:
12:00 2:00 3:00 NBC:
12:15 2:15 3:15 NBC:
3:15 Blue:
12:15 2:15 3:15 CBS:
12:30 2:30 3:30 NBC:
3:30 Blue:
2:30 3:30 CBS:
12:45 2:45 3:45 NBC:
12:45 2:45 4:00 Blue:
2:45 3:45 CBS:
3:00 4:00 CBS:
1:00 3:00 4:00 NBC:
1:15 3:15 4:15 NBC:
4:15 Blue:
1:15 3:25 4:25 CBS:
1:30 3:30 4:30 Blue:
1:30 3:30 4:30 NBC:
4:45 Blue:
1:30 3:45 4:45 CBS:
1:45 3:45 4:45 NBC:
4:00 5:00 CBS:
2:00 4:00 5:00 Blue:
2:00 4:00 5:00 NBC:
5:15 CBS:

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15

Sylvia Marlowe, Harpsi-

chordist
6:00
6:00

Hear

to

MONDAY

SUNDAY
Eastern

Want

The Jack Pepper Show

wish for Johnny that he will be paging
Philip Morris for many years to come.

2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
5:30

4:45
4:15
4:30
4:30
5:30
4:45
4:45
4:45
5:00
5:10
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:30
5:45
5:45

Breakfast Club
Mirth and Madness
American School of the Air
This Life is Mine
Valiant Lady
My True Story
Alice Cornell
Lora Lawton
News of the World
Light of the World
This Changing World
Cliff

Edwards

Finders Keepers
Bachelor's Children
Lisa Sergio

Amanda

Breakfast at Sardi's

Road

of Life

Second Husband

Rosemary

Bright Horizon
Gilbert Martyn
Aunt Jenny's Stories

Jack Berch, Songs
David Harum

Galmour Manor
Kate Smith Speaks
Big Sister
Romance of Helen Trent
U. S. Navy Band
Farm and Home Makers
Our Gal Sunday
Life Can Be Beautiful
Baukhage Talking

Ma Perkins
Blue Correspondents Abroad
Bernardine Flynn, News
The Goldbergs
Little Jack Little
Morgan Beatty, News

Joyce Jordan
Walter Kiernan, News
The Guiding Light
Two on a Clue
Mystery Chef
Today's Children

Woman
Young

in
Dr.

White
Malone

Ladies Be Seated
Perry Mason Stories

Hymns

Churches

of All

Mary Marlin
Morton Downey

A

Woman

America

of

Ma Perkins
Hollywood Star
Irene Beasley

Time

Pepper Young's Family

Appointment With
High Places

Life

Right to Happiness
Ethel and Albert

Bob Trout
Time

Service

Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas

Don Norman Show
News
Westbrook Van Voorhis, News
Lorenzo Jones
Hop Harrigan
Raymond Scott Show
Young Widder Brown

Sing Along
Terry and the Pirates
When a Girl Marries
Strange Romance of Evelyn
Winters
5:15 NBC: Portia Faces Life
Dick Tracy
5:15 Blue:
NBC:
Plain Bill
Just
5:30
5:30 MBS:
5:30 Blue:
5:30 CBS:

5:45 NBC:
5:45 Blue:
5:45 CBS:
6:00 CBS:
6:10 CBS:
3:15
6:15 NBC:
3:15
6:15 Blue:
3:30
6:15 CBS:
6:30 CBS:
3:45
6:45 CBS:
5:45 Blue:
3:45
6:45 NBC:
3:55 5:55 6:55 CBS:
10:00 7:00 CBS:
CBS:
8:00 P.W T.
8:00 6:00 7:00 NBC:
8:00 6:00 7:00 Blue:
8:15 6:15 7:15 CBS:
7:30 9:30 7:30 CBS:
4:30 6:30 7:30 Blue:
4:45 6:45 7:45 NBC:
9:30 7:00 8:00 CBS:
8:00 7:00 8:00 Blue:
8:30 7:00 8:00 NBC:
8:15 7:15 8:15 Blue:
8:30 7:30 8:30 CBS:
5:30 7:30 8:30 Blue:
5:30 7:30 8:30 NBC:
5:30 7:30 8:30 MBS:
5:55 7:55 8:55 CBS:
6:00 8:00 9:00 CBS:
6:00 8:00 9:00 Blue:
6:00 8:00 9:00 MBS:
9:00 8:00 9:00 NBC:
6:30 8:30 9:30 Blue:
6:30 8:30 9:30 NBC:
6:55 8:55 9:55 Blue:
7:00 9:00 10:00 CBS:
7:00 9:00 10:00 Blue:
7:00 9:00 10:00 NBC:
7:15 9:15 10:15 Blue:
9:30 10:30 CBS:
10:30 Blue:
9:30 10:30 NBC:

2:45
2:45

News

Superman

Jack Armstrong
Terry Allen and The Three
Sisters

Front Page Farrell
Captain Midnight
Wilderness Road

Quincy Howe

Bill

Costello

Serenade to America
Capt. Tim Healy
To Your Good Health
Sally Moore, Contralto
The World Today

Henry
Lowell

Taylor,

J.

Thomas

News

Joseph C. Harsch
I Love a Mystery
Jack Kirkwood
Chesterfield Music Shop
Horace Heidt's Orch.
Hedda Hopper's Hollywood

Thanks to the Yanks
The Lone Ranger

H. V. Kaltenborn
Vox Pop

News

Cavalcade of America

Lum 'n' Abner
Frank Sinatra
Blind Date

Voice of Firestone
Bulldog Drummond
Bill Henry
Lux Radio Theater
Counter Spy

Gabriel Heatter

The Telephone Hour
Spotlight Bands
Information Please
Coronet Story Teller
Screen Guild Players

Raymond Gram Swing
Contented Program
Ted Malone from England

—

The Johnny Morgan Show
Melody
Dr.

I.

in the Night

Q.
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TUESDAY
H
i

h
s

.«*

6
8:00

S:00
8:15
10:30

8:00
8:00
2:30

9:00
9:00

5:45

8:30

9:15
9:15
9:30

9:45
10:00
8:00 10:00
3:00 10:00
10:15
8:15 10:15
12:30 10:30
8:30 10:30
8:45 10:15
8:45 10:45
8:45 1S:4S
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:30

11:00
11:00
11:00
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:00

11:00
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:45
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:00

12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15

9:45
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:45

12:30
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:25
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:45

2:45
2:30
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:15

3:30
3:30
3:40

Caste
Eastern

Eastern War Time

War Time

8:15 Blue:
8:30 Blue:
9:00 CBS:
9:00 Blue:
9:00 NBC:
9:15 CBS:
9:45 CBS:
10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
9:45 NBC:
10:00 NBC:
10:15 CBS:
10:15 NBC:
10:30 CBS:
10:30 Blue:
10:30 NBC:
10:45 Blue:
11:00 CBS:
11:00 Blue:
11:00 NBC:
11:15 CBS:
11:15 NBC:
11:30 CBS:
11:30 Blue:
11:15 CBS:
11:45 Blue:
11:45 NBC:
12:00 Blue:
12:00 CBS:
12:15 CBS:
12:15 CBS:
12:30 Blue:
12:30 NBC:
12:45 CBS:
1:00 CBS:
1:00 Blue:
1:00 NBC:
1:15 CBS:
1:15 Blue:
1:30 CBS:
1:45 CBS:
1:45 NBC:
2:00 CBS:
2:00 NBC:
2:00 Blue:
2:1b Blue:
2:15 CBS:
2:15 NBC:
2:30 NBC:
2:30 CBS:
2:30 Blue:
2:45 CBS:
2:45 NBC:
3:00 CBS:
3:00 Blue:
3:00 NBC:
3:15 Blue:
3:15 CBS:
3:15 NBC:
3:30 Blue:
3:30 CBS:
3:45 CBS:
3:30 NBC:
3:45 NBC:
4:00 Blue:
4:00 CBS:
4:00 NBC4:15 Blue:
4:15 NBC:
4:25 CBS:
4:30 NBC:
4:30 Blue:
4:45 CBS:
4:45 Blue:
4:45 NBC:
5:30 CBS:
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NO TIME ON HER HANDS
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So young and so pretty that no one
would blame her if she just wanted to have
fun, Beryl Vaughn is a young lady who
l

wastes no time. What's more, she hasn't
wasted much time since she was twelve.
That's when her career started.
Beryl, whom you hear as Norma Starr on
Bachelor's Children over CBS, Monday
through Friday at 10:45 AM, was born in
Detroit. What she did to keep herself busy
before she was twelve is somewhat of a
mystery, but after that, her life's an open
radio switch. She made her radio debut on
the "Lone Ranger", originating from the
automobile metropolis. That wasn't enough
for very long, however, and soon she took
over the assistant director's chores on
WXYX's Children's Theatre of the Air.
For this, she and her young associates won
the Variety Showmanship award in 1936.
and
The next year, she lined up with

WWJ

became

Children's Director.
In 1940, she went to Hollywood, which was
to be expected, and was signed for a leading
role in Columbia's "Girls Under 21", which
she says was a female version of the "Dead
End Kids". After that she did a small part
in RKO's "Let's Make Music". While in
Hollywood, Beryl took a fling at the theatre,
too, appearing in a play called, "Every Moi
For Himself", and travelled east to the
Guild Theatre in New York with the show.
Unfortunately, the play had a whirlwind
visit on New York's boards and in a very
short time Beryl found herself back in
Hollywood and in front of a microphone.
Most radio actors and actresses find that
the theatre has a strange and irresistible
fascination. Beryl is no exception. She could
have gone on and on working on the Lux
and Screen Guild shows on the air from
Hollywood. But she didn't. An agent whispered enticingly in her ear that a Chicago
its

company

of "Claudia"

was being

cast

and

should be perfect for the lead.
turned out that the agent's rumor was a
little late.
By the time she got to Chicago,
the show was ready to open without her.
Chicago is a big radio town, though, and
Beryl didn't have to beg for work. She
auditioned for Mutual and that was all that
was necessary. She played the parts of
Holly Emerson on Helpmate, Eunice Powell
on Helen Trent, Faith Richards on Road to
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4:15
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4:30
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4:30
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that she
It

—

Life and scores of other parts.
Beryl also does fashion modelling whenever she gets a chance, which is pretty often.
Maybe it's remembrance of her theatre
days, but Beryl likes to have an audience
in the studio when she's acting. She likes
to feel the reaction of the listeners. She also
likes dogs, babies, music and sailing. She
has three major ambitions to produce a
top-flight children's show some day, to write
a first-rate play and to make a trip to South
America. Being a diligent young person with
ideas in her head, she's very likely to realize all three of these
and then will probably assign herself a few more.

—

—
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1:30 3:45 4:45 CBS:
Raymond Scott Show
4:45 Blue:
Hop Harrigan
listening to Flagstad and Melchior in "Par1:45 3:45 4:45 NBC: Young Widder Brown
sifal"
4:00 5:00 CBS:
Sing Along
Patrice's first Metropolitan opera.
2:00 4:00 5:00 Blue: Terry and the Pirates
It took only four years to get Patrice from
2:00 4:00 5:00 NBC: When a Girl Marries
5:15
CBS:
Strange
Romance of Evelyn
that top gallery
to the stage— and into
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much more

much

summer

who

made

New York

They

—

down

the hearts of millions of Americans. They
weren't easy years. They were filled with
a tough and steady program of vocal, foreign language and dramatic lessons and
hours and hours of practicing and rehearsing. But Patrice was rewarded for her hard
work by winning one of the awards of the
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air and then
making her debut on the gold-curtained
stage in the role of Philine in "Mignon."
Soon after her first opera season, Patrice
set off on an extensive concert tour, making

her
the

home town

of Spokane,

2:15
2:15

4:15
4:15
4:30

5:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
5:45
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4:45
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3:30
3:15

5:00
5:15
5:15
5:30

3:45
3:45
3:55

5:45
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Washington,

She wanted to make her concert debut there. She also wanted to see her
father, a successful and busy dentist, whom
she had only glimpsed for a few days at a

8:00
4:15
4:30

4:45
9:00
8:00
9:15

10:00
6:00
6:15
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Winters
Portia Faces Life
Dick Tracy
Terry Allen and The Three

Sisters
5:30 Blue: Jack Armstrong
5:30 MBS: Superman
5:30 NBC: Just Plain Bill
5:15 NBC: Frong Page Farrell
5:15 Blue:
Captain Midnight
5:15 CBS:
Wilderness Road
6:00 CBS:
Quincy Howe, News
6:15 CBS:
To Your Good Health
6:15 NBC: Serenade to America
Sally Moore, Contralto
6:30 CBS:
6:40 NBC: Bill Stern
6:45 NBC: Lowell Thomas
6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 Blue:
Henry J. Taylor, News
6:55 CBS:
Joseph C. Harsch, Wash., D.C.
7:00 Blue:
Happy Island Ed Wynn

CBS:

first stop.

time during four years of rigorous training.
Patrice is really an American singer,
through and through. Unlike many others,
she has had all her training here and is
proof that music has come of age in the
United States. Not that the old seats of
culture have to be snubbed— Patrice would
be the last to think such a thing.
This year, Patrice will again fit a heavy
concert schedule into her commitments to
the Metropolitan Opera and her regular
Sunday afternoon appearances on the
Family Hour. She's planning to appear in
the major cities in the United States and
Canada. Her accompanist at the concerts
will be the well known pianist Stuart Ross.
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6:15 Blue:

People's Platform
Storyland Theater
Harry Wismer, Sports
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Frances' own technique in dressing
for the boys is rich in hints for pleasing
the American male.
In addition to her "feminized" slacks
and sweaters her compact, air-light
luggage always included two or three
short evening dresses bright with sequins and spangles and lace.
The biggest hit of her camp-show wardrobe was an evening dress of black
fringe over flesh-colored silk with
flesh-colored stuff at the waist. Where
the silk appeared, with no covering of
fringe, the boys could squint slightly
and feel sure they were seeing skin!
That dress was such a sensational
success that when, during a, hazardous
flight in a storm, the entire company

—

—

to dump their luggage
overboard, Frances retrieved it from her
dressing case, wadded it into a makeup kit, and brought it through.
"Bob Hope was furious," she laughs.
"He dumped everything including his
shaving kit and many other precious
things and I landed smugly with my
'whistle-dress' all ready, with a little
pressing, for the next performance.
"I wouldn't trade those experiences
and what they've taught me for all
the money in the world."
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—

—

—

Hello, Sweetheart

The World Today
Religion in the News
Boh Trout
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8:30 CBS:
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8:30 NBC:

5:55

8:55

6:45

the nurses, Red Cross workers,
S. O. hostesses.
These brave
women will be forever loved and revered by the boys to whom they have
brought a touch of home. On the other
hand, says Frances, our boys will not
want to see women in uniform when
they come home to stay. The farther
we can go from the mannish cut uniform type of suit, the better.
"And don't cut your hair," she adds.
"The nurses and Red Cross girls have
to be content with short cropped bobs,
but they will be the first to grow long,
feminine tresses when they get home,
and the boys will applaud while they

and U.
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6:30

Frances reangora ones were
whistled at, cheered and applauded
from New Guinea to Sicily.
"G.I's

vealed.

The only American girls our boys
have seen since they left home except
for a few dropper-inners like Frances

Grand Hotel

4:00
4:00

9:00
6:00

from surrounding shrubs
and a feminine blouse or

G.I.'s

But she doesn't think they'd whistle
over a Sloppy Joe. Why hide feminine
curves in flour sacks?
Eddie Condon's Jazz Concert
What the soldier remembers with
The Baxters
Country Journal
most longing about his American girl,
Frances confides after talking with
Report from Washington
James Abbe Pictures the News thousands of them, is how good she
Metropolitan Opera
smelled! That's why she recommends
Musicana
skimping on the clothes budget, if
Of Men and Books
necessary, to buy an ounce or two of
Adventures in Science
Opportunity Theater
good perfume.
Wilbur Swingletta
So many of the women our service
Symphony
men have seen in their travels have
Minstrel Melodies
not been able (a few of them didn't
Syncopation Piece
care or try) to be scrubbed and clean
Music on Display
and sweet-smelling, that every penny
Rupert Hughes
you spend for perfumed bath oils,
Report from Washington
colognes, and sachet will be romance
Assignment Home
insurance, Frances believes.
Report from London

Grand Central Station
Sez You
Yank, the Army Weekly
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At some points on Frances' tours
were simply not practical. At

skirts
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men's pants?"
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11:00

soldiers must have been when the grateful Parisiennes tore up fine damask
tablecloths, window curtains and their
grandmothers' wedding gowns to bedeck themselves suitably to greet their
Yankee and British liberators.
First and foremost, Frances says, the
G. I. approves clothes which make his
girl look like a girl. They don't like
slacks.
"What do girls have pretty
legs for," the fellows wonder out loud,
"if they're going to cover them up in

those times, Frances' G. I. audiences
were gracious about her slacks
but they were grateful that she didn't
NBC: Alex Drier
carry the mannish style too far. Her
Chatham Shopper
Blue:
slacks were pale blue or pink not
NBC: First Piano Quartet
CBS: Let's Pretend
navy or khaki. Never khaki, please!
Transatlantic Quiz — LondonBlue:
"I always managed to look feminine,
New York
even in the jungle," she said. She'd
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wear flowers in her hair in the South
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The Land of the Lost
Pacific real .flowers plucked by adNBC: Smilin' Ed McConnell
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Frances, on her trips, wanted to try everything. This time
it was the cockpit of a plane at an air base in North Africa.
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fiance adores Patricia!

There is a bright, warm aliveness
about her that is infinitely endearing
and she is so lovely to look at Eyes of
!

brown
and from the

deep, sparkling

.
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rich, glossy

. . .
tip of her little
pointed chin to the top of her smooth
high brow, a skin as arrestingly beau-

hair

tiful as

a new-opened rose.

Like so

many
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girls,

Patricia trusts her flawless complexion
to Pond's Cold Cream.
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college at Northwestern
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when
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— and loved

it

such a
soothing, silky-textured cream!
right

start

it's

"Then, while I was studying acting
and stage make-up at the American
Academy of Dramatic Art, I grew to
respect Pond's more and more. It does
such a grand job of removing make-up
and of keeping my skin really clean
and really smooth!"
Patricia has a pixie

charm

— dancing

eyes and a glowing, ivory-smooth skin

itd&.'fancw;

r atricia's complexion is disarmingly fresh
and sweet— a lovely tribute to her daily
Pond's beauty creamings

Every night, every morning, Patricia
smooths Pond's Cold Cream over her
face and throat. Pats to soften and release
dirt, make-up. Tissues off.
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She rinses with more snowy-satin
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face for extra cleansing, extra softening.
off. "My double Pond's creaming
my skin feel so blissfully smooth,"
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it's no accident so many
more girls and women use Pond's than
any other face cream at any price.
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Here's the whole Bob White family at home from left to right,
Bradley, 12; Bob himself; Betsy; Evan, 7; and Bob Junior, 15.
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FALLING HAIR.

excessive

Hedgerow, determined to make his
stand on Broadway. He undoubtedly
would have done this too, with less
happy results perhaps, if Betsy hadn't

come

night treatment, and useful FREE
booklet, "The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

Apply with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING SCALP and

asks "How does he do it?" It is a
flabbergasting to hear Bob and his
company present a ten minute playlet,
complete with dialogue and sound effects, after a two minute consideration
of some twenty word theme presented
by someone in their studio audience.
It has taken years of hard work,
which Bob for the most part has thoroughly enjoyed, and an early apprenticeship served at the justly famous
Hedgerow Theater to make Bob so sensationally able.
He reached New York, after leaving

work

Overnight—you'll see and feel
the difference! One application
Bill

who listens to Bob
EVERYONE
White's "Deadline Dramas" on

along.

Although

.

.

he

.

was

broke

when

a

directing a road company of
"Three Wise Fools," offered him the
"I'm
lead he turned it down cold.
bound to stay in New York and play
on Broadway," he explained. However, as a favor, he agreed to read the
part at rehearsal the next day. The
producer was to be there and it was
important there be a full company.
Bob paused outside of a church in
the Forties. Rehearsal was to be held
here, in the basement. Betsy came up
friend,

3

—

L'se Glover's

Im-

perial Non-alcoholic
and Antiseptic Hair
Dress. The delicate

scent lingers.

behind him. "Could you tell me," she
asked "if this is where they're re'Three Wise Fools?' " They
in together, as if that were sufficient introduction for anyone.

hearsing

went
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*

W. 31st St., Dept. 552. New York I. N. Y.
Send "Complete Trial Application" package in plain
wrapper by return mail, containing Glover's Mange
Medicine, Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo and Glover's
Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bottles,
with informative FREE booklet. I enclose 25c.
Glover's. 101
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FREE
of

10c

to members of the Armed Forces
to cover postage and packing.

on

When the rehearsal was over that
day Bob said to the director "What
does this job pay anyway? I might be
And don't ask me what
interested.
made me change my mind!"
Five members of the company, including Betsy sitting in front beside
Bob, travelled by car. Their luggage
was strapped on the running-board
and on the rear. To reach the next
town they were to play they often
started driving before dawn.
They
drove through spring rains and were

Deadline

Drama man, Bob

White.

trapped in the mud of thawing roads.
In Iowa they were so badly bogged
that Bob had to hire a
to pull the car out and

team of horses
draw it up an

incline.

"Would anyone prefer to get out
and take the train?" he asked.
All of his passengers, except Betsy,
decided the train would be best.
"I'm staying," she said. To prove it
she settled herself more comfortably
beside him.
All night they drove to make up the
hours they had been trapped in the
mud. "You'll have to drink coffee,"
Betsy told him. "Otherwise you'll never
keep awake,"
He never had liked coffee but he took
her advice. He pulled up at the next
diner, his eyes red from the strain of
so much driving and his face grey.
"Know what I wish," he said, "I
."
wish you'd marry me.
Betsy smiled and shook her head.
"We don't know each other ..."
"I know you," he protested. "You're
the kind that sticks, that can take it
.

smiling!

Anything

.

else I

might learn

about you wouldn't be too important
comparatively!"
"Let's wait," Betty told him, "and
see

if

you feel the same way tomorrow
you have worked off your

—when

coffee jag

.

.

."

They reached the next theater on
their schedule eight hours and fiftyfive minutes late.
But the audience
had waited. And a local critic commented especially on the love scenes.
At Grinnel, Iowa, the whole town
turned out to see Betsy. After
theater Doctor Evan Evans, who
brought her up, gave a big party.
"I'm going to marry Betsy," Bob
him.
"I'm not (Continued on page

the

had
told
58)
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(Continued from page 56)
worried about it at all," the doctor
said. "For I don't think you are. There

were a couple of other fellows who
had the same idea."
Nothing discouraged Bob, however.
By the time they reached McCook,
Nebraska because Betsy wasn't quite
as definite when she said "No" and

—

when he took her
arms seemed to indicate "Yes"
Bob was in such a glow that he made
a wrong turn. During the two hours
and more it took him to travel thirty
miles in the wrong direction and find
his way back again three hundred and
twenty dollars' worth of audience
waited.
The management in New
York, hearing of this, was not amused.
"Get another actor to play Gordon
Schuyler," they wired.
"Be sure he
can drive a car and also read a road
map."
Bob was given his notice. He and
Betsy had little time left together.
Autumn was late that year, 1927. The
trees, touched by frost one October
night, shone scarlet and gold in a warm
Indian summer haze. Under the golden
canopy of a maple, on a river bank,
Bob and Betsy stretched out in the sun
all one morning. He read to her from
the book he had carried in his pocket,
because her attitude
in his

Use

lipstick brush for neater, more
lasting job. Rub brush in lipstick,

make curved "x"

in center of
Outline lips clear to
corners, cutting down cupid's bow.
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upper

lip.

Pi
......

Fill in upper lip. Press lips together; fill in lower lip
clear to
corners. Blot with one-half of a
Sitroux Tissue. ( Absorbent Sitroux
blots away all excess lipstick
leaves a smooth, even coating.)
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frequently interrupting the author to
warn Betsy that unless she married
him so he could go his way and get
other work and send for her to join
him, he would follow "The Three Wise
Fools" company and embarrass her no
end, since it wouldn't be long before
he would be starving and threadbare.
But she still said no.
Back at the hotel he threw himself
down on his bed to devise ways and
means. The time left them together
was so short it frightened him. He
could not and he would not, he told
himself, leave without her promise.
His telephone rang. It was a local
paper. Betsy, he discovered, had suggested they call and arrange to photograph him. "Stay in your office until
I can get down to see you," he told the
editor. "With your help I'll be able to
give you a real story, I hope front
page stuff with photographs. ..."
Within the same half hour he was
in the editor's office telling his story.

—

—
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and

was

enthusiastic.

"If

you

want

"I

off like a shot.

At the hotel

to find Betsy.
you to come down

the

to

me right away," he
."
"The murals are magnificent.
It was easy enough for Betsy to see
that Bob had more than the murals on
his mind.
"Surely all this hurry and excitement has more than murals behind it,"
she said. "What else do you do at the
State Capitol with
said.

.

nder
For

—

You're afraid, aren't you? Afraid to
take a chance?"
"You can't say that to me," she insisted.
She began brushing her hair
and powdering her nose and rouging
her lips and adjusting her hat. He was
afraid, for the first few minutes, to
believe she actually was going for a
license with him.
They were married on the stage of
the Apollo Theater that night, a Presbyterian minister officiating. It was
Hallowe'en. Following the ceremony,
flashlight bulbs popped and reporters
and sob sisters besieged them for every
detail of their romance.
And later,
when the curtain went up for the evening performance, the orchestra played

march and the audience,
informed of what had happened, applauded loud and long.
A few days later Bob went his own
way, towards Chicago. "As soon as I
land a job I'll send for you," he told
Betsy, who continued south with "The
Three Wise Fools." He did, too. And
she played Pete, the child of Nature,
in the road company of "Shepherd of
the Hills" in which he starred, until it
the wedding

became evident she was not

a

child

but a woman approaching maternity.
Doctor Evan Evans, back in Iowa,
brought their first son, Bob Junior,
fifteen now, into the world. Three years
later Bradley arrived, when Bob was
doing radio work in Chicago. And
within another four years Evan, named
after Betsy's guardian but never called
anything but Skipper, joined them.
Some of their years have been rich.
Some of their years have been lean.
But there has never been a year, a
month, a week, or a day in which Bob
and Betsy haven't been glad that she
said yes.

finally
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State Capitol?"
"You get a wedding license," he said.
She refused to budge. "I've told you
a hundred times that I'm not marrying you."
"You have no confidence in me, that's
it," he said. "I've been fired. I'm broke.

like
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editor

Bob was
he hurried

best to

fl-^SJJ9
Restrictions.
1

The

could get her to the State Capitol on
the pretense of looking at our fine
murals it would be simple enough to
arrange for a license," he said.

—

.
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Afraid

—

Continued from page 34

was expecting you." I turned to
"Some other night," I began, but
Ted was marching off the porch, down
the walk to his car. I stepped into the
house and shut the door.
"I balled things up for you," Wade
I

Ted.

said after a keen glance at me. "Why
didn't you go out with him if you
wanted to?"
"You didn't do
head.
I shook

my

anything.

way he

was Ted himself and the

It

—took charge of things.

He has
—

learn to get along with people
"I'd say he gets along pretty well,"
said Wade mildly. "Everybody at the
Of course, he's a bit
field likes him.
hot tempered, but that's just youth
and high spirits. He'll get over it
"Let's not talk about it," I said
shortly. "Let's just have a good time."
to

—

—

every conversation word for word but
they are the minute, personal memories
that are important only to those who
have lived the events. The most commonplace evening at a movie, the most
casual exchange of information about
a new dress I'd bought, about Ted's
daily run were exciting and wonder-

—

—

Sometimes when we went
went with us, but not often,
because Billy was in his last year of
high school, and he was taken up with
school affairs and with his real love
flying. Billy would never be an Army
flier, as he wanted to be
an old inful to us.
out, Billy

—

sincere

we didn't have a very good time
BUT
that evening. We went to one of

favorite restaurants, and Wade
danced more than he cared to dance, to
please me, and he brought out the best
stories he knew to keep me entertained.
Still, I wasn't dancing with
Wade at all, but with a tall young man
with a quick smile and a bold, strong
face; I didn't hear half of what Wade
was saying. "It isn't any good, is it,
Mary?" he said finally.
"I'm sorry,
I looked up at him.
Wade."
"Don't worry about me," he said
cheerfully.
"And don't worry about
Ted, either. Are you afraid he's not
going to speak to you again?"

my

FIBS

Tampons

"No,"

have rounded ends
to

make

never dreamed

afraid that I'd lost Ted as
as I'd found him, terribly
afraid that he'd taken offense and
wouldn't come near me again. And I
wanted to see him in spite of knowing that I was right and that he'd been

quickly

—

wrong and rude and

thinking ahead, dreaming of future
meetings, I was glad that Mother and
Dad hadn't been at home to see him
stalk off the porch. I wanted so much
for them to have a good impression

easy

.
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.
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childish.

And,

.

My

feelings must have shown, because Wade said comfortingly, "He'll
be around tomorrow, and he'll do his
best to make up with you. He flares
up fast, but he cools off in a hurry,
too."

Wade was
was waiting

right to the letter.

my

Ted

desk when I came
in the next morning, hours before he
had to be at the field. He was smiling,
but the brightness in his eyes wasn't
laughter it was a kind of pleading.
"Mary," he said, "I'm sorry. I guess
I'll never learn."
And then, contrarily, I was defending
him. "I don't see why you shouldn't,"
I said snappishly to cover up the racket
my heart was making. "You're old
enough to have a little common
at

—

greater comfort, greater safety.

So change to

was

a difference in tam-

tampon could be so

gently rounded ends

I

there could be such

pons

Instantly

I lied.

terribly

insertion easy!
"I

answered, but

I

it

to your-

kind of tampon that's so

easy to use!
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Off.

sense

—

He shook

his head, and his smile
couldn't fool him; he knew
perfectly well he was forgiven. "Not
without you, Cricket. I told you you'd
have to stick around and chirp at me.
Will you try it for a while, and see

widened.

if

I

I

What

could I do,
but agree to try it for a while knowing in my heart that it would be for

m

always?
I could
followed.

60

them,

I

say?

—

tell you about the weeks that
I remember every detail of

every place Ted and

I

went,

words of praise Wade McCrary

gave him.

would

say.

"He's a natural, Ted," Wade
"He'll go on to the really

fancy stuff, while you and I still plug
along on the bread-and-butter line."
And Ted's dark face would glow, and
he would look happy yes, happier in
a way than when I was with him. I
couldn't be hurt about it.
Billy was
not only a beloved brother to him,
Billy was living the kind of life that
had been beyond Ted's reach when he
was Billy's age. There was no drudgery

—

for Billy;

when

his serious

work was

done, he had the dates and the dancing and the girls that Ted had missed.
And I, too, loved Billy because he was
a gentler replica of Ted, for his own
charm and his good nature even if
he did sometimes call me, affectionately
and embarrassingly, Sis.
In Billy's mind it was settled that
I was going to marry his brother.
It
was settled in Ted's mind also. Every
date ended with an argument over
my putting him off, ended with my
evading his arms.

—

—

fXH.,

I

was sure

that I loved him. I'd

*-'

been sure that I could love him
from the first day he walked into the
office; I'd begun to love him the moment we had stood together on the
gravel path outside the airport lunchroom, and my love for him had grown
until cutting Ted out of my life would
have been like cutting off pa^t of myself. He had changed a great aeal since
I first met him. He no longer felt that
he had to pass every car on the road; he
no longer took offense at imagined
slights; he no longer felt that he had
to repay in kind the smallest injury.
Still,
I
wasn't convinced that the
change was final. The years that had
gone into making him the fighting,
tempestuous man he was when I'd firsf
met him had been long; the weeks we
had been together were short; and I
was afraid sometimes that he was
well, on good behavior. I couldn't dismiss his temper lightly as Wade had
dismissed it by crediting it to youth
and high spirits. I sensed that it was
something more than that, something
deeper, something that stemmed from
a defensive, intensely personal view
of life that had once been necessary
to him for his survival.
I had seen

him

improve?"

What could

—

jury to his knee prevented that but
he was determined to be the best
civilian pilot there was. It was touching to see how proud Ted was of Billy,
of his marks at school, of the blunt,

react

violently in small things;
face the big disappointments that life brings to everyone?
It was Billy who finally decided me.
He came to the house one evening
when Ted was on a night flight. His
face was very sober; he sat uncomfortably on the edge of the couch, an-

how would he

"

swering with

"

the

difficulty

"

questions

Mother and Dad put to him. Yes, he
was going to the graduation dance, he
told Mother, and yes, the school year
"Too well," he
had gone well
added, almost inaudibly. Then he said
in a strained voice, "Mary, I wanted
to ask you something
Mother picked up her book and
looked at Dad, and they went out
.

.

.

—

through the dining room to that oldfc.shioned blessing,
back parlor.

old-fashioned

the

"What

is it, Billy?" I asked.
"This."
He handed me a folded
sheet of paper.
It was beautifully engraved; it looked
like an invitation, and it was couched
in such dignified and scholarly language that I read it twice before I
got the sense of it. It was an invitation a scholarship to one of the most
famous scientific schools in the East.

—

"Why,

Billy,
"I didn't

cried.

wonderful!"

that's

I

dream you were work-

ing for anything like this!"
"I didn't dream I'd get it," he said
soberly, but with a tinge of awe, as

own

accomplishment over"I didn't even tell Ted
entered competition because what
his

if

whelmed him.
I'd

—

that school has to offer seemed beyond
me. It isn't just aeronautics I'll get
everything, including all of the new
stuff, like electronics."

—

wasn't smiling.
asked increduHElously,
"Aren't you pleased about
I

it?"

"I'm proud of

"But

how

it,"

he said

briefly.

Ted going

to feel?"
I just stared at him, thinking of all
that Ted had hoped for his brother;
is

he'd never imagined anything as good

—

"He'll be so proud
"Sure he'll be proud," said Billy.
"But how's he going to feel otherwise?
I
mean, this is intensive stuff, and
I've get to crack down to keep the
scholarship. There won't be any long
vacations for me. I don't know whether
to tell him about it or not."
"Not tell him! You mean that you
as this.

may

not accept

it?

That's foolish

„ ^mSBSBSmm

—

"You
working

"It isn't," said Billy painfully.

know

he's

counted

along with him
school.

We

had

it

my

on

when

got through
planned that I'd
I

take some business courses at the
University but I'd be a pilot for a few
years anyway, like him.
He didn't
expect anything else, and I didn't want
anything else, until this came along."
I began to see what he was trying to
tell me.
Billy would be separated
from Ted not only for the school years,
but for the years after, as well. His
future was being taken out of Ted's
bands, was being moulded into something very different from Ted's. Billy's

—

life would be in laboratories and
fices, and Ted's would be very
I

it

was now, where he was happy.

thought of Ted, flying at this

.

.

.

wot speed

.

Young man, you took the words

— except

you didn't

that

.

.

it's

say, "It's

moment

somewhere high above us, and I felt
closer to him than even Billy could
be, sure of him suddenly, as I'd never
been sure before.
"Of course you'll tell him," I said
quietly. "Ted will be glad, Billy
glad

—

clear through.
Even if you were on
the other side of the world from him,
he'd still have an interest in everything you did, every achievement of
yours would be an achievement of his.
You'll be letting him down if you don't
take it, as much as you'll be letting

yourself down."
"Do you really believe that, Mary?"
"I believe it with all my heart."
He leaned forward and kissed me
quickly,
shyly.
"Thanks," he said
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huskily.

This higher type of

wHMune

cme

f

Widely Used

In U. S.

Intelligent

"I

leave
graduate."
I'll

"

—

it

I

.

won't

for

a

tell

him

surprise

just yet.

when

I

I was with Ted on the night of Billy's
graduation, and I saw my judgment
vindicated.
Ted sat proudly through
the ceremony, his face glowing as if it
were his own graduation. When the
announcements of the scholarship came
and Billy walked forward to receive
his certificate, Ted straightened in his
well, it
seat, and the look on his face
was indescribable, but never have I
seen in anyone such unalloyed joy and
happiness and pride.
Billy's
eyes
flashed in the footlights as he looked

—

Among

Women

toward us, and Ted tried to raise his
hand in recognition, but the gesture
was incomplete. He was just too happy
to move.

TPHE ceremony went

on. I don't think
of the rest of it,

Ted heard a word
saw anything that happened on the
stage. I felt him stir after a few minutes, felt his hand close over mine.
•*

"Let's get out of here," he whispered.
"I can't sit still."
picked our way out of the auditorium, out into the deserted halls.
Ted looked down at me. "You knew
about it," he said not resentfully, but
as if he were glad that I'd known.

We

—

"Yes," I said.
should accept it.
leave you

—

"He asked me if he
He didn't want to

—

he should accept " He looked
at me blankly, and then his laughter
rang so loudly that a startled usher
poked his head around the auditorium
"What does he think I am?"
door.
Ted exploded. "An old hen who has
to keep her chickens around her?
Why, if they offered him a trip to the
moon, I'd tell him to go ahead." After
a moment he added, almost reverently,
"And it is kind of a trip to the moon,
"If
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When

any greasy, sticky

at that."
I was proud
was prouder

of Billy that night, but
of his brother.
Billy took the car to go on to the

dance, and Ted and I
walked home through streets dappled
with moonlight. Ted was silent, and
his face wore a sober, exalted look-

graduation

that made
beautiful.

high planes
At my porch steps we
stopped where, every night when he
brought me home we had the usual
argument about whether or not I would
marry him. Tonight there would be
no argument. I knew it, and from the
way I turned to him, Ted knew it, too.
"Mary," he said unsteadily, "don't
tell me now. It would be too much, on
top of the other
I nodded mutely up at him. I didn't
its

strong,

—

—

residue.
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to tell him. Ted's arms reached
out for me; Ted's mouth came closer,
and everything was fired suddenly into
a blinding radiance. The depths I had
sensed in him, the fierceness I gloried
in them now, in his arms that were
hurting and tender, in the passionate
searching of his mouth.
Ted didn't ask why I'd made up my
mind so suddenly. I was glad that he
didn't, because I wouldn't have known
exactly what to tell him. I was confused about my own reasons. Perhaps
I was tired of holding out against my
love for him; perhaps, after seeing him
accept his brother's good fortune with
no thought of his own personal loss and
disappointment, all of my doubts
seemed petty and fault-finding.

have

—

XTAPPINESS? Do you know what
*-* happiness means to me the kind
of happiness that is fresh and new and

—

unscarred, untoughened by life? It is
the splash of morning sunlight on a
linoleum floor, the smell of bacon
mingling with a spring breeze, and nasturtiums nodding in the window box.
Ted and I bought a house near the
airport, and Billy moved in with us
to stay until fall, when he would leave
for school.
In spite of Ted's objections, I kept my job
it was silly not
to, so long as he was on a daytime
schedule and we could ride home toBilly was
gether in the afternoons.
at the field day and night, putting in
as many hours of flying time as possible
before he settled down to books in the
There were many happinesses in
fall.
the house overlooking the green fields
and the airport. There was Billy's

—

"Okay, Mom," when I called
him, Ted's pointing out that we were
certainly lucky to be starting married
life with one boy full-grown, and years
ahead of us in which to raise a second
family. There was passion in the soft
summer nights, and times when I lay
awake, listening to Ted's breathing,
watching the curtains move whitely
in the moonlight, hearing the sound
of a plane overhead, and I would want
to cry suddenly, because life was so
teasing,

rich and so beautiful and so full.
July passed, and August, and the
tempo of our lives quickened. Billy
was going East at the end of Sep-

tember, and Ted and I were going with
him, to see him settled. It was to be
I couldn't imagine
our honeymoon.
a happier honeymoon than we had had
right there at home, but it wa£ fun to
plan for the trip.
We stayed up late to talk about those
plans one evening when Billy was on
a training flight. We were trying to de-

—
"

whether to spend two weeks in
after we left Billy or whether to go on to New Hampshire to see
a real New England autumn.
I never found out what it was we
were going to do. The telephone rang,
and Ted went out to the hall to answer.
cide

New York

oung

I sat absorbed in the travel folders.
There was the New York skyline, New

York

at night.

...

I

became aware,

presently, that I couldn't hear Ted's
voice in the hall, that the house was
I looked up,
silent, ominously silent.
saw Ted standing in the living room
doorway, his face a gray stone mask.

He looked

mothers

a dead man, and his

like

was

a dead man's voice.
"The gas
crashed," he said.
tank exploded and McCrary bailed out
and let him crash." Then, as if the

voice

"Bill

words had stung him to action, he
turned and vanished into the hall. I
heard him running, outside.
I

DIDN'T

think.

but

lyzed,

my

dare not ignore

My

mind was parabody acted instinc-

I tore out of the house, down
the walk, flung myself into the car just

this advice

tively.

as

Ted put

He

in gear.
drove like a man possessed, disit

regarding other cars, racing through
stop lights, flinging the car around
turns, across intersections. If I could
have thought, I would have prayed for
another car to strike us for anything
that would stop our mad race to a

—

destruction.
But I couldn't
Inside me there
think, couldn't feel.
was only a torn feeling that said that
Billy was dead, and terror obliterated
husband and of what
Terror of
it.

Scientific research

greater

my

he was going to do.
We turned into a

—

marked

street

"Quiet Hospital Zone," and the car
jerked to a stop. Ted flung himself
out, and I ran after him down a walk,
up a flight of steps, calling "Ted! Stop
stop " hardly knowing that I called.
He did stop, briefly, to ask a question of the startled nurse in the main

—

—

hall of the hospital; then he brushed
past her down the corridor.
Wade McCrary was sitting up in bed,
bandages on his arms. He lifted an"There
guished, steady eyes to Ted.
was nothing I could do, Ted. Nothing
And his voice closed off as Ted's hands
went round his throat.
I threw myself at Ted, beating his

—

arms, battering

him with

my
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shoulders

as one batters a locked door, crying
out, trying to pierce his madness.

Something reached him. Somehow,
something made him stop. McCrary
fell back, gasping, on the pillow, and
Ted stepped away from him, stood
with his arms dangling, stood with the
look of a man who has wakened from
a nightmare to a more terrible reality.

drew a deep, guloing breath. Wade
was unhurt, after all, and Ted was safe,
Then I heard a voice, rasping,
safe
hardly human, unrecognizable as Ted's
voice, and I knew that we would never
I

—

yi'lVVBABY

in the world be safe again.
"I can't kill you now, McCrary,"
the voice said.
"I should
because
you're helpless now as Bill was help-

—

Guaranteed by .Good Housekeeping

.

But I'll wait until you're on your
and then I'll cQme after you, and
you'll
die
he
died trapped
as
trapped
Oh, my God, my brother!"

less.
feet,

—

.

.

.

—

There it is again the terrible, ungovernable anger that sweeps over
Ted, that threatens his marriage to
Mary. Can he, with Mary's help, learn
to conquer it, or is their marriage
doomed to failure? Read the conclusion

of

this

exciting story

in

A

PRODUCT OF THE GROVE LABORATORIES,

INC.

Vitamin Division

Manufacturers and distributors of quality pharmaceuticals for over

fifty

years

March

Radio Mirror, on sale February
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Quick Work!

We were TogetheL.and

in

Continued from page 50

New York

Pork

Chop

Casserole

2 small onions, sliced thin
4 potatoes, sliced thin
4 carrots, diced

4 pork chops
1 tsp. salt
*A tsp. pepper

Pinch sage
cup milk
Place layer of sliced onions in buttered casserole, cover with potato
layer, then with layer of carrots. Trim
Vz

from chops and arrange on top.
seasonings to milk and pour over.
Bake, covered, in 350 degree oven for
fat

Add

1 hour, adding a little
dish gets too dry, when
potatoes should be tender and chops
cooked through. Remove cover and
continue cooking until brown, or brown

45 minutes to

more milk

if

under broiler flame.
Chicken Casserole
1 4-lb.

stewing chicken, disjointed

4 tsps. salt
Vz tsp. pepper
4 tbls. drippings
1 small clove garlic
2 cups liquid

4 cups mixed vegetables

Rub chicken with

salt and pepper.
Sautee garlic in melted drippings, remove garlic and brown chicken slowly

in flavored drippings. Turn into casserole, pour in liquid (boiling water,
stock or consomme) and cook, covered,
in 350 degree oven until chicken is
tender 2 to 3 hours depending on the
age of the fowl. Add vegetables any
desired combination of potato balls,
small whole onions, diced carrots or
chopped celery and continue cooking
There
until vegetables are tender.
should be enough gravy to coat vegetables well, thickened, if desired, with
a tablespoon of flour. For additional
flavor, substitute tomato paste or tomato soup for part of the liquid and

—

fe&iv.::.;

We dined at El Morocco
dine with a

girl

who

Jergens Lotion! A girl
from her hand skin.

.

.

.

Darling, you were extravagant!

But—"I cant

often

Am

has such adorable hands," you said.
I glad I use
needs Jergens when her job takes the natural softeners

"Dream-Shopping." "Some day I'll buy you a ring like this," you said. But I
only want you home, dear. And I'm keeping my hands soft, as you love them,
by using Jergens Lotion. It's such simple, easy hand care.

—

—

add minced green pepper and

Vz

tsp.

paprika.

Shrimp and Beef Casserole
cups cooked rice
2 small onions, sliced thin
2 green peppers, cut in lengthwise
3

strips
2 tbls. drippings

%
Vi
%

Young

them for helping even gratey skin become smooth, with that soft, young

Such sure protection against rough-

look.

ness!

Two

"special";

For the
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Service Wives

Easy!

No

stickiness!

ingredients in Jergens are

Only— always use this famous

many

Jergens Lotion.

softest,

doctors prescribe

adorable Hands, USE

JERGENS LOTION

tsp.

pepper

curry powder (optional)
cup cooked beef, cubed
1 cup cooked shrimps
2 cups cooked or canned peas, drained
The rice should be cooked so that the
grains are separate, not a sticky consistency. Sautee onions in drippings.
Combine all ingredients and turn into
buttered casserole. Bake in 375 degree
oven for 30 minutes. A little of the
liquor from canned peas may be added
to prevent dryness, but there should
be no excess liquid when the dish is
ready for serving. JIalf a cup of mushrooms may be added if desired and a
few slices of spicy sausage will provide additional flavor.
Good salad accompaniment for any of
these dishes is tossed greens, Chinese
cabbage or the watercress and orange
salad illustrated; all can be served
with French dressing. Since casserole
combinations are usually quite filling,
they are best preceded by cold fruit
or vegetable juices, and finished with
plain cake or cookies.
1

use Jergens Lotion, nearly 3 to 1

tsp. salt
tsp.

—

Moon

of Fulfillment

Continued from page 23
for weeks after the party, and
small hope died the hope that he
might at least turn to me for help as
Ellen drifted from him into Dick Cooper's arms. He had decided to try to
forget her in other ways, ways I could
only imagine until one night Dad told
me about it. Dad's voice was grim he
liked Ted a lot, and I could tell he was
worried about him. "I don't know
what's got into that boy Jim Lee told

him

see

—

my

—

me he

—

didn't

show up

for

work

at all

Friday."

last

"Maybe he was sick," I said, immediately on the defensive.
"Sick nothing," Dad said sharply.
"You can't tear around all night and
be any good at work the next day."
"I wonder what's the matter with
him," I said, more to make conversation
than anything else. Because I knew
what was the matter with him. I knew
that he was trying to escape from the
ache of a love that he could not push
out of his life, and that his new wildness
was simply a release from emotion too
terrible to bear. And I was afraid for
Ted afraid that in his desperation, he

—

would cut himself off forever from the
friends in Watertown who had always
meant so much to him. I was afraid,
too, that he might marry one of the
noisy, reckless girls in the new crowd
he was going with.
¥

WANTED

to

call

Ted—to

—

talk

to

him on the telephone to hear his
voice and encourage him with my
warmth and friendliness, even if he
did not want my love. But I was afraid
-*-

—

frightened
that
my connection
with that past he was trying to forget
would make him resent me, too.
Once I thought of telling Ellen that
this was her responsibility
that you
to

man

—

Ted fall in love
with you and then let him struggle
forever to drown your memory. But
Ellen was busy with her own dreams
dreams of her future with Dick.
It was two months after the bobsled
party that Ellen announced her engagement and on that same day I saw
Ted. Ellen and I were just leaving Aunt
Bertha's house, where we'd had the
party, when we met Ted .... met him
almost face to face. I mean, Ted and
Ellen met face to face. He didn't see
can't let a

—

me

\£.

How

i\_.

Her

skin's

y

But

my

does that

girl rate

such kisses?

like

at first at all.

Ellen was flushed and smiling and a
breathless. "Hello, Ted," she said,
genuinely glad to see him, "come to see
us sometime. We miss you."
Ted's eyes were as bitter as his laugh.
"I'll just bet you do," he said. "I can
imagine that you miss me a lot."
And then, looking at him, seeing the
new, remote expression in eyes that
used to be so honest and eager and
gay, I had to say something. In a little
voice, I said, "I do, Ted I miss you."
And then he noticed me and his face
wasn't bitter any more just thoughtful
and kind, with a big-brother kindness.
"Why, thank you, Betty," he said with
a kind of tenderness.
little

—

.

iV.

smooth

skin

as satin.

Yours can be,

too.

dry.

is

Oh— this new

One-Cream Beauty Treatment with
Jergens Face Cream especially helps dry skin.

This x. cream does the

work

of

4t creams

Gives smooth-skin care so complete—it's like a daily treatment. For
every type of skin. Faithful use helps prevent dry skin. Just use this

new

Jergens Face

Cream

all

the time:

1. for Cleansing
3. for a

A

Foundation

skin scientists' cream,

many

2- for Softening
4r.

as a Night

by the makers

Cream

of your Jergens Lotion. So

Beauty-wisdom—
you need.

lovely girls already use Jergens Face Cream.

use this

new

cream, yourself.

It's

the only cream

—

"Come

tonight,"

I

—

insisted.

"We're

all

going to be there the whole family."
Ellen's pretty lips parted and she
started to speak but something stopped
her. I was relieved, because I thought
that she might tell him thoughtlessly
that there was to be no one at home that
night but me.
I don't wonder at her being amazed
at the lie I told Ted. I wasn't surprised
when she mentioned it to me that night

—

JERGENS
FACE CREAM
USE LIKE4CREAMS_F0RASM00TH.KISSABLE complexion

CUT

DON'T

CUTICLE

before she went away with Dad and
Mother and Dick. She looked at me
oddly, with a new kind of awareness.
"Betty, you're in love with Ted,

you?"
nodded silently,

aren't
I

tears matting

my

lashes^

Betty put her hands on my shoulders
and I knew that for the first time she
was seeing me as a person not just
an adoring little sister. For the first
time, she was seeing me as a woman,

Cutting leaves cuticle

fagged,

may be

—

jjA

even
dangerous
painful,

with a heart like hers.
"I've been so selfish

CUTICLE

REMOVER
It's

the safer, modern

way to keep cuticle

„,

smooth

the "professional" look
gives your nails.
ful for cleaning

Wonderunder
nail tips, and removing
stains. Only 10#, or 35tf
CU
(plus 20% Federal tax).

CUTEX
The choice of more women than
all other cuticle removers combined

4

EX

CUTi?,-

foolish,"

I
it

said steadily.
so hard that

I

had

knew

I

of us. But she hadn't
been the one who'd known
what love was. Only now, now that she

away a toy that doesn't please him."
He threw back his head then and

was in love, too, Ellen recognized the
same emotion in me, and treated me as
a grown-up equal.

a toy."

—

I'd

HEARD

Ted's steps on the porch
and had the door open before he had
stamped the snow from his feet that
1

-*

night.

waited so often for Ellen. And then,
because Ellen and Dad and Mother
obviously weren't at home and Ted was
puzzled by their absence, I tried to explain the

"Ted,"

words

in

lie I had told that
I
began, halting

my

afternoon.

between
embarrassment. "The folks
neither is Ellen they all

—

—

aren't here
went to Coopers' for dinner."
He sat forward on his chair, and I
thought he was going to leave, but he
didn't. He just let me go on talking as
he watched me curiously.
"Ted, I'm worried about you all of

us are

—

—

And then he interrupted me. "So you
planned this little meeting so that you
could reform me?" He laughed, a brittle, tight laugh I'd never heard before.
I was frightened, then, that anything
I might say would anger him. But I
had to go on. My love for him was so
strong that I could not sit by as he
destroyed himself. I had to try to make
him detour from this new path he was
following which could only lead to unhappiness for all the rest of his life.
"Mr. Lee told Dad you weren't paying any attention to your job," I blurted.
"What are you doing this for why are

—

you acting

this

way?"

a dream."
"You aren't the only one watching
a dream die," I told him sadly.

He looked at me, suddenly, in much
the same way Ellen had looked at me
earlier in the evening. I could sense
the change in his attitude toward me.
He, too, was thinking of me as a woman
not just as Ellen's sister.
"Betty," he said. "You mustn't be
silly
you mustn't get hurt, too. Don't
tangle yourself up in this mess."
"But I am tangled up in it," I said.
"I'm not interfering out of affection for
my sister, or desire to straighten out
an old friend I'm doing it because I
can't stop myself. Oh, Ted, don't you
see I'm doing it because when you're
hurt and bitter and unhappy I am too,

—

—

—

—

because everything you do and every-

thing that happens to you is part of my
life too." I couldn't look into his eyes
but I sensed his shock, his bewilderment perhaps his dismay from the

—

You want everything to go your way, to
be as you think it should be
when
.

—

.

.

happens differently you just try to
throw it all away, like a child throwing

it

looked at me.

"My

love for Ellen wasn't

"You're not thinking of Ellen any
more," I said swiftly. "You're thinking of yourself, and how abused you

and how nobody cares what happens to you anyway. And it isn't true.
It was my turn to speak in a halfwhisper. "Oh, Ted, it isn't true people
do care. I care so much
I stopped, afraid of the way he was
staring at me. He stood up slowly and
are,

— —

—

walked out into the hall. As I watched
him put on his hat and coat, I felt
suddenly that he would alvyays dislike
me for being the one to make him look
at himself honestly to force him to
admit to himself how foolish he had
been. I knew that my job was done
that he would once again be the old
Ted, facing life and trouble eagerly,
unafraid as he had been before. But I
was sure, too, that his resentment
against me would keep him forever
from me. I had lost him completely

—

WAS

I
in the kitchen bathing my eyes
* when I heard someone open the
door. I thought it was Dad, but I didn't
call to him. I just dried
hot face
and moved slowly into the front part
of the house. The hall was dark except
for the faint light of the lamp shining
from the parlor, and I didn't recognize
Ted until I brushed against his rough

my

overcoat,

knew

wet with snow. But then

I

was Ted, because his arms
were around me he was holding me,
it

—

loving me, whispering into my hair.
"Betty, it's been you for a long time,"

he whispered over and over again, "t
found that out tonight. Ellen was my
dream but I told you the important
things

"Betty," he sail softly. "I'm burying

66

and

more mature one

—

He was a trifle embarrassed and
watched me questioningly as we walked
together through the narrow front hall
into the small parlor where he had

it

His voice was oddly muffled when he
spoke.
"Disappointed, Betty?"
"You're being selfish, and childish,

finally

exactly what I wanted to say, and I
could only pray the words would reach
him. "You think you're the only person in the world who ever got hurt.

Have

lovely, smooth cuticle without
any cutting. Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover quickly softens dead
cuticle, so you can wipe it
off with a towel. You'lUove

my

so blindly selfBetty," she said. "You and Ted are
right for each other. I wonder why I
didn't see it before."
She kissed me before she left, and
I
knew that our relationship had
changed Ellen's and mine. For a long
time she had thought of herself as the
ish,

been

beautifully

way his hands clenched on the arms of
his chair. I stammered on. "I love you,
Ted. You've been
dream, as Ellen
has been yours. You can't help it, I
know, and I don't want you to worry
about it at all, but I don't want you to
spoil it either. I don't want to be disappointed in you!"

thought about

—

USE
CUTEX OILY

—

"

"

—
—my job, my

trips,

my

problems.

Why, you're th6 most important thing
that ever happened to me."
I clung to him as I returned his kiss
our second kiss, so different from that

—

hard, thoughtless kiss the night
the sleighride. This was a gentle
kiss, a kiss filled with love and tenderness the kind of a kiss a man gives to
the girl he wants to marry. But the
kind of a kiss a man gives to a woman,
too not to someone's little sister.
As I dressed for the dance tonight—
as I looked at my radiant face in the
mirror I decided that maybe dreams
do come out right, after all. Perhaps,
this is the answer to that dream I
dreamed this is my perfect party with
Ted and the first one can be forgotten
forever. I know I can make that true,
because I have forgotten dreams now.
We don't need dreams, Ted and I, because we have a reality to build upon
a wonderful, warm, alive reality "more
important than anything either of us
ever has known before.
first,

of

—

—

—

—

—
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Give your hair

this

Glamour-Bath

like

COVER GIRL

y§m^

By Eleanor Harris

PENNY

SINGLETON, the girl who
refused to be typed in "bad girl"
parts a few years ago, has been so
thoroughly typed in the good girl part
of "Blondie" for the past six years that
nobody can tell them apart. Penny has
practically become Blondie with three
Blondie radio shows a week; three
Blondie pictures a year; two children
born almost the minute that "Alexander" and "Cookie" were born in the
and finally, with Chic
comic strip
Young, the author of the comic strip,
moving in across the street.
What's more, she looks almost exactly
like the Blondie of the funnies she's
the possessor of curly blonde hair, very
blue eyes, and such a tiny waist that
you could put your two hands around
And she rushes around her tiny,
it.
compact house in the Tolucca Lake district in San Fernando Valley exactly
the way Blondie rushes around hers in
the newspapers even wearing (on hot
days) shorts with a billowing apron, at
her chores! Only Mr. Blondie, in real
life, is out of step. For Penny's husband,
Major Robert Sparks of the U. S. Marines, is quiet, intellectual, and wellorganized. In civilian life, he was a
motion picture producer; he produced
the Blondie pictures!
Penny's days, between broadcasts
and pictures, are the direct opposite of
most actresses' days, and the absolute
•*

—

.

.

.

—

—

Miss Babs Merrick

—

one of John Robert Powers' beauties who keeps her hair
and lustrous with Kreml Shampoo

naturally bright

Reveal Natural Sparkling Beauty That Lies

Concealed In Your and Every Girl's Hair!
Those enchantingly lovely Powers Models— the epitome of beauty and charmmust take exceptional fine care in washing their hair.

And

these stunning girls are advised to use only

Kreml Shampoo!

Beautifying Kreml Shampoo washes hair and scalp spanking-clean. It thoroughly washes out dirt and loose dandruff and leaves the hair silken-soft— so
much easier to set— sparkling with natural brilliant highlights and glossy lustre
that lasts for days.

carbon-copy of most young American

At 6:30 she's up for the day,
dressed in a pinafore or tennis shorts
and she's eating her first breakfast of
orange juice, coffee-cake, and coffee.
The next three hours are dizzying ones
in which she wakes her two daughters,
Dorothy Grace, called Deegee (aged 9)
and Robin Susan (aged a year and a
half) and feeds them, and gets a lot of
housework done. By 9:30 she's ready
for her whopping second breakfast
2 eggs, bacon, fried potatoes with
wives'.

,

So take a tip from some of the world's most beautiful girls and give your hair
a "glamour-bath" with Kreml Shampoo. It takes only 10 minutes— right at home.
Excellent for every color and every type of hair whether oily or dry. All drug and
department stores.

No
If

Better

Shampoo For

your child's hair

is dull,

Children's Hair

stringy, lifeless-looking—

dry— "glamour-bathe" it with Kreml
Shampoo. Kreml Shampoo positively contains no
either oily or

harsh chemicals or caustics. Instead it has a beneficial
oil base which helps keep hair from becoming dry or
brittle. Children like its soft, billowy suds. And you'll
take pride in the way your child's hair looks.

remISFAMPOO
FOR SILKEN-SHEEN HAIR-EASIER TO ARRANGE
MADE

BY THE

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS KREML HAIR TONIC

and milk. Then
comes marketing and more housework;
and at noon she sits down to lunch with
her two children, eating just what they
eat: a baked potato, a chop, a vegetable, and junket. Dinner is light, unless
her husband is home on leave, and before she goes to bed she eats a handful
of candies. (What we want to know is,
how does she keep that figure?)
Naturally, with this housebound day,
onions, stewed fruit,

Penny's friends are the ones within
yoohooing distance. May Vargo, Who
lives down the block and whose hus-

band is in the real estate business, and
Evelyn Deibel, who also lives on the
block and whose husband runs a filling
station; the Chic Youngs and Mrs. Richard Arlen, both of

whom

live across the

-Only when Major Sparks is in
town does Penny get together with

street.

—

Penny Singleton

—

that's

daughter

Dorothy Grace with her on the

—

cover lives a life just like that of
the Blondie she plays on the radio.
Jeanette MacDonald and Captain Gene
Raymond, Loretta Young and her husBut
band, Lt.-Colonel Tom Lewis.
Penny frankly likes domestic life, and

when asked about
prise, "But
reality."

She means
son for

it

it

domestic

is

she says in surThat's

life is life.

Perhaps one reait, too.
her very different earlier
she was a musical com-

—

background
edy dancer named Dorothy McNulty
during her teens; and she came to Hollywood, after playing the sultry Tondelayo in "White Cargo" on the stage,
to play a wicked fascinator in After
(We might add that
the Thin Man.
she flew West from New York City
on one hour's notice, wearing the
same tweed suit she'd been dressed in

when
wood

she ran into a fast-talking Hollytalent scout with no baggage
of any kind! She was met at the airport,

—

rushed to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Studios, still in the tweeds, and given
a screen test at once. She got the part,
and eventually got her baggage sent
West, California for a home, Robert
Sparks for a husband, two children!)

Dreamflower Natural"

in

The growing vogue

for rose-tinted

powders

finds a lovely sponsor

house her husband
calls "Penny's Folly" she is completely
happy. In her closet she has only two
formal evening gowns the rest of her

in

clothes are what she really uses, a collection smart enough to gain for her one
of the coveted "Best-dressed Women of
1943" titles suits and simple dresses,
for her trips to Hollywood. Every night
she gets wearily into bed at eight
o'clock and reads. Her pet comic strip
is Blondie, and then she looks for Dick
Tracy. You can always discuss the
latest book with her because she's always just read it.
The future? Well, Penny thinks,
rather mournfully, that her daughters
may wind up acting. In the end, she
herself would like to go back on the
stage right here in California. But
meanwhile, she's living happily on the
$25 a week her business manager allows
her; and the minute she drives away
from her radio programs or studio sets,
she> drives right out of the makebelieve world and into a normal life.
Into the life led by Blondie— both in
the comic strip and all over America!

her fragile blonde complexion the clear, fresh translucent look

But now,

in the

She chooses the

—

—

—

Lady Stanley of Alderley.
soft, soft

rose of Dreamflower "Natural" to give

so perfect for her coloring. "It's the softest,
I've

found

"And Dreamflower

says.
If

your skin

favorite
it

most

— exquisite shell-pink, with just a touch
is

texture

is

flattering 'natural'

of cream," she

so fine and clinging!"

blonde, try Lady Stanley's delicate, rose-tinted

— Pond's Dreamflower "Natural."

You'll love the soft appeal

gives to your complexion!

A.3
New Ponds'LIPS" shade!
Now

six breath-taking

shades.

Try bright new

BEAU BAIT— rich,
round crimson-red
49<, 10*
(plus tax)
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Dream flower R>wder

NATURAL— soft

shell pink

RACHEL — creamy ivory
ROSE CREAM— delicate

peach

BRUNETTE— rosy beige
DARK RACHEL— rich, golden
DUSK ROSE— warm, glowing
49*. 25f, lOt (plus tax)
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Paying Our

Way

"Before,

Continued -from page 45
the employers to give credit from exemptions directly when figuring out

how much Income Tax

withhold

to

from each worker's salary.
The new Individual Income Tax Act
of 1944 has made some changes in the
rules for counting exemptions and it
is very important for every worker to
this certificate with his employer.
he doesn't file one, the employer will
withhold his taxes as though he had no
exemptions.
file

If

new rules are fairly simple.
THE
you are single, you are entitled

If

to
for

one exemption for yourself and one
each of the dependents you support.
If you are married, one exemption is
allowed for yourself, one for your wife
or husband and one for each dependent.
For instance, a single man with two
dependents is allowed three exemptions. A married couple with no dependents is entitled to two exemptions,
a married couple with three dependents is entitled to five exemptions.
In cases where both husband and wife
work, either may claim both exemptions, or they may claim separately.
One must not claim an exemption that
is claimed by the other.
You can claim as a dependent any
relative who meets all four of the following rules:
you.
2. Receives more than one half of his
or her annual support from you.
3. Is expected to have less than $500
income of his or her own during
the year.
4. Is a citizen of the United States or
a resident of the United States,
Canada or Mexico.
Under this new law the meaning of
"closely related" is very carefully defined. In order to qualify as your dependent a person must be your son,
daughter, grandchild, great grandchild,
stepdaughter, son-in-law,
stepson,
1.

Is closely related to

—

emptions changes and your employer
has to be notified so he can tell whether
to withhold more, or less, of your Income Tax.
The new law changes other things
besides the rules regarding dependents.
It helps to bring the Withholding Tax

much

closer to the actual entire Income
Tax you will have to pay for the year.
More precise wage-bracket tables have
been worked out. For example, in the

case of a single person with no dependents, the tax withheld on a weekly
wage of $30 was formerly the same as
that withheld on a wage of $39. Now,
under the new tables, the tax withheld
on weekly wages up to $60 changes
with each dollar of the wages.
People earning more than $5,000 a
year must file their returns on Form
1040. This form, too, has been simplified drastically and the Tax Table, for
those who don't want to figure out the
percentages, is again more precise.
With Form 1040 comes an instruction
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would
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if
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Mona

—

America!

half-brother,

Mona DesSanta

says

mo nd

same people
their own homes

by blood.

—

stepsister,

—

should look,"

I

these

brother-in-law or sisterin-law, your uncle, aunt, nephew or
niece but not if related only by marriage. In other words, your aunt's husband cannot qualify as closely related
to you, although you can claim your
aunt if she meets the other three requirements. A legally adopted child is
considered exactly the same as a child

stepbrother,
half-sister,

showed me how

sheet, explaining in detail how to make
out the return and printed in such a
way that you can place each set of instructions alongside the corresponding
items on the form for easy reference.
The instructions are clear and not at all
legalistic in their wording.
There is no question that the matter
of filling out and filing Income Tax Returns has been made as simple as possible.
What doesn't seem to be so
simple to some people is why they
should pay their Income Tax.
I

My
My

'Photo -Revise' (center)

of marriage, divorce, the birth of a new
baby, the loss of a dependent through
death or the dependent's increased
earning power, the number of your ex-

they had a son, or daughter let's say
who took advantage of the protection
provided by the work and care of the
rest of the family and refused to contribute some share of his or her salary
to the household?
Actually, this is
what you are doing when you pay
your Income Tax: contributing your
just share to the maintenance of the
bigger house upon the safety, the efficiency and the progress of which, the
very existence of your smaller, more
intimate, personal home depends.
And this is a big house this

daughter-in-law, your father, mother,
grandparent, great-grandparent, stepfather, stepmother, father-in-law, or
mother-in-law, your brother, sister,

on the 'plump' side.
hair-do was wrong.

Should your family status change
during the year, you will have to file a
new certificate and bring your employer up to date. This means in cases

*-
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bridge the gap between the war front and the home front.
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had a good time, baby.

You must

out more."
Her gentleness defeated me.

I

get

turned

my

away and ran

upstairs,
throat
choking with a hurting, terrible pain.
Pity for them, yes but a burning resentment against their indifference.

—

—

Their tragedy weren't hundreds, thousands of others facing the same thing
today?
Why was it so important to
show the world a brave face, if it
meant there was nothing left no real
emotion for those nearest and dearest?
"Have a good time, baby." Just so
long as I didn't bother them with my

—

—or distract them from their
would have welcomed
a scolding— anything but knowing that
didn't matter to them any longer.
Heart-sick,
baffled,
sobbed— my
fingers
troubles

memories!

I

I

I

fumbling with hooks and eyes

I undressed.
Well, I was

as

my own

on

enough

old

two

feet.

I

to

stand

remembered

"when it comes, you
on the chin." Right
now I needed, more than anything,
that salty, tough sureness of his, that
companionship that asked no favors, his
Jules' credo, his
have to take it

strength that buoyed me up. I'd see
Jules tomorrow and I'd go out with
him.
But it was not of Jules that I dreamt
that night, when sleep finally came

—

dry

to

IT

my

tears.

I

dreamt

WAS

truly spring, with that rapturous symphony of white lamb -like
clouds and blue sky and soft, tender
green grass underfoot. And through
the mists of my dream a figure walked
toward me and took my hand. It was
Jimmy Whitney and he was saying
something to me.
What the words
-•

A woman doctor perfected

the

— approved

the

size

and shape, the use of

soft

real

COTTON for comfort, and

Meds

insorber

the addition of the

didn't know, but suddenly my
was at peace and the whole
world seemed clean and fresh and

were

SAFETY-

smiling.

WELL for extra protection. Let

Mother and Dad were

see

fortable

And

that was
Then we were alone

how much more comyou can

there, too, in
like they used to be.
because of Jimmy, too.

my dream — but

"next time" be a "Meds time"

and

I

heart

8e

be!

-«0for65c/

Meds' exclusive "SAFETY-WELL"
absorbs so much more, so much
faster! Extra protection for you!

*

*

sS

Meds' fine soft COTTON can
absorb up to three times its own
weight in moisture! The scientifically-shaped

insorber expands

gently and comfortably— adapting
itself to individual requirements.

and

again, Jimmy
walking—running—through

I,

of
purple crocus.
We fell,
fields
tumbling, laughing, into the blossoms
and I wasn't surprised at his arms
around me. His face was close to mine
and I could feel the crispness of his

hair beneath

When

I

my

awoke

quillity steal

fingers
a healing tran-

I felt

through me.

Everything

would be all right! Jimmy would come
and the strength I had sensed in his
letters would help Mother and Dad

—

to live again.

But when I went downstairs, nothing
The atmosphere was
had changed.
blanketed with that morgue-like stillmovement was hushed with that
hopelessness I had grown to dread.
Nothing was changed except in a

ness,

—

dream!

wanted
I

—

was a stranger there, unand I escaped as quickly as
I

could.

And when

Jules sauntered into the
that afternoon I told
him quickly, before I had a chance to
change my mind, that I would like to
accept his invitation. If it was still open.
There was no "party" that night.
Instead, Jules and I walked through
the quiet streets and out into the open
country road. He knew a little tavern
out there, with a juke box, that was
usually empty on weekdays, and we

drug store

Because of these dainty, carefully designed applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!

late

headed for that.
Except for a couple

sitting at the bar,

the tavern seemed deserted. The booth
we slid into had a dim, shaded, soft
lamp-light, and the juke box played a
dreamy waltz for our nickel. Jules had
beer and ordered a soft drink for me.
We talked, mostly about high school

days

when he and
together

football

Bill

and

I

had played
had been a

jumping-up-and-down

screeching

Grace Moore

freshman on the

side-lines.
This was a different Jules
one last night. He seemed

from the

younger,
somehow, without the watchful hardness that had rarely left his eyes at
the party. I remarked about it.
His hand came down lightly and
covered mine. "Perhaps it's the company.
There's something very sweet
and very gallant about you, Lee. I
don't like people who wring their hands
in public, and I don't like people who

Star of

MetropolitanOpera

—

—

Company

my

gambler, honey.

—and

scu/s:

met a charming
"I never
aibu
„ wno
who wasn t
man

whine for help. I get too much of that
in
business.
Or maybe it's because, even though I know you're at
least eighteen, you still say 'Oh, jeepers!' just like a kid.
Or maybe it's
because you're a good little girl with
a cute little curl down your forehead."
"What is your business, Jules?" I
asked, timidly.
His eyebrows went up in that
familiar
derisive
gesture.
"I'm
a
and luck

&e

wo
„^pA woman.
wen-groomed™

***

essential
gro o»ed.

I live by my brains
other people's lack of

them."

•

didn't shock me very much.
I
had half suspected it. And the role
suited Jules with his restless, careless,
volatile nature.
But surely not all
gamblers were as nice as he or per-

•

pd b y

It

—

many

other

world.
and radio

—

haps there were unpleasant things
about him that he took pains to hide
from me.

k.

¥F THERE

od&s

were, I saw little sign of
* them in the week that followed. I
couldn't approve of the casual, unthinking way he tossed his money
around, and I tried to shut my eyes
to the knowledge of where that money
came from. I didn't like his friends,
except for a very few.
But it was only when I was with
Jules that I felt secure and wanted.
Jimmy still hadn't answered my last

UcrO^

9L»

letter and
last

with his silence had gone
comforting prop.
It
hurt
terribly in a new way, that left my
heart bruised and sore. It was only
when I was with Jules that I could
forget about Jimmy for a little while
and call myself a fool for falling in
love with a man I'd never seen. It was
only with Jules that I could escape

my

—

—

the horrible depressions and the empty
lost feeling and the neurotic moods
that descended upon me at home. Being with him was like looking into
the face of a challenge and throwing
that challenge back into his laughter.
See, Jules, I'm not a child.
I don't
shrink jrom adventure.
I'm not a
cry-baby.
But I knew, instinctively, that I
would never have dared to see so
much of him if his attitude toward
me had not subtly altered since that
first night.
Where it had been a defiant "Come with me at your own risk"
invitation he had tossed me that day
in the drug store, now I was aware
of his growing protectiveness
and
tenderness. I knew, because we sometimes bumped into them, that there
were friends of his to whom he
wouldn't introduce me.
There was a fineness in Jules, honesty
that would not compromise with his
own standards. He warned me one
evening.
We had started out for a
dance, but he had abruptly changed

—

.

.
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"

his mind,

I

it's

time

Moving

Lee.

me

and brought

"I think

we

around

me —might

people like

home,

early.

called this quits,

—

with with
rub some of

bloom

off your cheeks.
I don't
getting a peep at how the
parasite half lives, but don't look too
closely or your eyes may turn hard

that

y

mind your

and wise like theirs. I think you've had
some fun and it's shaken you out of
the dumps. I'd like to see you once in
a while but it's time you went back
to your own kind."
His voice had
wavered a little, but he kept his airy

—

half -smile.
Real regret touched me.

But I knew
he was right. I could go back now,
braced and fortified by Jules' friend-

And maybe some

ship.

of

his

phi-

losophy would show me how to help
Mother and Dad. Lately, it had seemed
to me, they had improved a little.
"You've been wonderful." The words
were hard to say. "I'll never forget
this
and I won't say goodbye, Jules."

We

—

were standing, again, at the gate,
and with a smile he leaned down,
brushed my lips gently with his, and
pushed me inside. I heard his lonesome

away down

whistle fading
Lights were

the street.
blazing in the living
room as I opened the door. I had
only a moment to wonder before I
saw him a tall, bulky-shouldered
figure in his uniform, grey eyes glowing in a tanned face
standing by
the fireplace
the smile
the same
smile as in the picture! Jimmy Jimmy
Whitney was here!

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

spun
MYingheart
wonder.

.

.

—

.

in a breathless, catch-

The dreams I'd had,
the childish hero-worship I'd indulged
in, the romantic pictures I'd woven
all with this soldier as the central
figure rose up to confound me now
and send the blushes flooding my forehead to the roots of my hair. Jimmy
was here and suddenly the world
seemed to revolve and everything was
in its rightful place!
With a slow, confident stride he had
moved toward me, his hands outAnd impulsively I reached
stretched.
mine for his clasp.
"So you're Lee."
His eyes were
tender and lingering on my face. He

—

—

looked at me as I had dreamed he
would!
"I'd have known you any
place.
You have Bill's eyes—that
same honey-brown. But you're prettier
than your picture."
;
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my

last letter

was kind

me

of

— you
his

afraid

to visit you
Texan "so I

—

They looked more

"

interested,

more

animated than they had in a long time.
And I hoped, with something like a

Campana Cream. Balm
CHAPPED? Use ORIGINAL

answer

might
drawl
was pure
thought I'd
just come and then you'd have to be
polite and not turn me away."
He
turned, with a wink, to Mother and
Dad who were sitting side by side on
the sofa in front of a table with hot
chocolate and sandwiches and the old,
tattered scrapbook with Bill's name on
"I

it.

Hands badly

—and

I

not want

guards against

2St, 504

"Thank you, Jimmy," demurely

then overcome by the delight of his
being there "I'm so glad you're here!

and 81.

prayer, that Jimmy would bring them
the comfort they wanted.
Dad cleared his throat, tremulously.
"You'll be welcome here, son, anytime."
The "son" had slipped out
saw the fleeting pain it cost him, in

—

his face.

Jimmy pulled me down beside him
on the old bearskin rug before the
hearth. He did it with the same complete

naturalness

that

my

brother

—

"

"

would have used. The grin he gave
a companionable one.
But behind it suddenly, without
question, I knew that behind this
easy, friendly relationship he offered
me now, there was waiting a more
intimate, a closer one. And it would
wait Jimmy would wait until we
were both ready. But the promise was
there in the pressure of his hand
on mine, in the tenseness of his

me was

—
—

Sa \ly went

my

—

—
—

when

shoulder

it

^ skating. ..and
she was

active....

touched mine.

dizzy and gloriously, skyrocketingly happy. Sitting there next
to him, hearing his slow, down-deep
felt

I

masculine voice, hearing his laugh

and knowing

secret

this

between

us.

hardly paid any attention to his
words. He was telling us about some

I

funny

incident that had happened

little

him on the

to

".

.

train.

and there

.

I

was with knap-

sacks piled all over me and the porter
scratching his head, and for all I know
those sailors never did come back!" he
finished with a rueful grin.
Mother smiled. "Bill always liked
There's a picture of him here,
boats.
in the scrapbook, when he was ten
and wearing a sailor suit. He looked
so handsome. I don't think I showed
you that one, Jimmy." Her plump little
hands fluttered over the pages.

JIMMY

gently out of her
the picture she
meant and studied it, smiling. "He
didn't like big boats so well. Bill was
seasick all the way over to England
and mad as a hatter about it, too. Then
when we got there
Mother interrupted him. It was an
unspoken rule in our house that we
seldom discussed anything of Bill's

took

it

He found

hands.

—

movements

since he had left this counHere he seemed familiar, but over
there he was lost, remote. And it hurt
Mother, who had a suspicion of anything "foreign," to mention it.
She
was saying now, hurriedly, "Bill and
another boy that Randy Miller, it was
they fixed up a raft one year and

try.

—

—

they tried to float it down the creek,
but it sank. My, we were frightened.

And when We found them —
Jimmy wasn't listening. He was
staring, frowning at the scrapbook. The
three of us, Mother, Dad and I, watched

him, with a queer, growing tenseness.

He was thumbing through

those last

blank pages of the book, and then
coming back with a puzzled frown to
the front. At last, as if suddenly aware
of our regard, he looked up.
"I'm sorry, Mrs. Roland. I was look-

some

of the pictures Bill sent
some of the two
the other guys.
I wanted

ing for

you from England

—

and
to tell you about them."
Mother looked wistful. "I put them
It isn't that I'm not
all away, Jimmy.
interested and maybe we're just a

of us

-But HOW-dOd

pins kept her hair

neat and attractive I
• Why is a bobby pin? To hold your hair
—smoothly, firmly, invisibly. And that's
the way hold-bob bobby pins are made:
for longer-lasting, springy power. Remember, only hold-bobs have those
small, round, invisible heads.

Add satiny

and the rounded-for-safety ends
...and you have the advantages that

finish

make hold-bobs America's favorites!
Look for, ask for, the hold-bob card.

—

couple of old fogies, but in a place like
that and with people we didn't know
—he seemed like a stranger to us. And
the old pictures seemed the best. After
all, those were the happiest days of
Bill's life."
And yours, I wanted to
say but I checked the words.
"Then that's why you've kept his
room upstairs the way it was when he

—

was

a kid.

I

wondered why

I

didn't see

anything military about it. You have
his
Purple Heart, though, haven't
you?"
steel in his voice.
could
I
hardly believe it. That was
an unforgivable thing to say!
.

.

.

Dad's head came up proudly, angrily.
have, sir.
But we don't parade
it
around the streets.
People here
know what Bill was like and they re-

"We

HOLD-BOB
"The bobby pins that HOLD"

—

"

member what

a wonderful boy he was.
They don't have to be reminded."
Jimmy's face softened. But his words
were hard. "You may think I have an

*\Me solved the

awful lot of nerve, Mr. Roland, and
you have a right to get mad
but I
think you're doing a harmful thing.
.

.

.

Harmful

you and to Bill's memory.
though you were ashamed
or resentful about a part of his life
that was the best part, believe me. And
when you try to push it aside and forget it, then it becomes a frightening
place to you— and you've lost Bill. If
you can't get across that ocean with
Bill, then you'll never understand why
he died or for what, and the resentment will fester inside you until there's
nothing good or beautiful left to live
for." Would he never stop! The room
had grown deathly still quiet, except
for that relentless voice going on and

You

//

to
act as

—

my consciousness like
the deliberate strokes of a hammer.
I could see the agony and the torture
in Mother's face as if Jimmy had
slashed her with a whip.
Dad was
trying hard to control his anger.
"You've cut him off more cruelly
than death did, because at least that
had a glorious meaning. But you the
people he loved best in the world
turning your backs on the greatest act
of his life.
If he could stand to fight
and die then you can stand to hear
about it'/ He did it for you died for
on, beating into

—

—

—

—

you

—and

—

his sacrifice back
obscure dark corner of your
talk about when he built a

you push

some
mind and

into

raft or climbed an apple tree when
he was a kid." Jimmy was on his
feet now, his mouth firm and resolute.
There was no scorn in his voice, only

the coldness of a surgeon, analyzing.

\S7 ELL, I'm here and I'm going to
" make you face it. I'm going to
take you across that ocean and make
you know everything he did and be
proud that you had a son like Bill."'
My hands were clenched so tightly

"9s-s-t read this inside
"I used to think baby powders were

all alike,

storv^

but look at these differences

• Most baby specialists all over the country say that Mennen
the best baby powder*
.

• Comparing

.

..

3 leading baby powders

.

.

.

microscopic

tests

Mennen is smoothest of all! (No wonder, 'cause
Mennen process makes this powder satin-smooth).

A

awful

show

.

3 out of 4 doctors say baby powder should be antiseptic; being
antiseptic, Mennen powder helps fight harmful germs

"So, Mom, ple-e-eze help protect my delicate skin against painful chafing,
prickly heat, scalded buttocks and other skin troubles— with the best baby

powder, and

I

do mean Mennen!

It

makes me smell so sweet,

JiJom,

buq

me

silence.

it made shattered
Jimmy went on.

the

"Yes, and happy, too. People over
there were crazy about him. He was
so swell, so decent, always talking
about what a family he had and how
brave you were. You're going to hear
about the time he helped pull an old
woman out of a house that was hit
by a robot bomb. Yes, and the fellows
he palled around with and the girl he
met over there that he liked and might

—

too'.'

'According

had our own memories of Bill
want these others!
burning log split in two and the

didn't

crackling noise

a special
.

We
we

is

.

that

•

.

the fingernails bit into my flesh. Was
this the comfort I had hoped Jimmy
would bring? All the terrible grief I
had known at Bill's death rose up
and swept over me in a drowning wave.
Why must Jimmy say these things?
Why couldn't he let us decently forget?

to

survey*

have married if
"Never!" Mother was sitting bolt upright, two spots of color burning in
It was the first time in
months I'd seen that snap in her eyes
and her lips so firmly pressed. "He
wouldn't why, he was as good as engaged to Margie Hill! And a prettier,
sweeter girl he couldn't have found
The tears came
anywhere and "
then, the first I'd seen her shed, and she

her cheeks.

—

tine

vest

^\ennen t
;

—

—

pressed her hands to her face, rocking
back and forth on the couch. Dad
moved closer, his arm going around
her shoulders. He raised a face that

had grown suddenly
"I
Also

...

4 times as many doctors prefer

ANTISEPTIC BABY OIL as any other baby
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oil

MENNEN
or lotion.* J

think

tired.

—perhaps

you're

right,

Jimmy. Maybe we have shut ourselves
away. Maybe if we could listen — we

—
could find Bill again, Mother and I."
But I couldn't stand it any longer.
This awful torture this raking over
the dead coals of a man's life how
did Jimmy dare? Was this the Jimmy
I had longed for and dreamed for and
waited for my heart outstretched?
This man who had deliberately set out
to hurt my parents! Fury mounted in
me. 1 was shaking with it. I scrambled

—

—

—

to

my

!!

Mrs.Pierponl Morgan Hamilton.
Beautiful Mrs. Hamilton, one of
society leaders,

"Can't you leave them alone? Haven't
suffered enough, without your
tearing into them, trying to show how
tough you are? They're not soldiers
they're human beings with hearts!

fine
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faultless
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—

Stay here and tell them tell them how
he died don't spare them a single
agony tear their heartstrings to ribbons! But I don't have to listen." I
snatched my coat and was out of the
door before he could move.
I heard his footsteps on the
I ran.
porch, his voice calling "Lee!" but I

—

—

—

He can't catch me he
didn't stop.
doesn't know these streets as I do. He's
a stranger! It was the only conscious
head and
thought that pounded in
I ran, crying, almost heedlessly, without direction.
But when I found myself outside of

my

:

.

Monetti's

I

stopped.

Without think-

feet had carried me here and
I knew that, instinctively, I had turned
again to Jules for strength and consoThat he was here I didn't
lation.
doubt for a moment. He had to be
ing,

my

here!
in his familiar back
was
HEbooth,
his head bent, one hand toysitting

ing with the salt-shaker in front of
him. He raised his head at my hurried
And there was a look in
approach.
them, surprised in their depths, that I
had never seen there before. The look
of a man dying of thirst, who is suddenly handed a glass of sparkling
water. But only for a second and then
there was the Jules I knew, teasing,

—

smiling,

unruffled.

"What's up, honey?" The menacing
undertone I had heard once before
"You've been
crept into his voice.
crying.
Has someone hurt you?"
"No but you're hurting me, Jules."
His grip on my arm relaxed. "Jules
but
I don't know how to ask this
would you take me away? I can't go
home again. I'll go anywhere I don't
care." I told him what had happened.
"Please take me away, Jules!" I
begged.
His whole body was tense. "Are you
sure you know what you're saying,
Lee? You've known for a long time
that I love you but I wouldn't ever
have asked you to marry me. Are you
sure that's what you want you won't
regret leaving this town and your
family, to go with me?"
I was too astounded to speak. Marry
Jules!
I had only meant having him
help me, loan me some money, tell
me where to go. I hadn't meant but I
had said "take me away, Jules." And
he thought I wanted the two of us to
go away together to be married. But,
hardest of all to understand, was that
Jules loved me. Loved me!
He was waiting for my answer and
some of my shock must have shown in
my face, because his eyes darkened
and hardened. I started to tell him
but I stopped. Why not? Why not

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

marry Jules?

With Jules there would

—

be no inner torments only the problems that would come from an adventurous life. And there would always be his strong arm when I needed
it.
My thoughts were chaotic and
wild and opposite me, Jules waited.

—

Mrs. Pierpont
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Get your Original Campana Balm today
why thousands of women and children

this richer lotion for real pro-

tection against

raw winds and

car's

stop us, we'll just invite them to the
wedding."
He smiled gaily at me,
huddled in the far corner of the seat.
"Cold, honey?" he asked, touching my
wet cheek. Mutely I shook my head.
I was coSl
but it had nothing to do
with the weather.
And, like a man slowly, painfully,
coming out of a dream, he withdrew
behind the wheel, his face changing
into a hard, set mask.
I trembled.
What had I done to Jules and to
myself? How could I have so rashly

—

The tears coursed down my cheeks.
was afraid to reach for a handkerchief
because I didn't want Jules to know
I was crying.
I was grateful to the

Campana Balm went

Last winter, the ingredients of Original

N1

—

I

Balra
I

can drive to Jackson, across the
state line, by midnight." His arm was
under my elbow, lifting me out of the
booth, ushering me out to the street. I
could sense the restrained, the mounting excitement in his voice.
He drove fast, for once unmindful
of speed laws or the wartime rules,
that so often chafed his dare-devil
moods.
"We can afford to be reckless
know every cop and if any of them

promised marriage to this man whose
inner life would always remain strange
and fearful to me?

Camp
8 AC K

my

—

bitter cold.

%eQrugfout£

AG A

away."
mind!
right around the block.

won't change

We

SOOTHED INSTANTLY

—
—
—
get married right

you want me, Jules " I was
"Only please let's go to-

"If

shaking.

to war. This year

— they're back again, just when you need this wonderful protective lotion most.

dark because I could keep my head
bent and he might not see. But I
couldn't still the ceaseless remorse that
was beginning to gnaw at my heart.
I was going to hurt Mother and Dad
hadn't they been hurt enough? And
Jimmy ? I hadn't thought I'd care
any longer about his feelings, but I did,

—

—

desperately.

'CO

your hero came home and you
found out he played too rough for
you!" The voice startled me it was

^

JUST OVER 30

.

—

You can imagine my discouragement! And then my beauty
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My
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ear.

What
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much
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All
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knew what he was doing and why.

color-con-

so

is

in

.

swift,

sure,

its

sheer nonsense to put

up with gray

—

—

and my hair going gray

tion!

—

so harsh, so unlike the tone Jules always used to me.
"That's not true Jimmy is fine
stung by his words, I rushed to Jimmy's
defense and then stopped. I had the
uncomfortable feeling that Jules had
deliberately trapped me into saying it.
"Sure, you told him off! And stuck
up for your folks, like a good little
girl."
His scorn whipped me like a
flail.
"Only it sounds to me like your
friend Jimmy had the right idea. Making them realize that your brother

.

.
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hair!
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up the gaps for them so they
could see their Bill as a soldier, not
just a kid around the house." By this
time my emotions were so bruised, so
sore, that I could just dully resent
underneath
roughness but
it,
his
dimly, slowly, I began to see that he
Filling

—

was

right.

Jimmy had

tried

to

jar

them, shock them out of the halfworld they lived in, tried to make them
see they could be proud and happy
and richer for having had a son like
Bill.
I was the one who couldn't
take it.
Outside the night was damp and
raw. From the car windows I could
catch glimpses of black night and faraway telephone poles etched against
The car rushed on,
the murky sky.
flashing through towns in its dizzy
pace, eating up the miles with a
inevitability.
frightening,
horrifying
Jules drove as though a demon rode
on his shoulder, and his profile was
cruel in its utter detachment from me.
Suddenly he braked, in front of an
all-night filling station.
"I won't be long. I have a phone call
to make.
Business," he informed me

brusquely.

When

he was gone

I

could no longer

my tears. Never had I felt so
alone, so terrifyingly alone.
Now I
didn't even have my dream of Jimmy —

hold back

There were voices outside and the
service station door banged. Jules was
coming back.
He slid in under the wheel. For a
long time he sat silent, motionless.
Then slowly he turned. His hand, big
and warm, closed over mine.
here, honey. And stop cryCOME
ing. Nothing's that bad— nothing's

worth your crying about
once I'd take
worrying."
I

care

of

it.

I

you,

told you
so stop

remember his pulling me close to
I remember how grateful I was

him.

for his gentleness, for the haven of his
shoulders. I restrong arm around
member, queerly, how nice and cool
and smooth his trenchcoat felt under

my

Are you as nice close up ... as you are

my "hot cheeks. And then I
slept, my nerves exhausted

must have
and worn
the past few hours.

out by the ordeal of
For
I awoke when the car stopped.
a moment I stayed there, quiet and relaxed. Then, with a rush, I realized
where we were. I was going to get
married to Jules Saybrook!
At my wild start his arm tightened,
holding me back.
"We're home, honey," he said quietly.
And when I looked at him, bewildered,
he nodded. I looked around me slowly
at a familiar white fence and a gate
and a brown-shingled little house set
in neatly-trimmed shrubs. Never had
they seemed so dear so safe. It was
my home! Dawn had come, but a
light still burned in the hall and in the
living-room.
Questions rushed to my lips but he

at

a distance?

^kwk iSlmi

i

—

—

—

checked them.
•

"It

would have been

—
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a big mistake, Lee. You and I " and his
voice was light with the old selfmockery, the old banter "we weren't
meant for each other. I was bound to

—

do one good deed sometime in my life,
and maybe this is it.
You'd have
tried hard, honey, but I can't see you
as the wife of a gambler.
And there
isn't anything I wouldn't do for you
anything,

that

was laughing

but reform."
me, at himself

is,

at

He

—but

behind his laughter there was pain.
His hand was under my chin and I
turned slightly so that my lips brushed
his fingers.
It was the only payment
I could make.
Neither of us heard the footsteps on

ComJp(Mj

—

—

"

the pavement, but we were both suddenly aware of the tall figure looming
outside the car door. For a moment
no one spoke. Jimmy's hand was on
the car door, but Jules forestalled him.
With a quick movement he leaned over
me, opened the door, and pushed me
out. He would have immediately driven
off but Jimmy's hand was in the way,
outstretched.
I could see Jules' momentary pause, then their hands met.
Gears clashed. And, with a violent
burst of speed, Jules was gone.
We stood watching until the red,
winking tail-light disappeared. Then
Jimmy was looking down at me, his
face showing signs of strain, but his
eyes as warmly steadfast as ever.
"Come here, you little idiot." His
voice was tender, under its surface
roughness.
"You've had us nearly
crazy.
It was all my fault, but I

5
S££M
THAT

thought you understood what I was
trying to do.
You told me, in your
letters, how hard your Dad and Mother
had been hit and how they had withdrawn from the world
"Mother!" My conscience hurt me.
"I'd better go in and tell her I'm all
right—"
But Jimmy shook his head. "They've
had all the telling they can take for
one evening. Your Dad repeated some
of the things Jules said to him over the
telephone" so that was his business
call!
"about their obligations to their
daughter, for one thing. It shook them
up. They hadn't stopped loving you,
but they had forgotten that you needed

—

—

a

attention,

little

minds

off Bill

And

too.

—which

is

It got their
a good thing.
going to ride

Jules said he was
you around for a while and then bring
you home. He sounds like a nice guy."
Jules hadn't told them
SOplanned
to be married!
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it
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my

Jimmy's

we had

fingers

—

were

shoulders. "Lee is it all
right between us?
Your Mother and
Dad are okay now. It may take a
little time but they're coming out of
But I came here to see you, Lee.
it.
And when you walked into that .room
tonight I had the feeling that everything was settled between us and you
knew it, too. Is it still that way?
Do you want me to stay and fall in
love with you, Lee?"
"Please stay, Jimmy as long as you
can,* I answered softly. I had never
wanted anything so much!

from distressing "wayward"

give

—

?"

—

...

—

—

mouth came down on mine,

His
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80

it

caress-

gently, tentatively. And my cold lips
warmed under his and came alive. He
held me to him, closely, for a brief

moment and then he let me go.
And that was right, too. Jimmy

—

would give me time time to let our
love grow slowly and fully— time for
this peace that was stealing into my
heart to heal me and make me my own
self again.
We walked with lingering
steps

into

the house.

And my

heart

was beating with happiness because
of his nearness and because I knew
my dream was coming true! Someday
I would run my fingers through that
crisp, blond hair; someday I would
know his arms around me in the fullness of his love.
But before that happened I must
grow and be ready. I must leave behind me the twisted thoughts and feelings.

There
person
I

knew

was only one thought
I

could

not

that no matter

—

one
Because
completely

forget.

how

loved Jimmy, there would
always be a tiny, secret place in my
heart for the memory of a tall, dashfor Jules.
ing, gallant wastrel

and deeply

I

—

—

!

—

!

Second Chance
Continued from page 27

"Why, Janet," he gasped, "have you
been

ill?"
"No," I said, and I
petulant, but I didn't

knew

I

sounded

"I've just

care.

been lonesome."
Jay, as though just for dramatic contrast, was bouncing with good health
and good spirits. He was tanned from
his golf, and looked rested. I resented
his looking so well. I wanted him to
look as ill, and to be as unhappy, as I.
"I guess you didn't miss me."

"VOU

need cheering up," he laughed.

* "What on earth have you been

doing these two weeks?"
"What," I asked, my voice breaking,
"was there for me to do?"
Jay looked honestly startled at the
note of tears in my voice.
"Why, honey," he said with surprise.
"I didn't think you'd be so
why, I
thought you must have a hundred
things you'd been wanting to do once
you could get away from your routine
."
for awhile
like I did
But, I thought, Jay's routine was
work mine was making a home for
him, the only thing in the world I
wanted to do. He wanted to get away
from me, I thought bitterly it wasn't
routine he was running away from.
And I was as sure as if I'd seen them
go off together, that he wanted to be

—

.

.

.

.

—

to

be with Margaret

Haldane.

My

bitter thoughts
reflected in
face,

my

arm around me and
can see one thing.

on the town

show

see a

—have
.

.

dinner somewhere,

."

thought sullenly, you can't
with kindness. I know where
you've been, what you've been doing.
But aloud, all I said was, "No, thank
you dinner is in the oven."
"Turn off the oven," he urged. "We
can eat whatever is cooking tomorrow."
No,

I

must have been
for Jay put an

said earnestly, "I

You've been alone

No

phone.

"She just got back from her vacahe said to me, turning from
the phone after he dialed the number.
A mere coincidence, I thought
tion, too,"

angrily.

me

blind

—

"After

went

I

to all the trouble to

asked sharply.

fix it?" I

I

knew

I

was

—

being stupid. I wanted Jay back no
matter what he had done, or where he
had been, or with whom and I knew,
deep inside me, that my sullen rejec-.
tion of his enthusiasm and his plans
would only drive him farther away.
But I was driven by a desire to thwart
him, to hurt him, as he had hurt me
and his simplest request evoked the
strongest urge in me to deny him.

—

Margaret was home, she would be
to join us, Jay reported

delighted

My

cheerfully.
heart sank. Now I
I couldn't avoid the scene I had

knew

been dreading. I knew if I saw them
together I would speak out and I
knew, too, though powerless to stop it,
that whatever ugly things I might say
when the crisis came and my fury
burst out of control would hurt, not
Jay, not Margaret, but me. It was I
who had everything to lose not they.

—

—

T SANK into a chair, trembling. "Be
- quiet," my last ounce of good judgment told me. "Listen to them. Watch
them. But be quiet. Pretend you don't
know, and perhaps she will go away
don't drive Jay away with her. Be
quiet."

.

—

away from me

too long. You need to get out of this
house. Run along now and put on
your prettiest dress and we'll go out

a moment, and
shrugged his shoulders.

was
JAY
then he

silent

"Well, have

it

for

your own way," he

was only trying

to cheer
honey," he tried
again, "you need to be gay, to shake
these dumps whatever
they're
off
about you need to see people
"I have it," he added, as though on
an impulse, "we'll call up somebody.
How about calling Margaret?"
Margaret! How did he dare?
I began to protest, my face reddening, but Jay was already at the telesaid,

"but

you

up

—

.

I

.

.

look

—

.

.

.

Margaret arrived, looking beautiand crisp in a starched white
pique suit, and, like Jay, refreshed and
tanned from her vacation.
I was aware of the dramatic contrast between her bubbling good humor and my sullen silence. So, I am
sure, was Jay. But if he had a moment's annoyance when I refused to
budge from my chair to welcome Margaret he soon forgot it as the two of
them exchanged gay stories about
fully cool

their vacation experiences.

His eyes were on Margaret. She was
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wanted

dabbed

I

at

to cry. Without their
fled to the kitchen

even
and

wet eyes with a crinkled

handkerchief.

through dinner somehow. I
pretended to be busy to be fussing
with the salad dressing, whipping
cream for the dessert, so Margaret and
Jay would not try to include me in
I

got

—

conversation.

their

I

didn't

want

to

didn't dare talk.
I gave them their coffee and dessert,
poured a cup of strong, black coffee
for myself. "Only an hour or two
talk.

are

Empire

I

1

j

want

I

more," I thought, "let them talk, I'll
be quiet. I won't make a scene." I
was surer of myself now.
Margaret's

"You should have run over

to

our

place for a day or two, Jay," she said,
after describing a progressive party in
her honor which began with breakfast
at one house, and ended at dawn the
next morning with a second breakfast
at a plantation twenty miles out of
town. "After all, it was only a stone's
throw from where you and the boys
were staying
and we could have
shown you some real Southern hospitality ... a lot more fun than a
.

.

.

game of golf."
was brazen deceit,

stuffy
It

I

thought,

my

cheeks blazing. And they believed
they were fooling me.
"Don't bother to spin these fairy
tales for me, Margaret," I said, in a
choked voice. "I know Jay wasn't
playing golf."
A moment before they had been all
laughter and relaxation one merry

—

,

Dept.
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I

Matching Earrings

if

I
I

anecdote following another as they recounted the adventures of their two
weeks away from Cleveland. Now it

was as if I had thrown icy water in
their faces. Margaret looked at Jay,
and then at me. Jay's eyes were blazing,
and they, too, were burning
straight into mine.
Their silence was a question. I was
trapped I had to go on. I tried to regain some self-control, but
hurt
and my fury blazed up so that I
trembled from head to foot and

—

my

my

was unrecognizable.
"Do you think I'm a fool? Do you
think I don't realize how can you sit

There was an unexpected note

of

bitterness in her voice. Her dark eyes,
which just a few moments before had
been bright with laughter, now were
troubled.
"You think Jay and I
that I
have tried to take Jay away from
.

.

.

you," she began.
"Nonsense," Jay

broke in angrily,
"Janet's hysterical. She's making up
things ... let me take you home."
"No,

I

Margaret

want her

to

understand,"

to

understand,"

insisted.

voice

—

—

—

there lying, laughing at me
Jay's voice cut across my hysteria.
"What are you talking about, Janet?"
I

jumped up and pushed back my
"You should know better than

chair.

a chance remark of
BUT
caught me off guard.

Diamond Co.
to

Dept. 16-CE, Jefferson, Iowa

vital and happy. It was
easy to forget, with Margaret in the
room, about me and my "dumps."
I

supplies
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noticing
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Pearls
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j

I," I cried, "with your lies and your
plans and your
deceit perhaps
I
wouldn't have realized what's going
on if the two of you had been more
careful. Do you think I don't know
how close together Tennessee and Kentucky are? Or maybe you don't even
care whether I know or not. Maybe
you just want to flaunt yourselves
brazenly

—

—

"HPHERE'S nothing

Jay protested through white lips,
trying to control his mounting anger.
What an irony that he should be
angry with me, when it was he if my
surmise were right who had been
making light of our marriage vows.
Margaret, with her soft words, Jay
with his throttled anger, were putting
me on the defensive. Wasn't it they
who should be defending themselves?
I struggled for words
I longed to
strike out at them physically. No words
I could summon seemed ugly enough,
cruel enough to punish them for what
they had done to me.
"Why don't you go home, Margaret?"
-*•

—

—

—

blazed.
"And you, too, Jay, why
don't you go with her? You prefer
her, don't you?"
I couldn't go on; tears choked me.
I buried my head in my arms.
."
"Of all the hysterical nonsense
It was Jay's voice, thick with irritation, that I heard.
"Jay," Margaret's soft voice replied,
read a book
"go upstairs, will you
write a letter, or something. I
want to talk alone with Janet."
"What a homecoming," Jay answered bitterly, but he went off, as she
I

GLIMPSED

the shocked hi belief on
Jay's face before he turned from me
and spoke to Margaret. "Let me take
you home, Margaret," he said urgently.
"Janet and I will have to talk, and
there's no reason for you to be upset

¥

like this."

"There's every reason," I said furi"She's done exactly as she
pleased and she can pay for it by
ously.

how I feel about it!"
Margaret nodded. "Yes," she agreed.
have to stay. This does concern me."

listening to
"I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
asked him. I could hear his heavy
going up the stairs. A door
slammed above, and it was very quiet
in the room.
After a moment, I felt Margaret's
hands grip my shoulders.
"Look at me, Janet," she comtread,

want to talk to you."
I didn't want to talk to her, I thought.
I didn't want to look at her. I didn't
ever want to see her again. Somehow,
manded.

"I

emotionless response to my
tears and accusations was harder to
bear than the angry denials I had expected. I could have laughed at denials
they would have fed my anger. But
this quiet, kind, soft-voiced Margaret

her

cool,

—

made me

When

feel
I

my

my

above me,

standing
into

shaken and ashamed.

raised

head, she was
looking straight

eyes.

know what you've been

thinking,"
she began, "you think that I lured Jay
south, that we saw one another there
that I'm trying to take him away from
you."
"What else is there to think?" I
asked. "You scarcely tried to hide it
"I

from me."

"You
home?"

didn't see
I

except
have never seen Jay
right here in this room ... or somewhere when you were along ... or at
the office
oh, yes, and once when
he took me to lunch. I like him. I like
you. But I want you as friends ... I
need friends." There was no mistaking
"I

.

.

.

.

had chatted of good times in the south
over the dinner table disappeared, and
in her place I saw a woman who was
older, and very sad.
"I know what you're thinking," she
repeated, "because I have been through
all this before. I don't want your husband," she said, and for the first time
there was a sharper note in her voice,
"I don't want anybody's husband
but my own. I am Bob's wife ... no
matter how many miles away he is
and no matter how many years he
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

who had come

to

work

at

—

was to change my whole life.
She had come North, not impulsively
as she had told Jay before, but because
she had no choice. She left her good
job; left her home and family, and all

his

the familiar faces of her friends, because of a man, and his wife, and his

seemed an ugly
from me as easily as a dream will. I
believed her and I knew how shamefully I had wronged her.

wife's jealousy.
"I went to work because I

—

was restYour husband has never been
away from you for months on end.
Janet," she said, "so you don't know
what it means having energy to burn,

less.

say anything, except to beg
I almost whispered. She
took my hand with a smile, and suddenly her kindness reminded me that
there was still a fear prodding at me,
that all was not yet well. I remembered Jay his strangeness lately, his
wanting to go off without me and I
told Margaret about it. "That was part
of the reason for my being so certain
about you because Jay never wanted
to go away without me until you came
"I can't

your pardon,"

—

nothing to do but play bridge or gossip, no contact with any real relationship except through letters.

—

"T

WAS

good

* worked

pity,"

—

had

said.

I vowed I would never
I'm going to tell you why
my home town."
as though hypnotized, as
she told me her story a story which

All of the misery
the past weeks
dream, and slipped

how Jay seemed

did he change?"

tell anyone.
I left
I listened,

I believed her.
AND
and suspicion of

And

"Why

"Janet." she said, "I'm going to tell

office.

along," I tried to explain.
her about the little things I

sure

you something

the ringing sincerity of her words.
All at once I felt sorry for her again,
sorry in the same way I had felt the
night Jay first told me about the lonely
girl

garet,

"Maybe he didn't change," she
"Maybe you did."
"I?" I was stunned.

.

—

I watched, her face set in tired
AS lines,
the bubbling Margaret who

I asked Marsomehow that this quiet,
sad-eyed girl would know the answer.

"What was wrong?"

away from me!"
Jay when you were
was incredulous.

has to stay

made
He

told
noticed,

my

because I
That was a
a touch of

job,
it.

added, with
her voice, "because it
my boss notice me."
began giving Margaret the choice
she

mockery

I

at

so hard at

in

Someone
jobs, finally promoted her.
in the office gossiped about that, said

when Margaret
more alive. How, when
gayer

that he "had a crush" on the new girl,
and the gossip got back to his wife.
I winced as Margaret described that
wife.
She was the sort of woman who was
beginning to feel insecure in her marriage, and was looking for someone or

was around,
we were alone together, he seemed
bored and tired. How he had sug-

gested, when I objected to his vacation
plans, that it was good for married
people to get away from one another
now and then.
ADVERTISEMENT

i

I"

"Wear that

—

— and you'll

dress serve him a Pepsi-Cola or two
have that young lieutenant eating out of your

hand.''''
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A MINUTE!.

IN

—

!

something to blame besides herself
.
her husband was bored with her, preferred playing poker with the boys to
coming home to her. If she had taken
one look in the mirror, or made a record of her conversation for one evening when her husband was home, she
would have known why he was tired
of her
she had changed, not he.
He kept up with the world, through his
work all she could talk about were
the indiscretions of her friends and her
dull household tasks. He had stayed
young she had allowed herself to
.

.

.

.

.

—

—

grow old and unattractive. She knew
her hold on him was slipping, but she
refused to face the reasons for it.
"The gossip about her husband and
me was an escape for her. She could
accuse me of stealing her husband
and not have to admit that she had lost
him through her own carelessness."
"Do you mean," I asked, humbly
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INIT-RUB
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now, "that Jay is losing interest in me
because I am like that woman?" I
shrank from an affirmative answer.
Margaret didn't reply with a direct
"yes," but her
thing.

words meant the same

"I mean," she said, "that a woman's
responsibility for making herself attractive to her man doesn't end with
their marriage.
man has to stay
young and alive—his business demands it. But so often his wife safe
and secure behind the four walls of her
home finds it so much easier just to
let go. And if she isn't careful there
soon is a huge gap between them.

A

—

—

I'M trying to stay
* me," she said,

way Bob

the

left

"because I don't
want to see shock and disappointment
in his eyes when he comes home to me.

But you don't know how hard it is
sometimes just to keep on trying
when there is no one around to care."

—
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remembered Jay's face that night,
I had met him at the door. He
had looked shocked and disappointed.
Had I failed him somehow? Had I
I

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; corrects your
writing in few days. Big improvement in three hours. No
Complete outline FREE. Write C. J. Ozment,

failures.

42, St. Louis, Mo.
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DOESNT WORRy ME

stopped trying?
There was one gap in the story Margaret had told me.
"Why did you feel you had to leave?"
I asked her.
"Surely you didn't run
away from gossip when not a word of
it

was

—

true."

Margaret sat silent a moment before
she answered. Then she measured each
word.

"My boss had never looked at me
way—until his wife put ideas into

that

Then he decided that maybe
was the reason he was no longer in-

his head.
I

terested in his wife

New-Design San-Nap-Pak Sanitary Napkins

made with

give triple

"Pink Layers"—
protection! Cotton faced for
special

comfort— tapered
at no extra cost!

to prevent bulging. All

He asked me

—or

to divorce

in his

home.

Bob and marry

him."

"Has Jay?" I faltered.
"Jay has never spoken one personal
word to me," she replied firmly. "I
hope he never will.

"Now
said,

ter

that you know all this," she
moving toward the door, "I'd betgo. You run upstairs and make

—

peace with Jay before it's too late."
I watched her at the mirror, adjusting her hat, my heart bursting with
gratitude.

"Margaret ..." I began, groping for
to tell her how I felt.
"Don't talk to me," she said, almost
sharply. "Talk to Jay." And she was

words
gone.

I turned from the door and went
slowly up the stairs, trying to think my
way to understanding. Oh, I understood the meaning of what Margaret
had told me, and I understood the
warning behind her words but it was
so strange, almost incredible to think
that I had failed my husband. I, who

—

B4

—

"

I
I

considered myself as good a wife as
could be found anywhere, who had
taken it so for granted that my husband, too, thought of me that way
had failed completely. It required more
thinking than I had time for before I
closed the bedroom door behind me
and leaned against it, facing Jay.
He spoke first, after a long silence.
"I thought of leaving," he said, "but I
You're my wife, Janet;
couldn't go.
there must be some way for us to understand each other again. These horrible false ideas you've gotten
I couldn't answer for a moment over
the hard knot of tears in my throat.
Finally I whispered, "Jay darling

—

—
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want you to stay ..."
There were no words
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to say that I
laziness,
caretaking-for-granted of the happi-

knew now

with you wherever you

—

that

my

my

—

we had had together happiness
should have cherished and fed instead of accepting so complacently
had caused all the trouble. My outstretched hand was imprisoned for a
moment between Jay's, and then his
arms were around me, and my tears
spilled over, burning away the bitterness and fear of the past weeks.
Jay let me cry for a long time,
smoothing my hair, not saying anything. Then he. tipped my head back
and looked at me, a deep, questioning
look. "Is it all right, Janet?" he asked.
"Will you be my wife again? Can we
ness
I

work

this out?"

C<W to set
your

own

new

with the

HOLD-BOB

hair

Curling Kit

¥ LOOKED back at him, hoping he
* would see in my eyes all the things I
couldn't say. "I do love you I know
now how much," I said steadily. "We

—

can work

it out, together."
hasn't been quite as easy as that,
of course. One doesn't erase overnight
the habits, the attitudes, the carelessness of years. They become the whole
pattern of one's life, and to change
that pattern is like making oneself over
into an entirely new person. Perhaps
not quite a new person, in
case

Simple!

It

YOUR PEARL-GLOW FINISH

CAKE MAKE-UP

my

to make myself once
again the alert, attractive, stimulating
all I

wanted was

comrade

And

I

my

husband had married.
now that the change

realized

was going

to reach into dozens of dehabits, both mental and physical, that had become so much a part
of me that I no longer realized they existed. They would have to be searched

tails

and

out and uprooted, and the re-making

would be difficult and painful.
But I haven't had to do it alone.
I've had help: Jay's help, the wonderful help of his love and understanding.
And I've had Margaret Haldane to
help me, too. Not actually she left
Jay's office a few days after that horrible night; I have never seen her since.
But I've had her wisdom and her spirit
always to counsel me; and her faith
that her love was worth fighting for
has taught me that mine is, too.
I was never able to tell her the
things I had learned. But some day I'll
see her again, and thank her for my
of myself

—
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When Did I Lose You

NOT SMART
TO FOOL AROUND
WITH LAXATIVES!
ITS

Continued from page 49
"Yes,"

I

cried bitterly, "ever since

we

moved here! Why didn't we stay where
we belong? We don't belong here, and
you know

it!

Living in this horrible

when we have a nice home of
our own associating with neighbors
who stare at us as if we were freaks!
place,

—

Why, half of them can't even speak
English!"
"They're mostly Polish around here,"
Walter answered mildly. "They have

dose yourself

their difficulties with this language
this is a new country for them. You
have to be more patient, honey."
"Oh, patient, patient! That's all I

with harsh, bad-

hear!"

It doesn't pa}' to

Walter shrugged. "Where's Ginny
gone off to?" he asked, obviously wanting to change the subject. "Isn't she
going to have dinner with us?"
But it only served to remind me of
another grievance. "That's another
thing, Walter Jones!
She's running
around with a boy whose name I can't
even pronounce. She
Walter laughed softly. "You have as
much trouble with their language as
they do with yours, eh? I know the boy
you mean, Myra. His name is Stanislaw Katowiszczlaw, and his father
works under me at the plant. Mike has
been telling me about his son and our
Ginny. I know the boy, and if he isn't
as fine as they make them, I miss my

tastinglaxatives!
medicine that's too strong can often
leave you feeling worse than before!
„

A

MM'
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A

SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many

sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
excess acids

When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's

Fills.

Half

—

laxative that's

too mild to give

proper relief

MANY NEVER

is

as unsatisfactory as none
good laxative should work
at all.
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!
just

A

guess."

OE

I
stood there, grinning at me.
don't know whether it was his
laughter, or his supreme confidence.
But all at once I couldn't stand it not
another moment! The house, the town,
the neighbors none of it! I took off
my apron and threw it on the floor.
"You can laugh," I lashed out at him.

**

OFF

Chin Arms
r
9
• T had ugly hair
was unloved
"**PPy
couraged. Tried
different
. . .

.
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"Myra, you're acting like a baby! No,
of course you haven't all the comforts
we had at home! Do you think Jimmy
has it any better at camp? Don't you
think he'd rather go home, too? But he
can't! Don't you think I'd rather be doing a clean job at Marshall's than a
dirty one here at the plant? But I can't,
either because my conscience won't
let me! We're doing a big job out there,
and I'm proud to be part of it, and the
fact that my hands probably won't be
completely clean for the duration of
the war isn't going to make me quit.
I'm proud that I had sense enough to
quit a soft job for a hard one, and get
somewhere where I'd do the most good.
Not the most good for myself, but for
my country. For Jimmy, and all the

—

others like him for all the sons of all
the families who want their boys to
come safely and quickly back home
again!"
For a minute I didn't say anything.
This afternoon Ginny, and now Walter.
Jimmy my first child. Eighteen, and
a soldier! I wanted to say something,
to tell Walter and Ginny that I knew

—

Name
City

and Ginny came in. She was too full of
some inner excitement to notice the
tension in the air. "Dad Dad, may I
go to the movies with Stan, and and
may I have a quarter
Before Walter could speak, I broke
in. "No
no, Ginny. Come with me
pack your things. We're going home,
Ginny we're going home!"
"But Mother—"
"Myra!" Walter wasn't laughing now.

—

Money Back
Get a

"You may think it's funny, but I don't.
I'm going home. And I'm taking Ginny
with me!"
It was just then that the door opened,

.

.

.

dis-
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his name over

crying,

all,

and

over

"Walter, Walter, Walter, darling!"
feeling the gentleness of his hands on
my shoulders, his arms comfortingly

order

Matched

Bridal Pair for ten
days examination. Beautiful Gardenias that glow in the dark are
truly romantic and alluring. Lovely
Mystifying and
earrings by day.
thrilling at night.
Just send the
coupon and accept these earrings as our gift

around me, hearing him say, very genhoney it's awfully hard.
it's
terribly hard for
you
For a while after that, things were
a little better. Walter finally got a man
to come and fix the roof, and to patch
up the places where water leaked into
the cellar. I bought a little top-ofburner oven, and it was even fun, sometimes, to scheme and plan to cook five
things on three burners. I tried to sing
at my work, as I used to do, and sometimes I succeeded. But there was little
enough to sing about. Fall had come,
and the wind whistled through that
slapped-together little house until I
thought it would carry us away. But
I put up with that. What I couldn't
seem to get used to was the way Ginny
and the neighbor's boy, Stan, were going around together all the time. He
seemed nice enough, I had to admit
tall,
strong-looking
towhead,
with
tly, "It's hard,
I
understand
"
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Wedding and
Engagement

RINGS
The romance design
engagement ring is
with flashing, imita-

set

couldn't

I

they didn't understand.
But I couldn't find anything to say,
except to whisper, "All right, Ginny,
dear.
You run along. Here's your
."
quarter. Go to the movies.
Walter and I were alone, when she
left, as we had not been alone together,
it seemed, for years. Our eyes met, too
full for words. Then all at once I was
in his- arms
safe in his arms, which
it

were

promptness to Readers of

Magazine

was a coward, but

help

.

earrings
this
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Diamond Solitaire in
sentimental, orange

tion

blossom mounting. The
wedding ring is deeply
embossed yellow gold
te in the exquisite honey-

moon design (the perfect
bridal pair). No other ring
design so expresses the
sentiment of true love.
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friendly blue eyes but try as I would,
I couldn't picture myself as his motherin-law. Or having a lot of those how-

You'll thrill to the compliments of your
friends when they admire the loveliness of
your hair. For Colorinse transforms dull,
drab-looking hair into brighter, shining
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Imitation diamonds are alto4^%StQ
gether thrilling so closely do
-^B^Lr iK !££
they imitate genuine diamonds
in flaming, gleaming sparkle
and life. Simply send the coupon for both the
Imitation Diamond Solitaire and the matching
wedding ring and accept them on 10 days trial
and we will include the mysterious, glamorous
Gardenia Earrings that glow in the dark without
cost. If you do not fully agree that the Matched
Bridal Pair is a marvelous bargain return them
within ten days and your money will be refunded,

BUT YOU ARE TO KEEP THE EXOTIC. GLOWING
EARRINGS AS OUR GET-ACQUAINTED GIFT.

TEN DAYS TRIAL

The coupon should
be sent today as supplies are extremely limited.

When your package

arrives you pay the postman
only $1.98 for each ring or $3.89 for both rings,
plus a few cents mailing cost and 20% Federal
Tax. You will be thrilled and delighted with the
sparkling beauty and sentimental design of this
Matched Bridal Pair.
»
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Jefferson, Iowa
Please send me: Q Solitaire Ring
Wedding Ring.
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go anywhere if there were any
place to go! No, I was sure that something terrible would happen to my
family if the war did not end quickly.
less

¥

HAD

thought the summer, with its
hot sun, its soot-laden breezes, its
sudden flooding showers, trying
enough, but now the dark fall days
were even worse. The house was cold.
The heating plant in the basement was
very old and obstinate, and only
Walter could make it work neither
Ginny nor I could master its intricacies. Either we had to let the fire go
out and make another trying job for
Walter who came home already too
tired—or depend upon Stan, Ginny's
friend, to stop in at noon and on his
way home from school with her, to
fire the thing. I didn't like it, but bet-"

7

ANO AT PLAY!
:

Men go

for girls with silky-soft, glamorous
hair. Let Colorinse help give your hair this
bewitching new beauty. Whatever its color;
there's a shade of Colorinse to help it look
brighter, more entrancing. Try it after your

next shampoo.
t

»Jk your beautician for oo Opalescent Crime
by Nestle
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Stan than freezing,

extra

I
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around with that
strange, foreign boy, Walter so busy, so
tired when he came home from work
that he could hardly talk to me, much

ter

I

locks—gleaming with colorful highlights.
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Ginny

—

j
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ever you pronounced their names!
over for dinner. And so I hoped and
prayed that the war would be over
soon, and that we could go home again
to the friends we missed and the places
we loved, and the normal life in which
we'd all been so happy. Where was all
this leading us
Jimmy so far away,

Now!

SEND NO MONEY

And it's so easy to make your hair more
tlamorous with richer color and radiant
ighlights when you use Nestle Colorinse.
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Wen

originators of permanent woviof.
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COLORINSE
In

and tS t sizes.
btauty counters
everywhere.

10 f

and making

work

for Walter.
And then, right in the midst of all
this, Jimmy got his first furlough. He
was coming home, he wrote. Home? To
this? I sat very still over the letter for
a long, long time. I didn't want to be
hasty this time, to let the heat of anger
and argument color my judgment. But
I was sure that I was right
Jimmy
couldn't come home to this. It was too
much. He had a right to expect home
to be home, after the Army. I would
not have my son spend his brief leave
in this place. I wanted him to have

—

HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
For that well-groomed look,
whether you wear your hair up
or down
a delicately per-
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fumed

hair lacquer. Just
of Hairlac will

drops
your coif
the day.

in

a few
keep

place throughout
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oz. bottle
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something to remember, to carry back
with him his old home, the kind of
welcome he deserved from his family!
When Walter came home that evening, he found Ginny and me packing.
He must have seen all of it in my eyes,
for he said, "Myra, dearest, what do

—

you think you're doing," and

a

for shining lustre...
glorious new color effect

The Stick <m$ole4that£tauOn,

wasn't

it

a question.

know what I'm

"I

and
my.

doing,"

showed him the

I

"I can't let

told him,

I

from Jim-

letter

Jimmy spend

his fur-

—perhaps the last time we'll see
for a long while — in this place,

lough

him

Walter." I wasn't angry this time, just
desperately, deadly serious. "Please
don't try to stop us, Walter. We're going home."
Suddenly, as if she'd been thinking
about it a long time, and had finally

made her

Ginny

decision,

laid

—

glamour

modern miracle

is

up

to you.

Through the

of hair "make-up," you can

capture loveliness and brighten your whole
appearance ... with sparkling, colorful hair!
No matter what color hair you have, with
Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse you can give
it new lights and add an "overtone" of glowing
color — without coloring it permanently!
So safe, so easy to use at home, this exciting
new hair "make-up" helps you achieve the very
color effect you want With it, you can heighten
it a
. give
the natural color of your hair
"warmer" or "cooler" tone . even blend little
gray streaks in with the original shade! A
color chart on the Rinse package shows which
of the 12 Marchand shades to use.
After your shampoo, dissolve a package of
Marchand's Rinse in warm water and brush or
pour it through your hair. Almost instantly,
all soap-film vanishes! Your hair is gleaming
with new color, softer and easier to manage!
Marchand's Rinse is absolutely harmless.
Not a bleach—not a permanent dye— it rinses on
and washes off as easily as your facial make-up.
!
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mar
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AUBURN RUBBER CORP.
AUBURN. INDIANA

LADIES OR GENTS
This

"Ginny

isn't old enough
"She's sixteen. It's time she

lowed

to choose her
remember correctly,

own

Hone shoe

King, hand made;
hand engraved, Inlaid with simulated
pearl Is a
Choice of
Ladles' or Gents'.

KNOCK-

OUT!

Shoe and shank ot
everlasting Monel
Metal la

GUARANTEED
20 YEARS
Supply Is limited...
rush your order!

SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman

only S3.85 plus excise tax and postage. Return tor refund
In five days if not delighted. Can be sent to Service Men
overseas without their request.

American Jewelry Co., Dept83-H-l, Wheeling, W. Va.
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ly?"

work shoes

tube of cement, applicator and scraper ... all
complete with full directions on display card. Only 25c at your
favorite Hardware, 5c and 10c or General Store.

One

your daughter to behave proper-

trust

Easily

Savings.

sport or

HAD

correctly?
And don't you think it's
rather a reflection' on you, if you can't

.

TREDS.

rubbers, boots.

knows

never heard quite the tone in
I Walter's voice as there was now.
"Just a moment, Myra. Why do you
pronounce that boy's name in that
ridiculous way, as if he weren't important enough for you to pronounce it

.

Long dependable, water-proof, non-skid wear assured.

down

the stack of clothing that was in her
arms. "Mother I'm not going. Please
don't be angry, but I can't. You can
take care of Jimmy I'll stay here and
take care of Dad. We can't just leave
him this way. I'm not going," she repeated.
Once more anger flooded me. Last
time, they had been against me, both
of them, but separately, at least. Now
they were together. "Are you sure it's
your father you're worrying about,
Ginny?" I asked sharply. "Are you sure
it isn't that Stanislaw boy? If you think
for a minute I'm going to let you stay

—

Today,

Cement themon yourself
For new shoes and old
and quickly. Original soles never wear out If protected by

was alfriends. If I

LIGHT

•

STRONG

• BEAUTIFUL
FOLDS FOR TRAVEL

Work!

you and I were
we were that

going together before

Playl

age!"

Ginny's hand crept into her father's.
Ginny and Walter against me, defying
me. My little girl and Walter, my
dearest, whom I loved so much. Standing there like I turned away, not able
to bear letting them see my tears. I
seemed to be always crying, now Ginny was right about that. But it would
be better when I was home, even alone!
My eye caught the blue vase, stand-

Go
Anywhere!

—
—

J&Write for FREE

—

Information

ON
INVALID CARE

—

EVEREST & JENNINGS
LOS ANGELES,

1032 R NORTH OCDEN

ing on a little table. I must remember
to take that with me. It must go back
where it belonged, in the house where
I belonged.
"Ginny for the last time, are you
coming with me, or not?"
She seemed to shrink against her

CALIF.

—

"Mummy — I

want

be with
you, but I want to stay here, too. I ought
to stay here
"Never mind, Ginny." I turned away
from them again, but this tinie not
swiftly enough to hide the burning
tears. "It's all right, Ginny. I
She flew across the room to me, her
father.

—

Made by

the

Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

—

young arms tightening

firm

swiftly

"Mummy— Mummy— don't
go. Please don't go. We love you so
we want you here with us. We can't
be a family without you—not without
you and Jimmy. We want to see him,

around me.

too,

I. And have you
where you belong."

Daddy and

with

us,

here,

In the face of that, how could I tell
that I didn't belong here, that I
could never make myself feel that I
did?

them
88
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her
"That's what my cousin said when I fold
U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps.
I was joining the

know about cramps is how
Actually, all
fake
to help relieve them. And that's to
I

Chi-Ches-Ters

Pills."

Chi-Ches-Ters are so effective because a
special ingredient tends to help relieve
muscular tension a common source of

—

simple menstrual pain. An added iron factor tends to help build up your blood.
Ask your druggist for Chi-Ches-Ters today.
50$ a box. And for best results begin taking them three days before your period.

Note: Use only as directed.

I

Walter came across the room, too,
and held the two of us tightly in his
arms. His head was buried in my hair,
and his husky whisper was for my ears
alone. "Stay with me, Myra—-don't
leave me. Don't ever leave me! I need
you so we all do."
And so, of course, I stayed. And Jimmy came and went, and it was a funny thing. He said he had a wonderful
time, far better than he could have had
at home. The knowledge that his family
was willing to sacrifice some comfort,
willing to bear' some of the burden that
had been put on his young shoulders,

—

—

made him

0r Young Mother
Should

%r About Colds

HOW MODERN WAY WORKS FAST TO

RELIEVE MISERIES

feel less lonely, less afraid

what might be ahead, he said.
The look and the nod that Walter
gave me then were full of understandof

ing. And for the first time, I, too, got
a little glimmer of what all the things
that Walter and Ginny had said really

meant.

AFTER Jimmy

went away, I tried
hard to become part of the life
around me. I remembered what he had
told me of the boys he had met in the
Army boys from all classes and
creeds, from every corner of the country and how much he liked them. If
he could meet people, the kind of people he had never known before, and
L

—

—

learn to like them, so could I, I told
myself. Besides, I was lonely. I missed
the things I had done in Scarsmount
the first aid classes, the club meetings, the Red Cross.
And so I at-

—

tempted, at last, to know and understand my neighbors.
I tried to organize first aid meetings, sewing bees
anything to help me make friends
with them. But the neighborhood was
almost completely foreign many of the
women did not speak English at all, or
knew only the simplest phrases. I met
only with rebuffs and misunderstandings. They had no time for fancy sewing, they said
they were glad if they
could find the time to patch their husbands' work pants! As for first aid
meetings well, there were nurses and
doctors and hospitals whose business
that was. Things like that were for
educated people, they said, not for poor
Poles who were trying to make a living in the factories. There is simply no
common ground for us to meet on, these
people and me, I told myself wearily.
As a last resort, I went to see Stan's
mother I had never met her. She was
a round little woman with apple cheeks
and snowy hair. Her smile was quick
and honest. I was a little abashed. She
was more like my Aunt Polly than the
grim, pioneerish foreign woman I had
expected. I began to let myself like
Stan more, now that I had met his
mother.
She invited me in when I introduced

—

—

—

—

Acts Promptly to Help Relieve Congestion
in Upper Breathing Passages, Coughing
Spasms, Sore Throat, Muscular Soreness.
Every young mother here should know
about this modern way of relieving distress of children's colds. You just rub
Vicks VapoRub on chest, throat and back
at bedtime. (No internal dosing to upset
child's stomach.)

Right away VapoRub's wonderful
penetrating-stimulating action (pictured

above) starts to work and keeps on working for hours to bring grand relief. It
invites restful sleep. Often by morning
most of the misery of the cold is gone!

Remember

this,

Mother

.

.

.

ONLY VAPORUB Gives You

this s P e-

homethe best-known home
remedy for reliev0t* m+% 4m>
ing miseries of ^^m
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cial

double action.

proved

.
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It is time-tested,

.
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children's

VAPORUB

colds.

CHAPPED HANDS
Heal Faster!

—

myself, and
tried to

I was embarrassed when I
pronounce her name. But she

only laughed. "You call

me

Katey, Mrs.
Her eyes
twinkled with interest. "What do they
Jones.
call

Everyone

does."

you?"

I hesitated,

a little surprised at this
familiarity. Then I smiled
couldn't help it, and the smile warmed

—

quick

me Myra."
Her little house, no bigger than our
own, was neat as a pin. The furnishings
had been cheered up with bright, inexpensive covers, and the whole thing
had an air of being lived in warmly,
me. "They call

without regrets.

envied Katey.
We had tea in what she explained
was the Polish way, breaking off lump
sugar in the mouth instead of stirring
it in the tea. Then I told her I'd come
to ask her help in organizing a first aid
class, explaining that I could handle it,
I

Here's nurses' secret of quick, soothing relief
Are your hands

red, rough,

chapped and

sore? Actual tests show that Noxzema
helps heal even badly chapped hands faster.
That's because Noxzema is a medicated
formula. It not only brings quick, soothing
relief, but helps heal the tiny "cuts" and
cracks. Nurses were among the first to dis-

cover

how

effective

rough hands. Try

Noxzema
it

is

for red,

for your cracked,

chapped hands! It's greaseless! Get a jar
today at any drug counter. 10tf,* 35^,* 5(K*
*Plus Tax,
and$l.*

NOXZEMA

89
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I had been a volunteer nurse at
home. She looked at me with puzzled

that

THIS FINE
SUIT YOURS

eyes, as if she could not believe that
was serious.

I

"Myra," she

said, with her nice, funaccent that made my name
sound strange, but friendly in my ears,
"you are not joking me? You think that
us people have time on our hands to
make meetings and and things like
that?" She shook her white head. "I'm
working at the plant, Myra. I'm making
supper for my Mike, and then I'm put-

ny

WITHOUT PAYING ONE CENT!

little

BIG CASH EARNINGS TOO!
Big news! Wear this fine tailored suit
without paying one cent and earn big
alee
cash income too! It's easy! Just take
ors
orders from a few friends and neighbors
P™ fos
famous Gibson Tailoring America'!
great values! Show actual samples "o?
red
dozens of rich new fabrics superbly tailored
Inn
in choice of all the latest styles at low
prices. Money back guarantee on every order.

—

ting in my time at work. Daytimes I
got to get some sleep, and take care of
my kids. We are all like this all without extra time for things, now, until
after the war, maybe. So I got to get
on to my work now, and leave the fancy
things for the fancy people. You excuse
me, Myra. I like you. If you please to

—

come again?"
I
left
that house furious. Fancy
things for fancy people, indeed! As if
I were lazy and foolish, like rich women
who sit around all day and do nothing.
My face felt flushed and hot, and I
hated Stan all over again. I must have
been mistaken about his mother she
must be as ignorant as the rest. Well!
Everything went wrong that day. It
was cold snow in the air. Stan had
been kept after school, Ginny reported,
and the furnace had gone out. Walter
worked overtime, and forgot to tell me
his supper was cold by the time he
got home, and had to be warmed over.
Even that didn't spoil his disposition.
He began to whistle in his cheerful,
off-key way while he waited. I couldn't
see anything to be so cheerful about.
Fancy people it still rankled! There
was nothing fancy about this house, or
my life! And there was Walter, with

—

I
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WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES!

your name and address, and telling us about yourself— age,
etc. We'll send you big outfit of actual samples FREE,
and details of amazing new BONUS SUIT and moneymaking plans. No experience needed. Send no money!
W. Z. GIBSON. lne H 500 S. Throop St., DepL P-635. Chicago 7. Ill,

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating new occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman. Woi
full or spare time. Easy to understand method brings out natural, life-like colors. Many earn
while learning. No canvassing.
Free Book tells how to make good
money doing this delightful home
work for studios, stores, individuals and friends. Send today for

Easy

<

to

Learn

your copy.

1

No obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
Chicago

Dept. 1382

1315 Michigan Ave.

5, III.,

U. S. A.
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It's so

not
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easy to have scalp odor and
it! But if you want the real

know

truth as to whether you offend, just
consult your hat.

Your

scalp perspires, you know
your skin does. But with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo at hand,
you needn't risk offending with scalp
odor. There's pure, medicinal pine
tar in this gentle, thorough shampoo.
The delicate pine scent does its work,
then disappears. Oily hair, which so
quickly collects unpleasant odors,
particularly benefits from Packer's

—

just as

no more to be happy about than

I,

whistling merrily.

TURNED on him fiercely. "Walter,
I for goodness sake stop that! Read
your paper do anything. Only keep

Just sell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a
box, remit the $ 1 .00, and we will mall you Prepaid 10 lovely
length high-grade yellow color pencils with eraser, red
plastic tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name
Imprinted on each pencil in high gloss Gold Foil. Send No
Money. Order 4 salve today. Use One Cent Post Card.
full

ROSEBUD PERFUME

CO..

PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO OR PICTURE

—

across the room and put his
shoulders, his grey eyes
full of surprise and hurt. "Why, honey
what's the matter?"
I pulled angrily away. "What isn't
the matter? You try running this house.
You try getting acquainted with these
people. You try getting supper on a
three-burner stove you'll soon find out
what's the matter!"
"Honey," he tried again, "honey, I'm
truly sorry. Tell you what let's get
on some decent clothes and eat downtown for a change. I'm really not very
tired. They say Johnson's restaurant is
awfully good, or there's a chop suey
place if you'd like that better."
If he'd only been angry, mean, as I
was. If he'd only matched my bitter,
rebellious mood! But Walter was too
good, too kind, for that. And his kindness only made me angrier, only made
me cry out shrewishly, "I don't want
to go. I've had my supper ages ago, so
I could eat with your daughter before
she went gallivanting off with that
boy somewhere! And besides, I haven't
any decent clothes. My things were
ruined when the cellar flooded, re-

New

my

Send any

—

snapshot

and receive a complete
set of envelopes, writing paper with clear, glossy,
colortoned photos for only $1.00. Your
photo returned unharmed. No C.O.D.'s.

PHOTO STATIONERY CO.
305 Broadway, Dept. 45,

New

York

7,

N. Y.

—

I turned back to the stove angrily,
snatching for a pan of potatoes that
threatened to burn. For once in my life

ONLY 98c— SEND NO MONEY

Link your friends together with this everlasting symbol
of love and friendship. Latest rage of Broadway and
these lovely heart

memos

of

friends, sweethearts and loved ones. Graceful, beautifully
hand finished, highly polished heart charmB
6 tiny images
of delight that capture the heart as well as the imagination.
Exquisitely
with any 6 names you desire.
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HAND ENGRAVED

MONEY

Wear 10 days on
BACK GUARANTEE.
Send name and address. Pay postman only 98c plus postage
and 20% Federal tax. or mail SI. 20 and we pay postage and
tax. Supply is limited, bo write today.
Co., 2251
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size

negative or

NEW CHEMICAL MITT

Sensational DRY Window Cleanert TJses^i no water,n»
messy liquids. Chemically Treated. Simply glide over windows; leaves glass sparkling- clear. No heating water, no.
——- heavy buckets to carry. No rags, powders,
sponges, cham^B ois. No mess or muss. No red chapped hands. Dust, dirt, grime,
fog disappear like magic. Wonder ful for auto windows, wvndshieldat
!
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I forgot the potholder.
let go automatically.
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Trained Artists Are Capable
Earning

my

hand he went

to the icebox

for lard to put on it. Not a word of
reproach, not a suggestion that it was

my own

fault.

I

was weeping

silent

of

$30—$50—$75 A WEEK
Learn Art at Home in Your
Spare Time for a Fascinating

Hobby and

Profitable

war

screamed and

And there was
half of Walt's supper on the floor.
He came running to me, and when
he saw

An ARTIST!

Be

member?"
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Sweetheart, Relative or Friend
reproduced perma- tifr nently In this beau- «fl>
tiful onyx like ring
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or ten-cent store.

You'll cherish

14,

quiet!"

Pine Tar Shampoo.
Don't take a chance. Assure yourself soft, lustrous hair ... a clean,
fresh scalp. Get Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo today at
any drug, department *s^i

Hollywood.
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Post-

Career!

pleasant and Interesting to study
Art he W.S.A. way. COMMERCIAL
ART, DESIGNING, CARTOONING, all
It's

in ONE complete course. No previous!
Art experience necessary — hundreds
have profited by our practical methods since 1914. TWO ART OUTFITS
furnished with training. Full inform
mation in FREE BOOK, "Art foB
Write today.
Pleasure and Profit."
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WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF ART, Studio 862P, 111S-151I
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L

tears, not because my hand hurt so
much, but because my heart hurt more.
Walt murmured gently as he found
bandages and dressed my hands, as
you speak to a hurt, bewildered child.
Then he had it bandaged, and stepped

Spjectcl

Map

back. "There, that better?"
In some way I must have brushed
my hand across it I had left a long

—

SaMf U)o>di%\

—

black smudge down my forehead and
over my nose. As Walter looked up at
me, saw that my hand no longer hurt,
his eyes began to twinkle. Then the
crowning injury of that whole dreadful day: Walter was laughing at me.
I could feel my face go white, my
eyes icy. The way I looked must have
spoken for me. Walt stopped laughing.
"Darling, I'm so sorry forgive me.
But you looked so cute with that
smudge on your face like a little girl.

V

—

Myra

—Myra

—

darling,

love

I

you

so

much!"
"I don't feel like a little girl. I feel
like an old, old woman!"
He drew me close to him. "I know,
honey it's hard." And then, all at
once, he was laughing again.

—

That was too much. I snatched off
apron and handed it to him. "I'm
through for the day, Walter. You can
get the rest of your supper yourself."
I hurried out of the room.
"Here wait, honey." I heard him
follow me into the livingroom, but I
didn't turn. And then there was a
bump, and a crash. He had blundered
into the little table, and he knocked
over I turned slowly yes, my blue
vase, my lovely blue vase, the symbol
of my married happiness, lay in a hundred pieces.

my

h«* rlliMk

—

—

—

¥ STARED at Walter, feeling sick diz*• ziness creeping over me.
The symbol of my married happiness
broken, shattered, just as my marriage
was. I heard my voice, deep and faraway, like the voice of a stranger.
"This is the end of us, Walter. I'm
through. I'm going away, and nothing
can stop me this time. Nothing."
.

—Myra,
—

"Myra

VELVETY

SMOOTH

ha.rA^DruK
^st erase the A
Stores.or PW t ^givATIZE by return
et
d
-apper.
SI!, in plafn
B
OF LEC"Vt
HOUSEBroadway,
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Oept. 242, S60
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Happiness

dearest.

.

away.

He came back into the room for a
moment, taking my hand and holding
it

tightly against

"Myra

—twenty

my

years

desire to be free.
is

a long time

for two people to live together, love
together. Twenty years of happiness
can't be ruined by the breaking of a
two-dollar vase.
Oh, Myra think!
Think about it before you go. I don't

Earn Sparetime Money and Get

Own DRESSES
C D C C bonus
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Your

AS A SALES

is a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for marwomen (and a few ambitious single women) who will
welcome the opportunity to turn their idle hours into cash
and at the same time get their own personal dresses and
other wearing apparel FREE as a bonus, without paying
Imagine showing your friends and
one single penny!

Here
ried

neighbors a vast, complete selection of newest, gorgeous
frocks for spring and summer more than 100 styles, all
sizes, and scores of fabrics in the season's latest colors and
patterns You know they'll be fascinated, especially when

—

I

you mention the

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT

HOME FOR

LESS

THAN

7c

A DAY

"numbers" or trick music. Some of our 750,000 students are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
Then a picture
First you are told what to do.
shows you how. Soon you may become an excellent muaician.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book /--..,,...
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention C SUCCESSFUL 4
,..,

your favorite
of

Music,

instrument.

3062 Brunswick

U. S. School
Bldg., N. Y.

10, N. Y.

U.S. School of Music, 3062 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10, N.V.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Name
(Please Print)
Address..

to come
this place

back here tonight and
find
my life empty!"
He went away, then, and in a kind
of feelingless haze, I began to pack.
It was as if my heart and my mind
were frozen, suspended, so that I did

—

everything

—

automatically,
remotely.
Ginny came after a while I have no
idea how long and I sent her out to
find me a cab. I must have looked
very strange, for she didn't question
me she went without a word. Minutes
ticked past. A half hour stretched into
an hour, and still no Ginny. Then, at
last, she came, running breathlessly
up to the front porch.

—

Use Your

Own Home

as Headquarters

thousands of women, young and old, living in every
part of the United States, in big cities and in small towns,

—

and
are adding many welcome dollars to their incomes
earning their personal wardrobes by the remarkable HarWhen your friends and neighbors see
ford Frocks Plan.
MONEY-SAVING
the beauty of the styles, learn the
PRICES, see the COMPLETENESS of the selection and
the many dozens of styles they can pick from they'll be
Not only do you
orders.
you
their
mighty happy to give
make a handsome cash commission on every order you take,
but vou also earn generous credit towards your own personal dresses and other wearing apparel, and that's how
you can be "the best dressed woman in town" without laying out one single cent.

—

LOW

—

You Offer a COMPLETE Line of Wearing Apparel
Yes, more than 100 different dresses, all the very latest
but in addition, the Harford Frocks line contains
styles

—

hosiery, lingerie, sportswear, suits, coats, children's clothImagine giving your customers the opportunity
ing, etc.
to select all their wearing apparel needs at money-saving
prices, in the comfort and privacy of their own homes without tedious shopping, without using gasoline, without expending precious time! No wonder Harford Frocks salespeople everywhere are reporting phenomenal success
1

Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE
Just mail the coupon below and
attach a letter about yourself, for
the glorious presentation of Harford Frocks styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. No money to nay now or
any time. Get the fashion figures
illustrated In full colors and the
scores of actual samples of the
fabrics— all FREE. Mail the cou-

pon
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NOW.

HARFORD FROCKS.
Dent.

G-7,

INC.
Ohio

Cincinnati 25,
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HARFORD FROCKS, INC.
Oept. G-7, Cincinnati 23, Ohio
Send me the new Harford Frocks Spring and Summer
Style Presentation ABSOLUTELY FREE. I want to
start to earn money in spare time and get my personal wardrobe too.
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"Ginny, couldn't you find a cab?"

and the

Many

—

"Mother—"

AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES

PROMPT DELIVERY.

—

want

RHAM IttfvrM

-wiftn n*rt*

.

things like a blue vase, or a fine
place or a bad one to live in. Happiness is
I don't know what else he might
have said, but I don't think it would
have mattered. The doorbell rang,
then, and he stopped to answer it. It
was a man from the plant. I hardly
heard him only enough to know that
something had happened, that they
wanted Walter to come back right
isn't

REMOVE UNWANTED HMR-mSTANTLY!

.

•

Name.

J
S

Address
City

My Age

State
is
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CUTTING CUTICLE?
-when

it's

so easy to keep
with Trimal

cuticle trim

The

safe, gentle

cuticle

is

way

to

remove

the same method used

by professional manicurists. Simply wrap cotton around manicure stick and apply Trimal.
Then watch dead, loose cuticle
soften. Wipe it away with a
towel. You'll be amazed and delighted with results! Ask for the
10c or 25c size now — at drug,
department or 10c stores. Trimal
Laboratories, Los Angeles.

TRIMAL
1
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"

"No, Mother. But listen, something
seems to be happening at the plant.
Something awfully funny.
Everybody's going out there all the men, I
mean and everyone looks so worried.

—

T*hT

—

—

me aside, as if—
And then it happened,

A

paradoxically silent, like the let-out
breath of a giant. Only no mere puff
of air could have lighted the sky up
that way, have shaken the houses,
have made the very dishes rattle on
their shelves, the windows shake and
crack in their casings!
"That
plant!"
Ginny
was
the
whispered the words on an in-drawn
sigh. "Come on!" And without waiting for me she bounded away, and I
heard her cry, "Daddy's there!" as she
went.
Daddy's there ... I stood, trapped
by that dull lethargy in which things

—

—

—

.

Don't mistake eczema

Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.

.

—

—
—

This Surer

Way

y^

how

the soft dura-felt pad gives surer pro-

tection than less efficient
skid,

won't rub

off.

—

ways
won't
They know, too, how

Blue-Jay's gentle medication acts to loos-

en the corn's hard
"core"
you simply

—

lift it

out.

SO, why suffer? Try
Blue-Jay today. Buy
it at drug or toilet
goods counters. Don't

BLUE

JAY

accept a substitute.

Corn Plasters
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Division of The Kendall
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low prices made possible
I
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CO.
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^Pimples Disappeared

^ OverNight

.

Yes,

it is

true, there is a safe,

harmless, medicated liquid
KLEEBEX that dries up
pimples over night. Those who
called

followed simple directions and applied Kleerex upon retiring were
amazinglysurprisedwhentheyfound
their pimples had disappeared. These user3 enthusiastically
praise Kleerex and claim they are no longer embarrassed and
are now happy with their clear complexions. Don't take our
word for it, use Kleerex tonight. If one application does not
satisfy, you get your money back. There Is No Risk so do
not hesitate. Send only 60c for full size package or $1.00 for
2 packages. (Few cents extra for C. O. D.) Write today to:
KLEEREX CO. Dept. 85, 2005 S.Michigan, Chicago 16, III.
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cried.

40-page

And we

"Run,

together, so terribly
bound together by a common need and
a common fear, toward the plant.
I had no time to look for Walter in
the confusion of the makeshift ward
that had been set up in an untouched
building. Men were brought in in a
steady stream, some hurt, some suffering from fright and shock. Men were

patched up well
searching for the
others, some on stretchers to the hospitals in the nearby towns. Some
..
some, dead.
I think I died a little each time a
.

explains the causes

she Got

ran,

some
out,
to help in

FREE BOOK

and effects of these ailments. Write today
Thornton & Minor Clinic, Suite 205, 926
McGee St., Kansas City, Mo.

run!"

enough

New

—

think, once more. "Run,"

taken

Avenue,

Fifth

—

.

Chicago 16

as never before!

Mm&r^TS

.

aid things you said you knew. Show
us please! Whatever you say we will
oh, please!"
do. Be quick
She was pleading like a child, and
then I saw her eyes; she was crying
like a child, too. And I knew what she
meant. I knew that this was at once an
apology and a harsh demand. It was
an answer to my hurt pride! All at
once I found the power to move, to

—

YES, you can get relief instantly! Grateful
thousands know how Blue-Jay Corn Plasters at once end torturing shoe pressure

TRIAL

,

I stood there, held to the
sagging porch steps by some
strange, terrifying immobility.
"Myra!" My name, sharply spoken,
woke me to life, made my eyes see
again. "Myra oh, Myra, I'm so glad
I've found you!"
It
was Katey, Stan's mother, her
white hair disheveled, a shawl dragged
carelessly across her shoulders. And
behind her, a sea of frightened
women's faces, eyes staring, lighted up
in all their sick anguish by the red
beglow in the sky behind them
hind them, at the plant.
"Please Myra my Mike, your Walter, all our men
we are needing you
so terribly bad. Oh, please the first
still

.

RELIEF

y

SIZE ^
^^^P^^

.

AND

GENEROUS

Grateful users, often after
fears of suffering, report
^^^^sihe scales have gone, the
"^^^Qjms
red patches gradually disappeared and
um u#
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and Is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test".
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
glainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
tores and other leadinq Druqqists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 6404, Detroit 4, Mich.

.

-'* old,

PROMPT

SEND FOR
\

\

Dermoil,

non-staining

our happiness together. Who had, I
thought, destroyed the reality of that
happiness, too. Walter, somewhere in
that hell that was slowly turning the
night into day now. My husband, who
loved me so, whom I loved so much,
in whose arms was the only safety, the
only warmth, the only reality, in all of
the world.

MANICURED

.

for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply

—

.

CUTICLE

Prove it yourself no matter"
long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriasis and Derm oil with
amazing, true photo,
graphic proof of result*
sent FREE. Write for It.

how

TEST

had no meaning, through which I had
worked since Walter left tonight.
there, in that place
Daddy's there
that had shaken the earth a moment
an hour? ago, that was even now
making noises like a wounded animal,
and sending up little jets of flame to
encrimson the sky, to leave it blacker
when they died away. Walter's there
Walter, whom I had been going to
leave forever. Walter, who had broken
my blue vase, destroyed the symbol of
.

DCRmOIL

SPOT

stopped a couple of them to ask what
the trouble was, but they just brushed

words away.
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I
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I

came in, each time a stretcher
was borne out. I lived again only
when I had assured myself that the
still
face beneath the sheet was a

stretcher

My

hands flew, doing carestranger's.
fully but swiftly the things I knew so
mind was far
well how to do, but

my

my

hands, saying over and
over, ceaselessly, Walter, Walter, Wal-

apart from

and each repetition of his name a
prayer. Walter, be safe! Dear God,
dear, kind, forgiving God, let Walter
ter,

be safe!
The hours lagged. Added to the
fear and the terror came the horrible,
dragging weariness. The going from
one man to the next
let it not be

Walter

—

.

need him

I

.

.

so!

We

worked

frantically; the women quickly learned
to help, following directions carefully.
And stoically they took the good news

with the bad.

NO DULL
This

one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
In

will

Gives

I

blackened hand.
"Who's in charge

ustrous highlights.

here?" he de"I'm trying to check this
list of missing
He stopped as I moved swiftly toward him. I hadn't recognized that
begrimed face, but there was no other
voice in the world like that to me.
"Walter!"

2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly In place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse.
In

tell toilet
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manded.
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Look yonr
loveliest

— always
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Don't let superfluous hair spoil
yonr good times, ruin romance and cause
others to whisper behind your back.
Amazing ADIEU Hair Remover, made
entirely of safe, non-chemical natural ingredients, takes out unsightly, unwanted
and
nair in a jiffy— without messy heat
leaves your skin clean, velvety, baby-smooth
so you can wear the filmiest gowns, the
scantiest bathing suits, the sheerest stockings—or no stockings at all! You apply
ADIEU cold right from the jar. In a few
momenta the unsightly hair is out, not merely off.
.

—

—

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It!
Yes, the hair comes

out— not

merely off I

New hair mast grow before it reappears.
ADIEU is not a bleach, sand-paper, razor
or clipper—no*"shaved-off" look, no stubby
regrowth; results more lasting. Pure, safe,
natural ingredients no smelly., dangerous
sulphides or chemicals. Positively NONIRRITATING! Will not spoil. Used by exclusive Hollywood beauty salons catering
to movie stars. You'll be delighted with
how ADIEU takes OUT (not off) the unwanted, superfluous hair from face, arms,
legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows, etc.

—

UniirVRaBh coupon for eenerCmit
OCrtU llll
llll MUDLI ouBlyamplesupply. Pay
poBtman only $2.00 piaa postage and Federal Cosmetics War Tax on delivery. Try ADIEU 30 days
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RUGS

ADIEU Hair Remover

doing

—

eyes.

pressed close to him, wanting to
feel sure of his really being there,
wanting to still forever the last flickers
of fear in him. "I've changed, Walter.
I

I

never knew

so

obtainable only from us

sa ve

can,

was possible
few hours."

it

much in a
"A few hours can be

a

to

change

lifetime,

sometimes, Myra. Hours when you
think there's nothing but emptiness
at the end of them. Hours when you
hope, and dare not hope but hope
again oh, Myra, I love you so much!
I've been thinking, all this time since
I left you at the house. Thinking how

—

hard it's been for you here. It's been
so lonesome
maybe you should go
back to our old home town, and wait
for me."
It was more than I deserved, to see
the weary, hurt puzzlement fade from
Walter's eyes, change into unbelieving happiness, as I shook my head. "I
don't want to wait for you Walter
want to be with you. I've found out
that it isn't a house or a street that
matters wherever you are is my
home. If I'm there with you, I won't
be lonely. And besides, I've got my
." My hand swept out to infriends
dicate Katey, and the others. "I don't
have to go home, Walter, I am home."
.

.

to
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SO Easy! Free Catalog tells how material is picked up at your door by Freight or
Express at our expense —how we shred, merge,
and reclaim valuable materials, picker, bleach,

It's all

card, spin, redye and weave into lovely, deeptextured Broadloom Rugs woven Reversible for
double wear and luxury. Sizes to fit all rooms.

CHOICE:
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blends, 18th Century floral and leaf designs,
Early American, Oriental patterns, ovals.
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risk nothing
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trial.
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Color
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STATE
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we're all doing what
what has to be done, Walter."
"You you didn't go."
I looked squarely up at him; I had
to be honest now. "I wanted to, Walter. But I couldn't get a cab, and then
the explosion came. I wanted to go
but now I don't. I want to stay here.
With you."
The black hands came down hard
on my shoulders, the grimy face
creased in an uncertain smile that
grew sure as he looked deeply into

we

1

9 EAST 45th STREET,

—

XTE came to me, through the rows of
*-* improvised beds, step by slow
step. "Myra? Myra, what are you doing
here?"
"I'm

Ts.

was life. It was war.
keeping the freedom

—

Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
1.

of

that they, who knew what lack of freedom was, cherished so highly.
I
hardly noticed the man who
walked in at last he might have been
any of a long line of the less seriously
injured, come to have a cut disinfected,
or a burned hand bandaged. Hatless,
disheveled, he marched grimly down
the ward, a typed list of names in one

DRAB HAIR
Whtn You Use

It

was part

It

.
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Our Love Was New
Continued from page 19

ITCHING SKIN

young and tanned, but with something
strained and drawn in it, something
old about the eyes. I went on writing

down names,

DoThis for Quick Relief

men

Does the almost unbearable

to wait
until Personnel was ready for them,
and then it was the turn of the man
who had stared at me.
He rose rather stiffly from his chair,

came toward

* HERE'S abetter
beginning for the
whenever
day .
yours begins.Hotcakesdrenchedwith goldThree
ways
en, delicious Mapleine Syrup
to make it— two of them sugar savers. Get
magic Mapleine from your grocer — today
.

.
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I

thought.

lineups hot water
3 cups corn syrup
for 5 minutes
add I teaspoon Mapleine
and you have

stir

2
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. .

Mapleine Syrup

cup hot water
Vi cup strained honey
2Y2 cups corn syrup

heat

1

Bring to

add

1

full boil.

teaspoon Maple'ne

and you have

stir

2

pints

. .

Mapleine Syrup
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Many

"A

desk.
of the

itching of externally-caused eczema make you want to scratch.
Scratch, SCRATCH? Would

you like toseethat fiery redness
subside quickly and the scaly skin become soft and smooth? Get a 25c or 60c
jar of Sayman Salve and apply this
medicated ointment to the affected areas
tonight. Let it help quickly ease the
tormenting itching and painful soreness.

veteran,"

men who had

to work at the plant lately were
I'd learned to spot them
veterans.
There Was somefairly accurately.
thing about their carriage, something
about the casual way they wore their
civilian clothes, as if they were determined not to trade upon their recent
service, that gave them away. "You've
come about a job?" I asked.
"I— yes," he said. "I'd like a job."
He had a deep, pleasant, but unre-

come

voice. There was no reason
should have made me feel that
a finger had been placed on my heart,
holding it back a beat, but it did. My
own voice shifted oddly as I asked

markable

why

his
boil

directing the

it

name.

His gaze shifted to my hair, and it
was almost as if he had touched the
shining brown waves, touched the narrow velvet ribbon that bound them
"Rule
back. "Rule," he said.
.

.

Sayman Salve
RELIEF FOR
TATHEN

you have Headache. Simple
* * Neuralgia, Functional Monthly Pains,
or Muscular Aches and Pains, you want
relief— the-quicker you get it the better
you are suited. Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
can give fast relief. They are pleasant
to take and do not upset the stomach,
single tablet is usually all that is needed. At your
drug store. Regular Package 25c, Economy Package
$1.00. Read directions and use only as directed.
, Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

A

Vft, ANTI-PAIN PILLS

LEG SUFFERERS

.

Why

continue to suffer without attempting to do something? Write today for New
Booklet "THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepo Methods
used while you wait. More than 40 years
of success.
Praised and endorsed by multitudes.

Stevens."

—

I wrote "Stevens, Rule," in the appointment book. "You are applying in

HOME

what capacity?"
"I've had engineering experience."

—

LIEPE METHODS,

SMILED up

I to him
engineer

at him then,
instantly. Chet had
in civil life, and to

warming

my mind

a kind of glory cast over
everyone in that profession. I didn't
wait for the personnel office to call

me

to tell
I

to let another

man

through.

called them, and they said that they

were ready to interview another applicant. "Go through the door en your
right," I told

Rule Stevens, "and then

take the elevator to the

E2
To Those

Why buy

had

to

laugh
I
I

my

My

Busy hands deserve protection for beauty's sake.

More and more smart
women are finding SEAL-

COTE an amazing beauty
aid. SEAL-COTE pro'
tects

the

—

nails

and the

polish
adds lustre!
Make your manicures last

longer— "SEAL-COTE
your nails today and
every day."

1

SEAL-COTE
25catCosmeticCounters

married, too.
arated.

wife and

I
tell

are sep-

me

your

name."

"Ann Levering." I wished that he
would go. He was growing more likeable by the minute, and there was no
room in my life for likeable young
men. And I believed what he had
said about being separated from his
wife,
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My

Anyway, you can

although

coming from anyone

CATALOCiSpl
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Diamonds

Like

expensive Diamonds

when

NATIONAL ZIRCON CO.

Dept. 3

Wheeling, W. Va.

fifth floor."

"I didn't do
at that.
"This is a big
told him.
don't even know anyone
place, and
in Personnel, except over the 'phone."
"Maybe," he said. "But I notice I
didn't have to wait, like some of the
other fellows. Maybe sometime I can
take you to dinner and show
appreciation."
I stiffened, even while I realized that
I'd brought the invitation upon myself.
manner to him had certainly been
more cordial than it usually was to
strangers. "I can't possibly go out with
you," I said abruptly. "I'm married."
His smiled, a wry little smile that
was somehow terribly sad. But his
words were light. "That's all right; I'm
I

Who

WldAiy^Si

Catalog FREE.

mounted.

Learn Profitable Profession
in

the door, and I thought that that was
the end of it.
But it wasn't. An hour or so later,
he came back. I was on the telephone,
and he stopped beside my desk and
waited until I had finished talking.
"I wanted to
"I got a job," he said.
thank you."

anything,"

Wisconsin

you can enjoy the billiance and
thrilling beauty of diamond- dazzlini
"
Zircons at such unbelievably
COST? Full of fire, exquisitely

He thanked me and went through

GUARD YOUR NAILS
WITH SEAL-COTE

3284 N.Green Bay Ave.,

Milwaukee,

been an

was

there

B-31.

Dent.

QO days

at

Home

Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50,

F75 or even more per week. Large full time
incomes from doctors hospitals, sanatoriums, clubs or private practice. Others make
^"^Lgood money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security by training at
home and qualifying for Diploma.
-v Anatomy Charts and 32-page
W&k Illustrated Book FREE—Now!
,

EARN MONEY!
^V"

Turn spare time into cash! Easy! ^^ZfZ*/#»
Just show friends, neighbors thrilling

—

'

new Wallace Brown Everyday Greeting
Cards. Wonder-value 16 Card All-Occasion
Assortment

... including cards for Birthdays, Get- Well.
Baby-Birth, Friendship, Sympathy, etc. Sells on Bight
for only $1.00 — big profit for yon. ap to 50e. Six more
Bpecial fast-selling Assortments — Birthday, Easter. HaSympathy, Gift -Wrapping — all bit
, Get-Well,
" ery. Sampl
Samples sent
money-makers. A\so personal stationery.
EBROWN,
BROWN, INC.,
on approval. Write today to WALLACE
"
22S Fifth Ave.. Dept.
N-139, New York 10, N. Y.
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PICTURE RING '1
Host Precious Keepsake You Can Own!

Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Any photo orsnapshot cleartyreproduced assettlngln beautliul.onyx-

A keepsake of a loved
lor years
Picture stays sharp and clear—
withstands rubbing, washing,

like Ring!

one you will treasure

wear—unharmed

I

by water;

weather—won' t tarnish. SEND
MONEY! Just mail photo
with strip of paper for ring size.
Pay postman only $1.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.

NO

Picture returned. Money-back
guarantee.

ORDEHNOW. PORTRAIT

ring CO., Dent,

e -31, Cincinnati, Ohio
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.

else it would have
glib explanation.

been just the stock

He

"Ann Levering."

repeated the

were poetry.
"Goodby, Ann. I'll see you again."
From the beginning there was no

syllables

as

they

if

WOMEN!

my

He passed
of ignoring him.
when he came in in the morning,
and when he went to lunch at noon,
and when he went home at night. He
always stopped and talked for a minute or two, in a way that would have

way

desk

been only friendly and casual if it had
not been for his eyes. His eyes said
that he was waiting for something
more, and that these impersonal little
chats were a concession to my foolish
feminine scruples. In between, during
the day, he had occasion to call the
He'd been put in
front desk often.
charge of an experimental production
department, and many of the men who
came in to sell supplies and equipment had to see him. He was invariably business-like over the telephone,
but his voice alone, out of the dozens
of voices I heard every day, had personality for me.
Then one Saturday afternoon, the
second week Rule had been at the
plant,
usual,

he

when

home.

I

than
was getting ready to go

left
I

his

office

didn't see

—

later

him come out

of

had my mirror
propped on the
behind my desk
and I was putting on my hat but

main

the

when

I

office

I
file

—

turned around, he was there.

"I have tickets for the concert at City
Center tonight," he said directly.
"Would you like to go with me?"
I heard myself accepting.
I didn't
mean to accept, but I was caught off
guard. Not five minutes before, I had
been sitting at my desk, staring out at
the blue winter twilight and thinking
of other Saturday nights, when Chet
had taken me to concerts at City Center, thinking that tonight I would have
to do what I'd done for so long
go
home to an empty house, to an end-

own !
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this amazing new kind of TRU-FIT
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they see
perfect
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teachers, etc. are blessing the
day they mailed coupon for
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BE FIRST WITH

Learn what

it means to have
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money
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friends, as
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outfit. I

NOW
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understand this outfit
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age limit.

FREE
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lesson pages. Barn while learning. Act nowl
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Chicago, Illinois
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Send

Finest quality. Reasonable prices from S5o

for

empty evening.

less,

THE

NERVES

was the beginning. At
was simply fun. Having

concert

first,

it

taken the

initial

revolutionary step in

making the date, I felt free and young
and excited as I hadn't been excited
over anything in months. It was an
event just to have Rule call for me;

me

ifcyuA

<yft

—

the

Money

Earn

little

attentions,

like

helping

his

and out of the car, his complimenting me on my dress, were as
momentous as if I'd been a very young
girl out on my first date.
Then there
was the concert hall, the talk and
into

laughter of the crowd, the familiar
smell of upholstery and heavy carpets, the glittering glass chandelier in
the high inverted bowl of the ceiling,
the golden glow of the footlights the
glow that is the promise, always, of
wonderful things to come.

Can't

Sit

OAT

EDGE

or Stand

Still

?

?

there times when you are Wakeful, Restless and Irritable? These discomforts, as well as Headache, and Digestive
disturbances, may be caused by Nervous Tension. DR. MILES NERVINE helps torelax Nervous Tension. Get it at your drug store in liquid or effervescent tablets. Read
directions and use only as directed. Effervescent tablets 35c and 75c, liquid 25c and $ 1.00.

Are

MILES LABORATORIES. INC.,

DR.

MILES

Elkhart.

Indiana

N E RVI N

E

—

We

had time,

after

we were

u '$&l

settled

our seats and before the concert
started, to look over the program and
to
exchange opinions about music.
Rule said that he didn't like Debussy,
and I said that I didn't either that it
made me feel sad. "You mean subdued," he corrected me, and I laughed
with pleasure and said that subdued
was exactly what I did mean.
He leaned forward a little to look
in

—

into

QUEST

my

face.
"Laugh like that again,
said.
"It becomes you."
was startled, and
laughter

All-purpose DEODORANT

Ann," he
I

my

"Like what?"

faded.

"As

if

you meant

it.

I

asked.

As

if

you were

really glad to be here, with me."
I said, "Please, Rule!" sharply, and
he asked quietly, but almost angrily,

A most

effective

powder, for body odors, for foot comfort.
95

—
"Why

How

shouldn't I say things like that?
long is it since you've seen your

husband?"
"Nearly three years."
"And how long is it since ..."
"A year and two months."
Rule knew about Chet's being missing, of course.
I hadn't told him, but
the girl who worked with me as relief
receptionist had. I was sorry that he
knew. Now he would start telling me

what my friends at the plant often
told me that I ought not go on hoping
blindly after so long, that I ought to
go out once in a while, find new in-

—

CHECKED iMA JiFfV
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,
and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
develI This time-proved medication
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis— positively
relieves that cruel, burning itch.
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D, Prescription.

—
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terests.
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EYES

are the
is

/

first

Deep

set. Bright with color. Engaging
eyes that invite a second glance. Smart
indeed is the girl who knows the importance of good eye make-up!

have had to come alone.
Then I forgot everything but the
music. The violas and the full string
section came flooding in, and the
woodwinds and the brasses, and the
heavy drums. Those violins sang in
my heart, and the drums throbbed
deep inside me, sent my blood coursthough
.

Just a touch of Winx Mascara (Cream
or Cake)
a few strokes with a Winx
Eyebrow Pencil
Eye Shadow
softly blended
and all the natural beauty
of your eyes has been emphasized. For
has deepened them, set off their

—

—

Winx

Winx

brilliance

Winx

and
is

.

water

resistant, easily used and comes in the
popular shades. Buy Winx today at any
10^ store, and see for yourself what a
difference it makes.
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:v>A Fairyfoot Quickly relieves terrible
||l stinging itching bunion pains . .
}iW Swelling goes down,
No special
shoes.
Apply soothing Faiiyfoot

.

It's Free.

rAIRYFOOT. 1223 So. Wabash.
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noted designers.
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SEARCHLIGHT BOOK FIELD
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LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept.

192,

Chicago
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III.

nodded and stumbled
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DIAMONDS f

to

my

feet.

out

kToOTMACHE?
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I

i

world, was

my

other

.

you home."
I was glad that he
Bridal Pair. The engagement ring (sweetheart design) is, set
with 3 sparkling, genuine diamonds in exquisite mounting.

—

Send No Money 10 Day Trial
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY RING
wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee. Send name, and
ring size. Either ring only $6.85 or both (the perfect pair)
for only $11.75. Pay postman C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage
and tax. Supply is limited, so write today,
inlernalional
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Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept.

155, Chicago 16,
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relief

DUE TO CAVITY
Gum or

with Dent's Tooth

Df tit's Tooth Drops! "Cavity Toothache" frequently
Btrikea at night. Be prepared. Buy either package
from your druggist today. Keep it handy for
children

and

adulta.

Follow easy directions.
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Peat Thtnotor mounting Snapshots. Cards. Stamps
Pocket Gummed Inside for_
No pnsie needed
holding prints tight or loose. Neat. Quick and
Artistic too.
Sold at photo supply and album
counters or send 10c today for pkg. of 100

etc.
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and Free Samples

to

See and Try them.

Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.,
Depueo-P. 471 In. ciark Chicago-40-lll.

Featured by M. O'Neil Co., Linen
Dept., Akron, Ohio—finest Depart"lent Stores everywhere.

self.

Then I knew it wasn't possible, that
it had been only an illusion, and I felt
weak and empty and afraid. "Rule,"
I said, "do you mind if we don't stay

—

Matching this ring in elegant harmony is a lovely 14K GOLD
Wedding Ring, deeply embossed. Bet with 5 genuine diamonds.
These preciouB and dazzling rings will thrill you beyond your
fondest expectations. Comes in lovely gift box.

GET QUICK

—

for the second half? I don't think it
will be as wonderful."
He looked down at me strangely. "I
was thinking the same thing. I'll take

BARGAIN SALE! To get more customers, we offer new
guaranteed 14K GOLD Genuine chip diamond matched

City

had been unmistakable the feeling
of belonging, the feeling of being with
the one person who, out of all the

It

Sbtwiw

New York

Ww-Xct/vrt Comers

to the lobby. The lights there seemed
very bright, glaringly bright; the
people were noisy, I thought, and they
bumped against me. I tried to look
back into the auditorium, where for a
little while Chet had been, tried to
understand what had happened to me.
He had been there; I had felt his presence.
I couldn't have been wrong.

We

5. ILLINOIS

quote lowest market prices. No charge for
locating Hard-to-Find and Out-of-Print Books.
All books. OLD or
mailed POST-FREE.

"it's interto go out for

want

He took my arm and guided me

furnished. Every step illustrated. You make exclusive salable hats right from the start.
teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.

CHICAGO

We

"Ann," he was saying,

Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direction of one of America's
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,

Dept. 2662,

to.

mission. Don't you
a few minutes?"

HOME

No cost to you.

.

moveless when the house lights
on, when everyone else was
The people around me
applauding.
were stirring, and someone was shakI
ing my arm, gently, insistently.
turned my head and blinked dazedly
up at Rule. It was Rule who sat beside me, after all, Rule's hand that I'd

I

relief quickly.

FREE SAMPLE.—Write Today!

to

clung

AT

and get blessed

•Mi

went

MILLINERY
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LEARN

.

147-07 Hillside Avenue, Jamaica 2, N. Y.
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FOR LOVELY EYES

.

(supply limited)

derstanding, not the cold tension of
waiting. I was with Chet.

Oik

.

.

I'd

their own resistless rhythm
and I knew I was alive again, free
to love and to be loved again, and I
knew warmth and tenderness and un-

ing

character.

a natural beautifier,

'Prosperity Consciousness' or 'Painless
Saving' is the BEST $2 investment you
ever made.
SIMPLIFIED TABLES
GRAPHS
CHARTS
Send $2 to JOHN GRAUPNER

.
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CONTROL"

By John Graupner

ductor raised his baton, poised it for
a second, and then the first sighing
notes of the violins swept through the
house. I relaxed with a long sigh of
contentment. I'd forgotten how wonderful the concerts were, I told myself.
I should have come to them even

he sees /

MONEY

"PERSONAL

But he had no chance to say anyThe house lights dimmed, and
thing.
the conductor came out on the platform, and whatever Rule had been
about to say was lost in a spatter of
applause.
A hush fell as the con-

want to
stay, didn't suggest going anywhere
else.
I wasn't up to even ordinary
conversation.
Rule seemed to understand. He took me straight home, and
didn't

he didn't try to make talk on the way.
At my door, he didn't say any of the
conventional things; he just took my
key and opened the door for me, saying, with a searching look at me,
"You'll be all right?"

DON'T CUT CUTICLES
Manicare

is

a smart cosmetic which

beautifies nails while

MANICARE

it

softens cuticle.

a cuticle remover, cuticle oil and stain remover, all in one.
is

lAitwuctike
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jar

Drug and Dept. Store)

FREE OUTFIT

Women

go wild about "Form Tailored"
Lingerie— new, glamorous, styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workman-

Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery, girdles and underwear
for the whole family.
If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for complete, beautiful, illustrated Style
Equipment — sent ABSOLUTELY FREE.

ship.

With Form
Tailored

WORLD'S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. H-39. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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TORMENT OF SIMPLE
USE

nodded and went

I

DON'T PUT UP WITH THE

—

and Rule

inside,

got into his car and drove away.
I
went right to bed and to sleep, drained
of all feeling, too exhausted to wonder
at the strange, miraculous thing that

PILES

PAZO!

had happened.
In the morning, it didn't seem possible that it had happened at all.
Nothing was changed. There was the
silent house, empty as a place
can be only when the presence that
has filled it and given it life has -gone;
there was my room, feminine, orderly
as it would never be if Chet were

neat,

GRAY
HAIR

there.

YOU WERE

RIGHT! PAZO

RELIEVED THE PAIN,

PROMPTLY

Rule called me at noon, a little
while after I'd come back from church.
"Ann," he asked, "how do you feel

morning?"
"Very well,"

AND LOOK

this

surprise.

shaky

answered with some

you

—last

looked

a

little

night."

almost told him what had happened, and then I stopped myself. He
might in some way take it to mean
that I was encouraging him, and I
didn't want to encourage him. "I did,"
"But I'm much better
I admitted.
I

Don't just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of
simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to
millions. It gives

you soothing, welcome

How PAZO

—

palliative relief.

Ointment Works

Soothes inflamed areas relieves pain and itching. 2. Lubricates hardened, dried parts
helps prevent cracking
and soreness. 3- Tends to reduce swelling and check bleeding. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.
1.

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

PAZO
Pipe,

—

making application simple and thorough. (Some

persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
PAZO is also made in suppository form.)

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
the soothing, blessed relief it gives for simple piles. Get

PAZO

ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories,

Inc.,

Louis,

St.

Mo.

STAMMER?
successful for 44 years. Benj. N.
—1167,
Circle Tower, Indianapolis

tering

Dept.

•* pause.
Then
"Would you I'd

—

There was a long
he said hurriedly,
like to take you to

dinner this afternoon."
Sunday was
I wanted to say yes.
the loneliest day in the week for me.
On other days I was working, and in
the evenings I could always get one
of the girls to go to a movie, or I
could visit them or have them visit
me.
But on Sundays, even though
their men were away at war, .the girls
always had something else to do. They
went away for weekends with their
families, or they had friends or relatives in

Then

t
'

—

^
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FREE TEST BOTTLE

The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
785 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky
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and Interesting
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%x»^ Hair

Gives a Tiny Tint

to entertain.
I thought of the concert, and
conviction of Chefs nearness

come over me, and

I

Rinse

tepefy

town

the
that had

cuttt*

Ind.

On Monday and

all

through

this
dull

the

his manner was friendly and
There might never
casual as before.
have been a concert, never have been
an hour when I had held his hand
tightly, never a moment when we had
laughed together. I told myself that
I'd succeeded in convincing him that
I really didn't care to go out with him,
and that I was glad.
Still, as the

week
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Manufacturers, Police and Aviation Radio, need trained
men. I show beginners how to start making $5, $10 a week
fixing Radios in spare time.
My training includes
Television and Electronics Principles. Mail coupon NOW.
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National Radio Institute, Washington
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FREE.
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Necessities of war have made
transportation difficult. To help
lighten the burden, RADIO MIRROR will be on the newsstands
each month at a slightly later

date.
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will

for

go on sale Wednesday, February 14th. Subscription
copies are mailed on time, but
they may reach you a little late,
too. So please be patient!
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4. The improved Golden Glint
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colors
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vigorous brushings
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soft,
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effect

Wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee, Send name and
Pay postman only 98o plus a few cents postage and
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later national
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3. Instantly gives the

address.
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RsmoYes

had no

interest at all in seeing Rule.
I refused, and Rule, after a few words of
regret, hung up.

Bogue,
4,

—

BROWNATONE

'T'HAT'S good."

of

This new 128-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the BogueTJnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-

YEARS YOUNGER

at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it or your money back. Used for 30 years by thousands of women (men, too) Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is
purely vegetable. Oannot affect waving of hair. Lastingdoes not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
Retain your youthful charm. Get
today.
60c at all drug stores on a money-back guarantee, or
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"Why?"

thought

"I

I
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• Now,

and pure Radien,

all

new, approved ingredients.
Try Golden Glint. ..Over 50 million

packages have been sold. ..Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.
Price 10 and 25 $
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FREE SAMPLE
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Golden Glint Co. .Seattle, 14, Wash. ,Bo* 3366-B-32
Pleas* send color No..

.

>> listed above.
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GOLDEN GLINT

CHEST COLD MISERY
RELIEVED BY

HEAT

"GISTINE
SIMPLE

The moist heat

CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL

of

an

ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice relieves cough,

tightness of chest musIRRITATION c i e soreness due to chest
SIMPLE
cold, bronchial irritation
SPKAlN, BRUISE and simple sore throat.

SORE MUSCLES Apply antiphlogistine
CHARLEY HORS poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-

—

reduces swelling,
pain .
.
aching muscles due to a simple

tice also relieves

limbers

up

stiff

.

sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or
condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in
tube or can at any drug store NOW.

weekend drew near, it seemed very
bleak without an invitation from Rule.
On Friday afternoon I called his office to announce a salesman who wanted to see him. He said, "Send him in,
Mrs. Levering," and I said, "Yes, Mr.
Stevens," and was about to hang up
when he stopped me. "And, Mrs.
Levering," he added, "there's a very
good horror picture at the Strand this
evening."
I very nearly dropped the telephone.
Horror movies! Chet had loved them
less for themselves, I think, than for
my somewhat uncalled-for reaction to
them.
I'd always clutched his arm
frantically during the creepy parts,
and I was ready, to leave the theater
a half-dozen times before the picture
came to an end, and could never bring
myself to the point of actually leaving.
"Suppose we go straight from work,"
Rule suggested. "Then we can have
dinner, and still make the first show."
He spoke as if there was no question
of my accepting and this time, there

—

LIMITED QUANTITIES
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That evening was in part a repeevening of the concert.
Everything was fun at first having
dinner at a restaurant, and the light
talk, and the laughter. And then, in
the darkness of the theater, the same

The White Package with the Orange Band

Vacuum

—

Silverware for Home Use
Silverware for Restaurants
Electric Fans, All Sizes
Electric Wire, All Sizes

Heater Elements
Iron Element*
Cooker Elements
Screen Wire All Sizes
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was

so,

briefly,

where we had been

in these places
together. It was

Sandwich Toasters

Electric Waffle Bakers

if I wanted to leave.
I shook
head without looking at him, convinced that if I did look I would see
Chefs face above a khaki collar.
But this time I thought that I knew

it

Cleaners

Electric Roasters All Sixes

my

it,

Electric Broilers

Electric

inexplicable conviction of Chefs nearness came over me. It was Chefs arm
I clutched in the scary parts of the
film, Chet who laughed teasingly and

how to explain it all. It was really
simple just that I wanted so much to
be with Chet, and because I wanted

Cream Mixers

Carpet Sweepers
Electric

asked

Antipnlogisti

Lamps

Schick Electric
Shavers
and Others

wasn't.
tition of the

—Bed

Send Stamped Return Envelope for Prices

JOSEPH WINKLER & CO.,
667-671 N.
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ST.

Dept.
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MC-2

10, ILL.

really only wishful thinking.

Dr. Siegert's Angostura Bitters bringblessed
Just 1 to 4 tablespoons in a little water hot or coldwill ease your suffering. It's pleasant to
take and not habit-forming.. Women the
world over use it regularly. Get Angostura
at your druggist's.

relief from periodic pains.

—

—

HEY, MOM! Don't Be a Diaper Drudge!
Dennison Diaper Liners reduce unpleasantness in changing and washing my
diapers. Just fold a Liner inside diaper

next to my skin. When soiled, flush
away. No hard scrubbing. Sanitary.
Helps prevent diaper rash. Costs only a
few cents a day. Baby pads: 200 for $1.
Downee-soft: 200 for 69*.
Full day's supply. Write to
•jf FREE
Dennison, Dept. P-145, Framingham, Mass.
.

.

.

WAS

sure I was right when the
picture was over and we left the
theater, and the conviction was gone.
Rule was Rule again, someone who
was fun to be with and fun to talk
with, but not Chet. He was someone
who was, instead, very much a person
I

HERE'S GENTLE RELIEF

in his

We

own

saving money," he said, "and whatever my circumstances will be, I'm
sure of being able to manage school."
I avoided his eyes when he mentioned circumstances, because there
was something in his tone that implied they might include me. I didn't
want him to pursue the subject further,

want

to

know what

I

meant

to

good time.
That was what

for a

I

wanted, and that

—

was the way things were I thought.
I was very confident, very sure of
my feelings and then in one moment
everything
was shattered, and I

—
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We

him, or what he intended to do about
his wife. I wanted to keep on thinking
of the future on the old terms, the
terms based on Chefs coming back.
I didn't want to think of Rule in any
other way except as good company

DIAPER LINERS

At

right.

didn't go directly home from the
theater.
went to a night club a
little way out of town, and there, with
a floor show and a dance orchestra
and all of the props of gaiety around
us, Rule fell to talking, seriously as
he hadn't talked before, about his
plans for the future. He intended to
stay at the plant until the war was
over, and then he was going back
"I'm
to school, to study electronics.

didn't

8e as

couldn't be sure of anything in the
world.
We rode home through the crisp

No
Money Now!

Premiu

GIVEN!

Send name and address I Girls! Boys! Ladies! Attractive
Wrist Watches withf ace about size of a dime, rings, jewelry;
other personal and household premiums or
MISSION easily yours! SIMPLY give colorful pictures
with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild
burns sold to friends at 26c a box (with popular picture) and
remit amounts stated for premium wanted, as explained in
catalog sent with order, postage paid by us. Our50th year.
Write for trial order of salve and pictures on trust to start.

CASH COM-

WILSON CHEM. CO.,

Dept. 65-50

TYRONE, PA.

winter night, under a dark blue arch
of sky. I was a little sleepy, and I
watched the snow-covered fields slide

TEETHING PAINS

past the car, thinking contentedly how
peaceful everything was and what a
pleasant evening it had been. Perhaps I even dozed a little, because it
seemed only a few minutes until we
stopped before my house. I stirred
and said sleepily, "I've had such a nice
time " And then my words were
thrust aside as Rule gathered me into
his arms, close, so that I was lost in
the folds of his coat, and his mouth

RELIEVED

—

QUICKLY

was hard upon mine in a kiss that
was long and hungry and searching.
One moment and it was the end
of everything I had had, the beginning of something I wanted terribly,
and yet dared not take. There was

—

WHEN

yonr baby suffers from
teething pains, justrubafew drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
babyforthe entire teething period.

Buy

it

no

I

my

me, and

I

pushed him roughly away.

"Don't!" I gasped. And then I said
harshly, "Rule, I never want to see
you again, outside the office."
And before he could speak, I flung
myself out of the car and fled up the
icy steps to the house.
You can't ever go back. Things
happen to you, and changes come,
and unless you accept them, you are
rejecting part of yourself, warping
your life. You can't go back to simpler
and less complicated things any more
than you can be a child again. I know,
because I tried to go back, and I lived
in torment for it.

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
it

was Rule

"My Ann," he murmured. "My very
own— " And his words brought me to
my senses. His Ann! Shame flooded

from your druggist today

Just rub

Chet in that embrace.

of

illusion

was clinging to convulsively, so that I felt the muscles
of his arms under his coat sleeves,
Rule's kisses that found the soft and
pliant welcome of
lips.
It

on the gums

OH,wasI hadn't
living

been happy the way

I

before I met Rule. It
had been a grim and lonely struggle to
go on day after day, looking in the
mailbox for a letter that only a miracle
could put there, waiting for the telephone call or the telegram that would
blot out the terrible memory of the

*+
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new dainSterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling imitation Birthstons correct
for
your birth date— GIVEN
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
ty.

Spot

GOLD CROWN

W

Remover and

Cleaner

at

25c

each.
Send name and address today
for order.
We trust you. Premium
supplies are limited. Don't delay.
PRODUCTS, Dept. E-266, Jefferson, Iowa

Made From Any Photo
or Snapshot of Your
Loved One In Service

Family

this beautiful piece of jewelry on lapel, dress or blouse. Send
any snapshot or photo. We'll refiroduce it perfectly and cleary in a gorgeous setting of val- Actual S
>,
uable Sterling Silver and fine 7/
uiah
/u
M
enamel. Picture remains vivid
and clear. A masterpiece of the
jeweler's art—created by master jewelers.
Makes a thoughtful and precious gift. You'll
he proud to wear it at all times. PHOTO
PIN is for ALL branches of the service.
(U.S.A. stands for United States of America).

SEND NO MONEY

Just mail photo. Pay postman only $1.95 for one or
for two, plus postage and
Federal Tax; or
send price and tax and we'll pay postage. PHOTO RETURNED WITH PIN. Wear pin 10 days, and if not positively thrilled, return for full refund.

20%

$3.60

PHOTO

PIN

JEWELERS &%, V^ffi'S,

But

at least, I

Now—I

no longer knew. I wasn't
Forget
certain of anything at all.
Rule? Pretend that he had never been?

How was
every day,

it

possible

LEARN

had known what
I wanted to-

was living for, what
morrow to bring.
I

when

I

saw him

when any

ring of the telephone on my desk could— and often
did bring his voice. I thought of giving
up my job, thought even of giving up
the house and leaving town but I
knew beforehand that it wouldn't
work. It was just an idea to seize
upon in the sleepless nights, an escapist, childish reaction, like a small boy's
threatening to leave home. I couldn't
run away from myself.
Rule tried to help me. He respected
my wishes to the letter, and he hardly
spoke to me after that night. He
wasn't obvious about avoiding me, so
that others in the office would notice
the constraint between us, but he made
it a point to come in early, before I
got to my desk in the morning, and

'QUICKLY, EASILY

AT HOME

Splendid income, new social contacts, and the \
satisfaction ot serving humanity can be yours s
as a Trained Practical Nurse. Ages IS to 60.
High School not necessary. Training plan welcomed by
physicians. Prepare in spare time. Many earn while
learning. Nurse's Outfit and placement service included
of extra cost. Write now for facts and fascinating
sample lesson pages.
i

FREE
FREE

WAYNE SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING, Inc.
2301 N.

Wayne

—

P PHOTO PIN
AH The
Wear

time.

—

JEWELERS MASTERPIECE/

For

telegram that had said that Chet was
missing. It had taken all of my strength
to hold on to hope after all hope was
reasonably gone, to go on believing
after my faith had worn thin with

Vu.

he left late, after I'd gone home. When
he was promoted and given a secretary, he had her put through the
calls to my desk. It was I who could
I
caught myself
not help myself.
watching for him, longing. for him to
say more than a brief hello when we

Ave., Dept. G-l. Chicago 14, Illinois

/LEGS
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BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!
New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.

—

in this healthful,

new. as-

tonishingly easy way. Only a few
minutes per day in your own home.

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Used

successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915

SHREVEBLDG., Salon

E.
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pods
Mokes people
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yard
stare
long.

actually

growing

produce

vines

enormous
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of

long, slender, round pods
3 feet or more in length.
Excellent for snap beans.

(Burbank.) First to ripento Bear. Perfected
by the great Burbank.
Beat your neighbors to

it

to him.

easy to surrender,

to go to him and tell him that I
wanted- him but I couldn't do that,
either. I still loved Chet, although not
in the urgent, immediate way I loved
Rule.
Our time together had been
short, and the years between had been
long, and I could no longer call his
laugh to mind, or the little expression
that had made him so dear and vivid
long after he had gone away, but I still
loved my husband. It was as if, having
once given him my heart, I could not
take it back even though Rule, in some

—

Earliest

Tomato grown. Should be
in every Garden.
All 4 Packages, Post Paid Only 10c;
3 Lots 25c— Order Now— Catalog Free

SEEDS
GOOD LUCK PARADISE,
STA.

were music

IT would have been

Tomatoes. Weigh 2
each.

and Friendship

RING

I

—

First

lbs.

life.

that sort of person, and I'd known
that he'd loved me since yes, perhaps
since that moment he first stood before me and repeated my name as if
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strict

I went down to the place and
saw Rule in the very next alley to mine.
Somehow, I got through that first eve-

medicine
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satisfied.
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Money-back
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An
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Supplies

Either the ring or earrings
can be worn separately but
together they are truly captivating. Both the ring and

glimpses of him,

Gas Keep
You Awake Nights f

twin,

S ter11ng |

inexplicable way, seemed to have got
hold of it, too.
I didn't do anything right that winter.
I'd gone out with Rule when I knew
that he was attractive to me, and then
when the damage was done, and I cared
for him past forgetting, I'd sent him
away. Having told him that I didn't
want to see him, I watched eagerly for
felt rewarded when I
heard him speak a few brief phrases
over the office telephone. I joined the
mid-winter bowling tournament the
employes organized so that I would
have a few less evenings a week in
which to dream over him and, of
course, Rule was bowling, too.
I very nearly backed out, the first

55

the ring

and the,

—

vigorously climbing
fence, pole, trellis, arbor
or tree.
Bears heavily
throughout season. White,
crisp, tender flesh. 12-18"
long. Delicious Flavor.

an

my

TRUE-

—

Thousands

season.

of delicious, juicy berries,
one inch in diameter.
Wonderful for Pies and
Preserves.

to 3

5rV LOVE-

thought that
what had drawn me to Rule was
his resemblance to Chet, and then a
clearer examination of the idea would
show me how ridiculous it was. They
both had brown hair and brown eyes
but dozens of other brown-haired,
brown-eyed men looked as much
like Chet as Rule did, and more.
Rule's jaw was more tightly set than
Chefs, his eyes narrower, his hairline
straighter. If there was a resemblance,
it was less physical than in their liking the same things such as the City
Center concerts, and horror movies
in their likelihood to laugh at the same
kind of jokes.
In my desperation, I even tried to
tell myself that Rule was unworthy
of my love, that he was married to
another woman, and he'd said nothing at all about marrying me. ... It
was an ugly, shameful thought, but
it would have helped if I could have
believed it. But I couldn't. Rule wasn't

HUCKLEBERRIES

garden

did meet, waiting for the times that
his secretary was out and he himself
would have to call me.
I
thought or tried to think all
sorts of things in
frantic effort to
straighten out
BIG GARDEN

Saves

—

—

t

YOURS

All

—

A ge

—

"

.

—

and after that well, I bowled beit meant that I could see him for
an hour or two, be a part of the same
crowd. It was humiliating, and I was
ashamed of myself for it, but I didn't
have the strength of mind to stay away.
ning,

cause

was so utterly lost in my obsession
that I refused rides home in order to
leave after the others, when I could be
sure that Rule had gone and I would
see him no more that night.
It was that last bit of foolishness that
undid me. One night, leaving the alleys
after the others, I was delayed a few
minutes by a faulty zipper in my overshoes. I got it on finally, and stepped
out into a world that was bitter cold,
filled with snow swirling on an icy wind.
I hadn't gone a dozen steps before I
realized how severe the storm was. The
friends had
walk before me, where
passed only minutes before, was a drift
of snow; their footprints were almost
obliterated. I looked back, saw that the
bowling hall was closing, and started to
plod doggedly on when a car stopped
in the street. The door opened, and a
voice Rule's voice called, "Ann, get
I

my

Do You Wont

—

—

in! I'll take you home."
I stumbled over to

Rule
reached out and pulled me inside; anxiously he tucked blankets around me.
"Ridiculous!" he scolded. "Where did
you think you were going on foot? You
wouldn't have got to the end of the
the

car.

block."

"VOU
J-

may

far, either!" I said
ungratefully, and I

not get

tartly,
and
huddled down in the blankets, glory-

ing in his scolding, in the exasperated

concern in his voice.

was a bad drive. Rule could hardly
beyond the hood of the car; he drove

It

see

at a snail's pace, staying close to the
curb, rolling down the window every
few seconds to lean out and clear the
windshield. By the time we turned into
block I was chilled through in spite
of the blankets, and Rule must have
been frozen.
ploughed through drifts
to the door, and once inside, we just
stood shivering and stamping our feet
in the warmth of the house.

my

We

"What a
off

your

night!" I chattered. "Take

—

coat, Rule,

thing hot

and

I'll

fix

some-

He

hesitated. I suppose it crossed his
mind that every minute's delay lessened
his chances of getting to his own rooms,
but I didn't think of that just then. I

was busy peeling

off

my

overshoes, and

Longer Hair?
MM
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THIN TRY THIS

PROVIN EASY SYSTEM ON YOUR

HAIR -Helps Prevent
Here

is thrilling

who want

new hope

Brittle

for .millions

their dry, lusterless, unruly

brittle and breaking-off hair more lovely

longer. The Juelene SYSTEM has
helped men and women all over the
nation to find new happiness and confidence in more beautiful, healthy appearing hair. Yes, hair may get longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and the dry, brittle breaking-off
hair can be retarded. This wonderful
Juelene SYSTEM helps relieve hair
dryness that is paused by lack of natural oils. See if Juelene's tendency to
soften harsh, difncult-to-manage hair
.

.

.

Ends Front Breaking Off

can during application help yours to

become

more

softer, silkier,

Marvelous Help for

lustrous

in just one

than it has been before
short week.

DRY HAIR

hair is not only hard to manage
but a continual source of embarrass-

Dry

ment. Try the Juelene System. See
how much more beautiful your hair
may be in such a short time, after the
dry hair condition has been relieved.
Actually make your hair your "crowning glory!" So take advantage of
Juelene's

7-Day Offer

NOW!

didn't notice that it was a moment
before he took off his coat and knelt to
I

help me.
I left him in the livingroom and went
out to the kitchen, where I opened a
can of soup and set it on the stove to
heat. I started coffee, too, and then I
went upstairs to remove my soaked
stockings and to put on dry ones. The
pain in my thawing feet was excruciat-

test

it

to force myself to go back to
hands trembled as I
the kitchen.
poured out soup and coffee, arranged
crackers on a plate. Stiffly, self-consciously, I carried the tray into the
livingroom. Rule was standing near the
couch, his face turned away from me.

My

—

"Won't you have some coffee " I began in a thin little voice. Then he took
the tray from my hands and set it down,
and I had no voice, no will, left at all.
He didn't say anything. He just took
me in his arms and kissed me not hard,

—

MONEY BACK

Just try the Juelene System for 7 days and see for
yourself if your brittle, splitting hair can be softened,
made more sparkling and lovely. Your mirror will tell
you the thrilling results and so will your friends! If you
aren't absolutely amazed with the glistening sheen ... if
you aren't delighted with the ease in which you can manage your hair, we will refund every cent of your money.
today!
So don't wait. Mail the coupon right now

creep back into

home?
I had

Results or

FOR 7 DAYS

faded and warmth began to
my bones, panic came
with it. Rule was down stairs. He was
here, in this house, shut in with me
against the storm. Why had I asked him
in? Why hadn't I just let him go on
ing; as

Thrilling

JUELENE

—

JUEL CO.,

Dept.C-610, 1930 Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13, III.
want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the JUELENE
SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn't show satisfactory results,
Yes,
I

will

I

ask for

D
O
Name.

I

my money back.
am enclosing S1.00

plus Excise

Tax

Send C.O.D. plus postage and Excise Tax
I

.

I

I

Address.

Zone

Cily.

Our Customers .farUcipate

R

Slate

in Gifts
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Don Juan

with desperate eagerness, like the other
kiss but long, lingeringly, as if this
happiness were a fragile thing, and he
must hold it gently. My arms crept up
around his shoulders where I had

I had no strength left. I slid down to
the couch, buried my face in my hands.
"Chet," I whispered, "why
why

and it was I who
clung tightly. The words he spoke, too,
were very soft, as if even, the most
beautiful words there are could hurt
this loveliness. "Ann, I love you so.
." Over and over
Love you, love you
again. They made a whispered song,

ly.

—

wanted them

I Lipstick
STAYS ONI"
I

to be,

.

Soys

Paula Stone
FAMOUS ON SCREEN,
STAGE AND RADIO
'
,

My

lips stay lovely

hours longer without
That's why
retouching
Don Juan is tops with me.
. . .

&&ZZ&
DON

1.

See what they do
for your lips
JUAN STAYS ON when

you eat,

drink, kiss, if

used as

di-

No greasy, smeary effect.
STAY LOVELY without

rected.

2. LIPS

frequent retouching. Try today.

NOT DRYING or SMEARYIm-

3.

glamour look.

parts appealing

—

Creamy smooth easily applied.
4. STYLE SHADES.Try Raspberry,
glowing, or Number 5,
medium red, flattering, youthful look-

rich,

Other shades,

ing.

De

luxe Size $1.

—

"

"

.

that my own voice joined. "And I love
"
you, Rule
He brushed his cheek against mine.
"Say that again," he ordered huskily.
I wrenched away from him. "I can't,
Rule," I said despairingly. "You know
that I can't. I'm married. And you're
married, too."
"I was married," he said. "Now my
wife doesn't even know me."
Why I understood then what I hadn't
understood before, I don't know. It was
a moment of revelation, like the moment in which I'd known that I'd loved
him; it was a sliver of a second, and all
eternity. All of the drums of a hundred

—

—

seemed to have broken
loose inside me, and I was deaf even to
his words. I couldn't speak; I could only
stand there, searching his face frantically, straining to make sense out of what
he was saying.
"It's not her fault," he said. "I didn't
even know myself, after I got out of
the hospital. Plastic surgery is a wonderful thing, Ann. But it's frightening,
too. It's frightening, when you look at
yourself and see how you've changed
and when you can't begin to guess how
those you love will feel about the persymphonies

son you've become."

.

didn't

you

tell

.

.

me?"

"How could I?" he demanded rough"My God, how can you go to a
woman and say, 'I'm your husband
take me.'? How can you do that when
every mirror, every reflection in a shop
window, shows you a stranger to yourself? I intended to tell you when I first

came back. Then I'd look at my face in
the mirror, and I'd lose my nerve. One
day I couldn't stand it any longer, and
I went out to the plant, intending to
take you away and tell you right then
and there. You know the rest. When you
didn't recognize me, and thought I was
just a guy looking for a job, I thought
I'd play things the way they were for
a while. Personnel had to know my real
name and see my papers, but they were
decent about it when I said I preferred
to go by my mother's family name, and
as you said, it's a big place, so they
didn't connect Chester Levering with
Ann Levering.
Darling " his voice
pinched up oddly. "Ann, darling, don't
cry
I couldn't stop crying, couldn't look
at him. But then he was kneeling beside me, and I was in the blessed security of his arms. "It's all right now,"
he soothed. "It'll always be all right.
I didn't intend to trick you, dearest. It
was just that well, when you didn't
know me, I began to think I could be
sure only if I knew you could love the
.

—

.

—

—

person

I'd

become

—

drew

a deep shuddering breath,
pressed closed to him. "I didn't know
you, darling," I whispered. "But my
heart did from the very first."
I

—

too.

Refills 60c.

Junior size

26c.

&

cake
Matching powder, rouge
extra.
make-oD. Trial sizes at 10c Btores. In Canada also.

Tax
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I

I

Mail us $1.05 and we
will send you 4 boxes

ROSEBUD

1

I

I

1

Salvo
of
(25c size) and will inelude with salve this
lovely Solid Sterling
Silver Blrthstone
Ring, your size and

month. You can

sell

I
I

f
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IN

«

I

I
I

the 4 salve and get back your $1.00 . The I
5c extra is for U.S. Sales Tax on ring, so make remittance $1.05.
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INSURANCE ..

.

for the future. Suppose someone came along and offered you an
.
insurance policy which insured you against depression, against postwar unemployment, against a future in which prices would rise and
wages drop until we were plunged into the kind of fearful time we
went through in 1929 and the years following if. You'd sign on the
dotted line without thinking twice, wouldn't you?
.

.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 79. W00DSBOR0. MARYLAND.

There's a

way

by joining with

BLONDES
"S3

that you can get that insurance for the future
your heart in the fight against inflation.

—

all

money

—

that you don't spend that counts
every dollar
a dollar you don't spend, and it's spending that causes
inflation, our greatest enemy right now and in the period of readjustment to come. Inflation is simply a general rise in prices people having too much money and not enough things to spend it on. When that
happens, the things that there are left to buy become more valuable
in the eyes of the buyers, and prices go up, because people are willing
to pay more. So it's selfish to spend, generous to save.
It's

the

you save

is

—

All

Shades

New

ll-Minute

Shampoo
Washes Hair

Shades

Lighter

Safely
This special shampoo helps
keep light hair from dark-

ening— brightens faded
blonde hair. Called
Blondex,

rich cleansing
lather instantly removes
the dingy film that makes

i

»

i

»

«

«

its

hair dark, old-looking.
Takes only 11 minutes at
home. Gives hair lustrous
highlights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at 10c,

drug and dept.

c

]
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stores.

'

What will you save for? For the children you want to have, or for the
education and future security of the children you already have. For a
home. For a wonderful post-war vacation. For your old age. For a
safe America for ourselves and boys who have fought to preserve it.

How

you save for a safe America? By buying only what you
by paying no more than ceiling prices, and buying rationed
goods only in exchange for ration stamps; by not taking advantage of
war conditions by asking for higher wages, or selling goods, if you are
in business, at higher prices; by buying and keeping all the war bonds
you can possibly afford!
will

really need;

!

m»**>.
THIS EASY
"adonis Get

HERE

Your

Own

WAY

Dresses FREE!

an amazing opportunity for you to make
quickly and easily, and get your own dresses
FREE besides. Because our national advertising has so increased the demand for famous Fashion Frocks we need
more ambitious women for demonstrating and taking
orders for these lovely dresses at remarkably low prices.
The work is pleasant and dignified, and pays up to $15,
$18, $20 and $25 in a week for just your spare time.
Besides you get your own dresses FREE of cost. You need
no experience and no money is required. Mail coupon
below for full information. There is no obligation.
is

money

Start at

Home

—No

Canvassing Necessary

All you have to do is to invite your friends and neighbors to see
your gorgeous portfolio of new spring and summer Fashion
Frocks which we furnish you FREE. The smart, original styles,
the beautiful fabrics and colors, plus the astonishing values,
will prove so irresistible that these women will gladly give you
deliver and collect and
their orders season after season.
you get paid immediately. It's like having a permanent dress
shop of your own, and all without investing a penny.

We

Women Know

Millions of

Fashion Frocks!

For many years Fashion Frocks have been extensively advertised to
millions of American women and are recognized as fine quality,
highly styled, popular priced dresses. They have the approval of
leading fashion editors and prominent stars of stage and screen.
And these lovely dresses were worn by the famous Powers Models
at a Television Style Show. When you represent Fashion Frocks
you show dresses that are well-known and wanted.

Send

No Money,

Everything Furnished FREE

The

elaborate Style Presentation Portfolio, featuring over 120 of
the last-minute dresses, will be sent you absolutely FREE. Included will be our special plans to help you make a brilliant
will show you how thousands of other women
success.

We

succeed

—how you can, too—and enjoy as much as

$2 5 weekly

for part-time work. The coupon brings you all the details.
Rush it to us by return mail. There is no obligation.

Me.
Desk 92039, Cincinnati 25, Ohio
Fashion Frocks,

Inc.

Desk 92039, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

•

Yes-^-I

money
full

am

interested in your opportunity to make
and get my own dresses Free. Send me

in spare time

information, without obligation.

Name

...'.

,....'

Address
City

State..

Age

Dress Size
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Everything

is

ready,

you

see

him coming — eager

home. You're glad you planned
... so glad

you remembered

his

to get

meal so carefully

his bottle of SCHLITZ.

Today more than

when men

are

ever

working

especially hard, a bottle

of SCHLITZ brings wel-

come

relaxation at the

end of the day.

JUST
THE KISS
OF THE HOPS
wtterness

Cofr. iqJS, Jos. Schlitx Brewing Co., Milwaukee, IVii
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xciting Color Pictures
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A
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Love's Triumph
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Softer,

Smoother Skin
with just

of

Tests

One Cake

Camay!

by doctors prove—

Camay

is

really mild

Romantic new softness, fresher beauty,
for your skin— with just one cake of Camay!
Yes, lovelier skin comes as quickly as that,
when you give up careless methods and
go on the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. Doctors
tested this mild care on over 100
complexions— on skin like yours. And
with the very first cake of Camay, most
complexions simply bloomed— fresher
and clearer and lovelier!

...

cleanses without irritation

it

your proof of Camay's
your proof it can benefit the
skin. "Camay is really mild," confirmed

These

tests are

mildness

.

.

.

the doctors,

"it cleansed

Mrs. Charles W. Diehl,

... go on the

without irritation."

Camay

So why don't you try this tested beauty
care
and see what striking
.

.

Lovely

Mild-Soap Diet

her

.

.

.

gossamer wedding

Camay complexion!

exciting

Jr.,

new

Minneapolis
veil

framing

"You'll find

beauty for your skin, too," she

.

improvement

just one cake of

can bring to your skin!

Camay

Take only one minute— each night and
morning. Cream that mild Camay lather
over your face— with special attention

and chin. Rinse warm. Give
C-O-L-D splash. Start
tonight! And watch your skin take on
to nose

oily skin a final

glorious

with

new

freshness, softer

just one cake of

Cherish

charm—

Camay!

Camay— precious war mate-

rials go into soap, so it's patriotic to

use the last sliver— every bit!

confjdes, "with your very first cake of

Camay"

GI RL:

Cupid dear... isn't that

CUPID:
And

the

Silly?

way you

without you

.

.

.

let

well,

it isn't

good

so

skate off?

Even

You could have

a plain girl

GIRL,: Not

is

Romance.

for business.

girl!

tried smiling at

can be pretty

this

when

I

them!

she smiles.

plain girl, Cupid.

I'm a one-woman dimout.

,

question?

How could I

them? I'm no glamour

CUPID:

silly

My business

those boys skate off

GIRL.: Let them
stop

of

a sort

Listen, Child:

My teeth— honest,

brush

my

teeth

every—

CUPID: Ever see "pink" on your tooth brush?
GIRL: Well, yes, but...

GIRL:

But we were talking about

CUPID:

Listen, Child

my

smile!

Not my—

'

Ipana Tooth Paste and massage
your smile! Massaging a little
extra Ipana on your gums when you brush your teeth
helps your gums to healthier, ruddier firmness.

were born

And

.

.

.

to help

gums mean sounder teeth, a brighter
and somebody to hold your hat while you skate!
Get started on a brighter smile today, Baby!
healthier

smile

CUPID:

...you ignore

it!

By

.

.

.

the Everlasting

Double-Ring Ceremony, Child! Don't you know that tinge
of "pink" is a warning to see your dentist right away?

..»*•'

-

GIRL: But-

CUPID:

.

.

.because he

may

tender, robbed of exercise

may suggest

gums have gotten
modern foods. And he

say your

by

soft,

XT--

"the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

Product «/ Briifol-Myett

^kso

SnJJk of^lsWdk- IPANA AND MASSAGE
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rresistible lips are

For heart-stirring

lips,

IRRESISTIBLE PINK ORCHID, a
brilliant, lustrous,

new

high-voltage pink

favorite in a lipstick

.

famous

,

for

color flattery. Non-drying, longer-lasting

thanks to

Irresistible's secret

WHlr-TEXTing

process. Matching rouge

and powder.

the
bride-to-be

wears

NEW SWIVEL
CASE

pink orcffid
WHIP-TEXT TO STAY ON LONGER

.
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Know

Did You

<£^£w*««*f

?

yo«

Take half a minute moreor that heavy date
may be a dud!

You'll carry your
radio with you in the post-war
world. There will be handbag models
for women, and pocket radios for men

Looking Ahead

.

.

.

Have you heard about tantalum?

.

.

It's

.

a

new

surgical metal, the use of

which leaves no scar.
talum is heavier than

Although tan-

can be
ends of
severed nerves can be mended with it
Here's something the men will feel
is well worth waiting for: a razor blade
that needs sharpening only once every
The Navy has developed
five years
a new lubricant which you'll be using
stretched
.

.

so

lead,

it

the

that

fine

.

.

.

.

after the war to increase the life of
Good news for
your electric fan
those with a sweet tooth there will be
.

.

more

lemon

.

—

and

drops

peppermint

drops quite soon, and the little sweets
will come in bigger pieces ... A synthetic plastic, colorless, has been developed to be used in place of adhesive
tape on scratches and wounds. It will
peel off easily afte* being in place
twenty-four hours
Post-war transportation has exciting things up its
sleeve. For instance, there's the plan to
pressure-ize large cabin planes, which
means that you'll be able to get across
the continent in no time, twenty thousand feet above the earth. You won't
be able to take in the scenery, but you
will get there faster. If you still don't
.

.

.

like the idea of flying, the railroads too
lot of new ideas. There will be
three-decker berths, for example, which

have a

means forty-two persons accommodated
in one car, which in turn means cheaper
rates. There will be more roomettes
those small private rooms in which the

made up, can be pulled
the wall without the aid of
a porter. They're planning better washroom accommodations, too: a washbasin
for each six persons. And the happy
day will come when the coaches that
have limped their way through the
war will be scrapped. The daycoach
of the future, they say, will be comfortable and attractive enough so that
berth, already

down from

Wouldn't he be a disyou let underarm odor spoil
and shatter his dreams of
you might never know what

That's the smart girl!

illusioned hero

your evening
dainty-you.

if

—

And

happened!
Wonderful

chair cars can be done away with altogether, and there will be only two
classes of travel, coach and Pullman.

Mum

to

after you're dressed.

smooth on in a

Now you're set.

jif,

Yes your
,

bath took care of past perspiration, and
will protect

Mum

underarms against risk of odor

to come.
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New

Jersey.

The End of a Perfect Date
and the beginning of a beautiful romance! Keep those stars
in your eyes, Mary. They're as becoming as
your flower-fresh charm that lasts all evening.
sure helps a girl get along!
.

.

.

Mum

MUM'S QUICK — only 30 seconds to use Mum. Even after
you're dressed. MUM'S SAFE — won't irritate skin. Won't injure fine

fabrics-,

says

American

MUM'S CERTAIN — works

instantly.

a whole day or evening. Get
For Sanitary Napkins
of

women

use

it

this

— Mum

way,

Institute

m

of Laundering.

Keeps you bath-fresh

'*>J«S CD

«'-«••'

for

Mum today.

is so gentle, safe,

dependable that thousands

too.

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum Mes tie

Oc/or out ofPerspiration
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WHIT'S NEW
from Coast

to Coast

By
DALE BANKS

W

NBC commentators Robert St.
recently

John and^ W.
Chaplin, both
turned author, exchange copies of their books.

the

and

wings

number

into a

.

turned

his

j

opening

broom dance, tapping

merrily and sweeping the dangerous
glass splinters before him. Then he
tossed the broom to one of the studio
crew and went into his regular routine.

Walked
rehearsal

backed

in

the

out.

|

on a Marion Loveridge
other day and almost

It

took a

little

while to

Marion wasn't having an
off day and singing off key. It seems
that she's got a special exercise to keep
her on her vocal toes. Her pianist, Morty Howard, starts her off on the chorus
of a number, and before she's through

find out that

George Burns
ever urith

Tuesday

hard as
Grade Allen on CBS
tussles as

nights, 9:00 P.M.,

j

with that chorus he's switched keys on
her at least seven times. It may be
good exercise, but it's hard on listen-

EWT.

:

ing ears.
*

The miracles

had something on our mind
WE'VE
ever since we heard that ArmyNurse on Report To The Nation.
Leona Dippre told narrator John
Daly about her work in Italy. She
described the 500 -bed hospital, and
Lt.

spoke of the times that hospital used
500 pints of blood plasma a night
because many men needed more than
one pint. It kind of got us when she
told about how sometimes they gave
a man four transfusions at one time.
That was bad, but that's not what's
on our mind. What we're thinking
about is the report from the Red Cross
which says that practically every time
a successful battle is reported on the
air and in the press, blood donations
have a way of dropping off. On D-Day,
hundreds of appointments throughout
the country were cancelled, many
without even a phone call to the Red
Cross so that other appointments could
be made.
We're just wondering. We're just
wondering how you would feel if your
son's

buddy

came

—and

home

—when

the

you about your
son, who isn't coming home.
We're
wondering how you'd feel if the buddy
said something like this: "He would
war's over

told

about the long

Pert Jane Webb, young enough to
play teen-agers, bright enough to
play other parts in NBC dramas.

have been

all right, if they could have
given some plasma. But there wasn't
enough. There wasn't enough and he
died of shock that's what they can
stop when they have enough plasma
he died mostly of shock, not the wound.
That could have been fixed up all right.

—

It's

too bad."

We're just wondering.
nice to watch quick thinking. A
example was Paul Draper on a
television show not long ago. He was
waiting on stage for his cue. The
number just before his ended with a
It's

fine

roar of battle sounds that shattered a
big Kelvin lamp right over Draper's

head and showered glass down around
Without batting an eyelash,
him.
Draper picked up a broom lying in

*

*

of radio

way

.

.

.

and

talk

around!

There's
the story from the campaign on Leyte.
One night the radio men on shore
had an important message for a small
Signal Corps ship lying about 200
yards off the beach in Leyte Gulf.
There was a red alert and the whole
area was blacked out so the radio men
couldn't use blinker lights. The ship
was equipped with only a code transmitter and the radio men on shore had
only a voice transmitter. Finally, an
engineer had an idea. He called San
Francisco on the voice circuit. San
Francisco relayed the message to Sydney, Australia, which in turn passed it
on to Hollandia, New Guinea. Hollandia
was in direct communication with the
ship. The reply to the message reversed
the whole procedure. Message and reply travelled close to 19,000 miles to
span a distance of 200 yards.

And

it

took less than five minutes

to cross the Pacific four times!

Lulu McConnell
Did you know
used to teach elocution and dancJoan Brooks used to teach
ing.
Continued on page 6
.

.

.

.

.

j

.

j

When Karen grew careless about
hung on
what her

herself the "Don't

one

Disturb'''' sign.

little

matter* she practically

men found

Because, after

trouble was, they let her severely alone.

Too bad

.

.

.

she

such a charming girl otherwise.

You can't always be sure whether or not you have halitosis (bad breath)*,
Anyone can offend at some time or other. So many clever people, popular
people,

realize

this

Antiseptic before

and use Listerine

appointments where

they want to be at their best. Almost at once Listerine Antiseptic

makes the breath purer, sweeter,
it before any date.

less likely to offend.

Never,

never omit

While some cases of halitosis (bad breath) are systemic,
most cases, say some noted medical authorities, are due
to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles in

mouth. Listerine Antiseptic halts such fermentation and quickly overcomes the odors
the

fermentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Listerine Antiseptic
m

.

.

for oral hygiene

out

was

—
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WE

GIRLS

Continued from page 4
Victor Jory has ticket stubs
from every theatre he has played all
over the world.
Johnny Morgan's

Latin.

WHO ARE

.

.

.

.

first

All-Out

hypnotist

.

.

was stooge

job

theatrical

—and

a world traveller and a news
commentator. Very often his material is used by British, Polish, French
and Russian news services and by the
European Underground, because of his
distinctive and progressive but thoroughly American point of view.
He's always been courageous and
watchful for the interests of America and for people everywhere. Two
years ago, Gailmor described General

"Going

Stilwell's situation in China,

.

.

.

Ml

.

All-in!

a

much as the hypnotist.
Edwin C.
Hill and Parks Johnson nearly became
big league ball players.
Penny
Singleton used to be a newspaper
columnist.
Alec Templeton collects
music boxes.
James Melton collects
automobiles and has eighty of them
already.
Dave Street, featured
vocalist on the Joan Davis show, spends
all his spare time rehearsing his Mitchell Boys Choir, which you heard in
.

cak't be periodically

to

he was paid twice as

.

My

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Way".

.

.

.

are indispensible for success in beating
the hide. Here's his routine:

—

For dreamy melodies drop jaw and
get that faraway look in your eyes.
For speedier tunes imitate an outfielder trying to catch a fly with the
sun in his eyes.
And last, to be used only when
you've reached the top furiously interchange the above expressions and shout
over and over again, "Lyonnaise potatoes and some pork chops!"

easy; doing
it is what really counts. And that
once-a-month, all-in feeling does
is

—

not mix with everyday, all-out
effort. So call on Midol.
Take it at the very first sign of
menstrual pain. See how swiftly

—

functional suffering.
Eases cramps, soothes menstrual
headache, brightens you when
you're "blue"!
it

relieves

Try Midol, and
trust it. It contains no opiates.
Get a package now
at any drugstore.

* Guaranteed by

exclusively

to

Charme

<A

Good Housekeeping
j

all other

products offered
relieve menstrual suffering

CRAMPS -HEADACHE -BLUES

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
No age limit.
school not necessary.
"Nursing Facts' and samplefor
now I
lesson pages. Earn while learning. Act
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Chicago, Illinois
160 N. Wacker Drive.

High
Send

the real leader of the liberation movement, Tito. His analysis of the situation in Greece was clear and sensible
and wise. He's a well known writer

and many

of

his

articles

have been

translated into as many as twelve languages for reading in most of the countries in the world.

We

like him.

—

Coincidence It just so happens that
the name of the actor who plays the
part of the family dog on the Ethel
Barrymore show is believe it or not

—

Barker has made himself into a specialist in making animal
noises and has dropped all regular

FREE

Allen,

who

plays

Aunt Polly

"David Harum", has just celebrated
her 22nd anniversary in radio. Oddly

Incidentally, "Miss Hattie" is
one of the few shows on the air that
features a dog each week as a regular

in

roles.

enough, the actress started out in radio
as a piano soloist over a Buffalo station.

member

Talking about celebrations, we feel
celebrating because William S.
Gailmor has landed on a network at

like

last.

I

which was

very recently revealed in the
press over here. He was the first commentator to explode the Michailovitch
myth in Yugoslavia and give credit to

Brad Barker.

MIDOL
Used more than

turer,

only

We've often wondered about drummers and the way they work their
faces.
Gene Krupa's got a formula
for his expressions, which he claims
Getting a war job

cause he makes such good sense.
It's
not surprising that he should
make good sense. He's well equipped to
be an expert, particularly on foreign
affairs. He was educated at the University of London and has been a lec-

He's been a favorite news analyst

of ours for a long time, not because
he has such a charming voice, but be-

of the cast.

Gracie Fields has a well-worn scrap
which she prizes so highly she
keeps it pressed between glass. It's a
code message that was sent to her
over enemy lines by British Gen. Bernard Montgomery, when Gracie was in
North Africa on a tour.
,
Decoded, the message says, "Miss
Gracie Fields. Delighted to see you in
Italy. Please come first to Army Headquarters. We will make a plan for
of paper

your tour. General Montgomery."

Watson Davis, director

of

CBS Ad-

ventures in Science, took a plane trip
up to the far North recently and found
himself elected a member of the "FBI".
No, he's not a G-man. David is now

an honorary member of the G. I. fraternity known as the "Frozen Bachelors in Iceland".

Continued on page 8

Since Using This
11 -Minute

New

Home Shampoo

Mothers and daughters stay young together
when sunny golden curls are gloriously
lovely. That's why Blondex, the special shampoo that helps keep light hair from darkening and brightens faded blonde hair, is so
popular. Blondex makes a rich cleansing
lather. Instantly removes dingy, dust film
that makes hair dark, old looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair attractive

new

lustre and highlights. Safe for children.
At 10c, drug or department stores.

Johnnie Johnston, singer on
CBS' Music That Satisfies,
has as much fun as his twoyear-old daughter when Julie
tries

out

her

new rocking

Music That Satisfies is
heard Tuesdays, Wednesdays,

horse.

Thursdays, 7:15 P.M.,

EWT.
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PRODUCT OF
BRISTOL-MYERS

—

!

Continued from page

You can have

Funny thing about
seem to get the idea

that fictional dereal life.
Sherlock
Holmes is a first rate example. There
are lots of people who still believe
that Holmes, his pipe and his strange
hat actually existed.
tectives

*

*

*

OVERNIGHT!

6

detectives. People

exist

in

The same thing is now happening to
Carleton Young, who plays Jim Lawton, independent producer of mystery
films in "Hollywood Mystery Time".
Carleton is beginning to get mail from
fans who want to know the name of
his latest picture so they can watch for
One
it at their neighborhood movies.
letter-writing listener complained, "If
you wouldn't spend so much time chasing murderers, maybe you could turn
out a picture once in a while."
Ever since the newspapers hung the
"The Voice" on Frank Sinatra,
show business has gone out of its way
title

create titles for its personalities.
trick is to keep up with the new
ones, or in a smart and snappy conversation with hep characters you'll
lose track of who's who. The list is
tantamount to a Roll of Honor and
some of the names on it shape up like
this: Frank Sinatra
The Voice, Dunninger The Brain, Monty Woolley

to

The

Dale Evans, vocalist on the Jack
Carson Wednesday night CBS show,
doubles as foil for Carson's jokes.

—

Try Glover's Famous

3-WAY MEDICINAL
TREATMENT
Overnight— you'll

see

and

hair-do you like best. Try
three Glover's preparationsGlover's Mange Medicine, famGLO-VER
ous since 1876
Glover's ImBeauty Shampoo
Try them
Hair Dress
perial
separately, or in one complete
style

all

—

—

Store,

Ask

at

any

—

—

—

—

Zifi
I

— Apply

Glover's

Mange

Medicine,
with massage, for
AnnoyDandruff,
ing Scalp, excessive Falling Hair.

Joe Meyers, assistant manager for
special events at NBC, can't understand
why people are complaining about the
difficulty of travel. He gets around on
the average of .115,000 miles daily without so much as a reservation in fact,

—

without leaving the newsroom in Radio City.
There's nothing super-human about

he does

!

treatment.

The Beard, Betty Grable—The Body,
Hildegarde— The Charm, Ralph Edwards The Imp, Bing Crosby The
Groan, Sammy Kaye The Baton, Eddie Cantor The Eyes, Guy Lombardo
—The Guy, Dick Brown—The HeartMartin
throb,
Block— The Mouth,
Jimmy Durante The Nose.

—

feel

the difference! One application
Glover's
you!
convince
will
leaves your hair softer, radiant,
with
high-lighted,
sparklingly
added loveliness, no matter what

—

—

Drug

it

today

TRIAL SIZE-send Coupon

for
hermeti-

three products in
bottles,
packed in
cally-sealed
special carton, with complete instructions for the i-Way overnight. treatment, and useful FREE

all

booklet,

"The

Scientific

who plays Ma Perunique record. The show
has been on the air since 1933 and in
all that time Virginia hasn't missed
kins, holds a

Beauty Sham-

poo in hard or soft
water.

a single broadcast.

Care of

Scalp and Hair."

Apply with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING SCALP and

FALLING HAIR.

excessive

—

Virginia Payne,

—

2
For soft, lustrous hair, use Glo"Ver

all this, even though Meyers does use
four "magic carpets" radio, telephone,
telegraph and cable. NBC has many
programs that include pick-ups of war
correspondents from all parts of the
world. Meyers has charge of this coverage and must keep in constant touch
with all these widely scattered reporters. Thus, in one day, and using the
the four methods of communication,
Meyers will reach Rome, London,
Cairo, the Philippines, Paris, Teheran,
Holland, Belgium, Athens, Germany,
Honolulu, Hollywood, San Francisco
and Washington. He might get to all of
them several times a day.
Just to keep in trim, -he calls his
wife in Sayville, Long Island, at least
once a day.

You never know what's going to turn
a fad. Some years back, Dick
Haymes broke his only pair of suspenders. He was too broke to buy

—

into

3
Use Glover's Imperial Non-alcoholic

and Antiseptic Hair
Dress. The delicate
scent lingers.

another pair and held up his pants by
knotting a knitte'd tie around his waist.
And now, high school kids are. picking
it up and knitted ties are back in de-

mand

again.

Thanks to the fact that John W.
Vandercook was knocking around in

New

Britain ten years ago, the NBC
a cigarette

newsroom no longer has
problem.

* G L
Glover's, 101

W.

O V E R'S
31st St., Dept. 553,

New York

I,

Vandercook arrived for his daily
program recently to find the staff
soberly watching news editor Adolph

*

Schnieder trying to roll a cigarette.
"That might be the answer," one
watcher uttered, careful not to breathe
on the loose tobacco, "if we could be

N.Y.

Send "Complete Trial Application" package in plain
wrapper by return mail, containing Glover's Mange
Medicine, Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo and Glover's
Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bottles,
with informative FREE booklet. I enclose 25c.

Name.

Bobby
Sent

FREE

receipt of

to members of the Armed Forces
10c to cover postage and packing.

on

Ellis,

who

plays in several

NBC shows, spends his spare
in his

own chemistry

time

laboratory.

sure of getting paper."
The word "paper" clicked in Vandercook's mind. It seems that in such
out of the way places as Rabaul in
New Britain, strange things collect.
While over there, ten years ago, Van-

—
dercook found a case of French cigarette papers which he bought, brought
home and stored for no apparent

reason. Now, NBC newsmen are rolling
their own with French cigarette papers
bought ten years ago in Rabaul, New
Britain.
*

*

Pops Whiteman

taking

on new

A

hints.

Whiteman wrote back, "You can get
romantically thin and have your girl
go ga-ga about you, but there's a price
to pay. I had to stop eating the things
liked, I

had

to

know?

the

in

*
is

jobs all the time. Now, he's been acting
as an advice-to-the-lovelorn editor.
fat sergeant stationed at Geiger
Field, Spokane, wrote to Pops recently.
The sergeant said he was in love with
a girl who wouldn't marry him because
of a few dozen extra pounds. He knew
that Pops had had to- reduce in order
to win the hand of the lady who is now
Mrs. Whiteman and he asked for a few

I

Are you

watch

my

weight like

a jockey in training for the Kentucky
Derby, I had to stop drinking and,
practically speaking, I had to stop
living."

Try this often,

if

you aim

to

be —

A good skate
A pretty Kitty
Queen

of the

ce Follies

You're on thin ice, complexion-wise, without a daily workout. If you'd be a pretty
Kitty, get that out-of-doors glow ... it
makes your skin look smoother, clearer.
And you needn't skip those skating sessions

on certain days. Moderate exercise is helpful—and comfortable, with Kotex. For Kotex
gives you the kind of softness that doesn't
just "feel" soft at first touch. Unlike flimsy

napkins, Kotex stays soft
while wearing. You get hours
of chafeless comfort with
Kotex sanitary napkins.

It's not quite certain yet whether
the fat sergeant chose living or loving.

The most misspelled name in Radio
Mac Ceppos, Mutual orchestra leader.
It's been spelled Zeppos,
Seppos, Sipos and TZeppos, but very

belongs to

rarely Ceppos.
Would you say

this character

Slightly

Learning sign language

Call: People to Peohas been on the air for almost two
years now. During that time, the CBSBBC exchange series has brought together by radio Britons and Americans,

Transatlantic

Getting glamour-hands

ple,

Time on your hands

is well spent. Glamourhands can be yours by faithfully massag-

everyday citizens, who have
heard each other discuss problems in
both countries in such a manner that
plain

•

ing each finger with a softening cream.
(Pretend you're smoothing on a snug
glove.) Shrewd grooming helps to banish
self-consciousness. So, too, on calendar
days, self-consciousness departs when you're

what ways these
were alike on
both sides of the Atlantic, and in just
what ways they were different.
Initiated by Norman Corwin, the
it

became

wartime

was —

balmy

clearer in

difficulties

shrewd enough to choose Kotex. Kotex is
from thick, stubby napkins because Kotex has flat, tapered ends that
don't show. So no revealing lines can
ruffle your smoothness, your poise.
different

For tearless tweezing, should you

—

Soften brows with hot water

Spread

skin taut

Use quick, firm pull

When

weeding out wayward eyebrows

my lady. Just follow the
routine given above. (All three answers
are correct.) By the way, did you
know that Kotex offers three answers
to napkin needs? Yes, only Kotex
weep no more,

comes in

three sizes

— for

different

women,

and /
Super Kotex. And all three sizes of Kotex
have that special 4-ply safety center that
different days. There's Regular, Junior

gives

you

extra protection.

fAore

than
Al Pearce has brought his famous
characterization of

back

to

Elmer Blurt

CBS, on Saturday

nights.

women

all

choose KOTEX*

ofher

sanitary napkins but together

series

at

confined

first

itself

to

the

emergencies of wartime living, but it
has lately branched out to touch on
all sorts of other matters, habits, traditions, food differences, variations in
clothing, political thought.
Not the
least of these topics was the discussion
of American humor versus British/

and there

is

no question that Trans-

atlantic Call helped a little in clearing
up the question of why we can't laugh
at their jokes
if
that question can
ever be really settled.
From one end of the United States to
another, and from all over Britain,
"people talked to people" the Midland
mill worker talked to the midwestern

—

—

farmer; our Southern cotton farmers
told the Yorkshire textile workers what
life is like in the South; Welsh pit
workers described their daily lives to
Pennsylvania miners.
In wanderings from state to state
and community to community, the
American half of the series (director
John Becher and narrator Milton
Bacon) has had some odd experiences,
not the least of which was their attempt to enlist the aid of a woman
boardinghouse keeper. They carefully
explained the arrangement to her, only
to find that she was glaring fiercely
and gathering breath for a tirade.
"Radio!" she screamed. "I've got 17
boarders and every one of them has
a radio that they play all day long.
I hate radio!"
*

Want

*

*

know how

a star is born in
radio? Unlike the stage, there are no
understudies in radio. Yet one Sunday
night an unknown stepped into James
Melton's shoes on two hours' notice and
did a bang up job. During the rehearsal for the show, Melton suddenly developed laryngitis. He found he could
talk after a fashion, but he couldn't
Melton recruited tenor Jimmy
sing.
Carroll, who sings in the chorus of the
show, and in the. frantic two hours
before the broadcast Carroll learned
Melton's numbers. When the program
went on the air, Melton emceed and
Carroll sang and made a big hit. As
a result of that single unexpected
break, Carroll is now being signed for
solo spots on other programs.
to

—

BE BRIGHT about your hands -use Campana Cream

Balm

to keep

them smooth and

made-at-home gauntlets

Balm

is

the

new

to dress

soft.

Use a bright idea

like these

them up! Campana Cream

lotion with lanolin that guards your skin so

effectively against dryness

and roughness

.

.

that keeps your hands silken -surfaced in spite of

work and weather.

Why

be without

it?

25$!,

"

Campana Cream. Balm.
LANOLIN
RICH IN

10

5<#

ond $1

Walter Huston, veteran actor, is
NBC's Cavalcade of
America, now in its tenth year.
narrator on

A
We

Don McNeill's report of a
Don was having a cup of coffee

like

retort.

When he started to
he saw that there was a lipstick print on the rim of the cup. He
called the waitress back and complained. The girl raised her eyebrows
and chirped brightly, "So what? Drink
it left handed."
in a restaurant.

drink

it,

l

GOSSIP AND STUFF

.... Ted Collins
branching out some more. Now he's
becoming a newsreel sports commentator.
What the neighbors like
poll taken in Canada puts the Edgar
Bergen-Charlie McCarthy show first,
Radio Theatre second and Fibber McEight gag
Gee and Molly third.
writers
are now turning out the
comedy for the Bob Hope show.
The Goldbergs have been on the air
for fifteen years, now.
The Durante-Moore show is coming from the
West Coast now, because Garry Moore
is working on a movie.
Ditto,
Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians.
The Blue Network is planning its own Radio City in Hollywood
as soon as the war ends.
Robert
St. John has a new book out called
"It's Always Tomorrow".
This one is
a novel about an American correspondent reporting World War II in Poland,
Hungary, Paris and London.
Frances
Langford is featured in a singing role
in the new Walt Disney picture, "Currier and Ives"
The Armed Forces
Radio Service explains Spike Jones
and His City Slickers to British audiences as "organized chaos"
Raymond Scott's band does a daily broadis

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

YOU'VE NEVER

.

cast to American troops.
Harry
James mystified the music and radio
business by asking for and getting back
his MGM contract.
Frank Sinatra
plans a singing tour to warn teen-agers
against the evils of race prejudice. Most
.

.

.

.

WORN

A MORE FLATTERING

.

.

unusual for a popular entertainer to
exploit his influence for social good,
there's no question that the Voice
will powerfully influence his young
followers. Hollywood has been dickering with Paul Whiteman negotiations
for the filming of his biography prob-

and

^Triple Color-Blending"

—

Creates Gloriously Flattering

ably complete by now.

Face Powder Shades
The warm,

rich, luscious color in face

that you've always longed for

.

.

.

you by an amazing French process,
in

powder

created for
exclusive

America with Bourjois.

Evening in Paris
der of your dreams
veiling drab skin

.

.

.

is

truly the face

pow-

smooth, long -clinging,

and tiny surface flaws with

Wear this
why it is said

a delicate mist of exquisite color.

new beauty powder, and learn
"to make a lovely lady even
.

.

.

lovelier

Evening in Paris face powder."

FACE POWDER
LIPSTICK

50c

ROUGE 50c
$1.00
PERFUME $1.25 to §10.00
•

(All prices plus tax)

BOURJOIS
Tune in "Here's to Romance," with
Jim Ameche and Ray Bloch's Orchestra, featuring Larry Douglas
with guest stars
Thursday evenings, Columbia Network.

NEW YORK. DISTRIBUTOR

—

An
hat

lady in an elegant
—elegant
Hedda Hopper brings Holly-

wood

gossip

to

CBS

listeners.

11

Permanently Wise

Andy

Russell,

latest

rave of the bobby sox
set, was once offered
a job as a drummer
by Tommy Dorsey.

Andy turned it down
because he wanted to
sing, but T.D. already
had a singer named
Sinatra. Below, the
girl who makes Charlie McCarthy's heart
beat faster
lovely

—

singer Joan

Merrill.

It's a smart gal who insists on the
best in a permanent
because she
has to live with it a long time.
The same applies to the Bob Pins
that keep it in line.

—

FACING

MUSIC

the

By KEN ALDEN

JUDY
tag,

GARLAND'S

prohibitive price

reported at more than $10,000
a week, has prospective sponsors
gasping and precludes any immediate
likelihood of the
star getting her
own network show.

MGM

*

DeLong Bob Pins are the permanent answer. They have a Stronger Qrip
and an indestructible way about
them, holding your hair-do firmly
when your permanent is only a
beautiful

memory

.

«,

*

Barry Wood has

Palmolive

*

For Strings

is

ill,

but not as seriously

would

have you believe.

Stronger Grip

Because

*

*

of his surprise acting chore

Humphrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall
thriller, To Have And Have Not, songin the

writer Hoagy Carmichael, of Stardust
fame, is being groomed for a network
radio show.

Out

*

Hall, despite the fact that the sponsor

the comedy-music format.
However, Der Bingle must be right because his listener rating is mighty high.
*'

preferred

*

R

Quality ^Manufacturers for Over 50

M

BOB PINS
HAIR PINS
SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS
STRAIGHT PINS
HOOKS ft EYES
HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

12

years

•

Georgia Gibbs, talented thrush heard
on CBS' Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore
show, has given her notice. Georgia
wants a show of her own and there
are

many

who

sponsors
*

*

agree.
*

those enthusiastic GI's at
Most
Dinah Shore's broadcasts each week are
of

*

*

The outstanding
covered in

many

jive

*

group

a musical

to

be dis-

moon

is the
quintet headed by Eddie Heywood, recently given a network chance by Ted
Collins and Kate Smith. Swing savants
and your reporter predict a big future
for the dusky pianist.

*

«

,

*

Frank Sinatra's tardy rehearsal appointments, with his high-priced stars
cooling their heels waiting for the
swooner's appearance, are not making
any friends for Frankie, although it
really isn't Frankie's fault. He's just
too busy for one guy.
Incidentally Vimm's cancellation of
Frankie's air show had nothing to do

with Sinatra's popularity. They just
decided not to advertise extensively.
*

*

*

Bing Crosby insisted on an all-musical formula for his NBC Kraft Music

husband George Mont-

of

gomery.

*

*

Dave Rose, bandleader and songwriter of Winged Victory and Holiday
stricken as the gossip mongers

«,

Slip

lost his

sponsor, but he shouldn't have any
trouble getting a new bankroller. Several are hot on the baritone's trail.

*

Won't

*

bunkmates

*

*

Now

that the record ban is a thing
of the past, you'll find your disk favorites turning out platters like musiJust to refresh your
cal mad men.
memory after a 19-months hiatus, here's
the set-up. For Columbia Records: Sin-

Kate Smith, Cugat, Les Brown,
Kyser, Frankie Carle, and Cab
Calloway. For Victor: Sammy Kaye,
Tommy Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Artie
Shaw, Tony Pastor, Dinah Shore, and
Charlie Spivak.
Decca signed up long before their
rivals, and so Jimmy Dorsey, Guy Lornatra,

Kay

il

!
bardo and Bing Crosby weren't

wax

off

the

SONJA HENIE,

that long.

STAB.

OF THE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
I

"IT'S

A PLEASURE !"'

HANDY ANDY

Several years ago Tommy Dorsey was
seeking a replacement for draft-tapped
drummer Buddy Rich. Scouts recommended a handsome, dark-haired, lighteyed youngster then beating the skins
for

Gus Arnheim. Dorsey

listened to

the prospect, then summoned the boy
and offered him the job. A chance to
play with the trombone star was like a
golden key to top bracket musical fame,
and no ambitious aspirant would ever
turn it down. But the drummer boy,
confident of his ability, delivered the
amazed Dorsey a mild ultimatum.
"Gosh, Mr. Dorsey, I'd love to play
for you but I think I sing better than
I play the drums."
Dorsey grinned and replied. "Sorry,
kid, but I've got all the singing I need

wrapped up

in

one

lad.

Maybe you

know

him. His name is Sinatra."
The interview ended. Dorsey got another drummer, one without vocal ambitions, and missed out on just about
cornering the market on the .nation's
two hottest swooners. For the determined young drummer is no longer
beating a skin, but instead a path to
the bank. His name is Andy Russell,
and he is closely crowding Messrs.
Como and Haymes for second position
to the mighty mite, Frank Sinatra.
The day I saw Andy he was in the
midst of a tremendously successful
personal appearance engagement at
New York's Paramount theater, bobby
sox sanctum and original scene of the
Sinatra phenomenon. Down front were
the high school girls who stayed show
after show, ignoring dirty looks from
impatient ushers. Backstage his dressing room looked like Grand Central
station on a holiday eve. Andy's open
door policy and his hourly receptions for
the faithful on the second floor landing
kept the doormen working overtime.
In addition to the Andy Russell organized fans there are now some 30,000
across the country there were the
skeptical Sinatra fans, some still ardently loyal to Frankie, others wavering, but all curious to see the new voice.
"Of course I love these kids," Andy
admitted, "but if you think these here
are rabid let me tell you about Marion
Wassabstein."

—

—
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Marion, explained Andy, is a 15-yearold Bronx girl who went through high
school so rapidly that her mother rewarded her with a six months furlough
from studies before entering her in
college. Marion dedicated this half year
to idolizing Andy. To be near him while
he was at the Paramount, Marion got
a sales job in the five and dime store,
just a bobby pin's throw from the
theater. In addition to this hawk-like

TIP:
*

Branch
« West
lifetime!
tor a

^1%

Wit

andG' ve

If your dealer hasn't the West Brancfe

model you

pay you to wait.

prefer, it will

For West Branch

<

the cedar chest that's
designed and built to endure ,. .to
for a lifetime.
protect ... to please .
is

.

,

practice, Marion keeps busy administrating the affairs of the Andy Russell
Sprouts, eastern wing of the fan club.
The club does many things for Andy
besides filling his mailbag with some
3,000 adoring letters a week. Dissat-

with the Paramount's marquee
for their hero, they picketed
theater one Saturday until the

isfied

billing

the

management

hurriedly

constructed

signs equalling the size of those given
to

Alan Ladd.

How

Andy suddenly crowd the
sweepstakes?
I asked his personal manager, George
"Bullets" DUrgom, who used to perform similar chores for Glenn Miller
and Tommy Dorsey.
"One record, just one record, 'Amor'
it sold like hot cakes!" "Bullets" said
flatly, "It got us a Blue network show
(Tues. and Thurs. 10:15 p.m., EWT),
did

swoon

No.

boy

9395 (above). Colonial lowin mahogany. Drawer in

base, simulated drawers above.

No.
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Century design

—
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Paramount date, and a movie
from Buddy DeSylva."
this

offer

"And of course," volunteered blonde
pretty Gerry Martin, Andy's secretary
and personal friend, "Andy's looks
helped. When the kids heard Andy
they knew he could sing but when they
saw how handsome he was, that
clinched it."
Our singer is 24 years old, five feet,
11 inches tall. He has wavy black hair,
searching, sparkling hazel eyes, and his
170 pounds don't incorporate any soft

WEST BRANCH
Cedar Hope Chests

flesh.
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The only reason Andy isn't in uniform is because of a kinky right arm.
It was broken in a handball game and
never mended properly. He tried to
join the Marines, but was rewarded
with a 4-F rating. Andy served a hitch
at Lockheed cowling a supercharger on
a B-17, and part of the time he entertained fellow workers as a member of

A MINUTE!...

A MINUTE, Minit-Rub stimulates

circulation, brings a sensation of warmth.

That quickly helps relieve surface
aches and pains.
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soothe that raspy local

irritation.

IN A MINUTE, Minit-Rub's active
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stuffiness feeling.
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Disappears like vanishing cream Won't
harm linens. Get a jar today!
!

IN
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Minit-Rub's welcome pain-relieving action begins to
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—

drummer of
Hour of Charm,

Here's Viola Smith,

NBC's

all-girl

hard at work in the intricacies
of her originaVDrum Concerto"

'.
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Alvino Rey's part-time welders, parttime musicians.
arrangement
Andy found
this
neither fish nor fowl and left to become
a soloist. He
for
Capitol,

made a
"Amor"

GOODBYE DULL DRAB SKIN

pair of records

and "Besame
Mucho." With Sinatra cooling his heels
because of the now-ended record ban,
Andy's disks for the independent
record company intrigued the diskstarved youngsters.
Andy was the second youngest of
11 children of a western movie extra.

Of

real

name

Spanish extraction, Andy's
is Rabago. The entire family lived in downtown Los Angeles.
At Roosevelt High School Andy became president of the student body.
Too shy to sing for schoolmates, he
did his singing and drum-playing at
private parties. His parents died before
he was 16, and his brothers supported
him. The boy helped out after school,
singing and playing in neighborhood
dance bands. His talents came to the
attention of Gus Arnheim; the veteran
bandleader thought enough of Andy to
pay his union dues, buy him a modern
set of drums, and pay tutoring fees for
a music teacher.
Andy stayed with Arnheim for more
than three years, then joined Johnny
Richards, another west coast bandsman.
Then came Pearl Harbor and Andy
tried to enlist.

Not generally known is the fact that
Andy was once married. His wife
never believed he would make the
grade in show business and there were
constant squabbles. According to Andy
his wife left him to go back home. They

Make the "PATCH TEST"!

were recently divorced.

A

bachelor again, Andy lives in
hotels. He's on the coast now planning
to make his first movie. I understand
he will play opposite Betty Hutton.

See and

feel this exciting difference!

The new swooner doesn't drink,
smoke or play cards. When he goes to
a night club either to sing or to have
fun, he insists on a midnight curfew.

He admits

the bobby sox adoration
the result of a bit of mob psychology,
but believes the fad is harmless.
Because he speaks Spanish fluently
and stresses Latin tunes, singing them
in two languages, his managers believe
his movie career will blossom in the
post-war Latin American market.
is
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John Raitt he's the baritone
of NBC's World Parade—and his
wife have just welcomed cocker
spaniel

Taffy

into

the

family.
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4-Purpose Face Cream
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THERE'S
outside

nothing so helpful as an
opinion that's
why I
stopped over at NBC Hollywood
the other day to ask Carlos Ramirez
what he thinks of American girls in
general and their looks in particular.
Perhaps Carlos' opinion isn't entirely an
unbiased one he seems to be as lyrical
over American girls as he is at his
singing stint on the air but it's always
nice to know what the boys who come
from other countries have to say about

—

—

—

us.

After five years in America, Carlos
has stopped being amazed
about all but one thing, he says, and
that one thing is the beauty of American women. It's not just that American
there are some ravishgirls are pretty
ing ladies in Buenos Aires, too but it's
the fact that all our girls, not just a
lucky few, are breath-taking, according

Ramirez

—

—

to Carlos.
"It's wonderful," he sighed, in that
accent that's making girls from coast to

16

coast tear up their pictures of other
singers. "In my country, only the rich,
the very what do you call it? top
society girls, are lovely. Here, all the
girls are pretty.
Ushers, secretaries,
shop clerks all are every bit as good to
look at as the the debs, is that it? at
the Stork Club."
Just then an NBC usherette walked
across the studio stage where the Frank
Morgan show, of which Carlos is a part,
was in rehearsal. She was slim and
blonde and lovely.
Carlos sighed. "You see that's what

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

mean."
How do American

and

femininity

of

charm.

them

And

for a

th*"'

moment.

What amazes

Ca.los is that American
achieve beauty with so little effort.
He had always thought that it was a
serious business, and one which took a
girls

lot of time. But here, he points out
girls seem to do a good job at their"

keep house, raise fammaintain their lovely
figures, well-groomed hair and fresh
perfect make-up.
"Where I come from," he explains,
desks in
ilies

offices,

—and

still

"being beautiful
girls get that

way?

Carlos says it's a happy miracle that
stems somehow from our American democracy. In South America, the girls
of the family are still very much shut
off from the world. Here, where girls
go to school with boys from their very
early years, work in offices with men,
share community responsibilities with
them, they learn early the importance

and
cleanliness
don't forget about

is

I

J

considered a career

—

by itself. The other jobs the cooking and cleaning and baby-minding and
all

typing

—they

;

<

are all left to the ugly

ones."

The beautiful women
ica,

of South Amerhe goes on, make a full-time job of

just being beautiful. The ones who are
lovely are rich, so that they don't have
to worry about a pay check. And they
have servants to keep their houses

(

i

,
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S&tPb Her lovely hair shines jus
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like jet,

No wonder

she's the brunette lineal!

LEAVES YOUR HAIR SO LUSTROUS, YET SO EASY TO

MANAGE!

Only Drene
with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 33% more lustre than soap
.

.

yet leaves hair so easy to

.

arrange, so alluringly smooth!
Does your hair look
slightly

dull,

mousy?

No wonder— if you're washing it with cake
soap or liquid soap shampoo! Because soap
of any sort leaves a soap film which dulls
lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Change
Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!
Drene never leaves any dulling film. That's
why it reveals up to 33% more lustre!

to

Does your hair-do require
constan t fiddling ?

Men
a

don't like this business of running

comb through your

hair in public!

Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair
wonderfully easy to manage, right after
shampooing! No other shampoo leaves
hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!

Sssssshhhhh!

But have you dandruff?
Too many girls have! And what a pity.
For unsightly dandruff can be easily controlled if you shampoo regularly with Drene.
Drene with Hair Conditioner removes
every trace of embarrassing dandruff the
very first time you use it!

Smart, new combination
checks and stripes worn together!
A blouse of crisp rayon over a sweater of sift, warm cotton and
wool. Her lovely hair, swept up from her face in art unusual
new center-part arrangement, owes its shining smoothness to
Drene with Hair Conditioner. No other shampoo leaves hftir so
.

'

lustrous, yet so easy to

.

.

manage!

MAKE A DATE WITH
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Tonight
shampoo your hair the new glamour
don't put it off
way! Use Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner! Get the combination of beauty benefits only this wonderful improved shampoo
can give!
Extra lustre.
up to 33% more than with soap or
soap shampoos!
Manageable hair
easy to comb into smooth
1^ Complete removal of dandruff! Insist on Drene
shining neatness!
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner, or ask your beauty shop to use it.
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It's a promise! Your complexion can be smoother,
softer, lovelier. Look at Baby Betty's kissable

—

cheek and take her beauty tip. Just change from
careless complexion care to regular, gentle
cleansings with that pure, mild cake of Ivory Soap.

More doctors advise Ivory for your complexion than
all other brands put together!
No facial soap
on earth can bring you more beauty.
Ivory contains
no coloring, medication or strong perfume that
might irritate your skin. Try Ivory care today
...and watch your skin start to glow
with that Ivory Look!
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Make your Ivory go further. The
" ingredients
that go into soap
have vital war uses.

That week we were never alone. Henry and Stephanie were always with

us.

\

—

Here begins the story of Mary, Phil and Henry and of Stephanie, who came
out of nowhere to weave her living and her loving inextricably with theirs

the trees bordering the
THROUGH
old, uneven pavement
Spring

sidewalk

Street,
dusty shafts
warm
golden light nickered down upon my
head as I hurried home. A little boy
rattled the fence palings with a stick,
laughing to himself at the sound it
made. His tiny, shrill voice mingled
with the chants of the Murchison girls
jumping one-legged through their hop-

chalk marks. Smiling at them, I found
myself taking an unnecessarily long
step to get back onto the sidewalk. For
a second I was puzzled. Why ? Then
I realized
the old ritual of "Step
on a crack, break your mother's back;
step on a nail, your father's in jail"
still guided my feet in childish pat-

scotch squares.

terns.
I suppose
still lingers,

of
of

of my way
to avoid them. There'd been a time not
so long ago when I had considered the
I

didn't

mind going out

my own

private playground

and woe unto anyone who smeared the

—

.

.

.

-something of childhood
even when you're nineteen and grown-up and engaged well,

—

—

practically engaged to be married. It
does, if you've grown up in Tilbury.
Not that anyone could call Tilbury a
charming town. It was typically mid-

western, I suppose, but every empty
grassy lot, every street and fence post,
had played its part in my heritage.
There, at the corner, Philip and I had
lingered to post-mortem every schoolday; in the shadows of this hedge Philip

and Henry McCarthy had waited for
until I had dutifully pounded out
the last chords of "Poet and Peasant";
through this little path between our

me

19

I

two houses Aunt Connie McCarthy had brought

and ad-

gifts

vice for a growing, motherless girl; I could see the corner of
the porch where Philip had first kissed me.
town. I loved its leisurely, inevitable pace that
I loved
carried me and Philip to our own niche in the continuity of

my

•

—

—

Someday we would have our own

little house with
white fence posts and a swinging gate and our children would
claim their strip of sidewalk for hop-scotch and marbles.
Perhaps it was the war and the changes, the factory growth,
it had brought to Tilbury that made me even more intensely
conscious of how deeply integrated I was with the town as
it had been
as it would be once again, when the war was
its

life.

—

—

over.

T HAD

reached the gate when the two girls turned the corner
toward me. And suddenly, with their coming, Spring Street
was an alien place.
We looked at each other curiously, across a distance that
was miles wider than the actual twenty feet of pavement.

-*-

Trailertown girls. Slacks a bit too tight, blouses a little too
skimpy, a violent blue kerchief on the girl on the right. The,y
looked at me and I knew what they were thinking
knew
that to them I was pale and colorless in my neat sweater and
skirt. I didn't care. I would have gone on without a second
look if it hadn't been for the other girl, on the left. I frankly
.

.

.

—

stared.

—

She was well, a man would call her a "knockout"! And it
was the only word that did her justice. Smoke-black hair
foamed around her shoulders, deep, blue eyes were spaced wide
apart in a creamy skin, her figure was perfect. Beautiful!
thought, involuntarily. But as they drew closer I saw, with a
sharp let-down, that her eyes were mascara-ringed and her
lipsticked mouth too flagrant.
"Looks like you're being inspected, Stephanie." Blue Bandanna's sarcasm was heavy. "Looks like maybe you aren't going
to pass inspection the lady doesn't approve. Now, aren't you

—

—

this clean air with that cheap Chanel perfume? And don't you know that girls on Spring Street should
always have shiny noses?" Her giggle was high and scornful,

ashamed, polluting

My

saw a blush crimson the girl she called "Stephanie."
face was burning.
but the girl Stephanie tossed her head
"Shut up, May!"
in defiance all the same, and walked past me like a queen.
I hurried through the gate, angry at them for spoiling the
lovely mood of the afternoon. And angrier yet, when I found
compact mirror to see if my nose really
myself looking into
was shiny!
It had been a long time since I had deliberately, carefully
studied my image in a mirror. You get so accustomed to seeing
your face; you know just how your thick blonde hair hangs
gently curling from its side part which you haven't changed
since high school days; you know the stubborn cowlick near
the left temple; the three freckles on your nose and why
something about that girl's lush loveliness
bother? Only
made me apologetically conscious of my own tanned, smoothlyhealthy_ cameo-like prettiness.
"The wholesome type!" I mocked at myself.
"Mary did you ever see so much make-up on any one girl's
face?" Aunt Connie had come quietly up to her side of our
communal fence and was leaning her elbows on it, her eyes
following the two down the street. "I'm as grateful as the
next one, goodness knows, that they're here in Tilbury to
work at the factory. They're needed and I've heard the plant
is going to expand even more. But all I can say is
I'm glad
the Army's keeping Henry busy and you're old enough to
know better than to paint yourself up like a Red Indian," she
snorted. "I used to think it was too much for one girl taking
care of your Dad and the house and helping in the Day Nursery,
but maybe it keeps you out of mischief, Mary.'\ For all her
birdlike appearance, Aunt Connie had sharp eyes and a way
of speaking her mind. And a chin. Dad always said: "You can
tell from Constance McCarthy's chin she's like a bear-trap. Once
she gets someone or something, she'll never let go."
but

I

own

.

.

.

my

—

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY
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Suggested by a radio story "Autumn Flames", by Jacqueline and
Judith Rhodes, heard on Stars Over Hollywood, Saturdays, CBS.

——

?

It

was like a dream, our
wedding and it was

—

over as quickly

But I was fond of her. She wasn't my real aunt, but she'd
been* good to me. I'd disappointed her only once, and that was
when she realized that neither Henry nor I had the slightest
romantic inclinations toward each other.
"I know what you mean, Aunt Connie," I told her, slowly.
This was an old topic between us. "I'm grateful they've come
and lots of them are really nice people. But Tilbury does seem
so different."

was turning away when she stopped me.

I

"How did the
A warm glow

nursery go today?"

of pleasure stole through me. "Oh, fine! Four
more children today, and I think I've found out what was the
matter with Jimmy Styles. He needs glasses that's why he's
seemed so backward. I wrote a note to his mother."
"Glasses! Nonsense! That boy's just not all there, if you
ask me." Aunt Connie ran the Day Nursery, just as she ran
most of the clubs in town, but in spite of her propensity for
good works, I knew she was apt to make snap judgments
and stick by them. This time I hoped I was right. If I wasn't,
little Jimmy would be put back with the three-year-olds and
he was a sensitive youngster.
Dad wouldn't be home for an hour
I walked onto the porch.
and dinner was all ready in the oven, so I sat for a while on
knees, trying to recapture that warm,
the step, hugging
dream-like, contented mood of a while before. But Stephanie
kept getting in the way.
with hostility as Aunt Connie
I didn't resent the newcomers
did.
Only the traditions and the patterns of Tilbury, our
legends of Indian fighters, our Pioneer Day parade, our pride
in General Marvin's statue in the park, our little personal feuds,
our neighborly comings-and-goings these were part of my
very bone and tissue. The Trailertown people had their own
traditions brought with them from Chicago and Memphis and
New York and the farms of Pennsylvania. They weren't ours.
Someday they'd go back to their own sidewalks and farms.
Someday Tilbury would settle back into its own comfortable
grooves again.

—

my

—

—

—

—

A T the back

of Aunt Connie's hostility was the fear they
wouldn't go back. But what was here to attract, say, a "girl
like Stephanie?
girl like that provocative, openly flaunting her good looks
what kind of a girl was she? Did she want the same things
marriage, a home, children? What did men think
I did
when they saw me, and when they saw her? I remembered
girls in high school whispering about glamour and sex appeal
and wondering if they had it. It had annoyed me then and
it annoyed me now.
As long as I had friends who liked me,
and a Dad who adored me, and Philip who but I was shy of
even using the word "love" to describe the feeling between
Philip and me. We had known each other for so long; grown
up together. We had become a part of each other's lives.
I looked down at my shapeless sweater and remembered the
tautness of Stephanie's blouse. How could she
Suddenly, in the midst of my musing, my breath caught
sharply in my throat. That tall figure turning in at the gate
surely I knew that rangy, purposeful stride that uniform. It
couldn't be
And then all peace and quiet exploded, scattering my dreams, and excitement filled the whole shape of
the world.
"Philip! Philip!" His name tore from the gladness in my
heart. I ran to meet him, almost unbelievingly.
"Mary darling we're home again. Ten whole days!"
He caught me around the waist, spinning us both in circles.
For a moment I was startled something of steel and fire had
been forged in Philip by his Army life, and gone was the boyish
shyness. When he finally set me down I was still in his arms.
He bent his head. His kiss lightly brushed my lips, and then
again, only this time differently, strongly. My heart pounded.
He had never kissed me like this before.
"Break it up break it up!" Henry's long legs came into
view as he vaulted the fence. I tried to pull away, but Philip
held me closer.
"What do you care what difference does it make if he
sees me kissing you?" he whispered against my lips. But it
did make a difference, and I pulled myself free.
"Hello, Henry," I said, breathlessly, regret and relief oddly
mingled in my feelings. The urgency in Philip's arms was disturbing. "What goes with you and those Sergeant's stripes?"
."
"Just brains, my good woman. Brains and
",
and my good influence. If I (.Continued on page 80)
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was like a dream, our
wedding and it was
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over as quickly

But I was fond of her. She wasn't my real aunt,
but she'd
Deen-good to me. I'd disappointed her only once,
when she realized that neither Henry nor I had and that was
the slightest
romantic inclinations toward each other.

know what you mean, Aunt

"I

Connie," I told her, slowly
"I'm grateful they've come
them are really nice people. But Tilbury does seem

an ° Id topic between

ai™^
and
lots of

«s-

so different."

was turning away when she stopped me.
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did the nursery go today?"
of pleasure stole through me. "Oh, fine! Four
children today, and I think I've found out what was
the

warm glow

more

matter with Jimmy Styles. He needs glasses—that's
why he's
seemed so backward. I wrote a note to his mother."
"Glasses! Nonsense! That boy's just not aU
there, if you
ask me. Aunt Connie ran the Day Nursery, just
as she ran
most of the clubs in town, but in spite of her propensity for
good works, I knew she was apt to make snap
judgments—
and stick by them. This time I hoped I was right. If I wasn't
little Jimmy would be put back with
the three-year-olds and
he was a sensitive youngster.
I walked onto toe porch.
Dad wouldn't be home for an hour
and dinner was all ready in toe oven, so I sat for a while on
the step, hugging my knees, trying to recapture that warm,
dream-like, contented mood of a while before. But Stephanie
kept getting in the way.
I didn't resent toe newcomers
with hostility as Aunt Connie
did.
Only—the traditions and the patterns of Tilbury, our
legends of Indian fighters, our Pioneer Day parade, our pride
in General Marvin's statue in the park, our little personal feuds,
our neighborly comings-and-goings—these were part of my
very bone and tissue. The Trailertown people had their own
traditions brought with them from Chicago and Memphis and
New York and the farms of Pennsylvania. They weren't ours.
Someday they'd go back to their own sidewalks and farms.
Someday Tilbury would settle back into its own comfortable
grooves again.

—

—

AT

the back of Aunt Connie's hostility was the fear they
wouldn't go back. But what was here to attract, say, a girl
like Stephanie?
girl like that provocative, openly flaunting her good looks
what kind of a girl was she? Did she want the same things
I did
marriage, a home, children? What did men think
when they saw me, and when they saw her? I remembered
girls in high school whispering about glamour and sex appeal
and wondering if they had it. It had annoyed me then and
it annoyed me now. As long as I had friends who liked me,
and a Dad who adored me, and Philip who but I was shy of
even using the word "love" to describe the feeling between
Philip and me. We had known each other for so long; grown
up together. We had become a part of each other's lives.
I looked down at my shapeless sweater and remembered the
tautness of Stephanie's blouse. How could she
Suddenly, in the midst of my musing, my breath caught
sharply in my throat. That tall figure turning in at the gate
surely I knew that rangy, purposeful stride that uniform. It
And then all peace and quiet exploded, scatcouldn't be
tering my dreams, and excitement filled the whole shape of
the world.
"Philip! Philip!" His name tore from the gladness in my
heart. I ran to meet him, almost unbelievingly.
"Mary darling we're home again. Ten whole days!"
He caught me around the waist, spinning us both in circles.
For a moment I was startled something of steel and fire had
been forged in Philip by his Army life, and gone was the boyish
shyness. When he finally set me down I was still in his arms.
He bent his head. His kiss lightly brushed my lips, and then
again, only this time differently, strongly. My heart pounded.
He had never kissed me like this before.
"Break it up break it up!" Henry's long legs came into
view as he vaulted the fence. I tried to pull away, but Philip
held me closer.
"What do you care what difference does it make if he

•™
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.Shut up
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ning

head
:but the girl Stephanie tossed her
like a queen
aU toe same, and walked past me
at them for spoil ng toe
hurrTed through the gate, angry
I found
afternoon. And angrier yet, when

Mayr

in defiance'

;

I

mood

of the
myself booking into

lovely

my

compact mirror to see

if

my

nose really

deliberately, carefully
had been a long time since I had
get so accustomed to seeing
studied my image in a mirror. You
thick blonde hairhang,
your fac^f you know just how your
part-which you haven't changed
gently cJrling from its side
know the stubborn cowlick near
since high school days; you
on your nose—and why
the left temple; the three freckles
something about that girl's lush loveliness
bother' Only
smoothlymade me apologetically conscious of my own tanned,

Tt

.

.
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healthy cameo-like prettiness.
"The wholesome type!" I mocked at myself.
"Mary— did you ever see so much make-up on any one girl s
quietly up to her side of our
face'" Aunt Connie had come
communal fence and was leaning her elbows on it, her eyes
grateful as toe
following the two down the street. "I'm as
Tilbury to
next one, goodness knows, that they're here in
work at the factory. They're needed and I've heard the plant
I'm glad
is—
more. But all I can say
is going to expand even
you're old enough to
the Army's keeping Henry busy and
know better than to paint yourself up like a Red Indian," she
girl—taking
snorted. "I used to think it was too much for one
Day Nursery,
care of your Dad and the house and helping in the
all her
but maybe it keeps you out of mischief, Mary.". For
and a way
birdlike appearance, Aunt Connie had sharp eyes
said: "You can
of speaking her mind. And a chin. Dad always
like a bear-trap. Once
tell from Constance McCarthy's chin she's
she gets' someone or something, she'll never let go."
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by a radio story "Autumn Flames", by Jacqueline and
Judith Rhodes, heard on Star* Over Hollywood, Saturdays, CBS.
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kissing you?" he whispered against my lips. But it
did make a difference, and I pulled myself free.
"Hello, Henry," I said, breathlessly, regret and relief oddly
mingled in my feelings. The urgency in Philip's arms was disturbing. "What goes with you and those Sergeant's stripes?"
."
"Just brains, my good woman. Brains and
".
and my good influence. If I (Continued on page 80)
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THE

night

I

hospital on
So far as

made my

New

rounds of our base

last

Guinea,

rained.
been able to find out
it

I had
had waded ashore with the

—and

medical unit,
consisting of eight of us army nurses and three
surgeons, a few hours after MacArthur's first
wave had hit the beach there are only two kinds
of weather on New Guinea. There is rain torrential-, tropical rain which churns the pathways
from barracks to hospital into ankle-deep muck.
And there is heat—blistering, equatorial heat
which dries the mud to choking dust, brings the
always with
flies and mosquitoes, and makes pain
us in the front line hospital wards harder to bear
than ever.
I

first

—

—

—

—

So I was grateful for rain on my last night
on duty.
The drumming of the heavy drops on the new
tin roof of the hospital was doubly soothing.
The storm brought a cool, damp breeze through
the half-open windows, and it shut out the now
faint and far away but still persistent echo of

—

—

gun

fire.

We

had beaten the Japs on

New

—the

Guinea

since passed this base and was concentrated on annihilating trapped and hopeless
enemy units holding out far in the interior.
had no accurate knowledge of how many were

war had long

We

—

left
headquarters estimated 40,000. They were
outnumbered, cut off from supplies, but they were
fighting back, and as long as they held out, as
long as there was a living Japanese soldier on the
island with a gun in his hand we were still a
front line hospital, ready to receive casualties.
They would come in tonight, as they did every
night. We nurses and the doctors waited for
them, ready with life-giving plasma and clean
bandages and pain-killing drugs. The convalescent
wounded, lying so patiently in the rows of steel
for first-hand news of
cots, waited for them too

—

progress at the front.
In our newly built, moderately comfortable
quarters especially when rain blotted out the
sound of the slaughter up ahead it was hard
sometimes for us to remember that we were living
in the very lap of destruction. But we were never
allowed to forget for long not so long as the

—

—

—

ambulance ploughed back and forth bringing us
the newly fallen.
Most of us in the hospital doctors, nurses and
men alike had been in New Guinea from the
beginning, so long we had come to accept as our
normal companions the muck and grime and blood
of jungle fighting. The island had been a hellhole when we invaded, and it was still a hell-

—

—

hole despite the miraculous job of the construction battalions who had followed the troops' advance and built barracks and this modern hospital
where before there had been only native huts in
the tangle of thick brush. Not even the skill of
the Army Engineering Corps could lick the New
Guinea mud or the heat.
Home, with all it meant of brightly lighted
cities, skies free from the roar of enemy planes—
and the prosaic but oh-so-important things like
warm baths, clean," pretty clothes, even a mixed
green salad all these seemed very remote to us,
and unreal.
Life on New Guinea was life the way it had to
be in wartime, and life at home as we remembered
it in moments of aching nostalgia was as unattainable as heaven. Oh, I didn't have to come
here, of course. I could have stayed in that faroff heaven of home. I didn't want to be here, any
more than those boys fighting out in front wanted
to but they had had no choice. So how could I,
who had been offered the free choice of staying
home or coming here, refuse to come, to do all that

—

—

—

could? So

many women would

gladly have taken
had the special training of a
nurse, and it was nurses the Army needed so
badly. So how could I have refused to come here,
refused to be sent anywhere that I was needed,
anywhere that I could help?
But now, suddenly, heaven had been placed
within my reach, and I could not deny that I felt
that I had done my part for a while, that I could
rest. After twenty-six months in the South Pacific,
I had been granted a leave to go home, all the
way home, to the United States! I was the first
of our original detachment of nurses to be relieved. The official paper which brought me the
news had been passed from hand to hand in the
hospital, read with a mixture of awe and envy
I

my

place,

but

I
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front line hospital, ready to
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and clean
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progress at the front.
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But now, suddenly, heaven had
been placed
within my reach, and I could not
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that I had done my part for a
while, that I could
rest. After twenty-six months
in the South Pacific
I had been granted a leave
to go home, all the
way home, to the United States! I was
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of our original detachment of nurses
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getting out,
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Would

know how

I

to act so far

from the blood and the guns,

I

away
won-

dered?

My

fortune was
couldn't believe

good

The conviction deepened

—

I

—

it.

all

legs,

a sweetheart or go and see a worried
mother but not one of them said,
"Why is it you? Why not I?"

—

THEY

were envious, frankly so. But
they weren't resentful. My throat

was

I

I

constricted.

I

couldn't

—

I

—

...

talk.

I

could scarcely hold back the tears.
Finally I came to Billy Walters' cot.
Billy and I were old friends. He had
been wounded on D-Day not seriously, just a shrapnel wound in the thigh,
but he had been hospitalized for several weeks. He had been in the front
lines again just three days when he
was hit again; that time he was not
so lucky. He had lost an arm.
Billy would have been shipped home
long ago but he had asked to stay.
There were things he could do, he
protested, with one arm.

—

—

got congratulations everywhere and
not a word of accusation only made me
unhappier. I was running out; I knew
The job wasn't done, but I was
it.

quit.

walked

Men with
men whose faces would be
scarred for life, men who couldn't see,
greeted me cheerfully. They asked me
to take messages home—to telephone
no

should
could
have been jubilant but
feel as I made my last rounds, said
goodbye to the patients and the other
members of the staff, was a sense of
shame. We had all been through so
much together not one of us but
wanted to go home, not one but who
deserved a leave. But I was the only
one with the magic paper. I began to
feel almost a deserter the fact that

pected

as I

slowly through the wards.

unex-

too

These others couldn't

quitting.

then other replacements must be
coming.
I was to board ship tomorrow morning, sail to Hawaii, and there make
connections by plane to San Francisco.
Twenty-six months of dreaming of
home had not prepared me for the
reality I was almost afraid to go back.

Headquarters puzzled over the case
for weeks before assigning Billy to
limited service, in the supply corps.
He had gone back to duty again. This
time he had come back to us with
malaria.
But he wouldn't quit. He insisted that
he was going to see it through.
"Till every Jap is dead," he told us.
hand, as I leaned
He grabbed
over his bed.
"San Francisco," he said, and he
couldn't keep the longing put of his
voice. Then he Smiled broadly.
"Kiss the Golden Gate bridge for

my

me, Miss Rand," he said. "And phone
my ma, will you? Tell her I'm good as
new."
That did it. The tears would come.
I ducked hastily into the record room
and closed the door.
"They're just kids,"

I said aloud, to

no one but myself, "it's not fair."
But I was not alone.
On any other night Dr. Dekker, who
had charge of the hospital on the night
watch, would have been in the surgery

—operating.

Tonight, probably because
the rain had delayed the ambulances,
he was making out reports
He looked up as I spoke, and looked
1

.

at me.

"What's not fair?" he said.
"That I'm getting out of here," I
answered. "I'm healthy and whole, but
I'm quitting. While those kids who
have been sweating it out just as long
as I have, and who are hurt besides
have to sweat it out. They can't quit."
"You're not quitting, Lieutenant," he
replied gently. "You're being relieved
... and you're not as healthy and

whole as you think. I'll make it official
you like. Lieutenant Marjorie Rand

if
.

.

.

battle fatigue

.

.

.

treatment: San

Francisco."

He was not joking. I would have
hated him for joking for the reports
he was signing were not funny: "Sergeant _ John Anderson, wounded in
action"; "Private William Levine, am.";
putation right leg above knee
"Private Jan Abrodigian, died at base

—

.

hospital
tion.

.

.

of

wounds received

in

.

ac-

."

"Perhaps you're right,"
"But you're tired too."

I

admitted.

He looked tired, more tired in repose than when he worked long hours
under the bright operating lamp. He
should be tired, I thought. I remembered our first night on the island when
Dr. Dekker had operated by lantern
light on the open beach. My friend,
Ann Llewellyn, had died that night
shot by a sniper while she held the
lantern for the surgeons to work. Dr.
Dekker had stopped work only long

—

enough

to place Ann's lantern in

my

His hands had been
calm. The soldier in whose ribs he
had been probing for an undischarged
shaking hands.

recovered.
Dr. Dekker wasn't going home. And
I shouldn't go. I couldn't I tried to
explain how I felt.
"Nonsense," he said. "If there were
shell,

no one to take your place, Miss Rand,
you would stay. But a detachment of
nurses is coming in on the boat which
will take you out of here. You deserve

—
a

leave,

"But
going

.

as
you,"

.

I

as

said,

any of us."
"you aren't

."

will

"I

much

go,"

he assured me, "the

moment I can be
"But when will

replaced."
that be?" I

was

in-

credulous.

"Sooner than you think, perhaps,"
he said. "Headquarters is trying to
give us all a breather but there just
aren't enough doctors. I'm first up for
replacement though, when the new

—

men come out."
"If we don't invade somewhere

else,

and they're needed elsewhere," I said.
It had happened many times before.
The war was moving fast, going so well
that the sources of new personnel and
new supplies were dried up before they
reached the older theatres.
"Stop it, Lieutenant," he said, with
an attempt at a laugh. "You're discouraging me. And," he added after a
moment, "I'm counting on taking you
out to dinner very soon in San

—

—

Francisco."

know what to say. In all the
had dreamed of "doing the
town" the way my crowd used to do
before the war, the men I imagined as
my escorts were all vague, shadowy
boy friends scarcely remembered from
the past. It had never occurred to me
to think of Dr. Dekker or anyone else
exiled with me in New Guinea as a
companion in a peacetime world.
Dr. Dekker ... all the other doctors
and the hundreds and hundreds of
soldiers who had come and gone from
I didn't

times

I

—

—

the hospital since we arrived in the
South Pacific were closer to me than
had lived in an unjust friends.
romantic, disillusioning kind of intimacy revealing to one another our
most deeply hidden fears and cowardices, as well as our occasional mohad
ments of stature and courage.
the deepest kind of respect for one
another but we at least I had never
fellowcp-workers,
thought of
exiles, in a personal sense
as possible
husbands or lovers. All that I had put
behind me when I came into the front
lines. Romance, in the sense of love
and ultimate marriage, just didn't mix

Hank had come to say goodbye, and I waved to him through
a mist of tears that I hid with the best smile I could muster.

We

—

We

—

my

—
my
—

—

with war. All the nurses

felt that.

We

my own

heart.
man an attractive man, I realized
suddenly wanted to know me as a
woman. I blushed, violently.
The doctor smiled.

—
—

A

know what

¥T may
•*

had worked. He had made San Fran-

hoped to get back home before it
was too late, to meet the right man,

men who

could put our warped, onesided existence on a normal footing
some day, after the war was won. For
now, there was work. And more work.

t

a long time fluttered in

you're thinking," he
"You think I've forgotten how
to have fun. But I assure you I am
a good dancer once I get out of these
muddy boots. And I know all the places
to go in San Francisco The Top O'
The Mark, Jack's, Izzy Gomez'."
"But Izzy's is closed. Izzy died," I
said, falling into his mood. His trick

all

!

enough of the latter.
But now, because I was going home,
back where women were rested and
attractive and desirable, Dr. Dekker
was thinking of me as a human being.
Something that had been deadened for

seem strange that women
working with thousands of men, living under fire with them, should think
of love as something reserved for
another world. But to us the men we
saw every day were a part of the job

—

them, the hurt little boys, the
brave, determined men, the indefatigall of

able doctors. We were too tired, even
if we had wished, to attempt any sort
of social life. We would have been too
exhausted, even if we were allowed,
to leave the barbed wire barricades
which enclosed the nurses' barracks in
search of romance. Romance could
come later. For, as long as the war
lasted,

we knew

for only

our lives had room
sleep, and never

work and

"I
said.

—

—

me

cisco real for
again.
"Well, we'll find a new place,"

he

said.

"I

wish

we

could," I said earnestly.

Dekker suddenly was a person to
me, too. Not just a coldly efficient
machine, useful for healing wounds but
Dr.

as sexless as his instruments. I found
I liked him. As a man.
"It would be fun," I added.
"Don't, forget then," he said. "I'll see
you there." And he turned back to the
stack of reports on his desk.
"See you there," I echoed, and I left

him.

My

heart was singing an unaccus-

tomed song as I waded through the
steaming mud to the nurses' barracks.
Once past the black-out door I found
the dormitory bright with light. Seven
nurses who would go- on duty in a
few hours and who should have been
asleep were waiting for me.
They
had planned a party.
They had all brought presents the

—

—

—

macabre

sort of presents
available in a war zone:

which are

Japanese
knives and guns, a piece of Japanese
flag, shell casings. There were a few
practical gifts: cigarettes from the PX
and. seasick pills and cleansing tissues.
The PX had been raided, too, for the
colored jelly-beans with which June
Manning had spelled out my name on a
chocolate cake she had just received
from home. Strong, black coffee was
brewing on the bunson burner. My
friends thought my last night on the
island was important enough to merit
the sacrifice of a whole night's desperately needed sleep.
I was engulfed in love and gratitude,
and once again that touch of shame.
Once again I was face to face with
heroes who had to stay and take it.
girls were as selfless
wounded boys in the wards.

These

as

the

They

envied me my great good luck, they admitted that. But they were glad and
not resentful that I was going home.
"I will never forget you," I told
them, huskily, as I parted from them
at dawn for (Continued on page 68)

—

—
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HE

first person I saw after
boarded the train.
The day coaches were jammed

was the

I

with Sunday night travelers, and I had
been pushed along with the crowd,
having a hard time managing both
Robbie and the suitcase. The bag was
heavy, and Robbie was fretful from
the long wait at the gates, and sleepy.

So when

saw an empty

I

single seat,

without even
glancing at the occupant of the space
next to the window. It wasn't until
I

slid into it gratefully

my

lap
baby settled on
his coat unbuttoned, and the suit-

I'd gotten the

and

•

case somehow wedged in front of us,
that I turned to look at him. When I
did, my heart turned over.
He was a sailor. He was lying back
with his eyes closed, as if too tired
to know or care what went on around
him. There were service ribbons on
his chest, several with combat stars,
and a Purple Heart. His left arm was
in a sling. And it could have been

—

"I'm sorry,"

jumpy,

Bob.

"It

The uniform, of course, was the
same. There was the rumpled blond
hair, the same length of body and
breadth of shoulder. But it was. more
than that. There was something in

He

the shape of his face, not handsome,
but good and strong in the set of his
mouth
the breath caught in my
throat with the old, choked pang.
"Mummy I wanna drinka water,"

—

.

.

.

—

Robbie demanded.
"In a minute, darling," I answered
absently, still staring.
The sailor's eyes opened and, for a
second, looked straight into mine. Even
they were the same, gray and steady,
only where Bob's had been mostly
laughing, this man's were serious and

almost shy. Embarrassed at being
caught staring so intently at him, I
looked away and tried to shift the
SUltCSSG

"Can

—

it

thank you.

—

up

If

we

could put

in the rack
I got up, still holding the baby,

and

the sailor lifted the heavy bag with

hand and swung

his right

easily into
the rack over our heads. Then he offered me his seat next to the window.
I tried to refuse. "No, take it," he insisted. "It'll give you more room, for
Hello, there, fellow." And,
the kid.
ever so gently, he knuckled Robbie
under the chin.
Robbie stared at him solemnly. He
loved uniforms especially the Navy's.
.

.

it

.

—

Then he dimpled and made an awkward swing with his own little fist.
"Hey," he said.
Bob. He's so like Bob. It's just as
if he were back again, here beside me.
There was a sudden loud hiss of
escaping steam that seemed to come
from directly beneath us. I jumped a
little
but the sailor leaped clear out
of his seat into the aisle. His
face had gone perfectly white,
and for an instant he glanced
wildly from left to right. Then
his terror passed, and with a
sort of tense embarrassment- he
lowered himself back into the
seat. Other passengers were look-

—

curiously,

some

.

even

lie

"Sort of

muttered.

I guess."

scared me, too," I said quickly.
didn't answer. He lay back against

the seat, and I saw the perspiration on
his forehead. His hands were trembling and he was trying, desperately,

keep them

still. I wanted to cry.
started, but the sailor
didn't move. He just lay there as if
exhausted, and didn't even open his
eyes to Robbie's insistent demands for
attention. I finally got him to look out

to

The

train

window, hoping the monotony
moving blackness would soothe
him, and in a little while he fell asleep.

of the
of the

"He's a cute kid.

How

old

is

he?"

T TURNED

to the sailor. The color
had come back to his face and that
awful shaking had stopped. He was
*-

me with grave, steady gaze.
"Three and a half," I said. "But
he's big for his age, and sometimes
he's hard to handle. I work all day,
so I don't have much time with him,
and he's kind of spoiled."
looking at

"Your husband in the service?"
"Bob was in the Navy," I said, and
stopped. Then I went on. "On the Arizona. He was killed at Pearl Harbor."
There was silence for just a moment. Then he said, softly, "I'm sorry."
I don't know what made me do it,
but I found myself saying, "You remind me of him, in a way. You're
about the same age and you've got
the same coloring and build. That's
why I was staring at you so rudely

when we

first

got on.

—sort

It

of star-

tled me."

"Sure. It would. I'm sorry he's not
around."
It was so simple, the way he said
it.
So sincere, and so different from
the empty phrases people had tried
to say at the time. It was the sort
of thing Bob himself would have said,
I felt the quick sting of tears back of
my eyelids and I had to turn my head

—

away
I

.

help you with that?" the

I

sailor said.
"I well,

26

ing at him
laughing.

still

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY
Inspired by "Juliet Suffered Too",
a radio play by Rosamund Du Jardin,
heard on Stars Over Hollywood, CBS.

for \a moment. Then, suddenly,
to talk, to tell this stranger

wanted

about Bob, and me, and the baby.
We'd been married not quite two
years, I told him. Bob had been in
the Navy when I'd met him, and
all

everybody told me sailors didn't make
good husbands they were never home
for long at a time and besides, people
said, remember about that girl in every
port. It was true about Bob's not being home much, but that was all that

—

was true. He loved me and I loved
him and our marriage, short and interrupted though it was, had been a
happy one. He saw his son only once,
in October, 1941.

When the news of his death came,
the world just stopped for me. Not
even the country's being at war seemed
real. I didn't have any family
my
mother was a widow and she had died
soon after I was married. Friends were
kind, but I'd had to make all my
decisions by myself and get adjusted
by myself. The money from the government helped, of course but I'd gotten a job anyway as a cashier in a
big chain grocery store. It meant leaving Robbie in nursery school all morning and in the care of Mrs. Hazelton,
my landlady, every afternoon, but I

—

needed something to help me over
Bob's death. The job helped, and working, Robbie, and seeing friends occasionally had been my whole life for
the last three years.
This weekend we'd been to see Bob's

mother. She was very old, arid bedridden, and she loved the baby dearly.
So though it meant taking a late train
after work on Saturday and coming
back Sunday night, I tried to take him
to see her as often as I could.
All of this came out naturally as
if I'd known the sailor all my life. The
car was quieter now, with the lights
dim and people dozing, and the only
sound our two low voices. That, with
the darkness rushing by outside, made
it like a little, island where only we
two were. Thoughts and feelings,
usually unspoken, seemed shared
and understood in some mysterious, timeless way.
He hold me how he'd gotten
hurt, and I had the feeling he'd
never talked about it to anyone
before. His ship had been hiti
during action in the Pacific, and.

Seeing Ted was like the opening of a door into a

new

life for

whom

—he was

Delia

so terribly like Bob,

she had loved so much, but

who was dead

*s>

a r-xzmZxwSamj
•>

"

discharged

been honorably

for

dis-

ability.

going to

make something

of
there.

my own

I want
would always be
my own business, and a home and
kids of my own. Something that's

that

mine, for always."

XTE'D been an accountant before the
AJ war, and had studied some more in
the Navy, and now he didn't want to
work for anybody else but to free lance.
-

might be hard getting started, but
he was going back to Ruxton where
It

worked before

enlisting

he knew people.
"Ruxton! That's where

and where
live,"

I

I

cried.

"That's swell. Maybe you'll let me
."
come see you and Robbie
"Of course," I said happily. "Any
time." What difference did it make if
we'd met so casually, complete strangers to one another? I felt I knew
him better than anybody else in the
world, and a thrill of excitement went
through me at the thought of seeing
him again.
.

.

It

.

was midnight when we reached

Ruxton.
carrying

My new friend insisted on
my suitcase with his duffle-

bag, in spite^ of only one good arm,

and I followed with Robbie. We had
to push and shove our way through
the milling crowd around the taxi
stand. When we finally got into a
cab, I noticed he was trembling again
as he had on the train. There was
something so pathetic about the way
he clenched his hands together to
keep them still, that I cried impulsively:

You

"You're tired!
carried those

"I'm

shouldn't
—

have

name!"
both laughed a little hysterically.
"Ted Chaney," he called back. "What's
yours?"
"Delia Carpenter.
Goodnight,
-

he cut

all right,"

me

off shortly.

—

them or something.
then. I get the shakes, like I did
at that noise on the train. It's stupid
"It's because you've been in the war
and been hurt. You'll get over it." I
wanted to reach out and touch those
rigidly clasped hands.
•
"That's what the docs say. They call
But it sure makes
it battle nerves.
you feel a fool when it happens."
We stopped in front of my house,
and he carried my bag up to the porch
while the taxi waited to take him to
the YMCA. We stood there for a moment, looking at each other over Robbie's sleepy little head. "Can I call
hit out or yell at

And

—

.

.

.

you tomorrow?" he said finally as
he were asking the biggest favor

if

in

the world.

"Of course.

I'll

be home from work

.

.

Ted."

He came the next night and we sat
in Mrs. Hazelton's living room and
talked. He had been that day to see
his former employer, who had promised to give him his books to audit
when he opened his office. There were
others who promised to do the same.
"That's a wonderful start!" I cried.
"Pretty soon you'll have that business
of your own that you want so much."
"And then the home and kids of
own " He paused and seemed to be
thinking something over. Then he
looked straight at me and said, "I'll

my

—

-

you something funny. Yesterday
was sitting there on the train, feeling lousy and thinking I'd never get
the things I really wanted, and then
I opened my eyes and saw you looking at me and well, all of a sudden
I felt good. I mean, it was as if after
all I did have something to come home
tell
I

—

A

to.

girl

like

And when we

you,

so

pretty.

.

.

.

you seemed to
understand what I meant without my
."
having to put it into words even
talked,

.

"T

*

.

didn't answer. I couldn't.

I

GUESS you think it's pretty
me to be talking like

for

he went on.

"I

know

that

if

I

fresh
this,"

didn't

make you
you

think of your husband,
wouldn't have paid any atten-

tion."

"Please.

That's

wrong.

I

mean— at

you did remind me of Bob. You
still do. But after we got to talking,
I felt I wanted to know you not because you were like Bob, but because
you were Ted Chaney. You stopped
being him and were just you."
first,

Those serious gray eyes lighted with
something I'd never seen in them before.

Bob

"You mean that?"

"Yes, Ted. It's true."
as I saw more of him, it grew
even more true. Out of uniform, he
looked less like Bob. They were the
same age and they had the same coloring, but that was all. He was no longer

at

He was Ted

all.

—the

man

I

loved.

we

For

both

we

night that
,

We

And

two bags

Almost in defiance he added, "It's just
that people crowding me I don't
know, I get mad whenever anything
gets in my way. I seem to want to
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about seven." Then as he started down
the steps, a sudden thought made me
call softly "Sailor!" He stopped and
turned.
"I don't even know your

.

"I got to thinking there in the hospital," he said, "that I didn't have anything to come back to. I haven't any
folks, and no wife, no girl, even. And
I determined when I got out, I was

he'd

—

"

he'd been hurt in the explosion. When
he'd come to, he was in the water and
had stayed there for twenty hours before being picked up. "The Japs were
strafing us most of the time," he said
unemotionally. He'd been in the hospital a long time, and had just now

knew from

that

first

loved each other. The

time he kissed me, after we'd
other about two weeks,

first

known each

me so. "I haven't got any right
asking you to marry me yet," he said.
"Just starting out, with not much
money except the veteran's compensation, and half shot up like I am
he told

•

I want you so much!"
want you. You'll soon be
you'll soon be making money.

oh darling,

but,

"And
well,

There's

I

—only

one thing, Ted. Robbie.

know how much you want

I

children

your own. Are you going to want
him, too—another man's child?"
It was as if my whole life waited
on his answer. If he didn't want my
of

baby, then I couldn't marry him. Much
as I loved him, I'd give him up and
never see him again.
But Ted grabbed me and held me
close. "Sure I want him. He's part of
you, isn't he? And pretty soon we'll
give him some brothers and sisters
to play with."
Maybe we should have waited a
while, till Ted was better established.
I don't know. It seemed then as if we
couldn't wait. We loved each other,
we'd both been lonely for so long
and, in our separate ways, hurt by
life. It seemed right that we should
start making a new, whole life together
right away, start from the beginning.
We decided that I should give up my
job, in spite of the fact there wouldn't
be much money right at first. There
was a little two-bedroom house not
too far out that we could rent.
"And you can have your office in
the front room!" I said enthusiastically.
"That will save renting one some place
else."

"I don't

know," Ted said doubtfully.

"I'm going to have to work awfully
hard."
"But you can do it at home just as
well as not. Think of the money it will
save us. What with the furniture we'll
have to buy and everythig oh, darling,
it would be silly not to. Besides, this
way you'll be^home all the time, where
Robbie and I can look after you and

—

you

."
well. Please, Ted
so he gave in.
Robbie was terribly excited about
the whole thing. He'd never had a
daddy like other kids, and I explained
to him how now he would. He was

get

.

.

And

crazy about Ted anyway, and followed him everywhere; he'd always
start getting mad and screaming whenever Ted was at Mrs. Hazelton's at his
bedtime because he didn't want to go
to bed and leave him.
We were married there in Mrs.
Hazelton's living room, just two months
after that fateful train ride. There were
a few friends; Robbie was the ringbearer.

And

as I stood there beside

Ted and heard the minister say the
solemn words that would bind us together for as long as we each should
was like being re-born into a
new and happy world.
Afterwards we had cake and wine,
and then Ted and I were going to the
new house (Continued on page 90)
live, it
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MA

PERKINS, wise, lovable, kindly, is almost a member of every family in her
home town, Rushville Center. Older people come to her for quiet hours of
friendship, and her many young friends know that she can always be relied on
for a shrewd and humorous point of view, for honest advice on the perplexing
problems that are constantly tangling their lives. And still Ma manages to
take an active part in running the lumber yard that she and Shuffle Shober own.
(Ma Perkins is played by Virginia Payne)
30

FAY PERKINS,

Ma's younger daughter, has been both father and mother to her
three-year-old daughter, Paulette, since the death, several years ago
of her husband, Paul Henderson. Fay, still very young, has fallen deeply in love
with young and handsome Gary Curtis; but their happiness has been gravely threatened by both Stella Carlon and Gladys Pendleton. Ma's calm judgment and instinctive understanding have helped solve many problems for this young couple.
(Fay Perkins is played by Cheer Brentson)
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claimed he remained

in Rushville Center because of Fay.
Ma is suspicious of Burt, and his
interest in Fay made her uneasy.

(Jack Petruzzi)

WILLY FITZ, Evey's colorful husband, is one
of Shuffle's biggest problems. He loves his work
at the lumber yard, and he is always coming up
with a new, unorthodox idea but Willy's brainstorms invariably lead to complications both for
himself and for everyone who knows him.
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(Played by Murray Forbes)
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Gary to think clearly,
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JHE MIND and

tendent and curator. Giant sycamores
of your life, but since my sixteenth
arch overhead with the wind making
birthday I had known that John was
a soft hum through their branches. I
the man I wanted to marry. ...
threw myself on the ground and looked
It had been touched with magic, that
up at one of them. John mas coming
night. Dad was giving me a birthday
home.
The words were a kind of- party and I wore my first long dress.
symphony as I whispered them.
A blue taffeta with sweeping bouffant
He couldn't think of me as a child skirt and black velvet bows at the
now, somebody in pigtails and pinathroat and on the sleeves.
I had
fore who used to tag along after him
dressed hours early so that I could feel
and Dad on their expeditions into the
the swish of it around my legs. Dad
mountains. Dad often said that John
threw back his head and laughed in
Winters would be one of the great natthat hearty way he had. "Take it easy,
uralists of his time.
But I had paid
Bets, or you'll have it worn out by the
little attention to that, because to me
time the party begins!" He put his
John was the fellow who could beat arm around me and gave me a little
Doodles Weaver playing a mouth organ
pat. "I wish your mother had lived to
and out-tapdance any of the kids my
see you as you are now, honey. You
own age at least, that was what John have hair the same color as hers was—
was to me until the night of my six- red gold. And the same teasing brown
teenth birthday.
eyes, the same little half-smile."
He
It's odd how a small incident can
turned away suddenly and I knew it
make you intensely aware, all of a sud- was to hide his eyes. "I'd want yoi
den, of someone you've known most
to have her wisdom. ..."

the heart are often
enemies," a great man wrote once.
The mind tells you the honest,
sensible thing to do but the heart
cries out against it.
I knew the truth of that as I re-read
the telegram. John was coming home
today. After nearly three years.
Something like fire ran through my
veins and caught at my heart. I loved

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

him so terribly. And I had no right to.
John belonged to Charlotte Adams.

—

Charlotte who is one of the kindest
persons on earth, and had been like
an older sister to me these last three
years.
I tucked the wire carefully in my
sweater pocket and slipped out of the
house. Automatically I turned in the
direction of my "woods."
For years
I've gone there when I wanted to think
things out alone. Actually, of course,
the "woods" are just a part of the great
Yorkville Zoo, where Dad is superin-

Would John care
.had

to

be a

tried

to

that

A PROBLEM FROM JOHN

34

J.

.

—

it

grow

woman, when

.

was for him that Bets
wise and

he,

lovely

—

a man, came hack?

ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOUR

It ocI kissed the tip of his chin.
:urred to me then, as it often did, how
She
lonely he must be for mother.

was still very young, but
remember how they worshipped each

died while I
[

Dther.

"Get along now, child," Dad

said.

Nemo

his banana or he'll
be tearing down- his cage."
In all the excitement of preparing
'Better give

for

the party

Nemo,

my

I

little

had forgotten about
pet raccoon, and his

laily ration of bananas. I flew out of
the cottage and down to the big enclosure that housed the raccoons. There

Nemo waiting, his cute little face
stuck between the bars. Like a spoiled
;hild he grabbed the bananas and hurried over to his little "lake" to wash
them just as he did everything else
(I've
that came into his possession.
jven seen him wash pebbles and lay
them out on the stones to dry!)
It was late twilight by then, the time
was

"Oh John," I said breathlessly, "they
are so lovely!" I pinned one in my
hair and the others at my waist. "How
does that look?"
"Wonderful!" He stood looking down
at me for a long moment.
Then he
tipped up my chin and kissed me.
"Happy birthday, Bets," he said

There
I liked best in the Zoo.
a curious sense of peace and
friendliness there.
I had grown up
with young animals dingoes and zebras, and even a baby black bear as
playmates. I had pet names for all of
of

day

was

—

This was

them.
loved

my

—

little

world and

I

And John and

Charlotte were
part of that world,- sharing its joys
it.

gently.

with me.

4S

I

I

stood there drinking in the

—John

•** ment, I heard a step
come silently up~ behind me.

He

mohad

tall

.

.

box and

And
as I

that

me

such

apart from the rest of the
world. Something of what I was feeling must have shown in my face because he said in quickened tones,

I

"Never

lose

..

—

I grew up uith young animals
even a black baby bear for
a playmate. And John and Charlotte, shared in the fun.

':'
.

'"^.

if

we seemed

t

fi

as

happiness surged through
had never known.

Hnnra
umm
-

was

Standing there in the soft twilight,

.

opened it with trembling fingers. Inside were giant pink
camellias, almost waxlike in their perfection of form and color.
florist's

It

my

looked

in the dusk, with his dark
hair crisply on end, and his blue eyes
full of fun. "Why Bets," he exclaimed,
"you're beautiful!
And looking so
grown up!
Here, see if these go
with your dress." He handed me a

very

could not move.

kiss had unlocked something hidden
inside me.
Something overwhelming.
... I was in love with John. Deeply,
in the secret places of
heart, I
knew with a sure, certain knowledge
that I belonged to him for all time.

that light in your eyes,

the heart are often
I enemies," a great man wrote once.
*• The mind tells you the honest,
thing to do— but the heart

"fTIHE MIND and
sensible

cries out against it.
as I re-read
I knew the truth of that
home
the telegram. John was coming
today. After nearly three years. .
.

.

.

.

.

years.

tucked the wire carefully in my
sweater pocket and slipped out of the
house. Automatically I turned in the
For years
direction of my "woods."
think
I've gone there when I wanted to
things out alone. ActuaUy, of course,
the "woods" are just a part of the great
Yorkville Zoo, where Dad is superinI

.had

to

m
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be a

care

tried

to

that

own age—at

woman, when

J.

least, that

was what John

was to me until the night of my sixteenth birthday.
incident can
It's odd how a small
make you intensely aware, all of a sudden, of

it

grow

A PROBLEM FROM JOHN

.

.

Something like fire ran through my
loved
veins and caught at my heart. I
him so terribly. And I had no right to.
John belonged to Charlotte Adams.
Charlotte—who is one of the kindest
persons on earth, and had been like
an older sister to me these last three

Would John

sycamores
tendent and curator. Giant
making
arch overhead with the wind
branches. I
a soft hum through their
threw myself on the ground and looked
coming
up at one of them. John was
The words were a kind of
home.
symphony as I whispered them.
He couldn't think of me as a child
pinanow, somebody in pigtails and
after him
fore who used to tag along
the
and Dad on their expeditions into
mountains. Dad often said that John
natWinters would be one of the great
But I had paid
uralists of his time.
because tome
little attention to that,
John was the fellow who could beat
Doodles Weaver playing a mouth organ
and out-tapdance any of the kids my

someone you've known most

was for him
wise and

he,

that

Bets

—

lovely

a man, came back?

ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOVR

_

of your

life,

birthday
the man

I

It

I

but since

my

sixteenth

had known that John was
wanted to marry.
.

.

.

had been touched with magic,

that

Dad was giving me a birthday
party and I wore my first long dress.
sweeping bouffant
A blue taffeta with
skirt and black velvet bows at the
sleeves.
the
I had
throat and on
dressed hours early so that I could feel
my
around
legs.
it
of
Dad
the swish
night.

head and laughed in
threw back
that hearty way he had. 'Take it easy,
Bets, or you'll have it worn out by the
his

time the party begins!"

He

put

his

arm around me and gave me a little
pat. "I wish your mother had lived to
see you as you are now, honey. You
have hair the same color as hers was—
red gold. And the same teasing brown
eyes, the same little half-smile." He
turned away suddenly and I knew it
was to hide his eyes. "I'd want you
to

have her wisdom.

..."

the tip of his chin. It
I kissed
occurred to me then, as it often did, how

he must be for mother. She
was still very young, but
remember how they worshipped each

lonely
died
I

while I

other.

"Get along now, child," Dad said.
"Better give Nemo his banana or he'll
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I
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my

that

came

even seen

for a long

into his possession.

(I've

lay
them out on the stones to dry!)
It was late twilight by then, the
time

up

my

moment. Then he
and kissed me

chin

Bets,"

g

he

said

TT

d
R was as H ^at
kJ, °h»H
kiss
had "1
unlocked something hidden
mside me. Something
overwhelm,ng
I was m love with
John. Deeply
C

little

him wash pebbles and

erSatmyWaiSt "H
hattok?'
"Wonderful!" He stood looking
down
at me
t

Happy birthday,

about

pet raccoon, and his
I flew out of
daily ration of bananas.
the cottage and down to the big enclosure that housed the raccoons. There
was Nemo waiting, his cute little face
stuck between the bars. Like a spoiled
child he grabbed the bananas and hurried over to his little "lake" to wash
them just as he did everything else

-

an

tipped

be tearing down- his cage."
In all the excitement of preparing
for the party I had forgotten

Nemo,

h

d oTs

m

•

I

s'uwii up:

.

.

.

1
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places of my heart, f
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happiness surged through

me such
i had never
known.
Standing there in the soft
twilight,
we
as

Here, see

if the«> or.
with your dress."
He handed me a
b° X andI 0pened
w
« "h
bun*
bling fingers.
Inside were eiant nf„t
camellias almost waxlTe
pTr
P
fection of form and
color.

the secret
3

thZt

seemed apart from the rest
of the
Something of what I was fed!
must have shown in my

world.

mg

™?v.,
•Never

Sa

f
lose lu
that

m

face be-

1 ui <*ened tones,
light in your eyes

Bets.

so young and brave."
heart cried out, John, don't you
Don't you understand, darling?
It's

My

see?
I love you.

But he resumed

'

his

light,

teasing

banter and the spell was broken. "I
suppose," he said, "that I'll have to
wade through the whole football squad
from your high school to get a dance
with you. Well, don't forget the first
one is mine!"

1WAS
him.

just little Bets McCall to
If I had tried to tell him how

still

he would have been embarrassed
and tender and sweet and unbelieving. But even at sixteen it is possible
to know the difference between a
youthful "crush" and real love. And I
I felt

—

knew iFthat

there

John and Charlotte engaged.
Or did.
I don't know what I said.
I must have gone through the motions
of saying good-by to the guests, but it
was all a blur. The next thing I was
conscious of was lying on my bed, dryIt
eyed and numb with suffering.
seemed I had found John only to lose

It

him.

night.

to drift by in a
at the party, of
course, looking serene and dear. She
was a quiet little person who was as
much a part of our family life as John.

The evening seemed
Charlotte was

dream.

They had done research work together
ever since their graduation from colOften the Government's Biologlege.

Survey Department called on them
do special jobs. Dad referred to
them as "animal psychologists" because
they tried to find out how animals
think, then wrote articles about their

.

.

depressive." I was not sure what the
word meant, but I had heard Dad use
John roared with laughter and I
it.

Charlotte put her
"You may be
shoulder.
right at that, Bets," she said gently.
"You've always had a way with animals. I think I'll make you my assist-

flushed

hand on

It

was funny

to

—she

think of

was

so

fragile-looking. I had never linked her
and John in any romantic sense. They
were much too matter-of-fact with
And besides, Charlotte
each other.

seemed

older

— although

they were

both the same age, twenty-six. Somehow I could not imagine her being in
love.

And

then

it

happened.

Towards the

end of the evening Dad drew me aside
and said, "Look Bets, how about a little
toast with that fruit punch to John
and Charlotte? They're engaged, you
know. It just happened today.
.

.

.

Why, child, don't look so startled. You
must have seen it coming! I suppose
John's going into the Army next week

violently.

my

ant."

That was how I came to work with
her after John went back to camp. It
was fascinating. Before, I had thought
of animals only as pets and playmates.

But under Charlotte's

direction, I

was

beginning to take a scientific interest
And a strange thing hapin them.
pened. I had tried so hard to hate
Charlotte for "taking" John from me.
And instead of hating her I was
drawn closer to her. After D-Day,
when we did not hear from John for
months, it was Charlotte I clung to in
a frenzy of desperation.
.

.

.

And now John was coming home.

.

.

My heart pounded heavily as I lay
Would he and
there on the grass.
Charlotte take up where they had left,
off?

Would he

changed

...

realize

how much

that I

was no longer a

I

had

Looking up at the arched trees of my
woods, I felt scalding tears in my eyes.
How could I face the situation, loving
John the way I did? His long absence
had done nothing to lessen my feeling.
If it had been a mere "romantic notion," a teen-age infatuation, it would
have faded long before this. ... I had

met hundreds

of soldiers at the different canteens, danced with them, made
dates with them. It was not as if I
had locked myself up with the memory
of John. I had honestly tried to put
him out of my heart. I was still trying,
even now, when I knew that in a short

time John would be here. But it was
like trying do do away with a living,
breathing part of myself.
Presently I realized that someone
was coming up .the path behind the
clump of fire bushes. It sounded like
someone very old, because the foot-
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steps were faltering, unsure. I sat up
hastily and dried
eyes.
I didn't
want to see anyone certainly didn't
want anyone to catch me crying. But

my

—

my

at

before
before

—

John

heart

and

knew the reason
I knew that it was
who had always
I

moved with the supple grace of a panther. He came toward me awkwardly.
"Bets," he said, questioningly, shyly,
as a person will who is not sure that
he will be recognized and welcomed.
little cry broke from me as I ran
to him. John was back again!
Nothing else mattered.
held each other,
unable to speak.
"Oh darling," I said at last.

A

We

"We—

expected you later. We were all
going down to the station."
"I know. I took an earlier train on

we

—

purpose. I well, I sort of wanted to
get the feel of things first." His smile
was curiously detached. There was
something about it that hurt me.
"I wanted to be all dressed up for
you, John! And look at me. ..."
His eyes seemed to focus for the first
time. "You look beautiful, Bets. All
grown up." Then he asked abruptly,
"Where is Charlotte?" I saw his hands
were trembling. I covered them with
my own. "She is waiting for you,
John," I said quietly. "Let me get the
car and drive you over to her apartment."

—

"IVfO, no. It's only around the block.
11 I'll walk."
Dear God, this is what the war has
done to him, I thought as I watched
him go. It isn't just that he has lost his
leg. He has lost faith in himself somehow.
He needs me now more than
he does Charlotte!
I'm. younger,
stronger, I can do more for him! I've
.

got to

.

.

make him

see that!
wild, exultant hope touched
with bitterness. Because I hated Charlotte in that moment. He was going to
her, his first hour home. She had the
right to love him as I wanted to, to
It

was a

comfort him.

The

child?

The story "The Right Girl" teas
suggested by one of the problems
presented on the Good Will Radio
Hour directed by John J. Anthony

it,

for the fear
John.
My

of

instead

a tall

wrenched

dodging John and Charlotte, as I had
meant to do, I found myself tagging
along with them in an effort to help.
John came upon me once with a young
ewe in my lap. "Look," I said earnestly, "I think this one is a manic-

to

Charlotte as a scientist

And

was

walked.
Fear caught

John came home only once on a furlough before he went overseas. And
he and Charlotte spent the whole time
working on a job she had been given
by the U. S. Biological Survey to save
a large herd of Barbary sheep- which
had suddenly taken to eating poison.
They are the friendliest animals in the

ical

findings.

.

.

world, these sheep.

was no time

to escape how.
man. A man in a carefully pressed uniform and overseas
cap, leaning heavily on a cane as he

sort of hastened matters for them."

—

.

.

.

.

few days were an agony of
watching John try to adjust himself.
It seemed to me he leaned on Charlotte
more and more John, who had always
had the strength and freedom of the
first

—

wind! I didn't know how Charlotte
about it but it was apparent to all
of us that Charlotte didn't want to be
leaned on! She was more like an interested acquaintance to him, than a
woman who loved him, I thought. And
still he turned to her, not seeming to
want to do anything without her guidance.
I spoke to Dad about it one
evening when I could not stand it any
longer. Dad was sitting in the kitchen
cleaning his pipe while I cleared the
supper table. Suddenly I blurted out,
"Dad, how long will it take before John
is his old self again?"
I'll never forget the quizzical look
Dad gave me. "He'll come around all
right.
Don't worry."
"He refused that commission from
the Game Preservation board today.
You know, to handle that new herd of'
bison they're going to try out in the
felt

again, his old lumber jacket and high
boots. He looked terribly thin. There
were hollows under his cheek bones
and his eyes were unsteady. But his
grin was the same for the first time
since he'd come back. "Hi, folks," he
said.
"It seems I am about to have
a guest! Would you like to go down
to the station with me to meet him,

—

Bets?"

"Who is he?"
His grin widened.

"One

of the fan-

chimps in the country!
Name's Jimmy. Eleven months old and
full of the devil. An agent wrote me
about him and I thought well, 1
thought perhaps I could get enough material from training him to finish that
article I started writing on monkeys
ciest

little

—

several years ago."

Dad clapped

his shoulder enthusiascan keep him
"Fine, John!
in that special cage next to the monkey
house. Go along with him, Bets I'll
finish up here."
But at the station the expressman

We

tically.

—

looked troubled when we asked about
Jimmy. "He's here all right. Came c.
But
o. d. all the way from Florida.
I've never seen a sicker animal. That's
him over there."
John made his way between the
Then we
crates, stumbling a little.
were both peering down at a brown
bundle, lying on a straw bed, in the
bottom of a big box. Jimmy turned
His breath
red, tortured eyes to us.

came in hard gasps. "Pneumonia,"
John said. "Poor little devil."
"You don't have to accept delivery,"
the expressman said slowly. "You can
send him back."
"He'd die on the road." John's voice
was sharp. "Can you get him in the
trailer on the back of the car?"
"It will cost you an awful lot

—and

the chimp probably will be- dead by

morning."
"Get him on that trailer!" This was
the old John, taking command of the
I had never loved him so.
situation.

much as I did in that moment. A lot
of money—and John did not have very
much.

But he would pay

to save a sick little chimp.

it all
.

.

We worked over Jimmy all
The vet who took care of most
/

into his eyes, and almost
without will our lips met.

He

said he thought Char-

on her own with
the help of some of the forestry men!"
That was so unlike John that it had
swing

it

made me furious.
But Dad simply went on

cleaning
his pipe. "John has to learn to believe
all over again.. He has to learn to have
faith in himself most of all," he said
quietly/ "That's* the biggest thing. After that, the rest will take care of
itself."

"But how
I protested.
life's

work

is

he going to do that?"
"Right now he thinks his
practically ended because

is

night.
of the

animals at the zoo said he had about
a thousand-to-one chance of pulling
through. The defeated look had come
into John's face again, as if he felt
everything must go wrong for him. I
On an impulse I
couldn't stand it.
went to him, and touched his cheek.
"John, you can save him. You can
do anything you want to. I've always

saw a blessed wonder come

state forest.
lotte could

to try

.

always meant a lot of physical activmountain climbing like you two
used to do, and that sort of thing. And
he is so handicapped."
"Let him find his own answer to
it

—

ity

that,"

Dad

said.

time, that's all."

"He will. It takes
Then he added some-

thing I did not understand at the time.
"You are high spirited, Bets, and full
of fire. Be careful you don't get hurt
or that you don't hurt others." It
was almost like a warning. But before
I could say anything, the doorbell rang

—

and John was there.
He was wearing

civilian

clothes

known

that.

When

I

was thirteen

I

used to think you were a kind of god.
Animals worshipped you. Even that
Remember?
black wolf you tamed.
He had been so wild and you got him
so that he tagged after you like a dog.
... I worshipped you too, John. I
always will. ..."
I had not meant to say that last. But
I could not help myself. Almost without will our lips met. For a moment
we stood very close together, I holding
my breath, waiting for what I was sure
would come. Then John said hoarsely,
"Sorry, Bets. (Continued on page 77)

—
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Bitterness

and misunderstanding may mar

coming of your serviceman
to help

THERE
who doesn't
isn't

you come home and

a soldier anywhere
dream about coming

all.

home. Believe me, I know how
you dream about it.
I dreamed too. No, that's wrong. It's
net dreaming exactly. It's thinking.
It's

some muddy

night, in

I

hole, you'd think

know.

and places to live. There
few people who make

plenty tough job.
A Section 8 discharge, however,
seems to be the worst kind to get. Like
a guy I know. I'll call him Joe because
that's not his name. Joe was a nice guy,
not a goldbrick, and sincere about
soldiering. But the first time he went

maneuvers

he

cracked and not because he was a
coward. The simulated chaos of battle
conditions confused and bewildered
him. He tried. He tried so hard he
bit his lip through and sobbed and
cursed himself at the same time. He
had a job to do and fell down on it.
The knowledge of his failure coupled
with the shock he received broke him

is

ing. This last category is a
to be in, tough in all ways.

tough one

In the Army there are jokes about
"Section 8," which is what the psychopathic wards in G. I. hospitals are
called. It seems to me there are always
jokes everywhere about psychopathic
wards. It also seems to me that this
is nothing to joke about, especially in
the Army, because I know that many
of the men who find themselves in
Section 8 for observation, or because
of battle fatigue are not crazy by a
long shot. The Army doctors don't
think they're crazy or irresponsible
and neither do their buddies. They
don't get along in the Army, sure, and
they are nervous and undependable
under stress. But don't many civilians
go to pieces when they're in the wrong
job? And remember the Army is a

—

v

normal living

into

men who have suffered
called "battle fatigue," or men
who have turned out to be phychologically unsuited to the job of soldier-

way and

prepared

remarks about their being goldbricks
and getting out of the Army on false
pretenses but not many. Such people
usually have someone in the Army
themselves and are a little jealous.

what

—

home-

are always a

wounded, or

change. You
grow up fast and get tougher not
mean, but able to take lots of things
you couldn't take before. You get so
you can stand on your own two feet.
You learn that the lives of lots of men
may depend on how well you can stand
on your own feet. I learned that. All
the men who've seen action and met
the enemy have learned it the hard
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it's

charged every month from the Armed
Forces, and very few of them are released because of dependencies. The
majority are men who have seen
service in combat and who have been

And this is no gripe.
an attempt to tell you how the
soldier you know may feel when he
comes home.
A funny thing happens when you've

think about home, you think
about its being the same as when you
left. You think about how it will be.
You think about the things you'll say
and do. You think about it a lot. Then

how

people, of course, are too anxious
help, and that too can be bad.
After awhile, these people begin to
make the boys feel foolish or as if they
need charity. Still, men in this classification are pretty lucky and get jobs
without too much trouble or fuss. Most
people understand and are kind.
But thousands of men are being dis-

It's

when you

is

to

either, I guess.

well.
Yet, all the time you're learning this,

like that at

This

Some

I got home, and
the same but it
I wasn't the same

You

it isn't

it is.

lots of the* soldiers I

locate jobs

At

got home.

fought in the war.

how

re-establish himself in

dependency
discharged
for
reasons are perhaps the luckiest ones.
Most people are anxious to help them

—

Well,

is

if you are not fully

Men

about a real, honest-tp-goodness bed
with clean white sheets and the
warmth you could never seem to get
where you were. When you ate, you
always thought of the way tables
looked at home, white linen, sparkling
dishes and shining silver. And the
food you thought a lot about that.
No, it's not dreaming. It's an obsession with every map at the front,
the constant comparison between the
uncomfortable, sleepless, changing
present and the sane, safe and comfortable life he has left behind him.
I think every soldier at some time has
sent this prayer climbing up the steep:
Dear God, let me get home all right
and I'll never gripe again!
everything looked
wasn't the same.

This

been for

thinking constantly of the things

you took so much for granted.

him

the

—

actual

—

battle

completely.
Joe was sent to the hospital and was
put in Section 8. After awhile he was
discharged. To tell the truth, most of
his Company was glad for him. He had
no business in the Army in the first
place. They didn't think he was mentally deranged or insane.
He just
couldn't take it.
I ran into Joe a couple of weeks ago
in New York. That was a funny place
for him to be, because his home was
in the Middle West. Joe was bucking
that Section 8 discharge. His employers
had questioned him when he went for
his old job and they regretted it very
much but there was no job for anyone
with to put it mildly an unbalanced
mind. Joe's a quiet guy and he took
that. He had to take a lot more of the

—

—

—

same thing though, before he

finally

landed a job with a sensible employer
who realized that the Army wouldn't

anyone who was insane, or
incompetent, or dangerous.
That's a bad thing, that attitude
toward Section 8 discharges. When I
think of all the people in civilian life
who are being psychoanalyzed and
release

brag about it and tell you about their
maladjustments and phobias all the
time and hold down responsible jobs
without anyone questioning them, I get
mad. The men discharged from the
Army because they couldn't make the

By STACY HARRIS
AS TOLD TO THE EDITOR

necessary mental adjustments shouldn't

be punished for something that isn't
Some people can't make
adjustments as easily as others. Some
people never can become adjusted to
their fault.

And other people, who
adjustments, use so much
effort and so much nervous strain that
they break down in the end too.
In an Army chosen the way ours has
been, there are bound to be mistakes
in selection and, if it takes a psychiatrist to weed them out later and leads
to Section 8 discharges, the men so discharged shouldn't be penalized for
having tried and failed. These men are
not insane. Many of them are a lot
saner than some of those civilians who
are running around being psychoanalyzed. They're perfectly capable of
doing their old work, or learning something new. The only thing they can't
take is being looked upon as mentally
incompetent. And if too many people
go on treating them as though they
certain things.

can

were

make

to

be shunned and feared, they

are liable to become unbalanced. Who
wouldn't?
When I think of Joe and of another
guy I know who got a medical discharge and had such a hard time getting a job that he even went so far
as to make himself out a hero in order
to get a chance, I begin to think there's
a lot of work for us here at home to do.
It shouldn't be necessary for veterans
to struggle so hard and to fight against
so many odds in order to win for themselves a little self-respect and get back
their places in civilian life. After all,
they went into the Army willingly and

were ready

to do anything they could.
don't need me to tell you what
they've done. We owe them all at
least what they left behind if not a

You

whole lot more.
Not that they want gratitude. There's
nothing a returning serviceman hates
so much as gushing gratitude. They
hate sentimentality. They don't like
having people make a fuss about them.
They don't like people acting idioti-

STACY HARRIS knows

that, to a returned soldier, home may be only
a series of disturbing problems instead oj the haven about which he
has dreamed. Judged 4F by the U.S. Ai*my, Harris got overseas as an
American Field Service volunteer, and then finished out the African
campaign with the British and Free French Armies. Wounded, decorated and discharged, he is now heard in many favorite NBC dramas.
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cally as

though they thought each in-

dividual soldier had
singlehanded.
They're

won

war

the

smarter

than

They know what they did and
what it was worth. All they want is
to get back to normal living, to what
that.

—

left to fight for
as quickly as
they've a right to expect.
I know a swell fellow, a mechanic,
who was wounded and discharged. He
got back to normal living but it took
doing. He'd lost his left arm. He's
grown used to the idea, and the way
people react to it, by now. He talked
about it to me at one time, though.
"It
was bad in the
beginning," he told me.

they

"A mechanic needs

his

hands, both of them. I
couldn't figure what the
hell I was going to do.
It

kind of made

me

tough, not nearly as tough as in many
other countries. And even if it had
been ten times as bad, no one at home
could ever match what they've been
through.
We ought to be getting ready for
this job now. Some civilians are already getting ready because they realize how important it is. Down in Louisiana, they're planning one hundred local
information and referral centers, where
homecoming servicemen can get advice on anything from educational
benefits under Public Law 346 to help
in finding jobs and places to live. The
Louisiana State Department of Education, the
Civil Service, Veterans'
Organizations and labor
unions, Office of Civilian

Defense and Department
of Veterans Affairs are

feel

cooperating to make
the plan work. In Connecticut, seventy-five local committees are already functioning, giving
advice on job opportuni-

like I wasn't all of a man.
That's a lousy feeling.
And after I was dis-

all

charged, I'd walk down
the street and people
would look at me and
sometimes I'd hear
things they'd say and I'd
want to slug them.. My
wife was good about it though. I
worried about her the most, I guess.
I used to lie on that hospital bed and
think of how her face would look when
she saw me again and I'd go cold inside. But when she got her first look

was all right. She looked
my face and I could see that she
was glad and happy that I 'was back
and she patted my shoulder and said
we'd fix it all right. That girl of mine
worked with me. She didn't just talk.
me,

at
in

it

And now

I

thought

would."

I

don't miss

TIE TALKED more

it

too.

as

much

He

as I

said the

hardest thing to stand was pity,
people pitying him and doing things
for him they wouldn't do for other
men. The pity, the pampering, would
bring back that feeling about not being
a man any more. And he hated that.
Almost as much, he hated the jovial
people who slapped him on the back
and pretended not to notice anything
wrong. "An arm's a big thing not to
notice," he said.
"Hell, they've led
normal lives. Why don't they just act
-

way? That's all I ask."
Everybody who comes back from the

that

war

going to be wounded though.
lots of men returned, the
vast majority of whom have nothing
external to show for their long time
away. They'll look pretty much the
same as when they went away, maybe
a little older, a little more serious. But
they won't be the same. And it won't
be anything they can change. You
here at home will have to change.
Your part of his war starts the day
he comes back into his home. Make
sure he'll be glad to be back, and
isn't

There will be

stay.

You'll be different to him too, of
course. Things will have been happening to all of you. But it would be
a. big mistake to try to tell any of our
returned soldiers how tough the war
has'been on civilians. It hasn't been so
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ties

and aids and bene-

applying their help
as well
as veterans. In Fort Smith, Arkansas,
fits,

to

the

war workers

community counselling center

is

housed and financed by the local school
system and also aids workers as well
as veterans. Kansas City, Missouri, is
planning a big downtown center to
take care of all servicemen. In Freeport,

Illinois,

the Chief of Police

is

chairman in charge of help to all veterans with offices right in the City Hall.
This is a beginning, but only a small
one. Many more communities are going to have to get together and plan
for the future before this problem is
solved. The fighting men have been
away taking care of the interests, the
well-being and the safety of the people back home.
We've
got to do a real job of
seeing to it that they're

not

let

Your man may be changed, but he's
still a human being and wants to be
treated like one.
2. Treat him as a responsible citizen. Now that he's home, he has a big
civilian job to do. Don't patronize him
because he's been away and doesn't
know what's been going on. He'll have
ideas.

.

Don't pamper him and don't pity
him. He's entitled to real consideration but he probably knows more about
standing on his own feet than you do.
4. Don't kill him with sympathy. He
needs real help, not sentimental tears.
Genuine kindness and genuine recognition of his contribution are the best
,

3.

attitude.

Don^t urge him to talk. He'll talk
and when he wants to. Let him lead.
Remember, you're not the only civilian
5.

if

who's curious.
6. Keep your poise. Don't be startled.
If he's been crippled don't be either too
curious nor too unnoticing. He knows
you'll notice but don't stare. Try to be
kind.
7. Be realistic. If he wants to talk
about his problems and future, don't
tell him he doesn't need to worry. The
GI Bill gives him a lot of help but
he'll still have to compete with civilians
and other veterans for a long-term

success.

serenity of spirit. This
8. Develop
applies to those close to the veteran.

He may have thought you were wonderful—try as hard as you know how
be just

to

—

—

been at home.

do and have
wanted to do more.
11. Help him in every
way you can. Be sure he
knows his rights, his opportunities for education,
his preference for his old
job. Help get your community organized.
12. And remember that
you face problems of ad-

be ready to do,

too. You've got to rethey've been through some-

thing you haven't, something you can't
really understand or feel, no matter
how strong your imaginations and
emotions may be. You'll have to expect them to be changed. You'll have
to learn how to behave toward them.
This isn't something I thought up by
myself. The Army and your government are very concerned about it. I
can see why they are concerned.
The Army has made a list of rules
that I think all -civilians should learn
by heart and take to heart. Here is

—

Be natural

—don't strain and

and he

asked to

sure there will be jobs
for them and that they
will be able to find those
jobs and get to them is
something all of us have
to do together, in larger
or smaller groups.
As individuals, there
are many things we must

1.

hasn't been

it.

down when they

the. list:

It

Just let him know most of
us have done everything we've been

knows

come home, that it will
have seemed worth while
to have fought. Making

member

that.

Don't brag about how well you've
done. If he asks, tell him, but remember, he may think and in some cases
justly that the war has given stayat-homes an advantage.
10. Don't kick about how tough it's
9.

gush.

justment too. Your nonwar job may not pay as
welL It won't be as easy
to get,a job. The veteran
has a prior right to any
he did give up time and op-

—

of ours
portunity.

Make no mistake about

this.

When

the Johnnies come home, we'll be
hard put to help them back into the
kind of life they fought for. It's going
to take patience and understanding,
kindness and work. It's going to be up
to us to make home really the thing
they have been thinking about while
all

they were away. Home to them is something wonderful and great a good
place they've thought about and fought
for. It's up to us to see that they find
that place. It's up to us to start thinking and planning now to face what may
be ahead for all of us.

—

—
Mary thought

it

was

dislike for Jack that kept

for seven years, hut the real reason turned out

him

in her

a very

to he

memory
different

one

ed —
By
BENNY

hurt my feelings the
time I met him so painfully
that it took me over seven years to
stop hating him.
He was twenty-four on the occasion
of that first meeting; I was twelve, the
"awkward age," my long legs looking

JACK

—

first

>

even longer between short skirt and
short socks, my eyes bugging even
bigger than they were under the foothigh hair ribbon with which mother
had tied back my long, stiff curls.
He had come to our house in Vancouver to visit me expressly me. (No
one told me then that it was all a joke.

—

MARY LIVINGSTONE BENNY

Zeppo Marx, leaving the vaudeville
theatre where Jack and the Marx
brothers were sharing top billing to
call on my older sister, Babe, thought
he would have some fun when Jack—
a stranger in town and lonesome
asked him if his date had a sister.
"Sure thing," replied Zeppo invitingly,
"and a looker.'" Jack came along expecting a date with a gorgeous girl, and
his "date" turned out to be me!)

He was very

Extraordinarily
polite under the circumstances, as I
realized later.
told her that

polite.

He flattered mother
Zeppo had raved about

her cooking, and he simply couldn't
our little dinner party.
He joked with me— and I felt very
grown-up and important.
Then mother spoiled everything.
"My daughter," she said, "is a vio-

resist crashing

linist too."

Poor Jack had to urge me to play.
For me, it was a big moment. I had
been studying hard, practicing two
hours every day since I was ten and
here, for the first time, I had an opportunity to demonstrate my talent before

—

a professional violinist.
I

played "Caprice Viennois"

—quite
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—

—

—

—and feeling very much

My sudden excitement was chilled
with a second thought. "He's a big-shot
now," I reminded myself, "why should
he bother with me?"
But that very afternoon, I looked up
to greet a customer at my counter at
the store and looked straight into the
laughing eyes of Mr. Benny.
"Hello, kid-sister," he said, "been
eating any ice cream cones in theatres

tried to forget him. I worked hard
job. I went out with the boys I
were working at
knew, most of
jobs just as dull and unglamorous as
mine, tried to convince myself that being with them was just as stimulating
as being with Jack. But it wasn't. I
didn't feel about them the way I had

well, I thought
like a virtuoso.

Mother beamed. Zeppo
and Babe were smilingly polite and
patient.
But Jack had had enough of
In the middle of my
cadenza he yawned!
I stopped playing in the middle of
a bar. I looked at him, choking with
his "blind date."

most

Then I threw down my violin,
from the room in tears.

rage.

and

—

difficult

fled

lately?"

T CAME
-• I

My

revenge had scored. But instead
being triumphant after all these
years I was ashamed. I blushed to the
roots of my wind-blown bob. Suddenly
I knew that I had never really hated
him that I had only tried to cover up

back, on mother's orders, but
through with Jack. I spoke

was
when I was spoken

to, but I hated him.
Jack tried to wheedle me back into a
good humor. He even offered me passes
to the next afternoon's matineeI brightened a bit, on hearing that. I
saw a phance to get even.
"How many can I have?" I asked.
He pulled all he had out of his pocket.
There were six.
'Thank you," I said, grabbing them
all. Then I lapsed into a sulky silence.
The next day my five best friends and
I were sitting in the front row when

went on. We all had ice
cream cones and bags of noisy candy.
Jack came out and played his violin,
and cracked his usual jokes. Candy
Jack's

act

papers crackled throughout the musical
numbers, and all the jokes fell flat. For

—

the front row by pre-arrangement
greeted the most hilarious routines with
stony, deadpan silence. It was. contagious. The whole house seemed disinI was satisfied.
That would
Jack Benny to yawn in the
middle of another artist's act!
I didn't see Jack after that to learn
if my revenge had scored. I didn't see
him, as a matter of fact, for seven years.
But I carried on my one-sided feud
with him just the same. As the years
went by, as I grew up and Jack grew
more and more famous, I forgot the
reason for my anger, but I didn't forget
that I hated Jack.
If a friend casually mentioned the
name of Jack Benny I'd snort, "Oh, I

terested.

teach

know

him. He's terrible."
the theatre now herself would write that Jack was coming up in the world, that he was a big

When Babe—in

—

star

now,

people

fall

know,"

I'd

I

would

for

that

shrivel.

"Why

ham

never

I'll

complain to anyone who'd

listen.
It

me right that when I finally
again, Jack should prove to be

served

saw him

anything but the rude and ungracious
"ham" I remembered that he should
be handsome, and famous, and fun, and
that I should fall head over heels in
love with him.
The scene of that next meeting was
Los Angeles, where my family had

—

moved from Vancouver and where

I

my

had

finished high school and taken
first job, selling hosiery at the May
company. When Babe wrote that Jack
was coming to Los Angeles and probably would look me up, I was scornful.

But when I passed the theatre where
he was to appear and saw electricians
putting the name of Jack Benny up in
lights, my heart quickened. A queer
thing to happen after seven years of
grudge-nursing, but then women are
fickle
and hate is awfully close to

—

tenderer emotions.
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of

—

—

had tried too hard to
me, and was desperately
put out and unhappy because he was
only bored with my best efforts. How
childish and foolish my "feud" with him
seemed now.
"I understand," I said, "that your
the fact that

make him

.

I

like

career has survived my hazing. Babe
writes me that you are in the big
league now."
"Come to the theatre, why don't you,"
he said, "and see for yourself." Once
again, after seven years, he was thrusting passes into my hand.
"I'll come," I promised,
"and this
time I'll laugh."
"If you laugh," he said, "I'll take you
out dancing after the show."

I

at

my

whom

—

before Jack had come and gone.
But, I told myself, I was nothing to
Jack. He had said as much himself. "If
I don't see

"thanks a

you again," he had

said,

lot."

Then Christmas
I was miserable.
came, and with it a beautiful gift from
Jack the loveliest gift I had ever had,
a diamond wrist watch. And in the box
was a note from Jack asking me not to

—

forget

my

"sailor."
If he thought about
at all even this much I would follow
him to the ends of the earth, and I'd
marry him, or die trying. The gift had

Forget him!

me

—

—

come from Chicago, where Jack was
starring in "Great Temptations." I was
lucky, for once, because my sister Babe
was playing a small part in the same
show. I wrote her that I wanted to
come to Chicago. "I miss you so, I just
have to see you," I wrote rather transparently, I am afraid. In any event, she
urged me to come on, and I took the

—

T¥fE DID

next train.
As chance would have it well, carefully arranged chance, let us say I ran
into Jack backstage at the theatre the
very first night I was in the city.

and throw balls at milk bottles.
all very hilarious and exciting
for a girl who had been chained to a
dull job at a hosiery counter, and I
liked Jack. I liked him very much.

"What a delightful surprise," I lied,
blushing.
"Delightful for me," he said, and the
look in his eyes made me turn to jelly
inside. "Now that you're here, how
about going dancing with me tonight?"
That was Friday. We went dancing
that night, and the next. By Sunday we

go out that night, and every
night during Jack's week in Los
Angeles. One night we would go dancing, the next we'd go to the beach
ride the roller coasters screaming like

"

idiots,
It

was

I'd made this interesting
discovery, Jack's run ended, and he had
to move on to the next town.
"I'll miss you," I told him, my chin
trembling, as he stood in our doorway,

Then, just as

saying goodbye.
"I'll miss you too, doll," he said. Already he had found a nick-name for
me. "But that's the way it is in an
actor's life. Just gets to like one place,
when he has to shove off to another.
Just like a sailor."

"And

just like a sailor, I suppose," I
retorted, "he has a girl in every port?"
He laughed. And then, after a moment he took
hand and told me
very seriously, "No, doll. Not many
girls. That's why I'm so grateful to you.
It's been fun to know you.
We've
had lots of laughs. I hope we'll meet
again soon. But if we don't, thanks a

my

lot."

With that, he left me.
The old resentment surged back. So
that was the way it was! Just an interlude in an actor's life. New towns, new
friends. Lots of laughs. Thanks, kid;
thanks a lot.
I tried to tell myself I was glad he
was gone. I was getting too fond of him,
and I pretended an actor's life was
not for me. Hotel rooms, dirty trains.

Ughh!

my

—

I

life!

wanted some permanence

were engaged.
married.
I don't know

know

—

On Tuesday we were
how

it

—

happened

all I

that I wanted it to happen so
much, that it had to happen.
Jack proposed to me in his father's
house in Waukegan, where we had
driven on Sunday afternoon so I could
meet his family. Then we dropped in at
the Waukegan hotel to call on Jack's
old friend, Julius Sinykin.
is

T LOVED

For some reason, that hurt.

—

—

to

Julius. By vocation, he was
the town's leading clothing merchant,
but by avocation temperament, ambihe was of the
tion, and heart's desire
*•

—

—

theatre.

When Jack was a boy, bursting with
ambitions which his family and friends
found hard to understand, Julius alone
encouraged him. He got him his first
theatrical job playing the violin in the
pit of Waukegan's Barison Theatre, and
then hounded the manager until the
youngster Julius knew was talented
was allowed to appear on not under
the stage.
Jack was a little nervous as he took
me to the top floor of the hotel to
Julius' apartment. He wanted me to like
his old friend as much as he did. How
after seeing Julius in his home could
I help it? His "suite" was two rooms
every inch of the walls covered with
"Benny-ana." (Continued on page 76)

—

—

—

MARY LIVINGSTONE

and JACK BENNY, and JOANNIE too, might have missed the
complete family happiness they now share. For there was a time when Mary was afraid
that Jack was not going to ask her to marry him, and so she tried to tell herself that
the life of an. actor, with its hotel rooms and dirty trains, was not for her. She wanted
permanence in her life! But somehow, when Jack did propose, Mary forgot all that
forgot it until ten years later Jack reminded her that what she wanted most was a
family and a real home.
Now the Bennys have both, and they also have the
Jack Benny Show, broadcast every Sunday on the NBC network, at 7:30 P.M., EWT.

—
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thought that the meeting
the. excitement of
a dance, were all of love.

/

of hands,

•

-upmnmn.M w

—a

I

—a

Janie reached out roughly, greedily, for love, as a small child reaches for a
new, entrancing

PROBABLY

toy.

in the process of be-

coming emotionally mature, every
woman in the world makes at least
one mistake which brings pain and
heartache, not only to herself, but to
other persons dear to her.
There
doesn't seem to be any way of avoiding this kind of trouble, of managing
to get it second-hand, from somebody
else's experience.
The kind of mistake I made has been made a thousand
thousand times before, and yet no
amount of reading or hearing or thinking about it could have saved me from
making it myself. I know that now,
although in my first bewilderment I remember wishing, so bitterly wishing,
that some all-wise guardian spirit had
taken me aside and warned me "Janie,
please stop and think. You'll be hurt,
Janie, and the people you love will
be hurt."

—

No, it would have done no good
wouldn't have listened, or understood.
So in a way the mistake had to be
made, before I could grow up. Oh, I
thought I was grown-up what young
girl, just falling in love, doesn't think
so? I thought I was perfectly capable
of recognizing my love, and of being
recognized by him and after that,
what trouble could there be? After
that, things would fall into a pattern
of happiness, quite simply. I was too
young, you see, to realize that no two
people can come together without

—

—

But a

child's greed

can never understand a

touching in some way the lives of
people around them. Sometimes these
other lives are made happier. But
sometimes they may be wounded, disrupted so badly that they can never be
put together again. Part of maturity, I
think, is learning to examine your feelings, learning to weigh them so that
you will never take the chance of upsetting another life for some fleeting,
thoughtless, shallow whim of your own.
All of the delightful experiences of
my childhood are tied up with Mary,

who

lived

in

Elmwood's

biggest,

whitest house just kitty-corner from

our

little

brown

one.

guess the very earliest impression
ever stamped on my brain is a picture
of Mary and the tree-lined street
where we lived. I was about four, so I
suppose Mary must have been 14
graceful, quiet-voiced person even in
her teens. That tiny splotch of time
capsuled forever in my memory arrested Mary and me sitting in her yard
beside a pansy bed. And she was
naming the flower faces.
"This one is Yellow Nose, Janie
he's been poking his nose in the dandeI

—

lion's business.

And

here's Black

Eye

he didn't look where he was going.
And, then, here's Petal Soft she's
smooth and lovely and gives pleasure
to everyone just by being what she is."
"Why, that's you," I exclaimed suddenly looking from the flower to her.

—

lover's heart

She smiled and I knew that I had
pleased her. Then, she explained that
there were some persons who couldn't
see the faces. They were the Unbelievers who didn't recognize the scenes
'Jack Frost painted on their windows or
hear Santa's sleighbells on Christmas
Eve. But she assured me that Fate had
given me a magic gift an enchanted
blessing that would enable me to see
the beauty and the whimsy and the fun
in life. I remember how I flew home
on wings of joy that day, anxious to
return again to this petal-soft girl who
was intimately acquainted with beauty
and magic.
On my sixth birthday, Mary had a
party for me at her house. I remember how proud I was when she carried
in the dazzling, three-layer cake
surprise cake, with our fortunes baked
right in the bites we took.
Joannie Edwards found a ring in her
piece, and Mary said, "You will be the
first to marry, Joannie.
Some day a
fine, handsome man will come on a
white horse, and you will be happy

—

—

forever."

Tommy Chadwick

found a penny in
and she prophesied, "You'll be
a wealthy man, Tommy a very rich
man with castles and ships and gold."
And, then, I bit into a thimble and
Mary laughed and said, "The little
people winked when they gave you
his slice,

—

You're much too pretty to
be an old maid. Maybe it means that
you'll have to work for happiness but
that, Janie.

—

that's all right."

Oh,

I

remember

so

much about Mary

—her simple wisdom, her surprises, the
games she taught me ("Always play
Janie—otherwise, you'll never
fair,

have fun when you win"), the doll
clothes she fashioned.
Then there's another day in our
lives which clings to my memory, too
the day of Mary's father's funeral and
the winding procession which stretched
from one end of Main Street to the
other.
After that Mary and her mother went
away from the big house, down to the
other end of Walnut to a little house
not much bigger than the one we lived
in.
And, I cried all night because I
thought I was losing Mary that she
was going out of my life as she left
'

—

our neighborhood. But she hadn't been
gone a week until she called and said,
come to see me."
"I miss you, Janie

—

before entering their
plain, little square house that first time.
This was no castle for a princess. Perhaps, the magic would be gone.
But when I stepped into that warm
book-lined living room, I realized that
houses don't make any difference at
I

all.

hesitated

People can (Continued on page 58)
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ROY ROGERS,

King of the Cowboys
who, like all little boys, idolized the old Western stars, and
to become a greater idol than any of them to another generation of little boys
and girls
who really knows ranches because he was raised around them (he lives, with his wife and two
little girls, on a huge one at Encino, California)
who, with his horse Trigger and his gay,
tender guitar, brings a special gift to Americans, preserving for us the color, the romance, the
.

.

.

—

grew up
.

.

.

.

.

.

excitement, all the rich background of the old West, which might drift from our memories if it
his movies and his radio program, heard Tuesdays, 8:30 P.M., E.W.T., Mutual.

were not for
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KNEW,

that night at the hospital,
that there would never again be
any peace for Ted or for me. Ted's
crazy, strangled voice died away, and
a silence followed, a silence that was
worse, somehow, than anything that
had gone before. No one had heard
the struggle, and Ted, for all his passion, had spoken quietly; the hospital
staff had not been aroused. The three
of us were moveless, wooden images,
and the only live thing in the room was
the terrible, helpless pity in Wade's

I

V^w

w

eyes.

Then Ted turned his head and said
in a tired voice, "Come on, Mary/' and
started out the door.
I didn't move.
In all the stunned
emptiness of
mind there was no
reason, no impulse to action, but only
a sense of final, dreadful fulfillment.
It had come, the thing I'd been afraid
of when I first met Ted not that I
had foreseen Billy's death, but I had
been afraid of something like it, something that would wake in Ted his
sleeping spirit of violence and revenge.
"You'd better go." The whispered

my

—

K*

words came from Wade. With one
bandaged hand at his reddened throat,
he looked at me and inclined his head
toward the door. "He needs you."
I looked at him in mute gratitude,
and as I left the room the tears in my
eyes were for Wade, who had loved
Billy, too, and who perhaps had more
to bear than any of us.
Ted was waiting for me in the corridor. He started when I came up to him,
and as docilely as a child he followed

1

me

out of the building. Docilely, too,

he took the right-hand seat in the car
and let me for the first time in all
our driving about together take the
wheel. Only once he roused himself,
and that was at the side road that led
to our house.
"Go on to the field,"
he ordered.
"To the field?" I repeated stupidly.
He explained. "They'll be going out

—

—

to look for the plane."

Sudden wild hope leaped

The power,

the shining truth

— Ted must be made to understand

it!

him."
"Ted!" All of
one word. Ted
48

inside me.

—

"Ted, do you think there's a chance
The look he gave me was cruel in
its finality. "There's no chance at all.
BilFs gone, as sure as Wade killed

no
no

my

horror was in that
it, but he made

knew

effort to retract what he
effort to reassure me.

had

said,

He

only

—

—

ng Mary's heart earthbound. But she and Ted had ivings, once

looked at me, and then down the dark
highway. I knew then how utterlyuseless it was to hope that he could
see things my way, how completely
different we were. Ted was taking this
tragedy as personally as he took everything else: To him, Wade and not circumstances was responsible for Billy's

he must make Wade pay. I
knew that, too, although I tried to push
the knowledge away, tried to tell myself that it was only shock that had
made him act as he had at the hospital, speak as he had spoken now.
We rode on down the highway, not
speaking, separated as we had never
before been separated.
The lights of the airport glared
harshly as we turned into it. People
came up to us, some openly sympathetic, some hiding their sympathy
under a grim practicality, according
to their natures. Someone loaned Ted
a jacket, since he was still wearing
the light shirt in which he had run
from the house. Someone told me that
neither of us would be expected at
work the next day or two, especially
death;

since our vacation was to begin
the vacation on which we were to have
.

.

.

taken Bill east.
I got back into the car, and Ted
came over to me, put his hand on
mine. "They think they've located the
plane," he said. "I shouldn't be gone
long. But in case I am, maybe you'd
better go to your folks."
I -nodded, and before he turned away,
he kissed me a kiss that was oddly
like a farewell, especially meaningful
even under these grave circumstances.
I've often thought since then that
his mind was clearer and his thoughts
surer that night than in any of the
months that followed, and that he

—

knew what was coming and was
ing

me my freedom

offer-

so that I shouldn't

have to go through it with him. But
I'll never know surely, because I didn't
go to

my parents

that night. I intended
to; I didn't want to face the long uncertain hours alone, but when I came
to the side road that led off the highway toward our house, I turned into it
without thinking. The house was still
lighted as we had left it, and the travel
folders were scattered in a semi-circle
on the livingroom floor, and Bill's
sweater, the blue sweater he was for-

ever forgetting, was draped over a
chair.
These innocent things struck
like blows at my aching heart, and I
was glad then that I had come home.

— could theyfind them again?

would have been far more cruel if
Ted had seen them.
That night and the next day passed,
somehow. I remember that I sat for
It

a long time holding Billy's sweater,- my
heart twisted to the breaking point
and yet I couldn't cry. I kept seeing
Ted's dark face, naked-looking and terrible as it had been at the hospital,
seeing the red prints of his fingers
on Wade's throat, and fear swallowed
my sorrow. Toward morning I had
sense enough to pick up the folders
and put the sweater away so that Ted
wouldn't see them, and then I dozed
for a while, until the telephone began
to ring. It kept on ringing, incessantly
it seemed, and I answered it each time,
thinking that Ted might be calling; but
it was always someone else.
My parents called. They had heard of the accident over the radio, and they were
hurt to think that I hadn't turned to
them immediately. I answered them
almost shortly; I was ashamed of myself for it afterward, but I'd had to be
short with them. Always, I'd talked
over everything with them, and I was
afraid now that if I said more than a
few words, I would blurt out all that
in my mind, and they would be
shocked and repelled. Friends at the
airport called, and friends in town, and
finally I let the telephone ring unanswered while I slept.

was

'T'ED came home that evening. I had
awakened, and bathed and put on
a fresh housedress, and I was getting
dinner, not because I expected

him or

was hungry, but because I
had to have something to do. I was
setting the dining room table when I
saw him coming up the front walk,
because

I

and my heart stopped at the exhausted,
beaten look of him, at the tired, shambling gait that was so unlike his long,
free stride. I thought, "They found the
." Then, irrelevantly, I wonplane.
dered why he had taken the front way.
Usually he came around the back,
knowing that I would be in the kitchen
at dinner time. Then, when I went to
open the door for him, I knew that he
had not expected to find me there
at all. The look on his face told me
as much; it was a look of incredulity
and shame and pathetic gratitude.
He stopped on the walk, looking up
.

at

.

me. Then he came forward

—hurry-

ing now, no longer dragging one foot
behind the other and took me in his
arms and held me as if I Were all that

—

he had to hold to in the world.
"I frightened you," he said after a
while.
"Yes," I said, "you did."
"I'm sorry," he said humbly. "I
You know I don't want to do anything
foolish, Mary."
I
stiffened,

even while my arms
tightened around him. Foolish, he'd
said, not wrong. He wasn't forgiving
Wade. He was merely saying that he

would withhold his hand because rewould be unwise. In the next
moment I melted toward him. Ted
couldn't help feeling as he did toward
Wade. He had never been taught to
feel differently, to think from any side
but his own. Even this much of an
admission from him was a step in the
right direction. Surely, he had passed
the critical point, and from now on his
wound would begin to heal.
But Ted wasn't past the crisis, although it was several days before I
realized it. There was a great deal to
do tasks that were hard and yet good
for us, because they kept us from
thinking of ourselves and of our loss.
There was the funeral, and all of the
arrangements for it, and the cancellation of our travel tickets, and the
taliation

.

.

.

—

notifying of Billy's school.

And

there

were our friends, who telephoned and
came to see us and who were as hard
to face as the grim tasks, but who were
good for us for the same reason. When
Ted and I were alone together we
didn't
talk except about practical
things; to speak of what lay close to
our hearts hurt too much.
One morning toward the end of our
"vacation" I couldn't help speaking of
it.
were at breakfast, the hour of
the day that had always been so full
of sunlight and laughter. The sun still

We

splashed over the kitchen floor, but
there was no laughter, no banter over
who was to drive me to work. Ted had
the morning paper before him he
hadn't turned a page in a quarter of
an hour and I sat staring out the
window because I had either to look
there or at Ted's paper or at Billy's

—

—

empty

place. Suddenly I heard
"I wish we could go

myself
away."
Ted's paper came down. "Why?" he
asked harshly. "Are you afraid?"
I looked around, startled.
I hadn't
been afraid, just then. I had been
saying,

thinking that if there were painful
memories for me here, there must be
more painful ones for Ted, and that
it would be
(Continued on page 98)
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Greyfear covered the sky, hold

looked at me, and then down the dark
highway. I knew then how utterly
useless it was to hope that he could
way, how completely
see things

KNEW, that night at the hospital,
that there would never again be
any peace for Ted or for me. Ted's
died away, and
crazy, strangled voice
silence followed, a silence that was

I

he must make Wade pay. I
knew that, too, although I tried to push
the knowledge away, tried to tell myself that it was only shock that had
made him act as he had at the hospital, speak as he had spoken now.
We rode on down the highway, not
speaking, separated as we had never
before been separated.
The lights of the airport glared
harshly as we turned into it. People
came up to us, some openly sympathetic,
some hiding their sympathy
under a grim practicality, according
to their natures. Someone loaned Ted
a jacket, since he was still wearing
the light shirt in which he had run

were moveless, wooden images,
and the only live thing in the room was

Wade's
the terrible, helpless pity in
said

Mary," and
in a tired voice, "Come on,
started out the door.
In all the stunned
I didn't move.
mind there was no
emptiness of
but only
reason, no impulse to action,
of final, dreadful fulfillment

my

a sense
It

had come, the thing

I'd

been

afraid

not that I
of when I first met Ted—
had
had foreseen Billy's death, but I
someafraid of something like it,

been

would wake

Ted

in

from the house.

Someone told me that
would be expected at
day or two, especially
since our vacation was to begin
the vacation on which we were to have
neither

of us
work the next

his

thing that
revenge.
sleeping spirit of violence and
"You'd better go." The whispered

.

one
words came from Wade. With
bandaged hand at his reddened throat,
his head
he looked at me and inclined
toward the door. "He needs yougratitude,
I looked at him in mute
my
and as I left the room the tears in
loved
eyes were for Wade, who had

more
and who perhaps had
than any of us.
com
Ted was waiting for me in the mm,
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to bear
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started when
follow*
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"Ted!" All of

my

horror was

in that
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one word. Ted knew it, but nau
no effort to retract what he
no effort to reassure me.
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taken Bill east.
I got back into

^
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the car, and Ted
came over to me, put his hand on
mine. "They think they've located
the
Plane," he said. "I shouldn't be gone
long. But in case I
am, maybe you'd
better go to your folks."
I nodded, and
before he turned away,
he kissed
a kiss that was oddly

me—

l*e a farewell, especially
meaningful
even under these grave
circumstances,
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on Wade's

throat, and fear swallowed
sorrow. Toward morning I had
sense enough to pick up the folders
and put the sweater away so that Ted
wouldn't see them, and then I dozed
for a while, until the telephone began

my

to ring.

It kept on ringing, incessantly
seemed, and I answered it each time,
thinking that Ted might be calling; but
it was always someone else.
My parents called. They had heard of the accident over the radio, and they were
hurt to think that I hadn't turned to
them immediately. I answered them
almost shortly; I was ashamed of myself for it afterward, but I'd had to be
short with them. Always, I'd talked
over everything with them, and I was
afraid now that if I said more than a
few words, I would blurt out all that
was in my mind, and they would be
shocked and repelled. Friends at the
airport called, and friends in town, and
finally I let the telephone ring unanswered while I slept.
it

TPED came home
x awakened, and

that evening.

I

had

bathed and put on

a fresh housedress, and I was getting
dinner, not because I expected him or

because

I

was hungry, but because

I

to have something to do. I was
setting the dining room table when I
saw him coming up the front walk,

had

and my heart stopped at the exhausted,
beaten look of him, at the tired, shambling gait that was so unlike his long,
free stride. I thought, "They found the
." Then, irrelevantly, I wonplane.
dered why he had taken the front way.
Usually he came around the back,
knowing that I would be in the kitchen
at dinner time. Then, when I went to
open the door for him, I knew that he
had not expected to find me there
at all. The look on his face told me
as much; it was a look of incredulity
and shame and pathetic gratitude.
He stopped on the walk, looking up
.

at

he had to hold to in the world.
"I frightened you," he said after a
while.
"Yes," I said, "you did."
"I'm sorry," he said humbly. "I—
You know I don't want to do anything
foolish,

face,

naked-looking and terrible as it had been at the
hospital
seeing the red prints of his
fingers

death;

of us

head and

somehow.

we

were. Ted was taking this
tragedy as personally as he took everything else. To him, Wade and not circumstances was responsible for Billy's

worse somehow, than anything that
had gone before. No one had heard
his pasthe struggle, and Ted, for all
the hospital
sion, had spoken quietly;
The
three
staff had not been aroused.

his

would have been far more cruel
ted had seen them.
That night and the next day

It

my

different

a

Then Ted turned

m^^«"-"^^

.

me. Then he came forward— hurry-

ing now, no longer dragging one foot
behind the other— and took me in his
arms and held me as if I Were all that

I

Mary."
while my arms
him. Foolish, he'd
He wasn't forgiving
was merely saying that he

stiffened,

even

tightened around
said, not wrong.

Wade. He
would withhold his hand because rewould be unwise. In the next
moment I melted toward him. Ted
couldn't help feeling as he did toward
Wade. He had never been taught to
feel differently, to think from any
side
but his own. Even this much of an
admission from him was a step in the
right direction. Surely, he had passed
the critical point, and from now on his
wound would begin to heal.
But Ted wasn't past the crisis, although it was several days before I
realized it. There was a great deal to
do tasks that were hard and yet good
for.
us, because they kept us from
thinking of ourselves and of our loss.
There was the funeral, and all of the
arrangements for it, and the cancellation of our travel tickets, and the
taliation

.

.

.

—

notifying of Billy's school.

And

there

were our

came

friends, who telephoned and
to see us and who were as hard

to face as the grim tasks, but who were
good for us for the same reason. When
Ted and I were alone together we
didn't
talk
except about practical
things; to speak of what lay close to
our hearts hurt too much.
One morning toward the end of our
"vacation" I couldn't help speaking of
it.
We were at breakfast, the hour of
the day that had always been so full
of sunlight and laughter. The sun still
splashed over the kitchen floor, but
there was no laughter, no banter over
who was to drive me to work. Ted had
the morning paper before him he
hadn't turned a page in a quarter of
an hour and I sat staring out the
window because I had either to look
there or at Ted's paper or at Billy's
empty place. Suddenly I heard myself
saying, "I wish we could go away."
Ted's paper came down. "Why?" he
asked harshly. "Are you afraid?"

—

—

I

been

looked around, startled.

I

hadn't

had been
thinking that if there were painful
memories for me here, there must be
more painful ones for Ted, and that
it would be
(Continued on page 88)
afraid,

just

then.

I
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SUITABLE

SUBSTITUTES

and

collected for this month's
article recipes for dishes to serve
during Lent. Fish, almost endless in

variety and in variety of preparation,
heads the list, of course, and following
closely in popularity are cheese, eggs,
beans, all so high in protein that they
are adaptable for year-round good eating as well as for the Lenten season.

Baked Stuffed

variety,

V/i cups coarsely broken soda crackers
1 small onion, minced
tsp. salt

%

Pinch pepper
Vi tsp. basil,

marjoram or thyme

(optional)

minced sweet pickle
Vi cup melted margarine
Use mackerel, bass, white
1 tbl.

A

3-pound

fish,

etc.

fish,

of

and

these,

that

will find delicious at any time of year.

soak fish in it for about 20 minutes.
Drain and dredge with cracker crumbs.
Place in shallow baking dish, brush
melted margarine over top and bake
in 325 degree oven until tender, 20 to
30 miftutes.
Shellfish Fritters

Cool. When sauce is cool, beat in egg
yolks, then stir in fish. Fold in egg
whites which have been beaten until
stiff. Pour into baking dish which has

been rubbed with margarine (use one
which is deep enough to allow the
souffle to rise) and bake in 350 degree
oven until firm and golden brown,
about 20 minutes. Follow same direcfor cheese
grated cheese for
tions

Pinch pepper
cup water
2 tbls. melted margarine
1 egg white
Use either oysters or. clams, raw, or
cooked or canned shrimp. Mix together
flour, salt and pepper, stir in water,

souffle,

substituting

fish.

Nut and Spinach Mold

%

and fold in. Dip fish into batter
and fry in deep fat at 365 degrees or
panfry in melted margarine. Allow 5

stiff

4 cups cooked spinach
1

%

cup chopped nut meats
cup crumbs

Vz tsp. salt

Pinch pepper
3 eggs

Drain spinach thoroughly and chop
Add crumbs and nut meats. Beat
Continued on page 89)

fine.

to 6 minutes for raw clams or .oysters,
2 to 3 minutes for cooked shrimp.
Fish Souffle

which

has been rubbed with
margarine, in 325 degree oven until
done, about 1 hour.

all

and combined into Lenten meals

then melted margarine. Beat egg white

after cleaning, will
serve 4 or 5 persons. Mix stuffing ingredients in order named, insert in
lengthwise slit in fish. Tie firmly enough
to hold stuffing in place, dot with margarine, and bake on shallow baking
dish,

vegetables,

18 shellfish
1 cup flour
Vi tsp. salt

Fish

—

cheese,

other foods, can be prepared with imagination

your family

1HAVE

nuts

Fish,

many

1 tbl.

margarine

BY

KATE SMITH

1 tbl. flour
Vz tsp. salt

Baked Fish Cutlet or Steak

%
Wz

lb. cutlets

about

1

inch thick

1 tbl. salt

pared
50

this

way.

Add

salt to

milk and

FOOD COUNCELOR

4 eggs, separated
1

cup milk
1 cup cracker crumbs
Haddock, swordfish, etc. are good pre1

RADIO MIRROR'S

Pinch pepper
cup milk

cup flaked cooked

fish

Melt margarine over low heat, blend
in flour, salt and pepper. Add milk and
cook slowly, stirring constantly to. prevent lumpiness, until sauce is thick.

Listen to Kate Smith's
daily talks at noon

and her Sunday night
Variety Show, heard

on CBS, at 7: 00 EWT.

—

INSIDE RADIO -Telling You About Programs and People You

Eastern War Time

War Time

8:00 CBS:
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:
8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

News
News
News and Organ
The Jubalaires

i

6
Recital

5:00
6:15
6:30

7:00
7:30

8:05
8:30
8:30
8:30

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:45

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

10:00
10:05
10:30
10:30
10:30

10:45
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00
11:00
9:30 11:30

8:45 CBS:
9:00 CBS:
9:00 NBC:
9:00 Blue:
9:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30
10:30
10:30
11:00
11:00
11:05
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:30

CBS:

of the Air
Message'of Israel
of the Bible

CBS:

Wings Over Jordan

Blue:

Southernaires

NBC: Words and Music
MBS: Pauline Alpert
Blue:
AAF Symphonic Flight Orch

2:30
2:30

A BEAUTY GREW

CBS:

Blue Jacket Choir
MBS: Radio Chapel
Blue:
Hour of Faith
CBS: Invitation to Learning

CBS:
Blue:

2:30 CBS:
2:30 NBC:
2:30 Blue:
2:55 CBS:
3:00 CBS:

Salt Lake Tabernacle

News from Europe

Eternal Light
Concert Orchestra, direction
Josef Stopak
Stradivari Orch., Paul Lavalle
Transatlantic Call
Church of the Air
B, Kennedy
Voice of the Dairy

John

Farmer
George Hicks From Europe
Edward R. Murrow (from
London)
-

Sammy

Kaye's Orch.
Chicago Round Table
Matinee Theater, Victor Jory
Those We Love

Chaplain Jim, U. S. A.
World News Today

John Charles Thomas
National Vespers
Olive

Downes

New York Philharmonic
Symphony
Charlotte Greenwood Show
Blue:
NBC: Army Hour

3:30
3:30 Blue:

Ethel Barrymore as "Miss

Hattie"
Darts for Dough

1:00
3:30
3:30

2:15
2:30

4:15
4:30

NBC: NBC Symphony
CBS: The Family Hour
Blue:
Mary Small Revue
MBS: Upton Close
MBS: The Shadow

2:45
3:00

4:45
5:00

CBS:
CBS:

4:00

Blue:

3:00
3:00
3:00
7:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
4:00

4:30
8:30
4:30
8:00
5:00
8:30

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:00
6:00
5:15
6:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00
5:30
5:45
5:55
6:00
6:00
7:00
6:00
7:45
6:30

Metropolitan Opera Presents
William L. Shirer
Harriet Milliard and Ozzie

Nelson
Radio Hall of Fame
Blue:
MBS: First Nighter
NBC: Catholic Hour
CBS: Fannie Brice
NBC: The Great Gildersleeve
Drew Pearson
Blue:
NBC: Jack Benny
CBS: Kate Smith
Don Gardiner, News
Blue:

MBS: Stars and Stripes In
Quiz Kids
Blue:
NBC: Fitch Bandwagon
MBS: Samuel Grafton
Blue:

Britain

Greenfield Village Chapel

NBC: Edgar Bergen
CBS: Blondie
MBS: Mediation Board
Dorothy Thompson, News
Blue:
Joe E. Brown
Blue:
CBS:

Crime Doctor

CBS:
CBS:

Bob Trout

NBC: Qne Man's Family
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
Radio Readers Digest

MBS: Old-Fashion Revival
Walter Winched
Blue:
NBC: Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
Blue:
Hollywood Mystery Time
CBS: Texaco Star Theater, James
Melton

8:15
6:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:30

8:30

9:45 Blue:
9:30 NBC:

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30

10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
10:00 NBC:
10:30 NBC:

9:30
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30

10:30 CBS:
11:00 CBS:
11:15 CBS:
11:15 NBC:
11:30 NBC:

Jimmie Fidler
American Album
Music
Take It or Leave

of

Familiar

It

The Life of Riley
Hour of Charm

Comedy

Theater, Harold

Lloyd

We The
Bill

People

Costello

Vera Brodsky, pianist
Cesar Saerchinger
Pacific Story

BROOKLYN

.

.

.

all the disparaging remarks you
about Brooklyn, but when it can pro-

duce girls like lovely, five-foot-five, brighteyed Charlotte Manson, the radio actress,
for our side of the argument take a back

Light of the World
Strange Romance of Evelyn

seat, please!

Charlotte was born in Brooklyn and did

most of her growing up there. Of course,
by the time she went to Hunter College, she
had pretty well made up her mind what she
wanted to do with her life, and as preparation for her ambition joined the dramatic
club.
With her B.S. degree tucked under her
arm, Charlotte got her first professional
job which means paying job as an extra
in a movie which called for a lot of screaming. She did so well with her assignment
that she later discovered the casting director had her listed in his little black book
as an expert "screamer."
Charlotte didn't have to look for jobs
much after that. In 1939, she was auditioned
to play the role of the Glamour Girl
by
in Parade of Progress and won the part in

—

—

competition with over two hundred girls,
some of them seasoned radio actresses.
After that, it was easier and easier. CBS
was looking for someone to play a debutante
in Society Girl and tried very hard to find
an honest-to-Cartier's deb who could read
lines.
It turned out that the best they
could do was sign Charlotte, who was not in
the Social Register, but who happened to
look amazingly like Brenda Diana Duff
Frazier remember her? Charlotte's been
busy ever since. She's appeared regularly
on shows like Myrt and Marge, Hilltop
House, Gangbusters and a number of Arch
Oboler's plays. In 1940, she was signed to
play the lead in Stepmother and played the
part for more than eighteen months. The
role of Rose Kransky in the Guiding Light
show, from Chicago, which she played next,

—

attracted so much attention that Hollywood
scouts traveled to Chicago to interview her.
Arrangements were made for her to go to
the West Coast and be screen tested as soon
as her job was over. But when that job was
done, she got another one too good to turn
down and so it has gone on, from serials
like Romance of Helen Trent and Amanda
of Honeymoon Hill to thrillers like Counterspy, Gangbusters and Nick Carter.
Hollywood's still a beckoning will-o'-thewisp, but Charlotte doesn't want to rush

—

into things. She wants very much to make
her mark in the theatre before taking her

chances on the movies. Meanwhile, she
works hard and takes her work seriously.
She's very tense and concentrated in front
of a microphone and never gets out of the
character she has assumed for the moment.

9:45

45 CBS:

9:45
10:10
10:10
10:00
10:45
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
10:45

45 Blue:
00 CBS:
00 Blue:
00 NBC:

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:45
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:45
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:15

—

NBC

Andrews Sister Show
Nelson Eddy
NBC- Music America Loves
Blue:

CBS:

1:30
1:30
2:00
2:00

IN

Make
like

Loveridge
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A BIRD

IN
She has risen

A GILDED CAGE
to

fame singing tunes

.

.

.

of the

horse-and-buggy days, but Beatrice Kay,
star of NBC's Gaslight Gayeties, is young,
modern and completely 1945.
Beatrice was born in New York City, but
that doesn't mean anything, because she was
taken touring by her parents when she was
still an infant. Her father, who had given
up the study of medicine in favor of stage
direction, was always busy on the road.
Her mother was a theatrical costume designer and also always busy on the road.
Luckily for Beatrice, considering the kind
of life she lived, there was and still is
a Professional Children's School. She was
educated there and at Mount Kisco "Prep,"
where some of her schoolmates were Gene
Raymond, Helen Chandler, Ruby Keeler
and Milton Berle.
Through with school, Beatrice really went
seriously to work. She appeared successively
in stock, vaudeville and musical comedy
until she was stricken with a severe case of
laryngitis. She had to rest, then, and was
warned by a throat specialist that she must
stop singing for at least a year because of a
thickening of her vocal chords. That was

—

a fine thing to slap at a girl who literally
to sing for her supper. Caught in that
kind of a trap, Beatrice did the only thing

had

she could do

—she took her chances and went

right on singing. Gradually, her voice developed an odd, raspy quality that was decidedly not right for the operetta career

she had been hoping for.

Having taken her chances and

lost,

Bea-

trice didn't let herself get discouraged or
tragic. She decided to do what she could
with her new voice. She sang her first oldtime song at Billy Rose's Diamond HorseYork and not long after that
shoe in
was signed for a radio program featuring

New

tunes of the 1900's.
Don't get the idea that Beatrice is trying
to be funny when she sings those old songs.
Her rendition of old-time ballads is the result of hours of study. She has a huge collection of old sheet music and has studied
the period thoroughly. She listens for hours
to Edison cylinder records of Anna Held,
Maggie Kline, Eva Tanguay and others
whose songs she sings. She doesn't imitate
anyone, but she does try to capture the mood
of the singers who introduced the songs. She
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on her memory, having as a child
of the famous stars whose songs
she does on the air.
And to show that Beatrice has succeeded

Beatrice is married and, when not on
tour or in Hollywood, she and her husband,
Sylvan Green, live a quiet life between
broadcasts in their 200-year-old house in
Closter, New Jersey.
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in capturing a real old-time flavor, there's
her fan mail. Many people write to tell
her how young she sounds for an "oldtimer." There are also lots of people who
claim her voice hasn't changed a bit since
they heard her many years ago.
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cutting each other's

his great-grandfather. Harry McNaughton
was born in Surbiton, Surrey, England, and

was attending Sussex College when the first
World War broke out. Harry left school and
enlisted at the age of 19. He was in the
Army three years and nine months. His
unhappiest memory of that time was being
taken prisoner at

Quentin. His happiest memory was escaping exactly six
ho.urs later and taking twelve other prisoners with him. He knew the terrain and
was able to guide the party back to their

own

10:30
10 30
10 45
10 45
11 00
11 00
11 00
11 15
!
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11
11
11
11
11
11

St.

lines.

McNaughton was demobilized on Febru15, 1919.
On March 17th, less than a
month later, he opened in Bruce Bairnfeather's classic play "The Better 'Ole." In
that month, all McNaughton had to do was
get a rest, learn over a hundred pages of
dialogue, five songs and three dance routines
after getting over to the United States.
The run of the play was followed by a
spell of movie making for Samuel Goldwyn.
The years that followed were years of being a part of theatre history. McNaughton
appeared with all the greats of Broadway
and worked for all the famous producers

—

the Schuberts, George M. Cohan, Al Woods,
the Selwyns and the rest. He was in three
Winter Garden Revues with Mistinguette
and Alice Delysia. And, of course, he appeared in the Ziegfield Follies.
McNaughton specializes in giving audiences a picture of an Englishman just as he
should be played and not a caricature.
This you know if you remember him in the
many pictures in which he's appeared, having worked for all the major studios. And
remember him as "Bottle" on the Phil Baker

program?
Harry McNaughton'swife, the former Marion Turpie, was born at St. Andrews, Scotland. If you're a sports fan, you'll recognize
that name. That's where the game of golf
was originated. Mrs. McNaughton is the
second ranking golfer of the United States.
McNaughton's great hope is that he will
live long enough to learn to play well

Blue:

Corliss Archer

to

beat her at the game. He swings
club, himself. Last year, he

mean
for

the

State

championships at

Lake Placid with an 80.
McNaughton likes working in radio. It
keeps him on his toes. He's very conscious
of being able to reach millions of people
every time he steps before the microphone,

more people on each program than he could
ever reach in a lifetime on the stage.
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Mr. McNaughton ought to know. He's been
in show business a long time. What's more,
so were his father and his grandfather and

a pretty
qualified

CBS:
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throats.

enough
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Harry McNaughton, It Pays
To Be Ignorant you hear it on Fridays at 9
in the evening over the CBS network is a
unique show, because in it four comedians
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beautifully-gowned Hildegarde,

who

rose to

fame because a king

insisted

on hearing her sing

Ry ELEANOR HARRIS
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CBS: The Land is Bright
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Mrs. Miniver

Meet Your Navy
Early American Dance Music
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JUNE

of this year a new radio star
for business and by this
time she is 10th in radio popularity
in these United States, and she is earning $10,000 a week. (Combined earnings

INopened

—

from her radio show and her nightly
singing at the Persian Room of the
Plaza Hotel in New York City.) The
new-born star is Hildegarde, and the
smash-hit program is
'The Raleigh
Room, heard Tuesdays at 10:30

PM

after Bob Hope. And
thereby hangs a tale, a tale stamped
"Made in America."

EWT,

But

directly

you about the
heroine of the story. If you want to
see her, you would have to go either
first

let

us

tell

to the Persian Room or her broadcasting studio for she vanishes like dew
in the sunshine except during her public appearances. Once at either place,
you'd see an intimate nightclub setting: a couple of dozen white-clothed

—

tables surrounding a tiny dance floor.
From the ceiling, two pin-point flood

—

pick out Hildegarde who is
seated at a piano, with her meticulously
waved blonde head bent over the keyboard, and her lovely figure draped in
a custom-built $300 evening gown in
any one of a dozen subtle shades. As
she sang her intimate songs in her

lights

amazingly flexible voice, you'd watch
the many flirtatious, gay, charming expressions for which she's famous cross
her face. She must be in her midthirties, but you'd be ready to swear
on any handy Bible that she was 25.
She'd sing current hit songs, and past
hit songs, and her own special theme

song, "Darling, Je Vous Aime Beau
coup." Waiting in a distant doorway
you'd see her manager, dark, shrewd,
friendly Anna Sosenko, and together
they would melt into oblivion until
Hildegarde's next appearance in public.
Now you have Seen Hildegarde the
darling of cafe society, the reigning
song princess of smart nightclubs for
the past eight years. You have also
seen a mystery woman, whose history
is only revealed in flashes. But the
flashes make up the Story of Hildegarde and as we said before, the story
certainly one stamped with the
is
American rags-to-riches trademark.

—

—

She was born Hildegarde Loretta
Milwaukee. Her father was a
harness maker, and she began her
musical career by playing in the school
orchestra at St. Johns Cathedral School
in Milwaukee. After graduation she
played the organ in her neighborhood
movie theater, accompanying the silent
pictures of those days. But a year of
that was enough; and finally she went
off on numerous vaudeville tours to
accompany singers on the piano. It was
on a one-night stopover in Camden,
Sell, in

New

Jersey, at a small boarding house
that she met its owner Anna Sosenko.
year later, Anna became Hildegarde's
manager; and for fourteen years they
have come up together, step by step,
into the prominence they have today.
They have never had a written con-

A

—

either; Anna, by spoken agreement, gets half of what Hildegarde
makes. But when they first went into
partnership, (Continued on page 56)
tract,

to

a

member

of the

Royal Canadian Air Force

HER RING — an

upraised center

diamond flanked by smaller diamonds on intricate design in gold

FRANCES KING, of Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., of the old Hudson River family
another lovely Pond's bride-to-be.

engagement

to

—

Her

H. Paul Richards, of the

R.C.A.F., uoas announced

last

May

—

Pretty as a picture and a complexion so
you'd think Frances' beauty was

petal-ctear

just happenstance.

But Frances herself says, very positively,
she keeps it that way with her faithful
Pond's devotions.
"Skin needs regular care," she declares.
"I love my daily and nightly Pond's ColdCreamings. They make my skin feel glorious."

HOW FRANCES

BEAUTY-CARES FOR

HER FACE WITH POND'S

—

she smooths snowy Pond's Cold Cream
over face and throat, pats it with brisk
finger tips to help soften and release dirt and
make-up. Tissues off well.
First
all

—

Next she rinses with more luscious-soft
Pond's, plying her white-tipped fingers around
nose, mouth, cheeks, forehead. Tissues off.
"This double-creaming
says,

"makes skin

is

important," Frances

extra clean, extra soft."

—

Use Pond's Frances' way every morning,
every night. Daytime, too, for clean-ups.
You'll find it's no accident engaged girls like
Frances, noted society beauties, love this
soft-smooth beauty care.
Get a big jar of Pond's Cold Cream today.
You'll like being able to dip the fingers of

SHE'S A DARLING! Frances is petite, with wistful brown eyes and skin baby-soft!
!"
"I keep it nice with Pond's Cold Cream," she says. "It's such a grand cream

both your hands in the luxurious, big jar.

tM&<
MRS. VICTOR DU PONT,

III

LADY BRIGID KING-TENISON
MRS. GERALDINE SPRECKELS

ON HIS FURLOUGHS Paul

and Frances are inseparable. While he is away she serves, too
in the
Red Cross, at the canteen, the Halloran Hospital.

—

TODAY— many
girls

eaaded
more women and

use Pond's than any other face

cream

at

any

MRS. CHARLES MORGAN, JR.
MRS. JAMES

J.

CABOT

price.
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Cover Girl
(Continued from page 54)

was often nothing at all!
Shortly after they met, Hildegarde
ceased piano-playing in favor of songplugging for a music publisher. Shortly after that, she began singing at a
New York hotel; and then she and
Anna pushed off to try their luck in
that half

England and Paris. They owned a few
cheap dresses, packed in a couple of
cheap suitcases; and for three years
of obscurity they weren't able to add
anything else to their belongings. Hildegarde was playing double solitaire in
her hotel room far oftener than she
was singing in cafes though America
never knew that; for clever Anna spent
any spare money they had on cables
to the United States raving about the
"Incomparable Hildegarde" and her
triumphs in Europe. And finally, she

—

. . . avoid crowds when you have
a cold. Not only do you expose
yourself to other germs, you expose other people to yours! If you
must be near others, use absorbent

had a true triumph ...

all

due

to a

King.
Hildegarde had been singing for two
weeks at the Cafe de Paris in London,
with no notable success. One night, of

Sitroux Tissues for protection.

course,

King Gustave

Sweden had

of

hear her; but he had simply
drifted in as he would at any time.
So when her two weeks were up, the
manager invited her to depart. She did;
and the following night King Gustave

been

in to

was back
I

... eat the right foods! Have
plenty of citrus fruit in the house
oranges, grapefruit, lemons. Get
plenty of rest, too. Avoid draughts,

—

especially

>m

when sleeping.

—demanding

know where

to

the blonde singer had gone? Naturally,
the manager broke all speed records
called Hildegarde
to the telephone,
and overback that very night
King
night she became a famous hit.
.

.

.

A

had given her her

start!

in the United States a few
BACK
months later, she was received with

cheers of exaltation by everyone. She
began rotating from one swank "intime" spot to another the Persian
Room at New York's Plaza Hotel; the
Oval Room at Boston's Copley-Plaza;
the Embassy Room of Washington's
Statler Hotel; the Empire Room of
Chicago's Palmer House. Always she
was a sure sell-out. Already the fanatic
Hildegarde followers had formed, and
her fame spread as her song repertoire
increased. What helped the Hildegarde
legend immensely was the atmosphere
in which she surrounded herself
thanks to the advice of Anna.
Never before, in nightclubs, had a
singer "staged" herself so effectively.

—

1
../rv.i^.

.

for

use absorbent Sitroux Tissues

"overblown" noses! They're

—

kind to tender skin more sanibecause you can so easily
dispose of them! Saves laundry
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All the Girls

Never before had delicate spotlights
picked out anyone in such a fashion
as to throw huge silhouettes of her
profile on two walls of the room.
Never before had a singer planned such
eye-catching dresses, some of them unusual and exotic enough to start new
trends in styles. And never before had
a singer had such an air of mystery
much of it born of Anna's rule (also
new to the nightclub business) "Never
be seen by the public except when performing never, never sit at friends'
tables between shows."
Hildegarde's fame grew with her
ability to handle her audiences, too
a noisy drunk prompts her to interrupt her song, smile at him indulgently, and say, "The gentlemen's room

—

:

—

down the hall and to your left"
and then continue, with unbroken
rhythm, her song. This always quashes
the drunk and wows the audience. And
is

.

.

.

right in with Hildegarde's inintimate type of singing, almost as if she were a glamorous friend
singing in your home instead of a paid
entertainer in a public place.
It was the "Beat the Band" program
that first brought her to the airwaves,
as m.c. of the show. Soon after, "The
Raleigh Room" was born, starring
Hildegarde. And again, Anna and Hildegarde upset tradition. Instead of having the usual studio audience sitting
in a radio theater, with Hildegarde
before a microphone on the stage, they
insisted on a regular nightclub set
complete with snowy-clothed tables
and guests, with only the drinks missing. And, as in her nightclub stint,
Hildegarde is planted with piano in
the middle of the spotlit dance floor
her gown lustrous, her perfume haunting, and, as she puts it, "this personality of the show" going out over
the air to the great radio public of
it

fits

formal,

America.
mysterious darling
spots, has become
the mysterious darling of the land
and again with a new technique which
may spread to a thousand other radio
shows. The whole country is now humming, "Darling, je vous aime Hildegarde" and while the French may be
confusing, it's clear that Hildegarde has
taken over.
Hildegarde,

of the

swank

the

city

—

Are Pretty
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(Continued from page 16)
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clean and do their cooking for them.
Carlos can't get over the fact that
some of the prettiest girls he's met have
been able to broil a steak and put together a salad, and still look bewitching

while doing it.
Carlos is keeping his eyes open
trying to find out how American girls
do it. He's asked a lot of them direct

and if any of the girls from
homeland want to know our beauty
secrets Carlos will tell them plenty
about diet and exercise and fresh air
and lots of sleep and having an inquestions,
his

—

SIJRROUX

something outside one's self.
These are the factors, he has decided,
which make the girls of the United
States the prettiest in the world, and
that last item is the most important

\^5> TISSUES

While he has been checking up on
American girls, American girls have

terest in

56

of all!

been discovering Carlos. He's not un
aware of the excitement he causes in
feminine hearts wherever he goes. Sinatra himself isn't welcomed with more
audible sighs or limper looks. But he's
not spoiled by it for Carlos, unused to
feminine pulchritude in such large
doses, is sighing right back. "They have
such magnificent figures!" he exclaims,
and then adds, with gentle reproof,

—

"but how can they wear slacks? It is a
pity to cover up such beautiful legs!"
Carlos was singing at the Waldorf
when a talent scout came along and
scooped him up for Hollywood and
movies. Thus far he's been seen in two
pictures and more are in the making,
and of course he's heard every Thurs-

—

day night on NBC with Frank Morgan.
But Carlos still has one eye on the
Metropolitan and one on American
girls, the most beautiful in the world!

—

">6u£et your Man
—and you hold him, too, when
you lake the right beauty care.
use Lux Soap every single day
—for my complexion, and as a
I

9 out of 10 Screen Stars

bath soap, too."
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Glimpse of Heaven
Continued from page 45

*

be kind and courteous and thoughtful
wherever they live. Mary was and always would be a well, a great lady.

And my

AND

—

heart

was

glad.

when her mother became

ill

-'*•

that didn't change Mary, either. She
just went on proving with that blazing
courage of hers that circumstances
don't matter it's what you do about
them that counts. After her mother's
second stroke, when Mrs. Benton had
to be in bed all the time, Mary was
busy taking care of her and going to
high school, too, but she still had time
for me. And never did I see her show
the strain of the life she was living
never did I see her nervous or short-

—

tempered. She seemed to have serene
faith always a shining belief that the
world was all right and that she would
find happiness. And that faith never
dimmed during the long, hard years of
her mother's invalidism.
When they moved from Elmwood so
that Mary could go to business college
in Cartersville, I was afraid once more
that I was losing her. But that wasn't
true. Fate was weaving the threads of
our lives into a pattern a design of
great beauty and certain pain a queer
pattern twisted with admiration and
love and almost unbearable heartache.
By the time I was in high school

"I don't know," he'd say. "Mary's a
mighty pretty girl, and sweet, too.
Some smart fellow would have found
that out years ago if she hadn't had
her mother there. And it isn't too late
yet just you wait."
But there wasn't any indication of a
man's having wedged his way into her
heart when I got her note which read:

—

"Janie, dear:

You've been out of high school
almost two years and you worry
me because I'm afraid that you're
wasting time working in the drugstore there. Not that I'm not proud
of your job but I think you can
do better.

—

—

Would you

—

YOU CAN BE

MORE BEAUTIFUL
AND HERE'S THE SECRET—
make-up miracle awaits you in the new
duo-tone Rouge by Princess Pat. As you
apply it, mysteriously and amazingly the
color seems to come from within the skin
bringing out new hidden beauty. Your
color looks so real, no one could believe
that you use rouge at all!

—

LOOK

IN

YOUR MIRROR!

There's an
amazing 'lift' to Princess Pat Rouge that
gives you fresh confidence in your beauty

— bids

you be

irresistible

— and

feel irresistible, well, naturally,

THE RIGHT

if

you

you

are!

pointing

toward the nose.

• Blend

with finger tips outward in all directions. Notice that Princess Pat Rouge leaves

no edges.
• Put a touch of rouge to each ear lobe and
point of chin.

• Now, apply

—

finished business college

Princess Pat Face

Powder.

ONLY PRINCESS PAT ROUGE has the

and

was supporting her mother by teaching
shorthand in that Cartersville school.
She meant even more to me in this
period than before with the just-right
gifts she sent me, the letters of pride
she mailed when I achieved some special scholastic goal, her faith in me

—

always, pointing out the -better path,
the wiser decision.
Somehow, I never had considered
Mary's falling in love and getting mar-

She was much too good for any

—

men I knew in Elmwood too
great a lady for marriage as I knew
it
a bustling home and noisy children
and pressing bills. To me, Mary still
was a princess in an ivory tower of
of the

• Apply rouge before powdering.
• Smile into mirror. Note that the cheek raises.
Apply rouge to the raised area in the form of

>

Mary had

ried.

WAY TO ROUGE

For the most lasting and natural effect:

a

—

—

beauty and books and serenity. And,
besides that, I'd heard Mother say so
often, "It's too bad Mary's waited so
long. She'll never get married. When
you earn your own living until you're
thirty, you're too independent for any
man."
But, sometimes, Dad argued with her.

come

like to

to live

with me when our new term starts
in January?
You can stay here
and go to business college. And,
perhaps, after a year of school, you
can get a job right here.
Love,
Mary.
P. S.: I need you, Janie. I'm so
very lonely now that Mother has
gone away."
Three months later I boarded the
for

train

Cartersville

—for

my new

home with Mary. And, once

again,

—

filled

with

work and financial strain would have
mark on Mary. I was frightened

left a

that in witnessing the stabbing of her
hopes in arriving at the age of thirty
(which seemed old to me) she would
have lost the old enchantment.

—

—

But when

saw her coming toward

I

—

me on

the station platform a tall,
graceful woman, unhurried among the
bustling travelers, I was delighted to
see that the old magic still was there.
She was prettier than I had ever seen
her, with a* rich new beauty which had
about it an alert, alive quality, a
sparkle that she had never had before.
1

SENSED

immediately

that

—

thing about her her walk, her smile,
her blue -bright eyes were signposts
to happiness.
"Mary, darling," I whispered, kissing
her soft cheek, "you're so pretty."
Oh, it was good to be here to realize

—

—

that

would spend hours each day

I
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new

—

* meaning had come into her life that
the joys she had looked for so trustingly
had been placed at her feet. Every-

undertone and overtone are
blended in each shade. See it perform its
beauty miracle on YOU! Until you do,
you'll never know how
lovely you really can be.
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foreboding I was
afraid that the years of worry and
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with this woman with the smiling eyes,
the fine mind, the depth of understanding. And it was good to see her sparkling like the dew that had glinted on
the velvet lawn of the Elmwood home
where she was born. I grew warm as
I looked into her eyes, as blue as the
larkspur in that long-ago garden, and
touched her slim hand.
didn't tell me about Jerry until
in her sunny, pleasant apartment and she was setting the table
with its gleaming silver and immaculate linen for three.
"Judy, I've asked Jerry to come for

She

we were

—

—

dinner tonight this first night because I can't wait for you to know each
other." Jerry her voice changed when
she said his name, matched the new
glow in her face. "I want you to like
him, and I know you will. He's very
important to me, darling and I want
him to be to you."
"Who is Jerry how long have you

—

—

—

known him?"

I

asked, and

my

voice

was

—

tight with jealousy. Yes, jealousy
the sudden rush of resentment I had

always felt when my Mary would give
her smile, her thoughtfulness to another of her friends for however brief
a moment. She had always chided me
for it, gently, and explained that possessiveness was a small, mean, unworthy feeling and I would try to get
over it, because Mary said it was wrong.

—

disappeared now, too, because never
world could I have resented anything that brought Mary such happiness that her smile, always lovely, took
It

in the

wings.

she told me,
IT was just two months,
since they had met. Jerry had been
in the Army for two years before that,

had seen service overseas, had been
wounded and discharged.
"After his discharge from the Army,
he came to business college to brush up
on his accounting before going back
into business. I was immediately attracted to him and well, he was
lonely and lost and so was I and
"And you're not lonely any more," I

—
—

—

Any

finished for her.

—

—

vestige of re-

sentment against Jerry was gone now,
replaced by an eager curiosity. This,
was the end of the story the "happy
ever afterward" part, and I was glad.
This was the pot of gold under the
rainbow the dream Mary deserved to
What would he be like? I
realize.
mentally pictured her going quietly
down through the years with a tall,
older, grey-haired man. I could see
them in the life to come, quietly discussing books, spending long evenings
listening to Mary's records.
And, then, when Jerry came, he

—

—

didn't

fit

into that picture of

mine

at

He was buoyant and young and
happy just at being alive. He was
younger than Mary by two years. And
all.

he was so high-spirited and full of
laughter and fun that he seemed even
younger than 28. He seemed more my
age than Mary's.
Mary's eyes shone as she introduced
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us.

"Janie, this

is

Jerry.

I

want you

to

love him, too."

wonder, sometimes, if our lives
would have become so muddled if we
Jerry and I hadn't gone to that
movie that first evening. Because that's
when I began thinking wrong, I'm
sure. I had never before known two
I

—

—

people in love

own

Our
Number One

age, that
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And
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—two people close to my
—and had no way of
is

I

knowing how they would act. What
was more important, I had no way of
knowing how they would feel, no way
of recognizing the deep, quiet tie be-

*

M
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The Aliens

lent us their

Apartment

neath the surface of passion. I thought
that the touching of hands, the meeting of lips, the excitement of a glance,
were everything. Some girls, even at
that age, know that these things are
only a small, almost an accidental, part
of really mature feeling. But I was not

very grown-up, and I had no knowledge by which to measure my immature ideas.

Mary had some papers

she had to go

over, and after dinner she suggested
that Jerry and I walk down to the
Times, where an old picture was being
re-run. I looked shyly at Jerry, and
he grinned. "She really does want us
to get to know each other better,
doesn't she sends us off to a movie
where we can't even talk! But we'll be
friends anyway, won't we, Janie?"
"I hope so," I laughed back.
"I'm

—

very anxious to."
Jerry slipped his hand under my
arm and started me toward the door.
"Come on, then," he urged. "It's a fiveminute walk to the movie I'm sure we
can be old friends by then!"
We were more than old friends by
the time we were seated in the theater.
I felt that Jerry was an exciting new
friend, someone I wanted very much to
like me not only because of Mary, but

—

for myself.

SOMETIMES,

affect you in
Anyway, the one that
night did me. It was an old picture
an intense drama the story of a beau-

movies

funny ways.

—

brilliant

tiful,

older

woman in love
man with the

with a younger man, a
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same gaiety and charm and excitement
that characterized Jerry. As I watched
the graceful movements and quiet
charm of the heroine, I began to admire
her for the same things I admired in
Mary. And, as the story continued, I
confused the heroine with Mary, until
the story, itself, became Mary's life.
And then, as the plot progressed, as
the younger man switched his affection
to a soft, desirable girl younger than
he, I began to tingle with excitement.
Because, you see, I was in the story
now, too playing the role of a young,
^nnocent girl in love with a handsome
stranger already engaged to an older
woman. The girl's kisses became my
kisses her arms around the dark-eyed
arm resting
man were my arms.
beside Jerry's in the theater tingled
the flesh burned where it touched his.
I was thinking of Jerry in connection

—

—

with

And

My

me—thinking

of his lips

on mine.
I had

was more excited than

I

ever been before in

my

life.

When we emerged from

the

dark

awakened interest. I was considering him
now not as the man who would share
theater, I looked at Jerry with

with my closest friend, but as
a very attractive person who could fill
any girl's heart with singing happiness
who could put a song in mine..
Apparently, Jerry had missed the implications in the movie. Somehow, he
did not seem to see that the screen
story tied in with ours. Because when
we returned to Mary for hot chocolate
in front of her glowing fireplace, Jerry
was just the same as he had been at
dinner charming and gay and attenYet sometimes,
tive to both of us.
when I looked at him, I noticed that
there was a little cloud of concern behind the sunlight in his smile. And I
wondered if he were thinking of the
problems he might face if he married
a woman older than himself. You see,
that age difference impressed me. In
Elmwood women took pride in marrying men at least two or three years
older than themselves. A woman older
his life

—
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than her husband was considered to be
in a difficult kind of situation.
But after he had gone, that night,
after he had smiled and waved goodnight to both of us, Mary explained his
restlessness as an aftermath of his
years at war.
"The war is hard on
men as sensitive as inherently kind
and good as Jerry," she explained.
"When I first knew him, I thought he

ewna,

W&...

—

was terribly
moods and

bitter.

—

I

was

afraid of his

worried about him."
"How much you must have changed
him," I told her with honest praise.
She smiled with real pleasure. "He
Every day I
is happier all the time.
can see a change
I

—

"You give him peace," I said and
was surprised that I could see so
clearly why Jerry had been attracted
to this quiet, self-contained girl.

And,

then, for a minute, I felt pity for her.
Because I thought I could predict something else that Jerry, normal again,
no longer so frantically in need of
peace and understanding craving, instead, fun and excitement and youth

—

—

—

and gaiety might turn from Mary to
someone younger than himself. And I
was afraid that I might be that girl
fearful of the outcome and yet fascinated by the strange emotion that
shook me even as the thought came to
me.
|

WONDER now if I could have fought

—

emotion if I could have prevented myself from falling in love with
Jerry. I could stop now before being
drawn into an emotional web of that
kind, but I am no longer an inexperienced girl.
I have grown up.
At
that time I was not strong, not blessed
with intuitive wisdom. You see, wisdom so often comes from experience
experience which reveals even as it
terrifies, and teaches as it wounds.
No, I guess I couldn't have avoided
falling in love with him, then he was
so handsome, so kind, so thoughtful.
* that

—

He was different from anyone I had
ever known except Mary. I know now

ij.

What

was very like her that his
easy charm, his courtesy, his thought-

A.

For satin-smooth skin that

—

that he

fulness were what attracted me to him
just as those traits in Mary made me

wouldn't

I give!

attracts kisses?

Q. Yes— but I have such dry skin.

worship her.

Oh, he laughed aloud
where Mary merely smiled with her
blue eyes he talked a great deal and
Mary very little but their thinking
ran along parallel lines, and they were
in complete agreement on all the important things. They were like musi-

—

.A. This One-Cream Beauty Treatment with Jergens
Face Cream helps dry skin especially.

—

symphony orchestra.
They were thinking the same way even
if they were not playing at the same
time.
And that's why I loved him
because I saw in him what I saw in
Mary his responsiveness, his love for
beauty, his fine mind and his physicians in a great

—

This

like

my

ignorance of love.
youth,
I
as unacquainted with love and desire and the attraction of a man for a
woman as any untutored schoolgirl.
The boys I had gone to high school with
were gangling schoolboys interested in
football and hockey and baseball. And
then after that, when I worked in the
Elmwood Drug Store, war robbed me
of normal youth took away the boys
I would be dating. So I was starved for
the affection of someone in the opposite
sex. And, Jerry, because he was kind

was

affection

he gave
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—

!

have made
made.

the

mistake

that

,

Mary

Usually, I "walked home from business college with Jerry.
We were
through classes at 3:30 and Mary didn't
finish until almost five. Every night
we walked the three or four blocks together. And Jerry came into the lamplit, chintz-brightened living room with
me to light the fire for Mary's homecoming so that the cozy room would
glow like a dark ruby when Mary came
in from the still, cold twilight.
One day, after he had lighted the
fire, and I had slipped our simple, onedish
dinner into the oven, Jerry
switched on the radio and flooded the
apartment with sentimental dance music.
Without speaking, we walked together and moved in easy rhythm
around the room. The sensuous music
pulsed through me, mixing with an
emotion that pounded through my
blood one that frightened me even as
I sought to prolong it.
I was afraid

—

—

and

thrilled

moment
shut out

.

.

.

all

and ashamed all in one
and then my need for love
other emotions. I swayed

closer to him as he guided me gently
as our bodies moved as one.

then, suddenly, he seemed to
AND
sense what was feeling. His arms
I

and dropped quickly to his
sides.
He turned from me abruptly.
But I was loathe to give up this moment to say goodbye to love just as
it brushed me with its magic wings.
stiffened

*wtfii

Meek

^^W^^^^

—

stood staring at him, my eyes shining,
lips moist. For a minute, I thought
he was coming back to me that his
lips would close over mine in the twilight that he would forget everything
except the spell of the music, the need
that was compelling me toward him.
But he didn't. He walked instead to
the window. And as he stood there,
I suddenly realized how close I had
come to hurting Mary, and the pounding of my heart quieted slowly. Mary,
to. whom I owed so many things
childish happiness, advice and help and
I

my

—

—
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wisdom, and now my home, my education, a whole new future.
The magic
went out of the moment, and when
Jerry turned from the window we became, once again, two people who were
waiting together for one they both
loved to come home.
But I didn't sleep that night. The
vagrant, accidental moment had grown
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like a fairy-tale tree, until now it was
mind than all the rest of
larger in

my

I sensed that Jerry was
the world.
capable of giving me a happiness I
had never known, and I wanted that
happiness, wanted it enough to reach
out wilfully, blindly, to claim it for
myself. There was no Mary, no friendship, no reason left in this sudden insistent need.
And so the next night, when we
waited for Mary in the livingroom, it
was I who switched on the radio and
waited, defiantly, expectantly, for him
to turn toward me.
Once again the lilting, insinuating
rhythm wrapped us round. Once again
we moved together in a resistlesss pattern of grace and closeness. And this
time there was no question in my mind,
no doubt nothing at all except desperate need. This time, Jerry did not
fight the force that was welding our
bodies as though we were magnetized.
This time his lips came down over mine
in a kiss that set my heart hammering

—

madly under

his.

"Jerry, Jerry," I whispered, "I love
."
you so
.

Because of these dainty, carefully designed applicators, Meds inserbers are easy-te-usel
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.

He put me away from him and

could feel his answering whisper in

I

my

i
"Janie
this is wrong, it's
impossible.
Try to forget it, please!"
I flung back my head and tried to
hair.

.

.

.

make

his eyes meet mine. "Forget?"
questioned. "Why should I
what
is
impossible?
I
"
He placed his
finger gently over my lips.
"No, Janie, don't say it. It isn't true.
I'm so terribly sorry this happened."
"I'm not sorry," I said quickly. "I'm
glad. Because now I know you love
me too I know it!"
His voice was more than troubled
now, it was almost harsh.
"Jane, listen," he commanded sternly. "You must forget this. It didn't
mean anything. You must know that.
We forgot that's all."

—

I

.

.

.Diana

.

Barrymore

—

the great

daughter of

JohnBaxrymore
says-

—

whispered, coming close to him again. "I love you."
"No, Janie, you don't love me you

never forget,"

"I'll

I

e
th
"i
realue that
today
to
as necessary
as**
deodorant

- *?

—

And, someday, you'll find

love love.
it."

—

have found it in you."
you mustn't make this important," he insisted, and I knew he was
thinking of Mary and the hurt that this
would bring to her.
But I was hurt, too, I wanted to tell
him and afraid. Afraid that this man
"But

I

"Jane,

amde
\

—

l

U

f
^

enthusiasti-

rlSdwithArnd

gie

could not be mine.
"Don't make it
important!"
I
wanted to scream.
"That's like telling me not to make my
eyes important or my arms or my
heart.
This is the most wonderful
thing that ever has happened to me,
and you're telling me not to make it
important."
And then Mary came in.

1

tt

Cd y etmmendithi gWy.
andrecoiu
dr
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.

tection.'

JERRY

kissed her when she opened
the door. And, without his saying a
word, I knew that he was apologizing

Populo

Holly* ood

j^ovie Star.

her for having been drawn even for
moment to another woman. And I
knew that his silent apology was mixed
to

a

with a quiet reverence. I could see all
that in his kiss.
I could
but Mary

—

couldn't.
She was surprised and a
little flustered at his kissing her for the
first time in front of me.
And then she

"You don't know how wonderful
walk in here and find the two

said,
it

is

to

I love best waiting for me.
I
feel that I've never been alive until
now I'm so happy."
Jerry looked at me and his eyes
said plainer than words ever could,

persons

—

"You see, Jane. Could you tarnish a
bright and shining love like this? Could
you be the one to blacken her faith

NEW. ..a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

in us?"

moment, I agreed with
him. No matter what heartache it cost
And,

me,

I

at that

vowed again

to protect her

hap-

STOP

under-arm

PERSPIRATION

piness.

But that night, when I lay awake
long after Mary went to sleep in the
next room, I remembered the magic of
Jerry's

lips

on mine

—thought
—

of

his

strong arms holding me close remembered the music which had stirred our
senses, whipping our desire with its
rhythm. Again I was conscious of my
need for him. I decided then that
he did not really love Mary that he
was only loyal and appreciative of the
help she'd given him. My wild love for
him was making me create crazy
dreams dreams that had no place for

—

—

Mary.
But once again at breakfast, as I
watched Mary's slim, graceful hands
pouring coffee, when I listened to her
unhurried voice making plans for my
week-end, when I heard her honestly
berate herself for not giving me more
time and pleasure, I was terribly
ashamed that it was I the girl she was
befriending who was threatening her
happiness even as she planned mine.
With strong purpose, I avoided Jerry

—

—
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excuses

to

"

that

TKis homogenized facial helps
give lace

and neck remarkable

—making

week

next

for not walking home with him,
telling her that I had typing exercises
to make up. Often during that week
Jerry came to eat with us, but I said
little to him and he said almost nothing to me. Mary led the conversation.
Sometimes I could feel Jerry's eyes on
me and once I surprised him looking

Mary

—

BEAUTY-LIFT'

me with an expression I could not
understand. It had admiration in it
that look but it also had mute apology
at

—

and some

pity.

As I looked at him, as I felt desire
mounting inside of me, as I thought of
kissing him again, I knew that this
situation could not go on. Either I must
be free to declare my love, or I must
go away I must not go on feeling the
pain of seeing him with Mary. I
thought of getting a job and renting
a room away from Mary's pleasant
apartment. That would be the kind

—

—
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Then

tissue off.

The reason Hopper's Cream

is so active
lubricates the skin so expertly and
evenly
why it gives such an effective
facial
is because it's homogenized!

and
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Faithful use helps maintain natural
dazzling beauty thruout the years. At all
cosmetic counters.

HOPPER S> FACIAL CREAM

thing to do and this painful dishonesty
was hurting me almost as much as the
knowledge of our deception would hurt

Mary.
But, right then, I hated to think of
leaving. Even an occasional glimpse of
Jerry was better than never seeing him
at

all.

In the days that followed I had to
fight to keep from admitting my love
to Mary. For as long as I could remember, she had been my confidante.
In my letters, I had poured out my
problems and she had solved them by
return mail. But now that I had the
greatest problem I had ever known, I
could not talk to her because it involved her. So I did not talk to her
about it but I did talk once more to

—

Jerry.
night, after we had walked home
ONE
through the dusk as in the
defirst

lightful days of my stay with Mary,
Jerry and I were once again alone in
the apartment. As he helped me off
with my coat, I asked, "Jerry what
are we going to do?"
He pretended to misunderstand me.
And then he thought better of that and
said, "Janie, you're not— why, surely
you can't be thinking of the other night.
I told you not to."
I turned to him, my face close to his.
"Did you forget?" I whispered softly.
"No," he admitted, his voice husky
with emotion. "No I didn't forget."
And then his lips were on mine, shutting out the room the world and
Mary. We were two persons a man
and a woman being pulled together by
an almost inescapable force.
"You do love me, Jerry," I said softly, triumphantly. It wasn't that I ceased

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

to love Mary it was just that this terrible longing for Jerry was shutting her
mind, just as surely as if
out of
I were breathing in an anesthetic which
eyes to honesty, loyalty
was closing

my

my

and true friendship.
And, once again, Jerry put me away
from him.

—

"Janie " he
troubled way.

began,

in

the

old

—

and
I didn't want to listen to him
so I curved closer to him, kissing him
softly on his rigid jaw line.
"Do you like that?" I asked.
"Of course," he admitted huskily.
"You're soft and sweet and very appealing.

And you

flatter

me by

In the Black
35c"

•
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feeling

way." And he added reflectively,
almost unwillingly, "Who knows if I'd
never known Mary why
this

—

Your beauty salon or cosmetic counter will be
delighted to give you a free Sofskin application.

SOFSKIN COMPANY

.

FINDLAY, OHIO

—

—

"But, Jerry," I said. "You love me
not Mary. You know you do. And feeling this way, you can't marry her-

you—

j

—
"Poor

Janie," he said with hon-

little

est pity, as he turned and walked slowly to the window. I joined him there,

staring out at a world of bare branches
and gray skies a world gone suddenly
bleak. We were still standing there
the light to our backs when Mary appeared at the top of the flight of steps
that led into the little courtyard of the
building. Her whole body anticipated
happiness she was shining with expectancy as she lifted her face to the

—

—

—

window where we

stood.

change come over
Jerry. Without ever moving, he left me.
He went away as surely as if he had
walked from the room and met Mary
in front of the apartment. He was with
her as she started down the steps and
he was loving her dearly.
I

could

It

was when she waved

she
It

feel

a

at

him

DURA-GLOSSY
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/40MA

that

fell.

came very suddenly. She hesitated
minute raised her arm in a gay
and slipped on the ice-covered

just a
salute
brick.

—

—

And, immediately, Jerry was out the
door on his way to her. I knew, as I
stood in stunned, frightened silence,
that this time Jerry had left me forever that our twilight love scenes
were over for all time. No matter what
happened to Mary whether or not she
would ever smile or wave or love Jerry again the spell between Jerry and
me was broken.
I watched him when he picked her
up. His movements were loving, tender
I
grew warm just watching him
cradle her slimness in his strong arms,
whisper encouragement into her hair.

—

—

—

—

¥ HELPED him put her on the davenport when he carried her inside. At
first I

—she

thought she was dead

so shockingly white and
strange, definite stillness

was

still,

with a

that

chilled

room. When her hand finally
moved, it gave me a new lease on life
gave me relief from shocking fear
that Jerry's happiness was gone with
Mary's accident.
Mary had regained consciousness before Dr. Kelly got there had come
back to the world to look again at
Jerry with steady, believing eyes.
"Darling," I heard her whisper to
him. "I knew when you picked me up
knew you were taking care of me."
"You'll always know," he said. "Because that's how long I'll love you
always—and be yours alone." And
there was strong promise and honesty
mingled with the new gentleness in his
the

firelit

—

—

voice.

As

I

stood there in the

dim room

watching their love flame anew, I knew
that this was as it should be Jerry
and Mary, forever.
And, somehow, as this knowledge

—

came to
this love

me —when

was meant

I

recognized that

to be, I wasn't sad

and hurt or even bewildered, any more.
was glad happy in their reflected

I

—

—

deeply grateful for this new
insight into the real and true beauty of
the man-and-woman relationship at its
finest. The spark of infatuation which
happiness

had blazed between Jerry and me was
as dead as the ashes under the fireplace
grate.

Jerry and I stood in the small kitchen while Dr. Kelly examined Mary to
determine the extent of the slight concussion she had suffered.
I was terribly uneasy, desperately
anxious to let Jerry know what had
happened inside me, to tell him I was
changed.
I wanted to say, "Jerry
forgive me
for involving you in that emotion of
mine. Forgive me my selfishness my

—

—
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"

greed. I don't

know what happened

to

became aware
of the attraction between male and female for the first time. I knew puppy

me, except that in you

I

love at 20 instead of at 15."
But I couldn't mention our interlude
while Jerry was so tense and anxious
about Mary. I couldn't remind him then
of his temporary infidelity to his true
love.

fa

naw«

But, finally,

I

could stand

it

no long-

had to have him know that
Mary, too.
er. I

I'M

glad she

fell," I

loved

"Othershe hadn't

blurted.

we might— well,
we —

wise,

fallen,

I

if

Jerry smiled tenderly as if he realized
this was for me.
"Otherwise ?" he said slowly. "No,
Janie, if she hadn't been hurt if she
hadn't fallen, we would have found

how hard

—

anyway.

this out,

—

We

would have

dis-

he asked

a

.

.

—

—

—

—

And, Janie, when it comes why, hang
on to it with both your hands and
all your heart."
Now his voice was
serious and apologetic, pulling the
curtain on our temporary emotional
insanity. "And, Janie don't do any-

—

thing to jeopardize a love like that
ever."
He was thinking then of his momentary excitement, his lack of will power
with me that afternoon. And I knew
without his explanation that he was
glad that Fate had stepped in quickly

—

the

Tampax

.

He frowned and I knew that he was
groping for just the right words so that
I would understand.
"What I'm trying to say, Janie, is that
love love like mine for Mary," his
voice dropped lower and became very
soft and gentle, "well it's worth paying any price for it's worth patience.

always.

lashes.

(for sanitary protection) permits

worth waiting

had saved him from losing

do you feel so neat and free and
modern when you are wearing Tampax?
Why do you feel so wonderfully confident and top o' the world? It's because

you to discard those monthly belts, pins
and external pads.
No wonder so
many women now swear by Tampax and
think there's magic in the very name!

It's

covered pretty soon that what you and
I felt wasn't love. But we might have
hurt Mary worse than she's hurt now,
before we woke up."
He breathed out quickly and there
was a little shudder in the sound that
it made. I knew he was thinking of
Mary and of the tragedy which could
have come into her life. And then he
turned his thoughts away from her and
centered them on me. And when he
spoke, his voice was very kind, as if he
were a wise and fond uncle who would
care for me in a paternal sort of way,

"Do you remember my telling you
that you were in love with love, Janie?"

Why

force in the world.
for, Janie."

I

softly.

nodded dumbly, tears stinging

my

"Well, I was thinking then of your
being young and romantic and perhaps
little

you

silly.

But

to love love.
wait for it.

—now—well,
And

Because anyone who
tell

you that true love

I
is
is

I want
want you to

honest will
the greatest

this brilliant shining light in his life.
It wasn't hard to guess the direction
of his thoughts because mine were go-

ing the same way. Our thoughts were
as close now as our lips had been that
afternoon. We were joining in a mutual
prayer of thanks that a lovely, shining
thing had not been sacrificed for a
petty, fleeting one.

4ND

I knew something else as I stood
**• there. I realized that if I waited patiently if I expected love and beauty

—

way Mary had always looked

ward

to

it

—

it

would come

to

me

as it came to her, a glowing brilliant
invitation to happiness after years of
drabness. And, when it came, it would
come not wildly, like a tempestuous
March wind, but gently and softly as
,the first soft breeze of spring.
All of

knew

along with the sure realithat when it did come this
promise of love I would be ready to
face it squarely and to hold it close to
my heart forever.
this I

zation

—
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my

jeep ride

never

I

down

And

to the harbor.

will.

Once our boat cleared the docks,
mood lifted and I realized

my

bleak

for

time how very tired I was, 'and
how very glad to be leaving the blood
and muck and grime behind.
the

first

In the daylight, my conviction of the
night before that I was deserting
seemed ridiculous. I had worked hard.
As Dr. Dekker had said, I deserved my
leave.
With a surge of relief and
happiness I prepared to enjoy it.
The boat was clean, surgically clean
even if it was crowded. After a hot
bath and a long, dreamless sleep between crisp, clean sheets, I felt almost

—

normal.
I

© Corn

Products Sales Co.

pillow-slips

Before

I'll

"a

fine,

my

the deck, and found the officers' mess.
"You've missed breakfast and lunch,
Lieutenant Rand," a pleasant young
officer told me, "and you're almost late
for dinner. Where on earth have you

Sunny Monday,

who makes washday a fun

my

my

can keep their crinkles

Linit!" says Miss

speedy starch

it

Guinea

beauty-treat their wrinkles!"

"Come meet Master

on. I scraped the last of the New
mud off
shoes, and made a
stab at a finger-wave and a manicure.
"You're no Powers model," I told
reflection in the cabin mirror, "but
you'll do."
way up to
I was hungry. I made

put

"I strike!" hisses Sad Iron, "See if I don't!
Me iron those sheets? I simply won't!

Your

had one clean uniform in my duffle
I smoothed out the creases and

bag.

day!

been?"

WAS

1

dirty

and sleepy and hungry

• when I came on board."
"Now I'm just hungry."

confessed

I

We made the trip to Hawaii in six
days, brightly lighted and full steam
ahead, for our ship was faster than
anything the Japanese could set on our
trail. The contrast with my trip out
from San Francisco to Australia was
breathtaking. Then, in an old, leaky
tub, black as pitch, and jammed with
troops and equipment, we had zigzagged for days out of our course
eluding the then-triumphant Japs.
In Honolulu I found a room had been
reserved for me' at a hotel which before the war had been the mecca for

—

"We'll whizz through our work
with the greatest of ease

With

Linit to glide us!

"I suds and

I rinse

— then

Master Linit!
I'm proud to present the
here's

Attention please

Starch of the Minute!

the

richest

Now

dilletantes

in

the

world.

with army and navy
personnel on leave, airmen with fifty
missions under their belts, and soldiers
and sailors recuperating after months
it

was

filled

in action.

A

white strip of beach stretched invitingly right under my bedroom window. Late summer sun no relative of
the sun I had left behind in New
Guinea made ocean bathing as pleasant as the hot tubs I plunged into at
least three times a day.

—

—

My summer uniforms, immaculately
clean and freshly pressed, were so far
removed from the faded dungarees and
heavy boots which were the regulation
costume in the jungle, that I felt chic
almost pretty, and in Honolulu there
was no barbed wire.

—
"He blends water and

Linit,

each half in a cup.

Then adds

boiling water.

Just a minute

is

up!"

Sad

Iron,

now happy,

Men
says,

"My work will be bliss!
60 seconds with Linit makes
a wash fit to Kiss!"

looked at

me

as

we

passed in

Not shattered men who
looked to me for help for cold compresses or pain-killing morphine but
the

street.

—

—

men who

looked at me,
and admired me, because I was female
whole, healthy

— and

attractive.

my

Confidence soared back into
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like life-giving plasma.
was ready to go home.

At the transportation

Now,
office

veins

I felt,

I

my

soardash of

ing spirits received their first
icy water.
No plane space was available to the
mainland for personnel on leave.
Continued on page 70
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Karo has been a standby in her house for 35 years
and Mom says she's
been serving Karo in hundreds of ways ever since
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was told ..." I began.
Lieutenant," the officer in
charge replied. "But these orders have
just come down. Can't tell you when
they will be lifted. Lots of gold braid
buzzing back and forth all of a sudden."
"Then," I asked, "how about a boat?"
There was nothing available at the
moment, he said, but he would let me
"But

I

"Sorry,

know.
I was miserable.
It was unfair, I
thought. Here I was, almost home
and stuck at the very last lap. Why,
my leave could be over and done with
before I ever got out of Hawaii and
heavens only knew where I would be
sent afterwards.
I walked back to the hotel, feeling
trapped and cheated. My eyes were

—

downcast, so

didn't

I

know

if

any of

the men who passed me looked at me
admiringly. I didn't care. I wanted to

go home.

There was a message in my box at
the hotel. I was mystified. I knew no
one in" Honolulu. I tore open the
envelope and read a scribbled note.
"It's not the Top o' the Mark," it
read, "but I know a nice Officers' Club
in town. Will you have dinner with me
tonight?"
It
was signed: "Henry
Dekker.,"

So his name was Henry. I had never
known. After twenty-six months of
working by his side I had known only
that he was "H. V. Dekker, M.O."

FORGOT

the cancelled plane reserdimming prospects of seeing the Top o' the Mark. I dressed for
the evening as though Honolulu were
the town I had been aching to "do."
And, all of a sudden, it was.
Dr. Dekker was as resplendent in his
summer uniform as I guess 1 was. We
stared at one another open-mouthed
And then, rather
for
a moment.
abashed, we laughed.
"I didn't believe it for a moment,"
he confessed.
"Neither did I," I stammered.
We walked to the Officers' Club,
which was not far from my hotel, and
his hand held my arm in a strong
grip. I was strangely excited by the
touch and mystified by my own excitement. I had watched those hands
adat work for twenty-six months
mired their cool efficiency but never
before had they affected my own blood
pressure.
I searched for mundane things to
talk about.
"I'm glad you've been relieved," I

I

vation, the

—

—

—

said.

"I'm not relieved," he told me. "ReHeadquarters has decided
we've learned some surgical tricks
assigned.

working under battle conditions that
the new men might as well learn before they get into combat. I'm going
home to train them."
"How wonderful," I gasped. Then I
told him how my furlough plans had
gone astray.
"They told me just to wait until I

hear from the Transportation
said,
I'll

office," I

"and you know what that means.
be spending my entire leave in

Honolulu."
"I'm on leave
before
weeks
assignment. I'll
with you unless
here somehow."
.

.

.

—

too,"

he

said.

reporting for

"Six

my new

spend them here
you can break out of

my

—

heart pounding
thought it had forgotten how to pound.
"But you were so anxious to see Sanj
Francisco again," I protested.

There

was

again, the

way

I

J

—
was anxious

"I

to

show you San

Francisco," he corrected me, smiling.
We had found our way to a candlelit
table in a corner of the dark little club.
Dr. Dekker pushed two bamboo chairs
close together.
"What is there to do in Honolulu?"
he asked, re-opening the conversation,
"now that we're going to be spending
our leaves together?"
"But surely," I felt I must object,
"you have a family someone waiting
to see you."
"I am a lone wolf," he said firmly.

—

"Oh, Henry,"

name without

I

said,

—

using his

".*;'„::

first

thinking, "don't try to

We

had

cocktails at the Officers'
real Hawaiian dinner at a
little lu-au after black-out,

more than two

machine

—with

Already, he

know
it

it,

knew

I

coldly

me

was

pleasant and digni-
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these lovely dresses at remarkably low

and then found another club where we
could talk and dance until dawn.
I couldn't believe that this warmhearted gentle Hank the evening had
revealed to me was the same man as
the H. V. Dekker, M.O., I had known
so intimately and yet not known at
all

Own

Get Your

H ere

be nice to me. I'm not used to it."
He looked at me for a long moment
before he answered. And then he said,
"I'm trying to be nice to me. I'm not
used to it either. And my friends call
me Hank."
It was a wonderful night.
For the
whole night had gone by before Hank
took me home to the clean sheets and
warm bath which had been all I had
of dream stuff only a few hours before.
Club, a
friendly

EASY

THIS

unless he asked, but I
in love with him, and

be, no matter how brief this
meeting, as long as I lived.
There were wisps of identification

would

—

that connected the two men the doctor, and the man I loved.
H. V. Dekker, M.O., had been gentle,
too beneath the strain and fatigue. I
remembered our first night on the
beach, the horrible night when Ann
was killed and I took her place with
the lighted lantern.
_,
Dr. Dekker had gone on operating,
apparently oblivious to the fact that a
beautiful young girl lay dead at his
feet. But when the operation was fin-

—

I recalled, he had picked up
Ann's body, ever so gently, his face
drawn with emotion, and carried it to
a quiet place under the trees where
our other fallen comrades lay.
The demands on his strength and
courage were almost insuperable that
night but he worked the whole night
through, a table on the sandy beach his
operating room, its walls the jungle
and its roof the wide open sky. Japanese snipers were all around us, and
the night was wild with noise and

ished,

—

A

double

frock.
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real hospital with a tin roof the rain
sang on. But the work was no less,

and the horror no less. We came to
take death and destruction for granted
only because we would have gone mad
otherwise.

remembered how

tired Hank had
had been Hank, even if
a haggard and driven Hank on the
night I left. And I wondered aloud
how I could have failed to see then
what was so clear to me now that he
was the only man in the world I
I

bring out natural sparkling

beauty

looked

—for

it

—

—

in tbeir hair

wanted.
deserve that he should love
too when for two years I had
stood at his elbow, listened to his voice,
watched his beautiful hands, and not
I didn't

—

me

known.
But he did love me. He

told

me

so

the next day.

We were lying on the beach at
Waikiki revelling in the warm sun,
content to be lazy, to look ahead into
our unplanned, hazy, but happy future.
Hank reached over my hand.
"Please don't think this is sudden,
Marjorie," he said, "It really isn't. I've
known I would ask you this for almost

two years.
me?"

Marjorie

"You've known?"

—will

I

you marry

gasped. "For two

years?"

AND then I told him that I was in
*» love, too but in love with the
Hank I had only just come to know. I

—

confessed that it had happened to me
in love with him only last

—

falling
night.

He understood, bless him.
"It is hard to think of love in the
midst of war," he said. "For love is

—and

war is
when I was

death. There were
too tired, too sick at
heart, even to want you, darling. But
life

times

—

my

heart filed you away to be remembered when life was worth living once
more."
He turned my mouth up to his then,
and we kissed for the first time and
the nightmare of New Guinea was dissolved, the grim, efficient H. V. Dekker,
M.O., disappeared in a flood of love
and hope, never to be real to me again.

—
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Life was good, and Hank was warm
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—
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I

was proportionately harder for him to
lose. He had to make all the decisions,
My transportation was
all the plans.
delayed, and at last, as time
still
slipped stealthily through our fingers,
Hank suggested that we waste no more
it, and be married here in Honolulu.
Nothing could have suited me better.
I was living in a world of wonder, a
world of violent reaction to all that I
had known and seen, and our marriage
seemed the only thing needed to make
the wonders of that world complete.
A naval captain, whom Hank had
known in civilian life, performed the
ceremony in a flower-filled room at the
Officers' Club. And then Hank and I
came back to the hotel together and
for many days nothing existed for us
but the actual moment in which we

of

—

were
72
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Continued from page 72
ordered back.

Neither the past nor the future
had any reality. There was no such
place as New Guinea behind us, no
such place as San Francisco, and a
sane, normal life, ahead. Honolulu was
our world, and we the only two who
peopled it.
But time, outside our tiny, personal,
love.

timeless universe, rolled too swiftly
by. And at last we were forced to face

and make plans. Hank decided
must go with him to the midwestern hospital in the United States
where he was being sent and would
soon begin his new work.
"Your front-line experience is, in its
way, as invaluable as mine, Marjorie,"
he told me. "I'll need your help and
I'll want it so badly!"
facts

that

I

—

KNEW

T

that he was rationalizing
that any nurse who had seen duty in
the war zones would have been as useful to him as I. But I wanted to go
--

I wanted never again to
leave his side for a moment. If we
could go together back to the States,
work together, we could have a pleasant normal life, a home, now without
waiting until the war was won. I
wanted that so terribly life owed it
to me, and to him, I told myself. We
had done all that we could it was up
to others to take our places out there
where the fighting was. We would be
useful at home. We wouldn't be shirk-

with him;

—

—

—

ing.

And

so

asking for

Hank wrote

to headquarters,

my re-assignment.

"The Old

Man

will give us a break if he can,"
Hank told me hopefully. "It isn't
regulation, but he knows what it's like
in New Guinea. He'll feel that twentysix months of it is enough for any girl
certainly he will, for he thought it
was enough for me. That's partly why

—
I

was ordered home."

"How

long before we can expect an
I asked him.
"Oh, a couple of weeks should do

answer?"
it."

We

decided to spend those two weeks
in seeing as much of Hawaii as war restrictions permitted.

"Lord only knows," Hank

said,

"If

we'll ever get out here again. When
this is over I'll be a small town general
practitioner again and you'll be helping me. We'll be too busy setting

—

broken arms and taking out tonsils and
bringing babies into the world to think
of vacations, especially in places like

Most likely a week at a nearby
lake will have to do us, then. So let's
make the most of this, while we can!
this.

We'll forget we're waiting for orders

our honeymoon."
But we weren't allowed to forget.
Days before Hank's letter could have
reached the proper hands my new
orders came.
And they were not
this is

orders to proceed to the United States
to love and a home and a normal
life with my husband
but to turn
around and go back, west.
For a time we forgot ourselves, and
slipped back into the efficiency of our
doctor-nurse life once more. It seems
strange that for a moment it didn't
penetrate to us that this was the end
of our plans and our hopes. Perhaps

—

we

—

—

didn't

want

it

to,

just

yet.

But

whatever it was, the first thing those
orders meant to us was that the big
push was on. We were moving into the
Philippines we were going to get our
own back, to strike a double blow for
every moment of shame and heartache
and terror that Corregidor had meant.
That was why my transportation had
been held up; that was why I was

—

at me, and held my
come," he said. "We must
be moving."
I
nodded. "Yes, it's come. We're
going back.
Oh, what that will
mean " and then, suddenly, in the
midst of it, I thought of what it would
mean to us, personally those orders
that Hank held in his hand. It meant
the end of all we had counted on
no, I told myself, not the end, but a
long, long waiting. But I knew, too,
that only if every trained nurse in the
theater were needed and needed urgently would leaves have been cancelled. And I knew that the tiny, timeHank's and mine was
less universe
gone for good. We couldn't slip back
into it, now, for a moment. We were
a doctor and a nurse again, and man
and wife only secondly.
And so we sat, and stared at each
other.
We were sure, in our own
minds, that I could get out of it, if we
raised a fuss. I had spent twenty-six

Hank looked up

eyes.

Mcwe .Again

"It's

—

Cove and Mapp'mess

to

—

—

—

—

—

months in the war zones. Hank hadn't
been joking when he said that I was
A
suffering from "battle fatigue".
word of explanation to the assignment
officer, a voucher from Hank, and I
would have been sent on home. Those
were the things that went through my
mind, and through his, too, I know

T
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but neither of us could voice them.

remember how

small, how forlorn
voice sounded, so that I had to repeat the words, trying to make them
sound, the second time, more like a
nurse, an Army officer. "I guess I'll
have to go back, Hank. I guess I'll
have to go back."
If only I could have forgotten New
Guinea the twisted body of Ann
Llewellyn as it lay on the beach, the
men who ran to shore singing through
a hail of steel, the wounded who tried
to smile when pain was worst, the
nurses and doctors who worked when
they were too tired to work. If only I
could have forgotten those, I could
have turned my face toward home
I

my

—

and followed Hank wherever
he went. But I couldn't forget. It
wasn't that I was brave. My heart was
sick with fear.
It was
just that I
couldn't
forget,
and remembering,
there was nothing else to do but turn
back, and once again do what I could.
easily,
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ITANK

remembered, too. He didn't
•*--try to influence me. He didn't say a
word about not going. He wanted me
as much as I ached to stay with him,
but he knew, too, that there was no
choice. He knew I had to go back.
And I went, in three days. I went
aboard a boat, and tried to smile at
Hank, who had come to say goodbye. I
waved to him through a mist of tears
I hid with the best smile
muster.

that

I
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am

in the Philippines, in a hospital
like the one in
Guinea
that I find it hard to believe that I
I

New

much

so

have ever been away.
I

am

living

in

the midst of blood,

and mud, and grime again. I know
the hurt boys, the brave men, the indefatigable doctors and nurses again.
Is there a world where men are not

Where women are not too
in pain?
Where things are clean, and
tired?
children play, unafraid, in the streets?
I know there is, for Hank is waiting for me in that world the world to
which

I

am

—

going back some day.
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"Where My Heart Is-"
Continued from page 43

—

Photographs of Jack in every role and
every appearance from the first fiddling
job at the Barison to the present day.
Telegrams from Jack framed. Everything in the apartment spoke of one
man's love for Jack and faith in his

—

future.

asked Jack

I

if

Of course

there.

we

he,

could be married

and

Julius, agreed.

For a girl who honestly had wanted
"permanence" who hated hotel rooms
and dirty trains as I had tried to pretend I did the next five years would
have been horrible. But I was blissfully
happy even on the one night stands
for I was with Jack.

—

—

—

—

Next, before you dress, treat the trouble

After you bathe dry yourself quickly.
Next, shower. Cashmere Bouquet Talc
over your body, into the curves and rip-;
pies, to dry up lingering moisture. Now
you're fresh, divinely dainty.

spots to some extra Cashmere Bouquet
Talc. Like a silken sheath it protects
against chafing; lets girdle slip on easy;
gives you that slick, smooth look.

TIE

make our vaga-

did everything to

XM bond
-

life attractive to

beginning.

me, from the

He even wrote me

into the
after a few years, radio
rocketed into importance and Jack had
the first chance in his career for a fairly normal life, he insisted that I have
all the things I had "given up" for

When,

act.

my

with him.
"Given up?" I said, startled. "Why,
what on earth do you mean?" I honestly
had forgotten my old yearnings for
permanence.
"You always wanted a family and a
real home," he reminded me, "and now
after ten years -you have everything
in the world except what you've really
wanted."
I didn't understand. Family
I had
him. We knew that we could not hope
life

—

—

—

—

children. Home why, home was
where Jack was. Marriage, I told him,
was being together. Convenience, comfort things what did they matter?
But he pressed his point, and now I
for

—

am

Use Cashmere Bouquet Talc generously
and frequently for its protective sheath
and haunting fragrance. Its gay, light,
flower-like bouquet beckons and bewitches

men

all

evening.

It's

—

—

ful little girl.
WITH THE

FRAGRANCE
MEN LOVE

the fragrance

love.

was

For now we have
now, and a beautiadopted her when she

so glad he did.
she's nine

Joannie

We

a tiny baby.

—

And we have a home of our own
permanent home in Beverly Hills. Of

—

it has aspects of a gag factory,
with Jack and four writers working all
over the place six days a week and
using Joannie and me, to say nothing of
the cook and the gardener, the postman
and the grocery boy as guinea pigs for
their jokes. But for me it's wonderful
it's home, permanence, security, everything. For it's where my heart is.

course

—
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This new 128-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the BogueUnit Method
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Dept. 1169, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.
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—
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TODAY
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easy to make your kitchen sparkle, when
you brighten shelves with Royledge.
• Just go to your 5 and 10, neighborhood or
department store, and pick your favorite
Royledge pattern from heaps of gay designs.
• A cinch to put up. Just fold. No tacks!
• And so inexpensive. Only 64 for 9 feet!
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Paper
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it

ROMANCES

copy from the same newsdealer
each month and tell him to
save RADIO ROMANCES for
you regularly. Place a standing
order with your dealer don't
risk disappointment.

—
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im-
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The Right

Girl

LITTLE LULU

Continued from page 37
You're very sweet.

how

You

don't

know

But I shouldn't have taken
advantage of your sympathy."
"Sympathy!" I cried.
"If you call
!" I was so shaken
that sympathy
sweet.

.

.

.

was trembling. He looked at me incredulously.
Then a blessed wonder
came into his eyes. He straightened.
The defeated look was gone.
I

started

I

what
knob

to

—
—

speak

I

don't

know

would have said but the doorrattled, and Charlotte came in.
How much had she seen? I didn't care.
She had had her chance with John. It
was my turn now.
I

What

I

did in the days that followed

was inexcusable. I stopped being a
girl then, and became a woman
scheming, plotting woman.
I
used
every possible wile to take John away
from Charlotte.
On the pretext of
nursing Jimmy, I managed to spend
long hours with John in the intimacy

—

of the small stone house at the edge
of the zoo where we were keeping the
little chimp.
I talked to him about his

FURRIER
Copr. 1945, International Cellucottoo Prodocts Co.

work, encouraged him to go on with it.
Hung on his words. Often I found
some excuse to be very close to him,
putting my cheek next to his, or "accidentally" touching his hand and letting my fingers cling to his.
Once, I
tossed his cane away and put my arms
around him, pretending to take a dance
step.

went a
HEtered
into the

little

white.

Then he en-

it and, holding tightly to me, ventured a step or two

on
-

his

own.

spirit of

"Wonderful!"

I

cried in

excitement. And kissed him. Deliberately, I put everything into that kiss so
that he could not mistake its import.
He looked so startled that I laughed.
Before he could say anything, I whirled
and ran to Jimmy. "Look, John, he
really has recovered! It's the first time
he has eaten all his food and now he

wants to play."
Jimmy's idea of play was

to

hurl

himself, ball fashion, into our arms.
First into John's and then into mine.
John had to brace himself against the
wall to do it because the little chimp
was getting heavy. And finally, of
course, it happened.
He caught John
off-balance and the two of them fell
John's face was twisted
to the floor.

with agony.
"And I thought I was almost a man
again!" At the savage bitterness in his
voice my heart contracted. "A seventy-pound chimp knocks me over!"

A

mask had fallen back across his
features.
mask of self-mockery and
despair. That spark of new-found conI tried to help
fidence had vanished.

A

him up but he pushed me

aside. Painhe dragged himself up on a chair.
Jimmy was back in his cage, sitting there huddled in fright.
A cold

fully,
.

.

.

was upon me too. It was as if
John had withdrawn into a tight little
world of his own, shutting me out.
That night I went to Charlotte's
apartment.
I
had to find out how
things stood between them. She was
sitting in the bay window overlooking
the park and zoo and she hardly turned
her head when I entered. "Hello, Bets.
fear

I've
I

LUXURIOUSLY SOFTENDABLY STRONG

been expecting you," she said.
sat on the seat opposite her. Tense,

waiting. After a moment I blurted out,
"Charlotte, when are you and John going to be. married?"
She looked at me steadily for a
moment, as if she were trying to read

Watch

for Paramount's latest LITTLE

LULU

cartoon

in

technicolor at your favorite theatre

—
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something in ray eyes

—

something that
are not going to be.
... I would have married him the day
he returned if I had been sure it was
right.
But I think I knew even then
that I wasn't the one for him. Perhaps
he has known me too long. I'm like
an old shoe. Or more like an old crutch
that he has come to be dependent on."
She smiled a little and there was something heartbreaking in it.
"Charlotte!" I protested. "That can't
be true!"
As if she had not heard she went on,
"It isn't necessary to take him away
wasn't there.

"We

What John needs is
away from himself. And
think you are the one to do it. You

from me,

child.

to be taken
I

have the youth, the enthusiasm and
sparkle. If you loved a man enough,
you could make him believe in himself
all over again. That is part of a woman's job anyway.
But I had to wait
until I was sure you were genuinely
in love with John. I know now that
you are. Whether or not you're grownup enough to to deserve his love, and

—

as the precious thing it
But time will tell
don't know.
that, Bets."
to treat

it

is,

I

you

Hot shame suffused me. I had a wild
bury my head in her lap as
I used to when I was a little girl.
Would I ever be worthy of the trust
she was giving me? Would my love
ever be as fine and big as hers? I had
desire to

acted so cheaply, in such a paltry
fashion. "Charlotte, dear, forgive me,"
I

whispered.

what?" she
FOR
falling in love?

said evenly.

"For

For fighting for that
love when you thought I was letting
John down? And you did think that,
didn't you?"
"Yes," I acknowledged. "I was stupid enough to think you were putting
him off because he was crippled."
Tears filled her eyes. "Bets, if John
had lost both legs and both arms, he
would still be the most wonderful man
on earth to me. He is someone to grow
up to, dear. Be sure that you do!"
She showed me her bags, packed and
ready in her bedroom. Her train left
in an hour. "I'm going to Washington
first to consult with the Survey. Then
I'm going West to do a job for them,"

—
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she explained. Charlotte ... I could see
her going through the years leading
that full, useful life of hers. And leaving her heart behind, here ... I turned
away blindly.
I tossed restlessly in my bed that
night, unable to sleep. The wind had
set up a fierce howling outside, banging
the shutters and sweeping low the
branches of the trees. I don't know
when I first became conscious of it, that
incipient smell of smoke. Suddenly I
sat bolt upright. Through the window
I caught sight of fire dancing below in
the park.
"Dad!" I screamed, as I jumped out
of bed. I whipped into some slacks and
tennis shoes. Then I hammered on Dad's
door. He was a sound sleeper and a
precious minute was lost before I got
him awake. We turned in the fire alarm,
then raced for the zoo.
Already the flames had gained headway. The shrill cries of the animals held
piteous terror. Some of the keepers had
been aroused and were working in a
frenzy to prod the lions into a transporting cage. "Unlock the cages, Bets!"
Dad yelled. "All except the black
panthers and tigers. We'll see to them."
Most of the animals were tamed anyway, so it didn't matter if they were
freed. I could feel a hot searing breath
on my face. as I reached the cage where

Nemo was. I had no sooner unlocked
the gate than the little animals scurried
past me, Nemo in the lead. The zebras
and wallabies came next. Lashed by the
wind, the fire was sweeping through
the trees and bushes and beginning to
spill over the cages. Hot embers fell
everywhere. A burning twig set fire to
sleeve once and scorched my arm
before I could put it out.

my

Gn
main

a little runway leading to the
aviary, I collided with a hurrying

"John!" I gasped.
"Jimmy's back there. He'll be roasted

figure.

if we don't get to him." In the
excitement of the moment, he had forgotten the artificial leg and was using

alive

as if he'd had it all his life!
started to run ahead. And then I
stopped, for something more dreaded
it

I

fire was before me.
Something
and slimy, rearing its head, outlined against the fire. It was hideous
beyond words. It was the cobra-decapello, a venomous hooded snake.
Even as I stood there petrified, John
had seen it, too, and brushed past me
to strike at it with his cane. Again and
again. Powerful strokes that left the
creature writhing on the ground. Then
he grabbed my arm. "Come on!"

than
evil

found Jimmy crouched in his
cage, almost overcome with smoke.
The windows of the stone house were
YJT7"E

"

broken and already fiery branches were
blowing in. John swung the poor little
chimp up over his shoulder and started
down the path. "Run, Bets, run!"
A great roar seemed to echo his
words.

We made

it

the big

to

Swan

Lake just in time, and waded in.
Hours later, sitting exhausted in the
cottage, John said abruptly, "Charlotte
must have seen the fire. She could have
helped.

guess she ran out on that too."

I

had to tell him then. Even if it
meant losing him. He had to know the
I

truth about Charlotte. And if he followed her if she had been wrong
about the way he felt than I'd have
to take it. Something had happened to
me tonight. I hoped, humbly, that it
was the beginning of that growing-upto-John process Charlotte had spoken
of. I understood for the first time that
love entails sacrifice too.
John listened quietly while I told him
that Charlotte had left town and why.
"She'll be with the Survey Department
in Washington, D. C, if you want to
reach her," I finished.
For a long moment he said nothing.
Then he stood up. "I'll call her there
long distance. I have a lot to say to
her. She's the greatest friend a man
ever had. And the wisest
She knew
that I loved you even before I realized
it. I think that was part of what was
wrong with me, Bets."

—

—

—

.

.

.

He came close and reached down for
me. Without a word I went into his
arms. This was the old John. My John.
that look of de-

He would never wear
feat again.
I

That was

my

silent

Be

Lovely

to

Love

vow

as
felt the beating of his heart against

my

own.
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Twasahand,White,Delicate?§

him in hand he'd still be
The good-natured scuffle
between them swung the world back
hadn't taken
a lowly pfc."

into its safe orbit. They'd been heckling each other like this for as long as

could remember.
"Let's take a look at you, Mary. Let's
see same sweater I think that goes
back to the Sophomore picnic, wouldn't
you say, Philip? and that hair ribbon,
vintage 1940, and good Lord, gal
are you still wearing those ground
grippers?" I looked down at my neat
brown brogues in dismay. There had
been a friendly banter in Henry's voice,
but there had also been an undercurrent of malice.
"Just the same," I answered, slowly.
"What did you think that I'd changed
into a glamour girl? Anyway, Philip
likes me just the way I am."
While I dressed to go out, after dinner, I kept thinking of that
Philip likes me the way I am
and wondering at the little silence that
fell, awkwardly, between the three of
us, broken by Philip's hasty: "Sure.
Put her in a flour sack she's still my
Mary." But it hadn't rung true.
I dressed with more than usual care.
Soldiers coming home ... of course
they wanted to see their girls in something soft and feminine and frilly.
Well, my new chocolate brown suit was
soft and fitted, and the white blouse
had a frou-frou of lace cascading under my chin. The color deepened my
eyes; brought out the golden flecks in
I

—

—

—
—

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

v£ ^Twas'ltill

it

brown

their

depths.

And my brown

smart.

suit was
pumps were

The
kid

new.

TT was worth

the trouble to see the
pleasure in Philip's eyes.
"You look lovely, Mary. Lovely and
sweet and I'm proud of you."
The
warmth in his quiet, steady voice
reached out to. stroke me with a tingling delight. "Goodnight, Mr. Brockman " to Dad who was blinking at us
over his book, his hot milk beside him
on the table.
"Goodnight, Philip. And have a good
time, Mary. I'm glad to see you going
out you're working too hard, with
those kids at the nursery and an old
man like me to take care of." Dad
had worked at the factory, as an accountant, a long time and, even now,
with his bad heart, he had refused to
shorten his hours.
Outside, I slipped my hand into
Philip's.
"Oh, I'm so glad you're back.
I go around talking to myself out of
sheer loneliness. Let's try and make
these ten days just the way they used
to be, Philip picnics and tennis and
-*

—

>..but even
IT'S A SHAME

working hands can be
to let your

older looking than you are
needless!

You

hands get
and so
.

.

.

can be a good house-

keeper, and

man

still have hands that fill a
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"Swell. But I think I'd better tell
you, Mary, that this may be our last
furlough. We don't know for sure and
I shouldn't be talking, perhaps, but I
know it's safe with you."
Dismay made my steps falter. He
held my arm tightly to help me over
the street curb.
"Oh Philip no! Overseas ?"
"Yes. That's why, when Henry finds
himself a date, I'd like for the two of
I promised
us to slip away early.
him we'd meet at the Old Mill, but I
want to talk to you alone, later."
Tonight Philip
It would be tonight.

—

—

—

—

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR TEN-CENT STORE
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would ask me to marry him. We had
ten whole days, and before he left I
would be Mrs. Philip James. My dream
of this afternoon was coming true, in

I

spite of the war and its changes!
It was
"Is Henry bringing a girl?"
the only thing I could think of to say.

"Who would he bring? The way
Aunt Connie has always kept her eye
on him, there isn't a girl in town he
knows well enough to call up on the
spur of the moment.
No, he's stag-

He always

ging.

does."

WEAuntboth

remembering.
laughed,
Connie's "heart attacks," real
or fancied, had a convenient way of
coming on every time Henry had been
about to involve himself with a girl.

—

Not that Henry minded any more he
liked being footloose and fancy free.
The Old Mill used to be a hangout
for our

own

little

crowd, but

was bigger and more

too,

now

garish,

it,

and

instead of the juke box a six-piece
brass band hit it up from the crude
stage. The noise was deafening as we
entered and made our way through the
crowded dance floor to the booth where
we had spotted Henry's curly head.
"Over here!" Henry was beckoning.
"I've
And, as we reached him
been doing guard duty over this table
and this- beer for a half-hour and
nearly getting mobbed." We slid onto
the benches and regarded the nowempty beer mugs with raised eyebrows.
"So you saved these for us and
fine
drank them yourself, instead.
pal you are!" Philip mocked him.
Henry's thin, tanned face was flushed
and his eyes sparkled. "Not by my.

.

.

—

—

A

my

friends.
I was going to save
for you and a hard time I had
getting them, too but the most beautiful girl in the world came along and
Ah, here she comes
took pity on me
self,

them

now
I

—

—

!"

didn't

have

—
—

to turn

my

head.

The

most beautiful

—somehow

girl

I

knew.

"Stephanie, I want you to meet two
of the nicest people in Tilbury. Philip
James Stephanie Vosper."
Philip had risen and was looking
down at her, smiling, and when she
lifted her hand to touch his sergeant's
stripes, her dress pulled sharply across

—

her flat midriff.
"Another Sergeant! I can see you
earned those stripes! You don't get
muscles like that from pushing a pen

And you're from
Tilbury? I don't get it you and Henry,
here, are alive everybody else here
should have been buried years ago."
Her pansy-blue eyes glowed with molten admiration and her hand on his
arm was a caress.
Henry laughed. "And what's a pinup girl like you doing here? My morale
has gone up a hundred percent, Phil
I thought I was going to spend my
furlough with a good book!" They all
laughed. And then Henry turned to
me.
"Stephanie this is Mary Brockman,
the kid next door."
around on paper.

—

—

—

—

TIER eyes widened, then narrowed,
J J in recognition. "Pleased to meet
you," she said, awkwardly.
I tried to keep the furious anger out
What she'd said about
of my voice.
Tilbury and the way she looked at
Philip! "How do you do, Miss Vosper.
Won't you join us? we'll do our best
to entertain you, even though we are
-

-

—

—

—thanks."

Her words came out
slowly, a frozen, embarrassed mumble.
There was dead silence for a moment,
and then Philip turned to me.
"Dance, Mary?" he asked,

He

I

WAS

too honest to pretend that I
didn't know I had been condescending to Stephanie. "But, Philip she was
so rude about Tilbury. I don't like
-*-

—

strangers tearing us down, and eight

months

ago you would have been
angry, too." That wasn't the whole
reason, but how could I say I didn't
like the way she looked at you?
"Oh, honey! You've got to admit the
town is pretty old-fashioned. I've seen
lots of places in the Army and done
my share of criticizing them, so I can
hardly object when someone takes a
crack at Tilbury, can I?"
That hurt. And it frightened me.
Didn't Tilbury still mean to Philip what
it did to me
peace and contentment
and happiness?
Were my dreams
something that he had abandoned?
"But—" slowly, baffled— "What do

—

Stephanie

quietly.

smiled pleasantly at the other two.

and

I

have

common,

in

Philip?"

His answer sprang from a normal,
masculine irritation.
"Oh, Lord

—

don't

about

natives."

"Sure

"Don't believe anything that he tells
you, Stephanie!" The color came back
to her face and she tossed her head
with a trace of her former arrogance.
"Oh, I'll watch him, Sergeant. I know
how to handle boys like him."
We danced for a moment in silence.
"Mary," Philip broke the ice, "what
was the idea of the snub for that kid?
She seems like a nice, pretty girl and
I think Henry really likes her."

know.

—

Whatever you

clothes,
hair, I guess."

or

girls talk

shopping

or

your

—

Our clothes the comparison was so
sharp it would only embarrass her. But
perhaps there were other things. Certainly I could compliment her, honestly, on her startling black cloud of
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hair.

Clare...
she's a Spar not a spare!

I

would

I

try

it,

when we went

did try

anyway.
back.

But

Stephanie had recovered from my first
rebuff and she did a thorough job of
ignoring me. And pretense just wasn't

my

in

make-up.

Her laughter was too shrill, I told
myself. Her hand on Henry's arm, the
looks she gave Philip were too open,
too daring.
Her talk was a curious
jargon of the latest slang, of places
she'd been, of people I didn't know.
I might just as well have tried to make
friends with a strange, exotic animal.
And I understood, as any woman
does, the unabashed triumph in her
eyes as she drew Philip's interest away
from me. Triumph that blazed when
Philip asked her to dance.
"I'd love to
I was watching you before and you've got what it takes to

—

make

a real dancer.

I'll

show you how

do this rhumba."

to

He

protested a little but she paid
no attention swaying in front of him,
her lithe body flowing with the music,
her feet scarcely moving, her hands
resting lightly on his shoulders.
The
Philip I had known would have been
horribly embarrassed by this public
lesson
but now he stood there, enjoying it, slowly catching on to the

—

.

.

.

They moved away.
about it, Mary? Shall we

steps.

"How

But
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shook

try,

my

head. Without
Stephanie sitting by him, Henry had
lost his flushed, unreal gayety and was
just the thin, moody boy I had always
"Isn't
she something?" he
known.
asked, fatuously, his eyes on the two
figures moving in unison on the dance
floor.
"Did you ever see so much personality in one girl, before?" proudly.
too?"

I

SAW

something else. For the first
was watching Philip as apart
from myself detached a stranger I
I hadn't realized the
didn't know.
poise of his broad shoulders and slim
hips, the firm, gentle guidance of his

I time

I

—

—

•

the hidden, disciplined forces
nature which now seemed to
surge to the surface under the witchery
It was a revelation to
of the music.
me. He had none of the sinuous grace
of the trained dancer, but in his big
frame there was natural coordination
of mind and muscle.
Others were stopping to watch. The
two were alone in an oasis on the floor.
Stephanie would have been an attrac-

hands,

in his

How come?
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—

tion anywhere his solidity made a
perfect complement for her. Untrained
and unprofessional, there was a kind
of spark between them, spontaneous,
exciting.

The musicians, watching, quickened

I

0F60m£K

looked on in horrified
they were like one
person, although their bodies scarcely
touched, even when the rhumba music
grew wild and wanton. And it was
as though a pagan fire blazed in
Stephanie, making her movements untamed and sensual and breathtakingly

\
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beautiful.
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Now

Under the table my nails bit into
hands. Would they never stop

my
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my

—

eyes away.
The music was a crescendo now
and, with a flourish Stephanie whirled
in front of Philip, caught his outhand, and flung herself,
stretched
poised, against him as the rhumba
ended in a final, shattering burst of
I

AND

50*

couldn't tear

gourds and marimbas.
I felt stifled,
I drew a deep breath.
as if I needed air. There was applause,
and the two were walking back to the
booth, her face upturned to his laughing one.

—

"

Henry pretended

to scowl.
I've known this guy all
he's got two left feet he can't
What did you do to him,

goes on?

and

life

!

"What

my

—

dance!
Stephanie?"
Philip looked
feel the tension

down
still

at her. I could
in him. "That was

Thank you, Stephanie."

swell.

For once her bold poise deserted her.

"I

—

all

love to dance.
brains are in

I

my

My brother
my feet—

says

It didn't fool me.
I could forgive her
the spell she had thrown over Philip
on the dance floor I could even applaud the beauty of her rhythm but I
couldn't forgive her the deliberate personal intimacy she created between

—

—

them.
It was late when we got home, but
the sliver of moon that followed us
shed a few pale beams through the
wisteria tangle in one corner of the
porch. It made a warm, secluded little
nook. Here Philip had kissed me before when he used to bring me home
kisses that were sweet and tender and
shy in the boy-and-girl wonder of it.
But tonight was different.
Tonight he took me in his arms al-

BEFORE DINNER
SHERRY— Serve
amber

delicious,

ROMA

California
Sherry ... tangy, nut -like,
appetizing. ..with the sun-

ripe

grape flavor and

goodness brou ght to you
intact by the skill and care
of

ROMA's noted

wineries
the choicestvineyard districts of California.

located

in

most violently, his lips on mine compelling and strong. My own response
was startled and yielding. For a second we clung together
"Mary, sweetheart," he whispered
.

.

.

huskily against my cheek, "there's so
little time for us
not nearly enough
time only ten days to know each
."
other

—

—

.

.

OUT,

Philip

*-* all

our

—we've known each other

lives."

His answer was a short, exasperated

—

"Have we? Oh I know
Dorsey and you hate sad
movies and you always get a rash
when you eat strawberries. And you
know I have a weakness for reading
wild west stories.
That's kid stuff,
Mary. We have a lot to learn about
." and he
each other. Like this
bent his head to kiss me again. A
kiss that left me breathless and shaken
and frightened at the sky-rocket inside me. No, I didn't know this Philip!
little

you

laugh.

like

.

.

This was the man of the dance-floor
the man whose vital maleness had attracted even a Stephanie.
For just a second I was caught in the
thrilling
tide and
then,
suddenly,
something about the sky-rocket seemed
tawdry, cheap. Something that came
from the turbulence, the feverish expectancy that had been in the air at
the Old Mill, stirred by the girl Stephanie.
She had done this to Philip
And, involuntarily, I stiffened, drew
back. I wanted no part of it. We were
going to be married, Philip and I. We
had no need for stolen, excited caresses.
"Please, Philip," I asked in a low
voice, "you know I don't like this sort
«f thing. Let me go."
He released me slowly, incredulously.
"I'm sorry I thought you I didn't
mean to frighten you." And now his
voice was harsh.
"It won't happen
again."
And he was gone.
My room was a haven, but even its
familiar welcome wasn't proof against
my confusion. Philip's strange emergence from the boy I'd always known

—

—

—

—

AFTER DINNER
PORT— Open a bottle of glorious,
ROMA California Port...

deep-red

full-bodied. ..richly fruity.

Or serve

any time. .. any evenin g. Unvaryngly good
always delightful.

it

.

And- like

.

.

all

ROMA

Wines —

superb quality and flavor for
Onl y Pennies a Glass Roma Wine
Co., Lodi, Healdsburg, Fresno, Cal.

this

!

confident, mature man
into the picture I had
dreamed this afternoon? It wasn't that
he was older, somehow, but that he had
into this sure,

—how did he

fit

changed so. His very approach to peoand life was not the one I knew. It
frightened me.
But surely nothing could really
change the good, the quiet, the serene

ple

MORE AMERICANS ENJOY ROMA THAN ANY OTHER

WINE!
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—

"
life

——

?

we had always planned
some day

selves

.

.

for our-

some day

.

.

.

.

struggled to keep that faith, but a
vision of Stephanie, laughing, taunting,
radiating her attraction, swam in my
mind.
The memory of her dancing
with Philip, the glow in his eyes
and suddenly I knew I disliked her as
intensely as Aunt Connie did. And for
the same reason. What right did she
have to come here and spoil things?
Spoil this lovely, clean, precious thing
I

.

.

.

had been our relationship
and mine?
It was only when I was drifting, unhappily, off to sleep that I realized what
more she had done because of her
Philip had forgotten that we were going to leave early.
But tomorrow
tomorrow he'd ask me to marry him—
But he didn't. Not that day nor any
that

Philip's

—
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week

of the

—

that followed.

A

—

week

in

which we were never alone a week in
which Henry and Stephanie were always with us in the too-infrequent
times we were together. I was hurt,
and bewildered by the odd appraisal I
caught in his eyes, in unguarded moments. I knew he had meant that
we were to have been married this
furlough
had
but what
or who
changed his mind?

—

And

BUT,
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then

—

we

Philip

—

quarreled.
it's

impossible, inviting

Stephanie on a picnic like ours.
She'd be simply miserable among people who have known each other all
their lives and talk the same language.
It's of her I'm thinking.
Dad and Aunt
Connie will be along and you know
how Aunt Connie acts about Henry's
dates, as it is. And if he were to bring

—

a girl like that
I could have bitten

BISSELL SWEEPERS
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CO.,
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the Robber That
Steals Your Sleep?
Is

common knowledge that nothing undermines health so quickly as loss of sleep. You
know how just one or two sleepless nights
can drag you down. Who is the "robber" that
creeps upon you in the middle of the night
and keeps you awake? Is it "NERVES" that
rob you of the sleep you need? Nervous
Tension can be responsible for so many
Wakeful Nights as well as Crankiness, Restlessness, Nervous Headache and Indigestion.
When you feel Nervous and Jittery— when
It is

you

can't sleep at night,

why

don't

you try

Dr. Miles Nervine? For over 50 years Dr.
Miles Nervine has been a mild but effective
sedative, that^helps to quiet your nerves, relieve Nervous Tension, and permit Refreshing
Sleep. Get Dr. Miles Nervine at your Drug
Store. It comes in two forms. Liquid 25c and
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last

my

tongue. Those

unfortunate words had darkened

Philip's face in furious anger.
"I

knew you were small-town, Mary,

I didn't mind because I'm smalltown, too. But to be snobbish
If
you only knew how much Stephanie
admires you and likes you and the
swell things she says about you!"
That stung Philip defending her. I
felt helpless.
I saw her cleverness in
pretending and concealing her dislike,
making Philip her champion. I was
under no illusions about her admiration for me.
But I didn't have that
kind of cleverness.
"That's not fair, Philip.
But I'm
very fond of Aunt Connie and it's cruel
to hurt her. She's going to suffer, anyway, when she finds out that Henry is
It seems to me the
going overseas.
least he could do would be to make
things pleasant for her now!"
"You mean he should forget about
Stephanie and stay home evenings, I
Mary, love is a very big
suppose.
thing. It's outside and above and separate from everything else and yet it
affects every other feeling you have.
It's so big that it has little or nothing
to do with a man's obligations or what
his friends think he should or should
not do. It comes first. Love has to
come first before a home or children

and

—

!

—

Who

H

—

until you try the new
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—

—

or friends or even a way of living."
What did that have to do with Henry

and Stephanie?

Love

—

the intensity in his voice
startled me, "that it calls for the very
best and deepest in a man or woman
heart and mind and soul and body you
can't choose or select it just hits you.
And there's no hell like finding that
the one you love doesn't feel the same
"It's so big,"

—

—

way."
State

_ _»______ , _ _ _J
!

I was dazed.
Was he speaking of
Henry ? It had sounded more like a

—

—

!

revelation of
suffering his

—

a

own

man's

—

own

personal

torture arguments
he had used before, to himself! And
an unnamed fear crowded into my
I hadn't
heart, shaking its security.
known that he and Henry had been
seeing Stephanie without me what did

—

do with Henry
and her or with Philip and me?
When he spoke again his voice was
"I wouldn't worry too much
lighter.
about Henry. You know how unpredictable he is. He forgets girls quickly
and, besides, we're leaving on Sunday."
terribly." The words
"I'll miss you
were hard to say. Miss Philip? To
have him go off like this, with this
strange, unreal, unspoken difference
between us, our dreams lost somewhere
in these short ten days
He touched my cheek, gently.
Sweet and
"You're so sweet, Mary.
Stay that way
untouched and dear.
while I'm gone, won't you?"
Shyly I came to him. "Bring StephPhilip's

words have

—

to

—

The Countess of Carnarvon
A

colorful

and glamorous

figure of international society is the

A

Countess of Carnarvon, the former Tilly Losch.
she

is

noted for her strange dynamic beauty

sapphire-blue eyes

.

.

and skin

.

creamy

like

.

.

.

famous

ballerina,

startling

velvet. "I've discovered

new beauty trick!" Lady Carnarvon says. "It's the
1-Minute Mask with Pond's Vanishing Cream. Such a tiny, short time
it takes to make my skin look so much brighter and smoother!"
a lovely

—

anie to the picnic, Philip. I'll see that
I'll be nice to
she's not embarrassed.
her for your sake."
"What's wrong with her, for her own

—

His anger was an explosion.
against Stephanie?"
"I haven't anything against her
except that she's a troublemaker. She's
cheap and vulgar!"
I might just as well have slapped
Philip.
I couldn't help it
I had been
goaded into it. I felt that she was
everything I had said and more. And
dimly that she was in some way responsible for our not being married,
sake!"

"What do you have

.

.

.

—

—

—

right now.
left me without a word, before I
could stop him.
And there was no picnic after all.
Somehow Aunt Connie had learned
that Henry was shipping overseas and
I
her heart attack was a real one.
could find time to be sorry for her,
even in the midst of my own pain and
confusion, because I knew how jealously devoted she was to him.
My hands were busy, taking care of

TIE
-*-*

S

my

mind was a ceaseless turher. But
moil. I tried to think of other things
of Jimmie Styles and the Day Nursery how overwhelmed the child had
been with his new glasses and the

—

—

world that had suddenly opened up
but always my thoughts
came back to our quarrel and that today was Philip's last. He would leave
on the Sunday morning one o'clock

before him

—

train.

When the late afternoon came and
he still hadn't called I found myself
unable to bear the four walls where
the only sound was Aunt Connie's sobbing.
The doctor had come. They
wouldn't miss me.
The day was a match for my spirits.
The spring warmth would give way
suddenly, treacherously, to sharp, driving gusts of wind that chilled me
through my thin jacket and then they,
in turn, would die to the soft, deceptive balminess of this sheltered spot
I found behind the bole of an old oak
tree.
In its warmth, in spite of the
rough bark beneath ray cheek, I stayed
for a moment, leaning against its

—

The path was a few feet
it was pleasant here and I
was hidden and the tears on my cheeks
were my own personal sorrow.
I must have been hearing the voices
for some seconds before I was fully
strength.

away and

conscious
thought.

want

of

them.

Two

people, I
I stood motionless.
I didn't
to be seen.

I hadn't meant to listen.
But the
words came clearly, even though the

The Countess of Carnarvon has a 1-Minute Mask 3 or 4 times a week
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ever so
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even
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it

on.
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—

!

—

"

two speakers were not yet in sight.
"I can't!" the words drifted across
It was
to me, sharp in excitement.

Danger!

a

girl.

—

And

something like terI stiffened
heart
ror freezing me to the spot.
plunged. I knew that voice only now
it was passionately, deeply emotional.
The affectation was gone stark desperation rode in Stephanie's voice.

don't

—
—

My

she repeated, and now only
snatches of her words came, as if she
were having difficulty speaking
"love isn't enough ... of course I do
it's
you know I do
but
."
impossible
Was she pleading with Henry pro-

1 CAN'T!"

.

.

.

.

.

.

CUTTING

can be

painful — even dangerous—leaves nails looking
rough and ugly! Try Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle
Quickly it softens and loosens
dead cuticle, so you can wipe it
off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning
under nail tips and removing

Only 100, or
350 for the large size
(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily
Cuticle Remover

testing

—

.

knew Henry.

I

.

.

—

Knew

his

light-hearted love-making and, for the
first time, sympathy for her and anger
against his thoughtless flirtations banished my hostility for her.
I could see her bright scarf now, between the trees. Her head was bent.
And through the leaves I could see
the flash of a Sergeant's chevrons on
But I couldn't yet
his khaki uniform.
see Henry's face.
"Stephanie listen to me! It doesn't
make a damn bit of difference where
you came from or who your family
are or what other people think! Marriage is just two people
I don't think I fainted.
turn in
the road hid them both and carried
them out of hearing. But for a moment, the whole world had spun, the
ground had rolled beneath my feet,
there was a twisted, roaring rush of
blood singing in my ears, and my
heart had simply ceased to beat.

A

CUTEX

OILY CUTICLE

REMOVER

Not Henry!
at her side,

Philip!
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.

—

today.

R

.

.

—

stains.

M

!

.

.

—no

but

thin,

jaunty figure

My shaking hands finally steadied
themselves on the tree and I looked
at their torn palms with only a curious
wonder. There was no sensation of
pain.
They had no connection with
the rest of me. But I tried to concentrate on them as if they had an importance I must solve. I was floating
in a cool, detached sort of vacuum and
my feet moved slowly, one in front of
the other, down the path and homewards, automatically.
It had been Philip who had been
speaking of marriage and pleading with
Don't think of that! Don't but a
part of my mind that wouldn't be controlled, that was still mechanically
functioning, wondered: Why did she
protest?
How absurd!
I must have looked all right and
sounded like myself, because Dad
didn't seem to notice anything wrong.
I explained that I wasn't well
I was
getting a cold. And then I made my
way to my room.

—

—

—

—

'T'HE storm broke then. Broke with a
*• suddenness and a violence that left
me weak and shaken and bruised. I had

come

alive to pain that was indescribable and torment that was overwhelming.
Philip wanting to marry that
girl
a girl who represented nothing of
the life he cared about! I remembered

—

—

his

words

of

choose or select

yesterday—"You
—
just hits you.
it

can't

And

no

hell like finding that the one
you love doesn't feel the same way."
He hadn't been speaking of Henry, but
of himself.
This love he spoke of

there's

what a

strange, horrible thing

it

must

be to change him so completely! The
storm of my weeping tore me apart. I
had lost Philip, and with his love went
the very meaning of my life and all

—
had been

the dreams that

And with

my

future.

the agony that went
with the loss of Philip there flowed an
equal, bitter tide of resentment against
Stephanie. It was not enough that she
and her kind had come to Tilbury and
taken away our peace and serenity and
our pride in ourselves she had stolen
the one thing in life I really wanted.
Stolen it, not because she wanted his
love, but because it amused her to play
one man off against another
all

—

I

HAD

never

could

feel

known
or

be

before that I
hurt so deeply.

Philip had been right when he said I
disliked sad movies.
I'd always felt
that the actors' emotions were too undisciplined they were strange, ill-adjusted people. Now I knew there was
no measuring stick for pain. No level

—

"Mary—

for tears.

saw
was

"

that it
dark.

Dad's voice roused me.

I

was evening and my room
"Mary could you come

—

down, dear? Philip's here to see you."
The words didn't register for a moment. And when they did it seemed
grotesque, his coming to say goodbye.
It was a code of manners that belonged
to a saner, an orderly, rightful world
that I ho longer knew.
"I'm sorry you aren't feeling well,
Mary." The darkness partly hid my
swollen eyes but I was grateful for the
excuse.
His sympathy seemed mechanical, overwrought by the strain
under which he was evidently laboring. I wondered, numbly, why he had

my

—

unspoken thought.

away because

I

knew

hands jammed into his pockets, he
paced restlessly up and down. "When
I first came back, Mary, I meant to
ask you to marry me, but even then
I was doubtful whether it was right.
This whole war is an upheaval and,

when you're in it, you find yourself
looking at things in a different light.
I wasn't sure of myself.
And I wasn't
sure if it was fair to you to ask you
to marry me because we had both
taken it for granted and then to leave
you. Suppose someone else came along
who could make you feel more deeply,
more strongly than I could?
How
would you feel, tied to me just because
I was the boy you'd grown up with and
gone to school with?"
Why was he
taking this round-about way to tell
me he had fallen in love with Stepanie?
There was a drive of desperation in

He answered
"I tried to stay
it

would make

things harder for us both.
It hasn't
been easy, these past ten days." His

HatchM

—

—

his voice. "It's like a river, Mary, that
just flows along and then comes the
war and the river gets dammed up.
It has to find new outlets and chan-

won't be the same man when
is over
I'm not the same as
I was, even now."
"But when it comes to saying goodbye and to leaving everything I've ever
known that was safe and secure
guess I'm just like the rest. I'm weak
enough to want to leave a hostage here
nels.
this

I

—

war

—

—to have someone to come back to who
a link with
had."
is

I'VE had
the
fish.

way
I

all

the dreams I've ever

the license for a week.

even spoke

bothered to come.
"I I had to come."

I

!

to

I

I

don't even

for me.
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of the war, he
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—
—
" —
—darling—will you marry me
—tonight—before leave?"
was like waking out of a nightmare—a horrible nightmare— that had
"Mary

I

It

never really happened!
Stephanie couldn't have him!
He
had come back to me. He had turned
to me, knowing that we were right for
each other. His feeling for her had
been a storm of infatuation, but the
years that bound us together into one
person wouldn't let him go. Perhaps
I had misunderstood him this afternoon
perhaps I had imagined the whole
thing! For now, nothing mattered except that Philip wanted to marry me.
These were incoherent thoughts,
swept aside by the joy that flooded my
tired and weakened body.
Involuntarily I had stepped into his arms and
my hands were on his shoulders.

—

"Oh

—any

—Philip!
time!

I'll

And

marry you tonight
I'll

be waiting for

you when you come back."
It was like a dream
our wedding.
And over as quickly as any dream.
Dad went with us, took care of everything.
There was nothing for me to
do but stand by Philip's side and whis-

—

per my tremulous, joyful responses,
and hear, in turn, his low voice: "I,
Philip James, take this woman
And then we were at the railroad
station.
At that hour of the morning
there were few passengers waiting
and even those weren't interested in
the familiar sight of a soldier and
bride saying goodbye.
Henry had
shouted his fleeting congratulations and
had dived into the vestibule to secure
seats for both of them.
It was cold,
but warm drafts of steam escaped from
beneath the train to eddy around our
feet.
I didn't need its warmth
I was

—

—

sheltered in Philip's arms.

TTIS

on mine were tender and
"Take care of yourself,
Mary. I'll come back back to you."
"I know you will," I promised him.
He would come back and my dreams
would come true our house the white
fence our children, playing on the
-*--'-

OOOHfMY

MAPPED
//MPS
ARESO SORE

lips

sweet.

—

—

—

—

sidewalk
The trainman's warning cry drifted

down

to us.

Reluctantly, Philip start-

He waved to me.
ed up the steps.
Then suddenly abruptly he swung
himself down and jumped to my side.
His hands were on my shoulders,
and in them I could feel the tightening
I could feel the
of his whole body.

—

—

—

cost to him, the pride and strength it
him to ask me, painfully
"Will you do something for me after

took

I'm gone, Mary?"
Instinctively everything in me cried
out for him to stop. I didn't know

—

HERE'S SOOTHING RELIEF

R

your hands get so red and chapped that
they actually feel sore, take a tip from
nurses! Get a jar of the Medicated Skin
Cream, Noxzema, and see how quickly it
brings soothing, grateful relief.

revealed that scores of
nurses (who have trouble with their hands

Noxzema is so effective because it's a
medicated formula. It not only relieves the
stinging soreness, but helps heal the tiny
cracks. Actual tests with Noxzema show it
helps heal chapped hands faster — definite

Noxzema is greaseless, non-sticky, vanishes almost at once. Get a jar at any drug
or dept. store today and see how quickly
it helps heal your chapped hands
10^, 25^,

HI

improvement often
being seen overnight! Surveys have
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and $1

(plus tax).

NOXZEMA

over his shoulder
"Mary look after Stephanie be
nice to her for for me!"
Even now he
I wanted to scream.
And the truth
could think of her!
seared me he had come to me on the
rebound, because she had refused him!
And the stabbing, lashing hatred I felt
in my heart for her made a mockery of
our marriage!

—

—

—

from frequent washings) use Noxzema
and recommend it to their patients.

501*

!

—

-_ FASTS* HEAUN6
If

—

what was coming I didn't want to
The trainman tapped him on
know
Philip was walking
the shoulder.
away, his words coming back to me

Is Mary's longed-for, hoped-for marriage only a mockery after all? Whomdoes Philip carry away with him in his
heart Mary, his wife, or Stephanie,
the stranger? Read the exciting second
installment of Forever Yours in April

—

Radio Romances, formerly Radio Mirror, on sale March 16.

i

'

Suitable Substitutes

\l/VW\)-

Continued from page 50

GUARANTEED

salt and pepper into eggs and mix
thoroughly with spinach. Turn into ring
mold which has been rubbed with
margarine and bake in 350 degree oven
until firm, about 25 minutes. Unmold
onto platter and fill center of ring with

diced creamed potatoes or carrots or
buttered beets.

IA/WV/

a lovelier

Kid ney Beans
1 lb.

2 qts.

make-up...

kidney beans
water

1 tbl. salt
1 tbl. chili powder
1 bayleaf
1 clove garlic (optional)

1

Hampden Cream Make-up

1

you

onion
green pepper
1 red pepper

a

gives

glamorous new complexion

Makes you look youthkeeps your skin soft as a
butterfly wing. Conceals skin flaws
and holds powder on for hours.
immediately.

2 stalks celery
2 tbls. margarine

fully fresh;

Soak beans overnight in cold water.
The following day simmer in the same
water, to which salt, chili powder and
bayleaf have been added, until tender,
2 to 2Yz hours. Mince garlic, chop fine
onion, peppers and celery and sautee
in margarine. Pour over beans at serving time. Dried lima, navy or blackeye
beans or lentils may be prepared and
served in the same way.

Try Hampden; if it does not give
you the loveliest make-up, return to
251 Fifth Ave.,N.Y., for full refund.

6 shades

plus tax

Another way to vary Lenten meals
to place emphasis on vegetables.
Serve creamed eggs on an eggplant slice
accompanied by zucchini, small onions
and watercress for an appetizing version of the familiar vegetable and egg
plate especially good when the onions
are topped with cheese crumbs.
is

POUIDER-BflSE
COLD CREAM

—

Never

dries or cakes your skin!

O^'AAAA).

Cheese Crumbs
2 tbls.

margarine

Vz cup crumbs
2 tbls. grated

cheese

Melt margarine and sautee crumbs
until light golden brown. Cool. Stir in
grated cheese, sprinkle over tops of hot
cooked onions and serve at once.
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Beyond Tomorrow
Continued from page 28

BINDING

ELASTIC

"I

Hazelton kept Robbie. At least, that
was the way we planned it.
All during the party after the ceremony, Robbie was running around
wild with excitement, into and on top
of everything. He even rode his tricycle into the living room, yelling at
the top of his lungs, "Lookit! Lookit
me!" I tried to keep him quiet, but
he was completely out of control. And
no matter how much Mrs. Hazelton
and I told him not to, he kept stuffing
himself with cake. Finally she took
him upstairs to the room he and I had
lived in so long, where my bags were
already packed waiting to be taken to

him—"

my new
tit

perfectly, -without

!».«. \

home.

—

,

—

':ff5i|j

TRUHOVt

—the

first

time

—

child,

you'd understand,"

I

said finally,

in desperation.

"Yes

—

if

he were mine," he answered

bitterly.
last the trembling passed, and the
ATbitterness.
But there was something

that shouldn't have been, some small
rift in our togetherness, as Ted went
.

alone to our new house and I spent my
wedding night taking care of Robbie.
The next day the baby was well
enough to leave, and I went to the home
where Ted waited for me, for our beWe were wildly
lated honeymoon.
happy together, the fulfillment of our
love was all I'd dreamed it could be
and yet that small rift remained. It
was as if Robbie had come between

needs me."
Ted looked as if I'd struck him. "But
Delia he can't be very sick.
Mrs.
Hazelton loves him she'll look after
him. And this this is our wedding
day!"

HERBERT HOSIERY MILLS, INC.

leave

had happened since the day I met
him. I remembered what he'd said
when things get in my way, I seem to
want to hit out
I felt torn between them. But, after
all, Ted was a grown man, and Robbie
was a child who was ill and needed his
mother. Besides, if Ted and I couldn't
have tonight together, there was still
tomorrow and all the tomorrows. I
tried to tell him that. I came close to
him and put my arms around him and
tried to tell him that. "If he were your

My

ration and saves

can't

I

that

a little while she came back and
aside. "Delia, Robbie's sick.
All that excitement and all that food
he's got some temperature and I've put
him to bed."
Ted was across the room talking to
the minister, so without saying anything to him I ran upstairs.
baby
really was sick. He was burning with
fever, and he kept crying, "Mummy,
mummy. ..." I was frantic with worry.
After a while, Ted came upstairs and
I went out in the hall and closed the
door. "Darling, I can't leave him tonight," I said. "He's really sick and he

your feet' Here's
ligntweight comfott that's
sneer and invisible under
Shoes ..»al»8orDS perspi-

Norriftown,

shaking uncontrollably

* drew me

to

But

"You could if you wanted to!" The
words came out like a whip lash.
At first, I was furious. I started to
answer in the same angry tone. And
then I saw his hands. They were

IN

annoy-

ing elastic. ..wo irritation

know, Ted.

for a couple of days alone while Mrs.

—

^nlflG

To Make New Friends among readers of
this magazine who order the matching

Bracelet and Necklace promptly for 10
days examination. Precious sterling silver ring is extra wide. Send today, accept this valuable ring as our gift.

Richly embossed
Forget - me - Not

with

design that harmonizes
beautifully with the necklace
and bracelet.

Wear tri/uom ^ friendship
,ODAys
The

BRACELET'^ NECKLACE.

latest thing for afternoon or evening wear is precious, cheerful, sterling
silver charm rings, necklaces and bracelets. Sentimental, sterling silver

hearts are richly embossed and have space for the engraving of initials
of loved ones. Few styles in bracelets and necklaces are so suitable
for everyone,— old or young,— and for every occasion,—afternoon
or evening. Simply send the coupon for both the necklace and
matching bracelet and accept them on 10 days trial and we will
include the valuable, sterling silver heart ring without cost.
If you do not fully agree that this sentimental, precious
sterling silver ensemble is a marvelous bargain, return the
necklace and bracelet within 10 days and your money will
be refunded, BUT YOU ARE TO KEEP THE RING AS OUR GET-

ACQUAINTED

GIFT.

Send No Money

|-

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept.
The coupon should be

When your package

arrives

This
new creation
of a heart charm ensemble is quite the
R

M
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loveliest style to
country in

the

sweep
years

More precious Sterling Sil
ver hearts tor initials of
loved ones or friends can be
added at any time. Send
coupon today.

you

pay

1-Y,

Jefferson,

want

to

money but

the

I

postman only SI. 95
each for necklace and
bracelet plus a few
cents mailing cost and
Federal Tax. The neck-

am

I
to keep the ring as your get-acquainted gift.
to receive the ring without cost if I order both the neck-

am

lace

and

bracelet.

Name.

>

lace, bracelet

more attractive
wear them.

and ring become
the longer you

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. 1-Y, Jefferson, Iowa

Iowa

examine the precious sterling silver heart charm
ensemble.
_
Please send me:
Necklace
Bracelet
I can return my purchase in 10 days and you will refund my

I

sent today as supplies
are extremely limited.

Address.

State...

City
1

n

Check here

if

you want the ring only sent at

my duty to him had brought Ted
and me close to quarreling on the very
day that we were married. And our
simple little honeymoon, which should
have been perfect, had started" delayed
and marred by our anger. We both
us;

tried to forget it, tried to find the perfection we had missed. But the very
fact that we had to try made the
shadow of a strain fall between us.

T^HEN

the so-brief honeymoon was
over and we settled down into the
routine of living. From the very first,
things seemed to go against us. Not
the big, important things that one can
-*

steel oneself to face and fight, that call
for great courage or great sacrifice and
that by their very bigness call out the
utmost of one's strength. No, these
were the small nagging things that
wear away at your patience and fray
your energy and jangle your nerves.
I'd never kept house before, and I
found it hard. For one thing, with
prices as they were, our money just
seemed to disappear, no matter how I
tried to economize. Then, with Ted
working in his "office" in the living-

room

all

day, there

were three

full

meals to prepare; with clients coming
to consult him, the house had to be
kept neat and clean all the time, and
Robbie kept as quiet as possible and
out of the way. That was the hardest

Any three-year-old is ramof all.
bunctious, I suppose, but because I'd
had to be away from the child so much,
found him harder to manage. He
wasn't used to minding me and he
I

didn't.

Sometimes

I found myself thinking
anything if Ted didn't work at
home. But whenever he broached the
subject of moving downtown, I pro-

I'd give

tested. "It's so much cheaper this way,
darling. Office rents are expensive, and
with prices so high and our needing so
many things, how can we afford it?"

And Ted would

reluctantly

'/ei />/

m

agree.

wasn't easy for him either. He
was working terribly hard, trying to
get started. His wounds were all healed
and he no longer wore the sling. But
his nerves were not good, and he found
the same difficulty in adjusting himself
to civilian life that I guess almost
every man who's been in the hell of
war finds. The trembling didn't bother
him much anymore, but many nights
he awakened me by crying out in his
sleep, re-living some scene of danger
or horror, being back in the water
strafed by the Japs, seeing a companion
killed. At those times, I would turn
on the light and hold him in my arms

But

it

as if he were a child, until it passed. I
seemed to love him most then, when
his need for me was so instinctive and

LUSTRE CREME SHAMPOO REVEALS

so great.

Nights were always our best time
anyway. For then Robbie was asleep,
the house was quiet, and there could
be just the two of us alone together.
But nights could be bad, too. After
a particularly trying day when Robbie
had
been
especially
disobedient,
when there had been a heavy washing
or ironing, or when something had gone
wrong with Ted's work—then we were
each too tired to have much for the
other. It was at those times that we
needed most to go out to a movie or
something, to relax. But unless we
could get one of the neighbors to sit
with the baby, we could never go.
Robbie adored Ted and wanted to
follow him everywhere. No matter
how often we told him that he must
never, never go into Daddy's office, the

A

BREATH-TAKING BRILLIANCE

This

amazing new creme shampoo, extra

rich

with

brings natural

lanolin,

lustrous

loveliness to your hair after only a single

shampoo. Lathers instantly— even
est

in

hard-

water ... thoroughly cleanses hair and

scalp ... leaves

bair

easy to manage.

No lemon

everywhere

•

glistening,

fresh,

•

so

or vinegar after

one

dollar.

Mo/7 25c for a generous size trial jar.
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avoid

Anew-

type deodorant— Yodora
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—is made entirely without
salts
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GO£S6**MV?
you can end this
waste! Yodora never
dries and grains. Yodora
— because it is made
with a cream basestays smooth as a fine
face cream to the last!

metallic

Actually soothing
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skins.

Frankly, we believe you won't even finyour present supply of deodorant
once you try different Yodora. So much

ish

out-

you get powerful protecYodora never fades or rots clothes
—has been awarded Seal of Approval

moded forever by

of the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau,

Yodora. Soft, delicate,
exquisite— Yodora feels
like whipped cream.

McKesson & Robbins. Bridgeport, Conn.
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Such creams are

Now

to
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!
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powerful protection.
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—
place seemed to exert an unholy fascination for him. Once, after Ted had
spent the whole day figuring out a
complicated income tax for a client,
Robbie went in when we weren't looking and tore up all the papers covered
with Ted's careful figuring.
"Playin' office," Robbie assured me
cheerfully when I rushed in and
grabbed him. But the damage had been
done, all that work had to be figured

and Ted was furious.
"He ought to be spanked and

over,

bed without

sent to

he cried. "The
kid knows he hasn't any business in
that room."

DUT
^—^

^.

^

/

San-Nap-Paks are now made with spe"Pink Layers"— three zones of safety
which end all risk of accidents! Cotton

— to

tapered to

fit

give extra comfort.

STONE

Qllkl

GIVEN

cm YOUR

.

After a minute, he came over and
put his arms around me. "I'm sorry,
honey," he said. "I know you do. It's
only that this business is so darned important not only to me but for you
and to see a whole day's work torn up
Well, there's nothing to do but go do
it
over." And he went on into the

—

SPARE TIME

for

Smart,

new dainSterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling imitation Birthstone correct for your birth
date
G VEN
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
Snot Remover and Cleaner at 25c
each. Send name and address today
for order. We trust you.
Premium
supplies are limited. Don't delay.
PRODUCTS, Dept. E-300, Jefferson, Iowa
ty.

GOLD CROWN

.

."

—

^

AWAY
—

"He may be playing, but I'm not.
Don't you realize this means clothes
and rent and food for us? It's my work,
Delia. Believe me, if we ever have any
kids of our own they're going to be
brought up different!"
I said sharply, "I suppose your children will all be little angels." Then I
began to cry. "You're so unfair I do
the best I can. You just expect too
much.

And

without bulging! Yet these

new-design San-Nap-Paks cost no more
than ordinary napkins! Say "Sanapak"!

Beautiful l_M_lTATION

I

Your spare time is worth money. It's a cinch to
\ make $$$ at club meetings or friendly calls with
Everyday Greeting Cards, Birthdays, Anniver\ saries, "Get Well," etc. They're unique—clever,
luxurious. "Diamond Dust" finishes, unusual
i

[

1

papers, startling effects.
Gives you YEAR 'ROUND

No experience needed.
EXTRA INCOME.

Send

SAMPLES worth $1.00— TODAY.
ARTISTIC CARD CO.. 217 Way Street, Elmira, N. Y.

V only 60 cents for
)

office.
I felt

terribly sorry for Ted, tired as

he was, having to work late that night.
And I made Robbie promise he would
never do such a thing again, explaining
how hard it was for Daddy when he did
mischief like that.

But that was all that I could do
about it. Ted just didn't understand
about children, I told myself; and, besides, he didn't realize how hard I had

Urn FOOT RELIEF!
Relieves Pain Quick, Prevents Pinching, Pressing and Rubbing of Shoes
Try Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX the new velvety-soft, flesh color, soothing, cushion-

—

When

ing, protective foot plaster.
used onfeet ortoes.itquickly
relieves corns, callouses on bottom of feet, bunions and tender
spots caused by shoe friction or pressure. Helps ease new or
tight shoes and "breaking-in" discomfort. Prevents corns, sore
toes and blisters if applied at first sign of irritation.

Cut Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX to any size or shape and apply it.
Ever so economical. Splendid for preventing blisters on the
bands of Golfers, Tennis Players, etc
Sold at Drug, Shoe, Dept. and 10ji Stores. For FREE Sample and
Dr. Scholl's Foot Booklet, write Dr. Scholl's, Dept. K, Chicago.

DrScholls KUROTEX

Easily cut to
any .size or

shape

SootKinq " Cushioning

FOOT PLASTER,
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Use

this positive

I

you
and

—

cial

faced, too

he didn't mean to do wrong,"

*-* pleaded.
"He's so crazy about
to do everything you do,
playing office is one of them."

he wants

W Sanitary Napkins
Give You

his supper,"

deodorant powder on sanitary napkins

When glamorous Templeton Fox
goes on the air in the part of
Ann in the NBC weekly serial
Those We Love, she brings to
her performance a background
of experience not only in radio
but in movies and the theater.

—
to work, too.
the only one.

It

wasn't as

if

—

he were

People were kind to Ted, partly, I
because he was a returned
veteran and they wanted to help; but
mostly because they liked him and
he did good work. But still the money
was slow coming in. There never
seemed to be quite enough. And the
small strain that had existed ever since
our wedding day began, gradually, to
grow under the pressure. I loved Ted
passionately.
He was all I'd ever
wanted in a husband but still there
was the night, for instance, that an old
shipmate of his was in town, and Ted
went out with him, taking him to dinner and buying him a few drinks. When
I learned how much that evening had
suppose,

My mother could

have

—

was appalled.
would have been almost
enough to buy that new snowsuit for
cost, I

"That

Robbie

been so crazy to get him!"
to go and spend
this.
Why couldn't you have

I've

"And you have

I cried.

like

it

him here instead
downtown?"

entertained
off

set down his coffee
TEDcracked.
"That boy's
it

of going

cup so hard
off

We

my

ship.

went through hell together, and I
wanted to see him alone because nobody who hasn't been through it himself can ever understand the way you
feel and the things you've got to say. I
certainly wasn't going to let him pay
for anything his only night in town.
for Robbie he's got a snowsuit he
hasn't outgrown yet, and there's no
reason on earth I can't spend something on myself once in a while. Every
cent I earn you think ought to go for
him. This is the first time since we've
been married that I've ever oh, what's
the use in talking about it? You never
understand." And he shoved back his
chair and left the table.
always
Of course we made it up.
part, and kisses
did, with tears on

—

As

—

We

my

and mutual self-blame. But the quarrels grew more frequent, and sometimes it seemed as if their friction
were wearing away something that
should have been whole and fine, like
water slowly eating at a stone. After
each one, we'd swear it would never
happen again, it must never happen
again. But it did happen again over

money

—

mostly, over Robbie, like the
we had the time he left
the telephone off the hook and Ted
missed an important call that would
have meant a new client and a new
small account. That one was harder to

If only she had told me these intimate
physical facts!"
"TTTell
left

make

up, and after it, resentments and
unspoken accusations hovered over us
like the clouds that gather in brooding stillness just before a storm.
That storm finally came, and it was

the baby

who brought

was the end of
the kind of day that
It

it.

a long, hot day

your temper
anyway. I'd given Robbie his supper
early and put him to bed. After our
own, Ted and I were sitting out on the
front porch trying to cool off. Suddenly a thump from the living-room
made us both start. Ted looked at me,
and then without a word, hurried inside. In a moment he came out. He had
Robbie by one arm, and in the other
hand he carried one of the bookkeeping
ledgers that belonged to the Fitch company, whose books he had been auditing. Both the baby and the book were
covered with ink.
"Look at this," Ted said, and his voice
was shaking with anger. "Look what
this kid of yours has done now
he's
smeared ink on practically every page
tries

—

so thick

you

can't see the figures!

How

it's

me and

—

didn't."
i*

*

*

Certainly you don't want this tragedy
to happen to your daughter! Tell her
now how important Zonite is for the
douche how no other type of liquid
antiseptic-germicide of all those
tested is so powerful yet so safe to

—

delicate tissues.

Discovery Of A World-Famous
Surgeon and Renowned Chemist

Women

so often foolishly use oldfashioned mixtures of vinegar, soda
or salt which do not and can not
give the great germicidal, cleansing,
deodorant action of Zonite.
On the other hand don't go to the
other extreme and use over-strong
solutions of harmful poisons and acids

—

mucous glands. With Zonite
yeu take no such risk!

of "the

So Powerful Yet So Safe

To Delicate Tissues
will probably

—

and health those intimate facts my
mother should have told me but

or,

bitter quarrel

may burn, severely irritate and
damage delicate tissues in time
may even impair functional activity
which

happened. Tim has
never was there
a better husband! I felt it coming
first his 'indifference'
then a decided
resentment.
"If only I had known earlier how
important intimate feminine cleanliness is to womanly charm, beauty

Wi

Your own Doctor
you no other type

tell

of liquid antiseptic-germicide for the douche of all
those tested is so powerful yet so
harmless as Zonite.
Zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances helps
instantly
guard against infection
kills every germ it touches. Of course
due to anatomical barriers it's not
always possible to contact all germs
in the tract, but you can be sure
of this! No germicide kills germs any
faster or more thoroughly than Zonite.
It kills all reachable living germs and
keeps them from multiplying.
Zonite is positively non -poisonous,
non-irritating, non-burning for feminine hygiene. Use it often as you want
without risk of danger.
Buy a bottle of Zonite today from
any drugstore. Follow label directions.

—
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FREE!
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"

am I ever going to work on
how am I ever going to

"

it

now and

explain to

DonJuan

Fitch—"
"Robbie!"

I

cried.

"How

could you

do such a thing after Daddy's told
you
The baby began to cry. "Helping
Daddy," he bellowed. "I was helping

—

Lipstick

\,

Daddy—"
"Well, go straight in the house this

STAYS ON!

[

Then I turned to Ted. "He
mean any harm, Ted. He was
trying to help you. He thought

//

minute."
only
Yes! Reborn every minute of
your

life!

.

.

.

Take advantage

of your hair's continuous rebirth.

Keep

it

young-looking, pliant

.

...

Says

—

didn't

"According to you, he never means
any harm," Ted shouted. "But look
what happens. This is what I get for
trying to bring up another man's kid.
If he were my own
"Now look here!" Suddenly all the
resentment of the last weeks boiled up
in me. "You shouldn't have married
me if you feel like that. You knew
about Robbie from the first and said
you loved him

Paula Stone

•^^±/'

FAMOUS ON SCREEN,
STAGE AND RADIO

—

My

r

lips stay lovely

hours longer without

why

retouching... That's

Don

Juan is tops with me.

—

'"PHE trembling had come back, worse
-*than I'd ever seen it. Ted's hands
were shaking so he dropped the ledger.
But this time it aroused no pity in me.
I was too angry.
And this time he was
making no effort to control it. He
looked as if he wanted to hit out at
something anything.
"And you knew how I felt about
wanting a business of my own and a
home. How can I have either one if
you keep on taking his side against me?
This isn't the first time he's messed up
an account for me but you don't think
that's important. From the very day
we were married, he's come between

^^W=*
See what they do
for your lips

DON JUAN STAYS ON when

1.

you eat,

—

—

us."
"If
cried.

2. LIPS

frequent retouching. Try today.

NOT DRYING or SMEARY. Im-

3.
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Creamy smooth easily applied.
4. STYLE SHADES.TryRaspberry,
glowing, or Number 5,
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ing.

De luxe

Other shades, too.
size $1. Refills 60c~.

Many Swedish Massaere Graduates make $50,
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Junior size
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DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR

WEDDING
AND

—

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

glamour look.

parts appealing

he has, it's your own fault!" I
"You've never tried to under-

stand him."
"Everything's always my fault. Well,
I can't
it's not going to be any more.
stand this! I've got to get away where
something's mine, not half another
man's. It looks as if you were right
when you said we shouldn't have gotten married " He turned and started
into the house.
"Ted! Where are you going?"
"Away!" He stopped and faced me.
The light from the hall fell on his face,
and what I saw frightened me dread-

drink, kiss, if used as di-

No greasy, smeary effect.
STAY LOVELY without

rected.

ENGAGEMENT

LIPSTICK

RING

BARGAIN
TEN

DAYS' TRIAjL—

SEND NO MONEY

Introductory offer: With
smart,
for
order
every
new, Sterling Silver Soli-

fully.

taire engagement ring we
will include without extra

from doctors, hospitals, sanatoriums, clubs or private practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security by training at
home and qualifying for Diploma.
incomes
i

charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imitadiamonds matching in
and brilliance the beau-

tion

'

fire

1

tiful

Anatomy Charts and 32-page
Illustrated Book FREE—Now!
S THE College of Swedish Massage
*

DID

Dpt.559C,100E.OhioSt.,Chicagoll

imitation

Diamond

solitaire en-

gagement ring (the perfect bridal pair). Send
no money with order. Juat name, address
and ring size. We ship both rings in lovely
gift box immediately and you make just 2
* easy payments of $2 each, total only $4. We
trust you. No red tape as you make first payment and 20^o Federal tax to postman on arrival then balance any time within 30 days.
Money-back guarantee. War conditions make

\

YOU WRITE

f^.

TO HIM TODAY?

supply limited. Act NOW.
CO., Dept. ST-324, Jefferson,

HAMOND

OWI, at the request of the
Army and Navy, is sponsoring a

Iowa

The

new overseas mail program,

urg-

cooperation from
helping to meet increased
shipping problems. Here are the
three ways that you can help:
I. Use V-mail for at least three
of every five letters you write
overseas. 2. Increase the number
of letters you write, no matter
ing threefold

you

The£tickon
Sole&thatSiau
Thin or worn-through shoes easily and quickly soled
TREDS. Anyone can do it. Long-wearing, waterproof, non-skid soles for shoes, rubbers and boots.
Cement TREDS on brand-new shoes and original
soles will never wear out.

with

TREDS

One

R

Shoe.

TREDS, 'tube of cement, applicator and
all complete with full directions on display
Only 25c at your favorite Hardware, 5c and 10c

pair of

scraper
card.

not mar floors.
And You Protect The

will

Protect The Sole

—

or General Store.

M

AUBURN RUBBER CORP.
AUBURN, INDIANA
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Afake Any Article

iilf^lIII
^g^Magk New Discovery!
I

Don't pay big prices
for luminous articles.
Make your own! Sell
at big profit or keep
your > pleasure.
for
complete

With

our

outfit

and confiden-

instructions, it's
stroke of the
easy !

how brief each may be. 3. Now,
more than ever, make your mes-

tial

sages of the cheerful moralebuilding kind, and forget all
about telling the boys of your
troubles back home.

nitely. Absolutely
Hundreds
harmless.
of uses; Use on ties,
flowers, jewelry, house
numbers, furniture,
pictures, statues, toys*

—A

any article
glows in the dark like
magic I Lasts indefibrush

Order NOW! Supply limited. Moneyback guarantee.

Complete Lite*
Glo Kit, $1.00.
Send name, address, pay post-

man

$1.00

plus

postal charges:
Send cash, wo
pay postage.
LITE-GLO, Dept. 38LC, Topeka.Kan*

etc.
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was chalk white and beaded with
body was
"Away from

It

perspiration.
His whole
shaking as if with a chill.

CORN

all this."
I stood

SUFFERERS!

'<£

+~2

where he'd left me. I couldn't
believe it. He couldn't really mean to
walk out and leave us like this. I was
frightened and angry and bewildered.
But anger was still uppermost.
It
hadn't been easy for me, either.
In a little while he came out, carrying his old duffle bag. So he really intended to go! Well, I wouldn't try to
stop him. We just stood there and
looked at each other, and it was as if
we were enemies, measuring each
other. "I'm going to Belknap," he said
finally. "I'll get a job in the war plant
there. I'll call Fitch and the others in
the morning there's time for them to
get somebody else to do their books.

—

VAMACIOUS;/

SHE'S

—

And

I'll send you some money
I've
enough on the dresser to tide you
over." His voice was quite expressionless by now. He might have been recit-

left

ing something.
It couldn't be happening. Yet

NEW

BLUE-JAY

HPHE next few weeks were the most
* wretched of my life. Even when Bob

NUPERCAINE

YES, New Blue-Jay Corn Plasters have
war-proved, anesthetic Nupercaine

died, it hadn't been like this. That had
had one kind of finality, this another.
Then the world had stopped; now it
kept on going but I had no place in it.

added! Relief you've never known before. This new ingredient deadens
stinging, burning surface pain where
live flesh meets the corn's core. That's

kept finding myself listening for Ted's
voice from the living room, for his step
in the hall, and waiting for his arms
around me. Then a flood of anger would
wash it all away, leaving only the memory of the things he'd said. How could
I love anyone or miss anyone who felt
that way about my baby?
It had all been a mistake from the
I

suffering is often intense. Now,
for the first time in any corn remedy,

where

Nupercaine harmlessly banishes

this

pain until gentle medication loosens
hard core. Then you simply lift out
the "core" itself! What glorious relief!

ONLY BLUE-JAY HAS
NUPERCAINE

INSIST

ON

BLUE-JAY

BESIDES Nupercaine's

very first. We'd had so little honest
happiness just moments snatched here

—

Blue-Jay's soft

relief,

Dura-felt pad gives instant relief from tormenting shoe pressure.
Get new.streamlined.

and there when we had managed to
find each other. The rest had been
strain and worry and being tired and
quarreling. It was better like this, to
acknowledge our marriage a failure.
I told myself I'd never ask Ted Chaney
to come back.
I began to worry about Robbie. For

HEW REMOVE CORNS

flesh-tinted Blue-Jay

drug or toilet
goods counters. For

.at

lees painful corns,

regular

Blue-Jay.

JVo matter what
you have used

in the past, try
this

new

relief

CORN PIASTERS

time in the four years of his
little life, he had lost his appetite and
his high spirits. He moped around the
house. "Where's Daddy?" he kept demanding.
"Daddy's going to Belknap, on busithe

today.

I

i

I

Home

ny Finish

in

first

ness," I told
to say more.

High School Course
at

was.

the end.

WITH PAIN-CURBING

™

it

Without answering, I watched him walk
down the steps and out to the dark
street. I didn't move. This is the end,
I was thinking over and over. This is

him

once.

I

"Where's Belknap?"
"It's a town
not far

2 Yeors

where grandma

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities

permit. Equivalent to resfdent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
'completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
•American School, Dpt,H .392,Drexe! at 58th. Chicago 37

lives.

didn't

want

Her presence
.

.

.

is

dynamic

her attraction undeniable

.

.

her impression unforgettable. In a

(

word — a new word — she's varvacious,
with Varva's exciting perfumes

"Follow

Me" and "Nonchalant."

They've made her very very ...
Varva extracts— $1 to $15 • Bath Pouder, SI
Face Powder, 6 guest puffs, SI • Bubble Foam, %1
Sachet, SI and $1.75 ' Talc. 55c
tnlus ax.)

away from

Now

eat your

supper, darling."
It made my heart ache to see how the
baby missed Ted. And it hardened it,
too against Ted. The idea of resenting a child just because it wasn't his!
And then one horrible, unforgettable
morning Robbie disappeared.
One moment he was playing alone
in the yard, the next he was gone. At

NONCHALANT
The Devil-MayCare Perfume

—

J

PICTURE RING l
Most Precious Keepsake You Can Own

first I

Made from Any Photo
photo orsnapshotclearlyTepro<lucedassettinginbeautiful,onyxUie Ring A keepsaie of a loved
one you will treasure lor years
Picture stays sharp and clear—
withstands rubbing, washing,
I

I

weather—won' t tarnish

water,
.

SEND

NO MONEY! Just mall photo
size.

with strip of paper for ring
Pay postman only 51.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.

Picture returned. Money-bacfc

ORDERNOW. portrait

guarantee.
RING CO.. Mi. F-31

,

He was somewhere

in the neighborhood, I thought, playing with other children, though he was

SEND NO MONEY!
Any
wear—unharmed by

didn't worry.

Cincinnati. Ohio

But he
went up and down the block,
calling him, asking other mothers. Nobody had seen him. Noon came and

FOLLOW ME
(Suite: Moi)

The Perfume That
Leads and Lasis

forbidden to leave the yard.
wasn't.

I

passed.
Frantic thoughts of kidnapping filled
my mind. He was such a friendly little
soul, he was likely to walk off with
anybody or get into a car with any
stranger, although he'd been told not

VARVA
Empire State Building. Neu> York

1.

N. Y.
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Chest Cold Misery

to a hundred times. Neighbors began
to help me in the search. Finally we
called the police.

There followed a night of the sharpagony I've ever known. Questions,

descriptions

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE
of

an

ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice relieves cough,

musIRRITATION tightness of chest
cle soreness due to chest
_
UD|
SIWFLE
cold, bronchial irritation
SPRAIN, BRUISE and simple sore throat.

Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE

^"oilcv^ftDfe
HORSE poultice just hot enough
CHARLEY
to be comfortable then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-

—

.
reduces swelling,
pain •
aching muscles due to a simple

tice also relieves

limbers

up

stiff

.

sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or
condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in
tube or can at any drug store NOW.

r«EtipMogistiire
The White Package with the Orange Banditry

I

I
I
I
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Mailufl $1.05 and we
will tend you 4 boxes
of ROSEBUD Salve
(25c size) and will inelude with salve this
lovely Solid Sterling
Silver Blrthstone
Ring, your size and

month. You can

.

.

brown

four years old,

my

me

let

And
seemed
away,

call

him.

then,
as if

the

at

when

hour

the

God had turned

telegram

came.

it

his face
It
said:

ROBBIE SAFE WITH ME.
WORRY. TED.

DON'T

afterwards that we
the story of that trip
the brave quest of a little boy in
search of his Daddy. And it was a
miracle of coincidence, good luck, and
providence.
wasn't until
ITpieced
together

—

Robbie had apparently just made up
mind to find Ted. He'd walked to

his

Daddy

the railroad station by himself.

was near where grandma lived, and he
went to grandma's on a train. So he
got on a train any train. The conductor thought he was travelling with a
family in the day coach, they thought
he was travelling with someone else,
and no one was aware he was alone
until the first big stop was reached.
They found out when Robbie asked the
conductor if this was Belknap where

—

Daddy was.

It wasn't, but fortunately Belknap
wasn't far away. The station authorities notified the police, who elicited
from Robbie the cheerful informa-

"BirthstoneRinqGlVBN
I

.

brown

.

.

his

msmmk

1

PILES

eyes, dressed in sailor suit
waiting, pain too deep for tears,
prayers and despair. For there was no
trace of Robbie anywhere. The earth
might have swallowed him up. Through
it all I longed for Ted, and put the
longing from me. Robbie was not his
grief, and
child; he could not share
some sort of curious pride would not
hair,
.

The moist heat

FOR THOSE SIMPLE

est

Relieved by

SIMPLE
CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL

KNOW, DAUGHTER- GET

I

PAZO

tion that his father's name was Ted
Chaney and that he'd come to see him.
After working on it all night, they

located Ted at the war plant
and he hurried immediately to Robbie.
Through it all, the baby was never
frightened by all the questions and the

Don't

agonizing pain, torture, itching of
piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
ointment has given prompt, comforting relief to
millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.
just suffer the

simple

PAZO

How PAZO
I.

Soothes inflamed areas

Ointment Works

— relieves pain and itching. 2. Lu— helps prevent cracking

bricates hardened, dried parts

and soreness.

3.

Tends to reduce swelling and check bleedand easy method of application.

ing. 4. Provides a quick

PAZO
Pipe,

Special Pile Pipe for Easy Application
ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile

making application simple and thorough. (Some

persons, and

PAZO

is

many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so
made in suppository form.)

also

Get Relief with PAZO Ointment!
Ask your doctor about wonderful PAZO ointment and
it gives for simple piles. Get

the soothing, blessed relief

PAZO

ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories,

Inc.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

finally

I
I
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sell

the 4 salve and get back your $1.00. The |
5c extra is for U.S. Sales Tax on ring, bo make remittance $1.05.

Earrings

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 79. W00DSBORO. MARYLAND.
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for promptness with order for Matched Bridal
Pair for ten days' examination.
Beautiful
Gardenias that glow in the dark; are
truly romantic and
alluring.
Just
__Sf^y0^- send
the coupon and accept these ear•^^fM/yijl
rings
as
our
get-acw
quainted gift to you.

SUFFERING!
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V

•
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Just take 1 to 4 tablespoons of Dr.
Siegert's Angostura Bitters in a little
water hot. or cold. Its gentle relief
helps make difficult days easier to
bear. Pleasant to take, not habit-forming. Get Angostura at your druggist's.

—

Bridal

Pair

Wedding and Engagement
Send

RINGS the
o u
-

c

pon for both the Imitation Diamond Solitaire and the matching yellow Gold Plate
wedding ring and accept them on 10 days'

Earned '1231

trial

while learning
"Dr. D. heartily endorses
home-study nursing.
During my 14 months of
studying and learning I
made $1231 . . ." writes
H. E. B. of Mass.
You, too, can become a nurse. Although few may
make as much as H. E. B. while learning, most
practical nurses may be sure of §25 to $35 a week

my

after graduation. Thousands of men and women,
18 to 60, have taken this home-study course in their
spare time. High achool not required. Eauipment
finoluded. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Endorsed by physicians. 46th year. Send coupon now I

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
R

M

Dept. 183, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

NameCity
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ARE TO KEEP THE
EXOTIC, GLOWING
EAKBINGS AS
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so

clude without cost
the Gardenia Earrings. If you do not
agree the Matched
Bridal Pair is a marvelous
bargain,
return
rings within ten days
and your money will be
refunded.
BUT YOU
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OUR GET-AC-

Here is Larry Douglas, handsome young vocalist on the Columbia Network program Here's
to Romance, which is broadcast
from coast to coast every Thursday night, 10:30 to 11:00 EWT.

QUAINTED GIFT.
Send No Money
When your package
_

.,

UJhOX^iP*-^
.

.

,

arrives you pay the
postman only $1.98 for

TO
mmACH
tACH

each ring or

J9*

Dept. 18-GN,

$3.89 for

both rings,

plus a few cents mailing cost and
20% Federal Tax.
?Q89
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.,

eon
m BOTH
mthmk

Jefferson, Iowa

IT'S

'Color- Control"when

you lighten yourHair
Today, you can be

sure of the final
result before you
lighten your hair!
Whatever shade your
hair is— blonde, red
or brunette . . . whatever degree of lightness you wish, from
a mere accent of

blondeness to an allcan get the very effect
you want with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash
over, golden shade... you

The new Marchand's has been perfected by
experts in hair care. Not a dye, not an expensive "treatment," it's complete in itself for use
at home . . . easier than ever to apply

And Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

won't

leave your hair streaked or dull-looking. It
allows you to achieve the exact degree of
lightness you desire and to keep your hair
glistening with golden color. You'll like it, too,
for lightening arm and leg hair. Ask for

Marchand's

at

your favorite drug counter.
'

^"'ivif^^^-^^
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MMtCH«

with gratitude.
A neighbor drove me to Belknap;
waiting for a train would have meant
unbearable delay. And it was as we
drove up in front of the rooming house

where Ted

lived, and I saw them waiting for me together on the porch it
was then, in a split second of time,
that the second miracle came. The first
was Robbie's safety; this, in a blinding
flash of clarity after the Gethsemane
of waiting, was the sudden, sure knowledge of Ted and of myself. It was as
if I were really seeing us
all of us
for the first time.
I held my baby in my arms and the
tears, denied by anguish, came at last.
I turned to Ted. In humility and love,
in asking forgiveness, I reached out
for him. I had to tell him. I had to
ask him to come back, to beg him if

—

—

need

be.

Ted stopped me. "Wait," he said,
BUT
and for the
time saw tears in
first

I

his eyes. "Wait, darling, I've got something to say to you. It's a funny kind
of thing but when I walked into the
police station and saw that little fellow, all dressed up in his sailor suit,
coming all that way alone to find me
well, it was as if I'd been given some-

—

was mine and somehow you were mine
And that the three of us had made

too.

something that belonged to us and
couldn't be taken away. Only we hadn't
known it you and I because other
things kept getting in the way.

Hair Wash

—

—

i-X&7.£

the

Daddy, and he did.
But at the time, the hows and whys
made no difference to me. It was enough
to know my baby was safe and to offer
up thanks from a heart overflowing
his

thing that I'd wanted all my life. It
was as if, for the first time, Robbie

Golden

Made by

—

strangers.
He never cried. He just
asserted calmly that he wanted to find

NEW!.,

•

"

!

!

Makers of Marchand's "Make-up" Hair Rirue

"One of the things was that all along,
was jealous of Bob. I reminded you
of him and that's why you loved me.
You were his wife, and Robbie was his
child, and I was always sort of the out-

savb

I

PHOTOS ENLUREED

BIG 5x7 ENI.ARGEMENT on Double Weight paper only 25c.
Colored 45c. In frame 59c. 8x10 only 30c. Colored 50c.
In frame 75c. Rolls 25c. Reprints 3c each.
WINEHOLT PHOTO, BOX 6, WOODBINE, PENNSYLVANIA

And Robbie always kept getting in the way of of us. Of our being
alone together, and getting the busi-

sider.

—

And then
sudden I saw what a heel I'd
been and how I'd never given it a
chance and just pulled out when the
going got tough. And, honey, I knew
then that if you'd take me back

ness started, and everything.
all of a

fflfi

Sell
IN
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TRU-FIT HOSIERY
AMAZING NEW

FIT

I cried. "Let me say it. Let
ask you to come back. It's the only
way I can show you how wrong I was,

"Don't!"

me

SERVICE

Earn Up to $22.00 In a
Week in Spare Time Taking Orders from Friends
and Neighbors
.fcarn

money

easily in

your

sDare time calling on friends
and neighbors and taking orders for this sensational new
kind of Individual Fit Hosiery.
You don't need experience it
doesn't matter how old or young

—

you are. Show your friends
amazing new kind of TRU-FIT

RAYON HOSIERY, made

in

a

variety of leg patterns to fit cusindividual requirements.
Beautiful and long wearing because
it eliminates common hosiery complaints such as: too long, too short,
too tight, too loose, twisted seams,
wrinkles at ankles, etc.

tomers,

Write for Complete Outfit
Women are delighted when they see

how they can have perfect fit in TruPit Rayon Hosiery by ordering their
individual Leg Pattern. That's why
its easy for you to have money in the

bank and cash in your purse, for a
few hours delightful, easy, spare time work. Write for
FREE OUTFIT now. Don't wait. Women who join us

now

will be among the first to innylon hosiery to their
friends, as soon as ready! Write us
a letter telling about yourself for
gorgeous outfit, sent to you absolutely FREE!

troduce

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
Dept. H-18, Indianapolis

7,

Ind

PREPARE
FORI
,

«

too."

And

then the words didn't come any
more because Ted's arms were holding
me as if they'd never let me go, and
his lips were on mine shutting out the
past and offering only the future. And
we clung together, with each other for
the first time, until finally a little voice
called us back and said:
daddy let's go home."

—

"Mummy—

We're back in the. little frame house
now. Only with a difference. Ted has
a tiny cubicle of an office rented in a
downtown building. No matter what
the sacrifice as far as money goes, he
has a right to that a place of his own.

And

—

he's getting started all over again,
healthier and stronger than he's ever
been.
There's a new crib in Robbie's room,
too, for the baby that will come in the
spring. But no matter how eagerly
Ted and I wait for that new baby, I
have no fear for Robbie. Robbie is as
much Ted's child as any will ever be.
For we have learned, in the only way
we could have learned, that we all be-

uy
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Ifs all SO Easy! Free

Catalog tells how material is picked up at your door by Freight or
Express at our expense how we shred, merge,
and reclaim valuable materials, picker, bleach,
card, spin, redye and weave into lovely, deeptextured Broadloom Rugs woven Reversible for
double wear and luxury. Sizes to fit all rooms.

—

CHOICE:

of popular solid colors, rich tweed
Century floral and leaf designs,

blends, 18th

Early American, Oriental patterns, ovals.

FACTORY- to -You! You
trial.

by a
have no

risk nothing

Over two million customers.

We

Do as thousands of beauty-loving housewives have done Write for Free Catalog.
agents.

Our

—

71st Yeorl

Chicago

New

York

S'FrUce

Uti

FREE
Rug Book,
Decorating
Guide
In Full

Color

Mail Coupon

** or
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Afraid

SCALP ODORA/ot

"

!

good to get away for a while. But now
he spoke my throat tightened with
alarm. "Should I be?" I asked.
His face went taut, and the bones
stood out with the bleak, naked look.
Then he lowered his eyes. "No," he
muttered, "you shouldn't have to be."
He hadn't answered my question.
Rather, he had answered it, and the
answer was wrong, and it stirred other,
more fearsome questions. Against my
own will I persisted. "Ted," I said, "you
as

youf

%&

can't

blame Wade

—

"Why

not?"
"It wasn't his fault."
"I think it was. He left him."
The savage assurance with which he
spoke touched off a fighting anger within me. "You can't believe that!" I cried.
"You've known Wade for years you
must have some faith in him. And in
passing judgment upon him you're taking the place of God Himself
"Don't talk to me about faith and
God," he said bitterly. "If there is a
God, He took Bill's father away when
he was a baby, and He took Bill's life
away just when he was beginning to
learn what it meant. And as for faith,
you ought to know, Mary, that I'd be
in a poor spot today if I'd sat around
praying and hoping that the world
would do right by me instead of getting
out and shifting for myself

—

vJJSe'atipfromme

BO

TRY

—

YOUR PILLOW KNOWS
Your

pillow gets as close to your hair

—

as anything does so just check it for
unpleasant odors. Remember, your
scalp perspires just as your skin does
and it's easy to offend with scalp
odor and not know it.

—

To make

sure your hair doesn't

THERE

was the uncrossable gulf between us again, the gulf of years and
two totally different lives. I couldn't

contains pure, medicinal pine tar
works wonders with scalp odor and
oily hair. The delicate pine scent does
its work
then disappears.

kindness, and Ted was a man who had
been too close to life, who had had too
much of hardship and struggle and disand now, this final
appointment,

Start using Packers tonight and be
with clean, fresh scalp .
soft,
lustrous hair. You can get Packers

—

.

.

Pine Tar Shampoo at
any drug, department
or ten-cent store.

tragedy.
We talked no more of Wade. But that
afternoon Ted took the car and was
gone a long time. When he came back,
he brought with him a paper that was
his release from Skyview, and the news
that he had another job. "It's at Bluff
City, for Central Airways. I'm due there
in ten days. Do you think we can be

moved by then?"
was sure of it. I was so relieved
I would have agreed to anything,
promised anything. I saw only that Ted
would be as far as possible from Wade
McCrary, that with Ted working for
Central and Wade at Skyview, there
was small chance of their meeting. I
didn't stop to think that in leaving Skyview Ted was admitting that he did
I

PACKERS

that

SHAMPOO
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reach Ted, no matter how much I loved
him. I was a sheltered woman, who'd
never known anything but love and

—

FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM
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shampoo regularly
with Packers Pine Tar Shampoo. It
drive people away,

safe
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Continued from page 49

not trust himself.
I really believed that in leaving Skyview we were putting behind us our
old life, and that the shadows that lay
over it would, in time, shorten and
disappear. I dismantled our honeymoon
house in a fever of impatience to be
out of it; I said goodby to my parents
and to friends of years' standing with
hardly a qualm. I would have left anyone, gone anywhere with Ted, if only
there lay ahead of us the peace and the
security that we had lost.
And at first, it seemed that Bluff City
offered us just that. It was a beautiful
city, located in the wide elbow of a
river, backed in the distance by tall
purple bluffs. There were bluffs facing
across the river. We had our
it, too,
first

view

of

them

train, following the

as

we came

in

by

curve of the stream,

25«
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facts about Fistula, Piles and other
and colon troubles. Address a card
or letter for a FREE COPY of 122-page book
on these ailments. McCleary Clinic, C-305
Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.

Learn
rectal
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and they were indescribably beautiful,
gold-topped in the morning sun, mistshrouded where they met the river.
I sat

with

my

face turned to the train
couldn't get enough of
looking. "Beautiful—" I breathed, and

window, and

WEWFASyPIANfor

I

MEN
A DRESS
FREE

Ted smiled wryly.

/HARRIED

"Beautiful," he agreed, "and treacherous."

"What do you mean?"
"Where do you think the airport
didn't know, and he went on,

I
isn't

way

is?"
"It

out of town, on a plain, like
Skyview. It's nearby, a little south.
That means it's in this big natural
pocket between the bluffs, and low, so
that when that pretty mist on the river
turns into fog it spreads out over the
field. Also, the bluffs, or something
no one's ever been able to figure out
exactly what make for a lot of tricky
air currents. Worst place in the world

—

for Ordering Only

an airport," he finished critically.
"Then why did they ever build it

for

3 dresses -for Friends

here?"
He shrugged. "They probably didn't.
Probably it started out with a few
barnstormers using a field. Then when

Read this thrilling news!
You don't pay one penny.
ever, for your choice of gora geous new spring and summer dress in your own
favorite style, size and color
'Select your dress from
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war
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Now with the war, and all the
industries here, it's essential. It's

not dangerous," he added hastily, "not
with modern methods of checking the
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Bluff City, I came to think that Ted's
description of it had been prophetic.
For a while after we arrived everything seemed to live up to the promise
of that first beautiful morning. Even
our inconveniences combined to divert
our minds from what lay behind us.
were fortunate in finding an apartment, and we signed for it immediately
and then discovered that our furniture wouldn't arrive for weeks. In the
meantime we made a game of camping
out with a daybed borrowed from the
landlord, a card table and chairs, and
a few dishes from the five ana ten.

We

—

Because there was no inducement to
stay in our apartment, we went out a
great deal more than we otherwise

would have. We met the other young
pilots from Central, and their wives,
and we visited at their homes, went to
the theaters and to the restaurants in
and around town. Once our social life
had started, it went on automatically
even after our furniture came and we
were comfortably settled. Every time
Ted came in from a run, there was an
invitation waiting, a gathering of some
sort planned. It was an almost unnatural change from the quiet way we
had lived through the summer, and I
was afraid sometimes that Ted was
deliberately throwing himself into these

t

V,V.

ders for only 3 dresses for your
friends, neighbors, or members
of your family. That's all! Not
one cent to pay now or any
everything supother time

—

plied without cost!
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Horseshoe
King, hand made,
hand engraved, In-
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But you

| DIDN'T worry, because I had con* summate faith in Ted's ability as a
pilot, but some of my pleasure in my
new home was spoiled. Beautiful and
treacherous. After a few months in

This
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a trip if
schedule.
to worry
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location.

weather and modern planes.
never know when you start
you're going to get back on
It's a nuisance, but nothing

Coupon Today

Mail

was made illegal, someone got
smart and took out a license. As aviation became more important, the town
woke up to what it had, and local pride
wouldn't let them sacrifice it to another
that

amusements, only pretending to enjoy
them. But I watched him covertly at
parties, caught him off guard sometimes when we were dining out with
another couple, and it seemed to me
that the shadow in his eyes was lifting,
that he laughed more frequently and

I
I

•

I

«

I

J
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imagine showing your friends
and neighbors a vast complete
selection of gorgeous, exquisitely-designed

Harford Frocks
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styles, all sizes, and scores of beautiful fabrics in the season's latest
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colors and patterns as well as
hosiery, lingerie, sportswear,
suits, coats, children's wear. etc.
Your friends and neighbors will
be eager to give you their orders
when they see the beauty of the
styles, the huge selection and
I
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easily.

At Christmas time I knew that I was
deceiving myself. We had guests for

I:
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Experience Not Needed
—Use Spare Time
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and Dick Struthers, and

dinner, Elspeth

we had arranged

adds sparkling highlights
. .

.

lustrous color effects

to go with them to
hear the carols at their church that
evening. I thought that Ted was unusually quiet during the meal, but I
was away from the table frequently,
busy being both waitress and hostess,
and I didn't have time to pay much attention to him. After dinner I left
Elspeth to entertain the men while I
stacked dishes. When I returned to the
livmgroom, I found the three of them
in the hall, and Dick and Elspeth were
getting into their coats. "We're going
to take a ride before we go on to
church, Mary," Dick called out to me
cheerfully— and then I saw that although Ted was helping them with
their wraps, he was making no move
at all to get his own.
"I'm tired," he said, "and I don't feel
up to either a ride or carols. Why don't
you people take Mary and leave me
I stood speechless with surprise while
Dick protested heartily, and then
Elspeth, with a quick glance at me,
said smoothly, "I think it would be

—

nicer

if

we

all

"She's almost attractive" too often describes
the girl whose make-up stops at her hairline
reveal
. . . who depends on a shampoo alone to
the true beauty and brightness of her hair.
needs a note
like your face
For your hair
of color to look its loveliest!

—
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No

matter what color hair you have, you can
give it fresh sparkle and achieve a smart new
color effect with Marchand's Make-Up Hair
Rinse! You can enrich the natural hair color
...give it a "warmer" tone or a "cooler" hue...
even blend little gray streaks in with the original shade! A color chart on the back of the

package shows which of the 12 Marchand
shades will give the effect you desire.
After your shampoo, dissolve a package of
Marchand's Rinse in warm water and brush or
pour it through your hair. Gone is all soap
film! Your hair is glorious with shining new
color
softer and more manageable, too
Marchand's Rinse goes on and washes off as
easily as facial make-up. Net a bleach — not a
permanent dye — it's absolutely harmless.
.
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New

—

all

Big

my indignation
vanished in a rising surge of the old,
sickening fear. The two of us weren't
alone together any longer. Billy had
joined us, and with him Wade. Ted
sat down in the big chair beside the
Christmas tree and picked up a book.
I sat down too, because my knees would
no longer support me. "Ted," I said
pleadingly, "there's something wrong.
If you'd only talk to me
"Nothing's wrong, Mary." He sounded
annoyed. "There's nothing to talk
about."
f DID, suddenly, and

*

—

will help you take more orders with huge
selection of rich, quality fabrics, tailoredto-measure in newest styles at sensationally
all men can
afford.
Also Ladies' Tailored Suits
complete line. Sensational values!

LOW PRICES

Money-back

His face was set in lines of dumb,
angry sorrow, and it was plain that his
mind wasn't in Bluff City at all; it
was travelling back to other Christmases, spent less comfortably perhaps,
even in poverty—but with his brother.
And all of his thoughts came back,
inevitably, to the bleak misery of that
night when Billy had gone out on his

guarantee.
opportunity!

this
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the delicate beauty of the exotic orchid. It lends intriguing charm—worn
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glowing properties are enduring.
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It was no use. Ted sat all evening
with his book, but he wasn't reading.

TOO!
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We offer you brand new
latest style made-to-measure suit for personal wear. Just for taking a few orders
rom friends. Also opportunity to earn BIG
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Your suit

this

Year
When they were gone, I turned indignantly to Ted. "You might have told
me you'd changed your mind," I began.
"I didn't know what to say. Whatever
decided you at the last minute—"
"I'm sorry," he muttered. "I just
didn't want to go. I don't know why."
until

NO MONEY TO PAY!

went together, some

other time. There'll be carols

week
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last training flight

He came
less

if Marchand's Golden Hair

Wash

to

bed after I'd lain sleepit seemed
staring into

—for hours,

—

the dark and thinking what a mockery
this Christmas, this time of peace on
earth and good will toward men, was
for us. He was icy cold as he crept in
beside me, and he pulled me to him,
held me close and hard. Hope rose in
my heart then, but only our bodies
touched. When I tried to talk, Ted shut
my lips with a rain of blind, savage
kisses.

We

began

one by one

to go out less often,

we stopped

and

seeing our new
was too tired to accept

friends. Ted
invitations when

he came in from a
and he no longer called me from
field, to tell me to pick him up
because we were to meet Elspeth and
Dick for dinner at the Highway Inn.
At home he was often silent, shut up
within his own thoughts, and it was a
silence I could not break. Sometimes
he would avoid my eyes, as if he were
run,
the

could read his thoughts,
and sometimes he clung to me as he

afraid that
100

I

LONG EYELASHES
Enjoy sparkling eyes by having long, luxurious eyelashes. Banish wrinkles caused
by lack of eye protection from sun, wind,
etc. Modern soaping removes along with
dirt and grime the natural oils, which
often leaves lashes thin, dry and brittle.
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if
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had clung the night he had come in
after finding Billy's plane, as if I were
all he had in the world to hold to.

lO^

couldn't help him. He wouldn't
help him. I tried every way I
knew to reach him, and, failing that,
I tried to get him to go out, to take up
our old amusements. Even if he didn't
enjoy them, I reasoned, they were at
Still, I

me

let

To Make New

Friends

Among Read-

Mary.

ers of this

tired,

Mag a zine

who order

Matching Bracelet and Necklace
promptly for ten days' examination.
the

Iridescent, aristocratic imitation Pearls
that closely resemble true Oriental Pearls
set in screw type

Earrings

GIVEN
of this

least better than this narrowing down
of our life to the dark path of Ted's
thoughts. "You go," he would say when
I suggested movies, or dinner out, or
a visit to friends. "Get Elspeth and
Dick; they'll go with you. I'm "tired,

will be
to readers

magazine on

the most unusual,
get -acquainted offer ever made in
beautiful jewelry.
Just send the coupon today and accept these Earrings
as our gift to you.

." He would say that he was
and then he would sit up half
the night, or I would hear his footsteps
in the livingroom, pacing up and down,
relentlessly, until dawn.
January passed, and February, and
March came, and Ted grew more and
more restless, more moody, and the
fear that had reawakened in my heart
at Christmas grew until my whole
body was raddled with it. It was like
.

.

living with a malicious spirit in the
house, a spirit that lurked everywhere,

sending out

little warnings, ready, at
a word or a gesture, to pull the whole
structure of our lives down around us.
I was careful of every word I spoke,
lest a thoughtless phrase remind Ted
of other times; I would catch him looking at an old dress, and old pieces of
jewelry, and I would know that they
were wrong, that I shouldn't have worn
them, that they were recalling our old
home and Billy and Wade. Whenever
he left the house I was apprehensive,
and when conditions at the field delayed his return, I walked the floor in
an agony of uncertainty, imagining that
he was not coming home at all, that
he had gone to find Wade and settle
his score with him. When he did come,
I would be sick with relief
really sick,
so that there would be an_ acid taste
at the back of my mouth, and I would

—

Tampons have

FIBS
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gently rounded ends

easy insertion

for

tremble with weakness and nausea.
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Wear on
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the style and every lady has admired
lustrous pearls from the Orient. Simply
send the coupon for both the necklace
and matching bracelet and accept them
on ten days' trial and we will include
the set of classic Earrings without cost.
If you do not fully agree that this iridescent, glowing, imitation Pearl ensemble
is a marvelous bargain, return them within ten days and your money will be refunded. BUT YOU ARE' TO KEEP THE
EARRINGS as our getIt's

in my face.
One
ITatshowed
the dinner table Ted,

evening
watching me
"You're not well, Mary."

somberly, said,
"I haven't felt

"Maybe

—

well,"

I

admitted.

maybe it's the dampness of
low country."
"Why don't you go to a doctor?"
I saw no reason to go to a doctor.
All that was wrong with me was the
canker in Ted's soul, and the doctor
couldn't remove that. But I agreed,
thinking that perhaps the doctor would
this

give

me

a sedative to put

me

to sleep

at night.
I don't

know what prompted me

to

MATCHING

go on a day that Ted was out on a runnot instinct, certainly, because I had
no idea of what was really wrong with

acquainted

me; perhaps

gift.
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today
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was

just plain good
after examining
me thoroughly, showed little interest
account of
nerves and
in
jumpy stomach. "They're quite normal
in your condition," he said, "especially
at first. If you'll follow the diet I've
given you, and rest whether you sleep
or not
In
condition! Actually, I hadn't
guessed at all the real reason for the
queer attacks of nervousness and

fortune.

my

The
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doctor,

my

my
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like finding a
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sanitary protection

You see,
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from ordidifferent in such imnary tampons .
portant ways. Because unlike all other
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different
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insertion

more comfortable. Because
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and only
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comfort
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So next time, change to Fi bs. You,
"At last I 've found a tampon
that's really easy to use!"
too, will say
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my

nausea. I'd put every physical sympton
down to anxiety over Ted. I walked
out of the doctor's office on winged
feet, into a world that was bright as
it had not been for months, thinking
only that I must tell Ted, tell him
quickly, that this joy was too great to
keep to myself. Then reality struck me,
as hard and chilling as the raw March
It I

How

wind, and I knew that even this wonderful new happiness was unsafe and
vulnerable. Tell Ted perhaps I ought
not tell Ted anything at all. I turned
into the friendly impersonality of a
drug store and there, over a cup of

to give

—

QUICK REST
to tired eyes
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

coffee, I tried to think rationally, unemotionally. I tried to set aside the
blinding pull of my love for my husband, and the hope of a miracle that
carried me through each day. I tried to
think only of facts and the facts were
that Ted was losing his battle against
bitterness, that his hatred of Wade had
grown instead of decreasing. I could
endure it myself. But could I bring a
child into a house of hatred and tension,
where the future would never be free
from the threat of the past?
But suppose and my thoughts swung
the other way suppose the child
should be the miracle I'd prayed for?
Remembering how wild and fierce Ted
had been when I'd first met him, how
much of a law unto himself, and how
he had changed afterward, could I not
hope that his child would bring about
the same sort of change now, when he
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much more? I couldn't be
knew that while I lived

He

Ted that the doctor
had recommended a change for me.
night

I

told

said nothing at

first,

but

I

think that

knew at once that I was going to
get away from him, and that I might
he

Gives a Tiny Tint

Removes
i\

dull
film

Blackheads
Don't Disappear
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with Ted, saw him in the threatening,
yet pitiful, isolation of his moods, felt
him turn to me at night with a convulsive clinging that told me how much
afraid of himself he was, I never could
be sure. I knew then that I would
have to get away.

TPHAT

Money Back

stay away. There was fear in his eyes
for an instant, but there was a set look
about him, too a look that said he
could not change himself, even though
he should lose me for it. "Maybe it's
best," he said finally. "Maybe I should
never have brought you here."
"I don't want to go," I said.
He smiled a bright, false smile. "Sure
you do," he said. "You'll see your parents again, and you'll get a good rest."

—

Going home was like awakening
from a bad dream. Mother and Dad
met me at the station, and everything
about them Mother's hat a little askew
as it always was when she was ex-

If
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Dad's quick kiss and the shy
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* Walk!

so well, the old-fashioned house with
its soft, faded chintzes, and the livingroom table with Dad's deep chair on

Leaves sweaters,
blankets, woolens soft, fluffy

one side, Mother's padded rocker on
the other.
There was no foreboding
here, no lurking shadow.
"You'll stay for a while?" Mother

—

I nodded and smiled and said that I
would stay for a while, and Dad, whose
eyes are sharper than Mother's sometimes, said that I must not be plagued
with questions now, and that tomorrow
we would have a long talk.
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silence

was more

had grown, and took

new

hangar.

question arose.
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town?
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When was
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staying long in
going back to Bluff
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"You can go back

—in

And Carry
Cash
Without Painful Backache
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatio pains, leg pains, loss of pep
nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills;
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes nusn out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Fills.

relief

is

as unsatisfactory as none
at all.
good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!
just

A

style,

too.

—

tonight,

— Treat the Children to the —
HAPPY MEDIUM* LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remember, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine
!

chocolate!
tive, as

if

IF

Want

America's favorite laxa-

grown-ups as it is for
and 25c at all drug stores.
for

YOU NEED A LAXATIVE

WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD —
Don't dose yourself with harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take
Ex-Lax! It's thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precaution use only

EX- LAX

as directed

The

Original

Chocolated Laxative

you want

Six-passenger plane
except for pilot, of

all to yourself
course. Generals don't get that, these
days."
"Are you serious?" I asked.
"I certainly am. We've got a special
package from the government to deliver at Bluff City.
Lou Hartzell and
I are drawing straws over who gets

come along?"
and I knew as soon as
I'd spoken that I'd meant it, and that
not once, really, had I intended not to
go back to my husband. I was his wife,
and I was carrying his child, and whatever happened, whatever he brought

the job.
"Yes,"

It's

good

children. 10c

around
no one
they all

City?
"Soon," I told them vaguely, and one
of the men Bill Davis
said jokingly,

11

proper

me

Tactfully,

mentioned Billy, although
asked after Ted. Then the inevitable

today!

Now She Shops
a

that there

the Skyview offices at the field. It was
a visit I'd postponed as long as I dared,
but I'd met several of the girls in town,
and they'd urged me to come out, and
I knew that it might look odd if I
didn't.
Everyone there was delighted
to see me.
They showed me how the
office

store.

knew

I

laxative that's
too mild to give

came

offering me my freedom if I wanted it.
For a week I lived from one day to
the next, putting off all thought of the
future, trying not to think of Ted,
neither of the sweetness of his mouth
and the strength of his arms, nor of
the panic I knew when he retreated,
cold and silent, into himself. Each day
I told myself that today I must decide,
and each night I went to sleep thinking that perhaps tomorrow something
would make the decision for me. And
at the end of the week, something did.
It happened when I paid a visit to

the

and energy, getting up

I

MM'

eloquent than any words would have
been. He wanted me back, but he was

mixture form at your favorite drug

Get

home

word from Ted, and
would be none. His

ASTHMADOR in powder cigarette or pipe

TRV

my own

my

I

"IK Gold Wed-

Too

be sense-

to realize that however they might advise, if I did tell them, I would have
to make
own decision. I had no

v

i

less, old-fashioned punishment! A
medicine that's too strong will often
leave a child feeling worse than before

never did have our long talk
about Ted. I wanted to
tell them about him, wanted their help
and their advice, but I could not bring
myself to ask for it. It seemed disloyal
to Ted; it would be cruelty to my par-

—

—

.

to take a harsh,
bad-tasting laxative is such need-

at least, not
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Forcing a child
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York 11. N. Y.

New

14 Kara!

TotSW

dear?"

housewares

17

ARE YOU GIVING YOUR
CHILDREN THE WRONG
KIND OF LAXATIVE?

asked eagerly. "We've missed you so
much, Mary. You don't have to turn
around and go right back, do you,

really clean.
At notions, art
needlework, and

WOOLFOAM

little

hug he gave me were all so dear and
normal that my tears came as much
from relief as from joy at seeing them.
Everything was dear and familiar and
normal the old car, the streets I knew

Penned

!

to

I said,

about for us, we belonged to him.
I drove home, and packed a light

Wonderful

Way To

Ease Pain of Minor

Spread a liberal quantity of
Salve on a clean cloth or piece of
gauze and apply it gently over the entire
affected area so as to exclude air. Leave
this dressing on for a few days then redress daily. Usually this fine old medicated ointment helps to bring welcome re-

Sayman

—

surprisingly short order. Grand also
for relief of irritation of externally caused
eczema, of chapped, cracked, rough skin.
lief in

grip, overriding, as gently as I could,
all of Mother's loving protests.
At
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"

paving a

"

—

seven I was at the airport, and Bill
Davis was trying to shake hands with
Dad and help me out of the car and
take my bag all at once. "Hurry up,"
he urged. "We're pushing off early.
Over on the first runway I'll bring
your bag." I flew between the hangars,
through the wire gate to the field,
toward the plane that loomed darkly
in the dusk and ran straight into the
leather- jacketed figure of Wade McCrary!
For a moment I was utterly confused; my one definite feeling was one
of guilt, as if I'd been harboring Ted's
own thoughts about him. "Wade!" I
exclaimed. "What
He laughed. "I'm flying you down,
Mary. Didn't Bill tell you? Both he
and Lou got other orders
It was too late to turn back. He was
helping me into the plane, and Bill
was running up with my bag. Wade
climbed in beside me, and Bill's farewell shout was lost in the roar of the
motor.
We were racing toward the
green light at the end of the field; we
were rising over it
we were on
our way. Wade was on his way to Ted!
It was too much to grasp all at once.
I sat stunned and speechless, thinking
of nothing but that at the end of this
journey, in another three hours or so,
Wade would be landing at Bluff City,
would be delivering himself into Ted's
hands.

,

—
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climbing, and Wade
back in his seat, saying comfort"Got your breath back, Mary?
I'm sorry you had to rush, but we may
hit some weather, and I wanted to play
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safe."
I

nodded.

I

managed

to say, "I'm

all right."

"You know," he said confidentially,
was tickled when I heard you were
coming along. It's good to see you
again, Mary and I hope I get a chance
"I

—

to see Ted, too."

my heart, which
have been spinning along on
It
a high wire, plunged downward.
was incredible to me but Wade didn't
understand.
Wade was sUnny and
open-natured; he had no conception of
the way a sore could lie hidden in a
man's soul, could fester and become
more virulent in time. Ted had threatened him once, but Wade had put that
down to shock. Billy's death had been
a tragic accident and Wade could not
I

swallowed, and

seemed

^Scratching
1

Relieve Itch in aJiffy
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,
itch troubles, are praising

« andjother

D.D.D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication devel-

3. cooling, liquid

^

oped by Dr. D.D.Dennis

—
— positively relieves that cruel,

burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

to

—

A

opened my mouth to warn him, and
each time the words refused to come.
What could I say? How could I make

how serious it was? And if
make him understand, what good
would it do? He would no more go out
of his way to avoid Ted than he would

him
I
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and g»t blessed

relief quickly.
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see

turn back on his job.
Wade talked about the people at
Skyview, about the little cabin he'd
bought at a lake near town, and about
old times when we'd gone out together
before I'd met Ted.
And gradually,
some of his comfortable, sane selfassurance penetrated the turmoil in my
mind. Perhaps, after all, I was wrong
in anticipating disaster. I had no reason to believe that Ted would be at the
field tonight.
In his uncertain schedule, he was quite likely not to be. And
if he weren't, all I had to do was to
make some excuse to Wade so that he
would leave before Ted even knew that
he had been there.
So absorbed was I in my thoughts
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believe that another pilot in his right
mind could regard it as anything but
an accident.
dozen times during the next hour
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charming

as

it
was some time before I was
aware that our progress was rougher
than it had been. "Storm," Wade explained. "We're above the worst, but

that

we're getting a

Earrinqsi
and
Intriguing and

'

"

little of it."

Sudden hope

seized me.
"Do you
there a chance that we won't
make Bluff City?"
"Not a one," said Wade cheerfully.
"It may be a little bumpy going down,
but we'll make it. We're close now

<

think

per-

fumed,
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I went
Wade's face
told me that something had gone
wrong. He didn't try to hide it from
me. "The radio conked out," he said.
"But don't you worry. They're sending up a good man to take us down
your husband."
His words had the effect of a rope
suddenly twisted tight around my
neck. The full import of them struck
me even before my mind caught up
with the details. We were above the
storm, safe enough for the time being.
But we couldn't land without the radio, and another plane had been sent
up to guide us in. Ted had been sent
up. Ted was at the field tonight then;
He knew that
he knew that Wade
Wade's life was in his hands.

Oteh-.
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FREE Samples! Send "no
money for this big-profit
Get

CO., Dept.

line of sample fabrics and
styles. It's yours. ABSO-

LUTELY FREE. Rush
name and address now.
3913, CINCINNATI 3, OHIO
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Whtn You Us*

This

Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
one, simple, qifick operation, LOVALON
do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
In

will

1. Gives
ustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.
I

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. Itis a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which

25i for 5
lOf! for 2

sett toilet

goods

rinses

rinses

—

overwhelmed by the same sense of terhad come over me
the night at the hospital.
As surely

rible finality that

been with Ted, watching his
in his mind.
This was his chance to even the score.
This was the inevitable end of the
months of grief and bitterness. This
was justice he would see it as such.
There were the bluffs around the wide
pocket of the valley.
No one would
as

if

iWk*.

each
OR

BOTH FDR

I'd
I

knew what was

.

y° u thls bie package of
Z£»t me:_ ai? d J'l send
35 and sty les ABSOLUTELY
ta^
i-Kti.. You 11 see gorgeous, newest style
^^^ ItSg'V'ffi'
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.
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DULL
DRAB HAIR

seemed, before I found my voice.
"Does he did you tell the operator
you have a passenger?"
Wade shook his head. "I didn't have
time. Here he is!"
I looked at him dumbly, looked ahead
at the small white light between two
flaring orange ones that had appeared
ahead of us. That was Ted. ... I was

face,

(11),

.

NO

at

staring out at the impenetrable
blackness for many minutes,

it

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size

^^^
THE MELVILLE

When

tween two of the seats.
back up front, one look

_

in

headphones, and

his

stopped at a scraping noise from the
back of the plane. "There goes our
cargo. See if you can secure it, Mary."
I went back as he directed, found
the strapped package that was so important that its delivery warranted a
It was only about two
special flight.
feet square, and it wasn't heavy, and
I managed to wedge it securely be-

do you

Kant
'lose

for

.

.

ever accuse him. He could lead Wade
straight into the bluffs
and it
would be an accident, and Ted would
be even with Wade for Billy's death.
.

.

DIAMOND~RINGS
Just to get acquainted, we will send you smart new 10K
yellow gold engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance
design engagement ring set with flashing. Rose cut diamond solitaire in sentimental, sweetheart mounting. Wedding ring is deeply embossed, 10K yellow gold, set with
3 genuine chip Diamonds. Either ring only S5.95 or both
SEND NO
for S9.95 plus postage and 20c?o Federal tax.
MONEY with order. Just name and ring size. Pay on
arrival, then wear rings 10 days on money-back guarantee.
Rush order now!
EMPIRE
CO., Dept. 776-DS, Jefferson. Iowa

DIAMOND

.

THINK that Wade took his eyes from
the nickering lights to glance at me.
I think that he said something anxious,
something reassuring. I don't know.
My eyes were fixed on those tiny
I

*

—

orange flares, and I was praying to
God, to Ted. Ted didn't believe in
prayer, and he wouldn't hear me, but
I had to reach him
I prayed anyway.
even though I'd never been able to
reach him when I was with him. He
had no faith, except in himself; he believed in no one but himself but I

—

—

believed in a power that was greater
• Now,

at home, you can Quickly and easily tint telltale
atreaka ot gray to natural-appearing shades
from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it or your money back.- Used for 30 years by thousands of women (men, too) Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it In. One application Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get
today.

—

—

—

BROWNATONE

than any of us, and I'd had faith enough
to come back to him, to bring our child
back to him. I had to have more now,
enough to reach him and make him
hear a voice that his ears could not
hear.

Ted, I prayed, you loved me, before
hate filled your heart, and revenge, and
everything else was crowded out of it.

R

M
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—

!

used to be a part of you.
to listen to me, even when

You used

I

NOT

THIS

THIS

you were

most angry. You called me Cricket,
remember, and you said that I must
stay with you always, and chirp whenever you started to fly off the handle.
Oh, Ted, take me into your heart again;
Guide us down
listen to me now.
Wade and me and your
safely, Ted

—

Keep us with you, because

child.

you destroy
self.

Cutting Cuticle

TT was
*

Don't Take Chances!

Wipe

It

Away

—

single, final explosion, and I
couldn't think of that. I couldn't remember that I was here, with Wade.
I had to stay with Ted, keep talking

not irritate. Keeps
cuticle smooth and neat
keeps
.

nails lovelier looking longer!

to Ted.

TAD saves

time. Does a better
job faster, safer. Costs only 10c
or 25c a bottle!

The plane was rocking, and my belt
pressed against my body; then there
a jar, a light bump, and suddenly
the orange flares were gone. Instead
there were other lights, flashing past
us, and the sound of wind and rain,
and we were taxi-ing along a smooth

ten-cent store.

surface.

7Zid/
New
TAD

.

.

.

We

Wade

were down.

"Okay!" loudly
and cheerfully, and then every drop
of strength drained from my body, and
I

Way

I

heard

say,

fainted.

I came to in a wavering bluish sea
that stopped wavering finally and became the blue-green walls of the reception room at the airport. There was

to

Nail Beauty!

SALES, 3950 N. Southport Ave., Chicago 13,

a dark, bulky shape beside me, chafing

my

hands, saying my name over and
over again and that was Ted, Ted
with unspeakable relief and gladness
in his eyes, and the vanishing shadow

—

of an unspeakable terror.

"Wade?"

tf

—

—

"Don't talk about it
I struggled to sit up, but he held me
back.
"But I want to talk about it,
Mary. You've got to understand, so
you'll never

me.

— always!

,

—

—

1

So Safe, a Baby Can Eat It!
out— not

merely off I

New hair must grow before it reappears.
ADIEU is not a Dleach, sand-paper, razor
or clipper— no"shaved-off" look, no stubby
regrowth; results more lasting. Pure, safe,
natural ingredients— no smelly, dangerous
sulphides or chemicals. Positively NONIRRITATING! Will not spoil. Used by exclusive Hollywood beauty salons catering
to movie stars. You'll be delighted with
how ADIEU takes OUT (not off) the unwanted, superfluous hair from face, arms,
legs, lips, back of neck, eyebrows, etc

SEND NO MONEY SSSSSUSErS
poatman only

$2.00 plas postage and Federal CobmeticeWarTaxondelivery. Try ADIEU 30 days.
If not delighted return unused portion and we refund money yoa paid us immediately. Mailcoopon.

S. J.

9 EAST 45th STREET,

Ts.
|

J.

WEGMAN
COMPANY
R-102. NEW YORK

DEPT.

I

WEGMAN COM PAN Y."ol p~R-U) 2.

17, N. V.

™

™1

'

E. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY 17, N. Y.
Please rash generous Jarof ADIEU HAIR REMOVER in

9

PLAIN

I PACKAGE on 80-Day Money - Back Guarantee Trial I will pay I
Postman $2.00 plus postaere and Federal Cosmetics War Tax, on
I delivery.
.

R

M
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NAME
CITY

ADIEU Hair Remover

J

STATE
is

obtainable only from us

to

be afraid again.

I

heard your voice, telling

me

not

and you stopped me. Can you believe that, Mary?
You came to me
when I needed you most
"God," I thought hazily.
"God is
love. ..."
And because Ted and I
loved each other, we'd had a power
greater than ourselves to draw upon,
to,

—

to bring us through this final test.
It
was all there, in
mind, a great and
shining truth. I had to find words to
make Ted understand it, too. "I didn't
come to you, darling," I said.

my

then I knew that I didn't have to
AND
tell him.
Ted's face had the pared,
L

stripped-down look about it again, but
there was no fierceness in it now; it
was humble, and beautiful, and there
was the light of exaltation in its whiteIt was no longer the face of a
ness.
man who goes through life trusting
only in himself; it was alive with a new
realization.

He bowed

his

head against

my

breast.

"God," he said reverently, "has been
much better to me than I deserve."

Look your

Yes, the hair comes

have

was going to kill Wade. I didn't
know that you were with him, and I
was going to kill him. But you stopped
I

It's the money you don't spend that counts these days. Every dollar
that you have means a dollar you don't spend, and it's spending that
causes inflation, our greatest enemy at home.

Don't let superfluous hair spoil
your good times ruin romance and cause
others to whisper behind your back.
j Amazing ADIEU Hair Remover, made
^entirely of safe, non-chemical natural in"gredients, takes out unsightly, unwanted
hair in a jiffy without messy heat
and
leaves your skin clean, velvety, baby-smooth
so you can wear the filmiest gowns, the
scantiest bathing suits, the sheerest stockings
or no stockings at all You apply
ADIEU cold right from the jar. In a few
moments the unsightly hair is out, not merely off.

—

and

have to worry about Wade again.
"Wade's all right," he said brokenly.
"Mary, you knew what I was going to
do

ITS SANE TO BE SElflSH-

vv»

—

questioned faintly,

I

the anxiety in my voice sounded
strange to my own ears, because even
as I spoke I knew that I would never

III.

OOOOBlt w yh oJ
tH
MAUI
loveliest

"

was

Ask for TAD today at any
department, drug or

The Safer

—

and a

3 TAD does

4

hours, or minutes, or seconds.

I

—

cracks that invite infection

.

.

times,

prevents ugly, open cuticle

.

if

your-

disappearing.
Wade
almost
reached over and tugged at my safetybelt to make sure that it was fastened,
and I was aware that he had been saying something was still saying some"We're going "
The words
thing.
reached me from across a long, long
distance, and I tried not to hear them.
Down down could mean the bluffs

with TAD!

1 TAD softens dead, loose cuticle
quickly ... so you can wipe it
away safely!

2 TAD

destroy

had no conception of time, nor of
There was only the endless
space.
blackness around us, and the orange
flares, tiny match-flames, moving interminably before us, turning some-

DANGEROUS!

IS

.

.

you

us,

"

"

Inflation

is

simply a general

money and not enough

rise in prices

spend

— when

we have too much

the things that are
left to buy go up in price. It isn't selfish to keep your money right
now it's selfish to spend, generous to save.
things to

it

on,

—

What
one

will

—save

you save for?

It

—

money to have a
money to send that

costs

for a baby. // costs

and to raise
when older,
want and need

child,
child,

save for schooling for your children. You'll
a trip when the rush of these trying days is done save for a vacation.
When the war is over, you'll be able to build that dream-house you've
planned, if you have the money save for a home. Social security will
take care of bare necessities in your older years, but savings will bring
save for the advancing years. Times are good, now, but
little luxuries
they haven't always been, and unless we control inflation, they can be
bad again save for security. When our boys come home, they'll want
the kind of world they've fought for save for a safe America.

to college

—

—

—

—

How

—

—

can we save for a safe America Aeep America safe from the
comes with inflation? By buying only what we really
need; by paying no more than ceiling prices, and buying rationed goods
only in exchange for ration points; by not taking advantage of war
conditions by asking for higher wages or selling goods at higher
buying and keeping all the war bonds we can afford!
prices; by saving
insecurity that

NEW

MINUTE HOME TRIAL
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TINTS HAIR

BLACK

•

BROWN

AUBURN OR BLONDE

•

This remarkable discovery, Tintz Color Cake

Shampoo, washes out
as

it

dirt,

safely gives hair a real

fairly

glows with

and

life

loose dandruff, grease,

smooth colorful
lustre.

tint that

Don't put up with

faded, dull, off-color hair a minute longer, for Tintz

Color Shampoo works gradually
leaves

your hair more

permanents. Get

colorful,

No dyed

and easier to manage.

— each

shampoo

lovelier,

look.

softer,

Won't hurt

shampoo,

this rich lathering

that

gives fresh glowing color to your hair, today. In six

lovely shades. Only 50 cents each or 2 for $1.00.

Jl»

THE

Ml MONEY

Kfi\D

.

guiif-Hfitei- i-i-sulls in usl

Take advantage of

On

today
50c ($1

of

satisfied,

your

if

just

money

for

hi

VDD01IZ

mail coupon on
ii ii or mi rout...
i

and mail your order

your package,

own

hair right

Color

just deposit

Shampoo

postman and
in

your own

NOW YOU CAN GET TINTZ AT LEADING
DEPARTMENT STORES, WALGREENS,

any reason

you aren't 100%
wrapper in 7 days and
be refunded without question.

return
will

JtiBt

plus postage with

Shampoo-tint your

home. But

.

this offer

arrival

for two)

.

ill- lit]

n

the

WHELAN'S, MOST DRUG STORES
5

AND

& 10c STORES

Don't delay, order todayl

r
i

i
i
i

TINTZ

COMPANY.

Conodion

DEPT.i.m. 205 N. Michigan, Chicago 1,
-M, 22 College St., Toronto, Can.

Office: Depl.

7-DAY
TRIAL

I

COLOR SHAMPOO

shade checked
below. On arrival, will deposit 50c plus postage charges with
can
postman, on guarantee that if I'm not entirely satisfied
(Tint:pIy5poitM»
return empty wrapper in 7 days and you will refund my money.
money with

Send one

full size

TINTZ

in

COUPON

I

I

ll

i
i

1

CAKE
(if

C.

O.

50c
0.,

D

2

CAKES

oid«l)

$1
Check jhide:

postage charges extra)
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valiant lady

;ay

that you love mei

he Story of a Spellbound Heart

GINNY
SIMMS

Mrs. William H. Geyer,
Her skin

peach-bloom

like

is

Nutley, N.J.

— exquisitely soft. "Camay

my beauty soap — now and for always," says
lovely bride. "My first cake left my skin
much

so

'&f& fa d&c/<m</&&wj(oam€w tiretdwrn/u//
It's

exciting— to see the fresh
to your skin!

new bloom

Diet. Doctors tested this mild care

the very

first

I

wouldn't think of changing."

$,

Camay brings
Camay Mild-Soap

of beauty that one cake of

So quick, change from improper care to the

softer,

is

this

•

on over 100 complexions. And with

cake of Camay, most complexions simply sparkled—

looked fresher, clearer,

softer!

f
,../^c/e€i^^ei^4mi/^f^^on^
These

tests

gave proof of Camay's mildness

"Camay is really mild," said
No wonder you can expect

fiV

.

.

proof

.

the doctors,
this

Camay

"it

it

can benefit skin.

cleansed without irritation."

care to soften and

smooth your

skin.

*-

Take only a minute, night and morning. Cream that mild
lather over your face— over forehead, nose and chin. Rinse

Camay
Make your Camay last and lastit's made of vital war materials.

warm. And
That's

all.

And

if

you have oily skin, add a lively C-O-L-D splash!

your skin

is

lovelier with just one cake of

Camay.

•(^^

GIRL:

Spinst— ? Oh, now really.
Cupid! The way things are, I'm lucky
to even have a chess date with Uncle
Burt.

Nobody

CUPID:

has dates these days!

Pardon, Child. But

if

Nobody!

that's true,

then a lot of girls are marrying perfect strangers.
People they never had dates with. Because
they're getting married honey. Left and right.

GIRL:

All right! All right! So I'm not popular.
I'm not a glamor girl. Can / help that?

CUPID:

You could

some of my

best

little more, Sugar. Even
got a sparkling smile. In fact,

smile a

a plain girl's pretty if she's

customers—

GIRL: You mean just because I—
CUPID: Sis, that "pink" may mean

your gums are

being robbed of exercise by today's soft foods. Your
dentist would probably tell you that. And that's why
so

many

dentists suggest, "the helpful stimulation of

Ipana and massage."

GIRL: But my smile, Cupid. My smile! What about—
CUPID: This, Child: Ipana not only cleans your
teeth. It

is

specially designed, with massage, to help

your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana Tooth Paste
on your gums every time you brush your teeth and
you help your gums to healthier firmness. And healthier
gums promote sounder, brighter teeth. And a smile
you'll be using on somebody else beside your
Uncle Burt. Get going on a lovelier smile now, Child!

GIRL:

Sure. Yes, indeed. But it happens I haven't got
a sparkling smile, Cupid. I brush my teeth, and all, but—

CUPID: Ever notice "pink" on your tooth brush?
GIRL: The other day I—
CUPID: And you didn't do anything about it? By the
eternal

Double-Ring Ceremony, Child! Don't you know
is a warning to see your dentist?

"pink tooth brush"

Product of Bristol-Myers

V^^mtiuu
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leave an order with your

—

grocer, do you simply say, " and
a dozen eggs, please"? Eggs are graded
for your guidance it's up to you to
buy the grade most suitable and economical for your family or perhaps
to buy two grades, one for breakfast
eating and meat-point-saving dinner
omelets and souffles, and another for
cooking. There are three things to
watch in your egg purchases, if you
want to buy an officially graded product and be sure of what you're getting:

—

—

Time out for 30 seconds—
keep you from dancing
your charm away!—
to

The egg container should bear
(1)
the words "U.S. Grade AA" or "U.S.
Grade A" or "U.S. Grade B" or "U.S.
Grade C". (2) It should- have a seal
of certification with the date of grading market. (3) You should be certain
that the eggs have been kept in a cool
place in your retail store.
Planning on a post-war home planning to start the building almost coincidentally with the end of the war?
Better go slowly, and avoid disappointment getting a new house built immediately after the war" won't be a
simple matter of calling in an architect and a builder. There are, for instance, millions of homes already built

—

—

and badly in need of repair.

Your

orders will be competing with those.
The Department of Labor reports
that twenty states, Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia have established
"second injury" funds to facilitate the
employment of physically handicapped
veterans. Some employers have refused
to hire these physically handicapped
workers for fear of increased workman's compensation costs in the event
of subsequent injuries to them. This
attitude seriously affects the post-war
opportunities for these men hence the
funds being set up to overcome the
objections of employers.
Victory Gardeners, attention:
the
War Food Administration asks you to
plan on raising as much food this summer as you did last. The fact that the
war in Europe did not end by Christmas makes it necessary for Victory

—

Away

with

you— before underarm odor has

a chance to spoil your fun!

would sweet music be

What good

your dancing partner gave you the cold shoulder— and everyone but you knew the reason why?
if

Gardeners to grow bumper back-yard
crops once again.
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to the rescue!

And

not too late even

though you're dressed. Isn't it well worth
30 seconds to guard your after-bath freshness with Mum? No risk now of underarm
odor to come!

On with the dance— you're near and you're
dear to the one you love! And you're taking no chances with happiness like that.
there's Mum to keep you sweet
and dainty— to win you encores the whole

Not while

evening long!

MUM'S QUICK — Only 30 seconds to use Mum.
Even after you're dressed, even when you're busy,
you still have time for Mum.
MUM'S SAFE— Won't irritate skin. Won't harm
fabrics, says American Institute of Laundering.
MUM'S CERTAIN — Mum works instantly. Keeps
you bath-fresh for a whole day or evening. Get

Mum

today.

•

•

For Sanitary Napkins

— Mum

able that thousands of

women

•
is so gentle, safe,

use

it this

way,

depend-

toe.

J

J^F

&

Product

of Briilol-Mytri

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

«

Penny Singleton, "Blondie" of
CBS' Sunday night show, makes
practicing fun for daughters
Dorothy Grace and Robin Susan

Eddie Bracken always ends up
and almost always
starts there too, on his NBC
in trouble,

Sunday

night

starring

show.

WHAT'S NEW
from toast

to Coast

By

DALE BANKS

listening to "Feature
BEEN
again. We like that show.

Story"
It

sort

you a real feeling about
the boys and what it's like over where
of gives

they are.
*

*

#

Some time

ago, the story of the first
balloon was told on the "American
didn't hear that
School of the Air."
show, but a man up at CBS was telling
us yesterday that a few days after the

We

show the CBS Education Department
was thrown into an uproar by a letter
from a 12 year old school boy. The
letter read something like this: "Dear
Sirs ... In your program when you

told the story of the first hot-air bal-

loon you made a mistake. You had
the sound of a striking match and the
date was 1783. According to my information, this type of match was not
invented until later than 1805. Please
explain this." Believe it or not, a good
part of the CBS research staff was put
on the job and they came up with the

explanation,

all right.

A

check of the

showed that what the boy
thought was the sound of a match
being struck was not that, at all. It
was a flint! Anyway, that was the
script

Talented, young and lovely
Nina Klowden, a frequent
performer on the NBC dramatic show Author s Playhouse.

explanation.

Guess

CBS

they'll be
for awhile.
*

more

careful around
\

*

*

James Melton has electrified the
countryside around his home in Westport, Connecticut, with a hobby. When
the gasoline shortage threatened to
isolate the residents of the community,
he sold

many

of his electric cars to his
neighbors. He's been collecting cars of
all types for years. However, James is

no fool. He's made a strict contract
with every one of the purchasers that
the cars be sold back to him at the
end of the war.
*

*

*

Did you even suspect that Lionel
Barrymore was by way of being a serious composer? His newest work, "Pre-

ludium and Fugue" was presented
the

first

time at Carnegie Hall

cember and got good
performed on the air

last

for

Dewas

notices. It
later by the In-

And Ida
dianapolis Symphony.
Lupino's latest composition, "Aladdin
Suite," has been performed by the Los
Angeles Symphony and was also heard
on a major network.
.

.

*

*

.

*

Just a touch of what it's like where
war is or has been. Something we
should remember once in awhile. Ned
Calmer says he saw a shop girl in Paris
get very annoyed, when an American

—

Continued on page

6

—

you can't afford to lose
OFacourse
week's salary! But
you are
if

like many people you lose it just the
same. A nasty cold takes it right out
of your pocket. Fifty million people
"pay through the nose" every year!
... a crippling loss to industry, to

the war effort, and to you.

lower resistance.

Add

to these intelligent precau-

—

tions another wise one
the systematic morning-and-night use of

Listerine Antiseptic as a gargle.

Remember, clinical tests made over
a twelve-year period reveal this impressive result:

What
are a
1.

can you do about it? Here
few helpful suggestions:

During the

chilly

Fewer Colds

for Listerine Users
in Tests

months

dress
adequately, eat moderately, take sufficient exercise every day, and get
plenty of sleep. If you do catch cold

put yourself to bed and eat lightly.
2. Avoid people with colds and stay
out of crowds which number many
cold sufferers. 3. Avoid sudden temperature changes, drafts, over-tiredness, and wet or cold feet which

This germ-killing action may often
"mass invasion" of the tissues
by these germs
sparing you the
siege of misery they so often produce.
halt a

.

.

.

So, remember! Listerine Antiseptic
especially when you feel a cold coming on:

Lambert PharmacalCo., St. Louis, Mo.
Note How Listerine Gargle

Reduced Germs

Those who gargled with Listerine Antia day had fewer colds and

septic twice

usually milder colds than those who did
not gargle
and fewer sore throats.
.

Here,

we

.

.

believe, is

why Listerine

BEFORE

AFTER

is

so effective: It reaches way back on
throat surfaces to kill millions of those
potentially troublesome germs called
the Secondary Invaders (see panel at

showed reductions of bacon mouth and throat surfaces ranging up to 96.7% fifteen minutes after
the Listerine Antiseptic gargle, and up
to 80% one hour after the gargle.
Actual tests

teria

right).

Gargle LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for COLDS and SORE THROAT

w

Frank Fay is knocking them out with
laughter on Broadway in the play
"Harvey". The point is that Harvey is
a rabbit and he never is seen. It's been

we

brought to our attention, however, that
radio's been using that device for years
with Jimmy Durante's "Umbriago", Ed
Gardner's "Duffy", Fibber McGee's
"Myrt", Johnny Morgan's "landlady"
and Baby Snooks' "Mother".

All

plenty of superfluous things.
lack is food."

MJp

*

*

*

Ever notice how

fast

some people on

radio can get out their words? Arlene
Harris, Hedda Hopper, Walter Winchell
and Dick Lane are all top speeders.
They can all run off from 240 to 300
words a minute. The very tops, probably, is Garry Moore, who can talk so
fast the human ear can't follow him.

WHEN NATURE
LETS

Continued from page 4
marvelled at all the wonderful luxuryitems on the counters of the store. The
girl said, "Oui, monsieur, we have

ME DOWN?

Recordings of his "Little Red Riding
Hood" story, when slowed down, prove
he utters every word and syllable.
*

*

*

Music is really being taken seriously
America real American music.
in
Earlier in the season, Paul Whiteman,
director of music for the Blue Network, inaugurated the Contemporary
Composers Concerts. This was under

—

kSfe^W
You watch

the calendar, of

course, but nature doesn't. Plans
are often upset by menstrual pain.
So get Midol before your next
period. Have comfort handy!
Take a tablet at the first sign
of suffering. See how speedily
Midol relieves your functional
distress
cramps, menstrual headache and blues. Millions of girls
and women rely on Midol every
month because they find it so

—

effective
is

it

and know

not

^srsss^
narcotic. #Gu(J£ by^
ed

established a prize fund of $1000 for new

compositions by American composers
in connection with the festival in
Colorado next summer the festival of
the National Composers Clinic.

—

Four -hundred
dollars
will
be
awarded for the best orchestral work,
with three hundred dollars going to
the composition that wins second place.
Compositions must play for at least
not

exceed

eight
of two
hundred dollars will be given for the
best song with orchestral, piano or
first

prize

accompaniment.

The

second

prize for this class will be one

hundred

organ
dollars.

time for anyone with
ambition and some music in his head
to get to work.
There's

still

High School Course
Finish in

2 Years

_ o as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Eqnivalent to resldent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
•American School, Dot.H -492,Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

.

I

1

BLONDES
-*

New Home Shampoo Washes
Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY
Made

specially for blondes, this new shampoo helps keep light hair from darkening—
brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, it
quickly makes a rich cleansing lather. In-

removes the dingy, dust -laden film
makes blonde hair dark, old -looking.
Takes only 11 minutes to do at home. Gives
hair attractive luster and highlights — keeps
that just-shampooed look for a whole week.
Safe for children's hair. Blondex is sold at
10c, drug and department stores.
stantly

that

you write

*

*

in to

Mary Lee Taylor

for recipes or information and don't get
an answer fast enough to suit you, be
patient. Mary's busy answering G.I.'s

over the world. Mary's had letters
India, describing the kind of
vegetables that can be found there and
asking for recipes that will make them

all

interesting and good for the boys.
She's had a letter from Italy for an ice
cream recipe that will turn out in that
climate and with the ingredients available at an Army hospital there.

Now, the Blue Network has

CRAMPS -HEADACHE -BLUES

Many

*

If

fields.

MIDOL
Home

*

from

four minutes, but
minutes. Then, a

at

*

the auspices of the network's Creative
Music Fund, which made grants to composers in both the serious and popular

Get Midol at any Uiood Housekeeping
drugstore, now.
^<U< *KmlavgZ'

Used more than all other products offered
exclusively to relieve menstrual suffering

*

Martin Block always does things in
a big and special way. He's got the
only desk at NBC with four live phones
on it. One for "Make Believe Ballroom"; a second for the CBS "Music
That Satisfies" program, which he produces; a third connected with his home;
and the fourth on the NBC switchboard.

—

Danger Witch at work!
Miriam Wolfe brews evil,
but Marilyn Erskine, the
Fairy Godmother, always

makes it come out right
on CBS' Let's Pretend, Saturdays, 11:00 A.M.,

EWT.

*

*

*

to see that Bill Goodwin
to his first love.
thought for

Glad

We

is

back

awhile
that he'd get stuck with being an announcer an amusing and delightful
one, but still an announcer. Now that
he's doing such a swell job as a

—

comedian on the Frank Sinatra show
and has completed work in a leading
role in the movie "Incendiary Blonde"
and is already signed for Alfred Hitchcock's next picture,
*

*

we

can relax.
*

There's a 5 x 6 foot bas-relief map
of Centerville touring the country.
Centerville is Henry Aldrich's mythical

home town.

(Continued on page

8)
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what a SOUR&ALL

married

I

Mitzi Gould is Athaliah, the
pagan Queen of Judah, on
CBS' series, Light of the World

The map was created
to shout at me so!"
Jane kept telling herself. But there was a
deep, hidden reason for Bill's sharp words
Something he hinted one day. Puzzled,

"He has no reason

Jane rushed to her doctor's. "Yes,

it

could

be your

own fault," he

said.

"A wife's one

— carelessness about feminine hy— can very often ruin even the hap-

neglect

giene

piest marriage."

Then he advised Lysol

— used by so many modern wives.

correction... lies

after listeners

complained to the author that he
switched the post office from one street
to another and that sometimes De
Haven's drugstore was just around the
corner from Henry's house and, on
other evenings, was suddenly a bike
ride away. Now, all the houses, modelled in plaster of Paris, are glued in
their proper places and there can be
no more shifting of the high school or
the courthouse.

a

Henry lives on Elm Street. De
Haven's drug store is on Elm and Main,
not far from Sam Aldrich's law office
on the corner of Main and Center
Streets. Henry's pal, Homer, lives on
Maple Street and Kathleen Anderson,
Henry's girl, lives on Church Street.
And it's going to stay that way.
*

*

*

know that
the Bible verse read each morning on
"The Light of the World" is the verse
that boys on the battlefronts are reading that same day an arrangement
made possible by cooperation with the,
American Bible Society.

Many

of

you might

like to

—

*

*

*

like to hear about it when people
get tired of a gag and say so. Like
Harry James. When he signed his contract to supply the music on the Danny
Kaye show, he made two stipulations.
One, that mentions of his wife, Betty

We

—

his own sweet self
"That's my Bill
again!" And Jane is forever grateful to
her doctor for telling her about Lysol disthis effective
infectant. Just as he said
germ-killer cleanses thoroughly and de-

—

Yet Lysol solution is gentle for
douching; won't harm sensitive vaginal
tissues
simply follow directions. Says
Jane, "Lysol's easy to use. Inexpensive,
odorizes.

—

too.

And

it

really

works— I know!"

Grable, would be taboo and two, that
he would not be used as a comedy
stooge. And we say, good for Harry.
It's about time he was allowed to make
music and leave alone the other stuff.
*

*

Check these facts with your Doctor
Douche
correct

thoroughly with
Lysol solution. Its

Lysol

is gentle in proper
dilution. Powerful— Lysol

— disappears after use.
Deodorizes effectively.
Lasting — keeps full
strength even

when un-

low "surface tension" is an efficient germicide, corked,
means greater spreading Economical— small bottle
power which reaches makes almost 4 gallons
more deeply into folds of solution. Cleanly odor
and crevices to searchout
germs. Non-caustic- FOR FEMININE HYGIENE USE c
Gopr. 1945, by Lehn

"For
letter to

&

Fink Products Corp.

new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or
Dept. A-45, Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

• BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS *

*

*

Well, it looks as though Dick Brown's
success is in the bag and there to stay.
His fan mail's been growing fantastically and people are asking for more
and more tickets to his broadcasts.
*

*

The expense accounts submitted by
war reporters from their posts all over
the world are not only of interest
monetarily to officials at the home
office. Sometimes, they give you a good
picture of a way of life.
All the way from Guam, where John
A. Hooley is reporting the Pacific war
for NBC, came one expense account
recently which included an entry for
18 cents. The explanation alongside the
item was: "For three cakes of soap to
inspire a native laundress to use more

—

modern methods."

—
Paul Whiteman says the smoke
shortage is getting so bad that the
contents of his cigarette case are almost more valuable than the case itself.
That's a pretty strong statement, because the outside of Pop's gold cigarette
completely encrusted with
case is
diamond-studded charms given him by

This

message published

Surgeon General, United States Army,

at the request of the

celebrity friends.
Whiteman's wife, former screen star
Margaret Livingston, gave him the case.
It was originally decorated with the

diamond studded words, "I Love You".
This attracted so much attention from
Pop's friends that gradually they covered the whole surface of the case with
jeweled batons, pianos and other appropriate miniatures representing every
phase of Whiteman's career.
*

Ever since the boys in

Sammy Kaye

band gave

his

dummy

a ventriloquist's

which looks exactly like him, Sammy's
been spending all his spare time taking
lessons from Paul Winchell, the kid
wizard of ventriloquism.
*

... Add to the
authors Fred Brady, comedian on the
Gracie Fields show, is writing a book
called "Here Come The Brides".
Peggy Allenby has played Susan in the
David Harum script so long that her
own ten year old daughter calls her
Susan instead of Mother.
Carol
Bruce's greatest ambition is to play the
Helen Morgan role in a revival of
"Showboat".
Have you heard
Assignment Home?
Look for it
especially if you have someone in the

—

.

.

.

.

service.

.

brating

.

.

his

.

.

.

.

.

Ransom Sherman

is

celein

birthday

twenty-first

—

NBC's soap opera Road of
Life is being broadcast from New
York, now. Used to come from Chicago.
Lou Levy, manager of the Andrews
Sisters, and Maxene Andrews, his wife,
have just bought a ranch in the San
Fernando Valley. They're calling it the

radio.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Eight-To-The-Bar" Ranch.
Amos
Andy have been together twentyyears as a team.
Several hundred returning G.I.'s have taken advantage of NBC's Welcome Home
Auditions and lots of them have got
.

.

.

'n'

five

.

jobs.

.

Your Country Must Have You !
Nurses are desperately needed by the United
It's a matter of life or death for the

18,000 Registered

*

*

AND STUFF

GOSSIP

Nurses!

*

*

.

States

men

Army

immediately!

at all fronts.

Every hour you wait, some wounded boy
chance for full recovery!

When you join
may

the U. S.

Army Nurse

suffer additional discomfort

loses forever his

Corps, civilian patients

and pain.

But if you do not join, you know that your refusal has
sentenced men to death
men whom your skill and knowledge could have helped to save.
.

.

SIGN with

the U. S.

.

Army Nurse

Corps

.

.

.

and sign

TODAY!

If you are a Registered Nurse under 45 years of age, join the
U. S. Army Nurse Corps at once!

If you are a Senior Cadet Nurse, serve your final six months
in

an Army Hospital.

If you are untrained, take a home nursing or nurses' aide
course.

U. S.
See your

ARMY NURSE CORPS
Red Cross Chapter

local

application blank.

Or

for

full

and

information

write the Surgeon General, U. S. Army,

Washington 25,

D. C.

Henny Youngman's

contract
carries a clause stating that the entire
cast of his Carton of Cheer show
.

.

.

must accompany him wherever and
whenever «he travels.
Have you
given to the Red Cross War Fund? It
would be a good idea.
.

.

.

.

.

War V
Army Nurses

In World

.
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Edgar Barrier

becomes that

modern Robin Hood,
"The Saint", on NBC's series.
versatile

•T.

M. Reg.

—
Neither

—

"little girl"

nor "young

Anne Francis is a lovely
in-between who is learning to
lady",

care for her beauty as

Jrm. r

it

grows.

head well down for good
"Oh, and Mother taught

circulation.

me

a long

time ago," Anne adds, "to loosen the
scalp with my fingertips. That's no
chore at all, because it makes you feel
so good!"
Twice-a-week is Anne's shampoo
schedule, and she sometimes uses two
well-beaten eggs along with her regular soap preparation a trick worth
knowing. The juice of one lemon in the
rinse water is another, and a strong

—

camomile tea rinse

a third

is

—

all

worth

anyone's time, as one look at Anne's
hair easily proves.
The "cleanliness-for-beauty"

creed

extends to Anne's complexion as well.
Heavy creams, facials and all the rest
are for older skins for youngsters
like Anne soap and water and a firm
washcloth or a good complexion brush

—

are better and safer. And Anne says
that part of the china-doll loveliness
of her skin comes from drinking at
least six glasses of water a day and not
letting her sweet tooth rule her better
judgment. "Except," she adds, "where
Mother's chocolate cake is concerned!
I slip, there, but a girl can't be perfect!"
While Anne doesn't diet she weighs
110 pounds for her five feet six inches
she's just as conscientious as any older
glamour girl about eating well-balanced meals. "If you approach raw
vegetables," she explains, "with an
open mind, you'll find that they're as
good as they are good for you."

—

—

Even

though

made-up,

-aJ^M^ac^
teen age girls were made to
IFyou
couldn't cut a pattern

order,
for a

prettier one than Anne Francis who
plays the part of Kathy Cameron on
NBC's When A Girl Marries.
Anne is right in the middle of that
stage which is neither "little girl" nor
"young lady" an age that is a trying
one for parents and youngsters alike,
in which girls are horrified at their
parents'
stuffy
old-fashioned
attitude on the subject of going out with
boys, show an alarming tendency to
be childish one minute and adult the

—

r

suddenly

develop what seems
to be rather more than the requisite
number of hands and feet and knees
next,

Radio Romances
10

and elbows, and all in all drive mothers
to complain, "I just don't know what
I'm going to do about
daughter
she's such a problem!"
Anne has found out how not to be

my

a problem, family- wise, or, even more
important, to herself. Being pretty, she
says emphatically, is largely a matter
of being clean. And that doesn't mean
just taking a bath in the morning and
letting it go at that. Cleanliness is a

matter of clothes, of hair, of fingernails,
too.
One of Anne's chief claims to
beauty is her hair and the beautiful,
golden-blonde silken sheen of it is
far from being an accident. She brushes
it
several times a day, keeping her

—

Home and Beauty

of

she
course

has

—for

modeled
commercial

photographers for -years, Anne has
just started to use street make-up. That
does not mean that she buys and uses
everything that comes on the market,
from mud packs to chin straps, however. Anne likes a very light foundation film, just a little powder enough
to dust off the shine a bit of rouge, so
well blended in that it's noticeable only
as a lovely little glow and not as a spot
of raw color and a soft-toned lipstick, put on to follow the naturally
sweet contours of her mouth. Emphatically not painted on outside the real
line of the lips, like a slap in the face
of nature!
Fingernail biting is a "kid's trick."
She does her manicure at home, keeping her nails quite short, and buffing
them to a high glow.
Exercise is one thing that 'teen-agers,
thank goodness, don't seem to be averse
to, as their older sisters too often are.
Anne gets hers by letting her black
cocker spaniel, Mr. Stubbs, lead her on
a run each morning and each evening.
In summer, she spends a good deal of

—

—

—

time at the beach.

Anne

feels

that sports

clothes suit
colorful

—jumpers with crisp,
blouses, torso blouses with
her best

fitted skirts,

keeping everything simple. And always, low-heeled shoes. She's not anxious to accentuate her height yet.
disarming
cleanliness,
Scrupulous
simplicity add up to beauty for Anne
Francis, and can add up to the same
thing for any teen-ager who cares
enough to work at them and who
doesn't care about being pretty?

—

—

—

TODAY THIS BOY DID A MAN-SIZE

JOB. Today this
enough scrap paper to make containers
for 15 pints of blood. Now he's getting a well-deserved rest on
his Beautyrest (made by Simmons) If you own a Beautyrest,
little

fellow collected

.

mend a WHITE KNIGHT made by Simmons

It's

the mattress-

within-a-mattress— plump, durable, and comfortable, with
layer

upon layer

of fine, resilient cotton!

And

the postwar

Beautyrest will be something out of this world, and that's a
promise!
the government has permitted us to make

NEWS—

you're lucky.

For you have a mattress with 837 individually pocketed
coils, and a sag-proof border. Take the best care of your
Beautyrest, for we don't know when you can buy another.
We still have a good way to go, and we're neck-deep in war
production. But if you need a new mattress now, we recom-

a limited quantity of Beautyrest Box Springs at $39.50 each.

BEAUTYREST
The World's Most Comfortable Mattress!

R

I

P.S. DID YOU BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS THIS WEEK?
11

—

.

f|Vl LIQUID
"LIPSTICK

FACING the MUSIC

Can't smear!

Won't rub off!

Instantly

.

make YOUR

.

more

lips

thrilling

is the most important charm
discovery since the beginning of

Here

beauty.

A

To the right,
tra helps out.
lovely Georgia Gibbs smiles
over a success story that she
achieved for herself with hard

"lipstick," at last, that

greasy

isn't

— that

Happily capering together on
CBS' Saturday night Danny Kaye
Show are the star, above left,
and Harry James, whose orches>-

actually can't

—

smear that really won't rub off
and that will keep your lips deliciously soft, smooth and lovely. It isn't

work and a unique song

style.

a "lipstick" at all. It's a liquid, in
the most exciting tones of red ever
created. It's so permanent.

Put it on

dawn

or longer.

at

dusk— it stays

Regular

till

By KEN ALDEN

size bottle that lasts a long

long time

is

...SEND

only $1 at

all stores.

Or,

COUPON

all

English Tint— new glorification for blondes,
or with platinum or gray hair.
hazel eyes, fair

on

girls

brown

with

hair;

skin.

O

Parisian— spectacular
Irish

blue eyes.

hair,

Regal— real
for

D

for

type red heads, and for

—dark

D

girls

excitement
with dark hair,

brown eyes, medium skin!
Gypsy— does wonders for
dark -haired, dark-eyed
charmers with olive skin.

O

Gay Plum— adds world

of

enchantment to girls
with very dark skin.

PRINCESS PAT,

Dept. 5144
2709 Southwells St., Chicago 16,

111.

I enclose lOo (and 2o Fed. tax) for
trial size of "liquid liptone."

has

chestra he has never met the program's sponsor, Mr. George Washington
Hill, the ciggie manufacturer. Accord-

Check shades wanted:

D Scarlet— devastating

Warnow

the years Mark
INbeen conducting
The Hit Parade or-

for generous Trial Size

generous

ing to the legend, Mark and Hill correspond regularly over just what the
orchestra will play and how it will be
arranged. Recently Mr. Hill asked to
meet his conductor. Warnow politely
refused. He explained that things were
going along splendidly without personal
contact and a formal meeting might
spoil everything. Hill, slightly stunned,

admired Warnow's honesty and agreed
to leaving things as they are.
The real reason The Hit Parade
selected Lawrence Tibbett to replace
The Voice when the latter asked release
due to the high cost of absorbing the
transcontinental line reversals, is that
the sponsor felt he could not find anyone strong enough to succeed Sinatra
from the popular music field and had to

secure some big opera or concert star.
*

*

*

Jimmy

City.

Send 12c lor each shade ordered
R
R

ttyu&lJaptbm.
•can't imearl
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won't rub offl

Cash, the Irish tenor, is off
the George Burns and Gracie Allen
program due to the fact that the show
was cut from 30 to 25 minutes. No reflection on Jimmy's warbling.
*

*

*

Radio row refuses to give up Glenn
Miller as lost. They hope the great and

heroic bandleader is only missing or
a prisoner of the Nazis.
*

*

*

Although not given billing, it is Matty
Malneck who is conducting the orchestra on Ed Gardner's Duffy's Tavern.
Speaking of that bistro where the
elite meet to eat, in the picture version
Bing Crosby's kids appear briefly and
steal the show.
*

*

*

Bing's decision to cut out a lot of
the dialog on his NBC show and have
more singing (a decision most radio
wiseguys said would not be smart) has
brought the show right up to the top
of the listener ratings, crowding Messrs.

Hope and McGee.
*

*

*

Me In has
passed the million mark in sheet music
sales. Cole Porter, the old sophisticate,
wrote it for a musical comedy and the
producer turned it down because it was
The tune Don't Fence

too corny.
*

Buddy
the

Tommy

band

*

•

drummer, may quit
Dorsey band and form a

Rich, the

of his

own.

GEORGIA ON MY MIND
The

little girl with the strawberry
blonde pigtails sang her number with
Continued on page 14

'

waste paper needed for war

Those old magazines, newspapers, cartons,

So urgently

pasteboard boxes, Christmas Cards, Val-

purposes that everybody should consider

entines,

letters

of

long ago,

and other

it

a

"must"

is

to search their attics, base-

paper you've stored away are needed right

ments, storerooms, libraries, desks, closets

now

and shelves for

for front-line duty.

Such waste paper

is

being converted as

fast as possible into 'containers that carry

ammunition, blood plasma and food to

all

The situation is so acute at this time that
even this magazine should be turned in for
salvage as soon as you and your family
have finished reading

our fighting men.

Cooperate with the paper salvage drive

this vital material.

in

it.

your community. Watch your
R

daily paper for announcements about the collection of scrap paper.

R
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Continued from page 12
the assurance of a veteran. The banquet
crowd in the hotel ballroom loved her
and asked for more. Standing near the
swinging doors that led to the kitchen
were the 12-year-old child's older sis-

and mother, tears in their eyes.
in their modest flat, the
little girl opened the envelope the man
at the banquet had given her. There
were two crisp dollar bills and thirtyter

c«tU&?

Back home

five cents in.

change.

The mother smiled wearily. "Oh,

—when

it's

so easy to keep cuticle trim with Trimal!

safe, gentle way to remove cuticle is the
same method used by professional manicurists. Simply wrap cotton around manicure stick
and apply Trimal. Then watch dead, loose
cuticle soften. Wipe it away with a towel.
You'll be amazed and delighted with results!
Ask for the 10c or 25c size now (manicure
stick and cotton included)— at drug, department or 10c stores.

The

1

NEGLECTED
CUTICLE

for rich people. Maybe some day when
you are a big success you will buy for
me a nice Persian lamb with a muff."
The little singer kept her promise.

now known to radio
listeners and GI's everywhere as Georgia Gibbs, singing star of CBS' Jimmy
Last month Freda,

Durante-Garry Moore show, bought her
mother a Persian lamb coat.
"With a muff," added Georgia as
she recounted her story to

*2Ue

^^^Sfc*^

TRIMAL

fine,

Freda. My little girl will be a great
singer some day."
"And when I do," the child replied,
"I'm gonna buy you the finest mink
coat in all the world."
"Mink," gasped the mother, "that is

Shor's,
City.

me

at Toots

an option's throw from Radio

"You know, with the extra money
been making on guest shots I
could have bought her a mink. But
mama had made up her mind."
Georgia was the youngest of four
children. Her father had died when she
was just two, and when her mother
was seriously injured in an auto acI've

keeps cuticle trim without cutting
WELL-MANICURED
CUTICLE

Murry, Bob,
Helen and Freda, were committed to
an orphanage in Worcester, Mass. In
the institution, little Freda always
scored a hit at the annual Christmas
cident, the four children,

TRIMAL LABORATORIES

•

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

show

singing, "Doin' The Raccoon."
"Y'know," Georgia said, "that's one
fur I never have wanted to own."
When big sister Helen was old enough
to work, the children left the orphanage and managed to keep going. Mother
was able to do part-time work.
Helen got her kid sister a booking
in a Boston night club that appealed
to stay-up-lates. The girl worked from
1 to 6 A.M. The two sisters travelled

the 40 miles between Worcester and
Boston in a bumpy bus.
"I got paid $25 a week and believe
me it was quite a place. Visiting jazz
musicians always came and so did
President Roosevelt's sons."

1!

Transform your doily baths into soothing, glam
orizing "beauty treatments" with Bathasweet
bath aids! They make ordinary water (even
hardest water) extra-cleansing, and as soft as
rain. And the alluring Bathasweet fragrances seem to cling to your skin for hours. Try
o Bathasweet beauty bath tonight, and see how
flower-fresh you feel

summer

3&$

I

Bathasweet Water Softener
Bathasweet Foam
Bathasweet Shower Mitt
Bathasweet Talc Mitt
Bathasweet Pine Oil
Bathasweet Soap
3 fragrances: Garden Bouquet,
Forest Pine, Spring Morning.
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Dick Powell

the genial driver of
presenting the nation's top dance bands.
is

NBC's Fitch Bandwagon,

Still

known

as

Freda Gibson, the

girl

Hudson-DeLange

band.
They made several recordings of newtunes. A song plugger took one of the

joined

the

disks to Richard Himber.
"The hell with the songs," was Himber's reaction. "Who is that kid singing
them? Let's get her."
The song plugger, ever anxious to
please Himber, spent a busy night
locating Freda. That's how, at 2 A.M.,
the startled singer got a long distance
call from Himber. She joined his band.

w °*

After six months with him, she was
hired for The Hit Parade.
"I really thought this was
explained, "but brother was

—

it,"

I

Georgia
wrong."

.

*>*° x

*

ordered to sing all
the songs in fire-engine tempo, the
radio crowd passed her by when more
promising assignments were available.
The Hit Parade chore ended and Freda
was without work.
"I decided everything was wrong
about me, even my name. I liked Hoagy
Carmichael's tune 'Georgia On My
Mind' and thought that would make a
I just shortened my
cute first name.

Not given

billing,

last."

Singing at intimate gatherings for
musicians, Georgia proved to the cynics
that she could sing at slower tempos,
that she had poise and personality.
In 1942 she joined Artie Shaw's band
on a road tour and then was booked
into Cafe Society Uptown. The night
of her opening she ran across a new
tune, still unpublished. Needing an unusual number in her repertory, she
used it. The song was an overnight hit.
It was called "Choo Choo Baby," and
by now needs no introduction to radio
I

|

listeners.

The tune did it. Offers came from
both coasts and Georgia won two important contracts: singing on Jimmy
Durante's show and making records.
Georgia is tiny, standing 5 feet, 1%
inches, weighs 104 pounds.
In addition to her commercial work,
Georgia does a 15-minute "Personal
Album" show for overseas transmission
every week. Her V-mail is terrific.
When her brother landed in Italy the
first thing he heard was his sister's
short wave show.
This summer she plans to go overseas for the USO with Jimmy Durante.
As for dates, Georgia has plenty of
them,
sometimes
with
Hollywood
wolves.
"But somehow," she says, "they don't
howl when they're out with me."

t^B*

*

4 times as many doctors prefer
baby oil or lotion.

*

Over 4 times OS many hospitals use
baby oils and lotions combined.

*

Mothers prefer it by far — Mennen Antiseptic Baby Oil outsells
baby oils and lotions combined.

Mennen

Antiseptic Baby Oil as any other

Mennen

Antiseptic Baby Oil as

all

all

ff

other

other
to

furrtTi

• To help keep your baby's skin healthy and
smooth, no other baby oil or lotion can match
the wonderful record of Mennen Antiseptic
Baby Oil — used with excellent results on
millions of babies for the past 12 years!
Daily use of Mennen oil on your baby will
help prevent diaper rash, scalded buttocks,
itching, smarting, impetigo and many other
skin troubles. There is only one best oil for
your baby's delicate skin—

Back on the air is lovely Jane
Pickens, to star on the American
Melody Hour, Tuesdays, over CBS

babv oil
n^nn^n drmssPTK
POWDER
MENNEN
Most baby

specialists also prefer

ANTISEPTIC BABY
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COVER
GIRL
When

applying and removing

cleansing cream, always use up-

ward and outward motion. To
remove, wrap absorbent Sitroux
Tissue around hand, like a mitt.

By ELEANOR HARRIS

(Tissues go further*, cleanse betthis way.)
Then, pat with
cotton soaked in skin freshener.
ter,

WHEN you

tune in on the Philip
Purple Heart Show,
you're tuning in on the sweetheart of twelve million men in uniform

Morris

—which
Next, apply rich lubricating cream.
Start from upper chest; work with
both hands. Circle gently upward
along throat. Make an upward
half-circle around back of neck.

means you're listening to
Ginny Simms. She's the Girl Back
Home.

She's a five-career girl right now.
career is her radio program (she's
voted the number one radio songstress,
according to 18 radio polls) another
career is in the movies, where she is
being starred in No Leave, No Love; a
third career is made up of her 500
recordings; a fourth is her 65-acre farm
outside of Hollywood, which she runs
with the efficiency of the U. S. Agricultural Bureau. The fifth career is
entirely concerned with her twelve
million uniformed beaux it's her endless hospital visits,, all over the United
States, to sing to the wounded. When
the patients in Army and Navy hospitals see her coming into their wards,
they see this:
slim girl of five-feet-six, with her
thick brown hair worn the way they
like it brushed away from her face but
hanging to her shoulders, and tied with
a black velvet ribbon. Her face is the
way they like it too: it's clean and

—

forward, relaxed; roll to right,
back; left, back to front. Repeat,

cream

circling left to right. Leave

on half-an-hour

(overnight,

for

dry skin). Remove with Sitroux
Tissue, using upward strokes. Absorbent Sitroux removes cream
thoroughly; fine for hankies, too.

A

—

with no make-up but lipstick
and mascara. And her clothes suit them
perfectly she wears a navy blue dress
with pink rosettes appliqued around the
shoulders, or a Canary yellow sports
coat over a red-and-yellow print dress.
The boys love to hear her sing, and
sometimes she sings fifteen half-hour
shows a day for them in different parts
of the same hospital. She sings, too, the
songs they most want to hear: "I Walk
Alone," "White Christmas," "Always,"
fresh,

—

shortogesondeP< r
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she

sings,

men in
uniform back home. And when
she
is

twelve million

smiles for them, Ginny
the girls they love.

all

One

;

For firming exercise, bend head

When Ginny Simms
takes

"Together," "Stardust," "Is

You

My

You

Is

Or

Baby," and "Amor."
Ain't
For most of them, she brings back
They remember
nostalgic memories.
her from their pre-war days in their
home towns or colleges—for several
years she toured all over the country
with Kay Kyser's band. The sight of her
reminds them of the typical American
Is

towns they come from.
She was born in San Antonio, Texas,
to Gertrude and Dormer Simms Mr.
Simms being a former minstrel man.
She went to the Fresno State Teacher's

—

College, intending to teach pianoplaying. But she got side-tracked sing-

ing with two sorority sisters from the
Sigma Phi Gamma house, and the trio
sang at college proms and concerts until
Ginny stepped out on her own radio
program over a local Fresno radio
station. From that she went to Kay
Kyser's band, and from his band into
a contract at
Studios and into
her amazingly successful radio shows.
In Hollywood, Ginny leads a dual
life.
Five days a week her life is
sophisticated she lives at an elaborate
hotel in Beverly Hills. Come weekends,

MGM

—

and Ginny heads for San Fernando
Valley and her 65-acre ranch. Here her
parents live and here Ginny has planted
fields of alfalfa. Once there, she shifts
into blue- jeans and begins overseeing
the ranch and even driving a tractor!
The house is dedicated to being a
home. Green cotton rugs completely
cover the two floors of the house, and
big windows criss-crossed in fluffy
white organdy curtains let in the California sunlight. Most of her lamps are
made from copper milk cans
and
scattered through the whole house is
her fabulous flood of gifts from her
twelve million uniformed admirers.
As you read this, she is probably
lying in an upper berth on some train
.

.

.

trying to sleep, with her freshly-washed
wet stockings slapping at her from the
railing above her head. She's probably
just finished singing to the invalids on
the same train and tomorrow she'll
be putting on shows in hospitals. At
the end of her trip, she'll call up numberless families of servicemen and she
won't have time, back in Hollywood,
to see her friends because she'll be
singing at some G. I. wedding or
dating some unknown G. I. who won
her as a prize for buying a bond! No
handshake in front of a newspaper
camera for the Girl Back Home. She
actually lunches with the winners at
MGM, takes in the Clover Club that
night and then kisses them goodnight
on her doorstep!

—

—

—

X
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the first Spring catch, (or boneless fish fillets), with
Fry
a golden crust to break under your fork and savory tenderness inside. Serve with your own home-made, tangy Tartar
sauce and French fried onion rings, piping hot, delicious.

—

What a dinner! Deep fried to perfection in pure Mazola.
This golden oil, with its delicate, delicious flavor, also makes
tempting fresh salad dressings, smooth cream sauces, wonderful hot breads. Yes Mazola makes so many good things

—

FISH KENTUCKY
Dip

TANGY TARTAR SAUCE

whole

small

fish (or fish fillets) in 1

cup of

cleaned,

milk seasoned with l^ tsps.
Roll in a mixture of J^ cup
flour and }/& cup corn meal. Fry
in 34 inch sizzling hot Mazola
at moderate temperature until
nicely brown. Turn only once.
salt.

FRENCH FRIED ONION
RINGS
New, jiffy- quick recipe
makes them lighter.
Cut 3 large onions in 34
inch

slices;

separate into

Dip

rings in flour,

rings.

seasoned with 1 teaspoon
salt; then in milk; again
in flour. Drop several
rings at a time into hot
Mazola three inches deep
in a kettle, heated to
375°F. Keep rings separated. Fry golden brown,
about lj^; to 2 minutes.
Drain on unglazed paper
or paper towels. Serves 4.
,

Place 1 egg yolk, 3^ tsp.
paprika, 1 tsp. salt and 1 tbsp.
vinegar in a bowl. Whip until

and

light in color

thick.

Con-

tinue beating and add 1 34 cups
Mazola, a tablespoon at a time,
beating well after each addition. Add 1 more tbsp. vinegar
and beat again 'til thick. Stir
in 1 tbsp. chopped parsley, 1
tbsp. onion juice, 2 tbsp.

India relish. Makes
cups sauce.

1%

f™**

FRENCH DRESSING
This fresh dressing makes
salad so
licious!

much more deCombine in a

pint jar or bottle: Y% cup
vinegar, 1 cup Mazola, 1
tsp.

paprika, 1 J^

tsp. salt,

34 tsp. pepper, 2 tsps.
x
sugar. /2
tsp. onion juice,
13^ tsp. dry mustard.
Cover, shake until well

mixed. Chill. Makes 1J^
cups of salad dressing.

© Corn

Products Sales Co.
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leaves your hair
so lustrous, yet so

to

easy

manage!

Only Drene with Hair Conditioner
reveals
.

.

.

up

to

33% more

lustre

than soap

yet leaves hair so easy to arrange
so alluringly smooth!

Want all your hair-dos to look glamorous? Then be a
"Drene Girl!" Always use Drene Shampoo with Hair
No other shampoo . . not a soap in the world
can make your hair look so lovely!

Conditioner.
.

.

.

.

Reveals far more lustre than any cake soap or liquid
soap shampoo. For Drene never leaves any dulling film, as
all soaps do, to rob your hair of its lustrous beauty
Drene
reveals up to 33% more lustre than any kind of soap.
!

FROM

Leaves hair so manageable ! Now that the new, improved Drene contains a wonderful hair conditioner, it
leaves hair far silkier, smoother, easier to manage
right
.

.

Lisa Fonssagrives
.

after

shampooing!

Removes every bit of dandruff the

very first time you
So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioner ... or ask
your beauty shop to use itl
use

. .

.

glamorous

New York

fashion model, Cover Girl and "Drene Girl"
shows you (above) her lovely new evening hair-do for spring! The adorable hair-do
gadget is just wired ribbon, bent into sbape,

.

.

.

then covered with flowers. Your milliner
can do it! The shining smoothness of Lisa's
hair is due to Drene Shampoo with Hair
No
Conditioner, which she always uses.

it!

other shampoo leaves hair so lustrous, yet
so easy to manage!

Tonight

.

.

.

don't put

it off

.

.

.

shampoo your

hair the new glamour way! Get the combination of beauty benefits found only in Drene

with Hair Conditioner
is Extra lustre ... up
to 33% more than with soap or soap sham^~ Manageable hair
poos
easy to comb
into smooth shining neatness
^Complete
removal of dandruff! Ask for Drene Shampoo
with Hair Conditioner
!

!

.

.

.

!

4
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Lisa adores hair-do gadgets!

But says, "make sure that they,
and your hair-do, too, match
the mood of your clothes!"
Every hair in place is her
rule for a smart hair-do.
And, says Lisa, "for shiningfirst

smooth, manageable hair
there's no shampoo like Drene
with Hair Conditioner 1"
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There was the

first lie, inescapable,

HAD

I

a feeling,

when

I

stepped

menacing.

off

the train

Apple Lake station, that something
wonderful and exciting was about to happen. There was no real reason for the feeling,
except that the April morning was enough to
make your heart sing, thrilling-sweet with
spring, spiced with the tang of lake water.
Otherwise, there was no reason at all to feel
sixteen and expectant and foolishly happy,
instead of a poised and practical twenty-six.
at the

And

there

would be

others,

Kathy knew

Joe Henley's battered black sedan, Apple
Lake's taxi service, stood beside the station.
I waved, and Joe saw me and scrambled out
to take my bag. "Miss Carter!" he exclaimed.
"Going out to your brother's place, I suppose.
Is this your vacation, or are you here for
just a few days?"
I bit my lip. I'd forgotten that in addition
to being the town's taxi service, Joe was
also its unofficial {Continued on page 84)
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COULD

no one, anywhere in the world, who
could say no to her, and mean it. And
that is the
things were with the

tell this as if it were a
fairy story. I could almost begin it
"Once upon a time".
I could say that once there was a
little princess who lived in a fairy
palace; she was the center of her own
small universe,- the pole about which
revolved everyone and everything that
came in contact with her.
She was very beautiful, this little
princess. Everyone said so, and no one
ever thought to impress upon her that
her beauty was an accident, a gift be-

I

queathed by her parents and her parents' parents, and not of her own doing
at all. She never stopped to realize that
those ancestors of hers might as easily
have bequeathed her an ugly face, or
a grotesquely twisted body. Neither did
the princess have any brothers or sisters; she never learned what give-andtake means; she never learned to share.

She grew up believing that there was

Bta^HB

Wy

self-centered, self-engrossed little princess when she met her fairy prince,
when she first heard his rich, deep
voice, and felt it touch responsive, unsuspected chords in her heart.
Yes, I could make a fairy story of it
for I was that princess. But a fairy
story ends happily after the coming of
the prince, and
story didn't go that
way at all.
I'm going to try to be honest in tell-

—

my

ing you what I was, and how I came
to be that way, and I can in honesty say
that it was not all my fault. Partly, the

blame was my parents'. The girl who
came to Stonewall Inn one Indian-summer day, and found her prince charming in the person of Mike Torrey, and
.

—

all of life spread out for her taking
spoiled girl with a completely askew

—

sense of values was, certainly, the
Shelley Drake I'd made myself to be,
since I had grown up. But the foundations had been laid long before even
before I was born.
Mother and Dad, two lonely people
who had wanted love, and a home, and
children, all of their lives^ had found
each other heartbreakingly late. I was
the answer to a dream they had hardly
dared expect to realize, and I don't
think they ever got over the wonder of
having a child. Mother had been the
ugly-duckling daughter in a family of
lovely girls, and her delight, when it
became obvious that I was going to

—

;

have her

sisters'

good looks, was bound-

I'm sure she decided that I would,
no matter what the sacrifice, have
everything she had always wanted and
that she would live her desires for
pretty things, for admiration, vicariously in me. Dad, as fathers will, would
less.

have thought his daughter the loveliest
thing in the world anyway. And so I
was spoiled and petted and adored.
Dad's salary was small, and our little
brown-shingled house on Pelham Street
was a far cry from a fairy castle, but
it was that for me, for in it every
spoken wish came true. There was a
beautiful doll's house- in one room
{mother had needed a new coat that
winter) and a slide and see-saw in the
basement, (Dad had a hard time paying
for the coal that year), and everything
else I ever asked for. Most of the girls
I knew, even the ones whose parents
were much better off than mine, wore
hand-me-down or made-over clothes
sometimes, took turns with toys, had
household chores they were expected
to do, learned to give and take, to
share,

not
I

to

assume

responsibility.

But

I.

didn't participate in the roughhouse

games

neighborhood children,
because I loved my pretty
clothes too much to spoil them, and
partly because Mother loved to have
me with her all the time. Mother was
a genius with her needle; she taught
me to sew early, and imbued me with
an eye for line and color, a rich pleasure
in the feel of fabrics. While the other
children played outside, I sat with
Mother, cutting and putting tiny, careof the

if

ful stitches into clothes for

while Mother

my

don't

—

Mother followed him a few weeks later.
There I was, stunned and alone, and
unequipped to wrest a living from the
world and make myself a place in it.
I don't know what I would have doner

a prince

there

to beckon.

came a man,

terrified,

"What

shall

I

need somebody in

alterations.

—

dolls,

in

my

Goodness, child, you can't just sit!"
It's really too bad that they did need
an alteration hand at Harpers' I know

far too many, far
too lavish clothes for me.
That was the fairyland in which I
grew up and out of which I was so
frighteningly shaken during my last
year of high school, when Dad died, and

away

to

do?" hadn't said, tartly, "You certainly
can sew, Shelley. You get yourself right
down to Harpers' Store and see if they

made

Shelley closed herself

Mrs. Andrews, from next door, in

answer

either. Partly

that now. It would have been better
if that first job had been refused me,
and a second and a third, for then
have learned, bitterly and
I might
frighteningly, what it was like to have
someone say no to me, what it was
like to have to struggle for what I
wanted. It would have been better if,

a year later, Mrs. Sheldon, who was
the owner of a very exclusive- toy shop
on the other side of the city, hadn't
come into Harpers' and bought a dress;
if I hadn't been called to alter it for her.
We got to talking, she and I, about

a dream world, waiting for
But in place of the prince

ruthlessly shattering her make-believe

a

COULD

I
I

tell

(airy story.

I

were

a

could almost begin

it

this

as

"Once upon a time".

if

.

it

.

could say that once there was

a
fairy

little princess who lived in a
palace; she was the center of her own
small universe, the pole about which
revolved everyone and everything that
came in contact with her.

She was very beautiful, this little
Everyone said so, and no one
ever thought to impress upon her that
her beauty was an accident, a gift bequeathed by her parents and her parents' parents, and not of her own doing
at all. She never stopped to realize that
those ancestors of hers might as easily
have bequeathed her an ugly face, or
princess.

a grotesquely twisted body. Neither did
the princess have any brothers or sisters; she never learned what give-andtake means; she never learned to share.
She grew up believing that there was

no one, anywhere in the world, who
could say no to her, and mean it. And
that is the wuy things were with the
self-centered, self-engrossed little princess when she met her fairy prince,
when she first heard his rich, deep
voice, and felt it touch responsive, unsuspected chords in her heart.
Yes, I could make a fairy story of it
—for I was that princess. But a fairy
story ends happily after the coming of
the prince, and my story didn't go that

way

at

all.

I'm going to try to be honest in telling you what I was, and how I came
to be that way, and I can in honesty say
that it was not all my fault. Partly, the

blame was

my

parents'.

The

girl

who

came to Stonewall Inn one Indian-summer day, and found her prince charming in the person of Mike Torrey, and
all of life spread out for her taking
spoiled girl with a completely askew

—

—

sense of values was, certainly, the
Shelley Drake I'd made myself t be
since I had grown up. But the foundations had been laid long before even
before I was born.
Mother and Dad, two lonely people
who had wanted love, and a home, and

—

children, all of their lives,

had found

each other heartbreakingly late. I W as
the answer to a dream they had hardly
dared expect to realize, and I don't
think they ever got over the wonder of
having a child. Mother had been the
ugly-duckling daughter in a family f
lovely girls, and her delight, when it
became obvious that I was going to
have her sisters' good looks, was boundless. I'm sure she decided that I would,
no matter what the sacrifice, have
everything she had always wanted and
that she would live her desires for
pretty things, for admiration, vicariously in me. Dad, as fathers will, would

have thought his daughter the loveliest

thing in the

world anyway. And
so

I

was spoiled and petted and adored
Dad's salary was small, and our
little
brown-shingled house on Pelham Street
was a far cry from a fairy castle but
that for me, for in it
it was
every
spoken wish came true. There was
a
beautiful doll's house- in one
room
(mother had needed a new coat
that
winter) and a slide and see-saw in
the
basement, (Dad had a hard time
payine
for the coal that year), and
everything
else I ever asked for. Most of
the girls
even the ones whose
I knew,
parents
were much better off than mine
wore
hand-me-down or made-over clothes
sometimes, took turns with toys
had
household chores they were
expected
to do, learned to give and
take to

share,

not
I

to

assume

responsibility.

But

I.

didn't participate in the

roughhouse
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Shelley closed herself
au,ay in a dream u>orld,
waiting for

a prince
there

to beckon.

came a man,

But

in place

of the prince

ruthlessly shattering her
make-believe

dolls

and

toys,

and

I

had
would have

told her about the doll clothes I

made and how Mother had taught me

to sew. It

been better if she hadn't said, "Why don't you stop into the
shop and see me some day next week, Miss Drake? We make
a specialty of hand-made doll clothes, and Miss Tashly, who's
been with us for years, is leaving to get married. It leaves us
in a terrible spot, what w^ith Christmas coming on, and so-r-"
Yes, if Mrs. Sheldon hadn't come into Harpers' I probably
would never have thought of applying at her shop for a job,
and I would never have been plunged back into fairyland.
For that was what working for the Sheldons meant to me.
It meant a salary large enough so that I could afford to move
from the Girls' Club to an apartment of my own a tiny,
one-room affair on a run-down street, but my own, to fix up
as I chose. It meant working in a place where the wealthy
came and went, in pleasant surroundings, with rich and
wonderful fabrics.
And it meant Howard.

—

me a chance to take care of you to
out of this little place, and give you everything
you Want? Shelley it would be so easy for you to say yes.
Please set a date for our wedding. We've been engaged for
more than a year you can't keep any man waiting forever,
living.

Won't you give

move you

—
—

darling."

—

A

—

little nagging fear
the fear of losing Howard rose in
mind. Say yes, it told me. Say yes, or you may lose him.
But, Say no, my heart told me. Say no, because you really
don't love him. Keep waiting, just a bit longer.

my

—

WTITH

Howard Simms came all the things I had missed
during the past year missed for too long, I thought
then, but not for long enough to be good for me, really.
Little attentions flowers, candy, frequent telephone calls,
dancing, admiration and flattery lavished on me once again.
Howard came into the shop one afternoon and saw me it
was as simple as that. The Sheldons told me later that he'd
refused to leave until they'd introduced him to me. And
when I left the shop at closing time, he was waiting for

"

—

—

—

me—as, somehow,

I'd

known he wovdd

be.

waited for you," was all he said, but into that I read,
I've waited for you all my life, and I was off again into
fairyland, this time complete with romance.
I may have been a foolish, empty-headed sort of girl, in
those days, but I did have sense enough for this: I knew, as
the work-filled days and the gay evenings drifted by, that
I didn't love Howard, and never would. If only I'd had the
"I

added sense to

let

him

;

go!

He was in love with me; I knew that almost from the
start. And when he asked me to marry him, as I was sure
he would, I couldn't bring myself to say no. I suppose a girl
has never had "no" said to her finds it hard to say the
word herself. No is so final, such a cutting-off sound. "Maybe"
." And a no
is better, and "perhaps," and "I can't be sure.
to Howard would have meant an end to the pleasure I had
in his company, the pleasure I took from having him always
at my beck and call, ready to take me wherever I wanted

who

.

to be taken.
And so when Howard said, his eyes searching mine almost
wistfully in hope, "Shelley I love you. You know that. I
want you to marry me I want to take care of you for the
rest of
life!" I said neither yes nor no, but temporized
instead.
"We're both young, Howard. We've got lots of time ahead
of us," I told him. "We're having fun together.
can't
we go on like this for a while? I'm not ready to make up
mind quite yet."
And that, or a variation of it, was what I told him for over
a year, each time he recovered enough from the last rebuff
to find courage to ask me again. "Let's wait a while . .
I'm

—

my

—

Why

my

.

not ready
Can't we let things go on as they are?" Always, I kept the door of his hopes ajar—both for his sake
and for mine.
I might have said yes to him, I suppose, if I hadn't kept,
hidden but ever-green, a dream in the back of my heart.
Every woman's dream, of course the hope that somewhere
the right man is waiting for her. Now and again a little sliver
of fear would pierce that hope which is at the core of every
woman's being what if I never fell in love? What if the
man I dreamed about never came along? It was reassuring,
then, to know that there would always be Howard, that
I could marry him whenever I chose. I didn't stop to consider how cruel that might be to him-, either way if the
man in my dreams came along, or if he did not.
But as I might have known he would, even Howard became insistent at last. He came one night, his arms full of
flowers, when I was recovering from an attack of flu. He
found a vase for the flowers, put them on the desk, and came
straight across the room to sit on the edge of the couch
beside me.
"Shelley Shelley, I've got to know. Honey, I don't want
you working any more. You weren't meant to earn your own
.

.

.

—

—

—

—
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And
held

it

so, as

I compromised. I caught his hand and
between both of mine. "Don't ask me now,

always,

tightly

—

I'm going away the Sheldons said
today that I should take my vacation now, when I need it,
after being sick. They even offered to pay part of my expenses at a little place they know in the mountains. I'm
going up there for two weeks. Let me think about it a little
longer. We've got all the time in the world, Howard."
He smiled at me, a funny little one-sided smile. "No one
has that, honey all the time in the world. But I won't bother

Howard. I'm so

tired.

—

you about it any more now. You go away and have yourself a good time, and when you come back we'll see. How's

—

that?"

back a sigh of
Howard."

I bit

be,

relief. '"That's

the

way

I

want

it

to

that's the way it always is, Shelley-^the way you
to be." But his smile took all the sting of bitterness
out of that.

"And

want

it

little fear that someday I might lose Howard
didn't set a definite date for our wedding persisted in
mind after he had left that night. But I put the thought
firmly aside tomorrow would begin two weeks of delight
for me, two weeks of the kind I'd wanted ever since I'd had
to earn
own living. I was going to a resort for a vacation true, it wasn't a resort of the kind which the patrons
of Sheldon's shop went to, but it was a resort, just the same.
I didn't let myself dwell on the fact that the people there

That funny

if I

my

—

my

—

would probably be working
tion, just like myself.

No,

and working

girls

it

was

better to

men on

vaca-

dream instead

dream

of dancing, and tennis, perhaps, and people in resort
clothes, dressing differently for every activity during the
day. At least, I told myself, I could keep up with them
on that score I had plenty of clothes, clothes I had made

—

myself, carefully copied from the pictures in the fashion

A slow, amused voice said
"Fm afraid you're stuck
with

me

for the evening"

magazines.
So I put Howard, and the Sheldons, and my -little apartment, and working for a weekly paycheck, completely out
of my mind as I boarded the train for Stonewall Inn next
morning. For two weeks I was going to be a princess in
reality, a princess with nothing to do but wear pretty clothes
and flirt judiciously and bask in the sun. I even had a story
all made up in my mind to tell people up there who asked
me who I was and what I did. A story about wanting
to come to a small place like this to "get away from
everything"! Oh, I'd be mysterious and a little apart from
everyone, and people would ask each other who that beautiful girl was who wore those wonderful clothes with such
an air of elegance! For two wonderful, wonderful weeks
I'd be the person I wanted to be, and not the Shelley Drake
I

had

to

be

at all.

A ND that was the attitude of mind in which I arrived at
*"-.the Inn, just in time to change for the "Blind Date
Night" dance that was to be held that evening. Each woman
guest would be given a numbered card, the clerk explained
to me, and each male guest a card with a number corresponding to that of one of the women. Numbers would be matched,
and the man and woman with the same number must spend
the remainder of the evening in each other's company.
I would rather have been able to pick my own partner, I
thought as I dressed without a single doubt in my mind
that I could choose whomever I wanted, of course! But perhaps it would be a good way of getting acquainted, after all,
and there would be plenty of time later to pick and choose.
As I waited, a little later, a scrap of pasteboard bearing
the number seventeen in my lap, I was conscious of the
admiration in the eyes of people men and women alike
who passed me searching for their partners. My frock, of
palest pink, billowed about me, and the simple strands of
seed pearls at my throat a birthday gift from Howard
were the perfect complement to the gown. I glowed with
pleasure already my own world was far behind me, and I
was a part of this one. Perhaps well, I might even meet
him, tonight.
"If you've number seventeen," said a slow, amused voice
from behind me, "I'm afraid you're stuck with me for the
evening."
My first feeling, as I turned swiftly to look at him, was
a keen disappointment. He, surely, was not the man who
had been so sweetly enshrined in my heart all these years.
Accustomed to the polish and smoothness of Howard, and
to the glamorous, handsome creature I'd dreamed about, my
first thought was, Oh, he's rough-looking, and ugly!
He was in his early thirties, I judged, of medium height,
and strongly-built. There was an unusually firm set to his
squarish jaw, and a surprisingly thoughtful cast to his rather
blue eyes. His hair was sun-burned blond, and his features
strong and irregular. Even as I rejected him as the person
I'd come here to meet, I accepted the fact that I would be
more fragile, more dainty than ever by contrast to him, that
he would be an excellent back- (Continued on page 76)
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"We're both young, Howard. We've got lots of time ahead
Why can't
together.
fun
having
"
"We're
I told him.
of us
we go on like this for a while? I'm not ready to make up

my mind

quite yet."
that, or a variation of

it, was what I told him for over
rebuff
a year, each time he recovered enough from the last
while ... I'm
to find' courage to ask me again. "Let's wait a
Alare?"
Can't we let things go on as they
not ready
ways, I kept the door of his hopes ajar both for his sake
and for mine.
hadn t kept,
I might have said yes to him, I suppose, if I
hidden but ever-green, a dream in the back of my heart.
Every woman's dream, of course the hope that somewhere
the right man is waiting for her. Now and again a little sliver
of fear would pierce that hope which is at the core of every
woman's being—what if I never fell in love? What if the
man I dreamed about never came along? It was reassuring,
then, to know that there would always be Howard, that
didn't stop to conI could marry him whenever I chose. I
sider how cruel that might be to him t either way— if the
man in my dreams came along, or if he did not.
But as I might have known he would, even Howard be.

•
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—
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—

insistent at last. He came one night, his arms full of
flowers, when I was recovering from an attack of flu. He
found a vase for the flowers, put them on the desk, and came
straight across the room to sit on the edge of the couch

came

beside me.

"Shelley—Shelley, I've got to know. Honey, I don't want
you working any more. You weren't meant to earn your own
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resort for a vacawhich the patrons
but it was a resort, just the same.
I didn t let myself dwell
on the fact that the people there
would probably be working girls and working men
on vacation, just like myself. No,
it was better to dream instead—
dream of dancing, and tennis, perhaps, and people in
resort
clothes, dressing differently for every
activity during the
day. At least, I told myself, I could
keep up with them
on that score— I had plenty of clothes, clothes
I had made
myself, carefully copied from the
pictures in the fashion
magazines.
So I put Howard, and the Sheldons, and my -little apartment, and working for a weekly paycheck,
completely out
of my mind as I boarded the train for
Stonewall Inn next
morning. For two weeks I was going to be
a princess in
reality, a princess with nothing to do
but wear pretty clothes
and flirt judiciously and bask in the sun. I even had a story
all made up in my mind to tell people
up there who asked
me who I was and what I did. A story about wanting
to come to a small place like this to
"get away from
everything"! Oh, I'd be mysterious and a little apart from
everyone, and people would ask each other who that beautiful girl was who wore those wonderful clothes with such
an air of elegance! For two wonderful, wonderful weeks
I'd be the person I wanted to be, and not the Shelley Drake
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that was the attitude of mind in which I arrived at
f*.the Inn,
just in time to change for the "Blind Date
Night" dance that was to be held that evening. Each woman
guest would be given a numbered card, the clerk explained
to me, and each male guesj a card with a number corresponding to that of one of the women. Numbers would be matched,
and the man and woman with the same number must spend
the remainder of the evening in each other's company.
I would rather have been able to pick my own partner, I
thought as I dressed without a single doubt in my mind
that I could choose whomever I wanted, of course! But perhaps it would be a good way of getting acquainted, after all,
and there would be plenty of time later to pick and choose.
As I waited, a little later, a scrap of pasteboard bearing
the number seventeen in my lap, I was conscious of the
admiration in the eyes of people men and women alike
who passed me searching for their partners. My frock, of
palest pink, billowed about me, and the simple strands of
seed pearls at my throat a birthday gift from Howard
were the perfect complement to the gown. I glowed with
pleasure already my own world was far behind me, and I
was a part of this one. Perhaps well, I might even meet
him, tonight.
"If you've number seventeen," said a slow, amused voice
from behind me, "I'm afraid you're stuck with me for the
-

.

. .
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on me once again
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evening."

My first feeling, as I turned swiftly to look at him, was
a keen disappointment. He, surely, was not the man who
had been so sweetly enshrined in my heart all these years.
Accustomed to the polish and smoothness of Howard, and
to the glamorous, handsome creature I'd dreamed about, my
first thought was, Oh, he's rough-looking, and ugly'.
He was in his early thirties, I judged, of medium height,
and strongly-built. There was an unusually firm set to his
squarish jaw, and a surprisingly thoughtful cast to his rather
blue eyes. His hair was sun-burned blond, and his features
strong and irregular. Even as I rejected him as the person
I'd come here to meet, I accepted the fact that I would be
more fragile, more dainty than ever by contrast to him, that
he would be an excellent back- (Continued on page 76)
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you
HAVE
strangely

noticed
how
an incident
appears to you when you're looking back at it, rather than facing it?
After you've had time to recall details
that may have escaped you at the mo-

ever

I

ment, and to weigh your

own

Roy shook his head. "No, it's you."
He studied my face carefully, and
suddenly smiled. "I remember
you looked like this once before,
the day I cut my leg cooning
apples

and
for

down

you

me

at Herley's orchard,
carefully tied it up

with your handkerchief."

^m
Mk

had been

my

best

—

actions

softly.

It

liantly happy because something of
mine was going to be so close to Roy
at least until the cut had stopped
bleeding. I had hoped, of course, that
he would silently treasure it, and that
I would never get it back
but I got
it back after his mother's next laundering day. I sighed, and Roy's arm
tightened around me. "It's a Wonderful night, Ronnie, isn't it?" he mur-

and other people's actions, you often
find the whole picture changed in your
mind. At the time, you may feel that
you're acting like a fool. Looking back,
you may realize that you acted perfectly sensibly, and that the other peoOr, of
ple were the foolish ones.
course, it can be the other way around.
It was that way the night Roy met
Gloria Martin.
It was' the night of the High School
Prom, a June night that was made of
laughter and music and the heady perfume of the roses in the clubhouse
garden; made, too, of Roy's arms around
me as we stood together on the veranda, looking out into the soft blackness.
I hardly dared to breathe; for
the first time in all the years I had
loved Roy, I thought I felt an answering excitement in him, as though he
had forgotten all the roller-skating and
the homework done together and the
numberless scrapes we had gotten each
other into and out of, and was seeing
at last the grown-up girl, the girl who
was altogether his if he wanted her.
And so I waited, mouse-still, until at
last he turned my face up to his and
kissed me lightly on the lips.
We both laughed a little.
"Darn it, Ronnie," he said, "what
kind of spell are you spinning? You
never looked like this before."
"It's the pink dress," I answered

remembered.

handkerchief, the one with the handcrocheted border, and I had been bril-

different

—

myself to dancing for the rest of the
evening with Harry Neil, with Bob
Grant, with Johnny Flynn. Only once
did I find myself again in Roy's arms.
"She's lovely, isn't she,"

I

ventured,

nodding toward Gloria.
"Good-looking,"

Roy

agreed, with an

affectation of casualness

which

didn't

deceive me. I had known the moment
I saw Gloria that her blonde beauty
would leave that eager, delighted look
in Roy's eyes the look he had given
his first two-wheel bicycle, and the

—

mured.

"Wonderful," I echoed.
That's what I remember now, when
I think back to the Prom. It's the only
important and meaningful memory that
remains to me. But at the time it was
wiped out of my mind in an instant,
because when we went back into the
ballroom, blinking a little at the lights,
the first thing I saw was Gloria.
You couldn't help seeing her. She
was taller than most of the other girls
in the room, and she held her red-

new-born puppy we had found one
day in his backyard the look that had
almost been there for me, in that moment on the veranda. It had been
there ever since she had first smiled at
him, and I knew that my soft, dark
prettiness had been completely eclipsed
by that dazzling, confident smile. There
was no point in trying to make him
remember me; might as well try to
enjoy myself, and hope that Gloria was
making only a brief visit to Benton-

blonde, head commandingly high. The
smooth white satin of her gown made
the rest of us look as though we had

ville.

dressed

for

a

children's

party.

My

hand dropped from Roy's arm, even
before he said in a curiously alert voice,
"Who's that?"
"Must be Harry Neil's cousin from
Chicago," I answered tonelessly. "He's
bringing her over, so we'll know in a
minute."
I wanted to turn and run, as they

came toward us. I suddenly felt as
though someone had pricked me, and
all the lovely warmth of Roy's arms
around me, Roy's lips on mine, had
escaped, leaving me completely limp
and colorless. I watched Roy's face
as we were introduced, and resigned
.

—

But she had come, I learned later,
summer.
I saw very little of Roy that summer.
We met and chatted as we always had,
but there was something different. For
for the entire

a while

I

I knew what it was.
Roy
actually polite with me, polite the

me,

was
way

you'd be with somebody you knew, but
not too well. I would have been grateful even to go back to our almost
brotherly comradeship, since I couldn't
have anything more, but it was as
though all those years of growing up
together had been wiped away. I had
become a girl who meant nothing particular to him, a girl to whom he

A STARS OVER HOLLYWOOD STORY m mr

merely owed the
of neighborliness.

Then
interest

Suggested by "Day After Tomorrow",
by Peggy Blake, heard on Stars Over
Hollywood, Saturdays at noon, CBS.

my finger on the
one day after he'd left

couldn't put

difference, but

I

little

courtesies

tried to hope that Roy's
in Gloria was just a

momentary

crush.
After all, I
told myself, she was startlingly
beautiful, startlingly vital. More
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—"
than

that,

was new, and new

she

another.

We

were awkward,

quiet.

But I
faces always caught the eye.
knew, inside me, that this was no passing fancy; Roy was so outstanding himself that he must automatically fall in

"You're changed, Ronnie," he said to
me after a while, in a puzzled voice.
quiet; so subdued."
"You're so
"Always have been," I answered

love with the most outstanding girl he

shortly.

had ever met.

I

had no

real

hope of

ever reaching him -again.
As the miserable summer wore on,
I found myself going out more and
more often with Harry Neil. That way,
you see, I could still be in Roy's company, even though I had to take Gloria
It was worth it.
the same time.
wasn't trying to compete with her;
that, to my mind, would have been
It seemed the most natural
funny.
thing in the world that Roy should
have eyes only for her as I always had
eyes only for him. But at least I could
watch him, finding a sort of tortured
pleasure in his happiness.

at
I

—

The summer had half gone when it
happened. I thought I'd detected a
gradual loss of interest on Gloria's part.
She was the type who needed attention-,
and consequently was interested only
in a

boy who added to the attention

her beauty brought her. And as the
time grew close for her to return to
Chicago she was getting ready to wash
her hands of her small-town admirer.
After all, while Roy Carter might be
one of Bentonville's brightest hopes, he
was just another country boy in comparison with the men she must know.
But the Carteret Foundation Award
changed all that.
Roy had always been an outstanding
scholar, but it was particularly in the
Apfield of physics that he excelled.
parently his ability had reached the
ears of the Carteret Foundation in New
York and they awarded him a scholarship to a fine technological school in
Overnight, Roy Carter
the East.
jumped from a small town boy to someone of importance.
And Gloria found renewed interest
in him.

.

.

"You

.

just

never noticed.

—

Now

you've been among different kinds of
people it stands out more. I I'm awfully glad to have you back, though."
Roy took my hand and squeezed it.
"Are you really, Ronnie?. I wish you'd
act that way, then. There's a lot I'd
like to to sort of talk over with you
I snatched my hand away and jumped
For once I rebelled. I was not
up.
going to sit there and listen to him
talk about Gloria, about how he felt,
maybe, and about when they were'
planning to be married, how happy he
was no! "Heavens, it's late!" I ex"You must be exhausted.
claimed.
We'll have lots of time to talk."
"Sure," Roy said, getting up slowly.
Well, sleep well,
"Sure we will.
Ronnie."
"You, too," I whispered. His broad
shoulders seemed to sag a trifle as he
walked down the path and out the

—

—

—

—

—

gate.

But we never had that talk. I'm not
now, whose fault it was, who
avoided whom. But when Gloria and
Roy set their wedding date, I found
out about it from the local paper. It
was better that way; I couldn't have
certain,

stood his telling me.

They were married at the little stone
church just outside of town. The day
they were married, I slipped into the
rear of the church and cried my eyes
out throughout the ceremony.
I suppose the sensible thing then
would have been to sit myself down
and say, "Well, he's married now. He's
got somebody else to bandage his cut
knees and to wipe his nose when it
gets bloodied. Isn't it about time, Ronnie, to start looking around for yourself?"

That would have been the sensible
But I didn't do it.
They had come to live in Bentonville,
Roy and his bride. They had taken
the old Marshall Place on the Clayton
Road, and Roy had accepted an important job with the local power company.
For weeks after their return from their
honeymoon, the newly married Carters were something of a local event.
But after that the town went back to
the normal tenor of its ways, and the
Carters were, taken as a matter of
course along with the Johnsons, the
Bailes and all the other families in

thing.

TOURING

the next four years I saw

*-* little of either Roy or Gloria. He
was away at school, and rumor had it

that Gloria was spending her vacations
in New England with relatives in order
to be with him. Which was perfectly
all right because, according to our local
paper, they were engaged.
Roy never mentioned it in any of
And I, in
his letters to me, though.
turn, was careful to avoid too personal

a touch when I wrote him. I wrote
about the people he knew, and about
the way Spring was coming to Bentonville, and about the occasional weekends I would spend down at the seashore, but I never mentioned standing
on the clubhouse veranda with Harry
Neil and deciding I couldn't bear to
have him kiss me. Why should Roy
care about that? He had told me nothing about Gloria.
But when she came to Bentonville
with him, after his graduation, we all
knew, of course. It was as good as
'

an announcement. It was nice of him
to drop over to see me, his very first
evening at home. But, although we
sat in our old corner of the porch steps,
we didn't have much to say to one
•
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town.

—

That suited Roy perfectly
but
Gloria missed the attention.
Soon,
Gloria introduced an innovation to the
social set of Bentonville a series of
Sunday night suppers. I wasn't invited, but along with everyone else in
town I got to know all the particulars.
They were gay, noisy affairs, the kind
of things I couldn't quite visualize Roy
But whether he did or
as enjoying.
didn't, they ran throughout the entire
winter.
All the eligible bachelors in town
and some who were neither eligible
nor bachelors scrambled for invitations.
Naturally, there were always

—

—

more men than women, and since a
girl as pretty as Gloria is bound to attract them, she was always the center
of a throng of admirers.
Roy never seemed to object. He
couldn't conceive, apparently, of any
man not being attracted to his wife,
and he seemed as pleased as she at the

compliment paid her beauty.
In the meantime, Roy's rise with the
power company was rapid.
Gloria
loved that, of course, because she had
more money to spend on clothes and

more

prestige as the wife of the brilCarter. But his new supervisory position meant that he would
have to be out of town for days at a
time, and Gloria didn't enjoy being
left alone.
And, as luck would have
it, he was out of town on the day their

liant

Roy
'

little

girl

know how

was born prematurely.

I

bitter Gloria was about that,
because I went to the hospital to see
her.
She looked lovelier than ever,
with her hair curling softly around her

somewhat thinner
reen was a dream

face;

and

little

Mau-

child.
to look like

"She's going
Roy," I said,
peering at the tiny bundle. "Her hair's
so dark."
Gloria
"Oh,
that
will
change,"
snapped. "I certainly hope she doesn't
resemble her father. That would be
too much."

i

—

don't be silly you know
just as fast as he
can.
It wasn't his fault; he couldn't
have known it was going to happen so

"/^LORIA,

"

he's

coming back

suddenly."
She looked at me and her eyes narrowed. "Roy can't do any wrong in
your eyes, can he?" she said.
I gazed steadily back at her.
"No,

he

can't.

mean

At

least

he can't do anything

or spiteful or thoughtless, I'm
sure of that. He can be foolish, as
well as any of us, but in all the years
that I've known him I don't remember
his ever doing a really cruel thing."

Gloria laughed.
"Oh, yes, I'd forgotten all the years you've known him.
All the years he's known you, too, for
that matter. I've heard enough about
how could I have
it, goodness knows
forgotten that you know him so much
better than I do?"
I couldn't control the sudden lurch
Roy
of my heart as I got up to go.
hadn't forgotten me, then; he talked

from Roy's memThere wasn't even anything flattering in her resentment of
me, because she was so instinctively
feline that she had to scratch if another girl were merely mentioned.
She was far too busy, when she came
home with the baby, to do much worrying about me. For several months
she reveled in her new role.
She

about me to Gloria, he remembered!
Our friendship meant something to him
still, although we never saw each other

dressed Maureen beautifully, in tiny
clothes that complemented her own,
and took her everywhere with her.
She even began to invite one or two
married couples to dinner, so that the
baby could be brought out for display.
I was asked once, with Harry Neil and
the girl he had married, and I went,
because it meant that I would see Roy

—

now.
Yes but what did he remember?
Calmness came back as I realized the
kind of things he must have told Gloria

—

—the

stolen apples shared, the frantic
pleas for help passed under the eyes of
the teacher in class, the fantastic lies
so bravely told for each other. Things
a girl like Gloria would be contemptu-

ous
that

He would never tell her about
moment at the Prom. He had al-

of.

most certainly forgotten

it!

No, Gloria

had nothing
ories of me.

to fear

again.
It was quite a gay dinner.
Gloria
had dozens of stories to tell about
Maureen's achievements, and if some
of them made Roy's eyebrows go up
before he could (Continued on page 97)

she was new, and new
But I
faces always caught the eye.
knew, inside me, that this was no passhiming fancy; Roy was so outstanding
fall in
self that he must automatically
he
girl
love with the most outstanding
had ever met. I had no real hope of
ever reaching him -again.
As the miserable summer wore on,
and
I found myself going out more
more often with Harry Neil. That way,
you see, I could still be in Roy's company, even though I had to take Gloria

than

that,

the same time. It was worth it.
wasn't trying to compete with her;
been
that, to my mind, would have
It seemed the most natural
funny.
thing in the world that Roy should
have eyes only for her as I always had
eyes only for him. But at least I could
watch him, finding a sort of tortured
pleasure in his happiness.
at
I

—

The summer had

half gone

when

it

happened. I thought I'd detected a
gradual loss of interest on Gloria's part.
She was the type who needed attention-,
and consequently was interested only
in a boy who added to the attention
her beauty brought her. And as the
time grew close for her to return to
Chicago she was getting ready to wash
her hands of her small-town admirer.
After all, while Roy Carter might be
one of Bentonville's brightest hopes, he
was just another country boy in comparison with the men she must know.
But the Carteret Foundation Award
changed all that.
Roy had always been an outstanding
scholar, but it was particularly in the
Apfield of physics that he excelled.
parently his ability had reached the
ears of the Carteret Foundation in New
York and they awarded him a scholarship to a fine technological school in
Overnight, Roy Carter
East.
the
jumped from a small town boy to some-

one of importance.
And Gloria found renewed interest
in him.

were awkward, quiet

We

another.

said to
"You're changed, Ronnie," he
me after a while, in a puzzled voice.
quiet; so subdued.
"You're so
have been," I.a" sw re °
.

.

.

"Always

shortly.

"You

just

never noticed.

£
Now

kinds ot
you've been among—different
awpeople— it stands out more. I— I
though
fully glad to have you back,
it.
Hoy took my hand and squeezed d
you
"Are you really, Ronnie?. I wish
Id
a lot
act that way, then. There's
y°u—
like to—to sort of talk over with

m

jumped

snatched my hand away and
not
For once I rebelled. I was
up.
to him
going to sit there and listen
he felt,
talk about Gloria, about how
maybe, and about when they were
he
planning to be married, how happy
was—no! "Heavens, it's late!" I ex"You must be exhausted.
claimed.
We'll have lots of time to talk."

I

Roy said, getting up slowly.
we wiU. Well, sleep well,

"Sure,"

"Sure

Ronnie."
"You, too," I whispered. His broad
shoulders seemed to sag a trifle as he
walked down the path and out the
gate.

But we never had that talk. I'm not
now, whose fault it was, who
avoided whom. But when Gloria and
Roy set their wedding date, I found
out about it from the local paper. It
was better that way; I couldn't have
certain,

stood his telling me.

They were married at the little stone
church just outside of town. The day
they were married, I slipped into the
rear of the church and cried my eyes
put throughout the ceremony.
I suppose the sensible thing then
would have been to sit myself down
and say, "Well, he's married now. He's
got

somebody

else to

bandage his cut

knees and to wipe his nose when it
gets bloodied. Isn't it about time, Ronnie, to start looking around for yourself?"

That would have been the sensible
But I didn't do it.
They had come to live in Bentonville,
Roy and his bride. They had taken
the old Marshall Place on the Clayton
Road, and Roy had accepted an important job with the local power company.
For weeks after their return from their
honeymoon, the newly married Cartel's were something of a local event.
But after that the town went back to
the normal tenor of its ways, and the
Carters were taken as a matter of
course along with the Johnsons, the
Bailes and all the other families in

thing.

DURING

the next four years I saw
either Roy or Gloria. He

little of

and rumor had it
was spending her vacations
New England with relatives in order
be with him. Which was perfectly

was away

at school,

that Gloria
in
to

right because, according to our local
paper, they were engaged.

all

Roy never mentioned it in any of
And I, in
his letters to me, though.
turn, was careful to avoid too personal
a touch when I wrote him. I wrote
about the people he knew, and about
the way Spring was coming to Bentonville, and about the occasional weekends I would spend down at the seashore, but I never mentioned standing
on the clubhouse veranda with Harry
Neil and deciding I couldn't bear to
have him kiss me. Why should Roy
care about that? He had told me nothing about Gloria.
But when she came to Bentonville
with him, after his graduation, we all

knew, of course. It was as good as
an announcement. It was nice of him
to drop over to see me, his very first
evening at home. But, although we
•

sat in our old corner of the porch steps,
we didn't have mucn to say to one
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town.

—

That suited Roy perfectly
but
Gloria missed the attention.
Soon,
Gloria introduced an innovation to the
social set of Bentonville a series of
Sunday night suppers. I wasn't invited, but along with everyone else in
town I got to know all the particulars.
They were gay, noisy affairs, the kind
of things I couldn't quite visualize Roy
But whether he did or
as enjoying.
didn't, they ran throughout the entire
winter.
All the eligible bachelors in town
and some who were neither eligible
nor bachelors scrambled for invitaNaturally, there were always
tions.

—

—

more men than women, and since a
girl as pretty as Gloria is bound to attract them, she was always the center
of a throng of admirers.
Roy never seemed to object. n e
couldn't conceive, apparently, of any
man not being attracted to his wife
and he seemed as pleased as she at the
compliment paid her beauty.
In the meantime, Roy's rise with the

power company

was

rapid.

Gloria

loved that, of course, because she had

more money to spend on clothes and
more prestige as the wife of the brilliant Roy Carter. But his new supervisory position meant that he would
have to be out of town for days at a
'

time, and Gloria didn't enjoy being
And, as luck would have
left alone.
it, he was out of town on the day their
little girl was born prematurely.
I
know how bitter Gloria was about that,
because I went to the hospital to see
She looked lovelier than ever,
her.
with her hair curling softly around her

somewhat thinner face; and

little

Mau-

reen was a dream child.
"She's going to look like Roy," I said,
peering at the tiny bundle. "Her hair's
so dark."
will
that
change,"
"Oh,
Gloria
snapped. "I certainly hope she doesn't
father.
her
That
resemble
would be
too

much."

don't be silly—you know
just as fast as he
It wasn't his fault; he couldn't
can.
have known it was going to happen so
suddenly."
She looked at me and her eyes narhe's

coming back

"Roy

-

do any wrong in
rowed.
your eyes, can he?" she said.
steadily
gazed
back
at her. "No,
I
he can't. At least he can't do anything
mean or spiteful or thoughtless, I'm
He can be foolish, as
sure of that.
well as any of us, but in all the years
that I've known him I don't remember
his ever doing a really cruel thing."
can't

"° h

>

couldn't control the sudden
lurch
heart as I got up to go.
Roy
nadnt forgotten me, then; he
talked
about me to Gloria, he remembered!
Our friendship meant something
I

of

"fLORIA,
vF

Ughed

y«- I'd forBn
,,'fu
go »ten all
the years you've known
him.
All the years he's
known you, too, for
that matter. I've heard
enough about
it, goodness
knows— how could I have
forgotten that you know him
so much
better than I do?"

my

to

still,

now.

although

we never saw each

him

other

Yes— but what did he remember'
Calmness came back as I realized the
kmd of things he must have told Gloria

—the

stolen apples shared, the frantic
pleas for help passed under the
eyes of
the teacher in class, the fantastic
lies
so bravely told for each other.
Things
a girl like Gloria would be contemptu-

ous of. He would never tell her about
that moment at the Prom. He had
almost certainly forgotten it! No, Gloria

had nothing to fear from Roy's memories of me. There wasn't even anything flattering in her resentment of

me, because she was so instinctively
feline that she had to scratch if
another girl were merely mentioned.
She was far too busy, when she came
home with the baby, to do much worrying about me.
For several months
she reveled in her new role.
She
dressed Maureen beautifully, in tiny
clothes that complemented her own,
and took her everywhere with her!
She even began to invite one or two
married couples to dinner, so that the
baby could be brought out for display.
I was asked once, with Harry Neil
and
the girl he had married, and I went,
because it meant that I would see Roy
again.
It was quite a gay dinner.
Gloria
had dozens of stories to tell about
Maureen's achievements, and if some
of them made Roy's eyebrows
go up
before he could (Continued on page 97)

a

Frank

—

gone

is

-/'//

never

live

again,

Francie thought. But somewhere beneath
the rushing tide of her love for him,

happiness lay quietly, placidly waiting

Ralph was back!

ONCE

when

old,

I

I

was about

asked

six years

my

Great Aunt
was withered and

Sarah, who
wise and very old, if she were afraid
to die. And, 15 years later, when they
told me about Frank's death', I remembered, her answer and understood it
for the first time.
"No, Francie," she told me that day
so long ago, resting her thin, blueveined hand on the arm of the big,
mahogany chair. "No, my dear, I'm not
afraid, because so many little parts of
my heart are gone already. A woman
doesn't die all at once, Francie. She
dies in little pieces."
I remembered Aunt Sarah's philosophical wisdom the day the three
young Navy officers came to tell me of

watching the ocean swallow up Frank's
crippled plane. That day, when I knew
with certain pain that my husband, the
father of my boy baby, never would
hold me in his arms again, I felt the
sharp knife of grief cut away a corner
Sadness tarnished the
of my heart.
sparkling gaiety which had lighted our
romance like tinsel on a Christmas tree.
Frank was dead and a part of me was

month

later.

When

they told

me

of

watching from the carrier as Frank's
plane spun crazily and dropped into the
water, they forced me to face the fact
thalr our glorious, exciting, youthful
marriage was ended.
"Don't tell me that," I cried out to
Frank's friends as they stood there
watching my reaction with honest pity.
"Don't tell me he'll never come back,"
I cried over and over again, as pain
washed over me in waves. I thought I

through this terrifying
loss. I felt that I could not bear to lose
the love that I had waited for—a love
couldn't

live

A

My first reaction to the telegram had
been the usual one of numbing shock.
Blue snatches of official words, RE-

was exciting in its splendor.
love that is gone now, leaving nothing
but a memory which quickens my
heartbeat even as I write of it.
Perhaps, our love Frank's and mine
—was too rapturous for everyday living. Perhaps we are allowed only brief
glimpses of real ecstasy in life. Because the love we knew was ecstasy

had no immediate meaning.

wild, tumultuous emotion which came
rushing into
life, changing everyday colors of green and . brown and
grey to vivid, startling hues, seen only

—
—forever.

dead, too

GRETS TO INFORM YOU—FRANK C.
JENNINGS-SKILLED IN ACTION,
danced in front of my dazed eyes, but
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And when I did translate them, I told
myself, "That isn't true. It can't be.
Frank was too vital, too happy, too
lucky to die. Pretty soon they'll tell
me it's a mistake."
Drugging myself with unbelief I
went about the business of living and
caring for my baby until three sympathetic officers called on me about a

that

—

—

my

—

on a magic carpet a magic carpet to
romance. It was a love that most
women dream about but never hope to
experience. It seems funny now, but I
never did just dream about a love like
that I expected it. I seemed to be
waiting for it even when I Hved with
Aunt Beth and Uncle Roy back in
Cartersville in that other world of

—

—

peace.
Life in Cartersville was a calm,
placid lake, compared to my marriage

with Frank, which was like an exciting,
rushing mountain stream, dazzling in
"its brilliance. But a quiet lake is beau-

And life in Cartersville was
was an orphan, but Uncle Roy
and Aunt Beth never let me feel any
lack when I lived with them and went
to high school. Uncle Roy was just like

tiful, too.

good.

I

any father, who thinks his daughter is
pretty whenever he can stop earning a
living long enough to look at her. Once
when we were at his cottage at Grey
Lake, I ran down to the pier in my
suit
and Uncle Roy said
thoughtfully, "You're a mighty pretty
girl, Francie.
Some boy some day's
going to fall head over heels in love
with you." You see, he was just about
like any dad.

bathing

Aunt Beth was just like a mother,
She loved me and worried about
me and wanted me to be happy. And
too.

cousin Pete teased me just as any
kid brother would. Yes, back when the
first rumbling of war was faint in the

my

// I

Frankie was

distance, Cartersville

had

—a

my

was

my

life

pleasant.

I

beau there in Cartersville
normal American boy named
first

Ralph, who worked at a grocery store
on Saturdays, and played on the football team at City High, and kissed me
after our Junior-Senior banquet.
|F

*

STAYED in Cartersville for two years

graduated from high school,
and all of that time I "went steady"
with Ralph. "Ralph and Francie" that
was a twosome just like macaroni and
cheese or sugar and cream. And, yet,
even as I admired and respected Ralph
and enjoyed being with him more than
the other boys, I knew that this wasn't
the romance I was waiting for. I was
looking forward to something more exciting. That's why I couldn't promise
to wait for Ralph when he went away
to war.
"I don't know, Ralph," I told him
after

had never known Frank.

I

—

that last night. "I'm not sure that we
love each other enough to marry. But
I'll miss yOu terribly and remember

you always. And when you come back,
ask me again, will you? By then, I'll
be old enough to be sure."

Right after Ralph went away, the
contractor Uncle Roy worked for got a
government contract at a southern airfield. So we moved away from Carters-

and I had no regrets. Our gang
had broken up and the boys were at
war and the girls had scattered all over
the United States. I had a feeling that
life was passing me by. And I had a
feeling that if I went to the new location with Uncle Roy and Aunt Beth I
might turn the corner to that "something" I seemed to be waiting for.
There wasn't any uncertainty in my
feeling for Frank, the flyer I met a
week after we left Cartersville. I had
ville,

—

a peculiar "this is it" feeling about him
the very first time I had a date with
him. And, then, I didn't even remember Cartersville and the old gang and
Ralph any more. I had turned the
corner and I couldn't see what I had
left behind. It wasn't that I said to
myself, "Ralph isn't the one but Frank
is." I simply forgot that any life before
I knew Frank had ever existed.

—

You probably can't understand that
unless you've known someone with as
strong and

commanding

a personality

—

as Frank's someone darkly handsome,
with, a twinkle about him that's as gay
as a carnival midway. Exciting Frank,
who made everything he came in contact with exciting! Life no longer
passed me by. It swept me along with
it gloriously.
It is hard for me to remember every
step of my romance with Frank it was
all so wild and headstrong and fast.
But I remember the first night we were
together, the first date when I knew
with a strange, intuitive certainty that
the expectant part of me, the waiting
part, was ended. I knew at last that
love as I had imagined it was coming

—

to

me.
It

was spring

in the southland, a night

voluptuous with a new-born beauty.
We drove into the country for an outdoor steak fry. As we sat by the campthree couples of us pleasantly
fire
full of good food and joyful at being
young and gay even in wartime, I
looked at the strange, dark boy who

—

—

was my date.
"You look like a gypsy," I told him
softly. And it was true. In the firelight, his tawny skin, his dark, brilliant
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eyes, his dazzling white teeth, seemed
to belong to a romantic nomad.
"I've always wanted to be a- gypsy,"
he admitted. "Imagine being able to
pitch your tent a different place every

day."

looked at him and was suddenly
"He's reckless and he's fascinating," I told myself. "He could make
my life a truly wonderful thing or he
could break my heart."
I swayed toward him, almost dizzy
with his nearness, with the thought of
what it would be like to be with him
always laughing through each day
with him, loving him each night.
And then our lips met. His on mine
were firm, seeking yet tender, exciting
I

fearful.

—

—

and warm. And

I

knew

that I

wanted

belong to him more than I had ever
wanted anything in all my lifetime.
It
was Frank who broke away
to

abruptly.
"Francie, I could be either of two
kinds of a man," he said, slowly. "Both
kinds are in me. With a girl who didn't
matter, I could be a pretty useless sort
of fellow, a rogue anything. But with
a girl like you oh, Francie, now that
I've found you, I'd better never let you
get away. You could make me into
something
better
than
I've
ever
dreamed of being. Don't let me lose
."
you, Francie.
We had one month, after that night,
Frank and I, into which we crammed
our lovemaking in little scraps of time.
And then Frank was transferred to another camp for his final training before
going overseas. And I wanted to get
married then.

—

—

.

DUT

Frank only kissed away my
pleadings. "It's not that I don't trust
your love, darling," he told me. "That's
like the sky and the earth
everlasting
and firm, and something to cling to. It's
myself I don't trust. If I ever thought
of marriage at all, before I met you, it
was like thinking of something that
will happen to you when you're old
something not to be considered or worried about for a long, long time. Let
me get used to the idea let me be sure
of myself. Don't let me even have an
outside chance of breaking your heart."
And, so he went away, and we had
nothing during the weeks that followed
but letters letters as filled with desire as our kisses had been.
Uncle Roy's southern contract was
*-*

—

—

—

finished, and he
to a city in the

was going north again
same state with Car-

and I wrote to Frank, begging
to let me go to him. But he said
in every letter and I thought that

tersville,

him

no
he would leave America without marrying me, until one night when he
called

me from San

Diego.

"Darling,"

he said over the telephone, "I have a 15-day embarkation
leave coming up in about three days.

And
heart

I

know now
forever

—do

marry me?"
Marry him!

that you're in

you

still

my

want

"Yes, darling—yes,"

to
I

cried.

The next day, Uncle Roy, Aunt Beth
and Petie and I started to our new
home in the north, and Frank met us
there three days later.
30

We

were married the morning he
and that same day we drove
to Uncle Roy's cabin at Grey Lake,
where we had spent our summers when
I was going to high school in Carters.But now the little lake was
villedearer and more beautiful than ever
arrived,

before.

Our love was

glorious, almost over-

powering in

its

intensity.

Every day

we

discovered more reasons to love
one another. Little reasons like both
of us wanting baking powder biscuits
for breakfast, or liking fish rolled in
cracker crumbs instead of corn meal.
ran to the lake like children
every morning, plunging in the cold
water with shouts of excitement. After-

We

-

<

r

j

t

t

i

•

wards, I fixed breakfast in the cottage
while Frank built a fire in the fireplace,
That fireplace the dear, lost dreams

—

we dreamed

in front of that fireplace!
sat there in our robes each night,
dreaming dreams and loving each other,
sometimes gently, sometimes wildly,
but never casually. This was a love
for always and we both knew it.
Sometimes, Frank looked at me and
his dark eyes were serious.
darling," he would say. "A
"Oh,

We

my

wartime marriage, and you're so young.
This may make you grow up too soon."
"I love you, Frank," I answered always, "if that's growing up, then I
want to grow old fast."

HP HAT was

happiness as light and
gay and intoxicating as champagne,
happiness that bubbled and sparkled
for two glorious weeks. And yet sometimes, each of us felt, I know, that our
-*-

champagne happiness was covering a
certain fear a knowledge that this

—

exquisite state could not endure.
I went back to Cedar City with Uncle
Roy and Aunt Beth and got a job when
Frank went away. And I worked as
long as I could after I knew about the

baby. At first I wasn't going to tell
Frank. He had been so afraid of giving
me too much responsibility. But then

The baby held out
I

You can

stand grief alone, but you
And so I told him. And
I'll cherish forever his answering letter
of pride and love and faith, in which
he began making future plans for three.
At first, after the Navy officers came,
and I knew that Frank wasn't coming
back, ever, I'd stand and look down
at the baby. And I used to wonder if
Fate had traded me one kind of love
for another. Because when I looked
at that dear little face, so much like
Frank's dark one, I realized that there
are different kinds of love, each kind
different, each one as great as another.
Sometimes, when I looked at the baby,
I was conscious only of the tragedy in
my life, the terrible responsibility of
playing the parts of both a father and
a mother to a child. But, most of the
time, there was a catch in my voice
when I sang, "Rockabye, Baby," and
then I was feeling no pity for myself,
but compassion for my child, who
would never know the father whose
blood ran in his veins.
That is the reason I concentrated so
completely on the baby after Frank
was gone. Uncle Roy and Aunt Beth
and Petie had gone south again but I
stayed on in Cedar City. I rented a
can't bear joy.

I caught him to me.
crying at once, ivhen I heard a sound.

his fat little

think I was laughing and

the joy I knew at carrying his child
was too great not to share it with him.

fists,

and

apartment and lived

in it alone
baby. Never was there a baby
so clean, or so well fed, and so cared
for, I told myself. It was as if I were
doing something for Frank, too. And,
sometimes, I even thought of the baby
as Frank, when he was a child. And
then I was glad for the baby, because
•I felt that I was going to relive my
husband's childhood in his own child.
It wasn't a natural life that I lived.
In my grief for my dark, exciting
husband, and in my concentration on
the child, I often was serious and moody
and almost morbid. It worried Margie
Parks, who was the only friend I had
in Cedar City, and who lived in the
apartment across the hall from mine.
"You're
only
Francie,"
she
21,
reminded me one night when she
stopped in on her way home from
work. "That's young."
"It is if you're in college or working," I told her. "Not if you're a widow
and a mother."
little

with

my

"But you can't just sit around and
feel sorry for yourself," she went on.
"I suppose you wouldn't feel cheated
if your husband
if
someone like

—

—

Frank were taken away from you,"
told

her,

letting

bitterness

edge

I

my

words.
"I know," she said. "I know, Francie.
But you owe it to your son to go on
living. He doesn't, want a mother who

died

when he was

born."

good care of little Frankie,"
I flung .out, angry and defensive.
"Yes
but
" And, then, Margie
stopped, because she could see that
there was no point in talking to me.
She used to urge me to go to dinner
with the out-of-town salesmen who
called on the office where she worked,
but I never accepted her invitations.
I knew that I had had what I had
waited for and that now that it was
"I take

—

—

gone, nothing could take its place. And
suppose I did not want to exert
myself to be pleasant. Although I
didn't realize it, I was getting some
satisfaction out of grieving as wildly
as I loved out of my feeling of
I

—

martyrdom.

(Continued on page 68)
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before
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I
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Our love was

—

could break
I

my

—

never

I'd better
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let
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better
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•"
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something
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then I was feeling no pity for myself,
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blood ran in his veins.
That is the reason I concentrated so
completely on the baby after Frank
was gone. Uncle Roy and Aunt Beth
and Petie had gone south again but I
stayed on in Cedar City. I rented a

He had been so afraid of giving
much responsibility. But then
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for
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Uncle Roy's southern contract was
finished, and he was going north again
to a city in the same state with Cartersville, and I wrote to Frank, begging
him to let me go to him. But he said
no in every letter and I thought that

he would leave America without marrying me, until one night when he
called me from San Diego.
"Darling," he said over the telephone, "I have a 15-day embarkation
leave coming up in about three days.
And I know now that you're in my

"Yes, darling—yes,"

to
I

cried.

day, Uncle Roy, Aunt Beth
I started to our new
home in the north, and Frank met us
there three days later.
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—

ried about for a long, long time. Let
me get used to the idea— let me be sure
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outside chance of breaking your heart."
And, so he went away, and we had
nothing during the weeks that followed
but letters—letters as filled with desire as our kisses had been.
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PRESENTING IN LIVING PORTRAITS

The story of a young love and

its

search for stability in today's exciting world

DR. TRUMAN SCOTT, fondly nicknamed
"Tubby" by his adoring wife, holds an impor-

JOAN SCOTT,

truly a "valiant lady," combines
charm and loveliness of youth with the
wisdom and generosity of maturity. Her gay
blue eyes and her appealing, childlike smile
are a constant source of amazement to people

the

tant position as head of the plastic surgery staff
at the Institute for Medical Research. He has

made, partly through Joan's loving effort, a
successful adjustment following his return
from the war, and he is anxious now to help
other veterans to

make

that

who know

same adjustment.

to

(Played by Martin Blaine)
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Listen to Valiant

Lady on your

local

Columbia

her as a successful hat designer or

—

modern young wife a pillar of strength
her many friends and her devoted husband.
(Played by Joan Banks)

as a

station

every morning at 10:00

EWT.

•

«?,
''

ir-

AMY BINGHAM,

whose hus-

MRS. SCOTT, Truman's mother,

at Pearl
Harbor, has not yet fully adjusted to her loss. She has been
working as Colin Kirby's secretary, a position which she
obtained largely through the
efforts of Joan Scott, and al-

would have been chosen by
Joan as a friend even if she had
not been Truman's mother, be-

band

was

killed

cause she combines a profound
the quiet
maturity of experience combines also the even-tempered
strength and intelligence that
have helped to build Truman's
personality with an unostentatious stoicism that would
enable her to make any sacriher children's good.
fice for
(Played by Charlotte Garrity)

womanly wisdom with

though both she and Colin are
well satisfied with their association,

the

situation

may

produce a very difficult and
dangerous complication as far
as young Monica is concerned.
(Played by Elaine Kent)

MONICA BREWSTER,
spoiled,

beautiful,
secret,

knows Colin Kirby's

but is undiscouraged in her determination to turn' his love to herself.
(Played by Cathleen Cordell)
34
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COLIN KIRBY finds

little pleasure
these days in his busy life as a
lawyer, sportsman, and wealthy,
attractive young bachelor, but he
is proving beyond all doubt that
he is a good friend to both Joan
and Truman he refuses to admit,
even to himself, that it is not
friendship he feels for Joan, but

—

love. Knowing how complete and
happy her life with her husband
is, and how devoted they are to

one another, Colin

is

determined

that nobody shall ever guess the
depth of his feeling for Joan; he
is carefully guarding his secret.

(Played by Ned Wever)

7
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>

x
T. R. CLARKE, sharp-witted
publisher, spends
his
time
blustering and grumbling if
there is anyone around who
will hear him
but Joan, who
has worked as his secretary,
knows that underneath he is
one of the gentlest, kindest,

—

most generous of men. Even
though they *no longer work
together,
Clarke and Joan
have maintained their very
affectionate friendship and
close mutual understanding.
(Played by Charles Webster)
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PRETTY LITTLE PATRICIA RYAN

is a veteran of fourteen years' standing in radio, although she's now
only twenty-one years oldi Pat still plays her original pari on the CBS children's fantasy, Let's Pretend, as
well as the role of Geraldine Love, one of Henry's multitude of girl friends, on The Aldrich Family, and regular
ingenue parts on The Adventures of The Thin Man and We the People. Although it's safe to call Pat a glamour
girl, she has a serious side as well
a side expressed in her two years of steady service as a Nurse's Aide, and her
work as a hostess in a number of canteens. She goes most often to the Thistle Club, canteen for British servicemen, because although Pat has spent most of her life in this country, she and her family came from England.

—
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LL IEVE1 CITE ENOUfiH
Open your heart

to the plea

your boy wherever he may

Pat makes in the name of her boy

be.

HAVE

been asked to write this.
People know I've been a Nurse's
Aide for a long time and that I do
as much work as I can in several Canteens and, because of that, I was asked
That's not why I'm
to write this.
writing it, though.
There is a reason a good one. He's
young and he's good-looking at least,
I think he is.
I like him very much
because he laughs a lot and can make
me laugh and, sometimes, make me
cry a little, and because he's" got a
zing to him and loves crazy arguments
and can get solemn over silly things.
He's in the Air Corps and, right now,

By PAT

I

—

he's

somewhere

the reason for

is

some way you,

RYAN

But the Red Cross does more
than that. It tries to bring them some
feeling of the closeness of home, wherever they are. In every combat and
gifts.

—

in China.

He's really
writing this.
has anyone at all in

training area overseas, the Red Cross
has set up hundreds of large and small
clubs.
American girls, the kind the
boys remember from back home, keep
these clubs going and do some of the
little, helpful things you'd like to be
able to do for your men.
There are the Off -Post Clubs, which
are located in leave areas. Some of
these are like big hotels, where your
men can have baths and real beds with
clean sheets and eat American cooking
and even read some of their hometown
newspapers. The recreation workers
liven things up with games and dances,
.

Armed

Forces will understand how
I feel.
I want to do something. When
someone you're very fond of is so far
away and in the war, you think of all
sorts of things.
You think he may
be wounded.
You think he may be
lonely.
You think of his needing
money. You think of his needing little
things,
maybe cigarettes, or razor
blades, or just a friendly smile. You
think of his being taken prisoner and
isolated from the world until the end
of the war.
You think of his being
crippled, perhaps, and unhappy and
miserable about what he will do with
his future. You think of the things he
sees and does while he's at war, and.
wonder what all that will do to him,
to the way he is and laughs and thinks.
No matter what you think about,
when you're letting your mind leap
over wide oceans and war-torn countries to the side of the one you love,
you'll find that there's an organization

which every one of your worries,
and hopes has already occurred. Better than that. The American Red Cross has done more than

picnics

and sight-seeing

tours.

In all

—

bigness of

to say simply that there
solitary spot on the
known globe to which the Red Cross
and its work doesn't penetrate, or will
not reach when it is necessary. Wherever our men go, the Red Cross goes
with them and after them.
isn't

a

always an American
over dull and lonely
hours with a little understanding and
friendliness.
Navy men have their

and where

it is

Most of the men long for home more
than anything else. They can't come
home, not until the job is finished, of

homes
.

and

cigarettes,

new

—

deal with these special problems.
of them even go on hospital ships,
so they can begin the work of comforting and reassuring the wounded on
their way home. These case workers
do all sorts of helpful things, from the
simple job of writing letters for disabled men, to discussing in confidence
the problems and fears of the men and
helping them overcome their worst
worries. There are recreation workers
attached to hospitals, too, who arrange
for recreation for men in the wards and

Some

there's

girl to help tide

single,

magazines

records and books. Sometimes the going gets rough for the big trucks, but
that doesn't stop the Red Cross girls.
They load supplies on jeeps and train
cabooses and cub planes, even on carts,
and go right ahead. Then there are
Rest Homes, big, quiet buildings located
way off in the country, far away from
any touch of battle, where men who've
had their nerves knocked to pieces by
their combat experiences can have the
rest they need and deserve.
These
homes are operated by the military
forces, but staffed by the Red Cross.
And what about the men who are in
need of more than rest the ones who
are sick, who have been wounded?
The Army and Navy have made sure
that our wounded get the best care
possible. We don't have to worry about
that. But, when a man's been hurt, the
hurt goes deeper than just a physical
wound. His heart and his mind have
to be healed, too. He needs sympathy
and understanding. He needs to be
helped over the first big step in getting
used to the idea of changing all his
plans for the future, if he's been dis-

to

the camps overseas, there are On-Post
Clubs, where the men can get a snack,
or play games, read, or write letters,

work on every one of them.
Do you know what the "Red Cross
does in peace and war? Maybe the
best way to make you understand the
ually at

their

traveling to them,
hot doughnuts and cof-

The Red Cross, by agreement
Army and Navy, sends trained
women to hospitals here and overseas

-

contin-

They have

either.

On Wheels

abled.

fears, ideas

It is

can help!

bringing them
fee,

China,

with the

to

think of all these things.

too,

neglected,

Clubs

course. And we do all we possibly can
for them with letters and pictures and

my

Everyone who
the

Surely there

in*

in port, too, in the Fleet Clubs.

Some of these were among the first
things set up as soon as landing beaches
had been taken. For men who are
miles from the nearest village, the Red
Cross has established Aero Clubs on
air strips and at the distant bases.
Men in small, isolated units aren't

in hospitals

—girls

who know when

to

be gay and when to be quiet and just
listen because a man needs to talk to
someone.
Then, think of this. Think of the

man you

love disappearing.

Think of

hearing that he's "Missing in Action."
Think how it would be if you could
never find out until after the war was
over; perhaps months, years after,

whether he was alive or not. But it
happen that way, because there
This is where the
is a Red Cross.
International (Continued on page 95)
doesn't
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THE STORY:

I

THE
the

I'D loved Philip James ever since I
could remember. We'd grown up
together in the little town of Tilbury.
Phil and Henry McCarthy and I had
been friends since we were children
Henry was the son of my "courtesy
aunt" Connie McCarthy, who lived
next door. With the coming of the
war, life in Tilbury changed completely. Philip and H«nry were called
into service. A small factory blossomed
into a big arms plant, and people who
came to work at the plant, finding no
place in town to live, started Trailertown on the outskirts of the village.
"Foreigners," Aunt Connie called them,
"upsetting our way of life here!" And
I was inclined to agree with her, especially in regard to one of the Trailertown girls, Stephanie Vosper, who
seemed to me to be a little common
in her too-made-up beauty, her too-

lingering, far-away whistle of
train drifted back to me in
jeering farewell. I couldn't move;
the echo of Philip's words still in
ears
"Look ajter Stephanie jor me!"

my

.

.

.

.

—

obvious, and that interest deepened
as the week went on. I knew he was
seeing a great deal of her and he
didn't ask me to marry him. Then,

—

one afternoon I overheard what I
thought was a conversation concernand
ing marriage between Henry
Stephanie only to learn a moment
later that the man talking to Stephanie

—

I

didn't

see

him

again until the evening before he was

—

back to camp when he suddenly
appeared and asked me to marry him!
I felt that he had had a quarrel with
Stephanie, but I loved him enough to
want him at any cost. We were marto go

ried,

him

and, just as the train carrying
camp pulled out, Phil said

off to

was something he wanted me to
do for him take care of Stephanie
while he was gone!
there

—

Philip was deeply, lastingly mine

—/

knew

that;

then

how could

the strange, disturbing magic of

a girl
the
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like

Stephanie so shadow

tenderness

of our

Around me were only the ghostly
little pool of light from

the unshaded bulb over the baggage
room, the hard, unfriendly benches,
and from somewhere inside the insistent tapping of a telegraph key, all
the sounds and shadows that make up
a small-town railroad station at night.
And, slowly, the hatred ebbed out of
me, leaving only despair.
Why had Philip married me? Why?
To hurt her ? Because she didn't want
him and his bruised male ego had
needed the consolation that I could
give? That didn't sound like the Philip

After they had been gone some
months, Philip and Henry came home
on leave. I was sure Phil would ask
me to marry him, but on his first night
home we went out with Henry and his
blind date Stephanie Vosper! Philip's
immediate interest in Stephanie was

himself.

.

shadows, the

tightly fitting, flamboyant clothes.

was Phil

.

loving?

—

—

—

I

knew

.-

.

.

wasn't sure,
really

know

decent and kind.

But

any longer, that

I

I

did

Philip.

With a desperate gesture

I rubbed
forehead with the back of my hand.
A gleam of light caught my eye
looked down at my wedding ring. How
well it fitted my finger!
Hope, like a wraith, stirred in me.
It fitted my finger!
Philip had bought
it for me.
Perhaps underneath the
turmoil she had created in him he had
always wanted our love. The safe, the

my

—

—

—

sure love. What had he said: "... to
have someone to come back to who is
."?
a link with old dreams
Had he
turned back from pursuing adventure
and come back to me, wanting the
peace we had always known together?
Could I begrudge him that last wist.

^P

.

"

ful consideration for her?

didn't

"I

had what I wanted. I had Philip.
We were married and our future lay
before us, just as we had planned. The
girl, Stephanie, had been an incident,
unpleasant and disturbing, but done
with. Those last words of his had been
wrung from him by a sense of duty.
Strange that I "was so little comPerhaps not so strange—with
forted!
the insistent, mocking whisper in my
heart that, though Philip had asked me
to marry him he had never once said
he loved me!
A hand had
I jumped, startled.
I

—

touched my arm.
"Mary, girl, you can't stand there
forever.
We'd better be hiking along
home." Dad had come silently from
the swiftly deepening shadows.

know you were

waiting,

"You should be home
warm. Your one night off

Dad," shakily.

where
a

—

it's

week

"Well, it's not every night my
daughter gets married," he chuckled.

"And

don't feel it's safe any more
to be coming home alone at
this time of night."
arm linked
in his, we walked slowly along the
quiet streets.
"It's a terrible thing, Mary, for you,
for

I

you

My

having your husband leave you like
this.
But you can take it. Remember
your great-grandmother Mary?
She
followed Ezra Brockman out here by
covered wagon and married him. He
thought he'd left her safe and sound
back East, but she came right along
after him in the next wagon train.

4*

And an hour

after the wedding they
fighting Indians." That Mary
Brockman had become both a pride
and a scandal to later generations of

were both

stay-at-home Brockmans. I knew
her story by heart, but tonight it was
sweet to hear it again. It made me
feel one with the other women of my
family who had lived and won through
staid,

trouble.

Dad shook his head and chuckled.
"Women! We men like to think we're
but sometimes I think
our stumps if it weren't
for you women prodding us. Take your
mother. Every morning a new adventure.
Every day a promise. She had
such spirit and imagination that work
was just a game to her. The only regrets I've had since she died were that
the

pioneers,

we'd never

stir

'

The

children were of every

race

and creed

—

all

adorable

V
VjJJ?

<r

it

m

/'
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,

whistle of
lingering, far-away
to me in
the train drifted back
t move;
jeering farewell. I couldn
stul in
the echo of Philip's words
"Look after Stephame forme!
ears

THE

THE STORY:
ever since I

I'D loved Philip James
could remember. We'd grown up
together in the little town of Tilbury.

Phil and Henry McCarthy and I had
been friends since we were childrenHenry was the son of my "courtesy

aunt" Connie McCarthy, who lived
next door. With the coming of the
war, life in Tilbury changed completely. Philip and H«nry were called
small factory blossomed
into service.
into a big arms plant, and people who
came to work at the plant, finding no
place in town to live, started Trailertown on the outskirts of the village.

A

"Foreigners," Aunt Connie called them,
"upsetting our way of life here!" And
I was inclined to agree with her, especially in regard to one of the Trailertown girls, Stephanie Vosper, who
seemed to me to be a little common
in her too-made-up beauty, her too-

my

.

the baggage
the unshaded bulb over
benches,
room, the hard, unfriendly
the inand—from somewhere inside—key,
all
telegraph
sistent tapping of a
that make up
the sounds and shadows
station at night
a small-town railroad
out of
And, slowly, the hatred ebbed
me, leaving only despair.
Why had Philip married me? Why.'
want
hurt her—? Because she didn't

To
him and

ego had
could
needed the consolation that I
Philip
give' That didn't sound like the

After they had been gone some
months, Philip and Henry came home
on leave. I was sure Phil would ask
me to marry him, but on his first night
home we went out with Henry and his
blind date Stephanie Vosper! Philip's
immediate interest in Stephanie was

—

obvious, and that interest deepened
as the week went on. I knew he was
seeing a great deal of her and he
didn't ask me to marry him. Then,

—

one afternoon I overheard what I
thought was a conversation concernbetween Henry and
ing marriage
Stephanie only to learn a moment
later that the man talking to Stephanie

—

was Phil himself. I didn't see him
again until the evening before he was
to go back to camp when he suddenly
appeared and asked me to marry him!
I felt that he had had a quarrel with
Stephanie, but I loved him enough to

—

want him

at

any

cost.

We

were mar-

and, just as the train carrying
him off to camp pulled out, Phil said
there was something he wanted me to
do for him take care of Stephanie
while he was gone!
ried,

—

Philip was deeply, lastingly mine

—

/

knew

that;

then

how could

the strange, disturbing magic of

a

girl like Stephanie so

the
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tenderness

of our

.

shadows,

tightly fitting, flamboyant clothes.

'

.

Around me were only the ghostly
from
the little pool of light

shadow
loving?

his

bruised male

I

knew

wasn't
really

.-

.

.

sure,

know

decent and kind

any

longer,
Philip.

A

Ii

that

With a desperate gesture

my forehead with

n

the back of

1
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gleam of light caught my
looked down at my wedding rine u
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well it fitted my finger!
Hope, like a wraith, stirred in „
Philip had
It fitted my finger!
boi
'

Perhaps—underneath
turmoil she had created in him—he
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wanted
our love. The safe
always
it

for

me.
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sure love.

What had he

ft

said: "

'

j*

have someone to come back to who!
a link with old dreams
."?
n atj
turned back from pursuing adventim
and come back to me, wanting n,.
peace we had always known together)
Could I begrudge him that last wist

^

.

.

ful

consideration for her?

had what I wanted. I had Philip
We were married and our future lay
before us, just as we had planned. The
girl, Stephanie, had been an incident,
I

and disturbing, but done'
with. Those last words of his had been
wrung from him by a sense of duty
Strange that I was so little comPerhaps not so strange— with
forted!
the insistent, mocking whisper in my
heart that, though Philip had asked me
he had never once said
to marry him
he loved me!
jumped,
startled.
I
A hand had

Dad-^i!-,

1

"10 * you wer *

waiting,

—

touched

my

arm.

girl, you can't stand
there
We'd better be hiking along
home." Dad had come silently from

"Mary,

forever.

the swiftly

deepening shadows.

after the wedding they
were both fighting Indians." That Mary

Brockman had become both

unpleasant

"

And an hour

a

pride

and a scandal to later generations
of
stay-at-home Brockmans. I knew
her story by heart, but tonight
it was
sweet to hear it again. It
made me
feel one with the other
women of my
family who had lived and won
through
staid,
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Dad shook his head and chuckled
Women! We men like to think we're

the

pioneers,

we'd never

stir

but sometimes I think
our stumps if it weren't

you women prodding us. Take your
Every morning a new advenEvery day a promise. She had
such spirit and imagination
that work
was just a game to her. The only
regrets I've had since she died
were that
for

mother.

ture.

—

—

I'd said "No" to her sometimes when
she'd wanted us to have a holiday or
when she mixed people _ up too much.
Never had any sense about making the
proper friends. I'd get real annoyed
once in a while but the house has
seemed quiet, awful quiet, since she's
been gone."
He was talking to ease me over these
bad moments of Philip's leaving. But
he had seldom spoken of Mother before

before I even got out of bed. The
happy, teasing congratulations of my
friends stamped my marriage as real.
I took time after breakfast to slip
over and tell Aunt Connie the news.
"Well, it's about time!" Color came
back to her face that was haggard with
"I'm sorry it wasn't Henry, but
grief.
I was reconciled to that a long time ago.
I never thought you'd be getting married without me there to manage

—

—

was

it

as

if

my

marriage had un-

locked memories for him.

"Am I like Mother at all, Dad?"
How wonderful it would be if Philip
were to think of me with the same
longing I'd just heard in Dad's voice
for Mother.
"I don't know. I think so, underBut mostly you're like me.
neath.

—

we
We're undemonstrative people
Brockmans. We feel things but we've
got

them

so bottled

up inside us that

sometimes they just wither and die
Pretty grim and stiff, some of
there.
our family are. Ashamed to admit
'Salt of
they've got feelings at all.
the earth' your Aunt Connie would call

And maybe she's right, but your
Mother was all sweet and spice. Crying one minute, laughing the next, temher little body could
peramental
us.

—

hardly hold

all

the spirit she had."

WAS

surprised. Knowing Dad's nature I had always thought my mother
to be as quiet and unemotional as he.
I had tried to model myself after the
perfect housekeeper and the unobtru-

¥
*

companion I had imagined her.
But perhaps he had missed something something noisy and gay and
tempestuous that Mother had given
him. I felt bewildered and hurt. It
was too much. For the second time
tonight was I to be judged and found
wanting?
"Why do things have to change!" I
sive

—

—

burst out.

"Why

can't they stay the

same?"

He patted my hand. "Change is
growth, Mary. You can't go through
life backwards."
I thought about that when I was
finally alone in my room.
Dad was right. I must go forward.
There was no room in my life now for
regrets or for what might have been.
My husband was a soldier and facing
hardships I would never have to know.
The least I could do would be to take
the new name he had given me, the
trust and the faith, and build a marriage he could come safely home to.
shut my heart to doubts. This
other thing his infatuation for
Stephanie was a sickness I was sure
he would recover from. When he came
back it would be to me. If he saw her
on the street it would be with the eyes
of a married man, looking at a closed
chapter in his life. I would never have
to worry about Philip cheating.
Take care of Stephanie for me
I mustn't remember that! I must for-

And
this

—

—

—

get!

Somehow

I slept.

Morning brought with it peace. Almost I could feel a door of my mind
closing on the tortured broodings of
last night. The telephone was ringing
40

—

things.
You and Philip are certainly
right for each other, Mary. Sit down
and tell me your plans."
Her smug assurance that Philip and
I were "right for each other" bolstered
"Plans?" I echoed.
confidence.
"We didn't have time, Aunt Connie."
But just the thought of going window-

my

shopping and apartment-hunting gave
my marriage validity. It was something to do, something to write about
bridge any possible awkwardness
between us.
"Time was when a
She sighed.
young couple could start life together
with pretty things and a little place of
their own and settle down. But it will
be all the nicer for you for waiting.
It makes me feel terrible to think I
to

at the wedding—but
heard Henry was going overseas " her voice broke and the tears
coursed silently down her cheeks. "If
I could just see him married to some

wasn't

when

—

there

I

nice girl!"
I laughed. "Now, Aunt Connie! You
know you don't think any girl is good
enough for Henry!"
On my way! to the Day Nursery I

thought about her words. I was fond
of her, but just the same I was glad
she wasn't my mother-in-law. But the
plans she had mentioned all the fuss
and excitement that went with marriage in a small-town—had always
seemed to me a necessary part, almost

—

as much as the ceremony itself.
The
teas and kitchen showers, the hope
chest brimming over
with monogrammed linen to be admired, the little
jokes and well- wishes, the solemn pricing of dining-room sets, the ransacking of parental attics for old bits of
furniture even the hateful charivari
I had expected these for Philip and
myself. Our wedding seemed incomplete without them.

—

—

J stared, dazed

and unbelieving.

There was no mistaking the limp
form Philip carried in his arms.

Which was silly and trivial. Ours
was a war-time wedding. And, in my
heart, I knew I was consciously mourning these things to avoid thinking of
the deeper loss the lack of certainty
and faith in our marriage.
The children were already drinking

—

when I arrived.
"Well, Mary," Mrs. Lane's greeting

their orange- juice

was

"Connie McCarthy still in
bed? I hardly expected you here today. I should think a bride would be
home sobbing in her pillow with her
brisk.

new husband

off to

the wars."

And

Margie Lane had never been noted for
her tact.
I could have told her I had done all
my sobbing before my wedding. Now
I was glad Philip had left so suddenly
it would give us both time to get
back on our old footing.
All morning I worked and played
with the children. When it came time

—

for their nap I gathered them around
me at the piano. First a few songs;
then a story to put them in the quiet
mood for sleeping. I loved them all.
Their faces upturned were so clean and
smiling and alive and so American!
All races, all creeds, and all adorable.
heart contracted. Someday Philip
and I might have children of our own.
It was after the younger ones were
asleep that I came upon Susan Gamble
crying in the cloakroom.
"Susan, dear, tell me what it is! Are
you sick?" I asked. She was nine, one
of five older children who came at noon
for the hot lunch we served.
She flung herself upon me. "Oh,

—

My

•

Miss Brockman! We're going away
we're going back to New York!
Momma doesn't like it here and Daddy

—

—

any more, well I say, good riddance!"
"But it's so cruel, upsetting a child,

her words

—

off sharply
self at the stove.

uprooting her like that," I protested.
"Roots, indeed!" Aunt Connie sniffed,
sitting bolt upright in her old fourposter bed.
One hand smacked the
crocheted bedspread for emphasis.
"Gypsies, that's what they are! They
haven't any roots!"
I supposed, reluctantly, that she was

So Aunt Connie had not approved
of Mother!

right. But it was hard to reconcile my
yearning over Susan, my desire to see
her happy and safe and growing up in
this atmosphere where she thrived
and my wish to see the last of the
people from Trailertown.
But, if the factory were letting people go—might that not mean that
Stephanie could be next? You're right,
Aunt Connie, I told myself fiercely.
One less from Trailertown one less to
spread this germ of unrest and change
throughout Tilbury.
If
Stephanie
would only leave if only she might be
gone before Philip came back!
I had no intention of "looking after"
Stephanie.
I wouldn't have known
how to go about making friends with
her even if her very name hadn't
been torture to me. I knew she had
no family except a Marine Sergeant
brother; I knew she shared a trailer
with an elderly woman she called

nothing to do.
Alone, in the hushed and darkened
rooms, where the scent of flowers

hung sickeningly sweet, I had too much
time to think and brood. For that reason, the envelope that came by messenger, with Stephanie Vesper's name
in the corner, seemed to possess a
malevolent life of its own that seeped
through my fingers. I tore it open,
slowly.

—

I

"Dear Mary
calling you

hope you don't mind
even though we've
met only once), I wanted to write you
how sorry I was to hear about your
Dad. He must have been swell, from

—

my

that,

—

what " here a name was scratched out
and the word "everybody" scrawled

All this she had
night at the Old Mill.

I

relation to
volunteered that

above
wish

"everybody said about him.
had known him. My own Pa
was a drunken bum, but he had had
a hard life and he was good to me. I
felt terribly when he died. So 1 know
how you feel. If there's anything I can
do, just call on me. Stephanie Vosper.
Anger beat in me, suffocating me.
My own Pa! with a few words she
had managed to reduce our feelings to
a level that was horrible! I tore the

been taking care of herBUT she had
years and she would probself for

resent any overtures I might
make. The only sensible thing was to
let the matter drop.
But what if Philip asked about her,

ably

There was no time for a letter to
come from him before real tragedy

—

shattering my own
problems to nothingness. As
struck,

if

he had

life

pared

—

—

elusive

something

that

women

like

Mother and girls like Stephanie possessed and I did not?
"Were they happy, Aunt Connie?
Mother and Dad, I mean." It didn't
seem right to be asking, but I had to
know.
Her mouth tightened. "It depends
on what you mean by Tiappy.' Flibberty-gibberty, she was. But I won't
be speaking ill of the dead." She cut

—

for that.

I

opened

it

wearily,

—

Aunt Connie had made coffee for me
in the kitchen. Somehow she had managed to put aside her own troubles to
a good,
"It will make you feel better
You
strong cup of coffee, Mary.
mustn't take on so," she admonished.
But there was no frenzy in my grief.
The weak tears I could not check were
regret that I had not been closer to
Dad all these years. I knew, somehow, that he was glad to go to Mother.
For the first time I realized how empty
his life had been without her.
What had my Mother given my Dad
that had kept his heart yearning for
her all these years? What was that

—

me

expecting almost anything. And the
first words stole out from the coldness
of pen and ink like a benediction.
"My own dear wife " it began. My
own dear wife! Like shadows in the
night, fear melted before the sure reality of his words.
"I am writing this
on the train that is taking me farther
and farther away from you and I miss
you more with every turn of the wheels.
Keep a light burning for me, Mary, and

—

share mine.

I

note to shreds. I felt sick.
And then Philip's letter came, after
so long a wait. Philip was overseas,
but that was no shock he had pre-

personal

only long enough to see
me safely married, Dad died that
Thursday morning. It happened so
quickly by the time I had reached Dr.
Bassmer, Dad was already gone.*
clung to

it

—

in his letters?

—

(I

"Gramma" and who was no
her.

says the fact'ry won't need hjm much
longer. I don't want to go! I want
to stay! Who's going to look after my
Victory Garden if I go?"
Poor little Susan! who went into
raptures over every new little shoot
coming up in her garden. Who brought
me flowers as if they were miracles
she had discovered herself!
I soothed the child as best I could.
But that night I told Aunt Connie
about her, unable to get her distress
out of my mind.
"She loves growing things so. It
seems a shame to have her go back to
an apartment where she can't see grass
without a "Keep Off sign on it."
"I know. But it's one less Trailertown family, Mary. And as long as
Mr. Gamble isn't needed at the plant

Vaguely, the picture Dad

had drawn of her was replacing the
one I had always carried in my mind
And, strangely, I wanted to defend her;
to take her part against Aunt Connie.
I was confused.
Had I inherited any
of the challenge and the. temperament
of this new picture of Mother?
I
shrank from the idea. I wanted to be
just Mary Brockman, the child, the girl
I had been; the woman I was now.
The funeral arrangements were in
Aunt Connie's capable hands. I had

—

'

and busied her-

my way back

to you and somehave that home you want and
law school at night and hang

Til find
day we'll
111 finish
•

out my shingle over the Tilbury First
National Bank, and we'll be a settled,
honest-to-goodness
married
couple.
You mean home to me, darling. You're
what I want to come back to. Right
now Henry is playing his mouth organ,
sitting

But
doing.

on

his cot—"
didn't care

I
I

went back

what Henry was
to the first and

read it over. And read it again. My
heart grew lighter and happier with
each reading, until I felt it would burst.
My own dear wife! I was Philip's
wife.
The boy in the torn corduroy
pants with the unruly cowlick, the
sunny smile and the girl in the satin
hair-ribbon had known from child-

—
—

41

—

—
I'd

"No"

said

her sometimes when

to

she'd wanted us to have a holiday or
when she mixed people, up too much.
Never had any sense about making the
proper friends. I'd get real annoyed
once in a while but the house has
seemed quiet, awful quiet, since she's
been gone."
He was talking to ease me over these
bad moments of Philip's leaving. But
he had seldom spoken of Mother before
it was as if my marriage had unlocked memories for him.

—

—

and

longing I'd just heard in Dad's voice
for Mother.
"I don't know. I think so, underneath.
But mostly you're like me.
we
We're undemonstrative people
Brockmans. We feel things but we've
got them so bottled up inside us that
sometimes they just wither and die
Pretty grim and stiff, some of
there.
our family are. Ashamed to admit
'Salt of
they've got feelings at all.
the earth' your Aunt Connie would call
us. And maybe she's right, but your

my

Mother was all sweet and spice. Crying one minute, laughing the next, temher little body could
peramental

—

hardly hold

T

WAS

all

the spirit she had."

surprised.

Knowing Dad's na-

ture I had always thought my mother
to be as quiet and unemotional as he.
I had tried to model myself after the
perfect housekeeper -and the unobtru-

companion I had imagined her.
But perhaps he had missed something something noisy and gay and
tempestuous that Mother had given
him. I felt bewildered and hurt. It
was too much. For the second time
tonight was I to be judged and found
sive

—

—

wanting?

"Why do
burst out.

things have to change!" I
"Why can't they stay the

"We
But

husband was a soldier and facing
I would never have to know.
The least I could do would be to take
the new name he had given me, the
trust and the faith, and build a marhardships

safely home to.
And shut my heart to doubts. This—
this other thing
his infatuation for
Stephanie was a sickness I was sure
riage he could

—

come

—

he would recover from. When he came
back it would be to me. If he saw her
on the street it would be with the eyes
of a married man, looking at a closed
chapter in his life. I would never have
to worry about Philip cheating.
Take core of Stephanie for me
I mustn't remember that!
I must for-

Somehow

at

the

I slept.

Morning brought with it peace. Almost I could feel a door of my mind
closing on the tortured broodings of
last night. The telephone was ringing

sitting bolt

Sniffed

J
old

Poster
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"Gypsies, that's^hat
haven't any roots*"

u ^«y.
"'"""ntly.
K'ri

of^Lfv.'"r!!

'

On my

if ^l

Gramma" and who was no

and she would probresent any overtures I might
make. The only sensible thing was to
let

in his letters?

There was no time for a letter to
come from him before real tragedy

—

shattering my own personal
problems to nothingness. As if he had
clung to life only long enough to see
me safely married, Dad died that
Thursday morning. It happened so
quickly by the time I had reached Dr.
*
Bassmer, Dad was already gone.
struck,

mono-

—

/ stared, dazed

and

Aunt Connie had made coffee for me
in the kitchen. Somehow she had managed to put aside her own troubles to

unbelieving-

There was no mistaking the Ump
form Philip carried in his arms.

share mine.
"It will

Which was silly and trivial. Ours
was a war-time wedding. And, in my
heart, I knew I was consciously
mourn-

nap I gathered them around
the piano. First a few son£,
then a story to put them in the qfim
a"
mood for sleeping. I loved them an
Their faces upturned were so clean «
smiling and alive and— so Attfia
adoraDKAll races, all creeds, and all
My heart contracted. Someday rTuw

T

*Z£*f*? i won>t
want

for their

me

at

ow
and I might have children of our
ones w
It was after the younger
uam
asleep that I came upon Susan
crying in the cloakroom.
Are
is"Susan, dear, tell me what it
you sick?" I asked. She was nUie „
at
of five older children who came

on our old footing.
All morning I worked
and played
with the
children.

When

it

came lime

'

for the hot lunch

we

served.

„

ob

She flung herself upon me.
aw«
Miss Brockman! We're going
k
we're going back to New
^
here ana »
,

Momma

doesn't like

it

s

VictoX'

much

t0 go! x want
to look after

my

if

me flow
h^j

she
I

But

went

into

m her garden. Who brought
M ** they were miracles
?scovered

p

herself!
s£»,^1
-* 6 chUd a* best
ihT*meht

about

I could.
told Au "t Connie
""able to get her distress
*

h»

^o Z
my mind.

out of
f

,

could have told her I had
done all
sobbing before my wedding.
Now
I was glad Ph.lip
had left so suddenly
-it would give us both time
to get
back

m

need *«

ww*gom8
n?
harden
I go?"
P™,
Susan! —who
WDW.
«»£yi

•

.

I

the matter drop.
if Philip asked about her,

But what

—

tact.

self for years

ably

she wasn't my mother-in-law. But the
plans she had mentioned all the fuss
and excitement that went with marriage in a small-town—had always
seemed to me a necessary part, almost
as much as the ceremony itself.
The
teas and kitchen showers, the hope

Margie Lane had never been
noted for

called
relation to

DUT she had been taking care of her-

Day Nursery I
thought about her words. I was fond
of her, but just the same I was glad

ing these things to avoid thinking
of
the deeper loss—the lack of certainty
and faith in our marriage.
The children were already drinking
their orange-juice when I arrived.
"Well, Mary," Mrs. Lane's
greeting
was brisk. "Connie McCarthy stUl
in
bed? I hardly expected you here
today. I should think a bride
would be
home sobbing in her pillow with
new husband off to the wars" her
And

she

All this she had volunteered
that
night at the Old Mill.

waj* to the

with

'

her

**

VeS eTowin
e things so. It
"ems'a l°h
e to have her go back to
»" acart^
.
Where she can>t see &***
*ithom T

£

'1
,

knot

•own

*•

l?
utf

faJTi'i

SF"
lts

on

si «"

one

less Trailer-

y Mar
GZw
amble *n't y- *"<*
needed
'-

""

^e

as
as
at the plant

make you

feel better

—a good,

You
strong cup of coffee, Mary.
mustn't take on so," she admonished.
my
grief.
frenzy
in
But there was no
The weak tears I could not check were
regret that I had not been closer to
Dad all these years. I knew, somehow, that he was glad to go—to Mother.
For the first time I realized how empty
his life had been without her.
What had my Mother given my Dad
that had kept his heart yearning for
her all these years? What was that
elusive

something

that

women

like

Mother and girls like Stephanie possessed and I did not?
"Were they happy, Aunt Connie?
Mother and Dad, I mean." It didn't
seem right to be asking, but I had to
know.
....
j
j
Her mouth tightened. "It depends
Flib"happy.
by
mean
on what you

—

won t
berty-gibberty, she was. But I
She cut
ill of the dead.

be speaking

Alone, in the hushed and
darkened
rooms, where the
scent of flowers
hung sickeningly sweet, I
had too much
tune to think and brood.
For that reason, the envelope
that came by mes-

myself fiercely

her very name hadn't
kff-^fn
been torture to me. I knew
she had
no family except a Marine
Sergeant
brother; I knew she shared
a trailer
with an elderly woman

"Now, Aunt Connie! You
any girl is good

over

told

if

Henry!"

linen to be admired, the little
jokes and well-wishes, the solemn pricing of dining-room sets, the ransacking of parental attics for old bits of
furniture—even the hateful charivari
—I had expected these for Philip and
myself. Our wedding seemed incomplete without them.

I

Kf""'

don't think

brimming

I

Aunt Conn"'
inherited any

of

~

"s^n?

nice girl!"

for

Had

to defend her-

the challenge and the
temperamem
this new picture
of Mother'
shrank from the idea.
I wanted to be
ry Brockm an, the child,
the girl
1 had been; the woman
I was now
Uneral arrangements
Aunt Connie's capable hands. were in
I had
nothing to do.

my

would only leavHT only'
gone Before Philip came shemTghfol
back?
ad "° in t en tion of "looking
after"
<5tIJl
WOuldn t have known
I
how to go about
making friends with

I

laughed.

W

was confused.

I

s^read^T ^^own-one ta? to
Kghoii
s*r*

—"

enough

the Dic

A,mtV

Aunt Connie,

-

nnie had not approved

a UeIy

to take her part
against

—

seas

know you

,?

'

10 S
see
her hap Py
1"
this atmnsnhor. _u7I s™ wm g
"us
atrnosprTe-re^whrrefhrihfiv^
"""vea
and mv wi«h „
.
..

heard Henry was going overher voice broke and the tears
coursed silently down her cheeks. "If
I could just see him married to some

when

C

l£T

was

and^an^grtw

Ltarplyandbu3iedher

ture Dad
had S »t
Y £
,°' hCr WaS placing the
one
WayS Carried m
«"ind.
And, strangely,
And
^r» n „ , I wanted

*»**

that she

o

1

the

are!

"**

P

^:t°te

'

em ^^-

th

right
Jhr BnTT;

wedding—but

my

get!

"V
AW m
uprighfThher "?
*ombed
On? I ^
crocheteTbedtrear^ " ^
.

your plans."

there

wasn't

her

? riddance!"

ChUd
her
thaT*! protested
"Roots, indeed!"
rl

££

to bridge any possible awkwardness
between us.
"Time was when a
She sighed.
young couple could start life together
with pretty things and a little place of
their own and settle down. But it will
be all the nicer for you for waiting.
It makes me feel terrible to think I

grammed

My

80

"

"Plans?" I echoed.
confidence.
didn't have time, Aunt Connie."
just the thought of going window-

chest

backwards."
I thought about that when
I was
finally alone in my room.
Dad was right. I must go forward.
There was no room in my life now for
regrets or for what might have been.

i „..

U'sTcnle ^'n
uprooting

shopping and apartment-hunting gave
my marriage validity. It was something to do, something to write about

I

well

"But

Her smug assurance that Philip and
were "right for each other" bolstered

patted my hand.
"Change is
growth, Mary. You can't go through
life

40

I

me

tell

same?"

He

any more,

bed.
before I even got out of
of my
happy, teasing congratulations
as real.
friends stamped my marriage
breakfast to slip
I took time after
news.
over and tell Aunt Connie the
came
"Well, it's about time!" Color
with
back to her face that was haggard
"I'm sorry it wasn't Henry, but
grief
long time ago.
I was reconciled to that a
getting marI never thought you'd be
manage
ried without me there to
You and Philip are certainly
things.
down
right for each other, Mary. Sit

"Am I like Mother at all. Dad?"
How wonderful it would be if Philip
were to think of me with the same

—

—

The

senger, with Stephanie
Vosper's name
in the corner,
seemed to possess a

malevolent

life

though my

of

own thatseeped

its

fingers.

I

Uary

U

here a

name was

tore

it

„£„,

hope V°U do »'t rnind
m,','™?,'
my
calling you that>
th
h
met only once), 1 wanted
to
how sorry I was to hear write you
about „our
mu3t ^ve b *<™ we", from
wh„t
tcnat—1i

^^

scratched

out
and the word "everybody"
scrawled
above it-"everybody said
about him.
l wish 1 had
known him. My own Pa
was a drunken bum, but he
had had
and he was Bood to me. I
1 i. .
ll

tembly tohen he died. So I know
how you feel. If there's anything I
can

felt

do, just call

on me. Stephanie Vosper.
Anger beat in me, suffocating
My own Pa!—with a few words me
she
had managed to reduce our feelings
to
a level that was horrible!
I tore the
note to shreds.

I

felt sick.

And then Philip's letter came, after
so long a wait.
Philip was overseas,
but that was no shock— he had prepared me for that. I opened it wearily
expecting almost anything.
And the
words stole out from the coldness

first

of

pen and ink

like a benediction.

"My own dear wife—" it began. My
own dear wife! Like shadows in the
night, fear

melted before the sure realwords. "I am writing this
on the train that is taking me farther
and farther away from you and I miss
you more with every turn of the wheels.
Keep a light burning for me, Mary, and
ity of his

I'll

find

day
I'll

my way

we'll
finish

back to you and somehave that home you want and
law school at night and hang

out my shingle over the Tilbury First
National Bank, and we'll be a settled,
honest-to-goodness
married
couple.'

You mean home to me, darling. You're
what I want to come back to. Right
is playing his mouth organ,
sitting on his cot
But I didn't care what Henry was
doing.
I went back to the first and

now Henry

—

read it over. And read it again. My
heart grew lighter and happier with
each reading, until I felt it would burst.

My own

wife.

dear wife!

I

was

Philip's

The boy

in the torn corduroy
with the unruly cowlick, the
sunny smile and the girl in the satin
hair-ribbon had known from child-

pants

—
—

"

hood that they belonged to each other.
The grown-up Philip and Mary had
lost that assurance for a while, but we
had found it again. And when I saw
that his letter was signed with his love,
the bubble of fear broke inside me and
I felt cleansed and whole again.
The next day I went back to the
children's nursery. It was good to be
working again. And in the evenings
there were letters to write and Philip's
to read and re-read again.
I missed Dad, but I wasn't afraid to
stay alone. He had left the house to
me and I set about getting it ready for
Philip and me to live in. I spent long
hours poring over magazines for hints
on interior decorating. The house was
musty mid-Victorian and, while there
was much that I would keep out of
sentiment, a little paper and paint
would brighten it up.
I prowled
through Peter's Furniture Store and
felt very much a wife, consulting Mr.
Peters about re-upholstering Dad's old

Morris chair.

remember

selling your folks that
Mary. It was a good chair
but it gets worn, like all us old things.
I'm glad you're using chintz and not
throwing out good chairs for all these
chromium gadgets and modern stuff."
"I

same

chair,

T UNPACKED the trunks that Philip's
A cousins sent over. At first it seemed
strange to see those masculine clothes
hanging in my closet but soon they,
too, became familiar and comforting.
The too-feminine, girlish flounces in
our bedroom vanished.
Instead, I
sewed for hours over deep turquoise
box-pleats for the tailored bedspread.
Draperies to match with a fine tracing
of cherry-red leaves; ivory vanity and
highboy stenciled with the same
cherry-red design when I finished it
look as sophisticated as any I had seen
in the magazines. I would show Philip
I knew what was smart, even if I'd
never been out of Tilbury!
Aunt Connie visited at all hours. I
was glad to see her because she was
company for me. But, in my busy happiness, her constant grieving got on
my nerves, sometimes. I knew as well
as she that Philip and Henry were seeing action; that they were in danger.
But the only thing I could do was
what the other service wives all
over the world were doing work

—

—

—

—

—
and write

—

and wait for redidn't want to talk about
the Trailertown people.
It was too
sharp a reminder it had the power to
cut through the layers of confidence
letters

And

plies.

I

—

with which I was smothering the memory of Stephanie.
I resented Aunt
Connie's harping.

and Mary Ellen Jones is just
it, Mary.
Her Imogene is
sneaking out nights to meet one of
".

.

.

sick about

met

the Trailertown boys she

And now Imogene

in the

her
mother they are going to be married
and she's going to leave Tilbury with
him!" My aunt-by-adoption was even
more upset than usual.
But I wasn't interested in Imogene.
library.

tells

And

besides
they're really in love. Then
it's right for her to go where he does,"
I argued mildly.
"Love's one thing. Suitability's another.
Now, don't you go getting
ideas, Mary the 'world well lost for
love' and that sort of thing.
What
keeps people together is having the
same background." Her tone indicated
that that was her final word on the
subject, and then her voice changed
as she told me of Henry's last letter

"Maybe

—

"I'm worried about him, Mary.
hinting about a surprise but
he doesn't talk the same to me. I can't
put my finger on it, but he's different,
to her.

—

He keeps

somehow."
It would be surprising if being a soldier didn't make some difference in
Henry.

I

was about

to tell her that

—

and how Philip had altered, too but I
caught myself. It would only lead to
probing
answer.
If I

questions

didn't

I

want

to

had ever admitted the

of either of

them being

possibility
hurt, it would

have been reckless, unstable Henry I
would have picked but never Philip.
That's why the letter from the War
Department was such a shock. Philip
wounded! I couldn't believe it it must

—

—

be a mistake! Before my numbed mind
had more than just grasped the pitifully few facts, more detailed information

came by

letter

from

his nurse.

He was wounded yes—but, thank

—
dangerously

God, not
so. The doctors
had promised to save his leg. He might
limp a little and he would be "discharged from the Army but he was
all right. Already he had been shipped
back from overseas; he was in an

—

Army

hospital in this country, and
would soon be sent home. The relief
was so great I wanted to run and shout
I had to tell someone.
Dizzy and

—

shaking, I slipped into a coat, the first
one I could find, and hurried down the
street.

Never

had Tilbury looked more
To come so close to disaster
and then be snatched back from it to
know that Philip was safe, that he had
nothing worse to look forward to than
pleasant.

couple

—

of tedious, uncomfortable
in the hospital somehow, even
the birds seemed to have an extra fullness in their song and the flowers stood
up straighter and had more perfume
and every brick and stone in the pavement was warm to the touch. - Philip
was safe!
a

months

42

—

?

—

I bought a coke so I could tell Rose
O'Malley, behind the fountain, about it;
I stopped in at the bank where Philip

had worked summers to let Mr. Pease
know that Philip would be coming
back. I stopped people on the street
friends of ours who shared my joy because, of course, there were few people in Tilbury who hadn't heard he was

wounded. And everywhere I went I
found the same warm, heartfelt relief.
Mr. Pease offered Philip his old job
back, or a better one, if he could take

And everyone promised to write. I
had never been so proud of my town,
so fiercely glad that we were a part
of it. It was as though their warmth
and friendship were a tight circle
around Philip and me, shutting out the
it.

rest of the world.

The weeks that followed brought
soberness. There was pain for Philip
as they set and re-set his leg. There
was anguish for me in his sufferings.
I wrote, sometimes, twice a day.
I
gave him bits of gossip I heard, but
only the pleasant ones. I talked -to him
about the house and about his plans
for his law studies at night. It was
long, hard, anxious waiting.
And then, one day, he came home.
'

I

was

in the kitchen

when

I

heard

front door open and the steps
through the hall. Steps that limped
ever so slightly.
"Aunt Connie?" I called and then
stopped breathless. Through the kitchen
window I could see her hanging out

the

—

wash on our communal line. It wasn't
Aunt Connie but then who
"Philip!" and he caught me as I
swayed toward him, standing there,
framed by the half-open Dutch door.
There was a moment's awkward, laugh-

—

—

—

—

ing scramble as we both tried to open
the bottom half of the door our way
and then we were in each other's arms.
"But you didn't tell me!" I protested
through my joyful tears, when finally
he released me. His kiss had been a

my

hungry

thing, alive on
lips, stirring
senses. I pulled away, ^trembling
at the emotion it awakened in me. "I
didn't know you were coming today,

my

Philip!"
"I wanted to surprise you and I
had a chance for a ride with another
guy from the hospital. The doctors
agreed they had finished with me; I'm
as good as new .except for this limp."
His eyes never left my face. It was
as though he were searching, deeply,
for some sign he couldn't find there.

"I

decided getting train reservations

would take too long, darling. I wanted
to come home."
While he was talking I had been
studying him, too. And it was a blow
to see that this thinner, straighter soldier had changed even more than the

time I had seen him. I knew then
what I had done while he was gone
I had re-created in my own mind the
last

—

Philip of the high-school dance, the
Philip who worried about'nothing more
serious than a football game, the Philip
who had escorted me shyly to parties.
I had forgotten those lines in his face,
the fire that burned restlessly behind
his eyes, the strong maturity of his
mouth. I felt (Continued on page 63 )
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By DINAH SHORE
As

told to Pauline

WOULDN'T want
but
I farther,
upside-down

me

ever

came

into

any

George

Montgomery

life.

—before

knew him
He proposed
I

this to get

everything has been
and topsy-turvy for

since

my

Swanson

to

I

ever met him.

me two weeks

he married me.
But what can I do?

I'm

mad

after

about

the boy.
To get the story straight, I will have
to go back to 1940
before I was anybody anybody else had ever heard of

—

when

I

was doing nine shows a day
on the Steel Pier

a movie house
Atlantic City.

at

in

Because I was "just another singer,"
completely unknown, I had a very inadequate, semi-public dressing room,
and there was nothing for me to do
between shows but to go into the auditorium and watch the movie a picture
called "The Cowboy and the Blonde,"
starring Mary Beth Hughes and a boy
I had never heard of called George

—

Dinah got home at four A. M. from her
and found him on her doorstep again

Montgomery.

;

"Gee, he's cute," I said to myself,
the first time I saw the picture. He
got cuter, for about three showings.
But nine times a day for two weeks
was too many times. I took to knitting
through the performances. After awhile
I found it easier just to go to sleep.
But I remembered that boy. Two
years later, when I came out to Hollywood to do a concert at Shrine auditorium with Bing Crosby, one face
loomed out of the mass out in front
George's.
"Why," I said aloud, "there's that
fellow from Atlantic City."

We
I

just missed

meeting one another

We

that a dozen times.
were
both friends of the Henry Fondas
and visited at their house often, but
always with other people (George
after

and

I

were each going steady with

other

people

during

all

that

time.)

was hearing my records at the
Fondas' which inspired George to go
to the Shrine concert. They had given
It

me
to

And they never
dropped around, to talk
about the "sweet guy" they
But they never got around

a big build-up.

failed,

me

knew.

when

I

to introducing us.
When we finally met, it was by
accident at Hollywood Canteen one
Saturday night in November 1942, the
first of our crucial Saturday nights.
Saturday was George's regular night to
be bus boy at the canteen. For me, it
was just a "conscience" appearance for
regular Friday
I had had to miss
night canteening the night before.
Al Melnick, an agent we knew, in-

—

—

my

first

date with George

—

at eleven, with flowers f

troduced us with elaborate casualness.
"Don't forget," he said, "that I want
ten percent of what comes of this."
"Sure," we promised gaily, so busy
looking at one another that we didn't

what we were promising.
I'm glad he didn't ask us to put

realize
it

in writing.

told George about sleeping
his picture in Atlantic City.
I

me

about hearing
Fondas'. He asked

my
me

through

He

night.

was a wonderful night.
went to the Players' first for dinner, then to Mocambo. All the smart
people go to the Players and then to
Mocambo, you know. At Mocambo, I
It

We

spluttered in the

smoke—I hate smoke—

The mails were so crowded with the love letters of other soldiers to their girls
so she married him without one
that Dinah almost didn't get George's proposal

—

told

records at the
for a date that

—

—

We

went to the Players first for dinner, then to Mocambo. All the smart
people go to the Players and then to
At Mocambo,
smoke I hate
an orangeade.

Mocambo, you know.
spluttered

I

the

in

the boat George was in crashed into
a reef and was abandoned. All those
aboard were in the icy waters for hours
until picked up by a tug.
I wrote at once,
I was worried.

baby white

We

found just the ring we wanted
simple platinum band. But
the largest men's size in the same ring

for

me—a

to keep his feet dry, for heaven's sake
to take care of himself!
Then, in the middle of the night

—a

10%

smoke

bell rang.

.

.

."

eagerly.
said
you?" he
"Don't
"Neither do I."
"Frankly," I admitted, "I don't like

nightclubs."

"So do

I,"

warm

urging George to wear

on the

next

Saturday

the

doorbell

out sleepily, "Who's there?"
"Western Union," replied a faintly

I called

familiar voice.

stumbled downstairs to the door,
it open, and there, in wrinkled
khaki and two months' growth of beard,
I

said George, with a sigh

of relief.

We

had a wonderful time, nonetheand wound up at four o'clock
at Armstrong Schroeders hungry again
and breakfasted on little thin pancakes. It was the latest I had ever
stayed up in Hollywood, and I went
home to sleep a deep, happy sleep.
less,

—

eleven the next morning, George
^AT was
smiling a
the
little
door,
at
sheepishly, in his hand a sweet bunch
of violets for me.
"Hope I'm not getting you up," he

"but I'm taking Mother and Dad
to. the movies this afternoon and
thought maybe you'd come along."
"Oh, I can't," I yawned. "I'm too
said,

sleepy."
"But," I added, for I did want to
see him again, "why don't you come
for dinner tonight . . . I'm going to
cook for the girls."
He was
"You're going to cook."
skeptical.
"Yes," I answered, with asperity,
"and I'm a very good cook."
That night George had his first session with "the Charm School" the

—

three girls who were then my roommates, Rufus Crown, my secretary,
Shirley Mitchell, who plays Leila on
NBC's 'The Great Gildersleeve," and
Kitty Kallen, the vocalist with Harry
James' band. He was fascinated with
our dormitory life. -In a few days, we
had his ration book along with those
of the other girls' boy friends and
George was a regular attendant at
our six-o'clock supper-and-gin-rummy-

—

—

I didn't cook every night, but
Knaravella, our cook, loved company.
The more the merrier.
All the other girls had regular boy

flung

stood George. It was exactly 2:45 a.m.
My outburst when I saw who had
rung the bell wakened the entire^
•Charm School.

"Who

it?"

is

they

all

wanted to

know.
"It's Western Union," I yelled back,
but in a voice so full of relief and
happiness that I fooled no one.
One by one, Rufus, Shirley and
Kitty, sleepy-eyed and tousled, filed
down the stairs, and soon the house

was bright with lights and George
was telling us all about Alaska.
George and I had no chance to be
alohe, but he watched me strangely
and said, "Did you get my letters?"
"Oh, yes, darling," I answered. "I
so worried."
He looked more perplexed than ever,
but he said nothing more just then.
Two or three days passed, before
the question came up again.
"What was in the last letter you
got from me?" George asked, queer ly.
"Why, honey," I said, "you told me
all about the boat wreck."

was

"You didn't get any letter after that?"
"Why, no, honey what did you say?"
"I said," George replied, "that I was
getting a few days off before I was
shipped out again. And I asked you to
marry me, right away."
"Oh," I said, and then again, "Oh."

—

"Well, will you?" he pressed me.
"Will you marry me
right away?"
"Oh, dear,' I can't," I mumbled out
of my surprise and bewilderment, "I
I—I have a Spanish lesson on Friday."
.

.

.

club.

friends,

and somehow,

after

I

met

CAUGHT

up with George before he
out of the door, my head suddenly clear and functioning.
"Wait," I said, "Of course I'll marry

I was

—

In the columns, we were splitting
up but we had never had a quarrel.
Each of us wrote every day, long,

you whenever you say."
That was Thursday. I was booked
for an appearance on Command Performance on Saturday evening, and
George had to leave for camp on
Monday.
How I ever lived through those next
few days I'll never be able to tell.
On Friday my friend Cobina Wright
Beaudette and Rufus and I went shopping. I had to have a pale blue dress,
and there weren't any pale blue
dresses. Finally we found a long one.
I tried it on
it fit
so I ordered it cut
off to street length. The dress whizzed

detailed letters I about every incident at the "Charm School," George
about his daily life in camp.

marked "Rush!"
Cobina found a white prayer book,
while George combed the florists look-

George,

anyone

I didn't

want

else either.

to go out with
didn't commit
but his coming

We

—

ourselves, mind you
for dinner, and the movies or a gin
rummy game afterward got to be a
very pleasant habit.

Just when everybody was beginning
take this pleasant, lazy life for
granted, George enlisted and was sent
away first to Texas, then to Alaska.
to

—

We

were still very
George was far away.

close,

although

—

—

The
told

last letter I received

of a

serious

from Alaska
in which

accident

—

—

off to alterations

ing for

my

There

weren't

favorite flowers, camellias.
any camellias. Only

we
our

rings.

clothes,

and

orchids.

"It doesn't matter," I said; then
raced off to the jewelers to pick out

ordered
George ordered an orangeade, too.
"Now, don't be polite," I urged him,
for I had had guys act like that before. "Just because I don't drink or

smoke
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"

—just

fit

George's

little finger.

"It doesn't matter," I said,

"you can
on your little finger."
In the back of my mind, during all
the shopping and during rehearsals on
Saturday for Command Performance,
was the knowledge that I had promised Daddy not to get married without

wear

it

him know

letting

first.

"And

the Nashville papers will be
furious," I thought, "if they don't get

announce it."
But we were being married secretly
in Las Vegas, away from the all-seeing
eyes of the Hollywood reporters. There
would be plenty of time, I consoled
myself, to tell Daddy.
By show time on Saturday all the
plans were complete, and I was able
to relax. I even sat around drinking
coffee with some of the boys from the
orchestra and joked with them about
to

George.

"Hear your

them

of

fella

came back," one

said.

"Uh-huh," I said.
"Didya pop the question?" asked the
trombonist.

"Uh-huh,"

"When

I said,

"and he said

*yes!'

are you going to be married?"
|

they all wanted to know.
"Oh," I answered vaguely, crossing
my fingers under the table, "sometimei
after the war." Silently I added, "but
of course we can declare an armistice

moment's

at a

We

left

at

notice."
eight o'clock

for

Las

Vegas, Cobina and Rufus and her hus
band, Shirley Mitchell and Paul Weston,

and George and I. At 2 ajn. we had
rounded up a license clerk and a justice
of the peace and were standing shivering outside the Las Vegas city hall
Rufus and Cobina and Shirley invaded the drab, chilly and uninspir
ing ladies' room with me to help me
get dressed. It was so cold I was as
blue as my dress by the time I had
changed. There was no mirror in the
room, so Shirley held a mirror from
her handbag so that I could comb

my

hair.

"Ohhh," I sighed,
ing with cold.

We

my

teeth chatter-

went upstairs to the
and there stood

chambers,

justice's

George,

waiting.

"Ohhh," I said again, but this time
teeth were chattering from fright.
After the ceremony, as I signed the
registry "Frances Rose Shore" under
George's "anonymous" "George Letts,"
I nearly fainted when I heard the justice of the peace congratulating George
and adding, "Do you like this better
than making movies about it, son?"
Up in smoke went our "secret." The
story was on the AP wires before we
were out of Las Vegas.

my

surprised when I
got a phone call through to
Nashville, but he forgave me.
The two ladies who lived next door

Daddy was not

finally

(Continued on page 84)

DINAH SHORE AND GEORGE MONTGOMERY

think there

is

something cockeyed about whatever

star looks after their love life, because everything in it happened backward or not on time or not
at all. When they both worked in Hollywood they missed meeting each other a dozen times. After
they met, George was drafted into the Army so swiftly that he didn't have time to put his proposal
into words. So he put it into a letter and then, on leave, reached Dinah before the letter did.
But their star isn't too cockeyed; it's managed to give them what they both wanted each other.

—

—
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MICHAEL WEST, in the Chicago home to which they have just moved from their
previews for them the song that was
of Riverfield, listen as Michael's niece
written for her debut as a night club singer. They liked it so well that now "Love's Bright Horizon"
has been selected as the theme song of Bright Horizon, heard daily on CBS at 11:30 A.M., EWT.
Joan Alexander is heard as Carol West, Richard Kollmar as Michael West, Renee Terry as Barbara.
and

home town

BARBARA
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TOO bad that you can't step
IT'S
outside yourself once in a while,
and take a good look. You might
see yourself then as others see you;
you might have a chance to correct
your mistakes before it is too late.
Ever since I could remember, I'd had
the plan of my life laid out. When I
grew up, I was going to have a husband and four children. The husband
was just a shadowy figure at one end
of the dinner table, but the children
were very clear in my mind. There
would be two girls and two boys, and
their names would be Katharine and
Eleanor, Charles and Jimmy. At five,
I thought that all men were named
Charles because that was my father's
name and that all boys were called
Jimmy, for Jimmy Storm, the boy next
door and the only child of my own age
for blocks around.
As I remember it, Jimmy and I didn't
get along too well, even in those days.
"We've played house long enough," he
would say, after we'd sat for a while at
my toy table, with my dolls propped
up beside us and bits of leaves on the
tiny plates to represent food.
"Now
let's play fireman."
That's when the
argument would begin. I didn't want
to play fireman, and my suggestion
that Jimmy could be a fireman while
I was the fireman's wife was never very
successful.
"Wives don't go to fires!"
he would cry scornfully, and soon after
that he would take himself off. It was
no fun running around the yard alone,
in his fireman's hat and with the garden hose, while I bent solicitously over

my

when

I

was

in grade school,

the picture of my future expanded,
became a series of pictures, took on a

few

—

one

with all four
children, miraculously, gathered around
it.
In class, I used to look shyly from
under my eyelashes at the boys in the
this time, not a toy,

seats around me and wonder which
one of them I would fall in love with.
And I couldn't understand the other
girls' wanting to be movie stars and
opera singers and secretaries.
And then, in high school,
dreams
began to come true. It started at the
sophomore dance at Christmas time, a
small, informal dance in the school
gymnasium in the afternoon held, I
think, more to encourage social contacts among the younger students than

my

—

because the students themselves wanted it. Many of the girls weren't dancing at all, and most of the boys stood
around the walls, leaning against the
training bars and watching the dozen
or so daring couples who actually
seemed to be having a -good time on
the floor. I was watching, too, with a

group of

modifications. The children, Katharine and Eleanor and Charles and
Jimmy, were still there, but the father
had changed from a shadowy male
figure at one side of the tea table to
a somewhat less shadowy figure identified in my dreams as The Man I
Would Fall in Love With. I'd seen a
few movies by that time, too, so I
knew exactly what falling in love was
like.
You went dancing with a boy,
and he led you out on a terrace under
the moon, and told you how much he

girls

in

one corner, when

Johnny Dale, a boy in my chemistry
class, came up to me.
"Would you like to dance, Penny?"
I could hardly believe it.
I hadn't
really expected to be asked to dance.
None of the boys around school had
ever paid any attention to me. Still,

smiled and lifted my arms, and we
on the floor as if it were the
most natural thing in the world. That
dance was the ending of one life for
me and the beginning of another. It
was the end of the childish dream -life,
and the beginning of the real one,
wherein dances and dates and boys
weren't just something to think about
as a part of a distant future but were
actually here, at my very feet. Johnny
danced well, but gravely, as if he were
mentally counting time. After we'd
circled the floor twice with no mishaps,
he said abruptly, "Gee, you're a smooth
dancer, Penny.
I wish the girls at
dancing school were half as good."
I murmured that they probably were,
I

slid out

dolls.

Later,

loved you, and then he proposed, and
you kissed each other, and you became
engaged.
The next picture was the
wedding, in which I floated down the
aisle of a church in white satin and a
long, drifting veil, and the next picture
came back to the tea table but a real

The men in Penny's

life

—never

never stayed there very long

long enough for her to find out if what she felt was really
love.

And so she didn't recognize love whenfinally it came ...

w

^4if

only he just hadn't noticed, but Johnny
shook his head vigorously. "No, they're
not,"

"I wish—Penny,
insisted.
like to go to the Christmas
the one at dancing school, I

he

would you
dance,

mean?

It's

That was

next Friday night—"

my

first

date, unless

you

counted the Saturday afternoon movies
I'd been seeing with Jimmy Storm.
Mother gave me permission to go, and
bought me a new dress a short dress
in a soft shade of blue that set off the
golden lights in my brown hair and
with a heart-shaped neckline that, Dad
said, was exactly the shape of my face.
Johnny wore a dark suit that made his
hair look very fair and his back very
straight and proud. As we danced by
the rows of chairs at the side of the
floor, I heard one of the chaperones
whisper to another, "Aren't they a
sweet couple?"
A sweet couple. . . The phrase
stayed in my mind. Perhaps, I thought,

—

.

Johnny was the boy
love with. The more

I

would

I

thought about

fall in

—

him, the better I liked him the clean,
shining look of his light hair, the
serious, bony (Continued on page 54)
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m

—

The

seriousness

food situation

of
is

the

some-

thing that. all of us must
face daily but there is
still no excuse for preparing a single meal that
does not measure up to
pre-war standards. The
trick lies in your own ingenuity in how well you
can learn to plan menus
around the foods that, although restricted in variety, are still available to
us in sufficient quantity.

—

—

all of us
SINCE
recent change

are affected by the
in food rationing I

am

going to take a little time here
to talk about that change. I know you
all realize that the current restriction
was and is absolutely necessary
otherwise it would not have been put
into effect and I know too that you
will be better able to deal with the

—

situation when you understand
fully the factors that made it necessaryFirst, meat. There will be about 2
billion pounds less meat produced in
1945. than was produced in 1944. But
the requirements of our armed forces

new

tremendously since the war began
that in 1944 the average was 148 pounds
per person; the 1945 civilian supply
will allow an average of 127 pounds
per person, and that is just about what
it was before the war.
Second, canned fruits, vegetables and
so

More canned goods have been
produced for 1945 consumption than
for any preceding year. At one time
it was hoped that part of the quantity
reserved for military use might be
freed for civilians, but with the end
of the war in Europe not yet in sight
and action in the Pacific intensified,
juices.

(5 million men now overseas) and our
Allies whom we supply under Lend-

Lease agreement? have not decreased,

which means that the 2 billion pounds
difference must come out of our civilian
Therefore it is vital that this
supply be shared equally and fairly by
all of us. The previous ration system,
with fewer meats requiring points, enabled consumers in some localities to
buy more than they needed, thus creating a shortage for those who came later.
The new system will ensure more
equable distribution less for some of
us so that all of us may have a share.

BY

supply.

—

But don't let that word "less" frighten
you. Meat consumption has jumped
50

KATE SMITH
RADIO ROMANCES
FOOD COUNSELOR
Listen to Kate Smith's
talks at noon
and her Sunday night
Variety Show, heard
on CBS, at 7 EWT.

daily

military requirements are greater than
ever 41 percent of the entire output
going to the services leaving 59 percent
for civilian distribution.
Since the
civilian allottment of last year's pack
was 75 percent you might figure
roughly that for every 7% cans you
received last year you will be entitled
to a fraction less than 6 cans this year.
Butter. Our civilian supply is far
below that of previous years in spite

—

an abundant milk supply in 1944.
With so much milk, why so little butter
of

now? One 'reason is that we drink 33
more quarts of milk per person per
year than we did in pre-war years.
Another, fighting men use 1 pound of
milk per man per day in the form
of cheese, butter (20% of the entire
butter output), dried and evaporated
milk. Ice cream for the forces requires
great additional quantities of milk.
With the supply of milk so low, it was
necessary for the War Food Administration to make it hard to get so that
no one will get more than his share
and all of us will get some.
Sugar. The 1945 supply is very low
for the following reasons:
canning
sugar use in 1944 was far greater than
had been expected; military requirements are
(Continued on page 75)
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INSIDE RADIO -Telling You About Programs and People You

SUNDAY
Time
8:00CBS: News
8:00 Blue:
News
8:00 NBC
News and Organ

6:00
6:00

5:00
6:15
6:30

7:00
7:30

8:30
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:30

8:00
8:00
8:00

8:15
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

10:00
10:05
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:30

NBC

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15

Sylvia Marlowe, Harpsi-

The Symphonettes
News of the World
World News Roundup
Blue Correspondents at

Josef Stopak

11:30 12:30 NBC:
11:30 12:30 CBS:
12:00 1:00 CBS:
12:00 1:00 Blue:
12:00 1:00 NBC:
10:15 12:15 1:15 Blue:
10:45 12:30 1:30 CBS:

Stradivari Orch., Paul Lavalle
Transatlantic Call
Church of the Air

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
11:00 12:45
11:00
11:00 1:00
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30

Sammy

B.

Kennedy

Voice of the Dairy Farmer
George Hicks From Europe
Edward R. Murrow (from

London)
1:15 NBC: America United

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30

1:00
1:30
1:30
2:00

3:30
3:30

2:

2:15
2:30
2:45
3

i

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30

3:00
3:00
3:00
7:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:30
8:30
4:30

6:00
6:00
6:00
5:15
6:30
6:30
6:30

8:00
5:00
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00
5:30
5:45
5:55
6:00
6:00
7:00
6:00
7:45
6:30

7:30
7:30
7:45
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:30

8:15
6:30

8:30
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30

9:30
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30 10:30

1:30
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:55
3:00

Blue:

6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:30
7-45

"Wamond

NBC: John Charles Thomas
National Vespers

CBS:
CBS:

Olive

Downes

New York Philharmonic
Symphony
Blue:
Charlotte Greenwood Show
NBC: Army Hour
Blue:
Blue:

Ethel Barrymore as "Miss

Hattie"
Darts for Dough

Andrews Sister Show
Nelson Eddy
NBC: Music America Loves
NBC: NBC Symphony
CBS: The Family Hour
Blue:
Mary Small Revue
MBS: Upton Close
MBS: The Shadow
CBS:

Blue:

CBS:
CBS:
Blue:

MBS:
NBC:

Metropolitan Opera Presents
William L. Shirer
Harriet Hilliard and Ozzie
Nelson
Radio Hall of Fame
First Nighter
Catholic Hour

CBS:

Fannie Brice
NBC: The Great Gildersleeve
Blue:
Drew Pearson
NBC: Jack Benny
CBS: Kate Smith
Blue:

MBS: Stars and Stripes in
Blue:
Quiz Kids
NBC: Fitch Bandwagon
MBS: Samuel Grafton
CBS:

Britain

Greenfield Village Chapel

Edgar Bergen
Blondie

MBS: Mediation Board
Blue:
Dorothy Thompson, News
Blue:
Joe E. Brown
CBS: Crime Doctor
NBC: Eddie Bracken Show
MBS: Gabriel Heatter

.

3:30
12:30
8:30
8:45

.

—

—

ambition and

it had
wanting to become
aniiouncer. So he talked himself

to that

itself into

a top flight
into a job as an announcer, only to find that,
in a short time, he was made a writer and
producer, until he was doing everything on
his

own

shows.

8:45

9:45
9:45
10:10
10:10
10:00
10:45
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
10:45

8:00 11:00
9:15 11:15
9:30 11:30
11:30
9:30 11:30
9:45 11:45
10:00 12:00
10:00 12:00
10:15 12:15
10:15 12:15
10:30 12:30
10:45 12:45
12:45
12:45
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00
11:15 1:15
11:15 1:15
11:15 1:15
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30
11:45 1:45
11:45 1:45
12:00 2:00
12:00 2:00
12:00 2:00
12:15 2:15

There were plenty of calls for Arthur Q.
He was kept so busy he didn't get a chance

12:15

to take a vacation for eleven years. When,
having put his foot down, he finally did get
a vacation, he headed for Hollywood. And
that was the end of that rest. He went to
work and has been working ever since.
It was out in Los Angeles, on a local program, that Arthur Q. Bryan first did "Wamond Wadcliffe." He also worked and still
does for the most part in most of the big

1:00
1:15

2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:15

1:30
1:30

3:30
3:30

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:00

2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
5:30

4:15
4:15
4:30
4:30
5:30

2:45
2:45

4:45
4:45
4:45
5:00
5:10
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:30
5:45

—

—

radio shows coming from Hollywood. He
plays "Doc Gamble" in the Fibber McGee
and Molly script and he's "Floyd," the
barber, in The Great Gildersleeve.
And,
of course, there's no questioning that he's
the voice of the fat little hunter in the Bugs

Bunny

"Wamond

Wadcliffe" became a national
the producers of the
Bandwagon decided to pep up the show
by engaging Arthur Q. Bryan to do his wellknown and hilarious impersonations of
W. C. Fields and others. Which was fine,
but Arthur Q. began to run out of impersonations after awhile and that might have
been the end of a very pleasant engagement.
Then, he hit on the idea of reviving "Wa-

mond."

2:15
2:30
2:30
2:45

cartoons.

institution,

Don Gardiner, News

.

Wadcliffe" became a star on
NBC's Fitch Bandwagon Sunday, eve7:30
nings at
because he always got more
laughs on the show than many of the guest
stars.
And that was going some, because
some of the guests were among the country's top comedians.
Wamond Wadcliffe is the brain and vocal
child of Arthur Q. Bryan, born in Brooklyn,
New York in 1899. He started in radio back
in 1924. He weighed 150 pounds then and he
was a singer then. It was his ambition to
become a top tenor. By 1929, something

transformed

8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:30

WAMOND WUNS WIOT

had happened

3:00
3:30
3:30 Blue:

4:00
4:30
4:30
4:30
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:30
5:45
6:00

Kay's Orch.

8:00
3:00

CBS:

Matinee Theater, Victor Jory
NBC: Those We Love
Blue:
Chaplain Jim, U. S. A.
CBS: World News Today

9:00 CBS:
9:00 Blue:
9:00 NBC:
9:15 CBS:
9:45 CBS:

News
Breakfast Club

Mirth and Madness
American School of the Air
This Life Is Mine
Valiant Lady
My True Story
Alice Cornell

Lora Lawton
News of the World
Light of the World
Strange Romance of Evelyn

Winter
12:45
7:45

NBC: Chicago Round Table

Blue:

War Time

9:00 10:00 CBS:
9:00 10:00 Blue:
9:45 NBC:
10:00 NBC:
10:15 NBC:
9:15 10:15 CBS:
9:30 10:30 CBS:

Home

9:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:00 Blue:
Message of Israel
10:00 NBC: Highlights of the Bible
10:30 CBS:
Wings Over Jordan
10:30 Blue:
Southernaires
10:30 NBC: Words and Music
11:00 MBS: Pauline Alpert
11:00 Blue:
AAF Symphonic Flight Orch.
11:05 CBS:
Blue Jacket Choir
11:30 MBS: Radio Chapel
11:30 Blue:
Hour of Faith
11:30 CBS: Invitation to Learning
11:45 NBC: Marion Loveridge
12:00 CBS: Salt Lake Tabernacle
12:00 Blue:
News from Europe
12:00 NBC- The Eternal Light
12:30 Blue: Concert Orchestra, direction

John

Hear

6

Recital

The Jubalaires

and Abroad
CBS: E. Power Biggs
Blue:
White Rabbit Line
NBC: Commando Mary
NBC: NBC String Quartet
CBS: New Voices in Song
CBS: Church of the Air

9:30
9:30
10:00
10:00

Eastern

1-

chordist
8:45 CBS:
9:00 CBS:
9:00
9:00 Blue:

to

MONDAY

Eastern War

8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

Want

when

The week "Wamond" was

intro-

duced, the studio audience laughed louder
CBS: Bob Trout
and longer than it ever had at any previous
CBS: Radio Readers Digest
show. The next week, the same thing hapMBS: Old-Fashion Revival
Blue:
Walter Winchell
pened, only more so. The week after that
NBC: Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
there was no guest star just "Wamond"
Blue:
Hollywood Mystery Time
CBS: Texaco Star Theater, Jame s and there hasn't been any need for another
Melton
guest since. "Wamond" also cavorts gayly
9:45 Blue: Jimmie Fidler
the Stage Door Canteen show
9:30 NBC: American Album of Familiar through
Music
and helps things along considerably there.
10:00 CBS: Take It or Leave It
"Wamond" needs to be seen, as well as
10:00 Blue: The Live of Riley
10:00 NBC: Hour of Charm
The young man who started in
heard.
10:30 NBC: Comedy Theater, Harold
Lloyd
radio in 1924 as a singer and weighed 150
10:30 CBS:
We The People
pounds, has developed and changed. He's
11:00 CBS:
Bill Costello
11:15 CBS:
Vera Brodsky, pianist
no longer young and he isn't a singer and
11:15 NBC: Cesar Saerchinger
he weighs a neat and nifty 200.
ll:30|NBC Pacific Story
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Joyce Jordan
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Perry Mason
Ladies Be Seated
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The High Places

Life

Pepper Young's Family
Sing Along Club
Right to Happiness
Yours Alone
Ethel and Albert

Bob Trout
House Party
Westbrook Van Voorhis, News
Stella Dallas

Don Norman Show
Buy That"

"I'll

Lorenzo Jones
Feature Song, Bob Trout
Hop Harrigan
Young Widder Brown
Milt Herth Trio
Service

Time

Terry and the Pirates
When a Girl Marries
Feature Song, Bob Trout
Portia Faces Life
Dick Tracy
Just Plain Bill

Superman

Jack Armstrong
Terry Allen and The Three
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News
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Today
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This Life Is Mine
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My True Story
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Lora Lawton
Light of the World
News of the World

Strange Romance of Evelyn
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Finders Keepers
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Road of Life
Second Husband

Rosemary

Bright Horizon
Gilbert Martyn
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Bob Johnston & llene Woods

Harum

David

Glamour Manor
Kate Smith Speaks
Romance of Helen Trent
Farm and Home Makers
On Target — Variety
Our Gal Sunday
Life Can Be Beautiful
Baukhage Talking
Big Sister

Mystery Chef

Two on a Clue
NBC: Today's Children
NBC: Woman in White
CBS: Perry Mason
Blue:
Ladies Be Seated
CBS: Tena & Tim
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Morton Downey
NBC: A Woman of America
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Bob Trout
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Don Norman Show
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CBS: Feature Song, Bob Trout
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Milt Herth Trio
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Dick Tracy
Jack Armstrong
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Time Johnnie

Raymond Gram Swing

Theater of Romance

Ted Malone from Overseas
NBC: Ginny Simms
Blue:
Lum 'n' Abner
Alan Young Show
NBC: A Date with Judy
Blue:

Big
Bill

Town

Henry

MBS: Gabriel Heatter

Show
NBC: Mystery Theater
CBS: Inner Sanctum
Blue:

Gracie Field's

CBS:

This Is My Best
Spotlight Bands
Fibber McGee and Molly
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MBS: Murder
Blue:

Clinic

Coronet Story Teller

MBS: John
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Listen, the

MBC: Bob Hope
CBS:
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who's singing.
Because, back in 1939, when all this mess
that has grown into a world war first
erupted, Danny O'Neill was told he would
never sing again. Danny lay in a hospital
bed, the victim of a streptococcus infection in his throat. He'd been singing since
he was eight years old and he was just
beginning to win some sort of recognition

and

happened.

this

listened to the doctor say, when
he was well again, "The infection is gone,
but you'll never sing again. You shouldn't

even

try,

unless you

want

to

go around

for the rest of your life talking in a whisper."
Danny listened and wondered what to do.

Then, he pulled himself, together and
enlisted in the Navy and landed at the
Great Lakes Naval Training Station, near
Chicago. He became known as the "quiet
boot", because he went through his training barely raising his voice above a whisper. His one comfort was haunting the rehearsals of the Station Choir, where he'd
listen to the other fellows sing.
The time came when the choir had to
prepare for the Christmas recitals and entertainments.
And then, they sang "Silent
Night" and Danny couldn't stand it, could no
more help humming that song than he
could help breathing. Luckily, the Chaplain
heard Danny and urged him to try to sing
again. After six months, Danny was the
choir soloist, the proud possessor of a citation from the Commandant of the Station
and shipping out for service abroad.

Danny was happy. He sang whenever he

—

Women

Service to the Front

Congress Speaks
MBC: Hildegarde
CBS: Casey, Press Photographer

MBC: Words

at

War

—

were followed by an honorable discharge from the Service. Three days after

Danny took

uniform, the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor.
Danny tried to re-enlist, but the Navy
wouldn't have him. So he did the next
best thing. He sang at camps, USO centers,
and any other place where there were
fighting men. Again, the Chaplain came to
off his

Danny's

aid.
First, he invited
sing as the only civilian on the

Danny

to

Meet Your

Navy program, then he arranged for
Danny to have an audition at the CBSWBBM studios in Chicago. Inside a week
after Danny sang "Coming In On A Wing

And A Prayer"
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CBS:
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number, he
was singing for four commercial programs
and in another two weeks he was added to
the CBS 40 Chicagoans and the Victory
Matinee show.
as his audition
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Sing Along Club
Pepper Young's Family
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Right to Happiness
Bob Trout
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Don Norman Show
Buy That

Feature Song, Bob Trout
I'll

True Detective Mystery
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Service, Time

Terry and the Pirates
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Dick Tracy
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NBC: News of the World
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on Columbia any
evening from Monday through Friday at
midnight (EWT) and relax and listen.
Enjoy yourself and then think of the boy
Listen to him.
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LET THERE BE MUSIC

got a chance at ship's concerts, for his
bunkies, at his work, or in the shower, it
didn't matter where. His voice had come
back and it was good. Bad luck wasn't
through with him, though. In the course of
his duties on shipboard, Danny was knocked
into the waters of Pearl Harbor by a swinging davit and when he was pulled out, his
back was broken. Seven months in the hos-
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Here's to

Romance

March of Time
NBC: Rudy Vallee
CBS: John Daly, News

find a replacement for the
evening performance, Lulu, much to her
own amazement, found herself climbing
over knees and toes to get up to the stage.
Lulu was ready, apparently, because she
travelled with that show for two years.
When the show folded, as the vernacular
has it, Lulu and one of the actors, Grant
Simpson, got married. As a wedding present they were given a skit suitable for
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vaudeville. The young newlyweds headed
for New York and a great future. The
only trouble with that was that it was June
and the vaudeville circuits didn't open until
fall.
So they did what many actors are
always doing. They starved it through.
Finally, they did get work and they
worked so hard and so steadily that Lulu
strained her voice. Her doctor said that
she must rest. Her pocketbook said that she
must work. The result was the sandpaper
voice that has since become famous.
After some years, Lulu hit Broadway
with a bang. She got a part in "Poor Little
Ritz Girl". The part she had wasn't a big
part but it turned out to be the whole

—
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10:00

show according to the critics and Lulu
never had to worry again. She was busy all
the time, working in such famous old hits
as "Snapshots of 1921", "Follies of 1922",
"Peggy Ann" and a number of the Shubert
Winter Garden Shows. That's why Lulu
knows more of the top names in the theatre
than practically any other performer.
Way back in 1933, Lulu got interested in
radio and had a program with Gertrude
Neissen and Isham Jones. She took a flyer
at the movies, too, but didn't like them too
much. She was tested for Marie Dressier
roles and did all right in the tests, but
didn't like herself and turned them down.
She keeps busy enough on the radio these
days, with her own shows and the guest
appearances she makes all the time.
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would have been no performance, at all,
if Lulu hadn't had a brainstorm.
When
the manager announced from the stage that
he would refund all monies and do his
very best this he said in the. most despair-
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intelligence, or lack of it. But Lulu can take
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besides it's all in the script.
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fuses to say just when.
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He was

of

taller

ny Dale."
It was Jimmy's turn

to be surprised.
"Steady!" he cried. "Well, for Pete's
sake! At your age!"
"You're only a few months older."
"That's just it. I wouldn't think of
going steady with anyone for years."
"Maybe not," I said, "but I am."
That was the end of the matter. I
don't remember whom Jimmy took to
the Class Day dance, or if he took anyone.
I was too thrilled over being
there.
At the last dance, a waltz,
Johnny swung me out into the moonlight on the terrace.
My heart began
to beat faster. It was coming now, and
it was just as I'd
in the moonlight,

—

little
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boy!
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8:30 NBC:

9:55 Blue:

7:00

as a

I
little

dreamed it a terrace
and soft, sweet music
behind us. We sat down on a stone
bench, and Johnny gazed at the sky
for a few minutes without speaking.
Then he said, "What a moon a real,
yellow, summer moon.
I can hardly
believe that summer's almost here.
We've had some swell times since
Christmas, haven't we, Penny?"
My heart was caught high in my
throat; my eyes—my eyes must have
been as wide and as warmly glowing
I leaned toward him a
as the moon.

10:00 Blue:

R

Why,

than I was, and his shoulders were as
broad as a man's, but he still seemed
Soldiers With Wings
The Baxters
very young to me. Perhaps it was the
Report to the Nation
way his hair curled in a peak on his
Report from Washington
John Mac Vane From London forehead in spite of all his efforts to
flatten it, and the golden glint like misMetropolitan Opera
chief, in his eyes, that gave him the
These Are Our Men
Of Men and Books
little-boy look.
"What for?" I asked
Adventures in Science
in astonishment.
Musiciana
"For the Class Day dance. Or have
Carolina Hayride
you got a date?"
Symphony
"I will have," I said, "but I couldn't
The Land is Bright
You
go with you even if I hadn't.
Syncopation Piece
Job For Tomorrow
know that I'm going steady with JohnReport from Washington
Report from Overseas
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NBC: Judy Canova Show
CBS:

Al Pearce

NBC: Grand Ole Opry

CBS:
10:00 11:00 CBS:

Talks

11:15 11:30 Blue:

Hoosier

9:45 10:45

Ned Calmer, News

Hop

—

—

not deliberately, but as if unseen hands drew me.
"Oh, yes," I
"It
breathed.
it wouldn't have been
the same with anyone else, Johnny.

—

Not the same at all!"
For a moment I thought he looked
but then I knew that I was
mistaken because he said hoarsely, "No
Then another
I guess it wouldn't."
couple came out on the terrace and he
startled,

—

jumped up

hastily.

"Let's go back."

That evening ended just as all the
others had ended with Johnny's taking me to the door, and muttering a
suddenly-embarrassed "G'night," and
hurrying away. I was disappointed in
the way things had turned out, but I
blamed it on the couple who had interrupted us. And I was excited, too, so

—

excited that I could hardly wait for
our next date.
Johnny hadn't said
anything about our future tonight, but
he would next time. I was sure of it.
But there wasn't any next time. I
saw very little of Johnny around school
in the busy weeks before vacation, and
when Friday night, our regular date
night, came, I was sitting on the front
porch, my ears strained toward the
telephone in the house, my eyes on the
street, in case Johnny should have decided to come over without calling.
Instead of Johnny, Jimmy
Storm
stepped out of the shadows.
"How
come you aren't out tonight?" he asked.

"Aren't you seeing John any more?"

And I realized with a shock that I
wasn't, that there weren't going to be
any more dates with Johnny.
I'd
showed too plainly that I cared for him
and he just didn't care about me.
"No," I said through stiff lips. "We

—

Farm Bureau
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2:00
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8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC:

9:15 11:15 12:15
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were years and years between but
they could be years spent together.
And that was what the next months
seemed to be. Johnny took me out
once every two weeks at first, and then
we began to see each other every week.
Johnny hadn't kissed me, hadn't as
much as held my hand but the moment would come, inevitably, and then
my future would be settled.
The moment came on the night of
the Class Day dance in June. It was
quite an event for a sophomore girl
to be going to the Class Day dance, but
I remember only two things about it.
One concerned Jimmy Storm, and the
other concerned Johnny. I was sitting
in the swing on our front porch one
evening a few nights before the dance,
when Jimmy strolled across the lawn
and sat down on the porch steps.
"Hi, Penny," he said casually.
"Hi, yourself," I said. "What brings
you here?"
"Oh ... I thought I'd ask you for

—

CBS:

Stories
11:00

face that was almost handsome sometimes. Perhaps he was the man I was
to marry.
Oh, not right away, of
course.
We were too young. There

we

decided to break

it off."

"Well, that's smart," said
satisfaction.

"Want

to

Jimmy with

walk down

to

Logan's for a soda?"
I shook my head.
In a minute I was
going to cry. "No," I answered. "I've
got a a headache."
I had a heartache, not a headache,

—

•

and it lasted for three of the most
wretched days I'd ever known. Then,
on Tuesday afternoon I found unexpected solace.
I was walking home
from school, alone, my eyes on the
ground, when a figure
beside me.
"Well, if
Blake," a voice teased.

¥
*

fell into step
isn't Penny

it

LOOKED

up and there was Lewis
one of the older boys. He'd be
a senior next year, and captain of the
football team. He'd cut in on me a few
times at dances, but I'd never liked him
very much because his black eyes had
seemed bold, and his close-cut black
hair gave him a fierce, aggressive look.
He took out his handkerchief and
Steele,

mopped his forehead. "Hot,
Good day for swimming."

isn't

it?

I agreed that it was hot, and that the
weather was just right for swimming.
Lewis wiped his forehead again and
walked a few steps before he said, "I
suppose you wouldn't care to go to the
beach with me this afternoon?"
I was going to refuse, and then I felt
my heart rise out of the slough of misery in which it was sunk. I saw the
sparkling blue water of the lake, and
the white sand, and I thought it infinitely preferable to moping.
Lewis and I went swimming that
afternoon, and I, who that morning had
never expected to enjoy myself again,
had a wonderful time. The only flaw
came after Lewis had taken me home
and had stood for a few minutes on our
front walk, talking to me. He'd hardly
disappeared down the block before
Jimmy, who had apparently been busy
with golf balls and a putter in the side
"I suppose,"
yard, came over to me.
he said sarcastically, "you're going
steady with Lewis now?"
My face flamed. How could he have
known that Lewis Continued on page 56
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She's

!

Engaged!

She's

Loveh I

She uses Pond's!
There is quicksilver magic about
Lola Pierce's beauty her arresting
blue, blue eyes, the radiant clarity
of her exquisite complexion.

—

She's another engaged

with

girl

that adorable Pond's look. "I certainly do love Pond's Cold Cream,"

Lola says. "It has such a perfect way
of making my face feel gorgeously
clean

— and

ever so soft."

How she beauty-creams with Pond's:

—

One She smooths snowy-white Pond's
Cold Cream completely over her face and
and

throat. Pats quickly to release dirt

make-up. Tissues

Two — She

all off.

rinses

with more Pond's,

swirling her cream-coated fingers quickly round and round her face. This to
make her face extra clean, extra soft.
Then she tissues off again.

Use Pond's this twice-over way
night and morning
and for in-

—

between-time beauty clean-ups too!

Her

face

is

engagingly soft and smooth. "I just leave

rzebce

—an exceptionally

to Pond's!" she ss

rfcm/

Her engagement to Lieutenant I.
HER RING

it

C.

Noyes, U.S.N. R., was announced by her parents

beautiful,

clear diamond, flanked with smaller

diamonds and set in platinum.

FOR THE DURATION—Lola has volunteered as a Nurses' Aide, serving at the
hospital regularly each week. "It's grand
to feel that I can do something so badly
needed," she says. Your local hospital is
short-handed for nursing help right now.
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Continued from page 54
and I had just made a date for next
week? "Certainly not!" I snapped. "I
hardly

know

him."
"You will," he assured me.

"The

minute a guy shows you a little attenOther
tion, you can't see anyone else.
girls have sense enough to go around
with different fellows, but not you."
For a minute I was too furious to
speak.

Then

why you

said coldly, "I don't see

worry;

"Don't

walked

I

take such an interest in me."

off across

I didn't see

I

and

don't,"

he

the lawn.

much

Jimmy

of

for the

next month or two.

most of
beach with

for

when we

women are recomfor their extra comfort, for the extra protection of the

Active younger

mending Meds

"SAFETY-WELL", an exclusive feature available only in Meds. For only
19^, you can discover why, every
month, more and more smart women say, "A box of Meds, please!"

Every afternoon
the summer I was at the

Lewis; in the
didn't go out, there

evenings

were long

conversations with him over the telephone. After a while, I came to wonder how I had ever cared about Johnny
Dale, looked forward to a dry life in
Lewis was
a chemistry laboratory.
going to the state university in another
year; he would probably be on the varsity team by the time I would be
through high school. I saw long delightful years in which I would cheer
for Lewis at football games, years after
that in which, as his wife, I would
travel around with him and the professional team he'd play with.
And then, just when everything was
settled in my mind, and when I'd persuaded ray father to let me go to the
university instead of to business college as we'd planned, Lewis spoiled it
all.
It was a night in early August,
his father's car and had
to take me out.
He helped me
into the car, then settled himself beside me.
"All set for a good time?"
I looked up at him,
eyes shining.

and he'd got

come

my

confirmed.
Then he kissed me. At first I was
too surprised to move. For a long moment I sat still in a kind of stunned
horror. I'd wanted his kiss, had looked
forward to it but I hadn't expected
His mouth was so
it to be like this.
big and so rough; I couldn't escape it;
smothered.
I was being smothered
And he hadn't said anything,
hadn't said what I meant to him. He
was kissing me as he might have kissed
just any girl.
Something released
me then, and my hand came up, descended in a ringing slap against his
dark cheek. Then I was out of the car,
running on shaking legs to the house.
"All set,"

FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

I

—

.

.

.

.
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.

—

Lewis called something

after

me, and

slammed

the door, fearful that he
going to follow. Even then I was
trembling, scrubbing my lips. I
I

&ut a

was
still

was

sick at the thought of Lewis; I dreaded
going back to school, seeing him in the
halls.

But by the time school opened in the
Lewis was forgotten.
I'd met
Ricky Lord, and I went out with Ricky
until his family moved away from town
in January. Then there was Leonard
Duff, and, the following summer, Larry
Williams.
Larry was transferred to
another school in the fall, and I began
to date Steve Ellis. Steve gave me the
first jealous heartache I'd ever known,
because Rosemary Plant took him away.
fall,

That's a bold expression, but it's the
only one that fits. Steve and I ran
into Rosemary and her date at Logan's
one night after the movies, and Rosemary turned on him all the charm of
her flashing dark eyes and her bobbing
black curls.
Steve's manner as he
drove me home was as abstracted as
if I'd been his young sister instead of
the girl he'd been seeing every week
for the past three months.
I spent a
sleepless night trying to think what to
do and in the morning I knew that I
wasn't going to do anything at all. If
Steve preferred Rosemary to me, I
didn't want him.
My pride counted
more than the dreams I'd been cherishing these last months.
It was unthinkable that I should miss
my very own graduation dance, but I
very nearly did. I thought that surely
Jimmy Storm would ask me to it, as
he'd invited me and had been refused
to nearly every special occasion at
school in the last two years.
But
Jimmy didn't ask me, and I wouldn't
have gone to the dance at all if Philip
Conway hadn't taken me.
That was the night Philip and I discovered each other. We didn't dance

—

—

—

that night. We were too excited,
not only at finding out how much we
liked each other, but for reasons outside ourselves. Pearl Harbor had been
attacked the December before, and
many of the boys in town, Philip
among them, were enlisting the day
after graduation. We sat at one of the
tables off the ballroom while Philip
talked about the war, and I listened
and thought about Philip. Why hadn't
I seen him before I wondered
really
seen him? How could I have known
him all through high school without
realizing how really beautiful his thin,
sensitive face was, how infinitely appealing his long-lashed, deeply shadowed blue eyes?
I saw Philip only twice after that,
and the second time, we became enIt
gaged.
was a solemn evening.

much

—
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applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-usel
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had passed his Army physical,
and he was leaving the next morning
for camp. On our way home from a
movie which neither of us saw for
Philip

looking at each other, Philip stopped
the car at the lake, and we sat for a
few minutes holding hands, looking out
over the lake, not speaking.
"It's funny," he said finally, "to be
going away and leaving all this " He
gestured at the lake. "I mean well, it
makes you want to be sure of something. I Penny, have you ever been
in love?"
It was then that I came closest to
stepping outside myself, getting an
objective look at myself, than I ever
had before closer to it than I would
be again for years. Because I really
stopped and tried to think then, tried
I'd
to answer his question honestly.
been in love a half-dozen times I had
thought.
And each time something

If

at first you
don't

—
—

succeed

(A SEQUEL)

—

—

f

—

Who

Rickey had
moved away. I'd quarreled with Leonard Duff. Larry had gone to military
And then I realschool, and Steve
ized that I couldn't have been in love,
If I had
really, any of those times.
loved Steve, I wouldn't have sat quietly
by when Rosemary flirted with him;
if I'd loved Leonard, I'd have made up
our quarrel; if I'd loved Lewis Steele,
I'd have welcomed his kisses, no matter how rough and unexpected they

had happened

to spoil

were.
"No, Philip," I said. "I've thought.
But I've never really cared about any-

one

—

else?" he whispered eager-

"Is that

you could be

it,

Penny?

Do you

in love with

worn and sad and gray

And you ask your

little

For Fels-Naptha Soap

grocer

today I

think

I

you nag him and you scold him

Even try your cutest tricks

me?"
Yet

in spite of all

you've told him

OVE

him? His thin face, the shadowed blue eyes, had been haunting
me for days. And he was going away
There was a sharp, hard pain in my

I

grocer

.

.

"Anyone
ly.

is

little

it.

—

.

you've got a

*-*

chest at the thought of how short our
time together was. I couldn't speak,
but Philip must have read assent in
my eyes because his hand tightened on
mine as if he were making a pact.
"Because," he said softly, "it's you I'd
I'd like to
like to be sure of, Penny.
go away knowing that you'll be here
when I come back. I haven't had time
to get you a ring, but I'll send you one
if we can be engaged
Engaged! It was really happening
now. After all those years of dreaming, wanting, searching, the life I was
born for was going to begin at last.

He continues

to say "Nix."

X^X
UOIl l

accuse the

man

of hoaxing

—

Philip's

lips

the station, seeing our house, our children.
I was disappointed that my parents
didn't seem to take my engagement as
seriously as I did.
When I reached
home that night, the lights were on in
the living room, and my mother opened
the door as if she'd been waiting for
"Where have you been?" she
me.
asked almost crossly. "Jimmy's leaving tomorrow with the other boys, and
.

—

Think of Mrs. Grocer 'coaxing'

were smooth and young

and they trembled against mine. My
mind was racing ahead of the years,
seeing the war over and Philip coming
home, seeing myself meeting him at
.

Don't mistrust his empty shelf

For Fels-Naptha Soap, herself!

.

he came over to say goodbye."
"I'm engaged,"
I hardly heard her.
"Philip Conway and
said dreamily.
are engaged, Mother. We're going to
be married after the war."
Then I
braced myself for a storm of protests.

I

Fels-Naptha

Soap
BAN/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY
'

I

But they didn't come. Dad said, "To
whom?" and Mother looked blank for

moment, then said hesitantly, "Philip
Conway? Aren't you rather young?"
"I'm eighteen," I said, "and young
people grow up early these days; you
a

know they

do,

Mother.

Besides,

you

%
R
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In

Our

First

Home

were married when you were eighteen."
"I know," said Mother, "but your father was older than I. And Philip
"
his mother.
Then she frowned
and repeated, "Jimmy was here. He
waited for hours. You must write to
him, Penny. You've been such friends."
If I'd been really listening to Mother,
I'd have objected strongly to her last
statement.
Friends, indeed!
It was
true that Jimmy came over often and
sat on the porch and talked when
neither of us had anything better to do,
.

.

.

.

.

.

we

nearly always argued, often
Not since the long-past days
of the Saturday movies had there been

but

bitterly.

any real harmony between us. But I
wasn't listening; I was engrossed in
thoughts of Philip.
either of my parents
him.
Mother approved
when I took a job in a war plant and
started to
put every penny aside
toward the home that Philip and I

That was
about

all

said

would have some day. She even bought
me a hope chest, and helped me to

make things for it, although she did
demur when I insisted upon using a
C in the monograms. My father did
ask once why I didn't go out occasionally, but after the shocked, indignant look I gave him, he never mentioned the subject again.
"I didn't
mean to upset you, Penny," he apologized.
"Only, you're used to fun and
parties, and it doesn't seem right that
you should shut yourself up with your
mother and me. You could go to the
canteen " The canteen was Dad's pet
project. He had helped get it started
when the Army had established a camp
near town.

—

Alone with you, evenings. "My wife has such dear, smooth hands," you
( How thankful I am for Jergens Lotion. Such simple hand care.

said.

Our first dog. "To protect you," you said. You held my hand— tight. Some
day we'll have a home of our own, my darling. And my hands will still be
nice for you. Because

I'll

be using Jergens Lotion.

I'M too busy
sisted, "and
And I didn't.

for the canteen," I indon't miss going out."
was happy in
war

I
I

my

job and my Red Cross work, because
I felt that I was helping to bring Philip
back. I was happy poring over my
hope chest, happy writing long, long
letters to Philip. His answers, it's true,
were disappointingly short and unsatisfactory, but then, he'd warned me
that he disliked writing letters. I visited his mother frequently, and even
managed to make friends with her, although she was a nervous, rather querulous woman, who kept herself apart
from most people in town.
The only person who objected openly
to my engagement was the one who
had neither right nor reason to object
He came home
at all Jimmy Storm.
on a furlough several months after he
and the other boys had left for camp.
I was alone at home the evening he
came to see me, and when I first let
him in, I was almost shy in his presence.
He looked so different in uniform taller, thinner, and the peak of
dark hair over his forehead had dis-

—

—

Army haircut. There
little-boy look about him at all.
"Why Jimmy," I faltered.
"Hello, Penny," he said easily. "I'm
surprised to find you at home."
"I'm at home most of the
I flushed.
time. Didn't your mother tell you that
appeared with an

was no

—
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I'm engaged?"
It was impossible to describe the expression that crossed his face. It was
a tightening, a muscle spasm that came
in a second and was as quickly gone.
"Engaged?" he questioned. "I hadn't
heard anything. Who's the man?"
"Philip Conway."
"Philip Conway!" His jaw dropped,
and he was the old Jimmy immediately, outraged, high-handedly bossing me. "That goon! You can't be en-

gaged

to

him!"

—

"

All of my old anger at him came
rushing back, the old resentment at his
trying to meddle. "Why not?" I snapped.
"Because he's a mama's boy," said

Jimmy

bluntly.

"Maybe

his

isn't

it

but he's been babied all his life.
He's the most unstable fellow I know.
Oh, well " he shrugged, " it won't
Conway doesn't know what he
last.
wants, and neither do you."
I went white at that, and blind with
fury.
"How can you say things .like
fault,

—

—

"You don't know
gritted.
You've
really or me, either.
no right to stand there saying such
things!
I
wish you'd go away go
that?"

I

—

Philip,

away!

I

Jimmy

—

hate you!"
went, and I was glad.

glad, I told myself,

even after

out that he was home for a
lough before going overseas.

I
I

was

found

last fur-

He

didn't

and I didn't call him.
It wasn't that I wished him any harm,
but I didn't care if I never saw him
again.
I could only resent, and bitterly, the circumstance that had given
Jimmy a furlough and had denied one
call to apologize,

to Philip.

Because, for some reason

known only

to the gods of war, Philip didn't come
home before he was sent across. I still
think that things might have been dif-

ferent if he had.
Had I seen Philip
before he left, there might have been
no morning, six long months later, that
meant the end of the world to me.

mother

PHILIP'S

me

that
starting
out for
job. She was crying hysterifirst thought was that
cally, and
Philip had been killed. I was so sure of
strength to keep
it that I needed all
a grip on the telephone, and I didn't
hear what she was saying. " cable,"
she repeated. "Philip's married a girl
in England.
And, oh, Penny, I'd set
heart on having you for a daughcalled

morning, just before

my

I

was

my

my

—

my

—

ter-in-law
After that I didn't hear any more.
The cold blackness that had crept up
on me at the first sound of her broken
voice overwhelmed me, and I fainted.
The next I knew, I was lying on the
couch in the living room, and my
mother was rubbing my hands. "Darling," she kept saying, "you mustn't let
it hurt you too much.
It's better this

\J, What brings a

A.. Skin
fj.

All I

knew

was

that every precious dream was
broken, that the future I'd been moving

toward so happily, so confidently, was
void. The very thought of Philip hurt,
and I couldn't bear the sight of anything that reminded me of him.
I
burned all of his letters, had my father
carry the hope chest to the attic the
hope chest full of linens initialed PBC.
The day came when I met Mrs. Conway on the street, and talked with her,
and actually knew a faint sense of relief that she was not, after all, to be
related to me.
She was still, after
months had gone by, taking Philip's
marriage very badly. Her eyes were
red with weeping, and she embarrassed
me by clutching my coat and crying
out that she couldn't stand having
Philip bring a strange girl home, a girl
from a foreign country. I knew then
that my own Mother had been right
that I would never have been happy
with Phillip. He was too much like his
mother.
The sensitiveness and the
quick emotions I'd loved in him were
just what Jimmy Storm had said signs
of instability.
Philip was out of my
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!

thoughts permanently then, but

THE DIFFERENCE!

my

life

was emptier than before.
I began to go out once in a while
with the boys who were left in town,
but everything was somehow different.
I found no one of them I was particularly interested in, and to tell the
truth no one of them seemed particularly interested in me.
They either
wanted to kiss me as soon as we'd

—

—

out for an evening, or they
clear that I was friendly company for a few hours, and nothing
more. They didn't talk about the future as glibly as had the boys in high
school.
They were as uncertain of
their futures as I was of mine. Everything had changed without my realizing it. In the long months when I'd
stayed at home waiting for Philip and
then brooding over Philip, many of my
friends had become engaged not as I
had been, in one evening, on promises
alone, but with rings as a sign of their
betrothal, and long letters from their
sweethearts. The girls who had wanted
to be opera stars when I'd wanted to
be a wife and mother, the girls who
had kept a half-dozen different boys at
once calling them up in high school,
were planning to be married, and their
started

made

it

—

were

could

be

times.
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settled as much as anything
settled in these uncertain
Worst of all, I didn't know

lives

where the years had gone.
of sheer loneliness, I agreed to
*-' Father's suggestion that I work two
nights a week at the canteen. It gave
me a full schedule with
other work,
but after two weeks I began to believe

f~|UT

my

that it was worth it. After two weeks
at the canteen, I'd met Harry Crewes.
Harry was different from the other
servicemen who came to the canteen.
He was older than most of them, and
he was permanently stationed at the

camp. He looked a little like Lewis
Steele, but his face was narrower, and
he wore his hair longer, always sleekly
brushed. Back in high school, I would
have said that he looked smooth. His
approach was direct and disarming.
He came up to me as I stood serving
coffee and asked, "What's your name?"

"Penny Blake."
"Pretty Penny," he smiled.
"I've
been watching you all evening. Will
you dance with me?"
I wanted to dance with him, but I
said conscientiously, "I can't, I'm afraid.
This is my night to wash dishes."
"Dishes!" he scoffed.
"There are
things in life more important than
dishes.

mean a

Meeting someone who could
you is one of them. Don't

lot to

you agree?"
agreed with him completely, but
stuck by my decision.
I washed
dishes that night until long after the
last soldier had gone.
Nevertheless, I
went home with a lighter heart than
I'd had in months. Someone who could
mean a lot to you.
He hadn't
meant it, of course, but still.
In the next evenings I spent at the
canteen I came to believe that Harry
did mean what he'd said the first night
he'd come up to the coffee counter.
I

I
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He was at my elbow every possible
moment; dances that he couldn't dance
with me, he didn't dance at all. And
the words he whispered while we were
dancing they were the words I'd been
waiting all of my life to hear, words
that even Philip hadn't spoken.
"I
knew the minute I laid eyes on you,
Penny. You're the girl I've been look-

—

ing for always.
Every man carries
a dream -picture in his heart, Penny,
and you're the one in mine. I know

" " "

" "

that you hear a lot of different lines
from these other lads but don't you

—

I'm
see that it's different with me?
older than they are; I've had some experience in life, and I know what I
want. Penny you don't believe me!"
"But I do," I protested.
"Then meet me after you're through
here, tonight. I can't talk to you with
a hundred people around
The orchestra was playing a beguine,
and the slow, insistent beats were in
not? I
heart, in my blood.
but
thought.
It was breaking rules
some of the girls broke the rule once
in a while. And it was true that we
couldn't talk very well at the canteen.
Someone was always interrupting.
"All right," I said. "I'll meet you
I hadn't finished speaking before I
realized that it was wrong. We'd been
dancing toward a corner; suddenly we
were cut off from the other dancers by
Harry stopped
a jog in the wall.
dancing, and his arms tightened, pulled
me close. "Harry!" I gasped, and tried
to pull away. "Please
"Don't struggle, sweet.
I want to
kiss you just once, now

LITTLE LULU

by y*laA£JL+

—

—

Why

my

—

—

—
—

THAT NIGHT
¥ COULDN'T free myself. There was
* no one to see us in that secluded corner, and I was too proud to cry out. I
was trying desperately, silently, to push
him away when another arm came sud-

my

around

denly

waist;

a

>

*£:

shoulder

came between Harry and me, thrusting him aside as easily as if he'd been
a child.
"You," said a furious voice,
"can clear out. This is a canteen, not
a third-rate tavern. And you, Penny

/

—

y/

was Jimmy Storm. Or perhaps I
should say Jim Storm. The diminutive
didn't become a man who was all bone
and muscle, whose face was hard with
anger.
There was a rainbow of ribIt

/

bons on his chest, just level with my
eyes, and one of them was a deep purple, with bands of white.
All this I
noticed in one stunned moment, while
he was saying, "I'm taking you home.
It's the only place you're safe.
Go get
your wraps."
Meekly, in a daze, I went after my
coat and hat,

took

my

met Jim

at the door.

He

me down

the

arm, walked

—

^w

/[

fci^SM

steps to a car his father's car. Then
he got in and started the motor, all in

silence.
My arm hurt where
Harry had gripped it. I rubbed it, and
the thought of Harry brought the blood
to my face. "Thanks, Jimmy," I said

murky

in a small voice.

"You're welcome."

At

my

temper flared. What
sound so so accusing?
He hadn't had to step in between Harry
and me. He'd been interfering again,
taking a hand in my life
And then I
was immediately ashamed. I felt that
I had to justify myself to Jimmy somehow, and I didn't know how to begin.
"You've been hurt," I ventured.
"I was," he said briefly, "some time
right

his tone,
had he to

—

—

ago."

"Oh.
That's— Is that the reason
you're home?"
"No." He turned the car out of town,
drove faster as we left the traffic for
the quiet streets of the residential district.
It was a good ten minutes to
my house, but when we came to a
stop before it, he went on as if he
hadn't stopped speaking at all, "I'm
not a medical discharge, if that's what
you mean. I've got a month's furlough.
Your mother told me you were at the
canteen, and I looked you up, thinking you might have got some sense
since I saw you last.
But evidently
you're as boy crazy as ever."
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"

"Boy

Shame,

crazy!"

—

"

gratitude

every other feeling vanished in an allconsuming rage. "How much do you
know about it? You don't know anything about me, and yet you treat me
like a freak or an imbecile! You don't
know " And then, at the thought of
all the bleak months since Philip had
gone, I broke down.
Tears streamed
down my face as I cried, "All I've ever
wanted is to have a home and children
and a man to love. If that's being
boy crazy, then a lot of other girls are

—

boy crazy, too!"

"You certainly haven't been very selective in your methods."
The remark had slipped out. I realized it even before the sting of it, the
bald and bitter truth of it, struck home.
I gasped and reached for the door, but
Jim's hand reached out and caught
mine. "I'm sorry, Penny
My hand lay limply in his, and the
tears dried on my cheeks as I sat there,
forgetting Jim, forgetting everything
everything but his words. You haven't
been very selective
Well, I hadn't
been. I saw it now. I hadn't seen one
of the boys I'd imagined myself in love
Philip
with,
among them, clearly
enough to know him as he really was,
to separate him from the dreams I'd
built around him.
All the heartaches
and the longings they hadn't been
love or even a part of love; they had
only been a reaching out for love. I'd
gone so far as to believe obvious lies
like Harry's because I wanted a dream

—

—

—

to
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"I'm sorry, Penny," Jim repeated.
His strong, lean fingers began to rub
my hand, gently, as if he sensed the
coldness in me and would stir some life
back into my body. And he sat staring
at the yard between our two houses,
the yard where the toy table had once
stood, with the dolls propped up around
"I

it.

don't

see

what you want,
and good to me,

anything wrong in
either.

It

especially

looks fine

now

.

finding it hard to talk, hard
to find words. ... I looked up at him

J[MMY,

curiously, and then it was as if a huge
hand had taken my heart and squeezed
it, forced all my breath from my body,

me

helpless. This couldn't be
right, I told myself. I couldn't feel this

leaving

about Jimmy, with whom I'd
played and fought since I was big
enough to walk, who'd always been under foot, unnoticed. And this couldn't
be love this terrible craving to be in
his arms, to be close to him as I'd never
wanted to be close to anyone. It wasn't
at all as I'd imagined it would be.
Jimmy was looking down at me, one
eyebrow raised a trifle, the old mischievous glint in his eyes. "Penny,"
he was saying, "have you ever liked
anyone as much as you've hated me?
Has anyone else been able to make you

way

—

.

Some styles

slightly

higher

."

.

.

.

as angry, to make you feel as much?
Tell the truth now, Penny
It wasn't at all as I'd imagined it
would be. Not the heavenly, painfulsweet hour I spent in Jim's arms that
night, nor all the days and the nights
in the month that followed, in which
we argued for and against being married right away, and decided finally to
wait until after the war, when we
would be sure.

—

—

R
R
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I'm sure now. This is no dreamy,
pleasant waiting, in which I'm satisfied
to pore over a chest filled with linens.
This is a longing, aching waiting but
I know that everything I've ever wanted lies at the end of it. Because this
time I'm not in love with love. I'm in
love with Jim.
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Forever Yours
Continued from page 42
if I were looking at a stranger!
"I'm glad you came as soon as you
could come and sit down and tell

as

—

me—"

\$cn

I put in, hastily.
groaned. "No more sitting down
for a little while please! I've been
riding for three days."
"Then come and see the house
as if he were a guest I were showing
around! But I couldn't, yet, fit him
into the Philip I knew, the boy who

He

—

rtottr"

—

had become my husband
if you like what I've done

.

.

"tell.

.

to

ood

"

1

„t toa

ofto*4

tfotott"**

asa

-

me

it."

Half-protesting, he let me lead him
through the freshly-painted rooms. He
dutifully admired the scrolled wall-

deodora*t-

paper, the chintz slip-covers that transformed the old-fashioned parlor into
a comfortable living-room; the ivory
paint on the staircase panels; the
woven rag rug in the upstairs hall.
At the bedroom door he halted.
low whistle escaped him. "Whew! If
my buddies could only see this! A
little different from an Army cot or
a hospital bed," he grinned. "You'll
have to make allowances if I'm not
entirely civilized as yet, Mary."
"I'll take you as you are
civilized
or savage, Philip," I laughed. There
was a moment of suspense, a pause

ieC0

^a

^and«o°^

A

—

you
ARE
chance,

with me by any
Mary?"—with one quick

flirting

motion he had bridged the distance between us, pulling me into his arms with
a strength I hadn't expected from his
hospital thinness. His face was pressed
hair; his lips travelled from
into
lips. Slow, delibertemples to
ate kisses that warmed the spot they

my

my

my

touched with a spreading fire. Beneath
his, my lips felt as if they didn't belong
shaped as they were by the
to me
unfamiliar demand of his. My heart
was swirling. He gathered me closer
and my hands, unbidden, went around
his neck. It was more than a kiss
it was the realization of a dream.
Then how can I explain the constraint that fell between us even with
his lips touching mine? Why did that
hard core in the center of my heart
crystallize slowly into stiff and un-

—

—

Why

did his embrace
regretfully,
guardedly, tender
instead of passionate?
What was this barrier between us
that neither would name?
The wraith of Stephanie she was
yielding pride?

grow

—

there between us, even though I fought
to disregard it. A word from him would

have banished her ... if he had said,
in truth, that he loved me and me only.
But he hadn't said it. And I wasn't sure.

my

In
suspicions I distrusted this emotion that sprang from our physical
closeness.
Perhaps Philip sensed this.
"I haven't the key,
he said lightly. His

my
of

shoulders.

your heart
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.

If

Stephanie had not awakened other,

demands

lustier

in

him

—would

still

I

have disappointed him?
His eyes held a tender steadiness in
their depths, but he did not again draw

me
And

"We're married, punkin.
guess all married people have
adjustments to make. We'll have to
be patient and understanding with
each other. I've been away and I've
changed a lot, I know. There will be
things in each other differences we'll
have to learn to recognize and make
allowances for. I've had experiences I
can't share with you. If you can forgive my keeping secrets from you, then
I guess I can
wait and hope." His
smile took any sting from his words.
If I could forgive
I could forgive
anything except this unrest and disquiet I sensed in him, this change that
close.
I

—

—

'tocking seams
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—

—
—
!

had sprung from

!

his first

meeting with

Stephanie!
Perhaps, I told myself, there would
be a difference in what I felt for
Philip, in the days to come. After all,
we were married, but we had never
lived together. Our relationship might
as well still be that of a boy and girl
who loved each other, who looked forward to marriage. Perhaps the reality
of love would sweep aside all of my

doubts and fears.

But that

night, when all the people
to say "welcome home"
away again, and we were

who had come
had gone

alone, a wife and her husband together
at the end of so long a waiting, the

was

barrier

still

between

us.

—greater than had
known—lying in my husband's
intimacy

brought

I

This
ever
arms,

me no sudden magic-provoked

and the passion I had hoped
would teach me passion with which to
security,

name of
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respond

still

to bring

it

brought me only a desire
an end.
turned my mouth away

to

At last I
from the fierce intensity of Philip's
kisses, and I cried out, "Dearest give

me
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I
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time to be used to you!
just a little time!"
His arms about me relaxed, and after
a long moment, in which I held
breath, and prayed, I think, for understanding, he kissed me lightly on the
tip of
nose, and laughed a little.
"I'm sorry, sweetheart I'd forgotten.
have time all of the time in the
world. I want you to love me as I
a

Give

you
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—
that he showed, by word or look, as
the days went on, his restlessness. Nor
his disappointment. But his gentleness
was too patient, his tenderness too
considerate. I chafed under it. I saw,
with growing dread, that the gap be-

tween us was widening every day,
Once, habit would have

every night.

close my mind to questions.
would have been satisfied with the
outward appearance. But no more.
Philip went to work at the factory.
When I protested that he would be
too tired to keep up his law studies

made me

—

Gloria Y^iiiclerbilt De Cicco
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a 1-Minute
Gloria

young
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'finish'
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skin gets from

Mask with Pond's Vanishing Cream," says
Vanderbilt De Cicco, who is the glamorous
heiress to one of America's great

and fortunes. "No doubt about
noticeable difference in

beautiful

names

—the Mask makes a
my complexion— and quicklyP'
it

he only smiled.
the only thing I can

at night,
"It's

to get
I

left

maybe

Henry out
him.
this

the others
It was the

He
way

do, Mary,
of that foxhole where
gave me a trust and

—

I

can see that he and

come back a

little

sooner."

time I realized that he
felt so badly about Henry's still being
in the fight while he was out for good.
The Day Nursery kept me busy.
Little Susan's father had delayed his
leaving, and I did what I could to
prepare her for the wrench of parting with her friends and her garden.
first

most of the
BUT
my duties like

time

I

went about

a sleepwalker. Or,
rather, like a person emerging slowly,
painfully, from sleep. Emotions and
feelings stirred in their swaddlingclothes, ripped into my cloistered heart,
laughed at my 'lady-like' pretences. I
was paying a high price for my pride.
It hadn't occurred to me, when Philip
had gone to work at the factory,
that he would be bound, sooner or
later, to run into Stephanie. Whether it
had been accidental or intentional I
don't know, but he mentioned, casually,'

one evening something Steph-

anie had said about her brother.
The terror I felt must have showed
in my face. Philip's mouth tightened.
He slammed down his napkin onto the
table, pushed back his chair and strode
out of the house.

my hands clenched and
heart pounding in my throat. The
mention of her name from Philip
could do that! If there were only someone I could talk to! Aunt Connie was
hopeless. Dad was gone. Even if he
weren't, we had been too much alike
I sat there,

my

—

for confidences. I had kept all this inside of me for so long without an outlet,
but I couldn't go on any longer trem-

bling when I heard her name, wondering what Philip was thinking.
If only Mother were alive! When I
was a child I had pretended she was
and that I could ask her advice. But
the new picture Dad had drawn of
her
gay and temperamental and
quicksilver alive had made me afraid.
Now I faced that fear and knew I

—

—

—
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dreaded her taking Philip's part against
mine.

Had

she sat at this table, where he
had, facing the old golden-oak sideboard with its mirror panel, its "Fish

and Game" still-life hanging above—
and suffered from the Brockman pride,
too? Had she, sometimes, waited for
a word or a sign from Dad that would
have meant solace to her and waited

—

in vain?

Ruthlessly I ripped aside the layers
self-esteem I had built.
Had I
deliberately withheld my heart from
Philip, forcing him to be content with
the crumbs I could spare, as a kind
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In spite of
Stephanie he had asked me to become his wife. Could I never forget
that he had come to me on the rebound? Was I to make us both pay
suffer too?
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!

WOK/
I'm curling

my

in misery and silence because he had
once cared, briefly, for someone else?

Because he

still

admired her?

—

All or nothing! the flag of pride.
Well, that flag lay in the dust. I
wanted Philip's love on any terms.

And when he came back
him

I

—

was in the
coming up the

would
he

Before
before
again to Stephanie!
so.

I

hair one-handed 1

——

tell

turned

hall when I heard him
path. But he was run-

ning! His feet pounded over the porch;
the door flew open in violent haste;
he nearly knocked me down as he
rushed into the house!
"Philip " I began
But his hands were on my arm, shaking me. "Mary, I can't stop! I've got
to go there's a fire over in Trailertown! They need every man! Get coats
and blankets I don't know how bad

—

—

—

but some of them may be burned
out." All the time he was talking he
was filling his pockets with flashlights,
with the first aid kit.
in Trailertown! Blocks away
Fire!
from the nearest fire hydrant dry
grass growing untended around the
huge, sprawling camp women and
children caught in those box-like
those inflammable awnings
trailers,

it is

—

—

—

—

and lean-to's
Aunt Connie's

light

snapped oh over

her porch.
that big coffeepot of yours,
GET
Mary!" she yelled. "I'm going to
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set up an emergency kitchen in Massey's lot on Tenth Street. I'm stopping
at Mary Ellen's for more doughnuts
come as quick as you can!"
Trust Aunt Connie! it was in moments like this that I admired her most,
in spite of her faults. And she was
right. I grabbed the coffee pot off the
shelf, a canister of coffee, poured sugar
into a sack, added some cartons of
milk; shoved the lot into a market

—

basket and, with blankets on the other
arm, hurried after her.
My heart quailed when I saw that
inferno of raging fire. But there was
too much to do to be afraid. It seemed
like hours that we handed out cups and
weary, haggard, smokeplates
to

blackened
men. The

was out

men and
fire,

crying, frantic

aided by a

of control in a

stiff

wo-

wind,

few minutes.

From Massey's lot we could see the
vicious orange-red flames, almost obscured by the ugly, black, billowing
smoke; we could hear the crackling,
and the tearing sound as trailers disappeared in the path of the holocaust
the hissing of water as streams
from the hoses played upon it in a
Our fire department
pitiful attempt.
was antiquated. At the edge of the
field I could dimly see the tiny figures
of men. I knew they were beating
sparks out with rugs; I knew they were
forming a bucket brigade from the
creek nearby. Philip was there, along
with every able-bodied man in Tilbury.
The children were my job. I herded
them into one corner those whose
.

.

.

—

mothers were out on the field filling
buckets of water for their men. A row
of old overcoats made a bed for the

children and, as other women arrived
with the coffee, I gathered the
youngsters around me, soothing their
panic as best I could.
I saw Philip when he rushed in to get
a bandage for a burn on his arm, but
a Nurse's Aide reached him first. I
couldn't leave the children, but I could
hear what the men were saying.
"What are we going to do?" a tall,
bearded man, holding his coffee cup
with shaking hands, was demanding
to help

R
R
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of

no one in particular.

"My God

"

—

where can we go?"
I recognized one of the plant officials,
a Mr. Johnson, standing next to him.
"We'll have to shut down the plant,"
grimly,
despairingly,
"one
rickety
hotel and two boarding houses in
Tilbury
and
now four hundred
people homeless. We'll have to shut
down the plant. No other way
"Only four hundred people?" It was
Philip's
ringing
determined,
voice.
"Well, there are over four hundred
families in Tilbury who have an extra
bedroom or an attic where they can
put in a few cots. You haven't any
problem, Mr. Johnson. This town isn't
going to see people without a roof over
their heads. You won't have to shut
down the plant. They'll just move in
with us for awhile."
I heard the gasp that went up from
behind the rude counter where Aunt
Connie and the other ladies stood. Take
in people from Trailertown!
But not even Aunt Connie had a
word to say. Bad as it was, there was
absolutely no other solution. Philip
was right. It was the only answer.
I watched the men talking together
and I realized that the common effort
they were making tonight; the simple,
unspectacular acts of heroism they
had witnessed; their scorched faces and
burned hands, had formed a comradeship among them old-timers and newcomers alike. But how long would that

—

.

—

when they settled down tomorrow
Thank goodness,
living together?
the solution would be only temporary,
until they could get barracks or some
kind of shelters built. Most of the people in Tilbury were gathered in a dense
crowd to watch the fire; Sheriff Birl
was sent, paper in hand, among them
for volunteer hosts to take in the
homeless families. And one by one
they came forward to their "guests."
last

to

WHEN
been

the last of the children had
called for, I went home, too.

The

fire had almost burned
except for one corner of the

was under

it

itself out,
field, and

control.

was I could not go to
stretched out on the sofa to
drowse and wait for Philip. His burns
would need dressing and he might be
Tired as

sleep.

I

I

hungry.
I

don't

know how

long

I

napped.

The door slamming woke me and I
heard Philip awkwardly groping for
the light switch.
"I'm in here, Philip," I called, going
sleepily to the hallway door. "I waited
up " I stopped. I stared, dazed and
unbelieving. Philip was not alone. And

—

there was no mistaking the limp form
he carried the long black hair that
fell like a curtain across his shoulders
that slim figure Stephanie!

—

—

—

He misunderstood my

look.

"She

hurt!" he said, hastily. "It's mostly
smoke and shock. We found her in
that corner of the field, almost in the
brook, lying across the body of that
old woman she lived with, trying to
protect her. The poor kid the poor,
brave kid!" and as he talked he was
moving resolutely upstairs, to the room
that had been Dad's.
"Here? she's going to stay here,
Philip?" I asked in a stupefied whisper.
He didn't answer, but I knew before
I spoke. Stephanie was in our house
isn't

—

—

to stay.

beginning of the end
Mary's marriage or can it perhaps
mean a new beginning? Read the exIs this, then, the

of

—

citing conclusion of this story in May
on sale April 18.
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Continued from page 31
This was an excuse for standing still,
for not making the effort to pick up
the threads of living again.
And so,
except for my casual contacts with the
milkman and the baker and the grocer,
I saw no one except Margie and the
baby.
I wonder sometimes how long this
feeling of inertia, this motionless, donothing attitude toward life, would
have gone on if I hadn't received the
long-distance call from San Diego.
When the operator said, "San Diego
calling Frances Brown," I didn't wonder at her using my maiden name; I
wondered only about the call, itself.
My heart clumped against my breast.
I

had

a

sudden

was

flash of intuition that

tremendous importance
that something was coming into my
life to start me forward again.
And
then I thought of Frank. Perhaps the
naval officers had been wrong perhaps Frank's ship hadn't been shot
down perhaps Frank wasn't dead
but was alive, on the other end of the
telephone now.
And then I heard a familiar male
voice at the other end of the wire,
"Francie Francie is it you?"
And
there was hope and love and anticipation in the voice that came to me. It
was the voice of a man who has been
dreaming of the woman he loves during the agony of war.
It
wasn't
this call

—

of

—

—

—

—

He was gone,
that with terrifying certainty.
It was the voice of RalphRalph, the" first boy who ever had kissed
Frank's voice, of course.

and

knew

I

me —Ralph who had gone away and
asked me to wait for him. Ralph, whose
"girl

he

left

behind him" had been

carefree and young and
pled and heartsick, a

now was crummother and a

widow.
I'm back," he said. "And
the operator and I've been tracing
you all over the United States. Are you
all right?"
"Yes," I said. There was no point in
telling him my story over the phone.
"Are you working?" he asked.
"Yes," I said, laughing a little, "I
manage to keep busy."
"Tell your boss not to expect too
much of you for four days beginning
the day after tomorrow," he said. "I'm
coming to see you." Swiftly he named
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hung up the receiver and leaned
thoughtfully against the telephone, and
when I turned around Margie was bea time
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What's the
"Francie, what is it?
matter?" she asked quickly. "You're
It isn't
so white so shocked looking.
it can't be
"Frank? No that's what I thought,

— —
—

—

too,"

I

told

empty with

*.
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steady-eyed Ralph, who went
believing that he was in love with
me, and who had come back.
"Oh, Francie, I'm glad," she said.
"I'll wire him tonight and tell him
not to come," I said dully.
"Not to come?" Margie's expression
was one of incredulous amazement.
"You're crazy."
straight,

Q
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and

Margie had become a
"Ralph?"
friend of mine since the old Cartersville days, and had never known Ralph.
So I told her of my carefree, happy
days in the little midwestern town
of the old gang and of my first dates
and parties. And I described to her
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"What

is

there for us to talk about?
then, of

known Frank, why,

he'd

If

course, we'd

mon. But

way— " my

have something

this

com-

in

voice trailed

off.

She didn't say anything, but

I could
her criticism.
what would we
"It would be silly
do for four days?" I went on.
"Oh, Francie," Margie begged, "let
him come. Don't let your life end. Of
course, you loved Frank, but

feel

—

—

"Loved him?"

I could feel the love

we had known
now.
It

"Margie,

was

surging

it

through

was more than

me
that.

life itself."

know," Margie said, and there was
gentle understanding in her voice.
"And keep the precious memory of
that love locked in your heart, forever.
But don't be sorrowful forever. You're
"I

young, Francie

"What

—young."
does

difference

it

make?"

I

argued.
"Francie," Margie began, and there
like that of Great Aunt
Sarah in the words she spoke, "everyWhat
one changes during wartime.
Don't you think he's
about Ralph?
different after what he's gone through?"
"Probably," I admitted thoughtfully,
"but he doesn't think I'm different. He

was wisdom

believes I'm the same inexperienced,
light-hearted girl he left in Cartersville.

Sweet Sixteen and never been

—

kissed, until he kissed her. And well,
he won't find that girl. She doesn't
exist."
"Then let her exist," Margie sug-

gested quickly.
"She's
"But she can't," I insisted.
gone."
"Francie, listen," Margie began seriously, "Ralph has carried a dream
in his heart for three long years
dream of you. Oh, Francie, you've got
You've got
to give him that dream.

—

to."

"But I can't," I said weakly.
play a part for four days."

"I can't

IVf ARGIE continued, "But that's just
what you can do play a part. For
four days, Francie, forget about your
own loss your personal misfortune.
And think about helping him to forget
what he's gone through."

^*

—

—

"Do you think

I

could?"

I

-ita, cunX. uhJav

began

a

thoughtfully.
"I

know you

could," Margie said en-

thusiastically. "He wants to believe in
you so
he wants to believe
Francie, give
you're just the same.
him his dream."
"It would be so hard to pretend to

much—

be irresponsible and young again,"

I

said.

"Not if you forget about yourself
entirely if you think only about giving him the picture he's carried in his
heart."
It was then that I thought about my

—

baby

—my

Frankie.
"We'll take care of that," Margie
said. "He thinks you work.
Let him
think you're working all day downtown. And then you take care of the
baby. At night he can meet you after
after I take over the care
I get home
of Frankie."
Suddenly, the idea appealed to me.
little

—

To be young and gay again. To forget sorrow. To have fun. To cover my
heartache for a soldier returning to his

homeland.
really a wonderful
told her, letting myself get
for the first time.
"Do you

"Oh, Margie,
idea,"

I

it's

excited
think I could do it do you think it
would work out all right?"
"It will work
on one condition,"

—

—
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Margie warned.
"What's that?" I asked quickly.
"You mustn't think about yourself.
You'll have to think about him.
If
you concentrate on showing him a wonderful time, you'll get along all right."
Margie always refers to those four
days as "The Gay Deception.". I always look back at it as a time of rebirth.
Because in trying to give another war-damaged person happiness,
I began to overcome the war's crippling effects on me.
My heart went out to Ralph when he
first stepped down from the train.
He

was
was

thin and tired-looking and his hair
gray.
But he had not lost his
erect bearing, his direct, honest manner which I remembered so well from
our days in Cartersville.

He came
around

me

to me
gently.

and put

his

arms

And

then he stood
for a long minute just looking down
at me as if he couldn't see enough of
*
me.
"You're the same," he said. "You're
the one thing the war hasn't touched,"
he breathed thankfully.
We went to a quiet place for dinner
that night a restaurant where the
music was soft and the food good. And
we reminisced about the old days in
Cartersville.
I tried to think of the
amusing incidents like the time we lost

—

Tim and Jenny on the sleighride and
didn't miss them for five miles, or
about the time we cleaned out Cleary's
barn for a dance.

Oh,

we laughed un-

we

forgot the war in our recollected
stories of that far-away existence. We
danced together that night, and I was
surprised that we danced well. Once
while we were dancing, Ralph's arms
tightened around me and he whispered
into my hair, "Francie, darling, I I've
missed you so terribly."

til

—

ANOTHER time, he asked me how I
spent my time. I made up my an-

**

swer, trying to think what I would be
doing if I had never known Frank.
"I work, and go to the movies, and
help at the Red Cross, and dance occasionally," I told him, smiling.
Yes, that's what I would be doing
if my
if I had never known Frank
love for him had not brought me ecstacy, childbirth, and heartbreak. And
that's the way I played my role with
Ralph.
"If there had never been a
Frank, I would say this " I would
think before I did anything. And, by
the end of that first evening, I knew
that if I never had known handsome,
dark-eyed Frank, I would be in love
with Ralph—Ralph, so different and
yet so honest and clean and straight,

—

...

vm

s*&

—

.... revel in tnis revelation

.
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girl he had carried in his heart. I was
happy that he would report back to
duty never having seen the crumpled
part of me secure in the knowledge
that the world had not changed. But
there was another reason. My gaiety,

—

my

tne all-star fasnion parade right to you.

Fasnion Frocks,

—

And so faithful even the war
had not ended his love for me.
There were many reasons I enjoyed

too.

when She

Calls

laughter,

my

exhilaration discour-

aged love-making. And I was not ready
for Ralph to declare his love for me.
Then I would have to tell him the truth.
And so for three days we laughed
and danced and hurried recklessly from
one place to another, recapturing the
Once
old, carefree days of long ago.
or twice, I noticed that Ralph was
looking at me with a puzzled frown,

—
and

wondered

if he could see beneath
to the living wound beneath. But, then, I would strive harder
than ever to be amusing and gay and
young, and the mood would pass.
Margie came in right after work on
the fourth night, just as she had been

my

I

gay veneer

doing

all

humming

during Ralph's
a little tune as

visit.

I

was

helped her
wheel the bassinette into her apartment.
"You look very pretty tonight,
Francie," she said as I started out the
door on my way to the office building
where Ralph believed I worked. "Are
you having fun?"
"He is," I answered, smiling. "Oh,
Margie, I know he is."
"Of course he is," Margie agreed.
"But are you?"
"Why, yes," I admitted, thinking of
myself for the first time. "I'm having
fun why, I'm having a wonderful
I

—

time."

And when Margie

smiled,

knew

I

was what she had thought
would happen. In her young wisdom
she knew that by giving another person happiness, you find happiness, your-

that this

And she probably had known that
would find joy in being young and
gay again in putting aside my grief
self.
I

—

—not

forgetting
ting my sadness.

wanted me

my

love

—but

forget-

And perhaps

to fall in love

she had

with Ralph

but that, of course, was impossible.
"He's so good, Margie," I said, softly.
"Everything about him is honest and

and

straight

"And he

fine."

loves

you,"

Margie

said

softly.

DUT

—

•*-*

of

in love with another man
loved Frank I gave him all

I fell
I

my

love,"

—

I said.

"No, Francie," Margie contradicted.

"You loved him intensely, but you
didn't give him all of your love."
"What do you mean?" I asked, surprised.

"Don't

you love your baby?" she

"And does what you
him take away anything from

feel for

asked.

the love

you gave

to Frank?"
"Of course not, but

I

that's different,"

insisted.

"All of the loves in your life are
different," she went on.
"The love
you feel for your child the love you
know for your father and the love

—
—

you knew for Frank. But you could
have still another love in your life,
Francie not wild, and exciting, and
passionate like your love for Frank.
But a deep, lasting love based on honesty and friendship."
I knew she was right.
There can
be more than one love in a woman's
and none needs to rob the other
life
loves of any intensity.
There is a

Mrs. Allan A. Ryan, young society leader,

—

for this

—

I am."
"He'd be

portrait.

is

a

Hair of pale gold

charming subject
.

wonderful father for
little Frankie," Margie said, looking
down at the baby.
"Growing up
without a dad is a handicap."
Tears of self-pity pushed into my
eyes for the first time in four days.
"Maybe Ralph wouldn't want me
if he knew about the baby
maybe he
wouldn't want another man's child."

—

.
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place for a new love just as there is
a place in a mother's heart for a new
child.
Arid the new one takes no affection from the others.
And I was
aware of something else. I wanted
Ralph to come back into my life. I
wanted his sure, strong love.
"You see, Margie," I said thoughtfully, "Ralph doesn't know whether
he loves me or not. He loves the girl
whom I've pretended to be not the

Dreamflower

Wi,
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—
"You don't know that until you tell
him about the baby," Margie said.
"Oh, Margie, I can't do that," I said
with horror.
"I've made him happy
I can't make him unhappy with the
truth.
Why, he likes me the way I
used to be."
"If you looked then the way you do
tonight, I can't blame him," Margie
said, as she looked at me standing in
the doorway. "You'd better run, darling you'll be late."
I kissed the baby and hurried down
to meet Ralph in front of the Pickering Building where he thought I
worked.
I saw him before he saw me, saw
him searching for me in the crowd.
And when he found my face, he came
toward me quickly the way a man
does who is anticipating pleasure with
the woman he loves. I watched him,

—

"KSSE^SK

—

and knew that

I

could not burden him

with my tragedy.
He looked years
younger than he had the day he
stepped from the train. I could not
deepen those tragic lines in his face.
And then, even as I thought of him,
I thought of myself.
If I told him
now, I was gambling our affection
away. I might lose him and I wanted his friendship. I needed him even
more than he needed me.
" After
dinner that night we went
back to the apartment. We sat in the
lamplit room listening to soft music
on the radio, content to say little, happy
in just being together. Suddenly I felt

—

—

I had to confide in Ralph
that I
had to tell him about the baby. But
I was afraid that I could not bear his
disappointment at learning that I had

that

loved another

man

completely.

or twice during the time we
together that night, I thought
going to speak of the future
his future and mine. But he didn't
say anything until he was leaving un-

f~kNCE

^ were
Ralph was
—

—

he was standing in the doorway saying goodbye. He kissed me very gently, first on the forehead, and then on
the mouth.
"Goodbye, little Francie," he said.
"Thanks for putting up with me." And,
then, he said a surprising thing. "I've
wanted to ask you to marry me but
well I can't be sure what the war
has done to me how much I've
changed in every way."
I wanted to say, "But, Ralph> the war
has changed me, too. I'm not the same
girl you used to know."
But he was still talking.
til
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"And you're so so honest, that I
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There were tears in my eyes when
he went away. Tears that came from
the sadness of parting and tears of admiration and respect, which might so
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apartment, I stood for a
while just looking down at the

baby, remembering what Margie had
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said about different kinds of love
remembering, and knowing that all she
had said was true. And then, very suddenly, in that way of seeming to have
.

.

.

been pretending to be awake all the
time that babies have, Frankie woke up.
He chuckled and gurgled happily at seeing me and held (Continued on page 74)
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out his fat little fists in invitation. My
heart swelled with love for him, and

with another emotion which at last I
could put a name to: a real sorrow that
somehow, with Ralph, I had let another
love, a dear tenderness that might

have meant a shining new world for
me, slip though my fingers. I caught
the baby to me, and I think I was
laughing and crying at once when I
heard a sound behind me.
I turned swiftly.
There, close by the
head of the crib, stood Ralph. He was
smiling

—a

half

smile.
"So this is

small, questioning, puzzled
And what he said was,

your secret, Francie."
the baby back under the covers,
and stood up quickly. "Ralph, I
The smile was full now, and tender.
"I could make some excuse about having left my gloves here, or something
like that, Francie. But I'll tell you the
truth I left part of my heart here and

—

I slid

—

come back

I've

—

for

it."

His name seemed to be
the only thing I could say.
He took my hand and led rne across
the room to the davenport. "Sit down
here beside me, Francie," he said gently, "and tell me all about it.
I've
known, ever since I came, home, that
there was something behind your
laughter and your gaiety— something
sober and withheld. You didn't seem
to want to tell me, but after I left tonight I knew that I couldn't go without knowing, and without offering myself, however poor a substitute, to fill
the emptiness I knew was in your
heart.
So will you tell me about it,
Francie?"

"Ralph

"

CTRANGELY,

^

at

first

—not

it

was easy

as

to tell.

started

I

Not

—because

so long I had been keeping my
memories inside, buried deep, treasuring them as a miser does his gold, that
it was almost painful trying to bring
them into the light. But with Ralph's
for

direct, steady eyes looking into mine,
and his warm, strong hand closed

became

easier and
talked, I
realized for the first time that
memories were happy things. I could
bring them out and face them, and I
discovered that sharing them with Ralph
could in itself be a queer, tender kind
of happiness. All of the things I had felt
the little things I had thought that I

around

mine,

And

easier.

it
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I

said, "Now that I know, I
feel safer, Francie. Safe enough to ask
you to wait for me. You see, I was
afraid I had seen so much and learned
so much about living, since I'd left

—

"You were afraid that I could never
catch up to you, Ralph?"
"No that I could never go back to
you, never be young enough again,"
And then he
he told me gravely.

the

—

"Film-Finish."

and

ask.

you."

with your $1
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He only
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would never tell anyone I could tell
Ralph.
And the telling cleansed my
heart of the remnants of bitterness, of
feeling cheated, and left behind only
the wonderful memory enshrined there.
Ralph was kind enough not to ask
questions, not to ask me why I had
tried to deceive him, why I had kept
my secret to myself. Or perhaps it
wasn't just kindness perhaps he, with
his warm understanding, had no need
to

--,..

I

my

—

GLORIA DE HAVEN

as

Of, plus tax

his arms to me, and I came into
them, not creeping there for shelter,
but going proudly to my love, knowing at last that the world does not stand

opened
R

R
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WoodLury

fe

Powd er

still

—even for grief.

Knowing

that to-

night Ralph would go away, but that

he would come back to me.
me here waiting for him.

And

find

—

—

——

Planning

Point

the

to

——

Continued from page 50

300,000 tons above last year; manpower
shortage in sugar cane fields and refineries; limited shipping space for
importing sugar, which must remain
limited because it is needed for war
material.
As to the important reason why ration

stamps were cancelled without warning, that had to be done to keep people
who had an accumulation of unused
points from buying produce to the limit
of those points. If that had been permitted, dealers' stocks might have been
so depleted that there would have been
nothing left for the consumers who
were depending on current stamps to
supply their needs.
Figures and statistics and explanations are all very well, and, you may
say, you're more than willing to cooperate by buying only at ceiling prices
and by never making a purchase of
rationed goods except in exchange for
ration points but you'd like a little
help in feeding your family interest-

—

you prepare lunch boxes for noontime
meals, I have indicated sandwiches for
lunch; make them with whole grain
bread for added nutrition. Add more
eggs for breakfast for those whose
work requires extra energy, and save
time and energy for yourself by preparing enough dinnertime dessert to
be served

at

lunch the following day.

Supper

pork or

marmalade
baked eggs beverage

horse radish sauce
mashed potatoes (sweet
caulior white)
flower

the loveliest girl I
"For you . .
know ... I'm choosing a Keepsake
.

with broiled

waffles

. the most beautiful diamond ring
know. It is a ring rich in tradition
... an everlasting symbol of the

jowl bacon

.

gelatin dessert

I

beverage

—

with top

—soft-cooked
beverage

egg

color,

Dinner
celery and carrot sticks
cornstarch pudding

gelatin dessert

—

beverage

barbecued pork or beef
slices (from Sunday's

juice

tongue sandwiches
cornstarch pudding
beverage

Wednesday

cream cheese

milk
scrambled eggs
beverage

sandwiches
gingerbread
beverage

bacon
steamed rice spinach
cole slaw beverage
sliced bananas

orange juice
cooked wheat cereal
top milk
toast beverage

mixed vegetable juice
ground liver sandwich
banana or tangerine

—toast

—

—

H

is

it

—

of

o "Keepsake" the name

is In

the ring.

Rings enlarged to show details.
include

Prices

Thursday

on the tag,

Ask your Keepsake Jeweler to
show you the new matched sets . . •
from $100 to $3500.

—

broiled liver and jowl

of

v/hich

and the Keepsake Certificate
Guarantee and Registration.

tomatoes) hot gingerbread beverage

tomato juice

hundreds

clarity

ally established price

roast)

scalloped potatoes

baked squash sliced
(or cold canned

grapefruit
puffed cereal with top

and

cut

in

standards

Keepsake has maintained through
six decades. That's why you may
choose any genuine registered
Keepsake Diamond Ring with confidence in its quality and value.
You are protected by the name
"Keepsake" in the ring, the nation-

—

tongue
new potatoes
steamed cabbage

tomato soup
peanut butter
sandwiches

mixed vegetable

share."

meets the exacting

beverage

orange juice
oatmeal with top milk
toast beverage

we

Only one diamond

Lunch

milk

toast

.

great love

escarole salad
apple pie

Breakfast
tangerines
cornflakes

of

boiled beef with

milk)

Tuesday

—

—

roast loin

—

Monday

eepsake

grapefruit
corn muffins
(the ideal beverage for
all children's meals is

.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

ing and nutritious meals! Can it be
done, in these days of shortages? Yes,
it can.
It takes more time and more
planning than it ever did before, but
meals can still be attractive to the eye
and palate. You simply have to eliminate the words "I can't" from your vocabulary entirely, and use "I'll substitute" instead. Scour the cookbooks and
the magazines for new ways to prepare
fish and eggs and the few remaining
unrationed meats.
I have worked out a week's menus
by which a family of four can be fed
well fed on the points now available. On the assumption that many of

Dinner

Breakfast

Sunday

a KOIHUlHi lOltrlllD

stuffed breast of lamb
roast pan(or veal)

—

federal tax.

•Trade Mark Registered.

browned potatoes
and onions

beverage

string beans

baked apple
beverage
grapefruit

Friday

bran flakes
milk
French toast

'with

top

broiled mackerel
hashed brown potatoes
creamed carrots

tomato juice
pea soup with hardcooked egg slices
crackers beverage
chocolate pudding

lamb

—

—beverage

tangerines

Saturday

tomato juice
chopped egg and green
pepper sandwiches
baked apple beverage

pancakes with maple
syrup
beverage

—

Total red points for week:
3y2 lbs. pork loin (end cuts) or
31/2 lbs. boneless beef chuck
1 lb. beef liver

14
4

1 lb. margarine
y2 lb. cream cheese
butter
1/4 lb.

cabbage and apple
salad beverage
chocolate pudding

—

(or veal)

dinner)
tossed green salad

gingerbread

— beverage

Total blue points for week:
2 cans vegetable
2 cans tomato ju ice
1

can tomatoes

pie

leftover roast
from Thursday's

(use

—

.
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you need a larger roast for Sunday, plan to serve patties made of ground
pork liver, point free, in place of rationed beef liver, to gain 4 points.
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Surrender

Helps reveal your fresher

Continued from page 23

ground against which to present myself to the handsomer, more attractive
men I'd already seen here.

CLEARER'TOPSKIN

"Yes, I'm number seventeen
ley Drake," I said, getting to

r

...with all its

— Shel-

my

natural blushing charm!

feet,

smiling up at him from long habit of
being charming to men.
He grinned at me. "I've taken pot
luck before, and not minded," he told
me. "But you look to me like a girl
who's always had things her way, so
perhaps you won't like this as much as
will."

I

There!
He, the first of the guests
here I'd spoken to, had, without question, taken me for the kind of person
accustomed to places like Stonewall
Inn, to fun and resort life and all the
things I'd read about.
I warmed to
him.
"Don't worry about me," I smiled.
"I'll have fun
I always do."
He nodded. "I suspect you do, Shelley Drake. Well, how shall we spend
our time tonight together?"

—

Somehow, his manner was more
amused than nattering, and that annoyed me a little. After all, he might
have drawn a fright, or a grandmother
there were plenty of both around.
Every other man who had stopped to
compare cards with me had had eagerness in his eyes and then regret, when
our numbers didn't tally.
I'm
"I'd better tell you my name
Mike Torrey. And would you like

—

—

something to drink?"
me, somehow, a feeling as
HEhegave
were a small boy who had been
if

This Remarkable Method In Skin Culture Also
Marvelous For Enlarged Pore Openings
and To Loosen Blackheads
If the skin (even of young girls) doesn't
constantly "flake off" those dried-up,

—

faded, aging top-skin cells
your com'
plexion often appears muddy, drab,
coarse-textured and lifeless.

This "flaking off" process is practi'
cally invisible but it takes place as any
skin specialist will

tell

the

most

"hard-to-impress"

My

—

he-man.

Use Hopper's White Clay Pack
whenever you want to look your own
dazaling best

on short notice

— and

to

help maintain an enviable 'top-skin'
thruout the years. Buy Hopper's Clay
Pack at any cosmetic counters.

you.

And here's why Edna Wallace
Hopper's White Clay Pack is so helpful
in hastening this process along

—why

it's

one of the quickest and most effective
ways to reveal this underskin with all
its

naturally clear, blushing freshness.

The Simple Easy Treatment
Just spread Hopper's White Clay Pack
over your face and neck. Lie down and
relax. Feel how refreshing its tightening,
stimulating effect is on tired tissues and
muscles. Wash off after 8 minutes.
look in your mirror

Now

Notice how that tired, faded look
seems to disappear. Your skin appears
so alive looking. The mild rubefacient
or "blushing" action of Hopper's Clay
Pack helps give your skin a thrilling
glow a bewitching rosy charm and
fascination which should captivate

—
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Homogenized Facial Helps
Give Face and Neck
Exciting

'BEAUTY- LIFT'

Always use Hopper's HomogenCream every night.
This super-lubricating cream
ized Facial

works wonders

for face

Press an extra

amount of cream

sent to a party and given strict instructions by his mother to behave like a
I opened my lips to
little gentleman.
dress had
say that I didn't drink.
been made for dancing, and I wanted
to stay in the ballroom and whirl about
the floor to see and to be seen. But at
that moment, Mike Torrey smiled. That
was little-boy, too a little boy who's
awfully afraid people aren't going to
amazement I heard
like him. To
myself saying, "I'd love some lemonade."
Over his beer and my lemonade,
Mike and I got acquainted. He told me
about his work with planes and engines "I'm not an engineer, underNo degrees, or anything like
stand.
that.
I'm just a worker." And I took
my first opportunity to try out my
story about wanting to get away for a
while, and be quiet, and not see my
friends.
After a while I suggested that we
dance, but Mike shook his head.
"I
can't," he confessed. "Not a single step.
Never had time to learn, I guess. I'm
not much help to a girl who wants to
have a good time." There was no
apology in his tone, but I thought there
was a hint of ruefulness as he added,

and neck.

over any lines or wrinkles. Leave
on at least 8 minutes or overnight.
Also excellent base for make-up.

^^^HOPPER'S ""SOS*"

—

my

—

"As you can probably see. I knew I'd
be a disappointment to you the moment I saw you. You belong in a place
I don't.
I came here by
like this.
accident, through a friend."
His eyes
narrowed teasingly.
"But buck up,
Shelley. Your ordeal will be over by
midnight."
A perverse mischief stirred in me,
a desire to shake the amusement out of

man's eyes, to stir in him some
feeling for me other than his obvious
one of being interested in an attractive

this

child.
"It's

not so very long until mid-

—
reminded him. "And there's
Looking at the moon
with a pretty girl doesn't require any
night," I

a

moon

outside.

previous training or talent."
I had a disturbed feeling, for a moment, that Mike was seeing right
through me. Then he smiled faintly,
and rose, his eyes resting briefly on my
bare throat and arms. "I'll wait while
you get your wrap," was all he said.
The back porch of the Inn, looking
out over the golf course and the lake
beyond, was deserted. We stood at the
railing, gazing into the star-studded
blackness.

felt

I

as

if

had never

I

known before exactly how wonderful,
how breathtaking the beauty of the

—

and that was strange,
was sharing it with a man
who meant nothing to me.
That moment of loveliness was
broken by Mike's voice, sounding a
little wistful
or was that only my
night could be

because

I

—

imagination?
"I know what is expected of me,
now, Shelley," he whispered, "only I'm
afraid I'm not much good at it."

"Good

at what, Mike?"
this
at flirting,
and kissing
pretty girls in the darkness under the
stars.
That's supposed to be
next

—

"At

my

move,

how

isn't it?
I guess I don't
to plajr, Shelley, that's all."

know

Something outside my own \ olition
moved me closer to him. "Would you
No matter
like to know how, Mike?
a man works, he ought to
play sometimes, too. I could teach you."
My voice sounded strangely warm,

how hard

my own

persuasive, in

ears.

as

I felt

had been suddenly marooned, quite alone, in a new, dark,
intimate universe. Then I shook myself impatiently
what was the matter
with me, anyway?
if

Mike and

I

—

lyflKE'S low, rich laugh sounded close
-L™-'to my ear. "I'll bet you could teach
me how to play at that, Shelley you
look as if you'd devoted your life to
nothing else. But there isn't time
it's very close to midnight, and our
evening together is nearly over."
Suddenly I sensed the incredibly
powerful masculinity housed in Mike's
compact body. He might be unglamorous, but he was more man than anyone I had ever known. Not what I
wanted for always, at all, but an
impelling challenge for now. Almost
like a battle to be fought and won

—

.

or

.

.

lost.

"It doesn't have to end at midnight,"
said softly, turning to face him.
"Would you like to learn how to play,

I

Mike?

Give

me

—
—

just one

week, and

teach you I'll guarantee to teach
you how to enjoy life. I'm not your
kind of woman you're not my kind of
man. We'd have nothing to hamper
us no need to ask about pasts or
dream of futures. Just a week out
."
of each of our lives
I knew, without being able to see,
that he was shaking his head slowly.
I'll

—

.

"It

would be something

he said at
involved.
I

.

well.

It

last,

"but

to

we

We might
might hurt."

remember,"

could get too

remember

too

A perfume

laughed. "I won't let us get too
Don't worry about that,
involved.
Mike."
I

"I

don't—"

you love

.

.

.

the

adventure,

mixed with mystery,

a

dash of

c<y

VI!

gayety and carefree laughter.

"Afraid, Mike?"

He laughed with me

things

made of all

then.

"No one

says that to Mike Torrey and gets away
with it, Shelley. All right it's a bargain. Seven of my days belong to you,
and seven of yours to me, and after
that it's all over, and no questions

—

Enchanting perfume

for

Perfume, $6.50; $3.50; $1.10
{Plus lax)

enchanted hours!

m
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a bargain, Shelley?"
hand in the darkness.
But he didn't see it,
or perhaps he purposely ignored it, as
he moved closer to me.
He's goin$ to kiss me, I thought. Now
he's going to kiss me
But he didn't. He only closed his
hands, hard, on my shoulders for a
asked.

Is

it

my

I held out
"It's a bargain."

.

.

.

moment, and then turned and walked
into the Inn, leaving me to follow him.
That night, as I pulled
lovely
pink dress off over
head the dress
that I had meant to be seen in, and

my

—

my

which had hardly been seen

—

at all

called myself all sorts of a fool.

What

had I been thinking of, to make such
a bargain with Mike to give up to
him half of my precious, longed-for
vacation?
man like Mike, ordinary
as a man can be.
He had none of
Howard's looks or smoothness; he
couldn't be compared to some of the
other men—officers, some of them
that I'd seen in the ballroom.
You
must be crazy, Shelley, I told myself.

—

A

You must have

lost

your mind.

It

was

the night, and the stars, and the magic!
Two weeks is such a short time in
to find your happiness and now
you're planning to throw one of those
precious weeks away, waste it on a
man who means nothing to you, and
never could!
I woke the next morning with a firm
determination to call off the bargain
with Mike at breakfast we were to
meet on the terrace at nine. I dressed
and went down to find him waiting for
me,
looking
freshly-scrubbed
and
eager, and once again like a small boy
on his best behavior.

which

—

ordered
WEaround

breakfast, and I looked
the room.
Shorn of the

splendor of evening clothes, and under
the less merciful light of the sun, the
other men in the room did not look
nearly as attractive to me, somehow, as
they had last night.
There was the
Army Captain I had admired, for instance he looked quite grim and forbidding, and beside him was a girl who
was obviously his teen-aged daughter!
And the tall, very blond man who had

—

Barbara Stanwyck
Starring in the Warner Bros. Picture

"My Reputation"

said something most gallant when he
found that his number, last night, did
not match mine this morning he
looked a little too smooth, too obviously, studiedly charming ... I turned
back to Mike, and smiled at him. His
answering grin made me feel suddenly warm and very much alive.
Somehow I forgot all about telling him
that our bargain was off.
I don't know when it happened. Perhaps it was that very morning, at

—
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breakfast.
Or that night, when we
drifted across the path the moon made
on the lake, Mike's paddle sending the
canoe deftly down that silvery ribbon
Or the next morning, when
of light.
we walked miles over the hills, or the
afternoon, when, kept inside by a
shower, we played childish games with
other guests in the lounge. Or perhaps
anit was the evening of that day
other star-hung night of black magic
when first Mike kissed me. But somehow, sometime during that week in

—

which Mike's time was mine, and mine
his, I fell in love.

Yes,

I

think

it

was when he kissed

me —laughingly, playfully at first, sayI know
ing, "See how I'm learning?
what to do with a girl under the stars,
now!" and then, with his laughter
stilled by the first meeting of lips,
kissing me again and again, with a
compelling, demanding eagerness.

—

—
I

lay

against his shoulder, spent

still

and shaken and a little shocked. Not
because Mike had kissed me, but because of the moving answer to his
kisses that

felt rising like a tide to

I

overwhelm me, making me repeat

his

name, softly, wonderingly, in the tone
which only lovers use the tone which
had never been in my voice before.

—

His voice crossed mine sha.rply, erasing the little words as if they'd never
been. "Shelley I'm sorry. Shouldn't
have done that, I guess. I forgot for a
moment that we were playing a game."
Once again he turned and strode
swiftly away from me, but this time,
when I followed, he was not waiting
in the safety of the magic-dispelling

—

light inside.

I

made my way,

fright-

ened and troubled, to

my

room.

way

I'd

wanted love

This wasn't the

me. My love was to have
been handsome, and romantic, like
why, like Howard! I knew, at last, that
love was not a dream, but a reality,
something which you did not choose,
but something which was thrust, fullborn, upon you. Love might look like
Howard, but oh, love felt like Mike,
and that, from that very moment on,
was all I wanted in the whole wide

come

to

to

world.

When

Howard

I tell

are, he'll be glad for

the

way

me and

things

under-

stand, I told myself as I drifted off to
sleep.

drew an imaginary

I

circle

and brushed outside its
margin as unworthy and time-wasting
everything and anything in the world
that didn't concern Mike and me.
I
was in love, at last, and Mike was my
me,

about

world.

There was just one factor I didn't
count on. Mike, himself.
His phone called wakened me early
in the morning.

"CHELLEY,

^ have

away?

—

can you come
with

breakfast

want

down and

me

right

to talk to you."
"Of course I can, Mike give me ten
minutes to shower and get dressed. I'll
meet you on the terrace." I almost sang
I

I

—

the words. Why, it was only seven in
the morning here, except for those
who were going to ride or play golf, no
one had breakfast until nine, or later.
Obviously, his thoughts all night had

—

been of me, as mine had been of him.
couldn't wait he had to see me.
Couldn't wait
had to see me

—

He

.

.

.

.

.

.

going to tell me that he loves me! My
heart made a tune of it as I flew into
my clothes, cried hurry, hurry, hurry!
to the slowness of the elevator.
This morning Mike, waiting at our
accustomed table, didn't look quite so
bright,

quite

so

neat,

quite

so

gaily

ready for what the day might bring as
he had on other mornings. He stood
pulled

my

and then,
he blurted,
"Shelley, I'm leaving on the nine
o'clock.
I've got to get back to town.
Something something's come up."
"But Mike—Mike, you can't! What
up,

without

out

sitting

chair,

down,

Be

Lovely

to

Love

—

about—"
"What about

our

play-for-a-week'

bargain, Shelley?
I'll have to call it
off.
And besides I think I've learned
as much as it's safe for me to know
about having fun, Shelley. I'm just not
that kind of person. Simple things, and
working hard are what I was meant
for, and those are the things I really
love. You'll have to understand that."
He sat down then, and there was
silence, like a wall, between us.
"I I guess I don't want any breakfast, after all," he said, at last. "I hate

—

—

You* 11 never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use

Fresh
the cr'eam deodorant that stops
perspiration worries completely,
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smooth . . .500, 250, 100

R
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"

—

!

goodbyes, so let's not even say the
word, Shelley. I'll be going now."
I put out my hand, caught his arm
to stay him.
"Mike—last night I thought—"
He smiled. "Last night? That was
last night, Shelley. All over and done
with.
Tonight's another night, and
maybe you'll find yourself a goodlooking dancing partner, now that
be out of your way."
I couldn't bear it any longer.
I had
to say it.
"Mike Mike, I love you.
You can't just go away!" It was only
a whisper, but he heard it.

HI

—

And he laughed at me. "Shelley!
Oh, Shelley, I'll wager you've said that
a hundred different times to as many
men!"
"That not true!"
sobered.
"Tell me something,
Shelley. I know that we decided not
to tell each other about pasts, or dream
Remember? But I want
of futures.
to know this isn't there a man at
home, someone who thinks you love
him? There's always a man waiting
for a girl like you. Tell me, Shelley
and don't lie to me."
And I couldn't lie to him. Nor could
I look at him, as I said, "I
I'm engaged

He

—

—

man named Howard Simms,

to a

But

—but

doesn't

it

never loved him!

'T'HE

—mean

Mike.

anything.

amusement was back

old

I

I

in

Mike's eyes as he stood up to go. He
leaned forward swiftly, and patted my
cheek a gesture one might make
toward a pretty child one saw along
"You're engaged to him,
the street.
You
but it doesn't mean anything.
©h,
never loved him, eh, Shelley?
*•

—

—even

you must be able to see
want to play your game of
make-believe any more. I want to get
child

why

I

don't

my

You'll forget me so
forget you, too.
I
must have been crazy for a minute on
the poreh last night I thought I was
falling in love with you. Why, I could
no more fall in love with you than I
could with my own little daughter. In
some ways, you're more of a child than
she is, Shelley."
One word stood out of all that.

back

to
easily, and

job.

I

—

I'll

—

"Daughter, Mike?"
"I have three children, Shelley. Their
mother died when they were little, and
I've been busy being both mother and
father ever since. So you can see why
I haven't had much time to play."
I stared at him, incredulous. Somehow I had never thought of Mike as
having any ties at all Mike, big and
fresh and gay, free as the wind; that's
the way I'd thought of him, subconBut Mike, surrounded by
sciously.
children, being a father, wiping noses,
helping with homework
Mike laughed again. "You don't like
the idea of that, do you Shelley? Well,
your plan that we
it was your plan
shouldn't ask about pasts or dream of

—

.

—

—

His face softened. "Never
futures."
mind, child you'll stay on here and
have yourself a good time, and forget
about the whole thing in a week. So
long, Shelley and good luck!"
He turned then and walked swiftly
out of the dining room, without looking back. After a moment, I felt myself
get to my feet and follow blindly after
him. My brain was numb, and all I
knew was that Mike was gone, and that

—

—

I

everything was wrong
I sat by the window in my room all
that morning, trying to make myself
think. But my head was empty. All

80

I

.

knew was

that

I

.

.

couldn't possibly stay

Inn any longer
To get home.

at Stonewall
to get away.

That

afternoon

numbness faded.

I

in

—

had

I

the train, the
that I couldn't

knew

home, as I had sat this morning in the Inn. Not for the rest of my
life could I sit, and look out of the window, and dream of something that
might have been, and never would be.
I suppose it was a defense of some
kind my mind finding something to
busy itself with, my heart finding anger
just

at

sit,

—

the vast emptiness where happiness had been, but I soon found myself
storming at Mike. It was, after all, his
fault. He was a man
a man who was
supposed to know and understand the
world! He must' have realized that our
to

fill

—

little

game

of make-believe wouldn't

And why had

work.

Why

that?

he kissed

me

V

mm

BEFORE DINNER

SHERRY— Serve
amber

delicious,

ROMA

California
Sherry ... rangy, nut -like,
appetizing. ..with the sun-

ripe

grape flavor and

goodness brou ght to you
intact by the skill and care

ROMA's noted wineries
located inthechoicestvine-

of

yard

districts of California.

like

had he kissed me so that
on mine when I

his lips still burned
thought of him?

Howard, some small voice inside me
wouldn't have done a thing like
that to me. Howard was kindness itself, and consideration, and thoughtfulness. Howard was oh, Howard was
everything but love!
Howard, who
was waiting at home now, for my ansaid,

—

Well, then, I'd give it to him.
tonight I'd name, at last, the
day when we'd be married. I'd go
back and bask in Howard's attentions
and flattery and kindness. I'd warm
myself with them, a cloak around me
to shelter me from the bitter memory

swer.

Tonight

—

With Howard, I'd be safe.
this would ever happen

of Mike.

Nothing like

me

to

again

.

.

.

CALLED Howard

I back

—

as soon as I got

He sounded

in town.

a

little

told myself, because
I had gone away. But he'd soon forget
that when I said that I was ready to
marry him. Yes, he told me, he'd be
over right after work. And so I forced

cold

still

angry,

I

myself to unpack and take a shower, to
fill in the time until he arrived.
When he came in, he kissed me lightly and asked, "Have a good time, Shelley?" That wasn't what I wanted at
all
I wanted to be told how much I
had been missed, how much I was
loved. I needed that. But he walked

—

up and down the room

instead, a cigarunnoticed in his hand, a little
frown drawing his black brows toette

gether.

At last he stopped in front of me.
"Let's not talk about what you did up
there, Shelley, or how you feel now, or
anything like that let's talk about
something important. Let's talk about
you and me. I've something to say to
you, Shelley!"

—

Now
me

was coming

Now

he'd ask
once again to set a date for our
it

—

marriage and I would.
*'I should have said this long ago,
Shelley. I guess I just didn't have the
strength of mind.
But while you've
been away I've had a chance to think,
unhampered by seeing you every day.
And I've stopped evading in my mind
the knowledge that

—and

PORT— Open a bottle of glorious,
ROMA California Port...

deep-red

full-bodied... richly fruity.
it

any

ingly

Or serve

time... an y evenin g. Unvary-

good

And-like

.

.

.

all

always

ROMA

delightful.

Wines —

superb quality and flavor for
Onl y Pennies a Glass Roma Wine
this

!

Co., Lodi, Heoldsburg, Fresno, Cat.

you don't love me

never will. And I can't let this
go on any longer heaven knows I've
been a puppy dog, following you
around and wagging my tail when you
consented to pat me, long enough. I'm
a man, and it's about time I learned
to act like one, if I'm ever going to."
My lips opened and closed sound-

—

—

What

could I say?
His words took on heat; his eyes
seemed to pin me down. "You've kept
me tied to you because it suited you,
not because you cared. Perhaps somelessly.

J AFTER DINNER

rlmei
MORE AMERICANS ENJOY ROMA THAN ANY OTHER WINE!
81

—

How

How

to

a

day you'll find a man you love better
than you love yourself, but I'm not
that man." He was quiet a moment.
Then, "I'm going now, Shelley. I don't
want to fight with you, and if I stay
we'll both say things we'll be sorry

to

—

Feel

about afterwords. Shelley I say, I'm
going now."
I shook myself into replying. "Good-

SMOOTH

bye," was what I said, and how utterly
a fitting period to our relationship it
must have sounded to him as false
and as inadequate as that relationship

Keep

FRESH

—

had been!

Then dry yourself gently. Next
shake Cashmere Bouquet Talc over
{rourself. All over. Quickly it dries
ingering moisture. And gives you a

For

ravishing freshness.

smooth sheath.

Bathe!

How

ultra comfort, sprinkle

some

I heard the door close gently behind
him, and he was gone.
All of my life, when something had
seemed distasteful to me, I simply
hadn't thought of it. But that didn't
work now. Neither was my mind numb,
as it had been this morning, making
thought impossible.
Shadows swallowed up the twilight, and it was night;
night stretched its endless, dreary
length until morning, and still I sat
where I was, thinking, prying into
depths of my own heart and mind that
I had never explored before.
It was late,. I know, when I stopped
being sorry for myself, when I stopped
saying, I'm all alone now. I have no
one. No one loves me. I'm alone, alone!
It was very late when finally I found
myself saying, instead, I'm free now. I
have a clean slate to work on, and on
it I can sketch a life as foolish and as
worthless as the one I've been living,
or a life that I can be proud of, a life
I can take to Mike and offer him, and
not be ashamed!

extra

Cashmere Bouquet Talc over those little
trouble-spots before you dress. It protects

chafable places with a silken-

2

to

Shades

Natural and

Stey

Even Tan in
lOff and 201

DAINTY

sizes

I faced myself for the first time,
there alone in the quiet and the dark
faced the girl I had been, the silly
fairy princess who lived in a dream
world, with something like loathing.
Who was I, that I had kept myself
apart, that I had lifted my skirts clear
of the mud and grime of everyday living? Who was I, that I had kept myself
so clean and beautiful, so carefully
protected from anything that was real
and honest and earthy who had refused to work as a nurse's aide, when
Mrs. Sheldon asked me to join her unit,
because it meant doing some dirty jobs,
who refused to go to war movies 'because they made me sick, who almost
fainted when the Red Cross representative came to the shop to make anpointments for blood donations, who
went two blocks out of her way coming
to work in the morning to avoid walking down a shabby slum street full of
underfed children? Who was I who
was Shelley Drake, that she dared set
herself apart?
I knew, now, when dawn was greying the sky, who I wanted to be, at
least. I wanted to be a girl who was
worthy of the love of Mike Torrey
girl who could face him, unafraid, and
say, Here I am try me again!

YES,

Pamper your body often with Cashmere
Bouquet Talc. It's an inexpensive luxury. Hours after you use it, it perfumes
your person with its dainty fragrance
trie fragrance men love.
. .
.

)

—
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willi

the fragrance

men love
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DUE TO CAVITY

GET QUICK

i

relief with Dent's Tootb Gum or
Dent's Tooth Drops! "Cavity Toothache" frequently
strikes at night. Be prepared. Buy either paaka«e
from your druggist today. Keep it handy f
children and adults. Follow easy direct if

Size 8 x 10 Inches
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I

D

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for fall length or

TOOTH DROPS

bast form, groups, landscapes.
pet animals, etc., or enlargements of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY

57'

—

3 for $1.25
man

photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beaatiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage—or send 69c with order
and we pay postage Take advantage of this amazing
Juflt

.

offer/

your photos today.

now. Send

STANDARD ART STUDIOS

100 East Ohio

Street

Dept. 1555-D

Chicago (II),

III.

—
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If

You Can Read English

You can learn to play your favorite instrument
Yes, If you follow our clear home study instructions
for only a half hour each day, you should soon be playing simple melodies.
Easy as A-B-C! No tedious
scales. You learn to play real tunes by note right from
the start! Study any Instrument you like for less than
1c a day! If interested, send for Free Booklet and
Print and Picture sample. See how easy it is to learn
" \~- v
music at home without a teacher.
Mention your favorite instrument. C SUCCESSFUL /
3064 Brunswick
— YR./

^

O. S. School of Music, 3064 Brunswick Bldg., N~7o,"n'.yT
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
J would like to play (Name Instrument).
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LOOK
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GRAY
• Now,

at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It or your money back. Used for 30 years by thousands of women (men, too) Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting
does not wash out. Just brush or comb It In. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c and 11.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
today.
on a money-back guarantee. Get

—

—

—

BROWNATONE

©2

That was months ago, months in
which I've learned so much, so terMonths in which I've
ribly much!
spent my Saturdays at the hospital
where Mrs. Sheldon spends hers,
changing beds and bathing patients
and carrying dressings and food trays
and bedpans and taking temperatures
and counting pulses, and feeling as if
my fingers were on the pulse of life,
Months in which I've served
at last.
endless cups of coffee and mountains
of sandwiches at the canteen. Months
during which I've given the Red Cross
two pints of blood and sent with •each
of them a prayer that it may save a
Months in which I've stopped
life.

—

"

sewing for myself in my free time,
and begun a sewing class for working
girls, instead
girls who can donate
perhaps one night a week to making

—

clothes for kids like those in the

two

used to avoid while going to
work. Months in which I've gone way
uptown sometimes and sat in the park
and watched, three children Rita, and
Mike, and Butch playing.
But these are all surface things. I
could have forced even the old Shelley
to do those things, perhaps.
The real
triumph is in me. The real triumph is
that I like to do these things, that I
feel they are things not only that I
ought to do, but that I want to do because I ought to do them.
The real
triumph is in turning Shelley Drake
from an arrogant, worse-than-useless
creature into a woman, with a real
woman's attributes of good faith and
humbleness and warmth.
There is only one thing more to tell
blocks

I

—

—

—what

happened to me yesterday.
Mike came looking for me.
He walked into the shop, and straight

back

to the workrooms.
"Shelley," he said, very softly.
I looked up, and then carefully laid
down the doll I was working on, thinking irrelevantly that a few months ago
I

would have jumped

to

my

feet,

send-

ing the fragile thing flying.

SHELLEY,"

he began again, "—beyou say anything, let me say
this: I came looking for you because a
friend of mine happened to mention
that you were working as a nurse's aide
at the same hospital as she. And she
told me more about you about the
other things you do, and where you
live, and that you work here, and earn
your living by it. And so I had to find
you, Shelley, and apologize, and tell
you that I must be a thick-headed fool
not to have seen through your little
game of make-believe, and known
what the real you, behind it, was like."
And that was how I knew, in a mirfore

—

aculous, joyful burst of knowing, that
he loved me. You see, if he felt that

way about me, he must have been
thinking of me all this time, trying to
excuse me in his mind, trying to convince himself that he had been wrong

Protect your natural

—

if he hadn't, he never would have
been convinced by a few off-hand re-

marks of some friend.
But I had to be honest I had to have
the air between us clear before there
could be any thought of love. And so
I told him, "No, Mike
you weren't
wrong about me. You were so terribly right about me, in everything you
said and felt!
I was the sort of girl
you thought me to be. But I'm not,
now. I'm different, Mike please be-

—

—

He came around the work table slowand when I dared to look into his

Lady, you re sweet. So is your dress.
But it may rob you of your daintiness and charm by imprisoning
and building-up offensive, under-

arm

perspiration odor.

ly,

eyes
shy,

I

saw that they were

small-boy

been the

first

full of the

excitement

that
attractive thing I

had
had

noticed in him.
Once again I felt his strong, supple
fingers biting into my shoulders. There
was no magic of a star-strewn night
now, but the greater, more compelling
force of reality.

— —

"Mike Mike, I've been so lonely, but
didn't dare
He shook his head. "Don't talk about
it.
What you were doesn't matter
what you are shines out of your eyes.
Shelley let's not talk of pasts. That
was our pact before, wasn't it? But
let's scrap the rest of the pact
let's
go ahead and dream of futures!"
I

—

—

with

NEW

ODORO-DO
CREAM DEODORANT

—

lieve that I'm different!"

SWEET SELF

Stop
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before you dress with fast-acting,
long-lasting
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new
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Soothing, smoothing
the new
Odorono Cream Deodorant does
.

ant contains science's most effective
perspiration stopper . . . protects you
against perspiration troubles up to
three days.

.

not irritate your skin. Prevents perspiration stains, will not harm fine
fabrics. Can be used right after shaving. No waiting to dry. Will not turn
gritty in jar.

So before you think of what dress
wear
think of your Sweet Self

to
.

The new Odorono Cream Deodor-

.

.

. .

.

.

use new, snowy-white

Cream Deodorant
long-lasting
protection.
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Sweet Guy
Continued from page 45

were shocked when they saw George's
car in our driveway the next morning,
but
.
.

to

'..'Owes

its

its

consistent high quality

turned

horror

their

delight

to

when we showed them our wedding

great popularity

rings.

"How

and

off

to

nice," they said, and trotted
compete with the Associated

Press in getting the story out.
George and I shared our one day
honeymoon with the- Charm School,
and all the girls' dates, the neighbors,
and a round dozen photographers and

fine flavor.

reporters.
"It doesn't matter," I said once more,
when someone remarked that it was
too bad we couldn't be alone, "he
hasn't even proposed to me yet." (The

came, by the way, two weeks
George had gone back to camp.)
We're old married folks now
We celebrated our first wedding anniversary last December by buying a
beautiful ranch in Montana where,
after the war, we want to spend six
months a year, have a family and be
letter
after

Beech-Nut

GUM
Until final Victory,

men are now

fighting

Our

at your dealer's.

—not

celebrities.

meantime, we are grateful
for what we have. George is stationed
near home now, and we can be together. We have a home of our own.
The Charm School was wonderful
but living with four girls can get a
little thick for any man, even an angel
In the

you may not always find

gum

this delicious

just people

getting most of

if.

like George.

The future looks rosy for the Montgomerys but we aren't rushing it. The

—

present

isn't so

bad.

For Now, For Always
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Continued from, page 19

Danger!

newsmonger, and that he had

don't

h&

cut

can be

painful— even dangerous—leaves nails looking
rough and ugly Try Cutex Oily
Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle
Quickly it softens and loosens
dead cuticle, so you can wipe it
off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning
under nail tips and removing
!

TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES
Whisk away grime,

and hair
odor In 10 minutes with Minipoo
Dry Shampoo. Think of it — no
soap ... no rinsing ... no drying.
This fragrant

oil

powder leaves

soft, lustrous, delicately

...with

wave or

scented

enhanced.
room. At drug

curls

Ideal for the sick

or department stores.

30

SHAMPOOS With

hair

Mitten Applicator

R

R

35^ for the large size
20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily
Cuticle Remover
(plus

MINIPOO
DRY

of the fellows who came from the city
for the early fishing. She was bold as
brass about it, too got on the train
with him in broad daylight, and there
were some people in town charitable
enough to pass the word around that
there'd be a big, city wedding. Well
Joe stifled a laugh, and paused dramatically
"She came back last week, trying to act like nothing had happened,

—

—

—

and all the while everybody
knew!"

in

town

Joe glanced at me once or twice, and
then, seeing that his news was to go
without comment, lapsed into disappointed silence. Not until we neared
my brother's farm did he revive. "Bill's
already got company, you know," he
announced. "Young fellow name of
Elliott he's got a medical discharge
from the Army and he's out here resting before he goes back to work."

—

today.

I *;'£

With

INC.

relief, I

saw

Bill's

house ahead

of us. I'd had enough of Joe. I made
him stop the car by the lake, and then,

17. N. Y.

SHAMPOO
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Only 100, or

inn

COSMETIC DISTRIBUTORS,

NEW YORK

stains.

know

around here. Did you know the McWinters girl?"
I admitted that I didn't. "Well," said
Joe with relish, "she ran away from
home a couple of months ago, with one

^Cuticle
CUTTING

to

everything about everything. Then I
laughed. "My vacation," I answered.
"Well, that's fine," said Joe vaguely.
Then, as we rode past the white frame
buildings of the village, he added, "Of
course, if you'd come a little earlier,
you'd have got in on all the excitement

CUTEX

OILY CUTICLE

REMOVER

having paid him,

my
My

suitcase
spirits

I

got out and carried
hill to the house.

up the
rose as

I

approached and

saw how bright and snug

Bill's little

place was, shining white against the

——

" "

"

"

!

:

emerald green of the trim lawn. At one

where the hill leveled off, were
the wire runways and the long, low
building for the chickens, a building as
well-kept as the house itself. "Cosy,"
I thought, as I let myself in on the
front porch. "Not the sort of place I'd
want for myself, of course." Privately,
I was a little scornful of the very securside,

Sandra found shopping
packed
plenty of punch...

&

ity and snugness of it. Security was all
very well for old people and invalids

or for ex-invalids, like Bill.
I left my suitcase in the living room
and tiptoed toward the kitchen, following the scent of bacon and coffee, intending to surprise Bill. Then, at the

kitchen door I stopped short. There
was Bill at the kitchen table, an older,
masculine replica of myself and I
thought, as I always thought when I
saw him again after a separation, how
odd it was that we could have the same
dark hair, the same blue eyes and
pointed chins, and yet look so different.
And there was Bill's guest.
Joe Henley had prepared me for a
guest, but he hadn't prepared me for
this tall, thin stranger with a mop of
unruly bright hair and a restless,
searching face. Even now, idling over
his coffee cup, deep in conversation
with Bill, he had a Took of unquiet.
I stood staring stupidly at him when
Bill looked up and saw me. "Kathy!"
he cried, jumping up. "Since when have

—

—

you started housebreaking?" He came
over to give me a hug and a resounding kiss, and then he turned to his
friend. "Kathy, this is Deke Elliott. He
used to be in school with me. Perhaps
you've heard me talk of him

—

SHOOK hands

with Deke, smiling up
that although I
didn't remember Bill's mentioning him,
he was somehow familiar. I had seen
him sometime, somewhere.
And
then, because for some reason I couldn't
think of a word to say to him, I turned
to Bill. "Since when have you been too
busy talking to take a look about you?"
Bill grinned. "Gossip, Kathy. We were
going over a certain Miss McWinters
"You haven't! Bill, you ought to be
ashamed!"
"Why?" he asked in surprise. "Have
you heard about it?"
"Yes, I have, from old Joe Henley.
And I'm surprised that you're no better
than he is! What business is it of yours

I

at

him,

thinking

.

.

CvUoU.

.

—

to tear that girl to pieces?"

Deke was grinning, and Bill said
indignantly, "See here, Kathy, no one's
tearing anyone to pieces. Janie's always
more or less asked to be talked about.
She's certainly not discreet
"Perhaps she's being honest."

—

"Honest!"
"I mean it," I insisted. "Everyone has
live according to his own nature
and his own conscience, Bill." I was
to

-But HOW-BOB
ha/r styl/sh
• Why is a bobby

pin?

till

p/ns kept her

lunch

To hold your hair

—smoothly, firmly, invisibly. And that's
the way hold-bob bobby pins are made
for longer-lasting, springy power. Remember, only hold-bobs have those
small, round, invisible heads.

Add satiny

and the rounded-for-safety ends
...and you have the advantages that

finish

make hold-bobs America's
Look

for,

ask

for, the

favorites!

hold-bob card.

aware that Deke was looking from one
with lively appreciasensed that his sympathies
were with me. His unspoken support
made me all the more positive. "If a
person does what is right for him, even
to the other of us
tion,

and

I

is different from
don't see that it's your
privilege to say he's wrong. As long as
he doesn't hurt others
if

his idea of right

everyone

else's, I

—

moaned. "My little sister," he
Deke, "likes to kid herself that
the world is as she wants it, not as it
is. She has a lot of advanced theories
and not the slightest idea of what she's
talking about. It comes of reading the
wrong books and keeping her nose to
the grindstone." He snouted and stood

Bill
said to

up. "I'm going out to
make better sense.

my

They
Deke?

chickens.

Coming,

HOLD-BOB
"The bobby pins that HOLD"
85

—

"

Kathy,

suppose you'll want to get

I

yourself settled

Why

—

They went out, and from the window
I watched them across the yard. Deke
looked back, and although he couldn't

Ugly Blemishes

have seen

—a

waved

me through the screen, he
jaunty, sympathetic gesture,

like a salute.
throat, felt

I

my

put

my

hand

my

to

pulse beat with a new,
sweet excitement, with a recurrence of
the expectant feeling I'd had when I'd
got off the train. Deke Elliott and then
I knew where I'd seen him before. I'd
seen him in my dreams. That is, I hadn't
pictured Deke himself, exactly, but I'd
imagined someone like him, someone
who would fit into the bright, adventurous pattern of the life I wanted to
live the dream-life that was exactly
the opposite of my every-day existence.

respond to this medicated cream

—

—

As Bill had said, I had my nose to
the grindstone only in my case the
grindstone was a set of ledgers back in
the city, in the office where I was head
bookkeeper. My father had died when

—

was just starting school, and from
that time on I had been Mother's right
hand man. Bill's health was poor,
most of his childhood was spent in
sick-bed, and all of the tasks, the errands and the delivering of orders that
otherwise would have been his, fell to
me. Mother died the year after I'd finished high school, and the little estate
she had left had to go to take care of
I

Nurses

among

first

to discover this

effective skin aid

• Are ugly externally-caused

pimples,
blemishes and other annoying skin
irritations spoiling your appearance?
If they are, get a jar of the Medicated
Skin Cream, Noxzema, and see how
quickly it can help your skin back to
normal soft smoothness. Nurseswere
among the first to discover how
Noxzema helps. That's because it's

Yon can have

it not only
smooths and softens rough, dry skin,
but helps heal pimples and blemishes.*
Try Noxzema today! It's greaseless,
non-sticky. At all drug counters; 10c,
2 5c, 50c, $1 (plus tax). *externally-caused

a medicated formula;

NOXZEMA Scream

*

NEW

S*4ty 7V€Uf
ta lemave

Bill.

He was more unhappy over my

opportunities than I was. I was
used to substituting the things I had to
do for the things I wanted to do; exchanging school and dates and dances
for a job and for helping Bill with lessons he'd missed in periods of illness
seemed almost the natural course to me.
I was used to work, and I worked well
lost

—when Bill finished high school,

like Deke,

Cake

I

was

thought now.

out being sure
different,

me

told

Makeup

I

able to send him to college, and then,
when the doctors ordered him to the
country for his health, I helped buy
the farm.
I wasn't discontented. Still, I couldn't
help dreaming of a colorful, adventurous life, dreaming of a man who
would be exciting and different from
the men I saw every day ... a man

and

how

my

that he

I knew, withknew, that he was
own thudding heart
I

was

exciting.

After I'd washed the breakfast dishes

and unpacked
out of

my

my

changed

suitcase, I

travelling clothes into the
frivolous little playsuit with the flowered dirndl skirt that I'd intended to
save for the late afternoons when work
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was done.

applied fresh lipstick, and

I

sprayed cologne on
patched a place on

my throat,
my thumb

and

"m

nail

Then

where the polish had chipped.

strolled out into the April sunshine.

I

found Deke beside

I

the

chicken

house, cleaning a dismembered and
very dirty chick feeder. "Want to help?"
he suggested.
"No, thanks," I laughed. "I came out

make my peace with
made no move to go on
to

Bill."

But

to Bill,
in the farthest of the

kUen «*

COLOR-

I

who

was working
wire
and Deke didn't seem anxious to
have me go.
"Do you always fight with him like
runs,

that?" he asked.
"Nearly always. He's got a chip on
his shoulder because I won't come out

here to live, where he can keep an eye
on me."
Deke chuckled; then he said seriously. "I don't think that's his real point,
Kathy. From the way he's talked to
me, he's very proud of you and very
grateful. I think he feels that it's his
turn to take care of you for a while."

—

know he

does. But the point is, I
need taking care of. Besides, I've
been independent for so long that I
couldn't change now."
He threw back his head and laughed
long and heartily. "Kathy, you're won"I

don't

•

It's

•

Wake up dreary

and

• Take your pick of exciting colors at your
10, neighborhood or department store.

• Only 6# for

tTIS
"

laughter faded at the look I gave
him. I was really angry, not only
because he was talking in Bill's best
elder-brother manner, but because he
was assaulting one of my pet theories.
"You're wrong," I said coolly. "I'd be
ashamed if I did change. A man ought
to mean more to a woman than a home
and security." And then it was my turn
to lower my eyes because Deke was
looking at me intently, and although I
couldn't read his expression, it made
me acutely aware of myself and of him
and of the little silence that fell between us, a surcharged silence, alive
and heavy with meaning.
"Perhaps I am wrong," he said finally, softly. "Perhaps it's true the other
way around, too. Darn!" The slotted
front of the feeder creaked, and Deke
sat back, nursing a pinched finger.
"Sit down, Kathy, and show me how
to put this thing together, if you know.
I've done a lot of odd jobs, but I have
to admit I'm not too familiar with
poultry equipment
I could cheerfully have smashed the

STAMMER?

will

—

Deke and showed him how

Just send name, address and ring
size. Pay Postman on delivery plus
postage and Federal Tax. Keep ring
7 days on Money-back Guarantee.

assemble the metal parts so that the
water wouldn't mix with the dry feed,
and I seized the opportunity to learn
more about him. "What odd jobs?" I
to

rings.
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he had settled down. It was right for
a man to decide sometime upon the

Work
Love
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at borne, in my spare

thought triumphantly.

I'd sensed in him a restlessness, a
searching something that made him
different from other men.
"It took the Army to settle me down,"
he went on. "I was in the Signal Corps,
and I got interested in radio the technical end. And that's the work I'm
going to do, after my vacation is over."
I wasn't disappointed to learn that

this evening
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TO 1)

work he was interested in, the work
that would be right for him. I thought
him more wonderful than before, and
I was so happy that I had met him and

we were

going to be together
seemed then that I
couldn't think coherently. I gave a
little fluttering laugh and said, "You're
not having much of a vacation, cleaning chick feeders."
"Oh, but I am. My mother has a
summer place a few miles down the
that

indefinitely,

lake,

where

—

it

there's

no work

be done. But I like this
I am very glad I came."

COMETHING

^

last

at all to
better.

much

and then my heart failed utterly. Because the expression in his eyes matched
mine exactly and my eyes were telling him that he was the only person
who mattered in all the world.
I knew then that Deke would love

—

me. Knew it in spite of what happened
immediately afterward, in spite of all
of the days that followed in which it
seemed that the look that passed between us that, morning, and the silent
admission and the wonder and the
longing, must have been a dream. A
bird

hastily, brushing at my skirt as if
neatness were suddenly all-important.
"I know," I said, "I'm going back to
the house."
I ran back to the house,
ran on
shaking legs, carrying a weight of
humiliation that was nothing compared to the sick dismay that filled me.

until

I

was

chirped

insistently in the trees
above us; a breeze, sweet with the soft
compulsion of spring, moved across
the grass, and Deke and I swayed together; in a moment I would know the
tender circle of his arms, the touch of
his hands, his lips.
And then Deke drew away. Or,
rather, he leaned forward and flicked
a bit of leaf from
shoulder but it
was the same as if he'd drawn away.
And the light little smile he gave me
was a withdrawal, too. "You're catching things," he observed, and I stood

my

—

way

inside,

inside, in

the cool dimness of the little livingroom, did I stop and sit down and try
to sort my tumbled thoughts.
Deke
had wanted to kiss me, not casually,
but in a way that would have completed the silent admission of his eyes.

But he hadn't, and

way he said the
words made me look up at him,
in the

w

up

Not

I

didn't

know why.

wasn't because we had met so short
a time ago or because Bill had been
working close by. In that magical moment neither Bill nor anything else
but me had mattered to Deke. And he
It

had known that
me.

.

.

I

wanted him

to kiss

My

face flamed at the thought of how
I'd wanted his kiss, how openly
I'd waited for it, and then a defensive

anger swept away my shame.
It
wouldn't happen again, I promised myself. He wouldn't see the invitation in
my eyes again, wouldn't see my heart

A

open

like a

book for him

little

later,

when

Bill

to read.

came

in,

I

had a homely and serviceable apron
tied around my playsuit, and I was busy
getting lunch.

He gave me a sidelong
"How do you

look and asked casually,
like

•>:

_^|«^*Good

^

Guaranteed
Guai
by
Housekeeping

J

Bill grinned. "I never knew him to
take the same girl out twice. The other
fellows had their crushes and their
heartaches, but not Deke. He was the
man of the world the rest of us would

have liked

to be."
couldn't help feeling a little twinge
of satisfaction at hearing that Deke
had never cared a great deal for a girl.
Then I made myself think harshly,
"He's spoiled. He's afraid I'll make a
fuss over him, as other girls did. That's
why he acted as he did this morning.
Well, he'll see." Aloud I said lightly,
"Are you trying to warn me against
falling in love with him, Bill?"
I

"Maybe I was, but I
necessary. I might have
known you wouldn't get all soft and
sentimental. But I do want you to be
Bill laughed.

guess

it

isn't

friends."

"We

will," I

promised.

.

much

laid

oi°^

1

Deke?"

replied as casually, "Very much."
thought you would, and I'm glad
you two hit it off. Of all the fellows I
knew at school, Deke is the one whose
friendship I value most. He was very
popular with girls, too not that it ever
did any of them any good."
"What on earth do you mean never?"
I

"I

—

—

that's what Deke and I were in
AND
the
days
that
followed good

—

l

and good company. We went
fishing, and we drove into town to deliver eggs and to pick up supplies, and
we worked in the vegetable garden
and there was never a word or a glance
between us that Bill could have called
friends

We

soft or sentimental.
deal, and we laughed

joked a great
a

lot,

and we

talked about everything under the sun
including ourselves, but never of ourselves in relation to each other. Once
or twice Bill suggested that Deke take
me into town for a movie or dance, but
somehow we never got around to it.
Invariably, at the dinner table, the
three of us would get into a spirited argument that would last so far into the
evening that there was time only for
a game of checkers or a rubber of

three-handed bridge before

we went

to

—
bed. Bill was with us most of the time,
and in the hours when Deke and I were
alone together, out on the lake or digging in the garden, we were absorbed
in the work at hand, with the companionable indifference to each other
of two small boys at play.
Or so our relationship appeared on
the surface. On the surface it flowed
as smoothly and as brightly as a little
stream in the sunlight; underneath was
a deeper, stronger current that drew
were both
us inexorably together.
aware of it, and we both tried to

We

ignore

it.

AT FIRST,
•**

I believed that I only imagined that Deke's thoughts were

upon me as intensely as mine were
upon him. Then as the days went by,
In the late afternoons on
I was sure.
the lake, when the water had stilled
to dark glass in the sunset, Deke's reflection would be mirror-clear in the
water, and I could see that he was
watching not the bobber on his line,
but me. His head turned after me
whenever I left the room; in the most
casual conversation he kept Bill from
interrupting me, as if every word I
said were important.
They were little indications, but unmistakable, and at each one my heart
would skip a beat, and my mind would
race ahead, measuring the time left to
me. There were seven days left of my
vacation, then six, and five, and four
and I told myself desperately that
surely Deke would not let me go back
as much as a word
again, that something
must happen to destroy the shell of indifference each of us had built up
against the other.
In the end it was Bill who did it. unto

town without

about seeing

me

No

intentionally

and

indirectly.

On

the

second Friday of my vacation, he came
stamping into the house shortly after
noon. "Where's Deke?" he demanded.
"Out fishing," I replied.
"I might
have known," he said
glumly. "Just when I need him. Kathy,
do you suppose you could give the
chickens their four-o'clock feed today?
One of the Wyandotte hens is sick, and
I'd like to take her over to the Farm
College at Huntingdon to have them
check up on her. It looks like croup to
me, but I can't be sure, and it may be
something contagious."
I hardly heard what else he said; I
was absorbed in the thought of Deke
and me alone together, with the whole
evening stretching before us. "What
time will you be back?" I asked.
"It depends upon who is in attendance at the laboratory. If it's someone
who knows me and my birds, I'll be
back late tonight. Otherwise, it may
not be until early tomorrow. But I'll
surely be here for the morning feed-

liquid gold into the plain little living

room. All around us was the peace and
the stillness of the country at evening,
and I forgot that I'd once been a little
scornful of the cosiness and the quiet
of Bill's house. Like this, with Deke,
I would have been willing to stay there
forever.
Deke seemed to be as content as I
was. We talked very little during dinner, but there was no strain in our
silence; rather, it was the silence of
persons who know each other well and
who are so at ease with each other that
there is no need for speech. Afterward
Deke helped me with the dishes, and
then I sent him into the livingroom
while I tidied up the kitchen. When I
joined him, he was already comfortably stretched out in the deep chair
beside the radio, his feet on the otto-

man.

He

sat

up

in

almost

comical

haste as I entered. "Ready to go out?"
he asked.
I waved him back.
"Do you really

want

to go?"

ing."

had to smile at that. Bill's whole
was regulated by the needs of his
flock. It was a privilege for me to be
I
life

allowed to feed them, even once, with-

jVO," he said with relief. "Only I
II thought you might. How about
checkers?"
sat down opposite him.
had no more interest in
checkers than I had in dancing, but at
least we weren't in a crowd; we were
alone in the quiet evening, and the

Agreeably

out his supervision.

Just then

Deke commented upon it when he
came in from the lake that afternoon.
"I might have known it would take a
sick hen to get him away from the
place," he said. "Maybe you and I will

the board

get to that dance after all, Kathy."
I nodded, but I didn't care whether
we went to the dance or not. The dinner table was set for two, with a spray
of lilac making a glowing purple contrast to the yellow linen cloth. The sun,
dipping westward over the lake, slanted
in through the front windows, pouring

power
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but

I

I

moment must

inevitably come when
would be forgotten and we

would begin

to talk, to discover

each

other.

But the moment didn't come. As with
everything else Deke and I did together, we became interested in the
checkers.

One game

led to the next,

with each of us trying to beat the other
conclusively, until, at the end of a

Philip

Morris
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"

long-drawn-out contest,

I

yawned. Im-

mediately, Deke closed the board.
"You're tired!" he exclaimed.
"I'm not," I protested, trying to
The evening
swallow my dismay.
couldn't be over not yet. But Deke
wouldn't listen to me. Insisting that
he'd kept me up too late, he went out
for a final round of the chicken yard.
There was nothing for me to do but go
to bed. I went to sleep dreaming of
the first day I'd met Deke, when we
had looked at each other with our defenses down. It was the only way I
had of going to sleep these days.
Later, hours later it seemed, I was
awakened suddenly by a sound, I
thought. I lay listening, thinking that
Bill must have come home, but everything was quiet, and then I realized
what had roused me. It was the moonlight.
Never had I seen such moon-

—
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trembled.

don't

I

know

—

"I

know.

It's

unearthly.

You

could

The swing creaked as he
down, Kathy."
I took the place beside him
and
then I knew that I couldn't drown in
Drowning is a slow,
the' moonlight.

drown

in it."
shifted. "Sit

process

—

is
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lips

exquisite happiness. "Kathy," he murmured. "Kathy, darling I didn't want
to fall in love with you."
I nestled my head on his shoulder
with a little laugh of utter joy. "I know
What did it matter now?
it," I said.
He hadn't wanted to fall in love with
me, but he had. The miracle had happened, and my heart need never, never
again go empty.
His hands tightened on my arms, and
he held me, not closer, but a little
away from him. "Kathy," he repeated

—

sharply, "you've got to understand. I
didn't want to fall in love with you.
I
I wish I'd never met you. You see,
Kathy, I can't marry you."
I sat very still. It took a moment for

—

Made by

— impossible,

tingling. We sat without speaking, our
shoulders barely touching, and in the
silence my heart began to pound so
loudly that I was sure Deke would
hear it. Then, with his eyes on the
silver splendor of the lake he said,
"It makes you wish you could think
thoughts big enough to match it, doesn't

my

gold mounting

—

No

even

moon

around

AA897

Solitaire

the

seemed perfectly natural
that he should be up. "No," I said. "The

it?"

Solitaire

Style

T%/|Y voice
J-" why; it

when your every nerve

Kt.

loveli-

—

stifling

Solitaire
Genuine Diamond 14

3

the
glory of it; not a bird called, not an
insect chirped; not a fish jumped;
there was movement only in the leaves
of the tree outside my window, and
they beckoned like gypsy fingers.
It was impossible to sleep. I put on a
playsuit and slippers and went quietly
through the house, drawn as if by a
magnet to the white world outside. I
opened the front door and stepped out
on the porch and saw Deke sitting in
the swing.
"Couldn't you sleep, either, Kathy?"
he asked.
at

to
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words to reach me, and then they
came with a shock but without surhis

prise. You knew
You knew
said.
this was coming.

—

it,

me

a voice within

that something

like

You knew from

that

day when Deke looked at you with
eyes and then turned
away. Perhaps you knew before you
ever met him. You've never had anything you really wanted. How could
you expect to have Deke?

—

first

his heart in his

mother might be different from Deke
and me. Deke himself must have gone
over these thoughts a hundred times,
and found them lacking.
I wanted to cry.
My eyes smarted,
and I ached with tenderness and pity
for Deke and with pity for myself. I
wanted to say something comforting
and understanding, but all I could do
was to gather him close in my arms, and
stroke his hair, and brush my lips

—

against his forehead.

voice was pleading.
"Try to
HISunderstand,
darling.
I know that

what I'm going to say may sound crazy
anyone who's never lived as I have —

to

but

just can't believe in marriage.

I

My

mother and father loved each other as
much as two people possibly could, and
their whole life together was a failure.
They quarreled all the time; they separated and came back together again;
they said things that you wouldn't believe one human being could say to
another, and all the love and happiness
they started out with became ugliness
and bitterness and hatred. Oh, Kathy.
I

can't tell

you what

it

was

like,

but

why I ran away from home so
often and why I was actually relieved
—relieved, Kathy—when my father

that's

died

and left my mother free. I can't
twenty years of that with words,

recall

—

or explain

marriage
I shook

why

my

I

feel as

head, as

if

I

do about

to say that

he

have to explain. I knew the arguments his reason must have set up
against his conviction, and I knew how
reason must have failed in the face of
didn't

intensely personal experience. I wasn't
going to present him with the obvious
arguments now. I wasn't going to say
that one failure couldn't condemn all
marriages, and that his father and

—

me

He

rested against

then he
straightened.
"Don't darling," he said tightly. "Don't
you see that it isn't fair not to me,
briefly;

—

and most of all, not to you. I love you
so much, and want you so much
"You have me." The words came of
their own volition, and they were the
flat, honest truth.
I belonged to him
wholly. Never again would I be a com-

—

plete person without him.
He said nothing. He only looked at
me, and in his eyes was the brilliant,

searching expression I'd seen when I
first met him. "Kathy,' he said finally,
"did you mean what you said that first
day you came here about a person
acting according to his own conscience,
regardless of what the world thought?"
I nodded stiffly. My throat was tight.
I knew then what lay ahead for us
and I couldn't turn back. There was a
bleak, sick feeling inside me, and the
judicial voice was saying, This is

—

your

lot,

Kathy

Carter.

Substitutes.

Makeshifts. You'll never have a whole
life with the man you love; you'll take
a half-one, or none at all.
"And did you mean what you said
about a man's meaning more than a
home and security to a woman?
They're important, Kathy; they mean
a great deal to most women. How can
you be sure?"

"

my

found

I'd

hand over

voice now.

his.

"I

am

my

put

I

sure,"

I

said

"I'm not a child, Deke. I've
always provided my own security. I'm
used to taking care of myself. And,
Deke without you, there's no meaning
quietly.

—

in anything."

He was

convinced. I saw it by the
by the gentle, reverent
upon my lips. "I'll be
your husband, dearest," he promised.
"I'll
love you and cherish you
light in his eyes,
kiss he pressed

Kathy

—

.

"

He drew me

to

my

feet,

.

.

down

the porch steps to the breathless whiteness of the world outside. "Will you
marry me here, darling, before God,
under His sky? There's moonlight for
your wedding gown, beloved, and the
bright arch of heaven for our altar.
The breeze will be our benediction, and
that silver path across the lake is the
road we'll travel together

—

AND

then, suddenly, everything was
The judicial voice inside
me was stilled; the bleak, sick feeling
was gone, and in its place was rapture.
f

*

all right.

Why

was no compromise, no
what I wanted; this was
what I'd wanted all my life! This was
the adventure I'd dreamed of, the beauthis

substitute for

the bold traveling of
strange ways. There'd be no humroutine
drum
for a girl whose wedding

tiful recklessness,

gown was moonlight and whose
altar

was the bright arch

bridal
of heaven.

That was our wedding. I repeated
after Deke, "I, Kathy, take thee, Deke,
."
And
to be my wedded husband
then, when we had exchanged our
vows, he held me close and whispered.
"Before God, Kathy, I'm your husband.
for as long as we want it that way.
.

better like this, isn't
We'll be together because

It's

it,

.

dearest?

we want

to

ADVERTISEMENT
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"Vanity nothing! Somebody dropped a

bottle

of Pepsi-Cola

in the pool.

—
be together for as long as we are happy
with each other, and not because a law
says we must. This way, we know that
all the wonder and beauty of our love
cannot be spoiled, because we will stay
together as long as our love is beautiful, and if there ever comes a time when
it is not, we can go our own ways, and
not be held together in bitterness. Oh,
believe me, darling, it's better this
way."
Suddenly he swept me into his arms

me lightly across to the car.
like a bride, carried over the
threshold of a new and wonderful life,
more excited, more sure of joy, than
and carried
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I

felt

any pride who
threshold of her

Deke put me

is

over

carried

the

own new home.

into the front seat of the

climb in beside me. Then,
"I'll only be a moment, honey," he
said, and turned and went swiftly back
to the house. In a moment he was back,
starting the car, turning it out through
the gate, down the road along the lake.
"I left a note for Bill," he explained.
"I said I'd been called back to town,
and that you decided to ride with me."
"Oh. Deke where are we going?"
car, started to
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moment.

——

don't know yes, I do, Kathy.
Mother's cottage it's been opened, but
she isn't down yet. We'll go there."
I felt, momentarily, as if a cold wind
had blown swiftly across the warmth
of my happiness. "Deke should we?"
"I

*

—

silent for a

I

—
—what

He squeezed my hand. 'Ws

darling. Of course
place to go?"

it

all right,

is

better
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'TVHE happiness flowed back as I re•*- turned the pressure
o# his hand but
it had not quite the quality of complete
abandon that it had had before. Deke
had told Bill we were going back to the
city.
That was the first lie. There
would be others, always, after this.
Now, it didn't matter. But somehow,
back in the part of my mind that was
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III,

functioning normally, in the corner of my heart that had not yet been
touched by the wonder of loving Deke,

still
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knew that it would later, someday,
sometime.
I kept watching for the headlights of
Bill's truck, thinking that if he were to
meet us he would surely recognize
Deke's car. Not until we had gone
through Appleton and had turned back
to the lake again did I feel easy. Then
I told myself that I was happy, that I
was going to be happy, that I was going to be happy all the rest of my life.
There would be more drives like this,
with Deke holding my hand, my head
on his shoulder more highways that
would lead us to the heaven of each
other's arms, to the completion and
affirmation of our love. And what we
were doing was right. It was right for
us, right in our own eyes, in our own
thoughts. That was all that mattered.
We turned into a driveway finally,
under a canopy of tall old trees. Deke
stopped the car under a rough wooden
portico and came round to help me out.
"We'll leave the car here," he said.
"It'll be all right for tonight."
And
then he was opening a door and with
his arm around me, guiding, I was
I

Stores
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stepping into blackness, and there was
the smell of closed rooms in my nostrils.
I was in a stranger's house
Deke's mother's house.
"When did you say your mother was
coming out?" I asked.
"The first of the week perhaps
Monday.
But don't worry, sweet,
We'll be out of here by then. Wait,
I'll find a light—"
blinked at the brightness that
I

—

"

Deke walked around
opening windows. "Wait here," he said.
"I'll get our bags
I stood in the center of the room,
turning slowly on my heel, looking
around me. There was a cottage
dresser against one wall, with willowware plates on its rack. The wicker
furniture was simple and comfortablelooking; in the corner was a divan
piled with cushions in bright, harmonious colors. There were books
everywhere, and lamps beside the deep
chairs. Deke's mother, I thought, had
good taste. She liked simplicity and
comfort and cheerful things around
her. I would enjoy meeting her.
And then it struck me that I wasn't
going to meet her at least, not right
away. I was to be spirited out of here
by Monday, and all traces of my having been here would be carefully effaced because I had no real right to
be here. And when I did meet her, it
would not be as Deke's wife.
flooded the room.

and all thought of his mother, and
and Joe Henley was swept away

—

.

.

"Kathy." Deke lifted his head. He
was smiling faintly, but his eyes -were
serious and a little frightened. "What's

wrong?"

my

.

Why

don't

—

tection a man can give the woman he
loves the complete protection Deke

—

could not give me.

turned up

I

less

my

gesture.

—

hands in a little help"Deke " And then the

words came, monotonously, without ex-

pression, almost without my will. "Bill
was right," I said. "I I've been fooling myself, Deke. I thought that the
world and conventions didn't matter to
me. But they do. I didn't realize it, but
I've been fooling myself
and you, too."
He didn't move, and I couldn't.
Neither could I find voice for another
word. In the silence between us I
heard the wind sigh in the trees outside. I couldn't bear to look at Deke,
at the little smile that lingered around
his mouth as if he had forgotten to remove it, at the stricken look in his eyes.

—

—

.

Then he

"What— where

said,

COLD WAVE

How

you

Thanks

to

amazing,

this

can

I

enough

to

realized that I had no place
couldn't go back to the farm,
Bill might already be there, or

I

We

when

right

if I stay here?"
"Of course," he said politely, stiffly.
"You'll find it made up with sheets and

¥
*

/

.

not

gas

might come driving up at any moment.
It would be worse to register at the
little inn at Apple Lake, where everyone knew me for Bill's sister. I motioned toward the divan. "Is it all

things.

Kathy?

it,

want him now like this. I wanted to
want him, with my whole heart and
mind, but my body refused. My body
followed an instinct that was as old as
womankind, demanding all of the pro-

—

Then
to go.

happened to
want me?"

"But I do—" And then I stopped.
Because I was lying to him. I didn't

-*- at once everything that was wrong
with what we were doing came rushing at me, and I began to remember
things, hateful, shameful little
little
things Joe Henley's cackling laugh
as he'd talked about Janie McWinters;
Bill's insisting that Janie had invited
the talk and the nasty prying and the
snickers. I had thought that that sort
of thing couldn't touch me, but I knew
now, when I envisioned the same contemptuous pity coming from Deke's
mother, should she learn about us, that
it could.
I could not bear it.
Deke came into the room, set our bags
down, crossed over to me. "Kathy," he
said huskily. His lips brushed mine,
settled to a hard and eager searching,

take you? I haven't
reach the city."

"Something's wrong.
Your kisses
don't lie. They're sweet and warm and
tender but the fire's gone. What's

—

pride rebelled. All

.

looked up at him blankly. "Wrong,

I

Deke?"

—

at that

in a

petty humiliations.

—

AND

Bill,

flood of passionate tenderness. I could
face anything with Deke, for Deke. I
was ashamed of having worried over

It's

—quite

NODDED

comfortable."

wretchedly. After another

long, considering silence, he turned
and went down the hall, taking his
suitcase with him.
I turned out the light and flung myself down on the divan, not bothering
to strip the cover off, not bothering to

undress. With my coat pulled around
I lay huddled against the cushions,
icy cold in the warm night, not daring
to breathe. If I so much as moved a
muscle, the sharp spear of misery that
was pressing against my chest would
pierce me and I would cry out, and

me,

Deke would hear me. Where was he
now? How far away was his room?
Could he hear the smallest sound

I

made?

my

I couldn't guess, and I clenched
teeth, pressed
face into the pillows.

my

If I could hold out long enough, the
pain would go away, and then I
wouldn't feel anything at all. I'd never
feel anything again.
Then tears
.

rolled
I

down my

swallowed a

.

.

cheeks, and

sob,

I

and then

was
I

lost.

had

to

my head, gasp for breath.
I heard Deke's step in the hall, and
I sat up quickly, tried to brush the
tears from my face. But he was already
lift
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"

beside me, gathering me into his arms.
"Kathy, stop it. Stop crying, and listen
to me. What is there to cry about?
all

It's

my fault, Kathy—
my head angrily—but

raised

I

angry

know

myself,

at

isn't!"

it

I

I

JIM,

KNOW FROM

I

EXPERIENCE, GET PAZO!

was

him. "You
"Don't try to

not

at

cried.

salve it over, Deke. I couldn't live up
to the sort of person I wanted to be

Only

—how

can you be honest with

yourself if you're not honest with theworld, too?"
I couldn't see his face, but his cheek
moved against mine in assent. "I felt
something of that myself. When I
wrote the note to Bill. I could lie to
anyone else and not mind it, but Bill's
my best friend. I kept trying to think
our wedding justified it but I guess I
was fooling myself, too."
"A wedding," I said bleakly out of
my new, bitter knowledge, "doesn't
make a marriage."

—

—

O" he said slowly, "I guess it doesn't.
** It takes time to make a marriage,
and living together, and working together.
Kathy, will you marry me
really, I mean?
Legally?"
My heart stood still. Then it began

SMART WIFE, PAZO RELIEVED
^<*&. THOSE S,MPLE PILES

"1YT

.

.

beat

to

.

unevenly,

again,

painfully.

"Why, Deke? You can't have changed
your mind." It was a statement.
"No but I think I can change. I

—
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your way! Will you help me, Kathy?
you give me another chance?"
"Deke " I began, and then I really
cried. I couldn't help it. Such happi-

PAZO

—

it

Will

—

ness was too much after the loneliness
of the years, and the uncertainty of
the past two weeks, and the nervous
tension of the night. I knew that I must
find words to answer Deke, and I
couldn't. All I could do was to moan,
"Don't go, Deke. Wait just a minute
He sat back against the pillows,
pulled me more firmly into his lap. "I
won't, dearest," he soothed. "Cry all

—

you want, and we can
It

talk tomorrow.
won't be long before dawn."

I
burrowed my face against the
blessed strength of his shoulder. For
me, dawn had already come the dawn
of all the bright tomorrows that lay

NOW.

ahead of

•<*«?*>*
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Ointment!
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Ask your doctor about wonderful
the soothing, blessed relief
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ointment from your druggist today!

The Grove Laboratories,

Inc.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Make quick profit showing charming cards forBirthdays, Anniversaries, k
and other Everyday occasions. Friends,
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Assortments of 15 cards, retail for $1.00. YOU GET YOUR
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„^fl^flHMBV pers, startling effects you
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STREET,
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LEARN

MILLINERY
AT

HOME

Design and make exclusive
hats under personal direction of one of America's
Complete materials, blocks, etc..

noted designers.

RESERVE YOUR COPY

furnished. Every step illustrated. You make excluteach you
sive salable hats right from the start.
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.
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Special Pile Pipe far Easy Application
ointment has a specially designed, perforated Pile
Pipe, making application simple and thorough. (Some
persons, and many doctors, prefer to use suppositories, so

PAZO
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III.

TODAY

Just mail the coupon below and
attach a letter about yourself, for
the glorious presentation of Harrord Frocks styles ABSOLUTELY
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Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE

fabrics— all FREE.

Ointment Works

Soothes inflamed areas— relieves pain and itching. 2. Luhelps prevent cracking
bricates hardened, dried parts
and soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling and check bleeding. 4. Provides a quick and easy method of application.
1.

Wearing Apparel

— but

FREE. No money to pay now or
any time. Get the fashion figures
Illustrated In full colors and the
scores of actual samples of the

How PAZO

didn't think that before. You see, darling, you didn't feel right about coming
here tonight, deep down in your heart
but you came anyway, trusting me,
on faith. And I oh, sweetheart, if you
loved me enough for that, surely I love
you enough to have faith enough to try

—
Earn Sparetime Money and Get

Don't just suffer the agonizing pain, torture, itching of
simple piles. Remember, for over thirty years amazing
PAZO ointment has given prompt, comforting relief lo
millions. It gives you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

restrictions

make

it

im-

possible for us to print enough
copies of RADIO
to go around these days. The
best way to make sure that you
get every issue is to buy your
copy from the same newsdealer

ROMANCES

each month and tell him to
save RADIO ROMANCES for
you regularly. Place a standing
order with your dealer—don't
risk disappointment.

Way

to Ease Itch of

\sCLtMA
Due

Here are

to External

Causes

3 simple steps to take. 1. Don't
2. Apply Sayman Salve directly on

scratch.
affected areas. 3. Bandage lightly. That s
See if this grand medicated ointment
all!
doesn't bring you the comforting relief
thousands of others say it has brought
them. Wonderful also for rough, red, chapped or cracked skin, minor burns, other
skin irritations. Big 4-oz. Economy Size only
60c; regular 1^-oz. size 25c. All druggists.

SAYMAN SALVE
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We'll Never Give

Enough
Continued from page 37

Committee of the Red Cross really performs near-miracles.
Through its
Central Agency for Prisoners of War
Switzerland, it gets lists of the
names and addresses of prisoners and
internees from the belligerents and
sends them to the proper governments
in

for release to prisoners' families.
Besides relieving the minds of those
of us at home, the Red Cross has special services to the prisoners themselves.
Each new prisoner is given a
Capture Parcel, packed with things like
pajamas, socks, underwear and other
personal things, which the prisoners
always need because they're usually
captured with only the clothes they

NO

DULL
DRAB HAIR
Whnn You Utm

happen

to be wearing. Food Packages
are distributed regularly, so prisoners
can get some of the vitamin foods they
certainly don't get in their prison diet.
Medicine Kits, supplying 100 men with
first aid equipment for a month, are
sent to all the camps. Bales of Army
and Navy clothing travel across the
oceans in Red Cross ships and are
distributed through the International
Committee. And, of course, there are
the bulletins that are sent to the relatives of the prisoners, and the Red
Cross News, a gay kind of little newspaper with comics, news items from
every State, sports news and special
articles, that goes to the prisoners.

Amazing

Thit

4 Purpose Rinse
one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
do all of these 4 Important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
In

will

1. Gives
ustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as It rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly In place.
LOVALON does not permanently dy«
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse.
I

In

LOVALON.

12 different shades. Try

At lions which

2ii for 5
10)S for 2

toll

loihl

goodi

rinses

THERE

LOVAIONI

is still another part of the
of the Red Cross its Home
Service, which acts as a trouble shooter
for the serviceman and his family. Home
•*•

^Guaranteed bv^2\
L

Jb* "wiktiyio.
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torn, thin, short,

or discolored Nails? don't

v

worry! Just apply nu-nails
jiffy you have long,
tapering fingernails. Can be
worn any length and polished
any shade. Will not barm nor
soften natural «<»/7j. Waterproof.
Removed at will. So natural thoy
•vea feov* haff-mooasl Sot of t*n,20c.
At all 5e aid 10c stores.
and in a

FrnGERNAlLS
Deal

Harrison SL,
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^JEWELERS MASTERPIECE/
Ste*£cx*z Steven

& PHOTO PIN
Made From Any Photo
or Snapshot of Your
Loved One In Service

For All
Wear

The Family

this beautiful piece of jew-

elry on lapel, dress or blouse. Send
any snapshot or photo. We'll re{iroduce it perfectly and cleary in a gorgeous setting of val- Actual Size
uable Sterling Silver and fine 7 , „ nja
"»"h
enamel. Picture remains vivid /H
and clear. A masterpiece of the
jewelers art—created by master jewelers.
Makes a thoughtful and precious gift. You'll
be proud to wear it at all times. PHOTO

honest, now! Have
investigated Tampax?

cussed

it

with

you ever really
Have you dis-

women who

is for ALL branches of the service.
(U.S.A. stands for United States of America).

is

SEND NO MONEY

Just mail photo. Pay postman only $1.05 for one or
$3.60 for two, plus postage and 209b Federal Tax; or
send price and tax and we'll pay postage. PHOTO RETURNED WITH PIN. Wear pin 10 days, and if not positively thrilled, return for full refund.
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are using it?

Have you asked about Tampax

at

drug

Do you under-

stand the principle of internal absorption
for

monthly

sanitary protection?

Tampax has grown to be an important
name in feminine circles and to avoid
confusion we want to give a clear, concise statement

concerning it
Invented
is worn internally.
It is specially designed for this purpose
made of pure surgical cotton com-

by a doctor, Tampax

—

pressed and firmly stitched. It comes in
neat applicators for dainty insertion

your hands need not even touch the
Tampax. When in place the Tampax is
"conforming" in shape wearer cannot

—

feel

it.

No belts, pins or externalpads. No bulges
or ridges caused in clothing. No odor,
no chafing. Quick to change. Easy disposal. Sold at

drug and notion counters

in 3 sizes: Regular, Super, Junior.
r.

month's supply

Tampax

Incorporated, Palmer,

Mass.

3

Whole
wuoic

go

into
purse. Economy Box contains
4 months' supply (average).
will

,

absorbencies
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REGULAR
super

{ junior

be reached by medical aid. Sometimes,
a badly wounded and shocked man
needs as many as four transfusions.
The collection of blood for transfusions and for processing into plasma

PIN

PHOTO PIN JEWELERS

—
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ARTIFICIAL
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work

Service workers are on duty day and
night in all Red Cross chapters.
They're trained, practical people, who
think and act quickly in an emergency.
When they think it's necessary, they
can and do use a two-way communication system that stretches all the way
around the world. Suppose a soldier
wants a furlough because his mother,
or his wife, is critically ill. The soldier's commanding officer contacts a
Red Cross Field Worker, who wires to
the chapter in—or nearest the soldier's home town, the Home Service
worker there visits the soldier's family, gets the facts and wires back a
report. If possible and necessary, the
soldier gets his furlough. Home Service also helps servicemen make out
their papers when they're discharged
so they'll start getting their pensions
as quickly as possible, helps veterans
find jobs, often lending them enough
money until their pensions come
through.
Overseas, more men's lives are saved
by blood transfusions and plasma injections than by any other means. Because in war, more men die of shock
than of all wounds and diseases put
Every soldier* going into
together.
combat is taught how to administer
plasma, and this has saved thousands
of men from dying before they could

NAILS

Have ypu

Be

stores or notion counters?

rinses

Good Housekeeping

Be honest, now!

g

Vil

the responsibility of the

Red

Cross.

Blood Donor centers are set up and
maintained by the Red Cross at its
own expense. Doctors and nurses,
laboratory technicians as well as the
laboratory equipment are paid for out

I
I

Accepted for Advertising
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In the
of the Red Cross War Fund.
past year approximately five million,
pints of blood were collected, processed and shipped to combat areas.
Think of what that means in terms of

You Should Know

Facts

About This Higher Type
#

#

remmme

work and equipment, time and money.
No think of what that means in terms

—

CORNS?

of life!

Now, we're
of this thing

getting down to the heart
real reason why I'm

—the

I can make you
want you to think of
how many people must work day and

writing

7<me

see

it

this.

my

make

night to

hope

I

all

NEW

these things operate.

to think of the ships and
ambulances and trucks and trains that
are needed to carry on this work. I
want you to feel the way I do that you
can never really do enough to help.
You can help, in many ways. You
can make yourself a part of all this. It
isn't too late to become a Nurse's Aide.
Hospitals have been understaffed for a
long time. They're going to be even
more understaffed as greater numbers
of trained nurses are drafted for work
in military hospitals. It's not too late
to volunteer for any of the special
services for which the Red Cross will
train you as a Dietitian's Aide; as a
member of the Production Corps, which
turns out surgical dressings, kit bags,
clothing and hospital garments; for the
I

offers extra advantage

I

way.

want you

—

BLUE-JAY

—

Home

Service Corps, which helps case
workers; as a Staff Assistant, to help
run the switchboards and offices in
your local chapters; as a Gray Lady, to

work

Greaseless Suppository Gives
Hours of Continuous Medication

Today many highly

intelligent and
women are enjoying a higher standard of antiseptic feminine
cleanliness they didn't dream possible—easier, daintier, more convenpowerfully germicidal yet
ient

exacting

—

harmless.

Thanks

to Zonitors-these

women

no longer use weak, homemade mixtures or overstrong harmful poisons!

No Burn
Zonitors

are

— No Smart
greaseless,

,

,

j

stainless,

snow white vaginal suppositoriesready for instant use-so easily inserted. They immediately begin to
release their
powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours yet are safe to most delicate
tissues.2V on-irritating non-poisonous.

in federal

and

civilian hospitals

helping the recreation workers; as an
Arts and Crafts teacher, if you have
any such talents, to help in the rehabilitation of wounded men; as a driver
in the Motor Corps, to keep ambulances, military vehicles and blood
donor trucks moving; and in the Canteen Corps, to serve troops in transit
and at air bases and leave areas.

TPHESE

are ways in which you can
They take time and effort and
devotion. There's another way, which
takes no time and no effort. But it's
--

help.

an important way.

It's

a

WITH WAR

Blue-Jay's soft Dura-felt pad gives
instant relief from deep-hurting
shoe pressure; won't skid, won't rub
off. New Blue-Jay is streamlined,

you

flesh -color.

Nupercaine. At

makes possible all the rest. The 1945
Red Cross War Fund Drive has started.
Give all you can. Give more than you
can. And then, give some more.
Because no matter how much we
each of us, we'll never give
enough to match what is being given
by that boy I know in China, or the
man you love, wherever he may be.

drug and toilet
goods counters.

BLUE

give,

.Com Plasters
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Necessities of war have made
transportation difficult.
find
that it helps lighten the burden
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«new, dainRing set with

Birthstone correct for your birth date
for selling only 5 boxes of Gold Crown
Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c
each.
Send name and address today
for order.
We trust you. Premium
supplies are limited. Don't delay.
PRODUCTS, Dept. E-351, Jefferson. Iowa
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Tint Hair
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month at
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sparkling imitation
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Company, Chicago 16
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this coupon for FREE
booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts. Zonitors.
Dept. 9429-C, 370 Lexington Avenue,

& BLACK.

Beojjtifut imitation

label directions.

FREE: Mail

And

only Blue- Jay has

way 'which
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Zonitors actually destroy offending

PROVED

HERE'S prompt relief from corn torture! Anesthetic Nupercaine in New
Blue-Jay deadens throbbing surface
pain where corn meets tender live
flesh, until gentle medication lets you
lift core right out. Greatest advance
in years in treatment of corns!

'

odor and immediately kill every germ
they touch. Of course it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract, but you can be sure of thisi
Zonitors kill all reachable living
germs and keep them from multiplying. No greasy, sticky residue. Follow

-

NUPERCAINE

This

EASY Way
NOT

No tablets, powders or mixing. Is
a messy mixture
so can't leave stains. Amazingly EASY to use. Just
comb or rub a few drops into the hair. Each application
deepens the color. Works gradually
the gray hair
slowly becomes a darker, softer, more attractive shade.

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE Z°j£ auZ
GOOD;

delight you or Money Back. Wonderfully
I wanr to convince you by sending my FREE trial bottle
and
"All About Your Hair.'" Write today to
LOWELL, MASS.
ARTHUR A. RHODES, Specialist, Dept. 74
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Say That You Love Me!

TAKES ONLY 2 TO 3 HOURS!
GENUINE BEAUTY-SALON TYPE

Continued from page 27
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stop

them

did

a

—well,

every proud mother
exaggerating about her
child, I was sure!
Several times he
looked over at me and one corner of
his mouth twitched it was "the old
signal that there was some kind of a
joke to be shared, and it had always
meant that pretty soon he would get
me off into a corner and tell me what
it was.
But it couldn't mean that now,
little

—

PERMANENT
Complete with same ingredients
used by beauty shops on

course; this was his home, and
There was no
Gloria was his wife.
joke that he and I could share about
any of these things!
But when the others trooped upstairs
after dinner to be shown Maureen, I
found myself lingering behind in the
dining room with Roy, and I couldn't
control the hurtful nutter in my throat.
"How are you, Ronnie?" he asked
almost eagerly. "It's good to see you
again."
"Fine, Roy. I love your house."
He smiled down at me. "Gloria went
to a lot of trouble over it," he said.
"It's kind of fancy, for me, but she
of

likes
I

it

waves

way."

this

up the

started determinedly

"She seems very happy,"

my

costly cold

stairs.

said over

I

shoulder.

Roy caught

my

see

us

—

for an instant.

—

..."

sure.

hand

Ronnie, will you come and
I'm not so
see her again?

"Does she?

Imagine/.

THERE

was a sound

in his voice that

took me back to that last time I had
pulled my hand away from him, the
night when he had come back to Bentonville come straight to me, with
trouble and perplexity in his face. I
realized it suddenly, now, although I
Roy had
hadn't realized it then.
.

hand.

knew,

after that night, that I
couldn't trust myself quite as much as
It hurt too much to see
I had hoped.
Roy, and yet not see him. He wasn't
I

my

Roy, when he was with Gloria
his shoulders seemed always to have
that faint droop, and his face wore a
strange half-smile that seemed to me
to be a permanent defense against
showing hurt. And he must have been
hurt, often and deeply, because right
about then Gloria started losing interinevitable.
It was
est in Maureen.
Maureen was not a strong child, and
Gloria's pulling her about and prodding her on to do things she wasn't
ready for had certainly, upset her
nervous system. So very soon she was
too peevish and nervous to be any fun,

her more and more in
the care of a clumsy "daily help" who
knew nothing about children left her
even for whole week-ends, while she
went in to Chicago to replenish her
wardrobe. It needed replenishing because she had begun to give her evening parties again.

and Gloria

left

—

There was a difference,
Roy's

with

this

time.

work took him away from home

the
frequency,
so
parties seldom included him.
The
whole town was very soon busy with

give your-

"CHIC" DE LUXE IS ON SALE AT ALL
DRUG STORES. ..DEPARTMENT STORES...

"CHIC" De Luxe. AH you do is: Put
your hair up in "CHIC" curlers
dab
each curl with the amazing "CHIC"
Quick- Wave solution
.
and before
you know it, you have a gorgeous,
crowning halo of beautiful, soft, natural
looking curls and waves that last for
months and months. Safe to use on all
types of hair
. coarse, medium or fine.

VARIETY STORES.. .5 AND

.

.

.

been in trouble that night; he had come
to me for help. And I, wrapped up in
myself, had snatched my hand away
and turned my back. What was his
trouble? What had he wanted to talk
Now I could never
over with me?
know; for Gloria was his wife, it was
she with whom he had to share his
Gently,
troubles and his triumphs.
this time, but firmly, I withdrew my

Now you can

home

—

.

. .

self a perfectly exquisite cold permanent
wave at
in only 2 to 3 hours with

.

.

.

f»~*—'If your oWer
'

LINHALL

CO., Dept. L-110,
Please send me:

.

(

)

10c

yw,

cannot supp/y

St.

STORES

mo?7 coupon

Paul

"CHIC" De Luxe Permanent Wave

Home Kit(s)

Price 79c (plus 8c Fed. Tax).
(If check or money order is
postage charges are prepaid.)

Send C.O.D.
enclosed,

ail

.

"CHIC" De Luxe is ideal for children too.
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Bend currency or
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New,
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Thin 6r worn-through shoes easily and quickly
soled with TREDS. Anyone can do it. Long-

inlti

wearing, waterproof, non-skid soles for shoes,
rubbers and boots. Cement TREDS on brandnew shoes and original soles will never wear out.

Protect

TREDS will not mar floors.
The Sole And You Protect The Shoe.

Only 25c at your favorite Hardware,
$c and 10c or General Store. Due to
war restrictions, your dealer may be
temporarily out of TREDS, but
keep asking for them. Thank you,

lovely proportions for your

logs: hips, thielis. calves, ankles,
etc.— in this healthful, new. astonishingly easy way. Oah; i lea
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USTING IESULTS!

Vsed successfully by hundred*
of

smart

women

everywhere,

WRITE FOR FRII LITtRATURI TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without oblimtice,
by mailing coupon immediately to
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915
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the details of these parties although
I tried hard not to listen, one part of
me reached eagerly for all the talk.
I knew, for instance, that only three
or four men were invited, instead of
the large crowds that used to congregate there. Three or four of the wilder
of the town's unattached eligibles, like

WORD

OF
WARNING TO
LAXATIVE USERS

Eddie Thomas.
I hated myself for listening, and for
gloating over all the sly speculations
and rumors that spread like brush fire

Some

town the

are

was
Deep down I wanted
more than anything to see Gloria dis-

Too $n»r

credited; but on the surface I stubbornly refused to admit this to myself,
because in a way it would mean that

It

in a

doesn't pay to

confused,

Roy had

dose yourself

I

size of Bentonville. I

guess.

failed.

And Roy

couldn't

/

Away
Goes

fail!

he wanted Gloria, if he loved her,
then she must be worth his love. She
was lonely, that was all, and used to
adulation and Roy was away so
If

with harsh, badtastinglaxatives
medicine that's too strong can often
leave you feeling worse than before!

Pain

—

A

much.
But

.

.

.

couldn't have deceived myself
successfully, because when it
I

very

was no more shocked than anyone else. It came very quietly, as a
matter of fact. Gloria went off for
came

ToottM'

I

—

and
come back. Roy got the "daily
help" to come and live at his house,
and made some sort of emergency arrangement at his work so that he didn't
have to leave town. A week went by;
then two; and at the end of the third
week, everyone in town knew that
Gloria Martin Carter was gone from
one of her shopping week-ends
didn't

A

laxative that's
too mild to give

proper relief

~C0RN5>

is

as unsatisfactory as none
good laxative should work
at all.
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!
just

A

Instant Relief
Don't

suffer! It's needless!

Dr. SchoH's Zino-pads

instantly stop tormenting shoe friction ana lift
painful pressure on corns, sore toes. Prevent chafed
heels, instep ridges, blisters and tender spots.
So soothing, cushioning these thin, soft, protective pads put you right back on your feet. Used

—

with the separate Medications included, Dr. Sertoli's
Zino-pads speedily remove corns. Are as easy to
apply as a postage stamp. Stay on in bath. Cost but
a trifle. At all Drug, Shoe, Department Stores and
Toiletry Counters. Get a box today!

D-Scholls Zino-pads

Bentonville.

and told me about
himROY came
"I'm going to divorce her," he

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
High
Send

it

self.

"I'm going to get out of this just

said.

That little selfas I can."
mocking smile was still on his lips,
and I ached with pity for him. Ached,
too, with the love that had come sweepas

Mecfamf

me

as soon as

saw him, but I fought that down.
What was the use? It was Gloria who,
years ago, had put that eager delight
into his eyes, and it was Gloria now
who had taken it away and put bitterness there instead. It would always be
Gloria who ruled Roy's deepest emoI

"HAPPY MEDIUM LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives you a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and
effectively at the same time! And remember, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine
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"She's hurt you so dreadfully^ hasn't
I said softly.

to anyone, not even to me. But sooner
or later he would tell me, and maybe
telling me would help him.
I
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his

house

often,

after

that.

He

seemed to want me there, and there
was nobody else to really look after
Maureen. I straightened out the child's
clothes and kept an eye on Nancy, the
maid. Sometimes I had dinner waiting when Roy came home, and we ate

You'll cherish these lovely heart

.

"Hurt me?" Roy looked down at
me, and suddenly, inexplicably, he put
his hands on my shoulders and shook
me. "Hurt me! Oh Ronnie, you fool
you'll never understand!"

to

Hollywood.

icve

she?"

could
explain everything but the
shaking he had given me.
I got into the habit of dropping over

ONLY

trofl\

III.

r^m

Clear

ignore

the talk about Gloria, but I
knew that everyone felt that Roy and
I were going toward some inevitable
conclusion. I felt that too; I wanted
it.
But there was nothing I could do
to hasten it.
Right up to the minute the divorce
was granted, I thought that Roy would

it

with
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Of course there was talk, in Bentonville. But it was kindly talk, this time;
I tried to ignore it as I had tried to
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didn't know what to make of that,
except that I had been a tactless idiot.
Roy wasn't yet ready to talk about it
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We

have taken Gloria back.

TEETHING PAINS
MHMlftk.

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

never

talked about her, in the quiet, friendly
hours we spent together. He never did
try to tell me what she had done to
him. But it would have been painful
for me to hear it, and since he seemed
to have gotten over his first bitterness
help,
I
without
was grateful.
Sometimes I even tried to pretend to

my

myself that Gloria had never existed
but it was a weak and brief pretense.
Roy was not the same as he had been

—

before she came into his

life
and there
was Maureen.
The child became increasingly fond

of me.

WHEN

your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.
Buy it from your druggist today

HAND'S

DR.

TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

it

on the gums
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any Photo. Send

I

didn't plan

not consciously;

it,

gave her more affection and more
attention than she had had before in
her pitiful little life, and she responded
like a neglected puppy. I brushed her
hair and told her her first stories and
took her for long walks across the
town, into the fields. I wanted more
than anything to have her call me
but

I

Mommy,

me

but, of course, she called

Aunt Ronnie.

And

then, one day, Roy was free.
didn't go over to Roy's house that
day. I waited, at home, for him to call
I

me. All day long I wandered about the
house like a ghost, always close to the
telephone my hands icy, my heart
hammering painfully, my thoughts all
mixed up, and only one thing clear if
Roy wanted me at all, I would go to
him. It mattered of course it mattered!
that he would never love me as
I loved him, with a deep, sweet, wild
longing that reached into every part of
me. That he had given to Gloria, and
could never give again. But he could
give me affection, a comradely love and
respect; I could be content, I thought,
with that. When the phone finally rang,
and Roy asked if he could come over, I
was ready for him.

—

—

—
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Gives a Tiny Tint

WEand

sat in our old corner of the porch,
once "again we had a little
trouble finding things to say to one another. Then Roy gently turned
face
•toward him. "Ronnie," he said, "how

Removes

my

much can you

this
dull
film

forget?"

"Whatever you want

me

to forget,"

answered. It wasn't true; I could
never forget Gloria, any more than he
could, but if he could bury the memory,
so could I. "Whatever you want," I
I
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repeated.

He shook his head.
know what I mean. I
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brighten dark, dull skin clear up externally
caused pimples fade freckles loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment -size jar is positively guaranteed to improve your complexion
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you

"I don't think

don't

mean

forget

what Gloria was, or what has happened
should have said how well
can you pretend. Can you pretend that
the past few years haven't happened at
all, and that we're the same boy and
girl we used to be?"
"I think so, Roy," I said wonderingly.
"Then, Ronnie," he went on, "then,
.

lef Nadinoia's

me

%l^2t atip from

.

.

my

maybe

dearest

I

.

.

.

would you marry me?"
was tight against him,

Suddenly I
shaken by a sobbing I couldn't stop.
"Ronnie, Ronnie
don't cry," he
murmured. "I love you so."
"And I love you," I said, when I had
.

caught my breath
me with that little
you, my dear? It's
me, for Maureen?

.

.

again.

He gazed

at

puzzled frown. "Do
not just pity
for
You're sure?"
My arms crept around his neck. "I
love you more than anything in the
world," I said. I had wanted for so long
to have the right to say those words!
Just this once I would say them, and
after that I would never let Roy suspect
that I knew what different things we
meant by the word love. What I gave
him I could no more help giving than
I could help breathing, and if he gave
me only what he could, only what he
had left, I must never let a touch of
.

.

.
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ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice relieves cough,
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tightness of chest musc ' e soreness due to chest
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cold, bronchial irritation
SPRAIN, BRUISE • and simple sore throat.
'
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ANTIPHLOGISTINE

poultice just hot
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enough

to be comfortable then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGI STINE poul-

... reduces swelling,
aching muscles due to a simple

tice also relieves pain

limbers

up

stiff

at the shore;

it

seemed longer

because we were so completely alone,
and could wander for hours on the

Moist Heat of
|

resentment creep in, and I must never
let him think that I was weighing his
feeling against mine.
We were married at Roy's home in
a quiet ceremony on the third of November. We spent a deliriously happy

sprain, bruise, charley horse, similar injury or
condition.

Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo) in
tube or can at any drug store NOW.

cliffs,

bundled up against the

sharpening wind, breathing in the indefinably exciting sea air. I think Roy
was completely at peace when we returned to Bentonville. I know I felt
relaxed, ready for anything felt like
myself, it seemed, for the first time in
years. I was going to make a wonderful thing of this life I had been waiting

—

for.

Perhaps it was because of this determination that the next two years were
so wonderfully happy. There's an old
saying that happy hours pass fastest.
Mine didn't. I realized the value of
each hour, and treasured it. I was alive
every moment of the time I spent with
Roy, or with his child my child, I felt
her to be, because until I had had her
nobody had tried to coax the little personality along, or given it the right
kind of affection. And she called me
Mommy now Roy had himself taught
her to do it.

—
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DISCOVER

and I
ROY
The kind

did things together, too.
of things he had never

done with Gloria. Long walks and picand sudden insane decisions to go
down and eat hamburger in the kitchen
at three a.m. Sometimes I almost felt
that I could pretend well enough to
blot out the years of Gloria, and make
us that boy and girl again, grown up.
But it was never quite well enough; the
comradeliness was warm and satisfying, but I was a woman now, and I
couldn't forever deceive myself that
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Roy's kind, responsive affection was all
I needed.
And always," beyond the
lovely placid depths of our days there
lay a bit of unexplored darkness. It
didn't frighten me, because I knew
what it was it was the thought of

—
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Gloria. It seemed to be waiting, back
there and in a way Roy and I sometimes seemed to be waiting, too.
When it finally came it had, like
everything else connected in my mind
with Gloria, a feeling of inevitability,
as though we were all playing out parts
that had been firmly written down for
us a long time ago. I met Harry Neil's
wife at the supermarket one Spring
morning, and she told me that Gloria
was coming to Bentonville for a visit.
"One of those devastating visits, I suppose," Betty Neil tittered. She was

fine

dia-

-cut sparkling
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PERIODIC SUFFERING,

You, too, should ease periodic pain and
discomfort the way four generations of
women all over the world have found so
successful. 1 to 4 tablespoons of Dr. Siegert's Angostura Bitters in a little water,
hot or cold, brings blessed easing of pain.
It's pleasant to take— not habit-forming.

At

all druggists.
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any

LEARN AT

HOME

IN

satisfaction.

I

knew

it

didn't,

be-

cause I wasn't surprised ... it had
come, that was all. Betty Neil reached
oat suddenly and patted my hand.
"Good for you, Ronnie," she said. Her
natural kindness had overcome her desire for gossip. "None of us wants her,
goodness knows. We just couldn't think
of a good way to get out of it. But
we're with you!"
"Heavens, it sounds like a pitched
battle," I said lightly.
"Isn't it?" Betty asked.

—
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For answer

smiled and turned away.
No, it wasn't. I couldn't and wouldn't
try to fight Gloria. Just the thought of
her left me limp and colorless and
defenseless, like that night at the Prom.
There was nothing I could do to combat
the excitement that I knew would well
up in Roy the instant he heard her
name. I would retreat into the back-
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me
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Says

ground, where I wouldn't be able to
a fool of myself, and watch.
After all, though, it was Roy who
told me about it. He had received a
letter that morning from Gloria herself,
announcing her visit. I couldn't meet
his eyes, with that old, eager excitement already blazing in them. I looked

make

down

my

plate, as I said slowly,
to see Maureen, of course."
"She doesn't mention that. But I
want to see Gloria," he added almost to

"She'll

at

want

himself.
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avoiding Roy, who was so excited,
anticipatory that even his great
thoughtfulness couldn't hide it.
so

frequent retouching. Try today.
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NOT DRYING or SMEARY. Imglamour look.

parts appealing

¥ PUT Maureen to bed early that
* night using the excuse that she was
overtired, which was true, but really
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from a desire to hide her from Gloria
for as long as possible. At the last moment I rushed upstairs and brushed
dark hair high up on
head, in the
way that always seemed much too extreme to me, but which Roy particularly liked, and I freshened my lipstick.
Then, as I heard the front door open
and shut, I drew a deep breath and

my

De luxe

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR

magnificent, expensive wardrobe fed
the fire, and her manner was as it
always had been, commanding and sure
of exciting notice. I think half the town
hoped to see her get off the train with
some man in tow. Of course there must
be some man in the background, she
wouldn't be Gloria without that but
nobody knew better than I that she
would never bring any other man with
her to Bentonville, where Roy was. I
called up and invited her for dinner
because I was so anxious to end the
hopeless struggle. I was tired out with
anxiety. And I was tired out with

—

See what they do
for your lips
1.

my

I pushed back
chair and started
for the kitchen. At that moment I felt
that I didn't have strength enough to
sit opposite him and listen to him talk.
Gloria came to Bentonville in the
wake of a trail of speculation. Her

17. N. Y,

V*ATCH£

my

came downstairs.

—

red-blonde and smoothlyand glamorous as ever! I forced
myself to meet her eyes and smile a
welcome, before turning to Roy with
a casual question I had prepared to
cover the first awkward moment. I
Gloria

fitted

saw with

$>
JfUlllJ

a sickening fear that the old,

half-mocking smile had come back to
his lips that was Gloria, beginning all
over again.

—
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GRAY HAIR
KILLS

had

to listen to his voice, though,
all sorts of polite quesAnd as I listened, I gradually

asking Gloria
tions.
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DIAMOND

became aware that it wasn't the voice
I had been expecting at all. It wasn't
tense and eager; he didn't hang on her
every answer. On the contrary, it was
easy and very formal, and sounded as

JROMANCE
You know gray hair spells
the end of romance! Yet you

though he didn't much care about anything she had to say. It was Gloria
whose high, fast sentences sounded
nervous, almost a little breathless.
"You've done the house all over," she
commented, after a pause.
I nodded. "I think they need doing
over from time to time," I said.
"It's attractive
in a quiet way, of
course. But that suits you, Ronnie,"
Gloria said. She smiled over at Roy.
"I like things around me to be exciting
and vivid." As I am myself, you could
almost hear her add. Roy's voice cut
deeply across the silence. "The important thing is to suit one's own taste,
I
think," he said slowly.
His eyes
caught and held Gloria's, and there was

^jare
j

J
\

'

I

I

1
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a meaning in them that startled me.
Surely, surely this was not the look of a
"Some people find brilliance
lover!
and vividness impossible to live with.

color your hair

afraid

to
—afraid people

will

know!

These fears are old f ashioned! With Mary T. Goldman's scientific color-control
you can transform gray,
bleached or faded hair to the
natural-looking shade you
quickly, or so graddesire
ually

—your

closest

friends

won't guess! Pronounced
safe by leading medical authorities(no skin test needed).
Inexpensive, easy to apply.
Millions have found new hair beauty byusing Mary T. Goldman's. Buy a bottle of
Mary T. Goldman's today at drug or dept.
store on money-back guarantee. For free
sample, mail coupon below.
'

Mary

T.

Goldman

Co., 508

Goldman

Bldg.
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They

find

it

doesn't

wear

well.

—

Some-

times they find that the brilliance is so
cheaply put on that it wears away in no
time, and the stuff underneath isn't
very pretty to look at."
It was impossible to mistake ,his
meaning. Gloria was staring at him,
her face dead-white. I half rose from

my

chair. I don't know what would
have happened if just at that moment
I hadn't heard a faint, rescuing cry
from Maureen. "Excuse me," I muttered, and fairly raced out of the room.
But when I reached her crib and

bent over her, all other thought was
swept out of my mind in a hideous
rush of fear. It wasn't restlessness that
made her cry Maureen was ill. Her
forehead was burning her hands were
icy! Her breathing was shallow, and

—

—

I called Dr. Bentold me to take her temperature and that he would be right over.
Only then did I rush to the head of
the stairs and call to Roy. I tried to
keep the violent fear out of
voice,
but I guess I didn't succeed because

gasping.
ton,

Frantically

who

my

both he and Gloria hurried toward me.
"It's my baby," Gloria was saying.
"I know it's my baby
she's hurt
Then everything froze into a tableau
I shall never, never forget.
Slowly
it seemed
to me to be slowly but
everything that happened in that moment seemed to be happening slowly
Roy turned around, a step above
Gloria, and looked down at her. He
was saying something to her. "Understand this, once and for all," he said.
"Maureen is not your baby. Nothing of
mine is yours any longer, Gloria you
threw away every right to Maureen

—

—

—

Her own

fault

—

if

she'd check her

hat, pillow or hairbrush, she
wouldn't be sitting home nights.
She'd realize that the scalp perand that the hair,
spires, too

—

particularly oily hair, quickly collects unpleasant odors.

—

and

She'd use Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo regularly and never risk
scalp odor again. This gentle
shampoo, which contains pure medicinal pine tar, cleanses the hair
and scalp thoroughly and leaves
the hair fresh and fragrant. The
delicate pine scent does its work
then disappears.

to

me

—

I

the day you left this house."

His eyes were on mine now, and I
could no longer blind myself to the
truth I saw in them. I understood
understood at last what I had not had
the sense to understand before.
thousand odd little pieces fell into place

—

A

around me, and

I stood in the sudden
radiant realization that Roy loved me.
"You do understand, Ronnie?" he
asked. I couldn't speak, but I slipped
my arms about him and put my cheek
against his coat. Over his shoulder I
saw Gloria go quietly down the stairs,
pick up her coat from the hall chair,
and open the door to let herself out.
Hours later, after Dr. Benton had assured us that Maureen would probably
escape pneumonia and had gone, leaving a long list of precautions and instructions, Roy and I sat close together
before the livingroom fire and talked
talked with an intimacy 'we never before had approached.
And gradually
the picture of my own stupidity grew
so clear to me that I wanted to hide my
head against Roy's shoulder in shame.
I had been so blindly determined to
fail, so eager to feel sorry for myself,
it seemed, that I had never given Roy a
chance to prove that he loved me.

"Your letters when I was away at
were so cold," Roy reminded
me. "They made me feel that I had no
place in your life anymore. And then
when I came back, determined to find
out if you had any feeling for me at all
I found out!
You chased me off your
front porch so fast that I as good as fell
into Gloria's arms just to be sure somebody could stand to have me around!"
"I was so sure it was Gloria all the
time I didn't see how you could see
me at all, when she was there."

school

—

—

Roy's mouth twisted bitterly. "Oh,
she attracted me, I won't try to deny
But I knew inside of three months
it.
that I had made a fool of myself.
It
wasn't anything she did I didn't even
care what she did. I just didn't want
her. I wanted you, Ronnie it's always
."
been you.
As his lips came down over mine, my
heart echoed his words-.
it's always
been you, my darling. It always will
be you.

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

Don't risk having scalp odor
and not know it. Let Packer's care
for your hair and scalp. You can
get Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
at any drug, department or ten-cent
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BATTLE

TODAY-?

Every day the newspapers are full of the battles going on on the
war front the losing of them and the winning of them. But not so
much is said about the daily battles going on here at home the day
by day battles being waged by the good soldiers fighting for a
against inflation, our forebetter America now and in the future
most enemy here at home.

—

store.

»

WON A

—

—

PACKER'S

" SHAMPOO

Remember the days of the soup kitchens, the corner apple peddlers? The days when no matter how you scrimped and saved, there
just didn't seem to be enough money to go around? Those days
could come again they will come, unless the home fight against
inflation is waged unceasingly.

SHAMPOO!

—

What

your part? To save, instead of spending. To save for your
losing of them and the winning of them. But not so
home expecting, and with the right to expect, a better America
awaiting them. Your part is to save for safety.
is

—the

war front
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Service". . .an exact leg-pattern for every leg
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ie after time when they discover how FitService means better fitting, mor e beautiful
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Here is what we all must do: Buy only what we really need; pay
no more than ceiling prices; buy rationed goods only in exchange
for ration points; refrain from taking advantage of war conditions
by asking for higher wages or selling goods at higher prices; buy
and keep all the war bonds we can. By doing these things we'll be
saving for a safe future for a safe America!
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to keep
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skin."

by doctors prove — Camay

dream come

The

is

Really Mild!

smoother look that comes to your skin
Camay! So change today, from careless cleansing
to the Camay Mild-Soap Diet. Doctors tested this mild skin care on over
100 complexions
yes, on skin like yours! And with the very first cake of Camay,
clearer!
most complexions fairly glowed! Looked fresher
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a

with

true!

softer,
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just one cake of
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it
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cleanses without irritation!

proved Camay's mildness— proved

own words— "Camay

is really

it

can benefit skin.

mild, ...it cleansed without irritation'.'

Discover for yourself, Camay's helpful care on your skin.

Look

for the softer loveliness that

comes with

...

just one cake of

Camay.

go on the Camay Mild-Soap

quick! Easy! Takes only one

It's

Diet!

minute— night and morning.

Simply smooth Camay's mild lather over your face— forehead,
If you've oily skin, follow with
a C-O-L-D splash. It's simple as that! But, oh, how exciting

nose and chin. Rinse warm.
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look lovelier
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GIRL:

Don't know, Cupid. Just seems

like

some

jC

HoM'

A *

girls are

pretty and some girls are dishwashers.

CUPID:

Could

be,

K.P. around here
boys, Sugar!

GIRL:

Honey. But you wouldn't be on permanent

you'd smile a
gleam at 'em!

if

Go

Sparkle? Cupid, Baby, with

even dare grin!

but— no

brush 'em regular

I

Oh? Ever
\

GIRL:

find

my

dull teeth

do

'with

I still

my

don't

on your tooth brush?

\

my

tooth brush got

Do? Baby, only
It's

a

a mental

warning to

see

midget ignores that

your dentist! Because

want
1

to

know,

CUPID: Please, Pet! When you massage a little
extra Ipana

on your gums

after

you brush your

teeth,

gums to healthier firmness.
And healthier gums mean sounder, brighter teeth.
A smile with more sparkle! Get it? Now get
you're helping your

your gums have become tender,

robbed of exercise by today's soft foods.
And he may very likely suggest, "the
helpful stimulation of Ipana and Massage."

GIRL:

I

as anything,

my smile?

tinge of "pink."

may

see "pink"

But what's "pink" on

Yes.

to do with

CUPID:

Sparkle at these

sparkle!

CUPID:

he

little.
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started

on Ipana and massage for a smile
you out of the kitchen!

that'll

help keep

"what's that got to

''

smile?'
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non-drying, color-true.
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THINGS TO EAT—The
NEW
the future, or some of

candy of
anyway,
will be made of fruit juices. Almost
any fruit juice, it seems, can be canit,

^•*SS*

5i * r/

Every day the same mistake!

.

Yet just half a minute

would prevent

died, or concentrated into tablet form.
And how does the idea of puffed banana flakes strike you? They will be a
really new taste experience for us to

look forward,

to.

—

No telephone?
to use
Console yourself with postwar prospects. You won't be pleading with the
telephone company to install an instrument in your home, because very likely you'll be carrying your own portable telephone around with you. The
New

it!

things

wonderful "walkie-talkie",

PRIVATE

now made

exclusively for the purposes of the
armed forces and used extensively by
them, is being planned in a streamlined version for use by all of us as we

How it will be
will look like, is

go about our business.
carried,

and what

it

still a deep secret from everybody but
the designers but one thing is certain:
no telephone subscriber will ever be
isolated from the rest of the world.
Even the Post Office Department is
hatching plans for the future. One of
them is a new type of postal money
order, to be used for transmitting less
time- and troublethan ten dollars.
saver, it will consist of a pre-punched
card that you can simply purchase and

—

A

off, without filling in blanks and
standing on line. Also on the Post Office
post-war project list is the possibility
of talking letters. Many of us have already learned to use personal recordings as means of communication, sending our voices in spoken messages to
loved ones overseas, for example. Now
the Post Office plans to have a regular
system of recording letters, which will
then be transmitted with as much efficiency and speed as present-day written letters. The system is already
under way in Latin America.
New things to think about The most
important thing, right now the acute
need for nurses as war activity approaches a climax. The Army needs

send

—

Something's wrong all right
and it's you,
Sugar! But don't expect your boss to point
out a fault like underarm odor. It's up to
you to avoid offending. So step on it, before
he buzzes again, and buy a jar of Mum.

does the trick — in 30 seconds. You're
day from risk of underarm odor.
When you ask for Mum, you say bye-bye to
the blues a girl gets when she's frowned on
—and doesn't'know why.

Mum

safe all

—
—

nurses. The Navy needs nurses. They
shouldn't have to plead with us for any
service we can possibly give!
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You're going over big with the boss. And
fine, thanks, with the rest of the office
one of the
force, too. Yes— thanks to
most dependable little partners in charm a
working girl ever had.

doing

Mum—

Mum's Quick — Only 30

seconds to use

Mum.

Even after you're dressed, even when you're busy,
you still have time for Mum.
Product of Brijtol-Mytri

Mum's Safe— Won't
fabrics, says

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

Mum's

irritate skin.

American

Certain

you bath-fresh

Won't harm

Institute of Laundering.

— Mum
for a

works instantly. Keeps
whole day or evening.

For Sanitary Napkins

— Mum

able that thousands of

women

is so gentle, safe,

use

it

this

uay,

depend-

too.

—
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CUT A GOOD FIGURE

'8**>'*'

Any figure is a better figure when it moves
beautifully, as nature intended.

of

it

—by flattening your back and pull-

ing your hips forward.

How

Do your stomach muscles

feel?

do you

protest;
a dull little pain in your chest,

have you
and between your shoulder blades?
Don't worry you haven't thrown anything out of place. It's just that your
body, having been in the wrong posi-

—

tion so long,

is protesting at being so
suddenly put back into the right one.
It will get used to it very shortly, and

hundred percent better!
Another way to make sure that you're
holding yourself properly, says Marilyn,
is to "stand with your heels and back
against the wall, feet six inches apart
and toes pointed slightly inward; then
flatten your lower back against the wall.
Lift your chest, stand tall and straight,
chin in, stomach flat, pelvis forward.
Now move away from the wall and
you'll feel a

walk
At

in this
first,

—correct—position."

it

make you

may seem awkward, and

feel as affected as a drum
major. But just remember you won't
look affected to others instead, you'll
appear at ease, being your most charm-

—

Marilyn Erskine's lovely face
is only half her charm ; her proud,
graceful carriage makes her beautiful.

OU

can say what you
like
about exercise
and diet
and you
can do what you like about
them, too but the fact remains that a pretty girl, no
matter how good her face
or her figure, is never real-

—

—

more appealing than

ingly graceful self. It will do more than
almost anything you can think of to
make you "look like somebody" and
make people want to know you.
Don't forget, either, Marilyn reminds
you, the old books-on-the-head trick.
Can you walk across the room with several solid, heavy books firmly balanced
on your head without spilling them
before you've taken more than a few

improve your

walking properly and standing properly, and it's time to take steps!

—

a correctly-dimensioned slouch.
"So, if you ask me how to
figure,"

lyn adds, "the

first

Mari-

thing to

no matter what your
fault, is to correct your posture. Your whole appearance
can be ruined by
the way you
do,

steps?

If

you

can't,

you

just

aren't

There's a right way to sit, too, of
course, Marilyn adds. Your trunk should
be in the same position as when you are
standing, your hips well back in the

chair. Even girls who stand
ly a pretty girl until she
and walk well sometimes
learns to stand up straight!"
stand!"
dump themselves into chairs
That's the opinion of one
The book trick,
for all the world like a sack
of radio's prettiest girls
According to
as
good
ever.
as
of flour. If you're leaning
and standing -up- straight Marilyn, good
forward in your chair for
est-girls
Marilyn Erskine,
posture means
some reason writing a letwho, among her other radio chores is
simply this:
chest and
ter to your soldier, perhaps
heard daily on National Broadcasting
head up, chin in, shoulders
lean from the hips, inCompany's Young Widder Brown.
back, stomach flat and back
stead of sagging, roundThere are many types of figures, she
straight.
shouldered, from the waist.
will tell you, and all of them good to
Start like this stand with
"I met a girl at a party
look at the tall, willowy girl, the cute,
your feet side by side, your
recently," Marilyn says,
little-girl sort, the curvacious kind, the
toes pointing straight ahead,
generous, statuesque modern-day Venus
"who really taught me a
your weight resting mainly
posture lesson. She had as
but the one thing that makes a goodon the balls of your feet.
Whenever
you
pretty a face as you could
looking girl into a breath-takingly
Now bring your head up
can, try this.
ask for, and she was all done
stand tall and proud. But
handsome one is good posture.
up in her best bib and
don't
exaggerate don't
"There aren't any cut and dried rules
tucker, with her hair beautifully done
throw your head back so that your chin
for a handsome contour," Marilyn says.
and her nails freshly manicured. But
points skyward. Chest up, too, but don't
The idea that certain precise measurewhen she stood up and walked across
ments for bust and waist and hips are
overdo that either. Contract your lower
the room she simply folded up like an
abdominal muscles and make your
essential is a long-ago disproved one. A
accordion as if she'd been hit. And
stomach stay in. By now, if you've folgirl may not have a 'form divine,' of
she just
lowed directions, you probably have ian
it spoiled the whole picture
perfect proportions, but if she has a
simply wasn't pretty any more!"
exaggerated curve in your back. Get rid
good carriage her figure can be much

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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"bottle bacillus", known
to science as Pityrosporum
ovale, is held to be a causative
agent of infectious dandruff by
many noted dermatologists.

The

Don't

let

Infectious Dandruff
spoil your
"Crowning Glory"
As a precaution, as a treatment, use Listerine Antiseptic systematically. Don't disregard such symptoms
as excess flakes and scales, itching and irritation. They
can mean that you have infectious dandruff which can

and does often play hob with your
It's

scalp.

Delightful, Easy

At the first symptom of trouble get started with
Listerine Antiseptic and massage. This is the delightful,
easy, inexpensive home treatment that has helped so
many
and it may help you. Early and frequent applications may arrest a case of infectious dandruff before
.

.

.

can get started, and even if the infection has gotten
a head start, this simple treatment may overcome it.

it

As
make

a precaution against this troublesome condition
Listerine Antiseptic and massage a part of your
usual hair-washing. And, if you've been troubled for
some time, apply Listerine Antiseptic once a day. If
you do not note rapid improvement repeat the treat-

ment morning and

night.

You

simply douse full strength Listerine Antiseptic
on the scalp and follow with vigorous, rotary, fingertip
massage. That's all there is to it
Kills "Bottle Bacillus"
Listerine Antiseptic instantly kills millions of germs,
including the stubborn "bottle bacillus", (Pityrosporum ovale), regarded by many a noted dermatologist,
as a causative agent of infectious dandruff. As Listerine
Antiseptic goes to work those annoying flakes and scales
begin to disappear. Itching, too, is alleviated. Your scalp
tingles and glows, and your hair feels wonderfully fresh.
If infectious dandruff has already started, repeat the
Listerine Antiseptic treatment twice a day. This is the
method that in tests brought improvement, or complete
relief, to 76% of dandruff sufferers in thirty days.
Remember, Listerine Antiseptic is the same antiseptic
that has been famous for more than 60 years in the
field of oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Listerine Antiseptic

the Tested

Treatm ail

—

—

WHIT'S IIW
from
Coast to Coast
By DALE BANKS

An

undisguised Groucho Marx, lovely Georgia Gibbs, Frank Morgan and
Corporal Bill Morrow as they looked before they were all well shaken
up together on a recent broadcast of the NBC Frank Morgan Show.

year marks
THIS
bilee of Radio.

Ju-

the

Silver

Did

you know

Twenty-five years of radio

that?

Remember

the
the songs they
were playing on the air then? Remember "I Used To Love You But It's All

network broadcasting.

Remember

crystal sets?

Over" and "Broadway Rose" and "Look
For The Silver Lining" and "When My
Baby Smiles At Me" and "Whispering"
and "Pale Moon"?
For that matter in these fast, newsEacked days, can you remember as far

—

Just about
ack as ten years ago?
that time news broadcasts started to
be regular, commercial features on
radio.
Back, ten years ago, critics
raised their eyebrows because Bing
Crosby started out emceeing his own
variety program. They didn't think he
had a chance. Ten years ago, Kate
Smith dethroned Jane Froman .as the
top singer of the year and no one has
budged our Kate from that spot since.
Ten years ago, Guy Lombardo's band
was voted the leading dance orchestra.
And ten years ago, everyone was listening as avidly as is done today to the
war news, for news about the Hauptman trial for the kidnap-murder of the

fast-talking

night

own

*

•
is a girl

who didn't
Peggy Allenby
have to stray very far from her home
hearth to reach success and fame. Peggy was born at 10 East 50th Street and
now she works and practically lives
at the NBC studios, which are one block
from the place where she was born.

—

*
If

you're

Home

Is

one

*

of

•

the

fans

What You Make

It

of

the

show

which you should listen, by the way,
because it has some pretty good ideas
to put over about the place where most
of us like to do more than hang our
to

hats
that

you'll be interested to
—you
can now get copies

know
of

a

handbook put out by NBC's University
of the Air.

The subjects covered

—family

the
housing,
in

book

relations,
food
nutrition, clothing, family health,
cultural influences in the home, civic

are

and

Dorothy Day's refreshing humor
rounds out her "Woman's View
of What's New," WINS, daily.

Each

*

coat.

—

—

interests

Remember?

CBS

wit,

radio script-writing contest. The
radio-famous characters like
Norman Corwin, William N. Robson
and William Spier among them will
select three radio -scripts and produce
and direct them for the Armed Forces
Radio Service. The scripts are to be
penned by GI's overseas, or Navy men
on duty. Scripts are to be for half
hour shows, either comedy, mystery,
documentary or straight drama. The
writers will give up only one-time
radio performance rights, by sending
in their scripts (if they win, of course)
and retain any future rights to earnings that may come from future performances. Something to write to the
boys about if they haven't already
heard.

judges

—

Lindbergh baby.

—Danny Kaye's
his Saturday
show—and his

Mad, mad, mad

and

household

equipment.

contains lists of
can read, if you'd like

chapter

also

books that you
to get more information on any one of
the subjects. Write to NBC University
of the Air for your handbook.

—

*

*

*

a gag but Danny O'Neill. takes
Whenever the exit the right way.
sailor singer goes to a night club to
hear other singers perform, he's greeted
by the band swinging into "Danny
It's

Boy".

*

•

•

Kent, who authors Portia
Faces Life, has a fan who saves her
a lot of headaches, hours in research
and an occasional blush. The fan is a
New Jersey lawyer, who goes through

Mona

all of "Portia's" cases

and advises Mona

Kent on whether the cases go according
to the legal Hoyle which is known as

—

Blackstone.
*

*

*

Servicemen overseas now have their

—

*

*

*

Love to watch Cass Daley perform.
She always starts out slick and neat
one of the best dressed girls on the
airways,
we always thought and
winds up by looking like a tossed green

—

show goes off the air.
The frenzy you hear on the air tousles
her hair and does things to the hang
of her skirt. But fun to watch, just
salad before the

the same.
•

*

—

*

Jesse Crawford the famous radio
organist has a deep worry on his mind
these days. He's waiting for the din
of battle to die down sufficiently to
clear the air lanes for news other than
war news from abroad. He's worried

—

!

about whether the organ, at the Aachen
Cathedral has been destroyed in the
war and would like to hear about same.
Jesse says that organ is the oldest
working instrument of its kind in the
world and even the Nazis should have
felt reverent before it.

—

*

*

*

to believe, of course, but
did you know that Alec Templeton was
a child prodigy? He was. And he's
one of the ones, we're happy to say,
who has come through on all the
promise.
Alec composed his first piece at the
age of four and he never stopped after
It isn't

that one.

hard

LARAINE DAY, STARRING

IN

MC-M'S "KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY"

Another Hollywood Star.. .with
Woodbury ^Wonderful Skin

He was very young when he

won

himself a place in England as a
concert pianist. And it wasn't long
after that before his talent for mimicry
made him internationally famous. He
toured England, France, Holland and
Germany, very much like a medieval
minstrel, playing the masters seriously
and otherwise and making comic hash
out of famous figures and fads.
That's the thing we like best about
him, his way of making pretentious
music and equally pretentious people
seem just a bit ridiculous. Kind of
gives you the feeling that maybe you're
not always wrong when the urge to
yawn hits you in the middle of some
ponderous passage of music. And the
straight recitals we've heard him give
at Carnegie Hall have a way of staying
alive and exciting, too. He's got a way
with piano keys, that Alec pretty
close to genius we'd say.

«Ts

—

*

Somebody

*

*

just called our attention

How often have you heard
that one about girls being smarter than
boys? We've been hearing that all our
to a thing.

lives.

Now

comes the information that on
show there have been
more little boy geniuses than little girl
the Quiz Kids

geniuses!
Facts, you want and here they are.
Of the 191 super bright urchins who
have dazzled the adult world on the
Quiz Kids show, 85 have been girls and
have been boys.
106
In contests
throughout the country nine girls have
come out on top, but more than three
times that many boys twenty-nine of
them have ended up in first place.
And, when it conies to high marks in
the quiz sessions on the program, the
boys are way out in the lead again.
Richard Williams, 15, has been among
the top scorers 179 times. Harve Fischman, 14, is next with 105. Joel Kupperman, 8, has won out 75 times. And the
closest runner up among the girls is

—

—

10-year-old Ruthie Duskin, who holds
the record for girls with 61 wins to
her credit.
It certainly is a changing world. Not
even the old saws that we've grown so
accustomed to believing are holding up
any more.
*

Sammy Kaye

*

#

looking for poems
to read on his Sunday Serenade program. If you have maybe written a
little gem yourself, or if you've come
across a small sonnet that has touched
you close to where you live, send it
along to the maestro. He's looking for

Kaye, Blue Network, Radio City
N. Y.. And then listen.

j
\

t-s^ &-°*

due

care '"

—

One miracle cream to cherish your skin
forever!

To do

so

much more

for

you

WOODBUfli

is

poems mainly that have to do with
sentiment and romance. And who isn't?
Anyway, send the poems to Sammy
*

***

1&vorU*

—

*

20,

*

For our money, some of the very best
shows on the air these days are the
shows put out by the Army and Navy.

than cold and cleansing cream can do
You'll

know when you

respond to

smoothing

its

And

only

cleansing,

effects.

base; as a night

feel

Use

it

powder

cream against dryness.

purifying the cream in the

jar,

helping

For new beauty, try Complete Beauty
10<* to $1.25,

Woodbury

"Stericin",

protect against blemish-causing germs.

Cream now.

caeah

softening,

as a

Woodbury has

Btmm

your skin

plus tax.

Complete Beauty

Cream
...if's all

you need I

—

.

Arthur Lake ("Dagwood" of the Blondie series) and Arthur
Jr. let two-month-old Marion Rose have the, center of the
stage for her very first appearance before any camera.
to a swoonful hair-do when you
have no spare time or spare funds
It's easy to
for beauty shops
.

twist
fasten

.

.

your ends into

them with Bob

flat

curls,

Pins.

But

be sure to use DeLong Bob Pins
because they have a Stronger Qrip,
clamping each

curl

in

place

so

you need only one
Bob Pin per curl .When youre
dried, combed-out and captivating,
a DeLong Bob Pin or two will keep
firmly

that

.

.

your handiwork intact. They're
made for wear and tear and jour
social security

.

They have ideas and meat and punch
and acting and writing. We went out
to Governor's Island awhile back and
got a slant on how one of these shows
gets into the works.
"The Voice of the Army" show is a
transcription program that's sent to
about 730 radio stations in the country.
It's produced by NBC with top flight
production men, actors and technical
personnel.
The production of each script usually
begins with an idea based on the current mission assigned by the Adjutant
General to the U. S. Army Recruiting
and Induction Service. The idea is
discussed and its possibilities are explored and then passed on to the editorial staff of the Recruiting Publicity
Bureau. Here the idea is given the

works by

.

Stronger Grip

Col.

Le Roy W. Yarborough,

the officer in charge, and, if it is found
worthy is assigned to one or several
writers.

After the scripts are prepared, the
staff again goes into conference on it and technical points in
the stories are gone over. Sometimes,
editorial

Won't

Slip

Out

particular branch of
Army with which the script deals are
called in to make sure everything is
Then the completed and
accurate.
checked script is sent to NBC for production. When the show goes into rehearsal and is waxed it is under military supervision.
No wonder the shows are so good.
It takes a lot of heads to put one
together.
lot of good heads, we
might add.
officers

that

of

A

*

*

*

The time
is

to visit the Star Theatre
at rehearsals. Lots of things go on

at rehearsals that never get on the air.
Al Goodman's voice, for instance.
Not so long ago we dropped in at
one of those rehearsals and found the
maestro standing in front of the mike,
waving his baton and singing sounded
like from the top of his head in a real
soprano, well practically. Seems one
of the guest stars couldn't get to re-

—
—

n
R

Quality ^Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS
SAFETY PINS
HAIR PINS
SNAP FASTENERS
STRAIGHT PINS
HOOKS & EYES
HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

hearsal on time and Goodman was
pinchhitting for her just so they could
time the show.

—

*

*

*

Have you heard the song "Back
Home For Keeps?" Seems Carmen
Lombardo and Bob Russell, the guy

who pens such

nice^lyrics, began to be
haunted by a series of advertisements
for Oneida Limited which showed a
serviceman returning from battle to
his home and his loved ones and they

—

couldn't stand it until they'd written
the song around the title of the ads.
The sentiment we can understand.
*

*

*

This year, the oldest commercial program in radio is celebrating its 19th
year on the air. The first broadcast of
the Cities Service show was on February 18, 1927 a long 'time before
Radio City came into existence. Paul
Lavalle, who is still working for the
same outfit now directing the orchestra for the Cities Service "Highways

—

in

—
Melody" — was

music then.

a

mere nobody

in

Paul played the clarinet

in the orchestra at that first broadcast.
*

*

*

Jack Kirkwood's front and back
yards are something to see, even in
Hollywood, where fancy fixings are not
very unique. Reason? Jack's gardens
are filled with lush and strange tropical
plants plants which he began collecting in the Orient and India twenty
years ago when he was busy touring
the world as an actor.

—

*
all

*

*

kinds of ways to do
one's .share in the war effort. Linda
Carlon Reid actress who appears regularly in the cast of The Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters does her
bit by teaching English and phonetics
to refugees. This is part of the work
of the Committe for Refugee Education,
which is going great guns in New York.

There are

—

—

*

And — talking

*

*

—

about teaching
we
hear
Boatswain's Mate
Sam
that
Brandt, who announces for CBS on
the We Deliver The Goods show from
the Maritime Service training base on
Catalina Island, is also doing a little
teaching. He conducts a weekly class
for "boots" who have post-war broadcasting ambitions.
*

We

*

*

Lawrence Tibbett
tells about himself and the night he
stopped the show at the Metropolitan
Opera with his singing in "Falstaff".
Feeling rather good about the whole
thing, Lawrence could hardly wait for
the next day's papers to see what the
like the story

—
critics had to say about his achievement. Naturally, the minute he got his
hands on the newspapers the next
morning, he turned to the theatre and
music sections only to find there
wasn't even a mention of his performance. That was no small blow. Unhappily, he folded the paper and was
about to toss it aside; when he discovered that his triumph was written
up on the Front Page!

—

*

*

*

We've often wondered what Murray
Forbes he plays Willy Fitz on the
Ma Perkins "show does with the
large ledger he carries around with
him. Caught him writing in it during

—

—

a rehearsal the other day. Murray's
working on a novel in his spare time
writes it in long hand. He's already
written about 165,000 words of it.
*

*

*

Ronnie Reiss really had a headache
for awhile, recently, before he could
make up his mind. Vanity finally got
the best of the young supporting player
on the Miss Hattie program.

Not many years ago, young Ronnie
allowed his blond hair to be dyed a
fiery red so he could play the part of
the second youngest Day son in "Life
With Father." Like all the other boys
who have appeared in that role in the
perrenial stage hit, Ronnie eventually

grew too big for the part.
Not long ago, Ronnie was asked

to

rejoin the cast, this time in the role
of the eldest son. It's a nice part and
Ronnie was sorely tempted but he
wouldn't dye his hflir red again.

—

GOSSIP AND STUFF FROM ALL

OVER .... Dave

Willock— Jack Car"nephew" has reached man's
estate. He s been signed by Warners to
play a featured adult comedy role in
"This Love of Ours" .... Martin
Block, announcer on the Supper Club
show, is the highest paid announcer in
the world
Ted Collins' book, "New
York Murders" is now selling well on
son's

.

.

.

into the second printing
for a mystery book

—a

....

big thing

Eugenie

Chapel, the girl who plays Susie on
the Mr. Keen show, will soon be heard
by American movie audiences as the
English narrator for the Russian film

"Wait For Me" .... Keep listening
keep cheerful keep writing to the

—

boys.

Don't risk losing the feminine daintiness
that's yours naturally. Yes, your prettiest
dress can ruin it all ... by catching and

spiration stopper
days.

be used

holding under-arm perspiration odor.

Stop

this threat beforeyou dress

acting, long-lasting 0D0R0N0

.

.

fast-

the

new
you

YOU
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Can
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protects
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contains science's most effective per-

that

BE JUST AS SWEET AFTER

kins, is "the girl

after shaving.

your

The new 0D0R0N0 Cream Deodorant

deodorant

.

Per-

protects

waiting to dry.

faster than you can slip on your slip.

Ma

.

So before you think of what dress to
wear
think of your Sweet Self.
Change to new, snowy-white 0D0R0N0
Cream for instant, full, lasting pro-

cream

Angel Casey, of NBC's

. .

irritate

fine fabrics, or turn

with
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BETTY CO-ED OF

Sandwiching Frank Sinatra are two of his favorite
the left, his four-year-old daughter Nancy
Sandra, on the right, movie star Margaret O'Brien.

HOLLYWOOD PRESENTS

women — on

FACIE

the MUSIC

By KEN ALDEN
ORDER BY MAIL DIRECT FROM HOUYWOOD
Two-tone harmony. glamour-plus tailoring! Smart nailhead trim. Two-tone idea,
slenderizing waistband make you look
slim as a reed Sizes 1 to 1 8. $7.98/ S*'...
.

.

WELL-WISHERS

*Bow Blouse"— Flattering
bow! Long

coquette

rayon fabric,
38. $3*98,

SEND
Or love

C.

in

full

neck—

high

sleeves!

Rich

white only. Sizes 32 to

MAIL

C.

O. D.

pioneer mail-order fashion house!

you are not completely satisfied,
will gladly refund your money!

we
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6253 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood

PROMPT DELIVERY

28, California

!

HOLLYWOOD,

Dept. 932

63J3 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 31. California
Please send "Nailhead Jumper", at $7.98, pin poiioge.
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Navy
Size:
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Send "Bow Blouse", at $3.98, plus postage.
Size: 32
34 36 38 (WHITE ONtY)
(rSaaM

print

nom«,

etc,, plainly

)

Nome
Stree!_

C"v

Zone

visit to the

the attractive

Ava Gard-

*

.

and

he's

admirers

*

Red Gross blood bank, mak-

ing contributions that total a gallon.
There's a gal who really practises what
she preaches.
*

*

*

Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard,
happily married for almost ten years, are launching a campaign to focus attention on the many
Hollywood professional couples who
are happily wed and live peaceful and
normal lives. Such troupers include
Burns and Allen, Eddie and Ida Cantor,
the Cagneys, Eddie Robinsons, Jimmy Gleasons, the Fibber McGees. Ozzie
and Harriet plan to throw a party for
these folks and salute them. We think
this ,a good idea. Too much has been
written about the marital unions that
hit the rocks that it's about time some
attention was paid to the happy ones.

who have ben

*

Georgia
10

to

Kate Smith recently made another

Buy with confidence from Hollywood's

Q

it's

Mickey Rooney's ex ...
*

O. D. charges by enclosing cashier's check ot
plus 25c mailing charge.

BETTY CO-ED of

currently
ner,

treating his audience
with conceit and contempt.

money order

If

return

changed him any. He's still escorting
Hollywood's most alluring females
still

pouego.

NO MONEY. WE

unhappy be-

bandleading hasn't

civilian

!

are

Shaw's

Artie

cause

Auld

*

*

has

a

brand

new

band.
The MacFarland twins are
reorganizing their crew.
Drummer
Ray Bauduc and saxophonist Gil Rodin
plan to head up a new orchestra.
Sonny Dunham returns to Gotham's
Hotel New Yorker in May with a CBS
wire.
Jeri Sullavan, the CBS songstress and Morey Amsterdam, the USO
comic, expect to make $100,000 from
their song hit, "Rum and Coca Cola"
which the networks prefer to call
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Lime and ..."

The King Cole

Trio, just about the
trio to
come along in many a musical note,
will be paid $12,000 just to play in a
few scenes of the forthcoming film

most sensational small rhythm

"Stork Club."
*

*

*

Careful audience surveys showed
that Jerry Wayne got the most favorable reactions from listeners who tuned
in the late but not lamented Ed Wynn
show so the baritone was rewarded
with stardom on the same sponsor's

new Blue network series.
Wayne, who had infantile
when he was a boy, has been

paralysis

climbing

up the ladder steadily, almost hit the
jackpot on The Hit Parade but got
snowed under by the Sinatra craze.
His managers believe this is it, so don't

be surprised

if

Jerry really becomes a

big star in 1945.
•

*

*

Mark Warnow has turned down

all

other offers and will play exclusively
Sponsors are
for the Hit Parade.
angling for Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanetz when the pair return from
Dinah Shore has
their USO tour.
Eddie
re-signed with RCA-Victor.
Cantor's daughter, Marjorie, plans a
Witnesses swear
night club career.
they saw Frank Sinatra flatten a wise
Oscar Bradley
guy with one blow.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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FOR SMART WOMEN
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.

WHAT'S YOUR MAKE-UP TIMETABLE?

.

.

.

Some

.

because of his fine stick work on WE,
the People has practically a life-time
contract with his grateful sponsor.
Jerry Wayne and singer Evelyn Knight
really taking each other seriously.
They met on the Ed Wynn show.
They say that in Bing Crosby's next
picture, the Groaner will hardly sing a
Nora
note. What's the big idea?
Martin is a possibility to star in the
Eddie Cantor summer replacement
.

.

.

.

.

.

girls

seem

to

reach for their

sticks about once every hour.

of course!

You're different.

lip-

Not you,
You use

.

longer-lasting Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick. It

holds

all sorts of

"endurance

.

records"— clings

to

your

lips for

many

extra hours.

.

show/ She is E.C.'s singing protege.
Her husband is a serviceman.

PLENTY OF COMO-TION
Perry Como has just about decided
that life for him was just one bumpy
bus ride after another. Add to this a
monotonous diet of warmed-over hamburgers, late rehearsals in drafty ballrooms, and trying to call some second
rate hotel room home, and you'll know
why the young singer had his fill of
trouping with a touring dance band.

WHAT

ARE TODAY'S SMARTEST LIP.

STICK COLORS? Don't answer this one
until you see Tangee's exciting new
colors. There's Tangee Red-Red — bold,
dark and handsome. Tangee Theatrical
Red— it dramatizes your lips! Tangee

Medium-Red — the fashionable new
shade that goes with everything.

"To make matters more difficult my
wife Roselle found the going even
tougher," explained Perry, "and whj
wouldn't, caring for a baby along
with it?"
And so after seven years of deglamourized trouping, a much discouraged and disconsolate young singer
surprised bandleader Ted Weems by
resigning and going back home.
Home was Cannonsburg, Pennsylvania, right in the heart of the steel
country. Had Perry stayed home, resuming his early career of tonsorial
artist, this story would have never
been written. There are plenty of bet-

WHEN DO

LOOK JUST RIGHT?

not too

dry— or

too moist.

Avoid these extremes by using Tangee
Satin-Finish Lipstick. Its exclusive

barbers than Perry Como and
magazine space in these paper-rationed
days is scarce. But there happened to
be a long distance telephone call and
the voice from New York belonged to
ter

_r

LIPS

When they're

cream base protects against chapping
and dryness— yet does not smear.

-'-«.
.

WHAT'S HER NAME?

This is Constance Luft Huhn, one of America's best
and make-up, Head of the House of Tangee.
beauty
on
known
Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick gives
masterpiece—
Mrs. Huhn's cosmetic
your lips a soft satin-smooth gleam that adds greatly to their loveliness.
authorities

—

Coming up

fast in the Swooner
young Perry Como, of
the Chesterfield Supper Club va-

Race

is

riety show,

P.M.

heard daily at 7:00

EWT over the NBC network.

ase

TANGEE
ana

see

now

beautiful vou can be
11

*|\Aommif, here's

Eugenie

Baird, twenty-year-old
business veteran, is the
featured singer on NBC's Kraft
Music Hall, starring Bing Crosby.

show

Tommy

Rockwell.
thought it was another
offer to sing with a band," continued
Perry, "I had turned down jobs with
Lombardo and Dorsey because I was
astute agent

"At

first

I

Tommy

tired of that life. But
had other
ideas. He was going to build me as a

*tfurrM up

and read

this,

Mom-

"V wanna keep my

skin smooth as satin, doncha? And y' don't want me to
from nasty prickly heat, chafing and skin troubles like that? Well, then
y'better use the best baby powder on me— and that means Mennen Baby
Powder— it's antiseptic, mild and soothing!"
suffer

1.

baby powder
2.

Mennen

is

Mennen

Antiseptic Baby Powder to any other
(and 3 out of 4 doctors say baby powder should be antiseptic)

Most baby specialists prefer

1 .'

smoothest— shown in microscopic tests of 3 leading baby powders.
is "cloud-spun" for extra smoothness, extra comfort.

Only Mennen powder

3. Mokes baby smell so sweet

'Bui/

me

...

.

new, mild flower-fresh scent!

tV>&

best;-fsAennen
Also ... 4 timet as many doctors
prefer MENNEN ANTISEPTIC BABY Oil

as any other baby

12

Garden of Allah apartments. The Como
income now averages several thousand
a week. Not so long ago Perry was
trying to make $90 per do double
duty.

Perry comes of rugged Italian stock,
settled in the milltown of Cannonsburg. After finishing school, Perry
was determined to get-rich-quick. So
in the daytime he ran a modest barber
shop and at night he sang at local
church and social affairs.

who

When a friend told him that Freddy
Carlone's band in nearby Cleveland
was looking for a singer, Perry turned
in his razor and hot towel. Carlone
signed him. Later on Perry joined Ted
Weems.' The latter had a fine band.
They made recordings. The Tin Pan
Alley circle heard Perry on the disks
and marked his name in their future
Unfortunately Weems' band
books.
seldom hit Broadway and Perry never
had much chance fo sell himself perNot the pushy type, Perry
sonally.
bided his time, hoping and praying for
that big break. After seven years he
decided to give up and once again trade
back the tuxedo for the white coat of
his original trade.

R
B

singer on my own."
Today the dark-brown haired singer
is still a bit bewildered by the encouraging turn of events. His first
movie role in "Something for the Boys"
was a hit. His phonograph records are
stacked like wheatcakes in the nation's
juke boxes and he's the singing star of
NBC's nightly sponsored Supper Club.
No longer do his wife and schoolday
sweetheart and his five year old son,
Ronald Perry, have to roam the
countryside following their itinerant
bread winner. The Comos live in a
comfortable east side apartment when
they're in New York and when in
Hollywood they live in the fashionable

oil

or lotion*

Manager Rockwell first secured
Perry a singing engagement in the
famous New York night club, Copacabana.

He

stayed there sixteen weeks.

Then came a $4,000 a week engagement at the New York Paramount
Theater, and a seven year contract
from 20th Century-Fox. Simultaneously his first Victor record, "I Love You"
sold well over 400,000 copies.
Perry's press agent has a difficult

time with his charge because Perry
is rather serious in his determination
to play down the swoon-and-scream
angles in audience appreciation.
Perry
unassuming,
and
Modest
doesn't go out of his way to have his
following
cause
increasingly
large
stage door riots or hold mass meetings.

He

delights in pleasing his listeners, of
course, but isn't nattered by the noisy,
raucous variety of reaction from them.
It seems very pointless to Perry, who
likes to sing, because naturally, when
the audience is screaming its head off,
what chance have you got to make your

singing heard?
"I'd rather sing and get applause instead of screams."
Perry points out that 60 per cent of
his fan mail is from men, plenty of
them in the services. This, he hopes,
indicates that his popularity is of a
solid, enduring kind, the kind that can
be built upon and will not be exhausted
when the audience's energy is. It's
particularly nattering, and a tribute to
his genuine qualities as an entertainer,
he feels, that men overseas who have
heard him will take the trouble to
write and say that they've enjoyed

The look every mother knows

hearing him.

And anyway,

Perry

says,

"Once

you've earned some sort of reputation
as a popular singer it's not too tough to
turn on the heat and get them swooning."

Perry's attractive brown eyes, lithe
build, and pleasant manner doesn't
make it difficult for the bobby soxers
to adore the 33 year old ex-barber.
But Perry has resolved one thing
about his belated success. He wants
it only for as long as his singing deserves it, and not one moment longer.
"I'm not kidding when I tell you
that if I'm doing okay only because I'm
swimming upstream with the swoon
craze I'd rather go back to cutting

The look that says plain as day, "Ah, food— bring it on!" Mothers who serve
Gerber's get to know that look very well. Because, Gerber's is famous for:
(1) Extra good taste. (2) Cooked the Gerber way by steam to better
retain precious minerals and vitamins. (3) Uniform, smooth texture.
<4) Every step in the making laboratory-checked. Do as thousands of mothers

do— get

Gerber's, with "America's

Best-Known Baby" on every package!

What's

this

— iron

for babies?

Many

babies, your doctor will tell you, need extra iron
after the age of three months or more. Both Gerber's

Cereal Food and Gerber's Strained Oatmeal have generous amounts of added iron and Vitamin Bi. Serve both
cereals— variety helps baby eat better. Both cereals are precooked—just add milk or formula, hot or cold, and serve.

^CEBEAtrOOD,

iGerbers

hair."
Sj

Just to keep in practice Perry cuts
the locks of his young son, giving the
job an extra fillip because now it's fun.

OATMEAL

erber's
FREMONT. MICH

&/tee

C.r»ol»

sa<mple

Sfrolnod Food,

Address: Gerber Products

recording of
is a favorite
GI request on the Armed Forces
Network's Dufflebag Program.

Lilyann
"I'll

Carol's

Walk Alone"

My baby

is

now
me

old, please send

Gerber's

Cereal

OAKLAND. CAL

Chopped Food,

Company, Depc. W5-5, Fremont. Michigan

months
samples of

Food

and

Name..

Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.
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COVER GIRL
By ELEANOR HARRIS

become almost impossible to twirl
IT'S
your radio dial and not have the
voice of Charlotte Manson fill your
room at once. She's Marjorie Whitney
in The Romance of Helen Trent, and
she's a regular in Counter-Spy, Gangbusters, the Nick Carter series, Real
Story, and countless other shows.
On
the cover you can see the glamour that
goes with the voice and just to be
more specific, we'll tell you that Miss

—

Manson

is five-feet-five, brown-eyed,
and 118 pounds worth of whistle-mak-

ing figure!
If

you wanted

to see all this in the
and if you live in
it's fairly easy.- Just

for yourself,

flesh

New York

City

—

do one of three things, the first being
to drop by the Barberry Room restaurant, where you'd find Charlotte

making backgammon history.
Then there's a second way

of seeing
her: hie yourself down Fifth Avenue
past the fanciest shops and when you
see'
an eye-stopping brunette in a
stunning outfit surreptitiously drawing
sketches of some swank shop's window
display .... that's Charlotte! She has
the habit of copying the latest modes
on exhibit, and then sneaking off to
her favorite remnant shops to buy a
few yards of some unique material for
a song. Then she spends a couple of
hours at home over a hot sewing machine and presto! she advances on her
evening's date in a costume that looks
like a million dollars and cost just

—

This complete 8-minute

BEAUTY-LIFT'
works wonders for face and neck

—

about

five.

neither the Barberry Room (at
night) nor Fifth Avenue (in the afternoon) fit into your schedule, there's
always the third way of spotting Charlotte. Try the simple ruse of strolling
into almost any nightclub. There she
is, performing a mean rumba in her
If

newest home-made

Famous HOPPER Method Helps Skin Appear
Firmer, Smoother, Fresher with Each Treatment
Here's a complete de luxe 'Beauty-Lift'
you can give yourself at home with famous Edna Wallace Hopper's Facial
Cream - one of the most beautifying
creams in cosmetic history!
This homogenised facial makes your skin

appear heavenly smooth, firmer, with an
adorable baby-freshness— after even the
first treatment. It actually enhances the
natural beauty of the skin.

R
R
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The HOPPER Method-Why It's So Active
Briskly pat Hopper's Facial Cream over
face and neck (follow arrows in dia-

Cdfati/a&kce

gram). Gently press an extra amount of
this super-lubricating cream over any
lines or wrinkles. Leave on about 8

minutes.

The reason Hopper's Cream

lubricates

the skin so evenly-so expertly-leaving
it looking so smooth and delicately textured — is because it's homogenized!
Faithful use helps maintain natural
dazzling beauty throughout the years.

Be sure to buy Edna Wallace Hopper's
Facial Cream today. You can get it at
any cosmetic counter.

HOPPER 9 FACIAL CREAM

dress, with one of
her bachelors.
Charlotte was fresh out of college,
with a Bachelor of Science degree,
when she got her first job which was
-screaming in an East Coast movie and
she might be screaming yet if she
hadn't found her way into the Theater
Guild tryouts for the play "Ringside
Seat." Here she was given the unexciting job of understudy to the leading lady but, just as in the storybooks, came opening night and the
leading lady got desperately ill, with
Charlotte the Understudy transformed
like magic into Charlotte the Star.
Everyone has an amazing year in his
life, and Charlotte's was the next year
1940. She was picked to play Bryn
Barrington in Society Girl for CBS
both for her superb acting and for the
reason that she looked like debutante

—

—

—

—

Brenda Frazier's twin. Once established as radio's society girl, she established herself as radio's housewife,

—

Clever,

Manson
est

Charlotte
versatile
of radio's busi-

—one

and one

actresses,

of

best-dressed

prettiest,

its

girls.

gangster's moll, and any other type of
wish, in shows like Myrt
and Marge, Hilltop House, Gangbusters
and many Arch Oboler plays. Meanwhile, though her radio personality
shifted with the hours of the day,
she had become a permanent society
she was
girl when she wasn't acting
invited, as Bryn Barrington, to join

woman you

—

many

Junior League committees along
with top-drawer socialites like Brenda
Frazier, Josette Daly, Josephine Johnson, Oona O'Neill (Mrs. Charles Chaplin), and others. On top of being one of
1940's society girls, she was picked as
CBS' Good Will Ambassador, and thus
toured the United States. Charlotte
Manson, the girl from Brooklyn, was
the toast of New York and a countrywide traveler.
And at the end of that miracle year,

New

move 1,000 miles from
in honor of her success to Chicago, to play the lead in Stepmother
which was broadcast from that city.
she had to

—

York

For a year and a half she performed
this role, meanwhile being chosen actress of the year by Princeton University; then she played Rose Kransky
By this time she
in Guiding Light.
was so famous in radio circles that
Hollywood took note of the lovely girl

who

looked

exactly

like

beautiful

Brenda Frazier and who furthermore,
could certainly act. Three different
Hollywood executives flew to Chicago
to

argue with her

—but

were turned down

each time they
new Eastern

for

triumphs.

She had been in Chicago four years
she finally returned to New York
because of illness. After only a few
weeks of rest she was in the thick of

when

home town,
Because of her illness, she has added the outdoor sports
of horseback riding, tennis playing and
swimming to her indoor sport of backgammon playing. And some day after
a successful Broadway play she wants
to finally nod "yes" to Hollywood.
Meanwhile, she's happy acting in a
dozen radio roles, wearing stunning
clothes to the smartest parties and
places in New York, and going out
with every eligible man on the East
Coast.
Maybe Hollywood's men are
put out because of her neglect of the
film city, but Hollywood women are
praying every night that she stays right
where she is a safe 3,000 miles away!
radio

life

where she

again in her

still is.

—

—

n

n
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Are you

in

What's best for keeping melal earrings bright?

Which

know ?

part of a suit must

fit

The collar

Ammonia and water

The waislline

Elbow grease

The shoulders

for your personal daintiness.

Yes! Now a deodorant is locked ineach Kotex napkin. The deodorant
can't shake out, because it is processed
right into each pad — not merely dusted on!
A new Kotex "extra" at no extra cost!
side

your friend doesn't introduce you

Should you

Walk

just

A

perfectly?

Colorless nail polish

They'll be all a-glitter indefinitely— if you
treat those metal earbobs to a thin coating
of colorless nail polish. It's tops as a safeguard against tarnish. And at Kotex time,
remember that now there's a new safeguard

If

the

D

.

Wedded to flat
A frilly dilly

if

she's

—

heeled shoes

Posture-perfecF

A drape shape demands 20-20 tailoring.
Each answer is correct, for your suit should
be trim-shouldered
the collar nestling
close to your neck. And the waistline should
jibe with your own (not hit you above the
belt). Wrong lines ruin your rating. Especially those "certain" lines that may bulge
through when you choose the wrong napkin. So choose Kotex
for unlike thick,
stubby pads Kotex has patented, flat tapered
ends that don't cause revealing lines.
.

king-size teen looks smoothest

.

—

Are you a glamazon
are

fine,

Shun

?

Be proud of it! "Flats"

but higher heels are

flatterers.

Above

all, never
be a stoop droop . , you'll look smoothest
if you're posture-perfect. Poise comes too
when you rout the panicky little cares of
problem days wjth Kotex. That special

fussy, frilly clothes.
.

—

safety

center gives

you

extra

protection

because it keeps moisture from the sides
of Kotex. You can feel both regal and
reassured, day in

— day

out.

—

stand there

slowly on

Feel offended

"When

pal Julie stops to talk with friends
introductions
of hers in a public place
aren't necessary. It's awkward merely to
stand by. Walk slowly on. Knowing what
to do can be such a comfort! So too, at
"those" times, knowing your napkins can
bring real comfort — the unfailing kind you
get from Kotex. Far different from pads
that just "feel" soft at first touch, the softness of Kotex stays faithfully yours. Without bunching, without roping. Yes, Kotex
is made to stay soft while wearing!

—

fAore

women

choose KOTEX* than

offier sanitary
16

all

napkins put together

w^is /m
The web they had spun
to Linna strong as
BaMMWB|

steel

together, frail

and

lovely as moonlight, yet

— was Lance's heart no longer caught

in it?

H

can remember only happiness and unNOW,
happiness, only joy and sorrow.
can reI

I

member happiness

so heady, so sharp-sweet
above all the rest of the
world, unhappiness so bitter that it was like chains

that

on

it

my

seemed

to set

dragging

me

feet.

I

can remember knowing

was

storing up memories more precious than
any treasure, memories to warm me, to keep my
love a living thing, and I can remember crying
out in the long darkness of too many nights, what
that

I

A PROBLEM FROM JOHN
The

story Before

We

J.

shall I do with my memories? Where shall I hide
them, where bury them, so that I shall not die of
the pain of remembering?
Those are the heights and the depths, the blacks
and the whites of feeling. Of the in-between greys
For me, in my
of emotion I have no memory.
love for Lance, there was no in-between.
The happiness came first in meeting Lance, in
knowing him, in being a part of his life and his
love, so that we were two halves of a whole, and

—

ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOUR

Part was inspired by a problem originally heard on the

Good

Will Hour, conducted by John

J.

Anthony

the next town to ours. Lance drove, and I rode beside him with
my head pillowed lightly on his shoulder. We were quietly,
calmly happy, in that wonderful, secure knowledge that lovers
have that if all infinity stretched ahead and were ours, we would

always feel like

this,

always be

close, like this.

We

were glad that none of our frjends had chosen this night
to dine at the Inn, too. We had dinner, and danced a little between
courses, and danced again, after dessert was cleared away, and
kept up beautifully our pretense that this was only one of many
more such evenings tomorrow, and the next day, and next week
together. We talked of little things would a dining room with
yellow walls and grey woodwork be better than a dining room
with rose walls and white woodwork? Wasn't linoleum, after all,
the best possible thing for a nursery floor?
Did I think that

—

—

—

.

Phillips was falling in love with Johnnie Parker?
When
I went to buy a spring coat, wouldn't grey be more practical than
black, because then I could wear it over
brown suit, too?
Would we make the little white house too quaint and story-

Mary

my

bookish

if

we

planted hollyhocks

all

around

it?

moments
that

there

We

filled

the

words
would be

no

with

so

silences
.
.
"Let's dance again," Lance
said at last, and stood up,
holding out his arms to me.
I slipped into them, and felt
once more, as I always
.

did, that wonderful, peaceful sense of belonging.

We

moved out onto the floor,
slipping easily among the

separate

not

people

any

when Lance

Even

more.

other couples.
Lance often sang the
words of the song to which
we were dancing, softly, in
my ear. When other men
I'd known, before Lance,
had done that, I'd hated it,
and wished they'd be still
and concentrate on their
dancing. But with Lance it

went overseas I wasn't unhappy. I was sure, as I had
never been so sure of anything in the world before,
that Lance my love, my
very life would come safely home to me, that the end
of the war would mark the

—

(Continued on page 92)

—

Never before a

true beginning of life for
us, when we could be married, and raise those children we had already named,
and live forever together in
the little white house on the

and be happier than
any two people ever were.
Meanwhile, while he ,was
fighting and we were separated, I had my memories
of the past, my dreams of
the future, to keep me going
cheerfully through the long
hill

.

.

.

\

days

of

waiting.

The time the boat

And— almost—through

the

longer

drifted off

nights.

We

were happy, even, the night before Lance went away, our
last time together.
Because that night, for us, was not the end
of anything, it was only the beginning of a waiting period that
had to be. And we were sure enough of our love so that we
couldn't let a hint of sadness mar it. Each of us wanted to take
away, he in his heart,

I in mine, a hanpy, loving, wonderful picture
of the other, to stay us through the months or the years before
we would see each other again.

Lance and

home

I

went dancing the night he went away.

He'd come

for a ten-day furlough before going overseas, and we had
spent those days just as if there were no war, and no parting. It
was better that way, we told ourselves. We'd go on as if all the
tomorrows belonged to us, and there would be no end of them.
That way, we could spend our little time together in happiness,
and have even more happiness to remember.
And so we went dancing, that last night. Dad gave us the
keys to the car, and his precious stock of gasoline, and we set
out for The Rainbow, a lovely little inn by the river in Hillside,
18

.

kiss like this

Sometimes

at night, when I
lay in bed, I ivould feel a great
loneliness creeping over me, and
then I would remember.
.

.

.

—

GO

—

—

right in Mr. Davis's expecting
you." From my reception desk
I indicated the office of KLMO's
Program Director and the fussy little
man minced his way in. I couldn't help
smiling, thinking how Valerie would
mimic him tonight at home. She was
apt to be unkind about her boss'
visitors, but she was always funny.
Our wheezy, ancient self-service elevator bumped to a noisy stop opposite
my desk. Busy morning, I thought,
looking out of the corner of my eye as
the door slid open.

The young man who had shoved open
the elevator stood for a moment, not
looking at me, his hand still on the
heavy scrolled iron door. Then he did
the strangest thing! Half -smiling, his
to stroke the face of the
door, almost as if it were the face of
an old, dear friend. I sat up, sharply.
How could a stranger ? I thought I
was the only one who felt that way
about our elevator, as though it were
indeed an old companion, dependable
in its groaning and stumbling as it
went its weary ups and downs talking
to itself and to me I-can't-make-it,
I'm-too-tired.
The stranger turned to my desk. I
felt my face grow red.
He was young,
but he had a look of sureness that just
didn't jibe with my silly fancies of a
second ago.

hand moved

—

"Hello— is Mr. Davis busy?"
"Yes, he is. Do you have an appoint-

ment?" primly. My cheeks were still
warm. I knew he had seen my blush.
"I was supposed to see Ben at eleven."
So he knew Mr. Davis well enough to
call him by his first name!

—
—

-"Oh then you're a little early. He
has someone with him now. Won't you
wait " motioning to the hard, narrow
bench against the wall.
""On that!
Have a heart!" shoving
his hat onto the back of his head and
leaning comfortably over the rail by
my desk. "I just got out of the Army
I'm not used to such luxurious comfort." He looked around him happily.
"Nothing is changed. It's just the same.
I was afraid that by the time I got back
here KLMO would have a fancy decor

and overstuffed chairs and overstuffed

—

lounges and " here he looked at me,
overstuffed
eyes
dancing "an
his
blonde at the desk."
There was impudence in the way he
took in my red hair and slim figure,
but his smile was disarming and I
smiled right back. I couldn't help it.
"Were you here before? I'm sorry I
don't recognize you, but I'm new. I've
only been here six months."
He nodded. "My name is " the
oddest expression came over his face.
He seemed to be struggling with some
inner torment; his eyes were swimming; his forehead was purple "my
name " he began again, "my name
KACHOO!" It was a terrific sneezeJ
One hand held his handkerchief, the

—

—

—

—

other

waved

I

to

word.

who

It

is

like Judy,

is

But

the most compelling

"Thanks!"
"Rose fever

aside,

my

pointing

desk.
the

at

he

—hay

breathed

—

in

relief.

fever it drives me
crazy! It washed me out of the Army,
although I managed to hide it for
nearly ten months. But all that hay
in Normandy finally got me I couldn't
see a thing!"
Somehow our little comic struggle
together had broken down the usual
formality between us, created a bond
between us. I felt a warm glow of
liking for him. More than mere liking

—

—

I wanted, almost irresistibly, to push
back the brown hair that curled,
damply, on his forehead. I wanted to
touch his firm, square chin; to smooth

a bond, the

bond of

it

—

more than just a

love, too, is

direction, implor-

switchboard. KACHOO!
Frantic now, I filled a paper cup with
water and handed it to him. He took
it,
but it was evidently not what he
wanted. His hand shook, spilling the
water, as he tried to make me understand. I shared his agony; I wanted so
badly to help him; somehow I had forgotten he was a stranger.
Again he
pointed, sneezing and this time I got
it.
I snatched the bowl of roses from
my desk and ran with them into the
announcers' room.
When I got back he was wiping his
eyes.
He took a long drink of water
and then threw the crumpled cup expertly into the wastebasket.

a binding together of people

trust each other.

deepest,

20

a girl

my

grabbed for the aspirin on

He waved

<9m&l
Loyalty,

in

ingly.

all

his

rumpled

collar.

Thank goodness,

the switchboard

came

alive with lights

was busy

for a

minute plugging

and

I

in calls!
I turned my head again I
eyes on me, intent and
searching. My own were caught in his,
and for a long moment we stayed like
that.
A moment snatched out of time.
A moment that stripped us, suddenly,
arrestingly, of our surface selves and
we looked deeply, our hearts speaking
Who
to each other through our eyes:
What do you mean to me?
are you?
Why did you come here?
"Thank you, miss. Mr. Davis said to

But when

found

his

"My name

.

.

."

tell

you he was free now." The little
man's fussy voice broke the spell. He
clicked open the gate and the young
man caught its backward swing and

was nearly bankrupt and had built up
the station until now we were a small,
but respected and sturdy, member of
the radio family. In a farming com-

strode through.
"Don't announce me. I want to give
him that much of a surprise, though he
knows I'm coming." Then he paused.
"But, anyway, the name is Bill Scott.
And I'll be seeing more of you."
I stared after him, my heart plunging
painfully, coldly, sickeningly, in my
body. Bill Scott! The Bill Scott! The
legendary figure, the boy wonder who
had taken on the job of program director here four years ago when

munity such as

KLMO

ours,

KLMO

and

Bill

Scott shared equal honors in the hearts
of our audience.
But there was something more.
Something that made the memory of
my recent emotions seem treacherous

and shameful.
Bill Scott was the man who
cruelly, callously jilted Valerie.

had

so
Jilted
left for the

her the night before he had
Army. Left her to face the whispers
and the gossip and the tears she had

he began, and then

an odd change came over his

face.

21

—

right in Mr. Davis's expecting
you." From my reception desk
I indicated the office of KLMO's
Program Director and the fussy little
man minced his way in. I couldn't help
smiling, thinking how Valerie would
mimic him tonight at home. She was
apt to be unkind about her boss'
visitors, but she was always funny.
Our wheezy, ancient self-service elevator bumped to a noisy stop opposite
my desk. Busy morning, I thought,
looking out of the corner of my eye as
the door slid open.

GO

The young man who had shoved open
the elevator stood for a moment, not
looking at me, his hand still on the
heavy scrolled iron door. Then he did
Half-smiling, his
the strangest thing!
hand moved to stroke the face of the
door, almost as if it were the face of
an old, dear friend. I sat up, sharply.
How could a stranger ? I thought I
was the only one who felt that way
about our elevator, as though it were
indeed an old companion, dependable
in

its

and stumbling as it
weary ups and downs talking
and to me I-can't-mofce-it,

groaning
its

—

to itself
J'tn-too-tired.

"Oh—then

you're a

little

early.

heart!" shoving
and
his hat onto the back of his head
leaning comfortably over the rail by
my desk. "I just got out of the

"On

that!

Have a

Army—

such luxurious com-

I'm not used
He looked around him happily.
fort."
"Nothing is changed. It's just the same.
I got back
I was afraid that by the time
here KLMO would have a fancy decor
and overstuffed chairs and overstuffed
lounges and—" here he looked at me,
overstuffed
dancing "an
eyes
his
blonde at the desk."
There was impudence in the way he
took in my red hair and slim figure,
but his smile was disarming and I
smiled right back. I couldn't help it,
"Were you here before? I'm sorry I
don't recognize you, but I'm new. I've
only been here six months."
He nodded. "My name is " the
oddest expression came over his face.
He seemed to be struggling with some
inner torment; his eyes were swimming; his forehead was purple "my
name " he began again, "my name
KACHOO!" It was a terrific sneeze!
One hand held his handkerchief, the
to

—

The stranger turned to my desk. I
my face grow red. He was young,

felt

but he had a look of sureness that just
silly fancies of a
didn't jibe with
second ago.

my

—

—

—

"Hello is Mr. Davis busy?"
"Yes, he is. Do you have an appoint-

He

has someone with him now. Won't you
wait—" motioning to the hard, narrow
bench against the wall.

—

—

went

ment?" primly. My cheeks were still
warm. I knew he had seen my blush.
eleven.
"I was supposed to see Ben at
So he knew Mr. Davis well enough to
call him by his first name!

other

waved

to

word.

who

trust

girl

It

is

like Judy,

I

He waved

is

But

"nplor.

aside,

it

pointing a t

,l

—

—

in

Normandy

finally got

—

me—I

couldn't

see a thing!"

Somehow our little comic struggle
together had broken down the usual
formality between us, created a bond
between us. I felt a warm glow of
liking for him. More than mere liking
I wanted, almost irresistibly, to push
back the brown hair that curled,
damply, on his forehead. I wanted to
touch his firm, square chin; to smooth

—

a bond, the

the most compelling bond of all

hjs

rumpled

collar.

Thank goodness,

switchboard came alive with lights
and I was busy for a minute plugging
the

desk

.

more than just a

love, too, is

direction

switchboard. KACHOO!
Frantic now, I filled a paper cup ja
W
water and handed it to him. He took
it, but it was evidently not what
h
wanted. His hand shook, spilling the
water, as he tried to make me under
stand. I shared his agony; I wanted
so
badly to help him; somehow I had f ot
gotten he was a stranger. Again he
pointed, sneezing and this time I got
I snatched the bowl of roses from
it.
my desk and ran with them into the
announcers' room.
When I got back he was wiping his
He took a long drink of water
eyes.
and then threw the crumpled cup expertly into the wastebasket.
"Thanks!" he breathed in relief.
"Rose fever hay fever it drives me
crazy! It washed me out of the Army,
although I managed to hide it for
But all that
nearly ten months.

a binding together of people

each other.

deepest,
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a

my

grabbed for the aspirin on my

<?m&l
Loyalty,

in

ingly.

in calls!

But when

I turned my head
again I
eyes on me, intent and
searching. My own were caught in his,
and for a long moment we stayed like
A moment snatched out of time.
that.
A moment that stripped us, suddenly]
arrestingly, of our surface selves and
we looked deeply, our hearts speaking
to each other through our eyes:
Who
What do you mean to me?
are you?
Why did you come here?
•Thank you, miss. Mr. Davis said to

found

his

"My name

.

.

."

he began, and then

an odd change came over

his fare.

you he was

tell

man s
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The

little
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want
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to give
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m coming."

And

now."

We

s™o d eTh?o ugh

D

free

fussy voice broke
the spell
He
lhf
and the voung

'hough he
Then he paused
'

Way thenameisBil
'
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Scott

h seeing
be
more of you."
stared after him, my
heart plunging
,

painfully,

coldly,

sickeningly, in my
Bill Scott
T™e
legendary figure, the boy
wonder who
had taken on the job of
program director here four
years ago when

body.

B.ll Scott!

The

KLMO

was nearly bankrupt and had built
up
the station until now we were
a small
but respected and sturdy,
member of
the radio family. In a farming
com-

munity such as ours,
and Bill
Scott shared equal honors in the
hearts
of our audience.

KLMO

But

there

Somethmg

my

was

something

more

that made the memory of
recent emotions seem treacherous

and shameful.
Bill Scott

was the man who had

cruelly, callously jilted Valerie.

so
Jilted

her the night before he had left for
the
Army. Left her to face the whispers
and the gossip and the tears she had

—
shed on my shoulder when I had
to be her roommate three months
I had hated him for what he
later.
had done to her. And now there was
a terrible confusion in me because of
the things I had seen in his face and
the things I had learned of him from

so he stays on the job." So vivid was
his fancy that, unwillingly, I could see

Valerie.

the Old Man."
Against my will, dissolving my anger,
I felt this subtle sympathy between us.
I had the feeling he didn't talk like that
to many people.
"Mr. Scott " I began, with all the
firmness I could muster, "I think you
should know that Valerie Cody is my
best friend.
In fact, she's my roommate."
"Oh."
Regret and grim soberness

still

come

—

was

still

—

touched it.
That was how I happened to witness
the meeting of Bill and Valerie.

'T'HERE were

*

they, too,

could

others in the hall and

were held motionless.

hear her startled,

We

involuntary

gasp; we could see her face whiten; her
instant recoil; her hands shaking on the
door jamb. But his face remained perfectly unruffled. There was not the
slightest remorse or tremor in his cool,
"Hello, Val."
It was over in a second.
He strode
past her into the office and she walked,
trembling visibly, to my desk.
"Get hold of yourself, Valerie," I
whispered fiercely. "Don't let him see
you care." She stared at me for a moment as if she didn't know who I was,

but

my

words must have had some

because the color came slowly
back into her cheeks.
"I'll be in Studio A if anyone wants
me," she managed to say.
Anger poured over me like an icy
flood, wiping out the sympathy I had
felt for Bill Scott, the delight I had experienced in his humorous charm.
effect

knew, who practiced charm as they would a profession,
and evidently he was one of these.
Otherwise he could not have been so
untouched at poor Valerie's heartThere were people,

What

breaking

distress.

warning!

He must have known

a ghastly thing

she

still

for Mr. Davis, just as she had
for him, Bill Scott, before he

left for the

Army.

It

was inhuman

that utter indifference of his.

Twelve o'clock. Janie came to relieve me at the desk and I walked to
the elevator, angrily punching the bell
to bring it to the top. Protesting and
complaining, it ground its way to a
stop. But before I could pull open the
heavy door a hand reached across me
to give it a shove.
was Bill Scott.

I

looked up.

It

Without thinking, I automatically
stepped inside and he followed me. The
door slid shut; slowly we began to descend. The elevator was empty except
for the two of us. And in its narrow
four walls we were shut into an inescapable intimacy that set my heart to
beating in a suffocating panic. I could
Once he even put
feel his nearness.
out his arm to brace my shoulders as
the elevator bounced.
"You feel it, too, don't you?" His
voice was low and softer than I had
heard it before. "This little cage has
personality all its own, like a
wizened, bent, but tough, old man who
just won't quit. His rheumatism bothers him and his bones ache but he likes
being around people certain people
a

—
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was

Valerie,

the picture he created and it amazed
me that anyone else could feel the way
I did.
"I saw it in your face," he went
on, "when I walked into the reception

how

—

room.

I

knew you understood why

say

to

'hello'

I

to

—

changed his voice. "I see. So we can't
be friends. I thought that temper and
loyalty would go with that red hair of
yours. But sometimes it's a good idea
to take your loyalties out and dust

them

—he

back

off and*

—

examine them

for

—

furious

a

all right!"

my

— head
retort "don't

said, hastily, as I flung

bother don't say it.
At least we'll
have one mutual friend, our Elevator
Man. It will be a secret between us."
For a moment I thought he was laughing at me, but his face remained sober.
And again I felt that tug of sympathy
between us, because we had the same
kind of crazy imagination.
But the first person I saw when I
.

.

'Don't

Man!

If that were the real Bill Scottcould he have treated Valerie so

meanly?

"How could he?" It was. Valerie and
she was sobbing, face down, on our livingroom couch. Our untouched dinner was still on the card table. Darkness had come slowly, in our summer
of long twilights, but I had lit the Chinese pagoda-shaped lamp and I sat on
the floor under its yellow glow, trying
to quiet her trembling body.
"Judy why do these things always
happen to me? Other girls fall in love
and get married; other people get
ahead in business but I always lose
out!
He loved me, Judy! I know he

—

—

he never said much. And
he looked at me as if I didn't
exist as if my feelings meant nothing
to him!" Her grief shook her body.
It came to me just then that I was
always feeling sorry for Valerie. And
that was surprising because she was
really better -looking and much smarter
than I was. But even in school, when
I had been her closest
sometimes her
only friend, I had seen her lose out on
did,

even

if

yet, today,

—

—

—

prizes that other girls, not half as smart,
had won. And I had often refused
dates just so that she wouldn't have to

you touch that phone,

Bill Scott

—

I

I

—to confront her like that without any
worked
worked

of the elevator

her eyes red, her chin defiant. And my
hatred and contempt for Bill came
rushing back. He and his Little Old

had

staring after him when he
reached Mr. Davis' room at the opposite
end of the corridor. I saw him reach
but the door opened before his hand
I

walked out

know

ivhat you'd tell

him!" Valerie spoke in rage.

—

"

But
was unimportant, compared to

—a

—announcer

wiped out the

spend her Saturday nights alone.

be a

all that

while."

in

Poor Valerie! I knew how desperately hard she worked for everything
in her life.
Sometimes I felt a little

Her voice shook.
I gasped. "You don't mean he's coming back to work to his old job!"
"No Mr. Davis offered to step out in
favor of him. But " grudging, "I un-

While I was still thinking about that,
trying to control the senseless leap my
heart gave, Valerie spoke again.
"I think I could forgive him if he'd
just fallen out of love with me and told
me so, decently. But he's gone out of
his way to hurt me. I'd been learning
the business, you know, and it was understood between us that I'd get his job
when he left. But the same day he told
me, so brutally, that our marriage was

derstand he refused. Said he'd like to
start in on the announcing end. So he'll

off, he brought Mr. Davis in and introduced him as my new boss." Anger and

her tragedy in losing Bill.
She pulled herself up off the couch,
wiping her eyes in what seemed to me
a gallant gesture.
"Oh, well, I'd better get used to
I'll

it.

be seeing him nearly every day."

—

—
—

staff

junior

for a

frustration almost

grief

her voice.

humble before her 'consuming ambiher desire to be somebody.
shared her ordeal in the next few
weeks. I knew what it cost her to hold
her head high in the office because I
saw the price she paid for it in tears at
night.
In spite of everything she said
I knew she still cared for Bill, and
sometimes I wondered how she could
have so little pride.
His attitude toward me made me
furious.
I could insult him and snub
him or even refuse to speak at all it
made no difference. His smile was
just as friendly, his manner as imperturbably affable as if we two had established a comradeship between us. He
would save little funny stories to tell
me, or some incident that he knew
would amuse me and no one else. I
could almost believe that he was as
calculating as Valerie said he was. Certainly he knew my weak spot; knew
that there was a reckless spring of
laughter in me that bubbled out at his
kind of gentle, ridiculous humor.
"You know, Judy " he would say,
lounging over the rail at my desk
"you know that old-fashioned gooseneck microphone we have in Studio
B? Well, I suppose I shouldn't have
been so impolite but I called it the Old
Gander the other day and you know
the darn thing hissed back at me! And
right in the middle of the soup commercial, too!" He looked so righteously
indignant it was all I could do to keep
tion, before
I

—

—

—

—

—

—

my

face coldly averted.

OILL

^*

went

right on talking.

"I like

announcing, Judy. Gives me a
new slant on programs. I've been
thinking lately that the farmers around
here might like a program, a dramatization of war stories that have to do
with food and supplies, things that
this

would particularly
I

can get the

—"
—

interest farmers. If
inter-

War Department

ested

"Don't you think that's Mr. Davis'
job not yours?"
"Right you are." He would smile,
hot at all bothered by my rudeness.
And, tossing his cigarette away, he
would give me a friendly salute and
saunter away. Sometimes I would feel
a little contrite. It wasn't like me to
be rude. But then I would remember

underneath that pleasant, hand-

that

Scott was utterly
self-centered, a man
at his charm for what it

some exterior

Bill

coldly

ruthless,

who worked

might bring him.
It was the next day, I think, that
little Velma from the Music Department rushed up to my desk panting and
waving a slip of paper.
into
rush these changes
"Judy
Studio B, quick! I have a long-distance
But
I'll watch your switchboard.
call
I made a mistake and gave the announcer next week's program instead
of this week's but he still has this
He goes on in ten
week's records!

—

—

—

seconds!"
I

snatched

(Continued on page 66)
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—
—
shed on my shoulder when I had
to be her roommate three months
I had hated him for what he
later.
still

come

had done to her. And now there was
a terrible confusion in me because of
the things
the things

I

I

—

had seen in his face and
had learned of him from

/

was
so he stays on the job." So vivid
see
his fancy that, unwillingly, I could
amazed
the picture he created—and it
me that anyone else could feel the way
went
"I saw it in your face," he
I did.
reception
on, "when I walked into the
room.

I

knew

I was still staring after him when he
reached Mr. Davis' room at the opposite
end of the corridor. I saw him reach
but the door opened before his hand
touched it.
That was how I happened to witness
the meeting of Bill and Valerie.

—

to

many

pHERE

*

were others in the hall and
were held motionless. We

they, too,

hear her startled, involuntary
we could see her face whiten; her
instant recoil; her hands shaking on the
door jamb. But his face remained perThere was not the
fectly unruffled.
slightest remorse or tremor in his cool,
could
gasp;

"Hello, Val."

He strode
It was over in a second.
past her into the office and she walked,
trembling visibly, to my desk.
"Get hold of yourself, Valerie," I
whispered fiercely. "Don't let him see
you care." She stared at me for a moment as if she didn't know who 1 was,
but

my

words must have had some

because the color came slowly
back into her cheeks.
"I'll be in Studio A if anyone wants
me," she managed to say.
Anger poured over me like an icy
flood, wiping out the sympathy I had
felt for Bill Scott, the delight I had experienced in his humorous charm.
effect

knew, who practiced charm as they would a profession,
and evidently he was one of these.
Otherwise he could not have been so
untouched at poor Valerie's heart-

There were people,

to

people.

"Mr. Scott—" I began, with all the
firmness I could muster, "I think you
should know that Valerie Cody is my
In fact, she's

best friend.
r

I

the Old Man.'
had to say
Against my will, dissolving my anger,
between us.
I felt this subtle sympathy
talk like that
I had the feeling he didn't
'hello'

Valerie.

why

you understood

mate."
"Oh."

my

room-

Regret and grim soberness

his voice. "I see. So we can't
be friends. I thought that temper and
loyalty would go with that red hair of
yours. But sometimes it's a good idea
to take your loyalties out and dust
them off and examine them— all right!"

changed

—he
back

for

a

my

— head
retort "don't

said, hastily, as I flung

furious

bother— don't say it. At least we'll
have one mutual friend, our Elevator
Man. It will be a secret between us."
For a moment I thought he was laughing at me, but his face remained sober.
And again I felt that tug of sympathy
between us, because we had the same
kind of crazy imagination.
But the first person I saw
.

when

I

"

of the elevator was
Valerie
her eyes red, her chin defiant. And m v
hatred and contempt for Bill cai
rushing back. He and his Little Old
Man! If that were the real Bill Scott-,
how could he have treated Valerie

"

walked out

J
so

meanly?

spend her Saturday nights alone.

a

"How

could he?" It was Valerie
and
she was sobbing, face down, on our lj v .
Our
couch.
ingroom
untouched dinner was still on the card table. Darkness had come slowly, in our summer
of long twilights, but I had lit the Chinese pagoda-shaped lamp and I sat on
the floor under its yellow glow, trying
to quiet her trembling body.

"Judy— why do these things
happen to me? Other girls fall

always

But

was unimportant, compared to
her tragedy in losing Bill.
She pulled herself up off the couch
wiping her eye? in what seemed to me
all

that

gallant gesture.
"Oh, well, I'd better get used to

it

him nearly every day
I'll be seeing
Her voice shook.
"You
gasped.
don't mean he's comI
ing

back to work

—to

his old job "
1

"No— Mr. Davis offered to step out in
favor of him. But—" grudging, "I un-

derstand he refused. Said he'd like to
on the announcing end. So

start in

he'll

-8

3"

whUe."'

While

I

was

junior-ann°uncer for
a

frustration almost

™-

«^

Poor Valerie!
ately hard she

T,h T\

when he

I'd

it

before her desire In be somebody.
shared her ordeal in the next
few
weeks. I knew what it cost her to
hold
her head high in the office because

b

saw the

But the same day he told
me. so brutally, that our
marriage was
off, he brought
Mr. Davis in and introduced him as my new boss."
Anger and
left.

mght.

in love

the Army. It was inhuman
that utter indifference of his.
Twelve o'clock. Janie came to relieve me at the desk and I walked to
the elevator, angrily punching the bell
to bring it to the top. Protesting and
complaining, it ground its way to a
stop. But before I could pull open the
heavy door a hand reached across me
It
I looked up.
to give it a shove.

was Bill Scott.
Without thinking, I automatically
stepped inside and he followed me. The
door slid shut; slowly we began to descend. The elevator was empty except
for the two of us. And in its narrow
four walls we were shut into an inescapable intimacy that set my heart to
beating in a suffocating panic. I could
Once he even put
feel his nearness.
out his arm to brace my shoulders as
the elevator bounced.
"You feel it, too, don't you?" His
voice was low and softer than I had
heard it before. "This little cage has
personality all its own, like a
a
wizened, bent, but tough, old man who
just won't quit. His rheumatism bothers him and his bones ache but he likes
being around people certain people

—

for

Hill

ln ,l

,

difference.
His smile was
as friendly, his manner .is Impel
turbably affable as if wo two had
established a comradeship between us.
lust

He

would save little funny stones to toll
me, or some Incident that in- know
would amuse me and no one else. I
,n "
almost believe that ho was as
calculating as Valeria said ho was Car
tainly he know my weak
spot; know

just then that I was
always feeling sorry for Valerie. And
that was surprising because she was
really better -looking and much smarter
than I was. But even in school, when
sometimes her
I had been her closest
only friend, I had seen her lose out on
prizes that other girls, not half as smart,
had won. And I had often refused
dates just so that she wouldn't have to

—

1

—

'

1

that there was a reckless
spring oi
laughter in 1110 that bubbled out
at his
kind of gentle, ridiculous humoi

"You know, Judy

lounging over the

ho would say,

"

at

rail

my

.i>

"you know that old fashioned goon
nock microphone wo have In studio
K"
Welii
lupposa
shouldn't have
been so Impolite but
called it the i>i«i
Gander the other day and you know
the darn thing hissed back at mo! And
1114I11
in the middle of the soup
c
men lai, too!" He looked ao righteously
indignant— it was all could do I" keep
i

I

i

"Don't you touch that phone, Bill Scott

—

know what you'd

tell

him!" Valerie spoke

in rage.

I

my

face coldly averted

Dii.i. "..ni

1

Ight

on talking,

"I

like

** this announcing, Judy. Gives mi
now slant on programs.
I've
horn

'

—

left for

cared

still

made no

I

breaking distress. What a ghastly thing
to confront her like that without any
warning! He must have known she still
worked for Mr. Davis, just as she had
worked for him, Bill Scott, before he

said

knew she

I

me

—

1

price she paid for it in tears at
In spite ot everything she

sometimes I wondered how she
could
have so little pride.
His attitude toward ma made
me
furious.
I
could insult him and snub
Mm or even refuse to speak at all— it

—

to

for everything
I felt a
little

I

—

came

life.

tion,

and get married; other people get
ahead in business but I always lose
He loved me, Judy! I know he
out!
did, even if he never said much. And
yet, today, he looked at me as if I didn't
exist as if my feelings meant nothing
to him!" Her grief shook her body.
It

knew how desper-

I

worked
Sometimes

humble before her -consuming ambi-

was un

get h"

her

in

-

you know, and

derstood between us that

wiped out the grief

her voice.

in

thinking about lthat
trying to control
the
P
g
Valerie s P° ke a e*in.
I think I
could forgive him if he'd
just fallen out of
love
me and told
me so, decently. But with
he's gone out of
t0 hUrt me
rd bee " '^ning
the h,^
business,
still

thinking lately that

tin-

farmt n

1

here might like a program,
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war storlai tii.it have to do
with food and supplio
things that

tizatlon of

,

would particularly
can get the

"
ested —
1

Interest

termers,

War Department

If

inter-

"Don't you think that's Mr. Davis'
job not yours?"
"Right you are."
Mo would Ifflill
not at all bothered by my rudeni

—

.

And, tossing his cigarette away, he
would give me a friendly salute and
saunter away. Sometlmi
pould [eel
1

a

little contrite,
it wasn't
like me I"
ho rude. But then I would remembei
that underneath that pleasant, hand
some exterior Bill Scott was utterly
ruthless, coldly self-centered, a man

who worked at his charm for what it
might bring him.
It was the next day, I think, that
little Velma from the Music Depart
ment rushed up to my desk panting and
waving a slip of paper.
"Judy
rush
these
into
changes
Studio B, quick!
have
lung di'.tanncall
I'll watch your switchboard.
But
I
made a mistake and gave the announcer next week's program instead
of this week's
but he still has this
week's records!
He goes on in ten

—

I

;,

—

—

seconds!"
I snatched

(Continued on page 66)

Pat carried a love song in h

my/m/ze
—

wart

but,

although the melody rose strong and

you ever had
HAVE
being able
without appar-

denly, I was afraid for him. Before, I
had been only annoyed, or angry, or
even fastidiously revolted. Before, I
had only cringed from the thought that
people, when I passed them on the
street, would whisper to each other,
"Poor Mrs.
Farnum her husband
drinks, you know!"
Now I was sorry for him, sorry and

the feeling of

to tell,

ent reason, when things are going
go wrong? You suddenly find your
throat dry and your heart thumping
to

convulsively,

and

you

your

catch

—

every sound.
Your very
spirit seems to cringe before the unseen, unknown blow about to fall.
I felt that way one morning, several
months ago, as I faced my husband
across the breakfast table. For a long
time almost from the very day of our
marriage things had not gone too well
between Tom and me. But those small
disturbances, the strange little wall between us built of nothing, but which
neither of us could seem to break
through or surmount had become so
much a part of our life together that I
was no longer consciously aware of it.
This was different.
Ever since we'd come downstairs, I'd
been conscious of some vague inner
breath

at

—

frightened. I wished that I could pull
down, that wall between us, as easily as
I might reach across the table and pull
down the paper that hid his face. But
he was as far away as if he were on
another planet, and there was no way
of reaching him.
No way of making
him care care that he was on his way
to losing his job, his reputation.
Care
that Dr. Graves had warned him repeatedly that his heart wouldn't stand
the strain of his drinking much longer.
That was the trouble the whole
trouble with Tom.
He didn't care,'
anymore, I told myself.
I looked at my wrist watch impatiently, putting a definite period to my
thoughts. This was an old problem. I
had worried at it so many times before, and just as fruitlessly. There was
no use in starting an argument now.
There had been too many of those, all

—

—

—

—

dows, seemed somehow ominous.
I tried to reason it away.
Tom had a
hangover, I told myself, and that was
what was wrong. But there was nothing unusual in that.
Not unusual
enough to be called a reason for my
being upset. But I was.
Tom sat with averted face, screened

alike, all ending in bitterness, never
reaching any conclusion or solution.
No, better to say nothing, and get off to
work. I'd be late if I waited any longer.
I swallowed the last of my coffee.
"Feel better?" I asked casually, knowing from long experience that it was

'

filled

his

my own

coffee

cup.

Silently
I

I

better to sound as

Tom nodded

re-

gulped down

But

shook, so
the bright

the

mouth had

lost its slackness.

Sud-

if I

didn't really care.

without lowering his

paper.

and found that my hand
that I spilled some of it on

coffee,

yellow of the tablecloth.
Lack of sleep, I told myself grimly.
Lack of sleep, and worry about Tom.
Tom ... I wished suddenly that I
could see through the paper, and find
that his face had changed.
Find that
all the worry-lines had smoothed out,
that the puffy, unhealthy-looking dark
circles beneath his eyes had flattened
away, that the skin of his cheeks had
become firm over the bones again, that

—

—

disturbance which I had impatiently
labeled "nerves," and tried to brush
aside. But little shivers of apprehension continued to run warning signals
along my nerves.
Even the sunny
breakfast nook, with its crisp organdy
curtains and gay, rose-trellised win-

by the morning paper.

clear, she wasn't sure

this

at that.
ter?'" I

•

morning I couldn't let it go
"Anything special the mat-

prodded. "You aren't sick, are
you?" This time I couldn't keep the
concern out of my voice, though I knew
it irritated him.
Dr. Graves had frightened me, even if he hadn't managed to
frighten Tom.

of the words

Tom put his paper down at last, and
looked at me. The fear of a few moments before, the premonition of
trouble, came flooding back to me.
"See here, Pat," he said, his mouth
tensing to a straight line, "I don't like
my wife getting letters from another

man.

I

won't have

Understand?"

it!

stared at him in amazement.
"Tom, are you crazy?" My voice took
on once more the sharp, rasping quality
which seemed reserved for Tom these
last few months, and even in my astonI

ishment

tried to

I

calm

it,

lower

—

it.

"I

haven't had a letter in days not from
anyone, let alone some strange man.
What are you talking about anyway?*'
"I didn't say a strange man.
I'm
talking about this. It came this morning." He hesitated a moment, a hard
light flickering in his eyes, and then he
reached into his coat pocket and pulled
out a letter,* looking at it a moment
before he flipped it across the table to

me.

"It's

from

Jeff, of

course."

could feel the blood drain from my
face as I looked at the smudged envelope.
I stared at the French postmark while my throat clogged, swelling
until I could feel the pulse in my neck.
"Aren't you going to open it?"
I nodded.
"It's
it's a shock, hearing from him after so long a time." I
felt my voice tapering to a whisper,
and couldn't help it. "I I was afraid he
was dead. I haven't heard a word from
."
him not since
"Go
Tom's voice was unpleasant.
ahead why not say it? You haven't
heard from him since he jilted you."
His words were a flood of cold water
Pridt
spilling over me, cooling me.
I

—

—

—
—

.

.

came to my rescue, and
speak naturally again.

I

managed

to

I haven't heard
"Yes, that's right.
then, if you must be
nasty about it."
Tom laughed. "Why not? Do you
think I enjoy seeing my wife make a
fool of herself about a man who didn't

from him since

—

want her?"

Adapted from "Thought" by Ralph Rose,
heard on CBS' Stars Over Hollywood.

He might as well have risen and
struck me across the mouth. I shrank
back, and my lips were stiff and dry.
so that I had to moisten them before I
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Pat carried a love song

in

he,

heart

—

but,

although the melody rose strong and

you ever had the feeling
HAVE
being able
without appar-

of

to

tell,

when things
wrong? You suddenly

ent reason,

are going

find your
dry and your heart thumping
and you catch your
convulsively,
breath at every sound.
Your very
spirit seems to cringe before the unseen, unknown blow about to fall.
I felt that way one morning, several
months ago, as I faced my husband
across the breakfast table.
For a long
time almost from the very day of our
marriage things had not gone too well
between Tom and me. But those small

go

to

throat

—

—

disturbances, the strange little wall between us built of nothing, but which
neither of us could seem to break
through or surmount had become so
much a part of our life together that I
was no longer consciously aware of it.
This was different.
Ever since we'd come downstairs, I'd
been conscious of some vague inner
disturbance which I had impatiently
labeled "nerves," and tried to brush
aside.
But little shivers of apprehension continued to run warning signals
along
nerves.
Even the sunny

—

—

my

breakfast nook,

crisp organdy
rose-trellised win-

with

its

curtains and gay,
dows, seemed somehow
I

tried to

reason

it

ominous.

away.

Tom had

a

hangover, I told myself, and that was
what was wrong. But there was nothing unusual
Not unusual
in that.
enough to be called a reason for my
being upset. But I was.
'

Tom
by the

sat

with averted face, screened

morning paper.

nted his coffee cup.

ny own

coffee,

|hook, so that
16

bright

Silently
I

I

yellow of the
I told myself grimly.
and worry about Tom.
T °m ... I wished suddenly that I
could see
through the paper, and find
™ a* his face had changed. Find that
the
fU
worry-lines had smoothed out,
13 ' the
puffy, unhealthy-looking dark
Jf
"rcles beneath
his eyes had flattened
? w ay, that the skin of his cheeks had
c °rne
firm over the bones again, that
the
mouth had lost its slackness. SudJ*

Lack of sleep,
L ack of
sleep,

afraid for him.

Before,

I

—

—

peatedly that his heart wouldn't stand
the strain of his drinking much longer.
That was the trouble the whole
He didn't care,'
trouble with Tom.
anymore, I told myself.
I looked at my wrist watch impatiently, putting a definite period to my
thoughts. This was an old problem. I
had worried at it so many times be-

—

—

and just as fruitlessly. There was
no use in starting an argument now.
There had been too many of those, all
fore,

alike, all ending in bitterness, never
reaching any conclusion or solution.
No, better to say nothing, and get off to
work. I'd be late if I waited any longer.
I swallowed the last of my coffee.
"Feel better?" I asked casually, knowing from long experience that it was

better to sound as

if I

didn't really care.
his

nodded without lowering

Tom
paper.

But

my hand

of it on
tablecloth.

was

I

had been only annoyed, or angry, or
even fastidiously revolted. Before, I
had only cringed from the thought that
people, when I passed them on the
street, would whisper to each other,
"Poor Mrs.
Farnum her husband
drinks, you know!"
Now I was sorry for him, sorry and
frightened. I wished that I could pull
down. that wall between us, as easily as
I might reach across the table and pull
down the paper that hid his face. But
he was as far away as if he were on
another planet, and there was no way
of reaching him.
No way of making
him care care that he was on his way
to losing his job, his reputation. Care
that Dr. Graves had warned him re-

re-

gulped down

and found that
I spilled some

denly,

clear, she wasn't sure

at

this

that.

morning I couldn t let it go
"Anything special the mat-

prodded. "You aren't sick, are
you?" This time I couldn't keep the
concern out of my voice, though I knew
Dr. Graves had frightit irritated him.
to
ened me, even if he hadn't managed
frighten Tom.
ter?'"

I

of the words

Tom put his paper down at last, and
looked at me. The fear of a few moments before, the premonition of
trouble, came flooding back to me.
"See here, Pat," he said, his mouth
tensing to a straight line, "I don't like
my wife getting letters from another
I won't have it!
Understand?"
I stared at him in amazement.
"Tom, are you crazy?" My voice took
on once more the sharp, rasping quality
which seemed reserved for Tom these
last few months, and even in my aston-

man.

ishment

I

tried to

calm

it,

—

it.

"I

I

—

—

—
—

.

.

came to my rescue, and
speak naturally again.

I

managed

to

I haven't heard
"Yes, that's right.
then, if you must be
nasty about it."
Tom laughed. "Why not? Do you
think I enjoy seeing my wife make a
fool of herself about a man who didn't

from him since

—

want her?"
He might as well have
Adapted from "Thought" by Ralph Rote,
Over Hollywood.
heard on CBS' Stars

lower

haven't had a letter in days not fi'
anyone, le! alone some strange man.
What are you talking about anyway?"
"I didn't say a strange man.
I'm
talking about this. It came this mornban
He
hesitated
moment,
ing."
a
a
light flickering in his eyes, and then he
reached into his coat pocket and pulled
out a letter; looking at it a moment
before he flipped it across the table to
me. "It's from Jeff, of course."
I could feel the blood drain from my
face as I looked at the smudged enveI
stared at the French postlope.
mark while my throat clogged, swelling
until I could feel the pulse in my neck.
"Aren't you going to open it?"
I
nodded. "It's it's a shock, hearing from him after so long a time." I
felt my voice tapering to a whisper,
and couldn't help it. "I I was afraid he
was dead. I haven't heard a word from
."
him not since
"Go
Tom's voice was unpleasant.
ahead why not say it? You haven't
heard from him since he jilted you."
His words were a flood of cold water
Pride
spilling over me, cooling me.

risen

and

struck me across the mouth. I shrank
back, and my lips were stiff and dry,
so that I had to moisten them before I

—
could speak. I felt suddenly as if everything in the world had stopped except
the beating of my heart. I half rose
from the table and then sank back
again.
It wouldn't do to carry this

away unopened.

see what
he says," I forced myself to say quietly.
It was little enough.
friendly letter, that might have been written to
anyone. Not at all the kind of letter a
girl expects and hopes for from the
man she loved all her childhood, all
her girlhood, whom she once expected
letter

"I'll

A

marry, and whose very name, even
now, could make her heart stand still
in her throat. Strange, I thought dully,
as I handed the letter across the table
to Tom.
How he must have changed
and he doesn't even know that I
to

.

.

.

am marriedr
Tom read

—

my

voice faded away. Or was it? Was
true? Our marriage, our life together
Tom's and mine was a failure. And
yet Tom had been truly in love with
me and still was, I knew somehow, in
spite of everything.
That's one thing
every woman knows when she is
loved. But was he right, when he said
that my love for him was only pretense? It was now or, rather, I had
given up all pretense. But at first?
It was true that I hadn't forgotten Jeff.
Even if I had wanted to, I couldn't
have. Tom wouldn't let me his jealousy had been a whip, lashing my
memory to sharp, reluctant life. Reluctant at first, at least pride had
it

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

made me anxious to forget, if I could,
the boy who had gone away, who had
so easily put

through swiftly, flung
it. down on the table.
"Not much in it,
is there, Pat.
Not much that you'd be
looking for anyway. Oh, Pat it's per-

me

out of his

life.

it

—

obvious that the man doesn't
care a damn about you, and never did!"
When I didn't answer, he stared
sharply across at me, commanding my
eyes to his, "You still love him," Tom
accused flatly.
fectly

"Tom—"
"You still love him. That's why we've
made such a mess of our marriage.
You've
and to

—

—

only

pretended to yourself
cared about me.
Whenever I've touched you, it's been
his touch you've dreamed about. Whenever you speak my name, you're thinking his. You've never forgotten him
never for one moment forgotten him!"
." And then
"Tom, that's not true

me—that you

.

.

The months would be very short,
for love lay at the

end of them.

TOM's

hard and unyielding, met
"Well, why don't you say

eyes,

*• mine.
something?

Can't you talk?"
of a white-hot rage
welling up in me. And yet I wanted to
be fair. I continued to look at Tom,
trying to get a true perspective. But I
couldn't. My emotions were too mixed
up, too muddled. Finally I managed to
speak and in my own ears I sounded
cool and impersonal, as if I were talking to a stranger.
"If I didn't answer you, it was because I didn't know what to say. I still
don't. What can I say to you. If I say
that all of these things you talk about
are figments of your own mind, you
won't believe me. And perhaps you're
right. I don't know. I don't know what's
happened to us, honestly I don't, Tom.
But I know that we can't go on like
this, forever and forever quarreling
about something, anything. There's no
I

was conscious

—

dignity, no real decency in it. We've
been married five years, and you still
don't trust me. Even a letter throws
you off balance. Look at you! Your
shirt looks as if you'd slept in it. Your
tie
even your face. Once you wouldn't
have come to the table without shaving.
you haven't even thought of

—

Now

it!"

That reached him. Blood mounted
slowly into his face, and I could see his
hands shaking against the yellow table-

He

cloth.

and thrust them

felt it too,

abruptly into the pockets of his coat.
His voice, when he answered, was
surly. "You knew what you were doing when you married me. You knew

you were making a bad bargain.
knew you were taking second
What did you expect?"

You
best.

the familiar desire to get away
from him, to run away and put an end
to the bickering
and put an end to
the nagging little feeling of guilt that
sometimes came to me when we fought
I felt

.

.

.

like this.

"I'm not quite sure what

I

expected,

my

Tom,"

I said, getting to
feet again.
"I think, perhaps, that I expected you
to stay as you were when I married
you, and not to change into what you
are now. And now I
going to work
I'm late as it is."

—

am

—

At the note

of torment in his voice,
anger left me as suddenly as it had
come. "Yes," I told him honestly, "I
know that. And stop worrying, Tom.
Stop making up things to torture yourself and me with. There's no need of it.
I'm your wife, and all that happened
before I married you was finished on
our wedding day. Believe that!"
They were brave words. But were
they true? All day as I sat in the office
my mind kept running away back
into the past. Perhaps we could never

my

—

get away from the past, Tom and I
perhaps- it would haunt us all our lives.
I didn't want to think of Jeff.
I wanted
to forget him. And Tom didn't want to
think of him, either. It was like a sore
Tom,
that will not heal, with Tom.
who had loved me all my life, but who,
until Jeff went away, had always had
to be the one to step aside. It was Jeff
I'd loved then, and Tom knew it.
The three of us had grown up together.
Jeff dark, charming, appealing, in appearance more like his French
mother than his American father, who
had died when I was fourteen. Jeff was
nineteen at that time, and during the
two years that followed his father's
death he tried in vain to rouse her from
a threatened physical collapse brought
on by his father's death. The only
thing that seemed to interest her then
was her intense desire to go back to
France. Finally Jeff had agreed to take
her back. Fortunately, his father had
left them a little money, and Jeff had
been working, of course, so that money
wasn't much of a problem.
With me, it was. I had to help earn

—

the family living. As soon as I was out
of high school I took a business course
to prepare to take care of myself, and
to help take care of Mother.
I wasn't too much troubled when Jeff
left.
After all, it wasn't to be for long,
and we were engaged. He would be
back, he said, just as soon as he had
established his mother with her relatives, and it was safe to leave her. And
for a while, after he left, I had the
sweet memory of our last time together
to cling to.
It was summer, then. Dusk was just
closing in, tinting the world with a rosy
haze left over from the setting of the
The garden was scented with
sun.
breath-taking magic. And best of all,

was

my

side.
at
sat very still in the twilight,
looking at each other, the knowledge
of the coming separation waking us to

Jeff

We

Suddenly I
sharp awareness.
could feel my eyes filling with tears.
"Don't, dearest," Jeff begged. "Don't
cry. There's no reason. I hate to leave
you, but it won't be for long. I'll be
back and you'll be waiting. You will
wait, won't you, Pat wait for me?"
I nodded, my throat too full of the
sweet ache of love, the sad ache of
new,

—

—

parting, to speak.

His eyes were serious, his face suddenly mature. "You won't be sorry,
dearest." Then, with wonder, "You're

marched swiftly by him, but he put
out a hand to catch mine.
"Pat you know I love you.
You

so beautiful, Pat. Your eyes are a pool
of stars. I'm lost in them, and I'm afraid
I'll never find myself again."
That was late in 1937. The next two

know

years brought (Continued on page 75)

I

—

that, don't you,

Pat?"

s,

PRESENTING IN LIVING PORTRAITS-

-—two Spencers who add up

to

one Master Mind
yi*^

*

r,

'/

LET

us imagine that you are starting off for a quiet
evening with some old friends. All the dinner
dishep are done, and off you go to have a lovely
time over the bridge table. Seems simple, doesn't
it? But it isn't! Not if you happen to be Jeff and
Debby Spencer. Time after time, the Spencers will
start out for such a pleasant, harmless evening
and time after time, all they get is trouble. They
just can't go round the corner without bumping
into murder; and no sooner have they solved
one than they find another on their hands.

—

Two on

a Clue heard daily, 2:00 P.M.

EWT,

over

CBS

*

JEFF SPENCER

doesn't

want

to

be a detective.

He's a good lawyer, a good father, a good citizen,

feels that these three jobs are enough for any one man. But somehow, each crime he comes
across is like a personal challenge; he can't rest until he has painstakingly, relentlessly run the
criminal into the ground. Fortunately for his happy home life, his wife Debby is every bit as fas-

and he

cinated as he is by the complicated workings of the criminal mind, and every bit as talented at
unraveling a mystery. So wherever Jeff goes, Debby comes along to help him into and out of trouble.
(Jeff

Spencer

is

played by Ned Wever)

1

fv^m

DEBBY SPENCER

— but she

sometimes seems as giddy as the

little

hats she perches on her bright red hair

The mind underneath those hats functions as sharply and as swiftly as her lawyer
husband's; very often it is Debby who sees the answer to a problem long before Jeff has seen the
problem. Debby is misleading because she approaches everything dish-washing, mystery, or the
disciplining of her young son Mickey
in the same gay, lively spirit. Sometimes Jeff thinks she
is being altogether too lively and too audacious,
but there isn't anything Debby is afraid of.
(Debby Spencer is played by Louise Fitch)
isn't.

—

—
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IT'S beginning to look as though
any member of the Spencer family

can make

SERGEANT COR-

NELIUS TRUMBULL
Not only do

Jeff

look foolish.

and Debby have

to show the honest Sergeant how
the mystery comes out, but it takes

MICKEY

their nine-year-old son
to explain to him which

the

model airplane

is

up.

end of
Nev-

the
Sergeant
keeps
hoping that some day, somehow,

ertheless,

to
the answer first.
Trumbull played by John
Gibson; Mickey by Ronny Liss)

he'll

get

(Sgt.

As

MICKEY

often left with kindly
the Spencers'
nextdoor neighbor, on nights when
his active young parents are off on
the trail of some public enemy.
Mickey doesn't mind Mrs. Grover's
overseeing while he slaves over his
homework, but he feels that she
quite
doesn't
understand how

MRS.

is

GROVER,

a man needs in
order to keep going particularly
the chocolate-covered variety. So,
when he can't get what he wants
by asking, he often resorts to guile.
(Mrs. Grover played by

much nourishment

—

Kate McComb)
30
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Who was Cappy

one knew

EVERYONE

knew me

—

in Ellenville.

right, too
I'd been running Ellen
House, the mainstay of the town's resort
business, ever since my father had died.

From

Stars

No

—not even Joanne, who gave him her heart

The town had been named for my
great-grandfather, and I was the
daughter of John Ellen, the founder
of Ellen House. I was a person in my

own

Scanlon?

Nobody knew Cappy Scanlon at all.
He came to Ellen House in May. the
month out of all the year that I loved
best. I was rested then, after the winter
months in which the house was closed
to trade, and I loved the bustle of cleaning, ordering new equipment and refurnishing old, getting everything ready

Over Holly wood's "The Dear Children." by Morula Caldwell and Helen Kerr.

Memorial Day, when the first guests
would arrive to open the season. I .was
washing the windows at the front entrance, and I was busy with my own
job, and with keeping an eye on the
girls who were cleaning the front hall
and on Ed Jenson, the handy-manporter-gardener, who was turning the
hose on the wicker porch furniture.
I didn't hear the footsteps on the gravel
drive, didn't know that I had a visitor
for

until a voice

"¥
•*-

I'll

spoke at

my

elbow.

BEG YOUR PARDON,"
voice, "but can you tell
find the proprietor?"

said

the

me where

He was a tall, thin young
man, who moved rather carefully, as if
he did not quite trust his muscles. He
I

turned.

carried a crumpled gray hat in one
hand, and in the other a small traveling
bag. His dark red hair, I noticed, was
almost exactly the same shade as mine.
"I'm the proprietor," I said with as
much dignity as I could summon, with
my head bound in a towel and my arms
running soapy water to the elbows.
His gray eyes twinkled a little, but
he spoke gravely. "Then you're Miss
Joanne Ellen," he said. "I'm Cappy
Scanlon. They told me in the village
that you might have a job for me."
"What sort of job do you want?"
"Well ." his eyes roved over the
stately red brick front of the building.
.

.

rested briefly on Ed and the wicker
furniture, "I could paint this entrance
for you, to begin with."
I stiffened. The entrance did need
painting, and I'd been wondering how

Ed would find time
have a stranger tell

to

me

—

do it. But to
about it was

well, it was like his making a
decision for me.
He went on, "And I could spray those
wicker chairs, if you've a little green
paint around. They'll dry light after
this washing, you know, and they'll look
kind of faded. And oh, I'd find things
to do. You see, I I'd like to work here."
like

—

—

He looked

out across the trim green
lawns and the big old trees, at Fairly's
Field, which bordered our land, at the
blue Waters of the Curling River below
us. "It's the most beautiful spot I've
ever seen."
My brief resentment vanished. "My
great-grandfather built it," I said
proudly. "It was his home. He had a
flour mill back in the steamboat days,
but the mill vanished with the steamboats. Grandfather kept the house up
as best he could, and my father turned
it into a hotel. Most of our trade comes
from Paignton," Paignton was the city
about thirty miles up-river "but we
get people from all over the state.
Some of the younger ones are grandchildren of our first guests."
Cappy nodded. "It's a tradition,"" he

—

—

"Are you running the place all
by yourself?"
"Ever since Dad died, three years
ago. Of course, I helped him a lot before that. Mother died when I was
little, and I grew up following him
around " Then I checked myself. What
in the world was I thinking of, talking
this way to a stranger, and idling away
a morning when there was work to be
done? "What experience have you had?"
said.

—

I

asked abruptly.

He smiled, and it was a smile that
made you forget the thinness of his
face. "A little of everything. Odd jobs,
mostly, but I had a good business just
before the war. I was in partnership
with a fellow who had a filling station.
In the Navy I was a gunner's mate.
I was wounded and given my discharge
papers, but I'm perfectly able to work

now."

He spoke

matter-of-factly, not trying

upon sympathy, but I was
instantly ashamed of having hesitated
to hire him. And we needed help badly.
With so many young people gone from
the village, and because we couldn't
afford to pay high wages for imported
help, we had been seriously shorthanded since the war began.
to

trade

"I'm sure

we can

—will you

"Can you

use you," I said.
stay until the sea-

over?"
"Will I stay?" he repeated.

son's

He looked

around him again, and then at me, and
there was a kind of peace in his eyes.
"Yes, I think I can promise to stay as
long as you have use for me."
I don't know now how we would
have opened on Memorial Day without
him. From the first morning, when he
painted the entrance, he was everywhere, it seemed connecting the big
range and repairing the deep fryer in
the kitchen, laying' the heavy carpets in

—

There was Cappy, very spruce in a
dark suit, taking registrations.
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the lounge, stacking furniture so that
the girls could clean the upstairs rooms,
getting little odd jobs done almost before I knew they needed doing. On
opening day the woman I'd engaged to
do the baking sent a telegram saying
that she would be delayed, and at noon,
when I should have been dressed and
out at the front desk welcoming guests,
I was back in the bakery, frantically
turning out the fruit rolls and the
popovers that were a part of our reputation. With some misgivings, I told
Alma, the headwaitress, to take off her
apron artd go out to the desk. Alma was
invaluable in the diningroom, but as
a hostess she was abrupt and easily
flustered. At two-thirty, when most of
the luncheon guests had been served,
I escaped from the bakery. The sight of
Alma in the diningroom, busily serving
dessert, sent me scurrying in a panic
to the front desk, expecting to find it
unattended. But there was Cappy, who
had been left to help Ed park cars and
carry luggage. Very spruce and neat in
a dark suit, he was taking registrations,
answering calls at the switchboard,
bowing out the guests who had come
only for luncheon with an air and a
courtesy my father would have admired.
He grinned a little self-conscioXisly
when he saw me. "We were busy," he
said. "Alma was needed in the dining

"

"

room, and she asked me to take over.
I hope you don't mind."
I couldn't have said whether I minded
or not. I was too surprised both at
the smoothness of the job he was doing,
and at the change the dark suit and the
starched white collar made in his appearance. The next instant surprise was
swallowed up in relief over having a
problem solved. Cappy could stay at the
desk from now on, I thought. It was too
much for me in the busy hours when
I had to oversee the rest of the place
and a half-dozen emergencies often
arose at once. "Of course not," I said.
" And then I was
"I'd like you to stay
interrupted by the buzzing switchboard.
Cappy took the call, promised a
sandwich to Room Twelve in ten minutes, and sent the order to the kitchen.
He turned to me eagerly. "I've been
thinking," he said, "that those room
service calls are a nuisance. They take
time, and they jam the switchboard,
and it's almost impossible to get the
orders out when you're busy
"I know," I said. "We used to have a
boy who did nothing but answer them.
But that was before the war. I don't

—

—

—

—

know what can be done
"There's a system of

bells, isn't there,

to summon servants? If we could use
that, each summons would go directly
to the pantry."
I

saw what he meant, but

I

frowned

doubtfully. "It hasn't been connected in
years, and I'm afraid rewiring would
be expensive. And besides, not all of
the calls are for food."
"Most of them are, and we could post
a notice in the rooms saying that the
bells are for food and bar service only.

And

if

you'll let

me

try, I

think

I

Lydia had a talent for finding
the weak spot in another person

could

do the wiring."

HPHAT was

the

first

of the changes

Cappy made at Ellen House, and
it was successful beyond our expectations. He did all of the work himself,
-*•

that

and instead of attaching the batteries
to the push buttons we'd had before,
he connected them to bell pulls. The
guests loved the pulls; they gave an
illusion of luxury, and they fitted in
beautifully
with the old-fashioned
charm of the house. We had to put an
extra girl on room service over weekends, but it was worth it. We had what

—

Cappy called a "talking point" something our guests told their friends
about, along with the scenery and the
fresh trout dinners and the fruit rolls.
It was Cappy's idea, too, to serve both
luncheon and dinner buffet-fashion one
day a week. The buffets, which required
less serving, solved the almost impossible problem of giving the waitresses
adequate time off, and the guests liked
the idea of filling their own plates—
and the privilege of going back for a
second helping.
There was hardly a day in the

first

few weeks that Cappy didn't come to
me with some suggestion, and most of
his ideas worked so well that I fell into
the habit of telling him to use his own
I didn't realize how much
responsibility I was giving him, how
much of my work he was doing. All I
knew was that I was mistress and
hostess again at Ellen House, instead of

judgment.

a harried jack-of-all-trades. I had time
to drive out in the afternoons and shop
at the neighboring farms for their
choicest fruits and vegetables instead of
relying entirely upon the market in
the village, time to sew new drapes and
spreads for the rooms, time to chat with
the guests. I had time to spend on myself, too
on
nails and
hair and
clothes and that, as the days went
by, became increasingly important. Because Cappy noticed. Cappy's eyes
lighted when I came down to breakfast
bright and cheerful in a new dress;
Cappy's mouth tightened in concern
when I was tired and nervous after a

—

my

—

my

unsettled feeling, a deliciously unsettled
feeling. I wasn't used to being thought
of as a person, as a woman. I was used
to being thought of as a boss, or a part
of the hotel.
I began to look forward to the hours
we were alone together and that was

—

at night, when
to their rooms,

else had gone
and the hotel was quiet

everyone

and I brought the checks out
desk to be tabulated. Cappy
always stayed to help me, and the job
that had once taken hours was quickly
done, and there was time to sit back
and talk over the events of the day, to
laugh at the amusing things that had
happened. We were Cappy and Joanne
around
to

the

us,

I could talk to
as I hadn't talked to anyone since
father had died. I had friends in
the village, of course, boys and girls
I'd gone to school with, but they
thought me a little odd for
absorption in Ellen House. Cappy was as
interested in it as I was, and everything, from the planting of a new
perennial in the gardens to the pleasing of a fussy guest, was important to
him. And always, more satisfying in a
way than our talk, and yet disturbing,

my

my

my

heavy day. I couldn't help knowing
that he noticed, and it gave me a queer,

each other then, and

to

him

,

was the expression

too,

when he looked
I'd

come

at

in Cappy's eyes
me, the expression

to think of as his "noticing"

look.

One night

after an especially busy
he reached over and took the
checks from my hands. "You're not
going to finish them tonight, Joanne.
There must be a hundred in that batch."
I ached with weariness, but I shook my
head. "I have to. They've got to be
billed in the morning."
For an answer he slid the checks into
a drawer. "I'll do them. You get some

day,

rest."

liked his concern

—

and, yes, I liked
overruling me. Still, I protested.
"That's silly. You've work enough " I
reached for the drawer, and Cappy
caught my wrist and then I was in his
arms, and he was kissing me, a long,
slow, unhurried kiss, deep, like the
I

his

—

—
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—

—

new-found depths within me, steady

as
the beat of Cappy's heart.
He raised his head, and we stood
motionless, looking at each other. Then
he said, "Jo?" and his voice shook a
little over the single syllable. I said
"Yes, Cappy," and that's how things

"Let's play hookey," he said. "Let's
just .walk out and be by ourselves. It's
too nice a morning to stay inside."
I laughed at him, even though his
little grin told me he wasn't really
serious. I felt like playing hookey
myself.
stood for a while, arms
linked, looking out at the/flower-dotted
meadow that was Fairly's Field, at the
peaked yellow roof of the Selby Hotel
on the far side. Even in
happiness,
I
took time out for a disparaging

Aunt Elizabeth was old and lonely
and she was the only relative I had.
Silently I took the telegram, handed
Cappy the diagram of the tables for the
wedding party. "Everything here will

were settled between
"Are you happy?"

us.

T NODDED. I couldn't tell him how
* happy I was. It was as if aH of my

"

"

.

We

my

—

twenty-six years I'd been waiting for
moment like this, not knowing I
waited for it, wanting it, not knowing

thought about the Selby place

wanted it. "Are you?"
"Oh, honey " His arms tightened,
and he laid his cheek quickly, tenderly against my hair. "I want to take

fully,

care of you, do things for you. That's
all there is in life
doing things for
someone you care about. I told you how
I
happened to come here, Jo, how
Mother died while I was in the Navy,

that old man Fairly will let
if he gets another offer.
If
he should, I'd probably mortgage Ellen
House to get the land."
"You could have tennis courts," said
Cappy. "They'd be easy to keep up, on
this high ground. And the land slopes
right ,to the river, doesn't it.
You

a

—

I

—

and

just didn't

I

have anyone

left.

Dad

died so long ago that I don't even remember him, and she'd always taken
care of me, and I've always looked forward to the day I could pay her back.
I was just beginning to do it when the
war came along. Then when I got out
of the Navy, and she was gone well,
I just got on a bus, thinking I'd ride
to the first pretty town I saw, and see
if I couldn't start over again there. I
didn't expect to find you."
I listened dreamily. Cappy'd told me
once how he happened to come to Ellenville, but he hadn't said then I- want to
do things for you, take care of you. The

—

—

new

ran through my head like
Joanne Ellen, who all my life

lines

a song,

I,

had been doing things for myself, taking care of myself and taking care of
the dozen-odd people who worked for
me, too wanted to be taken care of
In the morning when I went downstairs Cappy was already at work. The
checks were tabulated, and he was
making out the bills. I felt almost shy at

—

—

.

.

.

—

the sight of him hesitant, as if the
wonderful night before hadn't really

happened, and

Cappy

I'd

only dreamed

it.

But

didn't hesitate. His smile swept

over me, and he pulled me to him.
Fortunately for the dignity of Ellen
House, there was no one around, but if
there had been, I wouldn't have cared.

it

wasn't

hotel, really, just an overgrown
tourist home. Then Cappy said thought-

a

"Does that meadow land belong
Joanne?"
I laughed ruefully.
"I wish it did.
do have an option of sorts, but all it

to you,
I

means

is

me know

—

could have a dock
"I intend to have them someday," I
said.
"That's why I'm paying thirty
dollars a year to keep the option. The
auditor renews it for me each July.
The Selby family wants Fairly's, too,
you see and if -they get it, they'll have
room to expand, and then they'll ruin
both themselves and us. There isn't
business enough for-* two places the
size of Ellen House."
But for once the problem of Fairly's
Field didn't nag at me as it usually did

—

when

it

came

my

to

my

attention.

—

It

dearest dream to buy
Fairly's, to make Ellen House secure
but now I had sweeter things to dream
about.
Cappy and I hadn't talked

had been

about it in so many words, but we
both knew that we'd be married some
time after Thanksgiving, when the
season closed. Until then, we'd have
no time for ourselves, no time to make
plans. Right now, it was all we could
do to meet the tide of business, so that
at the end of each day we knew that
we had served everyone and served

him well. Parties were larger and
more unwieldy with gasoline rationing.
People no longer drove down from the
city by twos and threes; cars came
packed full, and often our guests arrived by chartered bus, in groups of
a dozen or twenty or thirty.
And then, on a Friday, when our
usual rush of weekend business was
augmented by a wedding reception
scheduled for Saturday, I was called
away.
"Influenza.
Come at once,"
Aunt Elizabeth's telegram read, and I
carried it to Cappy immediately. "I
can't go!" I wailed. "Not now, with
the Overman wedding and everything.
I can't just drop things and go
Cappy took the telegram. "Who,"
he asked, "is Elizabeth, Ellen?"
"My aunt, Dad's sister in Paignton.
She isn't really sick, I know. She's as
healthy as I am. Only, once in a while
she gets a cold and thinks she's on her

—

deathbed."

Cappy said nothing, and the harshness of my own words began to ring
unpleasantly in my ears. After all,

be

all right,"

he reassured me. "We'll

get Alma's sister to help

out in the

dinmg room, and you won't have

to

worry about a thing;"
promised, but I did. Albefore when I'd be'en called
away, I'd returned to find things all
wrong the best waitress quitting, the
wrong menus sent to the kitchen, the
most important guests shown to the
least desirable tables.
I arrived
in
Paignton late that afternoon to find
Aunt Elizabeth no more ill than I'd
predicted. She did have a cold and a
little fever, but she sat straight up in
bed and hugged me joyfully, and demanded to be told all the news from
Ellenville. I did my best to keep her
entertained, and I cooked dishes that
she especially liked, and ran errands
for the practical nurse, but all the
while my mind was at Ellen House.
"I won't," I

ways

—

Had

I

the

flowers

rememered

Alma about
Saturday?
Would
Cappy remember about the canopy
that was to be erected on the lawn?
And the shrimp for old Mrs. Canby's
dinner on Sunday, had I marked them
to tell

for

We

"Jumbo" on the menu?

couidn't

afford to offend Mrs. Canby.

Saturday noon it began to rain, and
was nearly frantic when I called the
weather bureau and was told that it
was raining in Ellenville, too. Bad
weather would ruin the wedding arrangements.
There would be no
canopy, no reception on the lawn;
they would have to move the whole
party inside, and the diningroom was
I

already

...
long
the,

filled

with regular business.
Ellen House, and the

I tried to call

distance

operator told

me

that

switchboard was either out of order

or constantly busy.

Then

I

sent a tele-

gram. Cappy's answering wire arrived
late that night. It read "Everything
under control. Don't worry. Love,
Cappy," and it did little to relieve my
fears. Cappy, I realized, wouldn't have
told me if things had gone wrong. He
wouldn't want to worry me.
It rained intermittently all weekend, and Tuesday, when Aunt Elizabeth was so much better that there
was no reason for me to stay in Paignton, brought a steady downpour. Aunt
Elizabeth shook her head over my
starting out in such weather, but for
Once she made no effort to detain me.
I'd told her a little about Cappy, and
she'd guessed the rest. "You want to
get back to that young man of yours,"
she murmured as she kissed me goodbye. "I don't blame you, and I'm so
glad for you. Only " she added anxiously, "be sure he's a good young man.
I mean, you've so much to offer.
If that
river-damp didn't give me
rheumatism, I'd come down and take
a look at him myself." And then she

—

.

kissed

me

.

.

again, so affectionately that

was ashamed of having grudged her
the few days I'd spent with her.
The ride to Ellenville seemed endless.
The windows were shut against the
rain, and it was (Continued on page 61)
I

——

For Gale Page, there

is

no glamour in her career
that matches the

of her private

glamour
with

life

Count Aldo Solito deSolis

By GALE PAGE
HAVE

I

girls

been told that most young
yearn for fame and glamour

and a spotlighted niche among
"people who do things," and that they
are content with what life gives them
a husband, and children and a home
only as a sort of dreary second

—
—

choice.
I find

this

impossible to believe

have lived in the bright lights,
and had all the fame and glamour and
public attention that prominence in
motion pictures and on the radio brings
with it and I know how terribly
empty and frustrating it is. And I know
for

I

—

for me at least, real happiness
wasn't possible until I had met and
married the man I love and bore his
children, and cooked and sewed, and
scrubbed and cleaned for them as it is
a woman's rare privilege to do.
Oh, I know I still have my "career."
But it is honestly secondary in my
thoughts and my plans, and my hopes
for the future. If ever I had to make
a choice between, my family and my
job as much as I love broadcasting as
"your Hollywood Neighbor" on NBC's
Star Playhouse the job would have to
that,

—

—

One day spent in her busy house gives Gale
satisfaction than all her career in movies

—

Page more
and radio.

—

go.

This was never clearer to me than
the time only a few weeks ago
when our two and a half year old son
Luan fell out of a second story window
onto a cement porch and fractured his
skull. My husband was alone with the
children at the time I am gone from
the house less than two hours a day
for my broadcasts, but the accident
would have to happen during those
hours. But no show in the world would

—

—

have "gone on" with me in it, no
matter how sacred the tradition of the
theatre, so long as my little boy was
in danger.
I
fly,

us

don't

—

know how he lived he can
But he's home again with

that's all.

—not a sign of a scar—as cheer-

now

ful and healthy
as ever.

and

full

of mischief

were never closer than
few days when the extent of Luan's injuries was not known.
And my "career" was never farther
from my thoughts.
Aldo is my husband. Count Aldo
Solito de Solis, to be exact. The posAldo and

I

in those first

sessor of eighteen hereditary titles, dating from the Sacred Roman Empire,
he is the most democratic person I have
ever known with a true democracy
that comes from his heart.
own background was not nearly
as interesting or as glamourous as
Aldo's. I was born in Spokane, Washington, and lived a perfectly ordinary

—

My

and normal childhood on the Coast. My
parents were non-professional (Dad
was a banker), but I had a sister who
had made a name for herself in Broadway musicals. And I wanted to do
something of the sort myself.
In October of 1933, armed with a few
weeks' singing on a Spokane radio sta-

my only professional experience,
out for Chicago and fame. Station
was kind enough to give me a
Then things began to happen
start.
tion as

I set

KYW

rapidly.
I was determined that, once decided
on a radio career, I wasn't simply going

to

mark

time.

And

I

knew

that

if

I

wanted to get somewhere I would have
to do it under my own power. And so
35

—

—

began a regular campaign of appearances at NBC, wearing a perpetual
"anything for me today?" look on my

school and asked for a French teacher

I

You can

see that things weren't
going too well when I tell you that on
the ninth of those tries I ran short of
cash, and had to offer the taxi driver
face.

who brought me

NBC my

lucky dime
the one that was coined the year I
was born, and that had been with me
ever since. I couldn't help telling the
driver, though, that it was my lucky

—

to

—

and
I was giving up to him
when he refused it (bless his heart!) I
somehow had a feeling that the rest of

dime

the day

was going

to

be just as lucky.

And

For that was the day
it was.
signed me for a sustaining show
a show that only two weeks later
turned into a commercial. Now I was

NBC

on

my

way.
In those days

was known strictly
as a singer what was called a "blues
singer," although I didn't like the term

—

even then.

I

I

hadn't given

much thought

to acting, but when a chance came for
me to join the cast of one of the daytime serials I jumped at it, and spent

the next few years as a regular member of the cast of Today's Children.
The hard part was over. And after
that the things that happened were
altogether unexpected. Warner Brothers
screen-tested me, and before I quite

knew what was happening

I

was no

longer in Chicago, but in Hollywood
in movies.
When I met Aldo, he was something
of a social lion in Hollywood his titles
and his indisputably real gifts as a
concert pianist and composer titillated
the curiosity of the town's glamour-

—

hostesses.

The night I met him, at a party at
Irene Castle's, I sat on his left at dinner, and had to vie for his attention
with Ina Claire who was on his right.
I came off a bad second after he asked
us both, "Parlez-vous Francais?" Ina
responded gaily "Oui, oui," and I had
to stammer, "Je ne le parle pas, mais
je comprends un peu."
But I managed after surreptitiously
dismissing my driver, for I had cpme
to the party alone
to hoodwink him
into driving me home. There I invited
him in for a night-cap (I'm glad he
likes
milk, for there was nothing
stronger in the house) and played records for him until the small hours.
And the next day I phoned a language

—

—

—

vite!

We

saw all too little of one another
after that auspicious beginning Aldo
was booked for a concert tour and had
to leave Hollywood soon after we met.

—

For the whole year he was gone, I
on memories of that party when
I had been so impressed, and had tried
so hard not to let him know it. I even

—

lived

dress I had worn
a long, grey dinner dress, with a white

remembered the

And I remembered how he
had looked, how rapt his attention had
lace collar.

when he

•been

and listened

W/HEN we
**

to

sat in my house later
symphonic records.

met

again,

things

had

changed. The country was at war

—Aldo

was an "enemy alien," subject
to strict surveillance. His concertizing,
of course, had come to an abrupt halt.

—

But he was still Aldo and that was
enough for me.
That was in the summer of 1942. We

saw one another

as-

we

often as

could

—the 8 P.M. "curfew" for enemy aliens
making only an interesting complication — and we knew very soon that we
wanted

to

be married.

Where we wanted

be married was
We changed our
to

another question.
minds, as a matter of fact, after we
had left home to drive north for the
ceremony.

my

destination, originally, was
sister's ranch in Portland, Oregon, but

Our

Portland is a long drive from Los
Angeles and we had to make it nonstop because
of
the complications
about Aldo's "alien" status. We made
it to my mother's home in Spokane,
Washington, after a day and a night
stopping only for quick meals in
drive-in lunch counters along the way.
We were too tired for another long
drive so my father made all arrangements for us to be married in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, just across the border
from Spokane, the next morning.
Father routed out a minister by telephone. The ring was no problem. We.
had bought it weeks before and I had

—

—

—

carried the little velvet box in my
purse ever since I wasn't going to
let that get out of my hands.
A minister and a ring we were

—

—

set.

So we

started.

But

I felt let

down

at first.
It

wasn't very romantic,

I objected,

to be married in the crinkled, soiled
suit in which I had driven 1,000 miles

the day before.
"But Toni," Aldo reminded me,
"there is a dress in the back of the
car that you were going to take to
the cleaners."
So there was and not too crushed
or spotted.
We stopped at a filling station, and
I changed quickly in the ladies room
emerged looking something less like
a member of the Joad family.
We
stopped once more, at a florist's, where
Aldo bought me the loveliest snap-

—

—

dragons and gladioli I had ever seen,
a veritable garden bouquet. Our wedding, put together so quickly like a
not-too-gocd jig-saw puzzle was as
nice a wedding as I've ever seen! I
loved every minute of it.
Mother had kept busy at home while

—
—
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gone. When we returned, she
invited us into the dining room where
a wedding cake and champagne waited
for the bride and groom and for the
handful of neighbors and friends who
had drifted in to wish us well. After
resting at mother's that night, we finally finished our trip and arrived at
my sister's an old married couple.
Back in Hollywood, we settled down
to the simple life of any 'average
American couple not too rich but .very
much in love.
Aldo, denied his concerts, began industriously to compose; I busied myself making a home for Aldo and what
I hoped would be a tremendous family.
We have been lucky. Luan, our
"Noni," arrived first, a brief year later
came the twins, Marina Franchesca

we were

—

and

Giovanni,

Lucchinio

Mina

and

to their friends. And since I have
a fine 13-year-old son, Freddie, by an
earlier marriage, the house was soon
filled with children and happy times.
Aldo, who has composed suites in
honor of all of the children, as well
as a Spanish suite which Stokowski
is going to play very soon, is, I think,
learning to be happy despite the fact
that his father had died during the war,
his younger brother also is dead killed
in action and he hasn't seen his mother
or sister since before the terrible war

Lukey

—

—

—

When he can forget all that and
really happy, he tells me so in
a silly verse, which goes something
like this:
"I love you Toni,
Mother of Noni
began.
feel

And Mina and Lukey

My
I

two darling twins ..."

make him add a line: "And
quintuplets we still want to

try to

the
have." But he chokes a little over this.
Aldo and the children and a big
house with no help and a job which
demands my appearance in a broadcasting studio five mornings a week
almost before dawn, make for a full

of

—

and satisfying

—

life.

—

say "no help" but that is no longer
true. When the newspapers carried the
story of Luan's fall, a wonderful woman, Mrs. Reed, wrote to me from
Bakersfield that she "just had to come
take care of that child." And she came,
for
too. She'll have her hands full
Luan is a born adventurer. He ran
away from home when he was a year
and a half old wearing only his diaper
pants, and accompanied only by his
collie dog, Kiki. He resided happily in
jail until the police could trace his
identity through Kiki's dog tag; then
he came triumphantly home in a police
car with sirens blaring a policeman
and Kiki and Luan sitting proudly in
the front seat.
When he was two, he "flew" out of
a second story window. Poor Mrs. Reed.
What career could offer a woman
I

—

—

—

half as much satisfaction as one day
in my busy house?
friend who doesn't agree with me
entirely on this shook her head the
other day as she watched me running
from kitchen to nursery to front door,

A

and said:
"You must love children."

my husband," I replied.
guess that covers it.

"I love

And

I

.*

GALE PAGE

thought she had made no impression on COUNT ALDO SOLITO DE SOUS, because he was a brilliant musician and a Hollywood social lion and she couldn't speak French!
So, the day after she met him she started taking French lessons and the Count left for a
concert tour. But she must have been wrong about that impression, because even after his
year-long tour was over he hadn't forgotten the dark, slim girl who had sat beside him once
at a dinner party.
As soon as he was back in Hollywood, Gale discovered that it didn't matter whether she spoke in French or English
she and Aldo understood each other perfectly.

— —

—
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THE STORY:
of my
ALLJames,
and,

life I

had loved Philip

when he returned

u

home on furlough, before going
overseas, I confidently expected that we
would be married before the furlough
was up. Henry McCarthy, Phil's and
my friend since childhood, became interested in Stephanie Vosper, one of
the

"Trailertown"

people

who had

come to our town to work in the big
war plant, and I soon realized, to my
amazement and hurt, that Phil was interested in her, too. In fact, I knew that
both he and Henry were seeing a good
deal of Stephanie. The day Phil and

In one heartbeat's time, Mary

Henry were to return to camp, I overheard what I thought was a conversation
concerning marriage between
Henry and Stephanie, but I found a
few moments later that it was Phil, not
Henry! My dreams of marriage shattered, I returned home and later that
evening, Phil came to our house to
ask me to marry him! I was sure that
he had come to me after being refused
by Stephanie, but I loved him so much
that I wanted him at any price, and so
I accepted.
We were married hastily,
and I accompanied Phil to the train.

—

slipped

from

the shadows into the un-

familiar glory of a love she claimed as her

own

—

—

His last words to me were not an
affirmation of his love, but rather,
"Keep an eye on Stephanie for me!"
While Phil was gone, I had time to see
things from a calmer point of view,
and I had nearly convinced myself
that most of my troubles were imaginary, when Phil came home, medically
discharged. And I soon knew that my
troubles were far from imaginary
there was a wall between Phil and me
that neither of us could break through
a wall which made our marriage a
travesty. Then one night Trailertown
caught fire. Phil rushed to help fight
the fire, and it soon became apparent
that all of the ramshackle dwellings
were going to be destroyed, and that,
in order to keep war production going,
the townspeople would have to house
the Trailertown folks until some sort
of shelter could be built for them. I
was at home when Phil brought our
Trailertown guest home brought her
home, injured, in his arms. Stephanie
Vosper! Stephanie whom Phil loved,
to live with us!
1 was sure
I stood looking down at that moPhilip had
itionless form on the bed.
It was the
gone back to the fire.
first time I had ever been alone with

—

—

1

I

—

—

Stephanie, but there was no feeling of
strangeness that she was here, lying on
a bed in my house. It seemed inevitable. That she was here was due to a
force I had been powerless to stop, a
force that had started with our first
meeting.
I found myself looking at her quite
unmoved, feeling neither hatred nor
jealousy nor dislike. I was drained of
emotion for the time. And in this detachment I studied the black hair lying
like a cloud on the white pillow, the
long lashes trembling against her
closed eyes. The injection Dr. Bassmer
had given her made her sleep, but her

body moved now and

then,

as

if

in

protest.

slipper chair I kept my
knees propped under my chin
my arms hugging my knees holding
myself tightly because I knew that behind my surface calm lurked a flood of
stormy rebellion that might at any moment break its dam and send me hurtling out of the house, running to Philip,
demanding that he take this girl out of
our house! I forced myself not to think
to concentrate on the sleeping figure

Huddled on a

vigil,

my

—

—

as if she were any injured stray that
Philip might have brought home to

me

for help, for shelter.

Her face was grey with
automaton,

I

soot.

Like an

got a washcloth from the

bathroom and softly wiped her face.
She stirred as I did so, murmuring
something broken.
Washed, her face looked strangely
different, clean and young and, oddly,
innocent. Color was beginning to seep
back into her cheeks. I noted, wifh an
involuntary twinge of pity, that one of
her eyebrows had been badly singed
and little blister burns had been
treated on her neck. The drug she
had been given could not entirely
mind
banish the shock from
her
because I saw that she muttered, brokenly, to herself and tossed restlessly on
the bed.

Stephanie in this house! She couldn't
she couldn't! Philip couldn't ask
me ... I buried my face in arms
were beginning to tremble. The
words I had nerved myself to say to
Philip tonight too late! I could never
go to him now as a cringing suppliant,
as if her coming here had prodded me
into begging for his love!
She couldn't stay but even while
the mutinous refrain ran through my
(Continued on page 82)

—
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Like a tableau, we were

all

held

and motionless by the new,
forceful hardness in Henry s face.
silent

—
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of

life I
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would be married before the furlough
was up. Henry McCarthy, Phil's and
my friend since childhood, became in.
terested in Stephanie Vosper, one of

"Trailertown" people who had
come to our town to work in the big
war plant, and I soon realized, to my
amazement and hurt, that Phil was interested in her, too. In fact, I knew that
both he and Henry were seeing a good
deal of Stephanie. The day Phil and
Henry were to return to camp, I overheard what I thought was a conversa-

the

concerning marriage between
Henry and Stephanie, but I found a

tion

In one heartbeat's time,

Mary

few moments later that it was Phil, not
Henry! My dreams of marriage shattered, I returned home and later that
evening, Phil came to our house— to
ask me to marry him! I was sure that
he had come to me after being refused
by Stephanie, but I loved him so much
that I wanted him at any price, and so
We were married hastily,
I accepted.
and I accompanied Phil to the train.

—

slipped from the shadows into the un-

familiar glory of a love she claimed as her

own

of

me were

to
his

love,

but

not

an

rather,
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Don't answer
take.

And

this until

you've

then answer, as all Americans should

By PHIL
going to do a switch. You're going
WE'RE
to take ray place and I'm going
to

answer the questions. Which is an idea
that will probably make a lot of listeners very
fine. Only I'm not doing this
listeners happy. I'm doing it this
way, because, this time, I know all the answers
right up to the $64 question aryi I want to
be darned sure the answers get across.
You won't have any trouble. You know how
it goes.
contestant steps up to the microphone and you go' through the routine. You
have to put him at his ease like this.
YOU: Hello, Mr. Baker. Nervous?
ME:
a little. I'm not used to being
on this spot.
YOU: Tell us something about yourself, Mr.

happy. That'll be

make

to

—

—

A

—

Hummm—

What do you do?
ME: I'm by way of being

Baker.

right this minute

I

a comedian. But

don't feel funny.

YOU: All right, Mr. Baker. It's up to you
What would you like to talk about?
ME: The most beautiful, the most wonderthe most glamorous girls in the *world.
stars. Nurses. I want to talk
about the nurses in the Army and Navy.
YOU: Well, that's not a bad way to put it,
Mr. Baker the most beautiful, the mostful,

No — not movie

—

etcetera—

read what you are asked to

—

Yes,

I can!

BAKER
ME: I can't take any credit for that. That's
what the GIs say about them. Take Sgt. Robert
Gold of New York take what he said. Quote
I'll never forget the first nurse I saw after I'd
been hit. She was in the receiving tent a
pretty redhead. It's funny when you stop to

—

—

think of

it.

You wouldn't

whether or not a nurse was

think you'd notice
pretty, or the color

of her hair at a time like that. But you do.
She was busy as the dickens. There were a
lot of casualties. It was muddy in that tent.
She had on her field uniform and heavy shoes
and she was doing the 'work of four nurses, I
guess. But she kept her smile and kept telling
the boys they'd be all right. Unquote. That was
on the Anzio beachhead. And Staff Sgt. John
Shuster of New Jersey who was wounded at
St. Lo in France. Again, quote. It happened so
quickly I scarcely remember the details. The

thing I really remember is an Army nurse
standing over .me giving me blood plasma.
I'm an old hand at it now. I've had plasma
twenty times and they're now giving me whole
blood transfusions. If it wasn't for the plasma
they gave me I'd have been a goner. There
were six nurses at that field hospital in France
Four xoere on duty during the day and two at
night. That didn't mean a thing to them. They
were there all the (Continued on page 52)
first
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PHIL BAKER

has been around in every phase of the entertainment business from
the rockbottom of amateur shows up to radio, where his Take It Or Leave It (Sundays, 10:00 P.M. EWT, over CBS) is one of the biggest money- and laugh-dispensers
of radio time. A total of 1600 pencils, 1000 pens, more than $50,000 has gone to contestants, who have so much fun that it doesn't seem fair to pay them for it.
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Baker. What do you do?
ME: I'm by way of being a comedian. But
right this minute I don't feel funny.
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ME: The most beautiful, the most wonderful, the most glamorous girls in the 'world.
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Beth was hurt, confused
heart was not.

.

.

And

.

hut her gallant young

so

when

love

came with two

different faces, her heart chose wisely for her

come to me slowEven after my 24th birthday,
when I was tired and disillusioned
and divorced, I didn't realize that you
can't escape from life, itself that you
can't find happiness by running away.

IMPORTANT things
ly.

—

Probably I never could have faced life
squarely, accepting its tears with its
laughter, its black midnights with its
brilliant sunshine, without the help of

Damon Bryson—Damon with his wisdom and gentle understanding. Because up to the time I knew Damon,

had run away from every crisis in
life, seeking always an elusive happiness which continued to fade into
tragedy and dark confusion.
If Damon hadn't had patience along
with his wisdom, he never could have
overthrown my running-away habits of
a lifetime. Because I started running
away from the outside world 'when I
was six years old. That year my parents were killed in an automobile accident and I went to live with my greataunt Mabel in her lonely grey house.
I

my

On

hot

summer

afternoons

I

lay out

under the poplar trees and pretended
that my mother and father were alive,
and that we still lived in the little brown
house crammed with love and laughter.
I was escaping in daydreams.
Later, in
my teens, as Aunt Mabel's severity became more intense with age, I turned
to romantic books and movies to satisfy
my need for love and affection, denied
me in my lonely existence with this
stern old lady.
And, at last, I tried
physical escape
I really ran away
from home. But I didn't go alone. I
eloped with Tony Fielding, an irresponsible, roving gambler, whom I had

—

known only

—

a week a dark-eyed, fulllipped man, who taught' me that there
are things that hurt more than cold
reproof and constant criticism there
are black nights and different kinds
of physical cruelties so shocking that

—

42

woman who

once knows them carher pride, forever.
After the tragedy of my marriage,
I determined never to let life touch me
again. "I will build a wall around my
heart," I told myself, "and it will shut
out brutality and selfishness and cruelty." That it also would shut out love
didn't concern me. The only man who
had promised me love had given me
the

ries a scar in

and

lust

brutality,

instead.

Never

again would I break my heart in a
search for romance. I concentrated on
preparing myself for a job, on beginning a new solitary life which would
include no other person and no hurt!
After you know someone well, you
can hardly remember your first impression of him, can you? I suppose I must

—

have realized that Damon was handsome that first day I applied for a job
in his law office. But I don't remember
his strong, lean face, his greying temples, and his wide-set eyes so much as
I recall being struck by his kindness
and his understanding.
"I'm not worried about your lack of
experience," he said, looking straight
into my eyes, "not if you really mean
what you say about wanting to take
an interest in your job. And I think
you do."
At the end of our interview, when
Damon looked across his great walnut
desk, and told me that I was the applicant he wanted for his secretary, I told
myself, "Mr. Bryson is kind. -He will
be easy to work for." I did not say,
"He will be easy to love." Because that

know

that this marked
the beginning of one of the strangest
love affairs ever experienced by a
young woman and an older man.
Although our contacts were impersonal at first, I learned a lot about
Damon as I sat outside his private
office at my attractive desk in the large
book-lined reception room.
I
knew

day

I

did not

his conversation with his friends
that his wife had been dead two years
and that he was childless and lived
alone. And I realized that although he
apparently was indifferent to women,
he was exceptionally attractive to
them. Several times a week he received either telephoned or personal
from confident-sounding
invitations
women who urged him to come to din-

from

ners or cocktail parties. I was surprised
to see that he declined as often as he
accepted, preferring, to be alone even
as

I did.

And

thing else in
this

I

began to notice somedaily contacts with

my

man. He had a quiet poise that was

more than

confidence. It was a shine,
a kind of inner greatness, that writers
always attribute to men like strong,
compassionate Abraham Lincoln.

It

seems

silly to

compare that hand-

man with
some,
expertly-tailored
homely, jagged-faced Lincoln, and yet
Damon had that compassion that comes
from accepting people as they are and
them for their faults as well as
their virtues. Life was kind to give me
this great man for an antidote after the
bitter poison of my marriage with
Tony and I realized my luck.
loving

One

night, after

we had worked

later

than usual getting out income tax reports for some of our clients, Damon
and I took the elevator down to the
street floor together. When we reached
the arched entrance, Damon glanced at
and rethe lightning-slashed sky
marked easily, "We're going to have a
nasty storm, Beth. I'll take you home'
"Thank you," I refused quietly, "but
43
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so
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came with two
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can't escape from life, itself that you

IMPORTANT
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running away.
Probably I never could have faced life
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tears with its
squarely, accepting
laughter, its black midnights with its
brilliant sunshine, without the help of
Damon Bryson Damon with his wisdom and gentle understanding. Because up to the time I knew Damon,
1 had
run away from every crisis in
my life, seeking always an elusive happiness which continued to fade into
tragedy and dark confusion.
If Damon hadn't had patience along
with his wisdom, he never could have
overthrown my running-away habits of
B lifetime. Because I started running
away from the outside world when I
was six years old. That year my parents were killed in an automobile accident and I went to live with my greataunt Mabel in her lonely grey house.
can't find happiness by

—

On

hot summer afternoons I lay out
under the poplar trees and pretended
that my mother and father were alive,
and that we still lived in the little brown
house crammed with love and laughter.
I was escaping in daydreams.
Later, in
my teens, as Aunt Mabel's severity became more intense with age, I turned

romantic books and movies to satisfy
need for love and affection, denied
In my lonely existence with this
And, at last, I tried
Stern old lady.
physical escape
I really
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are things that hurt more than cold
to

my
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reproof and constant criticism there
are black nights and different kinds
of physical cruelties so shocking that

woman who

once knows them carher pride, forever.
After the tragedy of my marriage,
I determined never to let life touch me
again. "I will build a wall around my
heart," I told myself, "and it will shut
out brutality and selfishness and cruelty." That it also would shut out love
didn't concern me. The only man who
had promised me love had given me

the

ries a scar in

and

lust

brutality,

instead.

Never

again would I break my heart in a
search for romance. I concentrated on
preparing myself for a job, on beginning a new solitary life which would
include no other person and no hurt!
After you know someone well, you
can hardly remember your first impression of him, can you? I suppose I must

—

have realized that Damon was handsome that first day I applied for a job
in his law office. But I don't remember
his strong, lean face, his greying temples, and his wide-set eyes so much as
I recall being struck by his kindness

and

his understanding.
"I'm not worried about your lack of
experience," he said, looking straight
into my eyes, "not if you really mean
what you say about wanting to take
an interest in your job. And I think

you do."
At the end of our interview, when
Damon looked across his great walnut
desk, and told me that I was the applicant he wanted for his secretary, I told
myself, "Mr. Bryson is kind. He will
-

be easy to work for." I did not say,
"He will be easy to love." Because that

day

did not

know

that this marked
the beginning of one of the strangest
love affairs ever experienced by a
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I'll take you homi
nasty itorm, Beth
"Thank you," I refused quietly, "but

the bus stops right at the little restaurant where I eat."
Then the first heavy drops thickened
and matted together into a sheet of
rain. "Now you stay here and I'll drive
up in front in just a minute," Damon
commanded. "You don't want to wait
for a bus on a night like this."

Ten minutes later I was riding in
Damon's comfortable, warm sedan. The
engine purred quietly and the windshield wiper clicked softly, and I was
conscious of a delicious feeling of elegance I never had known before in my
life.
The car was a soft, luxurious
haven from the storm-tossed world
outside. I relaxed against the cushions.
Damon looked at me and smiled, and
there was a kindness in his face which
began to melt away my wall of reserve
just a little.

When we drove up in front of my
restaurant, the cafe was closed.
"Oh, I'm sorry," I apologized.
"It
closes at 7:30 I didn't know it was
that late. But my room's right around
the corner, so I'll get out here."

—

get out at all," Damon
cheated you out of your

"You won't
insisted."

"I

dinner by making you work late. You
can come and eat with me."
"Oh, no," I objected quickly. "I can't
let

you—"

"I'd appreciate it,
Beth," he interrupted.
night to be alone."

you

if

would,

a dismal

"It's

"Why, he's lonely," I told myself in
surprise.
And, because I had always
known loneliness,
heart went out
to him just a little.

my

"Why, thank you," I said, taking my
hand away from the door handle.
I
settled back into the luxurious

warmth

of the car again as

the Bryson
Heights.

to

AS we

^*

I

out

in

Bever

drove in the winding driveway,
that

felt

Damon

home

we drove

Bryson.

this

And

home matched
after we had

parked the car under the archway at
the side of the house, and had- stepped
inside the high-ceilinged living room, I
could see why. The home was like the
clothes he wore dignified, unobtrusive, and furnished in perfect taste. Its

—

quiet graciousness was a sedative after
loneliness
in
my
the months of
sparsely-furnished room at Kelly's
boarding house.
"Your home is so beautiful," I said
softly.

"That isn't any credit to me," he said.
"Mary, my wife, chose everything in
it."

"Then you were very much

alike," I

said.

"You would have liked Mary," he said
smiling.
He said her name fondly, and I knew
that their life together had been good.
Probably she had not wanted an' escape,
and yet she had gone away, leaving a
beautiful home, and Damon, who loved
her. For the first time in long, aching
months, I realized that not all of life
that life as Damon and his
was bad
Mary had known it was good.
heart
I could feel the ice that was
thawing a little as we ate dinner,
served by a man named Sam, in the
.

.

.

my

44

paneled diningroom. And, afterwards,
in the livingroom as we sat contentedly looking into the dancing
flames, I felt that I would not be afraid
of life if someone like Damon were beside me. I could feel him watching me
quietly.

"Beth," he said, "you interest me as
much as anyone I've known."
Suddenly I was afraid that this man
was interested in me as a woman and
not as a friend. "Oh, please don't make
him be that way," I prayed to an unseen power. "I can't bear it if he disappoints me, too."
But I should have known better than
that. Damon, with his kind blue eyes,
was a gentleman. And he was talking
to me as he would to anyone close to

—

—

him who was

in trouble.

"There is nothing interesting about
me," I told him quickly, not turning
toward him.
"There's something interesting about
everyone," he. said quietly. "But there's
even more of a story in you. Because
you seem to be determined not to let
anyone know you. Why is that, Beth?
What's happened to you?"
"Nothing,"

I

like people the

"You

aren't

"I 'just don't

insisted.

way you
selfish,

do."
Beth.

Every-

thing about you is fine.
Then why
don't you let people see that?
"Stop stop," I wanted to scream at
him. "Don't probe into the old hurt.
Don't make me tell you that I'm lonely
and frightened and afraid."
Woman-like, I let my tears talk for
me.
Without warning, the pent-up
emotion of years and years of misunderstanding and coldness and eventual

—

brutality broke with strange,

choked

sobs which shook my body.
Damon said nothing. He did not
touch me, realizing probably that
physical contact was not the comfort I
needed.
Whatever changed me now

would have

come from

inside of me".
the sobs trailed off
into little shudders and I lay back
against the cushions, Damon took a big,
clean white handkerchief out of his
pocket and wiped my eyes with it. And
then he said gently, "It's better now,
And it will never be so bad
Beth.
again."
queer,
I told him the story of
bruised life, then beginning with the
accident which robbed me of normalcy
in childhood, and ending with my marriage to Tony.
I shall never forget how he listened
to me not critically, nor curiously, but
with an honest sympathy I had never
known before.
"Poor little Beth," he said finally,
putting his large hand over my small
one. "You've had a hard time. But it's
all over now."
He stroked my hand
"Now I can understand you.
gently.
I've wondered about you so much."
I was surprised and flattered to know
that Damon had considered me at all
with all of the beautiful and brillant
to

But, finally,

when

'

my

—

—

women

in his life.
really

"Have you

thought of me?"

I

whispered.
"Yes," he admitted, smiling down at
me, "not only because you're a pretty
little girl with nice eyes
but because

—

you seemed
yourself.

to

Now

have
I

built a wall

around

know why."

He was so kind and so gentle and so
understanding that I moved toward
him with an involuntary gesture of
thankfulness.

"But you mustn't run away from
any more, Beth," he advised.
"You're so young and life is good."

life

And

—

believed him. Life was good,
as long as there was a person like
Damon in the world to understand me
and believe in me and help me to go
forward to meet the days bravely. The
gratitude that beat in my heart must
have shone in my eyes, because he
I

patted my hand very gently and said,
"I'm going to take you home now, Beth
because I know you're very tired. But

—

we'll

have more evenings together. You

I'm lonely, too."
couldn't go right to sleep that night.

see, Beth,
I

was thinking of Damon—not of his
kind words of sympathy, but of Damon,
•himself, with whom I might find peace
I

and security and quiet happiness. And
I dreamed of living in the high-ceil-

—

inged, book-lined home living there
as Damon's wife.
Our relationship in the office changed
little

during the next week.
was an

the press of business, I

During
efficient,

Damon was
And Damon's business

quiet-voiced secretary, and

an executive.

calendar was very busy those days.
But one night a week later, Damon
asked me to go home with him again.
"We're having steak," he said.
"I
can't promise that every night."
I looked at him, answering his smile,
and as our eyes met, I realized that I
was falling in love with this man.
That night, when we sat again in
front of the friendly fire, Damon encouraged me once more to talk about
myself. And I told him about my parents and the little brown house which
lived in the long ago.

suppose there was a wistful note
voice,
because Damon said,
"That's what you're waiting for, isn't
it, Beth?
The little house. And sometime you'll find it the warmth and the
love and the happiness.
You'll have
your dream."
I

my

in

—

DUT

that wasn't

my

dream.

I

didn't

** want a little house and a young
husband to walk with me through life. I
wanted Damon Damon with his gentle
ways and his kind eyes Damon, who

—

—

had given me my first real happiness.
It was three weeks before I admitted
myself that I was intensely in love
with Damon. We had been together a
lot for quiet dinners and pleasant trips
in the long, black sedan. But our relationship was still that of an older man
befriending a young girl.
Then, one
day, I told myself the truth. I was in
love with Damon, and I wanted our
pleasant relationship to be the beginning of a new life.
At first I was
afraid he would discover that I was
falling in love with him; then, finally,
to

I

wanted him

to

know. The magnetism

of his interest in me became so great
that I had to tell him.
I was sitting beside him in the car
looking up at his strong, handsome
face. He did not turn his head, but his
hand dropped quietly from the wheel
of the car and closed over mine. There
was friendliness and help and encouragement in his touch, and I turned

slowly putting my other hand over his.
He looked down at me, a faint expression of surprise on his face, and then
we moved toward each other, brushing
our lips together. My heart tinkled the
way a music box does when you take
away the cover that has been holding
back its song. This was the joy I had
waited for. This was love a steady,
serene love the climax of my tumultuous life.

—

—

Suddenly
I

I

wanted

my

feeling, but the
throat.

"Damon,"

I

"I shouldn't

him what
words caught in

to tell

was

whispered.

have kissed you," Damon

apologized.
"It's all right," I told

him.

'I

wanted

And I want you to, again."
He pulled me to him very gently, and

you
I

to.

could smell the clean male tobacco-

and-soap smell of him.
naturally,

warming

Our

lips

met

pleasantly as they

touched.

whispered, "I love you."
me but I was sure
that he returned my love. He had told
me so often that our evenings together
were the most pleasant times of his
life. That was all that mattered. That's
what our marriage would be a long
series of pleasant times. I had come to
the end of my path of misunderstand-

"Damon,"

I

He

answer

didn't

—

I would
Damon's arms.

ing and fright.
last in

find shelter at

At dinner that night I said softly, "I
suppose I loved you that very first
night, but I didn't know it until tonight."

"Beth,"

Damon

said slowly,

and the

concern he felt for me shone through
the blueness of his eyes. "You mustn't
attach importance to that kiss. I enjoy
being with (Continued on page 56)
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the bus stops right at the little restaurant where I eat."
Then the first heavy drops thickened
and matted together into a sheet of
rain. "Now you stay here and I'll drive
up in front in just a minute," Damon
commanded. "You don't want to wait
for a bus on a night like this."
Ten minutes later I was riding in
Damon's comfortable, warm sedan. The
engine purred quietly and the windshield wiper clicked softly, and I was
conscious of a delicious feeling of elegance I never had known before in my
life.
The car was a soft, luxurious
haven from the storm-tossed world
outside. I relaxed against the cushions.
Damon looked at me and smiled, and
there was a kindness in his face which
began to melt away my wall of reserve
just a little.
When we drove up in front of my
restaurant, the cafe was closed.
"It
"Oh, I'm sorry," I apologized.
closes at 7:30 I didn't know it was
that late. But my room's right around
the corner, so I'll get out here."

—

"You won't get out at all," Damon
"I cheated you out of your
dinner by making you work late. You
can come and eat with me."
Insisted."

"Oh, no,"

you

let

—

"I can't

objected quickly.

I

it,
"I'd appreciate
Both," he interrupted.
night to be alone."

you

if

"It's

a

would,
dismal

"Why, he's lonely," I told myself in
And, because I had always
surprise.
known loneliness, my heart went out
lo him just a little.

"Why, thank you," I said, taking my
hand away from the door handle.
settled back into the luxurious
I
of the car again as we drove
the Bryson home out in Bever
Heights.

warmth
lo

AS we

**

I

Damon

drove in the winding driveway,
that

felt

this

home matched

And

Bryson.

after

—

quiet graciousness
months of
(he

sparsely-furnished
boarding house.

"Your home

is

was a sedative
loneliness

room

at

after

in

my

Kelly's

so beautiful," I said

was interested

in

as a

him who was

said

smiling.
He said her name fondly, and I knew
that their life together had been good.
Probably she had not wanted an escape,
and yet she had gone away, leaving a
beautiful home, and Damon, who loved
her. For the first time in long, aching
months, I realized that not all of life
that life as Damon and his
was bad
Mary had known it was good.
I could feel the ice that was my heart
thawing a little as we ate dinner,
served by a man named Sam, in the
.

.

.

have
I

built a wall
around

know why."

so kind and so gentle and
so
understanding that I moved toward

him with an involuntary

gesture

f

thankfulness.

"But you mustn't run away from
any more, Beth," he advised
"You're so young and life is good."
And I believed him. Life was good

life

as

man

—

as there was a person life
in the world to understand me
and believe in me and help me to go
forward to meet the days bravely. The
heart must
gratitude that beat in
eyes, because he
have shone in

woman—and

as long

Damon

make

my

my

my hand

very gently and
said
take you home now,
Beth'
you're very tired
—because
But
we'll have more evenings together You
lonely,
I'm
Beth,
too."
se e,
patted

•I'm going to
I

know

Icouldn't go right to sleep that night
W as thinking of Damon— not of his
kind words of sympathy, but of Damon
[

himself,

with

whom

I

might

find

calenda rwa

:^ °-on

I

S

b

n,^

night"

^

book-lined

home

—living

that wasn't my dream,
1 didn't
a little house and a
young
husband to walk with me
through
l

life

A
.

i

,

^rth^.^ar-

I

in trouble.

in the long, black sedan.

tionship

ning of

afraid

I

lace.

our

me,

s

lips together.

My

expreshen
brushing

i.iini

oilier,

la ail

and

I

tinkled the

way a music box does when you lake
away the cover that has been holding
hack its song. This was the joy
had
waited for. This was love a steady,

—the

serene love
tuous life.

my

never forget how he listened
critically, nor curiously, but
with an honest sympathy I had never
shall

me—not

before.

little Beth," he said finally,
putting his large hand over my small
one. "You've had a hard time. But it's
all over now."
He stroked my hand
gently.
"Now I can understand you.

wondered about you so much."
was surprised and flattered to know
that Damon had considered me at all
with all of the beautiful and brillant

I've
I

life.
I

whispered.
"Yes," he admitted, smiling down at
me, "not only because you're a pretty
little girl with nice eyes
but because

—

at

we moved toward each

queer,
him the story of
bruised life, then beginning with the
accident which robbed me of normalcy
in childhood, and ending with my mar-

me?"

his Strong, handsome
not turn his head, hut his

at

sion of surprise on his face,

the sobs trailed off
I lay back

really thought of

up

He did

I

pocket and wiped my eyes with it. And
then he said gently, "It's better now,
And it will never be so bad
Beth.

in his

beside him in the car

sitting

He looked down

shudders and

"Have you

was

I

hand dropped quietly from the wheel
and closed over mine. There
was friendliness and help and encouragement in his touch, and
turned
slowly putting my other hand over his

against the cushions, Damon took a big,
clean white handkerchief out of his

women

lirst

thai 1 was
love with him; then. Ilnally.

of the ear

Whatever changed me now
would have to come from inside of me.

known

was

looking

needed.

I

At

life.

would diseover

I

He did not
said nothing.
touch me, realizing probably that
physical contact was not the comfort I

—

man

wanted him to know. The magnetism
of his interest in me
became so great
that I had to tell him,

Damon

again."
I told

new

a

he

falling In

Woman-like, I let my tears talk for
Without warning, the pent-up
me.
emotion of years and years of misunderstanding and coldness and eventual
brutality broke with strange, choked
sobs which shook my body.

when

But our rela-

that of an older

still

I

—

little

was

befriending a young girl.
Then, one
day, I told myself the truth.
was in
love with Damon, and 1 wanted
OUT
pleasant relationship to he the
begin-

"Nothing," I insisted. "I 'just don't
like people the way you do."
"You aren't selfish, Beth. EveryThen why
thing about you is fine.
don't you let people see that?
"Stop stop," I wanted to scream at
him. "Don't probe into the old hurt.
Don't make me tell you that I'm lonely
and frightened and afraid."

But, finally,

I

wanted Damon— Damon with his
gentle
ways and his kind eyes— Damon.' w l»,
had given me my first real
happiness
It was three weeks
before
admitted
io myself thai
was Intensely In love
with Damon. We had been
together a
lot for quiet dinners
and pleasant trips

Louraged me once more
to tin,
talk ->
about
mvself
Anri i . j l
yseir. And
* t0 'd him about mv mi*"""'

"There is nothing interesting about
me," I told him quickly, not turning
toward him.
"There's something interesting about
everyone," he said quietly. "But there's
even more of a story in you. Because
you seem to be determined not to let
anyone know you. Why is that, Beth?
What's happened to you?"

into

said

T
B Uwant

there

Damon's wife.
Our relationship in the office changed
the next week.
little during
During
the press of business, I was an efficient
as

note

Damon

Hat s

your dream."

peace

and security and quiet happiness. And
dreamed of living in the high-ceil1
inged,

wistful

.,

what you're waiting for, isn't
it, Beth?
The little house. And .sometime you 11 find it-the warmth
and the
love and the happiness.
You'll have
i

n e "" h, m aga
"We're hav!n
g st e ak
ne s id
cant promise that
every

suppose there was
voice,
because

my

in

u

i

"Poor

"You would have liked Mary," he

to

Now

He was

him be—that way," I prayed to an unseen power. "I can't bear it if he disappoints me, too."
But I should have known better than
Damon, with his kind blue eyes,
that.
was a gentleman. And he was talking
to me as he would to anyone close to

to

iriuch alike," I

me

"Oh, please don't

not as a friend.

riage to Tony.

"Then you were very

me

anyone I've known."
Suddenly I was afraid that this
as

"That isn't any credit to me," he said.
"Mary, my wife, chose everything in

said.

44

"Beth," he said, "you interest

much

softly.

it."

yourself.

quietly.

we had

parked the car under the archway at
the side of the house, and had stepped
inside the high-ceilinged living room, I
could see why. The home was like the
clothes he wore dignified, unobtrusive, and furnished in perfect taste. Its

you seemed

paneled diningroom. And, afterwards,
in the livingroom as we sat contentedly looking into the dancing
flames, I felt that I would not be afraid
beof life if someone like Damon were
me
side me. I could feel him watching

I

—

climax of

my

1

tumul-

Suddenly I wanted to tell him what
was feeling, but the words caught in

my

throat.

"Damon,"

I

whispered

shouldn't have kissed you," Damon
apologized.
"It's all right," I told him.
'1 wanted
you to. And I want you to, again."
He pulled me to him very gently and
I could smell the clean male tobacco
and-soap smell of him. Our lips mot
naturally, warming pleasantly as they
touched.
"Damon," I whispered, "1 lova you."
He didn't answer me but I was sure
that he returned my love, He had told
me so often that our evenings together
were the most pleasant times of his
life. That was all that mattered. That's
what our marriage would be— a long
series of pleasant times. I had conn to
the end of my path 01 misunderstanding and fright. I would find shelter at
"I

last in Damon's arms.
At dinner that night I said softly, "I
suppose I loved you that very first
night, but I didn't know it until to-

night."
"Beth,"

Damon

said slowly, and the

concern he felt for me shone through
the blueness of his eyes. "You mustn't
attach importance to that kiss. I enjoy
being with (Continued on page 56)
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IF that famous greeting, "Evenin', folks how y'all?" took on particular sparkle last June, radio
Kay Kyser's College of Musical Knowledge were well aware that the Professor's inspiration was lovely Georgia Carroll. America's most famous model, Georgia had been chosen for a
few guest appearances with the Kyser band; but she turned into the most extraordinary guest that
band had ever had, emerging with a singing contract and with her name changed to Mrs. Kay
Kyser! Into their new home, Kay and Georgia are putting antiques into their program (Wednesday, 10:00 P.M. EWT, over NBC) a special something to make it one of the glamour-spots of the air
listeners to

—

—
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In spite of the most careful planning
and preparation, it is entirely possible
these days that a point-restricted meal
may turn out a bit weak on appetite
appeal. That makes your dessert doubly

important,
to a

get

for a truly happy ending
meal can make your family for-

that

the

main dish wasn't

steak.

when
of us are having
NOW,
concentrate harder than ever beall

fore

on meats,

to

seems wise to
think about desserts to offset meat
dishes which may not be all we would
like to have them
rich, nourishing and
tempting desserts whose flavor will
linger on the tongue and in the mind
long after the rest of the meal has been
forgotten.
I know that such desserts
immediately suggest butter and sugar
but it is possible to have delicious desserts with a minimum of scarce in-

Chocolate Honey Pie

it

—

gredients. The recipes this month call
for margarine in place of butter, honey
or molasses for part, at least, of the
sweetness we require. And they very
definitely fill the specifications for "a
good, substantial dessert."

Vi

cup

flour

2V2 cups milk
2 oz. (squares)
3 egg yolks
2 tsps. vanilla

i/

2

honey and

stir in

Baked pie

gradually into flour
chocolate which has been

stir

broken into pieces. Cook over boiling
water, stirring constantly, until thick,
and cook for 10 minutes more, stirring
from time to time. Beat eggs and blend
with a small quantity of the cooked
mixture, add egg mixture to that in
double boiler and cook 2 minutes more
Stir in margarine and vanilla.
Coo]

cups seedless raisins
cups boiling water
cup corn syrup
2 tbls. cornstarch

%

lemon
4 tbls.

48

and grated rind)
margarine
Pastry
(juice

3

eggs

1

1

lemon

Combine raisins and water and cook
for 5 minutes. Add syrup, cornstarch,
salt and lemon juice and rind and continue cooking for 5 minutes. Add margarine.
Cool slightly, then pour into
unbaked pie shell. Cover with strips of
pastry. Bake at 400 degrees, 30 minutes.

RADIO ROMANCES
FOOD COUNSELOR
Listen to Kate Smith's
daily talks at noon
and her Sunday night
Variety Show, heard
on CBS, at 7 EWT.

shell.;

cups milk
tsp. salt

grated orange rind

tsp.

rind, grated

2 tbls.
3 tbls.

lemon

juice

margarine

Combine gelatin, salt and milk in
double boiler and heat until gelatin is
dissolved.
Stir in honey, then stir in
margarine. Add a small quantity of
gelatin mixture to egg yolks, which
have been beaten until thick and lemon
colored, add egg mixture to that in
double boiler and cook for 5 minutes
stirring constantly.
Add juices and
grated rind, then fold in egg whites
which have been beaten until stiff. Pour
into mold or individual custard cups

1

chill until firm.

BY

KATE SMITH

2

y4

cup orange juice

1

Molasses Custard

Vz tsp. salt
1

baked pie

V2 cup honey

and

2

into

2 tbls. gelatin

shell

Raisin Pie

1%

turning

Orange Spanish Cream

y3 cup honey
unsweetened chocolate
2 tsps. margarine

Sift together flour and salt in top of
double boiler.
Combine milk and

then

before

tsp. salt

3

eggs
1 tsp.

y4 cup molasses
vanilla

1

pint milk

Beat eggs until thick and lemon colored, add molasses, pirich of salt vanilla.
Beat well. Scald milk, pour
gradually into molasses mixture and
blend thoroughly. Pour into individual
custard cups, place in pan of hot water
and bake in 350 degree oven until firm
and lightly browned, about Vz hour.
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INSIDE RADIO -Telling You About Programs and People You

H
S
a

H
s

o

Wa r Time

8:00 CBS:
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:
8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

Eastern

News
News
News and Organ
The Jubalaires

5:00
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:30

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

7:30

8:45 CBS:
9:00 CBS:
9:00 NBC:
9:00 Blue:
9:15 CBS:
9:15 Blue:
9:30 NBC:
9:45 CBS:
10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
10:00 NBC:
10:30 CBS:
10:30 Blue:
10:30 NBC:

u

Recital

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15

Sylvia Marlowe, Harpsi-

11:00 MBS:
10:00 11:00 Blue:
8:05 10:05 11:05 CBS:
8:30 9:30 10:30 MBS:
8:30 10:30 11:30 Blue:
8:30 10:30 11:30 CBS:
10:45 11:45 NBC:

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS:
9:00 11:00 12:00 Blue:
11:00 12:00 NBC:
9:30 11:30 12:30 Blue:

1:30

The Symphonettes
News of the World
World News Roundup

8:15

Blue Correspondents at
E.

and Abroad
Power Biggs

Home

9:00

White Rabbit Line
String Quartet
New Voices in Song
Church of the Air

Message of

Israel
Highlights of the Bible

Wings Over Jordan

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
11:00 12:45
11:00
11:00 1:00
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30

12:00

2:00

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30

1:00

3:00

1:30
1:30
2:00
2:00

3:30
3:30

2:30

4:30

2:45
3:00

4:45
5:00

3:00
3:00
3:00
7:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
4:00

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30

4:15
8:30
4:30
8:00
5:00
8:30

8:00
5:30
5:45
5:55
6:00
6:00
7:00
6:00
7:45
6:30
8:15
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30

4:00

6:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
5:15
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

7:30
7:30
7:45
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:30
8:30

1:00 Blue:
1:00 NBC:
1:15 Blue:

Pauline Alpert

Flight Orch.

Blue Jacket Choir
Radio Chapel

Hour of Faith
Invitation to Learning
Marion Loveridge
Lake Tabernacle
News from Europe

Salt

Eternal Light

B.

Kennedy

Voice of the Dairy Farmer
George Hicks From Europe
Edward R. Murrow (from

Have you heard Weapons for Victory
on the CBS network every Thursday afternoon at 5 (EWT)? You should. It's a
show that makes the connection between
us at home and the boys at the fronts. The
important connection. This is an Army
show. It's in the hands of a young private
named Arnold Perl.
Talking to Pvt. Perl
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quite a thing. He's
1:30 CBS:
slender and springy. He moves with nerLondon)
vous gestures, restlessly, and his face re1:15 NBC: America United
flects a dozen moods in' as many minutes.
1:30 Blue: Sammy Kay's Orch.
1:30 NBC: Chicago Round Table
His speech is breezy what the bobby
1:45 CBS:
Matinee Theater, Victor Jory soxers call "sharp" and it could fool you,
2:00 NBC: Those We Love
but not for long. Ideas are spilling all over
2:00 Blue:
Chaplain Jim, U. S. A.
the place. And you love it.
2:30 CBS:
World News Today
2:30 NBC: John Charles Thomas
He's always been as full of ideas. Born
2:30 Blue:
National Vespers
and raised in New York, he has reason
2:55 CBS:
Olin Downes
to remember some of his earlier ideas.
3:00 CBS:
New York Philharmonic
Symphony
His first job was with a Literary Agency,
3:00 Blue:
Charlotte Greenwood Show
where he did advertising, copywriting and
3:30 NBC: Army Hour
Ethel Barrymore as "Miss
3:30 Blue:
editing. Next, he went to work for a small
Hattie"
outfit that was making documentary films.
Darts for Dough
4:00 Blue.
He worked on the first movies about Spain
Andrews Sister Show
4:30 Blue:
Nelson Eddy
4:30 CBS:
"Return to Life" and the first film on the
4:30 NBC: Music America Loves
Chinese guerillas "China Strikes Back".
5:00 NBC: NBC Symphony
Then he turned to radio. He free-lanced
The Family Hour
5:00 CBS:
5:00 Blue:
Mary Small Revue
for about a year and a half, writing scripts
5:00 MBS: Let's Face the Issue
regularly for shows like Bulldog Drum5:30 MBS: The Shadow
5:30 Blue:
Metropolitan Opera Presents
mond, Inner Sanctum, Grand Central StaWilliam L. Shirer
5:45 CBS:
tion and, as he says, "dozens of audition
Harriet Hillard and Ozzle
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In bescripts that never got anywhere".
Nelson
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Ned Calmer
Radio Readers Digest
Steel Horizons

Walter Winchell

Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
Hollywood Mystery Time

tween scripts, he wrote magazine articles
and sold ideas for picture stories. He's had
articles in most of the national magazines
Reader's Digest, Saturday Evening Post,
Redbook
Came the war and he got himself a job as
.

.

.

the radio officer with the United Nations
Information Office, acting as a liaison between radio outlets and twenty-five foreign governments. He also wrote a series
called "Uncle Sam" for the United Nations
program. At the same time, as a magazine
writer, he became a consultant to the War

Department.

He was inducted in October 1943. After
his basic training at Fort Niagara, he was
assigned to the Medical Corps to do orientation work with the returned wounded at

He worked with the
Halloran Hospital.
Second Service Command in the recondi-

tioning and rehabilitation program there.
Then, he was transferred to the Army SerForces Productions Unit, to work as
Familiar vice
a consultant and research man on Assignment Home. Shortly after he started work
on that, he was given the Weapons For

Texaco Star Theater, Lawrence
Tibbitt
Jimmie Fidler

American Album of
Music
CBS: Take It or Leave It
The Life of Riley
Blue:
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MBS Earl Wilson Show
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Victory show to do on his own.
He's too busy at the moment to think up
anything about after the war. The chances
are, however, that he'll have plenty of ideas.
He always has had.
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ACCOUNTING

N O
The Voice
It's

of the

Army

is

a swell show.

transcribed and comes to you over some

880 local and network stations. Like many
of the transcriptions distributed by the
government, it's presented whenever the
stations have free air time. Look for it in
your local radio listings and listen. There
seem to be things that need to be said to
and this show says them with zing
all of us
and drama and darned good sense.
One of the several writers assigned to
The Voice of the Army is Cpl. Jacques
Finke.
Jacques is a native New Yorker. He went
to the Horace Mann School and to college
at Cornell. He was always determined to
become a writer. At Cornell, he wrote for
the campus literary magazine, "Aeropagus",
and for the college radio group and, of
course, for the inevitable musicals.
After his graduation, his ambitions ran
into a snag. His father wanted him to be an
accountant.
So, Jacques went to the
Graduate School at Columbia ostensibly to
study accountancy. Actually, he cut classes
and spent all his time in the "Browsing
Room", reading short stories and books
about short stories and trying to write.
Even fathers get impatient, however
Papa wanted some results. So, Jacques hied
himself to CBS, announced to the personnel
director that he wanted to be a writer and
asked to be taken on as a member of the

—

—

—

—

CBS

apprentice group.

Jacques worked

every department at the station, until,
about three quarters of the way through the
course, he was asked by Max Wiley whether
Sisters
Captain Midnight
he would like to join the script department.
Front Page FarrelB
Jacques didn't even think twice about that.
Wilderness Road
Quincy Howe
Jacques was a member of the CBS. writKiernan's News Corner
C.
Hill
Edwin
ing staff for about three years, at one time
Capt. Healy
or another, writing the continuity for pracSerenade to America
Bill Stern
On Your Mark— Ted Husing tically every CBS program. He also wrote
The World Today
Ave Columbia Workshop scripts the highLowell Thomas
est you could go in artistic distinction
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Radio Readers' Digest and wrote scripts
Report to the Nation and
for Suspense
Romance He says he made lots of money
in those days and ate very well when he
had time to eat.
In June of 1943, Jacques found his "Greet-

—

ings" in the mail. After his basic training,
he was sent to Governor's Island and assigned to work on The Voice of the Army
Besides that, since he's been out there, he's
written the lyrics to a song "Fool That I
Am" which appeared in a recent copy of
.

—

—

Radio Romances.
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The Listening Post

CBS:

Voice of the
He's a

tall,

Army

is

humorous man
He was born in

on-the-thin-side,

with an infectious laugh.

Pittsburgh, grew up in New York, attended
the Barnard School for Boys and went to
Dartmouth, graduated in the class of '28.

Asked what he prepared for at college,
he said, "Must have planned to be a failure, because after graduation I did very
well at it.
first job was with the N. Y.
Telephone Company didn't last long."
Nor did any of his other jobs.
One
night, in his thirtieth year, Louis Pelletier
had a bang-up business with his family,
stalked out of his home and hunted up
a friend on whose shoulder he could lean.
The friend was Bob Sloan, an actor in those
days and often in need of a sympathetic
shoulder himself.

My

—

Two sad characters leaned on one another for awhile. Then, it is not sure which
one, one of them said, "Why don't we write
a play? Got any ideas?"
Louis Pelletier had never thought of
writing before.

Somewhere

—

Stranger!" not what you'd call a
smash hit, but it ran long enough to be
bought by the movies as a starring vehicle
for Dick Powell and Priscilla Lane. Re-

member "Cowboy From Brooklyn"?
That made Louis Pelletier a writer. He
and Sloan wrote two more plays, but didn't

—

them. Pelletier turned to radio a nice
market, he thought. He wrote a sketch for
the Vallee hour. Knowing nothing about
agents or script departments at agencies,
he left his sketch at the receptionist's desk
at the J. Walter Thompson Agency and
walked away. Three weeks later he was
phoned and told they would use the sketch
and could he write some more. Of course!
He wrote three more sketches and looked
ahead to a bright future in radio especially
on the Vallee hour. Only the Vallee hour
folded after ten years on the air.
But his luck had changed. He ran into
a friend who was going slightly frantic because he had a serial on his hands for which
no one had any ideas after the first thirteen
weeks of the story. Could Pelletier think
up any ideas? Of course, he could. Over the
week-end, Pelletier wrote two scripts for
them to go on with and found himself hired
at $175 per week.
In a short time, Pelletier was a regular
contributor and incidentally, a regular
collector of nice sized checks— on a variety
of programs, among them Suspense. Are
You A Genius?, Man Behind the Gun, Rosell

—

—

—

mance and Commandos.
Came 1942 and December

—

Pelletier enShortly after his induction, he was
assigned to work on "The Voice of the
Army", which he has been doing ever since.
listed.
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in his noggin,

however, he found an idea and he and Sloan
went right to work on it. Three months later
the play was sold and two months after that
it
opened on Broadway. It was called
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Rice, Sports

time. Their off-duty time was spent
trying to give some little extra attention, and that counts when you feel as

badly as I did. Unquote.
YOU: I guess you've made your
point.
All right. You'll talk about
nurses. For one dollar. How many are
there in the Army Nurses Corps?
ME: Not enough. Right now there
are 42,000 nurses in the Army Nurses
Corps. When you take a look at the
facts, you'll see why that's not nearly
enough. Practically every day, now,
about 1000 sick and wounded men are

sent back home for hospitalization.
That's only the GIs who are sent home
Mary Lee Taylor
What's Cooking — Variety
there are all the others overseas.
Seventy-one percent of the Army
Alex Drier
Nurses are serving overseas, now. That
Land of the Lost
leaves a nice round twenty-nine perFirst Piano Quartet
Let's Pretend
cent to take care of the men in hosTransatlantic Quiz— London
pitals here
and all the men who are
New York
being sent back daily. They need more
Fashions in Rations
The Land of the Lost
nurses overseas, but sending more of
Smilin' Ed McConnell
them from the existing staffs would
Chatham Shopper
mean stripping the hospitals here of
Theater of Today
Kay Armen, Songs
already overworked nurses. It can't
News
be done. Not long ago, eleven hospital
Consumer Time
units were sent overseas without nurses
that's how desperate the situation is.
Stars Over Hollywood
Farm Bureau
Here at home, Army hospitals are opAtlantic Spotlight
erating with as few as one nurse to
Grand Central Station
Eddie Condon's Jazz Concert twenty-six beds. One nurse ought not
One O'clock Club
to have to take care of more than
Soldiers With Wings
fifteen
beds.
Overseas,
one nurse
The Baxters
shouldn't have to take care of more
Report to the Nation
Symphonies for Youth
than twelve beds. It's not good. The
President has said that 18,000 more
Report from Washington
John Mac Vane From London nurses are needed as quickly as possible.
That can go up higher, depending
Metropolitan Opera
Of Men and Books
on how our boys make out.
Stories
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9:00
6:00

Truth or Consequence
Ned Calmer
Your Hit Parade
9:00
9:00 NBC: National Barn Dance

6:30
6:30

9:30 NBC:
9:30 Blue:
9:45

CBS:
CBS:

CBS:

9:55 Blue:

10:00 Blue:

Can You Top This
Spotlight Bands

Saturday Night Serenade
Coronet Quiz
The Man Called X— Herbert
Marshall

10:00
10:00
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R
R

NBC: Judy Canova Show
MBS: Theatre of the Air

7:30

11:05

9:30 10:30
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9:45 10:45

11:15 11:30 Blue:
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Al Pearce

NBC: Grand

Ole Opry
Talks
Ned Calmer, News
Hoosier Hop
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World

Today

of

NBC: Richard

8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:
8:45
8:45

Can You Take

War Time

YOU:
ME: At

What about

the Navy?
the present time the

Navy

has about 9,000 nurses. The Navy Nurse
Corps has to get ready to staff six
new hospital ships that will be commissioned in the next six months, several new naval hospitals that are going into operation soon, as well as naval
fleet and base hospitals overseas. The
Navy needs at least 2,500 more nurses
and needs them before July 1, 1945.

VOU: We

hear a lot about soldiers
*in Veterans Hospitals. What about

them?

ME:

There are 95 Veterans HosUnited States. In the first
ten months of 1944 about 112,464 vetpitals in the

erans of World
going on right

War II—this war that's
now—were admitted to

Veterans

Hospitals. These
are exsoldiers medical discharges who need
more care, some of them for a long
time to come. These GIs deserve the
best. They gave their best
some of
them may be crippled for life. The
Veterans Hospitals have less rigid
qualifications. Many registered nurses
who can't pass the Army and Navy

—

—

examinations and meet the requirements, can work at the Veterans Hospitals. The Veterans' Administration
estimates that by July 31 it will need
at least 3,000 more nurses, to fill vacancies and to staff the additional beds
they expect to have to set up by then.
YOU: This is a big question. Where
do the Army and Navy expect to get
all these nurses?
ME: That's an easy one. Right this
minute, there are 223,405 registered
nurses in this country. The Procure-

ment and Assignment Service of the
War Manpower Commission has classified

about 41,000 of these as available

for military service. Of course, that
doesn't mean that all these 41,000 wo-

men would

be eligible and could meet
the strict physical and professional requirements. But the pressing need at
the moment is for about 23,500 nurses.
YOU: I see. There are nurses and
they are available. Well, what keeps
them from volunteering?
ME: And that's an important one.
Nurses better than anybody else, I
guess understand the need. Lots of
them want to volunteer and are held

—
—
back—by

many things. Their families,
their fears, their doubts. An objecting
family can be a hard thing for a girl
to buck. The thing I don't get is that
nine times out of ten the relatives of
nurses are also the relatives of fighting
men. You'd think they'd see the need
and break down some of these prewar ideas. Nurses have been kept back
from volunteering because of all kinds
of rumors that have no basis in fact.
Gory tales about nurses being brought
back home minus arms and legs. Not
one of these stories is true. Here are
the facts proven and documented. To
date, seven nurses have been killed by
enemy action. Remember that's seven
out of between 35,000 and 42,000. About
one hundred nurses have lost their
lives in the line of duty from accidents
and natural causes meaning, it could
have happened right here at home just
as well. About thirty nurses have received the Purple Heart for wounds
resulting from enemy action. The Army
has no reports of any amputees of
any description. The Army does not
regard its nurses as expendable and it
takes every possible precaution to pro-

—

—

—

tect

them.

THERE are just as many rumors about

the morals of nurses as there were
about the morals or lack of them

—

WACs

and WAVEs, when that was
the big issue of the moment. Rumors
like this are like all rumors. The Army
Nurse leads a very strictly supervised
life.
Her superior officers are responsible for her professional, physical and
moral behavior. And if you just take
a good look at the hard work they do
and be sensible about the whole thing,
of

it's

pretty plain that there isn't

much

time left over in their crowded day for
playing around. Lots of people don't
come out in the open with arguments
like these, because they're ashamed of
And they ought to be. But
them.
they have others. Like, for instance

Me —I'd like
Who is war

that war isn't for women.
to ask a plain question.
for? War isn't for anybody.
in it and we have to fight

But we're

through
and make sure we win it but good.
And part of winning it depends on the
it

—

care of the men
Nurses
process.
have done a terrific job so far but now
it comes out that no matter how heroic

women who can take
who get hurt in the

—

they have been, there haven't been

enough
jnonths

-of

them and

there

will

in the
definitely

coming
not

be

of them.
nurse in the military service has
all the advantages that apply to the
men in the service Government Insurance, the opportunity to travel, the
opportunity to study special nursing as
well as other subjects that are given
through the Armed Forces Institute,
retirement privileges for disability, all

enough

A

—

Continued on page 54
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HELEN'S RING—a

beautiful

diamond in a square setting.
The band is platinum.

HELEN RANDALL of Atlanta
wed Lt. William C. Shreve

will

the Navy. She

Is

of

the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hill Randall
of the prominent Georgia familyShe lives in a spacious Southern house
with big white pillars across the front!
She looks exactly the way you think a
charming Southern girl should look very
feminine, very lovely, with a complexion
that's sweet -as -you -please. Another "engaged girl" Pond's complexion!
"I just depend on Pond's Cold Cream like
anything," Helen says, "it's the grandest
cleaner-upper and leaves my face with

—

such a smooth, soft feeling."
She smooths cool, luscious Pond's Cold

Cream completely over her

face

and throat

— then pats to soften and release dirt and
make-up. Tissues

off.

with another Pond's creaming
moving white-coated fingers around in
little creamy whirls. Tissues off.

She

rinses

—

—

Use Pond's yourself every night, every
morning and for clean-ups in between.
You'll love it just as Helen does

—

AT THE BLOOD DONOR CENTER— Helen

assists in

making hemoglobin tests. Ever since the war began she
has worked loyally as a Nurse's Aide. There are many
Nurse's Aide duties needing volunteer workers. Ask
your local chapter how you can best serve.

SHE'S LOVELY!

she uses pond's:

BE SURE TO ASK FOR
the big luxury-size jar with
wide top that lets you dip
the fingers of both hands in
at once. It gives you such
a nice-to-have lavish feeling!
Get your big jar of Pond's
its

L. BIDDLE
of Philadelphia's Main Line
MRS. GERALDINE SPRECKELS of the Spreckels of California

MRS. ERNEST

LADY STANLEY OF ALDERLEY internationally famous beauty
MISS CONSTANCE McCORMICK of the Chicago McCormicks
MRS. ERNEST DU PONT, JR. of the great Wilmington family

f
ft

?M

s

Cold Cream today.

iMMH4fMV

Today
use

— many more women

Ponds than any

I
I

other

face cream at any price
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the benefits provided in the GI Bill of
Rights (benefits like refresher courses,
reemployment rights and all the rest).

But most important of all, she's living
five years ahead of the rest of the nursing profession. She's on the spot while
surgeons are making discoveries and developing new methods of treatment.

WHEN GOOD FORM COUNTS
A smooth

line,

dine

when you dance

BLUE

in

SWAN

She's learning how to handle new drugs
that may change the whole course of
civilian medicine after the war.. This
experience that she's getting during the
war will make her a more valuable
nurse afterwards.
YOU: But I'm not a nurse. What can

or

UNDIES..

They're cozy, cute, cuddly

.

I

Yowr store has limited
selections.

If

ME: Lady—that's the $64 question.
That's the one I've been aiming at. Because everyone has to help.
All eligible graduate nurses should
join the Army and Navy Nurses Corps.
All nurses who can't meet the Army

they cue

temporarily "our",

/

Tfwy'te

and Navy requirements should work

a for!

BLUE SWAN MILLS, i«.
i»mt mil tm., ntw vou

mau

sunt. «.

'\

do?

in

a Veterans Hospital.

;

!

i

Senior Cadet Nurses, who have a
choice as to whether they will enter
civilian hospital's or military hospitals
should serve their last six months of
training in military hospitals and, on
graduation, should apply for a commission.

TVFURSES' Aides and practical nurses

-L^ should either enlist in the WAC for
duty with the Medical Department, or
work a minimum of 10 hours a week

in a civilian hospital.

Untrained women should enlist in the
for medical assignments, or take
Nurses' Aides training from the Red
Cross as soon as possible. If they still
haven't the time and freedom to do that,
they can take Red Cross Home Nursing

WAC

Vf&deed
:

>

:

.':

:::i

'

—

1

courses.
I said in the beginning that I don't
feel funny.
Well, I don't.
There's

nothing very funny about war and men
dying and men bleeding and needing
help our men our men who are

—

o^ s1
.

it

.

and

.

now!

how.

it

than for any other

control

tint

.

"though
.

.

are

satin,

gleams with youth-giving

<7

all

looks!

I

pay a

//

My

trifle

me

for

more
colorright!

hair shines like

And how

color.

Ask your hairdresser

'/?

^s

naturally

ETERNOL.

TINT OIL

SHAMPOO

Tints, reconditions, cleanses
in

Fnrr
KEE

told

because ETERNOL'S

the drab gray streaks.

Gone

it

hairdresser

always sure." One treatment proved she was

is

lovely

My

recommend ETERNOL," she

"I

said,
for

doing something about

I'm

one simple operation

12-page booklet "Radiant Hair on the 7-Day Plan." Write
Paragon Distr. Corp., Dept. M-5, 8 W. 32nd St., New York 1, N. Y.

New
;

Caution: Use only as directed on label.
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fighting for us, to protect us, to keep
for us all the things we want to keep.

There's nothing very laugh-provoking
about the idea that we may be letting
these men down. That's a bad idea. It's
not an American idea. We can't let
them down. These men have a right
to expect the best possible care in the
world, if anything does happen to them.
They have a right to a chance to live.
And, sometimes, that chance is very
slim. It can hang on a split second. It
can live or die in a heartbeat's time. It
can depend on whether there's a
alert
trained,
efficient,
resourceful,
nurse at the bedside, or standing by

the

operating

table,

a

nurse

whose

hands are busy doing the right thing
for a man almost before her eyes have

A

nurse,
finished registering his need.
worn out, because she has to take care
of twenty beds instead of twelve, because she has to work twice as long
every day as she should, because she's
been working at that rate under combat conditions without any let up, without relief, may not always be able to
respond with that life saving splitsecond and correct reaction.
I hope everyone will see the need
not in numbers, or talk, but in terms of
life. I hope that everyone will think of
the son, the brother, the sweetheart, the
husband who's gone to war and that
everyone will feel a sharp twinge of
pain and fear because of what might
happen to that person she loves unless
this need is met soon. And I hope that
everyone will begin looking, quickly,
for the way in which he or she can

help meet this need.

r$

MENUKE&RLS WHOSE SMH IS SWEETf
A COX SOAP

BEAUTY BATH
MAKES YOU SORE

1>
W

Lovely star of

Universal'* Technicolor Production

"SUDAN"

All the lights come on when the
man whispers, "You're so
sweer." So protect the charm he
loves! "If a girl isn't dainty no

one

other charm counts," Maria
Montez says. "A daily Lux Soap
bath makes daintiness sure."
You'll love the way the creamy
ACTIVE lather caresses your
skin leaves it fresh, really

—

sweef. Delicately perfumed, too!

FIGHT WASTE
Soap uses vital war materials. Don't waste it!

9 out

of 10 Screen Stars use

it

R
I

far

Me soap rtaf /eaves sti/7
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My

Heart

Knew

Continued from page 45
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you you know that. But anything else
between us would be impossible."
"Don't you like me?" I whispered,

my

voice shaking with a new hurt.
"Of course, I like you I like you
as well as anyone I know. But I can
multiply, Beth two times two."
"But I don't think age matters," I

—

—

said, discarding the obstacle of 20 years'

difference

make any

in our ages. "Years don't
difference as long as we

think alike. Damon, we match."
"I should have foreseen this," he said
gently. 'This was selfish of me. But I
didn't mean it to be. I wanted to help
you. And I didn't see the danger."
don't look
"It's not a danger, Damon
at it that way! If you can forget the
accidental differences in our ages you'll
see how right we are for each other."
Damon laughed, and rested his hand
for a moment against my cheek. "Hoto
right we are as a pretty young niece

—

(yriftmat fo/toZecfi&k
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A woman

doctor perfected Meds
"SAFETY- WELL"-to assure the extra

security,

the

extra

wants! The

Meds

fine,

is

soft,

comfort,

every
in
super -absorbent;

woman

COTTON

the disposable APPLICATORS are
dainty, easy to use— yet Meds internal
protection costs you LESS

and an affectionate old uncle, for instance?"

•

I

HAD

-*-

a catch in

to

laugh back, but there was

my

—

is

one

faintly speculative expression in his eyes, and then I would
grasp his hand eagerly between mine.
"Damon darling, look at tonight
could you have enjoyed it as much with
anyone else? We're so right and it's
everything I want, everything."
He would say rather wistfully,
"Everything you want now, perhaps."
And then, laughing, "You see, Beth,

—

10 IN

APPLICATORS

you've proved it yourself. The very fact
that I'm old enough to look ahead
shows that I'm far too aged and fearful
for a young, fresh thing like you."
"You're alive, you're strong that's
why I love you!" I would insist.
"You're lovely, Beth dear," he would
answer, with a smile that sometimes
made me feel that I could never change
his mind, and at other times sent my
heart surging upward with a feeling
that he must love me, he would change.
And just as I had gotten to that point,
he would ruin it all by suggesting that
I go out with his nephew Tom. Tom

—

Bryson had come

to

after his discharge

work

for

Damon

from the Army. He

was a lanky, sandy-haired, perpetually
good-humored young man, and at first
he didn't quite fit into the serenely
dignified atmosphere that Damon and
I always maintained at the office. But
after a few weeks I got used to the
energetic way he burst in each morning, and the light-hearted sound of his
frequent laughter; I was so wrapped up
in Damon that I scarcely noticed him
around. And then, one day, when
Damon and I had planned to go to the
theater after work, Damon called me
into his office to say that he couldn't.

"But you have the tickets, Beth
perhaps you'd like to go with someone
else? I know you've been wanting to
see

it.

Why

don't

you

let

Tom

take

"I don't

R

Because of these dainty, carefully designed
applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!

want

to see

unless

I

can

be with you," I said almost pettishly.
"Will you be gone long?"
Damon looked at me gravely. "Beth,
you worry me. I want ." he broke off
.
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it

.

free for the evening.

"Damon," I said angrily, "if you don't
want me, that's all right. But no, I don't
want to have dinner with Tom. I have
nothing to say to Tom. If I can't be
with you I'd rather be alone."
The question of my going out with
Tom didn't come up again, and winter
melted into a mellow spring with
Damon more uncertain, more worried

my

than ever about
feeling for him.
Finally, one day, he told me that he
would have to leave town at the end
of the week, and would be gone about
a month. Tom would be in charge of the
office. In fact, Damon had the lettering
on the door changed to Bryson and
Bryson, and Tom took over.

suppose

I

was pretty rude

in those first days after

to

Damon

Tom,
left.

I

was worried and lonesome, without
Damon; and I resented Tom's intrusion,
having to accustom myself to his very
different methods after the placid,
routinized days I was used to.
But after a while I began to see that
there was more to Tom than a lighthearted grin, and that it was impossible
to keep from warming to him.
His
exuberance filtered through the weight
of disappointment and restraint with
which I cloaked myself; I found that
I began to look forward to the laughter
he always managed to find in the dullest details of our work.
It wasn't that I forgot Damon and

my

love for him.
couldn't be tragic

It

was

when

just

thai; I

I

was around

to

have dinner

Tom.

One day he asked me
with him.

—

"Will you please?
Damon said I
couldn't find a nicer girl in town and
I agree with him."
He grinned.

^ALL
And

right, if that's
go."

—

what Damon wants

I'll

so I went. I had prepared myself
be a little bored with Tom's youth,
but I was mistaken. Tom was a delightful
dinner companion. He was as
courteous and attentive as Damon as
well as being enthusiastic and gay.
I had thought that dancing was not
important to me at all. But when Tom
and I danced that night, I discovered
to

that I loved the feel of the music, the
excitement of gliding across a smooth
floor, guided by an attractive man. And
I found that Tom's interest in me was
flattering. I liked the pressure of his
warm handclasp when we said goodnight at my door.
But I knew that I must keep away
from him. With just a little encouragement, Tom could fall in love with me,
and I didn't want that. But it was terBeing with Tom was so
ribly hard.
much more fun than staying home
thinking of my love for Damon which

could not be

And

you?"
R

who was

I
I'll

would surprise a

FOR

—

heart.

always remember months of longing and love,
mixed with the fear that Damon's reluctance would be proof against every
argument. We spent a good deal- of
time together; often, at the close of one
of those lovely relaxing evenings I

That winter

and sighed. "I don't know yet that I'll
have to go."
He tried, one other time, to get me
to go out with Tom. I didn't blame Tom
for it; I was sure he didn't know anything about it but Damon stopped by
my desk to tell me that he was too tired
to take me to dinner that night, and to
ask if I would like to have it with Tom,

fulfilled.

few nights later, I accepted Tom's invitation once again.
"Damon has given me free reign at
his house," Tom said. "Let's go out
there and have a cocktail."
But in the living room of the big
so

a

—
wave

of lonesomeness for
over me. I found it difficult to talk. Tom sensed my withdrawal, I know, for he stood up suddenly and said, "Let's get out of here."
Upon leaving Damon's home that
night, just as upon leaving the office, I
seemed to cast away my maturity and
to be drawn to Tom, and gaiety and
youth. We danced that night for long,
singing hours, and I was sorry when
it was time to go home.
One night we went with a group of

house, a big

Damon washed

Tom's newly-made friends to a downtown club. Tom and I were dancing
when the orchestra beat out with
"Auld Lang Syne."
"If this were New Year's Eve and
they were playing that it would be
midnight and I would be kissing you,"
Tom said. And, suddenly, he kissed me
quickly.
"If

make

New

were

this

Year's Eve, I'd

a resolution," he said. "I guess

anyway."

I will,

I asked. "What is
that you've decided to do this year?"
"I'm going to marry you, Beth," he

"What resolution?"

it

said, and his eyes weren't laughing
now. They were very serious. "I'm go-

ing to marry you. That's what I'm
going to do."
After that I avoided him as much as
possible. But that was difficult when
we worked together in the same office.
And I suppose I must be honest I en-

—

joyed being attractive to Tom Bryson.
For the last week that Damon was
away, I saw Tom nearly every night.
We danced and we laughed and we
sang. I was surprised to find myself
shopping for bright clothes and giddy
hats. Two days before Damon was due
to return, I looked at myself in the
mirror and~ discovered that I looked
years younger. "Where's your dignity?"
I asked my gay image, and I giggled.

HFHE day

that

my

-'-dressed in

immaculate

Damon

returned

I

best dark suit with

collar

and

cuffs.

I

was

painstakingly careful. Perhaps now that
he had been gone, he would realize his
need for me. Perhaps, he had missed me
and knew now that he needed me
terribly the way I needed him. I made
a short little prayer to that effect.
And when Damon did walk into the
office that day I didn't even notice him.
Because Tom was beside my desk and
we were talking about the dance the
night before, and we were laughing.

—

Damon

watched

us, smiling.
quiet legal office?" he
asked finally, his eyes twinkling.
Tom bounded across the room and

"Is

just
this

my

shook Damon's hand, honestly glad at
his return. And then I stood up and
put my hand in Damon's, sensing again
his power and gentleness feeling my

—

heart go out to him.

"Damon,"

I

said

softly,

"I'm

glad

you're back."
"I'm glad, too, Beth," he said, and
there was new promise and a kind of

covered excitement in his voice. "Can
you have lunch with me today?"
I nodded and went back to my desk.
My feelings that morning puzzled me.
I was sure that Damon wanted to tell

me

something of special importance.
And, somehow, I was afraid to have

—

him. I loved him as much as ever it
wasn't that. It was just that I kept remembering all of his arguments against
our going on together.
We went to a quiet little restaurant
and sat in a back booth that noon.

During luncheon Damon asked me
"Have you and Tom had fun
while I was gone?"
slowly,

"TV* H ouse wiiii piease
come to order \"
That's the

stuff,

and make 'em

And
the

Son

.

stick.

here's a tip

.

.

this is

Later

on

your time to give orders

it

—while you're

won't be so
still

easy.

'head man'. See that

womenfolk do your washing with Fels-Naptha Soap.

—

At your age a fellow needs a large wardrobe designed
for comfort more than style. He has to 'change' often
and on short notice.
That means a full-time job for Mother

— and Fels-Naptha

SOap. Keeping you supplied with gar-

ments that
white.

are clean

Keeping the house shipshape

and the

rest

of the family happy.

So remember

this: It's fairly

'do your duds'
that

and sweet and snowy

painless to

— with the gentle soap

makes the doing easy

.

.

.

That's Fels-Naptha!

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP_banishes"TattleTale Gray
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"Yes," I answered truthfully, "Tom's
very amusing."
"And head over heels in love with

WITHOUT ELASTIC

FIT.

continued.

"Tom's very young."
"A year older than you," Damon
reminded me.
"But you know what I mean/' I

PeJees cling to every curve of
your feet... yet ttere'a
irritating, binding elastic. Witb oc
without stockings tkey cuskion
your feet, and absorb perspiration. Perfect witb every shoe

NO

—

by the MOIST HEAT of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE

said softly.

"You mean you're not

in love with

The moist heat

BOILS

Damon,

"Yes,

Get genuine

what

that's

I

mean,"

I

said.

done a

"I've

Pedees

Damon

been gone,"
in

thinking since I've

lot of

said.

My lips parted and my breath caught
my throat.
"I want to marry you, Beth."
Now that it was here I could not be-

I was confused and excited.
was, strangely, afraid.
"Shall we leave next week, Beth?
Can you get ready that soon? I'd like
to make reservations for the 22nd," he
said. "I want to take you south
to
begin to show you the world you've

lieve

And

it.

I

—

SIMPLE

awake a long time

my new

that night

with Damon.
I was tired and headachy when I got
up that morning, when I heard the
telephone ring and heard Mrs. Kelly
call upstairs, "Beth
it's for you."
It wasn't Damon
it was Tom.
thinking of

life

—
—

¥ CAN'T, Tom,"

began, and then

I

an

things:

One — helps ease the pain

SPRAIN

and soreness. Two — helps

BRUISE

SORE MUSCLES

soften the boil.

ANTIPHLOGISTINE should
be applied as a poultice
SIMPLE
just hot enough to be
comfortable. Then feel
CHEST COLD
its moist heat go right to
SORE THROAT work on that boil— bringing soothing relief and
BRONCHIAL
comfort. Does good, feels
•

•

•

IRRITATION

never known."
I lay

of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice does two important

him?"

style, for they're practically

invisible.

Damon

you,"

BOIL MISERY RELIEVED

good.

The moist heat

of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice also relieves pain and reduces
swelling due to a simple sprain or bruise
. . . and relieves cough, tightness of
chest, muscle soreness due to chest cold,
bronchial irritation and simple sore
throat. Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty
Flo) at any drug store TODAY.

I

knew

that this was the morning I
must tell him. "All right," I agreed,
"Pick me up in 45 minutes."
Tom took me to the same little res-

taurant where Damon had proposed to
me the noon before. And I learned that
the whole atmosphere of a place can

change with your companion. Yesterday
this cafe had seemed quiet and dignified
and clean. Today it was gay and sunny
and warm and as bright as a new
penny the kind of a place a boy brings
his best girl for an extra flourish.
All through breakfast I tried to tell
Tom about my approaching marriage,

—
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Tittup

but

*e*Hcve

to-

And

was beginning

to
realize that
motive wasn't entirely
unselfish. I hated to say goodbye to the
fun we had known to realize that this
I

my

—

was the

we

last twosome
that after this
life

my

could share

had
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ir STARUT CAKE MAKEIr

I

.

last.

opposite me, Tom's flashing grin and
his mirthful comments on the people
around us reminded me how much I
had enjoyed the effervescent, gay times
we had had together how stimulating

STARCROSS P0TH0L0ERS More than just
ornaments -these potholders really hold
hot pots ... I Cotton filled, quilted, securely tape bound, centers finished in
white, solid colors' or sparkling floral
prints with contrasting colored bindings.
Three popular styles -in three popular

—

I

had found them. Which was it, after
that I wanted?
Suddenly, there was the question be-

all,

leave skin cool and refreshed. Here's

a

so longed

STARCROSS APRONS Smart design, gay print
patterns, plus sound workmanship make
these aprons real down-to-earth values.
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alls, bibs and band styles -an apron for
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—the tranquillity
for —mine at
But

Formality, dignity

all other
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would take on
formality and dignity as Damon's wife.

Makeup

up and

by Starcrossj

couldn't bear to see his eyes cloud

I

with sadness.

Cake

fSEHOLD SPECIALS

STAtUT LIPSTICK

fore

my

mind, in just so

Which kind

—did

of life

many

price ranges.

words.

—which of these men

had never before adit might not be
Damon, Damon for whom I had longed
through a whole bittersweet year. But
I

want?

I

mitted the idea that

now—there

it

was.

Damon's words, said months ago,
came back to me. "You've been hurt
and tossed about, Beth—you want only
refuge and tenderness now. But one
day you'll want something else
and
we won't have it together; we can't."
Now that he had sheltered me, and
I was whole and strong again
was I
going to make his words come true?
.

.

.

STARCROSS SHOEBAGS Beauty's more
than skin deep here-! Cheerful
patterns, clean design -yet
sturdily constructed of long-wear
fabric to meet the test of heavy
use. 12-pocket size in a variety of
color combinations.
floral

—

Confusion rioted inside me, but above it
and beyond it there was one certainty
the mad beating of my heart when
Tom looked at me, a beating that shook
me so that I was afraid he would feel
it as he helped me on with my coat.

—
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Tom

I said nothing to
had to think.

about Damon.

That night, when I went home with
I looked at his gracious home
with different eyes. Calm, gentle and
the feeling of Tom's hand on my shoulIn
der blazed up again within me.
that instant there was- no more con-

Damon,

—

knew

fusion; I
Tom, to

)

We had 5

days for our Honeymoon

it was Damon, not
must speak.

that

whom

I

"Damon."

"Yes," he said, covering my hand
with his great one.
"I can't go through with our marriage."

was

I

afraid to look at him, to see

the pain

I

knew must show

in his face.

that I don't love you," I
whispered. "I believed until this morning that I loved you in every way
but I can't lie to you."
"I know this is hard for you, Beth,"
Damon said gently. "You don't have to
explain, anymore."
"It

isn't

"But
fore

I

I want you to
tell Tom."

know, Damon, be-

I had expressed my love for Tom
aloud for the first time.
"He loves you, doesn't he?"
I nodded and my tears were hurting

my

eyes.

—

"You're right for each other just
right," Damon said, picking up my middle finger and letting it drop down with
the others again. "I think it's wonderful
that you found each other."
"But Damon, what about you?"

he smiled and said, "This time
AND
we aren't going to think about me.
L

We're going
that

The next
the

on you. At
going to begin

to concentrate

little Beth, you're
life you deserve."

last,

we were

night, as

asked

office, I

leaving

Tom

"Oh, happily," he

to take me home.
said, steering me

But when we had
his car.
settled ourselves and started, he turned
to
with a funny sly look. "If I may
do it by way of some dinner."
"You needn't look so sinister," I
laughed. "I hoped you would ask me.
."
I've got something to say to you
voice died away at the sudden grimness that came into his face.
"Perhaps I'd better take you straight
home," he said quietly. "I have an idea

toward

Our

day— we

first

remember—" you

found the

loveliest

honeymoon

said, "the darling softness of

place.

"Loveliest to

your hands." (Oh, thanks for

Jergens Lotion. Jergens furnishes softness-protection most hand skin needs.)

me

.

something

it's

closed-

I

in

panic.

must

.

.

my

Poetry in the afternoons. " 'Your

soft hand is a woman of itself," you
you said— and kissed my fingers. (Oh, poor girls,
hands get rough—when Jergens Lotion hand care is so easy

read. "That's true, darling,"

who

let their

!

not hear."
over his arm

I'd rather

my

hand

"Oh, no

—please,

Tom, you

Tom darling, it's— it's about
New Year's resolution." My in.

.

your
adequate words hung in the air between us, and then Tom pulled over to
the curb and turned to me. Slowly the
grimness gave way to a question, and
the question to a sort of unbelieving
When his voice finally came, it was
as unsteady as that of a little boy

joy.

exclaiming

over

his

first

Christmas

bicycle.

"What did you say, just then?"
"I said
it was about
"No no," Tom interrupted, "what
you called me?"
"I called you
Tom darling."

—

—

—

—

Tom

glanced about him, "There isn't
any other Tom here, is there? You did
say it to me? On your word of honor?"
"Darling," I repeated. "Tom Bryson,
darling. Now are you convinced?"
Tom drew a deep breath. "I'm convinced. You said it to just me."
He drew me gently into his arms and
held me so that he could look down into
my face. "Beth darling is it just me?
Let me see " he pretended to study
my eyes carefully, and then he laughed.

—

—

—

"I

believe

it's

true.

There

isn't

that

queer guard in your eyes when you
me now. As though you had

look at
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Yes
tial

different tests,

laboratory,

by an impar-

twice as effective as

another leading napkin containing a deodorant!

forgotten something and were struggling to remember it, but couldn't."
"How do I look now?" I whispered.
"Let me see." He held me from him.
"Why, you look wonderful! You look
like the loveliest thing I've ever seen.
You look like my girl, altogether mine

—no

wonderings, no regrets, nothing
Beth, you do love me?" I
raised my mouth to his for the only
but

... oh,

assent I wanted to give, and the promise that had been in the looks we had
exchanged, the breathless, timid touching of hands, became reality became
such a blazing thing that nothing was

—

except his lips on mine.
But the next morning, as I straightened Damon's desk, the sadness that
Tom's lips had held at bay came back,
a little bit of it, to trouble me. Everything was settled for Tom and me but
what of Damon, to whom I owed not
only Tom but the new honesty and
left

—

courage that made me capable of returning Tom's love, unafraid? Could

Damon

smilingly, happily, accept me
as his loving and loved niece rather
than as his wife? True enough, that had
been his own picture of our relationship
always, even when I had tried so passionately to make him see it differently. But now that he had thought of me
as his wife could he go back?
The shrilling of his desk phone cut
through my thoughts. It was the railroad depot and an officious voice was
asking, "Is this Damon Bryson's secre-

—

tary?"
"Yes,"

I

answered.

TELL Mr. Bryson okay, on that reservation for the 21st."
"I don't think he wants that reservation," I said, "and, anyway, the reser-

vations were for the 22nd."
"Oh,
I
called
him about the
reservations for the 22nd," the voice

went on. "They've gone through too.
But this is the ticket on the Rocket
Chicago on the 21st."
him," I said, hanging up in
bewilderment. Why did Damon order
our tickets for the south on the 22nd
and another ticket to Chicago on the
to

"I'll tell

Why

would any man order two
21st?
tickets for himself going opposite di-

two kinds
of Modess. If you'd

same day?
Unless I bent with sudden eagerness over Damon's desk calendar, flipping the pages back to the 21st that
day on which he had asked me to
marry him. Bar Convention, Chicago
leave 2:51 Rocket. I turned to the 22nd
and there it was. Tom and Beth,
reservations for Florida. In Damon's
handwriting.
Damon had known. He knew all about
me, what I really wanted. He had realized that without the shock of his proposal I would never have thought
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And now it was settled. I raised my
head, smiling, as Tom came into the
outer office. He stood there for a moment, unaware that I was watching
through the glass that shielded Damon's
private office, and glanced about disappointedly as he took off his hat. Then,
feeling the pull of my gaze, he whirled
about, and as his eyes met mine the
disappointment melted into excitement,
into joy. As he came toward me, I could
sense what he was thinking because
the same thought was going round and
round in me. I couldn't find you, my
darling; I didn't see you at first. But all
of a suddens-there you were.

—

it

R

enough to make my own deciwould have drifted into a halfwith him, thinking I was content,

perhaps but never really
being myself.

"Standard Modess."

/a^>/>tec/ate
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Strangers Kiss
Continued from page 34

and too warm in the bus. My skin
prickly and hot, and my head
ached, and all of my anxiety over Ellen
House had become a sick certainty that
When I
I was returning to
chaos.
reached Ellenville, the rain had subsided to a fine mist, and I didn't bother
to call for the station wagon. I walked
up the hill, hurrying when I neared the
hotel and saw the deserted look about
it
the lawn furniture stacked on the
porch, no cars in the drive, no cars, I
saw with alarm, at the back where
the employees parked. I ran the last
steps. Cappy was at the desk. The next
instant he was pulling me to him,
holding me close and shaking me at the
same time, saying, "Jo, you little idiot,
close
felt

—

—

why

didn't you call? You're soaked
surrendered for a moment to the
comfort of his arms, to the sweetness of
being scolded in that glad, anxious
voice; then I drew away. "What's happened?" I cried. "Why is everything
so quiet? And oh, Cappy, what did
you do about the wedding?"
"The wedding!" He grinned teasingly. "Weddings, you mean. We had
two of them on Saturday."
I'

ALMA

came

into the foyer, caught the
Cappy's speech. She turned
on him the triumphant, congratulatory
smile she'd always given me after we'd
pulled through a tumultuous time.
"Everything went fine, Miss Jo. But
we sure had a time for a while on
Saturday
afternoon.
Mr.
'Scanlon
closed up the switchboard and things
last of

1

way you would have."
That, I thought, was why my calls
hadn't gone through. The board had
been closed, and the two phones that
just the

were always connected must have rung
somewhere unanswered. And everything had gone beautifully without me.
I should have been glad and grateful.
Alma smiled again at Cappy. "As
for today," he said, "we gave most of
the staff a holiday.
There are only
three guests upstairs and a party of
six for tonight."
I nodded, unable to speak, not knowing what was wrong with me. Everything had gone well at the hotel, and
yet I wasn't pleased. I wasn't pleased
that Alma looked up to Cappy as she'd

once looked up to me. I felt excluded
and unnecessary suddenly in my own
house, and my head felt heavy and hot.

Cappy
ought

said,
"You're
to get out of those

tired.

damp

down for a while."
managed to say, "Perhaps

and

You

clothes

lie

I

would be

better,"

away,

lips trembling.

my

and then

I

that

turned

my

know now,

of course, that
vanity
hurt, both professionally and personally. For the first time I'd discovered that I wasn't indispensable to
Ellen House, that someone else could
run it as well as perhaps even better
than I could. Even then I would have
realized how completely silly and possessive and childish I was being, if the
I

was

—

—

Selbys hadn't come calling.
Alma brought them up to
after I'd

my room
my free

been resting for an hour or

—

all of
so.
I was surprised
time had been spent with Cappy lately,
and I'd almost forgotten the visits that
used to be exchanged between the
Selby Hotel and Ellen House on slow
days but I was glad to see kind,
motherly Mrs. Selby. Her daughter,
Lydia, I greeted less enthusiastically.

—

Perfume, $6.50; $3.50: $1.10
I
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I
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Lydia had a talent for saying the unkind thing, for finding the weak spot

"We can't stay but
a minute," Mrs. Selby said. "Only we
thought we'd stop in and ask after
your aunt."
I said that Aunt Elizabeth was better, invited them to come out on the
little porch outside my room and talked
for a while about my trip. Mrs. Selby
sighed and said, "Well, sickness is sickness, but it's too bad you had to leave
at such a busy time. Of course, I guess
your new man carried on all right."
in another person.

Lydia smiled thinly. "I guess anyone
works hard when he's working for
himself," she observed.

"It's

a pretty

promotion when a man's a
handyman one day and assistant manquick

ager the next."

¥ YDIA!" cried Mrs. Selby warningly,
iJ and Lydia looked hurt. "I'm just telling Joanne she ought to be more careful," she said. "Everyone knows that
the Scanlon fellow didn't have a thing
when he came here. He just got off the
bus and asked at the station where he
could get a job, any kind of job. After
all, he's a stranger here, and you can't
blame people for saying that the easiest
way to get a hotel might be to marry
it—"
"Lydia!" cried Mrs. Selby again, and
time she succeeded in silencing
her daughter. I was too angry to speak,
and too unsettled. Mrs. Selby's very
anxiety to keep the gossip from me
told me how much gossip there was.
After the Selbys had gone, I didn't
care to see anyone. Alma called to ask
this
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wanted dinner, and I refused. Cappy
called later to ask how I was, and I told
him that I was tired and was going to
sleep. And. then I lay sleepless, trying
to check thoughts that zig-zagged back
and forth, growing steadily more disordered. I remembered Cappy's takif I

ing over the desk on the very first
day, with only Alma's permission.
I
remembered that the very morning
after he'd been sure of my love, he
stood with his arm around me and
asked about Fairly's Field wanting to

—

know how much land I owned, it seemed
now. And he'd thought that I ought

—

go to Paignton perhaps he'd wanted
to go, had been glad of the chance
to run Ellen House himself.

to

me

In the morning I felt better.
My
head was no longer heavy and hot, but
clear, extraordinarily clear.
And my
thoughts about Cappy were clear, too.
There was no need for me to be upset
at all. I'd simply been too hasty, both
in giving Cappy so much responsibility
and in giving him my heart.

went downstairs, found Cappy at
on what was really my shift.
He'd been coming down early lately
so that I could get more sleep, he said.
I

—

the desk

Now

it occurred to me that he might
the importance of the morning
shift, the opening of the mail, the ordering of the kitchen. I reached for the
mail quickly, almost rudely, and then
laughed to cover my rudeness.
"I'll
take that," I said.
"Sorry I'm late."
"You're not late, Jo. You're early.
Do you feel better this morning?"
Why did he insist upon treating me

like

like

Perhaps he wouldn't

an invalid?

mind if I were sick, and out of the way.
The preposterous thought was gone
from my mind in an instant but it
had been there. "Much better," I said

—

R
R

4-Purpose Face Cream

carefully.

And

mind

take the desk for a day or

two?

if I

I'd

like

for a change.
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then, casually,

"Do you

work sitting down
You can help out in

to

the dining room."

—
watched him

I

and suddenly

go,

I

realized that there was no triumph at
all in my show of authority. I'd taken
the desk back, given orders, proved
that I was still mistress at Ellen House
and I felt miserable. There was an
ache, like tears, in
throat, and my

—

my

head was heavy and my eyes hot, and I
wanted Cappy to come back, wanted
the cool strength of his hands, wanted
his lips
cool, too, and strong
on my
burning forehead. Oh, love made a

—

—

woman, I thought bitterly.
took away her independence, made
her want to lean on a man, to put all
she was and all she had into his hands
and left her only a half-person.
fool of a

It

'THE

next day was even worse. It bethe mail and a note
from Mrs. Overman, thanking Ellen
House for her daughter's wedding reception and enclosing a check for tips.
It was addressed to Mr. Scanlon.
An-

* gan badly with

other woman who called for a reservation asked for Mr. Scanlon, and when
I told her that I was Joanne Ellen,
it seemed to me that she hesitated, as
if she would have preferred to talk to
Cappy. I heard Alma's voice, and she

was asking Cappy about the reservahad come in. I'd got the desk
back, but I hadn't the position and the
authority that went with it.
Cappy
was still running the Ellen House, and I
was as good as out of it, I told myself
bitterly.
Then I tried to concentrate
on the books, and found that the figures jumped crazily before my eyes,
tions that

while the hard ache, like tears, kept
swelling in my throat. If Cappy Scanlon

GERTRUDE NIESEN

and I couldn't work in Ellen House
together, Cappy would have to go.
I'd been staring at the books for a long
time. It had been afternoon a moment
ago, and now it was evening, a queer,
.

.

.

blackish evening, and the switchboard

taed them

was buzzing madly.

b

light the lamp,

and

felt

to

I

swung round

to

answer the board,

Cappy's hand on

deoidld

T

shoulder,
Jo, are you

* ha ' r
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Perspiration offeree."

my

voice shouting, "Jo!
right?"
They told me afterward that I was
critically ill for five days. I had no notion of time, nor of day or night only
an endless walking down a shadowy
hall, with the blackness always closing
in, never quite overwhelming me.
I
saw Alma's face once or twice; the rest
of her was in shadow.
I tried to ask
about Ellen House, and Alma just shook
her head and said that everything was
all right. Then I told her that Cappy
mustn't be allowed to run things, that
his

all J

all

—

he must go, because

all he wanted was
marry me and take Ellen House
away from me, but Alma just shook her
head and smiled.
Then one morning my room was my
room again, very bright after the darkness. Alma was beside the bed.

to

"Don't try to talk, Miss Joanne," she
warned. "It'll just hurt you. You've
had a real bad throat quinsy, the doctor said.
Now your temperature's
down, you'll be on your feet in a couple
of weeks."
"Two weeks!" My voice was a
squeak, and Alma was right; speech
was excruciatingly painful. I put my

—

hand

to

my

throat.

ALMA

£*

grinned understandingly. "You
want to look at yourself, do
You better look around at your
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and all the nice notes
I'm going to call Mr. Scanlon.
He's been just about beside himself."
I saw the flowers in the room, then,
baskets and bowls and pots of them,
and the cards Alma put into my hands
flowers, instead,
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I turned them over, held them up to
read them. They were from everyone
I'd ever known, it seemed, and from
quite a few people I'd forgotten, from
the villagers, and tradesmen and former
employees and guests. Everyone was
sorry I was sick; everyone hoped I'd
be well soon; everyone missed me.
I put the cards down. I didn't have
to read any more to know how silly

^"^i

.

.

.

I'd been.
I hadn't lost my place at
Ellen House at all; I'd only imagined
it, as I'd imagined the dark corridor
in the dream.
And Cappy why, of
course Cappy loved me.
"He's been
beside himself over you " He wouldn't
have been beside himself if it had been
Ellen House, not me, he cared about.
Then I swung back the covers, sat
up dizzily. I must call Alma, tell her
not to send Cappy up to me not now,
when I looked so awful. I grasped the
bedpost, managed to stand. I took a step
forward and then grabbed for the bedpost again and stood rigid, stunned at
the sight that met my eyes. Through
the window, where Fairly's Field had
been the wild flowers were gone,
and the weeds, and men were working
with rollers and great bales of stiff wire
netting. Down at the river were more
men, driving pilings.

—

—

Does the soft touch of your
hands bring a warm glow to his eyes? Sofskin Creme is a dependable beauty aid for keeping your hands the way he loves them—
soft, white and lovely. Sofskin smooths wrists, elbows, and ankles,
too. Try a jar today-you'll be delighted with the new beauty of
your skin— and so will he!

—

—
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Selbys got it, I thought, and
the thought was somehow without
shock. They got it, and this is the
beginning of the end for Ellen House.
And Cappy didn't do a thing to stop

$1.00 sizes*

them.

Your beauty salon or cosmetic counter will be
delighted to give you a free Sofskin application.
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Jefferson,

J

hand, and

Iowa

couldn't talk.

I

if

my

faith

went hand

—

—

you a half-person, a weak person,
all. It made you strong and whole.
"It's

complete now."

less syllable out,
Purse
otic

3
let

size
solid
If

in

love hadn't wavered,

childishly, selfishly, I'd never have lost
faith in Cappy and in myself. Because
real love Cappy's kind didn't make
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address, article and color wanted.
Your package mailed immediately
and you pay postman only $1.00

Dept.

was glad that

saw now. Love and

friends.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
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I

Glad, because of the things I meant to
say to him, the things I'd thought about
him, that I was so ashamed of now.
Glad, that Cappy would never know
how I'd mistrusted him, how my love
had faltered. That was the reason, I

given

of 10c for packing
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my
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I

heart, I've been nearly crazy
Then his voice broke, and he put his
shoulder, and I think
face down on
he was crying.
Big, smiling Cappy,
crying. ... I put
arms around him,

do you

preparations— use them separately or togetherl Ask
at any Drug Store-or mail coupon today 1

—

that you're

you
Yiantr

Glover's

idiot, don't you
sick, good and sick.

got so sick, I thought perhaps it'd help
get well to see work going on
there, give you an interest
Oh, sweet-

About
V? Actual

have soft, lustrous "Gloverized" hair that gives you the radiance of the
Stars! Famous since 1876, now you can have ALL THREE

was

"You

You've had us all frantic
I stared at him, feeling all throat and
all
eyes,
and all disillusionment.
Mutely, I gestured toward the window.
Cappy saw the gesture. "Oh, that!"
he cried. "Can't you forget the hotel
for a minute, and think of yourself?
Yes, I bought Fairly's."
"You bought it?" I squeaked.
"Of course I bought it.
How else
do you think work's going on there?
I'm not penniless, you know.
I had
Army pay saved, and my discharge
pay, and all I'd put aside for Mother.
I was going to let it go until fall, when
things were more settled between us.
handed, but

It's so easy to

That

fool!"

little

Cappy's voice.

cue, ex-

Perfume

you order

all

(Necklace, Brace*
and Earrings).

and

at

got one tunelaughed in my

I
I

Cappy

raised his head,
understood.
"Complete, Jo? Ellen House? Sure
But he wasn't talking only
it is."
about Ellen House, and I wasn't either.
We were talking about us.

pinched throat.

and laughed,

too.

He

.

was handsome

.

.

p§# \jindy was lonesome

her

Now

she lias that Ivorj

mj
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Start today to get that Ivory Look a softer.,
smoother, younger-looking complexion.
It's easy with Ivory Soap. Just follow
baby's beauty routine. Give up careless cleansings
and change to regular, gentle Ivory care.

—

That's all! You can't buy a purer soap than mild
Ivory. It's the sure way to a prettier complexion.
Ivory has no coloring, medication or strong perfume
And more doctors advise
that might irritate your skin.
it than all other brands put together!

More doctors

advise Ivory
.

.99 4 Vioo% Pure. .It Floats
.

Urgent request from Uncle Sam: Help conserve vital war materials used in making soap.
Don't waste Ivory— make every cake do extra work.
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Love

Is

Like This

Continued from page 25

THINK OF

r

the paper out of her hand and ran. A
mistake like this an announcer read-

&m<crt6&zvJd

—

ing a description of a Brahms concerto
when the record is playing Mozart or
Wagner sounds funny when it's repeated, but it can be serious for a radio
station. One minute after the wrong
record was announced, my board would
be flooded with irate and scornful tele-

—

phone calls from listeners.
The red light was on over the door
but I flung it open. I squeezed into
the narrow, dimly-lit booth, clutched
the announcer's shoulder as he sat
hunched over the desk microphone and
thrust the paper into his hand. His head
came up and I saw that it was Bill.
He had already given the opening
words and I was proud of the way he
grasped the situation immediately; the
smooth switch he made from the wrong
announcement to the correct one, without a break. The platters the records

—

—

—spun

on their disks; he finished
speaking and leaned across to cut the
switch that allowed the music to go
over the

air,

but not our voices.

With almost the same motion he
pushed me into the chair by his side.
"Catch your breath, Judy, while I
He pretended to mop his
brow. "That was the closest shave yet.
I should have noticed the mistake, but
I picked up the records without even
looking at them."
catch mine!"

LEANED

back, with a feeling of
the same time, relaxing
after the excitement. I knew I shouldn't

1

guilt, but, at

—

want to move just yet.
were so close our bodies
touched. The soft light from the desk
lamp lit up only our faces, leaving the
rest of the room in shadow. His shoulder pressed against mine was comfortably strong; there was the faint,
masculine aroma of pipe tobacco I
stay, I didn't

Our
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to protect skin moisture. Together, they

make

oils,

Milk of Magnesia Skin Cream Use it at
night for prolonged beautifying action; by day as a
satin-smooth make-up foundation. Softens, neutralizes
excess acid accumulations in outer pore openings

helps skin stay supple,
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soft.

and cholesterol

skin care a caress!

Phillips'

any

—

emotions. I did
a tension in Bill that

shared these

I

communicated

should be. So think of tomorrow's beauty today and trust

Milk of Magnesia Creams

—

now—there was

they deserve! Even the loveliest skin

becomes "wayward".
not all you want it,
straying

breathed in our closeness.
And, slowly beginning to fill the
room, around us and over us and pulsating through us were the throbbing,
sensual chords of that greatest of love
music, "Tristan and Isolde." Slowly
its magic stole over me, holding me
motionless and by his silence I knew
drugging my senses
Bill felt it, too
and then gradually, tremendously,
bringing them to life again, until
strange desires and poignant hunger
beat in every fibre of my body.
I had
known this feeling before,
listening. to this music, but never before

and

your complexion, the more attention
at times

chairs

—

60t, plus tax.

Milk of Magnesia Cleansing Cream

—

—

Luxuriously rich, and tissues off so easily removing
accumulations from openings of outer pores as well as
surface dirt and make-up. Your skin feels sparkling-fresh
and clean! 60i, plus tax.

And

still

itself,

somehow,

to

me.

the love lyrics swelled inside

the tiny room until I felt myself growing powerless in their sway and all
thought, all past memories, were swept
aside and there were only a man and
a woman, newly-created, newly-met,
whose desires and hopes flowed from
one to the other.

—

his arm moved around me it
seem surprising, nor did his face,
moving to mine, his lips seeking mine,
disturb the languid spell. It seemed

When

didn't

right.

moved

And my

lips,

involuntarily,

meet his.
But, somehow, at
to

his touch, at the
aliveness, the tenderness and the fire,
of his mouth on mine the music vanished. Tristan was gone and only Bill
Scott remained. It should have shat-

—
—

tered the spell. It should have brought
to my senses
but it only took me
from an unreal to a very real and
present world.
wonderful world. He

me

—

A

——

"

me

held

our

close;

lips

knew, with a shattering

—

loved Bill Scott.
"Don't speak
as if he had felt

clung

—and

I

insight, that I

he urged, tenderly,
lips move beneath
something we don't have

—"this

"

my

his
is
to probe to understand.
know
there, this love that I knew and

We

felt since

that

first

it's

you

day."

But

his speaking had done something
his touch could not. I was beginning to
think again. To remember, and wonder
in panic, how I could have let myself
"Don't, Bill " I protested weakly,
"I'm not in love with you. It's not true."

—

—

"Judy Judy," he murmured. "Don't
say you don't love me. There's room
in your heart for both Valerie and me.
Don't turn against either of us; pushing
me out of your life wouldn't be loyalty
to Val. You aren't robbing her, but
you 'would be robbing us
"She's still in love with you," I
stated, flatly, hoping, praying he would
contradict me.
But he only said, slowly, regretfully,
"Yes, I think she is. Val can't bear to
give up-—she possesses everything she
wants, if she can."

—

WAS

furious. I was so angry I was
shaking even when I got to my feet.
"I suppose you think that's what love is
—something to be discarded when you
get tired of it and picked up again
somewhere else. I suppose you think
Valerie can stop loving you as easily
as you can turn that microphone switch
as easily as you seem to be able to
1

•*

—

—

in and out of love." Shame and
sorrow mingled in my throat and the

fall

"She's my friend. I
did to her broke her
heart cheated her out of her job.
Well, you can't hurt me because I won't
let you. I won't be in love with you
I'll stop it
I'll forget that you kissed
me " the tears were close now and I
stumbled my way to the door.
His words reached me softly. "You
won't forget, Judy, and neither will I."
taste

was

bitter.

—

know what you

—

—

—

But he

me

let

Somehow

I

go.

managed

to get

through

was dazed
and my mind and body seemed to be
held in a vacuum, waiting for the moment when I could be alone.
the rest of the afternoon.

I

Valerie wasn't home when I let myinto our apartment. I read her
note: "Cheese in ice-box. Make sauce
for melted cheese sandw. Be back
soon. V."
self

Brunettes take notice: Famous painter

shows how

your skin with original*
"Flower-fresh" shade of
to beautify

I went to work, but although my
hands moved mechanically from ice box
to double-boiler to sink, I had little idea
of what I was doing. Pain was slowly
coming alive in me. I forgot the flour.
The water boiled up and over. I burned
the toast. And finally I gave up, slump-

ing against the sink, letting the full
crescendo of realization sweep over me.
The shock was so great knowing that
I loved Bill
that for a moment I was
the battleground between raptured discovery and hideous shame.
I loved him! Always before I had
been sparing of my emotions, waiting
for this reality that I knew would come.
It had come. It might never come again.
All I had to do was to stretch out my
hand and take it. Friendship was a
feeble thing against the tremendous
yearning in my heart for this man I
loved. Why should anything stand in
our way?
Why should I consider

—

—

YOU
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Valerie?
Valerie. Could there be any real happiness for me, tinged as my love would
be with guilt and disloyalty? How

could the laughter and the little tender
jokes that had drawn me so to Bill
exist

when

I

would always have

to
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1

and 2
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And
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—

— —

— —

—

"

remember the pain I had given her?
The very fact that so many other people

let her down; that so many others
got what she wanted made it impossible
for me to be the one to deal her this
final blow. Of course she must realize
that he would fall in love with someone else, someday. But not with her
best friend; not behind her back.
Perhaps it was just as well that
Valerie stood in our way although,
at that thought, my heart moved in
anguished protest! But if he could
treat one girl as he had her, there must

had

•Let
Curtains

—

Hang I"

be something hard and pitiless in his
character that could hurt me, too. I
knew love blinded people. And I was
blind now I could only see the tender-

—
—

says Sad Iron
"
it's my iron decision

that curtains are silly!
get me shivery, chilly."
Miss Sunny Monday is counting on Linit
slick, handsome starch that saves many a minute.

Their slow poke-y

But
The

frills

And now

—

"Meet Master

Linit.

insults

—

iron to flatter
a curtain's complexion!

Here's

interest.

I

had been

my own

making.

revelation made me wretched. I
THE
had always prided myself on motives

—

were clear-cut and honest but
what was honest in pretending that my
interest in Bill had been out of sym-

that

how —

"We wash

pipued his

caught in a snare of

He's really perfection

To

ness of his face and feel the gentleness
of his touch it was just as well for me
that I could not let myself go heedlessly into his arms.
I had been such a fool! I admitted it
now and was ashamed. Stripping myself down to real motives, I could see
that I had really enjoyed my feud with
Bill. I had been so sure of myself; I
had looked forward to the verbal
fencing that had gone on between us
over my desk; I had let myself deliberately watch for him and wait eagerly
for him and I had known that my

our curtains

As clean as a breeze
Then Linit will starch them
with elegant ease.

pathy for Valerie when I knew, now,
that it had been mostly selfish? I ran
my hands, hot and feverish, over the
little nerves in the back of my neck
that were aching in torment. How
could I face Bill and Valerie?

—

The door flew open.
"Judy! you've burned the toast
again! This room is full of smoke and

—

your eyes look as though they'd been
crying!" In a dazed way I noted not
for the first time the irritability that
was becoming normal to her; the
sharpened, pinched expression in her
face. And I wondered, sickeningly, if
frustration would do that to me. I
wondered, too, fleetingly, if she could

—

—

guilty secret in my face.
full of news to suspect anything. "Let's get out of this
kitchen! I can't eat anyway I'm too
excited! Judy Mr. Davis is sick oh,
not seriously but he has to stay home
and rest and he can't come to the office.
Judy, this is my chance! They'll have
to let me take over. No one else knows
the work as well as I do. And I'll show

my

read

But she was too

Quick mix

—

"He

blends half cupfuls
of water and Linit

Then adds

boiling water
It's done in a minute!"

Clicks!

Well, do look at Sad Iron,

gay and

alive-y!

With Linit his work
happy and jive-y!

is

so

—

—
—

—

Maybe Mr. Davis won't come
back maybe I'll be Program Director!"
For a moment her heartlessness revolted me. But then I softened, remembering how much, how desperately
much she wanted that job and how hard
she had worked. I was sure she didn't
mean what she had said. She wanted
Mr. Davis to come back but by that
time she would be able to prove that
them.

—

—

she could hold a bigger job.
"I

know how you

—

will be
She finished for

umph!

you have a Sad Iron
balky at chores
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Get Linit tomorrow
at all grocery stores

Corn Products Sales Company

want

me

"

—

Valerie.

I'll

be a

to see Bill's face

It

tri-

when

he hears! Maybe then he won't ignore
me maybe he'll see he made a mistake
treating me as if I were just anybody!"
She was already savoring the moment,
flaunting her victory in his face. But
some little bit of stubborn wisdom
or was it wishful thinking because I
loved him and didn't want him hurt?
made me wonder if he would be as impressed as she hoped.

—

If

I

feel,

—

"

—
.

would have been better

for both
hadn't taken so much for
granted. Certainly Valerie could have
better withstood the shock.
Because Bill got the job.
He was there, in Mr. Davis' office, the
next morning. He had walked in and
taken over as coolly as if there was
never any question but that the place
was rightfully his. And, even in the
tumult of my own emotions, I could
judge the unfairness. He had been
away; he had lost touch with the work
of that department; he could not hope
to know as much about the immediate
It

of us

if

we

problems as Valerie. I had no doubt
that he had asked for the job and it
had been given to him out of appreciation for his former record. But it

was unfair!
Valerie's face was white when I saw
her at lunch. "I don't care now! It's
done one good thing, anyway. I'm
through loving him I hate him!"
Maybe that was the answer. Maybe,
after a while, a love like Valerie's

—

—

and like mine founded on insecurity
and fear and surrounded by dishonesty
could be cleansed in the bright fires
Certainly I was angry
of hatred.
enough at Bill. I could forgive him
almost anything but not this kind of
underhanded meanness!

—

—

hadn't finished talking. "I think
SHEknow
Judy. He's
what's behind
I

it,

me — and when

he
found I wouldn't have anything to do
with him when he came back he
still

in

love with

it.
He has to show me
has the power to hurt me."
I was startled. I had heard her give
outrageous motives before for other
people's
conduct but this I knew
wasn't true. Could that mean did it
mean—that Valerie was often wrong
that she saw subterfuge and deceit
where it never existed ? I erased the
thought hastily. She was talking wildly
now only because she was hurt.
I met Bill in the elevator. But this
time there was nothing in his smile
that tugged at my heart; this time the
elevator was just that a thing made
of steel and wood
and not an Old Man
whose contrariness could make a
warmth between us. I faced Bill with
anger and contempt in my heart. The

couldn't stand

he

still

—

—

says:

—

—

"My Pond's Dreamflower 'RacheT

more for

my skin

than any other

— because
only a heavenly looking shade — but
'Rachel' I've ever tried

it's

not
is

goes on so thrillingly sheer!"

—

for him was a sick and
told him what I thought
of his taking the job away from Valerie.
"It's mean. The kind of petty, cruel

love

does

New

Suffusing Ing redient

I still felt

shabby thing.

I

gives Ponds Dreamflower Fbwder

meanness a boy does when he de-

color smoothness

liberately hurts a helpless kitten. It's
spiteful and malicious, and I can't forgive you." I turned my head away but

not before I had caught the surprise
and then the resigned grimness in his
face.
"I

Now — a new

suffusing ingredient makes Pond's Dreamflower Powder
go on extra "sheer-gauge" This new ingredient spreads the tiny
particles of soft color more smoothly, more clingingly
i^b.^——
over your skin. Gives Pond's more luxurious,
"sheer-gauge" evenness on your face!
!

was asked

think you

to take over, Judy.

know what

KLMO

means

I

to

I grew up with it.
If I thought
someone else could do the work as well
or better than I, do you think it
would make any difference to me
whether it were a man or a woman,
Val or anyone else?"
I took his glance squarely on me.
"Just say one thing. Just say that you

me.

—

—

don't believe she knows the work as
well as you do and I'll believe you."
"She knows the work yes " reluctantly "she's qualified
"That's all I want to know. It's my
misfortune that I fell a little in love
with you, Bill, but now that I know
the kind of a man you are, I know what
kind of a love it is, too. I'm ashamed
that I let you kiss me. I'm ashamed that
I wasted a single thought on you."
His face darkened and his hand
caught me roughly by the shoulder.

—

—

—
—
—
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—

—

do you know what you're sayWhat kind of a twisted loyalty do
you have that can make you deny our
love? Do you think I'm going to let
you smear the memory of that kiss?"

"Judy

ing?

HowjJ^ose Queens of Beauty

was about to wrench my shoulder
away when his hand dropped heavily
I

with a finality that penetrated even through my anger. "All
right.
It's forgotten.
I never kissed
you. I never held you I never built
a dream around you. I'll write it off
to his side,

—

if that's what you want." The door slid
back and he walked away.
It hit me like a blow.
My anger

Wash TAe/r Hair

drained out of me in a second, leaving
me only with a terrible vision of Bill
going out of my life forever. I had an
insane impulse to run after him to
stop

—

him

—to

him
had meant
tell

—

I

hadn't meant

But I
it.
At least that
cold part of my mind, that "twisted
loyalty" he had named, had meant it.
It was better this way, I told myself.
But I was telling it to a heart that had
suddenly come into its own, that was
demanding its right to love. It's all
over, I said to myself, stupidly, and
my heart rebelled.
For the first time I found myself not
looking at Valerie as a friend but as
a person. For the first time I listened
to what she said and wondered.
it

!

—

—

—

I'M THE

original hard-luck girl, all
Self-pity made her voice
work hard and get nowhere.
I'm pretty and men like me but they

'

right."
sharp. "I

—

never ask me to marry them. Something always happens. Someone always
snatches success and happiness away
from me."
I had heard this refrain so often. But
now I asked myself: Why? Was there
something in Valerie that invited, that
courted disaster?

She had adjusted herself to working
for Bill with a sullenness that never
lifted. As usual she told me all the
details that went on in the office. I

knew they were working with Government officials to start Bill's new program that Sunday. It was the program
he had mentioned to me: the drama-

You, Too, Can Give Your Hair This
'10-Minute Glamour-Bath' Right At Home!
Just leave it to these 'million dollar' Powers Models to find a way to
hair look even more ravishingly beautiful. These smart Powers girls
hair with Kreml Shampoo.

make

their

wash

their

Kreml Shampoo not only thoroughly washes

hair and scalp 'spick-and-span'
brings out the hair's natural sparkling highlights and lustrous sheen
—it leaves hair so much softer, silkier and easier to set in a stunning hair-do.

clean— but

it

So buy a bottle of Kreml Shampoo today at any drug counter and 'glamourPowers Models do! Just see if you too, don't agree
there's no finer shampoo than Kreml Shampoo.
bathe' your hair like beautiful

tization of war stories that
rectly concern our farming

would

Even Valerie was

interested,

a little

diaudience.

because so much depended upon her
for the thousand and one items that
were necessary for so important a program.
I learned to wait with eagerness and
dread for the mention of his name. I
found myself hanging on her words. It
was the only contact I had with him,
and, for the

moment,

as I listened,

Fed on nothing,
like
that.
starved for even a word or a look, my
love was growing, maturing, deepening
every day. I didn't fight against it. I
let it come. I welcomed the pain because I knew that I was changing, too.
I was no longer the thoughtless, stubborn girl I had been. As Bill had once
told me to do, I was "dusting off" my
loyalties and examining them in the
light of my deeper emotions.
It was inevitable that I should notice
new lines in Valerie's face and a
shrewdness in her eyes I had never
seen before, and sense the suspicion
I
had
that clouded her judgment.
always known she was humorless now
I saw that a joke at her expense enraged her. It was inevitable but caution made me wonder if I were not
seeing these things just because I
wanted to. Had she changed or had
suffer

Advises Beautifying Kreml Shampoo
For Children's Hair

John Robert Powers, a foremost authority of feminine beauty, advises even his child Powers Models
to use only Kreml Shampoo. This remarkably
beautifying shampoo positively contains no harsh
chemicals— it never leaves any excess dull soapy
film. Instead, its beneficial oil

base helps keep hair

from becoming dry or brittle. This makes
cially fine for shampooing children's hair.
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I

almost feel close to him. He
never spoke to me; at work he walked
by my desk as if I weren't there.
I hadn't thought it was possible to
could

—
—

—

Was

I?

reading things into her voice
just be'wanted the excuse of breaking
I

and face that weren't there
cause I
our friendship?
I

wanted

to

be

fair.

I

—

wanted

to

know

sake but for
—not only for her was
There
tension
mine and
growing in me— struggled between
cruel treatknew —
the things
ment of Valerie—his indifference to her
feelings — his jilting her — the deliberate way he had kept her from promoin love with
tion —his willingness to
her best friend— and the things
quiet,
the truth

Bill's.

I

Bill's

I

fall

I felt:

and tenderness; his
unmalicious good humor; his strength.
It was Saturday, the day before his
program made its debut on the air,
that he called me on the inter-office
his gentleness

phone.
"Miss Palmer?

Will you come into
moment, please?" The
sound of his voice was a shock not
only because it was the first time since
our quarrel that he had spoken directly

my

to
it

office for a

—

me, but also because of the fury in

—tight,

repressed fury!

Quaking

inside,

I

opened his

office

door.

He had been standing, his back to
me, facing Valerie, and, as the door
closed he swung around.
you know
DID
manded, his

of this, Judy?" he deeyes hot with anger.
"Did you know of Valerie's plans to
leave me in the lurch the day before
the program goes on the air?"
I stared at her in shocked amazement. She answered for me.
"No, I haven't told her. The only
reason I mentioned her name to you
was because she knows about everything that goes on in this office and she
can take over my job, easily."
That wasn't true. I knew only what
she had told me and I had little
stenographic training. But why should
I be expected to know anything? What
did Bill mean by saying she was leav-

—

Leaving KLMO?
Something in my face must have

ing?

temper.

—

but it only increased his
"Okay, Judy, so you don't

satisfied Bill

Louise Morion

know. So I'll tell you. Tomorrow my
program the War Department's pro-

—
goes
—
we've done

gram
just

on

the

air.

— typical
—

American

receptionist at N. B. C. in
Chicago.
She's 24 married to
Captain Joseph Morton, now in
girl is a

Italy.

Everything

week has been
Today we were

so far this

a preliminary.

supposed to whip the whole thing into
shape; polish up the last-minute, important details. And now Val tells me
she has a new job, a better job, starting
Monday in Salem, at KBFB. That's all
right I'm glad she got it but Sam
Benson over there is a friend of mine.
He'd be glad to give her an extra day
here, if she needs it to pack. I can call

—

—

LOUISE

-$vcdt OAvyy cxaaJL courv

him—"
"Don't you touch that phone, Bill
Scott!" Valerie was panting now in fear
and rage. "I know what you'd tell him

—you'd ruin my chances you could!"
"But, Valerie —you can't leave tothe
managed to say. "This
day!"

MORTON
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make-up
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gives

any

expert
is

girl

— you

don't need a

the easy to use.
a satiny complexion,

the kind the boys remember. It's the featherweight cake cosmetic with

is

I

most important show KLMO has ever
done and sponsored by the War Department! I'll help you pack it's only
two hours by train to Salem you can
get there by noon tomorrow, even if
you work all day today."
She turned on me in a passion.
"You're like everyone else! You're always trying to pull me back keep me
from getting anywhere. You know how
much I hate it here. And yet you want
me to stay! Well, I won't! I've been
humiliated long enough!" I was aghast,
unbelieving but she went on, almost
screaming this time at Bill, "I won't
stay here another day. How do you
Continued on page 73
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—
—
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Continued from page 71
having everyone know that
you wouldn't marry me—that you took
the job I should have had?"
Bill ran his fingers in weary exasperation through his hair. When he spoke
it was like a man goaded.
"No one
would have known, Val if you hadn't
insisted on holding me to an engagethink

I feel

HOV^

—

ment

I didn't

make

—

you then
even have fallen
I told

in the first place.
liked you I might
in love with you if
find out for myself.,

—

I

you'd only let me
But you waited until
a trip

—and

when

I

I

went away on

got back I found

we were engaged, publicly. I let it go
on because I knew I was going into
the Army, anyway, and that would give
you a chance to ease me out of the picture. But you wouldn't have it that
way you forced things so I had to tell
you then I didn't love you and wouldn't
marry you."
I
was stunned. And, looking at
Valerie, I knew she had heard this before that it was the truth but, even
now, she was denying it with her eyes,

—

—

—

s^v°
Be flower-fresh! Take your

bath. Then
sprinkle every inch of your skin with
lovely Cashmere Bouquet Talc. Now
you're one sweet spring song! Exquisitely
dainty. Fresh as a beautiful flower.
<

Be a smoothie! Give those chafable places,
little trouble spots, some extra
Cashmere Bouquet Talc. Sprinkle it on
before you dress. All day long benefit from

those

its

silky-smooth sheath of protection.

refusing to accept his words, translating
what he said into some devious, warped
explanation of her own.

IT WAS

the same with this job," he
They seemed oblivious of
me. "I suggested your name and it was
•*

went

on.

Such an

—

inexpensive
luxury

turned down. I told you to go easy,
but you announced to the whole station
that I had the job cinched for you,
before I left for the Army. But Personnel said you were too unstable you
couldn't be trusted to handle people or
programs, you told your friends confidential material that went on in this
office, just as you've been telling Judy
things she shouldn't have known."
In the midst of my dazed and horri-

sizes

—

c^£>ET

fied shock, I had a moment of dismay
over that. But how could I have

known

—

my name had made him remember me and now Bill turned toward
Saying

me, his face reddening, his eyes showing his embarrassment. "I'm sorry you
heard that, Judy. It wasn't exactly
chivalrous I had no intention of telling
you even when
"Even when what?" Valerie's voice
cut through sharply, and her eyes went
from one to the other of us in suspicion.
Then she whirled, grabbed her purse
off the desk, and started out the door.
"Don't try to stop me!
I'm going
and I hope I never see either
of you again!" The door slammed behind her.
I took one unsteady step toward Bill.
"That was the truth, wasn't it, Bill?"
I found there was a hard lump in my

—

—

—

—

throat that made my voice shaky.
"Yes." His eyes were moody and his
face withdrawn. "I feel sorry for Val
everyone feels sorry for her. But I
had to keep her out of my life. She has
to possess everything, own everything,
she can't wait for love or success to
come to her she has to grab it and call
it her own before it really belongs to
her. Val will always outsmart herself
and then blame others for it. I know
her new job and her new boss, Sam
Benson. He'll see through her in a

Be a fastidious lady! Use Cashmere Bouquet Talc generously and often. It keeps
your skin cool and comfortable . and
sets your daintiness on high with its
.
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week."
He brushed his hand across his forehead as if to wipe away the unpleasantness of her memory. Then he turned
to me.
"Will you get someone to take the
I'll
need your help
we'll struggle along somehow."
It wasn't ungracious. He knew my
limitations as a secretary.
I hurried

men love
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out looking for Janie, and found her
helping out in the Sales Department.
She could type out her contracts just
as well at my desk and I was free to
go back to Bill.
But I hesitated, going back. I was
filled with an overpowering sense of
shame. That, and disgust at my own
lack of confidence, made my steps lag.
I had known, instinctively, from the
first moment I had seen Bill that he

—

was

fine

—that

and good

he was in-

capable of the kind of cruelty of which
Valerie had accused him. But I had let
myself become confused and blinded by
a loyalty that had started 'way back in
school and had become a part of me,
like a cancerous growth I hadn't the
courage to cut out.
Most of the pity I had felt for Valerie
was only because it had made me feel
better, because it fostered my self-esteem. And now that I saw the fear
and poisonous suspicion that governed
everything she did, that saw evil in
everyone else now I could understand

—

how

Valerie, with all her beauty
brains, would always fail.
But I couldn't blame her for my
failure. I had done that myself. I

and

own
had

taken the wonderful thing Bill had
offered me and thrown it away. And,
when I remembered the finality with
which he had "written off" his love, I

knew
This

little

lady's brilliant smile

is

Bonds like hot cakes. Smart girl— to know
"Pebeco doesn't wash right away when
"Stays with your brush and polishes!"

selling

that super-fine Pebeco cleans teeth better.

you

start to clean

your teeth," she

says.

that I couldn't hope to win him
back. The time for apology and explanation had gone by. I had had no
faith and faith after the fact was cold
comfort indeed.
Bill called me in for dictation. I sat
across the desk from him, my head bent
over my notebook, while he spoke
slowly giving my unpracticed fingers
time to catch up. Now and then I stole
a glance at him at his stern, remote
profile
and felt, with a sickening
dread, that we were farther apart than

—

—

—

—

ever.

He went on, dictating slowly but
steadily memos to announcers, additions and corrections on the script
memos to the sound engineer. And,
finally
"Memo to the supply clerk:
Please arrange to have one dozen roses
delivered to the program director's
office as soon as possible, in order
I forgot, in my surprise, the constraint between us. "But Bill roses?

—
—

—

What does

Roses

—

make you—"

Pebeco Tooth Powder's

Brighten up your smile with Pebeco

special combination of polishing agents.

Powder. See how beautifully your teeth
how grand and fresh your
can sparkle
mouth can feel. Pebeco tastes so minty—

interrupted me briefly, not a hint
of a smile to spoil his completely
business-like manner. "I said roses and

For a super-fine smile, get superPebeco Powder and use it regularly!

am a most methodical
planner. I propose to have roses delivered here, because I remember exactly how you reacted the last time
you and I got involved over a vase of

it?

Micro-fine, non-abrasive— Pebeco particles
cling to your teeth— hold onto your tooth-

brush while you polish. Why wouldn't
your teeth be super-clean and shining?
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fine
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meant
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My
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I

You were kind and sweet
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world melted away.
"You don't need roses you don't
need anything," I managed after a
little.
"Bill I'm so ashamed!"
"Don't, honey don't. Just go back
to that first day, and the first roses, and
the first time our eyes met. We'll simply
wipe out all that's gone between. I was
sure then, and you were too."
And I'm sure now, I thought, as I
turned my lips up to him for answer.
I'm sure now, and for all the rest of
my life. Sure of happiness, sure of Bill
and sure of myself!

—

—
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pencil flew in one direction, my
notebook in another, as I got to my feet.
And Bill, too, stood up, so that we met
half way around the desk met with
our arms eagerly outstretched, so that
we might not waste another precious
moment. And then he kissed me, and
all the troubles and fears in the whole

\ FOR YOUR MOA/£yt
I

roses.

Judy, that

—

—

.

Your Hand

Mine

in

Continued from page 26
changes, chaos. Germany invaded Poland, then France. Jeff's mother was
killed in an air raid. Jeff's homecoming
was postponed, and postponed again.
And at last he wrote that he was fighting for France. "Don't wait for me,
Pat. I don't know when I'll be home
^-never, perhaps. This is too big, too
important, to remember the little things,
like love ... I can't feel love anymore.
I don't know what it is. I only know

what hate is."
Very soon after I received that letter,
my mother died suddenly. Overnight,
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located

in

&OT

found myself quite alone. Desolate at
double loss. I turned to Tom Tom,
who had always been there in the background, who had always loved me.
I wasn't in love with Tom then, of
course, but he became very dear to
me in those days of loss and heartache.
I grew to depend on him, to want him
near me, to be lonelier than ever when
he wasn't around.
I

—

my

Slowly, slowly the hurt healed over.
scar was still there, and might easily be reopened
but I didn't know
that.
I only knew that in Tom there

The

—

was comfort and peace and security,
and I wanted those things. In 1939, I
married Tom, and I told myself that
my love for Jeff was forgotten.
But Tom didn't forget it, nor could
he forget those two futile years I had
spent waiting for Jeff to come back.
Even so, I thought at first that our
marriage was going to work out. My

Tom wasn't the completely
romantic, in-the-clouds one I had had
for Jeff, but it was solid and enduring,
based on friendship and respect and
gratitude, on years of shared joys and

feeling for

hurts. I thought that that was foundation enough but it wasn't.

—

wasn't, because Tom couldn't forand neither could I. Jeff, substantial as if he were really there, stood
between us. And Tom began to change.
He started drinking not heavily at

IT

—

* get

—

but gradually more and more.
With that came the long, sullen periods
of brooding, in which his alcoholclouded mind made mountains of domestic molehills, darkened threateningly the shadow which Jeff threw
across our marriage.
When we entered the war, Tom tried
unsuccessfully to enter every branch
of the service, but his heart condition
brought him an uncompromising no on
all sides. That didn't help matters, of
course.
In despair I withdrew from
the unpleasantness of reality into a
dream-world of my own, a world shared
with Jeff, and peopled with lovely
memories, without ugliness.
It was
cowardly, but it was the only escape
first,
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all
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this

knew.
That was the situation when Jeff's
letter had exploded the armed truce
I

!

of our household.

In a month the second letter came.
If
peace had been disturbed before, the whole fabric of
life was
shaken by this second letter. Jeff was

my

my

coming back

home.
—coming really

Coming home
confidential

coming on
government business, the
but he'd spend a few days
.

.

.

letter said,
in Brinkton selling his family house,
getting affairs settled. And of course,
That could
I want to see you, Pat
mean so much, or so little but I had
.

.

STATE

—

.

know what it meant. Was there
friendship in his heart for me, or the
old love, slumbering now perhaps, but

to
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I was tired of my own dull, drab-look,
ing, "winter" hair. And pretty discouraged, too. Until that wonderful day
when I heard about Nestle Colorinse

beauty shop

girl.

I least

came home
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I

ready to be re-awakened? There would
be scenes with Tom, and bitterness
brought into the open, but it would be
worth it, I knew suddenly. And I knew,
too, in the back of my mind, in the
bottom of my heart what the outcome
would be, if I had my way. It would
mean an end to the bickering, an end
to the feeling of guilt I had about Tom
guilt which only fed my anger. It
would mean peace, and love with Jeff.
And then, at last, the storm did break

-/ereaa

d

"

—

expected.

than usual
one evening. Tom was
waiting for me at the

a

little later

front door, in fact.
"We've got company for dinner," he
said, and I realized that he was watching me closely. I knew, with a strange
weakness breaking over me, so that I
was afraid for a moment that I could
not stand, who the company was. I managed to look directly into his eyes.
"Yes, Jeff. He got in town today, and
dropped into the office. So I told him
you'd never forgive him if he didn't
come to dinner. Well, aren't you pleased?
I thought you would be."
"You thought nothing of the sort,"
I told him evenly. "You were afraid I'd
see him when you weren't around. I
told you, Tom, that you'd have to trust

me —

His quick gesture silenced me. "He's
in the livingroom. Do you want him
to hear us fighting? Maybe he should,
at that. If he knows we don't get along,

—

"Colorinse, gives your hair the richer,
warmer color it needs," she said. "Why
don't you try it?" I couldn't resist her
suggestion and bow thrilled I was! For
Colorinse gave my hair richer color—
a soft satiny sheen and beautiful sparklirig highlights.
discovery, too—

And

made another

I

he won't have any qualms
I turned sharply away from him, and
crossed the hall to the door of the livingroom.

ITE

looked just as he always had. Just
same as ever thinner, and
tired, and a little older, but the same
Jeff. How do I look to him? I thought.
I, too, the same? You once said my
eyes were a pool of stars could you

—

*-* the

Am

—

lose yourself in them?
"Hello, Jeff it's good to

still

~">X

see you."
I managed an even, friendly tone.
Behind me, Tom said, "It's just like
old times, isn't it?" and I knew that

My
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never

left

me.

throat tightened convulsively as
Jeff got to his feet and came to me,
hands outstretched.
For the space of a heartbeat, as I
lifted my eyes to meet his, there had
never been a Tom anywhere in the
world. Only Jeff. He smiled at me,
the old, heartwarming smile, but with
an underlying something that hadn't
been there when he left me.
"How about dinner, Pat? Jeff's
hungry, and so am I." Tom was trying
to make his voice light, but he failed
miserably, and suddenly I was dreadfully sorry for him.
I said little during dinner
just sat
and listened as the two men seemed to
pick up the threads of their old friendship. Seemed to, for it was only a surface thing, covering, I knew, a bitter
unrest on Tom's part, and, I was sure,
a troubled questioning on Jeff's.
After dinner my uneasiness deepened. Tom's first drink was followed
by another, and another. At last I
couldn't hold back my, "Not any more,

—

please,

Tom!"

Immediately

Any woman who

chooses
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at

tampon

—

his eyes

•

I

became

conscious of Jeff's attention, of the
puzzled look in his eyes. To lighten
the mounting tension I went to the
piano and began to play the first thing
to which the book of old songs fell
open. Once started, I knew I had done
the wrong thing, but it was too late.
This was a song we three had often
sung together, years ago.

to
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garden sweet, a garden small,
roses creep along the

Where rambler

I

wall;

W0RK1ES COMPLETELY

Where dainty phlox and columbine
Are nodding

to the

trumpet-vine

We

sang on through the well-relines, each word seeming to
carry a poignant memory, a strange
new heartbreak. I looked up at Jeff
as we sang the last measures:

membered

We

alone, from all the world apart,
love is blooming full within my
heart.

sit

And

—

I turned from the piano more moved
than I wanted either of them to see,
than I wanted to acknowledge to myself.
I felt the color surging in my
cheeks, and then, as my eyes found
Tom, standing at the cabinet in the corner, pouring himself another drink, a
wave of shame swept over me.
I felt lost.
But I managed a laugh
as I walked across the room to him.
There was no merriment in the sound
just the sharpness of hysteria.
Jeff spoke slowly, his face expressionless.
"I'd better be getting along,
Pat. It's getting late. I'll see you both
soon again."

—

Tom

I watched him go,
following him
to the door, saying perfunctory goodnights, and I was conscious of an odd
sinking of the heart, more poignant

than any feeling I had ever had before
about those two.
I was standing to
face Tom when he came back.

"Why

did you have to let

him know?"

jtTE picked up his glass in one hand,
*-* the decanter in the other, and stood
with his legs braced wide apart, looking at me, a hard light in his eyes.
"Let him know what? It wasn't I,
you know. You're the one who gave
herself away.
You should have seen

your

face, Pat."

"You're drunk, Tom.

But you didn't
to let Jeff see it."
"Pat " He started toward me, and
I sank back into
chair, shrinking
have

—

my

against it.
"I'm sorry,

Tom

Pat,"

said

gently.

"But I have some pride, too. You seem
to have forgotten that.
If you'd try,
Pat if you cared at all " He stopped
and looked at me for a moment, and
then + urned and went upstairs.
Things were worse, after that. The
trouble had been brought out into the
open.
Tom drank almost constantly.
His work suffered there were days
when he didn't go near the office. He
would certainly have lost his job, had
not the typewriter supply house for
which he worked needed him so badly.
When he was sober he was their best
salesman; besides, he was popular with
the other men, and they covered up for
him as much as they could.

111S

—

—

—

I

scious,

came

in

• You'll never worry about

and found him uncon-

staying sweet and dainty

breathing erratically, his face

an ugly color. Talking to him was useless
he simply wouldn't listen. Dr.
Graves urged a sanatorium, but Tom

Still,

I

knew

worries completely.
stays

50^

that he'd

asked him, and at last, in
despair, I phoned him.
When I explained that I needed urgently to see
him, he said he'd pick me up at the
office and walk home with me.
if

you

that stops perspiration

only laughed.
I hadn't seen Jeff since the night he'd
had dinner with us. Between us there
was still this feeling of "unfinished
business," this lack of definition of our
help

if

use FF^ESH, the cream deodorant

—

relationship.

•

MIS COMPLETELY

Then the thing I had feared most,
before this greater complication came,
happened. Tom actually became ill.
Twice
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Actually, when he met me, we turned
away from home and into the park.

Your daughter

On

the far side of the

we

little lake,

found a secluded bench and sat down.
And I tried to tell Jeff something of
what was happening to us Tom's con-

—

my own

dition,

hopelessness.

no use," I concluded. "I simply
can't go on living like this. I've done
everything I can think of
Jeff turned on the bench so that he
was facing me. "What do you want to
do, Pat what's in your mind?"
There was something in his eyes that
I didn't want to face.
I found myself
"It's

—

—

but hates to ask,

looking down at my fingers, aimlessly
twisting my wedding ring, as I answered him. "I'm going to leave Tom."
Jeff was silent for a long time. At

he said, "I see what you mean
he has changed. But Pat what's the
matter?
What's really the matter?
Tom didn't used to drink. He isn't
last

—

He

well.

adrntt

Ttiede

£ktimzfc£wstca£/ac&

Tom—he

And

looks terrible.

I

know

wouldn't have let himself get
into this condition, he wouldn't have
been a drinking man at all, if he didn't
have a reason. If he were all right,
he'd be fighting this every inch of the
way. What happened, Pat?"
I could look steadily at him, then.
This was the moment. "Don't you know
Jeff? You happened."
"But that was so long ago," he said,
almost impatiently. "It can't be that."

"He knows that
ways known."
"But Pat, you

I

you

love

—he's

al-

—

can't I mean, you
married him. That should have convinced him you made a free choice.
You and I were engaged once, but he

—

must know that that's over, long
"Do you do you mean that you
care about me any longer, Jeff?"

—

ago."
don't

tTE smiled suddenly. "Care about you?
•" I'll always care about you, Pat.
You were my first girl, and the way
things went, you were the only one I
ever had a chance to call my girl. But
that's a long time gone you're married now, and
"Yes, I'm married now." I put my
hand out, rested it lightly on his arm.
"But it's not a real marriage, Jeff.
Tom couldn't really love me, or he

—

—

It's your sacred duty to instruct your
daughter how important douching
often is to womanly charm, health and
happiness. It may spare her years of
unhappiness in her married life ahead.
But first make sure your own information is just as modern, up-to-date as
it can be! And it will be if you tell
her how important Zonite is for the
douche how no other type of liquid
antiseptic-germicide of all those tested
is so powerful yet so safe to delicate tissues.

—

ing.

Smart Young Brides No Longer

Certainly no well informed mother would
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do not and can not offer the great
germicidal and deodorant action of modern
Zonite.

Yet despite
is
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great strength
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FREE

as I said

it,

Whatever

I

knew

wasn't the

it

had happened to
us, Tom still loved me, just as he had
always loved me. It was a fact, like
else

the sun's shining or the rain's falling.
Somewhere inside me there was a dark
little voice which began to repeat a
monotonous dirge: liar
cheat
"Jeff oh, Jeff, take me away with
you," I pleaded.
"It isn't wrong
it
.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

be wrong, with us. We've always
loved each other and I'm so unhappy,
can't

—

Jeff!"

He covered my hands with his. "Pat
please don't.
You mustn't.

—don't,

—

You'll only wish
I

was suddenly

you hadn't
"You mean you

cold.

don't—"
Jeff shook his head and smiled

at
"It's
sad, wistful little smile.
so hard to put into words, Pat. That's
letters.
why I didn't try, in
life is so far removed from this, now
life isn't really
own any
why,
more. You'd have to actually be there
Personal happito understand, Pat.
ness, and all the other things that go
up to make life as it is here, don't seem
to matter. You forget all about them,

state-

my

my

you're watching a great country

die inch

Address-

My

my

when

Name—
City

Even

me—a

hygiene ever discovered!

FREE!

Zom'te
NEWER

wouldn't do this to me."
truth.

tissues.

—

Use Weak Or Harmful Preparations

It positively contains

phenol or mercurial ingredients. No carbolic acid, no bichloride of mercury. You
can use Zonite as directed as often as
you wish without risk of injuring delicate

by

—inch."

"But Jeff " Instinctively, I freed
my hands from his. "Jeff, France is
You've done your work.
free again.

73
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You're free to live now."
"No, Pat." He shook his head slowly,
and his eyes were seeing something far
away. "I'm not free. No one of us who
has been a part of the struggle will
ever be free again, really. France will
be years recovering. I want to be a

—

part of that I've got to be!"
"Yes, I see, Jeff," I told him gently,
"but is there any reason why I can't go
with you? I can help. I've no real
place here, and I want to be with you,
to make up for all the time we've lost."
Where is your pride? that voice inside me was asking.
Where is that
pride you boast about?
Liar
.

.

cheat.

.

.

—
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because

.

it

makes

my

skin look so

much smoother and

clearer!"

.

he shook his head.
"I
can't, Pat.
You'd be in the way I'm
sorry to be brutal. You don't belong
to all that
you belong to a quiet, sweet
way of secure life, back here. But I
do want to help you I've got the right
to do that, I think. If you feel that you
must leave Tom, you'll need help,
and
"You mean money, Jeff?" There was
my pride, at last. I sat up proudly,
biting back the pain, willing my lips
not to shake and betray me. "No, Jeff,
I won't need that kind of help, thank
you."
I tried to smile.
"I must be
getting home now, Jeff. It's late, and
Troubled,

—

—

—

—

Tom

:

will worry."

He reached over and drew me

gently
against him, lifting my face to his kiss.
I
sat perfectly still, like something
carved out of wood, my lips as cold as
ice
and my heart cold, like that, too.
Then, when he released me, I stood up,
managed a "goodbye" and a "please
don't come with me" and walked swiftly across the park, toward home.

—

¥T

WAS

I got there. Tom
the livingroom. There was
nothing reassuring about his angry,
averted face, nor the half-empty glass
on the table beside him.
"Have you had dinner?" I asked.
"No but I don't want any."
Normally, I would have protested
that he should eat, but tonight I
couldn't quite manage that.
"I've a
headache, Tom I'm going upstairs."
And I escaped, knowing wearily as I
went that I shouldn't leave him alone.
But it didn't seem to matter; nothing
did. I got my clothes off and got into
bed, trying to make my mind a blank,
to think of nothing. That dream-world
to which I used to retire to escape from
reality that dream-world in which
Jeff lived was gone.

was

•*-

dark when

in

—

—

i

1

—

It
j

;

—

must have been about an hour
that I heard Tom's heavy, uncer-

later
tain steps on the stairs. I closed
eyes, hoping he would think I was
asleep.
He turned on the light as he

my

entered the room, and I lay still.
He stood there for a while without
speaking.
Then, suddenly, "Get up," he ordered
harshly. "I want to talk to you."
I opened my eyes.
"Can't it wait,

Tom?

'My favorite beauty

How

to hiave

My

heart sank. This was a side of
Tom which, for all of his drinking, I'd
never had to cope with before.
It
would be better to humor him, I was
sure, and so I got up, pulling a robe
over my flimsy summer nightgown.

"What is it, Tom?"
"Where have you been? No
the answer to that.

"Happened?
Tom."

—I know
What happened?"

Nothing

happened,

"Don't lie to me. What happened?"
looked at him for a moment, and

— the 1-Minute Mask".

.

.

nancy Leeds
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the accumulated bitterness welled out
of my heart and became words that I
delivered like blows across the space
between us. "All right, I'll tell you
what happened. I told Jeff that I loved
him, and asked him to take me away.
Anything is better than going on like
this. He refused, but that doesn't
matter.
Im going anyway. I'm going
as
soon as I can pack my things and get

And now—

out.

"Just a minute. I've got something
to say, myself. You can go—you
can

go any time you

You're a failure
a failure as a woman!
No wonder Jeff didn't want you."
His voice had risen uncontrollably
His accusations, a shrill torrent of
abuse, cascaded around me.
anger
like.

wife—you're

as a

My

changed abruptly to dismay as I realized the danger to him, as I realized
that he actually didn't know what he
was doing or saying. For the moment,
my own problem melted away
I
a u ht his arm
"Come on, Tom—
1 ? . ?,
we'll
talk tomorrow."
He shook me off. 'You're
longer
my wife—you don't have to no
bother to
be my nurse any more, either."
His
face grew suddenly white, and
he
lurched backward. I caught at him
-

.
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But he jerked free, and he lifted
and struck me a stinging blow

his hand,

my

face.

back across the bed, all the
passionate frenzy left him. He stood
very still, seeming to grow smaller under my eyes, looking drained and
empty. He passed a hand once across
I fell

his eyes, as if

he had just awakened,
half-dazed from a bad dream.
And
then he turned and stumbled from the
room.

¥ CREPT
,

mS

into bed and lay there, starwide-eyed into emptiness. And

at the core of that emptiness, reality
grinned derisively at me. That—that
broken thing which had just made its
way out of the room was Tom. That
was what had happened to him, what
he had become. Little sharp stabs of
memory tore the veil of forgetfulness

—

? TENSE
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from things long lost—Tom's gentleness when Mother had died, his patience and understanding while he
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BRUSH AWAY

me

whisper,

repeating
and repeating,
I done, what have I done?"
I don't know how long I had been saying it, but suddenly I knew what I had
done.
I had destroyed a man. I had made

'What have

himself.
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bitter thing, useless to

had put out

all the life, the
of him, as carelessly, as
thoughtlessly as I might have blown
out a match. I had destroyed the man I

loved.
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goodness
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—

of Jeff's leaving

brought me on our anniversary, the
way he had of lifting one eyebrow
when he was amused. And now, the
blank misery of his face as he left me
the despair. That was Tom—that was
Tom, who was a part of my life.
I heard my voice, a hoarse, terrified

him an empty,

HAIR

wound

to heal, his tenderness during the
early days of our marriage. All the
little
things—the violets he always

over the watery blisters, the painful
cracks, the sore, raw skin. Do this for 10
nights and shout with joy for comforting
relief. 25c and 60c. All druggists. Ask for

SAYMAN SALVE

The man I loved
had come easily, as

...

the phrase
were a thing
spoken, a thought accustomed in my mind. And it was true.
It was the only truth, the only clean,
fine thing I knew. I loved Tom.
Slipping on my robe once more, I
went softly out of the room, and
through the house, searching for him.
It wasn't until I'd gone twice through
all the rooms that I would admit to

regularly

if it

—

"

I

yself that he wasn't there. He
gone. Gone sick and frightened

—

with nothing but pain to

Even now,

was
and
remember.

talk about the rest
nor about the day that
followed. Sometime during the night
I called Dr. Graves, and he came over
and went out again, to look for Tom.
I can't

of that night,

In the morning
him impatiently

Jeff called, and I told
that I couldn't see him,
and hurried to be rid of him to keep
the line free for the call I wanted, and
which never came. I didn't want to
see, nor talk to, anyone.
I couldn't
think of anything but Tom, and that I
had driven him away, and that I was responsible for whatever happened to him.
The blame was all mine, but there was
no comfort in acknowledging it.
It was the morning of the second day
that the long-distance call came from
a sanatorium in the next state. They
said and I sat in
chair and held
tightly to the edge of the table in weak
relief
that Tom had come there alone
and voluntarily committed himself, insisting that he had to be cured. They
could not make predictions, they said,
because of his serious physical condition, but it might be six months.

—
—

DURA-GLOSS^

my

And I managed to thank them, and
say that I could come. At once.
As the train took me through the
serene grandeur of the mountains, on
my way io Tom, I felt a sudden peace.
Tom was kindness, gentleness, tenderness personified, when he was himself.
And so perhaps, even yet, there was a
chance for me. And if there wasn't
then I deserved whatever happened to
me, whatever loneliness and heartbreak
lay ahead in years that would be barren without him. It was up to him.
was
ITTom

1

up

and because he was
and not the dreadful
thing I had made of him, he said nothing. He only opened his arms to me, and
there was a pleading question in his
to him,

again,

eyes.

"Tom. Tom, dearest, I don't know
what to say to you." And I walked
into the sweet haven of those arms,
where I belonged.

He caught me

close to him.

You

"Pat

—you didn't mean did you?
aren't leaving me? Your coming

darling

it,

here means that you aren't going to
leave me say it does, Pat."

—

Why, he

didn't

even remember what

he had said himself. Some day, perhaps, in honesty, I must tell him. But
not now. Forget it now, and have no
more hurt between us.
"No, Tom.
I'm not leaving you.
And I've come to ask you if you can
forgive

me—if you

can come home

when— when this is
He closed his eyes, and

me,

to

over."
his

cheek was

pressed close to mine as he whispered,
"Come home to you, Pat? There's
nothing in the whole world I want, except to come home to you.
And to
know that you're waiting for me."
"Waiting for you, wanting you, Tom."
His arms tightened about me. "When
I come out of here, Pat, I'll be cured,
There'll be

put

my

—

no more of

fingers over his lips.
"I'll
be cured, too, Tom. It will be the way
it ought to be
the way we've always
really wanted it, and never have been
able to make it."
And I knew, then,
that they wouldn't be long, those

.

I

—

months ahead.
I'm waiting now. And as I thought,
the waiting is not long.
Six months
.can be such a little time, when at the
end of it love is waiting, and all of life
stretches out ahead, for you to travel
together.

Want
,

,
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'Darling, I

hope you'll come home on your furlough soon,
way you like it"

/ have everything arranged just the

Forever Yours
Continued from page 39
mind, I was busy, undressing her.
That I would do the same for anyone
who came here sick and unconscious
explain why I sat there
through the night hours, watching and
yes, praying that she would be all
right. It wasn't because I felt magnanimous
the cherished wife, the defeated rival. I never felt less a wife.
Why because for a few hours, she
was defenseless?
that

didn't

—

—

.

.

—

—too

many others won't show up because of burns. Are you warm enough?"
he leaned my head against him in one
of his rare involuntary caresses. "Mary,
I know you don't like Stephanie and
it isn't going to be pleasant for you
to have her here. But maybe someday I can tell you I'd like to feel that
she was safe with us
"Don't worry about me, Philip." I

—
— —

said,

with an

wrong about
was more than
ITbefore
seen her

that.

I

had never

without the bold
brash manner she affected; I had never
seen her lying still and helpless, her
face cleaned of make-up. And the girl
on the bed bore little resemblance to
the cheap, coarse, wanton picture of her
>
I had drawn in my mind. She seemed
The bones of her face
so different
emerged finely-modelled; her wrists
and ankles slender; her mouth full, but
sensitive, and trembling in her murky,
frightened drearns.
I brushed back my hair with a resentful, angry hand. I didn't want this
revelation it was so easy to hate and

—

!

—

despise and condemn! Always before,
no matter how unsatisfactory my marriage I had been comforted that, at
least, I had saved Philip from her.
I hadn't heard Philip come in.

—

up, Mary?" he whisright?"
"I think so, %ut she's restless.
I'll
stay up with her
"All right, punkin. But take it easy
and don't get up for
breakfast
tomorrow. I have to go to work tomorrow even if I have to stagger there

"Are you

pered.

"Is

still

she

all

—

my

82

My

effort.

"Maybe

I've

been

her."

reward was a

and a quick
squeeze of my shoulders. But before
he left he paused once more in the
doorway, his eyes compassionate on
the sleeping figure. "The poor, brave
kid!" he whispered again.
kiss

—

The poor, brave kid that was it! I
echoed his words and knew they were
all the answers to the changes I felt
in Stephanie. She had risked her own
life to save an old woman who was
no relation, even to her. Was that the

slow, halting steps and in the timi
"Hello" she called as she made he

way through
fast

the hall. I had break
two ready on a tray and

for

hurried to carry it in, to the coffe
table before the fire.
"Good morning, Stephanie. How d
you feel?" Strange that I could smile
"I feel kinda dopey," she said, bu
her eyes had come alert and wary a
the sight of me. "I remember the fir
and running but Gramma Perkins!
"Philip left a note. He said Dr. Bass
mer was looking after her and he"
sure she'll recover. But almost all th
trailers were burnt to the ground. Am
you're to be our guest here, if yoi
want to." That sounded ungracious am
I added:
"We'd really like to hav

— —

—

you
"Here

—

respite

and

—

let me help you
" she tool
the tray ©ut of my hands and settlec
on the table. It was a moment';
it
I

felt

we

both needed

it

Mary— "

action of a self-centered, selfish, vain,
grasping,
crudely-sensual girl?
heart, that had been stretched flat
and tight and hard, gave way suddenly to a tide of admiration. Ad-

she said suddenly—
lay the. cards on the table. Ar<
you sure you want me here? I don'
like charity. I can find a room some-

miration mingled with pity. She'd had
so little a few clothes, a make-shift

where and no hard
like to knew where

My

—

trailer to live in, a
a chance at romance

knock-about

life,

was dawn before I knew she really
and I could leave her. My mind
curiously empty and tired, as if
impressions had been swept away,

It
slej)t

felt

old

with no

new

ones to replace them.

was up and working in
the kitchen before Stephanie came
downstairs. Bewilderment was in her
At that

I

I

OOK,

*** "let's

but
We're
different breed of ca'ts, you and I, anc
if we're going to start spitting at each
feelings,
I

stand.

no go."
had respected honesty.
"I didn'-t think I was going to want
you here, Stephanie, but I do now
other,

it's

Always

I

Maybe we're

not such a different breed
There was something
about her statement that cleared the
friendly.
air, and I felt almost easy
of cat after all."

—

—
She laughed, sliding down from her
chair to a cushion in front of the fire.
Outside, rain made fat streaming wet
on the window-panes, but here
it was cozy and warm. "Are you kidding?" she laughed again. "I'm like
Topsy I just grew. But you have that
fingers

—

cared-for, leoked-after, dentist-twicea-year, dancing school, and SantaClaus-on-Christmas look that girls like
you have. I'd give my last charm bracelet to have eyes like yours, that have
never seen anything worse than a bum
movie." If there was envy in her voice,
there was no self-pity.

TPHE Day Nursery was

closed for the

* day, so Stephanie and I made beds
and did dishes and then, when the
roast was in the oven, we came back
to the fire.

She wanted

to hear

me

talk about
my childhood mine and Philip's and
Henry's. She seemed avid for the least
scrap, the least incident how Henry
and Philip had fought when they met,
two little boys rolling over and over
in the dusty road, and how they had
been sworn friends ever since; the

—

—

I'd had the measles and they had
entertained me turning somersaults
outside my windows; the spitballs in
raiding orchards for stolen
school,
apples; Sunday School with the three
of us in our best clothes, our pennies
clutched in our hands, the boys squirming in torture on the little red chairs;
Henry's crush on the English teacher;
Aunt Connie's sulphur-and-molasses
"Anybody home?"
brisk voice
and determined footsteps in the hall
." Aunt Connie!
... "I saw a light
"In here, Aunt Connie!" Something
friendly and relaxed in the atmosphere
vanished for me with the first sight

time

.

.

.

.

.

—

"

mouth and tightly-corseted
"Aunt Connie, this is Stephanie
Vosper. She was burned out last night
and she's going to be our guest for
a while. Stephanie, Mrs. McCarthy is
of

firm

figure.

Henry's mother."
They took each

other's

measure

uneasiness in Stephanie's eyes; barelyconcealed dislike in Aunt Connie's.
"I

didn't

know you had met my

Miss Vosper. For a mother and
son we're very close." Like a tiger
and her cub, Dad used to say
"I'm
surprised he didn't mention your name
to me. But then I suppose he met so
many people and he was so busy with
son,

—

his

old friends—

It was downright rude of
when I glanced at Stephanie

her.

But

I

few strained moments.
came home tired. Ordinarily
I would have given him a light supper
and shooed him tc bed, but from
Stephanie's first "Hi! Mine host!" to
him at the door, he seemed to shake
off his load of weariness. There was
an answering sparkle in him and a
strong, running delight that seemed to
left after a

Philip

the lights; Stephanie

off

must have lingered,

too.

I

saw them,

the moment oblivious to everything else, her face upturned to his
as she talked. It was only for a moment and then they separated.
But it had been long enough. Pain
and heartache were blurred by the
for

—

—

sharper edges of anger anger at
ing betrayed by a girl who was a guest
in my house. As if she were
at my shoulder, I could almost
Aunt Connie's sniff: Well, what can
you expect from a girl like that!
I

When we were

in

our room,

my

alone, Philip and

fear.

—

—

night,

AND

punkin" and

now

fell

—

into bed.

was only the dark
-'"*•
and the silence that seemed to be
holding its breath. Beside me I knew
that Philip was lying sleepless, too
there

.

it was an ordeal. With
his coming, I had slipped into a new
role
admiration for Stephanie
was shadowed; and anxiety and fear
and distrust and jealousy were
prompters. I fought all evening to get
rid of them fought to tell myself

—my

my

—

that any feeling between them was
all over. Surely their friendly banter,
their casual, teasing give and take were
no indications of passion!
I had come downstairs to get an
extra blanket. Philip had stayed be-

.

.

over to his side. I held myself
rigid, every muscle aching, but I could
not control the plunging panic.
What was Philip thinking? Was he
wishing that Stephanie were in my
place? Was he tormented by her nearness by the wall that separated them,
though he could almost hear her
breathing? Was he thinking, regretting the marriage he had made, in his
essential fineness feeling sorry for me
but wanting her? My heart was
pounding so that I felt it would shake
far

all.

I,

anger slowly grew

Through the thin walls I
could hear Stephanie's muffled movements. My heart was beginning to race
was Philip listening too and thinking how close she was ? If only he
would take me in his arms and reassure me, hold me against this terrible,
dark dread! But he only stifled a sleepy
yawn and wished me a tender "Good-

into

caught
a glimpse of an amused twinkle in
her eyes. And an exaggerated politeness in her manner when Aunt Connie

encompass us
But for me

hind to turn

—

—

me

to pieces in

torment and

grief.

—

I knew Philip was honorable
and
Stephanie was brave. But bravery and
honor and decency were for outward
manners. They couldn't control hearts.
Were they lying there, knowing each

—

other's desires and that I was the intruder? Humility was a new, a bitter
lesson, for me, but I was learning it.
I had been so sure that I was right;
that I knew what was best for Philip
and me. But now I knew that love
was bigger than background or conventions or any set of smug standards.
I discovered something else. My mind

might be humble and even generous
but there were fires in my blood that
raged against it. Fires that were almost unknown to me before, that I
had kept banked so carefully, that
I had tended so lightly
and now I

—

—

was

helpless before them. The cold
water of pride couldn't reach these
flames. It was a shock to realize how

much
love.

I

wanted and needed

And

I

knew

I

Philip's

could never bring

myself to give him up, voluntarily!
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And when

I overslept.
stairs, feeling tired

-beooW

.

—

6

bury regretting their invitations today.
There's going to be trouble! You can't
put the sheep and the goats together
and expect them to lie down like

-0

y

^^^

came downashamed

little

over my hysterical imaginings of the
night before, I found they had both left.
But when I saw Aunt Connie taking
the path to our kitchen door, I wished,
rebelliously, that she had left me alone
that morning.
"Are you alone? Good. I hope you've
sent that girl packing! Believe me,
Mary, there's a lot of families in Til-

6ooQU et,

grooces.

I

and a

lambs!"
"No, I guess not, Aunt Connie. But
it takes time
Philip says the plant
is trying to get a priority to build
temporary barracks. We'll have to put
up with it as best we can." But could
I
? Could I stand it?
Susan Gamble was the first child
I saw as I entered the Nursery. I'm
sure she had been waiting for me and
now she flung herself into my arms.
"Oh, Mrs. James, you should see our
garden!" My eyes went to the vegetable plot outside, but she shook her
head. "No, I mean our garden at home.
Uncle Simeon let me hold the hose
to water the carrots and Daddy helped
him pick corn yesterday. And Mother's

2KSSi.

—

—
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—

cleaning
the
whole
house Uncle
Simeon says he never knew what color
the walls were before."
"That's lovely, Susan,"

said,

I

sur-

Simeon Judkins was the town's
crusty bachelor and it took a minute
to picture him in the role of "uncle."
The children were still excited about
the fire. "We have a bed with a skirt
on it, Mrs. James!" I figured that one
out as a four-poster bed with a canopy
"bafrooms inside!" astounded some
prised.

—

iislf »-

—

the

of

who could hardly reexcept in a trailer. "The
pet her dog!" proudly

others

member

life

lady let me
boasted another. Could Aunt Connie
be wrong?
Three days passed. When your mind
and heart are too confused to reason,
there are sets of automatic reflexes
that carry you through. Good manners
had been trained in me and now they

carried me through my duties as a
hostess even under these circumstances.
If I

was calm outwardly

I

was any-

thing else inside. I was torn between
despair and hope, between impotent
anger and great humility. I wanted
to hate Stephanie but how could I
hate someone I was beginning to understand and admire? How could I dislike
a girl who was so simple and direct
and, yes naive in her open-hearted
delight with life and with people?
Philip's attitude puzzled me because,
while he treated her with an unreserved comradeship, I could never detect the slightest hint of tenderness or
passion for her in his voice or in his
actions. It was only the spontaneous
response to her lush femininity that he
could not check; the dancing lights in
his eyes when he looked at her; the
gladness in him at her presence it
was from these that I knew fear.

—

—

—

—

rilVORCE! How

often had I crushed
back, down into
consciousness. But it
would not be downed. How could I forget that once he had asked Stephanie to

J

*

that dread
the depths of

word

marry him? That he had married me
on the rebound and regretted it?
Only the children had the power to
make me forget my dread. And I was
as delightedly amazed as nine-year-old
Susan Gamble, herself, when she told
me one afternoon that she was going

—

stay in Tilbury

to

—"forever!"

"Daddy and Uncle Simeon are going
to buy a farm and we're all going to
live on it! Uncle Simeon says he's been
wanting to go back to farming but
his knees are too creaky at the joints
to

work

and

farm himself

a

—

"

You

she giggled

knew

that this description of
himself was a joke between Simeon
Judkins and the child "and Daddy
says he always wanted a piece of land
but he was afraid because he didn't
even know how to milk
I

—

—

the
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the Zenith, an investment in fashion's favorite

Mr. Judkins is very lucky
such a nice little partner,
Susan," I answered, hugging her. But
at the same time I felt as if events
were moving too fast for me. The fire
had brought Trailertown into Tilbury
but did that mean that Tilbury had
changed; that the strangers had become
a part of us and were going to stay?
I had even more to think about when
old Mrs. Lamprey came to pick up
"I think

to

little

have

pearls

two little Davy boys.
"You know, Mary, it's been so long
since I've had children in my house,

.

.

.

$18

'piireaKFfd.Tajti

the

me a new
I'm dreading the time
she takes these youngsters away from
me. Mrs. Davy's a widow, you know,
and I've got a plan in the back of my
head. Don't tell a soul, Mary but she's
an expert milliner and I'm going to
these rascals
lease

on

have given

life.
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RIDE TO VICTORY ON WAR BONDS
advance her the money to open a shop
here after the war. And then, maybe,
I can keep my 'two rascals'."
I was literally struck dumb. Mrs.
Lamprey was so oldfashioned and so
even the
afraid of her.

strict
I

day.

hometown

folks

were

went home very thoughtful that
And when Aunt Connie brought

over her usual list of complaints
wasn't in the mood for them.

DUT

I

whole picture,
— the
and told her, impatiently, about Susan Gamble and
true that
Mrs. Lamprey— "maybe
•*-*

that's

not

Aunt Connie

"

I

it's

Mrs. Burns is having trouble keeping
her house clean with five Bjornsens living there, and maybe Mr. Burns and
Mr. Bjornsen do quarrel every evening.
But Mr. Burns always did have a terrible temper. What strikes me is not
how different these people are but
how much like us they are turning
out to be! Not better and not worse
but just the same!"
My neighbor bridled and gasped.
"Well, Mary James! Then if you've

—

—

your faculties of judgment no
doubt you'll approve when I tell you

lost

that poor

Mary

Ellen Jones

being
forced to announce Imogene's engagement to that boy from Trailertown,
that that 'Chip' Marks! Around the
house every evening together, poor
Mary Ellen couldn't keep them apart
and the two of them worked on her
until she had to give in."
"I don't care. I'm glad. Imogene was
turning into an old maid, working at
that library. Even if she is my age."
"Better an old maid! Well, anyway,
is

—

R

R

86

know my duty. Her mother and I
have been friends for years and I'll
stand by her now. I've agreed to give
I

a party at my house for Imogene this
Friday and I'm inviting all her old
friends.

Maybe Imogene

will

realize

then that her precious 'Chip' wouldn't
fit in with the rest of you young people. I'll expect you and Philip, Mary.
Remember Friday!"
It was thoughtless of me but, that
night, at the dinner table when we
were all three together
"Philip, are you sure you're getting
Friday night as your night off? Aunt
Connie wants us to come to a party
for Imogene and her new fiance."
"Friday?
Aunt Connie's having a
party Friday?" Astonishment in Philip's
voice. Dismay in the look he exchanged
with Stephanie! And something about
that look something that spoke of a
secret between them made my heart
plunge. What was so important about
Friday to them?
"Oh, I know him.
He's swell,"
Stephanie put in eagerly, as if to cover
up by words her former confusion.
"He and his dad lived near us, several trailers over. I knew he was in
love with some girl here but none of
us had ever met her," she went on.
"It sounds like fun
now I'm beginning to get excited. I haven't been to
a party for simply ages!"
Anger and indignation swept away
ray hurt. She wasn't invited! Did she
think that just because we had been
kind enough to take her in, that our
friends were hers that she was going to share our life? I was ashamed
of that thought but not of the anger.
To snub her now to tell her she was
still an outsider
was that too cruel a
punishment for the secret she shared
with my husband?
I felt Philip's eyes on me. Watchful.
A curious, unspoken question in them.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

In my mind I hurriedly phrased nonetoo-polite excuses to Stephanie. I could
even justify them, because I knew Aunt
Connie would resent her coming and
probably treat her badly. But the words

died on my lips. I looked at Stephanie;
saw the trust in her eyes. And when
I did speak, I felt as though a weight
had been lifted off my shoulders:
"I'm
glad
you want to come,
Stephanie. It wouldn't be a party without you. And I'll bet Chip will be glad
to see an old friend." I could even
say it smiling.
She ran upstairs to wash her hair
and Philip and I were left alone.
"Nice going, darling," he said softly.
"You don't have those clean, straight,
brown eyes for nothing nor that sweet
mouth you're a thoroughbred." His
kis^ was light on my lips, but just
the same it was an accolade.
"Philip " I managed to say
"what
is this about Friday? Why is it so important?"
His face became abruptly stilled and
withdrawn. There was a kind of guilt
I

—

—

—

"Do you mind if I don't
you now, Mary? It was something
I was going to tell you then. But it
had better wait." Now he was in a
hurry to leave.
in his eyes.
tell

AFTER
•^*-

he had gone the fear came

—drained through my body
sickness. What could he say

back

like a

me? What was the

to

between him
wasn't that they had
secret

and Stephanie if it
decided to ask me for a divorce?
I pleaded a headache when I heard
her calling me, and said I was going
to bed. But once there, I lay sleepless,
my mind racing back and forth over
the past fateful months. My first meeting with Stephanie the dislike I had

—

—

"

her cheap clothes and her bold
manner-i-Henry's unusual interest the
pagan rhumba she had danced with
Philip the way he had kissed me that
felt for

—

——
night

The memory

of that kiss brought
back, sorely, hurtingly, the memory of
his other kisses. The gentle, tender, almost passionless ones of our married

these were the key to my
even more than Stephanie herself. I knew I had only myself to blame.
Philip had come back to me a man,
with a man's mature, deep demands,
but I had remained the little girl who
had grown up in Tilbury. Rather than
acknowledge that I, too, was prey to
the same appetites and weaknesses and
strength of other people, I had denied
the natural hunger within me.
life. I

knew

failure,

I"

WAS

Paypain and longing and

paying for that denial.

•*•
ing for it in
frustration.

Friday came

much

too soon.

I

had

driven myself, worked until I was exhausted but I couldn't escape the
tension that was building up between
us. I could sense it in Stephanie and
in Philip.
She alternated between
moments of rapture anticipated and
between times of deepest gloom. With
Philip it was a growing carefulness

—

what he

in

And

in

said,

the

how he

in

conversations

talked.

between

them that ceased abruptly when I
walked into a room. To make up for
was even kinder to me than
it he
usual. But I didn't want kindness.
bought myself a new dress for the
I'd never had. In my indifference I had let myself be talked
I

trousseau

into getting a dress I considered much
simple tastes.
too sophisticated for
Philip's low whistle was a tribute

my

No

curative

gown.

to the

be

"Hel-lo! I'm married to a glamourgal! What are you two doing
switching personalities on me? Stephanie in
pink and you in a drape shape!

—

Come on— I want

to

show you

off."

There was no doubt we created a
sensation. My gown might have accounted for some of it, but when Aunt
Connie and the others saw Stephanie
I might have been wearing a Mother
Hubbard for all they cared. There was
a moment of frozen, blank silence
indignation then quick, scattered conversation their backs to us stiff with
outrage. Covert glances encircled us
'

—

—

we stood there in forced isolation.
could sense Stephanie's tenseness and
recognized that set defiance that crept
over her face that defiance that was
a shell for her feelings.
"Miss Vosper will excuse you for a
minute, Mary. I need you in the
kitchen." Aunt Connie's hand was on
my arm. Her grim face made no attempt at etiquette. I followed her
meekly.
Once in the kitchen Aunt Connie
turned on me in fury. "What in the
world has come over you, Mary, to
bring that girl here? You knew that
the whole purpose of this party was
as
I
I

—

show up this Chip Marks so that
Imogene would see he just wasn't good
enough for her."
I had, dimly, sensed that this was
Aunt Connie's plan. And I knew how
to

how

such a plan
would work. The livingroom was
crowded with friends of Imogene's and
mine, friends with whom we had a
countless thousand memories to tie us
together. I knew how innocent the conversations, the reminiscences, would
seem and how completely Chip would
cruelly,

power

perfectly

—

is

-

left out.

How

dull

and loutish they

would make him appear.
"She's our house guest. It would have
been impossible not to bring her with
us."

Constance McCarthy's shrewd eyes
were on my face. "Child you don't
have to tell me." Her voice had softened to a conspiratorial whisper. "I've
got eyes in my head. And maybe what

—

work with that Chip, will settle
your Miss Vosper at the same time."
Her words ripped across my last pretense. Had this been in the back of
will

my mind

all

the time?

I felt

—

—

brazen bravado; contempt with shrewishness. It would not be a pretty thing
for Philip to watch.
For a second's heartbeat I was dazzled and then came scalding shame.

—

And

blazing indignation!
"That's horrible I'm ashamed of
even listening to you! What do you

—

if he knew his
mother was deliberately trying to hurt
two innocent people?"

think Henry would feel

EVERYTHING

I'm doing to keep this
just the way it was

town decent and

for Henry's sake, and don't you forget it! And you'd do a lot better if

is

you thought about Philip's happiness
and not so much about Stephanie's."
She swept out of the room as only
Aunt Connie would, and I followed.
Except that Philip and Stephanie had

moved

to the

window

seat everything

The laughter and
the conversation eddied around them
but never touched them. And, in

was

just as

I left it.

—
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The temptation was so great.
I would have to do nothing
just sit
back and let affairs take their course
I would not be blamed. I knew that
Stephanie would meet indifference with
a second.
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—

?

another corner of the room, surrounded

by chattering girls who talked around
and across and over his head, was a
solitary figure I knew instantly must
be Chip Marks.
It was a despicable, cruel thing they
did. And yet they were not naturally
cruel people. It was the instinctive
gathering of the pack against intruders,
fostered by Aunt Connie. Philip had
always been extremely popular now
they included him in the punishment.
Dorothy Bell sidled up to me. "Mary
that's a gorgeous dress. Where on
earth did you find it?"
"Don't give me the credit. Here's the
girl who knows style." I had her firmly by the arm, piloting her over to
where Stephanie sat. "Tell Dorothy
about that white gabardine we saw,
Stephanie, it would be perfect on her."
Clothes were Dorothy's weakness and
I saw her eyes become interested.
It was an opening wedge. And in
a few minutes, with Dorothy on one
arm and Stephanie on the other, I
circled the room. These people were
fundamentally decent and wellmannered; left alone I might have
succeeded. But I was up against an
expert in Aunt Connie. Groups began
to disintegrate before we could reach
them and the older women deftly took
the conversations out of my hands. I

—
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or bleach. It Is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

saw the

was more nervous than I had ever
seen her. Every ring of the doorbell
made her start; she watched the door

k

Thit

4 Purpose Rinse

tears close
behind Stephanie's too-bright eyes. She

After soaking fingertips in
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NO

in

with feverish expectancy.
Something about her tension was in
Philip, too. I felt they were both keyed
up, listening, watching, waiting for
There was a lull in the noise. And

12 different shades. Try

LOVALON.
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rinses
rinses

Philip's voice cut through, lazily. "How
about a game of charades?" Philip!
who loathed what he called "parlor

—

—

games"!

To

are small, cover entire
nail ... if long, leave half -moon,
small tip. Remove excess polish
with remaining half of Sitroux
Tissue. To hurry drying, run cold
water over nails. Keep Sitroux
Tissues handy for cleansing and
dozens of other jobs, too.
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my amazement

his suggestion

was

taken up instantly. Not so amazing,
with Philip's qualities of leadership.
And my relief made me weak. Nothing
could break the ice as quickly as a
game of charades; nobody could stay
aloof when you were in a team. Sides
were quickly chosen, with Philip heading one side and Imogene the other.
Over their heads I met Philip's eyes.
And there was something in that quick
exchange I had never experienced before, yet something that every woman

ii
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no more than ceiling prices, give
stamps for all rationed goods,
don't take advantage of war conditions to ask for higher wages,
and buy and keep all the war
bonds you can. If you do these
things, you're saving for a safe
tomorrow, and a safe America!
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recognizes when it comes! It was a
look that made two people into a family;
two people understanding and
helping each other, whose hearts spoke
across a crowded room as if they were
alone! It was worth everything I had
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Start right with Hygeia
Nursing Bottles. Easy to

•

tomor-

moment

him.
Stephanie had asked to be last because she had never played before.
When it was her turn we settled on
"The Mikado" and she took her place
in the middle of the floor.
I had seen her unconscious abandon
on the dance floor; I should have realized her talents as an actress. Completely, superbly a mimic, she flung
herself into her several parts. To our
dismay and the delight of her own
team she was as easy to read as if
she had been carrying signs. She was
the hit of the game.
"You're very clever, Miss Vosper,"
the voice was acid and carried over
the laughter dying away in the circle.
Aunt Connie had found her opening.
"Have you ever been on the stage?
I suppose you are too young to have
been an actress, but perhaps you were
a chorus girl in Chicago."
If the words hadn't been insulting,
there was no mistaking the tone.
Stephanie got up, quietly, from her
chair and walked to the fireplace.

—
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cake
Matching powder, rouge
extra.
make-up. Trial sizes at 10c stores. In Canada also.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR

if,

to lose Philip, I had had
of complete oneness with

/

VAKVACIOUS

SHE'S

;

IVrO, Mrs. McCarthy, I haven't been a
1*
chorus girl. But I have been a waitress in a beanery and a hash-slinger
in a short-order hamburger joint and
an usher in a theatre and now I'm
a welder in a factory." Anger was
creeping around the edges of her voice.
"I've had one year in high school and
another in night school. There's a lot
I don't know
but I do know enough
not to insult a guest in
house."
"Neither would I insult a guest."

Creamy smooth easily applied.
4. STYLE SHADES.TryRaspberry,

De luxe

were

-

glamour look.

Tax

I

Aunt Connie had risen, too, and they
were facing each other. "Unfortunately,
you could hardly be called a guest
since I didn't invite you here. You
forced yourself on Mary in just the
same way that all you Trailertown
people have forced yourselves on
Tilbury!"
Stephanie's face was white, a red
splotch on her cheek as if she had
been struck. I was too horrified, too
stunned, to move.
In the stillness I heard a door slam
and firm steps in the entrance hall.
Somehow I found my voice. "If she
isn't welcome here, Aunt Connie, then
neither are
I stopped. Aunt Connie wasn't listening, wasn't looking at me. Both she
and Stephanie had whirled around,
staring at something or someone
over my shoulder.

Her presence is dynamic
.
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"Henry!" There was stunned

.

her attraction undeniable

.

.
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word — a new word — she's varvacious,
with Varva's exciting perfumes
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The Devil-Mav-Ore

elation,

exultation in his mother's voice, her
arms were outstretched. She had forgotten us all even Stephanie. "Henry
son you're home!" Everyone had
turned to see the slim, browned, uniformed figure standing in the doorway.
Like a tableau the shock had startled
us all into motionless statues. We
jstared, too
not only in surprise, but
"held silent by the new and forceful

— —

.

her impression unforgettable. In

—

*

—

The Perfurm
L.»*t>

.in

J

I

—

hardness in Henry's face.
He broke the spell. In two strides
he had covered the distance to where
his mother and Stephanie stood. His
arms went around her and he bent
his head to reach her lips.
But not Aunt Connie! His arms
around Stephanie; his lips on Stephanie's blindly upturned face! I thought
I must be going crazy.

— —

CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR REGULARLY

my

VARVA
\
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Don't just let

His mother sank slowly to the divan,
one hand on her heart. But for once
Henry ignored the old, familiar appeal.
"It looks as though I got here just
in time," he said, grimly. And flashed
a quick look at Philip. I was remembering remembering how Philip and
Stephanie had watched that door all
evening the tension between them the
last few days- their dismay over the
Friday date I was beginning to under-

go...

it

.

—
—

—

stand.

"I

CORNS?

—

wanted

to

surprise

you

all

but I didn't know it would be melodrama. Mother, I want you to meet my
wife. Stephanie and I were married

on

my

told

last furlough. We would have
you then, but you were sick and

the doctor said no."
A long, deep breath was expelled
around the room, almost a sigh. Someone began an awkward congratulation, but Henry silenced him.
"I heard quite a lot I've been standing in the door, waiting to surprise
you. I don't like dragging out my private affairs at a party but they seem
to be pretty much public property by
this time, anyway. I'm sorry, Mother.

NOW

—

WITH
YES, relief you've never

known

wouldn't let Stephanie tell you while
was gone because it didn't seem fair
to either of you. But if you can put
on a scene like I just overheard, then
you're strong enough to listen to me."
Henry's wife Stephanie! I couldn't
take it in I couldn't believe it! My
mind' was a storm of bewilderment.
"I knew how you felt about Trailertown people." he continued grimly. "I
was a little mixed up myself when
I left. But I've done a lot of thinking
I
I

do something about

Of

it!

—
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great-grandmother would have taken
off
her poke-bonnet to Stephanie.
Stephanie and her friends had the guts
and the patriotism to come here when
they were needed. And we have the
nerve to kick them around because
they weren't born here. It would be the
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and
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TINTS HAIR

best thing that could happen to Tilbury if some of these new pioneers
would settle down here. Here's one
for the first time he smiled, fondly, at
Stephanie
"here's one who's going
to stay!"
There was a strangled sound from
Aunt Connie. Dazed as I was I started
forward to help her. By this time she
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these past few months and Philip set
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much talking about our pioneer ancestors you, Mother, for one. Well, I
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for covered wagon train today and your
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was panting, her face mottled.
But I was too late. Stephanie was
there before me, easing Aunt Connie
back into the pillows, running to get
the bottle of medicine under Henry's
orders. I heard her voice at the telephone, asking for the doctor. And,
suddenly, with a great burst of comprehension, I stopped short. Like it
or not, Aunt Connie had a daughterin-law.

And now, as I quickly picked up my
wraps; as I whispered my hurried
goodbyes, my mind was whirling with
questions.
Those never-to-be-forgotten words drifted back to me: Stephanie's poignant "I can't I can't

—

—

and

"Marriage is just two peo." Philip had been pleading the
ple
case for his friend and when he had
asked me to look after Stephanie for
him, it had been his trust for his
Philip's
.

.

—

friend.

"Why, Philip?

Why

long.

known Henry

I've

couldn't

you

so

me?" The
McCarthy

tell

path that connected the
house to ours was mysterious and
shadowy under the overhead clouds.
We seemed alone in an unreal world.
"Henry asked me not to tell anyone. Especially you, Mary. Anyone can
read your face. You're not very good

and you saw Aunt
Connie every day. Henry and I decided
it
would be unfair to Stephanie to
take her to his mother on such short
notice and then let her take the full
weight of Aunt. Connie's temper. And
we were afraid Aunt Connie would
at pretending, dear,

—

Scalp odor that's what her hairbrush would have told her if she had
checked up. Too late, now. He's gone.
So many women don't realize that
that hair
the scalp perspires, too
and particularly oily hair absorbs unpleasant odors. Yes, you can have
.

.

.

—

scalp odor

and not know

hair

and scalp fresh and clean, this
shampoo contains pure, medic-

gentle

inal pine tar. Its delicate pine scent

—

does its work then disappears, leaving the hair soft and fragrant.

—

Don't take a chance and risk losing
romance. Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo regularly. You can

any drug, department or ten-cent
get

it

Henry
"I

—

it's

at

store.

it

so miserable for Stephanie

convince

it.

easy to be safe just by
using Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo regularly. Especially developed to keep

But

make

her

she

wasn't

worthy of

that she might run away."

thought

it

was you who were

in

love with

Stephanie," I blurted out.
Our steps had slowed; we were standing, facing each other, by the old arbor.
His body stiffened. "With Stephanie?
Me? How could you have thought that?
I'm attracted to her I understand her
but I don't love her!" His hands slid
along my shoulders, drawing me close.
His voice roughened. "I've loved one
girl all my life and only one. No matter what happens, God help me, I'll
go on loving that girl. You're in everything I do you're like the air I
breathe." I could hear his deep, uneven
breathing. "I know you better than you
do yourself, Mary. You've tried to hold
back and check that great capacity you
have for living, but someday you'll find
that you're made for happiness and
pain and love and suffering and laughter and compassion. You'll share these
things with me then because we
couldn't bear them unless we had each

—

—

—

Words came to me a rushing torrent of them but a kind of primitive,
instinctive wisdom told me there was

—

a better

way

Shamelessly, proudly, my arms went
around his neck, holding him so close I
could feel the surge of his heart against
mine. My lips sought his and mine

—

were

soft

and willing and ardent. In

that brief second of surprise
Let
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today!
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other."
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With armholes wider than

I

felt in

him, I knew what it was to bring my
heart to him open and unasked-for.
And the ghosts of two dreamchildren, the young Philip and the
young Mary we were, slid silently away
into the 'darkness, leaving a man and
a woman" who would have come together if they had been born "in opposite corners o"f the world; whose hearts
would have known each other even
different lanif they had spoken in
guages. I was free of them; I was whole
and complete and new because the
other part of me was Philip.
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AFTER YOUR NEXT

SHAMPOO

Before

We

Part

TEETHING PAINS

Continued from page 19

seemed right, as everything Lance did
seemed right.
The orchestra began to play an old
song that we and our friends had
helped to revive. Dessy,

my

little sister,

had dug up a recording of Russ Colombo
singing it, and somehow we'd all taken
it up, and requested it so often that
now it was played as a matter of course
wherever the young people of Clover
Hill and Hillside were.

We moved about the floor in time to
the song, and then Lance began to sing
the words, very quietly
.

Take

me

.

.

your arms,
Before you take your love away;
Take me in your arms
Before we part.
And then we were standing stock
in

.

.

.

in the center of the floor.
in your arms,

still

then goodbye.

.

.

.

The

orchestra, the moving couples,
bright lights, faded away, and I
felt strangely empty and lost. I looked
up at Lance and his eyes were wet.

the

—

One moment's madness
Although it be the last
Hold me fast.
That was the orchestra's vocalist,
singing the song now. The throbbing
rhythm of the music, the new-found
meaning of the words, beat in my throat
and my temples, like the beating of
the world's heart. I felt sick and dizzy,
and there was no meaning in anything
but that this was the night of our parting.
Then I felt Lance's hands bite
.
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a bright,
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new color effect
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it

softer
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easier to

manage!

With Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse, you
can heighten the natural color of your hair
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color chart on the package will tell you which
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.
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.

.

of the 12 beautiful Marchand shades will give
you the effect you. want.

Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse is not a
bleach — not a permanent dye. Absolutely
harmless, it rinses on and washes off as easily
as your facial make-up.
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Wash

hard into my shoulders as he turned
me around and found a way for us
through the maze of the dancers. And
I heard his voice, husky and hurting
"We've got to get out of here, Linna.
."
We've wasted so much time.
.

.

way
WE foundandourdrove

to the car in sia little way along
the river to the place where we had
parked to watch the silver path of the
moon on the water so often before.
There were no words for what we
felt.
There was just the hunger we
both knew, the hunger that could be
appeased only a little by the touch of
hands, by the eager meeting of lips,
by the glory of being in the arms of
your love. And so we stayed, locked
close together for a time that was swift
as a heartbeat, long as forever.
At last Lance moved away a little,
cupped my chin in his hand.
I want to
"I want to look at you.
look at you, and remember every line
I want never to forget
of your face.
for a moment the sweet curve of your
mouth, the way your eyes look love
oh, my God, Linna,
at me, the way
We've
we've wasted so much time!
danced away ten full days, when we
could have spent them in each other's

lence,

arms."

"We were

What

trims a booth,
a gym, a hall

When

draped and

tacked upon the wall?

being sensible.

We

weren't

you to me, or me to you.
had found my voice
We Were —
but don't think Lance heard.
at
"Linna— oh, you can't be sensible
going to
last,

tie
"
I

I

You

can't measure it, as
of clothes, or talk
about it impersonally, as if it had been
in a book you'd read. You have to live
it
you have to live love, and we've let
ten precious days of living, days we can

about love.
if

it

were

a

suit

—

R
ft

never
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call
back, slip
fingers.
Oh, loveliest,
such fools!
did

Why

waiting,

even

think
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your baby suffers from

teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
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bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today.
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TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

on the gums

it

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method .Heals many old

t
t

leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.
1
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i

VISCOSE COMPANY
Chicago,

140 Norm Dearborn Street

Illinois

PICTURE
RIMG$1.

Exquisite Onyx-like Picttrre Riwj— made from
No Money! Mail photo with paper
strip for ring size. Pay postman only $1.00 pins postacre. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with ring;.
Mooey back guarantee. Send photo and ring size now.

an; photo. Send

PORTRAIT RING CO.. Oept. H-31. CINCINNATI, O.
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DUE TO CAVITY

relief with Deat'e Tooth Gum or
Dent's Tooth Drops! "Cavity Toothache" frequently
strikes at night. Be prepared. Buy either package
from your dru?«iat today. Keep it handy for
children and adults. Follow easy directions.

GET QUICK
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there surety more sure than what
feel?
Will you ever be as sure
again, in all your life, as you are now?
Linna, what a pair of fools, what a pair
Is

we

NOT

THIS

THIS

of blind, prattling, idiotic fools, to talk
of being sensible, of being sure, instead
of knowing what love can be like!"
Tears clogged
throat, but there

my

was only one thing I wanted to say to
him, and I knew that he would under-

—

stand. "Lance I'm as much your wife
as if we were married. I belong to you
as much. I'm part of you. Even in the
little time we have left, can't we
His fingers across
mouth stopped

Cutting Cuticle

—

my

DANGEROUS!

IS

me.

"No, honey. No. I wouldn't do
because I love you too
much. I'm going to leave no burdens
behind me, no troubles, no complications. And our little time
that's gone,
Linna. We've got to drive as fast as
we can for Hillside station
"Lance, don't! Lance, you can't go
that to you,

Don't Take Chances!
It Away with TAD1

—
—

Wipe
TAD

softens dead, loose cuticle
quickly ... so you can wipe it
away safely!
1

now. Not now. Somehow we've got to
make up for our foolishness. Can't
we be married tonight, and you fly
back?
Can't we
His arms were tight and strong about
my shoulders, and I felt the strength
of it creeping into me.
"No, dearest.
That train's the last
and only way for me to get back."

2 TAD prevents ugly, open cuticle
cracks that invite infection!

—

3 TAD does

not irritate. Keeps
keeps
nails lovelier looking longer

cuticle

smooth and neat

.

.

.

I

We sat for a long moment, looking,
not at each other, but at the silly, falselooking silver path the moon made
across the water. And at last I heard
myself say, in a voice that was dry and
tired. "Start the car, Lance. It's late."

4 TAD

saves time. Does a better
job faster, safer. Costs only 10c
or 25c a bottle!
Ask for TAD today at any
department, drug or

We

drove in all-too-swift silence to
Hillside station, and I tried to think
of nothing, nothing at all, while I clung
to Lance's arm as closely, as despairingly, as a dying person clings to life.

ten-cent store.

then we were at the station,
AND
this was not the beginning of
L

The Safer Way to
New Nail Beauty!

last night,

and

our
but the end. The end of the

end.

SALES, 3950 N. Southport Ave., Chicago 13,

III.

The train was already snorting impatiently, and we had only seconds.
"Linna, love, don't forget me for a
single moment, while I'm away, and
never for a single moment will I forget you. I'll be back sooner than you
think.
.
.
"Lance, the train is moving!"
.

He swung aboard

Splendid Income, new social contacts, and the
satisfaction of serving humanity can be yours
as a Trained Practical Nurse. Ages 18 to 60.

High School not netessary. Training plan welcomed by

physicians. Prepare In spare time. Many earn while
learning. Nurse's Outfit and placement service included
ol extra cost. Write now lor tacts and lasclnating
sample lesson pages.

FREE
FREE

WAYNE SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING, Inc.
2301 N.

Wayne

Ave.. Dept. G-4. Chicago 14. Illinois

NEW! 2-Second Method

For Underarm
Perspiration
PROTECTS YOU
It's

an

Your

Own DRESSES
C
D C EAS
rl\C
C bonus
A SALES

TZutf
TAD

Earn Sparetime Money and Get

1-7

utterly different

DAYS*

way to treat

perspiration problems! So quick
and easy just pat underarms once

—

with tiny, perfumed pad

— that's

all! Instantly, perspiration is controlled; underarm odor prevented
and protection lasts up to 7 days*

—

depending on you and the weather.
Kinder to clothes, too just follow
directions and it's safe for even

—

delicate silks

and rayons.

Economical—35 Pads In Jar
At your drug or department

/*

store

5 DAY
UNDERARM PADS

the last car, and
raised his hand to me as the train
moved off. And I stood there, in the
midst of the people, uncaring, crying
"I love you. Oh, I love you so!"
Leaving the station, starting the car,
driving home, urging my dragging feet
to carry me upstairs to bed, were things
someone else did, things done by a
mechanical doll, run by pulled strings.
I awoke early in the morning. The
sun was bright in the east window.
First came the warmth of happiness
that I had felt each morning for the
past ten days. Lance was home. But
no no, he was not home any more.
He was gone. He was gone away, to
fight, overseas, and I wouldn't see him
again, perhaps, until the war was done.
I waited for the flood of despair, of
unbearable hurt, to engulf me. But it
It was as if the ferocity
didn't come.
of last night's feeling were a thing set
apart, quite by itself, quite out of the

Is a delightful, easy, spare time occupation for marwomen (and a few, ambitious single women) who will
welcome the opportunity to turn their idle hours into cash
and at the same time get their own personal dresses and
other wearing apparel FKEE as a bonus, without paying
Imagine showing your friends and
one single penny

Here
ried

I

neighbors a vast, complete selection of newest, gorgeous
more than 100 styles, all
frocks for spring and summer
sizes and scores of fabrics In the season's latest colors and
patterns 1 Tou know they'll be fascinated, especially when
PBICES and Uw
you mention the

—

AMAZINGLY LOW
PBOMPT DELIVEBT.
Use Your Own Home os Headquarters

thousands of women, young and old. living in every
part of the United States. In big cities and In small towns,
ere adding many welcome dollars to their Incomes and
earning their personal wardrobes by the remarkable HarWhen your friends and neighbors see
ford Frocks Plan.
MONEY-SAVING
the beauty of the styles learn the
PRICES see the COMPLETENESS of the selection and
they'll be
styles they can pick from
dozens
of
the many
orders.
Not only do you
mighty happy to give you their
make a handsome cash commission on every order you take,
but you also earn generous credit towards your own personal dresses and other wearing apparel, and that's how
you can be "the best dressed woman in town" without laying out one single cent.

Many

LOW

—

You Offer a COMPLETE

but confident, forward-looking,
sure that our love would bring us back
together, content to wait a little while.
Just remember the happy things, remember the wonderful times you've had
Think of your life ahead,
together.
and you'll be all right, I told myself.
ing,

Line of

Wearing Apparel

more than 100 different dresses, all the very latest
but in addition, the Harford Frocks line contains
-tyies
Yes

hosiery lingerie, sportswear, suits, coats, children's clothImagine giving your customers the opportunity
ing etc
needs at money-saving
to select all their wearing apparel
prices in the comfort and privacy of their own homes withwithout exout tedious shopping, without using gasoline,
pending precious time! No wonder Harford Frocks salespeople everywhere are reporting phenomenal success!

—

scheme of normal living. I felt, now,
as I had told myself all the time that
I would feel when Lance went away
lonely, yes, and wrenched by the part-

—

—

Gorgeous Style
Presentation FREE
just mall the coupon below and
attach a letter about yourself, for
the glorious presentation of Hartord Frocks styles ABSOLUTELY
FREE. No money to pay now or
any time. Get the fashion fiRurcs
Illustrated in full colors and the
scores of actual samples of tile
fabrics— all FREE. Mall the cou-
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And

so I dressed and went downstairs
to face a world that was made of mark-

MAY BE THE

THIS

ing time.

TROUBLE WITH YOUR
PRESENT LAXATIVE

Dad was down by

the time

"How

TooSW
It doesn't

pay to

dose yourself
with harsh, badtasting laxatives

A medicine that's too strong can often
leave you feeling worse than before!

my

it,

—

A

."
in the time.
wasn't, either.
I had my job as
stenographer in the "pool" at the law
firm of Gregory, Moresby and Higgins.
I had my Red Cross work three nights
fill

.

.

It

laxative that's

too mild to give

proper relief

Dad nodded. "You're pretty wise for
one so small, aren't you?" he said, and
we laughed together, because Dad had
said that to me ever since I was little.
"I'm really going to try to be," I
answered. "And it won't be too hard
to

Others**

had the

honey?" he asked. "Kind
of hard lines? Going to be a bad day?"
I shook my head.
"No, Dad not too
bad.
It's
well, it's sort of hard to
explain, but I'm so sure of Lance, and
he's so sure of me, and we're both so
sure of ourselves, that it doesn't matter too much. I know that he'll come
home to me, and that when he does
we'll begin a wonderful life together."
is

—

Laxati**'"*

I

coffee bubbling in the percolator and
the bacon sizzling in the frying pan.
He came smiling across the room to me,
and put his arm about
shoulders.

is

as unsatisfactory as none
at all.
good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!
just

A

a week.
Weekends, I served doughnuts and coffee at Hillside station sometimes, when troop trains stopped there
a few minutes. I helped Dessy with
her high school lessons, went to the
movies with the family or some of my
girl friends, went to an occasional party,
helped Mother around the house.
It
was a normal, peaceful sort of existence,
even if a rather dull one. And it wasn't,
of course, as if this were the first time
Lance had been away he'd been in
the army for over a year, and I had
learned the pattern of filling my days.
Only sometimes at night, when I lay
in bed, waiting for sleep to come, I
would feel a great loneliness creeping
over me. And then I'd hurry to remember the pleasant things, the wonderful
times Lance and I had shared.
I'd remember, for instance, the first

—

tfie#££B£

-Try the-

"HAPPY MEDIUM'LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remember, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine
!

chocolate!
as

tive,

America's favorite laxa-

It's

good

for children as

is

it

for

grown-ups. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.
As a precaution use only as directed

EX- LAX

The Original
Chocolated Laxative

—

I met Lance
when I literally fell
into his arms. I'd been standing on a
shaky stool in the law library, looking
for a reference Mr. Moresby wanted.
I was deep in the
to me
completely
foreign tongue of law, when I felt the
stool shake beneath me, and looked
down to see Lance.
"Come down off that," he said. "I'm
the new law clerk.
I've been hired,
as of now, to keep you girls from being
sent to look for things you have no

time

—

—

USE AS DIRECTED ON PACKAGE
Fine 'Conqueror' Pen GIVEN AWAY
Mail us $1.25 and we will send you by prepaid mail 5 boxes
of famous Rosebud Salve (25c size) and will include witb
salve this guaranteed precision-built ''Conqueror" PEN
witb instant push-button filler, deep pocket military clip,
silver palladium alloy point. In Jet Black, Dubonnet, Gray
or Green color. You can sell the 5 salve to friends at 25c a
box to get back the $1.25 and have fine Pen without cost.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 31, W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND.
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is artistically inclined.

or spare time.
life-like

Protect the sole and you protect the shoe!
is

the shoe

When

The

original

the foundation that supports the upper part of

it

.

.

helps keep

.

its

fine

shape and appearance.

wears through the shoe spreads out of shape.

Cement Treds on your brand-new shoes and the original
soles will never wear out... your shoes will keep their
fine

shape indefinitely.

sure footing

One

pair

...all

.

. .

never

TREDS,

TREDS

mar

keep

feet

dry

..

.provide

floors.

tube of cement, applicator and scraper

complete with

full

directions

on

display card.

Only

your favorite Hardware, 5c & 10c or General Store.
Due to war restrictions, your dealer may be temporarily
out of TREDS, but keep asking for them. Thank you.

25c

at
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Necessities of war have made
transportation difficult.
find
that it helps lighten the burden
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PSORIASIS
D€RmOIL

MAKE THE ONE

SPOF
TEST M

Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered.:
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriasis and Derm oil with
amazing, true photo,
graphic proof of results
sent FREE. Write for It.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, uql
embarrassing scaly sk
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
rears of suffering, report
he scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared ana
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
la used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for

SEND FOR

_

for June will go on
sale Wednesday, May 16th. Subscription copies are mailed on

patient!

su

S. Michigan Ave., Oept,

month at

ROMANCES

time, but they

while learning.
doing this
delightful home work for photographers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your

copy. No obligation.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL

ON SALE
Wednesday, May
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fall

natural,

Many have earned

FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started

Formerly Radio Mirror

The ZtickonSoie* that £taq On

Work

Modern method brines oat

colors.

PHOTOS
atHorrM

Fascinating hobby and vocation
quickly learned at home by average man or

may

too.

reach you a
So please be

GENEROUS

'

TRIAL

>
SIZE
—

generous trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test".
Test It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
Slalnly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
tores and ether loading Druggist*. LAKE LABOfcATOftlSft,
Box 847* Northwestern Station, DepL 6704, Detroit 4, Mich.

—
idea

how

to find."

didn't like that very much.
"I
don't do so badly," I replied. "And I
think I've just now found what I'm
I

looking for." With that, I turned my
back and buried my nose in the book.
The stool shook again. "You're keeping an able-bodied man out of a job,"
he complained.
"Come down from
there!
How can I earn my salary if
you're camping out on the only stool
this place has to offer?"
When I
turned to look down on him, he was
grinning the grin that I found later
was irresistible, and which, even then,

af
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Do You Want

LONGER

—

seem able to resist.
"All right I'll come down." I began
to turn cautiously around to get down.
"Well, move away, won't you? You'd
probably complain to the management
if I kicked- your shins?"
The answer to that was another shake
of the stool. "Hurry," he laughed.
He wasn't shaking hard enough to
dislodge me, actually, but somehow I
had forgotten what I was doing in looking at him, in seeing Lance for the
first time. And then, without warning,
I was tumbling down to land in an alllegs- and-arms heap not gracefully,
in Lance's arms, but forcefully, in his
lap, because I succeeded in catching
him off balance and knocking him
I didn't

—

—
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t
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Longer Hair Dresses Better

down, too.
I wanted

to be angry, but I had to
laugh.
And the laughter must have
told him I wasn't hurt, because the first
thing he said, when he could get his
breath, was, "Have we been formally
introduced? But don't let that stand in
your way it was very nice of you to

In

Latest Styl

THEN TRY THIS
PROVEN EASY SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

—

drop in on me."

Helps Prevent Brittle Ends from Breaking Off

CUDDENLY

Here

the laughter between us
*^ died, and we found, ourselves looking at each other for the first time
really seeing each other, I mean.
"My name is Lance Jordan," he said,
at last. "I started to work here today
law clerk. I'm going to law school at
night."
"I'm Linna Fabry," I told him, and
thought, Lance! That just suits him
long and straight and lean and quicklooking.
And his eyes they're the
nicest eyes I've ever seen! They were
deep blue-grey, and fringed with thick,
long black lashes that might have given
his face a womanish look if the rest of
it had not been so entirely masculine.
The laughter was dancing back into
his eyes, now. "Yes," he said gravely,

is thrilling

who want
.

.

softer,

but a continual source of embarrassment. Try the Juelene System. See
how much more beautiful your hair
may be in such a short time, after the
dry hair condition has been relieved.
Actually make your hair your "crowning glory!" So take advantage of
Juelene's 7- Day Offer

f/Qmmmmmmmmmfm
TEST JUELENE 1
mFOR 7 DAYS mM

didn't want to believe.
It wasn't
possible to fall in love with a man
you'd met five minutes before, and, in
the course of those five minutes knocked
down and exchanged a couple of silly
sentences with. I didn't want to stay
there—I wanted to go away and think.
And so I mumbled something about
getting back to my work now, and fled.

lustrous

— in just one

Marvelous Help for DRY HAIR
Dry hair is not only hard to manage

soften harsh, difficult-to-manage hair

I

more

silkier,

than it has been before
short week.

.

"and I like your looks, too."
I felt something happening to me,
something I couldn't believe, something

System

NOW!
Thrilling

Results or

money back

days and see for
can be softened,
made more sparkling and lovely. Your mirror wiH tell
you the thrilling results and so will your friends! If you
aren't absolutely amazed with the glistening sheen ... if
you aren't delighted with the ease in which you can manage your hair, we will refund every cent of your money.
today!
So don't wait. Mail the coupon right now

Just try the Juelene
yourself

meeting with Lance

the meeting he and I laughed over so
many times after that, the meeting

which

become

longer. The Juelene SYSTEM has
helped men and women all over the
nation to find new happiness and confidence in more beautiful, healthy appearing hair. Yes, hair may get longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and the dry, brittle breaking-off
hair can be retarded. This wonderful
Juelene SYSTEM helps relieve hair
dryness that is caused by lack of natural oils. See if Juelene's tendency to

—

my

can during application help yours to

for millions

brittle and breaking-off hair more lovely

—

That was

new hope

their dry, lusterless, unruly

if

your

for 7

brittle, splitting hair

—

comforted myself with remembering when loneliness threatened me
after he went away.
That meeting,
and so many others, I rehearsed faithI

JUEL CO., Dept 0610,1930
Yes.

SYSTEM

in my mind those long nights,
warming myself at the remembered
fully

I

of his love.
Sometimes I'd think
first date, or the time Lance
and some friends and I had rowed to
Hapner's Island for a picnic and let

will

I

will try the

Send C.O.D. plus postage

Name.
Address.

the

Zone

City

•

•

•

•
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JUELENE

my mirror doesn't show satisfactory results,
my money back.
D I am enclosing S1.00

D

about our

hair.

for 7 days. If

ask for

fire

boat drift off, and had been
marooned for hours. Or the time we
first went dancing, and found out that
we were simply made for each other,

Irving Park Rd., Chicago 13,

want easy-to-manage. longer

I

Our Customers

State.

Participate in Lovely Gifts

—
least

at

Pointers for Skin Problems
See

how

nurses' discovery can help

YOU!

cerned.

as far as dancing was conOr the time we hired a horse

and buggy and rode gaily out
country,

hilariously

into the

pretending

we

were our own grandmother and grandfather, "goin' courtin'." Or the time
when Lance proposed to me
That was a spring night, just before
Lance was inducted. A soft night, that
.

.

.

almost as wonderful as it smelled,
with an impish little breeze that carressed you with insinuating fingers. We
went canoeing on the river, moving
along gently with the sluggish current,
going often close to the bank, where
the overhanging fronds of weeping
willows made a dark tunnel where two
lovers could be shut off from the outside in a timeless, dimensionless world
of their own. Presently we beached the
canoe, and sat, close and quiet, for a
while on the moon-silvered sand.
"I'll be going very soon," Lance said
at last, and he put out his arm to pull
me closer to him.
"I'll miss you terribly," I told him,
and wondered at the inadequacy of
words to express what I really meant
by saying that. I felt completely at
ease, though, completely at home with
felt

CHAPPED HANDS! Noxzema not

UGLY BLEMISHES. See how

only soothes but helps heal!

quickly

Actual tests show definite improvement, often overnight!

ternally caused pimples
restore soft smoothness.

Noxzema

helps heal exhelps

—

my

his arm around me, with
his shoulder, so that I was

sure that

I

head on
suddenly

needed no words

to

make

him understand me.
"DIAPER RASH." Give your baby
quick, soothing relief from chaf-

MINOR BURNS. Quick application
of cooling Noxzema brings relief

Noxzema.

almost instantly. Helps heal minor burns and scalds. Try it!

ing, "diaper rash" with

Greaseless; won't stain.

Nurses were among the first to use Medicated Noxzema for these
skin troubles. Try it, too, for chapped lips, windbum, chafing, tired, burning feet. See how much it can do for you and
your family! At all drug counters; lOtf, 35tf and 50^ (plus tax).

"Yes, I know you'll be lonely without me," he said. It was a statement of
fact, without a touch of vanity. "I
think it's harder for the girls who are
left behind than for the men who go
away. We, at least, are going out to
adventure of a sort; you have to stay
behind and make do with the same
old life, except that it is full of empty
places that are hard to fill."

IT

LEARN

Relieve

MILLINERY
AT

Misery of

HOME

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
J athlete's
foot, pimples — other itchJ

Design and make exclusive
noted designers.

IT PU
lib!

ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

hats under personal direction of one of America's
Complete materials, blocks, etc.,

furnished.
Every step illustrated. You make exclusive salable hats right from the start.
teach you
how to start a profitable business in spare time. Low
cost and easy terms. Expert milliners are in demand.
Free National Placement Dept. Send for free catalog.

We
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less. Quiets itching fast.
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or
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35c trial bot-

money

back.
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vour druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.
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WOMEN THE WORLD OVER
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EASE PERIODIC PAIN

€ASY TO KtfP
,1
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This Way. They take 1 to 4 tablespoons of I
Dr. Siegert's famous Angostura Bitters in
a little water hot of cold. It's pleasant to
take, helps ease the pain of difficult days J
and is not habit-forming. Get Angostura \
at your druggist's.
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FOOT RELIEF

LIGHT

New Soothing Foot Plaster.
Easily Cut toAnySize, Shape

dll'Shades

Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX, a
new, superior moleskin foot

—

plaster

ing.

velvety-soft, cushion-

When

used on feet or

toes, it quickly relieves corns, cal-

Simple

Home Shampoo Washes

Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY...
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo helps keep light hair from darkening—
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brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich
cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes
only 1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous
highlights. Safe for children. Get Blondex
*t 10c, drug and department stores.
film that

will be very empty,

place

can

—and your

and

never be

filled,

Lance,

you come back."
"Linna, do you love me?" he asked

until

abruptly, almost roughly.
To that question, you can only give
the honest answer that is in your heart,
with no thought of shyness and evasions. "Lance, I think I've loved you
since the very first moment I saw you."
He had kissed me before but not
like this. Never before a kiss like this
so full of yearning, so full of promise.
"It won't be long," he said at last.
"Waiting is never long, when at the

—

—

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 N. Wabash Ave., Dept.

-

louses, bunions

and tender spots

caused by shoe friction and pressure. Soothes and protects the sore
spot. Splendid for preventing blisters on feet and hands. Economical!
At Drug, Shoe, Dept. and \Qt stores.

D-'Scholls

KUROTEX

end of waiting you know you'll find
your dream-come-true. Will you wait
for me, Linna? Will you marry me
darling, as soon as all this is over and
I can come back to you?"

—

"Oh, Lance, yes yes, darling!"
That night was a miracle of happiness, too full of joy for mere words
to make clear. I was in Lance's arms,
where I belonged, where I would always belong. We were close together
now, and we would always be close.
We were, from that moment on, two
parts of one being. That was the way
I'd

the

wanted

way

forever. It

something

it,

it

hoped for

it.

That was

was, now, and would be

was something
to remember

to cling to,
in all the

months to come, a foundation upon
which to build dreams of the future.
That was what I was doing now
now that Lance was gone, not to a
training camp, but overseas. I was
clinging to the memories we had stored
away in our hearts, just as I hoped he,
wherever he was, was clinging to them
too. And so, it was not hard to fill the
emptiness of the days, for they could
never really be empty, with Lance's
love to lean on, with remembered
promises,

remembered

kisses,

to

fill

!

them.

Of

the time,

all

Lance

after

those first weeks
were hardest. They

left

Complete *&-*-«*

were a period of readjustment,

of getting used to the idea of his being so
far away. And there were no letters,
of course would be none until he had
reached his destination, wherever that
might be, and the letters he would
write have time to get back home.

tea

—

marked the days

I
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on the calen-

off

including a

dar, each morning before I went down
to breakfast, telling myself as I did
that I mustn't expect a letter today,
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had found its way to me those
three looked like rare old documents creased and worn and fraying.
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price
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I don't know how long I stayed there
that morning, reading those three letters over and over. I do know that by
a week later by the time another

must see

ciate the resplendent beauty of

them with a manufactured smile at
all, for long-legged Dessy came galloping up the stairs two at a time, and
burst into my room while I was finishing dressing, waving not one letter, but

delight.

Biblical Art in Full Color

of

glorious morning, I didn't have to face

"Lance!" she gasped, and shoved the
envelopes into my hands. "Letters from
Lance!" as if I needed the added explanation. And then, with an understanding I deeply appreciated, she was
gone again, slamming the door behind
her by way of expressing her relief

24 Masterful Reproductions

Gallery of

but always hoping that there would
be one. A week, two weeks, three, four,
we. I was beginning to be a little
Tightened, beginning to have to put
smile on my face before I went in
to sit down at the table with Mother
and Dad and Dessy. And then, one

and
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it
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not completely pleased with

may
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it

and
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Money Order

Send

it

C. O. D.

Color- Family Register.

Maps -

Self-pronouncing Text.

hand-bound

in

Genuine Leather.

regularly after that,

Lj one each day, and one each day from
to Lance, in answer. The day didn't
really begin until I came down to
breakfast and found the envelope beside my place, and ended very definitely when I had signed "with all my

me

I

Linna"

love,

to

bottom

the

MUST yOU PRACTICE

the

of

answer.

They were good days, the days of
those early letters. All day long little
nhrases from that morning's message
would come

my mind

into
thrill
of

a

little
happiness racing
through me. "I love you so much"
"I can't wait to get home and get our
lives started, honey"
"There's so
much going on it's frightening to think
about it it seems to me, Linna, that
the only stable thing left in my world
is my love for you"
"My whole
day revolves around mail call will
there be a letter from my darling?"
One morning, when I had reluctantly finished the first reading of my letter,
slipped it back into the envelope and
.

'

"Vke Aii &l

and send

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rr

.

—

I

I

|

.

my

begun

breakfast,

Mother

BECAUSE OF-

—

.

.

said,

PSORIASIS

I'm going to get some fine
muslin today if I can, and hemstitch
"Linna,

|

you some

/

My

sheets.
grandmother did
for
mother, and
mother did
it for me, and I can't see that this is
any time to break with tradition. And
it

my

my

think it's high time you shook yourself out of your dreams and did something concrete about the future. The
war's not going to last forever, but
you might as well be hemming napkins
and towels while it does last, so you'll
have something to start out on when
it's over." Her bright blue eyes softened, and she reached across the table
to pat my hand. "It'll help the time
pass more quickly, dear," she added,
"and well, and make things seem more
real, I think. It did for me, years ago,
when I was waiting for your father
I

—

Certainly it is tragic for charming women to be forced to dress for concealment
because of unsightly psoriasis lesions. Is this your problem? Then try SIROIL.
Perhaps SIROIL can help the situation for
as it has helped in thousands of
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Applied externally, SIROIL does not stain clothing or bed linens, nor does it interfere in any way with your daily routine.
§
Try it. Certainly it's worth a trial, particSiroil Laboratories, Inc., Dept. M-30,DetToit 26, Mich.
ularly since it's offered to you on a two- I
Siroil of Canada, Ltd., Box'ISS. Windsor, One.
weeks'-satisfaction-or-money-refunded basis.
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to

come home from France."

And

I

NEVER TRIED MIDOL?

I

so we started that wonderfullycomforting, old-fashioned thing, a hope
chest.
Dad—he's the kind of man
who wouldn't think a house was a
home unless there was a workshop in
the basement made me the chest

and
green and
itself,

—

covered

it
in soft, dull
sunlit yellow. Mother and
I worked to fill it, and so did
maiden aunts, Clara and Genevieve,
who lived not far away, so that soon
there was a very respectable pile of
table and bed linen, of towels and

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN
Of Tired Kidneys

my

— unfortunately — Aunt
Clara's hand-crocheted antimacassers.
But
loved even them— loved every
piece, and every
and

holders
I

I

careful stitch

we

took.

described everything to Lance, and
one day a box came from him, with a
lovely English bone china tea service
I

add to my store.
Everything was perfect. It was like
a wonderful autumn, when the sun
shines brilliantly every day. You know
that there's something unpleasant in
the air winter ahead but you can't
really believe it. I couldn't really beto

This month, give Midol a chance
to keep
active . .

you

brighter

.

.

.

more

enjoying life at the time
when menstruation's functional
cramps, headache and blues might
have you miserable.
Take Midol at the first twinge
of pain. See how swiftly it acts to
relieve

.

your

suffering.

And

trust

these effective tablets Midol's com;

does not depend on opiates.
Millions of girls and women rely
fort

on

#^^^
^\

regularly as a
periodic pick-up.
Guat0J[
eei
Ask for Midol at VCood Housekeeping/
^Z
any drugstore.
mmmlaj^S^
it

MIDOL
Used more than all other products offered
exclusively to relieve menstrual suffering

I

CRAMPS- HEADMHt-BWCS

EYES TIRED?

—

backache and leg pains are making yon miserable, don't just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
If

attention.

The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess
acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's

Fills.

—

my

lieve in war, in disaster, there in
safe little home town, wrapped so securely in
love for Lance. All I could
believe in was happiness.
And then, like the first touch of winter deadening the brilliance of Indian
Summer, a cloud obscured a little the
white-bright quality of
happiness.
There was a morning when there was
no letter from Lance. It was late in

my

my

May, and Spring was being her loveliest, but no matter how I told myself
about irregularity of mails and a man's
having something else to do but write
letters when he was a soldier, I couldn't
help feeling that something had spoiled
the Spring as I walked to work that

By evening, when I wrote my
and signed, "with all my love,
Linna," I had convinced myself that
to morrow morning there would be two
letters, and all would be well.
But the next morning there weren't
two letters. Nor one. Nor was there
even one letter the following morning.
And by that time Spring didn't matter.
But the fourth morning Dessy came
charging up the stairs again, envelope
in hand. "You see," she cried, waving
it at me, "you've had all this stewing

morning.
letter

around, looking like a lost soul, for
nothing. Here's a letter from Lance!"
I literally snatched it, my heart leaping. It was very brief, but it was a
letter from Lance, and that was enough.
"You'll have to forgive me," he said,

TWO DROPS
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LEARN NURSING AT HOME
High school not necessary. No age limit.
"Nursing Facts' and sample
Send for
lesson pages. Earn while learning. Act now
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Chicago 6, Illinois
160 N. Wacker Drive,

FREE
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STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describee the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stuttering successful for 44 years. Ben], N. Bogue,
Dept 1171, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.
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in QO days at Home
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QUICK RELIEF
Byes tiled? Do they smart and burn from overwork,
sun, dust, wind, lack of sleep? Then soothe and refresh
them the quick, easy way use Murine. Just two drops
in each eye. Right away Murine goes to work to relieve
the discomfort of tired, burning eyes.
Murine is a scientific blend of seven ingredients safe, gentle— and oh, so
soothing Start using Murine today.
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materials. Put your
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future
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security
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| Illustrated Book FREE—Now!
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fighting

so

Mutivio, iiua|/i t,«ti a
Ddiiauuriums, clubs or private practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
i

JUST A MINUTE!
Before you empty your scrap
baskets today, before you burn
up or throw away that stack of
magazines, those old corrugated
boxes, the week's accumulation
of newspapers wait a minute!
Those scraps of paper can save
lives, can help to win a battle!
Paper is one of the war's vital

—

\ saries,

CAN

YO

OLDER
LOOK from

When you are

Head-

suffering

ache, Simple Neuralgia, Muscular Pains
Functional Monthly Pains, you not

or
only feel uncomfortable you look
uncomfortable. Why don't you try

—

Dr.
for

MILES ANTI-PAIN PILLS

prompt

relief? Regular package

25c

Economy package $1.00. Caution; read directions and use only as directed. Miles
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

1

—

"

in part,

"if

I

manage

don't

to

—

write

every day from now on. Things are
happening fast over here things I can't
talk about and sometimes there literally isn't a minute in the day that
we can call our own."
That was all right then. I sighed my

ssm-

%m^ Hair Rinse

—

—

and went down to breakfast,
was lovelier this
year than I had ever remembered its
relief,

Gives a Tiny Tint

noticing that Spring
being.

^^

J

V

(/ft/
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Follow simple directions for amaz-
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leaves
ing results.
blankets soft, fluffy. ..clean as new!
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Mew York
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Ice-Mint Treat

Don't let tired, burning sensitive feet steal
energy and make the hours seem longer. Rub on
a little Ice-Mint and feel the blissfully cool and
soothing sensation of comfort that follows, as this
frosty-white medicinal cream goes to work driving
out fiery burning and aching tiredness. Grand, too,
to help soften up painful corns and callouses. So
don't delay— get foot happy today the Ice-Mint
way. At all druggists.
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Hair
OFF Face
NOW Happy!
unloved

. .

Lips.. .Arms... Legs

I had ugly superfluous hair. . . was
.discouraged. Tried many things . . . even

razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped

J

FREE

thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My
book, "Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem"
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
trial offer. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P.O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart. Dept. 142, Chicago 54, IlL
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And

they were somehow different
less personal, so that I found
myself reading the whole of them, instead of only scattered parts, to the
family at the breakfast table. But I
could hardly put my finger on what
was different about them. Always they
had been full of cheery stories about
Lance's buddies, of bits of news as
much as he could tell about our Army
and its movements in England. They

were
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should I have been? The only thing

me
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suppose

happen
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Try Golden Glint ...Over 50 million
packages have been sold.. .Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.
Price 10 and 25^
or send for a

ried.

that occurred to

lovely

tedious,

vigorous brushings
plus
tiny tint in these 12 shades.

—

I

— your

soft,

obtained from

effect

of

full

or bleach the hair.

2. Used after shampooing
hair is not dry, unruly.

those things. They
still began "Dearest Linna" and ended
"always, Lance." But some things were
gone the funny little questions about
the hope chest, the latest addition
to the never-ending argument about
whether the dining room should be
yellow-and-grey, or rose-and-white
our own private joke, about which we
had written as seriously as if the fate
of nations depended on the decision.
still

that could possibly

—

Lance was something physical; that was the only thing I feared.
As long as his letters came, he was
safe and well. I need have no fear.

——

to

]V/|AY spun out, and June came, and
*'* Spring held more than a hint of
summer. The days began to go lazily,
sweetly by, and I let them pass me
without counting them, almost without
noticing them.
And then there was the morning
the sixth of June when I woke knowing that today would not be a day to

—

through my fingers. Today
would be a day to remember, forever.
I awakened from one of those vaguely horrible dreams which you cannot
remember, but which leave you shaking with fear. It was just a dream, I
kept telling myself. It was just a dream,
and there's no reason to be frightened.
Stop being silly. But, although it was
only six o'clock, I knew there would
be no sleep for me, so I got up and
bathed as quietly as I could, and began
let

slip

to dress.

the fear nagged at me. It was
more than a vague fear, now; it was
a definite feeling that something, someStill

where,

my

"COME-HITHER'
Lovely ladies apply Poslam
at the first sign of surface

Pimples or skin-outbreaks. Because they know
the 6 active U.S.P. ingredients work fast to reduce redness... soreness. Poslam actually helps
peel away ugly Pimple-layer! This Ointment
without Disappointment— a 38 year success
satisfies you or your money back. Try it . . .
see your complexion improve with its use.
Thousands sing its praises. Free Sample: Write
lam, Dpt.5-W ,254 W. 54, New York 1 9, N. Y.
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A

had

gone

wrong

—something

big, portentous, earth-shaking. I found
that
hands trembled at the fastenings of
dress, and at a sudden

ON A

.

tint

—

—

Does not harm, permanently

1.
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FREE SAMPLE

——
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the best part of the daily routine.
Letters came irregularly after that.
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new, dainSterling Silver Ring set with
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GIVEN
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Spot Remover and Cleaner at 25c
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for order.
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Made

strut,* •

There was no letter from Lance next
morning, either, but by then I'd readjusted my feelings. A letter now
would be a wonderful surprise, each
time it came, and not just a part if

my

knock on my door my heart leaped,
and I actually jumped and turned to
face the door as if death itself were
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Earn '30 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
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'
Practical nurses are always needed!
fcLearn at home to your spare time
18 to 60 years of
as thousands of men and women
age have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.
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YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI

knocking.

"Y-yes?"
Dad's voice,
excitement,

GOLDEN GLINT

full

of

a

contagious

came through the

door.

"Get up, honey! This is no day to sleep
your head off. Linna, we've invaded
the continent! We've opened a second
front! We've landed troops in Normandy! It's on
I flung the door open. "What?"

—

Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You,

good money, make new friends. High
not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 46th year. Send coupon now!

too, can earn

school

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

R

Dept.lSS. 100 !'»«! Ohio Street. Chiraco 11. III.
Flense send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pKfee.

I
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—
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"We've landed troops in Normandy,
Linna! It's on the radio " He grabbed
my hand, and we raced downstairs.
We listened for about a half an hour,
I think, before the fear came back
to me. And then it was like a great
hand, wringing the elation from my
heart, squeezing it dry.
Dad must have seen it in my face,
for he turned away from the radio
and asked me sharply, "What's wrong,
Linna? Is something the matter?"
I shook my head. "I
I don't know,

—

Daddy," I told him slowly. "I don't
know. It's funny a feeling I have. I
had it this morning that's why I woke

—
—

up

so early
"A feeling

.

kind of a feeling,

honey?"
"I don't know," I repeated. "Like a
premonition, somehow. Dad Dad, do
you suppose something's happened to
Lance in in all this? Do you suppose
he was one of the troops in the inva-

—

—

—

?"

and he
Dad's hand closed hard on

sion,

der. 'Oh,

Linna

—no,

dear.

my

shouljust the

It's

excitement. Nothing's going to happen
to Lance. Don't borrow trouble, Linna."
"But Dad I'm afraid, I'm afraid!" I
heard my voice rising sharply, hysterically, and pulled it back, with a
sharp effort, to normal. "I I'm sorry,
Dad. I'm making a fool of myself. I
guess I'll put the water on for coffee."
And I turned and went into the kitchen,
before he could see the tears that were

—

—

spilling

from

my

Mechanically

I

eyes.

went about the busi-

ness of starting breakfast, trying to
keep my mind a blank, free of any
thoughts. But I had only one thought,
and that kept rising up unbidden
the thought of Lance in that horror
that must be Normandy this morning.
Lance,
Lance, wounded, hurt, alone
spilling his blood on the hard earth of
some strange field and I not knowing
not knowing for weeks, for months
even, perhaps never being sure. It was
a pain that threatened to rip me apart
with its sharpness; it was a pounding
agony, and I covered my face with my
hands and rocked with the hurt of it.
Lance, my whole life, my dearest love
Oh, please God, don't let anything
happen to him. Let him be safe. Let
him be safe!
A familiar, metallic click made me
aware of reality of the bright kitchen,
of the percolator, threatening to boil
.

.

.

—

^md & Ma^/iance xadfaf

—

wmmfm
Extra large. Dries dishes in
a flash. Stitched hem. Economical.
Long lasting.

Perhaps, after days of waiting, there
was a letter from Lance!
It was there, and I caught it to me
as if it were Lance himself. Suddenly
the fear was gone this was something
tangible. How foolish of me to have
made such a fuss Lance was all right!
It didn't for a moment occur to me
that this letter had been written ten
days ago, that it's being here could

—
—

have no bearing on what Lance was
doing, how he was, whether he was
alive or dead, this morning.
I threw myself down on the hall
window seat and tore it open.
don't think I really took in the
of the words on that first reading. It took a second, and then a third,
and even so, there was no feeling in
me. Except that I was cold as cold
as if this were winter, and not the
lovely, sweet, soft spring.
hand tightened, crumpling the
paper, and after a long time I began to
feel again anger, and sick, sick bitterness, and pain that was threatening
to swell past all bearing. I heard my
I

meaning

."

—what
.

—

it off and ran through
diningroom, into the hall. That
click was the cover of the mailbox
going down the mailman had come.

over. I turned

the

—

—

My

—

voice, a husky, weary whisper, repeating monotonously, "I was afraid you
were dead! I was afraid you were dead
you might better have died at
least you would have died mine!"
After a long while, I smoothed the
.

.

—

.

and read it again.
Dear Linna:
I've tried and tried to think of
a good way to say this, but there
is no good way. I'd better just say
it, and have it done. Linna, I've
fallen in love. I've tried to tell you
in my letters these past few weeks,
but there didn't seem to be any
way, and I wanted to be sure
I didn't want to hurt you needlessly. But I have to hurt you now,
Linna I'm really in love. Her
name is Angela Temple. I know

letter

—

—

this
is
real it's not the
dreamy, exalted thing we knew,
but real, and earthy and but you
won't want to hear about it. So
I must just tell you that Angela
and I are going to be married tomorrow. I can't ask you to forgive
me but try!
Lance
This isn't the kind of letter Linna
ever expected to add to the others she
has had from Lance.. But here it is, in

that

—

—

—

her hand, horrible and final. What will
she do now, with the love that had
given meaning to her life, and that now
had no meaning? Read what she builds
out of heartbreak in June RADIO

ROMANCES,

on

sale

May

16.
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Here is the most thrilling Service
Flag of all
a gorgeous, colorful
flag by day and a shining, glowing
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6-Star
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Flag-Sl.00
Flag-Sl.15
Flag-Sl.25
Flag-Sl.35
Flag-S1.45
Flag-S1.55

If you tike True Story Magazine...
you mustn't miss these real-life radio
dramas from True Story's files. A

different story every day, revealing

the

Send NO MONEY

Pay postman correct amount as listed above, plus postage,
when flag is delivered. Or save money by sending price of
flag wanted with order and we pay all postage. If not
delighted, returr 'a" in 5 davs and your money will be
Order
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179 W. Washinqton Street
Dept. T-25. Chicago 2. III.

troubles,

triumphs,

ventures of real people.

your name and address today, a postcard will
telling us if you want one, two, three or more stars.
id

refunded.

100

flagbynight! Folks who pass your
home on the darkest night can see
the star shine and glisten to tell
the world that your loved one is in
the service of his country! Made
of fine quality Celanese, in rich
red. white and blue colors, with a
gorgeous golden fringe, and
sturdy twisted cord for hanging.
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leaves your hair so lustrous, yet
so easy to

up

manage!

Only Drene with Hair Conditioner reveals
to 33% more lustre than soap
yet leaves
.

hair so easy to arrange

•

.

— so alluringly smooth

!

Want all your hair-dos to look more glamorous? Then
be a "Drene Girl!" Always use Drene Shampoo with Hair
Conditioner. No other shampoo
not a soap in the world
.
can make your hair look so lovely!
.

.

.

.

.

Reveals far more lustre than any cake soap or liquid soap
For Drene never leaves any dulling film, as all soaps
do, to rob your hair of its lustrous beauty! Drene reveals up to
33% more lustre than any kind of soap.
shampoo.

Leaves hair so manageable ! Now that the new, improved
Drene contains a wonderful hair conditioner, it leaves hair far
silkier, smoother, easier to manage
right after shampooing.
.

.

.

Removes every

bit of dandruff the very first time you use
it!
So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioner ... or ask your
beauty shop to use it!
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When francine wears her hair
down, she avoids
width at the
long, narrow

flat

tops and

sides. "It takes
lines or height,"

says Franeine, "to narrow your
face." And, she adds, for shining-smooth, manageable hair,
remember that there's no
shampoo like Drene with Hair
Conditioner!
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This remarkable discovery, Tintz Color Cake

Shampoo, washes out
as

it

dirt,

safely gives hair a real

fairly

glows with

and

life

loose dandruff, grease,

smooth colorful

lustre.

tint that

Don't put up with

faded, dull, off-color hair a minute longer, for Tintz

Color Shampoo works gradually

more

leaves your hair

and easier to manage.
permanents. Get

— each

colorful,

No dyed

shampoo

lovelier,

look.

this rich lathering

softer,

Won't hurt

shampoo, that

gives fresh glowing color to your hair, today. In six

Only 50 cents each or 2

lovely shades.

for $1.00.
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arrival

moil coupon on
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and mail your order

of your, package, just deposit

Color

Shampoo

50c ($1 for two) plus postage with postman and

TINTZ COMPANY, DEPT. 1 -B, 205 N. Michigan, Chicago 1,
Canadian Office: Dept. I-B, 22 College St., Toronto, Can.

III.

COLOR SHAMr^OO'in

shade checked
below. On arrival, will deposit 50c plus postage charges with
postman, on guarantee that if I'm not entirely satisfied
can
return empty wrapper in 7 days and you will refund my money.

Send one

full size

TINTZ

7-DAT
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Shampoo tint your own hair right
home But if for any reason you
satisfied, just

return

your money

will

the

wrapper

in

in

your own

100%
days and

aren't

7

be refunded without question..
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There goes Yesterday— but

J

how

Your bath only takes care of past
perspiration, but to guard your
future freshness— the word is Mum!

YES, YOUR

bath washes away

all

You're hitting

"date" dazzled!

stars that

you alone. He
you came into

And you make

for keeping

daintiness with

your future freshness.That's

So top off your bath with Mum— and
stay as sweet as you are. Don't take chances
when your charm is at stake. Mum is one
quick trick that helps a girl to keep her

thanks his lucky

a super-salaam to
to be near.
Underarm odor hasn't a chance. After your
bath, before every date, you make sure of

past

Mum does well.

The one you dote

ears for

his life.

But it can't protect you
of underarm odor to come. It

can't safeguard

a job

off!

it

on has eyes and

Mum

perspiration.

against risk

about Today?

you so nice

Mum!

Mum smooths on like a breeze. And takes
just

30 seconds' doing. Mum's protection

day or evening long. No risk of
offending odor now. And isn't it nice to
know that
won't injure fine fabrics
—won't irritate your skin?
lasts all

Mum

Mum

takes the odor out of perspiration
Product of Bristol-Myers
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don't move, darling— I

want

to
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Did You
COME

!
.

Know?

into the kitchen

—There's a new

dehydrated ice cream on the market
that will be coming your way soon —
in time for an answer to an icecream-hungry family's problems this
summer, if the manufacturer's plans
go well. It's not a mix, but real ice
cream, with the fluid removed. You
simply add water and pop the mixture into your refrigerator tray. Wait
about forty minutes, and dessert's
all ready!
Short order A civic.

minded

.

—

.

out in San Francisco
has an invention that will be a boon
to the lovers of the succulent hot dog.
It's a vending machine
you drop in
a coin, and out comes the frankfurter,
citizen

—

tucked

cosily

bun, and

into its
piping hot.

A

accompanying

high-voltage,
coil
does
the cooking. Rumor has it that the
inventor is working on a mustardcole
slaw-onion dispenser on the

high-frequency

...

side.

diathermy

—

Sweet substitute Have you experimented with dextrose? It's at your
grocer's or your favorite department
store, or will be within a very short
time. Dextrose is health sugar and
best of all, it's point free! Better not
try substituting it for regular sugar in
cooking,
unless
you have special
recipes calling for it but in your
coffee, on cereals or fruit, it's a boon.

—

milJJloW^

—

—

GLORIOUSLY, YOUTHFULLY

tricks husbands who comtheir wives cook with a
can opener will have nothing to kick
about in the postwar days. Canned
.

.

.

Quick

plain

that

BECOMING

main dishes have been experimented
with by the army, seeking varied diets
for soldiers, and the really excellent
results

passed

of those experiments will be
along to civilians come Vic-

—

I

i

—

tory.
How do these sound kidney
stew, roast beef with plenty of gravy,
roast pork with applesauce, beautifully browned hamburgers, tamales
in their own sauce, ham and eggs and
potatoes? They're all in cans now,
for our boys, and in cans for all of us
when the war is over.
Things to
come Plastics will provide us with a
whole world of wonders for the house
hold, when the industry can turn from
wartime to peacetime production.
.

.
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You've never seen such face powder shades
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Thank your beauty
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Evening in
powder
thrilling result of a marvelous French
. .
blending process exclusive in America with
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kin, Secretary

Complexion

Paris

.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS,
i

for a Lovelier

in Paris "triple color-blended"

face powder, won't

you? See why they say

"to make a lovely lady even lovelier
Evening in Paris face powder."

FACE POWDER

ROUGE

50c

•

$1.00

.

PERFUME

LIPSTICK

.

.

.

50c

$1.25 to $10.00

(All prices plus tax)

BOURJOIS
Tune in "Here's to Romance," with
Jim Ameche and Ray Bloch's Orfeaturing Larry Douglas
with gnest stars Thursdays, 10:30
chestra,

—

P.M., E.W.T., Columbia Network.

NEW YORK •DISTRIBUTOR

—

not
THERE'S
some time

one among us
isn't

a

who

at

Cinderella

before she was transformed into a
beautiful princess.
This is a story about a Cinderella
who was a stenographer. She yearned
to escape the dull routine of her job
and enter the glamour world of secretaries.

She had

ability.

But

less

talented girls forever passed her by.
Whereupon she became more bored and
unhappy; never realizing it was those
three ugly sisters Timidity, Self-Consciousness and Poor Taste that were responsible for her stand-still plight.

However, this stenographer-Cinderella had a modern fairy godmother
an
efficient secretary who knew and liked
her when she came to help her on busy
days and considered her for the assis-

—

tant her boss had indicated she would
Cinderella's appearance,
soon need.
however, was all wrong for a front
office job.
So the secretary decided
to

do a

little

wand waving.

First she taught Cinderella how to
care for her hair, which was dry and
much too fussily dressed for an office.

She made her brush it thoroughly every
night with a stiff bristled brush, using

Beryl Vaughn, of the CBS
Bachelor's Children
cast,
says that both a good secretary and a good actress
need efficiency and charm.
.

upwards and outwards
whole head tingled. She recommended oil shampoos and a good

short

strokes

until her

tonic to restore the natural sheen.
Cinderella's figure was good. But her
legs and ankles were heavy. The secretary showed her that great trick of
exercising them during the day while
she sat at her desk. She just rotated
each foot from left to right.
This
seemed to loosen the tight leg muscles.
It helped relieve foot strain and it
broke down the fatty tissues around
the ankles.
good all-round exercise

A

which was fun was the swimming exercise. She would stretch out on a chair
and lie face downward, with arms and
legs outstretched. Then she would kick

downward with
other.

first

one

leg,

then the

At the same time she would

bring the

left

arm down

even with the

to a position

then forward and
follow the same procedure with the
right arm.
hip,

One of Cinderella's big problems was
an extra dry skin. A too-light powder
over it gave her a startling, ghost-white

A

visit to the cosmetic counter of
a large department store resulted in a
rich penetrating cream to be applied
before the bath and kept on so that

look.

the steam and heat from the bath could
help penetration; one of the new liquid
foundations, with an oily base; paste
rouge; the right shade of powder, lightly puffed on and even the secretary
was amazed. Last but not least, they
purchased a cream deod'orant which,
used faithfully, would help keep her
dainty and fresh no matter how hurried
her office day.
The final step in Cinderella's transformation into a secretary was a basic
wardrobe to fit her job. As the secretary pointed out, they were the front
for their boss. A smart, well groomed
secretary established that good first impression which was so important in
office contacts. And she tactfully let it
be known that Cinderella's wardrobe
was entirely too fussy and too bright
in color for the office. They decided
that since brown was most becoming
to Cinderella, a good basic dress of that
shade, with
changeable accessories,
would do for the present. To augment
this, they also purchased a tailored suit
which was not too tailored for dressier
blouses when she had a date right from
the office. A good topcoat for all occasions, and Cinderella was ready for
that all-important transition from stenographer to secretary. She had discovered that the right make-up, the right
hair-do and the right clothes had given
her poise and self-confidence.
You

—

can, too!

Radio Romances

Home and Beauty

—

Ji

me

itdL
wan.

w« Madame La
1

hat

Couturiere (nee Minnie Mooney) whis-

pered about Barbara

— now trying on her fourteenth hat —

the truth. Everybody in town knew
what Barbara's trouble was except Barbara herself

was

cruel, but it

was

.

.

.

why men fell over themselves to meet her, then turned suddenly indifferent
why she was the "last resort" when a
.

.

.

fourth at bridge or an extra girl was needed tofill out a party.

How About You?
little when
You perhaps do not realize that
is so common and that anyone

Clothes, charm, good looks can count for

your breath
halitosis

may be
It's

is

off-color.

(bad breath)

guilty at

some time or other

without knowing

it.

wise to be always on guard against this condition,

which can put you in such a bad
Listerine Antiseptic, used as a
offers

light so quickly.

mouth

you a simple and wholly

rinse

and

gargle.

delightful precaution

many popular people rarely omit. Use it always
before any "date" where you want to be at your best.
that so

Listerine's rapid germicidal action halts food fermenta-

tion in the
halitosis is

mouth and

the odors

sometimes systemic,

it

causes. And, although

this food fermentation,

some authorities, is a major cause of
unpleasant breath. Almost at once, in such cases, your
breath becomes sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.
in the opinion of

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St.

Louis, Missouri.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
for Oral Hygiene

P.

<=>.

A

little

loving care

is

what your

teeth need,

and

this delightful dentifrice

helps give

it.

LISTERINE

TOOTH PASTE

a

WHAT'S I1W
from
Coast to Coast
By DALE BANKS

he'll pose, but he won't like it, while Grade capfor posterity on the walls of a Hollywood restaurant.

George says
tures

him

WE'Dminute—you

like to talk about music for
a
know, the stuff
that "hath charms to soothe the
savage breast."
Paul Lavalle has just been assigned
to prepare a special series of musical
programs for use in Army and Navy

hospitals. They're not programs aimed
primarily at entertainment. The programs are designed to reawaken an interest in living in wounded men, who,
for one reason or another, aren't too
keen on getting back into the swing of

She's one of the busiest (and
people in radio
Virginia Gregg, CBS actress.

—

prettiest)

daily life.
Paul's been toying with this idea for

months and carrying-on experiments

He started thinking about
musical therapy after a grateful mother
wrote him that the soothing music of
his all-string orchestra had finally put
her sick child to sleep, when all other
efforts, including drugs, had failed. Paul
began to wonder, then, whether music
couldn't be used for achieving the
opposite results, to stimulate emotions,
to excite a desire to live and to work.
Now he's getting a chance to put his
theories to a test in a well-organized
and easily checked manner.
privately.

*

*

*

Gilbert Mack's terrific ear for the
sound of foreign languages is catching
up with him, it seems. Gil's always in
demand on radio shows because of the

authenticity of his dialects. And now
he's playing the part of an Italian usher
in "A Bell For Adano" on Broadway.
Which leads us to the story he tells.
It seems his Italian grocer saw the
play not long ago. Now, Gil has to
order his groceries in Italian, or he isn't
likely to get them. The hitch is that
Gil can't speak Italian, but the grocer
won't believe that and thinks he's just

ashamed

to

speak
*

We

Who says actors are sophisticated and
have no sentiment? They're always doing things like this. Milo Boulton, who
emcees on We, the People, recently
Suave and polished Les Tremayne
fits perfectly his Nick Charles
role in Columbia's Thin Man.

Raymond had been auditioning for
director after director without getting
anywhere. Finally, once after he'd finished his regular audition material, the
umpteenth director asked him whether
he could ad-lib a tough. By then, Raymond was very definitely fed up. He got
all his bitterness and frustration and
anger out of his system, turning the
full force of it all on the director, who
slowly turned the color of a ripe eggplant in the control booth.
But Raymond's spontaneous performance got him the job and he kept it
for four years. He's been a radio menace ever since and loves it!

—

—

*

it.

*

*

wouldn't recommend this as an
infallible way to get a job in radio,
but we like Raymond Edward Johnson's
story about how he got his first break.
Raymond, of course, is your host on the
Inner Sanctum show, and something of
an institution now.

comes

*

*

our notice that Harriet
Hilliard has been chosen by over three
hundred and fifty West Coast manufacturers as one of the Ten Best Dressed
Women in Radio. Harriet is especially
pleased at being designated as one of
the "Ten" because she makes most of
her clothes herself.
It

to

made

a recording for his mother's
birthday. He wrote a nine minute script
that was a perfect imitation of his show,
only the guests interviewed were Milo,
his wife and an old friend of the
family, who reminisced and told nostalgic stories for Milo's eighty-year-old
mother. Milo figured this was one of
the best ways to reach his mother,

whom he has seen only once in six
years because he's been too busy to take
even one short vacation.
*

*

*

Bouquets to Margaret Arlen. Busy as
she is with her daily radio talk and
her announcing duties on Great Moments in Music, she found time recently to do fifty additional broadcasts
in ten days. She went all out on the
recruiting drive. And for a very
good reason. Along with the urgent
need for Army and Navy Nurses,
there's a crying need for eligible young
women to sign up for the medical and
surgical training in the WAC.

WAC

*

*

*

Happened

to see this over at the Blue
the other day. It was during a perform-

ance of Appointment With Life
wandered into. Just as the
theme music began, there came

that we
closing
a great,

but awful silence on the

The

air.

di-

—

Are you

Henry Aldrich (Dick Jones)

gets

in

For a slick permanent, which

help on a ticklish problem from
Geraldine Pat Ryan in real life.

—

is

the

know

a "must"?

Is this little

beach belle

A skilled operator
A cold wave
A machine wave

rector started waving his arms and
the engineer looked frantic.
One of the actors, Sanford Bickart,
his eyes on the director for a cue, looked
around quickly, hustled over to a
socket in the wall, plugged in a plug
and held it there and the Hammond
Organ began to give out its dulcet
tones again until the announcer signed
the show off the air.
Bickart saved that show, very much
the way the Dutch boy once saved
Holland by holding his thumb in the
hole in the dyke. It's doubtful though
that Bickart will go down in history
and legend for his feat.

?

—

Playing pally-cake

Dive balmy
Collar-bone conscious

Frizzy flub— or dream girl? That depends
largely on the skill of your operator. Let
her decide the right type of wave for your
hair-texture. Slick grooming requires infinite
care. And guard your daintiness with care
especially at "certain" times.
.
.
.
Now there's a deodorant locked inside
each Kotex napkin. The deodorant can't
shake out, because it is processed into
each pad not merely dusted on. No extra
charge for this new Kotex "extra" that
aids your charm, your confidence.

—

No, she's not "tetched"
just collar-bone
conscious. And if you have hollows around
the base of your neck, try: Standing erect,
arms out (as shown), elbows stiff. Swing
arms backward, forward, touching finger
.

.

.

tips. This also banishes shoulder-blade problems. To banish problem-day discomfort
choose Kotex, for Kotex stays soft while
wearing far different from pads that just
"feel" soft at first touch. And the special
safety center of Kotex gives you plus
protection.

—

—

Next time you get annoyed by rationing and

all

"that fuss about points,"

remember

this little bit of information
that comes to us from the Writers' War
Board.
cat hunt is on in Paris.

A

A

there. News
dispatches say that one cat is worth
about $6 half for its meat, half for

cat is food

and clothing

—

In many towns around Europe,
there are no cats left not even cats!
its fur.

—

•

*

*

the most
murdered woman in the world and we
can see what she means. She plays in
shows like David Harding Counterspy
and Famous Jury Trials and in almost
every script she winds up on the grim

Jean Ellyn claims

she's

—

—

reaper's side, probably because the
quality of her voice arouses the listeners to the greatest amount of hatred
for the killer. So, week after week,
Jean goes on being stabbed, hit over
the head, shot, choked, hanged, thrown
cliffs, poisoned and pushed under
innumerable speeding trains and cars
all engineered by the sound man, of
course. Wonder what her dreams are

over

by

like

this

If

you're stymied with a show-off, should you

*

smilin'

Make

Now— a DEODORANT
in

every Kotex napkin

*

through

with the icicles

Why attempt to freeze or reform him? Be smart and
go smilin' through his, clowning. It can be fun— and
he'll tell the world you're wonderful! Learning to
laugh in a trying situation helps build self-confidence.
when you laugh off
That goes for trying days, too
"telltale outline" fears with the patented, flat tapered
ends of Kotex. So unlike thick, stubby napkins, those
flat pressed ends don't show revealing lines. Kotex
keeps you confident!
.

Saw

a very swell thing over at
Gallagher's at dinner time the other
night. Six servicemen were the guests
of part of the cast of "The Tempest,"

Mr. Shakespeare's opus that's packing
It
in on Broadway these days.
looked interesting, so we went over and
talked to Canada Lee about it.
It seems that every week, the cast
invites six wounded servicemen who
are recuperating at one of the nearby
hospitals to see the show, and then to

Try to reform him

Go

time?
*

—

them

fAore

than

all

women

.

.

choose KOTEX*

other sanitary napkins put together

—
go out and have some drinks and dinner
with them. The GI Joes like it, gives
them a boost to sit around and talk to
stars and get to know them off the
stage. It takes their minds off some of
the bad tomorrows some of them have
to look forward to and fear. The night

we

spotted the dinner party, there was
one young lad who'd lost his leg and
wasn't quite used to the idea yet if
he ever will be.
As for the actors
"It's good for us,
too," Canada Lee said. "It kind of pulls
us up short and brings it very sharp
in our eyes that this war isn't over yet

—

—

and how much we owe these
*

*

kids."

*

In case you missed Bob Hawk's apwe're giving it to you again.
Please send him all the spare decks of
playing cards that you may have around
peal,

the house.

Playing cards are urgently needed in
service hospitals for recuperating patients, as weapons against loneliness,
nervous tension, discouragement and

boredom. The current paper shortage
has put a stop to any chances of buying large quantities of playing cards.
The only available supply is in our
homes, where extra decks have piled
up in table drawers and game rooms.
For maximum therapeutic value, each
patient should be supplied with at
least one deck of cards. Now, in many
cases, there is only one deck to an

entire ward.
So, send your "thanks to the Yanks"
send your extra decks of cards to
Bob Hawk, care of CBS, 485 Madison
Avenue, New York City.

—

*

THE SILKEN
FRAGRANCE OF MAVIS
IS

However hot the day, she walks
in cool, heavenly fragrance. For
she showers with sweet Mavis
Talcum, after her bath. Mavis
leaves skin smooth, pretty, dry;
armpits truly dainty. Clothes
and shoes slip on easily. She

starts fresh

. .

keeps fresh

Mrs. Robert Fausset, a 21-time
donor, meets CBS' Aunt Jenny at
the blood bank to make plans for
a visit to "Real Life Stories."

•

You'll like the cool comfort

and freshness of Mavis, too!

The same delightful

MAVIS fragrance in
69^ and $1.00

Talc Mit,

Dusting

Powder

with Puff $1.00

FOR BODY BEAUTY
At

all

cosmefic counters, 59t, 39t,
All prices plus

V.

VIVAUDOU,

*

.

.

appealing, adorable.

MEN:

*

Virginia Gregg's a busy little actress.
She wasn't always an actress. Two years
ago, she was playing a bass viol with
the CBS staff orchestra in Hollywood.
She was kept pretty tied up with her
music job and didn't have much time
for her hobby, which was to act occasionally with the Pasadena Players.
Virginia played twenty shows a week
at the studio and had to rehearse for
all of them, but she still managed to
find enough time to play a few small
parts and one lead at the Playhouse.
Then, one day, while her orchestra

'XZt,

W

tax

INC:, Distributors

was rehearsing the music bridges for
a dramatic show at the studio, the leading lady called up to say she was too
ill to make the broadcast. The director
tore his hair.

He

couldn't find a re-

placement at the last minute. Virginia
had listened to enough rehearsals to
know the script and she asked if she
could read it. The director didn't like
the idea, but there wasn't anything else
for him to do, so he gave her the script.
Virginia played the part on the air,
taking her cues from a very nervous
director, indeed. It wasn't until after
the broadcast that she had time to tell

him about her acting experience.
That was the start of Virginia's career
as a radio actress. She's in

New

York,

now, acting regularly on Ellery Queen,
School of the Air, Big Sister and many
other shows. And what do you think
she does as a hobby, these days? In
her spare time when she can find any
she plays the double bass viol with

—

—

a get-together orchestra made
her musician friends, of course.

up

of

We're sorry Clete Roberts missed it,
but history doesn't wait these days.
Many months ago, General MacArthur
promised Clete that he could introduce

him

to the listening audience,

when

the

General made his first broadcast over
the combined networks. Clete tried to
get General MacArthur to address listeners back home several times, but

MacArthur

declined, saying, "I prefer
not to talk by radio to the American
people until this job is done until I
retake Manila. But when I do, I shall
want you to introduce me."
But Clete was wounded on Leyte
and invalided home and heard his
"stand-in" Arthur Feldman do the job.

—

*

*

*

—

News item Two CBS actors have
their eyes way up ahead on the time
when they might want something beback on. Dick Keith
and Warren Parker have opened a
restaurant good food they serve, too
and they've called it "Copain," the
French slang word for "chum."
sides acting to fall

—

,'

We

'*

*

*

loved Tom Howard's gag about
a skeleton his definition being "a strip

—

teaser

who

when

forgot
*

*

stop."

to

*

NBC

has just set up a television
receiving set in the recreation hall of
the station hospital at Camp Shanks,
N. Y. This is the ninth camp hospital
in the immediate New York City area
where servicemen can see television
programs seven nights a week. It's an
idea that ought to spread out, as much
as possible.
*

*

One

who

actor

*

thoroughly and

is

completely happy in his part is Edgar
who plays the name role in
The Saint show. Barrier got his first
movie part in a French picture, playing
the part of a Chinese. From then on, he
played Turks, Portuguese, Arabs, and
Barrier,

—

Germans all of them sinister
and crooked characters. His part in
The Saint is the first in which he speaks
English without a foreign accent. But
even better than that, he likes the part
countless

rj

because he chases the crooks.
*

*

*

to Ginny Simms, for her
policy of having veterans recently

Bouquets

new

-

discharged, who were professional entertainers before their induction, as the
guests on her programs. Actors, singers,
musicians need to regain their selfconfidence, their facility, after spending months in the armed forces, away
from their work and all too often deep
in the hell that is modern warfare.

They

also

need a hearing

—*

*

Some

to

,

HOW MANY
IN

women

J

long-lasting

Satin-Fmish

The conversation went like this:
"Now, listen, Joe. All you gotta do
is go in and let him work on you. It
might hurt a little, but dammit, you
knocked out a Tiger tank yesterday.
Go on in and get it over with. We gotta

'

Up*<*.

COLORS

Tangee Red - Red

.

very

exciting! Tangee Theatrical

Red

...it

1U

Tangee

TANGEE?

Four

!

.

.

dramatizes your lips Tangee
!

Medium-Red andTangeeNatural.

a

to

„

"Unnecessary-

"I

*

tough to put your finger on just
exactly what heroism means. It's even
tougher to analyze the kind of character
that will be heroic. And, in this connection, we love Correspondent Bill
Downs' story s 'out the two soldiers
he overheard on the Western Front.

doorway

etiquette b

^st
smartest
But the

It's

get back to our outfit."
The scene was the

W^ NG?

men say
"Yes" most

—and Ginny's

programs give them that. Good luck
of them and to Ginny.

all

RIGHT OR

dentist's office.
*

*

*

GOSSIP FROM HERE, THERE AND
THE NEXT PLACE .... An all-star
cast headed by Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore and Jimmy Durante will record "Dick Tracy,"
a program based on the comic strip, for

Armed Forces Radio Service.
Wayne King will be the summer
the

.

.

re-

placement for Jack Benny.
Ben
Grauer is now a commentator for Universal Newsreels. ... A rocking horse
named after Bobby Hookey will soon
be on the market.
Jack Petruzzi,
the Bert Carlon of the Ma Perkins
shows, is in the Army now.
The
Veterans of Foreign Wars have awarded
Dinah Shore their Citizenship Medal
for her morale-building services both
here and abroad.
Danny O'Neill
can take his bows now for having collaborated with Abel Baer in writing
"One Dream For Two".
Don McNeill
has been signed up for another five
years of the Breakfast Club show.
Dick Brown has also been re-signed
by his sponsor.
Carmen Lombardo
has a pet parrot that will only sing
tunes composed by Carmen.
Tom
Breneman's Breakfast in Hollywood
will be made into a million-dollar
movie by Golden Pictures.
Clete
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC war
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correspondent, has

been added to the cast of the* movie
being made from Ernie Pyle's bestseller, "Here Is Your War."
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Ted Steele's a pretty busy man these days, but he can always
find time to play with his small daughters, Sally and Susan.
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WHEN
NATURE LETS ME DOWN?
//

1

flat

Me!
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the MUSIC
By KEN ALDEN

YOU

watch the calendar, of

course, but nature doesn't. Plans

by menstrual pain
and discomfort. So look ahead
now and get Midol before your
next period. Have relief handy!
Take one of these triple-acting
tablets at the first sign of suffering. See how speedily Midol eases
are often upset

BYCrosby andyouFrank
the time

read this both Bing
Sinatra should
be overseas entertaining our sol-

diers in the Pacific
»

As soon
comes

And

ening you

when

you're "blue".

Millions of girls and
rely

women

on Midol every month

cause they find

it

to Dinah Shore
in the hearts of American
that's Anita Ellis!
troops

Second only

—

*

him

and his glamorous date, Ava
Gardner, that Shaw threatened to have
the kid arrested as a public nuisance!
*

*

*

*

*

Morton Gould can have his pick of
three top network shows if he only
consents to conduct a band of less

(tSSTftS
(FOEFtCTIWOB

*

Beatrice Kay is feuding with her
sponsor. She wants to do more than
just sing those gaslight era favorites.

so effective and

X*0,

will

Artie Shaw still crusading vigorously
against pesty autograph clowns. When
he was in New York recently he was
so furious with one kid who trailed

your nearest ^^"Ui"'

drugstore, today.

be-

Wayne

crooner Jerry

*

be-

know it is not narcotic. Get Midol
at

as his divorce decree

*

nerves to relieve cramps. Another

a third stimulates mildly, bright-

zones.
*

take himself a new bride, this one a
glamorous showgirl.

your functional distress. One ingredient relaxes muscles and
soothes menstrual headache.

final,

war

*

«#-

than 50 pieces.
*

Lena

*

*

Home

had trouble getting into
the better hotels and restaurants on
her recent New York visit. She had
to stay at a

moderately priced hostelry.
*

Used more than

S

all other

products offered exclusively

to relieve

1

menstrual suffering

CRAMPS -HEADACHE -BLUES
Soprano Jean Merrill stars
on two shows she's heard on
Tuesdays and Saturdays, MBS.

—

<$ A
10

Product of General Drug

Company

*

*

Although Eddie Cantor's daughter,
Marilyn, has already made her debut
as a night club singer, she and her famous dad are still arguing about it.
The pop-eyed star doesn't want his
daughter to pursue a singing career.
Marilyn reminded him that he started
out

in

a

Coney Island honky

Eddie wired back
"Unfortunately you

this

tonk.

admonition:

inherited

your

'
mother's talents rather than mine."
»

*

*

Incidentally that romantic buildup
between Cantor's singer Nora Martin
and his bandleader, Leonard Suess, is
Nora's happily married to a
a fake.
GrI now overseas.
*

#

*

Ted Steele has organized a band
made up of top-ranking radio advertising agency officials. They play just
for laughs. The fiddle player is Gordon
Yates of Young and Rubicam.
*

*

Famous beauty pack helps
def/afce faded, coarse, aging
'

*

TOP SKI N

Benny Goodman has reorganized his
band, featuring Teddy Wil-

full sized

son at the piano; once again the king
of swing is back at the top of the musical ladder.
*

*

*

The broadcasting battles between
stubborn-minded orchestra leaders and
singers continues unabated. Instead of
blending their talents, many of them
try to outshine each other and the result is one or the other is a beat or two
ahead. Best example of the perfect
wedding between singer and orchestra
is Bing Crosby and John Scott Trotter.
Unfortunately few others can match
this sterling performance.
*

*

*

How

important it is for an eager
young musician to know the faces of
the prominent orchestra leaders is
proved by this sad, sad tale. A young
musician received a phone call asking
him to audition. He was given the
bandleader's hotel room number but
not his name. The musician dashed
over but didn't check up at the hotel
desk to get his auditioner's name. Entering the room he didn't recognize the
man. He played and played beauti-

The orchestra leader smiled, offered him a contract.
"That's great," said the musician,
"but may I ask who you are?"
The maestro pounded the desk vio-

fully.

This Remarkable Development In Skin Culture
To Perk-Up' Weary Complexions

turned red and yelled: "The
name is Dorsey. D-O-R-S-E-Y."

lently,

*

*

On

*

RHYTHMS AND RABBITS
One

day recently in the august
chambers of Congress, a New York
representative rose to his feet and paid
glowing tribute to a radio orchestra
leader.
Few men of modern music
have been so honored. The recipient
of this citation is the musical director
of NBC's Supper Club show, 28-year-

f

Also Marvelous

Short Notice!

Your skin (even when you're young)
must constantly 'flake off' or 'shed'
dried-up, faded, aging top-skin cells.
this is often the reason your
If not

—

complexion

appears

coarse-textured

muddy,

drab,

— so dull and lifeless.

One of the most effective and
quickest ways to hasten this deflaking
process along is famous Edna Wallace
a perHopper's White Clay Pack
fect honey of a 'pepper-upper' for
tired, bored complexions.

—

mild rubefacient or ^blushing' action
of Hopper's.

Let Hopper's White Clay Pack
the secret of looking your

show you

dazzling best on short notice when
that 'important man' unexpectedly
comes to town. Also to help maintain

enchanting natural

'top-skin' loveli-

ness thruout the years.

At any

cos-

metic counter.

Marvelous 'Blushing' Action
is spread Hopper's White
Clay Pack over your face and neck.
Lie down and relax. You can actually

All you do

feel

its

tightening, stimulating effect

Wash

GIRLS IN YOUR 'TEENS'!

almost unbelievable— but your
mirror will confirm the lovely results.
Notice how that tired, faded look

Don't forget Hopper's White
Clay Pack is also marvelous for
enlarged pore openings and to
loosen blackheads. Notice how
much fresher, clearer your skin

on

tired tissues

and muscles.

off after 8 minutes.
It's

seems

to disappear.

Your skin appears

so aZive-looking with such a thrilling

glow and charm. This

Joan Merrill

contributes
beauty as well as songs to
the Charlie McCarthy show.

is

due

appears.

to the

CLAY
PACK
^^^HOPPER'S WHITE

11

old good-looking
there's a hitch to

T0@thS9meT He's a

Ted
it.

Steele.

Although a

But
tal-

ented musician,

it wasn't for Ted's musical ability that some 1,000 words in
the Congressional Record were printed
about him.
What few people know is that this
same Ted Steele is the nation's largest
supplier of laboratory animals guinea
pigs used by our Army and Navy
scientists to fight disease and help save
countless lives of our fighting men.

Canteen Casanova!

—

—

Talking to Ted about his double duty
found that his war-time role has
practically made him switch careers.
Ted's huge farm at Pearl River near
Nyack, N. Y., produces some 12,000
rabbits a year as well as thousands of
other guinea pigs. These animals furnish important serums needed by the
medical corps.
"At the time of Pearl Harbor," continued Ted, "the government sent out
a rush call for rabbits. They asked me
to coordinate the job. At that time no
one in this country had any sizeable
quantity of these animals, so I got in
touch with rabbit breeders in every

I

state."

Day and night Ted performed his
task even though it often interfered
with his lucrative band business. Today he has some 850 sub -contractors
breeding rabbits for Uncle Sam. In

The gals come in on his smile like a radio beam. Because? He's learned that
super-fine Pebeco Powder cleans his teeth better. He's discovered how Pebeco stays
on the job polishing, doesn't wash right away when you start to brush.

That special combination
agents in Pebeco does
abrasive,

of polishing
Micro-fine, nonPowder stays with

it.

Pebeco Tooth

addition to the armed forces' needs,
these serum supplies are also provided
to 130 hospitals for pneumonia cases

and pregnancy

How

tests.

important

our

government

thinks Ted's work is reflected in the
shipping priorities given Ted's rabbits.
They get an AA1 top shipment.
Ted's sponsor often worries that
Ted's time-consuming work will seriously interfere with his broadcasts. To
date Ted hasn't missed a broadcast or
a beat.
Just recently Ted was informed by
the government that there was a shortage of Webster mice, which are a source
of a serum needed to treat our men
stationed in tropical climes. In 48 hours
Ted found a man on the West Coast
who bred these rodents. Next day Ted
and his equally energetic wife Doris
were waiting at LaGuardia Airport for
their precious cargo.

That super-smile

is worth a million! See
your smile can be when you
use super-fine Pebeco Powder. Makes your

how winning

your toothbrush— clings to your teeth while

mouth

you polish. No wonder it leaves them so
immaculate and sparkling!

minty. Let your smile reflect
you are! Get Pebeco today.

feel sparkling,

it

tastes so fresh

how

and

smart

Pebeco Pete says:

6Q%wxe powoeg
fQRYOURMOA/ey,
THANAVERAGE
OR 6 OTHER
CEAO/NG 6RANPS

fOlKS,

TOOTH POWDER
Super-fme for Super Shine

GIANT SIZE ONLY 251
Big IO# size, too
Copyright 1946. by Lehn

ALSO PEBECO TOOTH PASTE
12

— CLEAN,

REFRESHING FLAVOR

—

10*.

&

Fink Products Corp

25*

AND

50*

Director Opie Cotes and Judy
Canova work out one of those
"operatic yodel" arrangements.

Ever since childhood Ted has been
about animals.
His moppet
menagerie contained all barnyard life,
lizards, worms, mice, and his beloved
crazy

rabbits.

W/FOR THE

Even then he was doing double duty.
learned the piano at four and a few

He

years later he

won

a scholarship to the

FIRST TIME

New

England Conservatory of Music.
Strangely enough his parents have no
musical talents and have just a normal

One powder- shade intensely

affection for animals.

to

In high school Ted organized a jazz
band. This nettled his serious music
teacher and he had to forfeit his

flattering

4 different types of

skin!

scholarship.
During the

summer months Ted, like
Charlie Barnet, played in a dance band
on ocean-going liners. After two years
of college and a fling at business school,
Ted got a job at a local radio station
playing piano and announcing. Aiming
for bigger things, the youngster applied
for a job at NBC. They sent him to
their

Montgomery, Alabama, outlet for

seasoning.
"After a spell there
Hills

one

A

east.

and

man

KMBC.

I

I went to Beverly
was practically a

station."

wire from NBC summoned Ted
He rode day coach, stayed up

three consecutive nights. Ted got the
NBC job but it was as page boy at
.$15 a week.
As a page boy he guided visitors
through the catacombs of Radio City.
During lunch hours he pestered program officials. In desperation NBC
finally gave Ted program work and he
played and m.c.'d a flock of sustainers.
Concentrating on the novachord, Ted
attracted attention. By 1940 he had
his own dance band, won engagements
at the Stork Club and Hotel Lincoln.
Ted's income increased and he poured
money into his hobby breeding laboratory animals. When his two operations became more than man-sized
jobs he hired a secretary, Doris Brooks,
an attractive brunette and ex-dancer.
A year later he married her. The
Steeles have two children, Sally, two,

—

and Susan,

three.
right hand and I consult her on every detail," said Ted.
"My stenographer has now practically
become
dictator but I don't mind."

"Doris

is

my

my

0#iMm?J^m
BLENDED BY ENTIRELY
NEW COLOR-PRINCIPLE
Makes even a

bride look

more romantic!

Here's something entirely new and different in a shade of face powder!

is

Lady Esther's exciting new "Bridal Pink"
not just for one particular type of skin-

Blended by means of a new
patented color-principle, it's intensely nat-

coloring.

tering to these four basic types:

you're a Blond, "Bridal

IF

Pink" will

your blondness, make you look
softer, more feminine!
intensify

a Brunet, with

IF you're

Pink" will

"Bridal

make you

look

IF you're
skin
lift

.

.

fair skin

intensify the

.

.

more romantic!

Brown-Haired, with a medium

"Bridal Pink" will give

.

.

contrast,

to your entire

an exciting

appearance!

IF you're Auburn-Haired, with a pale
"Bridal Pink" will wake up
complexion
your skin, give it life and warmth!
.

.

.

Lady Esther "Bridal Pink"
at all

Now

Good Cosmetic Counters

Look different tomorrow! Look more intermore exciting! Apply Lady Esther

esting,

—

the new powder-shade
daringly romantic! See how it
lights up your face with instant new life
Pink"

"Bridal

that's so

and warmth.
The medium-size box of Lady Esther
Face Powder is sold at the best stores for
10c and 25c. Get your box
Lady Esther "Bridal Pink" today!
sizes for

Tenor Jimmy Carroll and band
leader Ted Dale have a new
three-times-a-week CBS show.

of
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powder
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She's a singer, an actress and a model and she's fighting a
losing battle against marriage. Considering that Renee Terry
is barely old enough to vote, she's been a pretty busy girl!

I nto Your Cheeks
there comes a new,

mysterious Glow!
into cheeks touched with Princess Pat
Rouge, there comes color that is vibrant,

—

glowing, yet sincerely real natural.
Just contrast Princess Pat with ordinary
rouges of flat "painty" effect. Then, truly,
gives beauty
Princess Pat Rouge amazes
color so real
it
actually
so thrilling
seems to come from within the skin.

——

—

The

secret' of all color is glow
of rubies, the lovely tints of
all depend on glow. So does your

fire

—

flowers
own color.

But where

ordinary one-tone rouge blots out
the duoglow, Princess Pat
tone rouge imparts it.

—

ONCE
you

But remember, only

when you

—

right

way

to

hattan at Midnight, and Grand Central
Station. If you pick up a magazine to
get her off your mind there she is
once more, silent this time, but right
you'll see her smiling
on your trail
enticingly over toothpaste and dress
advertisements, or posing in misty
evening gowns to illustrate a love
story. And if you look out the window
voila! she graces a billboard!
For Renee is a singer, an actress,
and a model. And considering that
she's only just able to vote, that s
Considering
footwork.
fast
pretty
further that she's a blue-eyed blonde
of five-feet-one who barely dents the

—

Rouge

.

makes
your rouge glow through the powder
Rouge before powder;

this

with charming natural effect. (1)
Smile into your mirror. Note that
each cheek has a raised area which
forms a > pointing toward the nose.
That's Nature's rouge area. (2)
Blend rouge outward in all directions, using fingers. This prevents
edges. (3) Apply Princess Pat face
powder over it blending smoothly.

—

f<H jjCU&bojf jjOdMCM'
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scales at 98

PRINCESS PAT ROUGE

m
Princess Pat LIQUID LipTone
won't rub off no matter what

—

your lips may touch. Stays on,
tempting and lovely for hours.
Fashion-right shades. Featured
at smarter stores $1 Send 25c
.

coin for generous

trial

bottle.

R

AddressR

City
>

PRINCESS PAT, Dept 5146,

S. Wells St.,

Chicago

.

.

pounds—that's

terrific.

down on

the

income tax blanks as

"Single, With No Dependents."
The tiny blonde was born in

Brook-

Massachusetts, twenty-one years
ago, her mother being a non-professional pianist and her father a non-pro
singer and dancer by name of Phillip
Terry. (No relation to .Joan Crawford's
husband, though.) Renee idled away
her life until she was four years old;
then she got briskly down to business
with singing and dancing lessons. A
year later a movie talent scout looked
on her with the same amazed delight
that Balboa used for the Pacific Ocean;
and she was instantaneously the
line,

—

star of twelve movie shorts.
But
after these were over, six-year-old
Miss Terry felt that she needed still
more grooming, so she went back to
singing, dancing and dramatic lessons.
She also went to school Public Schools
199 and 99 in Brooklyn, New York,

—

where her family had moved; and the
famous Professional Children's School
where nearly every young actor and

To add the final personal touch to
these notes on Miss Terry, let us add
that she is fighting a losing battle
against marriage. By which we mean
that she is still single and fancy-free,
but not through any fault of the men
of New York City. Proof? Well, for
instance, Miss Terry is a Nurse's Aide
in her spare hours; so recently her picture appeared in a New York newspaper in her nurse's uniform, feeding a
baby in the Beth Israel Hospital. This
event was noted by 341 bachelor
readers of the newspaper and for days
Renee's telephone jingled with frantic
proposals. For days an army of messenger boys delivered telegrams, candy
and flowers to her apartment door.
For days the mailman groaned under a
towering pile of letters. All 341 wanted

Oh, yes and here's one more milestone in the Terry career there are
so many of them that it's hard to tabulate and record them all, but we'll
It's
try to keep the record straight.
this: At seventeen, Renee transferred
her acting abilities and aspirations
from radio to the stage for a while.
First, she appeared on Broadway in
a play called "Honor Bright." Not content with that, she also did a road engagement with the musical comedy "Hi

marry Miss Terry at once but as
Renee used the word "No" faster than
most girls can say "Yes," she is still

By ELEANOR HARRIS

—

to

-State-

2709

try the Aldrich Family, Kate
District Attorney, Man-

Smith Hour,

today and discover how
gloriously lovely you can be.

The

you've found Renee Terry,

can't lose her again. There
she is when you tune in on Bright
Horizon, as Barbara; there she is again

Princess Pat Rouge is made
by the secret duo-tone process
(an undertone and
overtone)
So get Princess Pat Rouge
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'life

The

—

current
generation
of
the
actress
studied. Her schooling over, she leaped
into radio and modeling and has done
quite all right by both of them ever
since.

—

•

—

—
Ya, Gentleman," following it up with a
season of summer stock at Spring Lake,
New Jersey a stock company in which
the redoubtable Danny Kaye also
played. So you can't say that Renee

—

A

special process keeps Kleenex

Terry is merely a one-field girl when it
comes to acting she knows what the
back stage of a legitimate theater is

—

like, too!

Likewise, you can't say that Renee
has never made recordings, if you're
looking around for some field into
which she hasn't yet poked her pert
and pretty little nose. Renee was the
singing princess in a recorded album
of "Gulliver's Travels."

As you can

see, the talented

and am-

Miss Terry has covered, at
twenty-one, more territory than most
of us can manage to cover by the time
we reach eighty. And what's more, she
is not the least bit out of breath, either.
She takes everything quite calmly in,
her stride there are things she wants
to do so she simply goes ahead and does
them, and what's all the fuss about?
Her mother and her pretty little stillteen-age sister feel the same way about
how to get ahead in life, and perhaps
that's why sister is already making a
name for herself in a half-dozen different ways not trailing along in Renee's footsteps, but getting along very
well on her own, thank you. Quite a
family, the Terry s!
Just the way Renee went about the
business of having her picture taken
for the cover of this issue of Radio
bitious

Luxuriously Soft -

Dependably

Stron;

—

—

illustrates how she's able
to cram so much working and living
into the twenty-four hours the day has
to offer. There was no fuss or nonsense

Romances

Renee and her mother arit.
rived at the studio precisely on time
not a second wasted. She bowed to the
judgment of the make-up man, realizing that he knew more about make-up
for color photography than she did, and
not wasting precious moments in futile
about

argument.

When she stepped before the camera,
she asked what she was expected to do,
and when she was sure she understood,
went ahead and did it. She even made
a couple of suggestions for propping up
the bonds and letter used on the cover
so that they wouldn't slip at a crucial
shutter-clicking moment and spoil a
shot. And when the shooting was over,
she was out of her dress and make-up
lickety- split, and swiftly and efficiently
on her way to whatever else the day
held in the way of appointments. An
attitude like that explains how she's
able to make one minute do the work

Only Kleenex* has the Serv- a -Tissue Box
that serves

up

just

two for her.
Renee finds time, between Nurses'
Aide duties and her hectic career, to.

one double-tissue

at

a time!

of

—

yO(/A A/OSE KA/OIVS-

play tennis, go horseback riding and,
believe it or not, she stays quietly at
home long enough to dash off poems
and sample radio scripts by the yard.
But she spends most of her time for
fun trying not to sail down a bowling
alley after a ball her microscopic
weight makes this a real struggle.
And when she isn't doing any of
these myriad activities, you can find
her shouting and running around her

there's oa/iy O/VE

KLEEAJEX

—

In these days of shortages we can 't
all the Kleenex you want,
at all times. But we do promise you
this consistent with government regulations, we'll keep your Kleenex the
finest quality tissue that can be made!

promise you

apartment like the most unglamorous
urchin in the world with a wire-

—

:

haired terrier named Jiggsy as her
goal. Jiggsy is her best friend and no
critic at all;

wherever Renee

goes, he

goes too like a brisk little shadow. The
future? Well, we peeked in our special
ball, and what we saw was
Hollywood first, and a grimly determined young husband next. And

•T.

M. Reg. U.

S. P«i.

08.

crystal

our predictions never

fail!

There

is

only one

KLEENEX
15
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Nancy has salthan any other child in her block.
Salvaged them for our Government, which needs them so
Picker-Upper!

vaged more

Ever

since the drive started,

tin cans

badly.

Now, after her last delivery, Nancy drifts off to a wellwon sleep, relaxed from head to foot by the marvelous
cushioned luxury of Beautyrest— the dream mattress. Made
by Simmons Company. Today's owners of Beautyrests are
lucky people. For Beautyrest has 837 individually pocketed
coils and a sag-proof border. Take care of your Beautyrest,
for we're still all-out on war work, with no end to it in sight.

P.S.
16

If

you need—really need— a new mattress now, we suggest

our famous

WHITE KNIGHT. The

"mattress-within-a-

mattress"— soft, durable, with layer upon layer of fine resilient cotton. READ ON! The Government has permitted
us to make a limited number of Beautyrest Box Springs.
$39.50 each.

'

BEAUTYREST" The world s
Made by

most comfortable mattress!

SIMMONS COMPANY

SAVE YOUR TIN CANS! FLATTEN THEM OUT. FIND OUT WHEN
COLLECTIONS ARE MADE AND PUT THEM OUT! PLEASE

—

People can love and
unless their love
to

light

is

still

be strangers, apart,

a flame bright enough

them into one another's hearts

V,
^>
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March
Dearest Gale,
The great-grandfather
blizzards

is

of

19.

all

howling around out-

and that means this week's
mail delivery, due today, won't get
side,

through. None of us cares about
the blizzard after all, a weather
station in Newfoundland has to expect some snow once in a while
but you should have heard the
gripes over missing the mail when
we found out the storm was coming. Right up until last night, Joe
Hardison his wife just had a baby
and he's waiting for his first letter from her kept thinking they
might send the plane from the base
ahead of time. I suppose he knew
he was kidding himself, but a guy
can dream, can't he?
Well, I'm disappointed too, but
I tell myself it's all for the best.
Maybe I'll get two letters from you

—

—

—

next time, or even three. Meanwhile, there's nothing to stop me
writing to you, even though there
isn't a chance of getting the letter
out and on its way for several days.
goggling at the
sit here,
I can
weather map on the wall back of
my desk, but not seeing it because
I'm too busy thinking that just

s

—
here, about twenty, and so idealistic it
hurts.
He's got ideas on everything,
and one of them is that it's not right
for a fellow and a girl to get married

known each other a long
"Heck," I told him, "my wife and
I had known each other just four days
when we decided to get married."
The kid looked shocked.
"Four
days?" he said.
"How did you meet
her?"
unless they've
time.

"Walked

into

my

best friend's office

while I was home on leave, and there
she was his secretary," I said. "I fell
in love the minute I laid eyes on her."
"That wasn't love," the kid says
gloomily. "That was only sex."

—

But I told him that was where he had
things figured out all wrong. The way
it happened
like a flash of lightningwas exactly what proved it was real
love. No backing and filling, ho playing around just the real thing, and no
doubt about it. Right, honey? Right.
Then the kid says well, anyway, a
fellow in the Army shouldn't get married when he knows he's going to be
sent out of the country pretty soon, and

—

—

had

admit he had something there.
and a ten-day leave don't
add up to much of a married life, and
I sort of wish we could have had more.
Probably the trouble is just that I'm
so gosh-darned lonesome for you.
Well, I've filled up four pages, and
haven't said anything I couldn't have
I

to

A honeymoon

—
pretty

well,

Honey,

it's

at

least

by

sight

about an hour since

stopped writing.

—

month or so to the air base
You
can imagine what it's like. Don't get
the idea that I'm complaining I know,
all right, there are a lot of guys in this
war a hell of a lot worse off than I am.
But just the same, it gets on your
nerves after awhile, and you start
thinking things that wouldn't ever enter your mind back home.
And if
you're not careful if you let them
stick in your head and don't do anything about getting rid of them they
can drive you about crazy. So I think
a

—

—

—

I'll tell you what this is all about, and
you can write and call me all kinds of
an idiot, and I'll feel better.
After all, what happened isn't so
much. Just writing it down is going to

make me feel silly. When I asked Phil
if he knew you, he got a funny look in
his eyes.

men's

I've seen the 'same look on
just before they went

faces

—

said in a couple of lines just that I
love you, and miss you like the devil.
Keep the letters coming, sweetheart.
I
almost forgot
wrote she
hadn't seen you for quite a while.
Drop around now and then, won't you,
dear? I know you and she don't get
along very well, but it's only because
you never had a chance to get to know
each other. And you can see her point
in being a little bit hurt when you decided not to give up your little apart-

—Mom

about now you're leaving Bert's insurance office on your way to lunch. I've
dressed you in that blue wool suit we
bought in Chicago the last day of our
honeymoon. Remember how we decided we ought to do something to celebrate the last day, to keep it from being
a gloomy one? Of course, I wondered
at the time how it worked out that the
celebration was a new suit for you and
not a dinner at the Chez Paree for both,
of us! I'm just kidding,, honey I got
as big a kick out of the suit as you did.
That's why I've put it on you today.
Anyway, there you are, wearing it
while you walk down the street to the
drug store. It's not very cold in Herkimer today, I've decided. The winter's
over there, the sun is shining, and
there's no snow on the ground. That's
why you don't need a coat. You're not
wearing a hat, either. Your hair is
hanging down to your shoulders, shining where the sun hits it, and if I put
out my hand now I'll bet I could feel
it under my fingers, soft as fog but a lot
more satisfying. On second thought, I
guess I'd better not you never went
much for having me muss your hair
after you'd got it fixed for the public.
I'll just watch you walk along in that
special way you have, quick, almost
running, like a little girl, and looking

—

—

at everybody you meet as if you were
thinking, "Who are you? What sort of
a person are you? Would I like you?"
That's what got me, you know that
look.
I was a gone duck, the minute
you turned it on. There's a kid up

—

18

"There's no use pretending I
to go out with other
fellows, but you've a right, to
fun. All I want is a full report, so I can picture you and
feel that I've been there too."

want you

ment and live with her and Dad while
I was gone.
She doesn't realize it
would have been tough for you, after
'

being independent and on your

you were sixteen.
Good night, and all my

own

since

love.

Rod.
days later. The storm let
up, and they dropped our mail but no
letter from you, darn it.
I'm sending
this in by Cpl. Michael he's got a
P. S.

Two

—

—

transfer. Wonder
his replacement.

what

we'll

draw

as

March 25
Dearest,
Well,

you could have knocked me
over with a feather and one off a
sparrow, at that. Who do you suppose
showed up to replace Cpl. Michael?
Phil Rulison from Herkimer! I knew
he was in the service, naturally, but I
never expected to see him up here. I
didn't know him so well back home
he's three or four years older than me,
about twenty-seven, I'd guess but the
way we slapped each other on the back
and grinned all over our fool faces
you'd have thought we were long-lost

—

—

brothers. He had a leave in Herkimer
just before being shipped up here, so
he was able to bring me up to date on
He knows you
all the local news.

I

been sitting here,
staring at the paper and wondering
what I ought to say. When I started
the letter I thought I wouldn't say anything. But I don't know. It's so darned
easy to get off the track up here. A
handful of fellows, living practically
in each other's laps, nothing but work
to do, no place at all to go except once
I've

7\

—

—
through the infiltration course in basic
scared but determined, getting set to
do something they didn't want to do,
and weren't sure they could, but had to
try. Then he grinned. "Sure," he said.
"Boy, you weren't satisfied with anything less, than the prettiest girl in
town, were you?"

—

THAT
and

made me

feel good, of course,

I figured I'd

been mistaken about

seeing his expression' change. "Is she
getting along all right?" I asked, and
Phil said, "Oh yes, fine. But of course
most of my
I didn't -see much of her
time on leave I took things easy around
the house." After that he began talking about something else.

—

I told you it wouldn't sound like
much. But—well, I knew Phil could
have told me something else, but he
didn't because he'd made up his mind
not to. You can tell, with somebody

He's not much of a liar.
anything wrong, sweetheart?
Have you been sick, or lost your job,
You never say
or anything at all?
much in your letters I guess writing
letters isn't your strong point but I
always thought that if you were in any
trouble you'd let me know. Now I can
like* Phil.

So

i

i

;

tell

I'd

—

see that

funny

you might
head

little

—

easily figure, in that
of yours, that you

—

make him break down and

tell all

(if

anything to tell, and I'm not
just imagining it) but somehow I don't
like to do that. He might think it was
funny, as if I didn't trust you or something, and of course that isn't the idea

there

is

at all.

So sit down as soon as you get this
and write me a long letter. Really
take time out for the job, will you,
baby? If anything's bothering you, tell
me all about it. Incidentally, just in
case it's something to do with money,
I'm enclosing a postal order for fifty
bucks. If you don't need it, put it in
the bank for that house we're going to
buy when the war's over. Hope I hear
from you soon. Lovingly,

Rod

is

—

I

me anything unpleasant
worry. But I'm a big boy
now, and I can take it I can take
anything better than wondering if
you're all right, and not being at all
sure you are. I'd go after Phil and

mustn't
because

April

1

Hello, sweetheart!

The mail came in today with two
count 'em two letters from you, and
for a bonus a couple of letters and a
package of Gazettes from Mom. I'm
well supplied with reading matter now.

—
You say you've been busy, and I'm
glad of that. It's too early for an answer to the letter I wrote the day Phil
arrived, but I sort of gather from what
you say that my imagination was working overtime. Anyway, I've read your
letters right side up, sideways and between the lines, and I can't find a single hint that anything's bothering you.
So

I

feel better.

Guess

I

was borrow-

ing trouble. It's about the only thing
there is to borrow up here.
It's night now, and we're all sitting
around listening to the radio. I never

bothered much with it when I was
home, but you'd be surprised how much
kick we all get out of listening to it
here. I think one reason I like it so
much is that I can imagine you listening to the same programs, back home
laughing at the same jokes, tapping
your feet to the same music. And don't
tell me your feet aren't tapping, because I know better. I remember how

much you love to dance, and if I were
home, we'd be out dancing somewhere
right now.
Speaking of dancing, I've been thinking.
We never talked much about it,
because there wasn't time, but I don't
want you to be the kjnd of service wife
that just works and goes home and
never has any (Continued on page 93)

a
^>

M

well,
at
least
by sightHoney, it's about an hour since I
stopped writing. I've been sitting here
staring at the paper and wonderine
what I ought to say. When I started
the letter I thought I wouldn't say any-

here, about twenty, and so idealistic
He's got ideas on everything
hurts.
and one of them is that it's not right
married
for a fellow and a girl to get
long
unless they've known each other a

pretty

time.

thing. But I don't know. It's so darned
easy to get off the track up here, a
handful of fellows, living practically
in each other's laps, nothing but work
to do, no place at all to go except once
a month or so to the air base
You

it

"Heck," I told him, "my wife and
just four days
I had known each other
when we decided to get married.'
"Four
The kid looked shocked.
"How did you meet
days?" he said.
"
her?
_,.
«:
"Walked into my best friends office

while I was home on leave, and there
fell
she was— his secretary," I said. "I
on her.
in love the minute I laid eyes
"That wasn't love," the kid says
gloomily. "That was only sex."

But

told

I

him

that

things figured out
it

all

was where he had
wrong. The way

happened— like a flash of

lightning-

was exactly what proved it u>as real
no playlove. No backing and filling,
no
ing around—just the real thing, and
doubt about it. Right, honey? Right.
Then the kid says well, anyway, a
fellow in the
ried

Army

shouldn't get

when he knows

mar-

he's going to be

sent out of the country pretty soon, and
something there.
I had to admit he had
A honeymoon and a ten-day leave don't

add up
I

much of a married life, and
wish we could have had more.

to

sort of

Probably the trouble is just that I'm
so gosh-darned lonesome for you.
Well, I've filled up four pages, and
haven't said anything I couldn't have
said in a couple of lines—just that I
love you, and miss you like the devil.
Keep the letters coming, sweetheart.

almost forgot— Mom wrote she
seen you for quite a while.
Drop around now and then, won't you,
dear? I know you and she don't get
along very well, but it's only because
you never had a chance to get to know
each other. And you can see her point
in being a little bit hurt when you decided not to give up your little apartment and live with her and Dad while
I
was gone. She' doesn't realize it
would have been tough for you, after
being independent and on your own

—

can imagine what it's like. Don't get
the idea that I'm complaining— I knowall right, there are a lot of guys in this
war a hell of a lot worse off than I am.
But just the same, it gets on your
nerves after awhile, an4 you start
thinking things that wouldn't ever enter your mind back home.
And if
you're not careful if you let them

—

your head and don't do

stick in

thing about getting rid of
can drive you about crazy.

any-

them— they
So

I

think

you what this is all about, and
you can write and call me all kinds of
an idiot, and I'll feel better.
After all, what happened isn't so
much. Just writing it down is going to

I'll tell

make me feel silly. When I asked Phil
if he knew you, he got a funny look in
his eyes.

men's

I've seen the 'same look on
just before they went

faces

I

hadn't

about now you're leaving Beit's insurance office on your way to lunch. I've
dressed you in that blue wool suit we
bought in Chicago the last day of our
honeymoon. Remember how we decided we ought to do something to celebrate the last day, to keep it from being
Of course, I wondered
a gloomy one?
ii

the

t

inii-

how

it

worked out

,

that the

celebration was a new suit for you and
not a dinner at the Chez Paree for both
I'm just kidding,, honey— I got
ot us!
as big B kick out of the suit as you did.
That's why I've put it on you today.
Anyway, there you are, wearing it
while you walk down the street to the
drug Btore, It's not very cold in Herkimer today, I've decided. The winter's
over there, the sun is shining, and
there's no snow on the ground. That's
why you don't need a coat. You're not
wearing a hat, either. Your hair is
hanging down to your shoulders, shin-

where the sun hits it, and if I put
my hand now I'll bet I could feel
but a lot
it under my fingers, soft as fog
more satisfying. On second thought, I
went
never
guess I'd better not— you
much for having me muss your hair

ing
nut

liter

you'd got

it

fixed for the public.

watch you walk along in that
way you have, quick, almost
running, like a little girl, and looking
were
at everybody you meet as if you
thinking, "Who are you? What sort of
a person are you? Would I like you?"
That's what got me, you know—that
I was a gone duck, the minute
look.
you turned it Olt. There's a kid up

just
special
I'll

since

you were sixteen.
night, and all my

Good

love.

Rod.
days later. The storm let
up, and they dropped our mail but no
I'm sending
letter from you, darn it.
he's got a
this in by Cpl. Michael
P. S.

Two

—

—

transfer. Wonder
his replacement.

what

we'll

draw

March
Dearest,
Well, you

as
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could have knocked me
over with a feather and one off a
sparrow, at that. Who do you suppose
showed up to replace Cpl. Michael?
Phil Rulison from Herkimer! I knew
he was in the service, naturally, but I
never expected to see him up here. I
didn't know him so well back home
he's three or four years older than me,
about twenty-seven, I'd guess but the
way we slapped each other on the back
and grinned all over our fool faces
you'd have thought we were long-lost
brothers. He had a leave in Herkimer
just before being shipped up here, so
he was able to bring me up to date on
all the local news.
He knows you

—

—

"There's no use pretending I
want you to go out with other
fellows, but you've a right to
fun. All I want is a full report, so I can picture you and
feel that I've

been there

too."
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wrong, sweetheart?
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no trains until tomorrow," the clerk at the information booth told me, "and
maybe not for a day or two. You'd be
wise to go back to the city, Miss, but if
you insist on going through to Medina,
I'm afraid you'll just have to make"
yourself comfortable in the station."
I stared at the clerk without understanding much of what he'd said. Oh,
I understood about the trains, all right
that there'd been a washout on the
road, and that there was no possibility
of getting through until the next day.
But it wasn't quite six o'clock now;
surely he didn't recommend my spending the night in the station waiting
room. "Can't you suggest a hotel?" I
began, and then someone touched my
arm. "He means it," a voice said.
I looked up into the bluest eyes I'd
ever seen, very serious blue eyes in a
brown face, oddly at variance with the
jaunty tilt of the sailor hat. "He means
it," the sailor said earnestly. "There
isn't a hotel room in town. I know. I
came in on the noon train, and I've
spent all afternoon trying to find a
place for the night. You'll save yourself trouble if you don't bother to look."
I said, "Well
thank you," doubt-

—

.

.

.

my

fully, and I stooped for
bags. Porters were as scarce as hotels seemed to
be. I felt rather than saw the clerk
and the sailor exchange glances, as if
to ask what the foolish woman was
going to do now. "Better check those
bags, Miss," the clerk called kindly,
and, with a glance at me, the sailor
lifted them to the baggage counter. I
thanked him again, and he touched his

hat and turned away.
I paid for the bags, stood turning the
checks in my hand, making a little
ceremony of putting them into my
purse,

what

simply because I didn't
do next. Have dinner,

to

posed, and

my

heart sank.

I

know
I

sup-

knew from

experience that when you ate by yourself, the most elaborate meal never
took long and then what would I do?
Go to a movie, and come back to this

—

my

choice of caring for myself or of
being an extra wheel in my brother's
household, and I was tired of it, tired

pavement, of

air that was never
one-room apartment
shared with another girl. Medina had
sunshine to offer, at least, and green
lawns, and a lake to swim in.
I pushed open the door, saw with
dismay the crowds that were waiting
for taxis, with more dismay the dingy
warehouse district in which the station
stood. The sailor was standing at the
far end of the entrance. He saw me,
hesitated, and then came toward me,
his hat in his hand. The low sun was
very bright on his dark head, on the

of

untainted,

of

a

bar of multi-colored ribbons on his
chest. "I beg your pardon," he said
stiffly. "I don't want you to think I'm
fresh but I thought that if we could
have dinner together, and maybe see
a show, it'd pass the time. My name's
Dick Lord."
I was startled, and then I wanted to
laugh. Surely no one in the world would
ever accuse this big, diffident young
man of being fresh. "I'd like to, very
much," I said. "My name's Louise Hale."
"Well " He looked dubiously at the
people packing into taxis, and I suggested that we walk. Silently we started
out, silently walked a block toward the
criss-cross of lights of the business

—

—

section. "He's shy," I thought,

and won-

dered how I was ever going to make
conversation with him. Then I stole a
sidewise glance at him, and I decided
that

I

didn't

My

invitation.
his shoulder

—

—

regret

head
a very

accepting his
barely reached

broad

pair

of

shoulders and although he was shortening his steps to match mine, he
walked with an easy strength. A feeling
of satisfaction and security stole over
me, and I was glad that I wasn't alone
on the dingy street.
He smiled down at me, a slow attractive smile. "You're from the city,
•

aren't

you?"

nodded, feeling small and white and
pinched beside him, as if one look at
I

dreary, station

me were enough

Slowly I walked toward the door.
There were dozens of people milling
around in the station, many of them,
like me, with their journeys interrupted, set at loss by the change in their
plans. Still, I felt very much alone. I
hadn't exactly been eager to get to
Medina, where my brother Bill and his

never got quite enough sunshine. "I
work there, in an insurance office. I'm
going to Medina to spend my vacation
with my brother and his wife."

wife, Irene, lived, and where I spent
all of
vacations, I was fond of Bill
and he of me, but although Irene meant
to be kind, I couldn't help knowing
that I made a thirteenth at her bridge
club, and that she worried far more
than I did about finding escorts for
me to the parties given by her circle
of young married friends. But I cared
much less to take the train back to the
city, as the clerk had suggested. I'd
been working there for five years, ever
since
parents had died and I'd had

my

—

—

my

to tell

anyone that

I

"This is my vacation, too. Fve got a
thirty-day leave. Only Medina's just a
transfer point for me I've got another
day's ride after I change there. That's

—

why
I
I

I

hope

we

get through tomorrow.

This stranger, so lovable, so

haven't been home in two years, and
hate to spend the time traveling."

"Where

is

your home?"

"In Missouri. My dad has a stock farm
there."
I liked the way his face lighted as he
mentioned his home. 1 liked other
things about him too the way he tactfully but firmly overruled me when the
restaurant I chose turned out to be al-

gentle,

most embarrassingly modest upon close
inspection, and guided me to a really

to

-

—

heart to
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life.

do with

didn't
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had brought her

it

want

What was

she

now, if he

it

for himself?
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until

trains

morrow," the clerk

I

at

the

toin-

formation booth told me, "and
not for a day or two. You'd be
wise to go back to the city, Miss, but if
you insist on going through to Medina,
I'm afraid you'll just have to make
yourself comfortable in the station."
I stared at the clerk without understanding much of what he'd said. Oh,
I understood about the trains, all right
that there'd been a washout on the

maybe

—

road, and that there was no possibility
of getting through until the next day.
But it wasn't quite six o'clock now;
surely he didn't recommend my spending the night in the station waiting
room. "Can't you suggest a hotel?" I

began, and then someone touched my
arm. "He means it," a voice said.
I looked up into the bluest eyes I'd
ever seen, very serious blue eyes in a
brown face, oddly at variance with the
jaunty tilt of the sailor hat. "He means
it," the sailor said earnestly. "There
isn't a hotel room in town. I know. I
came in on the noon train, and I've
spent all afternoon trying to find a
place for the night. You'll save yourself trouble if you don't bother to look."
I said, "Well
thank you," doubtfully, and I stooped for my bags. Por.

ters
be.

were
I

.

as scarce as hotels

felt

and the

.

rather than

sailor

saw

seemed

to

the clerk

exchange glances, as

if

ask what the foolish woman was
going to do now. "Better check those
bags, Miss," the clerk called kindly,
and, with a glance at me, the sailor
lifted them to the baggage counter. I
thanked him again, and he touched his
hat and turned away.
I paid for the bags, stood turning the
checks in my hand, making a little
ceremony of putting them into my
purse, simply because I didn't know
what to do next. Have dinner, I supposed, and my heart sank. I knew from
experience that when you ate by yourself, the most elaborate meal never
took long and then what would I do?
Go to a movie, and come back to this
to

—

dreary, station

Slowly I walked toward the door.
There were dozens of people milling
around in the station, many of them,
like me, with their journeys interrupted, set at loss by the change in their
plans. Still, I felt very much alone. I
hadn't exactly been eager to get to
Medina, where my brother Bill and his
wife, Irene, lived, and where I spent
all

of

my

vacations.

I

was fond

of Bill

and he of me, but although Irene meant
to be kind, I couldn't help knowing
that I made a thirteenth at her bridge
club, and that she worried
far more
than I did about finding escorts for
me to the parties given by her circle

—

of

—

young married

much

friends. But I cared
less to take the train back to the

as the clerk had suggested. I'd
been working there for five years, ever
since my parents had died and I'd had
city,

choice of caring for myself or of
being an extra wheel in my brother's
household, and I was tired of it, tired

my

of air that
a one-room

of pavement,
untainted, of

was never
apartment

shared with another girl. Medina had
sunshine to offer, at least, and green
lawns, and a lake to swim in.
I pushed open the door, saw with
dismay the crowds that were waiting
for taxis, with more dismay the dingy

warehouse district in which the station
stood. The sailor was standing at the
far end of the entrance. He saw me,
hesitated, and then came toward me,
his hat in his hand. The low sun was
very bright on his dark head, on the
bar of multi-colored ribbons on his
beg your pardon," he said

"I

chest.

want you to think I'm
fresh— but I thought that if we could
have dinner together, and maybe see
a show, it'd pass the time. My name's
Dick Lord."
I was startled, and then I wanted to
laugh. Surely no one in the world would
ever accuse this big, diffident young
stiffly.

"I don't

man

of being fresh. "I'd like to, very
much," I said. "My name's Louise Hale."
"Well " He looked dubiously at the
people packing into taxis, and I sug-

—

we

gested that

walk. Silently

we started

out, silently walked a block toward the
criss-cross of lights of the business
section. "He's shy," I thought, and won-

dered how I was ever going to make
conversation with him. Then I stole a
sidewise glance at him, and I decided
that I didn't regret accepting his
invitation. My head barely reached
his shoulder a very broad pair of
shoulders and although he was shortening his steps to match mine, he
walked with an easy strength. A feeling
of satisfaction and security stole over
me, and I was glad that I wasn't alone
on the dingy street.
He smiled down at me, a slow attractive smile. "You're from the city,

—

—

aren't you?"
I nodded, feeling small and white and
pinched beside him, as if one look at
me were enough to tell anyone that
I never got quite enough sunshine. "I
work there, in an insurance office. I'm
going to Medina to spend
vacation

my

with

my

brother and his wife."

"This is my vacation, too. Pve got a
thirty-day leave. Only Medina's just a
transfer point for me I've got another
day's ride after I change there. That's

—

why
I
I

I

hope we get through tomorrow.

This stranger, so lovable,

so

haven't been home in two years, and
hate to spend the time traveling."

"Where

is

your home?"

My

"In Missouri.
dad has a stock farm
there."
I liked the way his face lighted as he
mentioned his home. I liked other
things about him too the way he tactfully but firmly overruled me when the
restaurant I chose turned out to be al-

—

most embarrassingly modest upon close
inspection, and guided me to a really
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gentle,

had brought

heart to

to

life.

do with

didn't

it

want

her

What was
now,

it

for

she

if he

himself'

—
nice one across the street, one with an
orchestra and a dance floor. I liked his
not urging me when I refused a
cocktail, and I liked the way he danced
—smoothly, holding me firmly but not
too closely. I liked the way he talked
about his family and the farm, not
boastfully, but as if he loved them very

much and was very proud

of them. His
shyness vanished as he talked about
home, and I got a clear picture of his
father, and a beloved older brother

who was now
younger

Army, an adored
high school, and his
loved to cook and who
in the

sister in

mother, who
loved company. I saw the house, too
a big white house at the end of a
poplar drive, the green wide lawn in
front, the farm yard in back and the
horses and the cattle and a collie dog
named Bix. "You're going back there
to live after the war?" I asked.

—

I!"
"AM
**

His glance was very blue, al-

most shocked. "I've got my place
already picked out because my brother
will have our home some day. Dad's
giving me the land, and I'm saving my
pay to build. I've bought equipment,
too, that Dad's making use of right now.
Of course " and the color deepened
under his tan "I suppose it doesn't
sound like much of a life to a city girl,
does it?"
I felt my own cheeks warm; then
I checked myself sharply. He hadn't
meant the question personally. "I think
it sounds wonderful." Temperately, I
added, "I haven't seen much of the
country. Medina's the closest I've come

—

—

to it."

—

•

"Medina's nice, from what I've seen
when I've changed trains. I suppose
you're impatient to get there."
I hesitated, realizing how thin and
pallid everything in Medina sounded
compared to what he was going home
to. But I couldn't tell him that. As
freely as he'd talked, he'd kept a
courteous
distance
between us; I
couldn't impose upon him by baring
own discontent. "I go there every
year," I said. "Bill and Irene have lots
of friends, and there are always parties
" And then I stopped. Dick was
listening attentively, but I couldn't go
on elaborating on something I didn't
care about at all. "You didn't finish
telling me," I said abruptly, "about the
red colt the one you said you wanted
to keep for yourself, for afterwards."

my

—

—

—
The evening
in prospect

that

back

had seemed so long
went by

at the station

on wings. We didn't even think of going to a movie, and we stopped talking
only when the waiter was standing
beside us with the check, and we looked
up to see that we were the only customers left. We stared blankly at the
waiter and at each other, and then we
laughed. "I guess it was a good idea,
coming downtown," Dick said. "I forgot
all about time."
I nodded happily, feeling that he'd
paid me a compliment, and one of the
nicest I'd ever had.
We walked back to the station, along
black and lonely streets, past buildings
that were strange and dark and forbidding. And I thought again how good
it was to have Dick with me, to have his
hand on my arm at the crossings
and
.

.

.

approved of the fact that he released
me each time we reached the far curb.
I found out shortly, too, that polite as
he was, as carefully as he'd deferred
to me all evening, there was no arguing
with him.
I

In the station the milling, confused

crowd of the afternoon had subsided

to

resigned crowd. We
threaded our way past benches of
sleeping people, and those who were
half-asleep and who opened one eye
a

tired,

silent,

resentfully as we passed, and some who
were obviously, painfully wide awake.
The only really comfortable person in
the station was a small boy, spreadeagled in unconscious abandon across
his mother's lap. I smiled at the sight
of him, and looked up and caught Dick's
eye. He was smiling, too and for some
reason,
heart did a queer little turn.
He led me to an empty bench near an
open window. "It's chilly here," he
whispered, "but the air is a little better.

—

my

Haven't you another coat besides the
one you're wearing?"
I spoke without thinking. "In my
bag.

It's

too much trouble to get it."
out his hand. "Give me your

He held

check."
I protested, vainly.

Dick took the

my

check,, came back with
bag, returned
it after I'd removed the coat. He folded
lighter coat into a corner of the
bench so that I'd have a pillow, although I tried to make him take it
for a cover. But there was no arguing
about that, either. "You'll be cold," I
insisted. "And where will you sleep?"

my

"There's more space down the line.
Don't worry. Try to sleep."
The bench was hard, but I felt snug
and secure and cared for as I'd never
felt before in my life. I rubbed my
cheek against the smooth stuff of the
coat, thinking, Dick, Dick Lord and
then I checked myself smartly. I was
being utterly silly. Why, I didn't know
anything about him, didn't even know
how old he was.
Twenty-five, I
thought, a year or two older than I
and then I smiled to myself and went
to sleep dreaming of a red colt, and a
collie dog, and a driveway lined with

—

.

.

.

poplars.

Be My Love was
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suggested by a story
by Roger Quayle Denny, For Weekends
Only, heard on Stars Over Hollywood

In the morning my eyes opened on
a revealing little scene. Dick was sitting
at the far end of the bench, smoking.

A man

came down the

to stare curiously at

aisle, paused
me. Dick leaned

forward and looked at him, and the
turned away with almost comical

man

haste. I sat

up

hastily, realizing that

Dick hadn't slept at

all, that he'd been
seeing that I wasn't
annoyed. He put out the cigarette and
came over to me. "Did you sleep at all?"
"All night," I said. "You didn't."
"I've^ been over to the information
desk," he said evasively. "There won't
be a train today, either."
"There won't!" It was pure, fortunate
accident that I sounded dismayed. I was
pleased, foolishly, wonderfully pleased
that there would be no train. Then a

sitting

up

all night,

thought brought me back to earth: another day's delay didn't necessarily
mean another day with Dick. Perhaps
he was even now regretting that he
hadn't said goodnight at the station
door last night; perhaps he felt burdened with me and was wondering how
to get me off his hands. I was trying
to think of a way to tell him that I
didn't expect to claim his company
indefinitely when he said, "We'll have
breakfast, and then we'd better try to
find a place to stay. I'll wait here for

you."
I went to the washroom and freshened my face, made the best toilette
I could. Then I went back and met
Dick. We had breakfast at the station
restaurant and I had another qualm
as Dick's hand closed over my check
before I could reach for it. I knew then
that I'd have to find some way of parting from him, politely. I couldn't let
him go on spending^ his service pay,
the money he wanted to use for his
leave, on me.
We searched for hours that morning
before we gave up and admitted that
there still weren't any rooms to be had.
Dick pointed to a bedroom display in
a department store window, and sug-

—

"

—

gested that the management could make
a tidy sum renting it to travelers. I
laughed, but the thought of the department store gave me an idea. "As a

the goodbys, the it's-been-pleasants.
"Fine," said Dick. "Shall I meet you
some place, or is it all right if I go

a golf glove for Bill, when I was aware
that Dick was no longer beside me. I

with you?"

the

matter of fact," I said, /'I've some
shopping to do. There are things I want
" And then
to get for Bill and Irene
waited, while the day darkened
I
around us and my heart swelled tight
in my throat, for him to take the opening I'd offered him, for the handshake,

"Why, come with me,
but the day was suddenly dazzlingly bright again.

—

I

if

said casually,

you want

The

picnic

to,"

was Dick's

suggestion. I'd

bought Irene some guest towels, and
we were in the sporting goods department, where I was trying to decide upon

looked around, saw him coming

down

grinning, a cylindrical package in his hand. "Look what I found,"
he said, tearing away a bit of the paper
so that I saw the gleam of a metal cap.
"A real, pre-war thermos. I'm going to
take it to my dad. In the meantime,
aisle,

how about

breaking

it in,

and going on

a picnic? The clerk said that there's
a nice little park over on the west side."
I don't know how the other stranded
travelers fared, but I do know that for
several hours that afternoon, Dick and
I forgot about trains, forgot that we
were stranded at all. We had a lunch
put up at a delicatessen, had the prized
thermos filled with coffee. We took a
bus over to the west side, and found
the park to be just as pretty as the
clerk had said, but with the added
attraction of a small artificial stream
and a waterfall. Dick sank down on the
ground with a grateful sigh. "Grass,"
he said. "Real, green grass. I was getting
awfully tired of cement walks."
"And a waterfall," I put in. "The
waterfall seems almost too good to be
true."
Dick looked at it a shade scornfully.
"I could show you a better one back
home, where the creek goes through
the woods. We could picnic right under
the falls there, if you wanted to
they're that high. My brother and I
used to go there all the time
My heart was
We. We could picnic.
soaring again, and not if I could

—

.

.

.

have put both hands upon it, could I
have held it down. I couldn't hold
down, either, the wonderful, impossible
thought that flashed into my mind
the thought of what it would be like
to go home with Dick, to have thirty
days, less travel (Continued on page 81)

Ajtejr

dinner we did dishes,

together.

And

that,

too,

was

part of the dream-come-true.
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nice one across the street, one with an
orchestra and a dance floor. I liked his

not

me when

urging

cocktail,

—

and

I

liked the

I

refused

a

way he danced

smoothly, holding me firmly but not
too closely. I liked the way he talked
about his family and the farm, not
boastfully, but as if he loved them very
much and was very proud of them. His
shyness vanished as he talked about
home, and I got a clear picture of his
father, and a beloved older brother
who was now in the Army, an adored
younger sister in high school, and his
mother, who loved to cook and who
loved company. I saw the house, too—
a big white house at the end of a"
poplar drive, the green wide lawn in
front, the farm yard in back— and the
horses and the cattle and a collie dog
named Bix. "You're going back there
to live after the war?" I asked.
I!"
"AM
**

His glance was very blue, al-

"I've got my place
already picked out—because my brother
will have our home some day. Dad's
giving me the land, and I'm saving my
pay to build. I've bought equipment,
too, that Dad's making use of right now.
Of course " and the color deepened
under his tan— "I suppose it doesn't
sound like much of a life to a city girl,
does it?"
I felt my own cheeks warm; then
I checked myself sharply. He hadn't
meant the question personally. "I think
I
it sounds wonderful." Temperately,
added, "I haven't seen much of the
country. Medina's the closest I've come

most shocked.

—

to

it."

"Medina's nice, from what I've seen
when I've changed trains. I suppose
you're impatient to get there."
I hesitated, realizing how thin and
pallid everything in Medina sounded
compared to what he was going home

to.

But

freely

I

as

courteous

couldn't tell him that. As
he'd talked, he'd kept a
between us; I
distance

couldn't impose upon him by baring
my own discontent. "I go there every
year," I said. "Bill and Irene have lots
of friends, and there are always parties—" And then I stopped. Dick was
listening attentively, but I couldn't go
on elaborating on something I didn't
care about at all. "You didn't finish
telling me," I said abruptly, "about the
red colt the one you said you wanted
to keep for yourself, for afterwards."

—

The evening

that

had seemed so long

station went by
in prospect back at the
of goon wings. We didn't even think
talking
ing to a movie, and we stopped
standing
only when the waiter was
we looked
beside us with the check, and
cu
up to see that we were the °rJy ,fat the
tomers left. We stared blankly

then we
waiter and at each other, and
idea,
laughed. "I guess it was a good

coming downtown," Dick

said.

I

forgot

about time."

all
I

paid

nodded happily, feeling that hed
me a compliment, and one of the

nicest I'd ever had.

We walked back to the station, along
black and lonely streets, past buildings
forthat were strange and dark and
good
bidding. And I thought again how
his
have
me, to
it was to have Dick with
hand on my arm at the crossings ... and
he released
I approved of the fact that
me each time we reached the far curb.
that polite as
I found out shortly, too,
he was, as carefully as he'd deferred
arguing
to me all evening, there was no
with him.
In the station the milling, confused
crowd of the afternoon had subsided to
We
a silent, tired, resigned crowd.
threaded our way past benches of
sleeping people, and those who were
half-asleep and who opened one eye
v

resentfully as we passed, and some who
were obviously, painfully wide awake.
The only really comfortable person in
the station was a small boy, spreadeagled in unconscious abandon across
his mother's lap. I smiled at the sight
of him, and looked up and caught Dick's
and for some
eye. He was smiling, too
heart did a queer little turn.
reason,

—

my

He led me to an empty bench near an
open window. "It's chilly here," he
whispered, ".but the air is a little better.
Haven't you another coat besides the
one you're wearing?"
I spoke without thinking. "In my
bag.

It's

forward and looked at him, and the
man turned away with almost comical

up

hastily, realizing that
Dick hadn't slept at all, that he'd been
sitting up all night, seeing that I wasn't

haste. I sat

annoyed. He put out the cigarette and
came over to me. "Did you sleep at all?"
"All night," I said. "You didn't."
"I've, been over to the information
desk," he said evasively. "There won't
be a train today, either."
"There won't!" It was pure, fortunate
accident that I sounded dismayed. I was
pleased, foolishly, wonderfully pleased
that there would be no train. Then a
thought brought me back to earth: another day's delay didn't necessarily
mean another day with Dick. Perhaps
he was even now regretting that he
hadn't said goodnight at the station
door last night; perhaps he felt bur-

dened with

me and was

wondering how

to get me off his hands. I was trying
to think of a way to tell him that I
didn't expect to claim his company
indefinitely when he said, "We'll have
breakfast, and then we'd better try to
find a place to stay. I'll wait here for

you."
I

went

ened

my

to the washroom and freshface, made the best toilette

Then I went back and met
Dick. We had breakfast at the station
restaurant and I had another qualm
as Dick's hand closed over my check
before I could reach for it. I knew then
that I'd have to find some way of partI

could.

—

ing from him, politely. I couldn't

let

him go on spending^his service pay,
the money he wanted to use for his
leave,

on me.

We

searched for hours that morning
before we gave up and admitted that
there still weren't any rooms to be had.
Dick pointed to a bedroom display in
a department store window, and sug-

much trouble to get it."
out his hand. "Give me your

gested that the management could make
sum renting it to travelers. I
a tidy
laughed, but the thought of the department store gave me an idea. "As a
matter of fact," I said, ."I've some
shopping to do. There are things I want
for Bill and Irene " And then
t0 get

—

while

the day darkened
I
around us and my heart swelled tight
throat, for him to take the openin my
offered him, for the handshake,
ing I'd
waited,

by

S

e "'s-been-pleasants.
,
"f£°o " Sa h
"
' d Dlck
Sha
m
some place, or is it all " ! eet you

™J

-

\

right

with you?
I

said casuaUy,

a you want

to,"

if

I

go

"Why, come with me
but the day was sud-

denly dazzlingly bright again

The

picnic

was Dick's suggestion.

I'd

bought Irene some guest towels,
and
we were in the sporting goods department, where I was trying to decide
upon

a golf glove for Bill, when I was aware
that Dick was no longer beside me. I

looked around, saw him coming down
the aisle, grinning, a cylindrical package in his hand. "Look what I found,"
he said, tearing away a bit of the paper
so that I saw the gleam of a metal cap.
"A real, pre-war thermos. I'm going to
take it to my dad. In the meantime,

how about breaking

thermos filled with coffee. We took a
bus over to the west side, and found
the park to be just as pretty as the
clerk had said, but with the added
attraction of a small artificial stream
and a waterfall. Dick sank down on the
ground with a grateful sigh. "Grass."
he said. "Real, green grass. I was getting
awfully tired of cement walks."
"And a waterfall," I put in. "The
waterfall seems almost too good to be
true."

Dick looked at it a shade scornfully.
"I could show you a better one back
home, where the creek goes through
the woods. We could picnic right under
the falls there, if
they're that high.

I protested, vainly. Dick took the
check, came back with my bag, returned
it after I'd removed the coat. He folded
my lighter coat into a corner of the
bench so that I'd have a pillow, although I tried to make him take it
for a cover. But there was no arguing
about that, either. "You'll be cold," I
insisted. "And where will you sleep?"
"There's more space down the line.
Don't worry. Try to sleep."
The bench was hard, but I felt snug
and secure and cared for as I'd never
felt before in my life. I rubbed my
cheek against the smooth stuff of the
and
coat, thinking, Dick, Dick Lord
then I checked myself smartly. I was
being utterly silly. Why, I didn't know
anything about him, didn't even know
how old he was.
Twenty-five, I
r
thought, a year or two older than I

—

.

.

/

you wanted to
brother and

My

—

I

used to go there all the time
We. We could picnic
My heart was
soaring again, and not if I could
have put both hands upon it, could I
have held it down. I couldn't hold
down, either, the wonderful, impossible
thought that flashed into my mind
the thought of what it would be like
to go home with Dick, to have thirty
days, less travel {Continued on page 81)

Afte,r

check."

and going on

We

too

He held

it in,

a picnic? The clerk said that there's
a nice little park over on the west side."
I don't know how the other stranded
travelers fared, but I do know that for
several hours that afternoon, Dick and
I forgot about trains, forgot that
we
were stranded at all.
had a lunch
put up at a delicatessen, had the prized

dinner we did dishes,

together. And that, too, was
part of the dream-come-triu:

I

.

and then I smiled to myself and went
to sleep dreaming of a red colt, and a
collie dog, and a driveway lined with
poplars.
In the

Be My Love

urns suggested by a story
by Roger Qttayle Denny, For Weekends
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Only, heard on Stars Over HoUyicood

morning my eyes opened on
a revealing little scene. Dick was sitting
at the far end of the bench, smoking.
man came down the aisle, paused
to stare curiously at me. Dick leaned

A
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FROM
see the long,

stood beside the hop sacks, I could
sweeping rows of wires stretching
out before me; each with its graceful burden of
hop vines trailing from above head-level to sweep the
ground; the hops, like pale-green fruit cone-shaped,
scalloped, soft and paper-thin in texture ready for
the ruthless hands of the pickers. Behind me was
the Gurney farmland and beyond that the familiar
white house and the red barns and the odd-shaped
I

—

—

building that was the dryer.
The old thrill of anticipation swept through me
hop-picking was as much a social event, a gathering
of friends from all over our valley, as it was hard,
.

.

serious work.

—

"Carla " I hadn't heard the footsteps behind me
and Joe Gurney's voice swung me around to face
him and a tall young stranger. "I found a partner for
you Mike Flannery. He's new at this, so will you
show him how it's done? I have to get back to the

—

dryer."
I caught the undertone of regret in Joe's voice and
understood. This would be the first year since we
were skinned-kneed kids together that we would not
be partners just as we'd been friends in all the
valley fun and work as long as I could remember. It

—

had been

a shock this morning,

when

I

arrived, to
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stood beside the hop sacks, I could
sweeping rows of wires stretching
out before me; each with its graceful burden of
hop vines trailing from above head-level to sweep the
ground; the hops, like pale-green fruit cone-shaped,
scalloped, soft and paper-thin in texture ready for
the ruthless hands of the pickers. Behind me was
the Gurney farmland and beyond that the familiar
white house and the red barns and the odd-shaped

where
FROM
see the long,

I

—

—

building that was the dryer.
The old thrill of anticipation swept through me
hop-picking was as much a social event, a gathering
of friends from all over our valley, as it was hard,
.

serious work.

—

"Carla " I hadn't heard the footsteps behind me
and Joe Gurney's voice swung me around to face
him and a tall young stranger. "I found a partner for
you Mike Flannery. He's new at this, so will you
show him how it's done? I have to get back to the

—

dryer."
I caught the undertone of regret in Joe's voice and
understood. This would be the first year since we
were skinned-kneed kids together that we would not
be partners just as we'd been friends in all the
valley fun and work as long as I could remember. It
had been a shock this morning, when I arrived, to

—
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brooding face

of the fun, the challenge, of living. Hut latin

wouldn't
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all

Ftannery s

let

him shut himself away with

his secret

—
Gurney was ill and Joe
manage the farm himself.
"Of course I will, Joe," giving him

find that Mr.
was trying to

a quick smile as he climbed into the
truck. "Don't worry about us."
I turned my attention to my new
partner.

Mike Flannery had taken off his
and was folding it inside
out but not before I had glimpsed the
discharge button in the lapel. So he
had been a soldier! -Perhaps that ac-

sports jacket

—

counted for the hospital-like pallor of
and for the stiff-backed way he
walked;

his face

not to find these things out in advance,
I might just as well suffer for it."
"Don't be silly," I chided him.
"Everyone makes mistakes the first
time." I tore the last strip off the roll
and bent over his hand. Troubled, I
had noticed how tense the muscles
were how white the slim, strong
fingers.
Now I felt, somehow, with a
sense of shock, that Mike Flannery was
exercising great self-control in letting
me touch him. That he would have
liked to be rude and tell me to stay
on my own side of the row where I be-

when

longed.

and

—

had never known anyone before
who really disliked me. Here in this
little Oregon valley the friends I had
were friends from childhood. To me,
Mike Flannery was suddenly not just
a stranger he was a force and a personality and an unaccountable fasciI

DERHAPS
*

that was also why I unconsciously took the side of the row that

warmth from the early-morning
The vines were still wet from the

got no
sun.

dew and

I

shivered under

my

thick

sweater.
that," I explained to him through
the thick foliage, "this is the best time

"At

We get paid by weight and
wet hops weigh more than the driedout ones we get later in the day. And,
besides, nearly everyone gets drowsy
after lunch and Oh, no!
Not like
that!
"
He had reached for a vine
and with one motion had stripped it
into his sack, vine, leaves and all.
I ducked under the wire and climbed
through to his side. "You can't help
but get some leaves in with the hops
but if you get too many you get docked.
The weighers have to sort them out.
Look like this " and I showed him

for picking.

—

—

—

—

how

strip in jerky motions that
pulled off just the hops and left the big
leaves still intact.

to

"After a while,

knack of

it,

when you

get the

you can use both hands,

stripping separate vines, but just at
first it's best to hold the vine in one
hand and strip with the other." His
attitude puzzled me; the only thanks
I got was a barely-polite nod of his
crisply-curled dark head.
He hadn't even known enough to get
proper gloves to protect his hands. The
one's he wore were too thin. Luckily,
I had a roll of thick, black adhesive
tape in my pocket, and over his curt
protests I insisted on binding this on
Mike's fingers where they took the most

wear.
"It really isn't necessary," he said,
almost savagely, "If I'm such a fool as

—

nation.

Thoughtfully I parted the vines and
stepped through to my own side.
"If there is anything else you don't
understand, just ask me."
"Thanks. I appreciate your fixing
up my hands, but, if you don't mind,
I can learn best if I find out things for
myself and I can't work and talk, too."
I gasped as if he had slapped me. Motionless I stood, while anger poured
over me in a flood,. He had practically
told me to shut up! Okay, Mr. Flan-

—

nery, I thought, grimly,

if it's

silence

you wantAnger made my fingers fly and all
morning I stayed a few yards ahead of
him. Not very far I couldn't do a
.'

—

sloppy job, neither could

leave the

I

under-hanging middle bunches of hops
to the careless eyes of an inexperienced
picker. My arms got scratched through
my sweater in my haste but at least I
kept far enough ahead to be free of his

—

irritating presence.-

was after noon,
ITrealized
that Mike

think,

I

when

I

was beginning to
keep pace with me. He was erratic and
unsure of himself but his hands moved
with quick, nervous haste.'
Now I could not avoid looking at him
sometimes. And slowly, unwillingly,
I realized that in spite of the unfriendliness of his face and the thinness of his
collar bone showing through his half-

Mike Flannery was an
man. Not handsome—his
high cheekbones were too bold, the
opened

shirt,

attractive

planes' of his face too
straight brows
thick,

—but

irregular, the

too

strongly

about the whole was a
sullen, magnetic vitality that tugged
slashed
at

my

interest.

His mouth puzzled me.

when

it

was

tight

Even now,

and

hardset, I
sensitive shape.

could not mistake its
Somehow I. was sure it was a mouth
meant and once used for laughter
and the love of living. The tenseness
and the grimness apparent now seemed
foreign to that mouth, and the short,
unhappy lines etched in the corners

—

—

were new

My

Adapted from "Mrs.

Worthington"

by

Fibush, heard on Stars Over
Hollywood, Saturdays, 12:30 EWT, CBS.

Elaine

there.

anger ebbed away. In its place
came a formless, bewildered pity. What
had happened to Mike Flannery to
change that mouth and harden the
hazel-green of his eyes? I was glad

—

the little fob-watch I wore and
which Joe had given me said five
o'clock.
It was unbearable for me to
go on picking side by side with this
stranger and not ask questions when
there was so much I wanted to know!
As soon as my sack was full I gave
the call of "weigh up!" that had kept

—

—

the weighers scurrying

all

day.

They

weighed mine and then, to save another
trip, hoisted Mike's on the scale.
We
were finished for the day.,
I walked slowly up the path, letting

my flushed cheeks
unpinning my hair from
my head and letting it float
down around my shoulders. I was Slurrying, because our cabins had nothing
but oil lamps and I wanted to help
Mrs. Yule get supper while it was still

the tiny breeze cool
throat,
the top* of

.

light.

A hand touched my arm. "Miss Burke

—Carla—

" Through the thinness of my
cotton blouse I could feel his fingers
tighten, and it was an odd, disquieting,
"
I'm sorry if I
electric sensation.
was rude today. I didn't think there
would be anything to this picking busi-

—

.

thought this was one job, at
could do. I resented having a
His
girl point out my mistakes."
apology was given grudgingly and his
face was still proud and hostile but I
felt the self-contempt and suffering beneath his churlishness. Involuntarily,
ness.

I

least, I

—

softened.
"That's all right, Mike. I wasn't offended. And you must remember I've
been doing this for twelve years."
His hand still held me. "You fooled
me. You look so fragile I didn't want
you for a partner at first I thought
I'd have to do the work for both of us.
But you really pull your own weight
I

—

and more. I'm not used to girls who
don't whine for help." A left-handed
compliment but it made me feel un-

—

reasonably happy.
I thought about Mike during supper
and the strange resentments he had revealed in his words. There was a clue
there to his rudeness and to the suffering I had seen in his eyes.
After dinner Mrs. Yule took her knitting inside the cabin and Jeannette arid
I strolled down to the shallow beach
of the river where the usual nightly
campfire was already burning. I always came with the Yules; they were
neighbors of ours at home; Jeannette
close friends and Dad liked
was under Mrs. Yule's care.
A circle had already gathered around
the fire, *but the first person I saw was
Mike. He was sitting a little apart, his
knees clasped loosely by his arms, his

and
to

I

were

know

I

pipe smoldering almost forgotten in his
hands. I felt his isolation even though
I could have reached out and touched
him, from the blanket I shared with
Jeannette.
Someone started a song and the rest
joined in. The evening was a pattern
repeated every year the same jokes,
the same friendly teasing, the same
ghost stories when the embers were
dying arid the night closing in. Only
Joe was missing. With the new responsibilities on his shoulders I knew
he would be working late every evening
and I felt the (Continued on page 54)

—
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is chiefly
Rosemary's story, of course, but you can't tell Rosemary's story without telling
about her young sister Patti, and about Mother Dawson. So it becomes the story of a family, not
quite typical, but bound together in love and humor and devotion that any family will understand.

This

Listen each afternoon to the story of Rosemary, broadcast over your local

CBS

station at 2:15,

EWT.
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ROSEMARY DAWSON

is the reason for the Dawson family's being not quite typical, because instead
of being merely a contributor to the family income, Rosemary has been its only breadwinner for
several years. And because, too, Rosemary's own character is so magnetically warm and kindly
that people are irresistibly drawn to her people in trouble, or people in love.
The trouble is
that when they're in love, they're usually in love with Rosemary, who has, thus far, been
too absorbed in her job and family responsibilities to care deeply about any of her suitors.

—

(Rosemary Dawson
28

is

played by Betty Winkler)

•

*?

"

I

i i
PETER HARVEY, a brilliant young lawyer, has come closer to arousing real affection in Rosemary
than any oj the other men who have loved her. Nevertheless, when Peter's big chance came an
offer of a job with an important New York law firm
he had to take it alone; Rosemary was firm
in her conviction that she didn't love Peter enough to leave her family and go to New York with
him. But Peter hasn't given up; he is fast approaching the goal of success in his profession,
and he feels certain that some day he will achieve his other goal of making Rosemary his tvife.
(Peter Harvey is played by Sidney Smith)

—

—

28

PATTI
self a

DAWSON wouldn't call her-

flirt,

but her schoolmate TOMwould. Patti, waiting

MY TAYLOR

for a great, mature love,

is filling

her days at Springdale High with
crushes on movie stars and dates
with Tommy, and the fact that she
is breaking Tommy's ardent- young
heart doesn't seem to matter a bit!
(Jack Kelk and Jone Allison)

JOYCE MILLER,

working

at the

Springdale Bank with Rosemary's
employer, DICK PHILLIPS, has let
herself fall in love with him. He
plans to get a divorce, from his
wife, and Joyce wants to wait
for him despite Rosemary's warnings that the situation may develop unhappily for everyone.
(James VanDyk and Helen Choate)

MR. DENNIS has managed

to

gain Susan Dawson's confidence
with a story about her husband,
even though the fact that he
swore her to secrecy should
have made her more suspicious.
(Played by Ed Latimer)

30

)

MOTHER DAWSON,

for

fifteen

has believed her husband
Lewis to be dead. But when Mr,
Dennis told her Lewis was alive, and
ill,
in need of an operation, she

years,

couldn't resist listening; most unwisely, and secretly, she mortgaged
the home Rosemary had worked so
hard to buy, to give Dennis money.

(Played by Marion Barney).

LT.

GEORGE SCHUYLER, home

and MR. MARTIN, Latin
teacher at Springdale High, have
both been selected by Patti as
candidates for the great love of
her life. But the flowers and candy
they are bearing through the
Dawson gate are for Rosemary.

on

leave,

will find it hard to bear.
Michael Fitzmaurice, John Gibson

Patti
(

DR. JIM COTTER, Springdale's
beloved

doctor,

Dawson

girls

has

both

the

on his side in
his attempts to marry Mother
Dawson. But she has begun to
hope that Lewis may be alive.
(Played by Bill Adams)
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THE STORY

we

could be married, until one mornwhen I awoke with a dreadful premonition
of
disaster.
My father
knocked on my bedroom door to tell
ing

WASN'T too lonely when Lance Jordan went overseas. Neither was I
worried, or afraid. Lance and I understood each other, and I understood our
great and deep and abiding love so well
that I knew that nothing could happen to that love, nothing come between
us. And so the time while he was away
was, for me, only a time of waiting
a little dull, perhaps, but no worse than
f

me

-*-

that.

I filled in

along with

my

that this

am

Her name is Angela TemAngela and I are going to be mar-

in love.

ple.

When loneliness threatI did.
ened, I comforted myself with remembering the wonderful times Lance and
I had had together, with looking for-

THERE
no other

ried tomorrow. ..."

work

a loneliness of pain like
loneliness in the world.
You can be lonely without
friends, or in the unfamiliarity of a
place but that is real, and you feel it
like a weight upon the heart and a
yearning for something different. Pain
makes a place of its own. In it, you
are bereft of any human contact or
any touch of the world. It's like being
at the bottom of an abyss, where there
is nothing.
Nothing at all.
I sat there, holding Lance's letter,
is

—

ward to his homecoming, which would
mark the real beginning of our lives,
because then we would be together
too,

mo-

forget me, Linna, and never for
one moment will I forget you." There
were letters from Lance, too, of course
every day, after he arrived safely
in England, and later, not quite so

ment

—

frequently.

Even

that

I

didn't

all I felt was the darkness and
coldness of that abyss. I could no
longer remember the words he'd written; already they had passed into and
become part of the numbness that was
myself. From a great distance, I heard
the radio blaring forth news of the
invasion and Dessy's and Dad's excited

and

mind

Lance hinted at important things happening, and I knew^this was before

—

the invasion of Normandy that bigger
things than I dreamed of were brewing

over in England. That was my life,
waiting for Lance to come home so that

Slowly Linna collected the

Lance had shattered, and

bits

of the

tried to shape

so

We

on John
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that

them again into

much more than contentment

A CASE HISTORY FROM JOHN
Before

life

But, together, she

some semblance of contentment.

and Lance could have had

we had

—

on things to fill my hope chest, and I
was busy with my job in a law office,
as well as the Red Cross and USO

—

that

—

the time with working,
mother and my aunts,

for always. And I remembered,
his last words "Never for one

was D-Day,

landed in Normandy. At once I thought
that this accounted for my feeling;
Lance had probably been in the invading forces he was a paratrooper. The
sound of the mailbox closing brought
relief
surely there would be a letter
from Lance! And so there was. A letter that tore the very heart out of my
life. A letter that said, in part; "... I

J.

ANTHONY'S FILES

Pctrt was adapted from a problem presented originally
Anthony's weekday program, 1 :45 P.M., EWT, Mutual.

comments.

smelled the breakfast
sun shining and the
misty lavendar of the lilac blooms
outside the window.
Then mother
called, "Linna? Linna, where are you,
dear?"
I didn't answer.
The voice wasn't
directed at me; it was just another
sound. None of it none of the life
going on around had anything to do
with me at all.
In that dim vagueness, I grew aware
that she was beside me and had taken
coffee.

I

I

saw

th'e

—

—

the letter from my nerveless fingers.
I knew that only because I heard the
crackle of the paper and her startled
exclamation as she read it. Then Dessy
and Dad were there, too, clustering
around, all talking at once, all looking
at me anxiously and protectively. But
I didn't really feel their presence. All
I felt

was

cold.

found myself upstairs and in my
own bed without knowing quite how
I got there.
They were covering me
up, then I caught the pungent smell
of ammonia, and after that I was tasting something hot and strong. I didn't
I

care. I didn't want anything. I just
lay there looking at nothingness because that's all there was.
Now I know that I was what doctors
call "in shock." People who have had
some searing experience, men who

have been

As

in battle

have

it

sometimes.

what had happened had separated them for a while from reality
and they become insensate, without
if

thought, feeling or response.

I'd

even

-

studied the care of such cases in my
Red Cross course keep warm and
quiet with frequent feeding of energy
giving food. That was what mother
and Dessy did for me as I lay there,
inert, staring at the ceiling.
Presently, in the back of my mind,

—

something began to nag at me. Something left undone that had to be done.
Some terribly important, but terribly
unknown, duty that had to be accomplished before I could give up completely.

I

had

to

do

it.

Some compul-

was forcing me. If I could only
remember what it was! Over and over,
I tried to remember so that I could rest.
At last, quite automatically, it came.
sion

knew.
Mother

I started to get out of bed.
tried to stop me, but I said,
"Please. I have to do it." I went over
to where the hope chest stood in the
corner, all gaily painted, all filled full

I

with the hemstitched sheets and pillow
cases, the

handmade

lingerie, the linen,

had meant not only my future
with Lance but also the continuity of
the past through my mother and
that

The hope chest stood in its corner,
gaily painted, filled to the brim.

——
—

grandmother the Tightness in what
Lance and I would have had together
as mother and her mother had found
it with the men they loved. The bone
tea service he had sent from England
stood on hanging shelves above the
chest. Carefully, I took it down, piece
by piece, and put it in the chest. Then
I closed the lid and turned the key
did it all unhurriedly,
a sleep walker. In the
same way, I crossed the room, opened
the top dresser drawer, and put the
key in my jewelry box. Then I got
in the lock.
calmly, like

I

back in bed again.

AM OTHER was leaning over me, mur^*- muring, with tears in her eyes.
"My baby, my poor, hurt baby!" But
all I felt

was

relief that

what had had

be done, was done. There was no
emotion at all, no tears at turning a
to

to lock them away forever. Just a duty accomplished.
Physically, I got better fast. There
was the resilience of youth and
own strong body to help. Sights,
sounds, people became real again, but
heart perthe cold aloneness in
sisted. It was as if there were nothing
to warm me now that I could no longer
find refuge in memories. In them,
remembrance of Lance, of all we had
been and done and had together, had
lain security. Living with them had
been insurance for the future, unshakable faith in the future. Now they
had become a torture to me. I had
to stop remembering, and in doing that
I felt cut loose and adrift.
In the family, it "had been Dad who
understood that best. "Don't look at the

key on dreams

my

my

my

past, honey," he said. "That's over and
done with. Look ahead. You're young,

you've got lots of happiness waiting
you.
Don't waste one second's
thought on that fellow."
It hurt me to hear Lance called "that
fellow" in that tone. After all, I had
loved him deeply. What Dad said was
good advice, lovingly given, but I
couldn't just cut Lance out of my life
like that with a contemptuous dismissal. "There must be some explanation

for

for

what he

"Some-

did," I protested.

."
we can't know about.
"Now don't start making excuses for
him," Dad said, almost fiercely. "What

thing

he did

.

is

.

inexcusable, from any point

of view, and looking for reasons is
clinging to the past. You forget about

him!"

How could I tell him that aside from
the memories, my worst misery came
from knowing that Lance was no
longer mine. No matter where he was,
on what

hellish beachhead in Noror in some English embarkation
port, whether well or wounded, happy
or wretched, in danger or safe he no
longer belonged to me. He belonged

mandy

—

A girl named Angela
Temple, who was his wife.
Mother hovered around me protectively. She refused even to mention
the name of Lance Jordan, but I knew
from the tightening of her lips and the
look in her eyes that she agreed with
Dad that there was no excuse for what
he had done. In fact, she felt even more
She devised
bitter than my father.
to another girl.
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ways and means to do what she called
"get my mind off it," encouraging me
to go right back to my job, get out and
see people, give parties. "Show the
world you don't care!" she insisted. So
couldn't really talk to her either, to
try and sort out what I felt deep in
my heart.
It wasn't easy to go back to the job
or to get out and see people. The office
was full of the memories. I daily had
to pass the stool by the tall shelves
where I had tumbled into Lance's
arms and into his life. I saw his
desk where he used to sit, lean and
quick-looking with those blue grey
eyes that could be so intent when
they looked at me. Mr. Gregory,
the senior partner of the law firm,
knew the whole story; mother had
thought it best to tell him the truth
when she'd called to say I was ill.
And I had to see the knowledge
the pitying awareness of me as a
girl who had been jilted by a faithless lover in his eyes.
He called me into his office the
first afternoon I was back at work.
"This is hard for me and harder
for you, Linna," he said in his
fatherly way. "But I think maybe
it will be less hard if we just come
right out in the open about it. I
just want to tell you that I was
deeply shocked at what your
mother told me, and deeply hurt
always regarded Lance
for you.
Jordan highly in this office thought
I

—

We

—

steady young man with
the makings of a good lawyer. We
wanted, of course, to keep a place
here for him when he came back
from the war. But now well, I
consider his behavior despicable
and I'm not so sure we want anyone so unstable ... I don't want
to distress you, my dear, but I had
to tell you how I and my partners
feel.
Just remember that you're
young, and that it's better to find
out a man's weakness too early
rather than too late."
There was nothing I could do
but murmur thanks for his kindness. But I longed to say something in Lance's defense. Yet how
could I? On the face of it, what
was there for me to defend? I
change Mr. Gregory's
couldn't
opinion. But something in me kept
protesting that such a condemnation was unfair and somehow all
wrong. My faith in the man I
loved had been so great that there
must be must be an explana-

him a

fine,

—

—

—

tion.

In spite of Mr. Gregory's kind
intentions, I came home terribly
depressed. I met .Dessy in the hall.

"Any mail?"

I

asked, almost auto-

matically.

"Uh-huh." Then she gave me a
sharp look. "Linna! You're not
still expecting a letter from him,
are you?"

Suddenly I knew I was. Yes
desperately and yet with faith, I
was expecting a letter from him.
"There will be one some time,
Dessy.
see;

it

And

he'll

explain.

has to be that way."

You'll

"Oh, Linna, how can you?" she cried
"Haven't you any pride? I
should think you'd hate him. I do. I
hate him, hate him, hate him for what
he's done to you!"
"You don't understand. I loved Lance
very much more than anybody in the
world and I know he loved me. You
can't just stop loving, all of a sudden." I realized for the first time as
I spoke that that was true and had always been true, since it first happened.
violently.

—

—

"

"Because of that, I know he didn't just
go off and marry somebody else on a
moment's notice. There's something
back of it, something he will explain
"Well, I think he's just a heel." Dessy
was on the verge of tears now. "And
I hope. you meet millions of attractive
men and marry a millionaire and show
him. And I hope that Angela is just
awful, and he's miserable all his life.
And—and—" Words failed her and she
went in her room and slammed the

—

"

"What

Later I heard her playing
her newest Tommy Dorsey record, very
loud, in order to relieve her feelings.

door, hard.

to bear. It was as
ing to heal
at it the deeper.

—

me

word from him?"

everybody in trywound only probed

I nodded, dumbly. I looked at the
wrappings again. There was a return
address in one corner. Mrs. Lance Jordan, and a London street number.
"They were sent by his wife," I said.
Dessy rushed over and threw her
arms around me with angry pity.

if

my

And I kept finding
myself, no matter how hard I tried
not to, thinking of Angela Temple.
Nights when I couldn't sleep, idle
moments at the office, pauses in
some routine household task I'd
find myself repeating her name

—

—

"What a horrible, hateful thing to do!"
she cried. "Getting her to send them
back because he's too much of a coward to do it himself."
"He might not have been able to.
He might be in the invasion
"Oh, Linna, will you stop making excuses for him?" Dessy burst out furiously. "Can't you see now you've got to
forget him, stop expecting any explanation from him? There's just not
any explanation that's why he hasn't
made any. Instead, he gets the girl
who cut you out to send back your letters. I'm glad! I'm glad it's happened.

over and over and wondering about
her.
What was she like? She
couldn't be awful, as Dessy so
wildly and loyally hoped. Lance
wouldn't have loved her if she
had been. And he did love her.
not the dreamy,
He'd said so
exalted thing we knew but real
and earthy
That's what he'd
said in that letter that still echoed
like a painful pulsebeat in my life.
I remembered our last night to.

.

"There's nothing to say" I
told him. "Nothing at all."

.

.

—

.

.

—

—

and how out of my love
and the sorrow of parting I had
gether,

—

offered to be his wife in fact if not
in name. And the way he'd said
he couldn't le,ave that kind .of complication behind him. Was it that
he had so sorely missed on the eve
of going into the danger of death?
Was it that that Angela had offered
in a way different from me, in a
way he so desperately needed he
found no need to refuse? But I
rebelled
against
that
thought.
Earthy and real though their love

might

be,

it

had

to be

more than

she blonde or brunette? Tall

Laughing or serious?
had they met? Had they
fallen in love at first sight or had
it been a long time growing? And
or

Now
he
.

you'll

have

to see

him

short?

How

then I'd think of them in each
other's arms, of the ten days they'd

had together before invasion, of
the' fulfillment I had never known
and sometimes it was as if I had

—

to cry out in the pain of

it.

^

too, I
But I

thought, of marrying Lance had
been-too compelling. And then one
I

I had to open it again.
had been waiting, blindly but

with

unassailable

certainty,

for

some word from him. The explanation that would surely come.
One evening when I got home from
with careful
casualness, "A package came for
you. From England. I put it in
your room."
I flew up the stairs. In the middle
of my bed was a brown paperwrapped parcel. Barely noticing
that it was addressed in an unfamiliar hand, I tore it open. Then
I stared down at the contents, while
unshed and unsheddable tears
seemed to overflow in my heart.

work,

what

I felt as if someone were slowly turning a knife in the wound. "Please don't
talk about it any more," I said brokenly. Then I got up off the bed, took the
key out of the jewelry box, and unlocked the chest. I put the package of
letters on top, and shut it again. Now
not only my dreams of the future were
locked away, but part of the past, part
of myself and the love I had known
and the girl I had been, were locked

in too.

of us are going dancing out
Hillside tonight, and you're going
with us," Dessy announced firmly.
"Oh, yes you are! I've already got the
date for you and everything he's a
friend of Marcia Hutt's and he's here
on leave from the Navy and he's just
darling. He's the right age, too nearly
twenty-four," she went on in a tone
that implied he was practically tottering on the brink of the grave. "His
at

—

—

name's Gene Somers, and you ought
."
to wear your black dress.
She was giving me no time to pro.

looked at my
never opened
hope chest.
it.
I had never even touched the
key since the day I locked it. The
instinctive urge to shut the door
on the promise, on the very

COMETIMES,

day

for

is."

"A bunch

that.

Was

Dessy asked from the

it?"

"It's
my letters. Every letter I ever
wrote Lance since he left."
"Just returned like that, without a

Touched as I was by Dessy's feelings,
and understanding it as well as I did,
her attitude made things harder for

is

doorway.

Dessy

said

test.

didn't

I

want

to go.

It

.

was

still

be with people and act naturally with them. After all, Clover Hill is
a small town and everybody in it knew
within forty-eight hours after it happened that Lance Jordan had jilted me
to marry an English girl. I'd felt the
whispers, seen the looks. Some were
honestly sympathetic, some were only
curious to see how I was taking it; but
whatever the attitude, there had been
talk and lots of it. This high -school

hard

to

crowd of Dessy's, though, were young
and easily forgetful of anything not
concerning them directly. Maybe with
them, with a new and attractive date,
I,

too,

could forget

—just

for one brief

Maybe music and laughter
could ease this new and lacerating
moment.
blow.

So

I

as the

went. Friday nights were known
Set's" night at the Inn.

"Younger

Ensign Gene Somers and I were
about the oldest couple on the floor.
He was every- (Continued on page 61)
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—

grandmother the Tightness in what
Lance and I would have had together
as mother and her mother had found
it with the men they loved. The bone
tea service he had sent from England
stood on hanging shelves above the
chest. Carefully, I took it down, piece
by piece, and put it in the chest. Then
I closed the lid and turned the key
unhurriedly,
a sleep walker. In the
same way, I crossed the room, opened
the top dresser drawer, and put the
key in my jewelry box. Then I got

in the lock.
calmly, like

I

did

it

all

back in bed again.

AM OTHER was leaning over me, mur•"* muring, with tears in her eyes.
"My baby, my poor, hurt baby!" But
was relief that what had had
to be done, was done. There was no
emotion at all, no tears at turning a
key on dreams to lock them away forall I felt

ever. Just a duty accomplished.
Physically, I got better fast. There
was the resilience of youth and
own strong body to help. Sights,
sounds, people became real again, but
heart perthe cold aloneness in
sisted. It was as if there were nothing
to warm me now that I could no longer
find refuge in memories. In them, my
remembrance of Lance, of all we had
been and done and had together, had
lain security. Living with them had
been insurance for the future, unshakable faith in the future. Now they
had become a torture to me. I had
to stop remembering, and in doing that
I felt cut loose and adrift.
In the family, it 'had been Dad who.
understood that best. "Don't look at the

my

my

honey," he said. "That's over and
done with. Look ahead. You're young,
you've got lots of happiness waiting
Don't waste one second's
for you.
thought on that fellow."
It hurt me to hear Lance called "that
fellow" in that tone. After all, I had
loved him deeply. What Dad said was
good advice, lovingly given, but I
couldn't just cut Lance out of my life
like that with a contemptuous dismissal. "There must be some explanation
past,

for

what he

"Some-

did," I protested.

."
we can't know about.
"Now don't start making excuses for
him," Dad said, almost fiercely. "What

thing

.

.

is inexcusable, from any point
of view, and looking for reasons is
clinging to the past. You forget about

he did

him!"

How

could

I tell

him

that aside from

my

worst misery came
from knowing that Lance was no
longer mine. No matter where he was,
on what hellish beachhead in Normandy or in some English embarkation
the memories,

whether well or wounded, happy
or wretched, in danger or safe he no
longer belonged to me. He belonged
port,

to another girl.

—

A

girl

named Angela

who was his wife.
Mother hovered around me protectively. She refused even to mention
the name of Lance Jordan, but I knew
from the tightening of her lips and the

Temple,

look in her eyes that she agreed with
Dad that there was no excuse for what
he had done. In fact, she felt even more
She devised
bitter than my father.

called
ways and means to do what she
me
"get my mind off it," encouraging
out and
right back to my job, get

to go

.'Show tne
see people, give parties.
bo
world you don't care!" she insisted,
either, to

couldn't really talk to her
felt deep in
try and sort out what I
my heart.
easy to go back to the job
I

.

,

wasn't
The office
or to get out and see people.
naa
was full of the memories. I daily
shelves
to pass the stool by the tall
It

where I had tumbled into Lances
arms and into his life. I saw his
desk where he used to sit, lean and

quick-looking with those blue grey
eyes that could be so intent when
they looked at me. Mr. Gregory,
the senior partner of the law firm,
knew the whole story; mother had
thought it best to tell him the truth
when she'd called to say I was ill.
And I had to see the knowledge—
the pitying awareness of me as a
girl who had been jilted by a faithless lover in his eyes.
He called me into his office the
first afternoon I was back at work.
"This is hard for me and harder
for you, Linna," he said in his
fatherly way. "But I think maybe
it will be less hard if we just come
right out in the open about it. I

—

just

want

you that

to tell

I

was

shocked at what your
mother told me, and deeply hurt
for you. We always regarded Lance
Jordan highly in this office thought
him a fine, steady young man with
the makings of a good lawyer. We
wanted, of course, to keep a place
here for him when he came back
from the war. But now well, I
consider his behavior despicable
and I'm not so sure we want anyone so unstable ... I don't want
to distress you, my dear, but I had
deeply

—

—

"Oh, Linna, how can you?" she cried
"Haven't you any pride? I
should think you'd hate him. I do. I
hate him, hate him, hate him for what
he's done to you!"
"You don't understand. I loved Lance
very much more than anybody in the
world and I know he loved me. You
can't just stop loving, all of a sudden." I realized for the first time as
I spoke that that was true and had always been true, since it first happened
violently.

•

—

—

know he didn't just
and marry somebody else on
a
There's something
moment's notice.
it, something he will
of
back
explain—"
Well, I think he's just a heel." Dessy
was on the verge of tears now. "And
you meet millions of attractive
I hope.
men and marry a millionaire and show
ym. And I hope that Angela is just
oui/ttl, and he's miserable all his life
"Because of that, I

go off

And—and—" Words failed her and she
went in her room and slammed the
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I ever
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wildly and loyally
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'

he'd
said in that letter that
still echoed
like a painful pulsebeat
in my life
.

.

.

remembered our last night together, and how—out of
my love
and the sorrow of parting— I had
I

offered to be his wife in
fact
in name. And the way

if not
he'd said

he couldn't leave that kind of complication behind him. Was it
that
he had so sorely missed on the
eve
of going into the danger of
death'
Was it that that Angela had offered
in a way different from me,
in a
way he so desperately needed he
found no need to refuse? But I
rebelled

against

that

thought.

Earthy and real though their love
might be, it had to be more than
that.

Was
or

she blonde or brunette? Tall

short?

Laughing or serious?
How had they met? Had they
fallen in love at first sight or had
it been a long time growing? And
think of them in each
other's arms, of the ten days they'd
had together before invasion, of

rather than too late."

the' fulfillment I

feel.

Just

There was nothing I could do
but murmur thanks for his kindness. But I longed to say something in Lance's defense. Yet how
could I? On the face of it, what
was there for me to defend? I
couldn't
change Mr. Gregory's
opinion. But something in me kept
protesting that such a condemnation was unfair and somehow all
wrong.
faith in the man I
loved had been so great that there

My

—must

must be

—an

be

explana-

tion.

In spite of Mr. Gregory's kind
intentions, I came home terribly
depressed. I met Dessy in the hall.
"Any mail?" I asked, almost automatically.

"Uh-huh." Then she gave me a
sharp look. "Linna! You're not
still

expecting a letter from him,

are you?"

Suddenly I knew I was. Yes—
desperately and yet with faith, I
was expecting a letter from him.
"There will be one some time,
Dessy.
see;

it

And

he'll

explain.

has to be that way."

You'll

then

I'd

—and sometimes

They were sent

idle

some routine household pauses in
m lf re* eating hertaskil'S
name
o^er a
6 ' M,d wond e™g
about
hlr
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at was sh e like?
She
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couldn't
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wrote Lance since he left."
"Just returned like that,
without a
word from him?"
I nodded, dumbly. I
looked at the
wra PP>ngs again. There was
a return
address in one corner. Mrs.
Lance Jordan, and a London
street number.

'

office,

you how I and my partners
remember that you're
young, and that it's better to find
out a man's weakness too early
to tell

Dessy asked from the

is it?'

doorway.

a

by—his

wife,"

«

\

What a horrible, hateful thing to do'"
she cried. "Getting her
to send them
Back because he's too much of
a coward to do it himself."
.

"He might not have been able

to.

Me might be

in the invasion—"
"Oh, Linna, will you stop
making excuses for him?" Dessy burst
out furiously.
Can't you see now you've got
to
forget him, stop expecting
any explanation from him? There's
just not

any explanation—that's why he hasn't
made any. Instead, he gets the girl
who cut you out to send back your letters. I'm glad! I'm glad
it's happened.
Now you'll have to see him for what

he

is."

as if someone were slowly turning a knife in the wound.
"Please don't
talk about it any more," I said
brokenly. Then I got up off the
bed, took the
key out of the jewelry box, and
unlocked the chest. I put the package
of
letters on top, and shut it again.
Now
not only my dreams of the future
were
locked away, but part of the past, part
of myself and the love I had known
and the girl I had been, were locked
I felt

in too.

"A bunch of us are going dancing out
Hillside tonight, and you're going
with us," Dessy announced firmly.
"Oh, yes you are! I've already got the
date for you and everything he's a
friend of Marcia Hutt's and he's here
on leave from the Navy and he's just
at

—

darling. He's the right age,

I

too— nearly
twenty-four," she went on in a tone
that implied he was practically tottering on the brink of the grave. "His
name's Gene Somers, and you ought
to wear your black dress.
."
She was giving me no time to pro-

I

test.

had never known
had

it was as if I
to cry out in the pain of it.

.

COMETIMES, too,
J
hope chest. But

I said.

Dessy rushed over and threw
her
S
ar0Und me with angry pity.

m

looked at my
never opened
it.
I had never even touched the
key since the day I locked it. The
instinctive urge to shut the door
on the promise, on the very
thought, of marrying Lance had
been-too compelling. And then one
day I had to open it again.
I had been waiting, blindly but
with unassailable certainty, for
some word from him. The explanation that would surely come.
One evening when I got home from
work, Dessy said with careful
casualness, "A package came for
you. From England. I put it in
your room."
I flew up the stairs. In the middle
of my bed was a brown paperwrapped parcel. Barely noticing
that it was addressed in an unfamiliar hand, I tore it open. Then
I stared down at the contents, while
unshed and unsheddable tears
seemed to overflow in my heart.

I

didn't

want

to go.

It

.

was

still

hard

to be with people and act naturally with them. After all, Clover Hill is

a small town and everybody in it knew
within forty-eight hours after it happened that Lance Jordan had jilted me
to marry an English girl. I'd felt the
whispers, seen the looks. Some were
honestly sympathetic, some were only

curious to see

how

I

was taking

it;

but

whatever the attitude, there had been
talk and lots of it. This high-school
crowd of Dessy's, though, were young
and easily forgetful of anything not
concerning them directly. Maybe with
them, with a new and attractive date,
I, too, could forget
just for one brief
moment. Maybe music and laughter
could ease this new and lacerating
blow.
So I went. Friday nights were known
as the "Younger Set's" night at the Inn.
Ensign Gene Somers and I were
about the oldest couple on the floor.
He was every- (Continued on page 61)
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The GI

Bill of Rights puts

RECENTLY,

I've

meaning

been running across

items in newspapers, items dealing
with the shortcomings, presumably,
of the plans we have for helping discharged servicemen make quick and successful returns to civilian living. And I've
been wondering about these stories, not
so much about their truth as about the
causes that might lie behind them. I've
been wondering whether some of the discharged veterans of this war haven't found
themselves in difficulties, not because
there weren't provisions made for them
and plans and organizations set up and
ready to help them, but, perhaps, because
the veterans themselves were not fully

aware

of the rights and benefits coming
to them- I've been wondering, too, whether

the friends and families of these veterans
all our servicemen, for that matter
have any clear idea of what is provided
for by the Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944 which is the legal name for the

—and

—

GI

Bill of Rights.

It seems to me that's very essential
that civilians should be familiar with all
that is coming to a man who has served
in the Armed Forces. The Government
is doing everything possible to acquaint
servicemen with their rights and benefits
under the GI Bill of Rights. The Army and

Navy both have printed comprehensive
pamphlets which are given to all veterans
as they are discharged. The pamphlets
explain very simply and clearly the things
veterans should do immediately on being
discharged, and what agencies exist to
help them with all sorts of problems, from
the filling out of claims to the restoration
of old jobs or getting new ones. Also, at
the time of discharge, every veteran hears
a lecture which explains fully all the
machinery that has been set up to help
him make his healthy readjustment.
But surely we can understand how a
man, anxious to return to his home, impatient, his thoughts far ahead with his
family and civilian life,- might not pay
full attention to the lecture he is hearing,
or have the patience to explore all the
channels that exist to help him become
a well adjusted citizen as quickly as possible. I believe that it is our duty, ours, the
civilians', to assume the responsibility for
tracking down the right course that must
be followed. We must know what is provided for our men by law, and where to
send them when they need assistance.

into these words, hut on

By JAY JOSTYN
Mr. District Attorney

Now, this is most important. Under the
GI Bill of Rights, no person may be
separated jrom active service until his
certificate of discharge or release and, at
least, a substantial part of his final pay

are ready for delivery. No disabled person
may be separated without his consent
until and unless he has executed- a claim
for compensation, pension or hospitalization to be filed with the Veterans Administration. The law was framed in this way
so that any delay in the receiving of
benefits or hospitalization might be eliminated. If, because of ignorance, impatience, or incompetence on the part of the
veteran, or anyone else, this phase of the
law should be neglected, it is important
that the veteran's family and friends direct and help him to make the necessary
claims and adjustments as quickly as
possible.

Under the GI

Bill of Rights, the VetAdministration is delegated the
responsibility for a number of the Bill's
provisions. In general, these benefits are

erans

restricted to those men and women who
served in the Armed Forces at least 90

days between September 16, 1940 and the
end of the war, or who were discharged
for service-incurred disability and, who,
in addition, were separated from active
duty under honorable conditions. Certain
special conditions apply to eligibility for

educational benefits.

For purposes of simplicity, I'd like to
break the following provisions down under separate headings- loans, education
and retraining benefits, payments to unemployed veterans, employment, and benefits at death and to dependents.
LOANS: The Veterans Administration is
authorized to guaranty up to 50% of the

—

principal sum of loans made to veterans
for specific purposes, with a limit of $2,000
on the amount guaranteed for any one
veteran. The loan may be made by any
bank, corporation or individual, provided
its amount and purpose are practicable
and suited to the veteran's circumstances
in the judgment of the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs. There are provisions for
further loans under special conditions.

°\if civilians,

too,

understand

it

The purposes for which loans will be
guaranteed are:
1. The
purchase or construction of a

home

for the veteran.
Repairs, alterations, taxes and payment of debts on the veteran's already
2.

owned home.
3. The purchase

of a farm and/or farm
on which the veteran will

equipment,

depend for

his livelihood.
alterations

and improvefarm buildings and equipment
already owned by the veteran and used
4.

Repairs,

ments

to

for his livelihood.
5. Purchase of a

business or business
property and/or business equipment and
tools on which the veteran will depend
for his livelihood.

EDUCATION AND RETRAINING BENEFITS: These benefits have somewhat different eligibility requirements than the
Bill's other benefits. I'll list them, because
they are important to keep in mind in
making whatever plans you will make.
1. Service in the Armed Forces on or
after September 15, 1940 and prior to the
termination of this war.
2. Separation from the service "under
conditions
other
than
dishonorable",
EITHER for service-incurred disability,
OR after having served for at least 90
days, exclusive of time assigned to a course
of education or training under the Army.
Specialized Training Program or the Navy
College Training Program, which was a
continuation of the individual's civilian
education or training and was completed,
and exclusive of any time during which
the person was a midshipman or cadet at
a Service Academy.
3. A person who has a service-connected
disability, a pensionable disability and is
eligible for the Vocational Rehabilitation
program may elect educational benefits

under

this

head

instead.

Any

veteran who meets the above requirements may take one year of educa-

—

refresher or retraining courses or
the equivalent of a year of continuous
part-time study at any approved public
or private educational institution of his
choice, from elementary schools through
universities and professional schools, provided he can pass entrance examinations
and measure up to other qualifications of
the school. With the exception of those
who have taken refresher or retraining
courses, addi- (Continued on page 90)
tion,

—

JAY JOSTYN

has become so identified with the radio character
"Mr. District Attorney" that he has difficulty convincing his
audience that he has no legal degree. It is acting that Jay
is qualified to practice, not law, and he has been doing that
Born in
very successfully in radio for the past ten years.
Milwaukee, he started acting in elementary school, continued
during college, toured this country and Canada in stock, and
finally settled down in radio, happy even though he is rarely
cast as a hero. Mr. District Attorney is heard Wednesday, XBC.

—

The GI

Bill of Rights puts

meaning

And

there weren't provisions made for them
and plans and organizations set up and
ready to help them, but, perhaps, because
the veterans themselves were not fully
aware of the rights and benefits coming

them. I've been wondering, too, whether

the friends and families of these veterans
and all our servicemen, for that matter
have any clear idea of what is provided
for by the Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944 which is the legal name for the

—

—

GI

Bill of Rights.
It seems to

me

that's

very essential

that civilians should be familiar with all
that is coming to a man who has served
in the Armed Forces. The Government
is doing everything possible to acquaint
servicemen with their rights and benefits
under the GI Bill of Rights. The Army and

Navy both have printed comprehensive
pamphlets which are given

to all

veterans

they are discharged. The pamphlets
explain very simply and clearly the things
veterans should do immediately on being
discharged, and what agencies exist to
help them with all sorts of problems, from
the filling out of claims to the restoration
of old jobs or getting new ones. Also, at
the time of discharge, every veteran hears
a lecture which explains fully all the
machinery that has been set up to help
him make his healthy readjustment.
But surely we can understand how a
man, anxious to return to his home, impatient, his thoughts far ahead with his
family and civilian life, might not pay
full attention to the lecture he is hearing,
or have the patience to explore all the
channels that exist to help him become
a well adjusted citizen as quickly as possible. I believe that it is our duty, ours, the
civilians', to assume the responsibility for
tracking down the right course that must
be followed. We must know what is provided for our men by law, and where to
send them when they need assistance.
as

if civilians,

too,

understand

it

The purposes for which loans will be
guaranteed are:
1. The
purchase or construction of

Mr. District Attorney

a
for the veteran.
Repairs, alterations, taxes and
payment of debts on the veteran's already

home
2.

I've

been wondering about these stories, not
so much about their truth as about the
causes that might lie behind them. I've
been wondering whether some of the discharged veterans of this war haven't found
themselves in difficulties, not because

to

onlj

By JAY JOSTYN

I've been running across
items in newspapers, items dealing
with the shortcomings, presumably,
of the plans we have for helping discharged servicemen make quick and suc-

RECENTLY,

cessful returns to civilian living.

into these words, but

Now, this is most important. Under
GI Bill of Rights, no person may
separated from active service until

the
be
his

certificate of discharge or release and, at
least, a substantial part of his final pay
are ready for delivery. No disabled person
may be separated without his consent

and unless he has executed a claim
for compensation, pension or hospitalization to be filed with the Veterans Administration. The law was framed in this way
so that any delay in the receiving of
benefits or hospitalization might be eliminated. If, because of ignorance, impatience, or incompetence on the part of the
veteran, or anyone else, this phase of the
law should be neglected, it is important
that the veteran's family and friends direct and help him to make the necessary
claims and adjustments as quickly as
possible.
Under the GI Bill of Rights, the Veterans Administration is delegated the
responsibility for a number of the Bills
until

provisions. In general, these benefits are
restricted to those men and women who
served in the Armed Forces at least 90
days between September 16, 1940 and the
of the war, or who were discharged
for service-incurred disability and, who,
active
in addition, were separated from
duty under honorable conditions. Certain
for
special conditions apply to eligibility

end

educational benefits.
t0
For purposes of simplicity, I'd li» e
unbreak the following provisions down
der separate headings—loans, education
and retraining benefits, payments to i»
oe
employed veterans, employment, and
efits at death and to dependents.

Veterans Administration
oi
authorized to guaranty up to 50%

LOANS: The

of loans made to v y?
oi * 2
>^
for specific purposes, with a limit
on the amount guaranteed for any
oy
veteran. The loan may be made
pr
bank, corporation or individual,
)e
c
its amount and purpose are P«
circumsw
and suited to the veteran's
rf
in the judgment of the Administrai
s
v
pr°
are
Veterans Affairs. There
'°L
conaiu
further loans under special

principal

sum

^
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owned home.
3. The purchase of a farm
and/or farm
equipment, on which the veteran
will

depend for his livelihood.

4. Repairs,
alterations and improve-'
ments to farm buildings and equipment
owned by the veteran and used

already

for his livelihood.
5. Purchase
of a business or business
property and/or business equipment
and
tools on which the veteran will
depend

for his livelihood.

EDUCATION AND RETRAINING BENEFITS: These benefits have
ferent

somewhat

dif-

eligibility

requirements than the
Bill's other benefits. I'll list
them, because
they are important to keep in
mind in
making whatever plans you will make.
1. Service
in the Armed Forces on or
after September 15, 1940 and
prior to the
termination of this war.
2. Separation from
the service "under
conditions
other
than
dishonorable",

EITHER for service-incurred disability,
OR after having served for at least 90
days, exclusive of

time assigned to a course
education or training under the Army
Specialized Training Program or the Navy
College Training Program,
which was a
continuation of the individual's civilian
education or training and was completed,
and exclusive of any time during which
the person was
a midshipman or cadet at
a Service
Academy.
of

A

person who has a service-connected
a pensionable disability and is
the Vocational Rehabilitation
Program may elect educational benefits
3

disability,

eligible for

"nder this head instead.

Any veteran who meets the above requirements may take one year of educalon, refresher
or retraining courses or
the equivalent
of a year of continuous
Part-tim e study
at any approved public
°j" private
educational institution of his
oice, f om
elementary schools through
r
V rSities
and P rofes sional schools, proviH H
he can pass entrance examinations
an?i
"d measure up
to other qualifications of
" e school. With
the exception of those
"0 have taken refresher or retraining
TOUr ses,
addi- (Continued on page 90)

—

—

JAY JOSTYN

has become so identified with the radio chare
"Mr. District Attorney" that he has difficulty convincing his
audience that he has no legal degree. It is acting that Jay
is qualified to practice, not law, and he has been doing thai
Boi n
very successfully in radio for the past ten years.
Milwaukee, he started acting in elementary school, continued
during college, toured this country and Canada in stock, and
finally settled down in radio, happy even though he is rarely
cast as a hero. Mr. District Attorney it heard Wednesday, NBC.

Now I could listen to the song;
need never again be afraid of

'*%*

W

I

it.

—

something eerie about a
THERE
radio broadcast station in the early
is

hours of the morning. So much
emptiness and space, so many shadows.
But I loved it. To me, it was a refuge.
Professionally

speaking,

I

was

a

"pancake turner" on the "ghost" shift
which meant that I turned over
records played in broadcasts from midnight to five a.m. Before I had taken
the job, those hours were the longest
and bitterest for me. I knew how much
it meant to be able to tune in on a
musical program that lulled you back
into a kind of peace after hours of
tossing in bed. I had done it so often!
"People don't stay long on this job,"
the personnel manager of the station
had admitted. "It gets them after a
while those creepy hours and all."
"It won't get me," I said quickly.
He gave me a sharp glance. "A girl
like you ought to be after a daytime
job so that she can have her evenings
free for a good time."
Something in my face must have betrayed me because he added hastily,
"But I'm glad you feel you can stick it
out. Good luck ... By the way, how
long did you say you had been in

—

—

town?"
"Just a week," I acknowledged. And
the hot color dye my cheeks. Had
he guessed that I had come to this big
felt

midwestern

—

city

lose

to

myself?

To

forget if I could?
I was a complete
stranger. All the world I'd known was
back in Hannibal. The world in which
I had been brought up by a kindly but

dominating aunt and surrounded by
her well-meaning friends. Looking
back, I realized with something of a
shock that I had never had any real
life of my own
except for my music.
That was the very core of my existence.
But my aunt had closely supervised
the rest of my life. I was twenty when
she died. An immature, bewildered
twenty. Not even Ann, my one real
girl friend, could help me. "Amanda

—

Hathaway," she stormed, "don't you
you've got everything? If I
had your looks I'd be a Cover Girl
in New York, so help me! And you've
got talent besides. Everybody says you
probably will be a great concert pianist.
What you need is to get around more,
meet more people especially boys!"
So I "went around more." To the
Town Hall dances and the Grange parties.
And at one of them I met Steve
realize

—

Wiler.

Steve "happened" to me. I don't reever being introduced to him.
We were all doing a Paul Jones, and
suddenly there he was in front of me,
swinging me into his arms. "Now," he
said, "I know why I came to Hannibal!"

member

Something about him spelled adventure and mystery. His bold, black
eyes seemed to kindle fires in mine.
"You go to a man's head. You must
know that," he said softly. "With that
midnight hair of yours, and those green
eyes
it's like holding Circe in the
.

.

.

flesh."

No one had ever talked to me like
that before. No one had ever made me
feel so excitingly alive.
Three days later I ran
Steve and married him.

away with

That was a little more than a year
A year of such emotional upheaval that it had left me feeling lost
and empty
Oh, at first it had been
heaven.
Steve had a special magic
for me and he knew it.
His kisses
were what I lived for. I welcomed
with a kind of exaltation the wild, uncontrollable emotion that swept me
ago.

.

.

,

at his touch.' If our life together lacked
a solid foundation I was not aware
of it. Not at first. I took for granted
everything he told me about himself,
that he was an "itinerant reporter"
and did pieces for several of the state's
It
added even
largest newspapers.
more glamour to him. "We'll circle
the globe, baby, and keep our head
That's the only fun
in the clouds.
in life!" he'd say, lifting me up against
eyes as
him. And I would close
his lips came down hard on mine, and
even the stars were blotted out .

my

.

My

Loneliness frightened

to

hide from

it

Amanda; but when she

tried

in the darkness, with

her music as a shield, she found that

it

was

love,

she was

hiding from

a

.

little

my

heart that Steve

war correspondhe was here safe in my arms.
Then one morning I woke up and
the pillow beside me was empty. Steve
had done

that

left

—

thankfulness in

instead,

me

money,
so there was no immediate worry about
finances. Hannibal is not an expensive
place to live and I had been taught
how to stretch every dollar. So our
honeymoon was prolonged through the
weeks without such practical words as
"work" and "a job" shattering the
dream. We often went for picnics in
the woods just north of town. Sometimes Steve would read aloud Maugham, Keats, other favorites of his
with my head resting on his shoulder,
and our fingers entwined. In the outside world a war was going on but it
seemed very far away, far removed
from Hannibal. There was a prayer of
aunt had

his bit as a

ent, that

^as standing

at the foot

of

my

bed,
39

—
was an odd ex"Look, Amanda,
working out and I guess you

fully dressed. There
pression on his face.
this isn't

know

I'm not the marrying type.
it.
don't like being bound. Sorry, kid,
but this is so long." He picked up his
hat and went out the door. That was
the last I saw of him.
It was like a hideous nightmare from
I

which there is no awakening. I was
a failure as a wife. The thought made
me writhe. It took hold of me until
I was haunted by it. Oh, it was all very
well to say that the fault was Steve's
that the restless, mercurial quality
which was part of his fascination, was
also his undoing. And mine. But in my
secret heart I kept asking, "What did
I do wrong? How could I have held
him?"

IT was

Ann's suggestion that I leave
Hannibal and try to take new roots
in the city.
"I'd go with you, Mandy
darling, but I think you need to be on
your own entirely. A brand new place,
."
new faces, nothing to remind you
Nothing to remind me except my
heart. That terrible hunger in it.
And so I had come to the city and
taken this night job in the broadcast.

.

An

empty shell of a girl,
drifting.
Without faith in myself or
faith in the future. Loneliness can be
a dreadful thing. I had no opportunity
to make friends even if I wanted to
ing station.

because of the peculiar hours

And

so

letters from the
vitally important.

I kept.
listeners-in

became
A mother wanted me to play "The
Moon of Manakoora" because it reminded her of her boy somewhere in
Belgium ... A night watchman down
at the docks asked for cowboy songs
.

.

.

Some defense

plant workers sent

in a request for "That's An Irish Lullaby" to be played at 3:05 each morning
when they had a rest period
But
most of the people who listened in
.

.

.

during those long night hours were
people either too lonely or too ill to
sleep. I felt a close sympathy for them.
Especially for the two who wrote me

—

regularly "Aunt Emma," and a man
who signed himself simply "D. Whit-

comb."

Aunt

Emma

ten years.
woogie, of
better.

had been a shut-in

And

she

all things!

She wrote

for

loved

boogieThe hotter, the

crisp,

amusing

lit-

notes that completely ignored her
own paralyzed condition. "When Henry

tle

James

tootles, I can almost imagine
myself dancing!" she wrote once. It's
funny how much you can pour out of

yourself in a letter to a stranger.
I
knew that Aunt Emma had a fierce
little pride under all 'her fun, that she
was gentle and wise and quite alone
in the world. Except for the landlady
who looked after her for an extra sum

and probably used up all her pension
money. "Do you think I'm wicked,"
she wrote in one of her letters, "because I'd like a silk nightie and that
Lilith perfume? In three more weeks
I'll
have enough saved to buy the
nightie!"
Without ever having met
.

her,

40

I

.

.

loved Aunt

Emma.

"D. Whitcomb" was harder to pigeon-hole. I tried to imagine what he

A man probably quite old
like.
because his writing had a scrawly,
aged look. And he liked semi-classical
was

pieces

and

all

the old favorites like

and
"Moonlight
and
Roses." But he said very little about
himself beyond the fact that he had a
dog, an English pit bull, named Whitey.
Every time I played "The Desert Song"
the man swore that Whitey "sang" an
accompaniment. "He must have" some
wild, Moroccan blood in him somewhere!" wrote D. Whitcomb.
I had some satisfaction in answering
"Marquita,"

—

the letters little tidbits about the
broadcasting station and the new records.
Once, I enclosed in Whitcomb's
letter

an Arabian

star

which

I

had

picked up in some shop. "To attach to
Whitey's collar and bring out the Red
Shadow in him!" I said.
The next morning at five o'clock
when I finished work, the janitor said,
"Somebody's waiting for you out front,
Miss Hathaway." Steve, my heart cried,
oh, Steve, let it be you! I was using my
maiden name again because somehow
I didn't feel I had the right to use

at an all-night stand around the corner.
Then he suggested something I
had never thought of before. Going
down to the docks to watch the sun rise
over the river.
sat on the pier and
swung our feet against the palings.
soft
wind blew against our' faces,

We

A

fragrant and heady. Gold shot through
the sky.
Then scarlet that dyed the
ugly city skyline deep rose and washed
the river with enchantment.
"I come
here often," said D. Whitcomb after
a moment.
"It's the one place I feel
at home since I've come back."

like a boy tonight, the
ght glowing in his eyes,
er his birthday cake.

was

"Back from where?" I asked softly.
"The South Pacific." His eyes were
fastened on the water.
I looked at
him, at the strong clear profile that
so strangely shadowed. As if the
important part of his youth had been
left behind him.
He was trembling.

was

"It's

cold here," I said quickly.

"Let's

But even before he spoke I
knew it was not cold that troubled
walk."

him.

—

"I've a medical discharge
without
ever getting a scratch on me. Funny,
eh?" There was no bitterness in his
voice. Only a kind of despair. "Battle
fatigue, they call it. I was blown out of
a foxhole and I've had the shakes ever
since.
Can't control 'em, especially at
night. That is why your music helps
so." He turned and I knew it was
not my pity he asked for. D. Whitcomb
was the kind to hate pity.
"Music can do a lot for everybody."
I tried to say it lightly.
"I'd like to
play only the lovely melodies the sort
you prefer during the program, but
we have requests for so many different

—

—

kinds."
"I don't

he

know much about any of it,"
with that shy grin again. "But

said,

I'd like to learn."

"Then I'll teach you!"
His hand reached out for mine, clung
to it. "Could we
please don't think
I'm trying to rush things, but could
we begin tonight?"
.

.

.

a hunger in his eyes. A
hunger such as only one thing can

'T'HERE was

*

—

bring loneliness.
I
knew only too
well all the signs of that. The dreary
stretch of the days, the blackness of
the nights.
I was only too familiar

with

As

it!

afraid I would refuse he added
"I don't know many people

if

hastily,

Things can change a
here anymore.
And I have no
in three years.
."
family
lot

.

.

had a sudden inspiration. Maybe
it was because I was thinking of how
many lonely people there were in the
world. Aunt Emma, for instance. I
I

I

*

I had failed him so
But it was not my husband waiting.
It was a man I had never seen before.
A man who was slim and hard and
tall.
Even in the pale glow of the
street lights you could see how taut he

Steve's.

was.

|

;

'

i

And

.

My

.

.

eyes fell to the
dog sitting, unblinking, at his feet. A
white dog. I went forward then and
held out my hand.
"Hello, D. Whitcomb," I said.
His grin flashed almost shyly. He
was surprisingly young. "We thought
we would help you bring in the dawn,
tired.

Whitey and I," he said. "Besides, he
wanted to show off that star on his
collar!"

Whitey got up slowly and circled
around me as if to make sure I was
all right. Then, with a little grunt, he
sat down on my foot. I laughed. With
something of a shock I realized it was
the first time I had laughed in months.
"You're
elected,"
said
Whitcomb.
"That's his official approval

.

.

.

Do

you have to go straight home or could
we have breakfast somewhere?"
We had scrambled eggs and coffee

told

him about her

we

as

stood there

on the corner with the clear beauty of
dawn flooding the sky. "Perhaps you'd
like to go there with me to meet her?"
"Yes," he said. "I'd like that. She
sounds swell." His face lighted with
"Look, I'll dig up some
enthusiasm.
of her Lilith perfume, and you get

—

Aunt

Emma

the nightdress.

We'll give

Now I'll take
her a surprise party!
you home so you can get some sleep."
I'll never forget that evening. Never,
.

.

.

Emma

lived in
as long as I live. Aunt
an old part of (Continued on page 66)
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fully dressed. There was an
pression on his face. "Look,
this isn't

know

it.

odd ex-

Amanda,
at an all-night stand
around the corner.
Then he suggested something I
had never thought of
before.
down to the docks to watch the Going
sun rise

working out and I guess you
I'm not the marrying type.

don't like being bound. Sorry, kid,
but this is so long." He picked up his
hat and went out the door. That was
the last I saw of him.
It was like a hideous nightmare from
which there is no awakening. I was
a failure as a wife. The thought made
me writhe. It took hold of me until
I was haunted by it. Oh, it was all very
well to say that the fault was Steve's
that the restless, mercurial quality
which was part of his fascination, was
also his undoing. And mine. But in my
secret heart I kept asking, "What did
How could I have held
I do wrong?
I

over the river.

fastened on the water.
I looked at
him, at the strong clear
profile that
was so strangely shadowed. As if
the
important part of his youth
had been
left behind him.
He was trembling.
Us cold here," I said quickly. "Let's
walk.
But even before he spoke
knew it was not cold that troubledI
him.
"I've a medical discharge—
without
ever getting a scratch on me.
Funny

IT was

Ann's suggestion that I leave
Hannibal and try to take new roots
"I'd go with you, Mandy
in the city.
darling, but I think you need to be on
your own entirely. A brand new place,
."
new faces, nothing to remind you
Nothing to remind me except my
heart. That terrible hunger in it.
And so I had come to the city and
taken this night job in the broadcast-

An empty

ing station.

.

eh?

There was no bitterness in his
voice. Only a kind of despair.
"Battle
fatigue, they call it. I was blown
out of
a foxhole and I've had the
shakes ever
since.
Can't control 'em, especially at
night.
That is why your music helps
so.' He turned and I knew

shell of a girl,

drifting. Without faith in myself or
faith in the future. Loneliness can be
a dreadful thing. I had no opportunity
to make friends even if I wanted to

because of the peculiar hours

not

I

so letters from the
became vitally important.
A mother wanted me to play "The
Moon of Manakoora" because it reminded her of her boy somewhere in
Belgium ... A night watchman down
at the docks asked for cowboy songs
.

.

.

"I don't know much about any of it,"
said, with that shy grin again. "But
I'd like to learn."

he

"Then I'll teach you!"
His hand reached out for mine, clung
it.
"Could we
please don't think
I'm trying to rush things, but could
we begin tonight?"

.

to

I felt a close sympathy for them.
Especially for the two who wrote me
regularly "Aunt Emma," and a man
who signed himself simply "D. Whit-

Emma

better.

I
knew only too
the signs of that. The dreary
stretch of the days, the blackness of
the nights.
I was only too familiar

boogie-

The hotter, the
She wrote crisp, amusing lit-

Aunt

that

Emma

had a

nightie!"
Without ever having met
her, I loved Aunt Emma.
"D. Whitcomb" was harder to pigeon-hole. I tried to imagine what he
.

.

.

with

it!

afraid I would refuse he added
"I don't know many people

if

here anymore.
lot

three

in

family

.

.

Things can change a
And I have no

years.

."

had a sudden inspiration. Maybe
it was because I was thinking of how
many lonely people there were in the
world. Aunt Emma, for instance. I
told him about her as we stood there
I

fierce

pride under all "her fun, that she
was gentle and wise and quite alone
in the world. Except for the landlady
who looked after her for an extra sum
and probably used up all her pension
money. "Do you think I'm wicked,"
she wrote in one of her letters, "because I'd like a silk nightie and that
Lilith perfume? In three more weeks
I'll
have enough saved to buy the

all

hastily,

notes that completely ignored her
own paralyzed condition. "When Henry
James tootles, I can almost imagine
myself dancing!" she wrote once. It's
funny how much you can pour out of
yourself in a letter to a stranger. I
little

well

As

tle

knew

.

bring— loneliness.

had been a shut-in for
loved

.

a hunger in his eyes. A
hunger such as only one thing can

comb."
years.
And she
woogie, of all things!

.

'THERE was

—

Aunt

to

kinds."

sleep.

ten

was

pity he asked for. D. Whitcomb
to hate pity.
"Music can do a lot for everybody "
tried to say it lightly.
"I'd like

I

Some defense

.

it

my

play only the lovely melodies— the
sort
you prefer—during the program, but
we have requests for so many different

plant workers sent
in a request for "That's An Irish Lullaby" to be played at 3:05 each morning
when they had a rest period
But
most of the people who listened in
during those long night hours were
people either too lonely or too ill to
.

'

was the kind

kept.
listeners-in

And

A

wind blew against our" faces
fragrant and heady. Gold
shot through
the sky. Then scarlet
that dyed the
ugly city skyline deep rose
and washed
the river with enchantment.
"I come
here often," said D.
Whitcomb after
a moment.
"It's the one place I
feel
at home since I've come
back."
"Back from where?" I asked softly
The South Pacific." His eyes
were
sott

him?"

.

We

sat on the pier and
feet against the palings.

swung our

was

like.

A man

probably quite old

his writing had a scrawly,
aged look. And he liked semi-classical
pieces and all the old favorites like

because

"Marquita,"

and

"Moonlight

and

Roses." But he said very little about
himself beyond the fact that he had a
dog, an English pit bull, named Whitey.

Every time I played "The Desert Song"
the man swore that Whitey "sang" an
accompaniment. "He must have some
wild, Moroccan blood in him somewhere!" wrote D. Whitcomb.
I had some satisfaction in answering

the letters—little tidbits about the
broadcasting station and the new records.
Once, I enclosed in Whitcombs
letter

an Arabian star which

I

had

picked up in some shop. "To attach to
Whitey's collar and bring out the Red
Shadow in him!" I said.
The next morning at five o clock
when I finished work, the janitor said,
front,
"Somebody's waiting for you out from.
Miss Hathaway." Steve, my heart cried,
oh, Steve, let it be you! I was using my
maiden name again because someho
I

didn't feel

I

had the

right to

use

%**&
It

I had failed
him so
U Was not my husband

w
was

.

a

Lma "
strict

man I had
who was slim and hard and
tired

-

^

cnmk°
b

°£
" ls

.

!

ut

-

Mv

e y es

fel1 10

the

""Winking, at his feet. A
l went forward then and
my nand. "Hello, D. Whit-

lng

whit
helrf

.

waiting.
never seen before.

en in the P ale S low o£ the
ghts you could see how taut he

i

war
dot

.

'

g

'

I said.

grin fiashed almost shyly. He
SUr r isingly
young. "We thought
v„ would
f help
you bring in the dawn,

Whitey and I," he said. "Besides, he
wanted to show off that star on his

Whitey got up slowly and
around me as if to make sure
all right.

sat

on the corner with the clear beauty of
flooding the sky. "Perhaps you'd
like to go there with me to meet her?"
"Yes," he said. "I'd like that. She
sounds swell." His face lighted with
"Look, I'll dig up some
enthusiasm.
of her Lilith perfume, and you get

dawn

collar!"

Then, with a

down on my

foot.

I

little

circled
I

was

grunt, he

laughed. With

something of a shock I realized it was
the first time I had laughed in months.
Whitcomb.
said
"You're
elected,"
"That's his

official

approval

... Do

you have to go straight home or could
we have breakfast somewhere?"
We had scrambled eggs and coffee

—

Emma the nightdress. We'll give
Now I'll take
her a surprise party!
you home so you can get some sleep."
I'll never forget that evening. Never,
as long as I live. Aunt Emma lived in
an old part of (Continued on page 66)
Aunt

.
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YOU had
IFand
asked,

come

me, a year ago,
are you? I would
have had no trouble answering. I
would have told you swiftly that "I'm
Betty Kent, and I'm nineteen years old,
and I'm just about to go to work at a
new job as mail clerk at radio station
WCTZ, and I've lived all my life here
in Hathaway, and I'm engaged to marry
to

Who

David Johnson. And," I probably
would have added, "there's nothing

me or my life.
I'm just normal and ordinary."
But if you had come to me a few
weeks later, and asked again, Who are
you? I wouldn't have known what to
answer. I would have had to say, "I
thought I was Betty Kent, a normal,
ordinary girl. But now I don't know.
Now there seems to be another person,
a new me, who has taken possession of
my heart and mind— a new Betty Kent
who does strange and frightening
things, who has dreams and hopes and
never imagined I could
I
desires
very interesting about

have

.

.

."

know now

that all of us are two
people, or have potentialities of being
two. Sometimes the "normal, ordinary"
person you think yourself to be reI

mains in domination, and you go on
being your normal, ordinary self to the
end of your days. Sometimes the other
"you" gains ascendency, and you become a person you never dreamed of
being—perhaps a person you hate to

acknowledge
whole world,

as

yourself—and

the, whole pattern of

your
your

goes terrifyingly awry.
That's what happened to me. I found
that I was not the girl I thought I was,
all,- but
someone quite, quite
at

life,

different.

found that

I

I

was Willing

—

to give

up

everything of importance everything
that before had been important in my
life: the love and respect of my family
and friends, my planned-for future
with David for the wild and frightening ecstasy I found in the arms of

—

a stranger.

began the first day that I went
work at my new job at WCTZ. I had
been shown the tiny cubicle that was
It

to

my "office", told how to sort the fan
mail into the pigeon-hole box that covered one wall, been given instructions
about tabulating the mail count as to
program and place

of origin, and left
to myself with a big pile of mail to
work on. And then Jerry came in.
He came quietly, so there was no
sound of footsteps to warn of his com-

What kind of a

men thought

girl

was Betty Kent?

they knew,

Two

and Betty was sure she

knew; but only one of the three understood the truth

44

""
a

He

ing.

didn't speak, so I didn't

know

by the sound of his voice that there was
someone behind me. But I knew he
was there, as easily as I would have

known

if his arrival had been heralded
by trumpets. His very presence was
like a hand on my shoulder, bidding me
to turn and look at him to look into

—

new kind

of life, a new
of living, that was beginning for
this very moment.

the eyes of a

way

me

"Aren't you new here?" he asked, as
turned slowly in my chair to face
him. Ordinary enough words, so ordinary that I didn't hear them as words,
but only as the sound of a voice
voice a voice that was somehow
I

—

—

richly warm and deliriously cool at
once, that had laughter and mockery
somewhere behind it, a voice that
would not keep its distance, but
searched its way close inside me, and
asked demanded
more than casual
friendship from the first moment.

—

—
—yes,
name
is

He

managed.

I
am," I
Betty Kent."

"I

grinned, and

and teasing

I

"My

saw the mockery

heard in his voice rise
to his eyes. "Not to me. To me, your
name is Bunny. Because you're little
and gentle and sweet and and soft
I'd

—

—

I felt

—

color

warming

my

cheeks.

"I

don't like " I began, but his laughter
cut me short.
"You don't like me? Nonsense you
don't know me well enough to like or
dislike." He moved closer to me, and
his hand rested lightly, as if it were
an old, familiar gesture, on my shoulder. "Besides
are you sure you don't

—

—

like

me?

Don't you want to change

your mind?"
"I didn't say I didn't like you," I
countered, much more defensively than
necessary.
Suddenly I sounded incredibly young and foolish in my own
ears. "And you just said yourself that
I didn't know you well enough to
His
smile
widened to laughter.
"Whoa wait a minute. I didn't mean
to make a fate-of-nations issue of it.
Bunny. Suppose you just give me my
mail and let me get out of here?"
He had a way of putting you in the

—

—

wrong. That was my first taste of it.
but I learned quickly, in the days that
followed.

could find out very little about him
girls in the office. His name
was Jerry Linder; he was the announcer on the Pick-A-Tune show
I

from the

which went on for half an hour late
every evening; (Continued on page ~3)
45

YOU

had come

me, a year ago,
are you? I would
have had no trouble answering. I
would have told you swiftly that "I'm
Betty Kent, and I'm nineteen years old,
and I'm just about to go to .work at a
new job as mail clerk at radio station
WCTZ, and I've lived all my life here
in Hathaway, and I'm engaged to marry

IFand

to

Who

asked,

David Johnson. And," I probably
would have added, "there's nothing
very interesting about me or my
I'm just normal and ordinary."

life.

But if you had come to me a few
weeks later, and asked again, Who are
you? I wouldn't have known what to
answer. I would have had to say, "I
thought I was Betty Kent, a normal,
ordinary girl. But now I don't know.
Now there seems to be another person,

new me, who

g
*? lP eak so " didn>t know
hv
th? sound
by the
of his voice that there was
someone behind me. But
.

has taken possession of
my heart and mind a new Betty Kent
who does strange and frightening
things, who has dreams and hopes and
never imagined I could
desires
I
a

have

.

.

aS easily as
would ha ve
^li
known Tuhis arrival had been
heralded
J

if

by trumpets.

—

to give

somewhere behind
would not keep
searched

up

and teasing

I'd

my

I felt color warming
cheeks. "I
don't like—" I began, but his laughter
cut me short.

"You

don't like me? Nonsense— you
know me well enough to like or
dislike." He moved closer to me,
and
don't

"office", told how to sort the fan
mail into the pigeon-hole box that covered one wall, been given instructions
about tabulating the mail count as to
program and place of origin, and left
to myself with a big pile of mail to
work on. And then Jerry came in.
He came quietly, so there was no

hand rested lightly, as if it were
old, familiar gesture, on
shoulder. "Besides— are you sure you don't
his

an

my

me? Don't you want to change
your mind?"
like

"I didn't say I didn't like you,"
I
countered, much more defensively than
necessary.
Suddenly I sounded incredibly young and foolish in my own

sound of footsteps to warn of his eom-

ears.

"And you

just said yourself that
well enough to "
His smile
widened to laughter.
"Whoa— wait a minute. I didn't mean
to make a fate-of-nations issue of it,
Bunny. Suppose you just give me
mail and let me get out of here?"
He had a way of putting you in the
I didn't

Two

and Betty was sure she

knew; but only one of the three understood the truth

know you

my

wrong.

they knew,

than casual

moment.

heard in his voice rise
"Not to me. To me, your
name is Bunny. Because you're little
and gentle and sweet and— and soft—"

my

men thought

— more

to his eyes.

It began the first day that I went
work at my new job at WCTZ. I had
been shown the tiny cubicle that was

was Betty Kent?

way

"I—yes, I am," I managed. "My
name is Betty Kent."
He grinned, and I saw the mockery

to

girl

at

it,

friendship from the first

found in the arms of

What kind of a

its

cool

mockery

a voice that
its
distance,
but
close inside me, and

asked—demanded

—

I

new

a

this

richly warm and deliriously
once, that had laughter
and

everything of importance everything
that before had been important in my
life: the love and respect of my family
and friends, my planned-for future
with David for the wild and frightening ecstasy
a stranger.

life,

beginning for
very moment.
"Aren't you new here?" he
asked, as
I turned slowly
in my chair
face
mm. Ordinary enough words, soto ordinary that I didn't hear them
as words,
but only as the sound
of a voice—
voice—a voice that was
somehow

me

different.

was willing

me

the eyes of a new kind
of
way of hving, that was

—

I

His very presence was

my

like a hand on
shoulder, bidding
to turn and look at
him-to look into

."

found that

knew he

I

—

I know now that all of us are two
people, or have potentialities of being
two. Sometimes the "normal, ordinary"
person you think yourself to be remains in dortunation, and you go on
being your normal, ordinary self to the
end of your days. Sometimes the other
"you" gains ascendency, and you become a person you never dreamed of
being— perhaps a person you hate to
acknowledge as yourself and your
whole world, the, whole pattern of your
life, goes terrifyingly awry.
That's what happened to me. I found
that I was not the girl I thought I was,
at
all,
but someone quite, quite

I

'

That was

my

first

taste of

it,

but I learned quickly, in the days that
followed.
I could find out very little about him
from the girls in the office. His name
was Jerry Linder; he was the announcer on the Pick-A-Tune show
which went on for half an hour late
every evening; (Continued on page 73)

—

sorts of funny things can
ALL
pen to young people when

hapthey

meet. They can, for instance, fall
in love without knowing it.
That's what happened to Alan and
me.
fell in love the very first mo-

By Mrs. ALAN

YOUNG

k

We

ment we met—but

it

was a year before

we

realized it! You could very well
point put that that's easy to say, now
now that we know we're in love, and
that we're safely married but honestly, it isn't second guessing. Every single thing we did during the twelve
long months it took our hearts to get
the idea across to our minds proved it.

I

—

During that year, we saw each other
only three times. On the fourth meeting, Alan proposed. At least, that's my
story. He says he didn't really propose
at all, and I suppose he'll tease me
about it the rest of our lives.
"If I got a ring for you, would you
wear it?" he asked me. And I answered, "Yes!" very promptly. Alan
still insists that he was talking about
a friendship, not an engagement ring.
But what could he do when, two days

—

Alan's

one-year-old

show (Tuesdays, 8:30
P.M.EWT) has zoomed
into the top comedy
spot on the Blue.

he had a letter from my mother,
saying in part, "I'm so very happy at
the thought of you two children start."
ing out on married life
But that's getting ahead of the story.
Alan and I met in Vancouver our club
drove up there from my home in Seattle
for an entertainment and dance. I sat
next to a very charming stranger during the entertainment, and she pointed
out a young fellow on the stage and
whispered, "That's my son!" Her voice
very definitely added, And he's wonderful! "You must meet him," she told me.
I'm a pretty lucky girl that she didn't
forget her promise. When the show
was over, she introduced me to her

later,

.

.

.

—

daughter Harriette, and we went off in
search of the son Alan, of course.
The very feet that I danced every
dance that first night with Alan is significant in itself. Because as the boy
I'd come with very realistically pointed
out Alan simply isn't the sort of fellow
to make a girl swoon with joy simply
because of his terpsichorean ability. In
fact, my escort didn't like the whole
idea, insisted on leaving the dance early
and made different arrangements about
driving home the next morning so that
I -wouldn't have a chance to see Alan
again. He must have seen a light in
my eye that I didn't even know was

—

—

—

there!

On

the

way home

I

told

Alan was absolutely nothing

him

that

my

life.
in
"Besides," I added, "it's not likely that
I'll ever lay eyes on him again."
I
thought I told the truth I doubted that

—

Alan even remembered my last name,
and I was sure he hadn't any idea where
I lived.

But quiet people like Alan are often
very persevering souls in their own
way, as I soon found out. He learned
my last name from a Vancouver boy,
discovered my approximate address
from a girl who had once been to my
v

house, and trusted to the efficiency of
the U. S. mails to do the rest. And so,
in a couple of weeks, I had a letter.
There's no reason in the world why I
should have kept it, but I did I still
have it. And there was no reason in
the world, I thought, for me to ask

—

mother's permission to have him down
for the weekend. But I did that, too.
Alan later admitted, under pressure,
that he thought we were all slightly
crazy. His family was quiet, with a
true British reserve. My large family
46

Mary-

Ann wanted

for his

letters;

arms. But

it

to

hold Alan's hand; she waited

she didn't like that other girl in his

took her a year to add

it

up

to

love!

I

Mary Ann

doesn't believe that "opposites attract"; she and
in love because they're the same kind of people.

Alan are

—

j

|

'

was noisy we had American exuberance. The front door was always open,
and each of us had lots of friends.

Somehow twelve to sixteen usually
to sit down for dinner at our

managed
.

'

house.

A lot of new things happened to Alan
on that first weekend visit. We went
on a hayride something he'd never
done before. We built a big fire on the
beach. For the first time in his life he
ate watermelon and liked it. Also for
the first time in his life a girl whom
he scarcely knew held his hand. As a
matter of fact I held his' hand quite
shamelessly all the time on the hayride, on the beach, and when we went
shopping for a present for his sister.

—

—

'<

|

I

I

—

—

He must have liked it for in three
weeks he was back again. But this time
I didn't know he was coming, and I had
other dates. We finally had to find him
another girl, and he went off feeling
that I had definitely given him the
brush-off a new word to him, too.
All of a sudden, I began to think
about Alan. I composed lovely letters
which I never got around to committing
to paper. I imagined meetings in which
I paid
I came off with flying colors.
more attention to my hair and my

—

clothes, so that every time I stepped out
of the house I looked as nice as I possibly could after all, you never know
whom you're going to meet on the
street who might suddenly appear!

—

—

But actually, I still didn't know I
was in love. I had lots of friends, and
I was busy. I just used Alan as a frame
for

my

spare-time dreams.

By

the time our club next went to
Vancouver, I had a frantic crush on
the boy with whom I drove up. Just
the same, I didn't like it when I learned
that Alan and the girl he had dated
down home were playing the romantic
leads in the play which preceded the
dance.
"Let's just sit in the coke bar and
talk," I suggested to my crowd. "Who
wants to see an old amateur play?"
But I did sneak away after a while,
long enough to see the girl in Alan's
arms on the (Continued on page 87)
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A

beflowered buffet table will make a real party of your June wedding, for
a little less formal, a little less work and more fun for your guests.

—

it's

OR June, traditional month of marriages, I have worked
out a wedding menu to be served buffet style. Simplicity and
adaptability are its keynote. The appealing cherubs which
grace the table will blend with any decorative scheme and
the recipes are equally appropriate for a home wedding with
only family as guests or when a church service is followed by
refreshments at the bride's home. The informality of buffet
service eases strain on those who are doing the cooking and
serving, and it helps guests who may not know each other too
well in getting acquainted. This menu suggestion will fit in
well with almost any wedding plans, no matter at what hour of
the day the ceremony may be: fruit cup consisting of grapefruit
sections and strawberries; jellied chicken salad, thin herb
sandwiches, sherbet, wedding cake, coffee, nuts and raisins.
M.

Jellied Chicken Salad
(Serves

Vz

%

CU P P er serving)
lemon-flavored gelatin

8, '/2

1

package

1

pint hot water

Vz

olives
Vz
1

Listen to Kate Smith's
daily talks at noon
and her Sunday night
Variety Show, heard

48

on CBS,

at 7

EWT.

cup diced celery
tbl. chopped pimiento

4 tsps. vinegar

BY
KATE SMITH
RADIO ROMANCES
FOOD COUNSELOR

cup diced cooked chicken
cup cooked peas
cup diced cucumber or chopped

1 tbl. oil

1%

tsps. salt

Dash pepper
Dissolve gelatin in hot water. Cool
Combine
until
slightly
thickened.
chicken and vegetables with mixture of
vinegar, oil, salt and pepper; let stand
to marinate. Fold into slightly thickened gelatin. Turn into loaf pan, 8x4

x3

Serve in
inches. Chill until firm.
on crisp lettuce. Garnish with
mayonnaise or salad dressing, if desired.
slices

Thin Herb Sandwiches
Chop very fine basil, parsley or
chives and mix with creamed butter

or margarine. Spread on thin slices of
white, whole wheat or cracked wheat
bread and cut into fancy shapes. Fig-

ure on

Vz

cup chopped herbs to

Vz

cup

butter or margarine. Be sure bread is
very thin, butter mixture soft enough
to spread.

Wedding Cake
Preparation: Have shortening at room
temperature. Grease 13 x 9 x 2-inch pan,
line bottom with waxed paper, and
grease again. Light the oven and set
for moderate (.Continued on page 86)
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INSIDE RADIO -Telling You About Programs and People You

SUNDAY
H
S
tL

H
s
o

8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

!_'

8:45

5:00
6:30
7:00

7:00
7:30

CBS:

8:00
8:00
8:00

9:00 CBS:
9:00 NBC:
9:00 Blue:

8:15
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

9:15 CBS:
9:15 Blue:
9:30 NBC:

7:30

10:00
8:05 10:05
8:30 9:30
8:30 10:30
8:30 10:30
10:45
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00
11:00
9:30 11:30

9:45 CBS:
10:00 CBS:
10:00 Blue:
10:00 NBC:
10:30 CBS:
10:30 Blue:
10:30 NBC:

11:00
11:00
11:05
10:30
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:30

Recital

News
Blue:
Breakfast Club
NBC: Ed & Polly East
CBS:

Blue Correspondents
and Abroad

atHome

Power Biggs
White Rabbit Line

E.

String Quartet
New Voices in Song
Church of the Air
Israel

11:30
11:30

12:00

1:30
1:30

2:05

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30

1:00

3:00

12:30
8:30
8:45

Flight Orch

Blue:

Hour

Invitation to Learning

of Faith

Blue:

Lake Tabernacle
News from Europe
Salt

NBC: The
Blue:

Eternal Light

Concert Orchestra, direction
Josef Stopak
Stradivari Orch., Paul Lavalle
Transatlantic Call
Church of the Air

John

B.

Kennedy

Voice of the Dairy Farmer
George Hicks From Europe
Edward R. Murrow (from

London)

11:00 12:45
11:00
11:00 1:00

8:00
3:00

Words and Music

MBS: Reviewing Stand
NBC: Marion Loveridge

NBC: America United
Blue:

Sammy

Kay's Orch.

NBC: Chicago Round Table
MBS: Sweetheart Time
Problems of the Peace
NBC: Those We Love
Blue:
Chaplin Jim, U. S. A.
CBS: Stradivari Orchestra
CBS: World News Today
NBC: John Charles Thomas
CBS:

Blue:

CBS:
CBS:

National Vespers
Olin Downes

New York Philharmonic
Symphony
Charlotte Greenwood Show
Blue:
Army
Hour
NBC:

YOU GOTTA EAT...
Sgt. Arthur Laurents
sible for those terrific

GI responAssignment Home
is

3:30
3:30

4:00

2:30

4:30

2:45
3:00

4:45
5:00

3:00
3:00
3:00
7:30
8:00
4:00
4:00
4:00

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30

4:15
8:30
4:30
8:00
5:00
8:30

6:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
5:15
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00
5:30
5:45
5:55
6:00
6:00
7:00
6:00
7:45
6:30

7:30
7:30
7:45
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:30

8:15
6:30

8:30
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

9:00
9:00
9:00

7:30

9:30
9:30
10:00
10:15

10:30 10:30

the

shows that you hear every Saturday afternoon at 4:30 (EWT) over CBS. If you
haven't heard the show, make a point of it.
It deals with what is being done to rehabilitate returning soldiers and with what will
have to be done with them in the future.
Sgt. Laurents is a stocky sort of character
with stubby dark hair and a ready laugh.
He's had a checkered time of it, but in
retrospect he can laugh at it all.
The checkering began in his early years.

—

in New York, grew up all
over the place, went to Cornell and started

He was born
to

settle

down

a

little.

At Cornell, he and a group of enthusiasts
formed a radio guild probably the first
radio guild on any campus.
The group
wrote, produced and acted its own scripts
and had a swell time doing it.

—

Clutching his B.A. Laurents left Cornell
3:00
and tackled New York's radio stations for a
3:30
3:30 Blue:
Ethel Barrymore as "Miss
job. He beat his way around from door to
Hattie"
3:30 MBS: Nick Carter
door, but he also found he had to eat. One
4:00 Blue:
Darts for Dough
job that kept him from starving and that
4:00 MBS: Your America
just barely was as a counter man in a
4:30 Blue:
Andrews Sister Show
4:30 CBS:
Chock Full O'Nuts beanery. He still can't
Nelson Eddy
4:30 NBC: Music America Loves
bear the sight of cream cheese.
5:00 NBC: NBC Symphony
Then he heard about a radio course to be
5:00 CBS:
The Family Hour
5:00 Blue:
Mary Small Revue
given at N. Y. U. by one Bill Robson. Bill
5:00 MBS: Let's Face the Issue
Robson was the idol of all young people with
5:30 MBS: The Shadow
5:30 Blue:
Metropolitan Opera Presents radio ambitions. He was the producer of the
5:45 CBS:
William L. Shirer
Columbia Workshop. Laurents quit his
6:00 CBS:
Harriet Hillard and Ozzle
job at once and rushed back to enroll.
Nelson
He attended classes for six weeks. Every
6:00 Blue:
Radio Hall of Fame
6:00 MBS: Quick as a Flash
day some new guest lecturer would turn up,
6:00 NBC: Catholic Hour
but the famous Robson never. Laurents
6:30 CBS:
Fannie Brice
6:30 NBC: The Great Gildersleeve
decided this was a gyp. He called at the
7:00 Blue:
Drew Pearson
office to demand his money back, only to be
7:00 NBC: Jack Benny
7:00 CBS:
Kate Smith
told that the script he had turned in as one
8:00 MBS: Cleveland Orchestra
7:15 Blue:
of the class assignments had been chosen
Don Gardiner, News
7:30 Blue:
Quiz Kids
by Mr. Robson for production on the
7:30 NBC: Fitch Bandwagon
8:00 Blue:
Greenfield Village Chapel
Columbia Workshop. Laurents didn't get
8:00 NBC: Edgar Bergen
his money back he forgot all about it.
CBS: Blondie
8:00 MBS: Mediation Board
After that, for awhile, Arthur Laurents
8:15 Blue:
Dorothy Thompson, News
8:30 Blue: Joe E. Brown
was doing all right.
8:30 CBS:
Crime Doctor
Came a spell of prosperity, with regular
8:30 NBC: Eddie Bracken Story
8:45 MBS: Gabriel Heatter
assignments for Mr. District Attorney, Thin
8:55 CBS:
Ned Calmer
Man, Cavalcade of America and Man Be9:00 CBS:
Radio Readers Digest
9:00 MBS: Steel Horizons
hind the Gun.
9:00 Blue:
Walter Winchell
9:00 NBC: Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
The Army got Laurents early back in
9:15 Blue:
Hollywood Mystery Time
1941 and his career in the armed forces
9:30 CBS:
Texaco Star Theater, James
Melton
has been as checkered as the rest of his
9:30 MBS: Cedric Foster
After his basic training, he was made
life.
9:45 Blue: Jimmie Fldler
9:30 NBC: American Album of Familiar
a truck driver at Fort Benning. Then, he
Music
10:00 CBS: Take It or Leave It
was made a paratrooper. Then, the Signal
10:00 Blue: The Life of Riley
Corps got him to write training films.
10:00 NBC: Hour of Charm
10:00 MBS: Earl Wilson Show
Finally, he got where he belonged on the
10:30 NBC: Comedy Theater, Harold
staff of the Army Service Forces Presents
Lloyd
10:30 CBS:
We The People
show. One of his scripts, "The Knife" made
11:00 CBS:
BUI Costello
11:15 NBC: Cesar Searchinger
such an impression that Sec'y Stimson or10:15 MBS: This Is Helen Hayes
dered a repeat broadcast of it.
11:30 NBC: Pacific Story

—

—

1:30
1:30
2:00
2:00

CBS:
CBSBlue:

Cliff

CBS:

Bachelor's Children
Lisa Sergio

Blue:

NBC:
NBC:
NBC:

9:00
9:15
9:30

Edwards

NBC: Finders Keepers
12:45
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Wings Over Jordan
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CBS:

11:30 12:30 NBC:
11:30 12:30 CBS:
12:00 1:00 CBS:
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12:00 1:00 NBC:
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This Life Is Mine
Valiant Lady
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Light of the World
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1:30
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News of the World
World News Roundup
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5
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NBC: Morgan Beatty, News
MBS: John J. Anthony
Blue:
John B. Kennedy, News
NBC: The Guiding Light

5:00

3:45

Gilbert

CBS:

CBS:

3:15
3:15
3:30

of Life

Second Husband
Bright Horizon

Martyn
Aunt Jenny's Stories
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NBC: David Harum
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CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
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NBC: Road
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Chesterfield Supper Club
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Vox Pop
Ted Malone From Overseas
Cavalcade of America
Lum 'n- Abner
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Blind Date
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Sherlock Holmes

Henry
Lux Radio Theater
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The Telephone Hour
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Information Please
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Guy Lombardo

Contented Program
Cameron Andrews Show
Dr.

I.

Q.
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VOICE— OF THE ASF

.

.

.

The Army Service Forces Radio Unit
puts on some of the best shows on the air

And one

these days.
of the people responsible for the superior quality of the acting,
least,
on
these
shows
at
is a corporal named
Carl Rukauff. Corp. Rukauff does so much
acting, announcing and narrating on the
ASF shows you hear Monday through Friday at 5 p.m. (EWT) over CBS and on
the Mutual show, Your Army Service
Forces, on Wednesdays at 12: 30 p.m.
(EWT) that he's come to be known as the
Voice of the Army Service Forces.
Corp. Rukauff is a very tall, broadshouldered man with the kind of good looks that
make you wonder why the movies didn't
snatch him up. He has a great deal of poise
and an easy, casual manner.
He was born in Philadelphia and grew up
there; kind of dreamed his way to a B.A.
degree, got his first job on the Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin, a ponderous, heavyhanded
newspaper, known as the "Sleeping Giant."
Then, one hot summer day, while Carl
Rukauff was trying to stay bearably cool
by drinking a little beer, a very inconsiderate but newsworthy gentleman managed
to get himself bumped off. The Bulletin's
rival, the Evening Ledger, carried the story,
but the Bulletin did not. Mr. Rukauff was
fired. He promptly got himself a job with
the Ledger, where he remained until the
depression forced that paper to cut down.
That left him with only the theatre. He
worked at the Hedgerow Theatre for about
two years. Then, as he says, the ham came
out in him and he decided to tackle Broadway. He got jobs easily enough. The only
trouble was they were always parts in
Every time a play would close,
flops.
Rukauff would talk himself into an announcing job on some local radio station.
That job would last until the next play
came up. Finally, he hit a year's run in
"Leave It To Me," playing the juvenile lead
opposite Tamara, who, he says, "was a
very swell lady." Success rather changed
his attitude toward the scrambling-around
kind of living he'd been making. He went
after radio work seriously and with very
little trouble got all the jobs he possibly
could handle on all the top shows.
The U. S. Army beckoned in October
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American School of the Air
This Life Is Mine
Valiant Lady

NBC: Nation's Rations
NBC: Robert St. John
Blue:

CBS:
CBS:

Blue:

CBS:

1942.

The

Classification Officer

who

inter-

viewed him must have got just a little confused by alFof Rukauff's background, training and experience. So, Carl Rukauff went
to Ft. McClellan, Alabama, to take his basic
training in the Infantry. After his basic,
he was transferred to Ft. Benning, Georgia,
where he was put to slightly better use as
an instructor. Then, the Film Division of
the Signal Corps heard of him and he was
soon transferred to Astoria, Long Island,
to work in training films. From there he
was transferred to the Army Service Forces
Radio Unit and proceeded to earn himself
the title of "The Voice"— of the Army
Service Forces.
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VERY YOUNG OLD TIMER...
Eileen Barton, young and lovely songstress on the Let Yourself Go show

WABC-CBS Wednesdays

EWT-—has done more
een years than many

10:30

p.m.
singing in her eightprofessionals do in a
at
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lifetime.

9:00

was one of those theatrical children who was almost literally raised in
Her father and mother were
a trunk.
vaudevillians the team of Ben and Elsie
Barton —and always on the go, from one

9:15

Eileen

—

theatre to another, one hotel to another.
Little Eileen made her professional debut
at the age of three on the stage of the
Kansas City Theatre, singing "Ain't Misbehavin' " and made a big hit.
Such a big
hit, in fact, that soon she was appearing

New York with Ted Healy and his
Gang on the stage of the old Palace Theatre. By the time Eileen was six, she was a
in

seasoned performer, singing no less than
18 songs a week on her own daily commercial program over a New York station.
The fact that she could handle a microphone as easily as most children her age

manage

several major
network guest appearances.
Before she
was nine years old, she had appeared on
the Rudy Vallee program and with Eddie
a

tricycle,

led

to

Cantor and others.
She has a deep, throaty voice that makes
you think she's lots older than she really
is.
She's been singing in the same range
since she was a little girl. And she's never
had a singing lesson in her life.
That Eileen didn't disappear from the
air lanes permanently at the age of fourteen or fifteen as so many child stars have
done was due to the wise management of
her parents. She retired only long enough
to get through with her "growing pains."
In that time she attended the Professional
Children's School, the Marken School and
Julia Richman High School in New York.
She returned to the entertainment world
as the understudy to Nancy Walker, the
leading lady in the Broadway musical,
When Nancy got
"Best Foot Forward."
the measles, Eileen played the lead for a
She later scored triumphs at La
week.
Conga and the Greenwich Village Inn and
at Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom's in Holly-

wood.
Last year Frank Sinatra chose her to be
the featured singer on the Frank Sinatra
Show. He picked her after listening to a
recording, without knowing who she was
and out of dozens of girls who were auditioned personally and by record. Eileen
remained on that program for seven
months and then left it to take over the
vocal spot on "Let Yourself Go."
Luckily for Eileen, working with someone like Milton Berle who would just as
soon make up his shows as he goes along,
she's got a fine sense of timing and can
In her
handle dialogue with assurance.
spare time, Eileen likes to go bowling
where her timing also comes in handy.
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SATURDAY
Eastern

War Time
News of the World
News
News

8:00 CBS:
8:00 Blue:
8:00 NBC:
8:15
8:15

CBS:

8:30 CBS:
8:30 Blue:

CBS:

8:45
8:45

6:00

7:00

11:00
9:00

Today

of

Leibert, Organist

Missus Goes A-Shopping
United Nations News, Review

Margaret Brien

NBC: News

9:00 CBS:
9:00 Blue:
9:00 NBC:

8:00
8:00
8:00

Music

NBC: Richard

News

Press

Breakfast Club

Home

What You Make

Is

CBS:

The Garde:- Gate
Country Journal

9:30

CBS-

9:45

CBS:

David Shoop Orchestra

9:00 10:00
9:00 10:00

CBS:

Youth on Parade

It

NBC: Bob Armstrong and Company

9:30 10:30 CBS:
9:30 10:30 Blue:

NBC:

9:40

8:00 10:00 11:00 Blue:
11:00 NBC:

Mary Lee Taylor

What's Cooking

Land
First

of the Lost
Piano Quartet

CBS:

Let's Pretend

11:30 Blue:

Transatlantic

8:30 10:30 11:30 Blue;
8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC:
11:30 MBS:

11:45 Blue:
9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS:
9:00 11:00 12:00 Blue:
11:00 12:00 NBC:

— Variety

Alex Drier

Quiz

New York

The Land

— London

of the Lost

Smilin' Ed McConnell
Hookey Hall

Chatham Shopper
Theater of Today
Kay Armen, Songs

News
NBC: Consumer Time

9:15 11:15 12:15

9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS:
9:30 11:30 12:30 Blue:
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC:

10:00 12:00
10:00 12:00
10:00 12:00

1:00 CBS:
1:00 Blue:
1:00 NBC:

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30

1:30 Blue:
1:30 NBC:
1:30 CBS:
1:30 MBS:

1:00 12:45
10:45 12:45

1:45
1:45

CBS:

Stars Over Hollywood

Farm Bureau

Atlantic Spotlight
Grand Central Station
Eddie Condon's Jazz Concert
Music as You Like It

With Wings

Soldiers

The Baxters
Report to the Nation
Symphonies for Youth
Report from Washington

NBC: John Mac Vane From London

Metropolitan Opera
Of Men and Books
Adventures in Science
11:30 1:30 2:30 NBC: Grantland Rice
Carolina Hayride
11:30
2:30 CBS:
1:00

12:00

2:00 Blue:
2:00 CBS:
2:15

CBS:

3:00
3:00

NBC: Symphony
CBS: The Land is Bright

Syncopation Piece
Report from Washington
Report from Overseas
Assignment Home
4:30 NBC: Music on Display
4:30 MBS: Music for Half an Hour
Report from London
4:45 CBS:

CBS:
CBS:
4:15 CBS:
1:30 3:30 4:30 CBS:

12:00

2:30

3:30

4:00

1:00

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00

5:00 NBC:
5:00 Blue:

2:30
2:00

4:30
4:30

5:30
5:30

3:30
2:45

4:45
4:45

5:45 NBC:
5:45 Blue:

3:15

Philadelphia Orchestra
Tin Pan Alley of the Air
Hello, Sweetheart
6:00 NBC. I Sustain the Wings

CBS:

5:00

6:00

5:15
5:15

6:15 CBS:
6:15 Blue:

3:30

5:30

6:30 Blue:

3:45
3:45

5:45
5:45

6:45
6:45

3:55

5:55

6:55

4:00

6:00

7:00
7:00

4:30

7:00
6:30

7:30 CBS:
7:30 Blue:
7:30 NBC:

4:30
5:00

6:30
7:00

8:00 Blue:
8:00 CBS:
8:00 NBC:

5:30
8:30

7:30
7:30

8:00

8:30 Blue:
8:30 CBS:
8:30 MBS:
8:30 NBC:

5:55

8:55

6:30
6:30

8:30
8:30

Quincy Howe

People's Platform
Storyland Theater

Edward Tomlinson
The World Today
Religion in the News
CBS: Ned Calmer
NBC: Our Foreign Policy
MBS: American Eagle in Britain
CBS:

NBC:

7:15 Blue:

8:00
8:00

Concert Orchestra

CBS:

3:15
3:15

9:00
6:00

Grand Hotel

NBC: John W. Vandercook

Leland Stowe
Mrs. Miniver

•

Meet Your Navy

The Saint
Early American Dance Music
Danny Kaye
Gaslight Gayeties with
Beatrice Kay
Boston Symphony Orchestra
F.B.I. In Peace and War
Detroit Symphony Orchestra

Truth or Consequence
Ned Calmer
Your Hit Parade
NBC: National Barn Dance

CBS:
9:00 CBS:
9:00

9:30 NBC:
9:30 Blue:
9:30 MBS:
9:45

CBS:

9:55 Blue:

10:00
10:00
10:15

CBS:

R

7:30

9:30 10:30

R

11:05

11:15
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Al Pearce

NBC: Grand
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Lieut.

Command-

Bob Edge,
when D e m p s e y
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Saturday Night Serenade
Coronet Quiz

7:00

11:00

between Commander Jack
D e m p s e y and

Spotlight Bands
Mysterious Traveller

The Man Called X
Marshall
NBC: Judy Canova Show
MBS: Theater of the Air

CBS:
10:00 11:00 CBS:

of the high

swore in recruits.

Can You Top This

10:00 Blue:

9:45 10:45

One

spots of the series
was an interview

Ole Opry

Talks
Ned Calmer, News

Shady Valley Jamboree
Hoosier

Hop

Coast Guards-

man, recently returned from overseas, discusses his

part in the show
(Sundays, 4 P.M.,
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WNEW writer
E

Gene

)

Hurley.
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The Fearful Heart
Continued from page 26
lack of his friendly, familiar presence.
The pattern was broken again, just
before we left for our cabins. Someone had started humming "Oh, Dem
Golden Slippers" and a few others
were humming half-heartedly, when
a new voice broke in carrying the melody.
Everyone stopped to listen. It
was Mike and he was singing almost
I don't
as if he were oompelled to.
know whether it was the magic of the
night, the simple friendliness around
the fire, the relaxation that comes after
a full day's work that broke through
his reserve whatever it was, the quality of his voice was unconsciously, in-

—

fectiously arresting.

By

side going

I found myself at his
back to camp. For a while

we moved

in silence.

accident

"You have a good

Now
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voice, Mike," I
said, finally.
"We -used to have a fine
quartet here but the war broke it up.
Three of the boys are in the Army."
He stopped to light his pipe, cradling
"I hadn't
it against the night breeze.

—

thought about that that the war would
touch you here. This valley seems so
remote and peaceful I almost believed
You people
I could forget the war.
seemed so normal." There was no disguising the irony in his voice.

at least I had no trouble
annulled I couldn't get away
fast enough, was all."
He stopped abruptly and I tried to
speak. I couldn't, but the silence that
fell was almost as horrible, as unbear-

FLARED up. "We do our share. Our
I farm— it's twenty miles from here
is

small and

it's

mostly in walnuts, but

I

neighbor get in his hops. How very
kind of you, Miss Burke."
"Look " I faced him squarely "I
know you've had horrible experiences
as a soldier, but don't let them make
you so cynical, Mike. There are decent
people and there are such things as
kindness and people helping each other.
You mustn't lose faith
He broke in savagely. "Save your
You think
little moral lessons, please!

—

1

—

—

the war that's made me bitter.
it's
Partly, perhaps. I can't seem to feel
at home in America any more. I can't
make this adjustment the doctors tell
about. I have no confidence in myself
Would you
or faith in anyone else.
like to know why?"

my

head, numbly.
"Okay, I'll tell you. My last furlough in the States I met a girl and
married her. I'd only known her a few
days but all the time I was in those
stinking New Guinea swamps I thought
about her and she was the one thing
that made me sure I would come back,
that I'd be a decent person again, that
I'd forget about killing, that I could
go to parties again and hear noise and
laughter again without thinking too
I

nodded

—

pals of mine who had died.
Sure, she could make me do it. She'd
help me. She'd see me through." He
took a deep breath, but words pushed
against each other in their haste to be

much about

though he had kept this inside
I
"I was wounded.
came home. First thing I did when
I found I was going to be able to keep
said, as

himself too long.

my

leg, when they let me out of the
I found
hospital, I went to find her.
the bitterness in
her all right."
his voice was unadulterated hatred.

Now

"Do you know where I found her? In
Me, and the other four
jail cell.
guys she had married for our allotment
checks. Her marriage to me was the
only legal one I was Number One on
a

—

—

it

sound of

had been.
and
shocked when he brushed by me with
a smothered oath at his own weakness
able, as the

I

was

his voice

standing there

still

—

—dazed

in disclosing the story. He disappeared
into the darkness.
After a while I walked on, too, but

my

knees were weak and trembling.
told me seemed almost
incredible.
I had read about women
like that, but it was something that

What he had
happened

faces and names in a
Not to real people here, in
this valley
to someone I knew. Now
I understood those marks of suffering
on his face and why he shrank from
people and from working so closely
with me.
It was not so much what he said, but
the pressed-down, taut agony in his
to

newspaper.

—

kept hearing.
It made me
for my easy anger that day.
made me feel cheap to remember

voice

I

ashamed
It

the stuffy, patronizing tolerance of

own words when
for

and my two little brothers
have a hard time working it."
"And still you find time to help a

54

But

list.

being so

I

my

had reproved him

cynical.

my

had been

Dad and

Because of these dainty, carefully designed
applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!

her

getting

Cynical!

—that

judgment for the raw

wound he carried. And for a man like
Mike who was sensitive and emotional
and quickly responsive

to the emotions
the treachery he had
met had scarred him very deeply.
I had a moment of wondering why I
knew so much about Mike. But I did
know him the real, down-underneath
Mike better, even, than I knew Joe.

knew

of others, I

—

—

TT WAS

a long time before I could fall
asleep that night. My mind went
ceaselessly over the shock of Mike's
story and the pity in my heart grew
to a fierce protective thing.
If there
were only something I could do! I
remembered his grudging praise of
me that afternoon "I'm not used to
girls like you who pull your own
."
weight.
Maybe that was the
answer. Maybe I could show him that
all girls weren't like the one he had
married.
Perhaps I could give him

*

—

.

back

.

his faith in people

—and

in

him-

self.

Telling me his story must have released some powerful spring in Mike
because I noticed a change in his manner the next day.
He was still on
guard, still not at ease; but there was
none of the rudeness of the day before.

He worked

without saying much.
Mike's
shout of "Wire down!" brought Joe
running, to us with the long pole he
used for lowering the vines and wire
to where he could reach them.
"You're looking very pretty today,
Carla," Joe teased me, rumpling my
hair as he passed.
"But you'd better
put that straw hat on if you don't want
sunstroke.
Fresh lipstick, too! at
eleven o'clock in the morning!" His
grin lighted up his square, blunt features, but there was a new interest in
his eyes that startled me.
True, Joe
and I had "gone together" since we
were kids and he was as much a part
of my life as my own family. People
took it for granted we would marry
some day but there had been nothing
spoken between Joe and me.
Our
friendship had been casual and easy.
asked
Mike
Impulsively I
to join

We

fast,

started a

new row and

—

—
I

Mrs. Yule and Jeannette and me for a
picnic lunch that noon. I think he was
as surprised as I was when he accepted.
While he was washing up I told Mrs.
Yule a little of his story, just that he
had been a soldier and was having a

hard time adjusting

knew

she would take

to civilian life.

I

from there and
that gossip about Mike would filter
through the camp. It would be kindly
gossip and do him no harm. ... It
would put others on their guard to
make allowances for his brittle manner.
No one was proof against Mrs. Yule's
natural bursting motherliness and she
fussed over Mike and petted him as if
he were one of her own children. To
it

my

great delight, he didn't resent it.
after lunch, while we rested for
a few moments, he lay back on the rug,
letting the sun slanting through the
overhead leaves warm his closed eye-

And

lids.

He looked so young then. This is
what he needs, I thought, warm sun
and blue sky and hard work and good
friends.

.

EVERY day

after that I

seemed to noThe lines

tice a little improvement.
his .face smoothed out;

the sun
bronzed his skin to glowing health;
sometimes he even smiled. While we
worked together, with the vines sometimes so thick we couldn't see each
other's faces, we talked in a growing
warm intimacy that made us forget the
in

human

other

figures dotting the field.
too easy, Carla," he told
me one day. "I could always lick any
other guy in the block; I always had
"I'd

had

it

everything my own way. Football was
a snap; I made good grades in school;
and later I had my pick of good jobs.
I was master of my own destiny

—

would have been a lot
if I'd had a few hard
knocks earlier and then, maybe, it
thought.
better for

It

me

wouldn't have been so tough to find
out how helpless a man can be in a war.
until I got it
I don't mean for myself
in the leg I always seemed to have a
charmed life. But I saw other guys
better men than I was die right beside me and I could do nothing about

—

—

it.

I

couldn't

stop

that

destruction.

They made me a sergeant and that was
worse. I had to lead my friends into
enemy fire and see them fall right in
front of me."
He" didn't

want

woman who had

to talk about the
tricked him into a
no marriage. And

marriage that was
I was glad. My hatred for her was

now

a personal thing.
catch a glimpse of him
I would
through the vines and wonder, with a
heart-constricting bewilderment, how
any woman could look at him with eyes
that were mercenary. Touch him with
hands that were cold, or kiss him with
lips that could remain calculating
how could she? When marriage to a
.

man

like

Mike might have meant

.

—

And

Now, a larger
share of our stock of materials and our manufacturing facilities must be used to make good soap
for men and women in active service.
Obviously, this will mean some further inconvenience for civilians. In the months ahead, you
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shelf

.

that's only half the story.

.

.

but the soap inside the Fels-Naptha

wrapper will be Fels-Naptha Soap.

.

all

the tenderness, the fire and understanding a woman would want?
He was still not at ease with the
others at the camp and they, in turn,
knowing a little of his story, were selfconscious with him. Oh, he joined them
sometimes in the evening pitching
horseshoes or around the campfire, but
it was only during the day when the
two of us worked in our isolated closeIt was
ness, that his guard relaxed.
only then that I saw those dancing
and heard him laugh
lights in his eyes
or felt the warm protectiveness of
his masculinity.
Once I ventured to ask him what he
planned to do when the picking was

—

In wartime, especially, it isn't easy to make the
kind of soap people expect to find inside the
Fels-Naptha wrapper. It isn't easy to get all the
ingredients necessary to make Fels-Naptha preeminent among fine laundry soaps.
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The brooding came back into
over.
his face.
"I don't know, Carla.
would want a guy who can't control his
nerves or his temper any better than

Who

I

can?"

He didn't
to be able to stand the slightest
criticism. His nerves were on triggeredge then. He saw injustices where
I

knew what he meant.

seem

there were none and grievances where
they were unintentional. One of the
weighers found a clod of earth in
Mike's sack and told him about it,
lightly. But Mike took it as an insult.
"Are you accusing me of cheating?"
His nostrils had flared in anger and his
muscles were tense. "You're a liar
if there's any dirt in that sack you put
it there yourself!"
If it hadn't been for the call of
"Weigh Up!" coming urgently down
the line I know the weigher would
have welcomed the fight with all the
force of his own outraged honesty. For
a moment the danger was averted as
But the
the man tramped away.

weighers were busy

men and had no

patience with trouble-makers. I was
sure he would tell Joe and Mike would
be fired. So in a few minutes I made
an excuse for leaving, and sought out
Joe where he was loading the truck.
His face hardened when I told him

what had happened.
"It isn't

Carla.

the

And

first
I can't

it's happened,
have the camp up-

time

set by one person who can't control his
temper.
Good weighers are hard to
find these days and the four I have are
overworked as it is. I won't put up
with fights. You know that."

I couldn't turn my eyes from his.
"Carla " his voice sent a thin white
fire racing through my cold body
"darling " Slowly, as if the moment
were as wonderfully unreal to him as
it was to me, he leaned down and his
lips traced a thrill from my cheek to
my mouth. His arm held my shoulders
and the river carried my body and the
only feeling was the incredulous, un-

less.

Joe, he's not a troublemaker by
nature. He just got out of the
Army and he's on the defensive still.
Sometimes it's hard for a soldier to turn
peaceful and law-abiding all at once,
when for so long all his instincts and
training have been in the opposite
direction. And he had a horrible experience right after he was discharged."
I couldn't ..tell any more than that.
"We have to help him, Joe, and firing
him now would be the worst possible
thing."
Joe watched me gravely, and his
words were slow in coming. "Are you
sure it's for his sake you want him to
and not for yours?"
stay, Carla
"For yours,
I brushed that aside.
too, Joe. You need pickers."

—

"All right. I'll let it go this time
but you'd better warn him."
We swam that evening in the cool
shallow river, the fire on the beach
lighting our bobbing heads and flickering over the raft moored by a sunken
log in the middle. It was deep enough
if you were careful
to dive here
and
I had just come up, sputtering, from
a plunge when a strong hand caught
me by the shoulder and pulled me up
to the raft. It was Mike, and while I
clung to the wet boards, lazily keeping myself afloat, he climbed aboard
the raft, stretching out on it, his head
close to mine, his laughing eyes looking directly into mine. For a moment
we were alone there. The shouts and
cries of the others seemed to come
from a long distance and the glow from
the fire was almost blotted out by the
silhouetted figures who hugged its

—

—

warmth.
"Carla, you look like a mermaid with
your hair floating like that on the water.
I can't call you a Lorelei, though.
You'd never lure a man to his destrucR

I
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—

only to his happiness."
His eyes were no longer laughing.
caught my breath, my body motion-

tion

—
—

believable fulfillment of his

mouth on

mine.

And the unreality became real, while
the fire spread in my veins and the
glory mounted in my heart. This was
real, the end of all wonder and seeking.
"I love you, Carla.
I never thought
Carla, this is for keeps."
"For always, darling," I whispered
back.
Somebody splashed near us and Mike
let go my shoulder. Others were swimming toward us. We were alone no
longer, and after awhile, still under
the spell of that moment, we swam
back to the fire.
It was good to be back again with
familiar faces and hear words that

—

were

ordinary and commonplace
while all the time I hugged this new,
this wonderful secret in silence.
So
new it was that I wanted to delay a
while, to stay with others for a few
minutes, to keep the treasure growing
bright and true in my heart although
I read the urgency in Mike's eyes and
knew he wanted us to slip away, alone.
Jeannette handed me my white terrytowelling robe.
"Don't catch cold,
Carla.
I promised Joe I'd look after
you when he's not here in the eve-

—

nings."

OUT,

*-'

—

"

I

felt

her words.
she went on.
at

Mike
I

stiffen beside

me

tried to stop her but

"We were wondering,
you came up, when you and
Joe were going to get married. I saw
you talking to him this afternoon and
Mother said your Dad was planning it
just before

—

for this

fall.

Come

on, Carla, tell us

when's the wedding?"

C'VEN

uproar that folher thoughtless words, I
could feel Mike's frozen stillness. Frantically I tried to think of something to
say that would make him understand
and yet would not hurt and embarrass
Joe.
I couldn't say I was marrying
someone else Mike hadn't asked me
*- J

in the general

lowed

—

yet.

"Stop it, Jeannette. Joe and I aren't
planning on getting married " but I
could not finish. Their laughter interrupted me; laughter that was mocking
and unbelieving. Without a word Mike
turned on his heel and strode away.
"Mike wait a minute " I called,
running after him, heedless of who saw
me or what they might think. It was
dark along the path and I stumbled,
almost crying now, seeing only the
white towel he carried over his shoulder disappearing through the trees.

—

—

—

"Mike—wait—
He stopped so
into him.

abruptly I nearly ran
"Don't waste your excuses."

Could this cold, contemptuous voice
be the same one that had held such
caresses a little while before?
"I
thought you were different, but you're
just the same. You let me fall in love
with you, make love to you, when all
the time you were planning to marry
Joe Gurney."
"I didn't make you fall in love with
me, Mike. I couldn't help that any
more than I could help falling in love
with you."
He turned on me fiercely. "You love
me so much you're going to marry
someone else! You didn't have the
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—

.

courage to tell me before. You knew
the picking would be over tomorrow
and you thought you could say goodby tomorrow and I'd never find out until it was too late!
I know your kind.
You want romance and kisses, but
when it comes to marriage it's security

you're thinking about.

Joe has a nice
prosperous farm and I don't even have
a job to go back to. With a little faith
I could come through all right, but you
couldn't wait for that.
You aren't
willing to take a chance. You want a
flirtation that costs you nothing, a few
to keep and dream about after you're married to Joe and his big

memories
farm."

It was so unjust, so unreasonable, I
couldn't find the words to answer. And
I knew, too, with a sickening realization, that nothing I could say just then

would make any

difference.

He was

blind with fury.
He was back once
more in the despair and suspicion into
which that other woman had plunged
him.
"Mike, I told you I loved you." The
words sounded thick in my throat.
"There's nothing else to tell you, nothing else to explain. If you can't believe
me now you never will." Tears blinded me as I ran past him and into my
cabin.

T
-

WAS

glad I had a cabin to myself.
could never have stifled my sobs.
Heedless of my still-wet bathing suit
flung myself down on the rough
I
blankets and let the pain and the tears
come. To find out that I was in love
and how rapturous that love could be
and to lose it again almost at once!
All
our
new-found happiness
of
crushed by a few thoughtless words
spoken beside a campfire and distorted
by the twisted imagination of Mike,
himself. All I had tried to do for him
had been wiped out in that moment.
He was again bitter and hostile, believing that I was as mercenary as the
other woman who had betrayed him.
I could see no possible future for us.
He had worked with me constantly for
over two weeks; he had heard me say
I loved him; and yet he had no faith.
Even if I could convince him now of
my sincerity, was there any reason to
hope that it might not happen again?
That he would not always be suspicious
Mike's outlook was
and watchful?
warped. The wound I had thought was
healed was opened again; it had gone
deeper than I believed.
What could I have said to him, before, about Joe? There had never been
any romance there. Joe had always
known I was not in love with him and
I was not even sure how much he cared.
He had waited, hoping that the feeling
we had for each other would ripen
Until tonight I
into something more.
had not known what love was really
I

—

wish— I wish
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Sick with
Mike's cure had been only superficial.
It had been a surface change and at
the first check in his smooth progress
he had reverted right back to his old
And yet I rebitter, defeated self.
volted at the hopelessness of the picture I could not so easily give up this
love we had found.
The next morning, the last of picking, I found Mike had arranged for a
new partner. One of the Dent boys
despair,

I

realized

that

now. 10^
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had been needed back home, and Mike
was already picking with the other.
He didn't look up as I passed. I went
on to a patch of lower, younger vines
that Joe thought I could manage alone.
Some of the hurt must have been

prevent dry
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HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW
USE

my face because Joe linlong time at my side,
thoughtfully picking into my sack.
"Did you have a quarrel with our
Irish friend, Carla? He volunteered to
pick with Jimmy Dent and that sounds
strange. I thought the two of you were
a good team."
I tried to answer, but suddenly the
weak tears came again. Joe gathered
reflected in
gered for a

me

into his arms and I cried on his
shoulder, as I had done over every big
hurt that I couldn't handle alone, since

we were

kids.

"You're in love with him, aren't you,
Carla?" he asked, and his voice was
slow and understanding. "I knew it
yesterday. I can't say I'm glad for you
not and be honest. I don't know him
and I don't trust him."
Even then I couldn't tell Joe the

—

whole

story.

And

I

was ashamed

of

my weakness.
All day the hot sun beat fiercely on
my back and shoulders but I hardly
felt it. My mind was going ceaselessly
back and forth, trying to find a solution. Mike couldn't go off and leave it
this way but I knew he was perfectly
capable of doing just that. He had been

—

burnt once.
It was nearly four o'clock before

I

hop from my
isolated patch. And when I had made
my way to the head of the field I found
most of the others clustered there and
still more coming in wearily from their
rows. It had been a scorcher and there
was little last-day celebration feeling.
We were finished for the season or
nearly so. Only one row remained untouched. Partners eyed it with little
interest.
Nearly everyone was tired
and no one felt inclined to stay behind
and clean up.
had stripped the

last

—

'T'HE truck lumbered up the dirt track
* and stopped. Joe climbed out from
behind the wheel. His eyes took in the
situation quickly. He looked from one
the other of us, feeling us out.
Finally he heaved a sack over his
shoulder and smiled.
"Anyone here .man enough to take
me on? We'll have a race, starting at
the other end and working this way
and the first one in is the best man.
Pick clean no leaving the underneath
for the other guy who'll take me
on?" Everyone liked Joe but everyone
knew he was a champion picker, and,
although there was a stir and a lot of
good-natured pushing, no one ventured
to step forward.
to

—
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And when

was there was

they saw

who

surprise
and a
shocked dismay, for me. It was Mike.
He said nothing, just curtly shouldered
it

the flawless-looking complexion of the stars

one drop of Overglo

—

.

.

.

his sack and stepped down ahead of Joe
to the other end of the row. Joe gave
me one quick look as he passed but I

couldn't understand it. I could only see
the determination of his shoulders as
he followed Mike down the path.
sick fatality possessed me. Mike
couldn't win, not against Joe. And the
scar of being beaten by the man who

A

—
—

had everything Mike wanted security,
a sound position in his community and
among his friends respect and even,
as he believed, the girl he loved what
would that do to Mike?
The row was short and we could even

—

—

see their faces as they fastened their
sacks and then, at a signal, began to
work. I hated to watch Joe's steady,
sure fingers. I knew of old that monotonous swift rhythm which never slackened for a moment, never increased,
never faltered. Against that sureness
was pitted Mike's quicksilver speed

—
but the handicap of his few weeks of
experience against Joe's years.
And
Mike was tense. His nerves were an
emotional drag. How could he hope to

win?

At

they stayed together. Until
almost simultaneous call of
"Weigh Up!" they worked almost face
to face. Neither asked for quarter
first

their

Wny

first,

neither skimped or left the other to do

more than

his share. Both
a concentrated, silent fury.

worked

in

The people around me were beginning to feel the tension. They seemed to
sense that this was no friendly sporting
match and that these two were battling
with every ounce of strength and skill.
I couldn't bear to sit and watch comfortably as they did; I had to stand,
fear turning my veins to ice. Mike's
temper those nerves keyed up to the
breaking point how could they stand
up under an ordeal of this kind?
Then the unbelievable happened.

—

—

Mike

pulled ahead.
Still
working
cleanly and swiftly, but with a terrible

urgency in his arms and fingers, he
picked up speed. Behind him, Joe
plodded on in the same set cadenced
motion. But I thought I saw a difference. I thought I understood Joe was
letting Mike beat him for me!

out it tu

erc *ith.

—

—

My

/

heart was pounding. If Mike
could only win! If he could have the

e

y*/

Jt s
°

much."

satisfaction of knowing that he was as
good better than anyone here that
he could hold his own with other men!
It would do so much for him. It would
give him back his confidence in himself.

—

—

—

DUT

even as I dared hope, I saw him
falter. I saw his hands, tired under
the strain, snatch at clusters of hops and
miss, leaving a few still on the vine
a few to be grabbed for again -and
missed and a third time. And behind
him Joe kept his pace, never missing a
beat, never having to touch a vine a
second time. They were so close now
that only six vines were between them
and us. On the sixth Mike was still
ahead. On the fifth and the fourth
he stayed in front but Joe was moving
closer every second. On the third they
were nearly even. Their shoulders
matched across the row Mike started
for the second
and turned back.
He had missed a cluster handing, concealed by leaves. And in the minute it
took him to stop and gather those and
go on to the next, Joe had passed him.
Across the hushed holding-of-breaths
came Joe's ringing shout "Weigh!"
-*-*

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

NEW...O CREAM DEODORANT
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And

was over.
that moment I hated Joe. He had
won deliberately he had not, as I
thought, meant that Mike should pass
it

At

—

him.
I

watched

STOP
!

Mike

fearfully as he
turned to face the

under-arm
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Mike smiled and it was the warmth
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Laundering
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of a lantern being lit slowly behind his
eyes.
I
saw Joe's face reflect that
warmth. I saw the approval that went
out from the others to a good loser.

"We

should have given you a head
start," someone was saying to him
and Joe's eyes were keenly watching.
"We couldn't expect you to beat Joe
on even terms."
"No, thanks," Mike answered. "Even

—
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terms were what
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DEODORANT
"MODESS

I wanted. I did the
could and I was beaten fairly.
wouldn't want it any other way."
Astonished, I could only stand and
stare. All that I had hoped to accomplish for Mike he had earned himself
in that struggle with Joe. He had lost

best

I

I

and won. Won back his self-confidence
and his self-respect. Joe had paid him
the compliment of not holding back, of

doing his utmost to win.
And I knew that Joe had never had
any intention of letting Mike win. Joe
had given me this last great gift. For
my sake he had tested the man I loved
and had given him a chance to show if
he could come through. This was what
Mike had needed to be accepted on
equal terms with more experienced
men to be given no odds or head
starts. I thought to do it by pity and

—

—

by acting

as a buffer

when

others,

prolonged

between him and
that had only

actually

his

adjustment.

I

should

have known from his temperament that
he would not come running for help.
Joe had understood. But Joe had not

known of that other, deeper trouble.
He could not tell me how to shake that
image of treachery of that other woman
from Mike's
camp, when

my

eyes.
after

started

I

scarf in

working.

I

the others back to

remembered
the field where
I

turned back for

I
I

had left
had been

it,

wearily.

IKE had found himself again. Now
that he was strong and sure, would
he find that he didn't need me? Perhaps
he was strong enough to forget those
moments last night on the river. Perhaps he would be satisfied to think of
me as Joe's wife. His mind was made
up he might never try to discover the
]%/f
•"•*

—

truth.

down

the

"Carla—
Someone caught me around
waist, swung me around, held me

fast

I heard someone running
path behind me.
!"

muscular arms.

in strong,

A

the

dark head

—hazel-green eyes that danced—

it

was

Mike!
and he was holding me as if
he would never let me go. His words
.

.

came out

.

fast.

—

can you forgive me? Can
you forget what I said last night? I
knew then I was wrong, but I couldn't
"Darling
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remembered

all

you had done

All the understanding and the
help and the sympathy you gave me
when I first came and you had no reason to think I was anything but rude."

Greater softness! 3 out of 4 women
voted Modess softer to touch, in nationwide
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life. I

for me.

pendent laboratory:

The superior effectiveness of Modess
with Deodorant demonstrated itself
in every one of 26 different experiments, conducted under the most
exacting laboratory conditions.

think it out straight. Then, today, when I
was picking with someone else, I real-

Your store has two
kinds of Modess. If

you'd rather have
softer, safer Modess
without deodorant,
just ask for "Stand-

ard Modess."

"I would never have married Joe,
Mike. I couldn't have fallen in love
with him after
"I know. I was going to ask Joe
while we were picking, when we were
alone. And I couldn't say it. The words
wouldn't come. I knew then I would
have to match my faith in you with
yours in me. And, suddenly, it all fell
into place. You were the wonderful
person you always had been, and Joe
was just a swell guy, and I I was
myself again, Carla."

—

—

The scar had healed. Someday Mike
might even forget that day in jail when
he had found that some women could
be as cruel and destructive as an enemy
with a gun. Because he had faith again.
My arms were around his neck. The
hop field around us, with its stripped
and sagging vines, trailing dispiritedly
in the dust, was suddenly beautiful
because we were there together and
alone and Mike was kissing me.

—

We

Before

Part

Mary went Dancing on

Continued from page 35

—

thing Dessy had claimed nice and attractive and a good dancer. And that
was all. I liked him, I had a good time
with him, and felt not the slightest interest in him as a beau nor the slightest
urge to ever see him again after tonight.

Saturday

Alight..

was as if something had just gone
dead in me.
And then the orchestra began to play
It

"Before You Take Your Love Away."
was dancing with Gene and I stood
it as long as I could, with the words
pelting at me like bruising stones. Take
me in your arms
one hour of gladness.
And then goodbye.
When
that last, unbearable phrase came, I
broke away from Gene.
"Excuse me a minute that song I
I
" And I turned and fled to the ladies'
dressing room, leaving him staring
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

me.
Fortunately there was no one there.
I sank down, trembling, in the chair in
front of the dressing table. The mirror
after

my

reflected
face, small, dead white,
distraught. I was hearing Lance's voice,
feeling his arms, seeing his face. The
memory of our last night when he had
sung those words rushed back until it
was as if I were back in it, living it over.
There in the car by the river, locked in
each other's arms, while time was both
swift and endless. And his hand cupping
chin as he'd said, "You can't be
sensible about love. You can't measure
."
it as if it were a suit of clothes

my

.

our kind of love
NO,And
our kind of love

—

.

you couldn't.
had been real

a living, breathing part of us that as
long as we lived would always be a part
of us. With the pain of that night had
also come the glory of being irrevocably together. And now, feeling it, being back in it, I felt the togetherness
more strongly than the pain.
My trembling stopped. There is a
faith that is stronger than the facts that

and there, in that moment, in
that room with the music blaring out-

deny

-ami HOUD-30%

p\n$ hald

it,

side, I

knew

it.

was calm with it when Dessy opened
the door and came hurrying over to me.
"Gene said he was afraid you were ill
you left so suddenly. What is it, honey?
Are you all right?"
funny
"It was nothing. I just felt

Aerftng/ets/nlfg/rf-/

I

—

for a minute.

It's

passed."

I

smiled re-

assuringly at her.
"It was that music, wasn't it?" she
guessed shrewdly. "That piece they
were playing yours and Lance's piece.
Oh, Linna, I wanted you to have a good
time tonight and now now " She
looked on the verge of tears.

—

—

—

I

my arm

put

around

her.

"It's all

Honestly it is. That piece
made everything all right, for good."

• Why is a bobby pin? To hold your hair
—smoothly, firmly, invisibly. And that's
the way hold-bob bobby pins are made:
for longer-lasting, springy power. Remember, only hold-bobs have those
small, round, invisible heads.

Add satiny

and the rounded-for-safety ends
and you have the advantages that

finish
.

.

.

make hold-bobs America's favorites!
Look for, ask for, the hold-bob card.

right, Dessy.

And

I

knew

that that

was

true.

on
through the summer and autumn, sometimes with dazzling speed, sometimes
with heartbreaking, tragic, Gostly slowness. News of it kept us all breathless.
Casualty lists for Clover Hill started to
lengthen. Boys I'd grown up with, sons

The

European

of friends of
Lance was in

my

invasion

parents'.

rolled

I

knew

that

now. Somewhere, somehow, he was caught up in that gigantic,
rolling wheel of Fate.
My life went on in much the same
way. People had pretty well forgotten
about my broken engagement now. The
family, having watched me anxiously
it

a while, now seemed reassured
about me. Lance's name was never
spoken by any of us, and they thought
their hopes had been realized and I had

for
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forgotten the misery, the past, Lance.
I was far from forgetting. But there
was a kind- of serenity underlying my

^$&v

feelings now, in spite of my worry
about his being wounded or ill
serenity born of that faith that had
come so overwhelmingly the night at
Hillside Inn.

""«>

—

Late

one

afternoon

Gregory

Mr.

called me into his office. He looked
grave. "Something's happened that I
feel you ought to know," he said in his
kindly way. "We've just had news that

Lance Jordan has been wounded."
"Wounded ..." I grabbed at the edge
of the desk to steady myself. "Badly
Does it say ?"
He shook his head. "So far, we've had
only the telegram from the War Department. We're taking steps to find out
the details of course. As long as he had
no family except well, I mean, no family here, it's the least we can do. I hope
this isn't a shock to you, Linna. But I
felt you ought to know right away."
"Thank you," I said, half whispering.
"Yes I ought to know

—

—

Begin with a bath! Then shower your skin
with Cashmere Bouquet Talcum. Like a
sweet-scented breeze, it dries up lingering moisture; makes you feel cool, exquisitely fresh, ever so dainty.

Here's a quick trick: Before you dress,
smooth some extra Cashmere Bouquet
Talc over the parts apt to chafe easily.
How your skin will love that silkensmooth sheath of protection.

—

—

—

If
isn't

over to myself. If there's someone to
look after him, to take care of him.

Such an
in expen sive

—

And Angela that faraway girl I'd
never seen, the only clue to whom was
the small, cramped handwriting on the
package of letters what was she feel-

luxury
I Of*

only he'll be all right, if only it
bad. I kept saying that over and

—

and 201

ing now? Did she know this same agony
of suspense, this same longing to be near
him, to take care of him? But of course
she did, and that was agony for me of
another kind. For she was his wife. She

sizes

had a right

to be near.

She would know

did how he was, where he was.
was only a week or so later that
Mr. Gregory told me the details. He
never told me how he got them. He
may have cabled Angela or he may have
gotten them through routine, official
channels, I don't know. Lance had been
hit by shrapnel in both arms. The right
arm was a flesh wound and not serious,
though painful; in the left, part of the
bone had been badly nicked and. that
would take months in an orthopedic
hospital to heal. But eventually he
would have full use of both.

before

I

It

Ravishing finale! Use Cashmere Bouquet
Talc often. It leaves your skin cool,
comfortable. And imparts the delicious,
flower-like perfume of lovely Cashmere
Bouquet, the fragrance men love.

willi

the fragrance

men love

Humbly, I thanked God. He might
have been permanently disabled or mutilated. This way, though he had known
shock and great pain, he would one day
be whole again. And surely oh, most
surely as soon as be was on the mend,
then I would hear from him. My lonely
faith in the love that had been between
us would be justified.
I tried to go on as before. I tried not
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another woman to be at his side, to be
needed and wanted and depended on.
I worked hard all day at the office. I
began to take a nurse's aid course at

Love
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worry but, mostly, I tried not to feel
the hurt at the separation between us.
For we were separated by far more than
the miles of ocean, of different countries,
even of experiences. We were parted by
the greatest of all gulfs; the right of
to
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"The Work

—

—

often captures Love and Romance.

I
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nights at the hospital. I re-painted the
furniture in my room and 'made some
new drapes. I was filling in time,
bolstering up minutes, so that there
should never be an empty one as I

waited for word from Lance. And weeks
lengthened into months.
"You're doing too much," mother kept
"You've lost weight, you're
saying.
wearing yourself out. Please, dear, give

up some

of these things you're doing,

and

rest."
"I'm all right," I told her.

keep busy."
But I was wearing myself

"I like to

out.

And

waited, the greater the need
for activity so that there should be no

the longer

I

—

—

—

time, twice each day, to feel my heart
drop when there was no letter from
Lance. Instead of giving anything up,
I did more and more, sustained by what
seemed like a fever inside me.

then one day Dad came home
AND
from work, looking more disturbed
I had ever seen him. I was setting
the table for dinner, and he passed
through the diningroom with hardly a
word to me and went on out to the
kitchen where mother was. I heard their
low-voiced colloquy, and wondered
what was wrong. Dad's business had
been hard hit by the war, and I hoped

than

nothing serious had happened.
In a little while, he came back in the
dining room. "Will you come in here,
please, dear?" he said. "I want to talk
to you."

He led the
in the living

way

to his favorite chair

room and motioned me to
sit on the arm of it as I used to do as a
child. Wondering and alarmed, I sat
down beside him.

—

"Linna I've rather a shock for you.
Lance Jordan is back he's here in

—

town."
I sprang up as

seen him—

an

the words had been
"Lance here! You've
" I felt a blind, unreasoning
go to him, wherever he was,
if

—

electric shock.

impulse to

to see him. It was as if all the last
months had been blotted out and everything was as it had been on the last
night we were together. For that one
second, I forgot all except that he was

in Clover Hill.
"No," my father said, "I haven't seen
him, but other people have. He only

—

got in this afternoon. Linna " he was
watching me narrowly now, his eyes
worried "that's not all of it. You see,
he's brought a child with him. His

—

child."

"His

The whisper hung be-

child."

tween

us, swirling

around

us, filling the

And

room.

then it filled it completely
until there wasn't any room any more,
but just dizzying space. My father
sprang up and grabbed me and lowered
me carefully into the chair. I heard him
call out for mother.
"I'm I'm all right," I said, making a
gigantic effort. The room stopped whirling. "It's just that— I didn't know he

—

—

had a child.
hard to talk!

"A

little

Is it
girl,

—

is it

—"

It

was

apparently.

so

Three

months old. And, Linna, his wife did
not come with him. He doesn't say
why. He only said she was still in
England."
His wife did not come with him.

My father's voice went on, brisk, almost harsh. "You had to know, of
course. But you're not to see him, you
understand. He has behaved in the
way a man can. I don't
know what you feel about him any
worst possible

more

—

I

hope

to

heaven you're com-

pletely over the fellow. But no matter
how you feel, you are not to see him

even
I

he wants you to!"

if

scarcely seemed to hear.
his baby.

That was

it

The baby

could
think of. Somehow its existence made
the marriage what it had never actually
.

.

.

been

.

.

.

all I

me

before: a real and living
force that had produced this
new life, this new being, a tangible evidence of love. What difference could
explanations make now, in the face of
that? What difference could all our

thing.

to

A

lonrely to L&wm

deep oneness make now? Lance was
here, walking these streets. And yet
"Do you hear what I'm saying?" Dad
went on gently. "I'm acting only for
your own good, you know. I shall

make a point of seeing him myself, tomorrow, but you are not to. Is that
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—just——just

ODOR

"Linna!" It came again. And
time I stopped and turned, fully
awake now, fully knowing. Lance.

name.

clear?"
"Yes, yes,"

SCALP

"

"Please, Dad
alone for a little

murmured.

I

leave

me

this

He came

while

Dad smoothed my

not you ?

Lance back

knew then

—and yet not back. And

"I

waiting, trying to get

—

turning away, for wanting to be alone.
Only you can't be alone with those
thoughts you must have now. You can't!
I'm not asking for forgiveness for what
I made you suffer. But I am asking for
you to understand, for your own sake.
Don't you see?"
"I felt that, too— once," I said. "That
there was something to understand. But
not any more. All I know is that you've
come back, without a word but with

—

I

.

the thing that had sustained me all this
time. But now there was no more belonging. No more at all.

For, you see, your scalp perspires
your skin does and unpleasant odors are quickly collected by the

—

just as

hair, especially oily hair.

To be

and home
I

don't

to

behind

—

I

To have a

clean, fresh scalp

Tar Shampoo. You'll
drug, department or

.

.

it

—

A"

—

my

Linna."

There is something between Lance
and Linna stronger than pride some-

—

drawn him back to offer
his child to her. But does this mean
that he offers himself, as well? Read

thing that has

the strange conclusion of Before
Part in the July issue of Radio
"

mances, on sale June 15.
To be concluded

ON SPENDING

.

Packers Pine

find

heart.
see," he said then, quite simply.
"In a way in a funny, inexplicable sort
of way that's why I'm here. Because
baby back to you,
I had to bring

my

Q and

my

"You

far I'd stumbled
was aware of footsteps
then a voice calling

—

soft, fragrant hair, get

of

me.

me and

.

—

know how

along before

simply use Packers
Pine Tar Shampoo regularly. This
gentle, thorough-cleansing shampoo
contains pure, medicinal pine tar.
The delicate pine scent does its work
then disappears.
safe,

.

your baby
"So you know that, too," he said bitterly. "I might have realized you would.
But that's part of it, Linna my baby."
He stopped and took a long breath.
I heard only the heavy, sick thudding

could no longer stand my
room or my thoughts or anything that
was mine. I had to get away. I got up,
bathed my face, and went downstairs.
"I'm going out for a walk," I said.
My mother jumped up. "No, dear, no!
Not alone, not like this. You mustn't
"I'm all right, mother. And I've got
to. I've got to! I have to be alone, I tell
you!" A sort of hysteria was creeping
close to the surface. They all felt it.
"Let her go, Alma," Dad said.
I didn't wait to hear what he said.
It
didn't matter, anyway. Even if he'd
protested, or forbidden me, I'd have
gone. I had to get away from everything I knew, all that had been haven
I

—

Are you swre you don't have scalp
odor? It's so easy to offend and not
know it. Check your pillow, your hat,
your hairbrush.

stood there.

he said at

that although I had honestly,
deeply in my soul, given up all thought
of marriage with Lance on the day I'd
been compelled to lock my hope chest
still some feeling of his belonging to
me and I to him, born of what we'd
shared each with the other, had been

Suddenly

me and

saw you come out of the house,"
last. "I was across the street,
up the courage
to come in."
"There's nothing to say.
Not now.
I want
I have to be alone now."
I
turned and started away.
"Wait, Linna! I don't blame you for

soothingly.
voice that no longer held any harshness,
"that you could have been spared this
final blow, this final humiliation."
He helped me up, and I went upstairs
and shut the door of my room and lay
down on the bed, unutterably weary
and yet with every nerve in my body
alive.

close to

There was no greeting.

caressingly,
"I only wish," he said in a
.hair,

money today than

Question:

Nearly everyone has more
That's prosperity, isn't it?

Answer:

Everyone having plenty of money doesn't necessarily
prosperity. People, when they have money, want
to spend it.

at any

formerly.

mean

ten-cent store.
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PACKER'S,

shampoo

Question:

Answer:

But everyone having plenty of money and spending
on goods spells a sound economy, doesn't it?

it

Right now, it spells inflation ahead if we aren't carePlenty of money to buy things, when there are
things to buy, is sound enough, but when there aren't
things to buy, it means trouble. It means that some
of us are foolish enough to buy on the black market,
to purchase rationed goods without giving stamps in
return, to buy things at prices above the established
ceiling. Those unwise spenders can bring an inflationary condition that means disaster.
ful.

SHAMPOO

Question:

What

Answer:

the days of the last depression—apple
peddlers and soup kitchens and all the rest? Those
days can come back and they will if we don't fight
and win the home-front battle against inflation.

sort of disaster?

Remember

—

R
R
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Question:

What

Answer:

War Bonds! Buy and keep all the war
That's easy
bonds you can. Save your money, and you'll be saving
for a safe future in a safe America!

is

a good buy today

—

safe buy?
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Vigil
{Continued from page 41)

town where the houses were big and
ugly with funny little cupolas on top.
Once they had been mansions. Now
most of them were boarding houses.
The landlady who looked after her was
a sour individual who looked at us
suspiciously as she ushered us up the

and into her room. It was an
enormous, old-fashioned room and into
stairs,

it Aunt Emma had crowded what must
have been family treasures. Teakwood
tables, a massive mohair sofa
and a
melodeon, the keys yellowed with age.
In the great four-poster bed was Aunt

—

Emma

A

herself.

small,

bisque-doll

type of old lady with white braids and
eyes bright as a bird's. She was sur-

rounded by movie magazines and mystery stories.

"Oh, my," she said excitedly. "Oh
is the nicest thing that's happened to me in years!
Goodness,
Amanda, but you're pretty! You look
exactly like the girl in this detective
story who outwitted the crooks. She
had green eyes too, and looked as if she
had had all kinds of exciting things
happen to her just as you do!"

my—this

trouble, Aunt Emma,"
her.
"Nothing has ever
to me.
Not really." But I

the

"That's
I

assured

happened

couldn't help laughing. And suddenly
we were all three talking at once, and
Aunt Emma's cheeks were pink as a
girl's
as she opened her packages.

"Black!" she cried. "Oh my, how I've
wanted a black nightie! Why even
Lana Turner never had a more beautiful one! And this perfume.
Mr.
Whitcomb, or Lieutenant Whitcomb, I
mean goodness, what shall I call
.

.

.

—

you?"

"r)ON,"

said D. Whitcomb grinning
*-* widely. "Just Don."
"Well, Don," said the little old lady

looking embarrassed, "would you mind
stepping out into the hall for just a

moment?

I

do so want to try

A

right away.
this

PROTECT YOUR NATURAL SWEET SELF WITH

MEW

CREAM DEODORANT

wonderful perfume!"

little body was lost in its
had bought a soft little bedjacket that went with the gown black

her poor frail
I

—

tufted silk with a spray of pink roses.
She looked like a little queen propped
up on her pillows. There were tears
in her eyes as she turned to me.
"Amanda dear, I hope God blesses you

both very
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effective
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much

for

what you've done

kissed her cheek and my
own eyes were wet.
She laid a thin, trembling hand on
mine.
"He's fine, your young man.
He's good all the way through. I can
tonight."

The very

on

"You'll look like a Glamma Girl!"
Don teased her, disappearing through
the door with Whitey at his heels.
I helped her slip the gown on, and
folds.

ODO-RO-DO

this

black silk nightie, and

I

tell."

"He

not 'my young man,'

is

Emma,"

I

Aunt
ex-

In another
back in the room,

mo-

quietly.

plained about Don.

ment he was

And

I

said

de-

claring her his "pin-up" girl, and we
were all laughing and joking. Then
Don, catching sight of the melodeon,
reminded me of my promise to teach
him about music. For an instant, a
I had
cold finger touched my heart.
not played since Steve went away.
All the desire to bring melody into
being had left me. All the rich passionate rhythm that had stirred me so
and seemed a part of me, was gone.
Dried up. I regretted my impulsive

——
promise to Don.

I

had meant

to teach

him only through

records.
But he led me to the melodeon and
as I sat down in front of it, my fingers
wandered almost involuntarily over
the keys. I played softly at first. Simple little melodies. Whitey came and
stretched out beside me, and just to
see what would happen I played The
Desert Song.
Immediately his great

head
est

and he emitted the strang-

lifted

known

singing noises

When we

beast!

to

man

so

all

never enjoyed anything

"I've

much!"
are tiring you out.

better go now,"

"Oh
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burst out laughing, he subsided with a silly expression
on his face that was even funnier than
the singing.
"Oh my," gasped Aunt

Emma.

new
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lovelier,

you charm your

star-styled shades.

Not yet!" she protested.
"We'll be back soon," Don promised.
That evening was the first of many
similar visits laughter, good talk, music.
We always brought a "surprise"
for Aunt Emma.
Sometimes it was
no.

—

nothing more than a picture puzzle.
But she looked forward to it as eagerly
as a child. She seemed to be growing
brighter and stronger with each visit.
Gradually the shadow was disappearing from Don's face too.
That tight,
indrawn look of suffering. He was
reading up in his engineering books
again, and talking about taking an advanced course at the University.

OUT

it was I who was gaining the
*-* most from those visits.
It was like
coming to life again after being frozen
and dead inside. I even began to have
a secret hope: Steve had wanted to
get back into the war again and hadn't
wanted to hurt me. One of these days
he would come back, a famous war
correspondent, and life would begin
again for us. Together. In this dream
I pictured the gown I would wear
something smart and sophisticated.
Because I was completely grown up
now. Steve would find me different.
An adult woman. I would not fail him
again. I imagined us as we used to be,

in each other's arms.
Steve's kisses
hard and burning^ on my lips. Steve,

me

pulling
sively.

.

.

to

him roughly,

posses-

.

The trouble with coming alive once
more is that you begin to feel all over
again. There is a longing in the blood
that will not be stilled. ... I ached for
Steve. He had a masculine magnetism
that drew women irresistibly. And at
that thought my heart turned over.

Because I knew wherever he was, he
was drawing women to him. Beautiful women. It would be like that always with Steve.
I told Don about him once.
Very
briefly.
It was only right that Don
should know. He listened quietly and

when

I

finished he said, "It seems to
of a deal, Mandy.
of yourself as a
."
You couldn't fail anyone.

me you got a hell
And stop thinking
failure.

Aunt

.

Emma

and

I

RACHEL

is

in

lovely young star of

"KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY".

Sunday, and Sunday was

It

fell

my

on
one

—

cake with 'Happy Birthday to Don' on
it!"
So I brought a huge chocolate one
with sixteen yellow candles on it
"Add ten more candles, and you've got
my right age!" Don cried when he saw

Now
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.

night off from the radio station. We
decided to have a spaghetti dinner
which he loved served in high style
on the biggest teakwood table. I could
have the dinner sent up from the Italian restaurant nearby along with good
beau rose wine. "And he must have
a cake too," Aunt Emma cried. "A big

—

rfcTERS.

spent weeks plan-

ning Don's birthday party.
a

SUSAN

Mayer, appears

skin like Susan's.

'Now

it.

for

He blew
went
hear

my

wish."

fiercely, and all the candles
"I get it!
Aunt Emma, you

out.
that, I get it!"

He was

like a boy

tonight, exultant, glowing.

"And you deserve
said the old lady.
to

it,

whatever

it is,"

Later she whispered

"Isn't he handsome?" Don had
to take the place of the son she

me,

come

had never known, and she was happy.
smiled with deep affection for them
both but my heart was far away.
We sang "Happy Birthday," and then
I played some boogie-woogie for Aunt
Emma.
"Another request number,
please," said Don. "Will you play Love
Is Forever?"
I stiffened, and my hands went dead
on the keys. "No, I can't play that," I
said.
"Not ever."
Love Is Forever. Steve's piece and
mine. The one they had been playing
when we first danced together. The
piece that had softly filtered through
the enchantment the night Steve asked
me to marry him. A wisp of white
cloud had trailed across the moon and
Steve had whispered, "Love is forever
with us, sweet. Don't make me wait
."
any longer.
And I gave way to
I

—

.

.

his kissing, loving him so terribly. "We
can find a minister over in Minton to
do it now," I had murmured against his
lips.
And so we had gone.
.

.

.

The piece was a mockery now. I
looked up and saw that Don's face was
white as if he had guessed my thoughts.
"Let me play The Trolley Song instead,"

I

And

suggested quickly.

the

bad moment was over.

1USED

to like to ride the trolleys,
especially the open streetcars," said
wistfully. "I remember I
Aunt
had a white muslin dress and a big
."
Her voice sounded tired
hat.
silent signal passed
and contented.
between Don and me. It was time for
us to go.
put the room in order
and kissed her gently. "Don't forget
to play that new Henry James record
tomorrow night," she called crisply as
we were leaving. You couldn't beat

Emma

.

.

A

We

Aunt Emma!
Outside, it had begun to rain and a
wind had sprung up. Impossible to

took my
"There
won't be a bus for another hour, I'm
Then "Look, why
afraid," he said.
don't we go to my place until the worst
It's not so far away.
of this is over?
Besides you've never seen my subpenthouse!"
Like two children we raced along
the streets, Whitey snorting along behind us. At an iron gate we turned
in and went down three steps. "Welcome to my princely abode!" said Don,
lighting the lamps. It was nice. Nice
and masculine. Two rooms in comfortable disorder, with blueprints on
a table and pipes hanging in a rack
near the fireplace. Don lit a fire to
dry us off. Whitey promptly went to
bed and soon was snoring lustily. "No
manners. It's the Indian in him," said
Don. There was a curious sense of intimacy in the little room. We sat on
cushions in front of the fire sipping
hot drinks. "This is the finest birthday I've ever had," he sighed happily,
and swung around so that our shoulders touched. A spark flew out of the
grate and we both reached to put it
Our hands met, and then someout.
get a taxi at that hour.

elbow and hurried

me

Don

along.

—

Two

hearts that beat as one . . . even over the
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how

his

arms were around me and
was coming close. "You

Don's

face

have

all this

love to give.

Why

don't

you give it to me, darling?" His mouth
was on mine; firm, tender.

flash I thought how sweet it
to surrender to the seeking
To try to blot out the
of those lips.
memory of Steve with the immediacy
of Don.
He lifted his head and searched
eyes. "It would have to be all or noth-

For one
would be

my

Amanda.

ing with us,

I

love

you too

much

NEW

my

.

.

my

read the answer in

INGREDIENT

_^

powder
mo kes Ponds

for anything less. I want you for
wife. I want to build up the things
that tie two people together, a real
."
home with children.

He must have

SUFFUSING
thriir.ngly

j6M^

Because his hands dropped from
my shoulders and he walked away.
"It's no good.
I've been kidding myself
along, thinking I had a chance.
But I don't want second place in your
face.

>

.

.

.

Amanda. I want all of it."
The black shadow had fallen across
nis features again. I had done that to
him, hurting him like this. I might
have guessed. But I had been too selfheart,

centered, steeped in my own misery.
"Don, oh Don, I'm sorry." It sounded
stiff and trite.
Words are such sorry
little things at times.
I picked up my
coat.
It had stopped raining and we managed to get a late bus to the other side

of

town where

The

I lived.

from

light

the doorway fell across Don's white
face as we stood on the stoop. I was
to remember him for many a day as he
looked then, stern, and terribly young
and tired. "I won't be seeing you again,
Amanda. I can't go on just being
friends.

.

."

.

A

was

better that way, of course.
clean break was much the best.
It

He

But I had
was going
His friendship had come

had been hurt enough.
foretaste of

miss him.

mean

how much

I

a
to
to

a great deal to me.

days fell back into the old patTHE
tern of dreariness. The radio station
did raise my salary and ask me to be
a "spot" player on some of their earlier
broadcasts, but that was the one bright
note. I kept my old job along with it
—"pancake turner" on the graveyard
shift.

And

saw Aunt

I still

Emma

beautiful A'eic

'/j

man came forward

to meet me.
Steve in the flesh, just as I'd
dreamed of him being there. "Hello,

Steve.

Mandy," he said and

his voice

said against the
throat.
"Sit over
there. The red signal light will be on
in another half minute and I have to
start playing the records." He nodded,
and sat where he could watch me.
"Nice job you've got here," he said.

Steve,"

"Hello,
tightness

in

I

my

"Good enough," I shrugged. And
something made me add, "Forty-five
dollars a week. Not bad." But I did
not explain that that included

my

extra

work.

— I've

"I

come

am, Mandy.
"Sh!"

said.
the air

I

you how sorry

to tell

made

I

a big mistake."
"Starting time."

—and

We

had no intention of having Steve Wiler make a fool
He had made
of himself, and of me.
me go through torment, this man. I
had asked nothing more of life than
that he hold me in his arms again. I'd
had waking dreams of our meeting like
this. And now he was here. ... I felt
Not
nothing.
There was no thrill.
even a sense of expectancy. What had
happened to me?

were on

I

-brings

lovelier color to

your skin

was un-

certain.

I

ork society leader, says:

—

quently, but even she had not heard
from Don. "I wish you could find this
Steve Wiler," she said once. "I wish
you could get him out of your system."
But in the end I did not need to find
him. My husband found me.
Late one night as I entered the studio, a

1
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And looking at Steve, slouched in a
chair on the other side of the studio,
I suddenly knew.
I had grown up.
The star-dust had cleared from my
eyes and I saw him plainly for the first
time. An easygoing fellow with charm
and nothing else. While my aunt's
money had lasted, he stayed. But when
he was faced with earning a living for
the two of us, he left. He had traced
me here through Ann, and found that
I had a good job.
So he was willing
to come back.
As soon as I could leave the room
for a moment I beckoned him and he
followed me out. It was amazing that
I could be so insensible to him.
I realized that I must have been holding the
imaginary Steve and not the real man
in my heart for a long time.
And
now I was free of him. For all time.
"Sorry, Steve. You walked out on me
once.
Since then I've made a life of

—

glamourbatheyi/// hair

Powers

like

gorgeous

Mode

.

s

.

.

—

—

my own
way

the

and I'm

"No place

in

it

swagger a

to

come

satisfied

with

just

it

it is."

for me, eh?" He tried
but it didn't quite

bit

off.

"That's

Steve."

right,

help pitying him a

I

little.

could not

He looked

so deflated. ... I went back into the
studio, alone, knowing that chapter of
life was closed for good.

my
I

found myself putting on The Desert
Would Whitey sing? Were he

Song.

and Don listening

...

A

in tonight?
Don.
stole through
blood
heart. "I don't want

warmth

and crept

into

my

my

second place in your heart, Amanda.
I want all of it," he had said. And with
a sudden surge of joy I knew it belonged to him.
But how could I let him know?
trembling fingers
set the
WITH
needle on a new record. The piece
I

I

had thought never

Forever.
Would Don
Would he understand what
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eyes blazed a question. And he found
the answer in mine. Without a word,
he fitted his arm under mine and we
walked down to the docks. The rising
sun made a glory of the river and
touched our faces like a benediction.
"My girl," he whispered. "Oh my dar-
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False Magic
Continued from page 45
he wasn't married. But that was all
girls spoke of him with a queer
guardedness or an overdone nonchalance, something the way my friends
and I, in our earliest teens, had spoken
of the particular movie actor we happened to be in love with at the moment.
Right from the beginning, too, I must
have sensed that Jerry was going to
become an important, dominating figure
in my life, something set apart from
everything else, something to be kept
a secret. Because I avoided mention
of Jerry that first night, when David
asked me about my new job. And I
welcomed David, when he came into
our livingroom, more warmly even than
usual almost as if he were a rescuer.
no,

—the

—

yet I was vaguely uncomfortable
AND
with David—for the first time in all
u

known

the years I'd

when

him, the years

on the curb and watched
him playing baseball with the other
boys,

sat

I

years

the

in

school

when

I'd

worshipped from afar, the years in
high school when at last he realized
that I was a girl and not just something
that always hung around in the middle

—for the

time in all those
years I felt a lack in David, a lack in
our relationship. Close as we were, I
found, as I examined us with newlybrightened eyes, we were close in a toocasual,
too
brotherly-sisterly
way.
What did I want of his kiss that was
not there? Not more warmth that
there was in abundance. Not more
distance

first

—

strength

—his

firm, his

arms about

fortingly

know—I
for the

didn't

me

What then?

real.
first

mine were
solidly, com-

against

lips

know, and yet

time in

my

life

I didn't
I wanted

to turn

away from him a little.
"Is the new job fun?" David asked,
as he hung up his hat and topcoat in
the hall closet. "Tell me about it."
"It's going to be fun, I think," I
answered, glad to be talking instead
of thinking. "They've given me a little
office next to the bookkeeper's.
The
people seem to be awfully nice. There's
." My voice went on
a girl named
and on, describing the office, the girls,
the men in the sales department and
on the announcing staff. But I didn't
speak of Jerry. It was as if I were
trying to keep Jerry from coming between us by ignoring him, by refusing
to mention his name. But that night
I dreamed an ugly dream of Jerry
Jerry who stood with outstretched
arms, and those arms were the poles
of a magnet, drawing me away from
everything dear to me, drawing me
strongly, inexorably, to him.
.

.

—

The next morning, walking to work
in the bright sunshine, I tried to laugh
at myself and I very nearly succeeded.
But I found, when I got to the office
and began to sort
way through the
early mail, that I was waiting for something. I wouldn't acknowledge that I
was waiting for Jerry to come and pick
up his mail; I only knew that there
was an indefinable air of suspended
time in that little office of mine, of time

—

my

holding its breath, and waiting
waiting
Jerry came in early in the afternoon,
and once again I felt, rather than saw
or heard him. He came smiling across
to the desk, and once again he let his
.

.

.

.

.

.

rest lightly on my shoulder, as if
were' the most natural thing in the
world. And perhaps I've only just

hand
it.

—

—

thought of this in anyone else it
would have been natural and friendly

and meant nothing more, emotionally.

"Much mail

me

for

today,

Bunny?"

he asked.
"I haven't the two o'clock delivery
sorted yet," I told him, and began to
separate the pile of letters in front of

me.
"I'll wait," he said, and stood there,
so very close, while my fumbling
fingers turned the envelopes over, and
eyes tried and failed to see the

my

addresses on them. Somehow, all the
time as conscious of his hand on my
shoulder as if it had been burning hot,
I

managed

to

find his

letters,

and

I

turned to give them to him.
He took the letters out of my hand,
and then captured my hand in his other
one. "It's a pretty hand, Bunny. Long,
artistic fingers. Do you play the piano?"
I'd been asked the question a hundred times, and had always found it
silly

and boring,

b

half-hearted effort

make conversation. But it was Jerry
who asked, this time, and that made
to

all

the difference.
little—not well at

"A

all.

But

I

love

it."

He nodded, and the smile I was already learning to wait for lighted up
his eyes. He gave my hand a little

—

So Precious a Moment
.

So Lovely a Ring!

.

.

"I knew you would I knew
you'd like pretty things, good things,
Bunny. And I like your lovely hands,
and their nice little nails, painted a
pretty little-girl pink, instead of a
bloody red."
I tried to match his smile, but

squeeze.

my

felt stiff.
Almost as if I were
afraid. "I know.
father says that
most girls nowadays look as if they'd

face

just

My

got

through skinning a rabbit."

thought, How awkward that
sounded— how
and

And then

I

silly

little-girlish!

Why

did I have to say that! Why can't
I be sophisticated and clever, and, have
smart answers right on the tip of my

tongue?

'T'HERE was

a

silence.

little

Then

Jerry put his mail into his pocket
and turned away. "I've got to get back.
See you tomorrow, Bunny."
"See you tomorrow," I echoed.
See you tomorrow
see you tomorrow. And I suddenly felt that today
was finished and done with, because I
wouldn't see Jerry again until to-*-

.

.

.
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dark hair. But it was no good, and
even David in person was little more
use in banishing the almost tangible
presence of Jerry than remembering
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been the same as saying that I had the
whole world at my feet. What more, in
heaven's name, could I ask of life? But
I could
I knew the answer to that, too

Danger!

—

ask of life that Jerry Linder come in
each day and send my heart racing,
that Jerry Linder come in each day
and drive away my sanity with the
magic touch of his fingers!
then, about the
I
didn't know,
greater, blacker magic in the touch of

don't

cut

*-%uticle

But I learned, that afternoon.
Perhaps that was one of Jerry's great
charms the casual, off-hand way he
did things, I mean, so that they had
happened to you before you had warning, before you had time to think
his lips.

—

CUTTING

mustn't do this; this is wrong. Jerry's
kissing me came that way just the
swift quickening of my heart, telling
I

can be

painful— even dangerous—leaves nails looking
rough and ugly Try Cutex Oily
Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle
Quickly it softens and loosens
dead cuticle, so you can wipe it
off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning
under nail tips and removing

—

me

he was coming, then the softest
whisper of sound as he crossed the
room and then his lips on the curve

!

—

my

shoulder,
where the low,
rounded neckline of my blouse left it
bare. And my knowing, with a dull
of

sickness, that this light casual brushing
shoulder was more
of Jerry's lips on
compelling than any kiss that David,
in honest love, had ever placed full

my

Only 100, or
350 for the large size
(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily
Cuticl6 Remover
stains.

upon my mouth.
"You you can't do that!" I gasped,
and turned swiftly around.
His eyes were bright with merriment,
and there was something in back of
them, too, more intimate than any
amusement.
.

—

today.

"I can't?

What

.

.

a silly thing to say,

Bunny. Obviously, I did. And you liked
He paused a moment, then
it."
amended, "You loved it."
I'm not a child, I tried to tell myself
I
fought the excitement that
mounted inside me at the touch of his
lips on my skin. I'm not a schoolgirl
with a silly crush, I argued as I tried
to quiet by sheer force of will the pulsing of my heart in my throat and
temples. I'm a grown woman. I know
my own mind. I know my own heart
I'm in love with David!
"And you loved it," Jerry repeated,
almost sharply, trying to pull me back
from my dazed dreaming to an awareness of him as if I could, for a moment, have him in the room and not be
aware of him! "You loved it, and you
as

—

—

know
all

Bunny. It's just that you're
tangled up in a tight skein of init,

hibitions,

of

mother-told-me-not-to,

and I -don't -know -you -well -enough
and what-kind-of-a-girl-do-you-thinkI-am and all that sort of nonsense. Between two people like us two people
who know each other from first sight,
and know what they want of each

—

—

"

.

!

—there

shouldn't be any convenand rules to govern them. Believe
me, Bunny. Now give me my mail
like a good girl, and
He picked up his mail, smiled, raised
his hand in a little gesture of salute,
and walked out. He might just as well
have added, as he went, "Well, I guess
I've given you something to think

other
tions

—

about!"

And
like

I guess he had! My reason was
something
trapped,
battering

against the too-strong bars of the intense attraction Jerry held for me. My
thinking was all in circles, always coming back to the same point and the
point was this: my day focused on
Jerry's coming in for the mail. That
was the center of my day-to-day living, and all morning was spent looking

—

forward to his coming, and all afternoon in looking back on it, and hoping
for tomorrow. That was how it was
that was how it had to be, because
there was nothing I could do about it.
But that would end it, I told myself.
This would be my secret the secret of
which I was ashamed enough as it was,
heaven knew. But it would go no
farther. I would never go out with
Jerry, never have anything to do with
him, or even think about him, except
in connection with the office. My life
outside would be quite a different
thing that belonged to David, and

—

—

nothing could intrude.
I was, of course, quite wrong. And
the dreadful thing was that I knew
I was wrong. I knew, even then, that
I could no more keep Jerry out of my
life
than I could voluntarily stop
breathing. I knew that each day his
hold on my heart would be greater.
I knew, even if I wouldn't admit it
then, that sooner or later it would be
David who would be excluded from
my plans and from my heart, simply
because there would be room for no
one but Jerry.
If Jerry had been a different sort of
man, this would be a different story.
Or perhaps there would be no story at
all. If Jerry had been fine and decent
and good, and everything that a girl
wants in a man if he had been everything David was I would have only

—
—

to acknowledge that I had made a
mistake, that I no longer loved David
and did love Jerry, broken my engagement, and married Jerry instead, righting a wrong before it was too late. But
Jerry wasn't that sort at all.
I knew that he was weak and unstable. I knew that he had left a trail
of broken hearts behind him through
the office, perhaps through the whole

had
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town.

I

knew

those things

—and

they

didn't matter. All that mattered in the
whole wide world was that some little
part out of each day I would see Jerry,
be close to him, know the magic touch
of his hands, hear his laughter, feel
heart leap in response to the mocking
challenge of him.

my

The things I knew and heard about
Jerry made as little impression on me
as if they were things I knew of someone completely a stranger. Only for a
moment my heart would sink and I
would be ashamed; then I would forget.
There was the time, for instance, that
I had lunch with Mary and Jeanette,
two girls from the bookkeeping office.
I hadn't been paying much attention
to what they were saying I'd been
thinking of Jerry, as a matter of fact,
wanting to talk about him, and still
afraid to speak of him for fear the girls

—

would realize how I felt.
But Jeanette spared me the trouble
of bringing up his name.
"Mr. Glodin was down to see about
Jerry's check again this morning," she
told Jeanette, and at the sound of that

began to listen.
Mary laughed and shrugged.

"Jerry"

I

"Are

they trying to garnishee his salary
again?"
Jeanette nodded, and I asked, before
I could stop myself, "Are you talking
about Jerry Linder?"
Mary laughed once more. "I certainly am. Anyone who lets him charge
anything must be out of his mind,"
she told me.
"He he's careless about money?"
laughter
Jeanette's
joined
hers.
"Jerry Linder is careless about anything and everything," she said. They
went on talking, but I wasn't listening
any more. I was still hearing the com-

—

N

plete contempt in her voice. And then,
in a moment, I wasn't hearing it, or
anything, any more. The second of revulsion had passed, and I was hurrying through my lunch in order to get
back upstairs in case Jerry should come
in early.
What can you do when you love a
man you ought to hate? Jerry stood
for everything in life I'd been brought
up to disapprove. His mocking ridicule
touched all the things that had been

was telling the truth. "Oh, Jerry, I
don't know what kind of girl I am.
I don't know!"
He pulled me to him very gently,
then, but in spite of the gentleness
there was a compelling urgency in his
arms. He held me close and his lips
were against my temple as I cried,
over and over, "What am I going to

gods love, and marriage, and a
home, and children. He wasn't even

you're frightened. It's because you're
trying to well, gamblers call it playing both ends against the middle. So
this is what you're going to do
you're
going to stop all this nonsense about
not going out with me. You're going
to tell that boy friend of yours that
you're sorry, but you've made a mis-

—

my

—

particularly

clever his conversation
wasn't gay and witty, it was only bold
and personal. He wasn't particularly
handsome. What was the answer then?
Only, I guess, that love is really and
truly blind or that women are.
And so I was blind, and I couldn't
help it. And the weeks went by
weeks that were heavens of excitement
and hells of fear and shame. And now,
when he came into the office, Jerry no
longer touched my arm, or stooped to
kiss my shoulder lightly. He closed
the door behind him when he came in

—

now, and caught me in his arms. And
I
I was ready for him, waiting for
him, always. Because he was the only
real thing in my life, now. David was
a person I once knew, and our plans
for the future were things I had once
dreamed about. Only in Jerry's arms

—

was I alive.
Once I

—

tried

him

stop

to

with,

"Jerry won't you leave me alone? I'm
not your kind of girl."
He held me off at arm's length, pretending to examine me closely, the
mocking laughter dancing in his eyes.
"Aren't you, Bunny? Then what kind
of girl are you?"
"I don't know,"

••

I

answered, and

I

What am

do?

"I know
he said, at

I

going to do?"

what you're going
last.

"And

I

to do,"

know why

—

—

take,

and you want

to

make

it

right

by

breaking your engagement to him. And
then and then, sweetheart, you're
going to be my girl my own girl!"
My heart alternately sang and wept
that afternoon as my fingers went mechanically through the motions of sort-

—

—

and tabulating the mail. Sang,
because my decision had been made
for me. Sang, Jerry wants me for his
girl.
He really loves me. He doesn't
feel about me as he's felt about all
those others. He wants me for his girl
he loves me, and we'll be married,
and we'll be together forever. Wept,
because I knew that I would hurt David
so, because no matter how I tried, I
could find no words in which to frame
the thing I had to tell him.
Dear David, it was like him to be
kind and intuitive enough to help me.
Because he asked, when we were seated
on the porch that night, "Betty, honey,
what's wrong?"
He had asked that before, in these
ing

—
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past weeks, and always I'd managed to
smile, and to assure him that nothing,
If

you* heart

isn't

now

i* set

on a West Branch model

available, the date of

ire

return

is

nothing at all, was wrong. But now I
had my opening.
"David there is something wrong."
He moved closer to me, and his hand

that

—

a date

because a West Branch is the
chest that gives you most in beauty and in protection.

worth waiting

for

.

.

.

closed over both of mine.
"I've known that there was,

known

dear.

every time you've shaken
your head and denied it. Is it us?"
Mutely, I nodded. And after a moment, "Tell me," he said, and the kindI've

it

—

ness, the gentleness of his voice made
me want to tear myself away, to run
far from him, and hide.
"I I've made a mistake David. I
David, I'm in love with someone else."
I heard
voice saying it stiffly, as a
child repeats a lesson learned by rote.
David was silent for a long time, and
I, too,
sat very still, hearing, in the
midst of the silence, the little night
sounds the crickets, the going-to-sleep
birds, the far-off cries of boys down
the street playing some game under

—

my

—

the arc light.

At

David asked, "Who

last

is

Betty?"
"His name is Jerry Linder."
heard David's sharp catch
I
breath, felt

him

he,

of

stiffen a little.

—

"Jerry Linder? Betty I know him.
know of him, I mean. I've heard
about him. Darling, I'm making a mess
of this, but I ought to tell you
"I know what you're going to say,"

I

—

interrupted. "And I don't want to
it.
It doesn't matter what Jerry
or, rather, what he has been to other
is
people. It's what he is to me that
counts. I only know that I love him,
and that's all that matters."
I

hear

WEST BRANCH
Cedar Hope Chests

—

DAVID

sighed and relaxed a little.
"Betty are you sure? Are you sure
Because I think it isn't. I
it's love?
think it's something, some strange
thing, that sometimes happens when a
girl like you is exposed to a
to a man
like him."

—

—

"I don't

want

to listen," I repeated,

and

should have said, I'm afraid to
"I love Jerry Linder. I'm more
sorry than I can say to have to do
this to you, but you'd be the first one
to say it was wrong of me to keep on
going with you, to keep on planning a
future with you, when I'm in love with
someone else, David."
"I know," he said quietly. "I know.
But oh, Betty Betty, it won't last!
Jerry Linder isn't your kind of person.
I
listen.

—

He's—"
"I know that he's different from
from you, from the other boys I've
known. But he loves me, too, David.

And

that will change him.

him

to

€&•
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The

talk of love and talk of
marriage were two different things.
?"
"You're going to marry
I felt suddenly for the ring on the
third finger of my left hand the ring
that David and I, together, had picked
out at Darton's a year ago. The ring
that David had put on my finger, while

sharply, as

perspiration scientifically— with a de-

pendable

help
married.

I'll

when we're

be—"

I'll
•

.

change,

put another one with it.
I pulled the ring off now, and held
it in my hand, outstretched to him. But
he wouldn't take it. He closed my
fingers tightly over it, instead.
"I don't want the ring, Betty. I want
to make a bargain with you, instead.
No not a bargain. I want to ask you
to make me a promise. Will you do
that, for the sake of oh, for your sake,
darling, because I ask it of you?"
I was afraid that once again I would

—

—

!

.

—

him by saying no. But
"What is the promise, David?"
He smiled down at me. "I want you
to promise not to marry Jerry Linder
for two months, Betty. It's for your
have

to hurt

I asked,

—

own

I

S

SATIOMAL

—

sake because you're such a oh,
because I love you so much, dearest,
that I couldn't bear it if I thought you
were doing something that would

make you unhappy. You've known me
for years, and you've only just now discovered that you don't love me. Surely
two months isn't too long a time for
you to make sure that you love Jerry?"
Some sanity, some little caution that
remained to me, prompted me to say,
"Yes yes,
I'll
promise you that,

—

David."
He smiled again.

ANEMT

"All right, dear.
until then, I want you to keep the
ring. Not to wear it just to keep it.
And then, at the end of two months,
if you're still going to marry Jerry,
you can give it back to me. All right?"
I nodded. "All right." I managed to
echo, but
throat was full of in-

And

—

with the same ingredients used by beauty salons in
cold permanent waves costing up to

and over

my

explicable tears.
He got up to go then, but before

he

left

he stooped

And

to

kiss me,

there was no

yrtaUkf friucie

very

more

relabetween his kiss and Jerry's
than between the snows of the arctic
and the sands of the desert.
That night, before I went to bed, I
dropped
engagement ring into the
right hand drawer of the dresser in
bedroom. And I knew that I was free
for Jerry, now.
gently.
tionship

my

PLUS

TAX

COMPLETE
WITH CURLERS

my
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the month that followed
that I discovered so much
about that other Betty Kent, that
second me that had been buried in my
heart and mind so long, and had at

was in
ITthat
night

come

last

Waving
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hair loveliness for

manage
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Jerry was always late always. And
much of the time he expected me to go
to him. Night after night I met him

end of his 10:30 broadcast.
Sometimes, when I rebelled and stayed
at home, he called me at eleven or so
at

the

.

all

.

.

.

.
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halo of gleaming, perfectly easy-to-
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depend
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"PORTRAIT'

with

curl
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at least,
I wasn't a complete fool
completely enamoured of Jerry as I
was, I had sense enough to miss David.
I missed the thoughtful little gifts and
surprises. I missed the security I had
known in going with someone I could

home.

put your hair up in

Permanent Waving Solution
and there you have it
new found

—

me.

is

included in each packet

dip each

longing so sharp that it is close to
agony. For every woman, no matter
how hard she tries to hide it, wants to
possess the man she loves. I didn't
succeed too well in hiding it, but that
didn't matter for a man like Jerry, I
found, cannot be possessed any more
easily than quicksilver can be captured
between the fingers. Never, never for
one moment, was I sure.
A man like Jerry I found that many
of my thoughts in those days began
that way. Thoughts? They were excuses, really, but I wouldn't admit that.
Jerry was neglectful. A man like Jerry
always is, I told myself, but all that
would be changed once he swung into
the pattern of having a girl of his own
I couldn't somehow bring myself to
say "being engaged" instead of going
about with so many girls. But the truth
was that Jerry knew perfectly well
how the feeling I had for him kept me
completely enthralled, no matter how
many dates he broke, how many disappointments and heartaches he gave

—

you do

curlers,

had emotions undreamed
of jealousy and suspicion and distrust.
I learned what insecurity was, and
nagging fear, just as I found out what
sheer, wild joy can be, and passionate

—

.

Solution moulds luxurious,
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to life.

found that

.

longer-lasting hair curls and waves

I discovered what it was to be alternately tormented by desire and pain.
I
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And always

from a bar downtown.
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the

momentary

rebelliousness would
and I would dress and go
meet him, to feel his kisses on
mouth, his arms about me. Even

dissolve,
down to

my

when

came

at last I

to the point of

promising myself that it would be "just
this once more."
Marriage, marriage to Jerry I was
sure, would solve all this. Marriage, I

knew, would wipe away all the feeling
of shame and guilt I had shame that
my heart and my mind, all my
thoughts and desires, my very living
and breathing, belonged so wholly to
a man who was not my husband. But
when I spoke of marriage, Jerry always laughed at me.
"Marriage it's a vastly overrated
institution," he would say. "Let's just
be happy with what we have, Bunny.
This is the best there is no loving

—

—

—

because you're bound to but because
really want to."
"But, Jerry," I would cry, "don't

you

you
want me?"
Then his mouth would come down,
seeking mine, shutting out the world.
once again, I would be lost.
I so wanted to be blind to Jerry's
shortcomings that I simply refused to
let myself see them. And yet, in the
back of my mind, I was as aware of
them as I would have been of a scar on
his face. He was completely irresponsible about money and debts: I overlooked that. He was neglectful and
discourteous to the point of rudeness
sometimes: I found excuses for him.
He was in my blood, and I was sure
that he would stay there, forever. I
could see only misery ahead for me
if I let myself see him in his true
colors, and so I went on being blind,
because I had to be, I thought, to save
my own happiness.

And

two
THE
promised

months in which I had
David not to marry Jerry
were almost up. And, if I had been
honest, I would have admitted to myself that the promise had not been
hard to keep Jerry showed as little
sign of being interested in marrying me
as any stranger on the street might
have. Less interest now, than before
than before, when he hadn't been sure
of me. There was the new girl in the
traffic department, for instance. I was
well aware that Jerry was looking at

—

her with more than casual interest, but
I wouldn't let myself believe it until
it was forcibly demonstrated to me.
Like this:
I stopped at the door of the traffic
department one afternoon
stopped
softly and stood breath-held, quite
aware that I was eavesdropping, and
not caring, for I had heard Jerry's
voice, low and intimate and mocking

—

and

inviting.

He was

leaning over the

new

girl,

his hand resting lightly on her shoulder. And he was saying, "You know,
I'm not going to call you Mary at all.
I'm going to call you Bunny, because

you're

and
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cute
.

and

little

and

sweet

."

didn't hear

any more.

Waves

of

physical sickness washed over me and
I actually had to cling to the wall to
remain standing. And I kept hearing
those words over and over, and seeing
Jerry's supple fingers trailing over

Mary's arm.
It was then that

I

stopped being

that I knew that to Jerry
I was just an incident, another girl in
a long list of conquests. I knew that he
was selfish and cheap. I knew that he
had made me those things, too. And
what was worse, I felt that it was too
blind.

Then

!

late to matter. I'd made worse than a
fool of myself. It was too late to turn
back to David. And I still didn't want
Jerry was still the blood in
to
reabody,
veins, the breath in
I saw him for
son for being alive.
what he was, and I loved him, not for
it, but in spite of it.

—

my

my

Theodora Roosevelt

my

That was a Thursday, and Thursday
was Jerry's night off, the one night of
the week that we could have a real,
all-evening date. He came into my
office a little later, and said, casually,
"I'll be busy making transcriptions until
about eleven tonight, honey. I'm sorry,
but we'll have to call our date off until
then."
His arms went around me, and I
raised ray face to meet his kiss, but

Like her famous grandfather, Theodore Roosevelt, charming

young Theodora Roosevelt loves action

An

.

.

.

accomplished ballet dancer, she has a

travel

.

.

.

and hard work.

slight, exquisite figure

.

.

.

hair and eyes of wonderful rich amber. "I'm always in a rush,"

Theodora

"So the 1-Minute Mask of Pond's Vanishing Cream

says.

an ideal complexion pick-up for me.

is

It

does such a marvelously

quick job of smoothing and freshening up

my

skin!"

even then I knew he was lying.
"You can cut transcriptions tomorrow,"

I

told him.

"Don't spoil tonight."

He shook his head. "You're the one
who wants me to be a business man,
Bunny. Work comes first, isn't that
right?"
I'd told my parents that I'd be going
out with Jerry, so I decided to stay
downtown for dinner and go to a show.

That way I could meet Jerry when he
was through at eleven and my parents
wouldn't have to be witness to this

—

latest

blow

to

my

\

hJ

pride.

FINISHED

dinner at six-thirty. I deI cided to go back to the station and
ask Jerry to pick me up at the movie
instead of having me come back to the
station to meet him.
And besides, I
wanted to see him. I wanted to convince myself that he was working, for
all through dinner I'd argued, as a
woman in love will argue with myself,
that the little incident this afternoon
really meant nothing. Jerry was like
that he always would be. He'd always
fool around with other girls. But it
was me he really loved hadn't he
kissed me, this afternoon, with all the
old ardor? Kissed me and teased me,

—

—

and rumpled

my

hair

.

.

.

?

almost didn't see them. I was so
preoccupied with making excuses for
Jerry that I almost didn't see him and
Mary as they came out of the station
I

and got into a

cab.

Almost didn't see

him look down at her with the intimacy
I wanted reserved for me.
Ugly sickness spread through me, as
I

groped

my way

blindly

down

the

and boarded a home-bound bus.
Sickness that was so much worse because I knew that when he came for
me at eleven tonight, I would be waitstreet

I didn't hate him.
I only hated
myself, with a bitter loathing.
I didn't go into the house, when I got

Theodora Roosevelt has a 1-Minute Mask 3 or 4 times weekly

a

ing.

home.

I

couldn't.

I

simply dropped

Spread a

down on

the old settee on the porch,
and looked deep into the night's dark
shadows, too weary of my life and myself even for tears. The night was lush
with promise of summer. It was a night
for love, and Jerry was with Mary, and
alone with
I was alone with myself
that other, secret Betty Kent, a girl
who had no pride, who wasn't fit for
any man but for a man like Jerry
Linder.
At last, the tears came, and I lay
there, sobbing until my heart seemed
dry. But I felt better. I felt strangely

—

face.
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into
drawer upstairs.
And then,
"Hello, Betty," he said.
after a moment, when I didn't answer,
"I
I came to see how you felt now."

w

forehead,

clean.

After a long while I heard steps on
Jerry, I thought
the porch stairs.
apathetically. But it wasn't Jerry it
was David. David, whom I hadn't seen
since that night when I slipped his ring

Re-styIe

And
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so
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"How I feel?"
He nodded. "Because

the two months
are up, dear, and I I can't stand it
any longer. I've realized that it's best
for me to know for sure."
He came closer, and sat down beside
me on the settee, looking closely at

—

GUARANTEED

my

face.

— —

"Honey you've been crying."
"Yes, Dave I've been crying. Would
you like to say 'I told you so'?" I asked
sharply, wanting to hurt him the way
you always want to hurt when you've
been hurt yourself.
"Has it burned itself out, Betty?"
"With him it has," I answered. Pride
had gone long ago.
"And with you?"

• • •

the tears rising again.
"Oh,
no good. I don't like him.
I know what he is. But I love him.
No no, I don't love him. I want him
it's something that a person like you
could never understand."
I

felt

David

—I'm

—
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"Try me," he said gently. "Try me."
his arms came out to gather me
into them, his hand to lift my face
gently up to his kiss. I was prepared
for the kiss he used to give quick and
gentle and tireless.
But this new kiss had all the old
gentleness and a new, blood-pounding, pulse-stirring fire. For a moment
I lay in his arms, responsive and yielding, and then I tore myself abruptly
away. How had this happened to me?
What had I become?
"David David, what's wrong with
me? There must be something the matter with me! Can I feel the same way
toward your kisses, now, as I did to-

And

—

—

—

POWDER-BASE
Never

dries or cakes your skin!

(£>^©f\AAAJ-

ward his? Would I feel the same toward any man who kissed me? What's
wrong with me, David?
I'm I'm
not—"

—

His fingers cut the words

>«

VOL)

me

"Betty,

off.

you what's
wrong with you. You're human. You're
human and very young and very sweet.
That's all that's wrong with you, if
sweetheart,

.<&t

can be admiredTt^
1v;%

let

tell

that can be wrong."

pillowed my head on
U E"Listen
me
a
*-*

You

for

to

see, dear,

every

his shoulder.
little,

Betty.

man knows what

—

can happen to a girl like you a girl
who's been sheltered and cared for.
Every man knows that there's another
side to every woman, and that he can
bring it out if he wants to. But a man

%la

<Ji/iuia

who wants

to marry a girl doesn't want
to bring that side out at least, not at
first.
He wants to be sure that their
marriage is going to be founded on

^a/sk,

something more secure that what stirs
within her when he kisses her.
He
wants more between them than physi-
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really.

That's

doesn't

wear

can you

—

—oh,

call it ecstasy.
It
well, dearest, unless it
has a foundation in hope and courage
and liking and friendship."
"But David," I managed at last, "how

mean, suppose it had been
around. Suppose you'd
fallen in love with some strange, reckless girl. I wouldn't have understood
He stopped the words with a quick
gesture. "You would have understood,
Betty. You would have been wise and
patient. You would have, because you
love me and trust me, just as I love
you and trust you. Now, honey forthe other

I

way

—

get this, just as I'm going to forget it.
Forget it, and kiss me, because I've
been lonely for you too long. . ."

cally-sealed bottles, with informative booklet, as adverUsed in plain wrapper by return mail. I enclose 25c.

•

!

cal attraction, don't you see?
I could
have loved you that way, dearest
but that wouldn't have been love,

—
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There was courage and hope and
liking and friendship in that long, sweet
kiss.

And

ecstasy.

there was

more

—there

was

—
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Be My Love
Continued from page 23

There was that big
mother liked comBill and Irene would

time, with him.
house, and his

pany

.

.

and

.

never miss me.
Idiot, I told myself.
Things just don't happen like
that. He'll ask you to write to him,
perhaps, and that's all. He's just being
.

nice.

.

.

.

.

.

But Dick didn't look particularly as
if he were just being nice. He was tired,
I was sure of it, sure that he hadn't
slept at all the night before, and yet
although he stretched out on the grass
after we'd eaten the cold meats, the
salad, the devilled eggs that the delica-

had furnished, he didn't sleep
found paper in my purse and
tried to write a note to my roommate
in the city. Dick lay quietly beside me,
and several times I was sure that he'd
dozed off, but whenever I glanced at
him, his eyes would open, and he'd
tessen

now.

I

smile a little ... as if, I thought, he's
glad I'm here
And then I tried to

push that thought back where

come from,

it

had

too.

That afternoon we found a place to
We left the park when the
shadows were lengthening, and took the
bus back toward town. And then, when
the bus stopped at a corner in the
residential district, I saw it the house
with the sign, "Rooms," and, at the
curb before the house, a man and a
woman loading bags and boxes into a
car, obviously moving out. "Look!" I
stay.

—

exclaimed.
looked, and rose, pulling me up
We got off the bus, ran up
to the house. The woman who answered
the door introduced herself as Mrs.

DICK

with him.

Malone, and after Dick had explained
our situation, she said that she did
have two rooms on the third floor. "I
usually rent them as a unit," she said,
"but they are separate, with separate
entrances on the hall." She turned and
led the way up the stairs. We followed,
not in the least discouraged by the
darkness of the stairwell, the smell of
old cooking. After the night in the

any sort of room was welcome.

station,

And then when we reached

the top, they

—

were better than we'd expected two
rooms opening off a hall, the smaller
containing a bed and a chest of drawers;
the larger had a studio couch, a dropleaf table and chairs, and a kitchenette.
"There's no telephone except in my
apartment," said Mrs. Malone apologetically, "and the bath is on the second
floor. The kitchen's fully equipped with
china and silver, but I don't know how
clean it is. The other people just left,
and I've had time only to change the
linens

—

Dick shook his head, as
siderations

were

if

these con-

of small importance

to us, they were. "It's fine," he said.
"We'll take it." After Mrs. Malone
had gone, he looked uncertainly at me.
"I suppose we ought to call the station
again and how about our bags?"
He looked terribly tired. "I don't
need mine right now," I said. "And
I'll call the station. I'm going out to
shop, anyway. If you want to take a

and

—

nap—"
He nodded

gratefully. "You'll

wake

me," he warned. "This town seems
close

up

early,

and we don't want

to
to

To Relax
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miss dinner."
I

his

to wake him, and Dick
out, into the other room. I heard
door close, heard him moving

promised

went

/
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Anew-

—Yodora

—is made entirely without
salts

YOURS?

to

Frankly,

we

irritating
!

metallic

Actually sop thing

normal

skins.

believe you won't even

fin-

ish your present supply of deodorant

Such creams are
you can end this
waste! Yodora never
dries and grains. Yodora

—because

it is

Yodora. Soft, delicate,
exquisite— Yodora feels
like whipped cream.
Amazing— that such a

made

with a cream basestays smooth as a fine
face cream to the last

cream
can give such effective
powerful protection.
fragrant, lovely

YODORA^^^^
around for a while, and then there
was silence and I was alone for the
first time in a good many hours. Queer,
I thought, how accustomed you can
become to having someone always at
your elbow.
And then I got briskly
to my feet and set about examining my
new quarters. As the landlady had said,
the kitchen was fully equipped, even to
an egg-beater, even to half-filled canisters of salt and sugar and flour that
the departing tenants had evidently not
thought worth while taking with them.
It was really a very nice little kitchen,

—
.

.

.

neatly painted, except for the edges of
the cupboard shelves which the painters
had neglected for some reason and
which, of course, was the very part that

R
R
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showed. And it was clean, temptingly
clean. ... I looked at it, and then I
picked up my purse and coat, knowing
what I was going to do, determined
not to let my own doubts stop me. I
was going to get dinner for Dick, and
I wasn't going to stop to think that he
might not like it, that he might think
that I was deliberately making our
relationship more personal and intimate
than circumstances had already made
it. After all, I argued, it was the only
way I could repay him for the dinner
and the breakfast and the lunch he'd
bought me. Resolutely I ignored the
knowing little voice that whispered,
"Besides, you want to do it. You want
to get dinner for him more than you've
ever wanted to do anything else. Yes,
and you'd like to go on cooking for
him, and keeping house for him, and
picking up after him and ironing his
shirts and washing his socks. You'd be
happy over the humblest, meanest little
task if you were doing it for him."
"Chops," I thought, banishing the
voice. "And potatoes, ^and two green

out-

moded forever by

Now

once you try different Yodora. So much
lovelier! Yet you get powerful protection. Yodora never fades or rots clothes
—has been awarded Seal of Approval
of the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau,
Inc. In tubes or jars, 10^, 30^, 60^.
McKesson & Robbins,Bridgeport,Conn.

vegetables.

And

o

~6%&&/?t>
gravy. He's a meat-

potatoes-and-gravy man, anyone can
tell. He likes good, solid food and lots
of it." I didn't pause to remind myself
that I was presuming to know a great
deal about a man who twenty-four
hours ago had been a stranger. I went
downstairs and outside, walked a block
to the shopping center. I bought supplies, hurriedly, because it was late and
the stores were closing. Four thick
double lamb chops Dick would eat
three, and I, one and potatoes, and
cream to mash them with, because I
was sure he'd like them mashed, and
fresh green beans and new peas, and
strawberries for dessert. I bought rolls
and eggs, too, for breakfast the next
morning, and, dodging into the dime
store just before it closed, I found paper
napkins and a gay paper table cover.
On impulse, remembering Mrs. Malone's
unpainted shelf edges, I added a roll of
scalloped paper trimming to the collection. I called the station, too, and then,
on my way back to the room, I met

—
—

Mrs. Malone coming down the stairs.
She smiled at me, at my bundles.
"Looks like you're going to stay for
a while," she remarked.
"It does," I agreed. "I just called the
station^ and they don't know when the

a

A«

Guaranteed by "^

.Good Housekeeping

;

meticulous care cleaning the vegetables
and the berries both so that they
would be absolutely perfect and so that
Dick would have a longer nap. The

—

table

was

a picture

when

I'd finished

yellow paper cloth, bright red berries,
yellow dots of butter on the peas and
beans. The chops were a rich, tender
brown, and I'd drained off their juice
to make gravy. And from the oven
came the warm, homey smell of toasting rolls. I went to tap on Dick's door.
"You asked to be awakened," I reminded him.
"Thanks " and then, as he must have
looked at his watch
"Hey! It's late!
We won't find a thing to eat " I retreated to my own room, my hand
clapped over my mouth to stifle an
idiotic giggle of anticipation and excitement. I heard Dick go downstairs,
two steps at a time; a few minutes
later he came charging up again. As I

—

—

—

opened the door, I saw that his chin
was nicked from a hasty shave, his hair
still damp from the shower. "Ready?"
he asked. Then he stared. "What's
all this?"

'T'HE giggle died in

my

throat.

I sat

you want."

waiting. He was going to
be angry, and he'd cover it up by
being politely appreciative and that I
wouldn't be able to bear. "Dinner," I
said in a small voice. "Do you mind?"
"Mind!" he exclaimed in a dazed
voice.
"Mind You Louise, do you
realize that this is the first home-

thanked her and went on up the
my heart singing. Mrs. Malone
was kind; everyone was kind; I had
four thick chops that Dick was sure
to like, and it was altogether a wonder-

cooked meal I've had in months?"
I drew a wavering breath of relief.
It was all right. It was better than
all right. Everything was perfect. I ate
dinner in a haze of happiness, forgetting

ful world.

the train
forgetting

trains will run."
"I could keep trying them for you,"
she offered. "That way, you won't have
to run up and downstairs. I'll call tonight, later, and again in the morning, if
I

stairs,

I

took

my

time over the dinner, took

•*•

frozen,

—

—

—

we must inevitably take,
the shortness of our time

—

"

j

together. Those things didn't matter at
the moment; nothing mattered except
that right now, for a little wonderful
had everything I'd ever
I
while,
wanted, and more. I'd dreamed, of
course, as every girl dreams, of sitting down to a meal I'd cooked in my
own kitchen for the man I loved but
I'd never imagined anyone like Dick.
He was so big and brown and alive, his
slow smile so heart-warming, that the
vague little dream-figures paled into
oblivion. I'd been right about the things
he liked, too the fluffy mashed pota-

—

—

the thick brown gravy. And he
ate three chops, but only after he saw
that I wasn't going to finish my one.
I was too happy to be at all hungry.
toes,

all his expression and the few words
splashed more happiness into my already overflowing cup.
I tacked the edging to the lower
shelves, and then Dick held the chair
while I climbed up to reach the others.
The top shelf was almost too high; I
had to stretch and stand on tip-toe.
"Be careful " Dick warned, and as he
spoke, it happened. I lost my balance;
Dick caught me, lowered me to the
floor. "I told you," he said shakily
and
then he was kissing me, holding me
hard and close, and all the happiness
I'd known with him, all I was and all
I felt for him fused and exploded into
a rapture almost cruel in its intensity.

—

—

"Dick — "

pushed at his shoulders,
wanted my breath back,
wanted words to tell him that I loved
him, how exquisitely happy I was.
He released me so quickly that I was
gasping.

dinner we did the dishes together. That, like the meal, was part
of the dream-come-true. I washed, and
Dick dried, and I scolded him a little
when, man-fashion, he piled little dishes
on top of big ones on the shelves. He
didn't seem to mind the scolding. He
grinned and said "Yes, Maw," and
obediently rearranged the dishes in a
neat stack. Then, when we were finished
and the towels were hung to dry, I
remembered the roll of shelf edging.
"What's that?" Dick asked, as I took it
from the bag and drew a chair up to
the cupboards.
"A present for the household." I
demonstrated by holding the trimming

AFTER
L

along the shelf. "See?"
"How do you know our landlady will
like it?"

Our landlady. "She'd better," I said
"And if she doesn't, the next

severely.

tenants will."

He grinned and shook
"Women,"

he

said,

darndest things."
ill

And

his head.
"think of the
for no reason at

I

I

standing suddenly, dizzily alone.
"I'm sorry," he said heavily. "I shouldn't
have done that. It's just you've been
so swell; I forgot myself
left

——

There was silence, an eternity of siheard the tick of his watch, the
water from the tap. And my
heart froze over and the blood turned

lence. I
drip of

to ice in
I

my

veins as

had the answer

my

I

to all

realized that
hopes, all

my

fears of the past twenty-four hours
wrong answer. As clearly as if
he'd put it into words, Dick had just
said that I was a nice girl, good company, pretty enough so that a man
would want to kiss her and that I

—the

—

to him than that.
"It's all right," I said.
He looked at the roll of scalloped
hand. I'd forgotten it.
paper in
"Maybe I'd better finish putting that

meant no more

my

up."
I

swallowed,

managed

to

laugh.

I answered.
"Maybe you had."
The dream was over, and all the joy
was gone out of being with him. There
was no outward change between us
Dick finished trimming the shelves, and

"Yes,"

admired

his handiwork, and afterward
talked much as we'd talked at the
restaurant the night before. But inside
me, everything was different. My heart
and my mind weren't skipping lightly

I

we

ahead of me now, running after a
beautiful, fantastic, but just barely
possible dream; they were heavy and
slow. Because I was hurt, it was hard
to be pleasant; there was a brittle edge
to some of
remarks.
Dick took out his wallet, showed me
pictures of his home and his family.
Among them was the picture of a pretty
dark girl. "My brother's girl," he explained. "All the fellows on the ship
carry pictures of their girls, so I sort
of borrowed her."

my

—

My heart was pleading, "Take me,
take me " But aloud I said lightly,
"Don't you think it's time you got a

—

your own?"
can find one."
"There are lots of girls," I assured
him. "Lots of girls who'd be glad to
give you their picture." Dick didn't
answer, and I knew that I'd sounded
cheap and taunting.
girl of

"If I

WAS

relieved when he said goodnight and went to his own room. I
turned out the lights and crept in between the covers of the studio couch,
grateful for the darkness, as if it could
hide my own misery, and my anger at
myself. Because it was all my fault. I
built an incident into the dream of a
lifetime; I'd interpreted a man's friend-

I

liness as
portant.

something much more im-

—"
"

Waking in the morning on the soft
couch was worse than waking on the
hard station bench had been. There
was no Dick a few feet away, guarding
me; there was only the cold gray light

was

that

like a reflection of the cold
heart. And it hurt,
when I made coffee and boiled eggs for
breakfast, to remember how happily
I'd worked at this very stove only a
few hours before. Then Dick knocked
on the door, and in spite of myself,

grayness in

my

my

heart leaped. "Look," he said when he
saw the breakfast table, "you shouldn't
have gone to that trouble. I meant to
take you downtown for breakfast
"We had breakfast downtown yesterday." My crisp voice put miles between
us. But secretly I was agreeing with
him.
"No," I thought stonily, "I
shouldn't have cooked breakfast. I
shouldn't have made dinner last night,
either. I've embarrassed you, and I'm
sorry. I'll find some way out of this
Then there was a knock, and Mrs.
Malone poked her head in the door.
"There's a train to Medina at ten
o'clock," she said. "I thought you'd

—
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—

like to

know."

exclaimed, "Good!" and smiled
widely, falsely, at her. I didn't look at
Dick. I didn't want to see how pleased,
how relieved he was.
Dick thanked her, but after she'd
gone, he looked at me in bewilderment.
"How does she happen to keep track of
the trains?"
"She offered to call for us when I
came in from shopping last night. Didn't
I
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through
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I tell

you?"

TJE

looked at

-*-*

didn't."

me oddly. "No, you
And then— "I suppose

you're anxious to get to Medina."
"I am," I said. "Very." A silence fell
between us, but there wasn't time for

grow strained. There was just
to
wash the dishes and to
straighten the rooms and to get to the

it

to

time

station.
It

was

easier after

—
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Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
as directed before going to bed look for big improvement in the morning. In a few days surface blemishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry
counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
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—

—use

we were on

train. Dick had bought
we sat leafing through

the

magazines and
them, laughing

over the cartoons or at least, I pretended to laugh. I didn't really see one
of them. At noon in the diner "we sat
with a woman who, like us, had been
delayed, and lunch went by on an
account of the two nights she'd spent in
the station. After lunch the man sitting
ahead of us noticed Dick's service ribbons and started a conversation. I sat
back and closed my eyes and tried to
stifle a proprietary pride in Dick, told
myself that I was being a bigger fool
than ever. It was fairly obvious that he
didn't especially enjoy talking to the
man, and was doing it only because he'd
run out of things to say to me.

The man got off at Mayville, which
was only a few miles from Medina, and
after that I had material for conversa-

afl^i

tion.

pointed

out

the

golf

course

really saying defiantly, "See how much
better all this is than what you have to

QUEST
.

I

where Bill played, the inn on the highway where Bill and Irene went for
steak dinners, the lake where we went
swimming, and I was aware that I
sounded pleased and proud, that I was
where I belong." And all
was closing around my
heart, tightly and more tightly, until
the conductor came through calling,
"Medina!" Then I didn't have any
offer; this is

the while a

All-purpose DEODORANT

fist

heart left at all, only a kind of numb
determination to get through the parting.

The positive deodorant powder that destroys
84

all

body odors!

years, it seemed, before we
the train, had made our way
through the crowd into the station
It

were

was
off

""

"

—

"

—

"

years, but only minutes, too, before I
was holding out
hand, thinking,
"It's over. It's over. It can't be
" Aloud
I said, "I want to thank you so much.
You've been so kind
"Thank you. I can't I get you a
cab? I've an hour before
train
An hour. In a minute I was going

my

—

—

—

will

rtT

—

my

0? W

KITCHEN

Ufc

"No, thank you. My brother
meet me. I wired him " Dick

—

cry.

to

,

probably knew that I hadn't wired Bill,
but it didn't matter. Nothing mattered
but that I get away in time. Then we
said goodby again, and shook hands
again, and I was walking away from

•

him, rapidly, following the porter.
The porter led me through the door,
set the grips down. "You'll have to
wait for a cab, Miss."
I tipped him, looked blankly at the
crowds waiting for taxis, packing into
them as they'd packed into taxis in
that other station where Dick had asked
me to dinner and at that my selfcontrol broke. I backed into a corner
of a bench, turned my back on the
crowd, and cried, silently, not caring
that tears were raining down my face,
not caring that it was broad afternoon
and people must be looking.
Hands turned me around, hands that
were big and hard, but tender, too.
"Louise
Dick. I just looked at him, past caring
that he saw how beaten and sodden
I was.
"Louise, what's the matter?"

easy and
Royledge,
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—

SHOOK my

head, tried to smile.
"I'm sorry. The trip was tiring. And
I'm a little tired
"That's not it." His eyes were very
blue, very serious, very searching.
"Louise—I'm no good at saying how I
feel
but I wanted to ask you to write
to me. Only I didn't want you to think

*[

—

—

I

mean, we were

gether

—

sort of

thrown

to-

I found my voice suddenly and my
courage, too. "Thrown together," I said,
"for the most wonderful two days I've
ever known."
For a long moment he didn't say
anything. Only a little muscle jumped
in his cheek; his hands tightened on
my arms. Then he drew a deep breath

—

said, "You know
I didn't
to write, not for a while.
really wanted Louise, will you

and
you

—

sleep;7
ComC
NERVES
Maybe

want

What

come
home with me, now? Will you come
home and meet Mom and Dad, so they
can get to know you, and so you
and I—"
It was too much all at once. The
wonderful explosive happiness was rising inside me again, and I dared not
give way to it. I had to be sure. "You
I

don't

know me,"

—

I

began.

—

"How can

you be certain ?"
"I know," said Dick steadily, "that
you can make pure heaven out of a

furnished room. I know that we've
shared quite a lot of living together
these last days. I know that I've never
been as happy as I've been in those
days.

Isn't that

enough?"

ABSORBINE

was enough, and more. It was
enough for now, to stand there in the
exquisite joy of the moment, with a

ejgffl

Jr.

AWAY

WJMY

kills

Athlete's Foot

dozen people around us, frankly staring. To hear Dick remind me, "You'll
have to call your brother and tell him
about your your change of plans."
And then to add, as he picked up my
bags and looked around the station,
"Well, here we are again. Waiting for

....
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a train."

—

ERVINE

D R.

It

I put my hand in the crook of his
elbow. I was too happy to say anything.
There we were, the way I knew we'd
always be together.

Q

It's

Don't take the day's worries to bed with you good advice
but hard to follow when we're Nervous and Restless. DR.
MILES NERVINE (Liquid or Effervescent Tablets) helps
to relieve nervous tension, to permit refreshing sleep. Why
don't you try it when you are Nervous, Cranky, Restless?
Get it at your drug store— Liquid, 25c and $1.00. Effervescent Tablets, 35c and 75c Caution; read»directions and
use only as directed. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
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Hearts BeatFaster for the

Continued from page 48

LIGHTER
BRIGHTER HAIR
Girl with

heat (350 degrees F.). Sift flour once
before measuring. Then, in preparing
your other ingredients, follow this procedure:

Measure into

sifter

2%

cups sifted cake flour
3 tsps. double-acting baking powder
tsp. salt

1

/

'lene:

1^4 cups sugar
into bowl

% cup vegetable shortening
Measure into cup
1 cup milk
tsps. vanilla

Have ready
5
V2

egg whites beaten to meringue with
cup sugar
(Beat egg whites with rotary beater or at high speed of electric
mixer until foamy. Add sugar gradually, beating only until meringue
will stand in soft peaks.)

Mix
ten.

Greaseless Suppository Gives

Hours of Continuous Medication

Everywhere today this higher type of
intimate feminine cleanliness is being enthusiastically received among
highly intelligent and exacting women. And it has a decided "extra"

advantage:
1. Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories—
easily inserted, so dainty and convenient to use,
2. Powerfully germicidal yet so safe
inserted - Zonitors immediately begin to release their powerful germicidal properties and
continue to do so for hours. Yet

poisonous, non-smarting.
4. Zonitors actually destroy odor.
*• They immediately kill every germ
they touch. Of course it's not always possible to contact all the

germs in the tract, but you can
be sure— Zonitors kill all reachable
living germs and keep them from

Sift in

•

shortening just to sof-

dry ingredients.

Add

liq-

toothpick.
Fill in with silver
dragees or with frosting tinted a delicate pink. Decorate sides of cake with
coconut, if available. If no coconut is
available, there are other packaged
sprinkles that are still on the market.
But the cake with its white frosting
will be attractive enough without fur-

Fluffy

Zonitors, Dept. 9629-C370 Lexington

Avenue,

New York 17, N. Y.

Name
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City
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hearts beat in double-

time— with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash!
You decide just how much lighter you want
your hair to be . . whether you want it blonder
than it is now, or — if you're a brunette or
redhead — whether you want to brighten it
with golden highlights. With Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash, you yourself can control
the exact degree of blondeness you desire!
.

Carefully perfected by hair experts, the new
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is easier than
ever to apply — complete in itself for use at
home. Not a dye — not an expensive "treatment." Excellent, too, for lightening arm and
leg hair ... At all drug counters.

Made by

the

Makers of Marchand's "Make-Up" Hair Rinse

Seven Minute Frosting

2 egg whites, unbeaten
V-k cups light corn syrup

Pinch
1 tsp.

salt

vanilla

Combine unbeaten egg whites, corn
syrup and salt in top of double boiler,
beating with egg beater until thoroughly mixed. Place over rapidly boiling
water, beat constantly with rotary egg
beater, and cook 7 minutes. When done,
frosting should stand in peaks. Remove
from heat, add vanilla and beat until
thick enough to spread. If frosting separates in bottom of pan before spreading, beat with egg beater until blended.

Strawberry Sherbet

%

cup sugar
2 cups water
1 package strawberry-flavored gelatin
2 cups water or 1 cup water and 1 cup
orange juice
2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 teaspoons grated orange rind

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent In plain wrapper. Reveals frank Intimate facts.

imme-

ther decoration.

multiplying.
*• Never leaves any sticky, greasy
residue. Buy today-any drugstore.

it

.

and

When

they are non-irritating, non-

stir

uid and mix until all flour is dampened,
then beat 2 minutes. Add meringue
mixture and beat 1 minute longer.
(Count only actual beating time. Or
count beating strokes. Allow at least
Scrape
100 full strokes per minute.
bowl and spoon or beater often.) Turn
batter into pan. Bake in moderate oven
(350 degrees F.) until done, about 45
minutes. Spread top and sides with
Fluffy Seven Minute Frosting. Outline
bell on top of cake, using paper pattern

to delicate tissues.
3.

or

sense

instant admiration
for the girl whose
hair has that shining,
golden look. Be this
girl! Capture the
charm that makes

Measure

1%

• You

diately .
.
see it in
appreciative eyes . . .

Combine sugar and 2 cups water and
boil 2 minutes. Dissolve gelatin in hot
liquid. Add 2 cups water, lemon juice,
and orange rind. Turn into freezing
tray of automatic refrigerator, setting
control for coldest freezing temperature. When partially frozen, turn into
cold bowl and beat with rotary egg
beater until blended and fluffy. Return
to tray. Freeze 30 minutes longer and
Freezing
stir; then freeze until firm.
time: 5 to 6 hours. Makes Wi quarts.

Pulls You Down
you sometimes nave Headaches,
T)0
x

^

Muscular Pains, Simple Neuralgia
or Functional Monthly Pains? Take

'

DR. MILES ANP ,t[§ ,N
T

for quick relief. Caution; read directions and use only as directed. Regular package 25c. Large Economy
package $1.00. Miles Labora- j
lories. Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

Can't Keep

Grandma

In

Her Chair
She's as Lively as a YoungsterNow her Backache is better
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in yourblood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pumness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with your
".
kidneys or bladder.

may

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

—

—

.
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I'm So Very Happy 11

CALL TO COLORS!

Continued from page 47

And that was the moment that
heart finally made my mind understand why it had been pumping so
fast these last months. Why, I was in
love with Alan Young imagine that!
Three days later a letter came from
Alan. I tore the envelope to shreds in
my haste to get to it. He wrote that
he was sorry he hadn't seen me when
I was up
even though I deserved the
same brush-off I had given him and
stage.

my

—

he asked

—

if

I

wouldn't come back for

a weekend.

va kv

she's

acious

,

/

began asking people about him.

I

The
was

first

thing

in radio

I

learned was that he

—and

that

was

5s

exciting.

never known anyone in show business, but I'd read enough about it so
that I thought it was an enchanted
world. So I began to picture Alan
taking me to broadcasting studios, to
big hotels, backstage at theaters, dining
and chatting familiarly with
celebrities. Oh, I had the whole of our
I'd

lives

We

In service

end out. Dr.

Nail Polish has
popularity.

enamel

No

other

its

nail

offers such a range

advice.

of high-fashion colors, such

"What does Mary Ann mean, anyway?" he asked her. Thank goodness,

case of application and such
long

in close detail!

began to write to each other
regularly.
But my letters worried
him. "In one paragraph," he complained later, "you would sound as if
you were keen about me. Then in the
next you'd be cold and formal!" So
he took my letters to his sister for

Ellis'

earned

worked out

wear— at such low cost.

Harriette could quite easily understand what went on in another girl's
mind. "Well," she told him, "she likes
you that's obvious. But she isn't going to put her heart on paper until she
knows the condition of your heart
and I don't blame her!"

—

BEAUTY AIDS
—

NAIL POLISH— WAVE SET
BRILLIANTINE
HAIR OIL
Vegetable Oil SHAMPOO

A LAN may be quiet and reserved, but
no one can accuse him of procrasti-

-'*

I came up for the weekend, and
hadn't been in Vancouver for an hour
before he asked me if I would wear
that ring I told you about. And he had
my answer. I don't procrastinate,

nating.

I

1 he moment

either.

think Alan and I fell in love because essentially we're exactly the
same kind of people. I never did be-

she enters,

else stops; she

all

wins eyes and hearts

effortlessly,

without seeking them

I

lieve in the "opposites attract" theory,
anyway. Alan says he fell in love with
me because I have big feet that turn

never asked him what he did, never
told him how to do it. He likes the
in,

my

fact that
dinner-table conversation
is likely to be limited to "Pass the salt,
please," and "I'll have coffee."
He doesn't have big feet that turn
in. Otherwise, I fell in love with him
for the same reason that he fell in love
with me. Funny men are supposed to

work overtime being funny
Alan.
day's

Zinoyou apply Dr;
WHEN
pads on your aching corns or sore
Scholl's

—you'll marvel how tormenting shoe
infriction stops and painful pressure

toes

is

stantly lifted. They take the pinch or "bite"
out of new or tight shoes. So soothing, cushioning,
these thin, soft, pro tectiv e pads prevent coins, tender
spots, blisters, instep ridges.
Used with the separate Medications included. Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads speedily remove corns. Are as
easy to apply as a postage stamp. Stay on in bath.
Cost but a trifle. At all Drug, Shoe, Department
Stores, Toiletry Counters. Get a box today.

Humor
work

is

is

his job,

—but

. .

.

for she

is

varvacious ! Varva's

perfumes "Follow

Me" and

"Nonchalant" are the subtle reasons
she's so very very

.

.

Varva extracts— $1 to $15 • Bath Powder, $1
Face Powder, 6 guest puffs, $1 • Bubble Foam, $1
Sachet, $1 and $1.75 • Talc, 55c

jf

(plus tax;

PARFUMS

fi<mduu(utfc
The Devil-May- Care Perfume

not

and when the

over he leaves

it

at the

microphone or the typewriter.
Between August, when we became
engaged, and February, when we were
married, Alan and I saw each other
only three times just enough to agree
that we'd have a quiet home wedding
with only our immediate families and
intimate friends. I would wear, I decided, a pink afternoon dress with navy
blue accessories and a navy blue hat.
I've always regretted that decision.
You see, I never want or expect to be
married again, and no matter how
happy and contented I am now, I'll
always feel just a little bit cheated
I wish with all my heart I'd decided
on a big splurge with white satin and

The Perfume That
Lasts and L.w>

FOLLOW ME
; Moi
•

—

The Perfume That
Lead* and Lasts

VARVA
Embire

Statt BuildiHg.

IS

\

^
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—

.

a veil and

the other trimmings.
Apparently Alan's and my idea of a
"few friends" didn't agree he was
horrified when over a hundred guests
turned up for the wedding. In turn, I
tried to be understanding of the fact
that our honeymoon had, of necessity,
to consist only of the drive home to
all

—

Vancouver

—Alan

had to get back to
were married on a Wednesday, and on the following Friday Alan
opened as master of ceremonies of a
work.

We

I didn't really mind
honeymoon so much, anyway I was eager to see the apartment
Alan had rented and furnished for us

bathing girl revue.
the

brief

—

advance. Having spent my whole
big house I found the thought
of a small apartment with only Alan
in

life in a

and

me

it more exciting than
ever looked forward to
before. Besides, I wanted very much
to sit in the audience at Alan's show
perhaps to point out to some sympathetic stranger beside me, as Alan's
mother had pointed him out to me,
"That's my husband!"
Harriette went to Alan's first matinee with me, and I'm sure that no one
within earshot had the slightest doubt
that Harriette was Alan's sister and I
his bride. Our pride knew no bounds,
and, in my case at least, went before
the proverbial fall. For afterwards,
backstage, one of the bathing girls

to live in

anything

brushed past me to get to Alan's dressingroom, put her arms around him,
and greeted him more than warmly

Say SA/WU*AtC***ct6? &**?/

as "Darling!"

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogue Unit Method

SKIN CLEAR

for scientific correction of stammering and stuttering
successful for 44 years. BenJ. N. Bogue,
Dept. 1172, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

—
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BOIL MISERY RELIEVED
by the

MOIST HEAT

of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE
The moist heat

BOILS
. . .

of

an

NOW

One — helps ease the pain

SORE MUSCLES

soften the boil.

ANTIPHLOGISTINE should
• • •
be applied as a poultice
SIMPLE
just hot enough to be
comfortable. Then feel
CHEST COLD
its moist heat go right to
cnoc tudaaT
THROAT WO rk on that boil— bringSURE
in S soothing relief and
BRONCHIAL
comfort. Doesgood^eels
IRRITATION

of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice also relieves pain and reduces
swelling due to a simple sprain or bruise
... and relieves cough, tightness of
chest, muscle soreness due to chest cold,

The moist heat

bronchial irritation and simple sore
throat. Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty
Flo) at any drug store TODAY.

LOVELY

Ml*.

dm and

^*

never on again
when Caress is used
new, safe,
easy way

this

No one need ever knowabout that ugly superfluous hair
on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different Caress
way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method has helped
thousands of otherwise lovely women from Hollywood
to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and revolutionary,
it has been granted a U.S. Patent. Just a twist of the wrist
every few days and you need never see a superfluous hair
on your face again. No smelly liquid, or possibly injurious
wax or paste. No after stubble will not irritate the skin
or stimulate hair growth. Also, just wonderful for arms

—

and

legs.

Double your money back if you are not lovelier in a
few seconds. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.
Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.00
plus postage. Pay no tax. If cash accompanies order, we
pay postage. Rush coupon today.
r

1

Box 1 14-A
Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Scott-Nelson Co.,

Antipklogistme

j

I
I

TbeWbitePackagewitbtbeOrangeBand\

!|

j,

il

j!

\ntipk!ogisiine;ia
I

116

S.

III.

Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for
superfluous hair. I'll pay postman $1.00 plus
postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days, I'll
return it for refund of double my purchase price.
If you send cash (a dollar bill will do) check
here

Name
j
"

|
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so miserable I couldn't even
speak for two days. Alan had a great
deal of trouble making me understand
that in show business people were like
that, that her gesture was mere exuberance over the success of the performance, and that she meant no more
calling him darling than she would
have calling him chum, or pal.
But I soon got used to show business,
and I love it! I'd never been in any-

Off

and soreness. Two — helps

BRUISE

1WAS

- Clear it with KREMOLA aid!
especially for
is a medicated M.D. formula,
pimples, blackheads and muddy skin. Gently hastens
After
skin
fresh
revealing
cuticle,
old
of
removal
will
others fail-put KREMOLA to the test.. Ladies
or write
envy gentlemen will admire. At druggists
Ave.,
KREMOLA, Dept. MAC-11, 2975 S.oz.Michigan
jar, plus 20%
Send $1.25 for 2
rhicaeo 16 111
daily powderFax or 10c for generous purse sample, for
base. Use only as directed.

things:

SPRAIN

w

KREMOLA

ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice does two important

SIMPLE

I'd

-,

Address
City

State

thing like it before, and the life we
lived seemed, and still seems, crazy
and perfectly wonderful to me. We
went to bed early in the morning and
got up at noon. When Alan went to
his typewriter to work on scripts, I
went shopping. Usually I shopped at
a nearby delicatessen which specialized
in pre-cooked meals that had only to
be heated. The first time I got the
whole dinner, we had a meat loaf
Mother had taught me to make. Poor
Alan made the mistake of saying how
much he liked it so he got it over and
over, and he's still getting it, as a

—

matter of fact, when we have enough
red points! Other times, we have some
dishes Mother didn't teach me to make
things I've had fun learning, all by
myself, to put together.
Our real honeymoon came a while
after we were married, and can be

—

summed up

We

went

in two short sentences:
went broke.
to Toronto.

We

how it happened. We thought
we had money enough and to spare.
Like a pair of children, we hadn't the
remotest idea how much it takes to
travel in the style to which we decided
Here's

We
we'd like to be accustomed.
stopped at a wonderful hotel, bought

a lot of clothes, had the best of everything. All of which we felt, of course,
befitted Alan's position. And suddenly
we woke up to the fact that we didn't
have any money left! Sight-seeing at
the Casa Loma we didn't have the price
of admission, and could only wander,
about outside. It was a good thing
both of us were well equipped with a

—

!

sense

of

humor

—that

was about

all

we had left. But we still could laugh,
as we did when a theatre manager told
Alan that "We would like to have you
m.c. our show, but we know we can't
same day Alan had

afford you," the

'5

twenty-five

decided

it

was high time

Now

you, too, can enjoy the same
enticing and exciting lip loveliness
as the stars . . with Martha Lorraine's authentic, pocket-size version of the most popular studio
make-up brush.
.

go

to

home.

On

the train home, fortunately, we
pilot friend who insisted on our
having dinner with him. Even so, we
arrived in Vancouver with exactly
fifty cents
which is the bus fare to

met a

Hollywood -designed by leading
studio make-up artists to
give you a perfect Upline

—

West Vancouver, where we lived.
"So I married you for your money?"
I asked him, as weary and disgusted,
but beginning to think it was funny
all

we

over again,

every time— no fuzzy
edges, no unsightly smears.

Use with your favorite
brand and color lipstick or

got home.

finally

Alan had always said that

rouge. Beautiful, streamlined lucite fountain pen
case-is stunning mother*
of-peari colors.

only

I'd

married him because I knew he would
be rich.
He didn't answer me, because he was
opening the mail that had collected
in our absence. Grinning, he displayed
a handsome check a check that should
have been forwarded to us in Toronto.
His answer was simple. "Yes," he said
and he still sticks to it.
The next week, Alan started a new
radio show. We felt very prosperous
and Toronto and all its troubles faded
like a bad dream.
We remembered
only the fun we'd had, and began to
dream all over again this time of a
New York apartment high above Park
Avenue ... of a big, sunny nursery,
and babies
But although, in our quiet way,

Featured by
Bonwit Teller, New York
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago

—

J.
I.

—

.

stores in your city.

/7&vmaa

—

in a taxi

how

ToOT/iACHE?

were

)M *r^~~

now,

i

talk-

read

Park

—when we tiptoe into

Our

first

derful.

DENTS

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempting to do something? Write today for New
Booklet
"THE LIEPE METHODS FOB
USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 yean
of success. Praised and endorsed by multitudes.

—

dreaming!
four years have been won-

And

it

still

looks to

me

as

if

the

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N.Green Bay Ave.,
F-31.

Dept.

Wisconsin

Milwaukee,

Of Course you dol You know

booklet

tell-tale gray hair kills romance, that it can cause a hundred little heartbreaks, and
yet for years you have hesitated to do anything about it
Has fear held you back fear
of dangerous dyes, fear that it

—

^w

too difficult, that peoplewill
if*
know your hair has been dyed ?
These fears are so neediest!
Sj^
^"* V^^
Today you can buy at your
store
a hair coloring prepaor
department
drag
ration called Mary T. Goldman's. Pronounced
positively harmless by competent medical authorities (no skin test needed), and sold on a
money-back guarantee. Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Coloring Preparation will color your gray.
bleached or faded hair to the desired shade so
beautifully and so gradually your closest friends
won't guess. It's inexpensive and easy to use
if you can comb your hair, you can't so wrong
Millions have used it with beautiful results fal
the last fifty years, proving its merit and safety.
today/ Geua
So help yourself to happiness
bottle of your shade of Mary T. Goldman sist on the original. Beware of substitutes
others have tried to imitate our product for
years. For free sample, clip and mail coupon.

Perfect

Formerly Radio Mirror

it

im-

Leaves sweaters,

possible for us to print enough
copies of RADIO
to go around these days. The
best way to make sure that you

blankets,

ROMANCES

ens

wool-

soft, fluffy

—

—

At Notions, Art Needle-

work and Houseware.
Depts. Also Drug and

Mad* jf» Wool Grocery Stores.
— Economy Size:
LfaWoolQiAm

—

25 <

50c.

-

I

|

—

/*

Guarentted

by^V

^Cood Houseketpinfy

I

WopiFoAfA
•

WOOIFOAM
17

W.

19th

St.,

CORP.

N.Y.11.N.Y

•

I

really clean.

get every issue is to buy your
copy from the same newsdealer
each month and tell him to
save RADIO ROMANCES for
you regularly. Place a standing
order with your dealer don't
. risk disappointment.

is

,

Wool
Walk!

TODAY
make

GRAY HAIR!

f* WooiFoam

RESERVE YOUR COPY
OF NEXT MONTH'S RADIO ROMANCES

restrictions

HATE

I

HOME

next forty would be even better!

Paper

Exquisite Onyx-like Picture Rin?— made from
any photo. Send No Money! Mail photo with paper
strip for rinjr size. Pay postman only $1.00 plus postage. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with ring.
Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring size now.
PORTRAIT RING CO.. Dept. J -31 CINCINNATI, O.

/Q TOOTH CUM
J TOOTH DROPS

—

aren't

PICTURE
RING $1.

DUE T0 CA V|TT

relief with Dent's Tooth Gum or
Dent's Tooth Drops, "Cavity Toothache" frequently
strikes at night. Be orepared. Buy either package

GET QUICK

late

where Alanna is sleeping
and which another baby soon will share
And Alan,
I have to pinch myself.
too, by request. We simply can't be-

we

If your dealer can't supply you, send
$1.00 to: Natone Company, Dept.MW-6,
1207 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

SABLE NIGER MAKE-UP BRUSH

opti-

the nursery

lieve

/0?yia6M&

.

we're the world's biggest pair of
mists, even we couldn't imagine
soon those new dreams of ours
going to come true. Sometimes
when we go to Reubens after
broadcasts and sit the night away
ing to famous people we'd only
about before when we fly up

Avenue

L. Hudson Co., Detroit
Magnin, Los Angeles; and
department and drug

leading

—

.

.tarred in "Delightfully Dangerous"
a Choi. R_ Roger. Production

says Constance Moore

cents to buy a
dinner at a fruit stand. That was a
night we'll never forget. The heat was
oppressive, and we weren't used to it.
All of a sudden it stopped being funny.

We

LOVELINESS'

iw.w. y t.L/P

to

pawn his watch for ten dollars so that
we could eat. Another time we had
exactly

out of 5 Hollywood Stars follow

PERFECT

WOOL WASH

Ma7yT.'Goidman

D

Co., 509 Goldman Bldg.
free test kit. Color checked.

i

Minn. Send

St. Paul,

Black
D Light Brown
D Dark Brown
Medium Brown
D Auburn
D Blonde

Name
Address

i_City-
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Welcome Home
Continued from page 37

mother and
daughter are of Tampax

tional education is available to any
veteran who satisfactorily completes
this one year's education or training
and who was under 25 years of age at
the time of his induction, or who was
over 25 but can prove that his education or training was interrupted by
service in the Armed Forces. In this

instance, the

Government assumes

that

persons under 25 were in the process
of being educated and have the right
to complete that education.
There are limitations to these provisions, of course. This additional education, for instance, is limited to a
period equal to the length of time of
service on or after September 15, 1940
and the end of the war. The total

SOME

have a double oppor-

families

tunity to discover Tampax. It may
be the daughter who brings home the good

news about this

sanitary protection.

who

of monthly
may be the

invisible type

Or

it

young ideas.
happens, such a
family will very soon have two voices
saying "Thanks to Tampax!"
This Tampax is quite different from
the external napkin-type product you are
accustomed to, as you can see from the
following list of points ... It is worn internally. There are no pins or
mother

first

gets these

Whichever way

it

*

NO BELTS
NO PINS

NO PADS
NO ODOR

No odor is formed. It may
be worn in tub or shower. You

belts.

can go in
chafing,

swimming with it.' No
no bulges or ridges.

Made

of pure surgical cotton. Small and
dainty, it is inserted by throw-away
applicator. When in place you cannot
feel it. Quick changing. Easy disposal.
Invented by a doctor, Tampax is sold
in 3 absorbencies at drug stores, notion
counters. Month's average supply will
go in your purse. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.

3(

REGULAR

absorbencies < super
(junior
,

/^

R
R

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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period of education cannot exceed four
years and, naturally, the veteran's work
must come up to the standards set by
the school he attends.
Applications for these courses can be
filed at the regional office of the Veterans Administration where the veteran's case is filed, or in the regional
office in the State in which the institution he wishes to attend is located, or
with the institution itself if the institution will forward the application
immediately to the Veterans Administration.
Courses must be started not
later than two years after the veteran's
discharge, or the end of the war, whichever is later. No courses will be offered
under the provisions of this law beyond
seven years after the war has ended.

HPHE Government

pays to the institution for each veteran enrolled the
tuition fees and all incidentals except
living expenses and travel, up to not
more than $500 for an ordinary school
year. In addition, the veteran receives a
subsistence allowance of $50 a month,
if he has no dependents, or $75, if he
has dependents, as long as his work is
satisfactory and his education continues.
-*

PAYMENTS TO UNEMPLOYED VET-

ERANS: These are called Readjustment
Allowances. Unemployment, in order
to make a veteran eligible for these
benefits, must occur between September 14, 1944 and 2 years after the veteran's separation from active service, or
the end of the war, whichever is later,
but not later than five years after the
war is ended. The maximum number of
weeks for which they may be paid to
any veteran is determined by the time
he was in active service between September 16, 1940 and the end of the war.
The Readjustment Allowance

to

any amount that he may get for the
same period of unemployment from any
other Federal or State unemployment
or disability compensation act. No deduction is made, however, for any pension, compensation or retired pay he
may be entitled to get from the Veterans Administration. A veteran who has
his own business, trade or profession
and can show that his net earnings for
any calendar month are less than $100
is entitled to the difference between
his income and $100, always subject to
the time limitations mentioned above.
In order to be eligible for these allowances the veteran must reside in the
United States, must be registered with
and reporting to a public employment
office, and be able to work and available for suitable work. There are very
clearly drawn provisions concerning
is

to

THE SPARKLING LIQ VXD FACIAL CLEANSER
Hinze Ambrosia,

be deemed suitable work.

New York City.

High School Course

a

completely unemployed veteran is set
at $20 a week. This sum is reduced by

what

AMBRO
at

Home

Many

Finish in

2

Years

yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resffor college entrance exams. Standard
|U S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
'completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
^American School. Dot. HA-92,Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37
o as rapidly as

wt school work— prepares
.
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DON'T CUT CUTICLES
Manicare

is

a smart cosmetic which

beautifies nails while

MANICARE
ticle

it

softens cuticle.

a cuticle remover, cuoil and stain remover, all in one.
is

lAitittitea/ie

^1%

a jar

Drug and Dept. Stores

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

—
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my Don Juan

^

Lipstick

*

STAYS ON!
Says

Anita Ellis
FAMOUS RADIO

ON

SINGER

THE

MUTUAL NETWORK
Color, charm, glam-

my Don Juan
IfindDon Juan

our, that's

Lipstick.

not drying Or smeary.

;

See what they do
for your lips
1.

DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat,

drink, kiss, if used as di-

No greasy, smeary effect.
STAY LOVELY without

rected.

2. LIPS

frequent retouching. Try today.

3.

NOT DRYINGorSMEARY. Imglamour" look.

parts appealing

Creamy smooth— easily applied.
4. NEW Style SHADES . . .
Blackberry, dark
Pink, for love

&

viting, exciting.

De
Tax

luxe Size $1.

& daring; Trousseau
romance; Fuchsia, in-

Other shades,

&

LIPSTICK

—

Administration

Extension

Service. Placement in jobs on railroads

through the Railroad Retirement
Board.
All veterans should be made aware
of the preferences that will be given
them if they wish to seek employment
is

in the U. S. Civil Service.

HERE'S GENTLE RELIEF

all

Dr. Siegert's Angostura Bitters bring blessed
relief from periodic pains. Just 1 to 4 tablespoons in a little water hot or cold
will ease your suffering. It's pleasant to
take and not habit-forming. Women the
world over use it regularly. Get Angostura
at your druggist's.

—

—

•

•

various State Unemployment Commissions or Departments and applications
should be made to them.
EMPLOYMENT: The Bill of Rights entitles a veteran to reinstatement in a
job he left after May 1, 1940 to enter
active service, or to a position of like
status, seniority and pay
if that position was in the employ of the U. S.
Government or a private employer,
under the following conditions:
1. The position was not temporary.
2. The veteran must have received
an honorable discharge certificate.
3. He must apply for reinstatement
within 90 days of his discharge.
4. He must still be qualified to perform the duties of the position.
5. If the position was in private employ, the employer's circumstances must
not have been changed so as to make it
impossible or unreasonable for him to
reinstate the veteran.
Under the direct leadership of the
Veterans' Placement Service, the Selective Service System, the U. S. Employment Service with its special
branch called the Veterans Employment Service and many other agencies
cooperate to make the veteran's change
from military to civilian activity as
easy and fast as possible. The actual
operations of placement are carried out
by the State and local offices of the
U. S. Employment Service. Veterans
seeking employment on farms will be
assisted by the County Agent of the

War Food

too.

Refills 60c. Junior size 25c.

extra.
Matching: powder, rouge
cake
make-up. Trial sizes atlOc stores. InCanarlaalso.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR

Veterans are disqualified from receiving these allowances, if they leave suitable work without cause, or refuse to
accept suitable work without cause.
The allowances are administered by
the Administrator of Veterans Affairs,
but the actual servicing is done through

persons

who

left

Naturally,

such jobs to enter

military service are entitled to get them
back upon honorable discharge, with all
the benefits of status, seniority and rate
of pay. The Civil Service will give
preference to other veterans, too, however, including honorably discharged
veterans who served on active duty
during any war or in any campaign
for which a campaign badge is author-

Fashion has snipped sleeves

holes.

new

To wear these charming

sleeves,

<K»

arm-pits must be

smooth as your cheek, sweet as
your breath. NEET Depilatory

re-

moves underarm and leg

hair,

'

leaves skin satin smooth in a few

minutes

*r

to

the shoulder, deepened the arm-

. . .

Use with NEET Deodor-

ant to halt both perspiration and

JULY RADIO ROMANCES

perspiration-odor. Inexpensive!

Formerly Radio Mirror

ON SALE
Friday, June 15th

ELP KEEP

Necessities of war have made
transportation difficult.
find
that it helps lighten the burden

We

FROM DARKENING
Home Shampoo Washes
Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY
Simple
Made

specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening— brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes
only 1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair
lustrous highlights. Safeforchildren. Get Blondex at 1 Oc,
drug, dept. stores.

if

RADIO ROMANCES

the

a

newsstands

slightly

later

ROMANCES

each

goes on

month at

date.

RADIO

for July will

June

go on

Subcopies are mailed on
time, but they may reach you a
So please be
little late, too.
patient!
sale

Friday,

1Sth.

scription
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honorably discharged veterans
any time served on active duty
in the U. S. Armed Forces and can
prove by official records the existence
of a service-connected disability, or are
receiving compensations for such a disability from the Veterans Administration, or the War or Navy Departments;
the wives of disabled veterans, when
the veterans themselves cannot qualify
for civil service employment because of
their disabilities and the wives can
qualify; the unmarried widows of honorably discharged veterans.
All possible aid and advantages are
given to persons who fall within the
above groupings. Points are added to
the ratings they earn on their examinations. Some positions are reserved exclusively for veterans as long as there
are veterans to fill them. In most examinations age, weight and height requirements are waived for persons
granted veteran preference. Where experience is an element of qualification
in an examination, a veteran is given
full credit for time spent in the Armed
Forces, if the position he applies for is
similar to one he left to enter the service. And, in the case of staff reductions in any agency, veteran preference employees are preferred for retention over other employees.
ized;

WHY

who

CHILDREN

OFTEN HAVE TROUBLE

WITH LAXATIVES
Son*

TooSW
Forcing a child
to take a harsh,
bad-tasting laxative is such needless,

old-fashioned punishment!

medicine

A

that's too strong will often

leave a child feeling worse than before

Others**
Too MM'
A

laxative that's
too mild to give

proper

relief

is

as unsatisfactory as none
good laxative should work
at all.
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!
just

A

at

NO

DULL
DRAB HAIR
When You

one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
will

—

HAPPY MEDIUM'LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex- Lax is gentle, too It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remember, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine
!

chocolate!
tive, as

It's

America's favorite laxa-

good for grown-ups

as

it is

for

children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

As a precaution use only

EX-LAX

as directed

The Original
Chocolated Laxative

Gives

-1.

2. Rinses

except if death occurs
in the service
as a result of his own misconduct the
equivalent of six months' pay is paid as
a Death Gratuity to his widow or to his

—

in

25i for 5

incurred disability. A widow without
children receives $50 a month. A widow
with one child gets $65 and $13 additional for each additional child. The
total monthly payment may not exceed

10(< for

Dependent mothers and fathers
receive $45 a month, jointly, or $25
apiece, separately. Similar pensions are
paid to widows and dependents of veterans with service-incurred disabilities, but who died from other causes.
$100.

expenses up to $100 may be
claimed on behalf of any honorably
discharged veteran of any war, a veteran
discharged for disability incurred in the
line of duty, or a veteran receiving a
pension for this kind of disability. Application should be made to the Veterans Administration within two years
the

date

of

burial.

of

it

and

its full

implica-

very people for whose
protection the law was passed can see
LESS

THAN

7c

A DAY

C

U. 5. School of Music,

3066 Brunswick

Name
(Please Print)

Address..
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rinses

2 rinses

AWAY

CIVEN

PEN

salve this guaranteed precision -built "Conqueror"
with instant push-button filler, deep pocket military clip,
palladium alloy point. In Jet Black, Dubonnet, Gray
or Green color. You can sell the 5 salve to friends at 25c a
box to get back the 1 1.25 and have fine Pen without cost.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 31 WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.
.

niKI
STONE RING

that
extent.
to

it

it is

carried out to the fullest

is something we all want. This
something no law can give us, unless
we understand the law and know when
and where to demand our rights. I hope
that I have been able to clarify some of
the complicated details of the Bill, so
that if things go wrong and mistakes
crop up, you will have some idea of
what should be done to rectify them.
Only by the full cooperation of everyone can the GI Bill of Rights become
more than a nobly drawn document.
It's up to all of us to make it a living
factor in tomorrow's world.

This

is

*+

Beauf/fuf IMITATION

GIVEN*—
^^ • w

w

new, dainty.
Sterling Silver Ring set with
sparkling imitation Birthstone correct for your birth date
GIVEN
for selling only 5 boxes of 1 order of
Gold Crown Spot Remover and Cleaner
i at
25c each. Send name and address
today for order.
We trust you.
Premium supplies are limited.
PRODUCTS, Dept. E-399, Jefferson, Iowa
.

Men and

tions, so that the

HOME FOR

LOVALON.

goods

Mail us $1.25 and we will send yon by prepaid mail 5 boxes
of famous Rosebud Salve (25c size) and will include with

BURIAL

after

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in-i
of tiresome exercises.
You read real notes — no
"numbers" or trick music. Some of our 750,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you may become an excellent musician.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
,^-* ^ V— *" v
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
SIIHTCCEIII
aruL /
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of 7
Music, 3066 Brunswick Btdg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
£
— YR. C)

film.

silver

made aware

LEARN AT

till toilet

Fine 'Conqueror' Pen

may

dying in the service of their
country are entitled to be buried in a
national cemetery. This also applies to
any veteran whose last discharge was
an honorable one. Application should
be made to the Superintendent of the
cemetery.
It is never enough for a law to be
passed. Always, the public must be

stead

ustrous highlights.

away shampoo

12 different shades. Try

Attlores which

—

.

women

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher

I

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly In place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

a result of service, or from a service-

Treat the Children to the

Amazing

In

dependents. In addition, pensions are
paid by the Veterans Administration to
dependents of a serviceman who dies as

Mecfom!

This

4 Purpose Rinse

BENEFITS AT DEATH AND TO DEPENDENTS: If a serviceman dies while

—
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I

I
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GOLD CROWN

lhum^C(Jot/< COLORING
Fascinating hobby and vocation
quickly learned at home by average man or

woman who

is

artistically inclined.

Work

PHOTOS
at Home,

full

or spare time. Modern method brings oat natural,
life-like colors. Many have earned while learning;.
FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started doing this
delightfal home work for photographers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your
obligation.
e0p Vw

__-__^_
EEECE^B
^mummm^^

u

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL

1315

S. Michigan Ave., Dept.l38A,Chicago 5,

III.

Weary Feet
Perk Up With
Ice-Mint Treat
When

feet burn, callouses sting and every step
groan and do nothing. Rub on
Ice-Mint. Frosty white, cream-like, its cooling soothing comfort helps drive the fire and pain
right out . . . tired muscles relax in grateful relief.
world of difference in a few minutes. See how
medicinal Ice-Mint helps soften up corns and callouses too. Get foot happy today, the Ice-Mint way.
At all druggists.
is torture, don't just

a

A

little

—
I

PAZO WILL RELIEVE
THOSE PAINFUL SIMPLE PILES

Letters

From

a Soldier

Continued jrom

-page 19

MAKE

Any time you have a chance to
go out, go right ahead. That is as
long as the guy you're with isn't handsomer and a better dancer than your
husband! Seriously, though, I do want
you to go out. I won't be jealous
fun.

^

EVERY^^j

—

*V

much. All I'll want is a full report,
giving names, dates, and places visited
and that's only because I like to
know where you are and what you're
doing every minute and second of the
day, so I can picture you, and feel

—

—

that I'm there with you. No I'm trying to kid us both. There's no use
pretending I really want you to go
out with other fellows, because I don't.
If I had my way, I'd seal you up in
a crystal casket until I could come

back and

you

let

out.

But

I

1

know

With cream on

dam-foolishness, and I'm anything but proud of it. You've got a
perfect right to have some fun. I'd
be the worst kind of a heel if I expected you to work hard all day and
then sit at home twiddling your thumbs.
How is Bert, by the way? I haven't
heard from him in weeks. He used
to write to me a lot. Hope he isn't
brooding again about being a 4-F, and
having to stay there in Herkimer
thought he'd got all over that. Tell
him to plant himself at that glasstopped desk of his and write me a
letter. We're still pals, even if he did
sell me a lot of insurance.
that's

Don't just suffer the agonizing pain,
torture, itching of simple piles. Re-

member,

for over thirty years

PAZO ointment
comforting

amazing

has given prompt,

relief to millions. It gives

you soothing, welcome palliative relief.

HOW PAZO

OINTMENT WORKS

close in under nose. Next,
around chin, up over jaw bone and
Around
out.
chin, up under eyes
and out. Stay one inch away from
eyes. Fingerprint delicate skin

der eyes

— out towards

So Pazo

is

jceater

prealso

QO
days
Women

Mo.

at

Home

and Men, 18 to 50

Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50,

?>75 or even more per week. Large full time
ncomes from doctors, hospitals, sanatorium s, clubs or private practice. O'thers make
good money In spare time. You can
vin independence and prepare for
future security by training at
home and qualifying for Diploma.
"-v Anatomy Charts and 32-page
^Illustrated Book FREE—Now!

^ITHE

College of Swedish Massage
D P t.559-G,10oE.Oh.oSt.,Ctiicagoll

s

!£fScrafchinq
Infection,
it

May Cause
.

D.D.D.Prescription.Greaseless.stainbottle

less. Calmsitchingfast.35c trial

—

Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER

Same

price for full length or
bust form, gronps, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlargements of any part of group

heels,

3 for $1.25

—

—made

me

wish

could have got to know each other
better before I went away. It couldn't
have happened this way, if we had.
Or could it? Darned if I know. One
of the fellows up here has been married
eight or nine years, and he's got two
kids. But that guy spends all his time

is

Send

your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
Dept. 1555-0

though

running around
with other fellows while he's away.
I don't think he actually believes she
He just wonders, and wondering
is.

SEND NO MONEY

100 East Ohio Street

my

wondering

Jtl8tmo n photo.
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful \ %?;double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay &jL.«e
postman 67c plus postage or send 69c with order
and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offerIdow.

Chicago (11).
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Sitroux Tissue removes pore-clogging cream thoroughly.

—

we

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

—

—

on

proves it or money back. Ask your
druggist for 0. 0. D. Prescription.

cream exactly as applied. First, one
side of face
then reverse Sitroux
for other side. Carefully remove
cream around eyes with clean portion. Because of its absorbency,

—

things over, and tell
each other what's really in our minds.
I suppose that letter of mine sounded
worse than I meant it to it must have,
because I didn't mean for it to sound
bad at all. I was just worried, that
was all, not suspicious about anything,
as you seem to think. What is there
to be suspicious about? You're my wife,
and we love each other. When I married you I gave you everything I had
talk

all my love, all my trust and confidence everything. I'd as soon not
trust myself, as not trust you.
This business has sort of set me back

—

enlargement.

—

down and

—

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete's foot, pimples other itching troubles Use cooling, medicated

picture.
Original returned with your

Gosh, honey, you don't have to get
I'm sorry now I ever mentioned
what Phil said or rather, what he
didn't say. I wouldn't have, if I'd
known it was going to upset you.
That's the trouble with being so far
away from each other we can't sit
sore.

Louis,

°ate

Place right hand, palm up, on one
Sitroux Tissue. Fold sides of tissue
over palm. Fold upper part down,
forming "mitt." (Method saves
tissues,* does better job.) Remove

Dear Gale,

Learn Profitable Profession
in

Cer

ac/oss

? of

si d e

/_^nd ba°4fre.

April 15

A Product of
Si.

?<*

—

in handy suppositories. Same
soothing relief! Get Pazo in the form
you prefer, at your druggists today.
•

/

^r

J-Startar

fiI

WELL,

made

INC.

un-

temple.

?a/* tiger's

>

sweetheart, there isn't anything more for me to write about.
It's the first of April, and spring ought
to be on its way, but there's not much
sign of it up here. I've got to admit,
though, it's not as cold in Newfoundland as I thought it would be. Not cold
just lonely. I love you.
Rod.

signed, perforated Pile Pipe, making
application simple and thorough. Ask
your doctor about wonderful Pazo ointment and the soothing, blessed relief
it gives for simple piles.

PAZO SUPPOSITORIES TOO!
Some persons, and many doctors,

^

then,

>gerti D S,

EASY APPLICATION
Pazo ointment tube has a specially de-

THE GROVE LABORATORIES

—

up and

SPECIAL PILE PIPE FOR

fer to use suppositories.

go around

the chin, using both hands

—

—

Soothes inflamed areas relieves pain
and itching. 2. Lubricates hardened,
dried parts, helps prevent cracking and
soreness. 3. Tends to reduce swelling
and check minor bleeding. 4. Provides
quick and easy method of application.
1.

fingertips,

if

his wife's

driving him

nuts.

He showed me

her picture the other day, and she's
only a nice, decent looking woman,
not at all pretty. I couldn't very well
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—
I

look at the picture and then tell him
he didn't have anything to worryabout but I thought to myself, Suppose he was married to Gale, with her
big violet eyes and long lashes and
movie-star figure See how it can get a
guy, not knowing? Honest, I'm not
suspicious about anything but if I was,
I don't think you could blame me.
Well, that's enough about something

—

—

—

and done with. Let's
and talk about something
pleasant for a change. You know what
I've been thinking? The war can't last
forever, and I've been figuring out
what I'd like to do when I get back
home. I could have my old job back

that's all finished

forget

INSURE

CANNING
SUCCESS!

it,

but I'm not sure I
rather be in something
for myself, and I think I know what
kind of business it would be. Building
houses, that's what, and right there
I'll bet
after the war
in Herkimer.
there'll be dozens, maybe hundreds
Herkimer people wanting
of people
new places* I'll have a little money
saved up, and maybe Dad could
lend me some more. I know I could
make good at it I always did like
that sort of thing, and I've got a lot
of new ideas. But here's the real reason I'm telling you about it. I want
again, I suppose,

want

Does not harm, permanently

1,

or bleach the hair.
2. Used after shampooing
tint

—

— your

hair is not dry, unruly.
3, Instantly gives the soft, lovely
effect obtained from tedious,
plus a
vigorous brushings
tiny tint in these 12 shades.
.

.

.

7.
8.
9.

you

Titian Blonde
Golden Blonde
Topaz Blonde

10.
11.
12.

Light Auburn
Lustre Glint

know

—

SAMPLE

Golden Glint Cc.,Seattle,14, Wash., Box 3366-B-6

GOLDEN GLINT
had ugly hair

. . .

in

it's

all

way ahead

—

Dear Gale,
goes on? I haven't heard from
you in more than two weeks, though

discouraged. Tried many different products . . . even razors.
. . .

satisfactory. Then
I developed a simple, painless and inexpensive
method. It worked. I have helped thousands win.
beauty, love, happiness. Let me tell you how.
My FREE book, "HowtoOvercometheSuperfluous
Hair Problem," explains the method and proves ac-
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/LEGS
BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY
!

New, lovely proportions for your
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legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
in this healthful, new, as-
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The demand

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

R

915

SHREVE BLDG., Salon E. SAN FRANCISC0.8, CAL.
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STATE

I

SCALY SKIN TROUBLE

I

Prove it yourself no matter
DW long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria-1:
with
sis and D e r m o
amaz ing true photo.?
graphic proof of result*
sent FREE. Write for it.

"

i

I

,

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin

SEND FOR

GENEROUS

disease Psoriasis. App.ly
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
i.n
the scales have gone, the
fc ,,
U"IU,
red patches gradually disappeared and again.
_„7^H!~«i
Perrnoil
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
Positive af»£
is used b? many doctors and Is backed by a
weeks or money Is reSent to give definite benefit in 2lOc
for
or
com)
(stamps
funded without question. Send famous
"OneL.SpotJTest
iinefous trial bojtle to make our
rite today for
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you.
name
Print
directed.
as
your test bottle. Caution: Use only
plainly. Don't delay Sold by Liggett ^S^aoHSrotRat
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATOBIW.
Box S47, Northwestern station, Dept. 68Q4, Detroit 4, Mich.
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each month
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300,000 COPIES
more than the paper shortage
permits us to print

• Consequently,
getting

to

your

dealer.

regular

He

will

oblige and you
of your

news-

be glad to
will
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don't you do something about that
functional pain? You could try
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. They work wonders for

"Why

monthly

that you

place a standing order
with

ating

insure

your copy regularly,

we suggest

6e °b°v*
/'You f

be sure

copy each month.

thousands of

womenl"

Chi-Ches-Ters do more than merely deaden
simple menstrual pain. One ingredient tends
to help relax muscular tension usually associtends
ated with periodic pain. An iron factor
results are
to help build up your blood. Best
Chi-Chesusually obtained if you begin taking
Ters three days before your period. Get a 50£
box from your druggist today.

CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS

ADDRESS
CITY

rs
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R

BALL BROTHERS COMPANY, Monde, Ind.

.

'

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
Bana^l Bec* successfully by hundreds
^BaBTaTasaTsaaaaal of smart women everywhere.

the Ball Blue Book. To get your copy
send 10c with your name and address to—

for

Illinois

** TT

follow instructions in

W

Nothing was

tual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Al so trial offer. No
obligation. Write MIME. ANNETTE LANZETTE, P.O. Box

RUBBERS
And

*

What

was unloved

4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept, 143, Chicago,

JARS,
CAPS,
LIDS and

in the future,

April 30

HAIR OFF
I

When we were

Bert.

—

as listed above.

No

tell

but I like to think about it. Being
partners with my best friend, living
there in Herkimer with you, in a new
house I'd helped build myself, maybe
with a kid or two running around
Sounds like heaven, doesn't it?
Thanks, baby, for dropping in to
see Mom. She appreciated it a lot.
You never mentioned it in your letters,
but she wrote me about it said you
looked swell. Try to do it often. You
know, she'd like nothing better than
to pretend she's your mother too. She
never could get over your not having any folks of your own. I'd better
sign off now. All my love.
Rod.

and pure Radien, all
new, approved ingredients.
Try Golden Glint... Over 50 million
packages have been sold. ..Choose
your shade at any cosmetic dealer.
or send for a
Price 10 and 25^
colors

Please send color

to

high school together, we used to talk
about being partners together someday. It never worked out, but maybe
after the war. Oh well
it would,

Dark Auburn

4. The improved Golden Glint
contains only safe certified

a—mmm FREE

—

—

—

1. Black
2. Dark Copper
3. Sable Brown
4. Golden Brown
5. Nut Brown
6. Silver

I'd

it.

For

relief from

"periodic functtonal

distress

!

!

the mail's been coming in regularly.
Don't tell me you're still sore. I couldn't
stand that. We're too far apart, and
it takes so long for letters to go back
and forth. If I could only see you,
and talk to you then I wouldn't have
this feeling of being suspended somewhere in space, thrashing with my

—

Its those

feet and never finding any solid ground
for them to stand on. Maybe you're
just busy. But what at? What is there
to keep you so busy you don't have
time to write a letter?
This is going to be a short letter
itself. I'm in a pretty sour mood, and
if I write much more I'm likely to

say something
Love,

be sorry for

I'll

May

bing pain around corn's core, until
gentle medication softens, loosens
core and you lift it out. Blessed relief you've never known before! BlueJay's soft Dura-felt pad instantly
banishes torturing shoe pressure.
New Blue-Jay is streamlined, comfort-

Try

used to for me,
few days

It

out, the

how many

you,

tonight!

it

do

—washing

(™J

relieve painful pressure, while
medication helps remove callus.

work you

I

found

got to live with
things a girl has to

so

so hard. Tell

him

I

said so!

But I'm glad he took you out dancing
a couple of times. I might have known
he'd look after my interests and keep
the wolves away.

TIRED, BURNING FEET?
Blue-Jay Foot Powder

And

too.
I

her hair, and doing her
forth. I guess you're
pretty tired when night comes, too.
Tell that boss of yours, Bert, not to

and

nails,

CALLUSES?
Try Blue-Jay Callus Plasters that

$0 easy to use!
5

—

New Blue-Jay has pain-curbing
Nupercaine that deadens the throb-

Only

flesh-tinted.

FIBS

Dearest,
This is our first anniversary, and I
got an anniversary present yesterday
a letter from you, just when I'd
about decided you weren't ever going to write to me again. It was worth
waiting for, though. You really can
write a good long letter if you try,
can't you, honey?
Sure, I know how time can fly past.

CORNS?

and

that make

later.

Rod.

able

rounded ends

sooth-

is

ing, cooling. Reduces perspiration;

IT'S funny

to think it's only a year
since we were married. All that
seems so long ago. Driving out to Lake
Park in Dad's car, and sitting there,
talking and suddenly me asking you
to marry me, and almost falling out of
the car in surprise when you said yes. I
couldn't believe it we'd only known
each other such a short time, and
there were only a few more days
before I had to go back to camp.
I hadn't meant to ask you, but the
lake was shining so in the moonlight,
and you were so close and so very,
very sweet. Golly, suppose I hadn't
taken the chance!
I'll bet you're remembering too, tonight, how we sat there and laid our

deodorizes too. Wonderful relief!

-*-

SHOE TORTURE?

—

Blue-Jay Cushion Moleskin
extra-soft; it's adhesive,
flesh-colored Cut it to fit over
any tender, sore spot where shoe rubs.

is

.

Why suffer, when there's

—

a Blue- Jay re«

every common foot trouble, handy
at drug or toilet
goods counter
No matter what
you've tried before,
try Blue-Jay now!
Don't accept sublief for

BLUE

JAY

stitutes.

Products of

BAUER

&

—

BLACK

plans how we decided it would be
simpler and easier all around if we
didn't tell anybody, but just eloped.

Divhion of The Kendall Company, Chicago 16

You were

PHOTO-RING
ANY PHOTO
OR PICTURE

1

of

Sweetheart, Relative or Friend,
reproduced per magfe -^m
nently in this beautRf
tiful

onyx

like

ring

New

featuring the
Magnified Setting!
Will last a lifetimel Inde~^m~
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents.,
...
postage. If you send cash we pay postage. V"P cn, rP"inwB
25e extra)
(Photos Returned).
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.. Pept. C-53. CINCINNATI, Q.

£tJ Folding
OIIO
Rehabilitate the

ok

handicapped
EVEREST * JENNINGS
WHEEL CHAIRS

j^£

m

For Travel! Work! Play!
YOUR OEAUR CAN SUPPIY YOU
OR WRITE

S5r£$T.

EVEREST
1032

N.

OGDEN

&
•

JENNINGS

LOS ANGELES 46,

CALIF.

felt

a

of
guilty

right,

little

my

folks in on the
good sports about
got to admit that.
It

was

a

crazy

course,

over

though

not

secret.

I

letting

They were

—you've
marriage — deciding
it,

though

on the spur of the moment, driving
away without telling anybody and
having the ceremony performed by a
sleepy old Justice of the Peace, and
then only having a three-day honeymoon, plus another ten days on my
last leave. Crazy but fun, wasn't it?
Well, we'll make up for the craziness
when I get back. We'll be the stodgiest,
most ordinary couple in Herkimer, and

One glance and you
can understand
why FIBS must be
easy to insert. That

smooth,

gently-

tapered end, so different from any other

tampon

leading

—

tells

the story.

This important feature

is

experience with Fibs proves

Why

bound

to aid

and your

easy, comfortable insertion,

it's

first

so

FIBS are "quilted"

Fibs are quilted to prevent cotton particles

from clinging
branes ... an

The

to

delicate

exclusive

quilting also

comfort

.

.

.

internal

safety

mem-

feature.

contributes to

your

keeps Fibs from fluffing-up to

an uncomfortable

size,

which might cause

pressure, irritation, difficult removal.

Next time you buy tampons
be sure to ask for FIBS I*

And maybe not really
the happiest.
getting a chance to know each other
will be all to the good. We'll each
have a lot of surprises coming.
I
guess you can tell I'm pretty
blamed happy tonight. Getting your
letter

was

like

waking up from

look back and
recognize the guy who

dream.

I

I

a bad
can't even
sat around

chewing his fingernails and snapping
at everybody, just because he couldn't

I

t

95

.

mind off wondering how things
were going a couple of thousand miles
get his

away. Especially Phil Rulison. I got
so I couldn't take being alone with
him couldn't talk naturally, because
I was afraid we'd start talking about
Herkimer and he might say some-

—

—

thing, I didn't know what. Heck of a
note. I'm not neurotic, I just act as if I

sometimes.

was,

Good night, and I hope you had as
happy an anniversary as I did. Give

my

my

regards to Bert. All

love.

Rod.

May

26

Dear Bert,
I got your letter. I'm glad you wrote
even if it was about the toughest
it,
thing I ever had to read in all my
life
just as this is going to be the

—
toughest

to write.

know what to say to you.
feel bad enough as it is I could
tell that, easy enough
and you're going to feel worse when you finish this.
Because I can't just say go ahead
I

don't

You

—

—

and the devil take you. I could do
to somebody else, maybe, but
not to you. We were kids together,
and I always thought of you as my
best friend. It hasn't been your fault
I know that even better than you
do. So I've got to tell you, and then
you'll have to go ahead and make up
your own mind if you can.
Get this, though. I'm not trying to
get revenge on anybody, not even
on her. As far as I'm concerned, she's
that

—

—

Your

ring, the

symbol

of your per-

—well,

should be perfect, too!
Select a Bluebird Diamond and be
sure they're guaranteed perfect!

fect love

IS

Every Bluebird Diamond is
from cracks, flaws, carbon spots.

free

2.

Cutting and polishing by exfierts assures maximum briliance, beauty.

3.

Less than

4.

died.

I'm not

cried for her,

—

your

and read

and

at first
I felt like laughing, because it didn't
make any sense. Here you were, writing to me just as if I was up on all
the latest news. You said: "I know

1% of all diamonds
mined meet Bluebird's standard of quality and perfection.
Permanently registered for
your protection.

FREE

I

—

THE WORLD

STANDARD FOR FINE DIAMONDS
1.

you

the way you'd cry if anybody you
loved was dead. Of course, I never
loved her not the real Gale. I loved
somebody I thought was Gale, somebody I dreamed up, with her help.
But the girl I loved never existed
at all. Neither does the girl you love.
Do you begin to get it? It'll take
you quite a while it did me. I opened

—

WHY BLUEBIRD

she'd

like
to tell

it's

ashamed

letter,

how you

it,

Rod, and I don't blame
pretty low to steal your
friend's wife while he's in the Army.
But look at it calmly, and you'll see
it doesn't do any good to go on refusing to let Gale divorce you. It was
all a mistake, your getting married
in the first place. Gale loves me, and
I love her. I'm sorry it's worked out
that way, but it has. Go on hating
me, call me everything you can think
of but write to Gale and tell her
you've reconsidered, and she can have
her divorce. She doesn't know I'm
writing to you she thought it would
sound better coming from her and
seems to think she ought to try again."
Sure, I hated you for awhile, and
I called you plenty. Even now, I don't
want to see you for a good long time,
you.

— Know your diamonds. Send

new informative FBEE booklet,
"The Book That Lovers Love." It

for

explains all you've wondered about
judging a diamond's color, brilliance

and perfection. Supply limited. Mail
coupon to be sure of getting yours.

feel,

It's

—

—

/^

REGISTERED

ever. I can't help feeling that way,
I know it wasn't your fault
as much as it was hers. Because you
see, Bert
your letter was the first I'd
heard of any divorce. Gale hadn't mentioned one. In fact, in one letter she
said particularly that everything was
if

though

—

she missed me and loved me. She
even mentioned casually that you'd
taken her out dancing a couple of
fine,

—as

if the boss was giving the
secretary a night out. If she
told you she'd written and asked me
for a divorce, then she was lying.
She's done quite a bit of lying to

times
little

both of

us.

Why? I mean why did
You know as well as I
seen her when she meets

she do
do.

a man for
the first time that inquiring, eager,
speculative look. You know how everything in her concentrates on putting
the guy under a spell you must know,
it's happened to you. Maybe she can't
help it, maybe she's made that way,
so she needs the fun (it's just fun
to her) of having a man worshipping
her, being fooled by her. Sex is her
game; it's what she lives for, with
all her daintiness and cute ways. Maybe
she really intended to play it straight
when we got married. Or maybe she
didn't, and the allotment was the big

—

—

attraction. I wouldn't

know about

—

MAIL COUPON

NOW

trust

her.

I

used

to

laugh

when

j

BLUEBIRD DIAMOND SYNDICATE, Dept. 5-HH
East Washington St., Chicago 2, III.
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Please rush your FREE booklet, "The
That Lovers Love."

Name

a

probably would have done me much
good
you got to know her well
enough, working with her in the office,
and she was smart enough to fool you.
Then there were a lot of little things
that happened a funny look on Phil
Rulison's face when I asked about her,
and the way she'd never open up and
be friends with my family, and her
extravagance with money, and not
bothering to write to me for weeks at
a time. But most of all it was her
agreeing to marry me on such short
notice, almost as if marrying someone
it

—

—

didn't mean much to her. All these
things should have made me wonder,
They did make me wonder, only I
shoved the wondering out of sight,

wouldn't admit it was there. A man
in the Army wants somebody to love,
the way he wants three meals a day
and a place to sleep. Even more, because he can get along without the
meals and the bed, but he can't get
along without the other. Except that
I guess I'll have to get along without
it

now.
I'm .not

writing

to

your show now, Bert

wonder what

Gale.

—I'm

This

finished.

you'll do?

Rod.

City....

Nothing goes to waste today not even the scraps that go into the
waste basket. It's a "save basket" now, and the paper from it goes
to vital uses in the war effort. Paper is as essential as guns and
ammunition not only scraps, but all discarded newspapers, wrappers,
bags, cartons, magazines. Sell or give your paper to a salvage agency
but don't waste a scrap!

—

—

Address.

96

Book

—

.Zone

.State.

I

piece in the paper quoting
some social-service big shot mumbling
about the dangers of hasty war marriages. All the same, it bothered me
that we were married in such a hurry,
and that I never had a real chance
to get acquainted with her. Not that

read

HOW'S YOUR "SAVE BASKET"?

——

that.

The funny thing is I think I always
knew, down inside me, that I couldn't
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Good company

The

beer that
it

is

the

making of

a picnic.

made Milwaukee famous makes

perfect ... if you have him and he has

you and you both have
Schlitz.

or at
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refrigerator,
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your
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